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For 1953; Sheet Sales Also Soar

Solid structure of current disk
sales is seen in the fact that about
15 sidls arVgoine stroMly Last
leSr four or I?e lones wire clickingduring the fi?st roupie of
months This year’s wider* SOTead
means 'tlS more customer are
coming into the stores to buy more
than one disk at a time.
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ing films designed to appeal to the
adult mind.”
Speaking for the industry generally, Arnall said in no case are
the producers flirting with more
censorship problems. “While they’re
dealing with realism, the producers
are stressing good taste and avoiding anything which would embarrass or displease film theatres’
all-age-group audiences,” he stated.
“And obviously there’s no desire to
stir a row with any church group.”
Regardless of the manner in
which it’s being done, it’s clear
that a good part of Hollywood is
now tackling subject matter which
heretofore has been largely tabu.
Film-makers relate
the
public
wants more advanced screen fare,
and they’re grooving their turnout
accordingly.
Romance of a priest (Montgomery Clift), for example, is a
radical departure from the conven.

O’Connor, Cantor

Nix Filmed Shows
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Hollywood, Feb.

The fourth dimension

fojr

3.

3-D

the boxoffice.

is

Third-dimension is nothing new;
it’s merely been manifest in recent weeks as a new b.o. value.
The simple conclusion is that if
that’s what the public wants and
will pay for, that's
will give ’em.
If

mopup

its

what Hollywood

“Bwana Devil” can continue
business;

if

Sol Lesser’s

Stereo Techniques shorts can do
what they are doing; if Cinerama
continues as a top ticket on
Broadway
quite patently, the
-

—

filmgoing public wants that

new

value.

Metro did it years ago with a
Pete Smith short; showmen like
Darryl Zanuck and Frank Ross rethird-dimension (with tinted
lenses) sequence in a mid-1920s
Ziegfeld Follies these further attest to the fact that 3-D is nothing

call a

—

new.
f

Red Pluzzes

But' the b.o. has created a new
on 1953 thinking. The
awkwardness of Arch Oboler’s

impact

pioneering “Bwana Devil has already resolved into certain refinements, as seen last week on the
'

Showing With

WB lot, where WB was utilizing
same Natural- Vision (Milton
Gunzburg) technique employed by
Oboler. Bryan Foy is producing
“Wax
(nee
“House of Wax”
Current theatre, shortage on
in N-V, with Jack WarBroadway resulted last week in a Works”)
(Continued on page 7)
hassle between Leonard Sillman,
the

faces’ Fracas

producer of “New Faces,” at the
Royale, N. Y., and the Shuberts
and Sullivan ticket agency. Situation involved what the producer
claimed was an attempt to curtail
agency sales for the revue so as to
hold down -the gross below the stop
clause and force it out of the theatre.

Sillman, apparently tipped off,
hired a private detective agency,
whose operatives phoned Sullivan
branches in various New York

(Continued on page 61)

SHORTENED BY TV
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By ABEL GREEN
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Impact;

Cinemascope' Lifts 20th-Fox Stock

IMMATURE’ PII

two with Teresa Brewer and Law- LjCrlOUS
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IIHSDS
m iiwpir
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rence Welk; Mercury has two with
the Gaylords and Patti Page; Vic«
w
tor has one with Perry Como, Dec'AT f 1 n
, 0
<Tt
ca has one with the Mills Bros.;
1111 ft
Hli
II J.
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M-G-M has one with Joni James
and the indie label, Essex Records,
1
*
has one with Don Howard.
_ _ I 1IMA
Sheet sales are also way up this
|)|()
1 .0111
|f|0
*/
tlu IjIITP
year as compared with the same
period last year. Although not as
„
The tal1 money obtained on
healthy as the disk, business, hit
songs are now beginning to hit the vaudeo programs has resulted in
dramatic players
paying
500,000 sales marker, a figure that many
closer attention to that medium.
(Continued on page 46)
The quest for coin is changing
many a serious thesp into a comeThe talent agencies have
dian.
been encouraging that trend not
only because of the higher coin,
tut as a means of building up repuThe pertations in other fields.
centeries feel that it’s no longer
feasible for a headliner to be a
( Continued on page 20)
one-track performer. Tele has provided the major chance for many
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Overtures to Eddie Cantor and to indicate some degree of versaD'onald
O’Connor for half-hour tility.
SEES
comedy shows on film next season
The coin quest, although primarhave been definitely rejected by
(Continued on page 22)
the two comedians, who will continue with “Comedy Hour ” Cantor
Washington, Feb. 3.
I AA
A„l r :„-.
wjII do 10 hour shows for Colgate UrCll L63fl6r$ ASKIIICJ
Television will eventually shortnext season and O’Connor five or
time
the
of national political
.•
en
n /i .
I
six
campaigns to only three or four
"
ror Cuts on Lucrative
f
e
Both r
Cantor
and. Sam
Jaffe,
weeks, Vice-president Richard M.
•
n
n
figent for O’Connor, said the new
Rallrfinni |vUUlXoMUlla
nnPPQQlAIIQ Nixon predicted last week in an
DdlirUUIII
format was discussed but discarded
interview on WTOP-TV. (Shorter
after
exploring the advantages.
The band biz is far better than campaigns were urged in a speech
Cantor’s only demand on Colgate is it looks from the ballrooms’ gross two weeks ago by CBS Board
that he be allowed to have filmed figures and orch leaders now want
Chairman William S. Paley.)
in advance some of the production a cut of the unseen, but substan“We may find developing in the
humbers or scenes that require tial revenues. Latter comes from near future,” he said, “a period in
Quick changes. He will concentrate the candy, soft drinks, liquor and
which campaigns may be shortwholly on television.
setups concessions which have be- ened. In three or four weeks the
O Connor’s picture commitments come a major by-product of the public
can get to know a candidate
would militate against a regular ballroom operation in the south
through radio, television and newssenes of half-hour filmed .come- and midwest.
,
papers. No one will as yet cut his
flies, each
of which would require
Orch leaders are currentlyvork- campaign short. But, sometime,
Continued on page 63)
someone will.”
(Continued on page 61)
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Hollywood more and more is providing the answer to filmdom’s
Convicts Sensitive
|)r. 1. Q.
MlltlStrV
^ QUltS
^
detractors who over the years have
Dallas, Fe 5* 3
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
rapped the “juvenile jnentality”* of
J ames W. McClain, former pix emerging from the studios.
“Gangbusters” radio show has
Q-” on NBC radio, has re- Producers are definitely trendihg been tabooed at the Minnesota
Pr
S1 f»ned from the ministerial staff
toward “mature” themes and frank, State Prison, and has the distinction now of being the only ether
Matthew’s Episcopal Cathe- realistic circumstances.
°J
dral
here to devote ful1 time to a
New outburst of forceful pic fare, program which inmates aren’t perboys ’ ranch P r °S ect which will incidentally, is familiar. There’s a mitted to hear, equipped with raoccu P y 600 acres in south Texas trend toward them every few years, dio earpieces, in their cells.
Warden Leo Utecht informed
Nonsectarian,
the
Three -Cross which continues until the bluenoses
the state legislature during an apEanch and Sch ° o1 wiu Provide a decide to crack down.
before that body that
pearance
self-supporting
jobs
for
and
Execs of major studios reveal
D< yS
i5
they’re well underway with in- the reason there’s no longer, any
,
„.x L r
_
“Gangbusters” is bein
tuning
on
pdch f °r the new project, made creased use of “grown-up mate.
by Rev. McClain m December rial,” and point to current produc- cause prisoners would cheer when
when he was featured on “This Is tion skeds to prove the point. Ellis a policeman was shot.
“Inmates got disgusted, too,
Yo ur Life” by Ralph Edwards, via Arnall, president pf. the Society of
NBr _ TV drew* almost $17 000 in Independent Motion Picture Pro- when the crooks always were shot
captured,” explained Utecht.
or
ducers, added in N. Y. this week
f
the show
n
q„ ar PrQ
that the indies generally are in the “They really didn't like
and
were glad when we eliminated
J
vanguard of film-makers “developi
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ANSWER BEEPS ON No Letup in 3-D s Sock

Disk Biz Looks to $250,006,000

the disk industry will top $250,000,000 as the gross figure for 1953.

PRICE

1953

ADULT YARNS HIT FILM
All facets of the music biz are+marking up last month as the best
January for sales since the end of
the war. Trade execs estimate that
if business keeps rolling at the
same pace for the rest of the year,

STAGE

British Equity

Warmer

Now

to Aliens

London, Feb. 3.
While negotiations between British and American Equity are deferred for the time being, there is
every evidence that the British
thespers’ union is displaying a
more cooperative attitude in okayjng work permits for alien artists.
Since the countrywide controversy
that followed the embargo on Jose
Ferrer working at the Old Vic,
managements are agreed that a
more reasonable attitude is being
followed.
For recent and upcoming productions requiring the use of
American performers, managers
have met with a ready, helpful resonse from Equity. One producer
whose production called for a
substantial number of U. S. artists,
told Variety last week that all
applications were dealt with ex.

Coast Pubs Flip Over
Nip Tune Penned by GI;

Disney Music Nabs
Hollywood, Feb.

It

3.

Music publishers and platteries
in this town are in a fevered hassle over “Gomen Nasai,” a song
with English lyrics and a Japanese
title,

meaning “Forgive Me.”

Two weeks ago a sailor of the
U.S.S. Bon Homme Richard sent
the platter to Ralph Story,
disk jockey, explaining that he
bought it in a Tokyo music store.

KNX

(Continued on page 47)

(Continued on page 23)

Sunday Night — LINC.OLN-MERCURY TIME on CBS-TV — When

ED SULLIVAN’S “TOAST OF THE TOWN” presents
“The Walt Disney Story”

-
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Cornell Reviews Own
Show for Omaha Sheet
Omaha, Feb.

<0

3.

John

B.O.

World-Herald columnist
Koffend talked Katharine Cornell
into reviewing her own show, “The
Constant Wife,” after its first night
Washington, Feb. 3.
here, and actress came through
Possibility of repealing or rewith a piece that helped sell the
show the second night. She admit- ducing the 20% admissions tax
ted “nervousness” at dictating the this year was virtually killed off
review to a newspaper stenogra- yesterday (Mon.) when President
Eisenhower told Congress there
pher.
^ ,
Show grabbed a neat $9,000 last should be no tax cuts until the
weekend (30-31) at the 3,000-seat budget is balanced.

As Spenders Gander 4th Gender
‘

By JESSE GROSS

Village, are two banquet halls
which convert to Dixieland sessions
Village, with its three- on weekends only. Jazzeries are
way entertainment parlay, con- the Stuyvesarit Casino and the Centinues to rate as a b.o. lure. ^ Most tral Plaza, For dancing, outside of
potent come-on, 'though, is still the the nitery vein, Eddie ^inston’s,
cuffo looksee holdovers in the lo.ose on 8th off University Pi., still pulls,
limbed lads and heavy hoofed hoy- in heavy patronage.
dens who frequent various bars in
Sheridan’s Solo
downtown Gotham sector.
this
Sheridan Sq., which once housed
However, for those who prefer orbsemi-profes- a few bistros, now has a solo entry

Greenwich

.

The President did, however,
Paramount, at $3.60 top. In a sixa review of the entire tax
performance week that also in- promise
structure, asserting “we must decluded Davenport, Cedar Rapids,
system of taxation which
a
velop
Des Moines and Sioux City, Miss
will impose the least possible obCornell grossed a neat $24,300.
stacle to the dynamic growth of
.

professional or
sional performers at

ing

wbrk, this running. Operation is the Nut Club
falls in line
one-time Bohemian refuge offers a and entertainment
One of
St. in ad- with that offered on 3d St.
of
5fcd
roadshow version
in
that sector
niteries
dition to a few spots flavored with the former
offthe
over
by
been
has
taken
this
an Upper eastside air. With
group. Originals
tripartite package, the tills around Brpadway legit
theaa
transformed
Only,
and
into
Sheridan Sq., MacDougal St. and
tre, as wa$ done with the^former
St. appear to be register-

West 3d

ing fairly healthy takes.
Most noticeable change .in the
character of the Village seems to
have taken place in its aspect of
Boheniianism. There are fewer
beards showing and the indigenous costume of. blue jeans smeared
with vivid paint is on the wane.
Louie’s bar, off Sheridan Square,
appears to have replaced the
MacDougal St. perennials,, the
San Remo and Minetta Tavern, as
the No. 1 meeting place. Spot does
such a bang-up business on week-?
ends that the iron gate, fronting
the entrance, is usually drawn prior to midnight, as a means of keeping additional customers from entering the already packed premises.
Beer and conversation impress as
being the primary lure. Crowd
•

Greenwich Village Inn, now func-

tioning as the Circle-in-the-Square
Theatre. Cafe Society, once an entertainment stronghold, shuttered

Some months ago.
Also located on MacDougal St.
and outside of the usual run of the
mill spots situated in that vicinity
the Champagne Room. Cellar operation, which formerly restricted
liquid menu to wines, now
its
serves both whiskey and the grape
extract. Place spotlights a pianist,
while waitresses "fill in as vocalists
With tunes offered confined primarily to excerpts fronrlegit musicals.

Players See Their

Names

here, however, seems to stem more
Marquees;
from off-Broadway theatre groups
and radio-TV ranks than from the
Day-Date Pix-Legiters
old school of artists, poets and
Current season has developed an
authors.
West 3d St., paralleling 52d St. unusually high number of inboth in location and motif, spot- stances where the star or featured
lights a number of niteries featur- performer in a Broadway legit
iffg scantily clad gals. Stills outside show is competing with him or
the clubs are almost all devoted to herself in a film playing the same
showing them with as little cover- area.
ing as is permitted. These semiOpening of 20th-Fox*s .“The
stripperies include Ernie’s' Three Star” at the Rivoli last week
Ring Circus, Savannah Club, Open served to further draw attention
Door, Pinto’s, Cinderella Club and to the situation. Star of “Star” is
Tony Pastor’s, Headliners at these Bette Davis, who’s currently holdlocations are lesser names.
ing forth in “Two’s Company,” reMatter of Taste
vue at the Alvin.
Maurice Evans, topper in Gabriel
A.,few of the 3d St. dives cater
“Androcles and the Lion,”
Pascal’s
to those femmes who prefer using
Aqua Velva to Chanel, while 8th at the Capitol, has the lead in
“Dial
for Murder” at the PlymSt., between 5th and 6th Aves.,
Reginald Gardner, also
serves as a haven for the male el- outh.
ement that would prefer trading prominent in “Androcles,” Cavorts
in' their styptic pencils for eyebrow nightly in. “An Evening With Bea‘

M

.

carbon. This latter group, inciden- .trice Lillie” at the Booth. Danny
takes up doorway stands Kaye is in “Hans Christian Anderon the street after the bars have sen” on the Paris and Criterion
shuttered, a la the femme prowlers screens and virtually a one-man
show on the Palace boards.
in London’s Piccadilly Circus.
Arthur Kennedy, who has one of
For showcasing values that par
some of the better uptown niteries. the key spots in “The Crucible” at
Village Vanguard, Bon Soir and the Martin Beck, is starred in
No. 1 Fifth Ave. usually hold forth “Lusty Men,” Jerry- Wald pic now
with some solid entertainment. The on. view at 42d St. houses. RosaVanguard shew has Mickey Deems, lind Russell is due shortly from

7

HORACE HEIDT
..

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
Management
JOHN LEER
111 Fifth Ave., New York

She opens in
Syms, Pat Carroll and two directions.
the Clarence Williams Trio, while “Wonderful Town” at' the Winter
Garden
Feb.
25
and
at about the
Bon Soir is offering Jimmie Daniels,
Alice Ghostley, G. Wood, Norene same time her new film, “Never
Tate, Garland Wilson, Kirkwood & Wave at a Wac,” RKO release, will
Goodman and Mae Barnes. No. 1 bow at a first-run. Geraldine Page
has Bibi Osterwald
and Ray had marquee billing last week at
Mason, in addition to regulars Bob the Globe, in 20th’s “Taxi,” in
Downey, Harold Fonville and which she has a small part. Her
Hazel Webster. Also in the nitery big click showing in “Mid-Sumvein and one of the area’s most mer” at the Vanderbilt was restabilized spots is the Village Barn.
Bucolic in flavor, the Barn remains
a top magnet for hen parties, outof-towners, and native New York
hayseeders.
In the jazz vein, Nick’s and Eddie Condon’s hold fast, while over
on the eastside, on 2d Ave. slightly outside the boundaries of the

sponsible.

Defer Lawrence Biog

Blame Press,
In Josie

U.S. Colony

Baker Nixing

By Havana

Cafe,

TV Show

Havana, Feb.

3.
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JOHN FORD NAMED
‘DIRECTOR OF YEAR’
Hollywood. Feb.

3.

John Ford was named “director
of the year” by the Screen Directors Guild at its annual awards dinner Sunday (1). The citation was
for “Quiet Man” (Rep). SRO crowd
turned out for annual affair, at
which Ford won the year’s top
award as well as for best direction
of year’s fourth quarter.

Other quarterly winners were
Danny Kaye’s at the Palace Theatre, N. Y. Comic is committed to Charles Chrichton, “Lavender Hill
Mob;”
Joseph Mankiewicz, “Five
“Knock on Wood” which will be
‘

the country,” He especially called
for taxation which would least interfere with the growth of small
business.
Thus, he indicated in his first
State of the Union message, excises which tend to hurt the small
theatreowners might be studied
with a. view toward later action.
Prior to the President’s message.
Congressional tax leaders had
stated privately that they would
not back any admissions tax cuts
this year.

Orson Welles lined Up
For Two More European
Pix After

Rome

Stint
Rome,. Feb. 3.

Orson Welles, co-star
DeLaurentis film now
cameras here, has two
tures lined up following

of a

Ponti-

before the
other vencompletion
of his current chore. Under a deal
arranged by Barry Mahon, production manager for Errol Flynn, he’ll
produce, write* direct and star in
both projects. These pix will be
made in Europe via financing provided by private Italian interests.
Titled “Masquerade,” the first
Welles film is slated for a March
starting date. Yarn is said to be
woven around an international
story of intrigue, with chase se-

quences taking the cast through
Germany, Tunisia and Morocco. Inwould be lensed in Italy.
Players have not as yet been set.
While plans for the second
Welles production have not been
disclosed, it’s understood that both
films may be distributed through
United Artists. Welles’ Ponti-DeLaurentis stint co-stars Jhim with
Italian coipedian Toto in a screen
version of Luigi Pirandello’s “The
Man, the Beast and Virtue.” Viviane Romance has the top femme
role. Shooting is expected to be
completed in about six weeks.

teriors

HEFLIN’S ACTING GETS
IN

WAY OF HIS STUDIES

Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Van Heflin, appearing in the
Fingers;” Fred Zinnemann, “High
Twin
Cities
in “The Shrike,” reNoon.”
Merian C. Cooper accepted
of Norman Panama and Mel Frank.
vealed here that he’s now enrolled
Producers are not yet certain for Ford, currently locationing in
as
a
student
at UCLA, in Los Anwhether they’ll start work on the Africa on “Mogambo” (M-G). Digeles.
film before or after the Corona- rectors also launched the annual
Heflin
told
reporters he’s comtion.
Accommodations, camera presentation of the D. W. Griffith
pleting a thesis for a master’s decrews and studio space will be Memorial Award, giving the first
gree on techniques of acting on
scarce before the big event, but one to Cecil B. DeMille.
screen, stage, radio and TV. This,
producers would like to get the
he said, will he published as a textproject started as soon as possible.
book for dramatic students when
If they decide to go ahead prior to One Prez to
an Ex (HST): it’s finished.
the Queen’s crowning, then Kaye
One of his problems as a stuwill have to cut his Palace date.
‘Come
Be
Nightclub
Czar’ dent now, Heflin explained, is that
Meantime, Panama and Frank
his .assignments as an actor interFormer
President
Harry S. Trureturned to the Coast Saturday
fere" with his studies. For example,
man is wanted for the
filmed in England under auspices

in eight days, resulted in $62,000.

Win Awards

Winners of the Annual Photoplay Gold Medal Awards are Susan
Hayward, Gary Cooper and 20thFox’s “With a Song In My Heart,”

mag

disclosed today (Wed.).
and the' two stars were
as the “most popular” for
1952 In a year-long, nationwide
poll of U. S. filmgoers.
Those who carried off accolades

named

City .

ers.

.

the fan
Picture

Street

.

“Hour of

Miss Baker was to have appeared on the CMQ-TV “De Fiesta
con Bacardi” nightly program. She
played at Tropicana nitery in Havana two years ago before her re-

‘Song’

°wo

Paris, Feb. 3.

pear Jan. 26.
He said that she
Also hard hit were the nude
then asked that the date be moved
dancers in the niteries and big spec
back to Feb. .2, and then to Feb. 9. revues like the Folies-Bergere
and
At this point, he said, the contract Casino De Paris.
Most nudy lines
was cancelled.
have been running at half strength.
Meantime, Phil Spitalny flew to Pix attendance
also fell off during
Havana from New York last Thurs- the heavy part
of the epidemic.
day (29) and was dickering with

Hayward, Cooper,

Enclosed find check for $
Please send

s

Recent cold wave here brought
in its wake a bad epidemic of
grippe or flu which for the first
time in many years was not blamed
on any other country.
“La grippe” is blamed for bedding many actors and theatre work-

n

ond week at- the Palace. His first
frame, which comprised 11 shows

Subscription Order

Biz;

music hall and legit boxoffice with
Montmartre cabaret and CMQ- the public avoiding the crpwds unTelevision have cancelled contracts
til the epidemic is over.
^
with Josephine Baker. Ostensibly
The number of cases Is now on
the reason for the cancellations
the wane with weather improving.
was cables from Miss Baker in In legit many actors were hit. The
Buenos Aires saying she would not state subsidized Comedie^rancaise
be able to arrive in time for her and Opera lost 24 actors and singopening at nitery ^ and on video, ers. Claude Nollier replaced Madescheduled for yesterday (Mon.).
leine Robinson in the legit hit, “La
Actually, the cancellations folDame De Trifle” due to the aillowed a furore in the large Ameri- ment. Suzanne Flon in the new hit
can colony in Havana when it was
play, “L’Heure Eblouissante,” also
announced that Miss Baker had suffered from the grippe, as did
been signed to appear here. The her understudy. Jeanne Moreau,
American tabloid Havana Herald the co-star of the piece, offered to
blasted her unmercifully.
do the Flon role also since each
Mario Garcia, manager of Monthave an act without ever meeting.
marte, reported that Miss Baker
Miss Moreau learned the role in
had originally been signed to ap- two days.
.

lias

2/4

French Show

Nude Dancers Hard Hit
•

(31) after a week in New York to
Hollywood, Feb. 3..
postponed “Inter- help with promotion on “Above
and
Beyond,” which they lensed
rupted Melody,” projected Marjorie Lawrence biopic, until it can for Metro.
Kaye pulled $55,240 for his secfigure a way to shave the cost.

Metro

Toll in

Undei* Personal

tally, also

Sylvia

:

La Grippe Takes Heavy

is

Double—On

.

.

Monday

(9) at the annual Photoplay presentation banquet to be
held at the , Beverly Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Cal. Miss Hayward
won her laurels for her portrayal
of Jane Froman in “Heart” while
Cooper’s prize stems from his performance in United Artists’- “High

Noon,”

post of
the nightclub industry. he had to close his textbooks to
make the film “My Son, John.” And
Restaurant Owners
of
America has offered the job of he was just getting comfortable, at
executive administrator to the for- his school desk again when he
mer White House occupant at signed to go on tour with “The
$75,000 annually, on a five-year Shrike.”
czar

of

,

Theatre

deal.

made by Lou Walters,
president, who operates the
Quarter, N, Y.
Telegram
was sent to his home in Independence, Mo., asking the former
Chief Executive to reply in time
for the TROA exec board meeting
which is slated for today (Wed.)
in New York. So far, Truman
hasn’t replied.
Post would call for the former
President to be an arbiter in all industry questions and set policy.
One of his major duties would be
the negotiation of agreements with
Offer was

TROA

Ball-Arnaz

Get 250G
For Metro Picture

Latin

He would be

given an assistant if
he accepted the post.
Meanwhile, TROA has named
Dave Fox, former eastern regional
director of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, as temporary executive secretary. Fox, after leaving the union in 1949, has been
agenting.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz will
receive a flat $250,000 for a single
picture at Metro.
Husband-andwife team have been pacted by the
studio to costar in the Technicolor
“The Long,.. Long Trailer.” TV
stars of the CBS “I Love Lucy
will continue their domestic comedy style on the screen, as a young
couple who meet adventures during a 'cross-country tour in an auto
trailer.

Pic is slated for production this
with Pandro S. Berman as
producer.
Both Miss Ball and
year,

Arnaz
Metro

a

were under contract to
few years ago, but Trailer’

their first appearance
together in films. Based on a book
by Clinton Twiss, the screenplay
was written by Alfred Hackett and
Frances Goodrich.
will

mark

j
!

.

.
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SEE 3,500 THEATRES FOR TV-1F
*

Need

for

Uniform 3-D

E™ ’Johnston Coin Seen Snarling

'

EXHIBS GET

IF

Again the axiom holds true that “there’s nothing more permanent than change, and particularly is it true in show biz.” The
race for three-dimension films, as a step to achieve a new boxoffice dimension, has the industry in a tailspin.

McCarthy Taking Key SIMPP Post

THOSE

To 3-D or not 3-D should compel the industry to take quick
.stock of itself, pool all resources, set up a central clearing and
meeting ground, and make available from the start the best endresults. Right now Warners is racing with Natural-Vision. Sol

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers has all but
dropped plans to install John G.
McCarthy, former head of the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s
dimension projection, is anticiCharles Skouras, National Thea- foreign division, as its troublepated if exhib interests succeed in
tres topper, who suffered a mild shooter in the international
field,
obtaining exclusive theatre video
heart attack two weeks ago, con- it was indicated Monday
(2) in
channels. With hearings now going
tinues his stay at St. Luke’s Hos- N. Y. by Gov. Ellis Arnall,
SIMPP
on in Washington, exhibitor forces,
pital, N. Y.
prexy.
sparked by the National Exhibitors
According to Richard Dickson,
Theatre TV Committee, are enWhile the Society is giving as
visioning a theatre TV network of Skouras’ executive assistant, the the official reason its inability to
good
spirits”
exhib
topper
“in
is.
approximately 3,500 theatres with
shell out enough money to create
about 4,000,000 seats within the and medicos will make a decision a setup necessary to interest Mcearly next week about his dis- Carthy in the job,
next two years.
it’s
h

A scramble for theatre TV equipment, overshadowing the current Ghas. Skouras Continues
interest in conversion to threeTo Mend in Hospital

Lesser is clicking with a series of Stereo-Techniques shorts (nee
Tri-Opticon) UA is mopping up with “Bwana Devil” (NaturalVision), which started it all. And now comes 20th-Fox with its
,

broad program for Cinemascope.

There are a number of different systems, plus some independents which will Come along to ballyhoo their own pseudoThere is confusion in exhibitor
brands of “third-dimension.”
circles as to which system is what. There is the consensus that,
after it's all shaken down, the quality of the product will be
the No. 1 consideration. In the novelty stage, it's all a goodMore- ^enthusiastic large-screen
proponents predict that the totals
opportunity for a fast buck; it is undeniably a new excitement
could well go over these figures,
for production arid exhibition. And each certainly can stand
revitalization.
realistic values that

new idea, as isn’t the
dimension.” What is new is that

course, is not a

“third
of boffo boxoffice reaction.

Detailed 3-D stories on Pages

1

NBC May Televise

.

j

TV

Oscar

has passed the chicken-and-egg

7).

would become quickly available if
epough outlets existed to present
them. What has prevented the
more frequent presentation of the'Most Active’ Censors;
atre TV events, it’s noted, has been
(Continued on page 22)
Exbibs Back Lessing

Helps Stock Rise;

Trading Heavy
.

Film industry stocks, relatively
neglected in recent months, highlighted trading on the N.Y. Stock

|

Guarded comment characterized
exhibitor reaction last week to
criticism of the American Legion
voiced on the Coast by Gunther
R. Lessing, board chairman of the
Society' of Independent Motion
Picture Producers. Privately, however, exhibs declared themselves
in agreement with Lessing and

RKO Bd. Meeting
RKO

board of directors, headed
by Howard Hughes, will meet on
the Coast the latter part of next
4
week to' elect James R. Grainger
to board membership as a legallyrequired preliminary to the board’s
election of the former Republic
-

exec to the RKO presidency. RKO
being a Delaware corporation its
chief exec must be a member of

j

the directorate.

.

each rose a point apiece. Majority
of other amusement issues scored
fractional gains.

Grainger Appt.
&

Exchange Monday (2) and yester- applauded his speaking out;
day (Tues.). Buoyed by 20th-Fox’s
Lessing, commenting on Legion
disclosure that it’s converting all pressure which forced cancellation
film-making to a third-dimensional of “Limelight” bookings by both
process, most picture shares staged Fox West Coast theatres and- the
sharp advances on a heavy turn- Loew’s circuit in N. Y., upheld the
over.
Legion’s right to protest and critiLeading the Big Board sales on cize, but added that in suppressing
Monday with a volume of 51,300 pix the veterans org “assumes the
shares, 20th-Fox hit a new high of mantle of judge, jury and prosecut16% and closed yesterday at 16*4. ing attorhey.”
General exhib reaction was that
Columbia Pictures also set a new
high on Monday at 13 3A but eased censorship is bad, and that the
Legion is well on the way to beoff yesterday to 13%.
With sales \>f 119,800 shares for coming the most active censorship
the week ending yesterday, 20th body of them all. “We’ve been
climbed 2V4 points in the seven- fighting censorship up and down
day stretch. Col was up 1% while the line, and it’s about time that
Loew's and Paramount Picture? someone spoke up and brought the

Grainger moved into the RKO Universal, Columbia and Warner
homeoffice in New York Monday Bros, withdrawing financial support from the event.
(Continued on page 23)

the

at

Broadway Theatre,

N.Y.,

Cinerama was quoted around 8 on
over-the-c.ounter

day

it

was down

trading. Yesterto 3
bid, “3%

H

asked.

Investment trust of Lester Mar& Co. has purchased 150,000.

tin

shares of various' picture company
stocks in the past six months, it
was disclosed this week. Explaining the firm's acquisitions, Martin
said that the holdings were picked
up since film industry shares have

(Continued on page 23)

Z. Z.

Gabor’s Cafe

Bow

At Flamingo, Vegas
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Zsa Gabor will make her
nitery debut March 5 at the Flamingo, Las Vegas, headlining a
package being put together by
Sammy Lewis. Subsequent dates
hinge on Vegas reception.
Miss Gabor will emcee, tell a
few stories, and enact a scene from
her film, “Moulin Rouge.” She’ll
be backed by Dorothy Dorben line.
Lewis will have a dance team,
male singer and a comic to round
out package, which is set for fort-mght.
'

Zsa

also are eyeing .possibilities abroad.
20th-Fox, for one, has world-wide

(Continued on page 22)

pend largely on two cases which
come up before the state’s Supreme
Court today (Wed.).

MPAA

particularly eyeing the
cases, since the
Assn, feels Ohio’s film censorship
law is the most vulnerable of those
in states which have snipping acts
on their books.
is

outcome of these

ety

“Mari
Sixth
(Par)

*

is

.
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WAC”

“Stars
big on

(RKO) preemed

•

“Girls in Night” (U) looms okay
“Blackbeard Pirate”
in Buffalo.
(RKO) is fair in Denver,. “Little
Sheba” (Par) continues big in N.Y.
and L.A. “Arina” (IFE) shapes
very big in Friscn.
.

Complete Boxoffice Reports on
runner-up film, with “The Clown”
(M-G), “Cousin Rachel” (20th) and Pages 8-9)
(

$10

Foreign
$11
25 Qents
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SUBSCRIPTION

Annual

fair in

“Invasion U.S.A.” (Col) is great
in Detroit. “Flat Top” (AA), sluggish in Indianapolis, looks fancy in
Portland. “Androcles and Lion”
(RKO), mostly fair this session, is
good in St. Louis and oke in
Toronto.
“Road to Bali” (Par) shapes
socko in St. Louis and smash on
its N.Y. Astor preem, “Hiawatha”
is good in Philly and Cincy.

Behind Gun” (WB) is
“Thunder in East”
showing enough to finish

Trafalgar Sq.

PI.,

Single Copies

launching in Cincinnati.
“Jazz Singer” (WB),' winding up
its third week okay at N.Y. Paramount, is standout in PhiRy where
big on initial session. “Niagara”
(20th),
strong in second Roxy
stanza, is smash in Buffalo and
moderate
in
L.A.
“Jeopardy”
(M-G), also new, is hefty In Providence^ and fast in Boston. “Monsoon” (UA), good in L.A., is nice
in Chi. “Naked Spur” (M-G), also
a newcomer, is big in D.C. “Great
its

White Hunter” (Lip) looms
Denver.

WC2

London
8 St. Martin's

smash fashion in Washington..
Are Singing” (Par) is rated

in

.while

seventh. Eighth money is going to
“Thief of Venice” (2Qth), just
getting started this round. “Lawless Breed” (U) and “Ruby Gen-<
try” (20th) round out the top 10
list in that sequence.
“Meet Me At Fair” (U) is top

at a

Mark Registered

a<Ie

promising newcomer based on its
smash showing this week in N.Y.
and sturdy take in L.A. “Never

Wave

Hearings in-

volve “Native Son” and “M,” pix
banned by the state’s censorship
body. Both films are being handled
by indie distribs and neither is a
product of a major studio.

Confidential” (UA) in this
and continuity.
"The Star” (20th) looks to be a

RACE

which has ads already drawn up,

front, particularly in Ohio, will de-

“K.C.

M-G TAKES LEAD

.

Wait on Ohio Cases

classification

,

glasses, was first put on view back
in 1936 with a series of 3-D
It
shorts made by Pete Smith.
then created a sensation. The last
of the Audioscopics was released
in 1940.
Other distribs, while not as far
advanced in their plans as Metro,

Censor Moves

Motion Picture Assn, of America’s next move on the censorship

City Trade Slips; ‘Bad* Again First, ‘Devil*
Second, ‘Gambler* Third, ‘Hans* Fourth

Legion matter into the open. If
the large producers would only
stand on their rights and act to
Lack of fresh fare and a general
protect them, we’d all be better
lull in many key cities covered by
off,” one N. Y. theatreman said.
Another operator complained that Variety is resulting in a spotty,
local Legion posts were forcing biz picture nationally this stanza.
national
reaction
by picketing Ohe cause of this, of course, is the
films, and he stressed the need for yen of exhibitors and distributors
a unified Legion policy which to delay using fresh, strong fare
would be open to reason. Exhibs to any extent until able to cash in
generally assume that the national on the Lincoln Birthday and Washupbeats
this
Birthday
Legion heads lack control of the ington
month. Accelerated interest in
(Continued on page 23)
third-dimensional pix also was in
evidence.
IN
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) is
champ for second week in a row,
session seeing this opus far
the
3-D
ahead of its nearest rivals in the
Race to cash in on 3-D develop- keys. “Bwana Devil” (Indie) finments in the foreign market has ished second for the second stanza
started with Metro in the lead.
in succession, being nice to terDistrib is perfecting hush-hush
rific in seven of the eight cities
plans to export an improved verwhere currently playing.
sion of its Audioscopic system to
“Mississippi Gambler” (U), only
theatres abroad and hopes to beat
the rest of the companies to the out on second week to any extent
in
bigger keys, is capturing third
punch.
position. Close behind is “Hans
It’s figured that he who is the
Andersen” (RKO-GoldChristian
market
satisfy foreign
to
first
curiosity about latest U. S. devel- wyn) in fourth slot as against fifth
opments in stereoscopies can cash a week ago. “Above and Beyond”
in heavily. Metro’s system, which (M-G), fourth last ..week, is windrequires the use of red-and-green ing up fifth currently.

FOREIGN

MPAA

National Boxoffice Survey
Key

"

Apparently the boom in other
three-dimensional techniques has
served to. take the edge off Cinerama, Ino.,- which pioneered in
bringing its version of 3-D before
the public last* fall. Shortly after
the preem of “This Is Cinerama”

Festivities;

There had been strong interest
from theatre TV for the awards,
but the Academy reportedly preferred home TV to a big-screen
coverage.
Theatre Network Television had
been bidding for the event, approaching the studios through Motion Picture Assn,
of America
prexy Eric Johnston. Subject also
came up at last week’s board meeting of Theatre Owners of America,
with exhibs expressing the hope
the Oscar doings could be channeled to them.
Pitch for exhib participation in
the Acad ceremonies via largescreen tele was turned down last
year by the TV-shy Academy. However, exhibs thought there was a
better chance this year in view of

I

On

MPAA

100G Price Tag

stage, whereby the current lack of
activity in the' medium is based
either
on the lack of videoequipped theatres or th<? absence
of sufficient sock attractions. Present attitude is that the productions

See Legion Becoming

20th-Fox’s 3-D

s

1,

MPAA

since the estimate is based solely
on theatres controlled by members
of the exhib committee.
Theatremen agree that theatre

very issue of so-called
it is getting a new kind

.

(

1

1

that McCarthy’s rocky personal relationship with
prexy Eric
Johnston also may have contributed to the decision.
McCarthy
left the
at Johnston’s request last December. He is presently vacationing in the Bahamas.
All Arnall would say of the matter was that, while everyone at
SIMPP thought very highly of McCarthy, “it is doubtful whether we
can now see our way clear to expand our foreign operations sufficiently to interest McCarthy.” He
added, regretfully, that there was
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
much chance of McCarthy joinNBC-TV reportedly is virtually not
ing SIMPP.
set to telecast the Academy Awards
However, the matter is being disceremonies this year. The network
cussed in N. Y. today (Wed.) by
will meet the Academy's $100,000
the SIMPP distribution committee.
price tag and the Academy will
Elimination of McCarthy doesn’t
have final approval of a sponsor.
CBS had also been dickering for preclude the possibility of SIMPP
(Continued on page 18)
the event.

Other theatre TV stories on
Page 4.

If it is to emerge as an all-industry b.o. panacea, as with
sound, intelligent industry thinking figures in a broad approach
Abel.
to the general problem of a uniform technique.

.

1

r

—

must figure screens must
be different shapes and sizes, convex and metallicized, roughly
in ratio of 60 by 25 feet or 2 y2 to 1. The “grandeur” screen, of
But there are

understood

charge,.^

!

'.
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Mae West

4,.

195$

in ‘Joey’'

Hollywood, Feb* 3.
Columbia is bringing Mae- West
back to the screen as star in the
film version of “Pal Joey,* to be
produced and directed by Billy
Wilder next fall. No male lead has*
been signed to date. Miss West
!

«k

ML

Mi

Hope that
come more

TV can look forward to added advertising coin from the filmeries
during 1953. Prediction is based upon a reversal, of attitude by exhibs.

This was pointed up at last week’s annual board meeting of The**,
Owners of America in New York. TOA urged distrib com-

Allied States might be-+will play the part originated by
receptive to industry
Vivienne Segal on Broadway.
arbitration proposals, and that a
Re-Elects
4
Actress* last film role was in
system may still be salvaged from
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
“The Heat’S Oil,” produced by Cothe presently collapsed trade negothe
All incumbent officers of
lumbia in 1943.
tions, further waned this week.
Assn.’ of Motion Picture Producers
It was. disclosed that a group of
have been re-elected for 1953: Eric
Allied-ite'fc, at a recent meeting in
FreeFort Wayne; Ind", unanimously de- Johnston, prexy; Y. Frank
K, Sidcided that Allied should withdraw man, board chairman; X.
Charles
veepees;
from any further participation in ney, B, B. Kahane,
S. Boren, veepee in charge of indiscussions of the subject.
dustrial relations; James S. Howie,
Fort Wayne session was attended secretary-treasurer.* C. J. Tevlin
by members of the Allied Theatre has been elected to the board, sucOwners of Indiana, head of which ceeding - Ernest Scanlon* as. RKO
"
is former national Allied president
rep.

AMFP

*

atre

panies for a greater concentration of film advertising on TV. It
J
stressed the medium as ‘a perfect channel” for getting into the
home and reaching potential filmgoers. Film sales managers, at
informal powwow with TOA, told the exhibs that the filmeries
were now in a trial-and-error period of video selling, but promised that companies would carefully study methods of selling via

J

1

1

SWG Balloting
On

Trueman Rembusch.

worthwhile.

|

Howie, secretary-treasurer,

Exhibs

That the Allied unit’s sentiments
echoed the attitude of national Allied was strongly indicated in trade
circles in other field areas and in

New York

Rap M-G

Ivanhoe’ Policy

this_week.

There have been no obits written by the distribs as yet but at
least a few sales reps are acknowledging there’s only a slight chance
of arbitration being revived. One
film company exec said: “It looks
pretty dead to me; all we're waiting .for are the burial rites.”

Only remaining possibility, at
least for the present, for resuscitating the arbitration program was
seen via Theatre Owners of America.
execs related they’ll contact Allied in the hope of Stirring
new interest in the subject but ap-

TOA

new

pre-release pattern
with "Ivanhoe, ” is now on the receiving end of blasts for its general
release policy.

M-G

Following exhib complaints,

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Members of the Screen Writers
Guild have been mailed ballots to
determine whether they will support the executive board’s recommendation to drop the “blacklist”
suit'against the major film studios.
Along with the ballots went a
warning that unless the scripters
support the board, the case would
go to immediate trial.
Abandonment of the case was
practically assured after receipt of
a letter from Erie Johnston, prexy
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America, who declared the majors
never had any intention of establishing a blacklist. The SWG suit
was based on a speech by John-

Expect FCC Skepticism

antitrust .laws.

Skiatron Again

announced that the

pic would be
available for general issue on Feb.
20. However, exhibs assert' com-

pany

is giving preference on general release to theatres that successfully bid for the film under
the pre-release hiked-terms ar-

In response to the Johnston letexecutive
board anthe
nounced: “The Guild has no desire to interfere with any individual producer’s own freedom of
choice in employing or refusing to
employ any screenwriter. If the
Guild joins the executive board
and the individual plaintiffs in the
suit in accepting Eric Johnston’s
assurance, as contained in his letter, further litigation is unneces-

rangement.
According to
exhibs,
parently nothing has been accomMetro
adopted this plan because of inplished in this direction as yet.
ability
to
meet
the
large
demands
Earlier, the distribs had planned
a meeting among themselves to see for the picture. Under the new
if some new approach could be setup, say the exhibs, former bidworked out. This session has been ders plan to show the picture again
put off* pending the outcome of at regular prices or install it in
one of their “B” or “C” houses.
TOA's effort.
Thusly, they claim, 'smaller exhibs
will again have a long waiting pe-

Warned

Of Likely Reduction
In Jap Import OK’s

riod before obtaining the film.

sary.”

Metro’s initial sales plan limited
the sale of the pic to towns of
25.000 or over, A similar pattern
of release has been adopted by
Columbia for “Salome,” with the
latter,
however,
extending the
population limitation to cities of
75.000 or over.
Charles Reagan, Metro sales topper, offered a “no comment” to
a query about exhib complaints on
the Metro-established system. How-

U.S. Distribs

Work Out London-Peace;

•

Company

in N. Y. have
been given advance warning that
there, is likely to be a reduction
in the number of Japanese import
permits granted to U. S. distribs
for the fiscal year of 1953, which
starts April 1. Dollar allocation
probably will remain the same, but
there are indications that the Tokyo government may wish to introexecs,

duce a system under which the
Americans would, have to sell a
certain number of their pix to
local distributors for a flat price.
Angle is that such sales are subject to a ceiling. Exhibs, who generally favor free importation and
have communicated this policy to
the Japanese government, are’t opposed to local distribs getting Hollywood film. They reason that the
ceiling will assure them better
deals, but foreign execs in N. Y.,

who have some experience with
the workings of such a system in
it rarely works out that
way* It’s reported that Argentina
now also is angling for a deal along
these lines.
Present Japanese quota is~based
on the rate>of local production and
various other factors. While there
has been no official announcement
yet, the Motion Picture Assn, of
America has confidentially advised
its members that the U. S. permit
total is likely to be reduced while
the allocations for Britain, France,
Italy, Russia and other countries
will be upped. Overall total of imports probably will be kept at the

•Spain, say

same

level as last year.

Whatever the divvy, the Japanese government has agreed to set
aside four .permits for the quartet
of U. S. distribs that recently lost
out when the companies drew lots
for six licenses still left over from
the second half of the ’52 fiscal
year. Rest of the permits will be
cut up after the quartet of licenses
has been doled out.

Ad War- in Mexico City
With 20th-Fox leading the way

in the distribs’ gradual withdrawal
of their boycott of two Beaver.brook papers in Britain, ad war
ever, he stated flatly that Metro this week (2) broke out in Mexico
had sufficient prints to meet the City, where all film plugs were
demands of exhibs who wanted pulled from the local papers in
“Ivanhoe” at this time. * >
protest against a stiff increase in
ad rates.
Only Mex exhibs and
’
local producers are Involved.
spokesman at the Motion Picture Assn, of America Monday (2)
refused to say just how the" com-

ITS $2,307,701

A

NET

A

f

•

•

MPAA

Fly Exits
James L. Fly, one
Motion Picture Assn,

last week as to the usefulness of
of the two the current hearings on theatre
of America tele, it’s expected here that the
in proceedings will be carried to their
representing

conclusion

TV

To Seek Test Pix
Skiatron has noted “with interest” reports that all distribs will
provide films for the Palm Springs,
Cal., test of the Telemeter subscription TV system, and the company plans to approach the filmeries again soon with its own bid
for pix for the projected Phase II

development of Subscriber-Vision.
Arthur Levey, Skiatron prexy,
said in N. Y. Friday (30) that his
had not yet applied to the

outfit

Federal Communications Commission for permission to go ahead
with its planned 90-day test of.
Subscriber-Vision' in New York.
The FCC has authorized Skiatron
to continue its twice-weekly t3sts
over WOR-TV, N. Y., during postmidnight hours. Skiatron’s Phase
I, involving engineering tests over
WOR-TV in 1952, culminated in a
full-dress demonstration of the payas-you-see system before the full
FCC membership.
Skiatron’s attempt last year tp
obtain pix from the companies ran

film, costs, royalties and
other
costs, came to $28,680,577 in 1952

as against $27,353,800 in 1951.

TV

Bell

yesterday

(Mon.)

it

is

“qualified

and able” to handle transmission
requirements for theatre TV, and

common carriers and restrict
to theatre TV . . . common
carriers can provide the service
with an efficiency in the use of
frequencies which could not posthem

*

(

Stell

Albert Black
Kay Harrison
Michael Lippert
Baron Valentin Mandelstamm

L. A. to N. Y.

*

Ben Kalmenson

.

Ed Madden
Louis B; Mayer

Mack

•

Millar

Harold Mirisch
Robert Mitchum
Charles C. Moskowitz

Kurt Neumann
Richard Rodgers
Nicholas M. Schenek
Spyros P. Skouras
Paul Small
Oliver Smith
’

•

James Mason
Michael Redgrave

II

Michael Kidd
Irving Lazar
A1 Lichtman
Perry Lieber
Gene Lockhart

Andersen

N. Peter Rathvon
Walter Reade, Jr.

Continued on page 20)

Joe Bigelow
Mort Blumenstock
G, Ralph Branton
Alec Coppell
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Jim Gaines
Abel Green
Harry Guardino
Oscar Hammerstein,
Leland Hayward

N. Y, to Europe

Y.,

'

To

Washington, Feb. 3.
System told the Federal Communications Commission

The

to

dis-

Jose Ferrer

'

Carriers

Provide for Theatre

that it is not necessary to assign
special channels for the medium.
In a strong attack on the picture
industry’s proposal, E. D. North,
attorney for the American Teleinto opposition. Paramount, RKO
phone & Telegraph, testified at
and Republic agreed to make prod- Commission
hearings
that
“it
uct available unde^ceijtain condi- would
be directly contrary to the
tions.
20th-Fox replied with a flat public
interest to carve out part
“no,” and Warner Bros, and Metro
of the frequency bands assigned

Marion Gering
Barry Jones
Lilo

Common

Of

•

Lucy Monroe
Ruth Morley
Eugene Salabert
Murray Silverstone
Ralph Slater

'

AT&T Cites Qualifications

'

»

service.

In a “Notice of Revised Procedure,” the Commission raised questions regarding the industry’s case
and said it was “unable to determine at this time whether the continuation of this proceeding as
presently constituted would serve
any useful purpose.” The agency
further announced that following
the conclusion of direct testimony
on engineering and cost factors,
(Continued on page 18)

.

Europe to N.

presenta-

apparent impatience by the agency
for info on broad plans for theatre

-

*

its

explained, goes back to continued delays In holding hearings, followed
by request to get started with witnesses on technical phases. As a
result, the original order of testimony has been reversed, causing

•

j

understand

mission

tion, picture industry sources

.

a decrease in both
domestic and foreign film rentals

and “apparent incon-

sistencies” in film industry testicleared up.
Difficulties in making the Com-

mony

;

ment showed

Communications Commission

eral

.

U

TV

Washington, Feb. 3.
Despite doubts raised by the Fed-

**

•

the latter
$500,000 for contingent liabilities,
tribs cannot “discriminate” against
amounts to $2.15 per share on the voiced general disapproval of their Subscriber-Vision and that, in
companies’
move
in'
London.
961,698 shares of common stock
(Continued on page 22)
Odd aspect of the U. S. distribs’
outstanding on Nov. 1, ’52.
ad withdrawal is that there has
Showing for the fiscal year of been no
slackening in pic biz. This
’52 was a slight improvement over
N. Y. to L. A.
has lead some of the top execs in
the previous 53-week fiscal year,
N. Y. to the conclusion that the
Josef Auerbach
when U’s net was $2,267,784 after American companies may
have
Jerry Berger
provision of $3,125,000 for taxes been
overspending on newspapers
Teet Carle
and $500,000 for contingent liabili- ads in Britain. Queried
on what
Brad Dexter
ties. Per share earnings then were
would be done Should the BeaverA1 Durante
$ 2 10 .
brook papers refuse to take back
John Ericson
The company’s annual stockhold- the filmeries, one topper commentGus Eyssell
ers meeting- takes place in New ed that few tears would be shed
Melvin Frank
York March 11. On the agenda are over such a decision. “We’ve been
Mike Frankovich
election of 10. directors, modifica- doing some heavy thinking on the
William Gass
tion in the employment agreement effectiveness’ of press advertising,”
Dave Jacobson
of N. J. Blumberg, board chair- he said.
“Perhaps we’ve overesArthur B. Krim
man^ selection of auditor, etc. timated it.”
Peggy Lee
Execs say it’s too early to assess
Nominees for the
bo^rd include
Lou Mindling
Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff, Preston the effects of the Mexican walkout
Charles B. Moss
Davie, Albert A. Carthwaite, Leon on local business. In this instance
Norman Panama
Goldberg*. R. W. Lea, John J. not only the American but all disHazard Reeves
O’Connor, Milton
R.
Rackmil, tribs are affected, After prolonged
David Rose
Budd Rogers and Daniel M. Shaef- palavers, the* new. ad rates went inElaine Stewart
to effect Jan. .1 .with increases^
fer.
Dari Ferrell
The company’s earnings state- ranging from 30 to 40%.
Philip’ Waxman

and sales from $65,172,580 for the

stock.

—

FOR ’52, $2.15 SHARE panies are making their peace with
Net of $2,307,701 for' the 52 the British press, but stressed that
weeks ended Nov. 1, 1952, was re- it was being done “without fanported by Universal last week (30). fare.” Decision to end the ad ban
Total, figured after provision of apparently was taken at the Wash- didn't reply.
$4,290,000 for Federal taxes and' ington meeting of the majors*
Levey now maintains that the
prexies last month when

year ended Nov. 3, 1951, to $64,D« T. Yates’ Stock Buy
128,719 in 1962, which figured on
Douglas T. Yates, member of the the basis of 52 weeks
against 53
Republic board, has purchased 250 in 1951. Gross profit,
after deduc-'j
*hares of the company’s common tion
of $35j448,142 fix amortized

??j}s brings his total ownership
.
to 2,360 shares.

Move To

Won t Deter

Current Hearings on Theatre
I.

ter,

*

Pic Firms

in local cooperative campaigns.

MPAA
attorneys
the theatre TV hearings before the
Federal Communications Commission, has severed his connection
with the group. The MPAA at present has no plans for replacing him.
Exit of Fly, a former FCC chairston in 1947, in which he was man, leaves Vincent Welch to prequoted as stating that the major sent the MPAA’s case at the curstudios * would refuse to hire any- rent Washington hearings.
one suspected of subversive conThis was construed by the
duct.
Guild as a violation of Federal

Metro, charged by exhibs with
setting a

Present deterrent to greater use of TV is the high cost factor
involved, especially in nationwide saturation campaigns. In addition, distribs have found exhibs reluctant to contribute financially

Dropping Of.

Blacklist Sint

Central casting also held elecMembership report on the meet- tions, returning incumbents Freeing was that Allied had no alterna- man, prexy; Fred S. Meyer, board
tive other .than bowing out of the chairman;
Boren, exec veepee;
arbitration effort. Group felt that
all
plans for a system which
showed promise of getting distributor support were of such little
value to exhibs that .they weren’t

video in order to come up with the best approach.

Kay
*

Starr

Louis Stevens
Richard F. Walsh
Arieen Whelan
:

•

•

,

V.

HIM
»'V-v

attract attention, in the general
market, particularly with young
and family audiences. Jt doesn’t
hide its bushel of entertainment
Bob»H*»e, Mtekey /Howiey in
behind a heavyweight title' or plot,
entertaiaingv »***et»*lc*I»«rralthough the- handle is on the silly
Plenty of laugh
i«<r comply.
side, -and goes easily about its
tippeal for regular bating.
business of exploding a. happy 76
minutes of fun.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
George Wells bears the responParamount rale***- of Harry Tug«nd sibility* for the screenplay and
production. Stars Bob -Hope* ^ckey
M*j«*
production* and does well- on each
Rooney. Marilyn- Maxwell Pddle
ftaturo Stanley Cltnttnts#
lioff:
The script, taken from a
by- co'unt.
Dempsey. Marvin Mllier. DLrected
Vadnay, with added
Goorgo Marshall. Story and screenplay, story by Laslo

(SONGS)

.

t..v

iTdi

camera*

Short

«•

by Ruth Brooks Flippen,

dialog

editor,. Arthur Schmidt;
Jay provides Interesting substance to
Van Cteavoj new. songs, Oan.
a fluffy affair, into which Wells
Divings ton, Kay Kyana. Previewed
Hr.
Ml
•*
as. ’53. Running: time,
guidance, blends a number of nifWally -Hogan
: w ® °S n onev
song-and-dance offerings to
ty
backstop, an oftrtold tile of young
Production numbers are inlove.
Stanley Clemen^
B$let? &ey.
troduced logically and are given
*&» ”SoS the proper amount of pretentious
::
vifi^k
John RldgebLt CcSdr,' Parnell
backing to treat the eye. ;
r-//.::::::r..rsS.iSSfe
Donald O'Connor and Debbie
H,I1“ r
are the* youthful sparkReynolds
.v:." v:.r,SS
rwny _
to advanRiiR«- Mahons plugs and both: perform
#-• »
M. P. Huggins
tage under Don Weis’ .direction.
smart-aleCk
do tothey
brash,
number
Hope’s
SoundestBob
comedy is turned' loose on ine gether is "Where Hid You Learn
min87
of
affair
entertaining
informal
an
an
to Dance,”
Army for
utes of nonsense that Jiar plenty oi charm.* O’Connor does some skathint
with
Funny
Partnered
Its
Has
appeal.
"Life
^laugh
ing terps to
in the zany fun are Mickey Rooney Little Ups and Downs,” with litand Eddie Mayehoff, each of whom tle Noreen Corcoran supplying- the
Mariadds to the chuckles, while
appealing vocal. The big producMaxwell supplies femme tion number is "Saturday Afterlyn
charms and acts as a curvey toil noon Before the Game,” in which
for Hope's romantic urges, The Miss Reynolds play* the football
boxoffice* outlook-is good.
and reveals- every curve* iir a- pig*
Harry Tugend has. put the pro- skin costume. She also has terps
duction together to. make it artiuna to "A Lady Loves” and "And
ranging ftpra quiet There You Are,” plus working with
of. hilarity,
snickers at some throwaway quip, O’Connor on "Wei Have Never Met
to roars at the physical business As Yet” O’Connor’s solo ia "I
to. be- found, in the screen- story by Wanna Wander,” an imaginatively
Hal Kanter and; Jtkck Sher: George staged 'piece in which he plays
Marshall’s ’direction, displays, a multiple characters for laughs.
quick-witted agility at’ moving the -The songs are: by Josef Myrow and
players through the fun, anu he Mack Gordon.
makes every laugh count,
Plot finds O’Connor a bulb-carHope is his boastfuFself as man- rier for Jim Backus, Look photog.
ager-trainer Of Stanley* Clements, He falls iii love' with Miss Reynlightweight' fighter, who has’ just olds, a chorus cutle, and gives her
moved up to the championship the impression he is a photogas the- film, opens;- When Clements rapher. He launches a campaign
is drafted,. Hope’s gangster part- of picture-taking with her as
ners* headed by Marvin- Miller, model and she, and her family, bemake -him enlist to watch over the lieve the gal will make, the Look
Latter. i»t declared psy- cover. O’Connor fakes a cover but
fighter.
chologically unfit for the Army, but the stunt backfires until editor Les
Hope* much, to his disgust, is fit Tremayne decides she rates one
psycho anyway, thus paving'- the* way for a
despite- his-; efforts' to get
discharge.
happy ending- to the young roRooney entera the. picture as a mance;
draftee eager to have Hope make
In support of the two stars, the
him into a fighter. Hope can’t sec other cast members help project
Rooney until he learns Miss Max- the- fun and score individually. Una
well is hiS aunt who operates a Merkel and Allyn Joslyn are very
From- then on it’s a case good as Miss Reynolds’ parents, as
nitery.
of stringing Rfidheyr along while is little Miss Corcoran as her kid
Richard Anderson is* detrying to get "next: to Miss Maxwell, sister.
who doesn’t like fighters or fight lightful as Miss Reynolds’ stuffedmanagers, and convincing Mayer shirt suitor, favored by Joilyn.
hoff, ,a rule-book Military Police- Backus plays his- photog role- for
Robert Taylor
man, that Hope, is -not completely sure' chuckles.
hopeless. Military decorum, suffere makes a brief guest appearance in
many a setback as Hope shenani- a dream, sequence in which Miss
gans his way through the service, Reynolds imagines she is a .big
but audiences will be rewarded film star.
with much to laugh at; particularly
Weis’ direction keeps the spirit
his* escapades while AWOL and of fun alive in every scene and
shandy-talkie
via
Rooney
coaching
mixes in the musical numbers exRobert Alton staged and
so the kid'han defeat Clements. A pertly.
has
gag
standard
of
a
version
new
directed the dances. The excellent
Hope 'mutilating a new- limousine color lensing was contributed by
that he believes is owned by Mil- Harold Rosson and the tight ediGeorgie
ler; but which turns out to be a ting by Adrienne Fazan.
general’s car. Lovers of fine au- Stoll’s musical direction is toptomobiles are likely to feel uncom- notch, as are Skip Martin's musiBrog
fortable, even though chuckling, cal arrangements.
while the situation is worked to
'
the limit.
Stiver
Hope fans will find their favorite
comic in fine form. Rooney’s role
showcasing Dale
Okay
western,
is- his best in some time, and MayeCalhoun,
Robertson,
Rory
hoff is delightful as the rule-quotFor general
Robert
Wagner.
ing MP. Miss Maxwell takes amdual bills.
ple care of her distaff assignment
and sings," with Hope, "All About
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Love,” cleffed by Jay Livingston
?.0th-Fox release of- Robert Bassler-Miand Ray Evans. Hope and Rooney chael
Abel production. Stars Dale Robert
do "Military Policeman,” a situa- ron, Rory Calhoun, Robert Wagner; fea
tion tune. Clements, scores as the tures Kathleen Crowley, James Millican,
Albright* J. m: Kerrigan, John Kelbatty champ. Jack Dempsey, play- Lola
logg, Ian MacDonald. Directed by Harmon
ing himself; Miller and the others Jones. Screenplay, Jesse L. Lasky. Jr.;
from novel by Jack Schaefer; camera.
in the cast are good.
Aherns editor, George A. Gittens.
Technical credits are all expert- Lloyd
Previewed Jan. 29, ’53. Running, time,
ly delivered, including J. PevereU 73 MINS*
Pale Robertson
Race
Crhn
editing,
Marley’s camera work, the
Rory Calhoun
Sheriff Tom Ddvl&son
Brog.
music score, etc.
Robert Wagner
Vss Darker

p^oyell Marley;
rausic atoro.

version of* the legiter, lie
wrote, "appears to have lost
much of its humor” in therunOriginal
transference-.
ning time- of 93 minutes pas*
been trimmed to 83 for U. S.
release via line Arts Films',
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The

Whip

.

.

Kathleen Crowley

K'*thy

I Love Melvin
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Bowen
Waco

James Millican

Riley ...a................
Slater

J.

Lola Albright

M.

JKjcrrigan

com-

edy in color, with Donald
O’Connor, Debbie Reynolds.
Generally good prospects.
Hollywood. Feb.

MGM

3.

release of George Wells production.
Stars
Donald O'Connor, Debbie
Reynolds; features Una Merkel. Ritb- r<7
Anderson, Allyn Joslyn. Directed by D.m
Weis. Screenulay,. George Wells; added
dialog; Ruth Brooks Flippen: story. Laslo
Vadnay; camera (Technicolor), Harold
.

Rosson; editor, Adrienne Fazan; musics 1
direction, Georgie Stoll; dances- stared*
and directed by Robert Alton; sorr.T>.
Mack Gordon, Josef Myrowl Previewed
Jan. 30. '53. Running time, 74 MINS.
Melvin Hoover
Donald O'Connor
Judy Lelloy
Debbie Reynold*
Mom Schneider
Uija Merkel
Harry I lack . ,
Richard Ander son
Pop Schneider . ^
Allyn Josiy.t
Mr. Kenneman
Les Treim.ync
Cltir&belle
Norccn Corcorun
.

Studio Guide
i

Guest

Star.

This

is

comedy

.

—
;

•

.

Jim Bficku-

•

.

Barbara Ru?ck
Robert Taylor

.

a lively, youthful musical
in Technicolor certain to

chiefly concerned with the entry
into manhood of a western youth;,
an objective achieved with and despite the assorted hindering and
helping hands, of his close fnendr.
The* joint production guidance- insures an acceptable and. believable,
playoff which benefit* from Harmon Jones’ direction. The* latter
works in considerable tension and
suspense, and minimizes the hokum
that accrues naturally to this type
of plot.
Wagner is the starry-eyed kid
is-

’

.

sense

his

responsibility

of

i

-

for a steamship line,

is in-

cahoots

Mathews and Quinn

arrive, to find

-

.

any imblicity by the bluehoSes.
Based on a play by Jean Anouilh*
"Monsoon” carries tragic overtones
in the story of an affianced young
couple- (Diana- Douglas and- George
Nader) comerto see the girl's family
a remote Indian village; There’s
interesting assortment of characters in the family:- an irresponsi-

in

an

ble and dissolute father (Philip
Stainton), a sardonic and drunken
brother (Myron Healey) and the
beautiful and unprincipled sister
(Ursula Thiess).
,

Nader

and* Miss Thiess fall in
love with each other, and Nader
drops his fiancee. Affair goes on
torridly until the fiancee slashes
her wrists in a suicide try. When
Nader goeir .off to help her, Miss
Thiess decides their love can’t last
and goes* off unhappily to marry a
rich neighbor who’d been after her
for years. Finally, Nader drives off
with the convalescent fiancee,

.

.

Yon

Direction by Rodney Amateau is
allowing few lags. Screenplay is generally taut, although
dialog is a mite too philosophical
at time’s. Production settings are
excellent; fine Technicolor lensing,
excellent monsoon sound effects,
and a solid score of Indian mu^ic
by Vasant Desai that helps mainford Evans, Reginald Tate, Patricia LafChan.
fan, Frederick Piper. Directed by Sey- tain the tense mood.

an early-west
Routine cloak-and-dagger metsagebrusher, but she has charm
ier with George Raft; for lowand an ease of personality. Good
ercase program bookings.
villainy is supplied by John Kellogg and Ian MacDonald, Supporting parts are dominated by Paul
‘Hollywood, Jan.- 28.
Lippcrt Pictures release, of Bernard
Wexler, who makes his single' scene
Luber (Eros Filips) production. Stars
as an informer against the heavies George Rkft, Sally Gray;
features Clifbit out of place in

stand out sharply.

Lensing by Lloyd Ahern and the
other tecnnical credits are good.

Brog

,

City Beneath the Sea
(COLOR-SONG)

mour

Friedman. Screenplay, John V.
added scenes and diaiog, Nichols
Phipps; camera, Eric Cross; editor, Tom
Simpson; music, Hans May, Previewed
Jan. 27, '53. Running time, 7« MINS,
teVfr
ssi
George Raft
^
J?5.

Joan Miller
Michael Grand

Sally Gray
Clifford Evans

Colonel Wilkes-

diver

deep-

sea

Reginald Tate
Patricia Laffan
Frederick Piper

re-

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

Universal release of Albert J. Cohen
production. Stars Robert Ryan, Mala
Powers,. Anthony Quinn, Suzan Ball; features George Mathews, Karel Stepanek.
Lalo Rios, Hilo Hattie. Directed by Budd
Boetticher. Written by Jack Harvey and
Ramon Romero, based on 1 "Port RoyalGhost City Beneath the Sen,. ' by Harry 15.
Rieseberg;. caipern (Technicolor), Charles

;

Bartlett

, ,

(AUSTRALIAN)
Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley release
of Ealing Studios (Sydney, Australia) production. Star* Suzanne Parrett; features
Eileen Joyce with London Philharmonic
Orchestra, Muriel Steinbeck, Nigel Lovell
and John Wiltshire. Directed by Micfeael
Gordon.
Screenplay,
Gordon; camera.
George Heath; musical director, Ernest
Irving. At Beckman Theatre, N. Y., Jan.
30. '53. Running tune, to mins.
Eileen Joyce
Eileen Joyce
Eileen Joyce as young girl
Suzanne Parrett
Mother
Muriel Steinbeck
Father
Nigel Lovell
Daniel
John Wiltshire
Stage Manager
George Wallate
John. Eileen's brother.;... Tim Drysdale

Syd Chambers

Mr. Hallohan
Hotel KeeperPlano Player

Rex Dawe

Sefton Daly
Jaquellne Cat

Nun

The Australian film industry,
England ilgang busy rarely represented in the U. S„ has
Cur- come up with a mildly diverting
He manages to entry in "Wherever She Goes.” Pic
Apthony Qdlnn tain countries.
vi.
.Suzan* .Ball .eltide -the jpolfpe, but Is picked
^
up chrdniclex the early life of AusGeorge Mathews by Sally* Gray, an
pianist,
operative of tralians' famous -concert
.VKitftl Stepanek
legally

to

smuggling

gets into
contact a

scientists in(o Iron

1

p

.

Meade

,.-.*

Dwight TreVor
Calypso

•....}

>L, ...

v.

Lalo Rios
Hilo Hattie
Woody Strode

*«*.«.«.
‘

John Warburton

Mendoza

Peter

Cecile

Calypso Singer
f
.

.

Half Caste

Womun

1 ’

.

Djion
Captain Clive

Mmc.

FBI man,

Wherever She Goes

.

«

Mama Mary

•Kip

George Raft and a cast of Engplayers stroll through this
routine
cloak-and-dagger
melodrama, Film is adequate to the
demands of the lowercase programmer market.
Produced in England by Bernard Luber for domestic distribution by Lippert Pictures, it gains
some interest from the London
street scenes that backstop the
meller tale, but otherwise Is a
stock affair. Raft, an undercover
lish

lease.

Venita
Captain

Inspector Reid

with

action-adventure,

good prospects on general

crisp,

.Baines;

Irma Brooks

Rough-and-tumble

.

-

Philip Stalnton

•

1

*

’

Ursula Thiess
Diana DoubIrs
George Nader
Ellen Corby

Myron Healey
staged for a- story scene, with'tech- Rault
Eric Pohlman
nical ingenuity and camera, trick- Molac
tingling
for
susery responsible
Forrest Judd and The Film
pense, plus the eerie quality of
Group- make a noteworthy attempt
lights and hues.
Robert Ryan and Anthony Quinn at tightly-drawn drama along classiteam excellently as tfye daring cal lines in this India-made "Mondivers, ever ready for the* adven- soon.” If they don’t succeed in
tures offered by sunken treasure fashioning, an entirely convincing
or Shapely femmts. They come to love story, they do create an inKingston; Jamaica, to dive for $1,- tense mood in this triangle drama
000,000 in gold bullion that went set in an Indian background. So
down- with a- freighter, without strong are some of the love scenes,
may face censor
knowing; their employer, Karel in fact, that they,
Stepanek, doesn’t want the treas*- trouble. Pic should: have an okay
better if there's
ure found, just yet. Stepanek,- agent b;o., perhaps even

off

Tony

western, spotlighting
characterization
and 20th-Fox’s
youthful iqale stable of Dale
Robertson,
Rory Calhoun and
Robert l^agner, is offered under
the title of "The Silver Whip.” Because of the growing importance
of the male names in the cast, the
film rates some attention above
the ordinary program oater.
In
fact, it has all the necessary ingredients to be satisfactory filmfare for those who like a relatively
uncomplicated "light - vs - wrong”
story of the early west.
As a dual production effort of
Robert Bassler and Michael Abel,r

Jin

.until the finale* the kid comes
Ryan already diving, but things
second best, it’s not until he right themselves after Quinn saves
has to, on his- own, protect a jail Ryan, trapped by the earthquake;
against a lynch' mob and shoot
Romantic phases- of the plot are
down his friend Robertson that' he openly r.a-., in keeping with the
becomes a man and deserves the divers’ gal-chasing characteristics, neither of them presumably on
comely bundle of femme charm in so there are some warm love speaking terms, and Miss Thiess
Kathleen Crowley (a TV actress scenes and repartee; The* Misses runs- off to the* hills to diey forcnow trying for *. Hollywood Powers and Ball are- attractive saking her groom in’ the ^knowledge
career), who gives hfm varied enpartners for Ryan- and Quinn, and she can never love- again.
couragement during' the plot run- look good in Technicolor.
Mathews
Plot is set against two backoff.
and Stepanek are* smooth, story- grounds, the bitter remarks of the
Within the confines of the story book heavies. 'Others
have
little to brother that thread through the
and its intents, there is no fault do.
film like a Greek chorus, and the
to be found with the assorted perMiss Hall sings "Handle With sight and sounds of the Indian
formances,. nor with Jones’ .direc- Care,”
a tune by Frederick Herbert monsoon that provides an electriction.
The latter is* properly con- and Arnold*
Hughes which is in like quality to the mood of the pic.
cerned with developing character- keeping
with the amatory byplay. Acting by relative newcomer* is
izations to go with the tale; yet
The- Technicolor photography by good. Miss Thiess; although a bit
The Charles
does not overlook action.
P. Boyle adds plenty of bothered by her native German
femnfes do not figure importantly
physical dress to the production, accent, is spirited as the ill-fated
in the Story since it is more interand
Edward
Curtiss’ editing is amour. (Miss Thiess is now in
ested with masculine development,
crisp. David S. Horsley did the Hollywood under contract to RKO).
but are around whenever curves
special photography.
Nader, a handsome gent who can
Brog.
are in demand.' Lola Albright' apact, registers solidly. Healey and
pears only briefly, leaving most of
Stainton also score; as does Miss
FI!
Get
the* distaff footage to Miss CrowDouglas:
ley,
Latter’s precise diction is- a
(BRITISH)

and,

-

An okay

sunken city
Jeanette
which went to the bottom of the JUlia
Caribbean during a 1692 earth- Burton
Katie
quake.
A modern-day quake is- Piltsi

with George Mathews, captain -of
the freighter, to bring up the gold
at their own convenience and defraud the company;
Plot tangent* boil along while
who wants to become a bigtime Ryan woos Mala Powers, owner of
stage coach driver. His chief' hero
a small, coastwise* ship, and Quinn
worship is fastened on Robertson, makes time* with Suzan Ball, singer
a colorful, gun-slinging stage guard in a waterfront nitery.
Double-*
who believes in the law of his six- crosses pile up when Mathews deguns. Also influencing the kid is cides
to recover the gold himself,
Calhoun’s straight laced sheriff,, a
he is the only one who knows
guy just as colorful in background sincethe location is actually the sunken
as «Robertson but one who has diPort Royal- He* talks Quinn
city
of
rected his urge for life into more
into the diving job, but Ryan finds
conventional paths.
out in. time* -so is hired by StfepaTo help Wagner grow up in the nek to beat Mathews to the treasright fashion, the plot continually ure. Thriller sequence comes when

John Kellogg
Ian 'MacDonald
Harry Carter
ex Rafferty
T
Robert Adler
«n in Tom's Pofise
Bert. Foley
...v .Clancy Cooper
Burt Mustin P. Boyle;- special photography, David S.
Uncle Ben
Dan. White- Horaley; editor, Edward Curtiss: song,
Dodd Burdette %
Homer .................... Paul Wexler Frederick Herbert and Arnold Hughes.
Doc SummersCharles Watts Previewed Jan. 27, ’53. Running time, 17
Jack Rice MINS.
Morrison
Robert Byatt
Jody
Bobby Diamond Brad ,Qarlbon
\ Mala Powers
Cameron Grant 'Terry
Charles ITatt
j

Hank

Lively, youthful musical

the. Jesse L. Lasky, Jr.,* screenplay

tests

the

Screenplay. Judd, David Robinson and
Leonardo Dercovlci, based on play by
Jean Anouilh; camera, Ernest Haller; editor, George Gale; music. Vasant Desai.
real thriller. Scene is the historic Previewed, N*. Y„ Jan, 28, '53, Running
time, 7f~ MINS;
of Port Roy al, Jamaica,

Screen

territory.”

Tate,

chief.

-

necessarily logical, 'but it tells its
tale with a robust sense of humor.
The earthquake sequence is a

.

American

Indies;

.

Myro opined

prospects;

.

ICS?

- .

;

that it has "moderate local, appeal ... but can be regarded
as only a mild entry for the

•

.

.

Philip King play, "On Monday Next.” Ralph Smart directed
In appraising the picture’s
bjo.

West

Monsoon

1952.

14,

Robert Morley and
Margaret Rutherford, backstage farce was produced by
Constellation Films from the

•

-

May

laid in the

.

Starring

.

•

of

issue

w

'

Lensing. by Eric Cross is not alcouple of lusty* adventurous
deep-sea divers, a sunken treasure, ways clear* The art* direction, mucomely femmes and the earthquake sic store and other technical
are stock.
Brog.
are' -expertly mixed in Albert JT, Credits
Cohen’s production to provide
The
chimerical film entertainment.
(COLOR)
direction by Budd Boetticher is
(India-Made)
slanted to take the most advantage
of the action, amatory and thrill
Sultry love drama, with India
situations in the screen story by
background; .okay b.o.
Jack Harvey and Ramon Romero,
which was based on Harry E. ReiseUnited Artists release of Film Group*
berg’s "Port Royal-Ghost City Be- Forres^
Judd production. Features Ursula
picture is not Thiess,- Directed, by-' Rodney Amateau.
neath the Sea.”

A

port which preemed -Saturday
Trafis-Lux 60th St.
( 31 f at the
Theatre, N. Y., was reviewed
by Variety from London In
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Mamakos

Barbara Morrison
I.eRoi Antoine
Leon Lontoc
Marya, Marco

Military Intelligence also .out to Eileen Joyce, apparently’ with a
get the; gang. With a new partner. great deal of fictional license. AlRaft makes several false starts though the film won’t send indie
and successfully dodges* brushes film importer* scurrying through
with death before he finally cor- the Australian bush for additional
ners his quarry on a Thames dock. product* "Wherever She Goes”
With his* work done, he then sets shapes up a$ a fair -art house atout to catch up, romantically, with traction.
Miss Gray,
Miss Joyce, seen- at the concluPlayers go thro.ugh the John V. sion of the film in a concert apBaines script at a methodical pace pearance at London's Albert Hall,
under Seymour Friedman’s direc- is depicted as having been a pr® tion, and the running time of 78 cocious youngster who overcame
minutes is too long. Raft and Miss tremendous difficulties in her deGray make* an acceptable team. sire to learn how to play the piano.
Clifford Evans plays the principal
(Continued on page 20)
.
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High romance

of the pulp-fiction
variety is niftily shaped in "City
Beneath the Sea” to strike audience fancy in the action and general market. In addition to the excellently handled regular adventure ingredients, the. film stages an
underseas "earthquake” in TechnL-

February 4, 1953
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M-Fox

Regearing Entire Schedule

To Cinemascope in Shift to ‘New Era’
Hollywood, Feb, 3.
Twentieth-Fox is regearing its

program to

entire

new

its

which will be known as Cinemascope, prexy Spyros Skouras and
production chief Darryl Zanuck
announced this week.
Cinemascope, which simulates
third-dimension to the extent that
objects and thesps appear to be
part of the audience, is the new
trade name for the company’s
newly-acquired French large-screen
process formerly called Anamorphoscope. Its single film strip and
single projection machine eliminate the use of glasses, a vital com-'
ponent of all other strict 3-D processes*

In making the announcement,
Zanuck stated “that it is Mr. Skouras,’ and my conviction that next
Oct. 1 the motion picture industry
will enter a new era, as far-reaching as the transfer from silent pictures to sound in 1927.’*
Oct. 1 is the date set for release
of “The Robe,” first picture to be
filmed in this new process and

which goes before the cameras on

*•

Confusing multitude of new 3-D
and large-screen systems is beginning to worry exhibs who don’t
want to get stuck with equipment
for one process that can’t be used
for another. Upshot was the -Theatre Owners of America board d'e?
cision in N. Y. last week to appoint a committee to study standardization
of the
various 3-D
methods with the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engi-

Present 20th-Fox plans call
for some 5,000 theatres across
the country to be equipped to
show pix made in the Cinemascope process by the end of
1953.
Since that total should
include all key houses it's figured that it will be sufficient
to support the Cinemascope
films, which will not be made
in double version for flatscreen, 2-D projection.
It’ll
be some time before
either the special lenses or the
screens required by the Cine-

A SMPTE

originally

its

takeoff, has now
been set for this later date to allow realignment of sets to.fit the
enlarged scope,and hew dimensions

of the system.
total of 11 films are slated for
production via the new method,

mascope will be available to
exhibs, since no manufacturing

^Continued on page 20)

Reveals

He

Copyrighted

Cinemascope

Title

4 Yrs.

down

sales of

Twentieth’s

Cinemascope

announcements
“surprised”

3.

of

KLAC-

TV

general manager Don Fedderson, who personally copyrighted
that name four years ago. Title is
used for station’s film syndicated
product.
“I’m quite surprised 20th is using
the title without a thorough title
search to find out who owns it,”
said .Fedderson, who added that
he’s studying the
tion attorney John
registered in 1949

matter with staHerne. Title was

on a process for
kines with special lighting so that

they have the appearance of motion pictures.
Five shows were
made under the Cinemascope tag
in 1950-51 and were sold to 14
markets, Fedderson revealed.

spokesman said in

phonographs.

In 3-D Followup
Unless the industry finds ways
and means of offering stereoscopic
films sans glasses, the next logical
technological development in the
industry will be large screens and
“directional” sound rather than
That’ was the opinion ex3-D.
pressed in N. Y. Friday (30) by

3-D Prod, list

Schwartz, v.p. and general

Grows Longer

of Century Theatres.
Schwartz said he was impressed
by what he had seen of 3-D, but
added: “A lot depends on what

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
In addition to the adoption of

further progress is made in the tridimension, technique. As long as
there are glasses, 3-D will be very
big for from four to six pictures.
After that, its novelty appeal will
fade and the b.o. will depend again
on the quality of the films them-

Cinemascope by 20th-Fox, more
and more filhi companies are going
into production or experimenting
with new projectional processes.

Hollywood, Feb.

3.

While 20th will tee off its 3-D
activity Feb. 16 with the “Robe,”
it meantime will continue to make
several 2-D films as originally
scheduled. “Blueprint for. Murder”

Thursday (5) and “Inferno”
(formerly “Waterhole”) starts the

starts

same day as “Robe.”

Darryl Za-

tion,

off in different direcduplicating costs and effort,

All that accomplishes is to keep
the industry continuously off balance. Quite apart from that, we
need all-industry standards so as
to avoid confhsion every time something new comes up.”
Exhibs generally subscribe to
Schwartz's view, but make the
point that many theatres will find
it physically impossible to enlarge
their screens beyond a certain

nuck, 20th’s produtcion chief, is
eyeing the production lineup and point.
is expected to make a decision
this week on which pix will be
scrapped for concentration on 3-D.
Meanwhile, a loanout deal from Cinerama Mapping
Metro on William Powell calls for
the stint to start by March 31, so
Det.
studio is seeking a new property.
Joseph Kaufman, exhibition topPowell was originally scheduled for
Cinerama Productions, left
“Happy Scoundrel,” status of which per of
for Detroit over the weekend to
is now indefinite.
*
look in o progress -being made in
Projector lens which 20th used
the medium in that city*
to demonstrate Cinemascope here installing
March 23 unveiling. Kauflast Week is en route back to set for a
also confer with Zeb
will
man
France for readjustment. Further
regional manager for the
demonstration wjdl be held for com- Epstin,
He disclosed
Operation.
Detroit
pany toppers who didn't see the
;that ho other theatre in Michigan’
showing last 'Week.-.
would show Cinerama for at least
a year.
Theatre chief returned to New
Friday (30), following a
York
Call
‘Flat*’
Coast visit during which he conDevelopments in the field of
ferred with board chairman Louis
three-dimension illusion films
has resulted in new pic termiB. Mayer and production chief
nology in trade circles.
Merian C. Cooper. Kaufman said
Cinerama was mulling four or five
Conventional films, as disproductions and that camera work
tinguished from -3-D’s, are now
being referred to as “fiats/*
(Continued on page 22)

.is

-

presentation of pictures in theatres
throughout the world,” Schenck

.

come out with varied processes
requiring different equipment and
theatre screens of different sizes
(Continued, on page 18)

set to

t

Boris Morros Reveals

Three-Dimensional

Fib

Plan; Created in Vienna
Vienna, Feb. 3.
Boris Morros, American pic producer, formerly associated with

sary to obtain the tri-dimensional*

Paramount, has just announced
here the granting of Austrian
patents on what he describes as
stallation of the screens and adjust- “the first real three-dimensional
ment of projection and sound motion pictures.” The Morros sysequipment will have to be done tem involves only the installation
during off-hours, time usually des- of a special screen. No spectacles,
ignated as time-and-a-half or dou- special projector or Cinerama-like
ble-time periods by labor unions. screen are required, he states.
According to Morros his system
Furthermore, there’ll be coin outlays for the special film , magazines uses a “screen In depth” with seven
multiple reflecting media behind
as well as Polaroid glasses.
will .be needed for each
of the 31 theatres. In addition, in-

illusion

-

j

•

3-D

In

Continued from page

ner, Jr., acting for J. L. Warner
as liaison on WB’s advent into
3-D. Already. Lou Edelman has
been slated for a second N-V
chore for WB, and a third is on
the horizon.

.

declared,, “it is Loew’s intention to
join with 20th in making available
one system for production and
exhibition.”
Cohn, issuing a statement in
Hollywood, expressed hope for a
uniform process which will ease the
transformation for both the producer and the exhibitor. “Columbia
has been making studies and conducting tests to improve produc-'
tion
and projection techniques
along 3-D lines,” Cohn declared.
“There would be havoc in the industry, particularly in the exhibition field, if several companies

ment required as well as labor
A new metallic screen neces-

No Letup

—

do?
images

1

—

,

the main projection surface. These
surfaces may be made of fiberglass,
plastic or aluminum. He estimates
installation costs at a maximum of
$2,500 for houses seating up to
2,000; $4,000 for 3,000 seats and a
top of $5,000 for the largest theatres.

Morros claims he is the sole inventor of the system and that it is
unrelated to any other, including
the Soviet Russian stereo setup
which has been much publicized by
Moscow but never demonstrated for
westerners.
The Morros system will “add to
the depth quality” of ordinary twodimensional film; but full threedimensional effect requires stereoscopic photography via any system. It is fully adaptable to any
color
system without changes.
Morros has been working on the
screens for two years here, and
plans to manufacture demonstrators here for use in London and
Paris before introductory showings
in thie U. S.

creates two distorted
which are then brought
into focus by the glasses.
That’s
against the law of nature and must
hurt the vision.”
Jack Warner's attitude is one of
Most sweeping 'in impact is showmanship, the same adven20th-Fox’S Cinehiascope, which has turous showmanship that catato the heights with
apparently resulted in a strong pulted
“It’s a novelty, good
stock market spurt to 20th-Fox Vitaphone.
stjck, and has captured the imagi- for a fast dollar at the boxoffice,
nation of Hollywood as being, per- a great hypo to the theatres,
haps, the ultimate overall tech- which sure can use something,
nique TSee detailed story on anything, to hypo the b.o.,” says
Warner.
(The studios concede
Page 7).
has been astute in rushing
Cinemascope calls for a special
“House of Wax” into production
U-Fs
Secret
lens on the shooting camera, and
although one or two others still
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
a special lens on the projection
hope to be the first of the majors
Thesps working in U-I’s topmachine, but it is only one masecret film, “It Came From Outer
chine— not three as with Cine- in the theatres ahead of WB).
While Paramount rushed
a Space” are being required to sign
rama. however, the effect, is esPolaroid system into production loyalty pledge that they won’t disentially the same.
for “Sangaree,” it is understood
Zanuck strongly believes that that Par prexy Barney Balaban, in vulge nature of plot or dialog until
film is released.
for the general welfare- of the New York, discussed
the 2Qth-Fox
,Film starts this week behind
business a one-lens technique has technique with Spyros Skouras
locked doors, with Richard Carlto be evolved. That anything else and favors that system.
Barbara Rush and Charles
json,
is,
-tor the industry..
By and large, the backlog isn’t

j

j

|

it

it

WB

-

WB

Top

Bow March 23

.

.

.

Now

Chain

Walter Mirisch, executive producer of Allied Artists announced
he will start filming a 3-D in April.
selves.”
Whether it will be in Natural ViCentury operating head called sion or some other system will be
for renewed consideration of an
announced this week.
Distinction of being the first
industry-sponsored research group
Hal Wallis, whose upcoming
where engineers would investigate Martin-Lewis starrer will be pro- Hollywood 3-D dance director is
and develop new processes. .As duced independently, is consider- claimed by LeRoy Prinz, who
Schwartz envisions it, there would ing filming it
a can-can
in three-dimensions. handled
number in
be an executive council which
(Continued on page 20)
“House of Wax” at Warners.
would consult with the engineers
and give the green light to various
specified institute activities, with
the economic angles worked out in

companies go

INTO PROD. BY 20TH

mately $300,000.

•'

'

“To make uniform the future

.

advance.
“Individual studio research isn’t
enough,” Schwartz- asserted. “The

(WHATZAT?)

scope.

costs,

*

2-D PIX

.

Standardization of at least some
show
Natural-Vision’s
“Bwana
parts of the 3-D systems has been
discussed informally between Al- Devil” in 31 houses for a week’s
lied and SMPTE.
First practical day-and-date run two weeks after
move by the Society would be to the pic’s engagement at Loew’s
(Continued on page* 20)
State, N. Y.
Latter run begins
Feb. 18 and is slated for two weeks.*
Estimate for installation of the
3-D system is based on the equip-

for Kinescope Setup manager
Hollywood, Feb.

*

31 N.Y. Theatres

Ultimately Out

J.

emascope, Dore Schary reported over the weekend, as a
result of having seen, with
Metro
prexy
Nicholas
M.
Schenck, the system which
20th-Fox is putting on the
market.
Schary is one of several studio
toppers who expressed definite
interest in the new system.

300G to Convert

Sees Glasses

Fred

Ago

3,,

make two or
new Cin-

will

three pictures in the

3-D Costing Loews

arrangements have yet been
made. “The Robe,” first of the
20th pix to be photographed in
the Cinemascope process, will
open on Broadway in October.

A

Hollywood, Feb..

Metro

With Hollywood’s helter-skelter
entry into three-dimension production employing various methods and
processes, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Metro, prexy, and Harry Cohn,
Columbia chief, "have issued statements calling for a uniform system
of 3-D production and exhibition.
Schenck, who returned to New
York Monday (2) from Coast huddles relating to 3-D, said Metro
technicians have been working on a
system similar to 20th*s" Cinema-

Cinemascope

In

N. Y. Friday (30) that the Society
had not yet been officially informed of the TOA move, but that
it was considered a logical
one
under the circumstances. It was
suggested that SMPTE eventually
might call in the engineers of all
tri-dimension systems for a discussion with the Society's stereo
committee.
Current situation .is pictured as
parelling that of the days when
sound came in, and the confusion
still existing in the
phonograph
field with the introduction of three
Conversion to three-dimension
different record speeds. LP record
innovation for a while stymied the will reportedly cost the Loew’s
record industry and severely cut N. Y. metropolitan circuit approxi-

which has been postponed

several times’ since

announced Jan. 19

M-G s 2

neers.

Feb. 16 as a $4,000,000 production.
Start,

Need for Uniform 3-D System

STUCK ON EOUIPT.

5,000 3-D Theatres

process

Nick Schenck, Harry Cohn Stress

DON’T

,

.

.

NG

20th-Fox will license Its Cinemascope, just as ' Natural-Vision gets
$25,000 per picture and
Of the

a major worry because “we still
have oyer 40,000 theatres all over
the world as our market,” says
gross.
Schary, “so nobody is going to be
Dore Schary has also been caught in midstream.’!
strong against the Polaroid (or
Cinerama enjoys an unique acany other eyeglass) system, and ceptance among Hollywood top-

Drake heading
U-I

is

cast.

using a

new 3-D

process.

•

5%

’Em

while Natural-Vision is the inven- pers. “This is in a class by itself
tion of Gunzburg’s brother, an opit’s like the Ringling Circus, a
tologist, top studio opinion is that big show all its own, and to be
the glasses are also fraught with played like a traveling attraction
eye-trouble potentials.
Schary is in a few large key cities,” says
particularly graphic; “What does Zanuck.
*

—

i

Lesser

*

3-D Switch

'Because of legal difficulties
in blearing the name, Sol Lesser’s Trl-OptlcQn

3-D program

of short subjects, now playing
in over 40 cities across the
country, has been changed.
It’s now called Stereo-Techniques,
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PICItBE CROSSES

’‘Niagara*

Mighty 20G,
:<

Buff.;

‘Bwana’

Night’OK 10G

Buffalo, Feb. 3.
"Niagara” is proving a natural
to Niagara Falls,
close
so
since
here
hitting smash total at Century,
“Girls in Night” is proving a real
sleeper to finish an okay session at
Lafayette. “.Cousin Rachel” is in
like category at the Buffalo.

Gun’ Moderate $23,000,

M

Fast 436, ‘Venice’ 18G, Hans’
•

b£ well-extended holdovers is keeping-down the boxoffice pace. Mild
$23,000 is seen for “Man Behind
the Gun” at three theatres while
"Last of Comanches” looms dull
$14,000 in tWo locations. “Monsoon” is rated good $6,000 in the
jrtnall downtown Qlobe.
Pop-priced holdovers are slow
this week but some upped-scaleshowcase runs are- holding steady.
"Hans Christian Andersen” looks
excellent $30,000 in two sites.

.*$2,265,100

Based on 24

cities,

and 215

nicely.

,

Center .^FaF)

theatres.)

(Indie), $12,000.
(2,100;

Bali'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—

55-$l)—

"Bwana Devil” (Indie) 2d wk). FairLast week, terrific
ish
$9,500.
$26,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
“Girls in Night” (U) and “The
Okay $10,000 or
(U).
Raider's”
near. Last week, “Redhead From
“Forced Landand
Wyoming” (U)
ing” (U), $7,500,
Cent.) (3,000;.
Century (20th
,,
.Mai,
1
n 40;

“Hans Christian Andersen” fRKO)
(6th wk).
aftet* slick
*

,

SL Louis

St. Louis,

*70)—
_

Ambassador. “Mississippi” looms
good on moveover to the Missouri
after two weeks at* Fox where most
pix stay only, a,, single week.
Estimates for This Week
<WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
>—“Man Behind Gun” (WB) and
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)
"Tales Robin Hood” (Lip). Mild —•'Meet Me at fair” (20th) and
$23,000. Last week, "Meet Me At “Yanftee Buccaneer” (U). Pair $12,Fair” (U), $13,600.
000. Last week, “Happy Time”
Globe (FWC) (782; 70-90)— (Col) and "Turning Point” (Par),
"Monsoon” (UA) 'and “Wall of $11,500.
Death” (Indie). Good $6,000. Last
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)
week, second-run.
“Thunder in East” (Par) and “CatLoi Angeles, Hollywood Para- tie Town” (WB). Opened today
mount, Uptown, Loyola (UPT- (Tues;). Last week, “Road to Bali”
F&M-FWC) (3,200; 1,430; 1.715; 1,- (Par), sock $20,000.
70-$1.25)
248;
“Ruby Gentry”
Loew's (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)—
(20th) (2d wk). Fair $20,000. Last
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G>. Lusty
week, $29,000.
Last’ week, “K.C. Confi$19,000.
Los Angeles, Chinese, El Key
(FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 861; 70^$1;10) dential” (UA) and “Sky Full: of
Moon”
(M-G),
$11,600.
“Niagara” (20th) (2d wk-5 daysJ.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500;
60-75)—
(3.500; fiO-75)—
Lean $14,000.. Last week, $20,600,
“Mississippi
Gambler”
(U)
and
plus $3,800 in suburban day-date
“Turning Point” (Par)
(m.o.s.)’.
house.
Good
$10,000.
Last
week,
“Ruby
LoeW’s State, Egyptian (UAT-O
(20th).
and “Montana
(2,404;
70-$1.10)
“The Gentry”
1,538;
Clown” ”(M-G> and “Ride* Man Belle” (RKO), $9,000.
Down” (RCp) (2d wk). Slow $16,Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 90)
000. Last week; $20,500,
“Androcles and Lion” (RKO).
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- Good $3,000. Last week, ‘^Actors
.G&S) (2,213; 1,106; 00-90 ^“Thun- and Sin” (UA), $3,500.
der in East” (Par) and “Jungle Girl”
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; 90)
(Mono) (2d wk). Thin $7,000. Last
“Magid Box” (Indie). Nice $3,500.
week, $11,000, plus $21,700 in five Last week, "Androcles and Lion”
nabes, ittcluding--4 ozoners.
(RKO), $3,000.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$UO)—
Shubert (Indie) <1.500; 40-50)—
"Bad and Beautiful” '(M-G) (6th CI< wn (
Good $5,500. Last
i
«r,
Wk). Good $6,000. Last week, with wej**
pJ* {5o™Lr
Zenda’’ (M-G)
United Artists, $12,000.
and Pardon
.
French (UA), $5,000,
dian Rockies” (Col). Dull $14,000.
Last week, “Aridrocles” (RKO). and
"Sword of Venus'" (RKO), $23,200,
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

_

— “Niagara”
...

*1

*

—

.

-

—

.
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—

—

—

—
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80-

$1.50)—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (6th
Week, $11,800.
Beverly Hills, Palace (WB-Metro-

i

,

.in’

i

Rache

if

lln

Wham

Averted;
politan) (1,612; 1,212; $1.20-$1.80>—
“Hans Christian- Andersen (RKO)
'(6th at Bevhills, 2d at Pal). Excel$6,580, ‘Clown Heir
lent $30,000. Last week, $32,000.
Minneapolis, Teb. 3j
Flue Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
First-runs here . got a break
—“Little Sheba” (Par) (6th wk).
When streetcar-buis strike 'was
Sturdy $6,500: Last week, $6,800/
Fox Bits (FWG) (1,370; 80-$1.50) averted at last minute. Instead,
only some sub-zero wyather re—“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (6th wk). mained
hurt grosses. ContinuPerked to good $5,000. Last Week, ance of to
flu epidemic and not too
$4,400.
many
big pix also is damaging.'
Four Star (UATC) (900; 80-$1.50) Standout is “Cousin Rachel” with
—“The Star” (20th) (6th wk). smash
takings at World. “Clown”
Sturdy $5,000. Last week, same.
at

5|G

Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)—“Member Wedding” (Col) (6th wk). Only
$1,500. Last week, oke $2,000.

•

’

AAA

F?

“Fangs
newcomers. “Cousin Rachel” oka.,

of, Arctic” (Indie). Barely
.t $4,000 or less.
Last week,
sock in second" week at
“Flat Ton” (AA) and “Tangier InLoew’s Columbia.
cident” (AA), $4,500.
Estimates for This Week
Memorial fRKO) (3.000: 40-85)
Capitol (Loew’s) (3.434; 55-95)
—“Against A!1 Flags” (U) and
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) plus “White Corridors” (Indie). Mild
vaude (2d wk). Pleasing $14,000 $12,000 looms. Last week. “Cousin
after big $24,000 last week.
Rachel” (20th) ($d wk), $11,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 90Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
—“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (2d wk). $1.25) “Bwana Devil” <UA). Big
Still sock $ll,000-after $14,000 last $48,000.
Last' week? “Thunder in
week. Stays:
East” (Par) and “Springtime” (In-

solid
is

*

HOW

rriSf.ft
t|UJ.)VVVj, I
Frisco
I

RKO

still

San. Francisco, Feb, 3.
Spring temperatures all week are
sloughing first-run trade here curItalian - import
rently.
“Anna,”
which was heavily exploited, shapes
very big at the St. Francis. “Bad
and Beautiful” also is holding
‘Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)— die),- $12^500,
^
strong in second round at the War- “High Noon” (UA) (5th wk). Fine
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
ield * other newcomers are color- $4,000.
“Jeopardy” (M-G) and “Roguc£i
Last week, $4,200.
f
less; _
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939: 55-85)— March” (M-G). Tasty. $$28,000. Last
•. .
.
ween
Estimates
estimates ,for This
ims Week
“Never Wave at a WAC” (RKO). week. “Above and Beyond” (M-G)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95) Socko $16,000, after being launched and “Desnerate Search” (M-G) (2d
—“Hiawatha” (AA) and “No Holds by brasshat preem. Probably will wk). $16,000.
“Last of CoParamount (NET) (1,700: 40-85)
Last week.
Bai7ed ” (AA).
Barred”.
Small J^’MajLast
(AA) Smal
$9,000. Last hold.
]
“Thief of Venice” (20th) and.
wef k A
(RKO) manches” (Col), $7,000.
(Warner)
Metropolitan
(1,200; “Fangs of Arctic” (Indie). Fairish
d
Maverick
(2d wk ^
< AA)
55-85)— “The. Ring” (UA). Sad 33,- $14,000. Last week, “Flat Top”
$10»000.
500 for first-run. Last week, “Bat- (AA) and. “Tangier Incident” (AA),
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Man tle
Zone” (AA), $5,000.
$15,000.
Behind Gyn” (WB) and “Seeds of
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)—
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
e stni cti on”7Indie) Mild $11500
“Naked
Spur” (M-G). Big $20,000,
P
La ^t week,. “Cousin Rachel” (20th) and holding. Last week, “Ruby “Jeopardy” (M-G) and "Rogue’s
March”
(M-G). Good $15,000. Last
HeU Is Sold 0ut (AA) Gentry” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
a d
l
?
week. “Above and Beyond” (M-G)
$13,500. v
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l) and “Desperate Search” (M-G) (2d
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95) —“High Noon” (UA) (5th wk). wk), $9,500.
—“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d Steady $5,000 for second consecuwk). Strong $13,000. Last week, tive week. Stays one more round.
$22,500.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)— ‘Behind
Gun’ Hep $12,000
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)— “Bwana Devil” (UA). Terrific if
“Thunder in East” (Par) and “Star not record-breaking at $30,000.
In Denver; ‘Hunter’ 13G
0 f Texas” (AA). Lean $14,000 in 9 Large number of juve admissions
days. Last week; “Cleopatra” (Par) cut down total. Holds. Last week,
Denver, Feb. 3.
and.“Sydan” (Indie) (reissue), solid “Man Behind’ Gun” (WB), only
Fine, unseasonably mild weather
$9,000 at regular scale.
is holding down first-ruii biz here
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
"Anna” (IFEh Very big $11,000*. “Four Poster” (Col) (4th wk). Okay this stanza. Best newcomer is “Man
34.000 after $4,500 last week. Hold- Behind Gun,” which shapes good
ing.
at Paramount. “Great White Hunter” is on mild side in threi( Spots.
at
“Blackbeard the Pirate” is fairish
«<no. co as t>
|

i

.

|
I

—
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Breed” (U) and “Lover Come
Back” (Col) (reissue), $10,000.

3.

trio of

“Never Wave (6th wk). Off to $4,200 after oke
scale upping take.
” at
Keith’s, is surat a
$4,800 for fifth.
prisingly sock despite three’ out of
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
four crix raps. “Naked Spur” at “Thief of Venice”
'20th)
and
Loew’s Palace completes list of

•

¥}

.

40-85)—

(3.000;

.

,

*

$18,000 in fifth round.

(RKO)

Me

sturdy newcomers will
Esquire (AT£) (1.000; 65-31)
give mainstem biz a welcome shot “Limelight” (UA) (6th wk). Slow
“Bwana Devil,” with $1,000 following $1,300 for fifth.
in .the arm,
its tri-dimensional lure, is sensaExeter (Indie) (1.300: 60-80)
tional at the Warner, with tilted “Breaking Sound Barrier”

*

Girl” (UA), $8,000.

.

wk). Smooth $11,000 or near. Last

A

Holding to nifty $17,000

at Fair” (U) and “Deadline for Murder” (20th) (reissue).
Fair 39,000* Last week, “Lawless

30G

Washington, Feb.

Last week, “Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) and “Bomba Jungle

.

'

• _i

4 1

D.C.: ‘Devil’

(20th) and “Ride
(Rep). Smash $20,000.

‘

'Man Down”

-

:

v

Boston

“Meet

.

'

(2,296;

(

Paramount and Fenway, only are
so-so. "Hans Christian Andersen”
in sixth frame at Astor is holding

Week

1

“Canyon Ambush”

Feb. 3.
Biz is spotty here currently after'
at big $6,500 for sixth round, at the a weekend of near-spring temperatures. “Bad and Beautiful” shapes
bandbox Fine Arts.
smooth at Loew's while “Road to
Estimates for This Week
Bali”
wound up its week at the
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-huge Fox with a sock total. “Meet
752; 2,812; 60-$1.10)—“Last of CoMe
Fair” is -doing okay at the
at
manches” ICol) and '“Blue Cana-

Fox Wilshire (FWC)

.

.

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year .‘

.

"Tropic Zone’V(Par) and “Thunder(Rep). Oke $10,000. Last
week, "Thunder in East” (Par) and
birds”

Balance of newalso Is fancy.
comers, "Against AU Flags” at
Memorial, “Meet Me. at the Fair”
at Boston and “Thief of Venice” at

.

—

'

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. 7. .$2*306,100
( Based on 23 cities, 209 the-

shal Cedar Rock” (Rep). Good $10,500. Last week, “Above and Beyond’HM-G) (2d wk), $9,500,
Paramount (Pat) (3,000; 40-70)

Estimated Total Gross
$621,700
This Week
(Based on 22 theatres)
$486,000
Last Year
- (Based on 21 theatre$)

"Moulin Rouge,” now in sixth
week, is near a smooth $11,600.
“Cousin Rachel” and “The Star,”
both in their sixth weeks, already
are ahead of last wdek while
"Come Back, Little Sheba” is running neck-n-neck with & week ago

•

Key

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo .(Loew’s) (3,000; 40-700—
“Cousin Rachel” (20th) and “Mar-

Broadway Grosses

UG, 6th

Boston, Feb.' 3.
Biggest noise this stanza is
“Bwana Devil,” three-D pic, very
big at M«t. "Jeopardy” at State
and Orpheum, subjected to a saturation TV and radio campaign,

.

'
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
New fare this week is on the
light side, and the preponderance

Hub; ‘Jeopardy’

$(8,000,

I

*

^eS
—

95)

st

‘Bad’ Wow $20,000 In
£°P
Thm
^
Meet
Me at
Pitt; lawless’ OK 6G,

C ° m ^7es ”
™
Mu tmy’’
(Col)

of

{

|

in

two

locations.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1 ,400; 50-85)
and ‘Tsland Rescue” (U)
“Great White Hunter” (Lip) and
T*?(reissue), $10,500.
“Captain Kidd’.’ (WB), day-date
’
Thunder’
at
United-Artists
(No. Coast) (1,207;
with Tabor, Webber. Fair $5,000*
. .
.
nr , 1(W
65-95)
Thief of, Venice
(20th).
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Last week, on moveover run.
“
rab
week »
Four
"Bad and Beautiful” is the big
g
Broadway -(Wolfberg) (1,200; 50Fester (Col), $7,000,
noise this week. Playing at the 85)— “Clown” (M-G) (2d wk). Good
Stagedoor (A-R) <370; 85-$l)—
Penn, it Js leading everything by
Gopher. looks good while “Thief "Promoter” (U) (6th wk). Nice a wide margin with a solid session. $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
$3,400. Last week, $3,800.’
Of Venice” is fair at Century.
“Bwana Devil” is winding up fourC1 *y (Roseuer) (400; 65-85)
—“Thunder in East” (Par) (2d wk).
f*r This
for
stanza stay with okay week at
“Orpheus” (Indie) and “Eagle With
Fair $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
Warner. Squirrel Hill has another
Centurr (Pa^r
(P^r <T
(roissne.cd Oke
.._V? n ’u*y _ <F ar 7 <l*vP0» 50-76)— Two Heads” (Iiidie)
(Itidie) (reissues).
Olrp
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
“Th
winner in “High Treason.” “Lawief
n
€
$1-700. Last week, “Gigi
(Indie)
ftn?
T°ic7 iSiit
and
less Breed” shapes oke at Fulton. “Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO)
t0
(reissue) and “Eleven and Mid“Beware
My Lovely” (RKO). Oke
“Thunder in East” at Stanley looks
45
night” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800.
n
n
9^
no
$12,000.
Last
week,
“Meet
mild.
Me
at
er)
"
8
.,V#gue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85“rnJw* (M r
Fair” (U) and “Scotland Yard InEstimates for This Week
Ones” (Indie) (3d
hnJ is
u only good $5,500. Last week, $1)—“Strange
spector” (Lip), $15,000.
but
Held at $2,100. Last week,
Fulton (Shea) <1,700; 50-85)—
Esquire- (Fox) (742; 50-85)
(Continued on page 23)
fine $2,500.
“Lawless Breed” (U). Weekend
was fairish so it looks like okay “Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) and
$6,000. Last week, “Ruby Gentry” “Beware My Lovely” (RKO), as
Denver. Fair $2,500. Last week.
(20th) (2d wk), $7,500.
“Meet Me- at Fair” (U) and “ScotHarris (Harris) (2,2Q0; 50-85)
“Thief of Venice-” (20th). Another land Yard Inspector” (Lip), $3,500.
in-and-outer and won’t go much
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
more thah fair $6,000. Last week, “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) and
“Four Poster” (Col), 35,600.
“White Corridors” (Indie), (2d wk).
‘Alley’
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)— Okay $9,000. Last week, $13,500.
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). ShootParamount- (WolfbeFg)
(2,200;
•Cincinnati, Feb. 3.
Last weekr VRuby ^Gantry" (20th), ing right to top at big $20,000 or 50-85)—
“Man Behind Gun” (WB)
better.
Holds over. Last week,
/‘Stars ^re Singing”. is standout, $10,500.
and
"Bachelor
Mother”
(RKO)
(re"AboVe and Beyond” (M-G) (2d
Capitol lHKO),42j)0(h -.53-85)
here this session with big session
;
? 7 »$00

Last

—

’vyeek,

9G

Keek

—

-

,

.

-

—

‘BAD’ BRISK $18,000,

CLEVE4 ‘VENICE 136
Cleveland. Feb.

3.

Rain and bitterly cold temperatures are giving key houses. a touch
of b.o. virus. Some heavy opposition is also crimping biz with exception of the State’s “Bad and
Beautiful,” very stout, and second
,

stanza of

“Bwana

Devil,” spelling

out -a grand take for the Allen.
“Thief of Veniee” at Hipp is being
held to modest total.’
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 85-$ 1,251
—“Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk).
Hefty $27,000 with so much sustained strength over weekend that
opening of “Jazz .Singer” (WB) has
been delayed. Last Week, $40,000,.
all-time, high for house.
Hipp (Telemanageraent) (3,700.
55-85)—“Thief of Venice” (20th).
Moderate $13,000 or near. -Last
’

•

)

.

—

.

“Stars Singing’ St

lawless’ Sock

6^

SIM,

.

—

for -th«£ Alb«re.- .Stage appearances
of Rosemary Clooney, former* Cincinnatian, bulged opening day’s
;

receipts. Other’ houses also have
new bills/ "Hiawatha” looks, good,

week, ‘Happy. Time” (Col), $7,000- at Grand, in step with "Kansas
Lower Mall (Community) (585; City' Confidential”' in Palace.
55^85)—'“Sinners” (Indie) (5th
wk). Keith*s “Lawless Breed” looks sock
Poorish $2,500, stalling' for time to and “Torpedo Alley” shapes okay
bring in “Beneath Red Sea’MHKO). for Capltok
Last week, same.
\
‘Estimates for Thhr Week;
(Low’s) (L300; / 55-851Aibe* (RKO) <3,100; 55-88)
Captain Kidd” (WB) *nd “Great
“Stars Ave Singing” (Par). Big(Continued on page 23)
$17,000. Pie drew swell notices..
-

'

-

—

.

'

"Torpedo Alley”; '((AA^, and ‘‘"Wag- wk), $io;6oo.

ons West’ 1 (AA). Oke $6,500. Last
week, "Four Poster” (Col), $7,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85) v—
“HiaWatha” (AA) and "No Holds
Barred” (AA). Good $8,000. .Last
week, “Babes in;Bagdad” (A A) and
“One Big Affair” AA), same.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—

“High Treason”
'

over

$4,000,

(Indlel. Will' ,do
sturdy.' Last week,
(U) (5th wk), $1,•

“The Promoter”
’

500
Stanley

(WB) (3,800; 50-85)— Last week, “Tangier. Incident” £AA)
"Thunder in East” (Par). A lot of and” Tri-Gptieenf short’s, $9,000.
Vogue- (Pike) (000; 60-90)
but only modest 39,000
"Lawless Breed” (U>. Sock $7,600. looms. Last week. “Man Behind “Stranger in Between” (indie).
Last week, “Meet Me At Fair” (VI the Gun” (WB), $0,500.
Fair $19,000. Last week* "Off Ap$8,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000; ,85-31.25)— proval” Undie), $2,200:Palace fRKO) (2,000; 55-85)
“Bwana Devil”' (UA). .(‘4th wk).
Webber- (Fox) (750; 50*85) *"K.C. 'Confidential” (UA). Fairish Comes out at end of this week. “Great White- Hunter”' (Lip) and
38,000. Last week, "Against All Wind-up shapes' good. $10,000, Last “Captain Kidd” (WB). Fairish $2,Flags” (U), $9,000.
week, $12,000,.
‘500. Last week, on nr.o.
(

Keith’s (SRor) (1.500; 56*85)

—

—

names,

•

‘

—

1

•

—

—
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Robust $15,000,

‘Rich*

Toronto; ‘Thunder’ 11G
Toronto, Feb.

Devil’-Vaude Giant t60,000 in 2d,

‘Monsoon’ Oke 13G, Thunder’ Nice 15G
Chicago* Feb. 3.
Theatres here are doing okay,
mostlv on the" impetus of “Bwana
Chicago. Other
the
Devil’’ -at
houses got the overflow, especially
aver the weekend. Also helping is
the midterm holiday for school
brought them
whifch
students,
downtown in hordes.
“Thunder in Bast” and "Blazing
Forest” at the .Roosevelt looks
bright $15,000 while “Thief of Venice” and “Captive Women” at the
United Artists is .smart $17,000.
“Monsoon” and “Be.nny, the Dip"
at the Grand shapes okay $15,000.
“Bwana Devil” -plus. -stageshow
at the Chicago is; reaching for fancy
$60,000 second frame. State-Lake,
with “Mississippi Gambler” and
“All Ashore” shapes fast $19,000
on second round. "Above and Beyond” is tall $18,000 in third Oriental week.
Imports, all in sixth- stanza, are
doing very well. “Promoter” at the
Surf is brisk while “One Summer
of Happiness” at the World is still
solid.

*

Estimates for This

Week

—

•

-

$55,000

at $8,000 capacity.

‘Singer’

Loud 27G,

Philadelphia, Feb.

3.

With a big preem and heavy
weekend play along with upped
“Jazz

Singer”

is

standout

r

Stanley for second honors. Black-

strong $62,000

for second week.

Paris (Indie) (568; $t.25-$1.80)—
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(11th wk). The 10th week ended

Monday

continued fine with

(2)

$10,800 after $11,500 for ninth.
Radio City Music Hail (Rocke-

*

scale,

34G,

t

-

$42,000 in sight being one of the
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)— biggest non-holiday weeks at this
“Pony Soldier” (20th) (2d wk). Big house in months. “Road To Bali”
also is smash with $34,000 or near
$10,000. Last week, $14, C00.
in preem week at. the Astor. “The
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)
•“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (3d Star” likewise is socko at $36,000
wk).
Lusty $9;000.
Last’ week, for first Rivoli round.
“Above and Beyond” is heading
$14,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— for a great $38,000 at the Mayfair,
“Ruby Gentry” (20th). Hefty $15,- elaborate preem and an intelligent
000.
Last week, “Happy Time” ad campaign helping get this off
to a roaring start. “The Clown”
(Col), $12,000.
40-75)— shapes as the lone disappointment
Shea's
(FP)
(2,386;
“Thunder in East” (Par).
Tall of the -new entries with a fair
Last week, /‘Don't Care $16,000 for first stanza at the
$11,000.
Capitol,
Girl” (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)—
Biggest money still is going to
“Androcles and Lion” (RKO) (2d the Music Hall where “Bad and
wk).
Oke -$5,000.
Last week, Beautiful” with stageshow is how
$7,000.
in its third round. Current week

.

here this week with a big total at
Chicago
(B&K) <98j$1.25)
"Bwana Devil” (UA) plus ..stage- the Mastbaum. It is easily copping
the
greatest gross in town. “Above
show (2d wk). Sock .$60,000 for
tri-dimensional film, Last week, and Beyond” is very strong at
$78,000.

1

.

re-

;

'

n

‘Bali’ High

Five new bills and favorable 4 days), oke $3,500 after big $7,400
weather most of the week will give for second week.
Broadway
first-run business a big
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)—
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
r
“Duel at Siiver Creek” (U) and hypo this session, with indications Dannj Kaye and all-vaude bill (3d
that the overall total will climb to wk). Second week ended Sunday
“Mr. Walkie-Talkie” (Indie). Big
the highest level since the first (1) was capacity, $55,000 for 10 per$15,000. Last week, "K. C. Confiof the year. A majority of the new formances, Stays on indef. First
dential” (UA) and “Rings” (UA),
pictures are doing, socko trade. week was record $62,000.
$14,00Q. Only near-zero weather late SunParamount (UPT) 5(3,684; 80-EffHnton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—
day and Monday (2) worked against $1.80)-— “The Stooge” (Par) with
“Pride and Prejudice” (M-G) (restrong returns at the wickets, and Joni James, Johnny Long orch topissue) (2d wk).
Oke $4,500. Last Sunday business in some lodations
ping stage bill. Opens today (Wed.).
week, $6,000.
topped Saturday’s intake.
Last week, “Jazz Singer” (WB) plus
Hyland (Rank) (1,355; 75-85)—
Cavallaro
orch,
Larry
“Mississippi Gaihbler” is giving CarmCn
“Four Poster” (Col) (3d wk). Good
Storch heading stageshow (3d wk),
the
rousing
State
a
session,
tne
$6,000 after previous two weeks
okay
after

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; 1. e.*
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
•estimated ’figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, *as Indicated,
include the U- S. amusement
tax.

9

•

•

Estimates Are Net

.

‘Gambler Sharp 42G,

Fair” continues nice at Uptown.
Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;

.

Film gross estimates as

3.

"Ruby Gentry” is topping the
while “Thunder in East” also
is big among newcomers.
Of the
holdovers, “Above and Beyond”
and “Pony Soldier” are standout.
“Four Poster” at the smaller Hyland shapes good. “Meet Me At
city*

80-$2.40)— “Bad and
Beautiful” (M-G) and stageshow
Still very nice at $125,(3d wk).
000 after fancy $134,000* for second.
Holds a fourth and possibly
longer.
“Tonight We Sing” (20th)
is due in next.
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
“The Star”' (20th) (2d wk). First
week ended yesterday (Tues.) hit
socko $36,000 or close. In ahead,
fellers) (5,945;

“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (5th wk-6
days), $9,000.

Grand (RKO) (3*500: *55«98)— stone, who got big juve trade, is
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)— looks like nice $125,000, which
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
"Monsoon” (UA) and "St. Benny tilting "Hiawatha” to a good total. "Meet Me At Fair” (U) (2d wk). insures a fourth week; Second “Niagara” (20th) with iceshow onat $7,000. Last week, session of “Niagara” with iceshow stage (3d-final wk). Holding strongThe Dip” (UA). Nice $13,000; Last “Member of Wedding” shapes fan- Holding nicely
'
onstage is holding strongly at ly around $65.00Q in second- round
$10,000.
week, “Yellow Sky” (20th) -and cy at Trans-Lux.
Estimates for' This Week
around $65,000 in the Roxy; It ended last, night (Tues.) after solid
“Gunfighter” (20th) (reissues), $11,stays a third.*
$81,000 opening week. “Peter Pan”
000
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 99-$l,30)—
Oriental
(Indie)
98>— “Bwana Devil” (UA) (6th wk). Still
“Jazz Singer” with Carmen Ca- (RKO-Disney) due in Feb. 1L
(3,600;
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-$l'.50)
"Above and. Beyond” (M-G) (3d big at $8,500. Last week, $16,000.
vallaro band and Larry Storch
“Mississippi Gambler’’ (U). Soarwlc). Tall $18,000. Last week,
topping the stage bill wound up
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85*1.20)— ‘Al Fair’
$ 18 ,*
000
the third round' ,with an okay ing to smash $42,000 or close in
“Plymouth Adventure” (M-G) (6th
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98 J— wk). Poor. $3,000 or less. Last
$55,000 at the Paramount. "The first week ending today (Wed.) r
"Thunder in East” (Par) and "Blaz- week, $3,200.
Stooge” with Joni James and biggest non-holiday week here
ing Forest” (Par).' Neat $15,000.
Johnny
Long band heading stage- since “Sudden Fear” (RKQ). Pic
$11,000,
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—*’?Four
got away to a rousing start with
Last week, "Stop, You're Killing Poster” (Col)
show opens today (Wed.).
(2d wk). Off .sharply
personals by Piper Laurie opening
Me” (WB) and “Outpost in Malaya” to $8,500. Last
“Come Back, Little Sheba” con- day.. Holds,
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
week, fine $19,000.
natch!
Last week,
(Col) (2d wk), $11,000,
Biz is so-so at first-runs, here this tinues in smash fashion with “Girls in Night” (U) (2d wk), $17,Jgarle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“HiaState-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- watha” (AA) plus Blackstone
on- stanza. "Meet Me At Fair,” at Cir- $22J)G0 probable for sixth stanza 000, for a very strong two weeks.
$1.25)
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) stage. Good $18,000. Last week, cle, is doing nicely to lead city. at the Victoria. “Hans Christian
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
and “All Ashore” (Col) (2d wk). ‘I'll Get You” (Lip), $6,000.
“Flat Top” at Indiana and “Hang- Andersen” still is very big at $38,- “Member of Wedding” (Col)- 16th
Staunch $19,000 working. Last
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99 )-r-“Ruby man's Knot,” at Loew’s are getting 300 day-dating at the Criterion and wk). .Fifth stanza ended Monday
week, wow $33,000.
Gentry” (20th) (3d wk>. Fair $12,- moderate play. ‘Thief of Venice” the Paris, for the 10th week (2) was ..okay $4,700 after $5,200 for
Surf
-

.
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Sturdy

'

.

Indpk.
'
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(H&E

Balaban) (685; 98)

‘The Promoter” (U) (6th wk). Exce |i e ^t $5,000., Last week, same.
(Indie) (606; 98*1.25)
—Telenews
“Stereo-Techniques?' (Indie) (6th

Wound up

wk).

great six-week stay
with neat $11,000 for final 11 days.
Last week, $9,500/
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55Sff)— “Thief of Venice” (20th) and
‘Captive Women” (RKO).
Fine
$18,000. Last

week, "Thunderbirds”

000.

-

Last week, $16,000,

—“Outpost

Goldman (Goldman)

is

(1,200;

50-

I

.

rated mild at Lyric.
'Estimates for This

concluded Monday (2).
fourth week.
Stays on, but not
Danny Kaye*.and all-vaudeville many weeks” more. Nevy pic, not
bill is continuing great into third "definitely set,

WeCk

—

Circle (CockrilLDolle) (2,800; 50in Malaya” (UA).
Last week, “Meet Me At Fair” (U); 76) “Meet Me At Fair” (U) and
“Star
of Texas” (AA). Nifty $11,$13,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 85-$1.25) Q00. Last week, ‘Lawless Breed”
—“Jazz Singer” (WB), Big $27,000. (U) and “Redhead Wyoming” (U),
Last week, "Thunder in East” $ 10 000
(Par) (2d wk), $10,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
Midtown (Goldman) 11,000; 75- “Flat Top” (AA) and “Tangier Incident”
(AA), Tepid $9,000, Last
$1.30)
Kilimanjaro”
(20th) (16th wk). Tidy $5,000. Last Week, "Blackbear Pirate” (RKO)
99)

,

—

“Snows

week

.

[

(Rep) and “Ride the Man Down” week, $5,800.
and “Face To Face*’ (RKO), $8,500.
^
(Rep) (2d wk), $13,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50'Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
Woods (Essaness) (1,730; 98)— 99)—“Androcles and Lion” (RKO) "Hangman’s
(Col)
and
Knot”
‘Limelight” (UA) (3d wk). Final (2d wk). Tame $9,000. Last week, ."Pathfinder” (Col). Slow $8,000.
week looks good $13,000/ Last $17,000.
Last week, ‘Above and Beyond”
week. $17,000.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— (M-G) and "Sky Fulh of Moon”
World (Indie) (587; 98)— “One “Above and Beyond (M-G). Great (M-G) ’(2d wk) $10,500.
Summer o.: Happiness” (Indie) (6th $24,000. Last week, “Stop, You're
50-76)—
(C-D)
Lyric
(1,600;
wk). I«ine $5,000. Last week,
"Thief of Venice” (20th) and "Trail
$5,500. Killing Me” (WB) (2d wk)*. $8,000.

12G, ‘K.C. Con' Good

7G

Providence, Feb. 3.
leading the city curwith “Jeopardy,” with 'a
total.
Also fair is RKO
Albees “Androcles and Lion.’”
Strand s “Kansas City Confidential
soapes good while “Mississippi Gambler” at
Majestic looks

The Slate

is

.

$55,000

Trans-Lux 60th

for

—

(WB)

(1,473;

NG

—“Member
Smash

of

Wedding”

—

(Col).

stanza ended
big with $7,400 after $7,500 for fifth week.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
—“The Clown” (M-G) (2d wk).
First week ended yesterday (TUes.)
was mild $16,000' or ne&r. In ahead,
Rialto looks leader /but only mild. “Androcles and Lion” (M-G) (2d
Mary Andersoh, with "Man Behind wk), $19,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; J70-*$2.20>.
Gun,” is fairish while "Lawless
“H a n s Christian Andersen”
Breed” at State is not breaking
any 'records. Town will -get first (RKO) (11th wk). The 10th round
ended Monday (2) still was very
taste of three-dimension pix Thursday (5) when the State brings in big with $27,500 after $25,000 for
ninth.
Staj's on.
.
45-minutes of/short .subjects using'
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
the Tri-Opticon system.
“Promoter” OU) (15^1 wk). The
Estimates for This Week
14th session ended Monday (2) still
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; j50-75)‘i was in chips with $5,800, same as
—‘‘Ruby Gentry”v '*(£0£h) anft,"Feud- lOfiv.week. Stays-r on.
(U) (7th wk). Sixth
7G, Thunder’ Fair 10G Sunday
(1) still was

$8,000 or near. Last week,

Sound

“Breaking

The best gross in a year at the
Palms is being racked up this week
by “Invasion U. S. A.,” with a great
session. Other biz is off, however.

Barrier'' (UA)
Louisville, Feb. 3.
(5th wk), .good $3,000.
Both the mild product and mild
World (GAS) (500; 65*1.20)—
“Limelight” (UA) (6th wk). Fine weather are .hurting first-run biz
$4,500. Last week, $4,800.
this week. "Thunder In East”, at
•

"Stop, Youtre
appointing, at
Poster” looks
/Kansas City
'

A

1 !***

(RKO)

(2;200;

’Lawless' Lively $11,000,

44-65)—

•

J

(

&&&& —

sixth

,

Jn’ Fool^ (Mon d£. \(2d wkK'Good
$4,000. Last week,«$5,0Q0.
‘

«•

•

.
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,

:
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•

‘
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sturdy in

Estimates for This

Week

(Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
C. Confidential” (UA) and
“I’ll Get You” (Lip), (2d wk). Slow
$16,000. Last week, $22,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)
“Stop, You're -Killing Me”

—

..

Mary Anderson .-GPetiple'-sM 1,200;
50/75)— "Man Behind Gun” (WB).
Fairish $0,QQhJ> Last Week, -"Battle
JKopeV *(AAk -$M0O: * i*
:

is

at the Madison.

’GWWC (Guild) (525; $l*r$1.80)— (WB) and “Hurricane Smith” (U).
“Leonardo da Vinci”' (Indie) (.10th Light $12,000. Last week, “April in
wk). This round ending todky
Paris” (WB) and “Cattle Town”
(Wed.) looks to hold stoutly with
(WB) (2d wk), $14,000.
‘$5,500 after $6,000 for ninth week.
.Palms (UD) (2,061; 70.-95)— “InGlobe (Brandi) (l;5tf0;50-$1.50>—
Stereo Techniques (Indie). Opened vasion V. S. A.” (Col) and “Pathyesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Taxi” finder” (Col). Great $27,000. Last
(20th) (2d wk-6 days), lean $5,500 week, "Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and
’-’Target Hong Kong” (U), $18,000.
after $8,000 for first week;
Mayfair (Brandt) (1/736; 60*1.50) v Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
“Above and Beyond” (M-G). First ‘Bwana Devil” (UA) (0th wk). Fine
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.) $0,000/ Last week, $12,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,000; 70-95)
.looks to hit wow $38,000, best here
’‘Don’t Care Girl” (20th) and
•in weeks. In aheadL “Ruby Gentry”
(26th) (5th wk-8 days), $7,800 but "Desparate Search” (M-G) (2d wk).
Okay *ft,'OO0. Last week, $12,200.
rounding out a nice run here*
Adams (Balaban) U,76G; 70-95)
HoTiday (per-RoSe) <950; 60$1.20)— “Thunder in East” JPar). “Four Poster” (Col). Oke $10,000.
Opened yesterday (Tues.), In ahead, Last week, “Happy Time” (Col)*
“Cleopatra” .(Par) .(reissue) .(3d wk- l$9JMK),

|

.

“Bwana Devil”

round

—Fox
“K.

—

Rlhlte’ ‘KFo’ufti^ AVefliie); (3,000;
^ufst” andiev
Llberijr ‘(t^mrlck) 'tfcb&jl; 6l]£&0L
*
i
Last w6ek„ ‘Jumping Jacks”
(Par)
“K. C, Confidential” (UA) ‘ irid 50i75)^“Tliiin<lei Th
u “ r > and "Rrtfittecr
apd
."Gambles ' and. Lady” (Lip).
iftK
“S*aT ofTTbxas” (Indie).' Oke $7,1
Looks like town's leader in coin
* Last .week, “Above, and. Be^
V.44^5)—
„ ^tatCi ,(LoeWi‘-\^20bi
500.
Jeopardy" "* (M-G) and ^Rogue's yond” (M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.
but only medium $10,000.
Last
March
(M-G). Healthy '$12,000.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65- week, "Blackbeslrd Pirate” (RKO)
a s ^week.
“Above and Beyond” DO^Tlafr Top” .(AA) and* “No and “No Tiln'e For Flowers” (RKO),
^
T
(M-G), $12,500 in 9 days.
Hold^' Barred” (AA). Fine $4,000 $9,000.
State (Loew's) <3J)0Q; 50-75)—
tr «nd (Silverman)
Last week, “Stop, You’re
(2^00; .44HSS) or close.
f?T
K.C Confidential” .(UA) and Killing MC” (WJB) and “Mr. Walkie "Lawless Breed” (U) and "Black
Castl^' (U). Sluggish $7,000. Last
a*-Pehegade” (UA), Good Talkie” (Indie),. $3,000.
*7
Orphenm (Evergreen) (1,750? 65- •week, "Above and Beyond” (M-G)
fLOOO.
Last week, “Flat Top”
(Par)
Zone”
.and and "Target Hong Kong” (Col),
No- Holds Barred” (AA.L 90) “Tropic
vo,o00.
(Continued on.p»fte.33)
i$6*m

GM-

weeks.

‘

i

:

is

—

12G

^Androcles and Lion” (RKO) and
Part.; ‘Top’ fiotsy
Maverick” (AA). On fair side
Portland, Ore., Feb. 3.
Last 'vee ^* “Lime- ^owntown houses are loaded
JjJlL UA) and “Face to Face” with action pictures this stanza.
(RKO), $8,000.
“Lawless Breed” is tall at Broadajestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— way
while “Flat Top” shapes
., A/?*
lsS Ss
pi
smooth
in two houses. “K. C. ConGambler”
(U)
and
«.5?i
iP
Black Castle”
(U). One-day per- fidential” is okay at the Liberty.
)y *^ u ^ a Adams got added
for This Week
Estimates
-i
Publicity.
Broadway * (Parker) (1,890; 65Shapes big $12,000. or
ear
90' .— "Lawless Breed” (U) and
week.
“Abptt-Costeljo
?,
Meet
Cant. ‘Kidd” (WB> and' "Star “Change of Heart” TEep)- (reissue).
of lexas’ (UA),
Last week,
Tall $11,000 or over.
$10,060.
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-rG)
and “SkyFull of Moon”;, (M-G;). (2d,

Killing Me-” is disthe Michigan. “Four

okay at the Adams.
Confidential'^ at Fox
slow arid “I Don’t Care Gii:l” at
United Artists looks oke on second-

'

«

(453;

—

it $10,000:

sockeroo.

Estimates for This week

Cl-L)

St.

50-99)— Guide” (Indie). Mild $5,000. Last
Hitting week, "Torpedo’ Alley” (AA) and
Last week, "Kansas Territory” (AA), $5,500.
“Cinerama” (Indie) (lflth ‘Invasion’ Great $27,000,
$2.80)
“Skipalong Rosenbloom” (Col) and
wk).' The 18th frame ended yester“Blazing Forest" (Par),*5;500.
day (Tues.) was great $40,000. after
'Studio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)— Weather Mild, Pix Same
leads 0et; ‘Killing’
$39,700 for 17th week. Continues
“Promoter” (U) (6th wk). Stout
indef.
$3,000. Last week, $3,500..
12G, ‘Don’t Care’ 9G, 2d
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.5Q)
In L’ville; ‘Breed’ NSG
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 8541.20)
“Importance of Being Earnest”
Detroit, Feb. 3.
Stanton

bulls-eye

In Prov.; ‘Gambler’ Sdfck

capacity

—

“Man Behind Gun” (WB).

’Jeopardy' Tall $12,000

after

"Curtain Up” (Indie).
second round at the Palace. Stereo- 90-$1.50)
Techniques program of shorts Initial round ending Friday (6)
preemed in terrific fashion yester- looks to Teach fancy $7,300. In
day (Tues.) at the Globe, with a ahead, “Tale of Five Women”
(UA) (2d wk-9 days), $3,800.
longrun already indicated.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
Estimates for This Week
90-$1.50)~“Face to Face”. (RKO)
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.50) (4th wk). Continued nice in third
—“Road To Bali” (Par). First week frame ended Monday (2) with $5,winding up today (Wed.) looks to 700 after sturdy $7,200 in second
"
reach smash $34,000 or near. In week
ahead, “Limelight" <UA> (14th wk),
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70$10,000 but closing out a highly $1.80)—“Come Back, Little Sheba”
successful run.
(Par) (7th wk). Sixth stanza ended
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 0O-$1.5O) yesterday (Tues.) felt nearby oppo“Don Camillo” (Indie) (4th wk). sition from new pictures but still
Third week ended Monday (2) con- big at around $22,000 after $26,500
tinued sturdy at $10,000 after sock for fifth week.
$11,000 for second. Stays on indef.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90-

i

•

—

—

!

—

M-G*M presents HUMPHREY BOGART

•

JUNE ALLYSON in “BATTLE

Play by Richard Brooks \ Based on a Story by Allen Rivkin and Laura Kerr

•

CIRCUS'* •. with Keenan Wynn
Robert Keith * Screen
by Richard Brooks • Produced by Pandto S. Berman

Directed

*
.

FLASH 1
.

M-G-MV "JEOPARDY"

TERRIFIC IN FIRST 25 DATES!
Watch for more news of Barbara Stanwyck thriller. Sure-fire exploitation hit!
.

*

5

(All together for Brotherhood Week*9 Silver Anniversary Feb 16*22, 1963)
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Looms for

Crisis

Paris Music Halls,

n

Distribs Protest

Israel's

New 20% Duty British Exlubs Ask Tax Relief
Tel Aviv, Jan. 27.

Motion Picture Assn, of Amerirep, M. A. J. Healy, is in
Israel for discussions with the
treasury about the abolishment of
the 20% ad valorem duty.
This
ca’s

V-

Paris* Jan. 27.

,

of

Mitly Goldin, entrepreneur
smaller
two of the most successful
femme shows, the Capucines and
a crisis,
is
there
claims
Mavol,

brewing here with

.the

music

feels,

the main
or operettas, Goldin says'
reason for the pending crisis is
but
attendance
in
decline
the
not
cirthe lack of adequate theatre
it
makes
which
France;
cuits in
tougher for -a single house to get
resulting
a first-rate act, and the
evil of trying to frame a show with

Broadway, in the lead role of GlanCarlo Menotti’s opera, “The Consul,” won critical raves when she
made her debut at the OperaComique in “Tosca” Jan. 22. All
reviewers praised Miss Neway -s
ability .as actress as well as singer,
,

a rare combination .in opera performers, it. was pointed out.
.Puccini opera with Miss Neway
only one top act, and ignoring the
was repeated last Thursday (29) to
quality of surrounding talent.
George France, who has con- SRO attendance, and a 'third perverted the immense Moulin Rouge formance is scheduled for this
ballroom into a cabaret type music month. Then the singer goes on a
hall, feels that the public should concert' tour, including Cannes and
get a steady fare bf music hall en- London.
tertainment throughout' the year,
Miss Neway was signed for the
and have access to it at cheap Opera-Comique by its director,
He has a Louis Beydt, after the premiere of
prices like, film ‘shows.
policy of two-week shows at the “Consul” here
des
at Theatre
Moulin consisting of top variety, Champs-Elysees last season.
talent plus a topliner at every new
show. v He believes the music halls
should keep their format at all
times and not succumb to any of OperettaTroupe of 55
the hysteria whipped up: here by
nervous managers. He thinks there
Stranded in Italy As
always is a place for a good music

2d Year of Eady

London, Jan. 27.
revenue from the Eady
in the second ye&r of its
operation was divided among 54
companies for first features and Harold
87 for shorts, and feature ttes. Al-

The
Fund

.

.

together the levy in that year
yielded around $8,000,000 and was
split among 507 first feature and
626 short films. Highest individual
payment exceeded $255,000 and the
lowest was under $3.
This is
shown in an interim report by the

Film Production Fund for
the year ended last Aug. 2.
It
reveals that average weekly payments collected by the fund were
in the region of '$160,000, with an
overall Average weekly payment
per theatre of around $40.
As the estimated income of the
fund was expected to be between
$8,400,000 and $9,000,000, the production fund board is satisfied
with the resUlt achieved, although
views the mounting number of
non co-operators with some anxBritish

Mgr. Scrams With Coin
Vienna, Jan. 27.

Stories told by members of a 55They believe that pefson operetta troupe from Vienna
Which was stranded in Turin,
they
chain
hall
music
with a regular
ing the stars.

could ulso invite the better foreign
acts to give la more diversified
Also noticeable here Is the
lack of circuits which makes each
music hall owner, responsible for
With crushall expenses himself;
ing state taxes, many are forced
to look for more lucrative outlets
The ABC, the
for their theatres.
top music hall here, is now playing
an operetta, “La Route Fleurie,”
which looks like it will run through
the season. Capucines has shelved
its
perennial leg shows to present “Trieze a La Table” (“13 at
the Table”), new Marc-GilbertSauvpjon play.
There are only four houses playing both a stageshow and film here?
the
Gaumont-Palace, Alhambra,
Olympia and- Rex. Many of the
top acts have to double into
niteries to make ends meet, and
are quite amenable to foreign incabaret
The
big
ducements.
niteries such as La Nouvelle Eve
and the Lido only change their
shows about once a year, with the
spec houses the Folies Bergere and
Casino de Paris keeping their same
shows for two to three years.

Buenos Aires Film Biz
Off in Last

Two Months

Despite Tilt in Prices

impresarios
the
when
Italy,
lammed with' advance coin paid by
the theatre there, has increased
pressure on the Austrian stage urn
ions to prevent such occurrences
by requiring travel and salary
.

bonds from show organizers.
In this case, it was the same pro-

20.

iety.

moters, Folkmann Brothers, who
Gross rentals of feature films
had organized a much publicized qualifying for distribution is given
similar fiasco that went M>n the at over $16,000,000, with the high.

»

Rome hack in 1948. Viennese newspapers reproduced
posters from Tur^n in which the
troupe, which was to have presented Johann Strauss’ “Gypsy Baron”
was billed as an ensemble of the
Viennese State Theatre.
'
The Folkmanns, assisted by two
other managers and allegedly fi-'
nanced by a local textile man; put.
the troupe aboard a third-class
rocks in

Main plank in the exhib appeal
based on a theatre industry" survey carried out recently

for, relief is

est revenue in the third quarter
ending last April 26. Distribution
for shorts is calculated on two-anda-half times the actual gross, this
figure amounting to $1,700,000.

Purcell.-

rank and

1

Hylton’s British ‘Wagon’

Gets Co-Sponsor of 88
After Action in Court

sions.
London, Feb. 3.
Although the controversy has
John Buckley, who has been associated with Jack Hylton in the been raging within the industry

over the future pf the Eady levy,
new scale, as drafted
by the CEA, makes full provision
for continuing this subsidy to British film producers.
The assumption, therefore, is that the current
exhib squawks would end if theatre owners were assured of tax relief.
Also jhat there would be no
consistent objection to continuing
Justice Upjohn said that moves with* the. weekly payments to the
for a speedy trial would be made, British Film Production Fund.
whereupon assurance was givfen by
Jack Hylton, Ltd-, that it would
be prepared to bill “Wagon” as
Holland’s Fix
being produced “by arrangement
with” Buckley, Counsel for BuckNeed
Theatres But
ley claimed there was an agreepresentation of musical plays for
years, sought an interim injunction in High Court last Friday
(30), restraining Jack Hylton, Ltd.,
from presenting
Your
“Paint
Wagon” otherwise than in association with him. It was stated that
Buckley, who is 88, had agreed to
put up £ 10,000 ($28,000) to back
the play.

many

the proposed

1

•

Paradox-

More

ment under which

plaintiff

would

provide half the production costs

Taxes Clip Attendance

<

and would be entitled to 37Vz% of

train last Jan. 6/ The actors did
not know that the tickets were
good only as far as Milan. They
also soon learned that tickets were
not at hand for the whole ensem-

management rep on the
having only 200 schillings in
flayers pooled
his pocket ($8).
their own funds and one wired
home for money to be picked up
enrofite in order to pay fares to
Milan,' where they were promised
they would be met by Otto Folkmann with ducats to Turin and
pocket money.
ble,

the

train,

Folkmann met the train at Milan,
but he had neither tickets to Turin
He advised actors to
nor cash.
stay aboard and tell .conductor
their manager had missed the train
with tickets. This they did, makHere they
ing it okay to Turin,
found no cash, no costumes, no sets
hotel penin
a
rooms
and reserved
sion unpaid for.

**

son for picture trade, many top.
The “Gypsy Baron” company
first-runs are using foreign films
straggled back to . Vienna pieceof the type usually reserved for
hungry, cold and disappointmeal;
arty theatres. Seven of the 20 firstThe Folkmann brothers preruns are showing Italian fare. ed,
sumably remained in Italy,

Two deluxers have “Somewhere
Berlin”
while
day-dating,
“Alexander Nevsky” is playing in
another first-run combo. French- 252 Yank Pix Shown In
made “Marie du Port” has held
for six weeks at the Biarritz.'
in ’52; 96 Native
“Black Rose” (20th) held first
Mexico City, Jan. 27.
position in the gross sweepstakes
Of the 399 films exhibited here
during the last three weeks, playing at the 2,636-seat Ocean Thea- last year, 309 were imported and
The imports,
tre.
“Midnight Kiss” (M-G) was 96 were Mexican.
second, at the Opera, “Cheaper By with Hollywood contributing. 252,
the Dozen” (20th) was third, but hit the highest total here in’ recent
rated disappointing, staying only years. 'But the number of local
two weeks at the Gran Rex, “An- productions was the lowest since
nie Get Your Gun” (M-G) was 1949.
fourth at the 1,500-seat Ambasi'fa*
..The Mexican trade,% however,
dor, where it ran four we#csf.'
stresses that its films, goofed far
RKO has n>ade arrangements to higher boxoffice takes than they
Other, pix
release “His Kind of Woman” for, did in other years.
the launching of the 1,306-seafr shown here in 1952 were 23 French,
Gran Mar at Mar del Plata. The 14, Spanish, 13 British, six Italian
company has changed its policy and one Swedish.
of releasing in a third-line group
In 1951, 263 films, week shown, in
of former moveover
houses, and Mexico, 210 being from the U. S.
has set a pact with Central Cine- and 111 from Mexico.
Mexican
niatografica,
a
circuit. producers say they have learned
major
Switch was facilitated "by the less from their 1952 experience that
competitive situation now prevail- stressing quality over quantity pays
ing.
off—in higher grosses.

in

Mex

NAME

Washington, Feb.

the net profits.

SIX U.S. PIX IN

BRITISH OSCAR DERBY
London, Jan, 27.
Six American and seven British
films are on the short list for the
best film from any source on which
members of the British Filin Academy are being polled. In addition,
there
are single entries from
Japan, Italy, Mexico, France and
the Gold Coast.
Hollywood candidates for the
British Oscar are. “Carrie,” “Death
of a Salesman,” “Limelight,” “Singin’ in Rain,” “Streetcar Named Desire” and “Viva Zapata.”
The
seven British pix, from which the

‘

•

British edition of “Wagon,” starring Bobby Howes and his daughter, Sally Ann Howesj which has
been on a provincial’ tour for two

islands,”

“The River” and “Sound

Barrier.’.*

Sunday Legit Theatres

A number

cording to Nathan Golden, Dept,

atre

Feb,

16, replacing

“The

Gift.”

of

exhibitors

British

hesitate

to

tackle

the

work because of the heavy burden
the
amusement tax which
amounts to abput 1,000 guilder

of

Pathe Labs Strike In

London Halts Newsreel
A

strike

London, Feb. 3.
which started in Pathe

($260) p£r seat.

The Netherlands Motion Picture
Assn, has been fighting a long battle for an overhaul and reduction
of the Amusement tax. In several
local communities, the levy has
been decreased from 3 5% to 20%.
•Similar reductions are being considered in- Rotterdam and other
cities.
In fact, there K has been a
decline in film attendance in recent
years which the exhibs say cannot
be overcome except by tax reduc-

labs the early part of last week
has already stopped two. issues of
the company's newsreel. The dispute halted last Thursday’s edition
and the company was unable to,
produce its new issue yesterday
(Mon.). Strikers are all members of
the Assn, of Cine Technicians,
tion.
which is officially backing the dispute. Pickets are on duty outside
the company’s labs in Wardour

'

.

FEAR NEW JAP FILM
PLAN MAY
YANKS

Street.

For

3.

new

theatres must
be constructed in the Netherlands
to serve newly-built up areas, acof

Commerce film chief. For inmonths, opens at Her Majesty’s
stance, four to five will be needed
Theatre Feb. 11. Current producfor new areas in Amsterdam and
tion at Her Majesty’s, “The Man,”
about 12 for Rotterdam. However,
will move to the St. Martins The-

.

best British film also will be selected, are “African Queen,” “Angels One Five,” “Cry, Beloved
Country,” “Mandy,” “Outcast of

in

file

Parliament,
the
Cinematograph
Exhibitors Assn, is underlining the
fact that two-thirds of the requested relief would apply to admission
up to 20c. In other words, the
CEA is primarily asking aid for the
small theatre operator, who in recent years has been hard hit by
rising costs and declining admis-

]

,

Buenos Aires, Jan.

Film biz has been very disappointing here for the last two
months, with gross figures below
a similar period in 1952 despite
the boost in admission scales last
May. This being rated an off-sea-

’

•

;

show.

27.

British exhibitors have asked the
Chancellor of the Exchequer jo receive a deputation to enable them
to state their case for an admission tax remission project which
will- cost the Treasury $10,500,000
annually.
It is .expected that a
meeting will be arranged either
with R. A. Butler, the Chancellor,
or with executives of the Customs
and Excise division, well in advance of the upcoming budget in
April.

by accountants.
In this it was
estimated that if normal provision
was made by theatre owners for
totals 70.
rents,
exhibiting
the
industry
The production covers the period would wind up with an annual loss
and music of the past 300 years, of $33,000,000.
Without makingwith the principal numbers sung that provision they end each year
and danced by Miss Neagle. Music some $17,000,000 to the good.
was composed* Try Harry Parr
In 3 bid for popular support,
Davies, with lyrics and dialog by particularly
from

,

Others also feel that music hall
shows should be well balanced and
whole, with first-rate acts surround-

Month

London

Paris, Feb. 3.

Neway, N. Y. soprano
who scored here as well as on
Patricia

hall in Paris.

Days' Opens

distributors as well as the EuroIn
This
pean film importers, have stopped
'«
London, Jan. 27,
clearing pictures from customs.
Israel cinemas have been without
Turn Arnold’s musical play, “The
newsreels as a result of this action. Glorious Days,” which marks the
However, there is no shortage of
return of Anna Neagle to *the mufilms since every distributor has
enough product for this season al- sical stage, opens at the Palace
Feb. 28 after an extensive tour
ready in the countty.
which included six weeks in Manchester and five weeks at EdinFour
burgh, where no"w current.
male leads are played by Peter
Graves, Patrick Holt, James Carney and Olaf Olsen. The east, including
the
ballet
company,

Paris Comique ‘Tosca’

that,

halls,

London, Jan.

was imposed about seven week ago
on- films.
Ever since the introduc- ‘Glorious
tion of the duty, the American

B’way Soprano Scores In

halls.

many .of the top
are getting into the too
music
frequent habit of alternating house
shows with ballet and^straight legit
He

For Small Spots, Cite Rent Nick

Loses Out

The dispute arose' when an ACT
projectionist was dismissed for reLondon, Feb. 3,
HIT
By an overwhelming majority, fusing to obey an .instruction given
Tokyo, Jan. 27.
the House -of Commons last Fri- him by a newly appointed assisAn increase in imports of films
day (30) refused a second reading tant general manager. The union
to a private member’s bill de- had challenged the appointment from the sterling areas is anticipatsigned to permit Sunday opening previously, and in protest, had ed here during the next fiscal year
an overtime if current trade reports on the
of legit theatres on terms similar earlier introduced
Japanese government’s contemplatto those authorized for cinemas. ban.
dispute
has been ed plan for determining film imthe
Report
on
The vote was 201 to 57.
An
amendment by Eric Fletcher, Labor sent to the Ministry of Labor by port quotas are substantially true.
M.P., who is also deputy chairman Associated British-Pathe. No ac- Finance Ministry authorities are
of Associated British Picture. Corp., tion of this kind has been «taken said to be considering a formula
calling for the appointment of a by the union before and attempts which would divide the annual
commission to inquire’ into revi- last week to bring about a recon- overall quota between the dollar
and the sterling areas instead of
sion of the existing law, was de- ciliation were unsuccessful.
existing, system which divides pix
feated by eight votes.
per country. Plan would work to
The new bill was introduced by Technicolor, Ltd., Net
disadvantage of U. S. distributors
John Parker, and was’ designed to
because
Year
Japan has comparatively
Last
$198,000
replace a num^r -uf existing acts
high pound holdings.
.with a Aew and- Comprehensive
London, Feb, 3.
measure. He submitted that the
Meanwhile, the chief of the ForGross profits of Technicolor,
existing acts were obsolete and Ltd., rose $944,000 to $2,394,000 eign. Exchange Bureau of the minamong other things, forbade the' for the last fiscal year. This result istry has announced that there was
sale of ice cream on, Sunday. Al- for the 'year ended last Nov. 30 little hope for final decision on
though he proposed'' that theatres compares with $1,450,000 in .the the quota setup .for the next fiscal
should be allowed to open on the previous year. Net profit was $728,- year before the end of January.
same terms as cinemas, he sug- 000, an increase of $198,000.
The spokesman answered an apgested that these conditions, inWith an interim dividend of peal by importers and distribs for
volving a contribution to charity, lVz% declared earlier in the year, early action by telling them that
amounted to bribery. The govern- the final dividend of 12V£% repre- opinions of several governmental
ment did not intervene in the de- sents a small drop from the 22 }£% agencies had to be incorporated
bate.
paid last year.
l with those of the Finance Ministry.
•*

‘

•

•
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Miniature Film Reviews and credits on

VARIETY

VARIETY during

Blackboard, the Pirate
(COLOR)
Rollicking swashbuckler

Wooley. Directed by Noel Smith. Written
by Tom Blackburn; camera, Ted McCord;
editor, Thomas Reilly; music. William
Lava. Previewed Nov. 18, '52. Running

stacked with all the things big
pirate pix are made of. Good

(Reviewed Nov, 26, 1952)

*

Boris Bay in average musical
for average b.o.
Hollywood, Nov. 13.

Typical A&C .broad comedy,
with Charles Laughton; okay
Warners release of William Jacobs pro1% A
duction. Stars Doris Day, Ray Boleer;
features Claude Dauphin, Eve Miller,
Hollywood, Nov. 20.
George
Gottlieb
Givot, Paul Harvey. Directed by
Alex
Warner Bros, release^ of
(Woodley) production. Stars Bud Abbott# David Butler. Written by Jack Rose and
Shavelson; camera (Technicolor),
Lou Costello. Charles Laughton; .-features Melville
Wilfred

Hollywood, Dec.

(Five Paupers in an Automobile)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Obt.

*

Army Bound

The Black Castle

Mild dualer with some hotrod
Hollywood, Oct.
duction.

Vienna, Oct. 14.

release of

Features

pro-

Clements,

Stanley

Universal
reduction.

Sackheim: camera. Irving GlassPreberg; editor, Russell Schoengarth.
viewed Oct. '16; '52. Running time, 82
Jerry

Bagdad

Above and Beyond
human

Arabian Nights

drama

around principals involved in
the Hiroshima atom bombing.
Neatly done for good b.o.
Hollywood, Nov. 18,

MGM

release of Melvin Frank, Norproduction. Stars Robert
Eleanor Parker; features James
Whitmore, Larry Keating. Larry Gates,
Marilyn Erskine, Stephen Dunne, Robert
Burton, Hayden Rorke. Directed by Frank
nd Panama. Screenplay. Frank, Panama,
S;eirne Lay, Jr., from .the latter's story;
camera, Ray June; editor. Cotton Warburton; music, Hugo Friedliofer. Previewed Nov. 6, '52. Running time, 121

man PabamA
Taylor,

takeoff

MINS.

on, the

(Reviewed Oct.

except when backed by
strong exploitation.

(MUSICAL-COLOR)

United Artists release of Danzigcr Bros,
production. Stars Paulette Goddard, Gypsy
Rose Lee, Richard Ney,-John Boles; fea-

Thomas

Song and dancer based on
Damon Runyon story. Average entertainment and b.o.

Gallagher, Sebastian Cabot,

Macdonald Parke, Natalie Benesh, Hugh
Dempster, Peter Bathurst. Directed by
Edgar G. Ulmer. Screenplay, Felix Feist
and Joe Anson with additional dialog by
Reuben Levy and John Roeburt; camera
(Exotic Color), Jack -Cox; editor, Edith
Lenny; fhusic, J. Leoz. Previewed Deo. 3,
'52. Running timer 79 MINS.
(Reviewed Bee. 10, 1952)

Hollywood, Oct.

28.
20th-Fox release of George Jessel production,. Stars Mitzi Gaynojr, Scott Brady;
features Mitzi Green, Marguerite Chap-

man, Michael O’Shea, Wally Vernon.
Henry Slate, George E. Stone, Edwin Max,
Jones.
Screenplay, Sy. Gomberg; adaptation, Albert Mannheimer; from Damon Runyon
story; camera (Technlcalor), Edward Cronjager; editor, George A. Gittens; musical
direction, Lionel Newman; songs, Eliot
Daniel, Ben Oakland, Paul Webster; musical numbers staged by Robert Sidney.
Previewed Oct. 24, '52. Running time, 89

-

MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

The Bad and the

29, 1952)

Beautiful

Adorables Creatures
(FRENCH)

Screenplay, Charles Spaak,
Jacques Companeez; camera, Christian
Matras; editor. Jacques Desagneaux.^Reviewed in Paris. Running tlme..Jp5 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 15, 1952)

tian-Jaquc.

Against All Flags
(COLOR)
with

swashbuckler,

•

MGM

<Full House)

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas,

(FRENCH)

Pidgeon,

Paris, Oct. 21.
Pathe Consortium release of CalamyIvan^Trlesault. Elaine Terra Films production. Stars Michel
Stewart,
Stewart, Sammy White. Directed by Vin- Simon, Raymond Rouiegu. Directed by
Charles Henri
cente
Minnelli.
Screenplay,
Jacques
Screenplay,
Verneuil.
Schnee; based on story by George Brad- Campaneez from stories by Peter Cheney,
shaw; camera, Robert Surtees; editor, .Simenon, S. A., Steeman; camera, Andre
Conrad A. Nervig; music, David Raksin. German; editor, Georges Rongier. At
Previewed Nov. 12, *52. Running time, Paramount. Paris. Running time, 118

Paul

1U MINS.
(Reviewed Nov.

!

MINS.

(Reviewed Oct,

19, 1952)

26, 1952)

Red Skelton, Jane Greer in
sentimental, family-trade feature; a new version of “The
Champ,” made in 1931.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.
MGM release of William H. Wright production. Stars Red Skelton, Jane Greer;
Loring Smith, Philip Ober; introduces Tim Considine. Directed by. Robert
Leonard. Screenplay,
Martin
Z.
Rackin, from m adaptation by Leonard
Praskins; story. Frances Marion; camera,
Paul Vogel; editor. Gene Ruggiero; music,
David Rose. Previewed Dec. 17, '52. Running time, 91 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)
features

Come Back,

Little

Sheba

Socko picturization of legit hit,
compellingly presented as class
offering for important selling
and top bookings.
Hollywood, Dec. 1.
Hal

3,

Bwana

Battles of Chief Pontiac

B.

1952)

Hollywood, Dec.

9.

Realart release of Jack Broder production (associate producer, Irving Starr),
Stars Lex Barker, Helen Westcott, Lon
Chaney; features Berry Kroeger, Roy
Roberts, Larry Chance, Katharine Warren. Directed by Ifellx Feist. Screenplay,
Jack De Witt; camera, Charles Van
Enger; editor, Philip Cahn; music composed and directed by Elmer Bernstein.
Previewed Dec. 8, '52. Running time, 71

first

(Reviewed Dec.

1L

Stars Hildegard Knef, Erich von
Stroheim. Directed by Arthur Marla
Rabenalt; screenplay by Fritz, Rotter,
based on novel by H. H. Ewers; .music
by Werner Hoymann; camera. Freidl

Dodsworth, Pat O’Moore, Pat Aherne.
Written and directed by Oboler. Camera
(Ansocolor), Joseph F. Blroc, under Natural Vision supervision of M. L. Gunzburg; editor, John Hoffman; music, Gordon Jenkins. At Hollywood Paramount,
Nov, 26, '52. Running time, 79 MINS.

17, 1952)

(Reviewed Dec.

Salute to Marines’ combat phoin
participating
tographers
Korean aotion. Average b.o.
Allied Artists
iroduction.
Stars
Stephen
Christian.
£

MINS10, 1952)

3, 1952)

—Antia

Garibadli)

Genoa, Nov.

3.

of
release
a Produzionl
Cincfilms
Grandi Films production. Stars Anna
Magnanl; features Raf Vallone. Alain
Cuny, Jacques Sernas. Carlo Ninchi.
Written by Steve Fisher; camera, Ernest Serge Reggiani, Michel Auclalr, Gino
Miller; editor. Jack Ogilvle; music, Mar- Leurini. Directed by Goffredo AlessandRosi. Screenplay, E.
lin Skiles. Previewed Oct. 7, '52. Running rini and Franco
Blagl, Renzo Renzi, S. Bolchl; camera,
time, fl MINS.
Leonida Barboni and Marco Scarpelli;
(Reviewed Oct. 15, 1952).
music. Enzo Masctti; editor, Mario Serandrei. At Qrlco. Genoa. Running time, 98
MINS.

features
McNally;
Martin Milner, Dave Willock, Jack Lar-

son, Richard Emory, Philip Ahn, Carleton Young. Directed by Lesley Selarider.

Amlroctes and Abe lion
Fairly entertaining film version of Shaw’s satirical comedy; spotty business.
Hollywood, Oct. 28.
*

release of Gabriel Pascal produc-

1

Tony Martinelll. Previewed Oct. 2,
Running time, 54 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 8, 1952)

Because

'52.

Desperate Search
Program suspense drama for
companion bookings; with
Howard Keel, Jane Greer,
Metro release of Matthew Rapf producStars Howard Keel, Jane Greer,
Medina; features Keenan Wynn,
Robert Burton/ Lee Aakcr. Directed by
Joseph Lewis. Screenplay, Walter Doniger;. based on novel by Arthur Mayse;
camera, Harold Lipstein; editor, Joseph
Dervin. Previewed Nov. 19, '52. Running

tion.

Patricia

time* 71

Yon

Carica Eroica
.

-

MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

26, 1952)
t

(The Forester’s Daughter)

(GERMAN-MjDSICAL)
Vienna, Oct.

International Films release of
ther-Stapenhorst production. Stars Hannerl Matz and Will Quadfllcg. Directed
Screenplay'
by Arthur M. Rabenalt.
adapted from operetta by George Jarno

and M. Buchbinder by Fritz Boettger and
Joachim Wedekind; camera. Fried! Behnmusical arrangements,
Bruno
Grund;
Uher. At Forum, Vienna. Running time,
95 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)

.

&

-

Blzyo to Tozoku

dates.

(Beauty and the Thieves)

1.

1952)

-

(JAPANESE)

produced and directed by
Otto Preminger. Stars Robert Mitchum,
Jean Simmons, Mona Freeman, Herbert
Marshall; features Eton Ames, Barbara
O'Ndll, Kenneth Tbbey, Raymond Greenleaf. Screenplay, Frank Nugent, Oscar
release,

3,

Temple Abady. At Odeon, Marble Arch,
London, Dec. 1, '52. Running time, 91
MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 10, 1952)

Palmer in

Harrison-Lilli

from stage hit;
b.o.
Columbia release o> Stanley Kramer
production.
Stars Rex Harrison, Lilli
Palmer. Directed by Irving Reis. Screenplay, Allan Scott, based on play by Jan
de Hartog; inter-scene animation by
United Productions of America (directed
moderate

by John Hubley; produced by Stephen
Bosustow); animation artists, Paul Julian,
Art Babbitt, Lon Keller; editor, Henry
Batista; music composed and directed by
Dimitri Tiomkin. Previewed at Victoria,
N. Y., Oct. 2, '52. Running time, 103
8,

1952)

Warners release of Bryan Foy- production. Stars Dennis Morgan, Philip Carey,
Amanda Blakfe; features Rita Moreno,

time, 120 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct*

Paul
15, 1952)

*

-Routine western with Dennis
Morgan; average returns in
the du^ls.

Fumio
music,
YamazMd;
Yasulchiro
Havasaka. Previewed in Tokyo. Running
i

Town

(SONGS)

Tokyo, Sept. 23.
Stars
Dale! production and release.
Machiko Kyo. Directed by Keigo Klmura.
Screenplay, Keigo Kimura from original
story by Ryunosuke Akutagawa; camera,

1

Cattle

i

Picernl,

George

Ray

O’Hanlon,

Teal,

Bob

Jay Novello.
Sheb
Wilke,

(BRITISH)
Michael Balcon meiler too
surely for big U.S.

GFD

lei-

biz.

London, Oct. 21.
release of Michael Balcon produc-

tion. Stars

John

Mills,

Dirk Bogarde, Rob-

ert Beatty and Elizabeth Sellars. Directed
by Basil Dearden. Screenplay, Roger Macdougall; camera, Gordon Dines; editor.

Peter Tanner;

music, John Greenwood.
At Odeon, Marble Arch, London, Oct. 21,
'52. Running time, 86 MINS,
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)

The Golden Hawk
(COLOR)
swashbuckler for
lowercase bookings.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-

Mediocre

duction. Stars Rhonda Fleming, Sterling
Hayden; features Helena Carter, John
Sutton, Paul Cavanagh, Michael Ansara.

Raymond

Hatton, Alex Montoya. Directed

by Sidney Salkow. Written by Robert E.
Kent from novel by Frank Ycrby; camera,
William V. Skall; editor, Edwin Bryant.
At Palace Theatre, N. Y.» Oct. 23, '52.
Running time, 83 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)

Eight Iron

Hangman’s Knot
(COLOR)

7.
Guert-

*

Angel Fjmkv

(Reviewed Dec,

British-'

Launder-Gilliat production. Stars Alastair
Sim. Dlrecter by Frank Launder. Screenplay, Frank Launder and John Dlghton,
from play by James Bridie; camera. Jack
Hildyard; editor. Thelma Connell; music.

Bic Focrstcrchrlstl

i

Jean Simmons. Victor Mature,
Robert Newton, Maurice Evans, Alan
of
(Reviewed Nov. 12, 1952
Young; features Elsh Lanchester. Reginald Ga (diner, Gene Lockhart, Alan
Sentimental yarn with romanMowbray, Noel Wlllman, John Hoyt,, Jiih
potenb.o,
Good
overtones.
tic
Backus, Lowell Gilmore. Directed by
adaptation,
Chester
Erskine.
Screen
tials.
_ „ .
(Heroic 'Charge)
Erskine
and Ken Englund; camera,
Universal release of Albert J. Cohen
(ITALIAN)
Harry Stradling; editor, Roland Cross; production.
Stars Loretta Young and
Alex Nicol,
music, Frederick Hollander. Previewed Jeff
Chandler; features
^ Genoa, free. 9.
Dl*
Oct. 27, '52. Running time* 98 MINS.
Trances Dee, Alexander Scourby.
LUX Film release of- i. Mambretti proScreeniplay.
Pevney.
Joseph
-by
rected
(Reviewed Oct, 2?.- 1952)
duction. Features Dario. MIchaelis, Franco
Thelma
by
story
on
Kotty Frings, based
Fabriii, Luaisuao Jfallocchia, Tania Weber,
*
.Robinson; camera, Russell Metty; editor, Italo Juli, -RoMrto ZfctteUa, Nino Milano.
Virgil Vogel? music Trank Skinnlr. Pre- Directed by. F^anpesco DeRobertU. Story
viewed N. Y\ Oct. 1, '32. Running tin#* and acreenplayyjDeRobevtts; camera* Carlo
Fair suspense melod**nia, with
93 MINS.
Bellero; editor*, Franco Frattcelli.. At
Nuovq Verdi, -Genoa. Runnting time, 92
Robert Mitcham, Jean SimJ952)
(Reviewed Out*
I
MINS.
mons and routln'e b.o. chahces
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)
playexcept in well-exploited

tion, Stars

Millard; story, Chester Ersklnd; camera,
Harry Stradling; editor, Freddie Knudt«on; music, Dimitri Tiomkln. Previewed
Nov, 26, '52. Running time, 91 MINS,

play a British ^screen
Alastair Sim.
London, Dec. 20.
Lion release of London FUm-

dud despite

The Gentle Gunman
.

Hollywood, Nov. 24.

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

John Hodlak. Linda

3.

Republic release of* Rudy Ralston production. Stars Allan "Rocky" Lane, Black
Jack (equine); features Eddy Waller, Roy
Barcroft, Myron Healey, Lyle Talbot,
Claudia Barrett. Directed by Philip Ford.
Written by Arthur Orloff and Albert De
Mond; camera, John MacBurnie; editor,

Patricia Medina.

Gamicie Hosse
(Red Shirts

Hollywood, Oct 9.
release of Walter Wanger

Behn-Grund. At Forum, Vienna. Ru nn ing

full-length film in Natural

release of Arch Obolcr
production. Stars Robert Stack, Barbara
Britton, Nigel Bruce; features Ramsay
McVey, Hope Miller, John
Hill, Paul

Battle Zone

Styrla release of Styria-Carlton produc-

tion.

Hollywood, Oct.

Vision 3-Dimension.
Hollywood, Nov. 28.

MINS.

Hollywood, Bee.

Be Wise

Folly to
Bridie

19, 1952)

(Reviewed Oct.

fans.

Independent

1

(GERMAN)

Devil

Big novelty boxoffice possibilities
for mediocre feature,

ercase bookings.

Alraune

RKO

(Reviewed Nov.

MINS.

Allan “Rocky” Lane
western programmer for oater

(3-DIMENSION—COLOR)

Mediocre programmer for low-

Aeneas MacKenzie and Joseph Hoffman;
from story by MacKenzie; camera (Technicolor), Russoll Metty; editor. Frank
Gross; music, Hans J, Salter. Previewed
Nov, 18, *52. Running time, 83 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 26, 1952)

'

MINS.

The Four Poster

Desperadoes Outpost

29, 1952)

Hollywood, Nov. 13.
Monogram release of Walter Mirisch
production. Stars Sterling Hayden, Richard Carlson: features. Bill Phipps, John
Bromfleld, Keith Larsen, William Schallert, Todd Karns. Directed by Lesley
Selander. Written by Steve Fisher; camora (Cinecolor), Harry Newmnnn; editor.
William Austin; music. Marlin Skiles.
Previewed Nov. 11, ’52. Running time, 83

adaptation

Running time, 95 MINS.

(Reviewed Dee.

war-action feature in
general
market;
for

color
profitable grosser.

Rex

Wallis
production. Stars Burt Lancaster, Shirley
Booth, Terry Moore; features Richard
Jaeckel, Philip Ober, Lisa Golm, Walter
Kelley. Directed by Daniel Mann. Screenplay, Ketti Frings; based on the original
play by William Inge, produced on stage
by the Theatre Guild; camera, James
Wong Howe; editor, Warren Low; music,
Franz Waxman. Previewed Nov. 25, '52.
of

Good

Good

Hollywood, Nov. 25.

Vienna, Nov.

(COLOR)

Evigabile; camera, Luiggi Giorgio; editor,
Guido Bertoli. At Cinema Verdi, N. Y.,
Nov, 21, '52. Running time, 94 MINS.

Paramount release

Sullivan, Gloria

Universal release of -Howard Christie
production. Stars Errol Flynn. Maureen
O'Hara; features Anthony Quinn, Alice
Kelley, Mildred Natwlck. Robert Warwick, Harry Cording, John Alderson.
Directed t>y George Sherman. Screenplay,

RKO

Brelan D’As

Hollywood, Nov. 18.
release of John Houseman pro-

Dick Powell,' Barry
Grahame, Gilbert Roland;
features Leo G. Carroll, Vanessa Bfown.
Walter

b.o.

(Reviewed Dec.

(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)

sibilities.

duction. Stars

romance and Errol
action,
Flynn, Maureen O'Hara. Okay

time, 91

MINS.

wood, its characters. Welldone, explbitable and b.o. pos-

Paris, Sept. 30.
Sirius release of Jacques Roitfeld proStars Daniel Gelln, Daniele
duction.
Martine
Feuillere,
Edwlgfc
Darrieux,
Carol, Renee Faure. Directed by Chris-

Pirate

drama about Holly-

All-star

Harmon

Richard Allan. Directed by

19, 1952)

Flat Tog?

(ITALIAN)

The Clown

of

(Reviewed Nov.

(La Scogliera del Peccato)

(Reviewed Nov.

Broadway

story;

Sin

Cliff of

Continental Motion Picture Corp. release

22, 1952)

Bloodhounds

Routine

stuff.

1952)

5,

Crane

.

The

usual

b.o.

tured

(Reviewed Nov.

Agea from the Stephen
camera, George Dlskant;
Otto Meyer; music, Hugo FriedNov. 1, '52. Running

James

play,
editor,

hofer. Previewed
time, 89 MINS.

Lon Chaney; features John Hoyt, Michael of universal Urania production. Stars Gino
Owen, Cervi, Margaret Genske, Ermanno Randl:
Pate, Nancy Valentine, Tudor
Henry Corden, Otto. Waldis. Directed by features Delia Scala, Otello Tqso. Directed
Story and screenplay, by Roberto Montlero. Scre enp lay, Enzo
Nathan Juran.

(COLOR)
Fair

release of William Alland
Stars Richard Greene, Boris
McNally, Paula Cor day,

5larloff, Stephen

Mason, Robert* Preston; features Marjorl*
Steele, Gene Lockhart, Michael Pate,
Minor Watson, Albert Sharpe, Sean
McCIory, Dan Seymour, Alec Harford,
Olive Carey, James Agee. "The Secret
Sharer" directed by John Brabm; screen
adaptation, Aeneas MacKenzie; from the
Joseph Conrad story; camera, Karl Struss;
editor, Otto Meyer; music, Hugo Friedhofer. "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky"
directed by Bretaigne Windust; screen-

MINS.

melodrama of the
“horror” school; good names,
exploitation angles.
Hollywood, Oct. 21.

16.

Ben Schw*lb

Karen Sharpe, Steve Brodic, John FonSascha Film release of Schoenbrunn- taine, Harry Hayden, Lela Bliss, Gil
Ernst MueUer - Kreldl K.G. -Transglobe Stratton. Directed by Paul Landres, Story
production. Features Gustav Froehlich, and screenplay, A1 Martin; camera, Harry
Cornell Borchers. Franz Lederer. Directed Neumann; editor, Bruce Schoengarth;
by E. E. Relnert. Screenplay. M. Kehl- music. Marlin Skiles. Reviewed Oct. 15,
xnann and Fran* Tassle; camera, HelmUth 1952. Riiuntng time, 40 MINS.
Fischer-Ashley; music. Richard Hageman
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)
with orchestra score by Hans* Hagen. At
Loewen Kino, Vienna. Running time, 15
MINS.
1952)
(Reviewed Oct. 29,
In

Babes

release of Documento Film
production. Stars Aldo Fabrizl, Eduardo
and Titina DeFillppo. Walter Chiarl, Antonelle Lualdi. Directed by Mario Mattoli.
Screenplay,
DeFillppo.
Fabrizi,
Stano.
Monocelll, Cesare Zavattini, from story
by Zavattini; camera, Mario Albertelli.
At Cinema Verdi, Genoa. Running time,

Program

racing angles.

Monogram

(GERMAN)

28.

CEI-INCOM

101

Face To Face

RKO release of Huntington Hartford
(Theasquare) production.
Stars
James

Cinque Povert in
Automobile

2.

RKO release of Edmund Grainger production. Stars Robert Newton, Linda
Darnell* William Bendix, Keith Andes;
features Torin Thatcher, Irena Ryan,

M. Cline; editor, Irene Morra;
Fran Warren, Hillary Brooke, Bill. Shirley,
Alan Mowbray, Richard Egan. Directed
Leif Erickson. Directed by Charles Le- musical numbers staged and directed by by Raoul Walsh. Screenplay, Alan LeMay;
Written by Howard Dimsdale and LeRoy Prinz; songs, E. Y. Harburg, Sammy
Cahn, Vernon Duke. Previewed Nov, 7, Story* DeVaJlon Scott; camera (TechniJohn Grant; camera (Supcrctnecolor), '52,
color), William E. Snyder; editor, Ralph
Running time, 101 MINS.
Stanley Cortez; editor, Edward Mann;
Dawson; music, Victor Young. Previewedsongs. Bob Russeil, Lester Lee; music
(Reviewed Nov. 29, 1952)
Nov, 21, '52." Running time, 98 MINS.
score. Raoul Kraushaar. Previewed Nov.
(Reviewed Dec. 3, 1952)
17, '32. Running time, 79 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 26, 1952)

(Adventures in Vienna)

Date indicates that

.

Episodic feature telling two
separate stories, both in classic
'field. For companion features
in art or general spots.
Hollywood, Nov. 14.

MINS.

time. 71

b.o.

jnont.

Abenteucr in Wien

1952

the fourth three-month period of

Indexes of Film Reviews are published quarterly.

April In Paris
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

(SONGS-COLOR)

1952-Dec. 31, 1952;

pictures reviewed in

all

in which each review appeared•

Abbott and Costello
Meet Captain Kidd

Compelling,

13

Variety's Quarterly Film Reviews Index
(Otf. 1,

issue of

NCTCBES

Ptsaefr

Wednesday, February 4, 1953

Men

Randolph Scott In slambang
western for outdoor market.
Hollywood, Oct. 28.
Columbia release of Scott-Brown production, produced by Harry Joe Brown.
Stars Randolph Scott; features Donna
Reed, Claude Jarman, Jr., Frank Faylcn,
Glenn Langan, Richard Denning. Written
and directed by Roy Huggins. Camera,
(Technicolor), Charles Lawton, Jr.; editor, Gene Havllck. Previewed Oct. 23,
’5$. Running time, 80 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)

Okay program war drama for
general bookings as companion feature.
Hollywood, Oct. 21.
Columbia release of Stanley Kramer
production (associate producers. Edna and
Edward Anhalt). Features Bonar Colkeano, Arthur Franz, Lee Marvin, Richard
Kilcy, Nick Dennis, James Griffith. Dick
Moore. Directed by Edward Dmytryk.
Screenplay, Harry Brown, adapted from
his play, "A Sound of Hunting"; camera.
Roy Hunt; editor, Aaron Stell; musical
score, Leith Stevens.- Previewed Oct. 16,
'52.

Running time.

80

CReviwed Oct.

MINS.
22, 1952)

Hans

Christian

Andersen

—COLOR)

(SONGS
Charming

fairy tale, not biopic,
about Danish story-teller; impoi£antIy presented for top

key dates,

RKO

Hollywood, Nov. 25.

release of Samuel Goldwyn production. Stars Danny Kaye, Farley Granger, Jeanmarie; features Joey Walsh,
Philip Tonge, Etik Bruhn. Roland Petit,

(Continued on page 15)

PfiamiTf

Wednesday, February

4,

1953

Wednesday, February

4,

1955

(The

Film Reviews Index
Continued from page 13
John

Brown.

John

Jeanne

Qualen.

Entertaining, whimsical Comedy. Word-of-mouth potential
good and biz outlook satisfac-

choreography, RolMnd Petit; musical diWalter Scharf; editor, Daniel
rector,
Mandell. Previewed Nov, 17, '52. Running

MINS.

time. 111

tory.

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

Heidi
•

Running time, 14

'52.

21,

(Reviewed Nov.

1

5,

1952)

Hermann

Haller.
With Heinrich Gretler. Elsbeth Sigmund, Thomas Klaiheth, Willy Birgol,
Anita Mey, Theo Lingen, Isa Guenther.
Carl Wery, Elsie Attenhofer, Fred Tanner, Margrit Rainer, Walburga Gmuer.
Axel Kubitzky, Traute Carlsen, Max
Haufler, Armin Schweitzer, Lore Reutmann. At Apollo, Zurich. Running time,
editor,

MINS.

TOO

camera, Maury Gertsman; editor,
Carruth; music, Frank Skinner.

Slater;

Milton

Previewed Oct.
MINS.

-

Hiawatha
(COLOR)

Paradise

(BRITISH)
Martita Hunt in hokey British
drama; mild U. S„ entry.
London, Nov. 4.
GFD release of Nolbandov-Parkyn Britproduction. Stars Jane Hylton. Ian
Hunter. Terence Morgan. Muriel Pavlow
and Martita Hunt. Directed by Compton
Bennett. Screenplay, Marghanita Laski;
camera. Jack Cardiff; editor, Alan Osbiston; music, Malcolm Arnold. At Leicester
Square Theatre, London, Oct. 28, '52.
Running time, 94 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 12, 1952)

Moderately satisfactory companion feature best suited for
juve trade, based on
Longfellow poem.
Hollywood, Dec. 8.
Monogram release of Walter Mirisch
family,

Itsu Itsu
(Forever

Stars
Vincent
Edwards.
production.
Yvette Dugay; features Keith Larsen,

Gene

Iglesias,

Armando

man; based on poem by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow; camera (Cinecolor),
Harry Neumann; editor, Walter Hannemann; music, Marlin Skiles. Previewed
Doc. 4, '52. Running time, 79 MINS.

Tokyo, Nov.

Directed by Lloyd Bacon. Written by
Walter Bullock; camera (Technicolor),
Arthur E. Arllng; editor, Louis Loeffler;
new songs, Jessel, Joe Cooper, Eliot
Daniel; dance staging. Jack Cole, Seymour Felix; musical direction. Lionel
Newman. Previewed Dec. 18, '52. Running

MINS.
24, 1952)

-

Did

(I

Seelen,

Three Times)

It

(FRENCH)

Paris, Nov. 11.
Gaumont production and release. Stars
Sacha Guitry, Bernard Bller. Written and
directed by Sacha Guitry. Camera, Jean
Bachlet; editor, Raymond Vany.. At Marbeuf, Paris, Nov. 2, '52. Running time,
85 MINS*
12, 1952)

Nazzari, Cosetta Greco, Saro Urzi, Fausto Tozzl, Aldo Bufi Land!. Directed by Pietro Germi.
Screenplay, Federico Fellini, Pietro Germi. Tullio Plnelll, Fausto Tozzi. from
novel by Ricardo Bacchelli: camera, Leonida Barbonl; music. Carlo Rustlchelli;
editor, Rolando Benedetti. Running time,

release of Sirius-Raoul Ploquin
production. Stars Dany Robin, Georges
Sirius

Marchal. Directed b£ Gilles Granglen.
Screenplay, Rene Wheeler from a play by
Robert Boisey; camera, Marc Fossard;
editor, Madeleine Gug; music, Georges
Van Parys. At the Raimu, Paris. Running
time, 90

MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

5,

1952)

MINS.

103

(Reviewed Oct.

II

29, 1952)

Kansas City Confidential
Suspenseful entry for action
market.
United Artists release of Edward Small

Est MIm.il

Hr* Schweitzer
(It

Is

Midnight Dr, Schweitzer)

(FRENCH)
Paris,

Nov.

roduction. Stars John Payne, Coleen
S ray; features Preston Foster, Neville
Brand, Lee Van Cleef, Jack Elam, Dona
Drake, Mario Sllfetti. Directed by Phil
Karlson. Screenplay, George Bruce, Harry
Essex, from story by Harold R. Greene
and Rowland Brown; camera. George

25.
Cocinor release of NadU Film production.
Stars Pierre Fresnay, Raymond
Rouleau. Directed by Andre Haguet.
Screenplay, Haguet, Andre Legrand from Diskant; editor. Buddy Small. Tradeshown
a play by Gilbert Ceesbron; camera, N. Y., Oct. 30, '52. Running time, 9i
Lucien Joulin; editor, Charles Breto- AMNS.
(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)
neiche. At Colisee, Paris, Nov. 20, '52;
Running time, 110 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec.

10‘,

1952)

La Dergcre

Invasion U.S.A.
Columbia release of Albert ZugsmithRobert Smith 'production. Stars Gerald
Mohr, Peggie Castle, Dan O'Herlihy; features Robert Bice* Tom Kennedy. Wade
Crosby. Erik Blythe, Phyllis Coates, Aram
Hatcher. Directed by Alfred E. Green.
Screenplay. Robert Smith; story, SmlthFranz Spencer; camera, John L. Russell;
editor, W. Donn Hayes; music, -Albert
Glasser. Previewed Nov. 26, '52. Running
tune, 73

MINS.

(Reviewed Dec.

et le

Ramoneur

Strong exploitation entry assured of good grosses.
Hollywood, Dec, 4.
„

(Shepherdess and Chimneysweep)

(FRENCH-COLOR-SONGS)
Les Gemeaux release of Andre Sarrut
production. Directed by Pierre Grimault.
Screenplay. Jacques Prevert, Grimault;
Charles Nato; music. Joseph
editor,
Kosma. At Venice Film Festival. Running time, 45 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 8, 1952)
.

La

Fille

An Fouet
Paris, Oct. 21.

The Iron Mistress
(^QLORJ
Film version of bestseller novel with Alan Ladd, Virginia
Mayo. Average entertainment
but okay b.o.
Hollywood, Oct. 16.
...

Warners release of Henry Blanke production. Stars Alan Ladd, Virginia tylnyo;
Matures Joseph Calleia, Phyllis Kirk,

Jeattnic release of Monopols production.
Stars Michel Simon features. Gaby Morlay,
Michel Barbey, VeronlqUe Deschamps. Directed
by Jean Dreville; screenplay,

Jeanne Humbert; camera, Marc Fossard,
editor, Jean Fayte. At Olympia, Paris.
Running time, 90 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

5,

1952)

La Jennc Folic
(The

Mad

Girl)

(FRENCH)
Kjlellin. Douglas Dick, Tony Caruso,
Wed \oung, George Voskovec, Richard
Cocinor release of Hoche production.
tarlyle.
Directed by Gordon Douglas. Stars Danirie Delorme, Ilcnri Vidal. DihiTeenplay, James R. Webb; from novel rected by Yves Allegret.
Screenplay,
UJ
Wellman; camera (Techni- Jacques Slgiird ftotn novel by Catherines
«
color), John
Seitz: editor, Alan Crosland, Beauchamp; camera, <Boger Hubert; edi,

i

*>2-

Max Steiner. Previewed
Running time, 10* MINS.
22, 1952)

(Rcviwcd Oct.

Oct.

tor, Claude Nicole. At Venice Film FesRunning time, 95 MINS.
tival,

(Reviewed Oct.

8,

1952)

(COLOR-SONGS)
pects.
release of Howard Welsch (RobPeters) production. Stars Jane RusGeorge Brent; features Scott Brady.
Forrest Tucker, Andy Devine. Directed by
Allan Dwan. Screenplay, Horace McCoy

and Norman S. Hall, from story by M.
Coates Webster and Welsch; camera (Tru-

color). Jack Marta; editor, Arthur Roberts; music, Nathan Scott. Tradeshown
N. Y., Oct. 27, '52. Running time, 81 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct.

GFD

release of Fanfare British production. Stars David Tomlinson, Petula Clark,
Sonja Ziemann and A. E. Matthews. Directed by John Paddy Carstairs. Screen-

George H. Brown and W. Douglas
Home; camera, Geoffrey Unsworth; editor, John D. Gutliridge; music, Ronald
Hanrner. At Odeonr Marble Arch, London,
Nov. 11, '52. Running time, 81 MINS.

(Telefteu Apostoli)

(GREEK)

(Reviewed Nov.

The

and Vasilios Diamantupoulos. Screenplay, Nikos Tslferou, based
on his own na^el. Directed by Tsifrou.

26, 1952)

Man Behind the iSiin
(SONGS

—COLOR)

Camera, Joseph Hep; music, Costa Yiannide. At Squire Theatre, N. Y„ Oct. 1,
'52. Running time, 81 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 15, 1952)

Good Randolph Scott action
feature, satisfactorily shaped
for the general market.

Last of the Comanelies

18.
Warners release of Robert Sisk production. Stars Randolph Scott; Patrice
Wymore, Dick Wesson, Philip Carey,
Lina Romay; features Roy Roberts. Morris

Moulin Rouge
(COLOR)
piwuction in
striking color, starring Jose
Ferrer. Demands strong selling.
United Artists release of Romulus pro-

Trains Go

•Genoa,' Nov. 4.

Minerva Film release of a * Pontl-DeLaurentils .production. Stars Silvana Pam*
panini, Eleonora Rossi Drago, Vittorio
Gassmanir, Tamara Lees, Marc Lawrence,
Ettore Manni; features Barbara Florian,
Sofia Lazzaro, Bruns Rossini. Directed by
Luigi Comencinl. Story and" screenplay,

,

some U.S.

for

(COLOR)
Good outdoor action

feature
telling

release,

early-west gunJohn Wesley Hardin.

Hollywood, Nov.
Universal

release

William

of

Le Fruit Befendu
(Forbidden Fruit)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Oct. 7.
Cocinor release of Gray Film production. Stars Fernandel. Directed by Henri
Verneuil. Screenplay, Jacques Companeez
from novel by Georges SImenon; camera.
Henri Alekan; editor, Gilbert Rougler. At

Running time,

Colisee, Paris,.

1.00

MINS.

(Reviewed Oct, 22, 1952)

Leonardo da Vine!
(COLOR)
Plctura Films release of Leonid Kipnis and Herman Starr production. Directed by Luciano <Emmer and Lauro
Commentary. Marcel Brlon;
Venturi,
narration, Albert Dekkar; camera, Mario
Craveri. Antonio Harlspe, Andre Thomas,
Boris Kaufman; music, Roman Vlad,
Previewed in New York, Nov. 13, '52.
Running time, 70 MINS.

The Maverick

(Reviewed Nov.

Artists release of Vincent M.
Wild Bill
production.
Stars
features Myron Healey, Phyllis
Directed
Coates,
by Thomas Carr. Story
and screenplay, Sid Thell; camera, Ernest
Miller; editor. Sam Fields; music, Raoul
Kraushaar. Previewed Dec. 18. '52. Running time, 71 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)
Elliott;

(The Red Curtain)
(FRENCH)'.;
Paris, Dec.
Gaumpnt production and release.

Meet

*

entertaining,
songs, dances,
Dailey, Diana Lynn. Rou- tine grosser.

20th-Fo« release of Stanley Rubin production. Stars Richard Wldmark, Joanne
Dru, Audrey Totter; features George

comedy with

Dan

Hollywood, Dec.

5.

Universal release of Albert J. Cohen
production. Stars Dan Dailey, Diana Lynn;
features
“Scat Man" Crothers. Hugh
O'Brian, Carole Mathews, Rhys Williams,
Thomas E. Jackson, Russell Simpson,
Chet Allen. Directed by Douglas Sirk.
Screenplay, Irving Wallace; adaptation,
Martin Berkeley, from noval, “The Great

Be Nnlt

Of the Night)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Sept. 23.
Franco-London-Rlzzoll production and
release. Stars. Gerard Philipe, Gina Lollobrlgida, Martine Carol. Written and di-

Winslow, Joan Banks. Regis Toomcy,
Ludwig Donath, Ann Morrison, Lisa Golm.
Directed by Robert Parrish; written by
Fay and Michael Kanin; camera, Leo
Tover; editor, Robert Fritch; music,
Leigh Harline. Previewed Nov. 5, '52.

Running time, 83 MINS.

(Reviewed

My WHe

9

ijov. 12, 1952)

Best Friend

s
Companions," by Gene Markey; camera
(Technicolor), Maury .Gertsman; editor,
Anne Baxter. Macdonald Carey
RusseU Schoengarth; musical numbers
toplining
in
coy,
frivilous
staged by Kenny Williams; songs. Stan
Freeberg, Kenny Williams and Marvin
romantic
comedy;
average
Wright, F. E. Miller and “Scat Man”
chances.
Crothers, Frederick Herbert and Milton
*20th-Fox release of Robert Bassler proRosen. Previewed Dec. 2, '52. Running
duction.
Stars
Anne
Baxter,
Macdonald
time, 87 MINS.'
Carey; features Cecil Krilaway, Casey
(Reviewed Dec, 10, 1952)
.Adams, Catherine McLeod, Leif Erickson,
Frances Bavier, Mary Sullivan, Martin
Milner. Directed by Richard Sale. Screenof
play, Isobel Lennart; based on story by
John Brlard Harding; camera, Leo Tover;
editor, Robert Simpson; music, Leigh Har‘
line.
Previewed Oct. l, '52.
Literal screen translation of
Running
time, 87 MINS.
the hit play; limited appeal as
(Reviewed Oct. 8, 1952)
a motion picture.

The Member
Wedding

the

Hollywood, Dec.

'52.

Running time,

(Reviewed Tkc.

15.

MINS.

Mermaid

(COLOR)

..

Esther

88

17, 1952)

Million Dollar
tional

(Beauties

Havllland;

My Pal Gus

hokey

Mildly

t.

•

Les Belles

de

Olivia

Excellent comedy on fatlierson-schoolteacher relations for
family trade.
Hollywood, Nov. 7.

at the Fair
(SONG— COLOR)

Dec. 11,

Michel Simon, Pierre Brasseur, Monelle
Valentin.
Directed by Andre Barsaq.
Screenplay, Jean Anouilh; camera, Maurlco Barry; editor, Jean Feyte; music,
Joseph Kosma. At Marbeuf, Paris. Running time, 90 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)

Stars

features Richard Burton, Audrey Dalton,
Ronald Squire, George Dolenz, John Sutton, Tudor Owen, J. M. Kerrigan. Directed by Henry Koster. Screenplay.
Johnson; from novel by Daphne du
Maurier; camera. Joseph La Shelle; editor, Louis Loeffler; music, Franz Waxman. Previewed Dec. 16, '52. Running
time, 98 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)

Me

9.

•

'

presentation highlight
film version of the bestselling
novel;
marketable
ballyhoo
angles for b.o. prospects.
Hollywood, Dec. 22.
20th-Fox release of NunaUy Johnson
class

•

Stars

26, 1952)

My Cousin Rachel
Compelling performances and

production.

Routine Wild Bill Elliott western for the program market.
Hollywood, Dec. 23.

Columbia release of Stanley Kramer
Co, production (associate producers, Edna
and Edward Anhalt). Stars Ethel Waters,
Julie Harris, Brandon de Wilde; features
Arthpt Franz, Nancy Gates, William Hansen, James Edwards, Harry Bolden, Dick
Moore. Directed by Fred Zlnnemann.
Screenplay, Edna and Edward Anhalt,
based on book and play by Carson McCuUers; camera, Hal Mohr, using Garutso
Balanced Lenses; editor, William Lyon;
musical score, Alex North. Previewed

Le Bidcan ROugc

(Reviewed Dec.

Running time, 80 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 31, 1952)

28.
Alland

production. Stars Rock Hudson, Julia
Adams; features Mary Castle. John MeIntire, Hugh 0'B*rian, Dennis Weaver,
Forrest Lewis, Lee Van Cleef. Directed by
Raoul Walsh. Screenplay, Bernard Gordon, from story by Alland; camera (Technicolor), Irving Glassberg; editor, Frank
Gross. Previewed Nov. 25, '52. Running
time, 83 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 3, 1952)

Running time, 65 MINS.
3, 1952)

24, '52.

theatres.

Allied

of the

story
man,-

bookings.

Hollywood, Nov. 25.
Lippert Pictures release of Hal Roach,
Jr. (Rockingham) production. Stars William Tracy, Joe Sawyer; features Margie
Dean, Russell Hicks, Robert Shayne,
Frank Jenks, Alan Hale, Jr., Wong Artame. Directed by Fred L. Guiol. Screenplay, Edward Seabrook, .George Carleton
Brown; camera, Walter Strange] editor,
Roy Luby; music, Leon Klatzkln; song,
Klatzkin and Tom Adair. Previewed Nov,

market, London.

MIN5.

for. general

(SONG)
Fairly' amusing program service
comedy for lowercase

Eros Films release of a Raymond Stross
Production, in association with Josef
Shaftel Productions. Stars Claude Rains,
Marta Toren, Marius Goring and Anouk;
features Herbert Lorn, Lucie Mannheim
and Felix Aylmer. Directed by Harold
French.
Screenplay,
Harold French:
camera, Otto Heller; music, Ben Frankel;
color by Technicolor. At Gaumont, Hay-

Comencinl, Giacosi, Patrizi, Pletrangeli;
camera, Luciano Trasattl; music, Armando Trovaioli. At Lux, Genoa. Running
12, 1952)

By

whodunit

Anglo-American

may do

(ITALIAN)

24, 1952)

Man Who Watched

24, 1952)

Mr. Walkie Talkie

Warren, Alan
by Felix Feist. Screenfrom story by Robert

(BRITISH— COLOR)

,

(Reviewed Dec.

Katharine

(Reviewed Dec.

The

24, 1952)

La Tratta Belle Blanche

at Victoria Theatre, N. Y., Dec. 18, '52.

Running time, 118 MINS.

Running time, 82 MINS.

Hugh

duction. Stars Jose Ferrer, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Suzanne Flon, Colette Marchand; features
Katharine Kath, Claude Nolller, Muriel
Smith. Directed by John Huston. Screenplay, Huston and Anthony Velller, adapted
from novel by Pierre La Mure; assoJack Clayton; camera
ciate producer,
(Technicolor), Ossie Morris; editor, Ralph
Kemplln; music, George Auric. Previewed

Buckner;
Bert
camera
(Technicolor),
G^ennon; editor, Owen Marks; music,
David Buttolph. Previewed De$. 9, '52.

Sanders, Ric
Roman, Chubby Johnson, Martin Milner,
Milton Parsons, Jack Woody, John War
Eagle. Directed by Andre DeToth. Screenplay, Kenneth Garnet; camera «(Tcchnicplor), Charles Lawton, 'Jr., Ray Cory;
editor, A1 Clark; musical director, Morris
Stoloff. Tradeshown, N. Y., Dec. 19, '52.
Running time. 85 MINS.

time, 100

Ankrum,

Hale, Jr. Directed
play, John Twist;

29, 1952)

Distinguished

Hollywood, Dec.

'

,

.

Montana Belle
Jane RusseU - George Brent
western with good b.o. pros-

sell,

(BRITISH)

Pierre N. George (Grecian Film Centre)
release of Finos Film Production (Filopioimin Finos). Stars Smaroula Yiouli.

(Reviewed Dec.

1952)

ert

Lightweight comedy, with no
U.S. marquee names, spells
small appeal for American
market.
London, Nov. 12.

The Last Mission

Mathews,

5,

RKO

.

in Hcavcil
(Color)

4.

Amato-

Exceles production. Stars Silvana PampaCarlo Dapporto; features Ave NinMarilyn Buferd, Aroldo Tieri, Luigi
Pavese, Guglielmo Barnabo. Aldo Bufi
Land!, Directed by Pietro Germi. Screenlay, Aldo DeBenedetti, from play by
S(ennequin and Weber; camera, Leonida
Barboni. At the Olimpia, Genoa. Running
time, 102 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 10, 1952)

(The Girl With the Whip)

(FRENCH)

10, 1952)

Genoa, Nov.

(Reviewed Nov.

*

1952)

Fennelly

Paris, Oct. 28:

Amedeo

Made

.

The Lawless Breed

(FRENCH)

(ITALIAN)
Lux Film release of a Cines-Lux-Rovere

(ITALIAN)

(Reviewed Nov.

Jupiter

(The Bandit of Tacca Del Lupo)

8,

*

•

,nini,
chi,

George

Rlzzoli-Mam-

a

Running time, 87 MINS.

Running time,

15, ’52.

(Reviewed Oct.
mu r

(The White Slave Trade)

(Reviewed Nov.

Venice, Oct. 7.

Tradeshown Sept.
135 MINS.

10, 1952)

of

<

Karl Struss; production manager, Lonnie
D’Orsa; asst, ^director, Robert Airich; editor, Joe Inge; musical asst., Ray Rasch.

La Presidentessa

s

of

Gino Cervi, Gina
Nadia Grey, Peolo Stoppa,

Camerlni. Screenplay, Franco Brusatl.
Mario Camorlni, from play by Anna Bon*
nacci; camera, Tlno Giordani; music, Alessandro Cicognlnl. At Olimpia, Genoa.

production, starring himself (Claire
featured)
in
written,
story
directed and scored by Chaplin. Camern,

Weldemann. At Apollo, Dusseidorf. Run-

Je E’Ai Ete Trots Fois

Brigantc Hi Tacea
Bel Lupo

Stars

Jerry

.

20th-Fox release, of George Jessel production. Stars Mitzl Gaynor, David Wayne,
Oscar Levant; features Bob Graham,
Craig Hill, Warren Stevens, Hazel Brooks.

production.

&

Fain

& Lorenz Hart, A1 Dubin
Harry Warren, B. G. DeSylva, Lew
Brown & Ray Henderson, Cole Porter,
Peggy Lee. Tradeshown, Dec. 30. Running time, 104 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 31, 1952)
&.

Tanguay.

of stout b.o,

ning time, 114 MINS.

release

Limelight \
Chaplin, and deserving

United Artists release of Charles. Chap-

direction, Alois Melichar; setWilli A. Herrmann and Heinrich

Film

Genoa, Oct. 21.
bretti production. Stars

Bloom

of'

Peggy Lee. Directed by Michael Curtiz.
Screenplay, Frank Davis, Leonard Sterii,
Lewis Meltzer, from play by Samson
Raphaelson; camera (Technicolor), Carl
Guthrie; editor, Alan Crosland, Jr.; musical. numbers
staged by LeRoy Prlnz;

Sammy

26, 1952)

lin

‘

songs,

Eva

Hollywood, Dec. 23.

remake

Richard Rodgers

Musical hodge-podge based on

«
It's all

1927 A1 Jol(Color)
son Vitaphone film hit; genGood entry for the twin-bill
erally okay but spotty boxmarket.
office prospects.
Columbia release pf Buddy Adler production. Stars Broderick 'Crawford, BarHollywood, Dec. 30.
Johnny
Lloyd:
Stewart,
Warner Bros, release of Louis F. Edel- bara Hale,
man production. Stars Danny Thomas, Bridges; # features Mickey Shaughnessy.
songs,

I Ron’t Care Girl
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

II

(GERMAN)

Minerva

ITALIAN)
Dear Film release

.

Armando FrancioU. Directed by Mario

Berlin, Nov. 11.
Herzog Film release of Berollna-Film
roduction. Stars Martha Eggerth, Jan
Siiepura. Directed by Hans Deppe. Screenplay, Axel Engebrecht* Hubert Marlschka,
based on operetta by' Franz Lehar; camera, Kurt Schulz; music, Franz Lehar;

*

(Bride for a Night)

Lollobrlgida,

Miranda Myrat
10, 1952)

(COLOR—SONGS)

The

incidents in the career of

4.

MINS.

(Reviewed Dec,

MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

.

(Reviewed Dec.

Moglie l?cr Uua Nolle

Langenfcld;
editor,
Marinette
Cadix;
music, Darius Milhaud, At 65th Street
Playhouse, N. Y., Nov. 17, '52. Running
time, 86

Folsey; edi-

J.

John McSweeney, Jr.; musical
Adolph Doutsch; fountain and
smoke numbers staged by Busby Berkeley; underwater choreography, Audrene
Brier Previewed Oct. 29, '52. Running
time, US MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)
direction,

play,

Danny Thomas, Peggy Lee
sentimental drama with
in

'

(FRENCH)

era (Technicolor), George
tor,

Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley producand release. Stars Jcan-Pierre Aumont, Andre Labarthe. Directed by Nicole
Vedres. Screenplay, Vedres; camera, Fred

(Land of Smiles)

tings,

*

Marie Tallchlef. Directed -by Mervyn L#
Roy. Screenplay, Everett Freemanj cam-

tion

Love)

The Jazz Singer

Vienna, Oct. 21.
Union Film release of Sziffra-Schoenbrunn production. Stars Wolf Albach
Retty; features Inge Egger, Waltraut
Haas and Susl Nicolettl. Directed by
Franz Antel. Screenplay by Franz Antel,
Franz Beron, Julia Bornemann, Dr.
Gunther Philipp; camera, Hans Theyer;
songs, Willy Berking: score, Johannes
Fehrlng. At Haydn Kino, Vienna. Running time, 8S MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)

(Reviewed Dec.

My

Daiei production and release. Stars
Chris Drake and Mitsuko Kimura. Directed
by
Paul
Sloane.
Screenplay,
Sloanc; camera, Akira Mimura; music,
Hidemaro Konoe. Running time, 135

10, 1952)

(AUSTRIAN-MUSICAL)

Life Begins Tomorrow
(La Vie Commence Dcmairi)

Lan<l Bes Laclaclns

(JAPANESE)

Ideal© Frau Gesuclit
(Ideal Woman Sought)

time, 77

Made Mo

Silvestre, Michael

Tolan. Ian MacDonald, Katherine Emery,
Morris Ankrum, Stephen Chase, Stuart
by Kurt Neumann.
Randall. Directed
Screenplay, Arthur Strawn and Dan Ull-

(Reviewed Dec,

Paris, Nov. 4.
Gaiimont release of Franco-London production.
Stars Michele Morgan, Jean
Gabin, Daniel Gelin. Directed by Jean
Dolannoy. Screenplay, Delannoy, Roland
Laudenbach, Henri Jeanson; dialog, Henri
Jeanson; camera, Robert Lefebvre; edi'tor, James Cuenet; music. Paul Misraki.
At -Colisee,
Paris. Running time,
115
MINS. “
(Reyitewed Nov. 12, 1952)

ish

(Reviewed Dec. 31>*1952)

rected by Rene Clair. Camera, Armand
Thirard; editor, Loulsette Hautocoeur.
Running time, 90 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 15, 1952)

Moment of Truth)
(FRENCH)

musical

It Started in

15

•

,

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars Irene Dunne, Dean
Jagger, Joan Evans; features Richard
Crenna, Edith Meiser, Les Tremayne.
Directed by Arthur Lubin, Story, and
screenplay,
Leonard Praskins, Barney

,

(Reviewed Nov. £6, 1952)

Zurich, Dec. 23.
of
Praesens
release
Praesens-Film
(Lazar Wechsler) production. Directed by
Comencinl. Screenplay, Richard
Luigi
Johanna
story;
Spyrl
on
based
Schweizer.
camera, EmU Berna; music, Robert Blum;

Grows on Trees

It

Lafayette, Robert Malcolm. Peter Votrlan.
Directed by Charles Vidor. Screenplay,
Moss Hart; based on story by Myles Connolly; words and music, Frank Locssor;
camera (Technicolor), Harry Stradling:

PICTURES

PSfelETf
La Minute He Verlto

Williams
b.o.

pic

in

convcn-

Wac

Fine
.

escapist
entertainment
for general market.

RKO release of Independent Artists
(Frederick
Stars
Brlsson)
production.
Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas, Marie
Wilson; features William Ching, Arleen
Whelan, Leif Erickson. Charles Dingle.
Lurene Tuttle, Hillary Brooks, Rogis
Toomey, Frieda Inescort, Louise Beavers.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod. Screenplay, Ken Engiund, from story by Frederick Kohner and Fred Brady; camera,
William Daniels; editor, Stanley Johnson;
Tradeshown,
music, Elmer
Bernstein.
N. Y„ Dec. 12, '52. Running time, 87
MINS,

(Reviewed Dec.

17, 1952)

.

on career of

Annette Kellerman; spotty entertainment but merchandisable,

MGM

Never Wave at a

Hollywood, Oct. 31.

release of Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
production. Stars Esther WilliSms, Victor
Mature, Walter Pidgeon, David Brian;
features Donna Corcoran, Jesso White*

i

No Holds Barred
(COMEDY)
Good programmer

for

lower

half of duals.

Hollywood. Dec. 18.
Monogram release of Jerry Thomas
production.

Stars

Leo Gorcey; features

(Continued on page 16)
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Fast-paced programmer suitable for general tuns,
Hollywood, Dec. 11.

_

The Raiders

Directed by William Beauby ,Tlm Ryan, Jack
Written
Crutcher and Bert Lawrence; camera,
Ernest Miller: editor, William Austin;
musical supervisor, Edward J. Kay. Reviewed at Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood,
Dec. 17. *52. Running time, 65 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)
Hall.

dine.

Something for the

(COLOR)

spots.

.

ington as the setting for jibes
at solons, lobbyists and- special
Oke for general
interests.

„

,

Universal release of William Alland
production. Stars Richard Conte, Viveca
Llndfors; features Barbara Britton, Richard Martin,* Morris Ankrum, William
Directed by Lesley Selander.
Beliind-the-Iron Curtain melBishop.
Screenplay, Polly James^ Lillie Hayward,
l^r* needs strong selling.
pyJ
i
_» Mnrt Brlskin (Maurie from story by Lyn Crost Kennedy, camViveca Und- era. Carl Guthrie; editor Paul WheathermSdu&on
sSesl) Pr
5U
TradeftlVte
^,n rhrUtlan* Directed by Don wax; music, Joseph Gershenson.
SdJ-shown In N. Y.. Oct. 6, -52. Illuming time.
Hans Wilhelm; camera. TonL Brpun; 82 MINS.
Hcrschei
8
1952)
Oct.
music,
(Reviewed
,
editor, Arthur H. Nadel;
Burke Gilbert. Tradeshown, N. Y., Nov.
26, *52. Running time, 83 MINS.
'

No Time for Flowers
Stm

M

(Reviewed Dec.

.

^

3,

(Documentary Short)

RKO release of Jay Bonafield producNarrated by Bob Considine. Supervised and written by Burton Beniamin.
Photographed by U. S. Marine Corps

tion.

Previewed
cameramen in Eastman
N. Y.. Dec. 5, '52.- Running time 16 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 10, 1952)

Operation Secret
Medium

Hollywood, Oct.

Roister;
Oct.

I

2,

«...

star;

Hollywood, Oct.

Top Secret
(BRITISH)

espionage comedy
shapes fairly okay for some
U. S. houses.
London, Nov. 19.

a
musical
in

•

(Reviewed Oct.

(COLOR)
outdoor
Lensed-in-Argentina
fair entertainment

drama with
values.

20th-Fox release of Philip Dunne production. Stars Rory Calhoun, Gene Tierney, features Richard Boone, Hugh Marlowe, Everett Sloane. Directed by Jacques

*52.

Rogue’s March
Routine semi action feature
with modest b.o. potential.
Metro release of Leon Gordon producStars
Peter Lawford, Richard
Janice Rule; features Leo G.
Carroll, John Abbott, Patrick Aheme,
j0 hn Dodsworth, Herbert Deans, Hay-

.tion.

Greene,

den Rorke, Johh Lupton. Directed by ‘AlT pati

llin

camera, Paul C. Vogel; editor. Gene
Ruggiero; music, Alberto Colombo. Previewed^ a in N. Y. Dec. 17, *52. Running
°

Plymouth Adventure

i

*

time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 31, 1952)

(COLOR)
Large-scale spectacle presentation of the Mayflower’s dan-

ItiUiy

to America;

Bold,

salable for important bookings
and business.
^ Hollywood, Oct. 20.
MGM release of Dore Schary production.
Stars Spencer Tracy, Gene Tierney, Van Johnson, Leo. Genn; features
Dawn Addams, Lloyd Bridges. Directed
by Clarence Brown. Screenplay, Helen
Deutsch, from novel by Ernest Gebler;
camera (Technicolor), William Daniels;
editor, Robert J. Kern; special effects, A.
Arnold GUlespie, Warren Newcombe, Irv.

.

.

Rozsa.
ing G.- Ries;
-music, Miklos
-

tune,

—

Pre104

(Reviewed Oct. 22, 1952)

Soldier

4.

20th*Fox release of Samuel G. Engel
production. Stars Tyrone Power; features
Mitchell, Thomas Gomez, Penny
Edwards, Robert Horton, Anthony Earl
Numkena, Adeline De Walt Reynolds,

Cameron

Petrie, Stuart Randall. Directed

by Joseph M. Newman. Screenplay, John
C. Higgins; based on the SatEvePost story
by Garnett Weston; camera (Technicolor),
Harry Jackson; editor, John McCafferty;
music, Alex North. Previewed Oct. 30,
*52. Runnting time, 82 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)
•

Zcnda

Entertaining remake^of adventure story; good nanies, promising b.o.

Hollywood, Oct.

14.

release of Pandro S. Berman
production. Stars Stewart Granger, Deborah Kerr, Louis Calhern, Jane Greer,
James Mason; features Lewis Stone, Robert Douglas, Robert Cootc. Directed by
Richard Thorpe. Screenplay, John L.
Balder ston, Noel Langley; adaptation.
Wells Root from novel by Anthony Hope
and dramatization by Edward Rose;
(Technicolor), Joseph Ruttenberg;
editor, George Boemler; music. Alfred
Newman, adapted by Conrad Salinger
V
d ° Ct 8 ' * 52 Runnlng time
T00 MlNS
'

15, 1952)

Gentry
drama

love
and lust, with Jennifer Jones,
adult

of

Charlton Heston, Karl Malden;
blatant

s.a.

for exploitation.

Hollywood, Dec.

„

22.
20th-Fox release of Joseph Bernhard,
King Vidor production. Stars Jennifer
Jones, Charlton Heston, Karl Malden;
features Tom Tully, Bernard Phillips,
Anderson, Josephine Hutchinspn,
Heyes. Directed
. -^ ve y ’- Herbert
Yldor. E
Screenplay, Silvia Richards;
story, Arthur Fitz-Richard; camera^ Russell Harlan; editor, Terry Morse; music,
Heinz Roemheld. Previewed Oct. 27, '52.
Running time, 82 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)

production,.

Mark

Stars

Sept. 26, '52.

Stevens

Dorothy Malone, Charles Winninger, Bill
Williams;
Kennedy,
features
Douglas
James Millican, Bill Henry, James Seay,
Hearty b.o. possibilities.
Robert Rose, John Alfin, Carleton Young,
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Ralph Sanford. Directed by Lew Landers.
,
20th-Fox release of Lamar Trotti pro
Written by Sam Rocca, Warren Douglas;
duction. Stars Clifton Webb, Debra Paget, camera,
_
William Sickner;
_
editor,
_
W. Donn
_
Robert Wagner, Ruth Hussey; features Hayes. Previewed Dec. 'l0, '52.' Running
Finlay Currie, Roy Roberts, Tom Browne time, 83 MINS.
„
v
Henry. Directed by Henry Koster. Screen(Reviewed
Dec.
1952)
17,
cre n ® t ?£ y y
^roi
^,
£
Ernest Vajda, based on E,f
Marching
Along
Philip Sousa; camera (Techni*
Rar
*e
lar
e
^or,
James
e
’
9*
^
9 K
9 musical
B Cla£jw
direction, Alfred Newn
Spring! ime_ in .New York
staged
™f
(COLOR-SONGS)
Castle. Previewed Nov. 13, 52.
Running time, 19 MIN5.
Vaughn Monroe western with
-{Reviewed Nov. 19, 1952)
solid b.o. prospects.
Hollywood, Oct. 9.
Republic release of Sidney Picker proSteel
duction.
Stars Vaughn Monroe, Joan
Leslie; features Edgar Buchanan, Victor
(SONGS)
Jory, Jean- Parker, Henry Morgan, Ian
Good Suspense .drama, touched
MacDonald, Lee MacGregor. Directed by
R. G. Springsteen. -Screenplay, John K.
with comedy, for general comButler; camera (Trucolor), Reggie Lanpanion feature, bookings.
ning; editor, Richard L. Van Enger; muHollywood, Oct. 21.
sic, R. Dale Butts. Previewed, Oct. '8, '52.
20th-Fox release of Bert E. Friedlob Running time, 91 MINS.
(Thor) production. Stars Joseph Cotten,
(Reviewed Oct. 15, 1952)
Teresa Wright; features Eddie Mgrr,
Aline TownC,
AllIIc
1 OVrllC) Bill
*>111 Hudson.
liUdSOl
Written and
0n
in ra,,Ern St
Trent’s
La^n***
m?n Vifrt itr
music,
(BRITISH)
ltri
10mlc > n
.song,
Tiomkin and
Pi?Z
1*2
T -J
Srlin
.mnafl
Provi
nni
Stan
'52.
Jones.
Previewed
Oct.
13,
Boasts British name stars but
Running 'time, 84 MINS.
looks minor U. S. entry;
(Reviewed Oct. 22, 1952)
London, Oct. 29.
British Lion release of Herbert Wilcox
production.
Stars Margaret Lockwood,
*
Michael Wilding and Orson Welles. Di|

.

Toughest Man In
Arizona

'

-

Running time, 90 MINS.

(Reviewed Oot. 8 , 1952)

The White Line

\

release of Lux-Rome production.
Lollobrigida, Raf Vallone,

Lux

Gina

Stars

Enzo Stajola. Directed by Luigi Zampa.
Screenplay, Piero Telllni, Stefano Terra
from story by Tellini; camera. Carlo Monmusic.

tuori;

Carlo

English
Catalano; Eng-

Rustichelli;

titles and narration. Clare
lish narrative, Ray Morgan.
N. Y.. starting Dec. 4, '52.

At Cine Verdi,
Running time,

86 MINS.

(Reviewed Pec.

10, 1952)

’

,

The

Trap

Yottng Chopin
(POLISH)
Artkino release of Lodz Film Studios
Stars
Wollejko,
Czeslaw
Aleksandra Slaska.
Directed by Alexander Ford. Screenplay, Ford; camera,
Jaroslaw Tuzar, K. Chodura; choreography, Feliks Parnell. At Stanley, N. Y.,
starting Dec. 24, '52.
Running time, 97

production.

MINS.

(Reviewed Dec;

31, 1952)

|

2

Paul lst-Runs

St.

Last Case

’

<f’

Remain Unwanted’

>

1

The Stooge

Minneapolis, Feb.

3.

Two
town

of the six St. Paul downfirst-run theatres, the 1 000 nn „ nn4 Strand,
lower and i,700-seat
,

.

Seat

which were “disowned” and shut16 months ago and have rePameia Bow?? Xm e i5? Max G^eenTldh
tor,
Bill
Lewthwaite; music, Anthony mained so ever since, still qualify
v _
Pollinc
At Plaza, TLondon,
nn/lnn
OO
Collins. At
Oct. 29,
oz
as
“unwanted
as they now beRunning time, 90 MINS.
come available for lease or pur(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)

(SONGS)
Amusing Martin & Lewis comedy, more subdued than recent

:

,,

tential.

,

'

.

-

r

entries but solid boxoffice po-

chase.
Paramount release of Hal Wallis production. Stars Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
With the expiration of the
.Trip io
Marion Marshall, Eddie Mayehoff, Polly
Minnesota Amus. Co.’s (United
(Le Voyage en Amerique)
Bergen; features Richard Erdman, FranParamount
Theatres circuit) leases
ces Bavier. Directed by Norman Taurog.
(FRENCH)
Screenplay, Fred F. Finklehoffe, Martin
Martin J. Lewis release of Fred Orain on the two houses which had been
Rackin; added dialog, Elwood Ullman;
production.
-p:-,.,
Stars
Yvonne
Prlntemp6,
*
o,/
from story by Finklehoffe and Sid Sil- Pierre Fresnay. Directed by Henri La- operated as first-run “A” theatres,
j
u
vers; camera, Daniel L. Fapp: editor,
Screenplay. Lavorel and_Roland th® properties have reverted 10
Warren Low; new song, Jerry Livingston, vorel.
music,
Francis
Poulenc; the
non-theatrical estate which
Mack David^musical direction, Joseph J. Laudenbach;
camera, Henri Alekan.
At 55th Street
Lilley.
hasn’t
Previewed Oct. 1, *52. Running Playhouse,
N. Y., Oct. 18, '52. Running owns them. But the estate
time, 100 MINS.
time, 82 MINS.
been able to find any buyers of
in
(Reviewed Oct. 8 , 1952)
(Reviewed
Oct. 29, 1952)
the theatres.
(AUSTRIAN-MUSICAL)
Both theatres became subjects
Vienna, Nov. 4.
the
Sascha Film release of Ernst Mariscbka
Killing
of litigation when a group of in9
Wlenfilm production. Stars Hannerl Matz;
‘(GERMAN)
owners, purdependent
circuit
(SONGS-COLOR)
features Adrian Hoven, Gretl Schoerg,
English-dubbed,
Walter Muller, Hans Richter, Richard
chasers of their leases, brought
Passably entertaining remake
Komanoksky, Lotte Lang, Erik Frey,
made
circus
feature
for
secRunyon-Lindsay
stage
to take
of the
suit to compel the
Fritz Imhoff. Directed by Ernst Marischondary bookings; only so-so as
play, “A Slight Case of Murback the houses, which the latter
ka. Screenplay by Ernst Marischkg after
program offering.
operetta of some title by* Max Wallner
der, ’* first filmed in 1938.
had divorced and sold -in compliand Kurt Feltz; camera, -Sepp Ketterer;
Hollywood, Nov. 18.
Hollywood, Dec. 11.
ance with the consent decree four
music, Fred Raymond, musical direction,
Lippert
Pictures
release
of
Georg
Warners release of Louis F. Edelman
At Apollo,
Willy
Schmidt
Gentner.
group
The independent
Richter production. Stars Rene Deltgen, _years ago.
......
„
Stars
Crawford,
production.
Broderick
Vienna. Running time, 90 MINS.
Claire Trevor; features Virginia Gibson, Hiide Wei^ner, Gardy Granass; features a l so see ks to recover $75,000 which
(Reviewed Nov. 12, 1952)
j
,
Bill Hayes, Charlie Cantor, Sheldon Leon- Angelika Hauff, Gustav Knuth, Grethe ,
„
*
thp
inc
on
ha&
been
paid
to
Weiser,
Adrian
Hoven.
Directed
Helby
ard, ‘Joe Vitale, Howard St. John. Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Screenplay, mut Weiss. Screenplay, Elisabeth Zimmer- $150,000 deal, and this action Will
Sensual ita
__
j ar Tri
James O'Hanlon; from play by Damon mann and Weiss; camera, Werner Krien; rmnain on
calendar.
the
court
Runyon and Howard Lindsay; camera editor, Luise Dreyer-Sachsenberg; music,
(ITALIAN)
(WarnerColor), Ted McCord; editor, Owen Adolf Stelmcl. Previewed Nov. 10, '52. bringing suit, the gTOUP alleged
Genoa, Oct. 21.
original songs, Bob Hilliard, Carl Running time. 42 mi ns.
regarding
representations by
Paramount release of a Ponti-De Lau- Marks;
Slgman. Previewed Dec. 1, '52. Running
(Reviewed Nov. 19, 1952)
rentiis production. Stars Elednora Rossithe theatres’ values and earnings.
time, 87 MINS.
Drago, Amedeo Nazzari, Marcello MasReviewed Dec. 17, 1952)
Although only four first-runs
trolannl. Directed by Clemente Fracassi.
Screenplay, Alberto Moravia, Ennio De
are now in operation in downtown
Concinl, Fracassi, from story by DeCon(SONGS—
COLOR)
St. Paul and many pictures are
dnl and Fracasskj camera, Aldo Tonti. At
Storie Prolbitc
Action and romance in a baOlimpia, Genoa. Tiunning time, 93 MINS.
unable to obtain runs in this city
(Three Forbidden Stories)
nana republic acceptably pre(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)
of 309,000, the owners apparently
(ITALIAN)
sented for program adventure.
can’t even give the Strand and
Genoa, Nov. 11
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
-nur
Full of
Warner Bros, release of an Elcctra Film
Paramount release of William H. Pine- Tower away for theatrical pur
(Renato
Bassoli production. Stars Eleo
c Th 0 as production, stars poses. Indicative of the fact that
(SONGS)
nore Rossi Drago, Lia Amanda, Antonclla Ronald t>
Reagan, ”J
Rhonda
Fleming,
Esteotran
Hlfst
ns
Saga of a young cowpoke and
Lualdl.
Directed by Augusto
a B
Genlna. lita; features Noah Beery,
Grant Withers, ddhody wants them even
Screenplay, Vitaliano Brancati, Ercole John
his
with
first
Encounter
tneWcengraf,
Argentina
Brunetti, is the fact that experienced
*
Patti, Ivo Parilll, Augusto Gcnine, from Maurice
a««m1aa Tama
nl.> Alanez.
A
.
a >1
Jara, Ricd
women; for lowercase bookWritten
and
A
„t r
hnvp been 8P*
story by Geninc and Brancati; camera, G. directed by
Operators nave
Lewis R. Foster; based on atre
ings.
R. Aldo; sets. Franco Fontana; music, novel, "Gentleman
Win*
over
them
of the Jungle," by prOached to take
Antonio Veretti. At Cinema Olimpia, Tom GUI: camera (Technicolor),
Hollywood, Nov. 4.
Lionel nn f Pnv invp«rfmpnt ami
and haVe dCLindon: editor, Howard Smith; music 0 “ l any investment
MGM release of Sidney ’Franklin, Jr., Genoa. Running time, 115 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 10, 1952)
production. Features Carletdn Carpenter,
score, Lucien Caillict; dances staged by Clined.

America

W

Season

(COLOR)
Tyrone Power in Mounties vs.
Indians outdoor actioner; modest entertainment and b.o.
Hollywood, Nov.

Tourneur. Screenplay, Dunne, based on
novel by Herbert Childs camera (Technicolor),
Harry Jackson: editor, Robert
Previewed,
Frltch; music, Sol Kaplan.

.

sons

22, 1952)

Way of a Gaucho

|

l

18,

’

•

15.

MINS.

AB-Pathe release of a Mario ZampiAssociated British production. Stars Oscar

Spirited musical-drama based
on career of John Philip Sousa.

Burka, James Van Heusen. Previewed
Nov. 14, '52. Running time, 91 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 19, 1952)

-

•

Republic release of Sidney Picker proStars Judy Canova: features
Stephen Dunne, George Cleveland, June
Vincent, Irene Ryan, Roy Barcroft, Allen Jenkins. Directed by William Witney.
Written by Arthur T. Horman; camera.
Tony MartlnelH;
editor,
Jack Marta;
Presongs. Jack Elliott, Harold Spina.
viewed Oct. 14, '52. Running time, 83

British

some

«n

Paramount release of Harry Tugend
production. Stars Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Dorothy Lamojir; features Murvyn Vye,
Peter Coe, Ralph Moody, Leon Askin.
Directed by Hal Walker. Screenplay,
Frank Butler, Hal Kanter, William Morrow; story, Butler and Harry Tugend;
camera (Technicolor), George Barnes; editor,
Archie
Marshek; songs, Johnny

*

mont, Haymarket, London, Nov. 12,
Running time, 109 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 26, 1952)

(Reviewed Oct.

per-

lease possibilities.
Hollywood, Dec. 19.
rrieuiou
of Bert fc
E. Friedlob
xutn-rox release oi
20th-Fox
production. Stars Bftte Davis, Sterling

27.

Hollywood, Nov.

.

*

‘

strong

ballyhoo
chances and okay general re-

film

to Bali

tinted,
nonsensical,
trek. Okay returns.

London, Nov.. 12.
Refiown release of Langley-Mlnt’er proNigel
Mayter,
duction,
Stars
-James
Patrick, James Donald, Kathleen Harrison, Hermione Baddeley, Hnrry Fowler;
iest stars, Joyce Grenfell, Her-mione
Directed by
Donald Wolfit.
- ingold,
,
Noel Langley, Screenplay, Noel Langley;
camera, Wilkie Cooper; editor, Anne V.
Cpates; music, Antony Hopkins. At Gau-

MGM

in

formance as fading Hollywood

•(SONGS-COLOR)

British cast; shapes as hefty
b.o. at U.S. arty houses.

of
(COLOR)

(SONGS)
Typical JudyCanova film comedy, broadly done for the market where these play best.

•

Crosby - Hope - Lamout

(BRITISH)
Dickens* classic done by top

The Prisoner

WAC From Walla Walla

Lanning; editor, Richard L. Van Enger;
music, Victor Young. Tradeshown, N. Y.,
Nov. 20. '52. Running time, 98 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 26, 1952)

12, 1952)

I

Rpad

The Pickwick Papers

Howard

'

Forever

Montgomery,
George
Stars
Helena Carter; features Jay SilverheeK,
Walter Kingsford, Rodd Redwing, Stephen
Bekassy, Elena Verdugo, Bruce Lester,
Chief Yowlachie. Directed by Sidney Salkow. Screenplay, Robert E. Kent; based
on novel by James Fenimore Cooper;
camera (Technicolor), Henry Freullch;
editor, Jerome Thoms; Previewed Dec. 9,
*52. Running time, 78 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 17, 1952)

Pony

Christy,

and

duction.

Running

William

Torpedo

For program

*52.

Davis

Bette

.

Hollywood, Dec. 10.
Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-

15,

Samuel Newman; based on King
newspaper feature; camera,
Whitley; editor. Gene Havlick.
Reviewed Sept. 25, '52. Running time,
67 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct.' 8 , 1952)
play,

Homolka. Nadia Gray
Grav and George
Georee Cole.
Republic release of Joseph Kane pro' Hayden; features Natalie Wood, Warner Homolka,
Directed by Mario Zampi. Screenplay,
duction. Stars Brian Donlevy, Rod Cam
Anderson, Minor Watson, June Travis. Jack Davis and Michael Pertwee; camera.
eron,
Ella
Raines,
Forrest
Tucker,
Bar
Screenplay.
Heisler.
Directed
Stuart
by
.
_
„ ...
„ Britton,
f
Zampi;
Giulio
a a
Chill Wills; features J.
Car- Katherine Albert and Dale Eunson; cam- Stanley Pavey; editor,
^
f.
roll
Naish, Jun Davis, Taylor Holmes, era Ernest Laszlo; editor, Otto Ludwig; music, Stanley Black. At Empire, London.
.15 M AC Bell,
HAll Paul
n Fix,
I, tv
A
t*
«4 aK a a
1) a^,.
...
_M
*
Running time, 94 MINS.
James
Caudebec,
A1
Roy'
music score, Victor Young. Previewed
don Clark, Roy Barcroft, Douglas Ken- Dec. 16. '52. Running time, 90 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 10, 1952)
nedy, Chris Pin Martin, Jack LaRue,
(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)
Claire Carleton. Directed by Kane. Screenplay, Mary. McCall, Jr.; based on Saturday
Alley
Evening Post story by Luke Short; camSalute to the submarine servera .Trucolor), Jack Marta; editor, Fred
Stars
Stripes
Allen; music, Ned Freeman. Previewed
ice for companion bookings.
Oct. 24, *52. Running time, 90 MINS,
Hollywood, Dec. 12.
(Reviewed Oct. 29, 1952)
Allied Artists release of Lindsey Par
(MUSICAL—COLOR)
1

market.

viewed Oct.
MINS.

Columbia release of Sam Katzman production. Stars Johnny Weissmuller; features Jean Byron, James Seay, Jeanne
Dean, Charles Horvath. Robert Bray,
Michael Fox, Rick Vallin. Directed by
Spencer G. Bennett. Story and screen-

Barton

The Star

Man Down

the

Hollywood, Oct.

(COLOR)

voyage

Standard Jungle Jim adventure
with Johnny Weissmuller; for programmers.

Features’

Ward Bond; features
MacLane. Directed by Auer.
Screenplay, Mary C. McCall, Jr., from
story by Kenneth Garnet; camera. Reggie

Eileen

29, 1952)

Voodoo Tiger

duction.

in. an okay though overlong western; good prospects

Acceptable ’outdoor actioner
based on the James Fenimore

gerous

by John

L.

the secondary situations.
Republic release of John H. Auer production. Stars John Derek, John Barrymore, Jr., Mona Freeman. Gene Evans,

MINS.

(Reviewed Nov.

(Reviewed Oct.

Overlong service picture for

7.

Stars Richard Todd, Eva Bartok and John
Gregson; fcaturesfjGeorge Coulouris, Margot Grahame. Directed by Ralph Thomas.
Screenplay, Victor Canning; camera, Ernest Steward; editor, Gerald. Thomas; muNino Rota. At Odeon, Leicester
sic,
Square, London.

.

(SONGS)

White

J.

„

Thunderhirds'

Rex Allen, _ Ivoko
Stars
production.
(equine); features Estellta, Slim Pickens,
Douglas
Barcroft,
Paiva, Roy
Evlns^ Directed by WilHam' Witney. ’Written by- Arthur Orloff; camera, John MacBurnie; editor, Harold Minter; songs.
Jack Elliott, Aaron Gonzales, Rex Allen.
Previewed Nov. 6, *52. Running time, 60

in regular market.

15, 1952)

S

Hollywood, Nov.
Republic release of Edward

others,

The Pathfinder
classic.

*

(COLOR)
Brian Donlevy, Rod Cameron,

Harlan Warde. Kenneth PatLeicester, Gayle Kellogg.
Lewis Seiler. Screenplay,
James R. Webb, Harold Medford; story,
Alvin Josephy, John Twist, as suggested
by Lt. Col. Peter Ortiz, USMCR; camera,

Cooper

South Pacific Trail

Ili«le

by

(Reviewed Oct.

.

(SONGS)
Rex Allen western, okay for
program oater market.

9.

Will&m

Ted~ McCord; "editorj Clarence'
music. Roy Webb. Previewed
*52. Running time, 107 MINS.

-

(Reviewed Oct. 8 , 1952)

sleuth meller; mildchances in U. S.
" London, Oct. 14.
GFD release of Betty Box production.
tedious

drama
^

Brahm. Screenplay,
Lasky. Jr., from original by
Michael Pertwce; camera, Anchise Brlzzi;
editors, Terry Morse, Renzo Lucldi; music,
Alessandro Cicognini. Tradeshown, N. Y.,
Nov. 7, '52. Running time, 71 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 12, 1952)
Directed

Jesse

81

(BRITISH)
Richard Todd in implausible,

.

Riss,

Directed

Running time,

'52.

Venice

of

20th-Fox release of Robert Haggiag
production. Stars Maria Montez, Paul
Christian, Faye Marlowe, Massimo Serato.

(Reviewed Dec. 24, 1952)

b.o.

Warners release of Hbnry Blanke production. Stars Cornel Wilde, Steve Cochran, Phyllis Thaxter, Karl Malden; features Paul Picerni> Lester Matthews, Dan
O’Herlihy, Jay NovcUo, Wilton Graff.
terson,

3,

(COLOR)

(Technicolor), Winton Hoch; editor. Milton Carruth. Previewed Dec. 15, ’52. Running time, 81 MINS.

melodrama
Cloak-and-dagger
about French underground in

Dan

Oct.

Wyoming

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars Maureen O’Hara, Alex
Nicol; features Robert Strauss, William
-Bishop, Alexander Scourby. Directed by
Lee Sholem. Screenplay, Polly James,
Herb Meadow; story, Polly James; camera

color.

II.

The Thief

Exploitable adventure
for the duals.

camera, Joseph La Shelle; editor,
PreS. Fowler; music, Sol Kaplan.

viewed
MINS.

Tinted outdoor actioner with
Maureen O'Hara, Alex Nicol,
others acting out early-west
plot for general satisfaction.
Hollywood, Dec. 19.

(COLOR)

World War

ster;

Hugh

17, 1952)

Reviewed Dec.

bookings.
_
,
20th-Fox release of Samuel G. Engel
production. Stars Victor Mature, Patricia
Larry
features
Gwenn;
Edmund
Neal,
Keating, Gladys Hurlbut, Hugh Sanders,
Christian Rub. Directed by Robert Wise
Ing
Bons
Screenplay, I, A. L. Diamond,
based on stories by Alvin M.
ster;
Petracca ^and^^IngJoseph
Josephy.

The Redhepd From

1952)

Operation A-Bomb

•

Jlirils

Romantic comedy with Wash-

Richard Conte, Viveca Lindfors in fast western meller;
looks good boxofice in key

Venetian Bird

proColumbia release of Sam Katzman’
auoclate
duction (Wallace MacDonald,
Features Richard Denning,
producer).
Nancy Gates, Richard Loo, Spo Yong,
AJin*
Ben Astar, Michael Pate. Philip Sears.
Henry Kulky. Directed by Fred T.
Story and sccreenplay. Herbert P^Kiom,
Rlchard
editor.
camera, Henry Freullch:
Re
Fantl; music, Mischa Bakaleinlkoff.
time, 72
'52. Running
viewed Dec.
MINS.
-.w

.

Continued from page IS

Hunts

Jack Baker. Previewed Dec. 8, '52. Running time, 94 MINS.
(Reviewed Dec. 17, 1952)

Target Hoag Hoag

and
Jan Sterling. Keenan Wynn. Written Ray
directed by Norman Foster! camera,
music,
June; editor, Frederick Y. Smith;
Wolcott,
Charles
Paul Sawtell; longs,
Harry Hamilton. Previewed Oct. 23, 52.
Running’ time, 72 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov. 5, 1952)

1
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PftfSIETY

PICTURES

,18

For

‘Chalice*

Minn. Amus. Files

Israel, Italy Filming
Hollywood, Feb. 3.

Inside Stuff-Pictures
u

Countersuits Vs.

2

Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower ducked out on her first scheduled theatre
who recently
Saville,
Victor
appearance in the role of the nation’s First. Lady last Wednesday (28)
bought the Mickey Spillane stories
Indie Nabe Theatres night because, of what was feared might have been an embarrassing
for filming, closed deal with author
Minneapolis,* Feb. 3.
situation. RKO earlier had announced that Mrs, Eisenhower definitely
Thomas Costain for his bestseller,
Wave at a Wac” at the RKO Keith’s
In a surprise move, Minnesota would attend the preem of “Never
“The Silver Chalice.”
The- in Washington. When Mrs. Eisenhower- decided to stay home, reasons
He plans indie production in Amus, Co. (United Paramount
a cold and that her personal friend,
picked
up
had
she
that
were
has
given
territory)
circuit in this
spring of 1954 on actual locations atres
of the pic, wouldn’t be present.
filed countersuits, alleging similar Rosalind Russell, star
in Jerusalem, and Rome.
this week that the Afro-Amerirelated
sources
C.
D.
inside
the
However,
damages against
Story is about the search for a conspiracy and
Park and the Hollywood, can League had been threatening to picket the theatre on the night of
silver cup used by Christ and His St. Louis
Negro segregation. First
against
independent neighborhood the formal opening in a demonstration
local
disciples at the Last Supper*
houses which made iP a defendant, Lady didn’t want to get involved, it’s said. It was later announced that
along with major distributors, in the President and Mrs. Eisenhower would see “Wac” at a private White
Federal Court antitrust conspiracy House screening Saturday night (31), RKO arranged for this. Miss
Fabian, Vincent Inrest
actions involving claimed clearance Russell is in Boston appearing in the legit musical, “Wonderful Town,”
at the Shubert Theatre.
discrimination.
1

InM-G Economy
v

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
its 1953 produc-

Metro reduced

tion schedule from 38 to 30 pictures but there will be no studio
shutdown or mass vacation this
summer. Neither will there be a
drastic slash in personnel although
a number of Unnecessary”' em-

ployees will be let out.
This is the result of a series of
meetings held by the company’s
top executives; who decided it
would be necessary to practice
strict economy in all branches of
studio operation but not to cut
production budgets to the bone.
High budgets will be reserved for
films that call for lavish produc-

!

'

.

In

Myerberg’s Puppet

Version of ‘Hansel’

With filming of Michael Myerpuppet version of “Hansel
and Gretel” scheduled to he comtion.
The revised schedule calls for pleted around the end of April,
the production of two pictures financing for the venture has been
in three dimensions, possibly in the arranged under a limited partnernew Cinemascope process.
ship. Papers filed with the N. Y.
Meetings were attended by. Nich- County clerk’s office last week disolas M. Schenck and C. C. Mo$ko- close that some 13 investors have
witz, from the home office, and contributed a total of $62,000, and
Dore Schary, Eddie Manhix, Ben his capital may be increased to
Thau, Louis. K. Sidney, J. J. Cohn $ 100 000
and Lawrence Weingarten.
Myerberg, who has produced
berg’s

It’s -believed to be the first time
that an affiliated circuit defendant
in such a suit has struck back
thusly at independent exhibit’or
parties to a litigation.

The St. Louis- Park has asked
$2,250,000 treble damages; the Hollywood, $540,000. The Minnesota
Amus. Co. in its counter suits seeks
the same amounts from the sepa-

While paper work leading to a separation of Warner Bros, theatre
and distribution outfits has been going on for about a year, activity
leading to the .establishment of different headquarters got under way
Tlie new theatre company, tp be known as. the Stanley
this week.
Warner Corp., will occupy the eighth and ninth floors of Warners*
N. Y. homeoffice building. Theatre outfit will be a rent-paying tenant.
Installation of a separate telephone exchange is expected to be completed by Feb. 15, although S. H. Fabian will take over the operation
on March 1. Harry M. Kalmine, probably with the title of executive
veepee, will continue as operating chief of the theatre company. Most
of the Warner theatre personnel win also remain with the new theatre

rately-owned independent theatres.
“In our answer to the actions, we
corporation.
deny all of the allegations,” explained* Mandt Tbrrison, counsel
Example of rush, to get three-dimsension films before the public is
for the MAC, “We contend that no
conspiracy existed, but if the court the speed with which Warner Bros, is preparing the advertising camdecides, otherwise we are prepared paign on “House of Wax,” its initial 3-D film in the Natural Vision
Although the pic is still in production, homeoffice ad dejseveral Broadway plays over the to show that there was as much process.
years, is general partner of “Han- conspiracy on the theatres’ part as partment has almost completed the entire campaign although staffers
IN
IS
sel and Gretel Co,” j^lso a limited that of riiy client and that the lat- neither saw rushes nor had stills available to work from.
Incidentally, WB, majority of whose product has recently been going
partner, he’s the biggest contribu- ter was- equally damaged.
SUIT
BRIDE’
tor with $25,000 iit the kitty. Si
“The Minnesota Amus. Co. was to the Paramount, N. Y.. reportedly has closed a deal with the theatre
for
the 3-D film, expected to be the first Broadway entry of a major
20th-Fox was named defendant Fabian, head of Fabian Enterprises, operating
the
Granada
when
in a $50,000 damage ‘suit brought provided '$10,000. Walter Vincent, Messrs. Harolds Field and Kaplan studio.
in N. Y. Federal Court last week president- of the Actors Fund, is came in and built their St. Louis
Despite the amount of news coverage provided by TV stations, the
by Roger H. and Marie- H. G. Char- down for $5,000.
Park in opposition and obtained
lier, who claim the major wrongPartnership papers state that earlier availability. Accordingly, great majority of theatregoers still demand newsreels as. part of the
fully released a serial version of the film is based upon “unique the Granada was damaged and still film program, according to a survey conducted by Sindlinger Co., research analysts, in behalf of four newsreel outfits!
the screenplay to “I Was a Male processes owned by Michael Myer- suffers damage.
Oscar Morgan,
War Bride” to Herz Dame, a Ger- berg Productions, Inc. of animating
“We leased the Arion from the Paramount’s newsreel-short subjects sales manager, told the Par sales
meeting
in
man mag.
Y.,
last
week
that
of
the
persons
interviewed in
N.
83.6%
non-live
fig- Rubenstein
three-dimensional,
Kaplan circuit and
Under a 1947 agreement, the ures.” Among the techniques em- then that circuit went and built the a section of the Philadelphia exchange area by Sindlinger said it is
incumbent on theatres to show reels. The remaining 16.4% were not
pair charges, they granted the ployed is use of a hall-type joint Hollywood in opposition. Iq
order
company exclusive worldwide film which gives remarkable mobility to compete with the Hollywood in regular theatregoers, Morgan added.
rights to actual events in their lives and realism to the puppets.
the matter of clearance it then beas a basis for the picture’s story.
New deal given Fred Astaire at Metro serves to spotlight the tendency
Myerberg; incidentally, demon- came necessary for my client to
But by releasing certain versions strated his developments at a press expend a very substantial sum -in
toward working out talent pacts in a manner to ease the income tax
of the script in excess of 75,000
wherever possible. It’s reported that Astaire signed to do one film
preview held at his “pilot studio” improvements for the Arion, al- bite
words to Herz Dame in 1950, the last year When “Hansel and though it did not own the
a year for three years at a payoff of $100,000 for each. However, intheatre.
Charliers assert, 20th breached the
stead of collecting the 10QG each year, he’ll receive $50,000 annually
[.As
a
result,
the
Arion
was damGretel” was in its early stages. At
1947 deal. They want $25,000 for
for six years.
that time Paramount reportedly aged and still suffers damage.”
this alleged pact violation.
An- was expressing interest in the
In the St. Louis Park suit, the
other $25,000 is sought for “unfair
project. But the producer last week defendants also are invoking the
competition,” the complaint states,
emphasized that no talks with po- statue of limitations in an effort
1
arising ,qyt of publication of the
tential distributors have been un- to obtain dismissal. The St. Louis
serial under the name of Pierre
derway and it’s unlikely that ne- Park suit is a result of the inability
Darnar.
Continued from page 5
gotiations will begin until the film of that theatre to obtain 28 days
A Cary Grant-Ann Sheridan is
availability, the earliest here, within the can.
starrer, “Bride” was first distribout competitive bidding with an- pic still draws, especially when ditionally. At first it was a toughie
pic
produc
turning
to
Before
to sell but the distrib now is stressuted in the fall of 1949. Charles
other MAC theatre, the Uptown. boasting a name star.
“Hans
Christian
Andersen” ing the Red Skelton name.
Lederer, 'Leonard Spigelgass and tion, Myerberg produced such Along with damages,
the St. Louis
“Niagara” (20th) shapes up as a
Hagar Wilde did the screenplay Broadway shows as “Skin of Our Park now asks for a court order d (RKO-Goldwyn) was sixth j making
from an original story by Henri .Teeth” (1942), “Lute Song” (1945) compel distributor defendants t this good a showing although so potentially nice entry based on
to
far
just
out
in
a
few
key
spots.
its
showing on preem at the N, Y.
Rochard. Most of the picture was and “The Barrier” (1950).
grant it day-and-date first-runs
However, the film was terrific on Roxy.
“Thunder in East” (Par),
lensed on location in Germany,
with downtown theatres here.
&
these
playdates.
few
“Cousin
also
new, inclined to be spotty at
Big Mdse. Tie-Ins
Rachel” (20th) landed seventh posi- first, displayed enough stamina to
Clooney 111, P.A.s Off
Disney’s ‘Pan*
tion,
only once getting above finish ninth one week. “Meet Me
Cincinnati, Feb. 3.
eighth place in the weekly ratings. At Fair” (U), just getting around
Mpst extensive program of tieExpect
Rosemary Clooney suffered an
“Ruby Gentry” (20th) displayed as the month closed, was big
ins with manufacturers, publishers attack of
flu Friday (30) and was
Continued from page 4
surprising strength two weeks out enough to finish sixth one session.
and allied groups in the history of confined to her suite in
the Nether- of three, to finish a strong
“The Star” (20th) Is doing well
eighth.
it will hear statements from picture Walt Disney Productions is under- land Plaza, causing cancellation
of
industry counsel “before determin- way for “Peter Pan,” according to radio, TV and other engagements Jennifer Jones starrer was third on its first two playdates. “K. G.
one
week
and
fourth
another.
Confidential”
Disney’s
Heisser,
of
(UA) added some
H.
T.
manager
ing whether to proceed further
in connection with the unveillngs
“Bwana Devil” (Indie) took ninth additional coin during the month,
character merchandising division. of her first
with this hearing.”
picture, “Stars Are
money
mainly
the
on
basis
of a being a runner up pic one week.
Confronted with the Commis He revealed that 52 outfits now are Singing.”
sharp upbeat to second position the “Abbott-Costello Meet Capt. Kidd’*
manufacturing “Pan” merchandise
sion’s notice, counsel for the Mo
final week of the month as the tri-‘ (WB) wound up 11th one stanza.
tion Picture Assxi. of America said and 12 to 14 others likely will be
dimensional picture got a hatch of “Flat Top” (AA) took 10th spot one
the agency’s confusion is mostly added.
new playdates. “Above and Be- session.
“Lawless Breed” (U)
one of terminology as to how
Window displays featuring “Pan”
Johnston,
Coin
yond” (M-G) wound up 10th al- finished in the same position antheatre TV transmission service will appear in leading department
though really out in distribution other week, racking up some sizshould be established->-on a com and chain stores across the counContinued from page 3
only the final two sessions of Jan- able grosses.
mon carrier, “special” common car try, Simon & Schuster, Dell^ and
still picking a foreign rep,- accorduary.
rier, or “private” non-common car- other publishers are turning ""'out
“Four Poster” (Col), which found
“Limelight” (UA), which never greatest success in smaller houses,
rier basis. However, said Vincent “Pan” books, and RCA Victor is ing to Arnall. He stressed that,
under
“different”
circumstances,
rose
above eighth position in week- copped 11th position one round.
Welch, MPAA counsel, the situa- pressing special records tied in
McCarthy would have been ideal ly ratings, was 11th while “The “Pony Express’* (20th), “Happy
tion will be cleared up and the with the film.
for the job.
Promoter” (U), also high in ratings Time” (Col) and “Belle Montana**
hearings will go on.
Whoever is chosen to the SIMPP in December, finished 12th.
Although
he felt that the
(RKO) each was represented onco
post would, by the very nature of
Five films fell into the runnerup in January on the runnerup list.
Commission’s notice was rather
the
business, have to work closely category last month, one of the “Moujin Rouge”
“strong,” Welch said that the posi(UA) continued its
at times’ with Johnston, particular- strongest being “Stop, You’re Killtion taken by the agency is fair
successful extended-run date in
Continued from page 7
ly in the negotiation of foreign ing Me” (WB), This farce about
and he agreed to the propriety of
a L.A.
requiring a statement on the record and kinds. It seems to me an effort deals. Some SIMPP members ap- beer baron and gangsters apparfrom the industry as to What in should be made' to develop uniform parently feel that the personal ently was held back by a somewhat
formation it will offer to answer processes and screens so all prod friction between Johnston and Mc- misleading title. Others in runnerCarthy would be detrimental to up class are “Blackbeard, the
questions regarding the proposed
uct can be available to theatres. I
Still
any such Collaboration.
service.
Pirate”
(RKO),
“The
Clown”
hope the industry will coordinate
Arnall outlined plans for a re- (M-G),
Continued from pape 8
Among the questions which the its efforts and cooperate to this
“Andrades
and Lion”
vitalization of SIMPP activities, (RKO) and
Commission wants industry coun- end.”
“I Don’t Care Girl” ber of basic factors, including prosel to deal with before deciding on
Cohn held huddles with a con which include a membership drive, (20th).
duction cost, earning* potentialy-ctc.
the possible reopening of a SIMPP
further hearings are:
Array
of
new
productions, un- It’s hoped that Johnson, in taking
tingent of homeoffice execs who
1. Why cannot theatre TV opwere on the Coast to discuss Col’s office in N. Y., etc. He plans to veiled late in the month, promises a completely unbiased approach
erate through existing common car- 3-D plans. Execs included execu- spend at least one week each month stout biz for first-runs in February*
based solely on economic considerarier (A. T. & T.) facilities rather tive veepee
Jack Cohn, treasurer in N. Y. Commenting on the AFL “The Jazz Singer” (WB) teed off tions, may help bring 'about a soluthan through special channels?
Abe Schneider, assistant treasurer Film Council’s protests against pro- very well at the N, Y. Paramount tion acceptable to all distribs;
2. To what extent Will channels
Leo Jaffe, and N,Y. studio rep Paul duction abrp^d, the SIMPP prexy in mid-January in the lone engageDifficulty in the past bss been
allocated for theatre tele be apLazarus, Jr.- Jack Cohn returned to asserted that the Unions were over- ment for far. “Come Back, Little to compromise oil the' apparently
plied for, by whom, and when?
the homeoffice Monday (2), and looking the vital Importance of the Sheba” (Par), which drew crix irreconcilable
the
attitudes
Z. Aside from costs of transmisSchneider, Jaffe and Lazarus came foreign market which is condi- raves, has proved a sock winner at ma or and the, smaller, companies.
sion facilities, what other informaj
tioned in part on U. S. filming ac- the N. Y. Victoria,
back- last night (Tues.).
where
preemed.
formula
Latter
have
any
nixed
tion will be provided which will
With mass Hollywood .entry into tivities abroad.
“Mississippi
Gambler”
(U), based on domestic or -overseas billenable the Commission to deterHe said SIMPP was in good fi- smartly exploited and given ter3-D production, Dudley Roberts,
ings on the assumption that such
mine ultimate cost admission to a Jr.,
prexy of Cinerama, whose nancial shape, which was partly rific sendoffs in Mississippi River an approach would inevitably favor
theatre patron?
process was the first to hit the due to the strong b.o. showing of key cities, repeated its smash
the majors and in only a few in4. What percentage of the time
market last year, declared yester- indie product and partly to reduced showing on launching at the N. Y. stances
would work to the credit
will programs be shown by theatre
day that “We of Cinerama are SIMPP expenses during the past State. “Bad and Beautiful”
(M-G) of the smaller distribs. Conversely*
TV on a day-by-day basis?
delighted that we have precipitated year. - SIMPP now has 36 mem- also looks like
a
comer.
It
wound
in
the
case
of Japan, Loew’s and
5, \\ ill theatre TV provide
pro- a revolution in the motion picture bers, and expansion of that
num- up first the final week in January. other majors argued that they
grams of only live events, in other industry, but we
think the public ber is difficult because so many “The Clown,” also from
Metro, should have at least one of the six
Words, programs that cannot “rea- is entitled
to know that there is indie producers make pix only oclaunched early in the month, un- permits since their pix are by far
sonably” be put on film?
only one Cinerama.”
casionally.
doubtedly will be heard from ad- the largest grossers in that market.
,

.
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recent tests by AT&T have shown
that its present type of radio-relay
system can handle 10-megacycle
bandwidth specified by the picture

Film Reviews
Continued from page *

Wlierevei* Sit© Coes

lars,

as his wife, does not always
to the occasion. John Slater

rise
Daughter of a Tasmanian miner, gives a rich study of one of the
Miss Joyce’s efforts at a musical perjurers while Michael Martinby
education were mainly thwarted
Harvey does a nice job as a myspoverty, a handicap she overcame terious tramp.
Other roles are
with a determination rarely dis- adequately played. Harry Waxman
played by a youngster. To pay for has done a sterling job of lensing
she
music lessons, the film shows,
with some outstanding exteriors.
played a mouth organ outside the
Myro.
local bar and at the mine pithead,
gambling with the miners to buy
sheet music, and forcing £er way
.

.

,

HolL

.

Memory

TIi©

#

Brownell

1

m

Continued from page 5

pointed out to the distrib reps that
many exhibs feel that the pre-release system is a method to circumvent the consent decree, specifically the section ..preventing distribs front setting the admission
price. TOA also stressed that while
the proposed arbitration draft limited filmeries to two specials annually,. it does not mean that the
companies have to issue two such
pictures each year.
TOA also deplored the national
sales policies of companies, declarlocal managers did not
tlia t AVJI/C4JC
ing that
Xlig
have sufficient authority to make
allowances for local conditions,
This, TOA said, often resulted in
hardships for small exhibs which
could be alleviated if local reps
were allowed autonomy In making
adjustments in film rentals.
Meanwhile, Allied continued adamant in rapping the pre-release

method and pushed

efforts to

.

'

.

Yarns

I

have

.

“Moulin Rouge,” United Artists
release, makes capital of its harlot
“Come
Paramount’s
characters.
Back, Little Sheba,” adapted from
the legiter, features Terry Moore
and Richard Jaeckel in some startlingly suggestive love scenes. And

tee Government take action against
tee distrib companies.
Resolution condemning the polTaut British suspense thriller,
icy of pre-release pictures was
with John Mills; looks like,
adopted at a one-day session of Alaverage U. S. grosser.
lied Theatre Owners of New Jersey
meeting last * week in Trenton,
London, Jan. 27.
GPD release of a Europa British pro- Terming the trend “a monkey-see,
duction. Stars John Mills, John McCallum, Elizabeth Sellars and Eva Berghu monkey-do” policy, the Jersey exDirected by Robert Hamer: Screenplay, hibs charged that Metro with “IvanRobert Hamer and Frank Harvey from
“Salome”
novel by Howard Clewesi camera, Harry hoe” and Columbia with
Waxman; editor, Gordon Hales; music, had introduced a scheme whereby
William Alwyn. At Leicester Square
being extended beTheatre, London. Running time, 96 MINS. clearances are
John Mills yond the usual periods. Warner
Davidson
Det. Inspector Lowthcr. John McCallum Bros, also came in for a blast based
Fay Lowther
.Elizabeth Sellars
Elsa
Eva Bergh on a report that the company would
Craig
Geoffrey Keen consider not less than a 50% bid on
Jackson
Michael Martin-Harvey
Boyd
John Chandos “The Jazz Singer” in bidding situaPewsey
John Slater tions,
Mrs. Pewsey
.Thora Bird
The special-handling method was
Alice Gedge
Vida Hope
Boyd’s Chauffeur ........ T Harold Lang termed “an illegal extension of
Gladys
Mary MacKenzie
adoptGedge
.John Glyn-Jones clearance which, if generally
Bletchley
John Horsley ed, will result in the closing of
Driver
Fred Johnson
until now have
that
theatres
many
Asprey
Naismlth
. .. Laurence
depression in the
Fisher
.Peter Jones survived tee
Mickle
Christopher Beeny movie industry.” The Jerseyites reJudge
..Henry Edwards
Delaney
JuliftA Somers affirmed the position of National
Shaw
Dennis ShaW Allied to call upon the Dept, of Jus-

tee two adult leads (Burt Lancaster
and Shirley Booth) make it clear
teat an illicit love affair forced
them into marriage,
Immorality gets a workout in
20th's “Niagara,” which focuses on
a faithless wife (Marilyn Monroe).
John Ford's comedy, “The Quiet
Man,” Republic release, in one instance places attention on the marriage bed.
“Streetcar Named Desire,” taken
from Tennessee Williams’ play, was
about as hard-hitting as pix come
in the new cycle of such themes,
The story of lust and nymphomania encountered eyebrow-raising
in some quarters but was unre

make a thorough investigation and “to take appropriate acobtain injunctions against
tion
to
ventional type of suspense thriller
destructive
and aestrucuve
with a familiar plot tautly pre- the discriminatory ana
in the view
. which,
policy,
sales
sented.
With the name of John
Mills for the marquee, it should of Allied, is a violation of the conqualify for steady grosses in the sen‘ decree a„d constitutes crimi-

Hollywood producer of any stand-

(BRITISH)

.

.

.

.

.

.

Scotson

.....Russell

“The Long Memory”

home market where

it

Waters

the

has

added virtue of a quota ticket f It
into a more modest groove
for American theatres, but may
chalk up average grosses.
Film is an adaptation of a Howard Clewes novel, and its basic
theme deals with, the revenge motive. The script asks if revenge
is really worth while even though
one has counted the days through
12 monotonous years in goal?
.

.

falls

'

In the pic, Mills gets a life
sentence for a murder which he
did not commit after three witnesses commit perjury. He serves
his time but after 12 years comes
out on parole obsessed with the
necessity of wreaking vengeance
rather than clearing his own ngme.
He returns to the riverside scene
of the original crime and gradually picks up the threads, eventually discovering that the man he
was sentenced for murdering is
carrying on a profitable dockside
business under an assumed name.
piquant twist to the story is the
fact that one of the perjurers is
now married to a Scotland Yard
detective who was working on the
case and who still takes a keen
professional Interest in his ac

A

tivities.

tice to

a con-

is

cy
s 0
e
JL
P £?“
The ,,p}*
Class ^
C product emapix.
nated from small outfits and for-

^

%

eign sources.

...

b/^^ri^
LoTiecTonabte
couwas demonstrated

r

Prior to the biz mlettag, Je^eyites

broken marriage and°

illegal

sss^wipr

sarsan

as*:
mother-to-

bills

involving the

film industry.

co*

depicted
unmarried
be who is drowned by her lover.
In both of the latter films tee
tragedy of moral irresponsibility

made for the strong story point;
the immorality was there but not
leered at.
Continued from page 4
..
As for the torrid romance stuff,
.
. .
.
t.
sibly be achieved where the fre- or 0 t ber ingredients akin to
it,
quencies can be used only for a some Hollywoodites always have
particular service.
given it a play in as blatant a.
justly proposal, manner as they could get away
__
North said, is restrictive in char- with. Now,' though, some importantly-placed
film
men admit
i
they’re injecting spice for the pur™
pose of jazzing up their pix. “But
np TV
we re not trying to get away with
North, an ythmg, one said. “We’ve found
broadcasting. Besides, said North
It is not necessary to reallocate
wav to „ et across an interesting
these frequencies .for theatre We. idea^nvolvtog
o?
The telephone company, he as- Jane Hussell, but without being
serted, now furnishes transmission boldly indecent about it.”

AT&T

Sin

ihf!r

Ctoe

service

for

theatres.

“We now

“that our present
Apart from some vagueness in know,” he added,
opening sequences, the plot moves facilities are capable of transmitsteadily and relentlessly, avoiding ting a 10-megacycle signal (resurprise twists. The isolated river quired for color), if that is whst is
side setting provides an intriguing needed, and it is our objective, as
background and a final chase on common carriers, to meet tee rethe muddy reaches of the Thames quirements of theatre TV service
gives the film a punch finish. The as they develop. We are confident
suspense is only allowed to mount that we can do so.”
gradually, but that is in keeping
AT&T, said North, is “certainly
with the plot.
not opposed” to theatre tele. On
Acting maintains an all-round
the contrary, he testified, the qoh>
standard of competence.
John pany h$s cooperated with the theaMills sternly follows the path
towards revenge, never relaxing tre industry in developing facilities
in his mission.
He even pushes for their needs. Transmission of
aside the love of a refugee cafe programs for theatres, he added,
girl
(effectively played by Eva is “inherently the same” as for TV
Bergh) to whom he has offered broadcasting, “though it would
shelter. John McCallum turns in, a seem that a wider bandwidth is
reliable performance as the Scot- desirable.”
land Yard man but Elizabeth SelNorth told tee Commission that
.

1

stricted in its distribution.
As part of the “maturity” in pix
there’s decidedly an upswing in
pictorial and verbal references to
sex, but with the “shock” sufficiently removed to qualify the pix
for general acceptability,
In line with this it’s noted that
there’s not a single film from the
major companies or any indie

in a
^Reiterating’ its position on ar- fashion
bitoatio'C Jersey AUied said that
*toSS
Dreiser
based
on
iiieodore
both
until distribs treated exhibs as customers “arbitration will not alle- novels. "Carrie,” adapted from

and discussed

— ,=

Continued from page 7

,
Trr
according to the announcement. In sible tee compression of wideaddition to its own program, 20th- angle scenes onto 35m film, according to the company’s description
availCinemascope
Fox-, is making
distances.
of Cinemascope. When the film is
Emphasizing “important advan- able to all studios,
- through
projected
a companion
Decision to set its sights for alltages” to the public in having thelens the distorted image assumes
atre service furnished by common Pld; utilization of the new process
its former shape, “as a trick mircarriers, North said the latter can followed demonstrations held last
ror reflection in a carnival fun
utilize the same facilities for theaeek a t the studio, attended by
would straighten itself out
house
other
coasts,
with
both
20th-Fox toppers from
tre TV in common
if placed before a mirror with comservices, thus effecting substantial producers, directors, writers and
distortions.”
pensating
and
technicans. Four showings were
savings in materials, money
The lens, in effect, makes a 35m
manpower.
held at -company’s Western Ave. lot
camera and a 35m projector, with
Frank Cowan, engineering staff f 0 r approximately 250.
studios and theatres will be
manager for AT&T, testified that
In a(jdition to the system being which
with present equipment it makes viewed by 20th-Fox brass, includ- equipped, do the work of machines
little difference whether a 10-megZ anuck, Skouras, W. C. Michel, three times as big and makes posfilming of scenery as the
4 cycle signal or less is used.
executive vetoee, and A1 Lichtman, sible the
Projected into the
Questioned by *FCC general gales chief> heads fi. om other sta. eye sees it.
Cowan
Cottone,
curved field that the eye
counsel Benedict
diQS and cornpanie s witnessed the wide,
a third dimencreates
it
favors,
said he had doubts that picture demonstrations
inpluded,
These
industry engineering plans would from Metro prexy Nicholas M. sion illusion of real life.
work for color transmission but he Schenck prodU ction chief Pore
Studio reports, - in. explaining
the only extra
“would not say they won t work.
Sqharyt Charles Moskowitz and E. Cinemascope, that
required in filming is
J. Mannix; Jack L. Warner from equipment
attached
to a regulens
special
the
and
Warners; and Abe Lastfogel
lation camera, while one or two
Charles J. Feldman.
pick
the
‘Adult’
moving
up
extra mikes
Advance Exhib Glimpse
In projection, it’s said, a
Continued from page- 1
Zanuck reported that exhibs will sound.
lens is attached to
compensating
the
of
glimpse
an advance
...
.
tional. It’s one of the story points be given
projector, converting
about eight weeks, an orthodox
in “I Confess,” new Alfred Hitch- new process in
images back to normal. Some recock pic which Warner Bros, has on when several completed sequences wiring of theatre sound systems
Robe will be sent out as
its upcoming sked. John Huston’s from
may be necessary to make the

W

‘

into a .music festival competition
that earned her a scholarship.
Miners, proud of their young
genius, are seen raising, a fund for
Miss Joyce, -and filmr concludes
withva young pianist leaving for
the city for the musical background
that led to her success.
Although the film has many amateurish qualities in direction and
acting, it nevertheless generates a
degree of charm. Suzanne Parrett,
a blonde, attractive teen-ager,
plays the young Miss Joyce aggressively but not without appeal. Miss
Joyce herself provides the musical
soundtrack in selections by Liszt,
Mozart and Grieg, a plus-factor for
art house clientele.
Gordon’s
screenplay,
Michael
though detailing the ambitious
quest of Miss Joyce, succeeds in
revealing some aspects Of life in
Australian mining towns. Author’s
direction, however, is frequently
slow-moving. George Heath’s cam
era work Is on the plus side.

20th-Fox Regearing

said that certain modifications tfre required to do this
and teat more work will be done
to transmit such a signal over long

He

Industry.

Exhibs

Wary

.

_

come from first one horn,
there will be no disruption of the- sound
the other, as it comes from
atre operations pending the avail- then
places on the screen.
various
ability oi Cinemascope product,
Special screens must be installed
tee 20th-Fox production chief defor use of Cinemascope,
theatres
in
which will be concave to a depth
of five feet, enough to “afford a
‘Robe* Only In ’Scope
feeling of engulfment without reflecting annoying light from one
Hollywood; Feb. 3.
curved end of the screen to the
“The Robe” will be filmed
other, as deeper curving screens
by 20th-Fox only in its new
do.”
Cinemascope, and not in two
had
speculation
Consequently, there will be no
Some
versions.
distortion of images from any seat
it that the picture also would be
this
but
filmed in regular form,
in a theatre, making one seat as
is discounted by the fact that
good as another for the first time
picture would be far more
This means, too,
in film history.
costly in the two versions than
that no theatre capacity is lost.
in the single Cinemascope.
When the Cinerama screen was inThe new form will cost the
stalled at the Broadway Theatre in
studio around $4,000,000 for
N. Y., its regular 1,600-seat capacity
picture, and another $2,000,000
was cut to 1,250 seats. Through
probably would have to be
the concave screen, Cinemascope
added for q.regular 2-D veris closest to Cinerama of any other
sion.
process, but, unlike this, which
Company is confident that
uses three projection booths for
its system will meet all dethree different films, Cinemascope
mands. For this reason, it
utilizes the single film and projeccalled off plans for making two
tor.
other pictures in regular threeScreens will be of varying sizes,
dimension, using its own tri-D
depending u*on the various sizes
system developed in its own
of different theatres. Consequentplant.
ly, cost estimates for the screens
will vary, with a maximum cost of
clared that exhibs will be supplied $25,000 ranging down to as little as
as usual with films in studio back- $5,000. This will include also the
log and now in production. Com- cost of rewiring and any changes to
.
... —
Pany has a total of 23 films in its be made in the projection booth.
backj 0 «
It’s also said that screens may
It’s
understood 20tb plan to be masked off for conventional
tradeshow one reel of Cinemascope showing of pictures, to be made
be " In
'
‘ as early as Febany sizfe.
?
Costs upwards of $25,000 for inAllowing start of “Robe,” pic stallation of a complete Cinema° nmcess in order of
ew
scope unit in theatres compares
i"
ii
with $75,000 which must be exal ra '"
Marry a
pended for installation of Cine•

•

N Y

-

P

M™“

P

^6^“” rama.
0
Twentieth-Fox, according to a
Raleigh,” spokesman, will launch a retooling
Walter
Water,”
’
“River of No Return, “King of the program for theatres In 40 key
Khyber Rifles,” Irving Berlin’s cities throughout the country, so
“There’s No Business Like Show that One theatre in each city will
Business” and “The Egyptian.”
be ready to show “The Robe” when
All pictures will be shot in color, it’s released Oct. 1. Film will be
the studio to use Kodak color film released simultaneously in each
.,

h

,

“Sir

•

for the process,

city.

Cinemascope is described as “a
device which employs a distortion
and rectification principle to permit filming in color and projection
Prod. List
on a screen two and one-half times
Continued from page 7
the ordinary size so as to give almost life-like animation to the To date he has talked it over with
players.
This creates the same Milton Gunzburg, of Natural Vifeeling of audience participation as sion, and Sol Lesser, part owner of
attendance at a performance by the Stereo-Cine process.
pl “yerS °" the Speakmg
Paramount is going to bat with

3-D

&

the first 3-D tunefilm, “Red GarThe
ine aevice
device was discovered in ters,” to be made in the Paravision
France by E. I. Sponable, N. Y. process, starting “as quickly as postechnical director for 2Qth-Fox, sible.” Pat Duggan will produce,
and rights "acquired several months with Rosemary Clooney, Joanne
ago by Skouras from its inventor, Gilbert and Anna Maria AlberProf. Henri Chretien. . Sponable ghetti,
developed its present technical perRgbertg/jLippert announced tee
iection at the; rthdld, assisted by r,eIei^>M6iin three weeks, of a
Sol Halprin, v studio’s > executive i5Miitiijei^iprt produced in the
director of photography,
who reportRequiring only' one camera and
Ws own process,
one machine for projection, cdst
on regular theof filming is said by Zghuck not to Ifttre e^utpSienr k:Wilfe will require
run any more than orthodox, pic- the iis0 of red and grb^m Ah^^iyph
tures. However, without' the need glasses Instead -of the Polaroid

m

.

Continued from pace

7

make up two

test films to aid in
the adjusting of projectors.

Need for standardization of only
some aspects of tri-dimension is
explained by tee fact that, While
studios and indies have
their
own methods,
them seems to differ
radically at the projection end.
Studios that have announced their
own systems include Metro, Universal. Paramount and 20th-Fox.
Prominent among the indie systerns are Natural-Vision and the
British-developed system of Stereoseveral

developed

none

of

Techniques.

'

•

’

for closeups

and elimination of

all

viewers.

•

’

understood that
C. J. Tevlin, RKO veepee, remost pictures will be shot in 14 to ported the studio has been study21 days, which, if anything, should ing various 3-D systems and has
somewhat reduce the budget cost, had conferences with Sol Lesser on
Process, a lens which restores to the use of the Stereo-Cine and it is
its proper proportions an image possible that process will be used
previously distorted, makes pos- when RKO takes the plunge.
angle

•

shots,

it’s
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We've been hit the same way, so we know
how you feel about it... BUT... just for the
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Compare these

costs with the

negligible increase, IF ANY, you' ve given
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during these years of soaring prices

and observe the real "break" your
"JACK" has received from the Prize Baby!
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from Frank Babich to'Camillo Cl-

From film Row
ing of a few shuttered theatres in
the territory and from the enthusiasm generated, when one loeal

NEW YORK
Columbia has no plans to name
new exploitation manager, assigning the duties to director of special
events- A1 Hyland er. With shifting
©f Harry McWilliams, who reported
to Rylander, to Screen Gems; Col’s
vidpix sUbsid, Hylander’s job has

dark house resumed operations.
After being- dark for a half-year,
the ‘Alhambra, neighborhood house
here, was* reopened by a new opei>
ator and had holdouts on ''its opening day.
Having completed- his- work as
company manager for Paul Gregory’s legiter, “Don. Juan, in Hell,”
Ralph Kettering is now handling
field exploitation in the area- for
“Bwana. Devil.” Initial openings of
the* United Artists release* are set
for next Tuesday (10) in-Milwau-

jl

He’ll be director of
special events as well, a^ exploitaof the
andsupervisor
manager
tion
field force.

been enlarged.

.

Arthur Davis’ presentation of
the Louis JfouvetfFrancoise Rosay
Starrer, “Ramuntcho,” preems* at
the 55fh St. Playhouse early in
with. Arlan

Pictures- distrib-

of theatreSingle,
owning Single family, assigned to
at
basic training with the

Catherine

WAFS

1
’

42

Transfer of the leases on the

continued from page*
ily responsible* for the:

•

distributors:

'

Dave Warnock

sold, the Lake,
Johnstown, Colo., to -Merf Evans;
who has been manager at Craig;
Colo., for Gibraltar Theatres.
Robinette? Chilton, recently operating a theatre at Haymond,Wash.,
and formerly with 20th-Fox at
Seattle, added as Denver exchange

salesman,
Don Hammer,,’

recently sold?
the Realart fran-

change' renamed
Film Exchange.

of Ezell
Associates held at Galveston,

it

Intermountain

and partners convention

&
-

Showmen's Club, new
non-profit charitable -and social org
for all show bix branches hr Texas,
formed here. Officers are W. A.
Shafer, prez; S; G. MacGillivray,
.

RKO
RKO

374

9%

10%

1

2174

117b

1574
65

11

57

iovu

11

38%

68

switchover

how regarded

LOUIS

names.

.

B

p

Zenith

. .

-

.

Milwaukee for van- be done more frequently without
wearing- out the welcome in that
field.

Thor Hauschild resigned as. manager of the Paramount, 3,400seater here, was replaced by Fred.
Lentz, formerly assistant to Jack
Armstrong,, general manager of the
Schwyn Circuit, Bowling Green,
G., which operates the house-.
The’ Paulding, 668-seater artd
.

May.
Tom' Canavan, former Altec rep only film house in. Paulding; O.,
in St. Louis, joined Fanchon & closed its doors in protest against
Marco as a. sound* and projection the village’s 3% municipal admis‘

supervisor.
A. B. Jefferis,

sion tax, which Jack O’Connell,
Piedmont, Mo., ownej, called unfair and discrimand prez of Mid-Central inatory. He said he would keep
Allied. Independent Theatre Own- the house dark until the tax was
ers, treated at a St. Louis hospital. repealed.
1

exhib

PHILADELPHIA

Screen star Robert Cummings,
Negotiations broke down beand his wife and former producer tween reps of the film 'exchange,
Jesse Lasky in from Hollywood to
unions afid distributors branch opattend- the St Paul Winter Carnierations- committee^ when Local
val.
out on the meeting beShelly Grengs, circuit owner, off F-7 walked
its five reps would not be
cause
to Florida after discharge from Mt.
spent in negotiSinai hospital where he underwent paid for the time
ating. Later eight reps from. B-7
operation.
Metro trying experiment here of (backroom employees) met with
using considerably more copy in distribs committee and presented
their large advance newspaper ads demands.
The U. S. Tax Court here found
for “The Clown” and “Bad and
Beautiful,” being the first pix to for William Goldman in his suit
1

m

Robert Mitchum due here
person Feb. 4 when “Ang$l Face,”
in which he stains, opens day date
at Minneapolis and St. Paul Or
jiheums.
Charlie Jackson, veteran Warner
Bros, salesman, laid up by flu
which has reached epidemic proportions hereabouts.
State of Minnesota must pay
$40,000 to Clem Jaunich’s Sterling
Theatre and 13 business concerns
at Austin, Minn., for their parking
lot space condemned for highway
purposes. A district court jury
made the award. Jaunich and the
others sued when the state fixed
$25,000 as the price. S. P. Halpern,
local theatrical attorney, was counsel for the plaintiffs. Testimony
showed damage to the theatre because it is left with insufficient
parking space for patrons.
Industry here is getting a little
encouragement from recent reopen

against the Department of Internal
Revenue, contesting the right of
the government to levy taxes on
two-thirds of the treble damages
of $375,000 awarded him' in his
first anti-trust suit.

PITTSBURGH
Jack Kahn, pub-ad director for

WB

since 1950, resigning
to join the Dubin-Feldlnan ad agency as a veepee. He
will be resuming an old association
with Joe* Feldman, partner in the
last spring
outfit who quit
after ihore than 20 years to team

here
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(Quotations’ furnished by Dreyfus-

3,590 Theatres for

1

WB

up with Julius Dubin.
Bob Kimelman, booking manager for Bert Steam’s Co-Operative Theatre Service, appointed
chairman of the Motion Picture
and Associated Group in the downtown division for Red Cross drive
in Allegheny County.
Avella, Pa., Theatre transferred

Virtually all top level performers have already made variety show

appearances or’ are being submit
ted for .same. Included are Joan
Blondell, June Havoc, Rex Harrison, LilR Palmer, Sarah Churchill,
Maria Riva, Merle Oberon, Ger
trude Berg, Paulette Goddard, Faye
Emerson, Dennis King. Fred MacMurray, Charles Laughton, Veronica Lake, Roland Young, Constance
Bennett, Don Ameche, Boris KarRonald Reloff, Basil Rath bone
gan, Gene Lockhart, Gregory Rat
,

and many

off

1

others.
i

From the concert field a great
many serious singers have been recruited for variety shows. Included
are Ezio Pinza, ’Margaret Truman
Lily Pons, Mimi Benzell and Helen
Trauhel.

TV— If

Continued from page 3

he lack of enough theatres to offthe tremendous coin necessary

—
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contrast to this, the top
for putting- on a theatre TV proPhillip Lepinsky named head of teledramas are spending a top of
duction. Limited number of theaFilmack Trailer animation depart- $2,500 for an hour’s program and
tres availableis also the reason for
require a more strenuous job.
ment. *
the hefty b. o. tab required for aArcadia, St. Charles, 111., closed
headliner may prefer to work
single event.
reopened
years,
two
last
the
for
the dramatic item, but when it’s
Aim. of course, is to line up. sales
by J..-J. McFarland.
[pointed out that a drama requires outlets equal to these required for
Also' relighting is the Garfield by
up to 10 days’ rehearsal as against a feature film. Thu^ly, it’s pointed
H. M. Franken.
and
...
also* three days*for a* variety show'
IU.,
Bradford Bradford,
r
out, a, major theatre TV event
scheduled -to shutter, being kept. Lthen there’s the considerably better could be sold at a price ranging
town’s [coin involved it doesn’t take long from $1.20 to $2, or equal to the
onen in cooperation
cooDeration with town
open
to twist the- star's wrist in favor cost of a top film attraction. Undemerchants.
Judge John P. Barnes, Chi Fed- of vaudeo.
present ideal conditions, a maxieral District Court, set hearing
Only drawback in working this
of about 100 theatres -could
date on the-: Rio Theatre; anti-trust field is that a serious performer
lined up for large^screen presbe
suit for April 0.
vadates
on
many
take
too
cannot
However, with limited
entation.
Telenews switched back to newsriety shows since material is not cable facilities it’s doubtful that
reel policy after six successful
weeks of Tri-Gpticon, three-dimen- too* readily available. On the other a producer could succeed in corralsional shorts, with equipment be- hand, -a drahiatic telesession can ing.* more than 50 or 60 tele-

other theatre.

1174
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13%
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4474
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Piets. .
Tlieats.,

.

Turner-Farrar Theatres, Harrisburg, 111., will add their second
ozoner near Vienna; 111. Organization also operates 15- houses in
southern Illinois towns.
The* - Uptown, 730-seater, Mt.
Carmel, 111., undergoing facelifting.
Keith Coleman, the owner, also
operates the American, a 1,000-.
eeater in the same community.
Owners of .film theatres in Belleville, 111., cooperated with biz men
to entertain.' 150. soldiers stationed
at Scott Field, 111., at a dinner:
St. Louis Amus. Co. planning to
relight its Maffitt, dark since last

•

is

37b

374

474
474
57b

4074

5%

—

1

'

29%

1674

In.

J

annual Texas exposition, meeting
here Jam 2830.

get such treatment.

36 34-

10%
40%

13%

A

Hattie Longcbart and Tobe McFarland, veepees; Margaret Sandell,
secretary;- and. Archie Hensley,
treasurer; New club will "honor
execs of ..Texas' fairs- with Jaii. 29
dinner at the Baker- Hotel during

ST.

legit

CHICAGO

Tex.
Texas

307/s

n

as second*
ary. Many feel that Tallulah Bankhead could never have gotten, the'
mass circulation from her drama
excursions as she did in. thevaudeo
Bette Davis, who switched
field.
from, a- heavy thespor -Jinte a* revue
performer, has been signed: for
the* Arthur Murray show at a salary reported to be $10,000. Rosa*
lind Russell recently got $8,500 in
cash along with other emoluments
that brought her total take to
around $15,000 for one-night’s sal-;
ary on “All Star KevueT
Th* various comedy and. variety
shows; including Milton Berle* program, “Toast* of the Town,” “Colgate Gomedy Hour,” “All Star Revue,” “Your Show of Shows” and
others are shelling out various
amounts up to $5,000 for film and

formers,

m

5 ¥tt

42.74

42

10%-

73:

*

who

his interests? in'
chises here* and Salt Lake City,
bought the Associated' Film Ex-

.

9Va
48
i

ABC

Net.

Change
week

for

56
CBS, “A”
33
30
3214 cbs, “B”
107# Col. Pic. .... 117
48
Decca
8
4174 Eastman Kdk 223
791
Loew’s
1 VA
3% Natg'Thea .. 448
2174 Paramount. . 151
26% Philco ...... 154
2374 RCA ...... 377

13*Sb

of dramatic -actors into variety per-

DALLAS

-Owners Assn., announced he will
resign at once because of ill health.
Eph Charninsky, head of. Southern Theatres-Co., back in San Antonio from fifth annual managers

New

'

^

:

in

Castle to Norbert Stern and Associates here resulted in no changes
of personnel, Louis Lutz remains
atr general manager of two houses,
with Don Campbell as manager ot
Penn and Mrs. A. Todd of the
Victor/

Tues.
Close-

100s

3Vs

42 Vi

Antonio.

DENVER

booked- into, the Rivoli, N. Y. Pic
Dick Ivy, office manager and
-will follow the run of 20th-Fox’s
-bookeF at Allied Artists, restgns to
•‘Man On a tightrope,” which- in take similar job at Intermountain
turn succeeds- the current The Film Exchange*
Star,” starring Bette Davis.
Clarence Olson, formerly United
Artists branch manager in Salt
/
Lake City, San Francisco and twice?
Denver, named sales' manager:
Tom McNeeley named manager .in
for Preferred Pictures, independent
of the Beverly Hill*. Theatre, in
Cliff; formerly? waj manager
of the Peak- and the Airway.
Bill Bums, formerly a^ feature
booker for Columbia Exchange
here, switched, over* to United
Artists exchange.
Vernon Watkins is^new head at
Theatre Enterprises, replacing Bob
Davis, resigned.
Claude Ezell, flrstprez and founder of the Texas Drive In Theatre

12

Lackland Air Force Base 4n San

Penn and Victor Theatres

Weekly Weekly Weekly.
Low
High
Vol. in

1952-’53

High Low

Serioas Thesps

uting.
.
,
“'Salome,’ Columbia’s big special
starring Rita Hayworth, has- been

Oak

(N.Y. Stock Exchange
For the Week Ending Tuesday (3)

Township Chamber of Commerce.

kee;

.

Amusement Stock Quotations

of the Blue-Moon Drive-In at
The house had been
owned for many years until last
season by Phil Brozier, now retired.
Rudy Navarr, of the Eastwood
Theatre, elected veepee of Penn

twini

WeUsburg.

Clips

March

4+ »

&)

Wcdneiday^ Ftbrnaty. 4, 1051

bring about the presentation of
events at a tariff Within the budget
the ordinary filmgoer.
Theatremen note, that there are
many events- currently available,

of,

.

but their offering ~ has- been prevented by the inability to line up
1

enough seats* to provide- for the
hefty guarantee pnee* being asked,
l. Halpera’s- TNT has been approached several: times by Broad:

way producers on
-

the- possibility

0f offering a legit show, but the
Before Halcost
nixed
pern ig_ able -to present an event,
it frequently entails long study.
The deal with the Metopera, for
example, was scrutinized for almost

^

.

a year before it was offered- to theDespite the- high costs involved and occasional b.o, losses,
equipped houses. This, of course, exhibs continue- to. clamor for TV
has been the main reason, for the- attractions, the feeling* being that
high cost factor and the reluctance, these events: create* Interest and
on some occasions, of theatre bring people into theatres who
chains to signing- up for an event, don’t ordinarily, come- for the regMore Producers, Distribs
ular film fore.
atres:

.

_

With a
number
it’s

substantial increase in the
of tele-equipped thatres,
figured that there will be entry

G Leads Race

of more producers and distributors
of -exclusive theatre* video events.
Continued from pare 3
There are now three* in the field,
with
Theatre Netwbrk
rights to its new Ginemascope
_ . only one,
.
,
Television, having any actual ex- system and is already discussing
penence in lining: up and present- various*. angles of" foreign exhibi.

.

.

.

.

mg an .attraction. TNT has displayed major championship fights;
a telecast of a. Metopera performance, and an off-hours sales confab'
for Lees carpets. Teleconference
and Closed Circuit TV, latter recently formed, have yet to put on
an event. Their prospectus reveals,
however, that they are mainly interested in offering off-hour time

The*. Cinemascope, using a
curved wide screen and no glasses,

tion.

gives the illusion of a tri-dimen*
sional effect. Universal, too, is
mulling foreign possibilities once
the-- first pic for its 3-D system is

completed.
Foreign

market actually has
been ahead of the U. S. in terms
the other end of the scale,
of 3-D technological development.
comedian Jackie Miles has- essayed to industrial firms. Teleconfer- Stereo-Techniques, Ltd., has been
several serious roles.
On “Omni ence had Bendix lined up for a shoeing its own 3-D system (with
bus” recently Bobby Clark and sales show, but it never .came off, glasses) for some time in Britain;
Bert Lahr, usually associated with falling by the wayside when the the Germans reportedly have decomedy, performed seriously in a. costs* exceeded Bendix’s budget.
tri-dimenDespite recurrent talk that ex- veloped one or several
Saroyan work.
sion
vu systems; the French
* pencil have had
hibs. are interested in acting as pro- ?!
‘ he Cinemascope principle ot comducers of theatre TV events, strong
many
doubt is expressed In exhib and P ress ®d- photography for so
other industry circles that this will years that the invention is now
Rusthe
the
public
domain,
and
ever come- about. Chains formerly
sians; too, have~a 3-D system.
Continued, from page 7
allied with production companies
are extremely wary of entering into
on its first full-length picture would
such an .arrangement, fearing their
get under way shortly.
entry into production and distriMeanwhile* .Cinerama, Inc., the bution would, constitute a violation
Skiatron
.hblding the license to of the consent decree.
Indie exhibs,
Continue fl from pn ge 4
mariufhcture. equipment for use in too, are fearful of organizing
an
the exhibition ^expansion program outfit for the presentation
6i agree iBJ&'.to let filmiKtfO to TeleCinerama^ ‘productions; h^s events. feeling that
of
5,
.unpleasant meJ^i'thfe iskiiie: eonc'essidn‘)vould
named Herbert' Barnett executive competitive factors' could evplvfe, have^ tO be blade; to the- Skiatron
vice president. Barnett, a projec- [conceivably resulting in
we h sxc refused that
Govern- system .^
tion and. equipment engineer, will* ment intervention.
General con- eqUality^'^dl^jqri:; ;h*Ve- to take
^
resign, as assistant to the president sensus is that an
independent out- the. matter to the* Justice*. Departof General Precision Equipment side org could best
handle the ment and establish what our rights
Corp. and assume his new post on events, with
the exhibs buying are;” he declared,
Feb. 15. He is currently prexy of them much in the
same manner as
Levey added that he has had asthe Society of Motion Picture and they purchase
films.
surances from Asa Bushnell. chairTelevision Engineers.
With expansion of theatre TV, man -of the National Collegiate
Hazard Reeves, prexy of Ciner- it’s felt that the subsequent-run Athletic Association's TV commitama, Inc., left for the Coast Sat- houses’ would play as an important' tee, that events during the course
urday (31) for confabs on technical role as the key first-run houses, of Subscriber -Vision’s Phase II
and equipment matters related to The second-runs, it’s figured, would run would be made available as
Cinerama,
provide the volume of seats to test material.

On

^

m

Cinerama

1

.

.

.

i.

.

—
—
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PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 9)
“Fargo” (AA).‘ Good $7,000. Last
week, “Hellgate” (Lip) and “The
Jungle” (Lip^ f $7,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
“Flat Top” (AA) and “No
65-90)
Holds Barred” (AA). Fancy $8,Last week, “Stop, You’re
000.
Me” (WB) and “Mr.
Killing
Waikie Talkie” (Indie), $7,000..
(1,125; 65-90)
(Hamrick)
Roxy
“Ride Man Down” (Rep) and
Mild $3,500.
(Rep).
Girl”
“Tough
Last week, second-run films.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65“Desperate Search” (M-G).
90
Sad $3,300. Last week, “Thunder
in East ” (Par), $6,800.

—

—

)

BRIGHT $12,000
IN K.C.; ‘LAWLESS’ 14G

‘BAD’

City, Feb. 3.

Kansas

Only standout in an otherwise
dull session is “Bad and the Beautiful,” okay at the Midland. “Four
Poster” at Kimo is picking up and
looks good for several weeks more.
“Lawless Breed” in four Fox Mid-

west houses is nice. However, other
first-runs are so-so.
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) ^^S) “Four
Poster” (Col) (6th wk). Good $1,800.
Goes a seventh. Last week, same.
Midwest (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Oke
$12,000. Last week, “K. C. Confidential” (UA) and “Strange Fascination” (Col), $11,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Hellgatey (Lip) and “Outlaw Women” (Lip)£ Mild $5,000. Last week,
“Battle Zone” (AA) and “Torpedo
Alley” (A A), ditto.

—

1AWLESS’ OKE $9,500
IN OMAHA; ‘RUBY! 4£G
Omaha, Feb.
Three new

bills

3.

are falling to

Brandeis.

Week

Estimates for This

Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)
“Ruby Gentry” (20th) and “Storm
Over Tibet” (Col). Mild $4,500.
Last Week, “April in Paris” (WB)
and “Face to Face” (RKO) (WB)
(2d wk), $5,000,
(Tristates)
—Omaha
“Outpost in Malaya”

(2,100;

20-70)

Popular

Still

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Flat pictures will be with us
for quite a while, regardless
of the advent of 3-D and other
new processes. That was the
consensus expressed at .the
first of a series of roundtable
meetings between the Screen
Producers Guild and Holly-

Investment Trust Head Raps Col’s

wood newspaper

Rosenblatt

scribes.

General opinion was that a
combination of good writing
and good acting, properly assembled by a producer, will
continue to be the basis of
good entertainment, no matter
what projectional process is

week although “LawBreed” shapes okay at the
Orpheum. “Ruby Gentry” off to a
modest
start
at.
the
smaller
biz this

lift

less

used.

.

‘Limelight’

Opens

At 65 N.Y. Houses

.

,

Top.’!

Including 31

(AA) and

“No Holds Barred” (AA),

$10,000.

Charles

Chaplin’s

RKO

controversial

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (2d “Limelight” will open as scheduled
in 65 New York theatres today
wk).
So-so
$4,000.

Last

week,

fancy $6,000.

8G

Seattle, Feb. 3.

RKO’s engagements

.

“Stranger

(550; 65-85)—
in Between” (Indie) (2d

Okay

$1,600. Last week, same.

wk).

-

MINNEAPOLIS

Sound

Barrier”- (UA)
and
“Fangs of Arctic” (AA), $8,200.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

ing

So far as Hughes was concerned,
it’s
understood that RKO chain

65-90)—“Happy Time” (Col). reps took the position that they
Mild $6,000. Last week, “Flat Top” had contracted- for the film and
(AA) and “Tangier Incident” (AA), were under legal obligation to

366;

$6,300.
play it.
(Continued from page 8)
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
“Clown” (M-G) (3d wk-4 days).
(2d wk), $3,200.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—“Des- Oke $3,500. Last week, okay $6,perate Search” (M-G) and “Apache 800.
Legion
Active
War Smoke” (M-G). Passable $4,- 90)Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65“Man Behind Gun” (WB).
Continued from p age 3
000.
Last week, “Night Without
Mild
Last
week,
to
“Face
$3,000.
Sleep” (20th) and “Hour of 13”
Face” (RKO) fair, $3,300.
units and that they tend to pattern
(M-G), okay $4,000.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,283; their decisions to the reactions
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)
65-90)
“Bad
and Beautiful” caused by local activity.
“Don’t Care Girl” (20th).
Mild (M-G). Great $13,000 or better.
One exhib complained that his
$7,000.
Last week, “Meet Me at
Last week, “Man Behind Gun” small Legion post had notified him
Fair” (U), nice $9,000.
$7,200 in 8 days.
of its objection to a “Limelight”
RKO - Orpheum (RKO) (2,800 (WB),
65Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600;
40-76)—“Man Behind Gun” (WB).
90)
“Androcles and Lion” (RKO) booking on the day the pic was to
Fairish $6,000. Last week, “Against
and “Sword of Venus” (RKO). open, and that he had been hard
All Flags” (U), good $7,000.
Fair $8,500. Last week, “Meet Me up finding a substitute bill on such
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)
4
at Fair” (U) and “Marshal Cedar short notice. Several exhibs, while
4
T11 Get You” (Lip) and “Chief Rock” (Rep), $7,500.
emphasizing their personal dislike
Pontiac”
(Indie).
Sour $3,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; of Chaplin’s politics, stressed they
Last week, “The Thing” (RKO) and 65-90) “Ruby Gentry” (20th) and
didn’t think the theatres should
“Mighty Joe Young” (RKO) (re “White Corridors” (Indie) (2d wkcondemn him or “Limelight” beissues), $5,000.
5 days). Slow $4,000. Last week, fore the comedian’s case had been
State
(Par)
50-76)— $10,400.
(2,200;
judged by a court.
“Tropic Zone” (Par). Light $4,000
Last week, “Torpedo Alley” (AA)
$4,500.
D. C. Rap by Vets
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)—
(Continued from page 8)
.
Washington, Feb. 3.
“Cousin Rachel” (20th). Giant $6, White Hunter” (Lip). Okay $5,000.
Strong stand against “Limelight”500.
Last week, “Four Poster’ Last week, “Road to Bali” (Par)
(UA) and Charles Chaplin has been
(Col) (2d wk), good $4,000.
(4th wk), $4,500.
taken by seven veterans’ organizaPal afic (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)“Four Poster” (Col). Fair $9,000. tions here.
The D. C. Department of the
Last week, “Flat Top” (AA) and
“Torpedo Alley” (AA), $9,500,
American Legion announced that

—

Most

—

—

—

CLEVELAND

RADIO CITY MUSIC MILL

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85)
it will picket the Little and Plaza
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Lofty Theatres when the film opens
$18,000, and may hold. Last week, there.
The other groups joined
“Thunder in East” (Par), $8,000.
with the Legion in attacking ChapStillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85) lin and objecting to the picture,
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) but said they had not decided
(m.o.). Held at good $7,000, followwhether to take positive action
ing nice $8,000 for second down
such as picketing."
town week.
Samuel Roth, operator of the two
midtown subeseaters, refused comment at the announcement of the

-

UM

TURNER • KIRK DOUGLAS
WALTER PIR6EUR • DICE POWELL

"THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL"
An M<G'M Pktwfc

meucim imt nmimiii

veterans, given at a joint press con-

British Equity

ference last Saturday

(

,

‘

-

WANTED
EXPERIENCED

THEATRE MANAGER
No

—porsoiiM

letters

H.

D

1

SCHOENSTADT

8 S. Michigan

Ic

SONS

Av#„ Chicago,

.

,

.

.

.

Ihtervlews only

lit.

(31).

“Lime-

Continued from page 1
light” is schedu^d tej bpehTmmedipeditiously and that, he had re- ajtely after the. run of the British
import, “The I»r pihoj5e^” hOw runcooperation
fullest
the
ceived
ning.^ his twUjhouse?...,
from thp uhion.
Ih. addii;fQn to. X^gion officials,
Another Indication of the health-,
iheetfng was Attended by reps of
ier understanding between manthe
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Amagements and the union has been
the way in which labor permits vets and Catholic War Veterans.
for U. S. members of the “South Joined in the opposition, but . not
Pacific’* cast have been renewed.. represented at the meeting are: the
Last year it was touch and go D. G. units of the Disabled Ameriwhether Equity would agree to an can Veterans and the American
and eventually they Legion Auxiliary. In their joint
extension
the
scored
seven
okayed a further three months. Statement,
When the applications for re- “Chaplin's long, record of associnewal were made recently, they au- ation with Communist Fronts and
thorized a six-month extension, causes,* and his openly expressed
contempt for the U. S.”
without any opposition.
'

THE
A,

up working com-

Speirs.

Two committees weFe named,

the

investigate advantages and
of institutional billboard advertising, and the second
to consider the chances of placing
association plaques at each ozoner.
possibilities

Following negotiations with the

to Execs

Columbia Pictures’ practice of

granting options* to certain officers
to buy common stock issued ,fn>m
the company treasury is looked
upon with disfavor by Lester Martin, who heads the New York investment trust of Lester Martin &
Co. This custom, he asserted this
week, dilutes the value of shares
outstanding
and
thus
benefits
neither the corporation nor its
stockholders.
Martin, who says he holds 15,000
shares of Col common, won an
order from Justice Samuel Hofstadter in N. Y. Supreme Court
last week directing the company to
make its stock book (list of stockholders) available for inspection.
In granting permission, the court
pointed out that Martin’s demand
complied with state law.
Jurist
also noted that a letter of Martin’s
attorneys stated his purpose was
to consult with other shareholders
in regard to the firm’s business to

be taken up at next Monday’s (9)
annual meet.
His protests over Col’s stock option methods, Martin disclosed,
were laid before exec-veepee Jack
Cohn last week.. In the course of a
luncheon with the official on Friday (30), the investment trust topper suggested that it would be far
more practical for the company to
acquire its stock at “depressed”
prices on the open market. Shares
so purchased could then be held
for subsequent distribution to op-

the next few weeks. Book is a condensation of “Seven Pillars of Wisdom,” which in turn is .based upon
exploits of the British archeologist tion-holders.
and soldier.
Among those handed options in
Inasmuch as Cinerama Produc- the Col officer fold are Abe Montions early last month announced tague, veepee and general sales
plans for filming “Wisdom” in its manager; treasurer Abe Schneider,
it foreign
third-dimensional
technique,
chief Joseph A. McConwould appear that some conflict ville and producer Irving Briskin.
may develop between the two pro- All these rights were granted the
jected versions. Howeyer, before individuals by the company as inleaving New York for the Coast ducements for extending employyesterday (Tues.) Rose said he had ment contracts.

never been approached by anyone
from Cinerama.
Rose, who recently completed
“Sea Devils” for RKO release, revealed that “Revolt” will be lensed
on location in the Middle East,
Damascus.
principally
around
Meantime, the producer is also
readying .“The African Rifles” to
go before the cameras in Kenya,
British East Africa, the end of
April.

American stars for “Rifles” as
well as a director will be sought
by Rose in a three-week Hollywood
stay. He then returns to Britain
via

New

York.

RKO

Bd. Meeting

Continued from page 3
(2)

and

is

spending this week ac-

quainting himself with the company’s operation and its exec personnel. He’s expected to hop to
the Coast, at the weekend for huddles with Hughes and the board
meeting.
Meanwhile, the first change under the new regime occurred last
weekend with the resignation of

He

Richard Condon.

joined the

Montague was granted the right
purchase 10,000 shares of Col
at $12 per. For inking an

to

common

14, 1946, employment agreement Briskin won an option of
3,500 shares. When the same pact
was extended for a seven-year period from Jan. 1, 1951, he drew a
option.
Likewise,
5,000-share
Schneider was granted a 12,500share option when he inked a new
ticket on March 4, 1949.
These
rights are exercisable at certaifL
periods varying between $11 and
$15 per share.
Despite his legal move in winning an okay to inspect Col's stock
book .Martin said he’s not contemplating a minority stockholder suit
against the company. Through his
discussions with Jack Cohn* he
added, he feels that the management has been briefed insofar as
his views on stock options are concerned.

Oct.

Drop Defiance Tax
Defiance, O., Feb. 3.
City council, which had reduced
3% tax on theatre admissions
last May to lV6-%, has eliminated
the tax: altogether.
Move was effective Jan. 31.

thfe

outfit as ad-pub-exploitation director last October under the shortlived' Arnold Grant regime, Other
,

changes now are expected, with
Perry Lieber, in charge of publicity and exploitation, in N. Y.
from his Coast office for work on
the reorganization.

Condon

is expected to enter legit
He has written a fewone of which, “Mother’s
Day,” is skedded to be staged in

production.
plays,

the spring.

—

Rockefeller Center

p

set

Eisnor, Henry Gaudet, James Mahoney, Donald Sweenie rfnd James

—

New York Theatres

and

officers

estate of T. E. Lawrence (Lawrence
of Arabia), indie producer David
Rose expects to clear film rights
to “Revolt in the Desert” within

Day-dating with RKO
Randforce and Century

locations.

—

(Golden)

Boston, Feb. 3.
The first meeting of Drive-in
Theatres Assn, of New England
was held here last week to elect

of the pic
were seen
significant
because
Howard Hughes, in answer to a

of

This week brought the closing
of the Palomar, formerly the Pantages and one-time hot spot for letter he had received from an
vaude in this region. Its demise American. Legion rep, said last
coincides
with the decline of week he was exerting “concerted
vaude. Now the owners may con- effort” to induce the circuit’s manvert into a bowling alley. Best bet agement to cancel the film. Althis session is “Bad and Beautiful” though he has a controlling block
which shapes great at Music Hall. of stock in the company, Hughes
“Thief of Venice” looms good at explained that he was enjoined
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; 50- Coliseum.
from participating in the chain’s
75)
“Tropic Zone” (Par). Fairish
Estimates for This Week
affairs under court decree. The acLast week, “Thunder' in
$6,000.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65- tual extent of Hughes’ efforts to
East*’ (Par), $6,000.
90)—“Meet Me at Fair” (U) and
curb the pic were not disclosed,
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- “Marshal
Cedar
Rock”
(Rep)
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; (m.o.). Good $3,500. Last week,
Chaplin pic already has conclud700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Lawless Breed” “April in Paris” (WB) (4th wk), ed an 11-day run at RKO’s Albee,
(U) and “Black Castle” (U). Fine $3,200.
Brooklyn first-run, in addition to
$14,000. Last week, “Pal GUs”
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65- bookings at Skouras houses in
(20th) with “Ride the Man Down” 90)—“Thief of Venice” (20th) and Rockland County, N.Y. There were
(Rep) at Tower and Granada, $16,- “Dangerous Assignment” (Iridie). no demonstrations against the film
Good $8,000. Last week, “Break- in any of these situations.
000

Vogue

Drive-In Assn. Prexy

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
IN DAVE ROSE FILMING

RKO’s

Skouras,

Seattle; ‘Venice’

New England

31
are

(Wed.), the outlets including
entire neighborhood chain
spots.

‘Bad’* Rugged $13,000,

*+

first to

—

Last week, -“Flat

Method of Stock Options

mittees to lay groundwork for the
organization. Officers elected were
Ted Rosenblatt, as prexy; Edward
Lider, secretary, and Julian Rif kin,
treasurer. Board of Directors is
comprised of Ray Canavari, Ned

,

(UA) and

“First Legion” (UA). Modest $7,000. Last week, “Don’t Care Girl”
(20th) and “Four in a Jeep” (UA),
$ 8 000
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 2070)
‘‘Lawless
Breed” (U) and
“Black Castle” (U).
Oke $9,500.
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20th’s 3-D Helps
Continued from page 3

been

selling far

below their book

value.

^
Martin, whose organization has
extensive interest in the textile
field, said „ he had bought 5,000
•shares of Columbia Pictures on
Friday (30) and al«o made a substantial buy in 20th-Fox the same
week. “Even without „the developments In third-dimension,” he
stressed, -‘film stocks are a good investment.”
Indicative of its activity in the
financial realm; the Martin company only last week announced that
it owns 81,000 shares of PhillipsJones Corp. (Van Heusen shirts).
Block represents 32% of the 258,036 common outstanding. Martin
is also in the market for another
50,000 shares of P-J common.

Yoon H
TAe Family

Jacobi

OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

DRIVE-IN

manager wanted

Opportunity for experienced Drive-In
Comploto charge thoatro
Manager.
-Preferred ago. about
may apply}.

and

concession.

35.

(Qualified assistant*

Stato • xperience.

Stanford, N. Y,

.Writ*.

P.O.

Box

W

—

.

.

Wednesday, February.

B-gHvis

24,.

1953

4,

.

—
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BombsheD;
Bombshell; Sponsors May Kick

Crew

Yidpix

Quebec

to

Showcase:

Schubert Pacts for O’Seas Bouts

In,

.

TV

Boxing to Get Inti

For ‘Vacationland’ Shots

America”

land

featuring

series

Boxing,

-

currently

occupying

a

major portion of video program-

Get Extra Com
Coin
Trim Live Shows to Get
-~"-^

rc- ,i
Principle of repayment for recertaihty in
a certaiiity
use, which seems ''a
concon.Guild
Actors
Screen
the new Scfeen
will
teleblurbs,
tract' covering
nsher in a new era in film comusher
mercials.
Negotiations between the union
and film producers recessed last
week, with the. industry bargainers
the"" best
obtained the'
they'd obtained'
feeling they’d
SAG* would yield.
possible terms SAG
However, the terms are causing
consternation among advertisers.
American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies reps met Monday (2),

.

Nice
nice

r

n

II
|jf|]f)

live

commercial fees, and consewould probably find it

quently

more economical

td continue? withfilm. It’s pointed out that in the
field, the principle of reJ

radio

(Continued on page 34)
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Coast Windup

On

TV subsid of Allied Artists.
Series has been put on the group’s
unfair list in the latest move in
v idpix produced
its drive
outside the U.S.
v.
Dolph Thomas, chairman of the
Col. Samuel R. Rosenbaum, arunion committee in charge of the
drive, disclosed yesterday 12) that bitrator in the hassle over the
talks had been held with InierSnader Teiescription properties,
pr??y G. Ralph Branton rethree
in
California
leaves for
h
hi had money invited in tho weeks to make preliminary deci^idhe

and an American sportscastcr
do the commentary.

Snader Troubles

*

R

UE
GE

v Hollywood. Feb.

In England, Schubert signed
Daily Express writer Peter Wilson
to handle, selection and reporting
of bouts in London, Nottingham,
Manchester, Glasgow and LeicesHe’s pacted with British proter.
moters Reg King, Belle Vue,
Charles Black, George Grant, Stan
Baker, Albert Hall and Joe Jacobs.
Schubert, who is aiming at 36
fight films per year, will use American technicians to film the bouts

Rosenbaum Sets

vision,

«

1
IIM
|J|
M a
MllS *1-a-Month
i
J a "lT10IlIjl
Plans
*
awa**
|

Burt Balaban, director of pro- pean promoters to film bouts in
-France, Germany, ^ Italy, Belgium
gramming -and production for and England, and is
currently neParamount Television, exits the gotiating with a network for spring
company Feb, 13 to form a new showing of the films.
OutSchubert, just returned from
firm, Princess Pictures, Inc.
Paris, clpsed a deal with French
fit will produce films for TV with
boxing promote^ Gilbert Benaim
Balaban as prez and exec producer
for filming of a minimum of 15
and Gene Martel, former producer fights in European arenas. Among
of screen tests for Paramount, as the boxers to be filmed are Charles
Princess
producer and director.
Humez, middleweight contender;
will groove its product for syndi- Ray Famechon, featherweight
consales
own
its
handle
will
cation and
tender and Hans Neuhaus, heavyand distribution.
aspirant.
Number
weight
of
connecCompany will have no
American boxers will be featured
tion with Par, president of which
in the Benaim bouts.
is Balaban’s father, Barney Balaban.

duced in Denmark, and distributed
in this country by Interstate Tele1

fAV
| v
bIBITI fur
*
Telefilm
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Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Networks., the Assn, of American Advertising Agencies and prospective sponsors have been asked
by the Hollywood AFL Film Coune il no t to buy the “Tales of Hans
Christian Andersen” series pro-

i
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Bing
Succumbs,
^
O ijllCL

,

some spenders may turn to a
greater use of direct selling by thp
talent on local participation shows,
In the field of network shows,
the possibility 'of increasing live
blurbs is' greater. But even here
the backer would have to pay the

i

*

¥¥

’

m

1J

Vf lfl
111 Y
A
ItljW

three commercials could earn
over $7,000 if the blurbs are
given unlimited use by a big
spender for a full year. “At
that rate,” said one megger,

.

.

f

'

I

•

rftrPlvIl
v VQ
I o* I v*

¥1*1

‘Td be smart to cast myself in
“I’d
spots designated for a big ride.
if Alfred. Hitchcock can do it,
If
why can’t I?”
^

raised considerably. It’s estimated
mised
that the increase to the biggest
bankrollers will be about $1,500,000- a year. Some advertisers have
claimed' that they will switch to
live plugs, instead of celluloid inHowserts, on their live shows.
at live
ever, it’s not too likely that
JJ, comcannea
selling
will, replace canned
s-lllng will
probable
Probable
it s
mercials, although it’s
will, be used
that fewer thespers will
in each blurb.
"Film snots will continue to be
used for chain breaks, station
spots and blurbs
identification
«
wbinh are
APP piacea
olaoed arounu
around the
wnicn
country on a market-by-market
VpQiq
adverthe auvex
basis, in tnese cases me
-tiser needs a sales message With
production values not easily obtained on local outlets. Of course,

IT

|\
I IITIVA

.1/1 If

iflost favorable
Under the nflost
conditions, a performer workerne day and lensed in
ing one

drop some

•

**

——

ming, will get a larger share via
films of foreign bouts planned by
indie packager Bernard Schubert.
Schubert has pacted with Euro-

TV

To Form New Yidpic Firm

&

—

union.

.

*

-

2 «*

seven quarter-hour vidpix,^ which
at
will go on NBC-TV Sundays
under
5:30 p.m., starting April 5,
via
Gorp.,
Fram
of
sponsorship
Co., BaltiVanSant, Dugdale

more agency.

thinking of joining the-

tHfey’re
trifey’re

for another week to mull
the situation and see whether the
lipped costs' could- be accommoupped
dated by their budgets. The 4A’s
feels that the increased talent
costs for commercials may force
^bankrollers
,J>ankrollers with tight budgets to

<

*

*

and asked

‘

Work
w orK

’txr_-.i_

Actors
Screen
Proposed
proposed
Guild contract convering teleblurbs would increase pay for
some thespers appearing in the
film spots so much, that some
producers and directors say

•

It looks
shoxvs.
live shoAVS.
chance for the tenta :
like a 50-50 chancV
tive terms to go through.
Costs of the plugs will be

1

Burt Balaban Exits Par

3.

Bing Ctosby has finally agreed fo
do television for General Electrie
ending his long holdput
thus
against the ‘medium. The Groaner’s
*
tnVlniv
<v«nnnnv ±Jing
Bine uiosoy
rroqhv
vidpix company,
own
will handle producEnterprises,
k
Crnshv
starring ^rosny,
tion ot the telepic ot-irrin^
but producer of the series will

the arenas and spots
from which the shows will origPalais des Sports
Baris’
inate are
and Salle »Wagrain; the Palais des
Sports in Brussels, Liege and Lille,
respectively; Milan’s Stadc Vigorelli; the Stadio JRoma in. Rome
and Westerfalle Stadium in Ger-

. u uattu
10
wanted toAtitbact
vmpix, ana
and warned
sions in repayment of investors in
considerable
expressed
He’ll
firms.
Rranton’ss 1Fridav
rjaay anan the now inoperative
surprise at nramon
partners
nouncement that he had inked for air charges of the
telenix
mnre “Andersen”
determine
Andersen teiepxx.
other,
more
each
against
Reps of the senes involved lin- how much they may have to conmost likely be Bill Morrow, his AM
mediately struck back coming tribute towards repayment of inproducer-writer.
AttorCrosby’s telepix shows will prob- they weren t even notified.
vestors, and find a formula for
ably be on a once-a-month basis, **ey Harold-Geffen, reppmg KEM,
settling the claims of the 0 two
and Young &,Rubicam hopes to get American affiliate of Scandmavianfilm groups of investors.
the first of the series on the air American Productions, Danish
S eries
e
Col. Rosenbaum revealed that
in May. Consequently every effort which
,nT
’uthe AFL position: he’s set a price of $300,000 on the
is being made to begin production
the
they
must
not
take
yet,
but
package comprising .the 39 Dick
immediately, since Crosby plans a
position of banning pictures of Tracy films and 13 Korda features.
European trek soon.
were
the
films
said
type.
He
this
United Television Programs, which
Agency reps. Morrow and CrosCopenhagen by a Danish he assigned distribution rights
by were discussing possible pattern s h°t
for the^series in Palm Springs the company to gain authenticity, but for the package, will buy the films
American in 90 days, providing title legalididn’t deprive a single Amencan
nast
Huddles centered on it uicini
past week.
whether Crosby’s series should.be worker of a job, >vas financed by ties can be worked out.
funds,
not
frozen
Danish
coin
and
musical variety or dramatic, and
Preliminary investigation by the
Geffen said he intends to meet
if It is variety; arrangements will
arbitrator shows that all of the
adding
“the
unions'
be made for .audience to be on with Brewer,
$800,000 still due the investors in.
hand to register applause and can’t step on all these foreign the Snader firms won’t be availcountries, not when 53% of picture
laughter, a 1a “I Love Lucy.”
able from proceeds of the properCrosby vidpix will be on CBS- revenue comes from -them.”
ties, and be may force the partners
Reiterating the union's policy
TV. The Groaner has made only
to contribute.
vidpix
macie
abroad,
'two TV appearances, one to emcee against
One phase of his decision last
an Olympic telethon -with Bob Thomas said it was the AFL belief
only one reason, week was to remove Lou Snader
this was;
wasl done tor
for omy
a brief guester for ims
Hope, the other -a
from partnership in the Snader
(Continued on page 40)
Hope on the Colgate Comedy Hour.

many.

Thomas
.

-
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Gering Sets Italy
Vidpix Venture
Novel scheme for luring top

m

.
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grams, in which Frye

is
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Larson: Says Market

a partner

^

HttSHF

IT'

w%

May Break

^

a

«

fit

Giving

TV

_ _
.
Sales include five renewals of old
.
Market -for regent-vintage films
contracts, four new dealpin established markets and 18 sales for television showing is beginning
in new markets. In two of the key to break wide open, in the op inmarkets, Los Angeles and Atlanta; i
T flr<;n n ’ WPIX
lon off
B nnett LarSO
*
two stations have bought the liThe New York
fcrary,* marking an abandonment of general manager.
the “exclusive” basis on' which the Daily News station exec, who re-

Product of Majors
„

.

i

r
G

Snader. library* was sold. Departure
UTP from the “exclusive” policy has brought on a court suit in
L. A. Current- deals simply call
for use of the library for two years
by purchaser, with no exclusivity
guaranteed.

’

—

=
,

•

turned from the Coast last week
after buying a package of 36 films
released during the 1947-1951 pe-.
r
said’ that thus far the situaJ°4»
tion holds true for independent
productions, but that there’s a possibility the
majors may cnange
their
before the year
attitude

,

.

,

.

CVADy*,

PROCKTER 'BIG ST0RY
FOR THEAtRF
FASF
TUA
inDAIAC. RFJ
AALLAjJA

•

vicini,

NLRB

.

hurry is to sell to television.
Situation doesn’t hold for the madis
s
hey fl na ce
,
^
Q
^betheir
WI
an
.d
P r0( u ctlons
cause ±u
they\ve gotJ .to cope with exhibitor pressure,
in a

^

,

WPIX has evolved a satisfactory
way cf pi&ying off the pix, said
Larson, through its “First Show,”
which shows the same picture

five

times a week at the same time,
Since it requires several showings
to pay off the cost and
0 f a fii
show some profit, a formula to
ward off audience resentment
against multiple showings had to
J*P.
Bennett, whose film acquisitions
(Continued on page 40)
|
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Rome with Dr. Sandro Pallahead of INCOM, the Italian
newsreel outfit.
Under the deal,
English-speaking Italian film stars
and American feature players will
be used to produce series of suspense-type half-hour vidpix for dis:
tribution here.
Additional shootwhich ing will enable the firm to combine
Teiescription
Sales Co.,
will now change its name, and to groups of three and four yidpix
give Snader sole ownership of into full-length theatrical features
Snader Telescriptions, the produc- for distribution in Europe, with the
ing company, which is currently native stars speaking their own
lensing the Liberace series for language and Italian dubbed in for
the American-filled roles.
Guild Films.
Among those Italian stars pacted
are Valentina Cortese, Gina Lollobrigida, Silvana Pampanini and
Weighs Vidpix
Lea Padovani. Americans set for
the telepix include Akim Tamiroff
Writers Bargaining Bid and Francis Lederer. Aubrey Wisberg has completed eight scripts
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Petition of Television Writers of with Continental backgrounds for
America for single bargaining the series, to be called “Theatre of
units, representing TV scripters at the Doomed.”
Gering and Pallavicini are curfour vidpix companies; was taken
under advisement by NLRB after rently negotiating with a French
producer
for the same kind of a
an official hearing at which TWA
was opposed by the Authors deal. First three pix will be shot
League of America and the Screen in three weeks, on location in
Italy, and will be edited in PallaWriters Guild.
Latter asked for multi-employer vicini's new four-stage studio in
Rome.
Use of a central character
bargaining units at the companies,
consisting of Don Sharpe Enter- or animal will enable producers to
Joan Davis Productions,
prises,
(Continued on page 40)
Filmcraft and Russell Seeds Advertising Co. TWA contends there
is no reason for multi-employer
SIGNS
units. Both sides were given three
In

i

’53,
53,

Snader

by

»

'

In

TV and film production outhere, has set up a corporation

prises,

.

t

for-

eign film stars for American vidpix has been worked out by indie
producer Marion Gering. Gering,
who returned from Italy over the
weekend, leaves again for Rome in
time to start shooting three of the
pix March 1.
Gering, who heads GL Enter-

.

Studio Films topper Ben Frye
has racked up sales of his musical
vidpix- library of over* $500,000
since Dec. .1, when he augmented

to

Among

is

<

.

told Variety he is currently being
offered fi lrils at the f. ate 0 f about
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
five per week, and has feaclied the
“The Big Story*” long time top- position where he has to turn down
rater on radio and now TV, is to offers because he can't play off
be filmed by Bernard Prockter for those he has rapidly enough. He
theatrical release. Here from N.Y. said he had additional deals cookto pilot a story line comedy star- ing. on the Coast, but had to hold
ring Walter Brennan, Prockter said off on. them until he can play off
his independent picture veture is the -films he’s currently got.
completely financed but no release
WPIX exec attributes the break
In the market, which he says has
Pilot of “Story” goes before the- occurred iff the. past five- months, to
cameras tomorrow (Wed.) at Mo- pressure on the indie producers,
tion Picture Center, with Will Films
were originally produced
Jason directing from Jerry Brew* through bank financing, and inler a- script. Before leaving N. Y. tial*
runs didn’t make enough, to
cr s °ld, Qufck- as a Flash” pay off the'' banks, he says. Now,
^f°^r£
was hmg machine, over backers- of the productions want
dramatic inserts will be tie. rest e£ -their money, and. the
Rimed in Hollywood.
only way the producers can get it
,

i

Current Product on
"
,

,

KTLA

Hollywood, Feb.

TV

TASHUN

weeks to

3.

has. closed deal with
Robe#. L. Llppert for a; bafeh
of biAst-recently-made films
ever.! sold to. ieevee. Package
of 56 pix, made in 1951-52,
sold for $80,000.
Some are
still playing theatrical dates,
so the station wity.get them at
"the rate' of two a. month.
.

i

KTLA

all

trailers

arid

other

publicity matter’ used in the*
theatrical release*. P lx include
“Little B?g Horn,” “Savage
Drums-,” and “Return of .Jesse

James.”

»

-

-

Claims Yidpii Breach
1

•

NBC

.

-*

,.

Lippert's' tele subsid, -Telepictures, will turn over to

file briefs.

*

Los* Anfceles,' Feb. 3.
Suit for $17,550, charging breach
of contract, was filed by Alfred
Apaka, - Hawaiian singer.* in Superior Court against; John J. Franklin and Franklin Television Productions.
Plaintiff declares -he signed a
pact as^ emcee and entertainer in
52 musical featurettes -to be telefilmed in Hawaiiv
He claims he
was paid fbr the first 13 films but
not for the other 39.

FOR

‘DAISY’ TELEPIX
v *Holly.wded',.Feb. 3.

Frank, TashUn Co. has hiked a
to; produce 3R half-hour teleNBA' and began testing this

deal

piX; for

Week

for twt»

unknown femmes
5

to

leads in the s'eTies tagged,
“Oops, It’s Daisy.”
Lester Llnsk* Y.p. of tile firm,
set the deah, Firm is now organize
ing its production- crew, and begins shooting in a few- weeks.
Tashlin will produce on a partnership basis, and* will- direct arid write
the first telefilm, and function in
a supervisory capacity for the
remaining 38.

play

*

.
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.
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N.Y. Baseball
Significant in the overall reorganization pattern* at NBC is the
heavy accent on ex-CBS administrative talent now functioning, in
top areas at the web. This is in sharp contrast to the heavy NBCto-CBS migration of a. few years ago, although in that instance it
involved the cream of the performing talent (Jack Benny, Amos
Andy, et al.) rather than administrative talent.
Frank White, the new NBC prexyy is ex-CBS treasurer and prez
William H. Fineshriber, who joins White
of Columbia Records.
at NBC as v.p. and general manager, was a program exec at CBS.
Davidson Taylor, Jr., who heads up jpublic affairs programming for
NBC, was William S. Paley’s top program man at Columbia. Taylor’s
predecessor in CBS programming was Douglas Coulter, who at the
time of his death two weeks ago, was an. NBC-TV exec producer.
Worthington L. (Tony) Miner, one of the vets in CBS television
who achieved distinction with “Studio One,” is now on the NBC-TV
-

Manie Sacks, who until his recent ascendancy to the RCA Victor
helm, was chief troubleshoote'r and pactee for top NBC-TV talent,
is ex-CBS* Columbia Records.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Far greater significance than a
caxi be attached
widely-quoted *!strangethings-are-happening” tag line associated with Red Buttons, CBSTV’s newest comedy click. The implications go much deeper, spelling
out, in fact, some revealing conclusions in "the deep-rooted NBC vs.

now

rivalry for topdog status in
the competitive TV picture.

The recent emergence of both
the Buttons and Jane Froman'l

the
number of investment and brokerage houses using radio and television for advertising purposes.
increase

in

Rise parallels the expansion of
the mutual fund business, and is
especially

‘

noteworthy in view of

the fact that stations permit advertising of only an institutional naBrokers can’t advertise speture.
cific stocks or bonds or mutual
funds, but can only point out ad-

vantages

of

type of investof using

that

Brrrr!
There were plenty of red
around CBS-TV last
Thursday (29) when the Garry
Moore daytime show, sponsored by the Deep Freeze
faces

makers, ran into audio trouble
for a couple of minutes. The
stand-in announcer filled the
time by expressjtng the regrets
of the client, but' unfortunate*
ly tagged it as Frlgidaire—-a

company.

ment and the advantage

rival

the brokerage house in question.
Latest' addition to 'the ranks in
B. G. Phillips Sc Co., which picks
up the Tuesday night 15-minute
segment of WABD’s “Headline
News Edition” effective Feb. 10.
Pact, set through Hirshon-Garfield
agency, marks the firm’s first radio
or TV venture.

Deep Freeze boys practically
blew their top.
Following day, Moore did a
two-minute filmed bit for in-

.

sertion in the kine going to
stations that pick up the show
on a delayed basis.

Financial World magabought a 15-minute Sunday morning segment over WOR
for a discussion show on financial

world starting Sunday (8). WOR,
incidentally, has three other financial0 programs currently on the air,

Bache

&

Peabody
Work.”

Miami’s Big Push

As TV-Originating

Co.’s “Today's. Business,”

United Business Service’s “Your
Investment World,” and Kidder,

&

Co.’s

“Your Money

at

Centre for Comics

Miami, Feb. 3.
Kidder, Peabody a couple of
Miami Beach city officials, hotel
ago pacted for spots on
WOR’s Barbara Welles' daytime ses- association representatives, ChamCommerce toppers and
sion and WNBC’s nightly Skitch ber of
Henderson airer. Investment firm Southern Bell Telephone execs
weeks

TV will meet this week (Thursday) to
discuss ways and means of exup a panding dbaxial cable facilities to
onc-shot show over WOR early enable winter telecasts by the bigthis month to mark expansion of ger TV names who commute here
its offices.
Bache and Financial for the sun between programs. PerWorld pacts are handled by Al- sonalities such as Arthur Godfrey,
bert Frank Guenther Law agency. Walter Winchell, Martha Raye and
Doremus & Co. agents Kidder, Pea- Milton Berle were among names
mentioned by the publicity-minded
body.
also

had a heavy Christmas
December.

pitch in

Bache

Sc

Co. will also pick

groups involved.
Coficlave stems irom a drive inaugurated by Beach public Rela-

N.Y.-to-LA. Trek

(both

representa-

have characterized NBC
deals over the past few years.

terns), that

Director

tions

Hank Meyer

last

For ‘Studio One’

Harry Ackerman, CBS-TV’s programming chief on the Coast, was
in New Tr ork last week for huddles
with programming veepee
HubbelJ Robinson, Jr., and among
the areas of discussion was the sifting of the TV network's program

determine" which New
York-originating Shows could be
rosters

to

shifted

to

on the

the
Coast.

new #CBS*TV

grams from here.Civic group couldn’t understand
telephone company’s explanation
that only one cable was in operation and that they could not guarantee

continued telecasts if the
broke down, pointing up
(Continued on page 38)

facility

City

(The new edifice
Rets some stepped-up activity this
week and next when the-. Alan
Young and Ken* Murriy shows
preem cm alternatb-v^eek basis.)

It’s likely dihat theoWestlhgbbu.seSponsored. “StudidrfOne^i will be the
first of the ; major -CBS-TVJ productions to .make- the-fN.v YhtoL. - A.
transition. '^Thus
thfere has
;

been mrihajor dramatic showcase
emanating from the Coast on a live
basis. Shift of “Studio One” would
mark the initial .attempt to vest
such a property with top calibre
film names, thus giving it the .same
stature on TV that “Lux Radio
Theatre” has enjoyed 'in radio for
nearly a score of years*

TODAY’S’ $1,000,000
BIZ

ON BOOKS FOR

.

1

Omnibus’ Status

For Next Season

.

.

crisis

stems frorii ReLouis Brown§

St.

Cards for a cut in television

arid

and radio receipts of the other
clubs.
As a result of the refusal
of the Yankees, Giants, and Dodgers to acceed to these demands,
following is the N. Y. video and

AM

situation:

1.

cut

The Yankees have decided to
games out of then* home
schedule and televise them

13

TV

from the road. They’ve also, decided not to broadcast (AM) their
22 games with Veeck's St. Louis
Browns, either from Yankee Stadium or from St. Louis.
2. The Giants have eliminated
the telecasts of 11 home .games
with the St. Louis Cards from their
schedule,, and will pick up the 11
games from the road. No change
has been announced in radio plans
will broadcast the fuff

—Giants

Remains

in

Doubt

season's 154 games.

3.
The Dodgers, according to
club prexy Walter O’Malley, are
studying
the situation .carefully,
Despite the flurry of excitement which the Ford Foundation- but so far^have reached no decision on televising road games. Club
inspired “Omnibus” series occa- still stands on its previous com-

TV circles this season, mitments of televising home games
some doubt as to whether and broadcasting both home and
away.
the 90-minute program will reAll this is viewed among all
turn to the CBS-TV airlanei when
(Continued on page 40)
’52-’53
winds up its
it
semester
sioned in
there’s

ship
that

All the

3.

present sponsor-

date.

DaveAdamsUpped

To Key NBC Role

.

•

WO

tributed

toward easing the-

NBC

HENRY WHITE EXITS
CBS-TV PROGRAM DEPT.

intact.

anxieties.

of the nation's prize stations.

That Gen. Sarnoff doesn’t intend
to sit back and let the Columbia
boys run whole hog in TV (or, for
that matter, radio, where CBS now
has pulled way out, in front on billings), is, of course, an accepted
premise.
Big Question
However, with Frank White installed as the new preXy; with William II. Fineshriber, bis. ex-Mutual

moving

in

';

as ’V-P^-general

NORMAN BOGGS INTO
TOP MUTUAL BERTH?

Henry White has exited CBS-TV
manager of the programming department. He plans

as business

Norman Boggs, exec of the Don
Lee network on the Coast, is re-

to return to

portedly being considered for a
key berth in the Mutual web’s
Gotham headquarters. It’s specu-

partneredwith Dick Gorqon in World Video.)

that he'll be brought east
from the western branch .of Tom
O’Neil’s General Tele-radio empire
to take over some of the duties to
be surrendered by William Fineshriber, when the latter leaves the
post of
exec v.p. to join Frank
White, Ills old boss, at NBC.
lated

MBS

Boggs, who in 1949 had been
brought to N. Y. from Ralph Atlass' midwest stations to streamline,

WMCA,

.

air.

Current

mands by the

When the NBC board of direclate
Prointo a cost-per-thougram. costing $60,000 a week to tors meets for its monthly session
sand rating payoff that’s racking up
produce, has been a profitable Friday (6), David Adams vfill be
a far more enviable record, than
venture client-wise, with its five- appointed a veepee, operating on
the returns accruing from such
participating
sponsorship ap adipintstrative level.* (Board
$5Q,000-$60,000
NBC items as way
will also officially announce (resigwrapup, and its acceptance
“Comedy Hour” and “Show of erally is reflected in. the fact genthat nation of William H. Fineshriber,
Shows.” despite the latter shows’
CBS-TV was able to pact 45 sta- prexy Frank White's ex-teammate
high rating position. Clincher, too,
tions for a live pickup of the Sun- at Mutual, as v.p. and general manhas been the emergence *o£ a
day afternoon stanza.
However, ager of the AM-TV networks.)
$13,000-budgeted (small potatoes
Adams thus moves into a major
is that, on a
production
in
CBS item, “Suspense,” into feeling
He has
level, the program generally* has operational role at NBC.
the Top 10 bracket.
been unable to maintain the ini- been engaged in special projects
And the ironic fact that CBS not tial high potential, despite its for the 'web, and played a key part
only borrowed from NBC’s particiin blueprinting the NBC re-intelaudatory aims.
pation-sponsor formula in throwing
gration pattern which brought the
Because of the still-existing posits Jackie Gleason .show against
AM and TV networks under a sin“All Star Revue,” but wound up sibility that y ‘Omnibus” may re- gle administrative umbrella.
taking. the audience play away from turn in the fail,, CBS-TV is pedthe star-rotating program (cueing dling the 90-minute segments in
a bid to keep the staton. lineup
its demise), hasn't particular^ con-

afim^istra'tlVe^ Ve^pe^ role, the
jackpot. is evidenced from the fact the
operational functionaries represent
that thus far client commitments
a
high - powered
administrative
for ”53 exceed the $1,000,000 mark.
Approximately $250*000 of tllat quartet, probably one of the slickamount represents contracts pact- est in broadcasting.
But the question being projected
ed during January.
is: 'Whgye
are tfie showmen at
Short-term sponsorship pattern
NBC?
Silvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
evolved for “Today” permits tor
who
forthe
past three years has
frequent turnover in bankroUer
spearheaded the web!s cr qativc prodeals With #n 4mnual biUingjg pogramming-efforts,
has now become
tential -of about $5,000,000. At the
vicc-chaii-maif bL the NBC board,
.present rate it’s strictly a black ink
(Continued on page 38)
operation,
'

—

comedy genre

aide,

’53

the
>

commitments expire as of
These include Willys,
Greyhound Bus. Remington Rand,
hours per week than NBC (chiefly Scott Paper Co. and American
because of a more favorable day- Machine & Foundry Co.
time and Sunday afternoon comWhether or not Ford Foundamercial picture'.
The Columbia „tion will drop the show will probweb has parlayed its “I Love Lucy” ably be determined at an execuand sundry items of the situation tive session
in February.

ing
'

)

May

CBS-TV, on the basis of latest
calculations, has managed to pull
out in front with more sponsored

in local newspapers questionThis has been in the face of
Southern Bell’s inability to
NBC’s superior affiliate facilities,
northbound
-guaranteed
supply
particularly in the enviable onecable facilities, pointing up un- station
markets where-. NBC has
successful attempts by Godfrey
enjoyed a virtual monopoly on
and Winchell to beam tlieir pro- some

week

on the one .side by Frank
White, the web’s new prexy,
and (during the periods of itsj
occupancy
by the office of
ex-board chairman Niles Trammell, which is being reserved
for the exclusive use of Da-

the board room is now undergoing extensive alterations.
Where the board meets
henceforth is now the $84
question at NBC.

If, a$ is reported, RCA board
chairman, David Sarnoff, has decided to play a more dominant role
in the affairs of NBC, behind the
move is seen some anxieties over
the manner in which his major
rival, CBS’ William S. Paley, has
forged ahead into a new sphere of
influence and affluence without in-4
volving the network in the kind
of long range top-coin commit-

.pat-

That’s the N. Y. AMbaseball picture to date sponsors have all been pacted, the stations -are set to start operations*
almost all the broadcasting talent
is .set, but everything’s still -up in

Sarnoff, EGA's generalissimo. Weaver moves in about
the* middle of February and

administrative aspect,, pinpoints to
an even greater degree what’s been
happening in the competitive race
between the networks.

ments (on talent and program

come down.

vid

coupled with the approaching demise of the $50,D0O-a-week “All
Star Revue” (a major casualty in
the NBC-TV super-production technique), throws into^sharp focus the
conflicting, widening philosophies
attending the rival operations.
The brand new echelon shuffle
at NBC, where the high command
accent is almost exclusively on the

Chief Irony

Ou AM,

zine has

roster

-

months has regis-4

Of

TV

dio City, N. Y., headquarters,
being converted into offices
tor Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
NBC .vice chairman of the
board. Thus, he’ll be flanked
is

CBS

CBS-TV

Past couple of
tered a marked

O

vise and broadcast the games are
frantically waiting for the ball to

one
of the most elaborate' layouts
on the “echelon floor” at Ra-

mere catchphrase

to the

tive of the Columbia pattern of
modest - budgeted
programming),

Investment Brokerage Houses

N

f Bill Veeck hit a pop fly, and the
Gotham baseball clubs, the advertisers and the stations who tele-

Centerpiece
The NBC board room,

Shows as commercial entries on the

Radio-TV Rakes in Coin From

in Middle

Rhubarb on Radio-TV Coverage

V

payroll.

dobs

left the Nathan
Straus
indie couple of years ago to join
Don Lee. He's Number 3 -man in
the Coast setup, under Willett

Brown and Ward Ingram.

independent producCBS about

tion. (Prior to, joining
three, years agjp he was

Succeeding White at CBS will be
Louis Stone, who^ has been in the
business affairs department.

.

Barkley’s 9.0 Teeoff

Ex-Vice President Alben Bark“Meet the Veep” show on
NBC-TV nearly tied CBS-TV’s
“Omnibus” rating on his first time
out Sunday (1), according to a
special Trendex nose-count in six
cities where the two shows arc
ley’s

competitive.

Veep hit a 9.0 rating (with
21.4% share of audience) against

the 9.8 rating (and 23 Z c/o share)
for the -higher-budgeted “Omnibus” show was devoted entirely to
Garroway's
Deal
-a Metop version of “Fledermaus”
Dave Garro way has .signed a new
Top dog in the period in the six
pact with NBC, committing him to cities covered (N.Y., Chi, Washingtiie early-morning “Today” .show ton, Cleveland, Baltimore and Cofor another year,
lumbus) was ABC-TV's “Super
Garro way’s 1953 salary, ii’s un- Circus,” with a *21.2 rating and
iderstood, calls for $2,500 ,a week* 50:5% share of audience.

New

1
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WKAB-TY

iit

Parlays Broken Camera

Bonanza

Into Charity

Mobile, Feb. 3.

What

out

started

gency on WKAB-TY,

as-

an emer-

new

Mobile’s

Math Production

a
station, ^turned out to be
multifold blessing last Thursday
When both of the sta(29) night.

Dick Holland, formerly on
DuMont’s "Flying Tigers,” has
been teaching math at Colum-

UHF
A number

bankr oilers-^
are currently, on the prowl for new
agency affiliations, seeking to bring
of video

their billings into

which, they

more

feel,

(&

Somebody

agencies
give them
more personalsittall

will

and

service

Mister

ized activity.

Mrs.) Plus
Mutual must

at

his

have

gotten

mixed.

Web, which

special

Mr.

is

signals
airing a

and Mrs. panel

show Feb. 7 as

of

part

its

live
the station put on a five-hour
improtnptu show that resulted in
and
$1,100 for the March of Dimes
and
a sharp indication of the type
s
strength of reception of

“Wife Week” promotion, has

The development is a countertrend to the growing number of
mergers among small and medium-

invited Irving Mansfield and
his wife, actress Jacqueline
Susann, (o appear on the show.
Mansfield is a CBS staff producer.

sized agencies, who are finding
that the high cost of servicing tele
clients prods them into consolidations as a means of making operaIn recent
tions more profitable.
months, Owen & Chapell was absorbed *by Kenyon & Eckhardt,
J. D. Tarcher and Cecil & Presbrey
blended, ^nd other agencies joined
forces to solve the problems created by video's drain oh ad budg-

.

'

15,000 Stores Set

•

bia University for five years.
Last week he answered a casting call to play a.college senior

cameras broke down,

film

tion’s

in a tele show.

Producer turned him /down

as looking too young.

WKAB

When Tom

’n’

Literati

for professional help. Entertainers
volunteered their aid, and the
show developed into a pitch for
the March of Dimes,* After five
hours, 408 listeners had phoned in
contributions with their names and

Hoopla on NBC-TV

TV

:

26-Marcli 5, the first major merAccording to this line of reason- chandising effort to be launched
an advertiser^ with perhaps by a TV network. Stores in 60 cities
$1,000,000 annually to spend, won’t covered by the daytime tele show,
get as much attention in an agency responded fco well that web upped
;

ing,

number

6’*

as

m

a smaller firm where he’s “client
number 1, 2 or 3.”, It’s argued that
in a top-drawer agency the time
buyer, for example, is too busy
working on all accounts to devote
full attention to any one client.
An opposing view is that the time
buyer in the bigger agency? with
the weight of several accounts, has
more pull and that consequently a
small advertiser will do better
(Continued on page 34)'

It’s

ID s In

CBS Talent Quest
In ‘Radio Omnibus’

Stanfa will not be an amateur
show, but will be devoted to pros
and semi-pros, or persons in One
phase of show business who want’
to try out in another field. There
will be no contest, no competition,
no prizes. Talent will be paid.
While show is aimed at AM, it s
also expected to serve as a dry-rpn

and the products. Campaign

is

mul-

headed up by Fred N. Dodge,
merchandising director.
Ted Collins, producer of the program, is mapping several special

features for the A/eek. -Affiliated
stations are also tieing in on the

promotion.

As

a result of the stimulus

from

the food promotion, merchandising
department has received inquiries
from other industries and sponsors
and will follow suit on other shows.

Godfrey’s Global Tour

Moore Set as CBS Subs

INTO ‘ALL STAR’ TIME

Eddie Albert will take over the
Arthur Godfrey morning stints on

With the Saturday night “All CBS (AM & TV) from Feb. 9-20,
Star Revue” fading in April, al- while Godfrey makes a world tour
location of the two half-hour segments shapes up thusly: Philip
Morris, on behalf of its Dunhill
kingsize cigarets, will probably
move into the 8 to 8:30 slot with
its
r>

Robert Cummings

of U. S, strategic air command
bases with General Curtis LeMay.
•

It will be the first time in seven
years that Robert Q. Lewis hasn’t

“My Hero” subbed

for Godfrey on his daytime

vidpix series, now seen at 7:30 p.m. shows. (Latter is involved in a mulPet Milk, one of the ‘’All Star” tiplicity of his own shows). Move
participating sponsors, has put in is part: of the buildup the web is
an order for the 8:30 to 9 period giving Albert, who Is now a CBS
for its own half-hour program, still contractee.
to be selected.
Garry Moore will take on the
Godfrey “Talent Scouts” telecasts
while Godfrey wings around the
.

Bayuk Expands
Buys

in

WABD

TV,

Moore will also do one of
the Wednesday evening “Friends”

Fisticuffs

TV-ers, with Victor Borge a possibility for the other “Friends”

globe.

Bayuk Cigars expands its stake telecast.
in television by picking up cosponsorship of Monday night fights
from Brooklyn’s Eastern Parkway

discount

is offered.

package of 14 IDs in Class A
time can be had for $952, with each
spot averaging a rating of 4.2.
Total weekly listener impressions
is 4,837,996, bringing the cost per
thousand to 20c, according to
WCBS sales topper Henry Untermeyer.

A

<*

Setup
4

short, TV salesmanship is more
than skin deep, and the smart
agency spends a lot of time probing around in the subconscious
looking for the “real” reasons peoThis means, in
ple buy things.
the words of Edward Weiss, prexy
of Weiss & Geller and leading exponent of the motivation school
of huckstering, that the ad man
of today has to have more than a
nodding acquaintance with such

WABD, DuMont’s

flag-

psychology, sociology- and anthropology.
This means the agency braintrusters will

CBS Radio

is

dropping

have to expand their

vocabulary to embrace such words
and phrases as narcissism. Oedipus
complex, frustration tolerance, agthors and publishers. To help sta- gression transference, and id. Or,
problems
the
of
tions with some
as one orserver put it after hearinvolved, a new service has been ing Weiss expound his thesis at the
Chi TV Council last week: “Maybe
Literary
tagged
Y.,
N.
formed in
the big agency of the future will
Clearance, Inc.
be FMM&H, for Freud, Mead,
Stations needing clearance of Menniger and Hooton.”
music and songs can get it through
Emotional Drives
Broadcast Music, Inc., or the AmerWeiss makes a strong ^ase for
ican Society of Composers, Authors
that the emotional drives
thesis
& Publishers. But no central body his
exists for clearing' into on poetry are too frequently overlooked in
or other literary material. And the attempting to get ‘people to buy
new amendment, which went into things. This is especially true in
effect Jan. 1, makes it a copyright video salesmanship, he believes,
infringement to air such copyright- when too often not only are the
blurbs misdirected but the' show
ed material without permission.
It’s a comparatively small field, itself causes the wrong ‘‘emotional
some
use
stations
climate.”
all
but almost
material that comes under the new
Crime shows, for example, someruling. LCI will serve as a research times miss the mark for particular
outfit (for a $3-per-item fee) telling advertisers because -of their panic
the station whether any story, poem stimulus. WeiSs points out the
or article is free for broadcasting panic syndrome is marked by
or requires a license. If a license memory loss, so obviously stirring
is needed it will obtain one for a up the TV audience to even a
$2 service charge. The service is
(Continued on page 40)
for non-dramatic use of material
and doesn’t cover licensing for dramatic performance.
New amendment is proving a

headache to publishers, who don’t
know whether to charge for permission to broadcast a poem, or

how much to charge. Further, in
many cases it’s not clear whether

Drees Vice Hodges.

At Pabst Ringside

the publisher has the right to grant
permission or whether the author
Chicago, Feb. 3.
retains that right. Hinterland staJack Drees has been pacted by
tions don’t know whom fo contact,
Suit Vs. Dennis
although the networks can turn the Pabst to work the Wednesday night
Dennis James, TV emcee and matter over to their literary clear- CBS-TV boxing bouts when Russ
Hodges v checks off to handle the
announcer, failed to pay $37,963 ance departments.
telecasts of the New York Giants
for services rendered in his behalf,
baseball games. Hodges leaves the
the William Morris Agency charged
Pabst show March 4 to cover the
in a suit brought against him*in Chuck
Safari
spring training sessions.
N. Y. Supreme Court this week.
It’s claimed that he reneged on
The suds firm’s regular winter
Turns Into Major
$1,722 worth of commissions in the
fisticuff schedule winds up June
period from September? through
10 with the possibility that it may
Promotion for
November in 1952 and also owes
again work out a deal with the
$36,241 incurred for placement at
International Boxing Club for a
Houston, Feb. 3.
various other times.
What started out last year as a series of warm weather bouts to
Morris Agency, whose original gag has turned into a top promo- tide it over the summer as was
complaint was dismissed by Justice tional stunt for KPRC and KPRC- done last year.
Pabst has been
Steuer last Wednesday (28), was TV here.
Pat Flaherty, station's holding onto its choice Wednesday
permitted to file an amended com- news director; Reese
Lockett, arena CBS-TV slot the year’ around.
plaint by Monday (2).
Court first director of the
Drees continues with his Monday
Houston Fat Stock
tossed out the suit on James’ moShow and some 200 others saddled night local boxing show via
tion that “no facts” were cited in
up
Saturday (30) for a 70-mile trip WENR-TV beamed from the Rain-v
the two causes of action. His at
bo Arena and his regular studio
tomey also characterized the $o bring Gov Alan Shivers’ official sport shows on the .same station.
state flag down, the Old Salt Trail
papers as replete wtih “insuffito the annual show.
ciency.”
Whereas Flaherty and Lockett
In granting James* motion for
rode the trail with a lone cowhand FCC’S $4,000,000
dismissal. Justice Steuer held that
last year as a gag, this year they
“brevity is a highly desirable qualnot only had 200 riding along with
ity in, a pleading but when it is arrived at by omission Of all the facts them, but- broadcast the trip via
Washington, Feb. 3.
on which plaintiff relies it ceases radio and teevee. In each town
Approximately $4,000,000 worth
along the route, they were honto be a virtue.” Court then added
of TV property changed hands last
that the Morris Agency could serve ored by local Chamber of Comweek when the.FCC okayed transan amended complaint upon pay- merce groups and the citizenry.
and WMBR-TV in
fers of
ment of $10 costs. Wilzin
Hal- The chuck wagon safari ended yes- Jacksonville, Fla., and
(TV)
terday (Tues.) outside the KPRC
perin reps the talent office.
in Atlanta, Ga. The Florida stastudios.
WashTop stStion execs, incidentally, tions were purchased by the
470,000.
made the trip too but in an air- ington (D.C.) Post for
Sarnoifs Drexel
The Georgia station was sold to
conditioned Cadillac.
for
Philadelphia, Feb; 3.
Corp.
Broadcasting
Crosley

James

Wagon

TV STATION TRANSFERS

WMBR

&

Award

“The

WLTV

—

-

David Samoff,' chairman of the
board of Radio Corp. of America,
received the annual engineering
and science award of Drexel Institute of Technology, 129).
Samoff
was cited for “pioneer and epochal
contributions to radio and television” by Drexel’s Federation of
1

Line-up,” currently beamed Wed
nesdays at 10 p.m., after the Feb.
weeks, effective Monday (2).
18 broadcast.
The Spring ByingCigar firm has been carrying
ton series, “December Bride,” will
ABC-TV’s new Saturday night take the
slot on Feb. 25.
boxing series solo, but splits down
“Bride’s” present 6 p.m. Sunday
the middle with Johnson’s Wax
period will be taken over by the
starting April -25.

Contract runs for 52

'

fields as psychiatry, psychoanalysis,

Leftwich’s Scout

Show

Ed Leftwich, TV producerdirector of “Bride and Groom” and
“Live Like a Millionaire,” is packaging a new dramatic adventure series, keyed to principles of the Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts.
Engineering' Societies.
Titled “Sandy Wright, World
Annual Engineer’^ Day address Scout,” projected series will be
new American Bakers dramatic was made by Dr. E. W. Engstrom, produced under auspices of the
WABD pact was set through El- series, as yet untitled, effective v.p. in charge of the RCA Labora- Scout organizations. Pilot film will
lington & Co. agency.
Feb. 22.
tories, at Princeton, N. J.
be lensed shortly.
via

ship in N. Y.

,

Morris Agency’s 37G

•

CBS Drop* Lme-up

Arena

forever to the percentages,
to. video and its powerful
In

KPRC

Of U.S. Bases; Albert,

PET MILK, DDNHILL

a

is

!

for new TV performers. Frank will
produce.

launching

50%

—

signers, variety acts,
instrumentalists,
actors,
writers
and directors will get exposure.

is

of CBS Radio has packaged identi(IDs),
announcements
fication
Block drug, Nescafe, Gerber’s baby which are limited to five second^,
food, Procter & Gamble, Simoniz, or 18 words, which get the costMinute Maid and Doeskin- tissues. per-thousand-dialers figure down to
Idea behind the campaign is to 15c-20c.
plug the show and' its advertisers
IDs cost one-half as much as stain the stores, with the retailers tion breaks, or $100 in Class A
benefitting via increased traffic and time, $62.50 in Class B and $50 in
the tieup with a national tele star. Class C. They earn days-per-week
On the show itself, and through and consecutive-week discounts,
chain breaks before and during the of 15% if 14 are used per week,
sjpecial week, Miss Smith will urge 25% if 21 are used weekly and
her dialers to visit the cooperating 30% if 35 are used weekly. If 24
stores.
are used ‘in a two-day span, a flat

—

on which new

Y.,

N.

In the stbres over ,750,000 pieces
of point-of-sale material will be
displayed, plugging both the show

'

tifaceted, with various NBC, departwill audition a new ments publicity, promotion, exhour-long stanza, an “Omnibus” of ploitation
advertising; research,
neW talent designed to showcase* sales and audience promotion innew faces, on Feb 12. Concept of tegrating their efforts. Operation

Frank, network program
supervisee is to provide a vehicle

Pkge. Plan

WCBS,

new package plan based on the increasing demand by advertisers for
saturation campaign. Gotham key

CBS Hadio

Norman

WCBS

sights from the 10,000 retailers
originally sought.
All the Smith sponsors whose
products are sold in food outlets
are cooperating in the project:

its

lost

AM

Now

in a bigger agency.

he’s “client

New

Perusal of the addresses showed
that the 1250-watt signal carried
O
strongly as far as 15 miles from
New amendment to the copyright
the transmitter sight, the station’s law, providing that every broadcast
first indication of what kind of
of a copyrighted poem,
signal it emitted. Station will have reading
story or other literary work re265,000 watts in March.quire a license, has created proband TV stations, aulems for
»

advertisers' are seeking the greater specialized serv-'
ices (such as research, publicity
and the multi-faceted detail work
entails) which are available
NBC-TV has lined up 15,000
from bigger agencies, a number Of food stores in over 150 chains to
spenders take the opposite view, participate in its “Kate Smith
that they “get lost in the shuffle” Week” merchandising plan, Feb.

where

Broadcast

Snags to Be Eased
With

While many

good commercials and then sitting
back and .watching with the happy
client as the sales curve shoots up.
Those “easy” old ^vays may be
thanks

Jack, staff enter-

tainers, took to the air after the
breakdown, they broadcast a call

(

clout on the viewers emotions.

signal.

Kate Merchandise

ets.

*'
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Television has apparently complicated the life of the ad agency
lads in more ways than one. It’s
no longer a matter of selecting a
TV show, knocking out a set of

$l,5OO,OO0.

’

•

Crosley currently owns video stations in Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus and applications for’ stations in Indianapolis are’ pending.
Meanwhile, Avco’s decent' policy
of concentrating oh broadcasting

and manufacture of home appliances was carried a step further in
New York last week when it deits stock in the N.Y. Shipbuilding Co. for a reported $2,100,000 .

posed of

AMC-TEUtyiaiM

tftJanfer> February 4, 195$

D.C.’s Hottest

KLZ Gets Denver TV Nod in First

Double-Feature

The entire broadcasting industry has its eyes centered in Washington for the year's biggest and most important radio-TV “doubleheader." Two major decisions are on tap and both will have a vital
bearing on the industry for years to come. The broadcaster, sponsor, set-manufacturer, agency man and, in fact, everybody with a
stake in radio and television, are alerted to the imminent “double
r
feature' attraction that will mean so much to so many.
In order of their overall importance:
as so many now think, Robert F. Jones, the ex-FCC
Will,
(1)
Commissioner move back into the Government regulatory body
and take over as chairman? If so, the clean sweep could be so
all-encompassing as to shake the agency and the industry to its
very foundation, with possibility of the whole TV allocations scheme
being tossed out the window and subjecting video to a “second
freeze" era while a GOP-dominated Commission substituted its
own allocation formula.
With President Eisenhowerts State of the Union message practically dictating a “go ahead" for elimination of pro-Truman policies within such Governmental agencies as the FCC, FTC, etc.,
the broadcasting industry, it’s assumed, can look for some radical
changes, including perhaps a .switch to Jones’ flrst-come-first-served
policy on handing out TV allocations.
Although there’s been some conjecture as to whether Jones
would be willing to return to the FCC and a $15,Q00-a-year berth
(his resignation and setting up of a law practice last year was
prompted by a desire for a more lucrative income), it’s understood
that he'd be favorable to the FCC chairmanship nod. In view of
his 'previous dissent on the allocations policy, evolved by his FCC
compatriots, it’s consfdered entirely within the scheme of things that
Jones would want to inject his own policies and reevaluate the

Post-Freeze Competitive Case
The
were

for the channel in a hypothetical
East Slippery Rock is $2,000 a
month (figure varies, of course,
with the length of the leg) and advertisers buy only a few hours of
network airers on the station, coming to $500 (after discounts and

agency commission) the skein

Turmoil on Tap
action would have the effect of throwing the entire
industry into complete turmoil. TV station applicants with millions of dollars invested in transmitters, equipment, and, in fact,
with their whole future careers at stake, would be stalemated and,,
tossed into a bedlam of confusion and uncertainty.
The reported “any minute now" FCC okay on the merger
(2)
proceedings involving American Broadcasting Co. and United
Paramount Theatres (despite extended “Tobey-or-not-Tobey" stalemate), will have the effect- of saying the ABC broadcasting operaThe still-prevailing Demotion by. practically a hair’s breadth.
cratic-controlled FCC has been overwhelmingly in favor of the
amalgamation (which will pour $30,000,000 in fresh coin into the
network’s coffers); the industry as a whole has been rooting from
the sidelines for an FCC affirmation of the merger as a healthy,
competitive step in the broadcasting -economy.
Unless it becomes a fait accompli before a Jones-led GOP conAs a former
trol sets in, it’s anybody’s guess what will happen.
member of the Commission, Jones has put himself on record as
opposing any such tie. And operating in a new sphere of influence
as chairman of the all-important Committee on Interstate Commerce, Sen. Charles W. Tobey, the New Hampshire Republican,
whose recent intervention has been the major stumbling block 4>n
the merger, would undoubtedly throw his support Jones’ way.
whether the
It practically narrows down to a matter of days
AB-PT deal goes one way or the other.
r

them

Dave Jacobson, CBS-TV public
relations director, has revamped

BBD&O

BBD&O’s

partment.

tele

production de

Jacoby was with

NBC

for three and one-half years.
He’ll handle “Late News’’

“Keep Posted"

BBD&O

for

and
as

a

starter.

markets)

they

earn

bigger

counts, which in effect slightly cuts
the web’s take from the older af-

new

at CBS-TV appears
affiliates should not

be added “indiscriminately."

web

Multiple Storer

squad" for the

Applications For

TV Cue FCC

functioning as director of
information;
Jack Goldstein, handling exploitation; Dorothy Loeffler, assigned to magazines; Hank Warner, who will be
in charge of publicity operations

handling the pressagents servicing
the shows; Perlis, who continues in
merchandising and Jacobson as

Nix

feels that

many

factors

The
must

be studied before a new channel is
brought into the CBS fold.
However, new affiliates are being
inked. Last week CBS-TV announced five new affiliates, NBCTV signed three and ABC-TV two.
Some webs, it’s understood, have
evolved new “flexible" formulas
(Continued on page 38)

Washington, Feb. 3.
prospective
or
Broadcasters

his

press

bell

Robinson, Jr., and his
Harry Ommerle, the
town carries the name of

said they will request the same
promptly.
Because theatre interests are involved in both applications and because the case is the first in which
the question of radio vs. non-radio
interests has been raised,, the Commission’s final decision on the examiner’s report will doubtless set
a policy on these issues.

chief aide,

TV

“Huberle."

CBS’ Bid to Get
Off Zenith

Hook

Aladdin Radio

CBS,

Denver TV is 34% owned by
,
John M. Wolf berg who, with his
father, operate Broadway and Paramount Theatres in Denver as well
as four drive-ins.
Actor James
Stewart holds a

merger.
understood, has pointed

out to the.

FCC

that

If it

broadcasters can’t file more TV
applications than can be granted
under the FCC’s five-station limit,
the agency ruled last week in an

were to

important policy decision.
Ruling was made on a petition
by WSTV, applicant for channel 9

Role Accents Radio-TV

Sphere of Influence
Naming of CBS prexy Frank

Steubenville, O., protesting a Stanton as chairman of the board
the of the new Center for Advanced
application
in
competitive
Wheeling, W. Va.-Steubenville area Study in the Behavioral Sciences,
Broadcasting
Co., established with a grant from the
by the Storer
which owns four TV stations. Since Ford Foundation, underlines the
Taplinger Exits
Storer is also bidding for an out- importance placed on radio and
let In Miami, Fla., WSTV requested tele as communications media. It’s
For Hirshon-Gairfield Job that It be. required to choose one figured that problems of communication will have a key place in the
Sylvan Taplinger, for past 3Vfc application or the other.
In holding that Storer’s two ap- center’s work on human behavior.
years with Kenyon & iEckhardt
agency, has resigned post of mem- f plications are “inconsistent and
Stanton was tapped for the post
ber of K&E AM-TV plans board conflicting," the Commission said not only because of ;his Work as
to become director of expanding, that to rule otherwise would enable CBS topper but alsp; because of hisradio tele department of jlipslion- applicants to “flood" its processing past ’studies in psychology,* and
lines with applications Which coifld teaching at Ohio' State- University.
Garfield.
multiple ap- The Center will aim at increasing
Taplinger will handle Jacques not be granted. “Such
.said, “would the number of scholars dealing
Kreisler-sponsored “Tale? of To- plication?,-* the. agency
morrow". on- ABC-TV,:- and new delay the processing of applications w(tb problems of behavior, furthermoppet TV-er to star Tex Antoine, which could otherwise be granted. ing opportunities for advanced
collaboration
just bought by U. 45. Time on Hearings would be required to be study, encouraging
WNBt, N. Y„ Saturday ayems, held on the applications of such across departmental .lines and maksituations
in
applicants
available
new
materials
for
ing
H-G is dickering with DuMont web multiple
for newscasts 'for Phillips Invest- where we could not grant such .ap- use in graduate schools.
the
that
holding
New Center has an appropriament Co. and' Clipper Craft Clothes plications. A
are incon- tion of $3,500,000 over a six-year
also mullihg a plunge into TV. (Storer)’ applications . .
pcec replaces Bob LeWine, recent- sistent and conflicting .is essential period. Funds will be used principoint of view of the just pally to gather 50 top-rank scholars
ly resigned to
become ABC-TV from the
k to study at the Center each year.
eastern program director.
»
(Continued on page 40)
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co-ordinator.
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interest in

agement.

Cunningham held that there was
insufficient evidence presented on
the issue of conflicts between the.atre operators and TV to support
a finding that exhibitors of motion
picture film, whether large or
small, are unqualified as TV licensees.
Regarding Denver TV’s contenwould be more in pu£

tiorthat it

interest to favor a non-radio
applicant ^f or TV over a radio aptne examiner asserted:
“While the commission has in the
past denied the -applications of

lie

plicant,

CBS RADIO RENEWALS

TOTAL $11,700,000

newspaper owners who were in

Renewals of 18 programs by 10 competition with non-newspaper
sponsors on CBS Radio involves owners for the same radio faciligross annual billings of $11,700,- ties, it does not appear from a re000, according to network sales view of its decisions in competitive
veepee John Karol.
(Continued on page 40)
Bankrollers involved are Procter
& Gamble for “Brighter Day,"
“Guiding Light," “Young Dr. Malone," “Ma Perkins," “Road of
Lever
Life"
and “Rosemary”;
(Arthur Godfrey “Talent
Bros.
Scouts," “Lux Radio Theatre" and
segments of Godfrey’s a.m. show);
(“Gene Autry" and
Wrigley’s
“Life With Luigi"); Carter Prod
ucts (“City Hospital’’); Longines.A new flurry of interest is evi|

NBC-TV’s Chant:

‘We Want Mollie’

Wittnauer

Stanton’s Foundation

20%

Denver TV.
Examiner Cunningham found
Aladdin to be the “superior" applicant by virtue of its deeper roots
in the community, its greater participation in public service and
civic affairs, and the degree of integration of its ownership and man-

UPT-ABC
it’s

Television, Inc.,

ing his holdings in 28 theatres in
Wisconsin and Ohio.

Chicago, Feb. 3.
CBS reportedly has made informal overtures to the FCC with:
a proposal that could pave the way
for a fast consummation of its pact
o buy United Paramount Theatres’
WBKB as an adjunction to the
„

overall

&

which operates KLZ, is one-third
owned by Theodore R. Gamble and
Frank H, Ricketson, Jr„ theatre operators. Gamble has been liquidat-

On WBKB Buy

dis-

filiates.

naming Arthur Perlis
as his administration assistant and
setting
up a Six-man “power
handling of key
hold weekly
sessions to kick around the different areas for shows.
“Power squad" consists of Mike
Foster, whose primary assignment
will be newspapers, in addition to

The decision is subject to oral
argument before the full commission and attorneys for Denver TV

CBS programming veep Hub-

on

to expand their lineups. However, it also means that as spenders
add new (and, in many cases, small

Philosophy

partment,

will

studio background.
As a nod in the direction of

is

to be that

Group

comparable to a Hollywood pix

not a factor. revise its allocation order which
Tel, has WBKB switching from Chansta- el 4 to 2, the dilemma posed by
tions enter the picture, the prob- Zenith
Radio’s
application
for
lem will become more acute on two Channel 2 might be resolved. Zecounts: (1) the bigger nick taken nith has promised a legal battle if
by AT&T; and (2) the greater drain he commission approves the CBS
on the spenders’ budgets,
purchase of WBKB and then shifts
Zenith has been
it to Channel 2.
CBS’ Discount Structure
CBS-TV has a discount structure using that channel experimentally
for. about a dozen years and argues
which takes into account the size
it would be denied even a hearing
of station lineup. Discounts run
from zero (for less than five station- on its application if CBS were to
hours per week) to a maximum of inherit the frequency automatically
Channel 4 buy.
15% (for 90 station-hours or more through its WBKB peddle
WBKB's
UPT agreed to
per week), on a sliding scale. This
(Continued
page 40)
on
bankrollarrangement is a lure for
cable-cost

the network’s press information de-

shows.

utilizes
a permanent
large-scale setting of a town,

week,

Frank Jacoby has ankled NBC
ed
network teevee director to

as a
join

Overbad

TV applications, FCC heating examiner James D. Cunningham yesterday (Mon.) recommended that Channel 7 in Denver bo
given to radio station KLZ and
that the bid of Denver TV Co. be
denied.
petitive

However, as American Tel. &
spreads its facilities and new

—

Gets an

Is

the hook for the $1,500 difference.
That's one of the factors cueing,
web reluctance to ink new stations.
The other side of the coin is the
webs’ desire to expand their coverage and get affiliations which
have good future potentials. To a
large degree the station relations
boys have to weigh 'the future income potentials against the prospect of an immediate outgo, for
cable-relay facilities. Some of. the
new telecasters aren’t linked to the
cable and take the web programs
via kinescope recording, so for

Washington, Feb. 3.
In the first decision to be issued
on a post-freeze case involving com-

USA

Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
Charles Vanda’s “Action in
the Afternoon,” CBS-TV production, which preemed this

monthly without compensation.
However, if the web’s coaxial bill

Any such

CBS Video Press

Huberle,

FCC

the

for its
freeze on new station construction,
are now wishing that the Federal
agency wouldn’t authorize new outlets so quickly. The reason is that
the signing of new affiliates puts
the skeins on a financial hook in
terms of cable costs.
Normal affiliation contract calls
for the network to pick up the tab
for the cable, in return for which
the outlet agrees to carry about
24 hours of web commercials

allocations picture.

Jacoby to

webs/which once

television

roasting

(

“Symphonette"

) ;

Met- denced

at

NBC-T.V,

which

may

Life
(“Allen Jackson find Gertrude Berg’s “The GoldNews" and “Dave Vaile News”); bergs" again occupying a choice
Campana (“Bill Shadel News"); time segment on the web’s TV
(“People Are lanes.
Candy
Mars
Enthusiasm
engendered
ropolitan

Funny"); Toni (“Fun For All") over the Mollie Goldberg integraand General Foods ( “Renfro Val- tion into the Milton Berle “Texaco
Sunday Gathering").
Star Theatre" a couple weeks
Contracts at the web are re- back, which drew “best yet" acnewed automatically at the end of colades from the network brass,
each 13-week cycle unless the has sparked the revival of interest
chain is notified 30 days before in taking Mrs. Berg off the sideHowever, at the lines and getting her before the
terminal date.
end of the year, a written renewal cameras pronto,
must be secured. Latter clause is
Twice this season the “Golda new wrinkle, since In past year? bergs" was scheduled as an earlyan actual renewal was not re- evening NBC-TV attraction, but
quired at the end of the fourth in both instances the network,
13-week cycle,
plans were snagged by inability to

1.

.

f

,

sufficient stations, despite
This
sponsorship commitments.
time NBC intends to wrap up «t
more favorable time slot.

clear

Leonidoff Packaging

Easter

Show

for

TV

Leon Leonidoff, senior producer
Lum ’n’ Abner Back
of the Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
stage productions, who produced
After an absence of three years,
the Christmas Day show on NBCTV Which was sponsored by Gen- “Lum ’n’ Abner’* Is returning to
eral Motors (with Arthur Godfrey radio. They’ll tape five 15-minute
“lend-leased" from CBS for the shows weekly, starting Feb. 16, for
one-shot), Is currently packaging ABC radio web*
Airer won’t be heard here, with,
an Easter show as a TV commerthe show being fed east from C hicial network entry.
lt’s being peddled to the agencies
cago. Stanza will be-Iaunched a? a
.

for sponsorship.
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* From die Production Centres
Tamper Yourself’ Theme
N. Y, indie, which has
thus far maintained a wait-and-see
the new team of Gene
on
attitude

WNEW,

- Chicago, Feb. 3.
radio and the few remaining

If

Gummoked' Beef

radio-only headliners are ready
for the shroud, as some TV-happy
enthusiasts would have it, the
word hasn't seeped out to the
sticks. At least that’s the conviction of Don McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast Club’’ contingent, which has
just returned from a whirlwind
two-week p.a. junket along the
Pacific coast from Vancouver to

*

as was the
excursion through
the south last year, the big problem was trying to find room for
all the fans that wanted to see the
show at the various stops. The
crew played nine shows in eight

Again on

case, with

this trip,

the

and it was
every stop.
cities

SRO

strictly

at

The fact, the demand for ducats
generally ran five-rsix times over
the supply, causing something of
a public relations hassle at each
town. The total seating capacity
was just over 25,000 at the eight
stops, The harassed station managers of the ABC affiliates hosting
the broadcasts were so swamped

Up
Fewer

RTMA

WNEW

t

Reports

Washington, Feb. 3.
Factories turned out more TV
sets last year and fewer radios, the
Radio-TV Manufacturers Assn, reported last week. Association’s production figures for 1952 put TV
turnout at 6,096,279 sets as compared with 5,384,798 sets in 1951,
and radio output at 9,711,236 as
against 12,627,362 in previous year.
While the trend of TV production (except for the Korean war
boom year of 1950 when output
reached nearly 7,500,000 sets) has

himself. Block, incidentally, celebrated his 18th year with the “Ball-

room” yesterday

Comm! &

borrowwell
operator
ing techniques from the latter, Gen.
Telford Taylor told the N. Y. chapter of

American

& TV

Saturday

Women

in

NBC-TV’S ‘LEND-LEASE’

OF ‘AMAHL’ TO

pola,

Newsday, and Bert

Variety,

with

Virgilia

NABET

Briller,

Peterson,

Sets Agreement

With ABC,

NBC Webs

Atlantic City, Feb.

3.

bow

in

of his

own

with

giving

the

records,

Elitfan

wages,

reclassifying certain job
categories
reducing
and
the
length-of-service escalator clauses.

collectors’

The

Massenet’s

items.
’Elegy,”

one,

.

.

.

was recorded 40 years ago
by him and the late Enrico Caruso.
The other, “Ava Maria,” was performed by the. same pair when
Elman was only 15 years old.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WOR
WOV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WCCO

WBBM

.

.

.

Elizabeth Lawrence of “Nora Drake” now running on “Aunt Jenny”
WNYC, who has been with the
. John DeProspo, executive officer of
municipal station since 1937, marks his 35th anni in N. Y. City’s service
Paul, of “Strike It Rich,” off on a two-week vaca. Ralph
this week
tion in Haiti ... Zangwill Golobe, ex-WOR and Fred Ziv, named exec
Ferry-Morse Seed Co. will sponsor CBS
v.p. for Forjoe station reps
Radio’s “Garden Gate” for 14 weeks, starting Feb. 21, for ninth straight
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

spring.

Folk singer Oscar
Frank Pulaski added to NBC's “Barrie Craig” .
Actor Ben* Hammer
Brand celebrating his seventh anni on WNYC
Flack
off-Broadway play
just finished a run as lead in “Noone
Austin
Jack Perlis back from six weeks in Havana and Florida .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Goodrich, CBS Stockholm correspondent, cabled the web he’s father
of a boy weighing 5,350 grams (translation: 11 lbs.).

HOLLYWOOD

/TV

posers will highlight the 11-day annual WNYC American Music Festival beginning Feb. 12. The N. Y.
city-owned station will premier 125
works on some 150 live and recorded programs.

Program scheme calls for 15 remotes from public concerts set up
by the station. Most of the concerts will be by collegiate and music school groups,

with the excep-

of folk concerts,

which will

feature artists like Burl Ives and

.

.

.

Milt Rosner, whose frau is Sara Berner, the radio comedienne, is now
handling the list for Nat Goldstone agency. Succeeds John Ettlinger,
out
, Thelma Kirchner taking time
who prefers telepix to teletalent
until March from management of KGFJ to recover from surgery
Dick Schunk named
KMPC’s Stan Spero became a first time father
sales manage! of John Poole’s station in Fresno when Bob Klein moved
This must be a new”
down to L. A. in a like capacity at KLAC-TV
trick to influence listeners to dial KBIG. The Catalina station’s Melody
This kid 'Ray Lewis,
Masters quartet makes personals at churches
at KFI, is wasting his time if he can live up to the title of his oilOnly show starring two
sponsored show. It’s called “Golden Gags”
honorary mayors is “My Little Margie.” Hizzoner of Palm Springs is
Charles Farrell, and Gale Storm is the mayoralty miss at Van Nuys,
Shirley Reed, one of radio’s first femme
suburban to Hollywood .
ventriloquists, has put away “Bedelia” and is working straight comedy
roles ... On his weekly sabbatical, Art Linkletter and the missus will
His package partner, John
loaf on a fruit boat out of New Orleans
Guedel, prefers to take his pleasures in his fleet of foreign cars, the
latest addition being a Rolls Royce.
.

.

.

.

N. Seigel, station’s director, set up
the festival.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHICAGO ...

IN

of the Frisco CBS Radio Spot Sales office,
switched to the Chi CBS spot department . . . Jeff Wade, prexy of the
Geoffrey- Wade agency, and radio director Jack Farnell off to the Coast
for a gander at the shop’s radio-TV properties . Ken Laird, TathamLaird veepee, named chairman of the mass communications committee for Brotherhood Week. Carroll Marts, Mutual’s Chi veep, and Tom
Elvidgc, assistant
program director, will co-chair the radio-TV
committee
WMAQ's platter-chatter specialist Norman Ross taking
a month’s hiatus in California .
Dick Harley, ex-WEDC, added to the
announcer stable, replacing Dan Sorkin now working the freelance circuit .
Ruby Chevrolet picked up a nightly half-hour slice of
Sid McCoy’s midnight disk show on
WGN-Mutual commen.
tator Robert F. Hurleigh spearheading the radio-newspaper committee
of the Boy Scout’s fund raising campaign .
Hal Tate working a Sunday morning disk session on WAIT . Preferred Risk Mutual has resigned WGN’s “Songfellows” for another 13-week ride Saturday nights
Jim Lounsbury has taken over WJJD's 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. record
.

Hugh Stump, manager

.

.

WGN

.

.

.

.

WIND

.

.

WENR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

strip

PITTSBURGH ...

IN

WDTV star, and Josephine Vicari, assistant to Florence Sando of “Ask the Girls,” will be featured in the Playhouse production of the Broadway musical, “Best Foot Forward” .
Incidentally,
Helen Rauh is guiding the “Girls” panel show while Miss J3ando and
Arthur Manson, M-G exploitation man in Canada, are honeymooning
for three weeks ... Jay Gould, former radio announcer turned cameraman, and Packaged Programs have parted company
Bill Adler, TV
Digest publisher, and his wife are off on a week’s cruise to Nassau
Clarence Reid is the new scripter on “The Pennsy Special,” KQV’s
daily wake-up program at 7:15 .
Ted Okon is now producing the
weekly* Saturday night “Polka Party” on Channel 2
. Pat O’Connell
has landed the announcer’s spot on Bill Cullen’s “Professor Yes ’N’
No” here and does the commercials live. She was formerly on the
Duquesne Brewing Co. radio-TV staff
Hilary Bogden, WJAS announcer, will be in the singing chorus of the Pittsburgh Opera Co.’s
“Tosca”
Mitzic Steiner,

.

.

.

WNBT

Kathi Norris has returned to
WNBT, N. Y., with a five-minute
insert on NBC-TV’s “Today” at
8:55 a.m. Cross-the-board stanza is

.

.

.

,

Norris to

.

.

.

Katfei

.

.

.

Festival kicks off with a Town
Hall concert afternoon of Feb. 12,
with Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri
opening the proceedings. Seymour

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA

Man’ Yanked

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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and com-

mented on by Elman are

.

radio and taping at the Columbia U. Dramatic Workshop Feb. 13
Red Barber
Bill Murray, ex-Colgate, joins CBS Radio Spot Sales
Jay Jostyn (“Mr. District Attorney”)
wings to Europe Monday (9)
Bing
12
Feb.
Guy”
Crosby
steps into title role on ABC’s “Top
and son, Lindsay, have contributed their services to an edition of “The
American Trail,” transcriber of Veterans of Foreign Wars ... Jean
A
Hersholt, star of Dr. Christian,” arrived in Gotham Saturday (31) en
George Weissman, formerly assistant
route to Washington
Thrush Joanne Wheatto the prexy of Philip Morris, upped to v.p.
Music Hall,” Sunday evening hour
“American
.
ABC’s
to
ley added
New number for CBS is PLaza 1-2345—the digital sequence the brainchild of prexy Frank Stanton.
While actress-singer Kyle MacDonnell does seven days in “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” at Wilmington and a week’s night club appearHelen Giasser, secretary
will air her shows on tape
ances,
manager Ralph Weil, vacationing in South America . Schwab
to
& Beatty agency moving its radio-TV department to new quarters
WOR’s Barbara Welles to address the New England District conven.
tion of the Advertising Federation of America in Boston Feb. 16
Harry Luke, VfaCC, Bridgeport, announcer, honeymooning in the Poprogram
celebrates
its
Farm”
15th
the
on
“Man
Mutual’s
conos
anni on Feb. 14.
Ernie Shomo, of CBS Radio’s central division; Bill Miller and Al
(Minneapolis)
(Chi) toppers, and Phil Lewis,
Bland,
.
sales manager in town for confabs with CBS Radio spot sales

.

of records played

.

backed three times weekly by IN
.
.
.
Medaglia d’Oro coffee.
General Tire dealers of area will sponsor Monday night fights on
Miss Norris may also be tapped WFIL-TV. Dittman-Kane Agency set the deal
Bobby Sliantz, diWalt Framer’s “Greatest Man on by WNBT program chief Dick Pack minutive
Philadelphia Athletics pitcher, received Sports amagazine’s
Earth” is being dropped by ABC- for a second strip at 7:55
a.m., “Man of the Year” award on
George Walsh’s WFIL-TV sports show
TV after the Feb. 19 broadcast. angled for the growing number
of (30)
Jim Learning, WIP sports director* is off for a vacationdn the
Web is releasing the quizzer, per- women who work and incorporatFrank
Catskills before heading South with the baseball clubs
.
mitting Framer to take it to anoth- ing a merchandising
sales hook. Brookhouser, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin columnist, had his WIP
er network.
^Outlet is also on the prowl for a broadcasts upped from three to five nights weekly, beginning Feb. 2
Show two weeks ago installed kid strip to be inserted at 7:25
Walter J. Smith, in charge of KYW’s recording service, has been
Vera Vague (returning to show biz a.m., on the theory advanced by promoted to sales rep.
George James has resigned from WVFA,
after a five-year retirement) as NBC v.p. Charles R. Denny that at Valley
Forge Military Hospital* to join production department at
femcee. It’s beamed on Thursdays a morning moppet stanza may lure WCAU-TV
Phil Edwards Associates, Inc., local packaging agency,
at 8 p.m.
ABC-TV is looking at the youngsters to turn on the set has been named exclusive representatives for
(AM and TV)
panel shows to put into that niche. forJthe entire family.
Reading, Pa.

‘Greatest

commentaries oh them.

Two

of

.

Music Festival

works by American com-

Oscar Brand.

•

a

Program included many

WNYC

and NBC networks reached an
agreement here last week, raising

for Israel concert.

the

For
New

tion

Current pact was to expire on
31, 1954, but has been extended one year to ’55. Past was
negotiated
by Mort Weinbach for
Elman’s Deejay One-Shot
ABC, Joseph McDonald for NBC
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
and George Maher, for NABET
Violinist Mischa Elman made his
(CIO).
Union membership will
first and what may be his only apvote' on its terms in a secret mail
pearance as a radio disk jockey
ballot.
while in the Twin Cities for a

made

125 Tremieres’ Scheduled

National Assn, of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians and ABC

unique half-hour show on U. of
Minnesota radio station KUOM.

.

.

lectures

Radio

(31).

Jan.

Fiddler

show.

Taylor, general counsel for the
Joint • Committee on Educational
CBS-TV
TV and a former FCC counsel,
NBC-TV has granted a special
told the femmes attending the allthe use
for
CBS-TV
to
day conference that N. Y. State, dispensation
Menotwhose board of regents is mapping of a portion of Gian-Carlo
ti’s “Amahl and the Night Visia network of 10 educational outof
installment
Feb.
15
the
tors”
on
lets, holds the key to the future to
“Toast of the Town.”
educational TV, and will serve as Ed Sullivan's
full
hour’s
devoting
Sullivan
is
a
a guide for other non-commercial
show to a tribute of the recording
tele stations.
industry, which will feature an
Edgar Kobak, former MBS head eight-minute sequence from the
and now prexy of Advertising Re- Menotti opera.
search Foundation, called for an
NBC-TV holds a three-year exattack on the ills of the broadcasting industry and strict adherance clusive on the production rights to
Menotti work, and agreed to
the
to the standards of good practice,
particularly in the realm of rates. the CBS-TV performance only on
that Menotti was engaged
condition
He said that women should be
more “self-assertive” in taking to stage the work. Menotti himself
agreed,
but in turn on conditheir rightful place in the AM-TV
tion that Kirk Browning of the
industry.
NBC-TV staff, who has directed
The growing influence Of the ra- “Amahl” in its three previous perdio and television critic was disformances, ditto on the “Toast”
cussed at a panel session in the
engagement.
afternoon. Panel comprised Ben
Gross, N. Y. Daily News, Jo Cop-

.000 sets to 35 times that figure.

Bonds

(Tues.).

TV

femcee
“Author
of
DuMont’s
been steadily upward, RTMA reMeets the Critics,” as moderator.
ports show that radio turnout durPlans
for
the
forthcoming
Naing the last six years (except for
1950) has been almost steadily tional AWRT convention in Atlanta
Spring
this
were
outlined
by
downward. From a postwar peak of
Meserand,
convention
over 20,000,000 sets in 1947, radio Edythe
output has fallen by more than chairman.
half. During the same period TV
set production has risen from 178,That television viewing is making radio sets last longer seems to
be borne out by the RTMA data,
which shows that output of home
type radios has dropped considerably in the last three years, while
production of portables has been
fairly well maintained. However,
an important factor in the reduction of radio turnout is the falling
off in auto sets from 4,740,000 in
1950 to 2,730,000 last year.

spend money to build up a personality and then have him grabbed,
off b£ another station, as happened
in the case of Rayburn. Same policy will hold for a full page ad
being set for Martin Block, in
which Block’s “Make Believe Ballroom” gets equal billing with Block

Station reports a heavy response
Educ’l
to one of the Klavan routines that
started as a gag but now has built
In ‘Cross-Pollination’ “up a heavy following. Deejay has
characters to deCommercial television and educa- developed certain
liver spiels for various sponsors.
tional television 'will benefit from
is idencharacters
of the
“cross-pollination,” with educators Now each
own sponsor and the
opening new vistas for the com- tified with its
routines are a regular part of the
as
mercial
as

|

Radios,

Sidelight on the campaign is the
is building the
fact that
title of the show as much as the
personalities. Reason is, of course,
that the station doesn’t want to

Gen. Taylor Envisions

The turnouts for’ these, road
treks are eye-openers for the clients and agencies who have pieces
of the hour-long early morning
show, which is in its 20th year.
And they are especially significant,
in view of the fact that there has
been a gradual, fall-off of the program’s studio audience the past
•couple of years here at its homebase. Show last year was moved
from its longtime berth in the
Civic Opera building to the Morrison Hotel’s Terrace Casino in
the Loop jn an attempt to boost
the live audience, a necessary part
of the formal

In ’52, Bat

which “saw enough excitement

same

'

Gotham Recording,

.

Station has set a three-way campaign tied around a “Pamper Yourself” by relaxing and listening to
“Anything Goes,” the pair’s 6-9:30
a.m. airer. Courtesies on the station throughout the day will push
the show, while station is using a
full-page ad hr the N. Y. JournalAmerican this week pushing the

'

off plugging the trip.

Set Output

first

to keep Errol Flynn, Roy Rogers and Gene Autry in plots
for the rest of their natural
lives.” But it wants to underline the fact that, the scripts

Am

with advance requests, that several of them wired McNeill to lay

TV

its

big promotional

idea. Theme will also be integrated into program material.

deal with “the Dodge City that
was, not the Dodge City that
is,” and has petitioned the web
to give Kansas Gov. Edward
F.
a guest shot on the
show to tell the story of the
city’s current progress,

.

.

.

.

the pair
push.

the chamber of commerce of
Dodge City, Kans., locale of
the oater.
Letter said that the airer is
“an intelligent, realistic mirror” of Dodge City’s early days
and that citizens are “proud of
its rough and tumble history”

three weeks.)

CITY
.

A complaint that one of its
shows is “well-produced, perhaps too well produced,” was
received last week by CBS
”
Radio, anent Us “Gunsmoke
adult western. Beef came frorn-

Hollywood. (Show is back at its
Chi berth, with Peter Donald subbing for McNeill, who flew over
to Honolulu with his spouse for

NEW YORK

IN

A1 durante, J.« Walter Thompson flack, left Monday (2) for a weekKlavan and Dee Finfch since Klavan
Bill Kaland, WNEW program topper, off
Coast
replaced Gene Rayburn on. the long looksee on the
Stephen F. Temmer, veepee
N’Orleans
morning deejay airer, is now giving on a two-week vacation in
on technical aspects Of documentary

.

.

.

.

WHUM

-

.

,

m
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PUBSlEff

SURVEY OF

RADIO-TELEVISION

It's

SHOWMANAGEMENT

Time.

office; to ferret

For the 20th Year, VARIETY is conducting its
annual survey, seeking the outstanding lead*
ers and station operations who have made the
most notable contributions in broadcasting,
VARIETY wants to single out the imaginative
leaders in TV who have played dominant roles
ure; those

medium achieve its present statwho have helped parlay video into

one

major iorces on the American scene,

in helping the

of the

VARIETY

recognizes that, for

progress

all its

and profound effect on living habits, TV still remains a pioneering medium, always on the
prowl

for

new

techniques,

formulas in entertainment.
all the.

Thus

answers.

tributions of the

new

doesn't

in appraising the con-

TV entrepreneurs and

VARIETY wants

new
know

patterns,

It still

to single out those

creators,

who

out those radio broadcasters,

who during the past
year contributed the most toward re-patterning
stations

and

personalities

a new era and who demonstratan effective and potent force
We
in entertainment, education and sales.
want to know about these shrewd and realistic
showmen and businessmen who refused to
write off their own great medium, but applied
ingenuity and resourcefulness in retooling for

the

medium

to

ed that radio

is still

the future.

VARIETY has set no categories for
They may range from recognition for
programming, promotion, public service, to
sales effectiveness, technical advance^ and allround managerial skill. Above all, showmanship will be the predominant factor in keynotAs

usual,

awards.

ing the 1951 -'52 appraisals.

are
4

helping to chart

medium and

new

paths of progress for the

are applying the highest profes-

sional standards.

We

our Phi Beta 'Variety'
key awards for outstanding personalities in
both radio and TV. So tune up. The overture is
will also reprise

15. Don't make a fuss over orchestrating
your contribution. Keep it short and concise.
How it sounds is more important than how it

March
Similarly

VARIETY wants

to re-appraise the

radio scene; to recognize the leaders and stations helping to perpetuate

AM

as big box-

looks.

Address Reports

to

RADIO-TV EDITOR

T'Ariety
West 46th
New York 36,

154

Deadline for Entries

Street

N. Y.

is

March

15
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But the
does in the 90-minute span.
combined Is Mine/’ a nice,
Sunday (1) to make “Omnibus” a qf good ear appeal, came as close a weekly commentary over WRGB- story was by no means an earthvery attractive program. It was the to the old-timer, “I Can’t Give You TV, Schenectady, and a nightly shaker.Drama concerned a reporter’s
first time the full hour-and-half Anything But Love, Baby,” as any- news analysis oh WPTR, Albany.
attempt to discover
could have. Godfrey did a
was devoted to one subject, the thing
A network debut for "the long- determined
*
J --*
^
J
““
Johann Strauss operetta, “Fledermaus.” For another, it was
couple of

“firsts’^*

—

•

.1

rt

...

.

-Met asst, manager^johij Gutman,
for his neat excision job in cutting
the three-act opera down to 62
minutes of song and dialog; to the
Met’s stager, Dr. Herbert Graf,
who directed the performance; to
Bob Banner, the TV director, who
dicL some neat integrating of ac-

song and

tion,

kk

.

k. i.

-

“It’s

_^.- 0 „;ly cast of English-speaking
enacted
the opus with .vim.
Flavor of the work -was comsingers, who sang and
Met am...
...ul ..Ima

Something minute offering.
Stanza’s form a f
she's expert at.
Baragrey was has Miss Wicker in the jiairatmX
smoothly inquisitive as the report- s i 0 t with kid actors demoniratinff
er; Cookson slick as the husband; the action in
pantomim* tK S?
Joan Wetmore convincing as the pegged for moppet eninvm/nf
other woman, and Geoffrey Lumb it hits the mark Miss
V V lLKci PFO*
hifflihr
nrnnnr
oe
o
lonman
j _
highly proper as a lawyer.
P^ty of
rm t h and she
WaiTen Wade’s adaptation of
'

_
CzardasT Condensation mTde"”f or
A
..:
.
X
—
of movement and better
.

(

1

.

—

a

1

.

T\>T1
n...:. i —
th en osrria
came
Miss
Davis
in
“Give a
MU
aam ”
I)
1
4
a
.
Cheer
a lively football tune;
Parker and Miss Marlowe did “It's
Autumn Again,” a lyrical ditty that

I

•

«

integration of music and story; the
usually draggy third-act jail scene
had the right length; in fact, the
work ;was an improvement over the
opera-house presentation in many
respects. Aside from the ballroom
scene, “Fledermaus” is an “intimate” opera, lending itself admir«ui..
n+tr
.jaa 4w..a;aa

"
opavAuuoucodf oweep
and movement that a big stage P e R ^
Sponsors
Pillsbury for
couldn’t better.
.
Lois Hunt made a saucy, pert half, and Chesterfield for
Adele, singing her “Look Me pna—rcame off second best in plugs
Over” air with flair^and filling her in this round, with Godfrey obvivocal and thespic chores in ace ?,P sly ^xious to get the show on
Atau

4a 1

Lj 4 4- «\

*

_

•

Chan.

fluid.

I

I
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e1co m e
“W
1J_ J

^and
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[relates the tales

A«T «i*a a AMA aA^I«
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should go far. Their number was
given welcome relief with a brief
exhibition of ballroom dancing;
Godfrey then did “Appreciation”
?* d the McGuire Sisters harmonlzed th#» nToacimt
o
_

.

A

Passive “Summer” Symphony” and Western Democrats and the Dixie- tion was sharp and
Prate urac
oraatao fVian
.
was naf
not greater
than hkfinaAn
betweenA
TH* _
4Ua
PaXI _ —
1 —
the Tatt
and Eisenhower
wings of

I

i- 4-

_

.

^
.

|

I

fluidity
*
*

distraught,

.

»

-

their sets.

3

and

bleak

;

4 1a a

»

er has the workover of yomigsteryarns down pat and “Little Ladv
Story Time,” tag for the series
should hold the toddlers glued to

’

,

setting; to, Philadel-

M M

t 4

Performances were good all the
On the preem show, Miss Wicker
way around. Miss Evelyn, who as took over the perennial “Snow
the wife knew of her husband’s White and the Seven Dwarfs”
guilt all the time, managed to look whipped it into an
appealing in

.

Orchestra

t

Wicker’s fables for mop“ff a new half-hour series

be tried again for the murder,
Baragrey shakes him down for all
his money and turns.it over to the
wife, to whom Cookson had; been
^
unfaithful.

Frank Parker came through probably

with the lively

Me,” with Godfrey helping

t

Gros

I

m

v/as due to b&ing on the
the Irish in unfamiliar receiving rather than
in the sending end of the questions. He
patter; Haleloke did “Easter in answered Collins’ interrogations—
Waikiki,” a cute number which serious, kidding or a combination
gave her a chance to do a short of both— quickly, articulately and
hula.
authoritatively; photographed atNext came Godfrey with a re- tractively, except in the extreme
cital of “If It Wasn’t For Your closeups.
^
Father.” Bit has a nice humorous
His iriost interesting comments
quality reminiscent of a vaqde rou- were that television's impact in his
tine; Janette Davis and Julius La- and the Presidential campaign was
Rosa teamed for
“Everything 6reat the Democrats should move
That’s Yours Is Mine,” which had
a 'little to the right” nationally;
an effective wedding-cake back- likelihood existed President Eisennrnn*
T.ll
Ann Simms
Civmmom a. —
i
hnwor
aka solid
drop; Lu
b
°wer nrnnlH
would nVifoin
obtain iv
Ann
more
somehow
fumbled the ball in her rendition Democratic than Republican suplivery;

(

maestro Eugene
Ormandy, who conducted the Met
Opera orch, and gave the opus a
Viennese touch, and to the
phia

I "4

J.

4,

11

&

first
effort of the Metropolitan
telecasting, if that could be fitted believes him guilty. The reporter,
Opera in producing a work direct- topnotch style.
Lineup of tunes included the into the pattern of a Representa- John Baragrey, works through
ly for TV, staged in a TV studio.
doing “Look Ahead”: tive in Washington. 'The Congress- Judith Evelyn, wife of the acExperiment
came
off very well, for Mariners
a ^ 1
.1
A
— #
f
— — ^2
It /T
Mt AM
m—
^
?11.
M aA / kk
^
Akk
A•M
AJ
A «A t A^ A«*
A a1»A A M \ A M J
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1

several teenagers voicing opinions
on problems pertinent to their age
group. Mike
Buff kept it all on
a high level plane' that had ac
s

™

‘

ft

ond portion with Miss Glass and

Travelers,” which
1
A,
1

sustains inrepreinno-

Queen
ThThannv^arif
1
™
**®rry uWaFIS, etc. The
pantomiming tyros seemed a bit
awkward at times, but on the
V ‘* V wholo
VI1
U V1U
J1
,

,

T/

fVlA*»
_
,
holds down tho mldaftemoon wpmT they brought a n^rv7cV
0
T
*
..The Congressman also
1 PpeaI
declared
NBC^TVoutSfChSo to the stanza
y
that he had continued his weekly dayslotoi^
Plugs
h
shaken
down
into
a
smootri
for
Helpn
T •...
TV commentary (via WRGB, and
LlttIe
the outlets carrying Miss Smith’s functioning lure fn the hearts and Lady Toiletries llso were I
groo’
grooved
for the moppets
monnpfc and
li^ hl t home.
Program) during the recent heated .flowed idinrn^fhS hit
ome.
th? ™nrn?£g
campaign without “a telephone
Gros.
of me
the same Tommi
tommy Bart
nartcall, letter or nost parrf nf.nrntocf ” version 01
‘
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program provides
a/
it
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a
J

Jerry Lester, the man who
made
a household word, is
now
one 01/f.
the regulars on “The Name’s
* v 0

® agm

—

,

peek
into
1
rho Kornn’'
.

IMA AT»/l mvr

,

into me van- via,
~ ® ““u ui iiumor is a
.tie too boisterous
ous family closets takes on even
and too sharp
Wlth the guests, who aren’t
greater punch via TV.
trained
ii4.Ma. i1__
-iihpV ~
a little
As on the radio show, the visi- to answer his jibe's.
'A
less
pr * ssl “*"* ss wouId help, do
tors are carefully mvavvmvm
sd waa
screened in ad
-.11
as
™n as warmer approach
vance and under Bartlett’s and wel
|.
to the
xvx.m.

and hurrylng"through his
Ws
ke-™? x spiel. Chesterfield com- NBC-TV
Brenda Lewis made a charming as
“A™Star Re?ue* sitni
3 Ur
well as fetching Rosalinda, and g> e rclals were more relaxed. Larry
heading
“cauing
eaai ng up a stanza that Bob Cunningham’s adroit interro- ‘participants.
J day '(31) «
^
Li—
nrnHiiPP/1
rn
C.
Puck
^ck
„
1o
,
produced
produced.
Jarmila Novotna _a dashing OrlovHift.
pleased all the way. He was on- gation the tiles of woe or
At times during Tuesday’s (27)
success^
A A MA A M A Wel waX _ 1 1
Al_
A 1^ M a
4
_
sky. Charles Kullman, as Eisencamera
virtually the full 60 min- play off with lots of interest.
On J h °w, emcee Robert Q, Lewis had
stein, and Thomas Hayward, as Al-
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P roduct
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Kl

the m.c., the program was turned
an attractive showcase for 12
10 of them originals turned
_
out especially for this occasion by
,

Joan Edwards and Lyn Duddy.

v

«

“v

u " u 6 wi
yaiaue.
1 A
.After saying that getting guest

stars for

TV

becoming a large
Problem,. Hope brought, on Nelson
Edd y who immediately caught the
spirit of the buffoonery and played
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a
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The pace picked up

ithing new was added last
28) on CBS-TV’s solid if not
always inspiring “Arthur Godfrey
and his Friends” show. With Godfrey giving his personable best as
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y no one could
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they do back east. Too much
object.
As for the rest of the Godfrev of.i.the sameness of other shows
or e ^ b t dancing fellows
crew, they came through in fine
ensemble form.
The Edwards- m£lng the same weaving routines,
Duddy tunes, one to fit the mood Tbere was need for more inventive
"~ 7 “
of every month of the year were chor eo
Helm.
of varying quality, with one or
two
of them shaping up as potential
The Kate
nit material. Among the rest
were er Barrel”
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several that must have had
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jt stages a good
the satisfaction of being able
to
fee it repeated four times during
the week. Conversely, there’s
the
dls advantage of being stuck
with a

cropper across-the-board.
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Buff are nice people and
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net has kicked their telea ^ s ^ an za around the
afternoon
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Sj”f format,
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got a
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ACTION IN THE AFTERNOON

TELEVISION REVIEWS

LIFE IN CLEVELAND

YOU ARE THERE

With Creighton Stewart, Jack Val- With Paul Bedford and guest inWith Walter Kronkite, Don Hollenentine,
Harrise Forrest, Phil
terviewees
Robert Carpenter,
beck, Charles Collingwood, EdSheridan, Kris Keegan
Robert Surgenor, Nick Oriti,
ward Binns, Hans Von TwadowProducer: Charles Vanda
John Katie, George Stanko
sky,
Frank Martli, Moultry PatDirectors: William Bode, John Ull- Producer:
Edward R. Wallace
ten,
Tom McDermott, Albert
rich
Director: George Cyr
Bergh,
Lt. Jack McKenzie
Writers:

Vidpix Reviews

general electric theatre

Don Pringle, Paul Pierce, Technical Director: Howard Spiller
(“Wedding Day")
Hugh Best and freelancers
With 3. Carrol Naish, Gisela Wer30 Mins.; Mon. 7 p.m.
Jerome Cowan, Erin 30 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 3:30 p.m.
besirk;
CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK
O'Brien Moore, Basil Ruysdael CBS-TV, from Philadelphia
WNBK, Cleveland
Philadelphia
producer: Gil Ralston, Arthur .Riptelevision’s
most
Fuller Sc Smith Sc Ross)
ley
The , long-projected Life-NBC
ambitious venture, the "live" westDirector: Sheldon Leonard
O
&
O
series opened (26) with one
ern "Action in the Afternoon,"
Writer; Carey Wilber
of the most dynamic programs ever
preemed initial installment (2) brought
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
into the living rooms of
from
WCAU-TV’s studio and a Greater Cleveland audience. It
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CBS- TV, from New York
grounds in suburbs. Hollywood lot was a thrilling and unique sight(BBDScO)
setup allows for indoor and out- and - sound educational approach
GE is inserting six vidpix into
to the heartbeat of this communitimeslot on CBS- door shots, and WCAU-TV has re- ty’s economic life: the production
Waring
the Fred
TV while the* Pennsylvanians go constructed a traditional frontier of steel.
on a two-month trip (he'll be town, called Huberle, Mont., in. the
WNBK took a three-camera crew
picked up for remotes on Feb. 15 period of the 1890s.
into the Republic Steel Co.’s open
and March 8). The celluloid series
hearth
operations for a live, onSettings include such standard
has 'earmarks of being quality
the-scene;^gsentation of the tapproduct. Initial entry, "Weddihg western edifices as general store, ping of a gigantic furnace. AlDay," is a delightful little opus, Cooper Cup bar, hoosegow, black- though WNBK once before, as part
short on story line and action, but smith shop, bank and newspaper of a "Today” pickup had made a
Station is ideally situated similar
excellent in terms of characteriza- office.
presentation,
this
new
in hilly country, and time of first showing
tion and warmth.
was, in effect, a 'night-time
Yarn deals with a German- yarn is set in February to match classroom for adult education in
the
bare
trees
and wintry terrain. the story of steelmaking.
American cpuple who are being
Initial day’s story (to be continued)
written up ip the town’s paper on
To meet programming specificarevolved around a high stakes
the occtesion of their fiDth wedding
poker game and served to ‘intro- tions, Republic Steel officials went
anniversary. It's discovered by the
all-out in providing the tapping of
the
duce
townsfolk.
editor, however, that they never
a furnace. A mistake would have
First installment gave pretty
were actually married; as immimeant a loss of $50,000. The stanza
grants, unfamiliar with red-tape, good tour of Huberle, along with opened with the showing of film
they’d thought getting a license leading; on its populace. Not break- clips depicting the story of the
was aU they needed. The son sug- ing with tradition, the baddies are mining of the ore; of its shipment
gests that they have the nuptials the- strangers who stick up the down the lakes; its unloading and
at the anni party, but at this point bank. The heist is tied in neatly moving to. the mill and into the
the septuagenarian mother, acting with the card game, as the greedy hearth. Voice behind the film was
banker backs up a local who is that of capable Paul Bedford
the single girl, demands that her
who
a straight flush, at usurialso did the on-the-scene narrating
husband court her. The old man,, holding
ous interest rates. While he is ar- and interviewing.
of a stubborn bent, feels* that wooranging
this
sharp
card-table
ing and sentiment is "just foolish- coup—
Tapping of the furnace was set
-the bandits get away with
ness," and balks at playing the
the big haul. Opening day’s cas- for 7:05, but an unexpected probswain. In the end, he relents and ualties were
lem
arose when the "bazooka"
one dead, one' woundfrau that though her ed. Each
tells his
week completes a chap- six-foot electrically-charged lance
hands are wrinkled and her lips ter.
injected into the hole to release
thin, her actions and words has'
the steel bath failed to explode.
(

.

.

(

—

The large cast of staffers corralled from less actional pursuits
in the afternoon carry special interest for local viewers.
Horses
and stagecoaches are employed for
added visual effect. Production-

inspired real love.
It was a tender vehicle, with
understanding of people. Outstanding was the thesping of Gisela
Werbesirk, who turned in a sock
J.
performance as the mother.
Carrol Naish, who has been doing
Italian roles (Luigi), was good as

wise "Action" is top drawer and
opening segment held interest and
serial assets should rustle up sponsors.
"Live" shooting adds to
pleasurable clarity.
Hero Jack Valentine, complete
with guitar, sings a number much
better than most of his fellow

the German-born father. Teleplay
Was effective in using Germanic
phrases and idioms in a natural

manner.
While the story was simple and

obvious.lt had a welcome direct- crooning-riders. The gifted
Tomness and colorful portraits of the my Ferguson Trio
(between nitery
old couple. Production was some- and TV work
one of the busiest of
held
what talky, but nevertheless
local combos)
entertain in the
interest. Supporting cast included saloon sequences. A good running
Jerome Cowan as the son, Erin gag was a fight between two lugs,
O'Brien Moore as the daughter-in- who battle all through the seglaw and Basil Ruysdael as the local ment, getting nowhere.
editor.
"Action" is an idea of Charles
Middle commercial was done Vanda, v.p. in charge
of television
peripatetic Alistair at
live, in the
and the man responsible
Cooke "Omnibus" manner, point- for station's five other web origing up some of the varied research inations.' Difficult to say
western
projects GE ha$ worked on.
serial has won its spurs on basis of
Bril.
one segment; but what was shown
had professional sheen, in spite of

WCAU

.

SCHLITZ
STARS

PLAYHOUSE

OF

pickup

Wjtli Joseph Schildkraut, others
Producer: Meridian Pictures (Wm.

FUN AND FORTUNE
With

Self)

Directors:

Roy

SO Mins.;

Fri.,.

Kellino,
9 p.m.

Ted Post

SCHLITZ BREWING CO.
CBS-TV, from H’wood
,
(Lennen Sc Newell)
The suavity, polish and thesping
talents of versatile vet Joseph
Schildkraut surrounded by a good
cast give

more impact

to "Point of

than it deserves. Why
pegged on Iron Curtain
countries should usually tax a
viewer’s credibility v is one of the

Honor"
scripts

conundrums of TV’s formative life,
It could be that truth is indeed
stranger than fiction, as per this
one’s casting of Schildkraut in role
of a major of police who’s not a
member of the governing politico
party and who, while giving lipservice to the totalitarian regime,
double-crosses it in the case of
"Europe’s most wanted war criminal." Latter turns out to be, instead, a refugee who is air-smuggled out of the country via the contrivance of Schildkraut and the
doctor of the ref in one of the
neatest transfers of the week.
Meantime, the war criminal, first
alleged as the ref’s murderer, is
discovered as having been really
done in by the latter.
Among abracadabra are altering
and extension of tattoo brandings
and U.SJ. fliers’ participation in the
smuggling. Schildkraut & Co., salvage the story from low depths to
a
modicum of swiftly artiflced

Gagh.

cast.

j

j

Ed Harvey, Kay

Sheeler,
Tommy Ferguson Trio
30 Mins., Tues. & Thurs., 2:30 p.m.
Participating
WCAU-Tf , Philadelphia
A marketing show with $10,000
in cash prizes and a 1953 Ford as
a top award is enough to insure
an afternoon audience from the
"something-for-nothing" following.
Plums go to organizations sending
in most labels for advertised products.
On show caught, the Reorganized Church' of the Latter Day
Saints
competed as a group
against the Gloria Chapter, Order
of the Eastern Star.
Shots of the studio gave plentiful evidence that the ladies turn
out in force. There’s much audience participation of the "So you
think you can act," "So you think
you can sculpt" variety, in which
the group representatives compete
for brand name awards watches,
compacts,
wallets,
purses.
A
couple of commercials are worked
in with "So you think you can
sell."
The oldest grandmother
receives a gift, as does the youngest.
Also the lady wearing the

—

Producer: Charles W. Russell
Director: Sidney Lumet
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.

ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER
COS.
CBS-TV, from New York

—

Sustaining

NBC-TV, from Washington
The $64 question-of-the week,
"Will the Veep project?’’, was answered

in

a

definite

and almost

—

sodes, it makes a fitting back-toback attraction for the Ed Murrow

tingly sentimental, for to the many
Barkley fans In the capital and

throughout the world this must
It Now."
Whether or not the vidversion have been a frankly sentimental
moment.
And even the most skepof "You Are There" can capture
and excite the imagination to the tical must have heaved a sigh of
relief when the verdict was in. This
degree that the radio show succeeded in doing, remains a moot was no stuffy, pontifical elder
statesman, but the Barkley of the
point. There was a "sky’s the limit"
bon mot, the fitting anecdote and
dimension and scope afforded in
the warm good humor that was
the slickly-treated radio stanza in

"See

permitting a conjuring up of whatever the listener wanted to
imagine. Within the audio limitations of; say, Hannibal crossing the
Alps, the CBS production gave such
free play to the mind as to eliminate any doubt about the CBS
audience "being there."
Oddly enough, the TV show,
which premiered Sunday (1) with
a re-creation of the 1937 Hindenburg Zeppelin disaster at Lakehurst, N. J., seemed to reduce
rather than heighten the .potential
dimensions of VYou Are There."
It

seemed hampered and

restricted,

low ceiling.
The injecting of a
"master race" ideology, with Hitler

as the villain of the piece rather
than the elements themselves, and
the accompanying concluding note
that the tragedy represented a victory for democracy over Hitler’s
ambitions for lighter-than-aircraft
supremacy, had a phony, unnecessary ring.

Technically, the production as a
whole was flawless and the integration of live and film was achieved
with a nicety and care on a par

caught so well by the hard eye of
the camera.

Even in appearance, the lens
were kind to the former Vice Presi-

He looked less his 75 years
on the screen that he did in person
one week before his initial
show when he announced his TV
plans.
Thanks to good lighting,
good camera work, deft makeup, or
dent.

just

all three, his

He was
trial

looks belied his age.

frankly nevous at his first
by camera, and he said so, in

own inimitable way, via one of
famed stories, admitting he was
"anxious” though he was not
"frightened to death.” This admission was an ice breaker, probably

his
his

deliberately so.
Sitting across the desk from each
other in an unobtrusive living
room setting, Godwin tosses the
conversational ball and Barkley
picks it up and runs with it. The
easy conversational quality which
is obviously meant to be the keynote of the show was missing on
the first attempt. Both men were
self conscious, and there was a rehearsed quality about the give and
take. Nevertheless, it was an effective 15 minutes as a scene setter
for the weeks to come. Barkley set
the tone for the desired effect of

camaraderie by reminiscing about,
the joint capital debut of the newsman and himself, when former sat
in the press gallery and he, as a
freshman Congressman from Kentucky, sat on the floor of the House
of Representatives.
"You looked
down on me and I looked up on
you and hoped you wouldn't look
loo hard," he quipped. In answer
to Godwin’s first question, Barkley
1

explained the origin of the term
Veep’’ and again expounded on its
use as a show title. This was old

stuff to many, but must have been
new to even more people.
Barkley made it e’ear that he intends to draw on his 40 years in

public life by backgrounding show
with brief observations on the 11
Inaugurations he has witnessed and
observing that each President inherits the problems of his predecessor.
On the initial show, at
least, he kept his promise to be
politically neutral,

and seemed to
be deliberately steering from the
controversial. Sole foray into anything resembling spot news was his
appraisal of the Korean situation,
and his assertion that "we’ll come
out on top" and that the complications in the Far East would be set-

with "See It Now."
Walter Kronkite, as the chief
the’ tremendous heat, emoand gripping story that is news commentator, turned in his tled.
usual competent job and on this
steel.
Best bet and most colorful part
For the production and planning occasion was given a fine assist by of the nostalgic ramblings of the
crew under Ed Wallace; the techni- Don Hollenbeck and Charles Col- Veep was his verbal picture of the
cal side under Howard Spiller, and lingwood. Rest of the cast also bathroom meeting between him
overwhelming acquitted itself “well.
Bedford, the
to
and the late FDR after the historic
Rose

home

tion

.

success of the initial stanza will be
an inspiring challenge to the up- OUT OF THIS
coming programs both here and in With John Stcrnig
other cities.
Producers: Don Kraatz, Sternig
Central National Bank which Director: Dan Schuffman
picked Up the tab for the series 15 Mins.: Sun., 10:15 p.m.
used George Roberts for the brief, Sustaining
across-the-desk-type approach. The WENR-TV, Chicago
commercials could be better inTargeted at those with an intermost amusing hat.
tegrated into tire overall program. est in things astronomical, this sciEd Harvey reads mailed-in anMark.
ence lecture-demonstration hosted
nouncements from church and
by astronomy specialist John Sterother groups.
He is assisted by
nig looks- to have the stuff to do
Kay Sheeler, who announces the HAPPY BIRTHDAY
okay within its rather limited field.
contestants and the name of the With Lucille Bliss; guests
Sternig, off the session watched
group (each time). Harvey follows Producer-writer: Miss Bliss
(1), obviously knows his material
Director:
Pete
Miller
these
giveaways playing
style for
and works an easy if slightly peup to femme participants, throw- 15 Mins.; Thiir., 5:45 p.m.
dantic ad lib discourse before the
CIRCUS
PEANUTS
ing in bad puns and otherwise encameras.
dearing himself to the girls. Show, KRON-TV, San Francisco
Subject matter on this outing
( BBD&O
apparently, pulls from a wide area,
dealt
primarily with the principles
logic.
This is a simple little charmer of
with its loot and unfailing gimflight, building up to subsequent
eye-brightened
by moppets who discussions
After the play proper, Schild- micks
pocketbooks,
emptying
of outer-space excurkraut appeared for a. trailer on the middleaged dance contests, etc. have birthdays during the week of sions, It
was a cleancut exposition,
coming up show and, for some rea- Value of group attendance is the show. Hostess Lucille Bliss has buttressed with
diagrams and film
son that didn’t adid up, did an "auf strong, with organization having a remarkable knack for making clips.
Most imaginative - video
wiedersehn" signoff completely out combined meeting, party and po- the tots at home.
touch was the use of lighting graNormally, she plays it straight,
of character with both his role and tential profit, plus advantage .of
dations to show the different denhimself as a person. Some sources, being part of an audience where but she can put on linguistic pres-" sities of the
earth’s air layers.
however, might accept this as the everyone knows one another. Tom- sure with delightful ease. She’s
Show’s biggest drawback is its
c'5 ui valcnt
trick-voiced rather
Trio
is solid in the noted for her vocal
Ferguson
my
for
"au
revoir"
or
"so
awkward
late evening Sun1
lon eGagh.
(Continued on page 38)
musical interludes.
Trau.
day berth.
Dave .

—

McAndrew

Director: Ted Ayers
15 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.

(Ayer)
'The visual dimension has now
been added to the former "You
Are There" radio series, which was
all that special brand of Barkley
one of the prize packages on CBS
rosters over a span of several sea- chirm and warmth and -humor
sons. It’s now been converted into spilling all over one’s own living
room.
a TV show, with the Electric Light
Godwin quoted Kipling for an
& Power Cos. picking up the tab
for the half-hour Sunday afternoon introduction,
"He walked with
showcasing. As a visual documenta- kings and nor lost the common
tion of historical or momentous epi- touch." It was corny, and yet fit-

this” point, Bedford, interview- with limited space in which to
ing Robert Carpenter, superin- move around.
tendent of Republic’s open hearth
Obviously, wherever possible (as
in Cleveland, virtually turned the with
the Hindenburg disaster), the
mike over to Carpenter who program will integrate
the actual
detailed the explosive moments
filmed sequences, giving an authenthat followed. A worker with an
ticity and added dramatic value. As
oxygen-type lance approached the
it turned out on Sunday, these
furnace to expedite the explosion,
library clips of the lighter-thanbut as he approached the furnace,
aircraft hovering over the Manhatthe "bazooka" went off, its aftertan area while awaiting the landpiece missing the worker by inches,
ing signal from Lakehurst, proalthough the worker did suffer
vided the desired punch and tenminor concussions.
sion. Even though the shots had
This incident, plus the explosive a reprise quality, one
couldn’t help
noise that followed the opening of succumb to the
prevailing susthe furnace was perhaps the first pense. All the
inherent tragedy was
time that a live presentation of the vested in the
shots depicting the
hazards of steel making were actual burning
of the ship, yet for
brought to an audience whose some unaccountable
reason the one
economic existence is so dependent electrifying
shot showing how the
on steel.
Hindenburg burst
into
flames
Subsequent interviews by Bed- (which exists in film libraries)
ford with Robert Surgenor, charge wasn’t utilized.
of the melter; Nick Oriti, who
It was in the simulated live poroversees the furnace used; John
tions, designed to round out the
Katie, pit foreman, and George
elements
of drama in the historic
Stanko, who directs charging of
re-creations, where the show bethe furnace, were perhaps the firsthand accounts in the educational trayed a make-believe and ersatz
quality. Chiefly, these were cenreport of steel making.
tered around the crew members
On the visual side, viewers were within the ill-fated
shown a stirring and graphic cabin while trying to Hindenburg
penerate the
account of the*molten ore pouring

<

With Alben W. Barkley, Earl Godwin
Producer: William

challenging affirmative by a nattily
dressed, alert and sparkling Alben
W. Barkley. There were a few introductory remarks by vet newsman Earl Goodwin, then the Veep
himself took over and there it was

At

into the huge bucket that would
soon be emptied into the* channels
that provide for the making of auto
bodies, tanks and Refrigerators.
Location of the three cameras
played a vital role in powerful and
persuasive program. One camera
was at the pit or back side of the
furnace; a second Camera was at
the front, or the side where the
furnace was charged, while the
third camera was on a catwalk,
about 40-feet above ground, and
at a level with the tap hole. It was
the latter that vividly brought

31

MEET THE VEEP

WORLD

Yalta conference.

This alone

—the

vision of the late President so carried away with the report that he
lathered his face 16 times before

razoring

it, while Barkley sat on a
"bathroom fixture" to listen was
well worth the viewing.
Winding up with a fast storv,
Barkley
more than kept his
promise to be "pretty good for 15
minutes rather than rotten for 30,"
and left his audience wanting
more. Even with the initial self
consciousness
and
nervousness,
pacing and timing was fast and
professional.
Godwin serves his
purpose as a focal point for the
conversation, and adroitly backgrounds himself.
Weakness -of
show, however, lies in this question-answer relationship. A smoother format will have to be worked
out to give it the spontaneity of

—

•

which Barkley is so capable. As it
he appears to be waiting for his
cue rarin’ to go, and all ready
with the answer. It might be even
more effective to have the Veep go
it alone in the
old Will Rogers
manner and let the conversational
chips fall where they may.

is,

—

Lowe .
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Pick your

own time-and-program pattern—

i

GBS Radio

introduces a

new

pattern of sponsorship

m

a way to reach nighttime listeners at a daytime
cost-per-thousand. If works like this:

take three time slots— three quarter-hours of the
early

evening— ideal for

(7 :00 to

listening

7:45 EST, Monday through Eriday.)

take thrive star attractions

—three of radio’s

most

popular nighttime programs

Beulahv Junior Miss, and Jo Stafford.

now.sta&ger your use of these shows— for example:
MON

CHECKERBOARD

WED

TUE

THU

FRI

spans a wide range of listening tastes

and the varied routines

of -early evening.

A

sponsor

using the plan attracts more different listeners
a

new freedom

to

.

It offers

work out time and program
*

combinations best suited to an advertiser’s needs.

Here is audience-building strategy as sure of success
*

i

as

k

Beulah’s throaty wisdom... the charm of Junior Miss
(in a

new

party-dress format)

.

.

.

the delight of a

Jo Stafford song.

With

its

“Power Plan” now completely

sold,

CBS Radio’s

CHECKERBOARD is a new use of radio’s. flexibility to
take advertising. into

more and more homes.
'

v
«

*

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
/

i

a

Pfatmfr
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Ga. B’casiers Elect
Athens, Feb.

Small Agencies
he's in the

company of some

bigger spenders.

Shaving Costs

A

frequently-mentioned motive
behind some clients shopping for
smaller agencies is the idea that,
in a smaller setup the toppers
themselves do more work for each
-

These bankrollers feel that

client.

“for the 15% commission, we’re
buying the brains of the partners
and principals” in a smaller shop,
while in a bigger agency “we just

get the

work

of th^' salaried staff.”

An

additional lure for some
smaller bankrollers is that the
larger agencies are less likely to
try to swing rate-cutting deals, program contributions from the webs,
etc.,
while the smaller Madison
Ave. boys are more knowledgeable
when it comes to shaving costs by
sniffing out the “special deals.”
Even when no under-the-table trading is involved, it’s contended, the
smaller agencies are more "econ-

of

new

SAG’s Teleblurbs
—

3.

officers

-t- Continued from page 24
two-day convenhas existed pear, a name should find it lucrabetter buys and more effective tion of the Georgia Assn, of payment for re-use
tive to work on a blurb at the esyears. A sponsor usingcopy.
Broadcasters held here concur- for 15
The advantages and disadvan- rently with the annual Georgia Ra- disk of a vocal group singing a tablished scale, plus a relatively
jingle pays the same fee as he small extra compensation.
tages of being a “big frog in a
the would if the unit performed live.
at
Institute
The scale presently envisaged is
small pond” is an old and continu- dio-Television
Yet the sponsor, in most cases, a $70 payment for a day’s work.
ing debate in the trade. However, University of Georgia.
transcription
the
Blurbs would .be divided into four
the impact of ^TV and its rising
Following are GAB’s new lead- continues to use
of the jingle, with its polished categories:
program blurbs
(1)
costs, particularly as set circula- ers:
though it which are used in national neteven
performance,
tion grows and more stations are
S. J. Carswell, WSFT, Thomasfor
more
any
him
cost
wouldn’t
'programs
work
or in vidpix that
added to the video spectrum, is ton, president; E. F. McLeod,
are placed in Over 20 markets;
making it a particularly current WDML, Macon, vice president; live talent.
however, (2) spots placed on a selective
issue.
Tele is disrupting the old
would,
pact
new
The
Atlanta,
Glenn Jackson, WAGA,
economic patterns and attitudes secretary; Fred Scott, WKTG, greatly hike teleblurb costs. The basis in from 6-20 markets; (3)
of the agencies, and at the same
Woodard, argument raised by the agencies spots placed in five or fewer
Allen
Thomasville,
time it’s cueing reappraisals of
have taken a markets; and (4) national spots,
WDAK, Columbus, L. H. Christ- and advertisers, who
their agency ties among the adverin the negotiations, is those announcements placed on
ian, WRFC, Athens, and John Ful- vital part
tisers.
bigger spenders spot basis in over 20 markets. A
the
although
that
directors.
ton, WGST, Atlanta,
boost, further breakdown is made accordTopping Saturday’s (31) pro- may be able to afford the
gram was talk by CBS’ Douglas the smaller fry will face a tight voices.
‘Moulin
Big Spot Bally Edwards, news telecaster, in which "squeeze. On this count, it’s specuOn the program blurbs, an
The biggest 10-second spot satu- he predicted transatlantic and lated in the trade that the number on-camera actor would get $70
will be reduced, for his day's .work, if the
lensed
spots
of
coverdirect
global
TV
spot
ration campaign ever placed on eventual
along with the volume of work were used once. For each re-use,
WJZ-TV, N.Y., will tout the United age of world events.
actors.
for
get
he’d
another
$50 payment.
Artists release, “Moulin Rouge,”
However, the sponsor would have
Lure For Bigger Names
at the Capitol, with 125 announceAlbany—X.1 Burns, recently of
ments to be .aired during the openpossible effect is that tlie option of buying unlimited
Another
WBMS, Boston, has joined the anirfg week. UA, via Donohue & Coe
will be lured into use, for a 13-week period, for a
nouncing staff of WPTR, as suc- bigger names
agency, has picked up every availstars Who $650 fee.
cessor to Fred May, who has left the field, Hollywood
able spot. It’s part of the ABC outIt’s possible that an actor might
for California.
Burns also served previously may have turned up
let’s “Octopus Plan,” which offers
in com- work in three blurbs during the
appearing
on the staffs of WORL and WHDH, their noses at
big .discounts for bankrollers buy- Boston, as announcer and disk mercials.
Guaranteed wholesale day. In that case, for each one
ing five nr more spots weekly.
usage of a spot in which they ap- that is re-used, he’d get $50 per
jockey.
re-use. If all three were bought
for unlimited re-use, he’d earn
$1,950. Producers claim this is excessive payment for a day’s work.
Actors answer that while they
may not be working, them image

=3 Continued from page

when

Nomination

26

-

-

highlighted

the

Y

1

omy-minded.

On

the other hand, it’s answered
that larger agencies, with the aid
of their high-powered research
staffs, are able to come up with

is

‘^working,”

which

cuts

their

chances of getting other jobs.
It’s estimated by agencies that
an average of four thespers are
used on each spot.
That would
make the talent fee on an ad-pic
given unlimited use for 13 weeks
about $2,600.
Total costs of the
blurbs at present range around
$1,000-8,000, which means the bigger talent nick would appreciably
raise the nut.
For comparison, talent fees on
live
commercials
are
slightly
higher. The American Federation
of TV & Radio Artists rates range
from $60-90 for actors in blurbs
on live shows, depending on the
length of the program on which
they are used. Fees are less for
performers having five lines or
less and for off-camera voices.
specified
number of rehearsal
hours are included cuffo in each
.

.

A

category.

In the spot field, advertisers
would pay $175 for a 13-week unlimited re-use on a national spot
basis; $105 for regional spottihg in
6-20 markets; and $70 for locrl
spotting in five markets or less.
Original per-day payment of $70;
would be deducted in each case,

being

considered
an
advance
against the first 13-week deal.
However, for subsequent 13-week
re-usage, the full fee would be
required.
Incidentally,’ the big centres of
N. Y., L. A. and Chi would each
be considered as seven markets.
Thus, using N. Y., Chi and LA.
alone would be
“21
markets” or a “national use” and
booking of any two of those metropolitan areas would count as a
“regional use.”
One headache which may result
from the new pact is collection of
coin. It will be up to SAG to police the contract. In any event, it’s
figured that there will be a complex accounting system to determine how much money is .due

deemed

a

to

Glamorous Silvana Mangano,
is

Italian

motion picture atar,

one reason why Italy is a leading film-producing nation.

here, too

American or

In films, as in the world of fashions, food and furniture

— in American industry and arts generally — Italian creativeness continues to play a

more hnd more important

role

in satisfying

our demands for better living. The Italian

Influence on

American home decoration and cuisine

assuming dominant proportions, and in fashions,
second only to F ranee and

To you

is rapidly closing the gap.

WWJ-TV’s

Italian.

Your approach

to advertising in the

New York market

tion

between

ity in the

WOV

and the largest Italian-speaking

commun-

world -- in the light of the Italian Influence on the

is the link

buying habits of this area.

is

Influence

upon

this

makes

its

tremendous group that the
first and

‘

Studios:

New

There

is

presenting

half-hour

WWJ-TV.

Gene Holowchak of

is

a

show “International Town” every

can, Moslem, Hungarian, Greek,
Italian, Pole, Ukranian, German,
Belgian and Canadian in Detroit.
The writer is Jack McBride.

WWJ-TV

is

the director.

Italian.

York and Rome
E, Pearson Co.

Representatives; John

cation

churchs, occupations, sections of
the city, festivals, etc. It will present the American Chinese, Mexi-

between

most penetrating impact

stimulating the desire for better living.

Foundation Fund for Adult Edu-

Shows take a nationality or race
from Detroit's metropolitan center
and spotlight its collective way of
life, its jclubs
and organizations,

ranks

the old world and the new.
,It

'

Saturday night over

of Italian origin live in

New York. To them, WOV,

VI Town’

Detroit, Feb. 3.
Wayne University, in cooperation
with the National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters and the Ford
.

needs careful appraisal in the light of the intimate associa-

s

is

each actor.

in abundance, for all the good things of life,

the advertiser, all this has a special meaning.

More than two million Americans
and around

Italy

—

—

in

Dallas “Captain Pappy’s Showboat” has been set for a half-hour

money.

on
Silvana

Current

Mangano
IFE

Staff in th*

Release

“ANNA".

WFAA-TV

each Thursday with

C.
A. “Pappy” Dolsen as m.c.
Series will feature music and va-

riety from Pappy’s
cal nitery spot.

Showland,

lo-
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AN AYE

That’s the verdict for Jeffrey Jones, TV’s fastest-

moving private

And it’s unanimous with both

eye.

viewers and sponsors, the country over .
In less than eight months on the

air,

“Files of

Jeffrey Jones” has soared into Telepulse’s

Top Five

syndicated TV film shows. Sample current ratings;
Chicago,

20.4,

Boston,

Pittsburgh, 50.5,

16.6,

San

Francisco, 17.8 (December, 1952).

And
cur. Jeff

sponsors in more than 25

TV markets con-

has successfully sold automobiles, milk,

pharmaceuticals, bread, beer, radios, gasoline, biscuits,

laundry service,

With

many

other products.

“Files of Jeffrey Jones,”

that assures a big reaction

.

.

.

you have action

from the cast

ring TV-movie-and-Broadway hero

through scripts

(39 half-hour

mystery adventures

of a sports : minded private investigator
favorite

game

is

(star-

Don Haggerty)
whose

murder) to production (by Holly-

wood’s Iindsley Parsons).
9

Give

Jones” a

trial

yourself

your markets — at a cost
make you cheer— ask your CBS Television

For top
that’ll

»

“Files^ of Jeffrey

TV

results in
«

_

Film Sales representative about Jeff now.

OF JEFFREY JONES
a

‘presentation of

New York,

CBS television film sales with

Chicago, Los Angeles

ALSO AVAILABLE!

offices

in

and Memphis

Cases of Eddie Drake (also starring Don Haggerty),
Crown Theatre with. Gloria Swanson, Annie Oakley, Holiday in Paris, The
Gene Autry Show, Strange Adventure, The Range Rider, Hollywood on the

Line and World’s Immortal Operas

$6

RADIO REVIEWS

AMERICA’S COMPOSERS

USBaefr

POLIO PARTY LINE

With Eastman School of Music With Gov. C. E. Anderson, Mayor
Symphony, Dr. Howard Hanson
John Daubney, Mayor Eric
'

.

directing
30 Mins.; Tues., 12:05 a.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N.T.
"America's Composers” is a new
longhair series presented by NBC
in cooperation with the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers as part of the latter’s
public relations activity. ASCAP
makes an institutional pitch on
this show for its support of serious
composers. On the post-midnight
preem Monday night (2) (or Tuesday a.m,), ASCAP prexy Otto A.
Harbach spoke briefly and to the
point about contemporary serious
musicians being one of 'our important national assets.
NBC is giving this show a network airing a half-hour earlier
than WNBC in N.Y. It’s understood that ASCAP is not wholly
happy with this late hour slotting

Hoyer,

.

Wes

.

Fesler,

.

Cedric

Adams, Bob DeHaven, Stew MacPherson, Alien Gray, Maynard
Halsey Hall, Ed ViehHarlan Horton, Robert

Speece,

man,
Cummings, Jimmy Carroll, Doc
Evans Dixieland* Band, Percy
Hughes Band, Schiele’s Sextette,

Bob Mantzke’s

Clioraliers, etc.

Bob McKinsey,
Ed Vichman and Jim Bormann

Producers-directors:

20 Hours, Sat. (31), 8 a.m.
Minneapolis
Demonstrating, among other
things, that radio in this two TV
station area still is very much alive
and making its presence felt as vigstation
orously as ever,
radio
(CBS) staged the greatest
one-day fund raising and biggest,

WCCO,

CBC’s ‘Mr. Show

Wednesday, February 4, 1953

Biz’ Click

As Memory Lane Revu$

SALUTE TO AUTOMOTIVE IN INSIDE CITY HALL
With Carl Langland, Mayor John
DUSTRY
Daufrney, others
With Dean Harris, Amle D'Angelo*
Joe Cummiskey, Carleton Hence, Producer-director: Norm Page

guests
Producer: Francis DiRocco
al. Writer: DiRocco
On its 13th week, “Mr. Show- 30 Mins.; Jan. 24, 8:30 p.m.
WAGE, Syracuse
business” has become a phenomTying in with the 44th annual
enon that currently sees the crea- Syracuse auto show, which wound
tion in Canada for the first time up Saturday (31),
tranof self-appointed fan clubs across scribed a half hour program to
was
plug
the
occasion.
Production
the country for a radio talking pergood but overall effect was that
sonality, this apart from the band of
an overlong commercial, not
names, the singing the Bing Cros- only for the auto show itself but
Listener for the automotive industry in
bys and Jo Staffords.
enthusiasm is plus the fact that the general. Program teed off with a
lengthy narrative which failed in
State-operated Canadian Broad- its attempt to cleverly depict the
casting Corp., against its policy of development of the four-wheeled

Jack Arthur, Sime, et

WAGE

.

25 Mins.; Sun., 1:05 p.m,

DAVIS TRAVEL AGENCY
WMIN, Minneapolis-St. Paul
“Inside City Hall,” new transcribed radio show, is the type of
interesting informative
program
that helps broadcasting to fulfill
its educational as well as entertainment obligations.
It
takes
listeners to the St. Paul city council

chamber where the mayor and
members answer quesdirected to them by Carl

six council

tions

Lapgland,

St.

Paul Pioneer Press

city hall reporter,

municipal

and concerning

It should be a
St. Paul
concerned
with
vehicle.
their governmental administration
is receiving plenty of offers from
Pitch pointing up the values of
most comprehensive and elabo- big-name advertisers who are pre- cars was not only along lines of and officials’ conduct thereof, and
rately organized and heavily sat- pared to underwrite the weekly usefulness in everyday living but it undoubtedly will build a sizable
urated one-day air marathon, in nut, this the biggest in present also played heavily on the fact audience.
local history. It was for the March CBC revue sustainers. Apart from that a large number
Initial program was given over
of workers
but, in actuality, it’s a good spot
of .Dimes’ benefit.
unprecedented trans-Canada mail were dependent on the automobile largely to a discussion ,of a threatfor the longhair program, since the
With a huge slambang all day response, series is also over big industry for their livelihood. Spot ened streetcar-bus strike and the
classical devotees hw'e little dis
traction from competing shows at and night radio show produced by with Canuck troops in Germany interviews with local Syracusians emergency measures to be emits own staff and enlisting talents and
Korean who are receiving were interjected into the prograpi, ployed', to meet the situation. Some
this hour.
but views offered, as pertained to edge wa£ taken off the timeliness
Debut stanza comprised an in and cooperation of the governor, weekly disks.
Program ’deals ..$vith the’ rliffe' of the value of having, a; car, failed to arid pertinence of what would have
teresting 30 minutes (transcribed) Minneapolis and St. Paul mayors,
other
federal
and
officials,
state
of modern American music with
Jack Arthur, former exec of Fa- carry-much "weight; 'Joe^Cum- been a topic of the most vital coneverybody by the fact that
the Eastman School of Music Sym- prominent citizens generally, lead- mous Players (Canadian) who re- miskey, station’s news director, cern to
betwen the time of the show’s tape
ing
lights,
sports
performers
from
phony, under Dr. "Howard Hanson’s
cently resigned after 40 years to took' over the mike from the exrecording, Friday (29), and its airbaton, playing Samuel Barber’s all niteries and hotels and its own take over annual production of the hibit hall, holding the cars on disOverture to “School For Scandal,” personalities, who appeared in 24,000-seater grandstand show at play, and gave a rundown of the ing, Sunday (31), it developed that
Edward MacDdwell's “Ophelia” front of the mike and entertained the Canadian National Exhibition, type of vehicles being showcased** the walkout likely would be called
Nevertheless, the program
and Deems Taylor’s “Through The or made pitches, station coaxed Toronto, on a three-year contract which probably had some appeal off.
was calculated to hold setowners’
$33,800 in contributions and teleLooking Glass.”
Jess,
with option. So far, radio series for auto fans.
attention by reason of undoubted
phone
pledges
instead
anticithe
of
Under the NBC-ASCAP tieup,
has dealt with Glasgow-born Ar
interest in measures that might be
the web is supplying the time cuffo pated $10,000.
thur's stage career since he' came
adopted in case such an emergency
Show was presented on an espe- over, here as a violinist-prodigy
while ASCAP is paying for the
had
arisen or should arise. Also,
cially constructed enormous stage with the late Sir Harry Lauder,
musical talent.
Her??i.
there
was enlightenment about
in the lobby of one Of the town’s his adventures on Mississippi show
Radio Follow-Up
other
parking matters and issues
two leading hotels, the Radisson, boats, George Primrose’s minwhich
have
been in the St. Paul
WCBS' 'Let's Find Out'
and also attracted thousands who slrels, etc., up to the time he was
spotlight.
“Let’s Find Out,” a new gpanel came to see the notables ‘.‘in the
trans-Canada producer for all FaAlexandre Dumas’ “Camille,”
Langland proved an excellent
show spotlighting local issues, bows flesh” and who helped to swell the mous Players stage shows'.
which marked its 100th anni last moderator, making clear at the
on WCBS, N, Y., Sunday (8) at total take by depositing coins and
Last week’s stanza brought the year, showed its age Friday -(30) outset that the show Would afford
1:30 p.m., with Sen. Charles Tobey folding money in a big iron lung
of
when
beginning
given an hour’s airing via listeners the chance to know their
the
life
to
story up
Contributions
ranged
as first guest in a .discussion of the facsimile.
from pennies to checks running as his long-time friendship with Sime NBC’s “Best Plays” series. Produc city better.
waterfront scandals.
tion,
nosdirection
the
on
and acting were all
Silverman. It’s strictly
Show is a public service which
Program director Sam Slate has high as the $7,000 from the Twin talgic theme; hence the current of a high calibre, but play
itself sizes up as a credit to station and
tapped Ed Morgan for emcee post. Cities Naval Air Station and in- formation of these ^trans-Canada falls into a soap opera
Commercials were held
vein. Fa- sponsor.
cluding $500 each from the Hotel
Radisson and its owner, Tom groups who have formed “Mr. miliar yarn of the kept gal who to a minimum and in the best of
finally
Rees.
taste.
finds true love but gives it
Showbusiness” fan clubs and who
Albany—Orrin R. (Jim) Bellamy, Moore.
rem- up so as not to impede the future
general manager of WPTR since
Titled “Polio Party Line,” the gather, after the program, to
of
her lover and his sister is tarJuly, has resigned to join the Fred- marathon was unique in that it ob- inisce over bygone vaude and the
eric W. Ziv Co. as its rep in up- tained the cooperation of 1,455 acts that made an entertainment geted primarily at the tear ducts.
*
state New York.
Eva LeGallienne had a field day
telephone operators in exchanges medium great and a stage form
in a five-state area, an alltime rec- that no economic circumstances or with the dramatic title role which
permitted her to run the emotional
ord for such sort of participation changes have conclusively killed.
hereabouts, On the stage were a
Last week’s program was a warm gamut from complete frivolity to
REGULAR STAGE
bevy of pretty WAFs of the 31st and justified tribute to Sime, his utter dejection. As her- paramour,
NEW AMSTERDAM ROOF THEATRE
Air Division, working at the bat- protection of artists from mana- Richard
Waring came through
214 West 42nd St., N. Y. C.
tery of telephones in two shifts of gerial exploitation in which Sime solidly, also getting the most out
12 each. They handled pledge calls always took the part of the per- of his part. Performers in lesser
Apply*Harry G, Sommers, PE S-0221
or Wl 7-0870— Extension 33
from 18 key points in 133 counties, former, his encouragement of roles all registered excellently.
including Fargo, N. D.; Watertown, young
introduction They included Betty Garde, Karl
talent,
his
S. D.; Eau Claire, Wis.; Windomw, of
Susan Douglas,
the New Acts department, Weber,
Bryna
Willmar, Fergus Falls, Crookston, his recognition and prediction of Raeburn, Marion Evanson, Edwin
ORIG. 3 5-LA F 8 MIN,
Bemidji, Brainerd, St. Cloud, Glen- continuing new trends in show biz Jerome, Frederick Rolfe and
Jene
Male-comic TV sketch, plus analysis,
coe, Mankato, Rochester, Winona, and his advice to performers who Leonard.
Vincent
by gleamingly, ingenious, masterful
McConnor
Red Wing, Pine City, and Minne- later made good, the divorcement adapted the Dumas work, while Bill
craftsman.
Services avail, as humor
supplier and bullder-up; all forms and
aijolis-St. Paul-Duluth.
of the business office from the Welch produced and Ed King
media.
Also unusual for such a drive editorial, and the fact that no per- directed.
R. KRAMER
here was the manner in which the former, however big and the adMiss LeGallienne and Waring, in143 St. Felix St.
making of pledges was facilitated vertising space he was buying, got cidentally, did the death
Brooklyn 17, N. Y.
scene
and simplified and the fact that no a good review unless he gave a * r m the Play for the
1951 ANTA
giveaways, prizes or similar gim- good performance!
Album.
JesS
micks were employed to lure the
CBC
sustainer,.
Toi^budgeted
GUESTING FEB. 7
shekles,
“Mr. Showbusiness” is expertly
San Antonio
WE'VE TEAMED UP!!
Carnation"
Milk
During the entire day and night produced by Jackie Rae, himself a lias been signed
THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS
for fourth year as
Creative director-writer and experiHall WCCO locally produced shows
former Jack Arthur protege and p s r of .Quarter-hour series on
enced motion picture cameraman offer
CBS-TV
i r? aired
originated from the Hotel Radisson highly-decorated Canadian flier in KCOR
lowest cost on complete film producMonday through Fri- tions
U. S. COAST GUARD SHOW
lobby stage. The entire station staff the last war.
from script to screen. Over 100
With Arthur rem- day.
Series
EVERY SUNDAY/- ABC, RADIO
high quality films already produced.
went to work voluntarily during iniscing, dramatic musical breaks Garay, home features Lydia De
Dir.: MCA
what ordinarily would be its day of are supplied by Howard Cable and ish program economist in a SpanBox 73752, Variety
for the local Latin154 W. 46th St., New York 36
rest— Saturday (31).
Rees.
a 30-piec£ orchestra, plus a 12- Amencan.

WCCO

minimum sponsored programming,

affairs.

must tune-in for those
citizens

who

are

.

„

•

FOR RENT

REHEARSAL SPACE

NEW

Eileen

BARTON

.P.

'

—

-c

^

*

housewives.

voice mtoced choir and principals.
On lastCweek’s program, bringing
series into the ’20s, orch whammed
into “Lady Be Good” and then the
commencement of the Sime story,
with Terry Dale singing the hit
tunes from “42d Street,” Wally Roster doing Dick Powell; the Sime audition of Kate Smith’s “When the
Moon Comes Over the Mountain”
(Terry Dale); a fine Clayton, Jack-

Bigger and Better Business
for products advertised on

WABD

Channel 5

-

son and Durante bit, with Billy
O’Connor doing Schnozzola, but
straight; and an excellent Harry

Richman.

Program is enjoying amazing
listener enthusiasm, via that bulky
weekly mail, the fan club formations and the swift response to
the Jack Arthur delivery and personality, plus Jackie
production values.

WXYZ’s
Bigger audience , better saies for
advertisers when they reach

WGAL-TV's

large ,

rich

Penn-

The new Class
per hour will

8

Steinman Station

^

New York

Los Angeles

Son Francisco

A

Chicago

K0SLECK

rate of $350

apply

throughout

ments and station breaks during
certain daytime periods.
WXYZ is the first major station
in the Detroit market' to
inaugu-

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
-

STARRING

3.

the entire week and embrace the
hours of 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. The
new rate card will effect a saving
to advertisers of as high as 47% in
certain nighttime periods from 6
to 10:30 p.m.
Additionally, advertisers will benefit by further
savings in one-minute announce-

Clair R. McCollough, Pres,

Represented by

Single Rate
Detroit, Feb.

'

A

top

McStay.

A single radio rate for both day
and evening was placed in effect
Sunday (1) at WXYZ.

sylvania market area .

CHANNEL

Rae’s

in

-

“CRIME and PUNISHMENT'
From the Novel by Dostoyevsky

on “ONE MAN'S STORY”

Monday
Currently

to Friday, 2:45 P.M.

:!

and -Into Next Week

rate a single-rate jpolicy.
®T or ml

*

«*

,
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have SO

COINED
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EACH

MAGNIFICENT' HALF-HOUR DRAMA A VIVID AND REWARDING
ENTERTAINMENT!
IN TELEVISION

EXPERIENCE

Planned for 3 Full-Length

^

Commercials Plus Opening
and Closing Sponsor
Identification!
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Durgom

Signs Piazza

Marguerite Piazza, featured opsinger on NBC-TV’s “Your
Show of Shows,” has -signed a
management contract with George
era

BUI Cullen
account exec . .
signed as a permanent panelist on

New York

as

.

“Bullets" Durgom. Durgom
of Jackie Gleason,

manager

is also

among

Inside Stuff-Radio
>

Former Vice President Alben W. Barkley became a member

of the
Radio Correspondents Assn, last week.
Barkley, whose new NBC television show, “Meet the Veep" debuted
on Sunday (tf; received a membership card and full privilege of covering both houses of Congress from the radio:.galleries. In addition, as
a former Representative and former Senator, he has the added privilege of either chamber, while it is in session, to- converse with legisla-

Norman and others.
Joe Bigelow in from Coast for “Where Was I?"
four weeks on one of his periodic Irving Pincus left for the Coast
Miss Piazza had been managed
trips to overseer NBC-TV's (‘All- Thursday (29) to set up a produce by J. Graves McDonald, her hustors.
Star Revues"
Clem Foster' into tidn unit ‘for Aiming “Adventures' 'band^who died several weeks ago.
“Treasury Men in Action" this of Ellery Queen” for TV.
A statement of tribute to the “Lone Ranger"- radio program and to
Week
Peter Donat plays a lead
Helen Sonnenberg, daughter of
George W. Trendle, its creator, was placed in the Congressional Record
on WOR’s “Broadway TV Theatre," publicist-public relations man Ben
last
week by Sen. Homer Ferguson (R., Mich,). Statement "was preWhich stars Basil Ratlibone, this Sonnenberg, working at CBS-TV
Tele Reviews
pared to mark the 20th anni of the' program on the air, Jan. 30.
week (2-61
Bertha Kurizman, as receptionist in office of news
Ferguson said the program has become “the oldest continuous halfprogram director of WJZ-TV, has chieftain Sig Mickelson
Continued from page 31
“It's
resigned
hour program in radio history," adding: “The man behind the “Lone
ABC-TV schedule A Problem," educatidnal show with
supervisor Nancy Nesmith has Ben Grauer which had been on Anastasia the wicked witch in Dis- Ranger" is George W. Trendle, of Detroit. Trendle made the “Lone
oined Robert Orr agency
*
Ranger" a composite of all the heroes of all time. Trendle built in
NBC-TV as a strip, returns as a ney’s “Cinderella" movie.
J-ewis Charles, who usually plays WNBT local program in a onceShe'll host six or seven children characteristics that would endear the “Lone Ranger" to the young and,
crooks, is on side of the law on weekly niche Saturdays at 5 p.tn., around a festive table with stream- at the same time, teach them the principles of good citizenship."
“Crime Syndicated" Feb. 17
Royal Dano ers, bauoons, gifts- galore and alstarting Feb. 14
Bob Massell, ABC-TV staffer, to to play “Lincoln on Kate Smith's ways a big birthday cake. The camWLIB, N. Y., ipdie, has set series of “Brotherhood Month" broadDancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency; show Feb. 11 .
Adlai Stevenson era absorbs a feast of hun)an in- casts for the month of February, devoting 15 minutes per day, six days
Renzo Cesana, “The Continen- address to be carried by CBS-TV- terest shots as she takes care of
.
per
week, to various organizations furthering the cause of racial and
tal," guests on Tallulah Bankhead
AM on Feb. 14 . Johnny Farrell, the talk side, with brief interNBC-TV-er Saturday (7)
Allen former National Open golf cham- views with each child plus occa- religious tolerance. Station will devote the 6 to -6: 15.; p.m. period to
National
Assn, for the Advancement of *the Colored People on MonCooke upped to an associate di- pion, guests on columnist Frank sional entertainment by th£ more*|
days, to the American Jewish Congress Tuesdays,' to the Urban League
rector at ABC-TV
Sid Miller Farrell's WPIX TV-er on Friday talented tots.
Wednesdays,
to the Schoenberg Collection Thursdays, to the National
and Donald O'Connor have written (6> between teaching at Saks Fifth
Miss Bliss frequently does a Assn, of Christians and Jews Fridays, while -on Saturdays vet
a pop tune for “Colgate Comedy Ave. and Baltusrol Country Club in
Negro
interbonus
offering
pitch,
switch
Hour"
“Kukla, Fran & Ollie” Jersey.
thesp William Marshall will deliver readings of Negro writers.
views with animal and bird life.
will lecture on educational TV at
Station
also signed singer Leo Fuld for a cross-the-board afterhas
She’s hosted lions, bears, chim•the Museum of Modern Art here
noon disk jockey show, and has set Buddy Brower and Sara Lou Harris
panzees, canaries, parakeets, kitnext month; also slated for a “Show
as >a man-and-wife deejay team for a Monday-thru-Saturday morning
Hollywood
little 'lambs and, this week,
tens,
of Shows" guest spot
WCBSshow.
“HapHer
ape.
trained
TV's “It's Worth Knowing" educaBob Klein, who has been with a Fuzzy, the
tional show earns a 6.7 rating and Fresno, Cal., TV station, joins py Birthday" guests love it.
Strike of the Newspaper and Mail Deliverers Union, affecting delivmarks its anni Saturday (7)
On her own program anniverDom Lynch, ABC-TV production KLAC-TV as sales manager Klaus sary she asked local newsmen to eries of N. Y. dailies in the Long Island region, upped the number of
sets
manager
in use in that area 15% on the first day of the strike, WHLI, L. f.,
general
assistant, back from service Hitch. KTLA
do the kiddie interviews. When
Dunhills has cancelled all its Landsberg offered channel's tech- the Chronicle’s Terrence. Q’Fla- station reported last week.
,
Survey conducted by the station revealed that afcts in use jumped
WCBS-TV segments
Charles
nothing front one
nical facilities to webs to cover herty extracted
Russhon joins ABC-TV to direct upcoming A-bomb blast in Nevada child but up-and-down, right-and- 15%, most heavily for news broadcasts. Station also reported inboxing shows
John -Barry
left nobs, he closed his interview creased advertising from local film houses and a large number of
Filmby
Inked
Nathaii
Robert
Griffin has just written “Dangerous
with, “Thanks for listening to me." classified ads via radio.
craft to pen teleplays for comJourney," with Joseph Wiseman
Miss Bliss has been in local ra“Mark Twain" series
suggested for the lead, and is cur- pany's
Morgan joins cast of dio many years, has done this TV
rently scripting a new-type detec- Marlon
series for over two years, is on the
*
Revue.”
“Bandstand
tive
series .
Jean Alexander KTLA’s
Vs.
Nick Lutz verge, of a merge with another.
tapped fpr a feature part ,on CBS- Dave Koffman and
Dwit.
pacted by RNXT to stage wrestling
Continued from page 25
TV “Crime
Tuesday
Syndicated"
SALES; SEES '53
*
matches on the channel in a year’s
(10).
and in his own recent memo to the
$200,000. TALENT PATROL
about
involving
Execs at WOR, Mutual's flagship
Jack Manning to be guest of deal
will be on Saturday nights With
Steve Allen. West PointJ staff acknowledged that, while still station in New York, are looking
honor at the Shakespeare Club of Matches
functioning on a creative level, he toward a good
George Mence packaging a TV
Dance Band, guests
year saleswise in
N. Y. annual dinner April 26 by
Behind the Producer: Dave Nyren
Story
was without operating control, with AM, on the basis of
“The
show.
reason of his thesping in WABD’s
current sales.
sides
Former national
decision left fo White. (Overall, Station’s
Director: Eddie Nugent
“Ghost of Hamlet”
morning
Rusty Song."
block, cross-theVrba upped to 30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m.
there is some confusion within the
Cooper, ex-Ted Bates agency cast- manager John R.
board
from
6
to
is completely
10,
replacing
KTTV,
Sustaining
NBC organization over the addi- sold.
ing director, now- handling pub- sales manager of
Whiting, who ankled, ABC-TV, from New York
tional amount of echelon titles, and
licity for United Television Pro- Dwight W.
exIn
the evening, WOR is <80%
A modestly-budgeted affair to in the attempts to resolve the “who
grams
Jphnny Olsen vacation- and Leslie H. Norins, account
ec, elevated to local sales manager showcase GI talent and to make a reports to whom?” officer pattern.) sold in the 6 to 7:30 slot, and is
ing with' his wife in Havana
Fletcher Jones bankrolling pitch for Army and Air Force reFeeling is that NBC’s most press- On the verge of a one-client wrap“Bob Dana's Dining Tips" moves
KNBH... cruiting, “Talent .Patrol," while ing need is a “showmanship par- up for its half-hour locally sponto Thursdays and adopts a new “Hollywood Offbeat" on
format over WOR-TV
A1 Dawn Addams inked for live and fairly diverting, lacks the talent lay” to match its super-charged ad- sored share of Mutual's 8-9 p. m,
on CBS- and polish to bring it a wide and
Young
Alan
of
Aim
shows
Hodge and* Don Hastings, Duministrative echelon. The Hubbell cross-the-board mystery and advenMont's Captain Video and the TV series beginning Feb, 15. Young steady audience.
Robinson-sparked production unit ture block, which* the web has parto. ^
weekend
Over
Gotham
skied
to
Video Ranger, ham^d King and
Show' is packaged for the Army at CBS, which draws from the in- tially sold to Camels and General
Greene-Haldeman and Air Force by Dancer, FitzgerCrown Prince of the ’Winter Car- blurb show
Mills.
bought “Dangerous Assign- ald &. Sample and presented sus- dividual talents of an Irving MansCo.
nival at Saranac Lake Feb. 14.
Station last year increased the
Aleon taining by ABC-TV. Steve Allen field, a Bill Dozier, Ralph Levy,
Legit-TV actor Michael Higgins ment" series on KNBH
Frank Galen, A1 and Mario Lewis, number of individual advertisers
playing a lead in “The Web" on Bennett packaging video show*
acts as'emcee, introducing the GIs
Larry
Berns,
etc.,
is
meanwhile from 306 in 1951 to 525 in 1952,
CBS-TV Sunday (8) ; Bruno Les White angeling the Jack Owens and interviewing them. At the
. KLAC-TV
Wick, featured on WOR’s" “Broad- show on KECA-TV
end, the studio audience selects reaping the rewards of the Bill Pa- an increase of 71%. It also regisley-Frank Stanton-incepted “the tered a 25% increase in food adway, TV 'Theatre".- next week- (9-13) tees off “Department Store of the a winner,
vertisers for the same period, acLloyd Durant, ex-TV commer- Air” Feb. 5 from the May Co., in
Winner on show caught was pvt show’s the thing” dictum.
cial production manager for Comp- hour-long pitch remoted frorri the James Lee, who scored nicely via
cording to Bill Crawford,* sales
Borden Co. musical imitations. Winner got a
ton, joined Biow agency as TV cre- downtown store
chief.
ative supervisor ,
Barbara Car- picking up 10-rain, segment of N.Y. nitery ..tour with bandleader
roll, pianist appearing at the Em- “Frosty. Frolics"
on KTLA, and Vincent Lopez. Other contestants
Enuf
Gable
bers, N. Y., cafe, guests on Kate other channel sales include Gold included two singers and a pianist.
Kansas City Glen Elroy AugsContinued from page 27
Smith. TV-er Feb. 11
Johnny Seal co-sponsorship -of Ina Ray All four were from Camp Atterpurger, former disk jockey and
Olsen, emcee of “Kids & Co." and Hutton show; Brown Shoe renew- bury, Ind.
salesman
at KCMO and KCMOpermitting them to add new basic
“Homemakers Jamboree," vaca- ing “Smilin’ Ed McConnell"; BeAllen failed to function smoothFM, has joined the sales staff of
tioning with his wife Penny in Ha- kins Van & Storage bought seg- ly in his emcee role. His remarks affiliates without having to bear the Midland Broadcasting
Co’s. KHBC
full line charges.
vana this week
Bill Downing ment of “Bandstand Revue," and in
several cases were
strictly
KFRM. He is working on local
An important phase in the eco- and
has a comedy role on DuMont’s Welch Co. and Bristol-Meye'rs each tradey, far. above the heads of his
sales, and replaces Ed Dahl, who
“Dark of Night" Friday (6)
bought in on Spade Cooley show guests and his studio audience. He nomics of this changing situation left KMBC to resume
with Ziv
John- Doscher, ex-WOR and AmerDavid' Street
joins
Betty seemed to devote more time think- is the willingness of the bankroller transcriptions.
ican Tobacco, has joined WJZ-TV White's KLAC-TV stanza.
ing of something cute to say than to add..tlie new markets. As yet, no
actually trying to put his guests at clear pattern has emerged. Some
.
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lm

Mwm

Delaware
in

TOPS

All U.S.

i

Average Income*

are shelling out for every

.

.

,

,

Marks-

.

•

-

-

•

1

customed

lot

It

soil

and

Series marks the

m

station* in thi»
market.

your product affectively,

by U, S D»pt. of Cmmwc*.

by

WLW-T bow

of

building popularity among
night and early morning

i’s

Big Push

Continued
ued from page 25

is

.

Jewish Market

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
NtwYoik

SnnFrantiwo

|

the New Year’s Day
which he recently Joined after a whirl on football program from the Orange
WCPO. Also fast on the ad lib is Bowl and preceding night’s pathe other male bench sitter, Joe E. rade had come through without a
Marks, vaude. and musicomedy vet. hitch.
The gals, Jane Lynn and Judy PerTelephone officials stated they
kins, are -seasoned mikers.
are ready and. willing to provide
Program Is first one to come out facilities for one network at a
of Crosley’s testing laboratory via time, if the
networks or the sponsneak previews with audiences of sors©were
willing to pay costs for
other studio shows who are. invited
transporting casts and equipment
to write comments and suggesfor the stars who wanted sun with
tions.
Quiz -subjects are objects.. A their work. However, proponents
to

WLW,

fact

of the plaii pointed out basic reis the picture clue
panelists, with overprint *of quirements for any such programname .shown to viewers. Identity ming: assurance of cable availabilfailures after three minutes bring ity for set period of time and proprizes for idea contributors.
vision of an emergency line in
Adds up to another merry ses- event of failure by the usual fasion for fans in the large qui 7 r, < -- cilities, have
not been mentioned

portion of each

.

de.

Roll.

by

of Metropolitan

Hew York

that

for

to.Ano.lo

Big feremest nertfenat and IgcsI
•dvartisers wig WIVD year after
yanr te reach the v«»t

.

Writ* for Information.

Chlcag»

4 Reasons Why

m

Walter Phillips, zany disk jockey

who

economically;

|

Master

in likeable fashion.

late
listeners

oil

pattern.

ABC-TV

panelists are Crosley staffers who
go through the guess-what paces

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

ricfttif

’•••mm

stations that are available live.
has eschewed such a format," leaving the client free to hold i,
down the number of stations if he l
»
wishes.
all

::

39 Mins.: Saf.* ;6 p.m.
Sustaining
WLW-T, Cincinnati
This new quizzer follows the ac-

WDEL

r^.

new TV

Production - and camera - wise, station; others are standing pat on
show was okay. Soldiers had fairly present lineups, feeling that their
good sets to work in front of and budgets can’t be expanded. Telegood backing from the West Point vision sfet manufacturers, naturally,
Dance Band;.. Camera work was are among the group which rushes
smooth, iihd caught them to good in to all
virgin territory, and some
advantage.
Chan.
beer and soap clients are also eager
to broaden their tele coverage.
YOU NAME IT
Some networks have a “must
With Jlui, Wood; Walter Phillips, buy” sales policy, with contracts
Jaiifc Lynn, Jqdy Perkins, Joe E. reading that the
sponsor must take
'•""
~;*

utility

company’s spokesmen.

1. T»|i

adult programming

3. Streitf audience infract
9. Inherent IliUnar layalty
4. Potential

Buying pewer

SgimI ftr

‘WHO'S

i cepy ef

WHO OH WHYD*

~~Henry Qrs^nfl#Mr ,M«it. Plr.
WIVD, 117-tlf WeeV44th St.

New

Yerh 34

ptttNcp ft mpiftY, i.hc.-,
Pioneer* in Westchester Rest Rstate
*.

announce the association

of

harry w. Mosley
(Formerly of RICO Theatres)
302 Mamar*ha»lc Avs.

White Nairn

White Naim, H. Y.

e*me

•C
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Final results of the

Annual

TV FORECAST

Magazine Audience Poll to determine the most

popular television program in Chicago for 1952

AND AGAIN

I

show

that

885,000 votes were entered!

the most remarkable cooking program in the history of radio and television

Hi
Telecast

one hour

daily, 11 to 12

noon, over WBKB, Channel

4, Chicago

was voted

CHICAGO’S TOP FAVORITE
among

all local

TV shows

SHOW

of all types

AND ALSOI Creative Cookery was voted
FIRST PLACE

among

all local

EDUCATIONAL AND

DISCUSSION shows

Creative Cookery is conducted by Francois
Pope, director of the nationally famous
*
Antoinette Pope School of Fancy Cookery,
He is ably assisted by his two sons, Frank

^

_

and Robert Pope,

instructors in the school.

Together, these three handsome, unassuming; likeable men are making the kitchen the
most popular spot in Chicago homes, and the

art of cooking, as they teach

smartest hobby for

The Popes

it,

Chicago’s

men and women.

are the, foremost family in the

world in the teaching of fancy and creative
cooking. Recipes used on Creative Cookery
are developed and tested

by the Popes. Their

methods of teaching and presentation are as
refreshingly original and inviting as their
recipes.

No wonder

Creative Cookery consist-

ently enjoys an audience rating from half again

CREATIVE COOKERY

is

Fdhrenhdz, Producer

Elinor.
v

to double that of the average cooking

show.

Participating announcements on Creative

Cookery are

all live

given by the Popes,

That’s

a Personality

why

so

many

and

all

are personally

vertisers

and agencies choose Creative Cook-

ery— why Creative Cookery

is

SOLD OUT, with a

of food and

waiting

list

so often

sell!

household item advertisers who want only the

of America’s finest ad-

TOP FAVORITE SHOW IN CHICAGO.

The Popes

really

avi:
k
i)
fOMIVWV

Features, Inc. Production

Don Norton,

AMI

Director

,

Radio and Television

t

Fur availabilities an Creative Cookery call . . •

Sfation Representatives
NEW

v

OPK

SAN FRANC!

BOSTON

CHICAGO
ATLANTA

DETROIT

HOLLYWOOD

*
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KAMO-TELKVISION

49

must be considered as a request for
waiver -of these rules and. ihpuld
not be' considered defective. It
therefore decided to retain both
Although no one will admit the recent Chicago Daily News rundown
applications on file pending final
kiddie, shows has any connection, WNBQ,
Continued from page ^5
determination of the multiple own- on the Chi blood and thunder
"T*
Chi NBC-TV station, is quietly dropping its “Cacths, Jim” afterthe
question,
parties as temporary they feel, Harwell and Russ- Hodges handle ership
Western pix. Strip, which features
jHowever, "the Commission gave noon show built around vintage
the clubs, will have to work out ^'announcing, as per last year.
which of Bill Bailey as the .sourdough host, has been a top coin earner. “Cactus
The Dodgers, carried by Lucky Storer 30* days to elect
some sort ,of working arrangement
given Jim” will be officially laid to rest Feb. 20.
wishes
he
applications
his
before the season begins. In fact, Strike and Schaefer Beer via.
Mean“present”’ .consideration.
the American League hasn't even BBD&O on VYOR-TV and WMGM,
Special hour-long telecast of the N, Y. Junior League’s. Mardi Gras
while, the. Agency withheld further
set its' schedule due to the curtail- have been sitting, back and wstejv'
applications in Will be sponsored on WNBT by 13 bankrdllers on Feb- 17 at 11:15 p.m.
competing
on
action
ing of night games with the Browns ing the developments. As things
t’s second year outlet has carried the fete.
Wheeling and Miajtfii areas.
by the Yanks, Boston and Cleve- stand, WOR-TV will telecast all the
Emcees will be Gary Moore, Arlence Francis, Skitch Henderson and
will
land in retaliation for Veeck’s de- home games and
John Cameron Swayze. Fred Coe will produce, aided by Johnny
broadcast all games. But the
mand for a cut.
and Jane Kalmus. Each of the bankrolled will pay $1,500
Stearns
Dodgers may change their minds.
o the JL Welfare Fund.
Johnson Probe Looms
Same ohfteam of Red Barber, ConAdd to the above picture a couple nie Desmond and Vince Scully will
Continued from page 27
The NARTB Monday (2) announced formation of a Television Inforof further developments in a hec- cover the games.
mation Committee, with .prexy Harold E. Fellows as Chairman The
tic week: namely, -the conviction of
facilities and channel to CBS for
Frick’s Hands-Off Policy
function, Fellows saidf will be to collect and .distribute
committee's
Cardinal owner Fred Saigh for in$6,000,000 because ABQ also owns
VeeckT whose Browns will not tel- an outlet here WENR-TV. TVBKB basic info on the growing contribution of TV in the U. S, Committee
come tax evasion and the impendthis year, started
games
home
ecast
assisted by research directors of NARTB and of the
ing sale of the club, and*the threat
currently .serves as' the CBS af- operations will be
the whole thing with a demand for
of a Senatorial investigation of MaUnder
the melding blue- four TV networks.
filiate.
receipts,
TV
of radio and,
Committee will hold its first meeting Feb. 19 in New York.
jor League TV practices by Sen. a share
print, WBKB's call letters will be
J
Edwin Johnson of Colorado, and plus a larger share of the gate for moved to WENR-TV's Channel 7
visiting clubs; He promptly got
teevee newsreel syndicate, broke into the newspaper busiTelenews,
there's reason enough for confustation.
as the Chi UpT-ABC
slapped down when the Yanks, Red
newsreels
on current anti-Semiits
stills
of
.with
sion.
Because it doesn’t have its own ness briefly last week
Sox and Indians not only refused to'
behind the Iron Curtain. International News Service and CenAs it now stands, WPIX, N. Y. accede, but cut his night games out station here in the No. 2 market tism Press
distributed the Telenews pictures following their use on TV.
tral
Daily News station, will televise a of their schedules. He’s taken the CBS has a big stake in the FCC dePix, claimed to be the first films of Moscow’s current progroms, showed
total of 79 Yankee games {two of matter to .Baseball Commissioner cision. And it doesn’t want a proJewish doctors, arrested and charged with murder of Soviet
the
some
of
Zenith
them exhibition) for Ballantine’s Ford Frick, but Frick up to now tracted court battle with
officials and pictured Jewish families being moved out of their homes
Beer, with White Owl Cigars tak- has maintained a hands-off policy, over Channel^ 2 that shapes up if
areas.
segregated
into
and.
ing two innings per day. Thirteen maintaining it’s a league matter. the commission okays the purof these telecasts will be from out Meanwhile, Veeck has dropped his chase and sticks by its allocation
Hartford
has inked Pierre Galante, correspondent of
Huntington
That's why the web has
of town, with 12 of the 13 night demands for radio receipts in all switch.
representative, with headquarters in Paris,
suggested that the FCC revise its Parls-Match, to be European
games, the other the season opener cases except the Yanks.
casting
his
and talent management outfit.
orders- that would wipe out Chan- for Hartford TV,
from Washington, April* 10. Balto France Monday (2) after visiting U. S. ta do
the National League, .it’s be- nel 4 here in favor of the higher
returned
In
"Galante
lantine’s will pick Up the additional
the Cardinal demands
stories on tele and motion pictures and confabs with Barry Ward, V.P.
slot. It claims that keeping Channel
video line costs for the ropd games. lieved that
for a share in TV receipts will be
Hartford TV.
On radio, ‘WINS will carry only dropped, following the sentencing 4 in Chicago wouldn’t set off a of
132 of the regular Yankee games, of owner Saigh to 15 months in string of revisions elsewhere. Most
for the same sponsors, despite a federal prison on an income tax directly 'Affected would be MilwauNash-Kelvinator Into
contract that calls for airing of all rap. Trustees headed by veepee kee where Walter Damm’s WTMJthe season’s games.
Station has William Walsingham have taken TV is Slated’ to move down from
Continued from page 27
adopted a wait-and-see attitude on over management of the club, and Channel 3 to 4.
Daytime
Via Chicago
By keeping WBKB (or WBBM- cases involving applications for
the- question. Mel Allen is slated to
a number of syndicates are .bidding
Chicago, Feb. 3.
announce the Yank tilts, but no for 'purchase. Unless a sale is ef- TV under CBS ownership) on TV facilities that the commission
Nash-Kelvinator is moving into
Channel 4, it’s argued, no present las seen fit to adopt a similar pol-’
secofid announcer has been set.
fected within the next few weeks
or potential applicant would be
Club is said td be considering and
new management firmly in dislodged as would be the case icy. The record of the proceeding daytime Ty with a slice of NBCeither ex-Yankee Toijimy Henrich
herein is devoid of evidence that TV’s “Welcome Travelers.”
Apthe reins, there’s little likelihood
with Channel 2.
or former N. Y. Knickerbocker bas- that
would indicate either that a radio pliance firm has taken the Friday
the Cards will press their de
ketball star Bud Palmer, Who an
licensee is disqualified to hold a
mands, at least for this. year. One
nounces the- Knick games for possible consequence of this is that
TV license and to furnish both 2:45 to 3 p.m. segment, effective
WMGM. J. Walter Thompson the Giants may decide to televise
radio and TV service to the same March 27.
agency handled the pacts.
Bering
Chi-based show is aired from
community, or that the radio ownCardinal games after all.
The Giants also ignored demands
Sen. Johnson, who under the
ership and operation of an appli- 2:30 to 3 with Procter 8c gamble
sssi, Contimfed from page 24
'
for a cut in TV receipts by the Democratic administration headed
cant for TV facilities are factors bankrolling the last quarter-hour
Cards by cancelling telecasts of the Senate Interstate Commerce thread the three films together into which, in the public interest, would Mondays through Thursdays. Ecko
x
their 11 home games with the Red vpommittee and who also is presi- a feature film for distribution require that it yield in favor of its Products rides the first quarterbirds and picking up 11 road dent of the Class A Western abroad. Gering will control Amer- competitor
wild is not identi- hour on alternate Mondays.
> games. There’s no change sched- League,
threw a bombshell into the ican video rights, Pallavicini for- fied with radio broadcasting, notGeyer is the agency on 'the N-K
uled for radio, with
set to N. Y. Baseball Writers’ annual din- eign. theatrical rights. *
withstanding that the latter may account.
According to Gering, the Ital- be less qualified than the former.”
carry the entire schedule. Chester- ner Sunday (1) night with the anfield,
through.
Cunningham & nouncement that he’d try to act ian names have gone into the series
Walsh, will sponsor both, on TV via against the majors’ ‘.‘cruel and at a -lower price because they were
WPIX and on radio. Sponsor pre- heartless” monopoly. He said the persuaded that video appearances
sumably will pay the, line costs for majors’ invasion of minor league here would boost their American
Foreign Vidpix
the ’'out-of-town telecasts. Ernie territory via radio and TV was b.o. stock.
Project has the coopContinued from page 24
eration- of Italian Film Export
‘‘cold, bloody murder.”
Meanwhile, the major - minor group.
to escape paying American wage
Financing was split evenly beleague committee studying the TV
scales.
question is continuing its investiga- tween Gering and Pallavicini, with
He disclosed that talks had also
tion. George Trautman, head of Gering raising his funds from pribeen held with Paramount studio
the edmmittee, said it would con- vate backers. He put. the cost per chief
Yi Frank Freeman regarding
duct two surveys this summer in production at’ “about the., same production of
a vidpix series in Euminor league cities OUe where the •price a!; a Hollywood-made TV rope by Par’s video subsid,
ParaNo distribution deal has mount Television Productions.
club feels it hasn’t been hurt by film.”
TV, the other where the club feels been set for the vidpix yet Ger- Thomas quoted Freeman
as saying
ing says he’ll accomplish that after
it has.
he knew nothing about it, and said
the first three are finished.
He’s as a result IATSE
international
aiming at a total of 26 half-hour prexy Richard
Walsh planned
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same communities.”

Regarding a contention by
er that the applications are proper tion,
^because the Commission is considering possible changes in its
^multiple
the
ownership rules,
agency agreed that the applications

be

says.’

commitments to
Previously the

Specialized
• DISPLAY
• THEATRICAL
• STUDIO
• MOTION PICTURE
\

advertisers.

AFL

had cracked

“Affairs of China Smith ”
produced in Mexico, and “Foreign
Intrigue,” made in Europe, and
asked sponsors of those series to
withdraw their support.

3

...

thajt

dollars

,

on

Baltimore station"
\ *

Vjf.

elected
Pegle.r

-

Comhusker Radio

&

Corp.,

operator
of
KQLN-TV, Lincoln,

and
Don W. .Stewart, Donald H.
and Thomas Wak-e as new

members
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Frost’s unique national
service includes complete
installation and removal—
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degree Of panic is not the
best way to get product identifislight
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in Maryland
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Television

CO.
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board of directors.
Reelected were E. M. O’Shea, Bennett .S. Martin and Harold E. An

Television Aaltlmoro
Nationally Represented by

What

“Charlie Wild, Private Eye” going
for Mogen David Wine a couple of
years back.
The studies showed
that for the winery “crime didn't
pay” and it was replaced by the
“Where Was I” panel show, with
a resultant increase in sales.
For the past Several years,
has been working with the social
scientists in the study of the often
hidden reasons people buy certain
items.
It’s been shown, that in
several cases the standard copy appeal has been the wroSg^pproach,
because it was targeted at the
wrong motivations. It’s now standard procedure to put each, new
copy idea through the psychological mill at the agency.
And the
“psycho”
treatment
apparently
pays off.
just added the
bulk of the Toni biz to its billings,
projecting it into the top ranks in

.

o

NIC

the

^

pic
will

watch once a week on whatever
night is convenient, and the sta
tion won't have, those gripes of, “I
saw that picture a month ago.”
Formula, Larson admits, was bor
rowed from WOR-TV’s live “Broadway .TV Theatre,” cross-thc-board
remakes of old legiters. *It was
beating the pants off of us,” he
said, “and- we felt the' idea was
good one fpr. films. 'Now we’r_
more than holding our own against
it.”
Sponsors- ifo the idea, too,
since they consldejj.the audience
to be different each night.
Further innovation was to. start the
week’s showings on Wednesday
giving /the. viewer the feeling, that
he had a choice of two films per
week.

than any other

ft

,

down on

airofeftfefc /
unfe
w that the
time. is. repeating all week,

•

• x*

-TV...

EDWARD fETRY

|

confab with Par prexy Barney Balaban in N.Y. about the matter.
Thomas said the union has also
discussed with NBC the series being produced for the web in England by. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and
that the net was “disturbed” about
it, and had told the union it had

IriuW^from pace 24

More, advertisers spend

more

to

half

Gering feels that despite cost of
the series, he’ll be able to offer
better-quality vidpix because of the
large budget involved for each
film. Scheme of uniting production
for TV and theatres enables use of
larger budget and better facilities
Stor- than does the ordinary TV produc-

__jn feels
•

*

and

administration of broadcast applications and fairness to all other
applicants seeking the establishment of broadcast .services in the

Wanted

Tor, Mrlot' wrlt«r with rnttion pletur*. TV.
Lailllmato ttnatr* Wckar««n4 wantaO by TV
film >.*rf*rittti»n -far Klaliul IB-minute -oH
30-mlnute 4 fllm aarlaa. All expenm paid te
Landon (where shooting will taka plnee) pint'
percent*** tf stria*. Must havp’ excellent Anok*.
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New York

Hitting

-+

a dozen
In New York. Town has
jazz spots operating now and the
hot combos are beginning to pick
up coin similar to the jazz heyday
of the 1930s. Unlike that period,
however, when the jive boites were
virtually confined to one street
<52d St.), current crop of jazz nitelies

Corpus
Corpus

Guy Lombardo

to Play

Christi

Aud.

f.

Christi, Feb. 3.

The naming of a general manager for the American Society of

Mogull Sets Up
Composers, Authors & Publishers
again come to the forefront of
BlVW Pub Affiliate has
ASCAP problems as a result of the

IvSan

Publisher Ivan Mogull last week
up a Broadcast Music, Inc., afHarvard Music.
Mogull also operates an ASCAP
affiliate, Mogull Music.

elect a new president this
spring. Under ASCAP’s new bylaws, incumbent prez Otto A. Harbach is ineligible to run again,
since he will have served the maximum of three consecutive onc-ycar

need to

set

orch has. been

booked at the Del Mar Auditorium
on March 3
In addition to the band show will
feature Johnny O’Brien, harmonica
Gotham
and
around
are spread
player, and the Szony dance team.

filiate,

terms.

are cleaning up.
Latest spot to jump onto the jazz

ASCAP toppers have been finding it tough to come up- with a
writer with a national reputation
to take over the ASCAP presidency
because it involves fulltime administrative duties. Such writers

all

bandwagon is the Band Box, which
preemed two weeks ago. Spot got
off to

such Jazz

a fast start with

Capitol Sparks

Fox Wins Stiff
LAWRENCE WELK

At The Philharmonic* regulars as
Buddy Rich, Gene Krupa, Flip Phillips and Charlie Shavers. T,he Box
currently is featuring
Ellington orch and Art

maintaining

is

its

socko pace.

r

1

Jimmy McPartland, George Wetting and Teddy Roy, and the Aquarium with the Sol Yaged combo arc
riding high. Childs Paramount,

which instituted a jazz policy last
year, is still going strong. Salt Lake
City Five is current combo there,
with weekly guest crews.

Over on the eastsido. the Embers
has built a solid jazzery rep and
is pulling in the cafe society mob.
Barbara Carroll Trio and the Eddie Heywood Trio are its current
attractions.
In Greenwich Village
Eddie Condon’s and Nick's continue to pull in the aficionados.
And on the lower eastside the shindigs at >the Stuyvesant Casino and
the Central Plaza are steady coin

Capitol Records made its strongest bid to barge irito the classical
disk field last week with buyout of
the N. Y. indie Cetra-Soria and
the Italian Cetra catalogs, effective April 1.
The lucrative longhair disk market has virtually been

jection, of

Center

interlocutory summary, judgment
against Remington on the issue of
liability and for the appointment
of a special master to ascertain the
damages to which the plaintiffs are
entitled under the Copyright Act.
Judge Conger granted ail of

(Continued on page 46)

Lotsa ‘New’ Disk Faces

talent*
T

From Old Monickers
Continuing demand for new disk
names has cuedjsC flock of singers
to switch their monikers. Although
tradesters are generally aware of
the changeover, it’s felt in music
biz circles that the disk customers
will latch

1

on to an unfamiliar name

46 complete operas, plus instrumentals, oratorios and operatic and
concert recitals recorded in Italy..
Deal, now gives. Cap a lead position
in the opera, disk field. The Cetra
label was launched in the U. S. by
Dario Soria in 1946. Soria, who instituted the three-way Cap-.CetraCetfa-Soria negotiations', will move
on to another project in the recording field which he expects to

Orleans, Feb. 3.
Under the impetus of disk jockey
promotion, New Orleans is again
emerging as one of tjje leading
music centers of the country. The
birthplace of jazz and the bailiwick
of virtually all the great jazzmen
during the first two decades of this
century, the Crescent City has not
been prominent on. the music scene
for some time. The situation, however, has rapidly changed in recent months.
Currently, N.O. is building a
foothold in the blues & rhythm
field which could make this city
comparable to Nashville for the
hillbilly business.
An increasing
number of b&r artists are stopping
over in this area for indie recording activity while the artists &
repertoire staffers of the major
labels arc beginning to give more
attention to this spot as a recording center and as a source of new

the
royalties
due.
Remington
the
claimed that
its
of
use
tunes was unauthorized and alleged
an implied license. Fox, however,
refused to accept the royalties and
demanded damages, attorneys’ fees
and other available relief under
"
the Copyright Act.
Since. the legal action would normally have taken about three years
to reach trial, Abeles moved for
of
immediate
the
an
entry

MORE

INDIE-MADE MASTERS
M-G-M Records

continued

New Goodman
'

.
(i

own banner last week with the
purchase of several sides cut by
thrush Betty Cox.
Diskery will
wait for reaction on' Miss Cox’s

its

platter,

due

at the

DDR

'

-

-

like-

publishers. The latter group will
settle for nothing less than a topflight writer while one influential
writer group on the board is expected to l>ush one of their own
members, possibly Stanley Adams
or Jack Yellen. Harbach solved

With Alumni Sidemen,

To Hit Road in April
Benny Goodman, who’s forming
working orch in
about three years, will hit the oneniter circuit beginning April 15.
Tour, which will run about six
weeks, will tee roff in the east and
wind on the Coast. Goodman expects to play about 36 dates on
the trek.
The new Goodman orch will include 13 sidemen including such.

the stalemate last year by agreeing
to serve for another term but currently there Is nobodv on the horizon who is both willing to serve
and able to get the support of both
the writers and publishers.

AFM NAMES FISCHER
AS HOLLYWOOD REP

Goodman, alumni as Gene Krupa
The on drums and Teddy Wilson on

to hold

1

j

’

I

•

*

Sammy

•

•

•

.

.

.

*

.

,

'

,

Band,

•

1

Johnny Eager.

Mel Tonne, currently appearing
at the Colony Club fan •Dallas hasbeen signed- for a return' •engagement on Aug; 25, following; a
week's return date At Shreveport’s,
L».» Stork Club on Aug. 18.

is

AM

•

Singers who've been around the
.nitery and/or vaude circuit for a
number of years now ire being
advised .by agency men and managers to. change their monikers. If
.they Want a crack at the lucrative
disk market.

a bitter fight

•

f-

trio.

fails,

break out in. ASCAP over the
next prexy between the writers and

WB

Amory

-

..

ocratic Presidential candidate and
it’s likely that the ASCAP board
will not be interested in a personality' so identified with partisan

l-MILUON MARK

Wax

Sammy

name

'

Bros, Combo used the
Shamrocks label when they were
associated with the Art Mooney
Davis, Jr., on
orch several years ago. John Arccsi,
Sammy Davis, Jr., lead member who’s beginning to crack- through
of the Will Mastin trio vaude act, on Capitol Records, had been a
will debut on wax- via a hew indie vocalist with several topflight bands
go after a solo
label,
Records. Diskery was before deciding to
recently organized- in Philadelphia wax career as ArcesL
by Joe Diamond and a syndicate of
Blackie Jordann, one of Decca’s
»
business' meri»
recent acquisitions, was on Col’s
roster
as Burt Taylor for a couple
Davhj first sides will be “The
Gypsy in My ...Soul” arid “Who of years arid Johnny Parker, who’s
Needs Spring.” Davis, works with .with. RCA Victor, previously had
his father and uncle. In the Mastin .recorded as Terry Parker and

the

i

the

recording sessions.
Dukes, for Okeh, recently held a piano. Goodman also is dickering
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
session in an old Negro meeting for Ziggy Elman, Billy ButterPhil Fischer, for the past 10
hall which was the scene of many field and Charlie Shavers for the years broadcasting rep of AFM
jazz band balls around the. turji of trumpet section; Vernon Brown Local 47. and for the past two years
*apd Lou McGarrity for the trom- AM-TV v.p., has been upped by
the century.
fbone section and Georgie Auld for the exec board of the American
ithe sax group.
Federation of Musicians to post of
Helen Ward, another Goodman* .international rep in charge of mo\
JONI JAMES’/BELIEVE’
orch graduate, is expected to* be tion" pictures and TV, filling spot
.the vocalist. Goodman will donate vacated by death of J. W. Gillette
part of the tour’s profits to the last Dec. 9.
HITS
Taking over Fischer’s chores on
Joni James* who’s been’ pacing Fletcher Henderson Fund. Assothe M-G-M’ Records, stable for the ciated Booking Corp. is handling AM and live TV will be his assistant, Ward Archer, who is in charge
past couple of months, with “Why the tour.
of records and transcriptions, but
Don’t You Believe Me,” will be
Fischer, continues to rep the interawarded a gold platter of the tunc
national in telefilms, and also will
by the diskery for hitting the Cantor to Yoicetrach
continue to function as v.p., a post
1,000,000 sales mark. Presentation
20 Tunes for
Biopic to which he was recently re-elected.
will be made during the second
Promotion tobk effect Sunday
week of thrush's Paramount TheHollywood, Feb. 3.
(1), when Fischer went off the payatre
(N. Y.) engagement.
She
Eddie Cantor’s voice will be roll of the local to that of the
opens at the Par today (Wed.).
heard in 20 songs, which he helped AFM. He will be. consultant in
In line with the gold, disk award. popularize through the years, in and live TV, as a member of the
New York's record, retailers are Warners’ biofilm, “The Eddie exec board of the local.
joining the production via stream- Cantor Story,” in which Keefe
ers and window ' ciu'ds plugging Brasselle will play the title. role,
Miss James' diskd.'
Recorded' numbers i n c’l u d e:
Lieberson to Mexico
“Pretty Baby,” “•Yes,’ Sir; That’s
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia
My Baby,” *^You Must Have Been
exec vice-prexy, headed
Kaye: Songpliigger a Beautiful Baby/’ “Love Me. and Records
the World Is Mine,” “Row, Row. for Mexico- over last weekend to
Bandleader -Sammy KAye has Row,” “If I Was a Millionaire;'* attend a board meeting of Col’s
turned songplugger for a new tune “Oh,* You Beautiful Doll,” “If You Mexican affiliate, Discos Columbia,
written by Carmen Lombardo, com- Knew- Su6it,-” “Making- Whoopee,”
Lieberson will visit trie Coast
poser-sideman with hig brother “Byjt,
Rye,.
Blackbird,’.’. “Ida,” before returning to the N. Y. home*
Guy’s band. Sortg; “Blue' Willows;” “Now’s the Time to Fall in Love,” office.
is being, published- by Kaye's finn K ‘‘Josephine,”’ “Bedella/’
“Ma, He’s
World Music.
Making Eyes At* Me;” “Margie;”
Irving Fields Jfe Trio return to
Kaye was at. the Roosevelt HoteL “One Hour- With- You/’ /'Yes,- We the Hotel Park Sheraton's Merweek*
before
Y,,
last
N.
Lombardo’s Rave No Bananas” and “How You maid Room,, N. Y". for their fifth
band closed there for the season, Gonna Keep ’Em Down on. the engagement, starting .Monday, Feb,
Farm/*
Id.
to promote plugs for the tune.
their

end of
the iqonth, before beginning any
longterm negotiations. Miss Cox's
previous piping assignments had
been centered on tele.
Deal is similar to diskery’s previous buy of masters cut by Ginny
Miller, Col’s artists & repertoire
Gibson. When Miss Gibson’s etchand, given his current tag.
ing of “You Blew Me A Kiss” topper,
Coral’s highriding vocal combo,
began to make some noise in the
Bros., previously had
Ames
the
market, M-G-M inked her to a
been known as the Shamrocks* arid
longterm deal.
initial

town in which

about

annual salary. No approach has
been made to the defeated Dem-

his first regular

Several labels, such as Okeh and
Coral, are using some* of the >old

•

circles

I

.

*

’

•

i

!

a

-

Delaney bash.

1

its

practice of buying up independently-made masters for release under
.

•

ASCAP

of Adlai E. Stevenson for the post
of general manager at a $100,000

manager

|

halls In this

among

ly to

I

M-G-M BUYS

accepted

widely

national politics.
announce shortly.
ASCAP wants, however, a g.m.
Deal was consummated between
Edgardo Trinelli, managing direc- with some influence in Washington*
tor of Cetra; Sergio Fortis, repping D. C. A bill to amend the CopySocieta Indorettrica (SIP), a Cetra right Act for licensing of jukeboxes
subsid, and Glenn E, Wallichs, Cap for performance fees is due to
prez. Wallichs also named Cetra come up in the current Congresas Italian rep for Cap’s line. Pact sional session and ASCAP is putgives Cetra products the exploita- ting all its weight behind this
tion and distrib facilities it lacked move. It could mean over $5,000,000 more in performance fees for
in this country.
In another move to broaden its ASCAP yearly.
If the move to appoint a general
(Continued on page 47)

The N. O. jockeys, notably Joe
Delaney, ex-Coral Records sales
exec, ligfC sparked the resurgence
through the promotion of the concerts with visiting artists. Delaney
[recently packed a local auditorium
with Woody Herman's Third Herd
and the Dukes of Dixieland. The
;jocks, incidentally, have unusual
esprit de corps in this town, and
they all helped to ballyhoo the

sooner than to an established tag
despite value of the etching.
One of the most recent examples
of a. switched-moniker disker breaking through is Karen Chandler,
who is currently riding high with
her Coral waxing of “Hold' Me,
Thrill Me, Kiss Me.” Before joining
the Coral stable. Miss Chandler
had been a London Records pactee
known as Eve Young.
Guy Mitchell, currently one of
Columbia's big sellers, is another
disker who hit the bigtime after
a name-change. Mitchell had been
recording for several indie labels
under such varied monikers as A1
Cernlk, Sandy Scott and A1 Grant
before being picked up by Mitch

field.

The Cetra-Soria 'catalog includes

New

Remington’s offer to pay

Are Only Changeovers

It’s

Cetra-Soria label as a
springboard with which to crack

As Music

Richard

directors, particularly the
publishers, that the naming of a
general manager to handle the administrative work would permit
their naming <of a top writer as a
nrexy since it would only have an
honorary function. Since the death
of its last general manager. John
A. Paine, four years ago, the Society has been functioning on a
committed basis with the president
directing ASCAP’s affairs.
There has been some talk in

dominated by Cplumbia and RCA
and Cap execs latched on

Federal Judge Edward A. Conger upheld Fox in the latter’s re-

2d,

ASCAP

Victor,
to
the

the

Hammerstein

Rodgers and Irviifg Berlin previously indicated that they were not
interested in taking the job since
it would interfere with their crea*tive work.

With Cetra Buy

Monica, Calif.

Disk Jocks Aid

Nicholas, Oxford and Meridan
music firms with Julian T. Abeles
(& Bernstein) acting as Fox’s legal
rep.

Downbeat.
*

Co ml Records

for

St.

WMGM

- -

Exclusively

Federal Court last week. Fox
brought the suit against the diskery in behalf of Shapiro-Bernstein,

Also pointing up Gothani’s jazz
ii increasing number of remotes being picked up from these
currently
and
spots.
are airing on-the-spot pickups from
the Band Box, Snooky’s and Le
-

Week, Aragon

backed
by “Your Mother und Mine"

In
another successful
action
against unauthorized disking of
tunes, publishers’ agent and trustee
Harry Fox won a complete victory
against Remington Records in N.Y.

craze

-

76th Consecutive
Ballroom? Santa

“OH HAPPY DAY"

Remington Case

grabbers.

WOR

as Oscar

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

Pub Demands In

Duke
Tatum and

Although it’s spotted next door
to the established cool jazz hang T
out, Birdland, jazz vogue in Gotham has grown to such an extent
that both niter ies apparently can
play to ropes-up biz. Trade hepsters see the Birdland-Band Box
competish as a healthy phenomenon in that it’ll bring about the
simultaneous booking of top combos and orchs. Evidence of that
trend has already taken shape with
the pitting of Stan Kenton (Birdland) against Count Basie (Band
Box) next month.
Also thriving in the midtown
area are such perennials as' Jimmy
Ryan's \t ith the Wilbur de Paris
crew and the Hickory House, which
now is featuring the Marian MePartland Trio. Such newcomers to
the midtown jazz circuit as Le
Downbeat, with- Oscar Pettiford
and Terry Gibbs; Snooky’s with
Dizzy Gillespie; Lou Terrasi’s with

Longhair Line

and his

the

41*
.i.

To ASCAP Dilemma On New Prexy

With 12 Spots Playing to Big Biz
Guy Lombardo

-r

Naming of Gen. Mgr. May HoM Key

Hot Jazz Pace

Jazz upbeat, which has been rolling steadily around the country,
currently is hitting its peak pace

*-

f

,

’
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Best British Sheet Sellers

Jocks, -Jokes
—

and Disks

By WIRE GROSS
Frankie

Laine:

and should impfoviI

Believe’’- imate crooner

“I

to

.

lector’s Jssue brings a reprise of

A

A

1

Second

.

.

.

.

.

My

A

\

,

.

.

.

.

Schumann, Brahms and Franz

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

.

The top ‘SO songs of week (more in case of ties),, based on
copyrighted Audience Cover.age Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research , Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
Survey Week of January 23-29, 1953

.

.

A
A

Fqol Such as I
Million Tears
April in Portugal

.

.

Norman

Greene

Orch: “Blue
Porcelain’’-“Suspicion"
(M-G-M).
With the vogue • for instrumental
disks still on the upbeat, “Blue
Porcelain" 1$ a standout entry to
cash in on thq trend. It’s a class
number. Tune’s captivating lilt
gets a neat workover via Norman
Greene’s orch. Jocks should latch
on to this in a big way. “Suspicion" is g lush item that rates oc-

Johnson, “Just to Be Yours" (Decca) ..

rates

Hawkshaw Hawkins, “Picking
Sweethearts" (King). .The Ravens,
“Don’t Mention My Name" (MerKitty Wells, “Paying for
cury)
That Back Street Affair" (Decca)
Cliff Steward, “I Don’t Wanna
Go Home" (Coral). .The Maddox
Bros. & Rose, “Hearts and FlowArthur Smith
(Columbia)
ers"
“In Memory of Hank Williams"
(M-G-M).

some

attention.

(King).
.

.

.

.

ing debut -it should -attract attention and spins. Orch, comprised of
a flock of ex-Sammy Kaye sidemen,, delivers with a danceable and
casional spins.
listenable lilt and both sides are
m
extremely tasty. Orch has potential
Kip Hale: “Don’t Fall In Love for
hit shellac. “Say It With Your
With,
Ariyone"-“Seven • League Heart" is the better slice and
rates
Boots" (Mercury). Kip Hale, recent the spinning time.
Don Rogers is
addition to the Mercury stable, effective
on the vocal.
isn’t likely to make, much noise
as a contender in the male vocalPlatter Pointers
ist sweepstakes with this coupling.
Bing Crosby and Fred Waring
Hale has a pleasant piping quality team
up on Decca for a slick workbut fails to build the kind of over
of
“Hush-A-Bye". .. Frank
shellac excitement necessary for Amato
impresses on “Sorrento" on
impact today. Material isn’t any the indie Triple
A label Jack
help either. Both tunes are minor Richards -his an
okay cut of^'T
league entries out of Tin Pin Al- Had a Little Too
Much
to Dream
ley’s bottom drawer. Hale, how- Last Night"
(Coral)... Guy Lomever, impresses as a good, legit- bardo has a clicko
cut of “Pretend"
1

'

.

.

.

Jubilee

.

Glow-Worm
Heart and Soul
Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
*
How Do You Speak to an Angel *“Hazel Flagg"
Hush-A-Bye t“The Jazz Singer"

Wayne

.

buy up

clicko

Remick ^
Witmark
•

Home

Roxbury

Famous

.....'

Jefferson

Oh Happy Day
Open Up Your Heart

.•

;

BVC

’

Say It Isn’t So
Say It With Your Heart
Second Star to the Right t“Peter Pan"
Side by Side
Takes Two to Tango
Thumbelina t“Hans Christian Andersen"
-Till I Waltz Again With You
To See You

wax
•

product from smaller companies, is
recent triple parlay on the Artie
Wayne disking of “Rachel." Platter initially was issued by the indie Vip label and then was picked
up a couple of weeks after it hit
the. market by another indie company, Ken Records. Mercury came
into the picture last week when it
pacted Wayne and bought up the

'Berlin
Feist

—

-

Disney
Shapiro-B

—

Why

You

Don’t

Believe

Frank

Village

Burvan

Me

Wish You Were Here— *“Wish You Were Here".
You’ll Never Know

slice from Ken.
Along the same lines, Merc also
bought up the masters of Jerry
Cooper's coupling of “Have You
Ever Been Lonely" and “I’m Sorry

WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

TILL

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
WHY DON’T YOU ’BELIEVE ME (13)

I

•

,

3.

(5)

Brandom
,

{

•

(

I

Made You

Cry.”

A
A

Cute Piece o’ Property
Shoulder to Weep On
Chicago Style
Everyhting I Have Is Yours

Sides initially

BVC

'

Even Now

were released via the indie Anchor

,

TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

(3)

X

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10 .

HAVE YOU. HEARD (3)
OH HAPPY DAY (4)
SIDE BY SIDE (I)
GLOW-WORM <17)
MY BABYjS COMING HOME
KEEP IT A SECRET (4)
.

.

.

|

Carmen

Teresa Brewer

^
Gisele

*

*

MacKenzie
Joni James

Gaylords
Mindy Carso ji
Joni James

Don Howard
Kay Starr

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW

ANYWHERE I WANDER
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS
TAKES TWO yO TANGO

Guy

’/
[

Might Have Been

....Coral

+

Essex

«,

You Belong

^ours

"
Decca Capitol ^

::
..

--

HOT .TODDY
LFigures in

***** *

*

Top 10 Songs On TV

parentheses indicate

number

of

*

’

.

[.

First

Snow

*

]

Page
LaRosa

!

.

.

.

.

.

...:.

1 1

» t

<

»

•

«

.

M

I

II

1 1

..

1 1 ! 1
I

You

Believe

.*

.

a°t

Me

I

!

.

Our House

1 1

1

M

.

*

1 1

1

1

Shapiro-B

Duet
Duet
Barton

.

Brandom

Darktown

r-

r

t

*%

Love With Love
I,
I Never Knew I Could Love Anybody.
Let Me Call You Sweetheart
She s Funny That Way

"p
u

"

*

.

•

* Legit musical.

is

*;

Feist

Shapiro-B
Robbins

Harms

;

T Filmustcal .

Feist

Laurel
IIIIIIIIIII.il Chappell

wno c ares

T-

<«

i

Falling in

*"
<

i I i

i.

.*<li

Strutter’s Ball

Dearie

10]

MM

1 1 1

’

(More in Cast of Ties)
V.

~

t » t

' 1 1 1 1

...

’i

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

'

. ! 1

Feist

Duet
Duet
Marks
Suet

1

..M-G-M 4

Decca
Dot

*

Four-Star

'

Coral

I

t

D Ue t

*

*

1

Decca
Mercury

.

Why Don

*

’

Summer Symphony
There's a Brand New Baby

* *

•

Capitol

’

,*

[

Rockaway Beach

<

.Columbia
Coral

•

weeks song has been in the Top
1

Mercury
Cadence

’
]

[

of Winter

Glow-Worm
It’s Autumn Again
Keep It a Secret

.Columbia

Ralph Flanagan

n M M M ft M M M

Marks

•

p
Appreciation
Because. You’re Mine ...
Don t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

’’

~Columbic

Johnny Desmond
Four* Aces
Johnny Maddox

« ’

•

Capitol

.

Bing Crosby
Patti Page

Oxford
Peer
Meridian

Wonderful Copenhagen-! “Hans, Christian Andersen", Frank
to Me
Ridgeway

.M-G-M

Pearl Bailey .....
Nat (King) Cole ..
Joni James

.

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
WISHING RING
GPEN UP YOUR HEART
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
TRYING
HEA RT AND SOUL

Jefferson

Taboo

....

Mitchell

pops
Disney

.

at All

Give a Cheer
Patti

!

M-G-M
Mercury 1
Columbia 4

Day

Julius

.......

!

Peer
...Brandom

.

Doris

1

Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps
Pretend
She Wears Red Feathers

,

;

T.

— t“Peter Pan"

or
’J i
Capitol
ic

7

Paul-Ford
Jo Stafford

•

Vox

Beautiful
at a Crocodile

No Moon

Coral
;-

Second Group
MR. TAP TOE

of Spain

Was

Life

VAcuff-K
Robbins

Never Smile

Mills Bros
(3)

Lady

01 1x1 31

(Lawrence Welk
.

Duchess
Laurel
Burvan
Robbins
Pickwick

I’m Skipping Rope With a Rainbow

4
\

Chappell

. .

Second Group

Label.

rr y

t

*

4.

,

(7)

.

Harman'

“Rachel"

u Ifest Sellers on Coin-Machines
2.

BVC

. .

Longridge

Outside of Heaven

Jambalaya

1.

Chappell

Knew

Nina Never

Gets 3-Label Play
to

Mills
. .

.

Shapiro-B
Montclair

Mister Tap Toe
My Baby’s Coming
My Jealous Eyes

Disk

1

Marks
Famous

I Confess
Keep It a Secret

.

Further pointing up the trend of
diskeries

—

—

.

.

-

.

.

.

Ernie Rudy Orch; “Say It With
Your Heart’’-“You Can Fly, You
Can Fly, You Can Fly" (Coral). The Artie
Ernie Rudy orch moves into the
wax competish with this coupling
and although it’s not an outstand-

Robbins-M

——

Chappell
Because You’re Mine t“Because You’re Mine" .... Feist
Bye Bye Blues
Bourne
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes.
Four-Star
Downhearted
Paxton

Jack 'Cardwell, “Two Arms"

the

.

anist.

-

YOU

Right’’-“You Have My Sympathy" (Columbia). “Second Star to
the Right,” from the Walt Disney
pic, “Peter Pan," has its best takeoff chance in Doris Day’s standout
slice. Thrush is in top form as she
caresses each word with a vocal
intimacy that hits home. It’s set
They're hampered by the material against a soft melodic line. Her
treatment
of “You Have My Symon the reverse and side probably
pathy," an okay ballad, is another
will soon be forgotten.
example of her class styling and

Arrangements were

worked
by one of the world’s great artists out in an exchange of
letters beThree Schubert songs, “Ungetween Mayor William Kemp, Kanduld," “Die Krahe" and “Der Lindenbaum," are particuarly impres- sas City, and the mayor of Osaka.
Transcription will be played from
sive,
Ponchielli: “La Gio.conda" (Ura- Osaka over a Japanese net, and a
nia, 4 LP, $23.80). Rousing rendi- program of the Nippon Philhartion, in fine Italian vein, of a lusty monic. is ,to be sent here for a
warhorse, here given complete for broadcast in kind.
are
Principals
first -time.
the
Deal is one of seven which the
strong-voiced and first-rate, with Voice of America has worked, over
Anita Corrldori in the .title role the past couple of years, others
and Giuseppe Campora a fine previously being musical exchanges
Enzo. Professori d’Orchestra of La with European points. K. C. PhilScala under conductor La Rosa harmonic engaged in this program
Parodi in sturdy support.
by exchanging concerts with StrasRavel: “L’Heure Espagnol" (Vox,
Details were
bourg.
$5.95).
Charming though light- Walter Ducloux, chief handled by
of the music
weight one-act opera gets an exsection
of the Voice of America,
cellent all-round performance by
Arthur
Wisner,
and
business
mana well-chosen cast of French singers who know the Gallic style. ager of the orch. V. of A. brought
Yukio
Akiyama,
in
Nip
announcer,
L’Orchestre Radio-Symphonique de
Paris under Rene Leibowitz does to handle special commentary and
interview native Nipponese fiere.
Bron.
good supporting job.

•

The. Floor Of You" (Victor). The
Fontane Sisters have a payoff slice
in “The Price I Paid For Loving
You." It’s a. bouncy tune excellently suited to the gals’ rhythmic
attack. The Fontanes deliver at a
merry pace with the kind of musical zest that demands replays.

and vocal jobs done

artistic

tiful

HEART

;

offer

lieder singing at its finest, in beau-

.

.

20

the one-time Met
soprano- Selections from Schubert,

.

FONTANE

City, Feb. 3.
Concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra was transcribed a wek ago
and will be sent to Osaka, Japan,
as the first longhair salute to the’
Orient by the Voice of America,
Regular concert was under the baton of Itans Schwieger, conductor,
with Arthur Rubinstein, guest pi-

German songs by

Best Bets

.

in Nip

.

.

.

1953

Kansas

To Lotte Lehmann"

Tribute

(RCA Victor, $5.72). RCA Victor Col

Cheatin’. Heart" (Columbia). with more wax time.
Don’t Let Stars in Eyes. Morris
Eydie Gorme: “Love Me Nd
"X Believe*’ is ; an inspiring' faith
*orig that’s got enough pop appeal Just
Little"-’ “Don’t Tell Lies!
Comes Along a Love.Kassner
Victoria
to score big in the commercial (Coral). Eydie Gorme has another
I Went Wedding
Jiarket. Frankie Laine gives it a potent platter in her pitch for the
Isle of Innisfree.... .Maurice
>ock emotional reading, pegged for biscuit bigtime.
Gal’s dynamite
Heine
Forget-Me-Not
Jhe jock and juke, trade. It’s a warbling style gets plenty of ac.Cinephonic
Feet Up
power-packed slice headed for the tion into “Love Me Not Just
Dash
Faith Can Move
hit brackets. Jane Froman’s ver- Little" and it could take off. It’s
sion on the Capitol label’ is a warm the kind of slice that draws the
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
and tender etching and it, too, coin into the jukeboxes. She disrates plays. Laine gets into the plays a nice change of pace for
12
hillbilly groove on “Your Cheatin' the sentimental ballad on the flip,
That’s-A Why....... Connelly
Heart’’ for sock results. Paul Wes- but it’s a little too slow-moving
Robbins
Half as Much
ton’s orch capably assists.
for commercial impact,
Chappell
Joni James;
“Your Cheatin’
Dick Haymes: “Let’s Fall in
Sugarbush
Heart’ ’-“I’ll Be Waiting For you’’ Love”-“All
Need to Know’’
I
Maddox
Zong
Zing a' Little
ballad, (Decca). Dick Haymes, who’s been
(M-G-M).
Alfalfa-styled
Fields
Broken Wings
“Your Cheatin’ Heart, f by the late out pf the top disk brackets for
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris
Hank Williams, gives Joni James some time, should win plenty of
Reine
another top bracket entry. It’s a disk devotees with his workover of
Homing Waltz
mood item which the thrush belts the oldie, “Let’s Fall in Love."
Victoria
Baby
Walkin’
natural Haymes is a solid crooner who
out with lots, of feeling.
Takes Two to Tango .F. D. & H.
for the, coinboxes as well as the knows how to blend melody and
Mills
Blue Tango
platter spinners. Miss Jamej scores lyric for top results. If the jockeys
some
make
with another ballad on the bottom get behind it it could
Heart and Soul ........ .Wood
deck but it’s potential will be min- noise. Reverse is another top qualDash
Now
imized by the top plays given ity side which shows Haymes off
to advantage, Gordon Jenkins orch
“Cheatin’ Heart."
Fontane Sisters: “The Price I gives him a firstclass assist,
..Lynn Franklin’s work(Decca)
Doris Day: “The Second Star to over of “Deed I Do" on the MerPaid For* Loving You"-“Walkin’
cury label rates spins
Standout western,, folk, polka,
jazz, religioso. etc.: Johnny Dee
Trio, “To Think It Could Have
The Holi.
Been Me" (Trojan)
days, “Apron Strings" (King) . . .
I BELIEVE
FRANKIE LAINE .
“HolWillie,
Little
Esther
Sc
Little
Heart
Cheatin'
Your
( Columbia )
lerin’
and Screamin’ ” (Federal)
.YOUR CHEATIN’
JONI JAMES
The Orioles, “Teardrops On
.
.
(M-G-M) ...;
I'll Be Waiting For You
My Pillow" (Jubilee) . . Gene
O’Quinn, “Close Your Eyes" (CapiSISTERS . . .THE PRICE I PAID FOR LOVING
Annie Laurie, “Give Me
tol) .
.
Walkin’ The Floor Over You
(Victor)
Half a Chance" (Okeh) . . Buddy

“Ybur

Symph

4,

Cultural Exchange

A

tl

Me. .Chappell
Wood
Outside of Heaven
Here in My Heart. ... .Mellin
Dash
Walkin' to Missouri

You Belong

*,

„

ending Jan. 24)
London, Jan. 27.

(Week
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.
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Toujour

Amour

M-G-M. Records

is

longhairs Fear

concern

trating on love- for shellac impact. In its upcoming release
schedule, diskery is releasing
six sides with “love” In the

Scoreboard
OF

4§

Big Discounts;

title.

are “A Fool in
Love” (Billy Eckstine); “I’m
in Love” (Betty Cox); “I Don't
Want Love” (Norman Perry);
“Fall in Love” (Victor Marchese); “Let’s Fall in Love”
Platters

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from

and “Come Back to
Love” (Cindy Lord).

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Encompassing the Three Maior Outlets

Com

Machines

Retail Sheet Music

Retail Disks

for

WEEK ENDING JANUARY

—

31

NOTE: The: current comparative- sales strength of the Artists and Tune* listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of -the three* major sales outlets enumerated above. These- findings are correlated with data from wider sources , which are exclusive
wtth.V AiuxiiL- The- positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent idislcs, eofh machines >,
and' three ways- in- the case of tunes (disks,- coin machines, sheet uusicl.
•

1

TALENT
POSITIONS

preselected

ARTIST AND LABEL

h

JONI JAMES (MGM)

2

2

PERRY COMO

3

3

^

f

Don't Let the Stars Get

(Victor)

TERESA BREWER

GAYLORDS

G

(Coral)

Your Eyes

Till I

*

(Mercury)

JULIUS LaROSA

5

(Cadence)

...

You’re Mine
(Anywhere 1 Wander
(This Is Heaven

'

(Doggie in the Window

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

7

I Went to Your Wedding
Keep it a Secret
Oh Happy Day
Hold Me,. Thrill Me,

)

7

4

JO STAFFORD

8

8

DON HOWARD (Essex)
KAREN CHANDLER (Coral)

9

(Columbia)

'

10

MILLS BROS.

5

-

hundreds of other tunes recorded during the year has drawn

PUBLISHER

2

3

3

2.

WALTZ AGAIN
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
KEEP IT A SECRET
OH HAPPY DAY
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE.
HAVE YOU HEARD
GLOW-WORM
TILL

4

5

5

4

6

7

7

8

8
9

6
9

10

10

.Four Star

I

Village

Brandon
Shapiro-B

...BVC
Capri

Brandon
B. Marks

. ;

E.

."

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE

of
of

.the

TUNE

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

LPs in its eatalog now, and ranks
third in longhair sales In the U. S.

.,

Last
1

a novelty song titled “Papaveri.”
Its disk sales earned it a reported
Disparity between earnings
th^ contest winner and those

Glow-Worm

1

Farkas. “We’re not worried about
our regular competition; we respect them; we’ll all get along.”
London, which has access to all
of English Decca’s catalog (which
means* the various Decca- setups’
throughout Europe), has about 600

$3,000.

TUNES

Week Week

ever-fresh markets.

over $10,000 in disk rights alone,
Via a platter sale reportedly totalling 135,000, with 80,000 of these
by the Angelini Orchestra with a
vocal by Nilla Pizzi and 55,000 in
the 20 other recordings of the
song. Italian runner-up for ’52 was
’

Me

Kiss

(Decca)

POSITIONS
Tht*

Waltz Again

Me

Tell

'

6

Remo

the*

sion.

hy Don’t You Believe Me
/Have You Heard

'

in

4

optimis-

Farkas does have a couple of
beefs. One Is that “a lot of Inferior stuff is being put out at top
Top tunes and few runners-up,, prices.” Another
is that exorbitant
merely by virtue- of a San Remo
discounts are being given by some
ranking, are virtually assured the
Small recording companies to certop spots- in subsequent annual
tain dealers, who thereby underdisk and sheet sales, and consesell the majors.
quently in. earnings for all in“But if you’ve .got the goods,
volved. Last year’s winner, “Vole
Colombo,” is said to have earned you’ll lick these problems,” says

TUNE

1

.

for

finals, where the winner is chosen
by vote during the three-day. ses-

«

Last

Week We«k

is

about business for '53. As rep
one of the classical Big Three
Spells Big Coin For
{RCA Victor, Columbia and London—the last-named being the
Winner; Draws Squawks wholly-owned United States subsidiary of .English Decca), Farkas
Genoa, Jan. 27.
has a bullish slant on industry
Italian pop music’s main event, problems and practices.
of the- year, thfr annual song sweepAn over-supply or exhaustion of
stakes, will be held on the last the
classical repertoire can never
three days of this month in San happen* he says. Performances
eanRemo’s Casino. Because of its spot- always- be improved upon; and
lighting- of winning tunes and con- “there's
always room for another
sequent publicity, occasion has rap- version of Beethoven’s Fifth.”
idly gained primary importance in
America. is: far more literate than
the three years since its 1951 start.
people suspect, he- adds.. The
New songs by the hundreds are most
field of .modern music hasn’t been
yearly submitted to RAI, the Italtouched. New talent in composing
ian radio net which Iwlps sponsor
Twenty of these are as well as in performing is conthe event.
stantly eoming up. All these mean
San
tic

of

as Published in the Current Issue

.

don Gramophone Corp.,

Pop Tune Fete

Italo

i

Thl*

Despite the flood of small and
medium-sized labels into the longhair recording field, one director of
classical
artists
and repertoire*
Remy Van Wyclc Farkas, of Lon-

Me My

Feist

.

HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

Mills

criticism of the songfest for its
’^fiffbeation” of non-winners, a$well as accusations of ballot-stuffing in the. finals and prejudice on
the* part of bandleaders aiid arrangers for one author or another,
etc..* In an attempt to play it fair
and square, the organizers this
year have planned a proportional
vote system, by which It) listeners
for efleh of Italy’s sixteen radio stations, plus 60 spectators drawn
from the San Remo crowd, will se-

About a month ago London went
the low-price longhair field
with a $2.95 disk, to meet competition. These aren’t repressings, but
are new recordings, With its regular artists, comprising single pieces
or short works rather than fulllength operas, tone-poems or symphonies.

into

GOODMAN, WEBMAN
TEAM IN PUB FIRMS

Furthermore, all
ithe winner.
tunes will be played by both orBenny Goodman and ^Hal Webselected for the finals: man, former music trade editor,
Angelini and Trovajoli, with vocal moved into the publishing firm
values also carefully balanced be- '.sweepstakes last week with the f ortween Angelinas ‘topranking Nilla r dination of two pubberies. GoodPkM and Trovajolis’ equally popu- man and Webman, who’ll be pards
lar *Teddy Reno.
in the operation, set up Templeton Music,' with an ASCAP affilia-

1&£

chgs$ras

COAST AFM MERGER

BETAH SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Its top ’52 sellers were “Madame
“Three-Cornered Hat”.,
and “Swan Lake.” “Aida,” issued
end of *52, is a big seller now.

Butterfly,”

1

tion,

and Emperor Music as their

BMI

affiliate.

Firms are Webman’s initial pubbery effort while Goodman has
been silently .connected with ReHollywood, Feb. 3.
gent and Harman Music, firms
The merger of Hollywood’s two erated by his brothers. Gene opand
musicians’ locals, 47 and 767, for Harry.
white and Negro tooters, respec*
tively, will be completed shortly
under the aegis of the AnVefican ‘Glow-Worm’ Sparks
Federation
of
Musicians
exec
3d Lyric Treatment
The board named a comboard.
mittee to handle the technical^ de“Glow-Worm,” E. B. Marks Mutails of transfer* of the property sic copyright which hit the comeof both locals into the merged unit. back trail last fall via a nevfifaJohnThl^ AFM board okayed the elim- ny Mercer lyric and the Mills Bros.
inatio’rt^bf the Jim Crow setup on Decca etching, is due for its third
Tune originally
the Coast after the members of |v]yric treatment.
both locals voted to join forces last was penned in 1902 by Paul Llncke
(music) and Lilia Cayley Robinson
month.
‘

NEAR COMPLETION

'3

St

Survey -of' retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 10 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week .
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Gftnz Troupe to Tour
r Reich;

Bypasses

Brit.

London, Feb.

*

3.

Norman

Granz's “Jazz at the
Philharmonic” ^unit due in Germany at end of .February, with
dates lined up in Hamburg,. Munich,

Frankfurt and Berlin.

Owing

to

Musicians* Union barrier, group
cannot play in England, but British
Broadcasting
Corp.
is
pulling
strings to get Ella Fitzgerald to
come over for special broadcast

(lyrics). The Mercer lyric, the second version, will be followed by a
new set of words by Marion Banks
under the tag, “Littlp Joe V^orm,
Son of Glow-Worm.”
Miss Banks’ version of the tune
is being pushed by the pubbery
for the pop and kidisk market.
“Glow-Worm,” incidentally, yvas
satirized fo 1910 by Ballard MacDonald and Harry Carroll in °Nix
On The Glow-Worm, Lena.” It was

showcased, in the Ziegfeld Follies
of that year.

AILGfrl

Crew

In Tex* Spot
Fort Worth, Feb. 3,
her aft-girl

Ada Leonard and

from London.

band -have opened an extended enFebruary gagement. here at the. Keystone
welcome are George Shearing and Room of the Hotel Texas here. This
hi# Sextet. A local boy, Sheariiig is marks the first time for an -allfirm: favorite in his own country. femme band lit the spot.
Also

scheduled

Fosters Agency

is

for

handling;

They are here

until Feb. 22.
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TtST
sacking n HUGO WINTERHALTER and orchestra
HIS GKE»
This Week's BEST SELLING RCA Victor Records
•

78 rpm/45 rpm

Perry

Time

20/47 5064

2:37/2:30

51 52
20/47 5152

2:45/3:05

20/47 5137

2:24/2:22

20/47 5095

3:00/2:22

20/47 5145

.....2:55/2:22

20/47 5117

3:04/2:40

20/47 5103

2:48/2:38

20/47 4997

......3:28/2:56

Como

WILD HORSES/I CONFESS
Perry

Ploying

Como

DOWNHEARTED/HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL
Eddie Fisher

HOT TODDY/SERENADE
Ralph Flanagan

LONELY EYES/ISN'T

A SMALL WORLD

IT

Vaughn Monroe
I

DON'T KNOW/HEY MRS. JONES
Buddy Morrow

TEAR DROPS

ON MY

PILLOW/STOLEN WALTZ

Sunny Gale

BLUE VIOLINS/FANDANGO
Hugo Winterhalfer

LADY OF SPAIN/OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN
Eddie Fisher

20/47 4952,

3:06/2:36

0

A FOOL SUCH AS

I/THE

GAL

WHO INVENTED

20/47 5034. ........

KISSIN'

Hank Snow

......

.2:30/2:35

,

HUSH-A-BYE/OH

MOON

20/47 5142

2:40/2:42

10/49 3914

3:30/3:30

Danny Thomas

BECAUSE YOU'RE MINE/THE SONG THE ANGELS-SING
Mart o Lama

EVEN NOW/IF

\

«

IT

20/47 5106.,..

WERE UP TO ME

....

2:18/2:40

Eddie Fisher

CONDEMNED WITHOUT TRIAL/EDDY'S SONG

20/47 5108

2:30/2:20

20/47 5116

3:02/3:05

Eddy Arnold

YOU'RE SO DANGEROUS/THE GHOST OF
L.
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Breakthrough of Ginny Gibson’s M-G-M Records platter, “You Blew
Me a Kiss,” is resulting in a stampede peddling by publishers of Miss

——Variety

Gibson’s previous demonstration platters to various record companies.
The pubs figure that Miss Gibson, who was used strictly as a demo
singer before the hit bracket, “Kiss,” would be a wax winner for other
labels and also help kick off their copyrights.
Warbler currently is
making some noise with a recently cut of “If the End of the World
Came Today’’ via Jubilee Records, indie label operated by Jerry Blaine.
The M-G-M platter won Miss Gibson a longterm pact with the diskery.

retail disk best

Survey of
sellers

based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in
10 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

\

and

New tune, “What Does It Mean to Be Lonely?”, that Georgia Gibbs
recently recorded for Mercury' was composed by a couple of Miami
Beach lawyers, one of them transplanted from Pittsburgh, the other
from New. York. Words were written by George Schwartz, Pitt native
who practiced' law there before going south around 15 years ago, and
music by Charles Gertler, a Manhattan barrister before he hung up his
shingle in Florida.

m

Artist, Label, Title

PERRY COMO

First of the Halasz regime disks
Will be out by mid-March.
I

8

112

(Victor)

TERESA BREWER

y.

4

Waltz Again With
““ You”
JONI JAMES (MGM)
Believe
“Why Don’t You
- Me”
~
JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Have You Heard”
KAREN CHANDLER,: (Coral)
“Till I

“Hold Me,

9

A

Me, Kiss Me”,

Thrill,

DON HOWARD

.

2

4

9

6

3

6

6

4

5

10

4

,

(Columbia)
“Keep It A Secret”
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

5

“Doggie in the Window”

6

“Say

It

14D 12
14E 11

81

1

80

6

34

.

33

5

31

4

.

7

7

.

3

29

1

..

28

5

.

,

21

8

14

7

11

.

10

.

8

..

9

_
8

.

:

5

.

10

9

2

9

.

8

(Capitol)
:

(Cadence)

“This Is Heaven”

......

LAWRENCE WELK

(Coral)

2

“Oh Happy Day”

EDDIE FISHER
“Even Now”

bands here.

3

With Your Heart”

JULIUS LAROSA

by

T
S

(Derby)

FOUR KNIGHTS

Danny Kessler and Fred Strauss,
who is guiding career here of new
find who has sung for several local

.

..

1

8

“Oh. Happy Day”

.

5

5

...

5

“Mr. Tap Toe”

BOB CARROLL
I4B 12

.

.

£
$

"

PAUL-FORD (Capitol)
“My Baby’s Coming Home”.
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

Eighteen-year-old
canary was
picked up as a result of her TripleA Records cutting of “Goodbye,
Summer Love,” a new tune waxed

1

(Decca)

“Glow-Worm”
JONI JAMES (MGM)

14A 12

.

.

JO STAFFORD

Okeh Records.

4

8

Wande r”,

MILLS BROS.

U3

10

8

.

OH

6

3

0
.

(Essex)

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”
JULIUS LAROSA (Cadence), .7
“ Anywhere I

4)

2

..

P

•

w
w

2

3

“Oh Happy Day”

June Anthony, Cleveland singer,
week was inked to a five-year-

a
O

L

<1)

Jh

11

7

v

i

2

(Coral)

“Wishing Ring”

set

T

i

1

M
CS
«
n
w

***

w

tn

“Don’t Let Stars In Your Eyes”

Laszlo Halasz, recently-appoint- last

°

1
e

Halasz Pacts 1st Four
Okeh Inks Cleve. Canary
Cleveland, Feb. 3.
Diskers for Remington

Columbia deal was

O

9a

i J

b4

This Last
wk. wk.

Perry Como’s revival of “Lies” for Victor has uncovered fact the
tune’s co-writer, George Springer, is a hotel desk clerk in Omaha.
Springer will get. $4,000 from the song, the reverse side of Como’s
click, “Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes.”

here.

T

>0
01

i—

I

e

National

cast Music, Inc,

*

03

1

week.

last

Week Ending

Arnold Shaw, vice-prexy of Duchess Music, has authored a novel
about Tin Pan Alley, “The Money Song,” which Random House is
publishing later this month. RH is bally hooing the book as“ the first
novel based on the music business along the lines of several recent
books about the advertising, publishing and film businesses. Shaw is
also the author of “Tin Pan Alley Lingo,” a sftudy published by Broad-

his roster. Quartet includes violinist
Tossy Spivakovsky, baritone
Mack Harrell (both former Columbia diskers), pianist Leonid Hambro and harpsichordist Sylvia Marlowe.

«

«

Latest instance of a single disclick skyrocketing a wax performer
into a hot personal appearance property, Karen Chandler’s Coral waxing of “Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me.” Platter, which now has topped
the 350,000 mark, has pushed Miss Chandler above $1,000 a week
bracket with a solid lineup of theatres and nitery dates skedded for the
next three months. Thrush currently is winding an engagement at the
Gay Haven, Detroit, and moves into the Copacabana, Pittsburgh, Feb. 2.

contract' by

2

&

8

«
3

Unusual circumstance of a disk being peddled under two separate
label banners is Don Howard’s waxing of “Oh Happy Day.” Howard
originally cut the number on the indie Triple A label but when the disk
showed signs Qf breaking through the hit lists, Dave Miller picked it
up for his Essex Records, which headquarters in Philadelphia. Disk
now is being handled by Triple A for the Ohio territory while Essex
is getting it around the rest Of the country.

ed director of Remington Records,
has pacted the first new artists for

»

KAY STARR

.

(Victor)

7

10

10

9

.

(Capitol)

“Side by Side”
2
THE MOOD STARS AND STRIPES
Soundtrack
FOR LOVK

1

2 GREAT MUSIC

HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN
DANNY KAYI
Decca

FIVE TOP

ALBUMS

songwriter, every performer, every song and

Many

at your finger tips.

Its

recordings

extra listings, such as songs that

won

the Oscar* fop box office attractions, Hollywood's singand dancing stars, etc., etc. Many pictures from early
shows and films, and all enlivened by the author's inimiting

able 'show business'

style.

— used by disc jockeys in planning patter
— source book for musical quiz shows
— essential for all theatre and record addicts
— edition limited and sold on money-back guarantee
SPECIAL OFFER— The
books

is

two

$5.50 each.
c

Sav* two dollart by sending your check direct to publisher.

CENTURY HOUSE
No Music Library Can

1

1

Afford to Be Without

Them

E

BYE BYE BLUES
Paul-Ford

Capitol

Victor'

LM

K 176

3058

1

Mario Lanza

MGM
MGM 176

H

7015
7015
7015

356

WDM
DM

176

motions despite Reming-

Exits Decca
For Indie Promotion

week

up

record promotion firm. Bud Katzel, who’d been handling Decca’s
record promotion in Chicago, is
being brought' in to handle Wolf’s
assignment.
Mike Conner, Decca

.

to set

his

frogram Today Y«st*r day's

,

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU

Records publicity topper, was in
Rogers Chi last week to line up a reJolly
label, the publishers established in placement for Katzel.
Before taking over eastern racourt that they were entitled to
minimum damages of $250 for each dio promotion,- Wolf- had been in
recording. In these cases, Fox is Decca’s sales department.
claiming that the unlicensed operators only cut a. tune after it hits
C. L. Bagley in Hosp.
the bestseller lists and then cash
C. L. Bagley, vice-prexy of the
in on the exploitation of the liAmerican Federation of Musicians,
censed manufacturers.
Fox, moreover, is demanding is recovering in Doctors’ Hospital,
N.Y.,
after being stricken with
damages in excess of the 8c royalty
pneumonia last week. Ther 80-year
rate and $250 minimum. These

Dante

Bolletino’s

Music by

JESSE GREER

own

post, last

Abeles’ maneuver will enable the
publishers to establish their claims
for. the master and to enforce
prompt payment without the
necessity of a trial.
In last year’s action against
.

It's

Len -Wolf; who -handled eastern
radio promotion for Decca Records
for the past two years, exited his

ton’s objections..

’

•

in' the Bolletinb case' had
the unlicensed operators clamoring
for licenses. Fox believes that the
heavy damages will- be the death
knell of the diskeries which use

awards

'
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Continued from page
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temporary flurry will be shown by
how the music biz holds up at least
until the

summer

period.

r.

w

.

.

c

..

c

i

York)

-

»,t

..

old.AFM

official was taken ill while
attending the exec board meetings
AFM in N. Y,
Bagley will return to his Coast
headquarters upon leaving the hos-

because

of the

Lewin to Lubin Firm
Jerry Lewin has been named
.professional
manager of Lubin

was virtually impossible to attain
during 1952. Pubs report that* top
songs are now selling two to three
times more than last January.
Trade execs are at a loss to explain the new music biz prosperity.
They don’t believe that the. calibre
of the songs are any stronger and
they can’t dope out any development in the general economic pic-

>

Naw

'BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE"

#

F

MUSIC, INC.

(1619 Broadway,

pital.

tunes without licenses.

ture which could boost the music
biz. Whether the upbeat is part of
a longterm upward pull or only a

Watkins Glen,-N. Y.
. . .

J

Disks’ $250,000,000
regular price of these

BOTH FOR ONLY $9.00
0

Fox Wins
Continued from page 41

Abeles’

'

LPM

BECAUSE YOUR
mine

Len Wolf

I

The success of Jack Burton's BLUE BOOK OF TIN PAN ALLEY
($7.50) inspired these two complementary volumes. Each
gives full scale details of every Broadway or Hollywood
Musical show produced, from beginnings down to date.
Each is a comprehensive reference work that puts every

Victor

5433
919
9-364

SOURCE BOOKS
Blue Book of Hollywood Musicals

Eddie Fisher

DL
A

•

live Book of Broadway Musicals

I'M IN

Music.

Lewin previously had been with
Johnny Mark’s St. Nicholas Music
firm.

YOU RE
jviine:
Leo FE!S~
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Disk Companies Best Sellers

Band Review

J CAPITOL
ALEX ALSTONE ORCH

With Delores Randall
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City
There is quite a change of pace
Muehlebach
in music at the Hotel
ior this session, since the deluxe
Alex
Alstone
the
has
Grill
Terrace
Alstone is the
outfit currently.
songwriter,
French
well-known
“Blue
composer of '“Symphonie
Porcelain,” “Sonata” and others.
The date here is but his third in
the States, his- second since a 16week run at the, .Waldorf -Astoria

2.

4.

continental
mood, which he gets from a somewhat unusual instrumentation.
While he leads from the piano the
band is more or less fronted by
Roy Young on accordion. The soft
international flavorfngs are rounded out with a trio of violins; three
reeds, trumpet, drums and string
bass.

The library naturally features
the Alstone compositions, with the
leader himself doing frequent vocals on these .as well as other continental tunes in French. Delores

/

Randall recently joined the crew
as vocalist and adds to the proceedings with her warblings of current pops and standards.
The orch which Alstone heads is
definitely different and sure to find
a ready reception on the hotel- and
ballroom circuit. General Amusement Corp. already has set him in
a number of leading hostelries.

Quin

“Mr. President,” with lyrics and music by
Meyer Davis, which the maestro
premiered at the Inaugural Ball in
D. C.
His “The Windsor Waltz,” introed at the Duchess of Windsor
ball in N. Y. Jan. 5, where he
played, will be published by Marks.

A FOOL SUCH AS

2.

JUST BECAUSE YOU’RE YOU
YOUR CHEATIN' HEART
I BELIEVE

±
;;
^

f

I

Jo Stafford

t

Frankie Laine

I

\

'

;

.

5.

J
4-

4.

5.
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I

Mitchell

I1

3.

I

4.
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Modernaires

<1

of

Kirin Cbinllir

"

Ames

+

Bros.

M

vj

» ie

.

TKdU

BERNARD MALTIN'S

.

.

.

.

.

Omaha
Bill Albers orch in at; East Hills
Club, Lincoln .
Trumpet artist
Rafael Mendez booked in at Gening, Neb., March 18. .pianist Walter Scott held over at Airport Hayden House .Bobby Mills band in
at Lincoln’s Pla-Mor.
Jack Cole
and Mai Dunn orchs at Music Box
here.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...Guy Lombardo

4;

Mills Bros.

±

Four Aces

t

Four Aces t

.

I

Dick Todd

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gaylords

T

Club, Springfield, 111., March 6
Muggsy Spanier has cancelled his
European tour and starts at the
Frolics, Columbus, O., Feb. 18, for
10 days, then goes into the Royal
Room, Los Angeles, March 9, for
.

Page

Patti

Ralph Marterie
Rusty Draper

.

Capitol
Continued from pace 41

longhair list, Cap also added the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Vladimir Golschmann and the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra under direction
of Fabian Sevitzky to Its roster.
Deals were set by Cap’s longhair
artists & repertoire chief Richard
Jones and Alan Meissner, manager
of the Indianapolis symph and
William Zalken, manager of the
St. Louis symph. Diskery stepped
into symph orch field last year
with the pacting of the Pittsburgh

Symphony-

Eddy Howard
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DON'T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES. .Perry Como t

1.

LIES

JAN AUGUST

WILD HORSES
I CONFESS

t.

AND

i

HOT TODDY
SERENADE
LONELY EYES
ISN'T IT A SMALL WORLD

5.

LEEROY
VOCAL TECHNIQUE

LILA

44

Sippell to

OPERA— MUSICAL COMEDY— POPULAR
Fatuity N.Y. College ef MimI* and American
Theatre Wing; Natleaal Aim. Teacher* tl
Olnglngi N.Y. Singing TeMher* Auk.

director.

Mly

BMI

"Pin

.

V

Hit

grab

—

To«M Khod.s

Broadcast Music, Inc.

f
.

the

tune.

Plfth

"!"»•<«

•

He

received

SINGS
Everyone

But

a

Knew

Me
MGM

“Have song.’*
Nippon Columbia air-expressed

11412
K 11412

Unless You’re

Near
78
45

Me

RPM
RPM

the disk master to Columbia: here

with pressing begun at once. Disks
should be in retail stores here by
Richard Bowers is
weekend.

M G M RECORDS

.

i{

on the Nip disk.
Lyrics were originally written by
Dr. Benedict Mayers, then a serTune was
geant, as a poem.

vocalist

(Dacca)

cleffed later

5*0

FRAN WARREN

cryptic reply:

(C °„ra
’ *

rttna Mall.

4-4444-f

Los An- After playing it once on his proSeattle.
gram, Story was besieged with requests for more. Then the music
pubs and waxeries chimed in, all
-eager to annex it.
Fred Raphael, head of Walt Disney Music, sent a cable to Disney’s
office in Tokyo with instructions to

Rultigh

*

:

Coast Pubs

RK0W*

ThfHHlfopp.ri
Morgan

4-f4

,

Continued from page
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MUST I CRY AGAIN
by
Publish *4

J

++

.

San Francisco and

geles,.

Another

Merc

will cover Denver,

He

Garden

$

Vaughn Monroe J

Mercury Records has appointed
Johnny Sippell as Coast regional

Veteran* Under G. I. pill
... ,
SChylur 4-7717 (New Yerk)— By appointment

Eddie Fisher

Ralph Flanagan

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

4.

70056

Como

Perry

DOWNHEARTED

3.

THE HARMONICATS

Auditions fer Christina
Sehelarihlp

.

RCA VICTOR

PLAYED 1Y

Fln«|

Howard

^

FINESSE

.

.

.

A GREAT NEW RECORD OF THAT
PIANO FAVORITI

..

.

i M-G-M
....Joni James
I 1. HAVE YOU HEARD
WISHING RING
Joni James
I 2. WHY DON'T YOU BELIEVE ME
^
PURPLE SHADES
Hank
Williams
JAMBALAYA
..
J S.
WINDOW SHOPPING
Hank Williams
I 4 NEVER GET OUT OF WORLD ALIVE
I COULD NEVER BE ASHAMED OF YOU
Tommy Edwards
4 5, A FOOL SUCH AS I
I CAN’T LOVE ANOTHER

decca

from

MERCURY

the

into

.

I

TEXARKANA BABY
I’LL GO ON ALONE
NOW I LAY ME DOWN TO DREAM

5.

.

Twin Coaches.

Martinique Restakes a twomonth hiatus and will tour the
Carribean area with his wife
Johnny Lane's Dixieland group
pacted for 'the Rivoli, Aurora, 111.
Louis Jordan set for Easter
Week at the Regal Theatre
.
Eileen Barton does two weeks at
the Chicago Theatre Feb. 20 .
.
Eddie South takes his violin north
to the Frederick JMaftin Hotel,
Moorehead, Minn., Feb. 5
Betty
McGuire and her Belle-Tones do a
quick repeat back to Old Heidelberg April 14.
Fats Pichon '88’s at the Harms
Club, Rock Island, 111., beginning
Feb. 6
Maize and the
. Joe
Chordsmen fly over to Lan Yeee
Chai, Honolulu, April 28 for 10
weeks
. Billy Devore group into
the Dome, Bismarck, N. D., Feb. 8
.
Norm Dygon pacted for the
.
Louis Hotel, Joliet, 111., Feb. 11...
Evelyn Knight repeats at* the Lake

Lawrence Welk ^

TELL ME YOU'RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT
NO HELP WANTED

4,

4*

coral

The G'ooi Cotc'rg

.

Norman Lee takes over the helm
the Eddy Howard band and

taurant.

GLOW-WORM

3.

,

.

moves

MERCURY

4>

“

.

.

ME

Roberta Lit - Jerry Gray

.

;;

Karen Chandler

AFTER ALL
JUST SQUEEZE ME
HEART AND SOUL
MY DEVOTION
I’LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN

2.

KISS

.

Chicago

<5. OH HAPPY DAY
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
f

.

.

.

.

Teresa Brewer

JOHN, JOHN, JOHN

1

HOLD ME,
THRILL ME,

.

.

2.

.

.

;;

i DECCA

J

.

Somerset
pianist Lucy Borelli
and Alan Hood on violin' dishing
out the dinner music at the Hotel
Schenley ... Lee Perry quartet
back into Jimmy Sundrey's Dream
Tom Ruddy restand at Storyville, Boston, Feb. 9. Room, for a run
Buddy Johnson celebrated the placed Frank Vesely on the drums
10th anni of his orch at the Savoy with Artie Arnell’s orch. Vesely
had to retire on account of ill
Ballroom, N. Y., Saturday (31).
health
Frank Paterra band had
its option picked up again at the

;;

CAN’T

into the
indefinite
for a

.

“Walking "My Baby Back Home.”
Alan Dean into the Town
Casino, Buffalo, for one week beThrush Joseginning Feb. 9
phine Rremice9 begins a two-week
.

.

I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM
NEW JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT
RUNNIN' WILD
OH HAPPY DAY
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
LONELY WINE

3.

.

.

Jo Stafford

Guy

TILL

2.

.

.

Day I
”

Doris

$ CORAL
1.

.

.

KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS
PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED SUSIE

4.

’

Wayne King booked

for the winter season
.
Gloria Seigle on
Joni James to be feted at a cock- Feb. 12
piano and Jean Dixon at
tailery by M-G-M Records back- the
stage at the Paramount Theatre, organ now alternating at the Monte
N. Y., tomorrow (5) . AI Martino Carlo since management dropped
.
.
opens at the Golden Hotel, Reno, band music for dancing
today (Wed.) . . The Modernaires organ - playing Bonds Bros, back
inked to appear in the U-I pic, into the Oakhurst Tea Room in
.

.

MR. TAP TOE
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE

3.

1.

Sw*«ping The Country

stay

.

1.

1.

publish

Will

.

Fla.,

X COLUMBIA

SKIPPING ROPE WITH A RAINBOW
BMI

.

.

.

•

.

BMI PUBLISHING 'MR. PREZ'

four weeks and follows with four
more at the Hangover, San Fran-

New York

.

the

in

Les Paul-Mary Ford

.

5.

The music which Alstone offers
definitely

the Upbeat

I

...Kay Starr

i

Ginny Gibson, M-G-M Records* cisco, April 10.
PRETEND
Nat (King) Cole J pactee, and her manager Joan
DON'T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART'
Javils- on a disk jockey trek from
IT'S IN THE BOOK (2 Parts)
Geraldo, BritBoston to Miami
........ Johnny Standley
Pittsburgh
ish orch leader, vacationing in
OH HAPPY DAY
....Four Knights £
Jack Mahoney combo
York
Larry
Lloyd
at
New
orch
A MILLION TEARS
the Casa Marina Hotel, Key West, Four Milo Inn for an

3.

last fall.

Is

On

ARTIST I

BY SIDE
NOAH
MY BABY'S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
SIDE

X.

(U)

Avanua, Nevr Yark 34 , N.Y;
(MLWHMk • tlimtO * Mum*!

Mayers,

tHICM* •

on

by Raymond
leaving

Hattori.

Japan,

had

stipulated that proceeds go -to
i

Japanese orphanage.

a

T

M

t

TAINE

AGVA Brings Chi Paree, Other Spots
into Line; Agents Repudiate
Chicago, Feb.

Tax

Boston, Feb.

Theatrical
England.

New

term in that office. Peg Norton was given the nod as secretary; Jacy Collier, treasurer, and
Harry Drake, veepee. Named to
the board were James T. Kennedy,
Fred B. Mack and Danny White.

Concerned with the American Guild
of Variety Artists’ welfare fund are its administration. Attorneys for
TAINE’s affiliate, the' Rhode Isdeveloping plans that will probably EMA insist that any other solution land Agents Assn., is' headed_by
National
of
the
bring the whole issue to a head is a clear violation
Ray Mullen, prexy; William Chiin the next few weeks. Entertain- Labor Relations Board law of 1947. varini, v.p., ahd Sam Silverman,
ment Managers Assn., group of John Moser, attorney for EMA; said secretary-treasurer.
midwest club, date bookers, is sol- that contributions to the fund were
idifying its position via talks with also illegal.
other similar groups throughout
In a check of club dates in the
the country and now has a total of Chicago area Variety found that
83 members.
acts were still working for those
•Meantime, Ernie Fast, new AGVA posted on the AGVA unfair lists.
regional director, has developed However, in the other cities agents
other tactics, concentrating on the were changing their programs to
‘Middle’
cafes, and has cracked* the Chez include mainly musical groups and
Paree, the most potent member of those not carrying AGVA cards,
outdoor
acts.
buch as some
the Chicago Cafe Owners Assn.
Fast last week promised to promote a six-day week for Chicago

Cafes’

announced that
‘Largest Offshore Equipt.’
adherence would be paid to

strict

also

AGVA minimum

basic agreements
here with de luxe hotels and night
clubs (Chez Paree) to pay:. Principals $125 and chorus members, $85;

A

B

spots, Which includes the
strips, $100 for acts and $75 for line
members; for the rest or class C
locations, $75 for turns and $65
in class

stage

Mass Buy

-

Omaha, Feb. 3.
and rigging

cial -and^unofficial

history, including the matter of cost-of-living increases for minor
union employees and secretarial help. Board member Barto was
fighting that battle all over again. He continued a tirade against
the Office Employees Union, declaring that^they had no right to
the raises because it hadn’t gone through the National Labor Relations Board. He continued aiong this vein even after he was as-

The

channels.

shipment termed “one of the larg- bonifaces are pushing to get wholeest ever sent” outside the U. S. sale rates through cooperative buy-,
ing, and would like to keep headhas left Omaha by rail for Fort
liner prices under control through
Richardson, Alaska.
unofficial information exchanges.
President of the manufacturing
One of the first collective moves
concern, William Raapke of Metroby the organization >Vct5 an attempt
politan Scenic Studios, said miliget a group rate for routing
to
tary* regulations prohibit 'giving
an act for 10 weeks or more. A.
size and cost.
-

for chorus.

which uses
the top names; Blue Note, which
books mainly musical groups; Blue
Angel, which opened several weeks
ago, and Town Casino, downtown
'Fast pacted the Chez,

|

lounge.

Material was for the fort’s

Agents held several meetings

new

theatre.

sured b£ the union attorneys that the NLRB had no jurisdiction
in the matter. He also spent considerable time discussing the dismissal of an organizer from New York about a year ago. Purpose
of this disoussion wasn’t made too clear and the principle involved
was somewhat obscure to the entire board.
The board has a lengthy agenda to get thorugh by the time of its
closing, tomorrow night (Thurs.). Among the items still to be discussed aside from Chicago and the welfare program, are the insurance setup, a trust agreement to administer the welfare fund,
agency regulations, disk jockeys, corffection of amendments to the
constitution, which include a proposal to elect members from areas
instead of nationally, and a proposal to curtail the number of
national board meetings.
it’s pointed out that the cost of a national board confab when
held in New York runs to about $6,500, fnore if held elsewhere.

visited
of
operators
delegation
Music. Corp. of America, to. sound
out that firm in getting the usual
prices scaled down if a route could
be guaranteed.
The operators spoke only fpr
That’s a lot of moQey for talk *without action.
middle-priced talent, realizing that’
the cushier .names can pick their
spots and their own time. The toppers will work only a comparatively Tallu’s Nitery
Get
small number of weeks throughout
the year because of the tax situaDee Engelbach Direction
tion and possibly because of the
Dee Engelbach, NBC producer
fact that they’ll frequently eschew
cafe dates because of video and who’s been in charge of the Talfilm deals.
lulah Bankhead shows, will probCafemen feel that they should ably, .produce her presentation
get a wholesale rate on perform- when
she makes her cafe debut at
ers for several reasons, one being the
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas; in
that ‘once TROA
guarantees- a- May.’ Ehgelbach,
before making
route, the agency saves money and any
commitment, first must get the
time
because
the
organization okay for this chore from Charles
would do the routing. The per- (Bud) Barry, NBC veepee in charge
centery and the act would have of programming.
no worries about collecting salary
Tentatively, producer is planning
or commissions.
a display along intimate revue
MCA has refused to go along lines. He may
go out to the resort
with this suggestion, feeling that town this month to inspect the spot
.

re-

session more than two hours .were consumed in wrangling over the
Admission was denied.
advisability of admitting the trade press.
The major part of the day and until 3 a.m. of the following
morning, the matter of personriel was taken up. The only major
matters to be passed on were the appointment of Philadelphia
branch exec head Dick Jones to succeed Jimmy Lyons as eastern
Appointment
regional director with headquarters in New York.
of Ernie Fast as head of the Chi office was affirmed. Other than
these, the board was still to make a decision as to whether Eddie
Rio, Coast regional director, would be upped to administrative assistant to Jack Irving, national administrative secretary.
This concentration on comparatively small stuff indicates that
the .board fears tackling some of the more important matters. There
might be a lot of mutual name-calling and a review of some of the
mistakes made by the union could conceivably be laid to this body.

The board members spent considerable time discussing past

Theatre Restaurant OwnAmerica, which convened in
New York’^ Park Sheraton Hotel
for two days last week, is seeking
to cut prices of talent through offi-

The

scenery

accomplishment.

—

ers of

For Alaskan G1 Theatre

little

Instead of tackling the major problems—-the Chicago situation
the union started discourses on some of
arid the welfare program
the more minor matters in the uniop. During the opening morning’s

Acts to Cut Fees

He

American Guild

of

time yesterday (Tues.) -recorded

to press

Plan on

performers.

'

.

The Sensational New French Singer

Bow May

MARCEL
LE BON

j

1

giving

f’ru

ncc

.9*

befty!

U8

iiriee

ttn‘

New

Week

York

.

Lee Mortimer , N.Y. Mirror

“Fresh and different ... he clicks”
Abel Green

Ac

“Terrific

. . .

Variety

leaves the ladies swooning”
Phila. Bulletin

“Scored sensationally

.”
. .

Frank Farrellf World-Tel.-Sun

“Ready for any class supperclub
in

New York
Mgt.:

MARK LEDDY

and get an idea of the stagiifg.
Miss Bankhead is getting

fac-

’

are the ones that do not need intensive selling, although it admitted* that certain types of fledgling
talent could get tremendous benefits'. out
of such mass buying op•

San Antonio’s 3 Auds.
Up 3%, Rentals Down

erations.

San Antonio, Feb. 3.
San Antonio’s three-city auditp3% more revenue in
1952 that in preceding year. The

MCA

As far as is known,
was
the only agency approached in the
matter and it’s likely that the reaction of that office, .would influence other outfits. It’s known that
General •Artists Corp„ which has a
large .batch of disk talent, would
Similarly oppose such buying and
selling operations.
However, nitery men are not discouraged in this matter: Feeling
is that, the 'organization’s potential
hasn’t even been tapped since it’s
only been in existence for a couple
of months. It figures to be able to
enforce its demands as it gets
.

.

.

*

j

it

Another

selling.

TROA

Currently 12th

“Scores sensationally

Currently

BLUE ANGEL

$25,000
tor that influenced MCA’s. decision,
for this stint and out of that she
in the matter is that the types of
pays the costs of surrounding
performers that
would take talent.

LATIN QUARTER

^
k

travel.

.

through such

Gen®

Has Dark Suit
which resembles
Tuxedo.
Will

,

the house policy would-be violated

tbe

—

MARSHALL

JAY

*

gen t

1953

of Variety Artists started
the Taft Hotel, N. Y., during
its quarterly meeting Monday (2) at
the
union’s history. With a
in
periods
critical
one of the most
strike continuing in Chicago niteries that threatens the stability'
being blistered by one
program
of the entire union, the welfare
of the most withering attacks from virtually all quarters and with
the variety field dwindling so that employment is becoming an
acute problem, the union settled down to a gab session which up

The national board

Inc., of
his fourth consecu-

Agents,
It’s

4,

Machine

$6,500 Talking

AGVA’s

3.

tive

iterating their position of “no ta^atidn without representation,” or $•*
fusal to contribute to the welfarefund without being represented in

3.

principal* adversaries

Reelects Cogert

Henry Cogert (ex-& Motto) has
been reelected president of the

1

The two

Wednesday, February

P^rtety
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Stronger.

the country”

riums netted
-

auditoriums ’are the Municipal, tHe
San Pedro and the Colored.
Total' intake was $53,987 last
year, compared with $52,249 in
•1951.*

*

*

R. D. “Dude”, Skiles, manager of
the Municipal Auditorium, blamed
several factors for 10% drop in
rent income. He stated that roadshows are fewer, partly, he believes, because' TV is cutting in. He
also reported that the auditorium
was shuttered for three weeks during November for repairs, which
cancelled eight engagements.
•

*

Hy Gardner,

\

k

N.Y. Herald-Tribune

“Young, handsome, terrific”
Co bina Wright

Sues on Use of ‘Big
After Latter’s

“Breamboat”

Sale
3.

Ben- Cossrow, co-owner of Big
Bill’s,

midtown musical

bar,

has
filed bill in equity in Common
Pleas Court seeking an injunction

N.Y. Sunday Mirror

k
k
k “New
X

Pliilly

Philadelphia, Feb.

.

-jit

Bill’

-

'

“Something special”
Christian Science Monitor

“Steals

and damages and charging William
Rocjstein, former o.Wner of the cafe,
with violations of restrictive cove_nant on the bill of sale,'
According to the complaint, Rodstein, who was personally known as
Big Bill and previously operated
under that name, was not to use the
term either in Pennsylvania or adjacent states.' Rodstein' has since

show"
Boston traveler

star”

.

Boston Globe

“Magnafique:”
Jim O'Connor, N.Y Journal-Am.
.

Thanks t MILES INGALLS
Hotel Astor • New York

taken over another midtown spot,
the ’Latimer Cafe, which he renamed Brother Bill’s Latimer Club.
Cossrow complaint avers Rodstein
has violated both spirit and letter
of proceedings by use of name “Big
Bill” and court has given defendant 20 days in which to file reply.

TOY and WING
Ju$t Concluded

PNriety

3 WEEKS

Jan. 21, 1953.
score nicely in their
terp routine. Oriental team’s ballroomology wins good mitt all the

Toy

&

Wing

way. The attractive couple works
neatly through varied routines Including the Castle -Walk and ‘a
dance 4o a George M. Cohan -medley. Wing’s strut a la Cohan .goesover big. Miss Toy’s' toe work algo
is

surefire winner.

Dir.:

*

*
’

•

;

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK
•

»

i

•

»

•

•

*

Opening Feb 20
.

Gros.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

CHICAGO THEATRE

,

:
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Go Faunderoy as Chi Crime

Strips

CAFEMEN SET UP

Probers Hold Hearings; B.O. Fades
Chicago, Feb,

3.

Theatre Restaurant Owners

By JOE

emergency
Council’s
Chicago
crime committee hearings, currently going on, are creating a furore
that has the town literally under

Irving Gab; Employers Vs. Employees

Z

4*

Cafe Ops Claim AG VA ‘Recognition’ Via

Union

City, N. J., Vaude Try

COHEN

The Theatre Restaurant Owners
which held its first
convention last week at the Park
Sheraton Hotel, N. Y., keynoted
the organization with its plea to
the members not to act on any
matter of national interest without
consulting with the organization.
TROA is seeking to become the
national clearing house for all
niteries on matters of a national

members

America

they hurdled their

F&M’s Name St. Loo Vaude

secretly

of
feel

major ob-

first

stacle when national^admlnistrative
secretary Jack Irviiig of the American Guild of Variety Artists adThe Capitol Theatre, Union City,
•
dressed the group last Thursday
St. Louis, Feb. 2.
wraps. Most of the strip joints are
N.
.J, will attempt an experimental
to
pass
finishattempts
as
making
The Spike Jones unit will make (29). Several members confided
ing schools with “B” girls and vaude show for four days starting
a three-night stand at Fanchon & that, by so doing, Irving automatipeelers „all assuming a modest de- Feb. 12. Plan is to spend around
downtown Ambassador cally recognized the cafemen’s asMarco’s
meanor. In addition, many of their $5,000 for a show including band
teeing off next Tuesday (9) at a sociation.
and
stagehands,
with continuation
best customers are taking sudden
The recent policy of AGVA, as
tilted scale.
Show will be preof policy depending on reception.
trips to Florida, despite the mild
sented sans screen fare. Jack Car- expressed in the Los Angeles naInitial bill will have Tony Ben- character.
climate the Windy City'is enjoying
son and his show will move into tional convention, has been to bynett, Dolinoff & Raya Sisters, Jaythis winter.
TROA wants to negotiate for its the house a fortnight later for one pass organizations and deal with
individuals. This was supposed to
Business has fallen way off with walkers, Mage & Karr and others. members with the American Guild week.
of Variety Artists, American Fedthe latest strip spot to change pol- A1 Rickard office booked.
Both bookings are in the nature have been done as agreements with
eration of Musicians, American of an experiment to determine organizations expired. Exception, so
icy being the L&L, once one of
Society of Composers, Authors and whether natives want stage shows far, has been with Artists Reprethe largest femme girlie spots in
Publishers, Broadcast Music, Inc., exclusively in the pic houses.
sentatives Assn., with which
Straight vaude will
the country.
International Alliance of Theatriextended its agreement on a weekbe presented. Other locations >have
cal Stage Employees and other
to-week basis.
turned into black-and-tan operagroups whicli have a bearing on
tions.
addressing
TROA, Irving
In
nightclub operation.
opened his informal talk with the
Former nitery manager Meyson
Lou
Walters, operator of * the
that
the
should
statement
cafemen
Shelton last week admitted payoffs
Latin Quarter, N. Y., who was
have organized into a body years
to police officials for .suppression
elected
prexy,
even
expanded
He.
group.
ago,
and
welcomed
the
of alleged violations at the Band
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
TROA’s jurisdictional scope by
spoke mainly on the fact that perBox, one-time swing band locaBetty Hutton’s gross at the Cur- asking the Roxy Theatre, N. Y.,
formers are employees rather than
tion.
However, operator Ralph
ran Theatre here was cut by es- management to confer with them
indie contractors, a theory that
Mitchell denied such payments
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
timated $14,500 when singer was before signing a new deal with
were made.
(Continued on page 52)
forced out of two shows on Satur- AGVA.
At
least
two
Minneapolis
The group swept through its niteries, the Gay ’90s and Vic’s,
day (31) and one on Sunday by
an attack of laryngitis. Many stub- agenda rapidly and completed an are ignoring demands by American
Tex/s ‘Arena Size’ Nitery holders
Billion Dollar G-String
took
substitute
dates. unusually large number of matters Guild of Variety Artists that they
Corpus Christi, Tex., Feb. 3.
Week’s take was $26,500. Miss in its two-day confab. Other offi- employ only union performers and
Portsmouth, O., Feb. 3.
New nitery' here, the Casino, Hutton tried to head off cancella- cers elected are: Lenny Litman, pay $2.50 per week per performer
This town, located near the site
Pittsburgh,
first
vice-presiCopa,
will tee off Friday (6). Spot owned tion by intensive penicillin treaton every show for insurance bene- of a new $1,219,000,000 Atomic En(Continued on page 52)
and operated by Dr. Eulogio Gar/a, ments.
fits.
Demands came from Chicago, ergy Commission plant, is experimeasures 170 x 200, the largest
since AGVA has no local office or encing growing pains, even though
Her initial week resulted in
here, and' has a 7,000 square foot $35,000 in the 1,550-seater. How- Roller
construction of the Pike County
s
1st rep.
dance floor.
ever, with better exploitation and
England will get its first gander
Bulk of the performers have plant has barely started.

of America,

Via $5,000 Four-Dayer

To Test

Pull Sans Pix

AGVA

Huttons

Illness

2 Mpls. Cafes Nix

Cuts Frisco Gross

.

Union Acts, Fund

.

Derby

Casino will operate on weekends
with live bands and will be available at other times for private
parties.
Large area gives it adaptability for such events as ice
shows, wrestling and boxing.

.

London

smoother production, gro'sses had at the Roller Derby. Show has been
been climbing before the three- signed to play the Harringay Areshow cancellation. Illness came na, London, for a run starting in
after Miss Hutton was kudosed at a May.
The William Morris Agency arGang Night by the San Francisco
ranged the deal.
Press Club.
'

Among the projects for which
been and now are non-AGVA members.
Both spots, the largest, em- construction plans have been anployers of talent in the Twin nounced is a burlesque house, but
Cities,

nation

mands

have indicated a determideto resist the
“to the last ditch.”

AGVA

identity

of

known.

Two

V

Just

"breathtaking

.

not

is

.

first

coast-

concert

tour:

Sept.-Dee. 1952

Weeks

13

...magnificent"

—62

Concerts

\t,Currently on winter tour:
Jan.

I2-Feb.

21,

Penna-

Ohio-Michigan.

harp quintet

Weeks

6

—28 Concerts

INDUSTRIAL

SHOWS

Dow Chemical Co.
General Motors Corp.
Nat'l Education Ass'n

'The

girls

and

their

harps

VAPPEARANCES*

created a breath-taking tableau on the famous old stage

TELEVISION

of the Met*

Ed Sullivan Show

""They were magnificent."

Frank Sinatra Show
Paul

N.Y. Journal American

Whiteman Show

OPENING MAY

12

THUNDERBIRD
LAS VEGAS

For concert's, radio, television and recording:

COLUMBIA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT,
113

West

57tf?

Street,

New

York

Circle 7-9600

Personal Direction: Kurt Weinhold

INC.

For

clubs, theatres

films,

HOWARD
113

and conventions:

LANIN MANAGEMENT, INC.

West

57th Street,

New York

JUdson 6-3045
Personal Direction

now

drive-ins are also in

completed

to-coast

.

backers

the works.

Mike Laniil

,
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Miami Beachcomber s

Frank Taylor

$25,009 Bids

*

For Top Talent Getting BrusbofF
Miami Beach, Feb. 3.
of the Beachcomber
Jnto the big name field again acReentry

Wednesday, Febiiiary

P^SSIEff

brothers out of the new deal there
which saw Bill Miller takeover

—

N.H.

Grades

Frank Taylor, for many years an
indie "agent and who was partnered
with Charles V. Yates until a year
ago, has joined the Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency in New York. He’ll
work in all fields. Taylor was also
head of the Chicago office of Joe
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.

Copa and change name tc? tftviera
and who, incidentally, i$ also troubled by booking problems' \vhat
(with late
Jan. 20 opening handicapping attempts ta get the best),
Fielding has been released from
the restrictive booking clause and
is now out with checkbook in hand
looking and begging.
Beach landmark, is offering up to
He’s dickered .with Jose Ferrer,
$25,000 for a single and finding it
Martin & Lewis, Donald O’Connor,
tough to get a decent buy on an esDorothy Laniour, George Raft,
tablished nitery act.
*
Mickey Rooney and others, only to
When Fielding took over the come up with recording hit A1
lease from the Schuyler freres last Martino.
year, it was stipulated that he
Fielding is a top steel exec from
could not book any act over the
Philadelphia and has the loot for
$2,000 class; reason for same was
the
shows he’s talking
move of the Schuylers to Copa about.typeHisof Beachcomber
is now
With the
City, across the street.
running with a main room show
plus a small lounge and big bar
with a trio and pianist.

centuates paucity of magnetic toppers available for the bigger cafes
here, what with the competition
from New York, Las Vegas, Coast
spots and other cities which go in
for the high-bracketed performers.
Ed Fielding, new owner of the

to

—

—

..Also at the

Grade

office,

Rothman was upped
agent, He had
preyiously.

New

Shelley

to associate

been an assistant
bring

appointments

Grade agency up

to its

the

normal com-

1

Recent
percenters.
plement*" of
resignations from that office are
Phil Farrell, whoj£ now working
independently, ana Nat Debin, who
joined the Liebling-Wood Agency.

JAY

Sat. Nite

Under a new
the Legislature here,

N.

Haven Arena;

If IDIf

mlimim

San Antonio, Feb.

Col. B. F. Chadwick, owner-operator of Club Sevenoaks, has announced a new policy of name

bands on weekends and jukebox on
weeknights. In making the switch
Chadwicfk revealed figures on what
a nitery operator is up against

Humorist
*

here.

on Tour with

VAUGHN MONROE
4

Opening

In 1952 Sevenoaks did a gross
business of $187,000.
According
to the auditors’ report, Saturday
night business, name bands and private parties netted $75,000.
By
staying open other nights, however,
the spot suffered a deficit of almost
the same, amount. In fact, net profit
during the year was only $37.50.
Declaring these figures are proof
that San Antonio is “strictly a Saturday night town,’’ Chadwick began his new policy with the Woody
Herman orch playing Friday and
Saturday nights. On successive
weekends the bookings include Miguelito Valdes, Henry Busse, Blue
Barron, Charlie Spivak and Stan
Kenton.
Valdes was pacted for
two nights and the* others for one•

Theatre
Chicago
s
"

February 6

•

Persona/ Manager

•

WILLARD ALEXANDER
30 Rockefeller Centre

New

Buffalo, Feb. 3.
gathering
itinerant public
The Statler, Buffalo, will attempt
places as -circus and carnival tents.
the trade customary for the
Original law, deriving its name to tap
from the Boston nitery’s fire trag- Town Casino with the booking of
Laine March 3 for two
Frankie
requires
ago,
years
about
10
edy
auxiliary lighting systems .for the- weeks.
usually
Spot
follows a band pol.
etc.
atres, public halls,
icy and has run polite-type shows,
Laine pacting, however, marks a
sharp departure and indicates some
Hassle
Arcesi, Nitery
experimentation that will have a
hearing on future bookings for this
Contract; Singer’s Jail hotel and other Statler units.

Such

Op

On

Haven, Feb.
31,000

Goldstein
3.

oglers

week (Jan. 2J5-Feb. l). At a
revised scale that carried a $4.80
top for the weekend, nine performances grossed an’ estimated
healthy $77,000. Block sales to
organizations and club were a contributing factor to b.o.
In identical stands on current
’52-’53
tour, grosses have been
slightly ahead of a year ago with
exception of Syracuse where a
Xmas week run in ’52 fell below a
September stopover in ’51.
On two occasions, Sunday nights
were nixed in favor of double
matinees (at 1:45 and 5:30). In
last

Providence this meant two SRO
performances. Donna Atwood, reported due back in lineup, has not
yet rejoined cast.

tually they are the mainstays that
carry the financial nut of the local
Arena through seasons that include
less profitable attractions. It is a
situation somewhat on the order
of football grosses bearing the
burden for the college chess team,

nighters.

etc.

Originally Chadwick had planned
close the cafe on weeknightSj,
opening only for private parties.
On these nights there will be no
cover charge or minimum check.

RADIO ‘HOT UPS’ HIPP
IN 2 CLEVE.

SHOWS

‘O&J-Vanities’ Folding

NEW LAWRENCE
HOTEL

In Dallas This

Week

“Skating Vanities” will wind up
its run .Saturday
(7) at the Ice
Arena, Dallas, cutting short one of
its
most disastrous seasons in
years. Olsen & Johnson unit was
combined with the roller produc-

show

for several weeks after

an auto accident.
During the show’s haitus Harold
Steinman, “Vanities” producer, will
concentrate on the promotion of
the trick fountain display, “Dancing
Waters,” which is current at Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y. and which
SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL has been repacted for the Easter

Three Riffs set by the Leon Newman- Agency into the Chez Pare 0

Arcesi

instructed the singer to
hang around the spot in order to
torney,

be ready to go on. However, Goldstein isn’t taking advantage of
attorney
Arcesi’s offer.
stated that the argument was arbitrable, but it must first be de-

AGVA

DONALD RICHARDS
STAR OF
"THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR

FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO
NETWORK, 9-10 PM, EST
DAVID L. SHAPIRO
AL 4-1077

Personal Mgt.

termined who breached the contract initially. Union is expected
to get around to the matter after
the windup of its national board
meeting which is now in session.

Bill

BOB
(Bobby)

Cop-Backed

ROLLINS

Vs. ‘Illegal Saloons-’
Albany, Feb.

Senator

John

J.

3.

Donbvan,

Jr.

has introduced a bill
persons from storing
alcoholic beverages for on-premises
consumption by others and from
furnishing “setups” without a liquor license, in New York City.
He explained that the measure
has the support of the N. Y. City
Police Dept, and the state Restaurant and LiqCror Dealers Assn. It

(D., N.Y.),
to prohibit

Now Playing Indoor Sport Shows
Fob. 6th to Fob. 15th
Coliseum, Indianapolis
WILLIAM SHILLING

Thanks to

IAS West 46th Street
New York City

station's

15-piecte

•

staff

songstress
band,
Jackie
Lynn,
singer Jay Miltner and six Cleveland acts picked in prelim audi-

Eva Kanitz,

alias

Myra

Davis, of

Miami, billed as ah “exotic” dan-

was arrested by Atlanta poFriday (30) on a' charge of dispublic indecency.
Unfolded At regular prices, sup- Released
on $500 bond, terper
plementing “Thief of Venice” on
scheduled to appear in Municipal
screen, both shows yanked nearCourt early this week, but her
capacity crowds. Levine, who ditrial has been postponed until Frirected them, tooted a trumpet and
RATES display at that
day (6).
house.
swung out in Dixieland rhythms as
Lawrence A Kenmera Avenues a! Sheridan Road
J?ut under bond in same amount
Chicago 40. Illineia
,LOnjbeach 1-2100
he did. when he was backbone of
Defer Miami Tarleton Sale the NBC “Chamber Music Society was dancer’s Atlanta employer,
John C. Carmichael,, manager-opof Lower Basin Street” series.
Till Jacobs Gets
erator of the Gypsy Room at ClerHotel
mont Hotel, who was charged by
Miami Beach!, Feb. 3.
Natl. Circus Week in June
police with disorderly conduct opDeal for the Jacobs family to
Bernardston, Mass., Feb. 3.
erating an indecent show. His trial
sell the Lord Tarleop Hotel, haven
Circus Clown Club of America,
for the visiting show bunch, has comprisnng former funnymen of also was postponed for a week.
fallen through. Clermont Is located on Ponce de
the big tops, will again sponsor
Sale, for nearly $2,000,000, was National
Circus Week, starting Leon Ave., out of Atlanta’s downcontingent on the Jacobses dicker- June 1. Organization, using the town hotel district,
ing to build another resort hostelry slogan, “Fools of the World Unite,”
In Florida, and when they were will foster employment of clowns
unable to effect such plans, they in department stores during that
DEEMS TO VANGUARD, N. Y.
Instrumentalists without Intf rumenft
decided they didn’t want to sell the week as a means of ballyhooing
Mickey Deems moves into the
Club Dates
. Week Feb. 4
Tarleton and thus be “out of the both the circus field and various Village Vanguard, N. Y„ tonight
Chicago, III.; Tampa, Fla.;
Chattanooga, Tonn.
hotel business.” They will continue forms
of
merchandise through (Wed.), replacing Stan Freeman.
Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
operation of the Tarleton until tieups.
Freeman, who opened last week,
Club Date Booking! by
such time that they can build a new - Circus Week chairman is Ray found it
.MARRYGREBEN
too rough to work the
NAT DUNN
spot further north, possibly in Bickford (Rayford the Clown), resi- nitery
203 N. Wabash Ave.
1650 B'way
*and get up in time for aChicago, III.
1
New York
Palm Beach or Boca Raton.
dent. hpr#v
£«OA
vm
Vnn
tions.

cer,

lice

orderly conduct

—

wm

WHEN

Avery

The

&

Washington

Home

of

GAGS FOR

900

120

Latest

Comedy

7

East 55th Street,

New

Ter.

p

l3IO

3

900 3

N. Y.

Material

ORIGINAL

gagfllei,

mono-

dialog*,
legs,
iklts, *to. Written by
Or
blx ten gagmen.
$10 ter $50 worth of

»h®w
lend

*^ v5'

Money back

it

not

sfttlitlod.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED^
4*

St.,

N. Y., N. Y.

CURTAIN TIME WITH NANCY

JACK VAUGHAN — p EG Git GATES

—

tor MC’«, Meileleni, EnterSend tor * u r
tainer*, ete.
prloe Hit if r«*»
latest

j

4!50C,0,es -

$1

LOUIS TANNEN
St., New York U,

'

NANCY KENYON

Folk

West 42nd

.

Man

Sts.

Shew

40
Get the Kncyclopedle of Fetter
Printed pages of high-powered oneline comedy, free comedy catalog with
overy copy. Send $1 to:

THE CHORDS

ft

Hi.

HOTEL AVERY

New

—

BOSTON

IN
It's

#

.

'

Montreal, Feb. 20.

3.
is aimed at “bottle clubs,”, which
Indie-owned Hippodrome, down- Senator Donovan characterizes as
town 1,500-seat filmer, pulled one “illegal after-hour saloons.” The
of those theatre-radio talent wed- bill was introduced at the request
dings by having WTAM’s “Morning of N. Y. Police
Commissioner
Bandwagon” troupe put a couple George B. Monaghan, according to
of one-hour shows on its stage Senator Donovan.
The measure
Saturday (31) with a talent-search would take effect July 1, 1953.
gimmick.
Two performances were produced
by Henry (“Hot Lips”) Levine, Atlanta Nitery ‘Exoticist,’
WTAM-WNBK musical director,
Mgr. in Indecency’ Rap
and Johnny Andrews, emcee of the
daily a.m. radio program. Shows
Atlanta, Feb. 3.

tion for this season.
Layout will
reopen Sept. 7 in Quebec City, and
will be without the accompanying
vaude unit. Ole Olsen was out of included

the

that

claims

breached his contract with the spot
by failing to appear for the late
show Friday (30). Reason for inability to show up was his being
jailed on a non-support charge
brought by his wife. Bond was
raised, and Arcesi turned up in
time for the Saturday night performance, only to find that a singer
had been hired to replace him.
Arcesi’s manager, Bert Richman,
after conferring with an AGVA at-

have been consistent
leers
money-makers here for a number N.Y. State Gets
both “Capades” and
of years,
“Follies” pulling handsomely. Ac-

Cleveland, Feb.

Chicago's

of the

7

to

York City

Kick With Lake

Artists. Xrcesi is reporting to the
cafe, nightly, but he isn’t working

caught “Ice Capades” in its annual
visit to Arena on a seven-day stand

3.

New Hamp-

“Cocoanut Grove
law” would be extended to include

in the floorshow.

New

Name Orch

Staders Juve

shire’s so-called

Boulevard Tavern, Forest Hills,
L. I., and singer John Arcesi are
sitting this week out. Both filed
breach of contract charges with
the American Guild of Variety

Bladers ‘Carry’

Town,’

At Crest, Jukes Weekdays

to Tenters

NT. H., Feb, 3.
bill introduced in

Rap Precludes Presence

Approximately

Antonio Goes

Law

Concord,

Manager Abe Goldstein

‘Capades’ $77;
a

Would Extend

‘Grove’

%

'Strictly

Bill

1953

4,

HELD OVER
7th

WEEK

LA MAISONNETTE

CAROL
Montreal

J M. 1-0373

.
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The Biggest Double Header That Ever Played

New York

i
The Oscar of After-Dark Entertainment
i
t.

Hereby Awarded To

Is

t r-

I

BETTY & JANE

I

The Copa

is

Hail of

combined

and

proud to add to the show business

Fame

who

six-figpre business for

engagements

one of the most
in

Copa

history!

CREDITS WHERE CREDIT IS DUE:

helped to

make

Staged by

this

show one

DOUGLAS COUDY

Orchestrations

by ELIOT G.

Betty

U

10

L

EAST

E

&

•

Music

& Lyrics

LIVINGSTON

EBERHARD

•

by
•

6 0 T H

P

STREET

Executed by

Jewelry by

O D
•

Copa

MATT DU BEY & HAROLD KARR

Jane Kean's Material by ELI

S

To these outstanding creative talents

of the greatest all around revues to ever grace the

Costumes Designed by BILLY

J

who

four-star notices, five-alarm excitement

brilliant

AND

these three great downs,

MADAME BERTHE

NAT MAZER of MAZER BROS*
BASSE

E

L

L

'

S

NEW YORK CITY

FloOr.

Wedneiday, February 4, X953
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'
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*

A. C. Abates Curfew

TROfl’s Nationalized

On

Atlantic City, Feb. 3.
Flans to enact legislation which

Continued from page 49
‘

dent; Herman Comroe, Powelton
Philly,
2d v.p.; Mickey
Cafe,
Chiado, Gay Haven, Detroit, sec*
Herman Pircjiner, Alretary;
pine Village, Cleveland, treasurer.
Harry Altman, Town Casino, Buffalo, was named chairman” of the
hoard.
-

Exec committee comprises WalGeorge Hamid, Steel Pier,
Atlantic City; Max Cohen, Baltimore; Chiado, Altman and Litman.
Membership committee consists of
Maurice Lutwack, Buffalo,
Col.
who is attorney for the group and
ters,

acting executive secretary; WilWlllenager, Elmwood Casino,
Windsor, Ont.; Paul Bruun, Miami
Beach columnist who represents
the Florida Cabaret Owners Assnl;
Lou Rhode, Desert Inn, Las Vegas;
its
lie

Steel Pier, which he operates,
served food] Hamid is producer
and hooker for fairs, is do-owner
of an indoor circus, has a talent*
offide, and works in every phase
Y
of the outdoor business- He s been
in a running controversy with
on welfare* fund payments.
Walters told the delegates who
represented 350 cafes from 40
cities and 26 states in the U.S. as
well as Canada, that should the
organization successfully stem the
rise in operating costs in any
phase of the business, TROA. will
save the cafemen many times the
cost of dues in the organization.
Among the projects outlined is
a cut in the 7% fee for the Diners
Club, a clearing house for hotel
cut
and cafe charge accounts.
,

AGVA

stated,

.

Wootton

*»

made

the

announce- 5

after numerous huddles with
interests operating nlteries, hotel
cafes and others owning or running. the 300-odd dispensing spots
in the resort. He said that operators of more than a score of ‘‘sore
spots” had given their word they

ment

newly

,

.

.

.

Room of the Plaza, March
Jimmy McHugh unit pacted

for the Palomar, Vancouver, March
g . . . Three Stooges begged Out of
their Feb. 17 date at the Sahara,

Las Vegas

.

,

.

m

I

Carl Ravaaaa tapped

B way

h

Panama

Tabs;

Persian

cifpfv

1st

Las Vegas, Feb.
The ever widening search

3.

for
attractions with appeal is
sparking a pair of experiments
With tab versions of former Broadway hit musicals. An hour-long
version of “Panama Hattie,” with

nitery

Marilyn Maxwell headlining, opens
. . Ray
Bolger extended another fortnight a three-week stand at the last
at Bill Miller’s Riviera, Miami Frontier Hotel, March 23. Tab will
Phil Foster slated for also mark the reunion of the Slate
Beach .
for Eddys’, K. C., Feb. 13

.

.

.

would clean up and maintain order touring “Farfel Follies” ... Joel Bros. (3) after some years. Henry
and use utmost discretion in bor- Grey goes into Ciro’s* Miami Slate has been in films and in
Broadway version of “South Paderline age cases.
Beach, Feb. 17.
’

Lucienne Boyer to the Cotillion

Room

of the Hotel Pierre, starting
Bob Carroll set for
Feb. 17
the Copa, Pittsburgh, Feb. 9 . . .
Myron Cohen has been signed for
the ‘‘Farfel Follies” going into
Selwyn Theatre, Chicago, March 2
Clifford Guest to the Jeffer.
,
son Hotel, St. Louis, April 5 . .
Personal manager Bullets Durgom
.

Boll Crosby’s Club 15
LAS VEGAS)

(SAHARA,
accomplish- organized charge account firm,
concrete
Las Vegas, Jan. 23.
ments at the meet were the rais- Trip Charge, with headquarters
Crosby’s “Club 15,” with
Bob
ing of a "wor chest” of” about $7;- in Pittsburgh, made a pitch for Modernaires 05), Gisele Macken500 within a few minutes to cover TROA business with ah offer of zie, Dupree Trio ; Gene Nash, Saoperating costs and naming of a 6% .rakeoff on business done Harem Dancers (12), Cee Davidfinancial committee under direc- through them. Organization told son Orch (11); no cover or minition of Pirchner to set up a -dues the rep that it should get a con- mum.
siderably lower fee, probably 4%,
and charter fee scale.
Hamid was admitted to the if TROA got behind the firm.
With the Sahara in the vanguard
Seek Lower Costs
TROA on the ground that the
for intro Of new names and packets
mecca, comes Bob
From discussions on fees and to this jangling 15”
parcel adapted
matters pertaining to -ASCAP, Crosby’s ‘‘Club
toto from his CBS
BMI, Diners Club and AGVA in part if not in Crosby wishes to
Whether
staple.
bonds, TROA evolved a modus
continue his advance into nitery
operand! which it .will present to circles after this auspicious beginall the outfits with whom it will ning, remains to be seen. From this
have to deal. Proposition present- showcasing, however, he has obed by the association would call tained a fancy offer or two for a
for TROA to Idemiiify every con- revised and enlarged ‘‘Club 15”
cern or layout in return for a cut fofinat for video.
rate to members. For example
Drawing .peak biz, this engaging
BMI is seeking to get one-half of hour-plus offers a glimpse of
1% of the total music and show Crosby, assured, affable, and very
costs as its iee. TROA would push capable while piloting his charges
for a lesser rate and guarantee to through varied fare. Included in
pay BMI any delinquencies of cafe the setup are the always-big-iriVegas Modernaires; Gisele Macmembers.
In the matter of AGVA bonds, kenzie, thrusliing her initial brace
THE
group will seek to set up its own of tunes here, and a tyro terp
revolving fund and -costs of fold- threesome headed by Roland
eroos would promptly be paid out Dupree. Production tied together
•
of its own reserves for that pur- by George Moro moves at a good
Crosby chooses an afterpose. TROA feels that it should clip until
Vocals
visualization of ‘‘Club 15”
have control and an eye on all its math a

Among

Nevr York

Jimmy Durante goes into the
would close all liquor spots at 2
m. have been dropped for Thom- Copacabana, N. Y., early next
. Jean Sablon set for the
public.
month
as Wootton,' director of

would

organization
fact, a

v

a.

A

Pappy Doren,' Pappy’s Showland, of even 1%, Walters
more than justify
Dallas, and Joe Taylor, Montreal.
dues. As a matter of
$7,500 ‘W*r Chest’

Vegas Slots

Vaude, Cafe Dates

‘Good Boy’ Promise

.

.

cific,”

Sid has been working with

Ben Blue and Jack has been

plajr-

ing vaude.

Sammy Lewis

is

producing “Hat-

along with Dave Shelley,
stepson of the late Buddy DeSylva,
co-author of the show.*
The Flamingo had earlier booked
a cut version of “Anne Get Your
and Connie Haines have split . . . Gun” for a Mar. 19 opening, but
Joel Grey tapped for the Carousel, show hasn’t been cast as yet. LeighPittsburgh, March 8. Jackie Han- ton Brill and Ben Kamsler of Melnon down for that spot Feb. 9.
ody Fair, Toronto tent musical operation, will produce.
tie”

.

.

Chicago
Herman Krinsky wrote the music
office, has joined the for
the “Ice-Maker” ballet in
Daimy Servel’s touring “Show of Stars,”
Eddie Sligh agency
.
Graham moves into his own Office
reviewed in last week’s issue.
this month, as a solo agent.
George Bond, formerly with the

Len Fisher

.

.

•

BILLY DEV-ROE
AND
DEV1L-AIRES

— Comedy

—

Impressions

•
Currently

THE "DOME," BISMARCK.

N. D.

•
Personal Management:

MHO

on the air. Anticlimactic, the appendage should either be dropped
or placed within the casement at
another point.
Although Crosby chooses to
fanfare Miss Mackenzie in. a more
important placement than the
Modernaires r the song combo makes
a showstopper out of an all-too-

own coin.
One of

STELT

Claim Recognition
Continued from page 49

bonifaces

contest.

He

described

developments in the Chicago
case where bulk of cafes
are operating with non-union per-

latest
strike

formers. Irving stated that the
union decried the hoodlum tactics.
Union, he said, is willing to sit
down and negotiate at any time
with the Chi ops. He declared that
the Chi cafemen, by filing an action
with the National Labor Relations
automatically
stipulated
Board,
that- they are. employers, since
NLRB was set up to resolve argu-

ments between management and

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT AGENCY
203 N. Wabash Avt,
Chicago

LEW

,and

PAT

(Beauty and
the least)
A new" not* In

Comady

GERBER-WEISS

AGENCY
1697 Broadway, N.Y.

Club Dates
„

—

o
In a question and answer period
the major Items to be
Week Feb.
following his talk, Irving had some
ironed out will be relations with
CIROS,
Phil*.
rough sledding and finally bowed
AGVA. Still to be resolved is
Personal Management
out on the theme that the questions
whether acts are independent conDAVID L. SHAPIRO • • AL 4-1077
being asked of him were of a legal
TROA
employees.
tractors
or
nature, and not being an attorney,
legally feels that performers, aside
he could not resolve them.
from chorus, are indie contractors,
while union feels otherwise. This brief session. They wham over
is regarded as a key question in- “The Customer Is Always Right,’’
Saranac Lake
asmuch as social security and with each member entering in a
withholding taxes revolve around magico twist and plate-spinning
By Happy Benway
that issue.
escapade. Then, to follow a hitune
Saranac, N; Y., Feb. 3.
coupling, they sock over a smash
A carnation to Garry Schumach(THE VALENTINO WHIP)
Oppose Welfare Payments
arrangement
perennew
of
their
er,
assistant
to Horace Stoneham
Naturally, the ops are opposed
nial, “Juke Box Saturday Night.”, of the N.Y. Giants, for sending picto the AGVA welfare fund payments in its present state. They With A1 Copeland leading the tures of the 'World’s Series games
want to make some sort of deal parade of impressions, gang rings for entertainment of the gang here
rafters with four Aces, Les Paul at the V.C. hospital,
and
This was
with the union whereby the pres& Mary Ford, Johnnie Ray.
made possible by George Sullivan
ent $2.50 per-week-per-performer
Crosby has his inning to follow whose progress is tops during his
levy will be cut. One of the pro- this whammo buildup, and makes
observation period.
positions advanced is flat payment the most of his keen sense of
Edith
by each club, amount of which will humor based upon brotherly jibes addition Crauen of Toronto is an
CONTACT DIRECT:
depend on size of the spot and at Bing, and his Jack Benny affilia- Harold to our laboratory, while
135 E. 33rd Strath Naw York City
Hallahan of Brasher Falls,
costs of the show. However, since tion. One line that receives whoops
joined the hospital personnel.
AGVA pays out $2.40 for each has to do with big brother’s accom- N.Y.,
New appointments from the
performer weekly for insurance plishments and his own as he ex- main office of Dr, George E. Wil- FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
costs, it’s difficult to foresee any pounds; “It’s like having a peanut son, medical director,
prtstnfs
which decut in this direction. There’s also stand between Fort Knox and the note top progress, hre downtown
the proposition that TROA looks Bank of America.” Enlarges upon shoppers Audrey Lumpkin, Therthe
idea
with
special
tune, “My esa Coppersmith, Robert
into an insurance program of its
Dutton,
own to cover personnel in the B.O.F.B.” which translated means Thomas Lewey; Mail special deliv“Brothers of Famous Brothers.” eries and packages,
floorshow.
Shirley Houff,
The parody saga brings up big Gloria Davis, George
In all the matters discussed,
(Elephants)
laugh portions.
Powers; trade papers and magathere’s been a running theme of
Mackenzie gal has her best song zines, Forrest (Slim) Glenn, Shirlowering costs on virtually every
TOURING EUROPE
•
major item. Feeling is that cost moments while chirping “Le ley Houff.
Fiacre” and Texas recountings
Duke Huntington, the northern
control is of prime necessity if
which lead into carbon of herj N.Y, and actors’ colony jukebox Amarlcan Rap.: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
they’re to stay in business.
TAVRL MAROUAN1 AGENCY PARIS
Capitol good seller, “Don’t Let the bigwig, off to Miami, with his wife.
In other matters, Litman was
Stars.”
She has a pert manner
Murray Kissen all agog over surnamed publicity chief pro tem while thrushing
and goes over well prise visit from his frau who shot
until a permanent appointment is in bright and comedy
melodics. in from Gotham to spend, a week
made. Study will be made on how Her songtale of a chorine at the
with him and help to celebrate his
to cut the present 20% cabaret Palace longing for chance to befirst good clinic.
tax.
come a Judy Garland or a Mary
Simone Bleueze, V.C. laboratory
In another direction, an appoint- Martin, draws upon a serioso mood technician, off
World's Greatest Comedian
to- Gotham for a
ment for today (Wed.) was made and falls short of being a sock week’s furlough.
(Applications now baing acctpftd for
with AGVA, whose national board pace-changer. Later, within the
Write to those who are ill.
naxt 9 positions)
started a four-day meeting Mon- reenactment of “Club 15” airer,
she returns to sprightly lyricizing
day (2) at the Taft Hotel, N.Y.
Holdup
with Crosby in “Walkin’ My. Baby N.Y. Birdland
Birdland Restaurant, Broadway’s
Back Home,” proving her way with
cool jazz hangout, was taken for
such tunes.
A.
Dupree Trio has the opportunity $5,000 yesterday morning (Tues.)
Writing Enterprises
when
two
thieves
forced
to unfold moderne terp patterns
the spot’s * HiCreators of Special Comedy Material"
J
and although limited somewhat as steward, Joseph Korson, to open
Particulars FREE I
to ideas, manage to win appreci- the two safes in the office.
Holdup took place at 11 a.M;
ative mitttng.
Troy, N. Y. a
94 Hill Straat
Sa-Haren Dancers
hold over “Cocktail Party,” with with Korson and two cleaners the, jj
(The Mlrthplace at Show Bis
(EDDIE ECHO)
added terps adapted to this layout only personnel around.
set within a TV studio interior.
Comedy Ventriloquist"

H

.

'

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

GAIL

DUNDEE
Glaftior

LAURIE* HOTEL
Man.

Lowtll,

WESTERLY

BUCK
*1

Currently

NEW

labor.

r

Pireetion

BILLY GILBERT

NAT DUNN

—

COMEDY MATERIAL

.

For All- Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

-

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAO fill
(The Service of the STARS)
First 13 flies $7.00— All 35 Issues $25
Singly: $1,05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY

—

Beginning with No. 1 No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 •
$25 «
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.Q.D.'s

BILLY
200 W. 54th

St.,

GLASON
New

York 19-Dept.

V

Circle 7-1130

JACK DENTON

5G

JIMMY & GENE

JIMAE
Aboard

S.S.

GUY VISK

I

United States

Enroute to England

Who's seasick, me?

—

Wants

to Play tho Paramount
Thoatro In Now York City
••fort tho End of 1 952

yes.
*1

Personal Management:
50 Riv.rtitl. P,iv». New York, N. V.
.

,

can

(ii-tani,

;«n't

I . . .

Roy Douglas,

KEN GRAYSON
SU.qu.kcnn.

T-UU

Gene Nash steps forth to
some beats and shuttles on

cleaij
later

with the gals to centre “Left My
Hat in Haiti” jvhile the brightly
costumed prancers indulge in, hiptossing and assorted Cubano frolics.
Cee Davidson helps to move
proceedings along with his steady
batoning.
Will.
,

SIBYL IOWAN
MUSIC CIRCUS

MIAMI, FLORIDA

Wednesday, February 4, 1953
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IEVI1WS
NIGHT
welcome. — particularly to
La Yi« Ea R*m, S', Y. isn’t
Charlie Morrison, wh6 can 'always
Sue' Carson, Georgia Gibbs, Van
count on Daniel* tor okay biz —
Smith Trio; $5 minimum.
S4

.

P&Rfflfr

.

,

Lucretia, borothv Greener, Norman Wallace, Nancy Steele, Ronnie 'Selby Trio; $2,50 minimuyi.

1

but. some new avenue* for name
talent will l?*Vo to be found by

Mass or class, Georgia Gibbs can
Morrison *and Herman Hover
This cellar on West 46th -St.,
reach any type of audience as she both
and Ciro’s are to has. been a problem site for the
does here. Monte Proser’s intimate if .the Mocambo
spells *b«h
frequent
dry
the
avoid
.past couple of seasons and current
spot is a sock. showcase for a perand retain thejLr management* is out to break the
former, and this Mi$s Gibbs re- tween headliners
;

veals to her personal advantage in
a song repertory in which the
diminutive songstress really belts
'em out as they were written,
Miss. Gibbs can sing anything and
get ’em, and that goes for the latest
pops, the hillbilly tunes and the
standards. She has a neat change
of pace and her great sente of
rhythm communicates itself to the
audience with her opening pop;

and she holds 'em

all the

way. For

a neat pace-changer she does “Yiddishe Momma," and the good taste
that she always manifests is particularly evident on the latter tuqe,
which -she does in English. Too
often singers adopt an affectation
in doing ’‘Momma” in Yiddish.
The only other act on the bill is
brunet Sue Carson, comedienne
with a neat sense' of delivery and
a lack of inhibition. Miss Carson
is mpre extensively reviewed under

New

Acts.

Van Smith, as usual, does a nifty
job at the keys, for both' the lulls
and the. show 'Accomp.
Incidentally, La Vie is on a biz
spree these days.
Kahn.

Chez Paree, Chi

»

Chicago, Jan. 28.
Jerry Lester, Nita Bieber 8c
Gerald Gotham, Halina Gregory,
Johnny Martin, Chez Adorables
Brian Famon Orch (10); $3.50

minimum,

$1.10 cover.

top rating,
Daniels, per usual, delivers^- If
smooth entertainment. -Opening
night (2'l) he writhed through a
38-minute songalog of w.k. -standards, with expert and personable
assist from Benny. Payne on the 88,
latter also occasionally adding a
note of song.
Only possible criticism of Daniels Is his inclusion of “My Yiddishe Mama” in his repertoire.
His arrangement is socko, but that
type of song just doesn't seem to
belong in a* nitery, particularly
when Daniels’ type of grinding
delivery makes the little old lady
take on the mental portrait of
.

i

—

Even though Jerry Lester hasn’t
been around the Chicago nightclub
scene for. about five years, he still trend for stage arid nitery enterhas a large and loyOl following. tainers.
Whether 'that" is due to. friends he
During Daniels* session, Payne

made in the past, or new de- also conducts
Oliver
votees through TV, is a moot point. Eddie

the backstopping
augmented
orch,
eight for Daniels’
Oliver later takes over
booking.
expertly for the patrons’ hoofology, alternating with Joe Castro’s
Scho.
Latin quartet.

has

However,
stands'.

from

of his stuff here is
has used in his video
once; did be use the

little

material he

Not

“George” which he more or
coined and popularized in his
series.

less

TV
*

Lester establishes a remarkable
camaraderie among the tables and,
opening night, did a heart-warming few minutes for some grammar
school graduates.
Cdmic also is
cognizant of the juves, keeping his
material wholesome for the family
trade for most part. Majority of
his quips are about the local scene,
recounting his school days, which
registers strongly. He does “Africa” in which he squelches a heckling drunk' beautifully and then
apes Harry Richman in an acid
sketch which is interspered ,-with
bits of old vaude turns as a cigar

by

Johnny

and whenever he trots on exhibits
more of his hoofing .prowess.
Whether he’s polished or not (six
months is a very brief span in
which to learn all the hoofing
ropes), audiences here like the way
the former pug presents himself.
-

He earns every

last salvo.

Stone is slightly nervous following, a six-month hiatus. Breaking in
some new material finds .the comedian with some jitters, but they’ll
pass. Some of the new stuff is
strong, making for goo.d yocks, and
other fillips will be culled as Stone

weighs reception. Overall reaction
production is good, with highlights being wife
singer. Brian Famon batons well and horse routines leading into
and takes a few solo .licks on the “Riders in the Sky” parody. Potage
sax for neat results;
Zabe.
of gambling bits and surefire Army
monolog are his windup.
Eileen Wilson, makes her Vegas
L* A.
debut in compact session which
Lo£ Angeles, Jan. 28.
wins favor. From bright “Another
Billy Daniels with Benny Payne
Opening” through “Why Don’t You
Eddie Oliver Orch (8), Joe Castro Believe Me” and '“Who Cares,” she
Quartet; $2 cover.
makes a return couplet consisting
of “All the Things You Are” and
More and more the number of “Blow
Gabriel
Blow.”
While
nitery attractions are dwindling meandering around in* low itnd medown or, for reasons of higher dium register,. Miss Wilson's pipes
salaries elsewhere, staying away have sexy .overtones but ride
into
from L. A. The two Sunset Strip hard and edgy quality on pushed
spots of glamor and capacity, Mo- volume.
cambo and Ciro*s are finding the
Sa-Harem 'gals -set spirit on the
matter of getting headliners tough Sugar Ray
opus by tapping off an
indeed, with result that they have opener
themed with training camp
to repeat certain personalities to
calesthenics. Halfway choreo turns
the extent that they appear to to
“Winter Wonderland,” with spebacking up on themselves.
amounts,of orbing upon four
A case fn point is Billy Daniels, cial
paraders. Bluesy “Tuxedo June**
who is such a Mocambo regular tion” has
the 12 .prancers in sethat even though he hasn’t been
quined tophats, brief black and
here for some months it appears to white
costumes, -and aiding unison
be a matter of weeks. Not that he tapistry
with canes,
Will.

Mocambo,

,

,

.

ana-rj icM-e

,

-

’

*«

•

,:tjc

,! r

• »

Remarking

would be.
that while he’s made “several”
Eddie run through a platters in the past, his record
slick routine of somO nine disks company (Columbia) has finally
and among the victims of their decided to release one with a
comedy technique are Ethel Mer- “hole,” he intro his latest biscuit,
Blaine, “Birth of the Blues.” Balance of
Vivian
man,
Durante,
Kathryn Grayson, Mary Martin songology consists of ballads such
and as “I’ll Never Smile Again” with
Edddy
Nelson
and Ezio Pinza,
Jeanette MacDonald, anu Edith a low bow to Tommy Dorsey, “I've
Each
Wisdom.
Piaf and Noman.
Got a Crush on You,” “Don't Cry
number is given production treat- Joe,” the rhythmical “Got My
ment with appropriate costume al- Love to Keep Me Warm” and the
terations and props. A broad in- inevitable “Old Man River.”
Cliterpretation of a French road com- maxes stint with “Old Man Crospany doing Menotti’s “The Medi- by,” a bit of*comic byplay on the
effects
um,” with eerie lighting
indestructible Bing.
Between voand ghostlike trappings, brings cals Sinatra gives out with casual
more than the usual quota of yocks. bits of chitchat but at Show caught
Because the American sound bypassed any remark regarding his
equipment could not be readity private life and ignored the many
converted to British voltage, the requests for “Nancy.” Midway in
artists have had something of a stint he takes time out for a cup
problem in getting adjusted to the of tea to “relax my aging pipes,”
New Acts.
equipment acquired lo- the gimmick getting so-so reaction.
alternative
Ronnie Selby’s trio supplies a
cally. That may explain why the However, his overall showmanship
tasty backing for the turns arid
particularly
on the first is such, that customers respond
volume,
whips up a solid beat for customer
two opening tunes, was substan- with nifty palms down the line.
Gros.
dansapation.
Myro.
tially over-strength.
Balance of lineup is strong, teeing off to fast start with accelerHotel* Mont’l
pull reaction

Tony

Mt. ttoyal

&

ated caperings of ballerina Gloria
Gilbert.
Manny Williams, local
comic-magico, who scored neatly in
Chicago, Jan. 29.
Andrews Sisters (3) .MaxChamiinitial nitery stint at SheratonJean Carroll, Mary Raye &
tov Orch (10) with Norma Hutton,
Plaza last spring, grabs nifty reNaldi, Gregory 8c Strong , Herbert
Bill Moodie Trio; $2-$2.50 cover.
Moore, Merriel Abbott Dancers- sults with assortment of tricks and
gab
aided by audience stooges
(12);
(8), Emil Coleman Orch

Palmer House* Chi

(NORMANDIE ROOM)

Montreal, Jan. 30.

(EMPIRE ROOM)

#

Patti came-down with the flu. Trio
finally preemed Wednesday night
but without the services of thenregular pianist (Patti’s husband,
Vic Schoen) who had to skip their
opening because of illness. How-

-

Martin,

>

•

biz champ and his solid oneleader Max Chamitov
is a light fantastic of fancy ever orch
footwork, coupled with a warm [.stepped in for two performances
personality that registers socko. and backed chirpers handily as
He'll do more than okay in this they clicked to a capacity house.
Before a crowd made up of the
burg, having the magnetic name
curious and their many admirers,
plus stuff to go with it.
With the very excellent aid of the Sisters prove conclusively why
Joe Scott in the comedy and duo- they’ve been ranking faves for
Teeing off
tap sections, Sugar Ray raps over a more than a decade.
solid opening stanza. Sets up his with “Back Again” which includes
lot
of
localized
patter,
group
legmanid with Scott by bleating a
“I'm Never Satisfied” and tears in- switch in a number about poodle
sport
coifs.
As
they
all
this
hairdo
to his footwork with enthusiasm.
For this he receives pe^k plaudits in various colors (red, blonde and
from tablersitters, but could min- brunet) audience reaction is solid
imize his jokes with Scott, and in and shows them .to be something
some cases, eliminate them alto- more than femmes fastened to a
“South Rampart Street
gether. This is especially apparent mike.
after Robinson
follows Harvey Parade” in rollicking Dixie tempo
Stone, show's comedian. The ex- scores and Patti, who does most inchamp makes a pleasing emcee, tros and bulk of chatter, solos with

line -pleases

fi

•As it stands now, layout offers
a potpourri of comedy and song
that doesn’t quite jell. Headliner
Lucretia, of the French -chantoosie
Warbler
mistake.
genre,
is
a
seems to be blending the styles of

two

.

new

here

,

.

show

bpngo drum for a few moments
Pair
before entering the chase.
walk off with a fat hand.
Halina Gregory, petite and pretty
blonde, has been working in Europe in opera, according to reports.
She displays training in that field
but, unfortunately, this is not the
room for her offerings. She has
tried to adapt some of the more,
popular or standard tunes,- but her
arrangements are more fitting for
a singer of pop tunes, not one with
an operatic mien. Perhaps in- a
more intimate spot, with a -revised score; she might be more’
in two
production numbers, assisted

to

Sahara can chalk up another
winner for the next two frames in
the headline lure of Sugar Ray
Robinson. He has the punch of a

with a skit Imitating Dan
Dailey in a Betty Grable pic with
Nita Bieber taking the Grable part.
Gal does clicko straight job and
the. saga gets hefty yocks.
Miss Bieber, with the assistance
of Gerald Gotham, starts off the
show' with a slithering, heated Caribbean number which has the
male members of the aud paying
acute attention. Male works the

*

'

.

reaction,

Las Vegas, Jan. 27.
The much advertised and proSugar Ray Robinson with Joe
$3.50 minimum, $1 cover.
Scott; Harvey Stgne, Eileen Wil- moted appearance of the Andrews
for their first cafe stint in
Sisters
DancSa-Harem
Bob
Giraud,
son,
Something must have gone. awry
Monday
Davidson Orch Montreal skedded for last
ers
(12), Cee
(26) was delayed three days when in the booking sheets; unusual for
(11); no cover or minimum.

ings

The Chez

six

Sahara, Las Vegas

box juggler. Scene gets hilarious
as the unpaid drunk keeps yelling
for “Africa” at every waking moment. Lester winds up the proceed-

effective.

attempting to duplicate
the setup of smart eastside niter-;
comfortable room,
a
ies.
It’s
nicely laid out and with plenty o£|
area for the acts to work and
the clientele to terp, but it’ll have
to sharpen its bill if it doesn’t
want to .go the way of -the Habibl
and Jimmy Ryan’s which preceded

;jmx by

Yma Sumac and Johnnie Ray in
her songalog, but impact of either
West.
.missing. Voice is high-pitched and
Otherwise, there’s not a faulty the odd arrangements leave tablers
moment in. Daniels’ routine, from amazed. Works over “Gypsy In My
his opening “This Can’t Be Love” Soul;” “Happiness Is a A Thing
through to his closing trademark, Called Joe;” a patter specialty en
“Old Black Magic.” In between francaise and the fave “L’Accordare “Night and Day,” “Somebody ianiste.”
You’re
“Because
Loves
Me,”
Comedienne Dorothy Greener
Mine,” “Bye, Bye Blackbird,” “Tea comes off best here. Her impish
For. Two,” which is done nostal- monologs are okay intimery fare
gically as a Palace Theatre soft- and she delivers each with an inshoe standard; a medley of “You’d gratiating and carefree abandon.
Be So Nice to Come Home To,” Her travesty on Metro pix is a
“You're Marvelous” and “It Had surefire yock winner as is her
'
to Be You.” The only compara- shopgirl’s lament.
tively new number is -the Jule
Norman Wallace’s, pianologs still
Styne-Leo Robin “Bye, Bye Baby”- seems to Indicate that he’s not yet
from “Gentlemen Prefer -Blondes.” .found his act pattern. He accomps
Along with his songs, Daniels himself on Gallic chansons and
make? quite a sartorial picture 4n comedic specialties and although
a new type of tuxedo grey silk some have an appealing flavor, the
with a shawl collar of the same sum never equals its parts; Thrush
material and no' side pockets in the Nancy Steele is reviewed under
jacket. It-Tl probably start a new
l^Iae

spontaneous audience Latin Quarter, Boston
and the same- customer
Boston, Feb. 2.
acclaim was evidenced on the folFrank Sinatra, Gloria Gilbert
lowing night when act was caught. Manny Williams, Donn Arden
The novelty of pinning to disks Girls (8), Larry Green Orch. (4)*
played backstage has long since $4 minimum.
worn off, hut the exponents of this
Although the first nitery appeargimmick sometimes -develop their
own approach. These two new- ance here of Frank Sinatra concomers from America, currently flicted, during his first week, with
making their British debut, play that of Frankie Laine at neighthe comedy angle for all it is boring and spacious Blinstrub’s,
worth from beginning to end. Thev the former swoon king proved
make an unabashed pitch for the strong marquee lute in the smaller
laughs and .succeed all along the but more lavish Latin Quarter. In
line. For a solid 30 minutes they sharp contrast to Laine's popularmaintain the pace at high pressure ity among bobbysoxers, Sinatra’s
and are forced into a begoff.
audiences were conspicuous by
word-of-mouth is all it’s absence of screeching juves. Also
If
comedians
these
in
sharp contrast to Laine’s enercracked up to be,
should be pulling in a regular flow getic vocalizing is the casual, alto
addition
in
most offhand* manner Sinatra hanof new customers
the staunch regulars. It was on dles his balladeering.
managethe
that
that assumption
Sinatra makes his entrance from
ment made the unusual decision of ringside to warble “When You’re
prolonging the engagement with- Smiling,” following with a slick
out waiting to see what the long- “You Belong to Me,”
noting the

Bln elVotc* N- V.

.
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-mra;ii

whom

he lures onstage. Maestro
Larry Green gets solo spot to' give
“Concerto to Moon” a slick workout on 88 anji Donn Arden girls
the director of entertainment of appear in three production numbers
prancing to Peter Hanley’s
the Hilton Hotels, Merriel Abbott,
who has probably started more acts vocalizing. * Zarde Bros, combo
fills, lulls.
Elie.
to fame in her spots than any other
booker elsewhere. The result is
two dance acts, plus the two line
B’ch
numbers, with numerous, hoofings Casablanca,
Miami Beach, Feb. 2.
preceding headliner Jean Carroll.
Jackie Miles, Dick Brown, Maya
Comedienne gets a laugh with her
opening line, “To really be a well- Orch., $3.50 minimum.

Miami

balanced act,” she says, “I guess
I should start with a dance step,”
Plethora of teiping affects the
stanza of Mary Raye .& Naldi who

Casablanca offers up the biggest
hotel-cafe (over 500 capacity) in
the area in its Club Morocco and
couldn’t overcome table indiffer- has, since opening several seasons
ence until their second number.
back, experienced plenty headMiss Carroll is a welcome addi- aches trying to set attractions that
tion to the ranks of Empire Room will draw them in.
It took such
toppers.
She works fast, tossing bookings as Frank Sinatra and
off remarks about progressive edu- Joe E. Lewis to bring any profit
cation and the children who attend margins in former seasons. This
such schools; the advantages of year, management has stuck to a
suburban life, the vagaries of Mi- comedy topliner plussed by a songami inhabitants, all which, give rise act and has seen steadily building
to constant laughter. Some of her biz, with Myron Cohen starting the
quickies are old but, in the main, trade
parade;
currently Jackie
her male counterparts might come Miles is keeping the trend de“Wanna Be Loved” to plaudits.
around to learn how to freshen up
Teaming up again, combo does some of their material. Femme, veloping.
Slight-looking comedian is prachilarious parody about Hawaii and however,, should cull some oi her
:
tically -a native in this area, what
then drops back into Calypso stuff, especially the one about
the
with his frequent and long stays
rhythm- with the obvious and hack- baseball fan, which falters.
at the better nightclubs around.
neyed “Rurii and Coke” sequence.
Monologist gets hefty yocks with This is his. first
hotel appearance
A reprise of one of their first hits, double-meaning
jokes and scores and soft, easy style applies itself
“Apple Blossom Time,” goes well with her standard
racetrack story to the more conservative atmoswith the nostalgic set and then gals about touts,
the actual run- phere of
such surroundings with
bow out with an ad lib collection ning of the and
race.
Here again, considerable impact, unearthing a
made up, for* the most part, of pa- some of the corny
description of new circuit
tron requests.
for his comedic talent.
the nags should be eliminated for
Garbed alike in black-sequined a better closer. Comic
Miles still, attracts the considerget? a big
gowns and effective hair styling, hand forjher efforts
and has to beg able group of inveterate pubthey do upward of 40 minutes at off.
crawlers who rarely hit the hotelevery showing and their somewhat
Mary
Raye
&
Naldi, one of the cafes. Though presenting most of
rowdy but personable approach to top .ballroom teams
his'
standard material, he mixes in
in the country,
both the clientele and their singing are
unfortunately, placed right enough newies^to keep matters gois surefire. Experience, which they
ing
after Gregory & Strong, a more
at a solid laugh rate. Has himhave plenty of, .lias taught them
dance and instru- self a new piece in opener on behow to out-heckle the hecklers, demonstrative
ing
mental
identified with a song a la the
For the first number,
bandy a fast ad lib and still keep Raye pair.
& Naldi operate against vets of yesteryear. Then spins out
overall pacing and showmanship at
his
raised voices and dish clatter, but
array of yarns on racetrack
t6p level. An enlarged brass secthe splendid work they do makes habitues, prices of* hotel rooms in
tion in the Chamitov orch gives
ample support to the Andrews’ the diners quiet down and devote Miami * Beach, the cowboy pjc
their attention to the team.* Seem- lampoon and comes back for dethrushing and house vocalist Noreffortless lifts an,d catches manded repeats on other familiars
ma Hutton makes an attractive ingly
are an excellent contrast of the in his log.
femcee.
Newt.
grunt-and-groan school of terpolDick Brown .acquits himself in
ogy. Miss Raye, a stunning brunet, effective
fashion in the tough
swathed in while, seems light as a warmup spot. Delivers Ills songAstor,
feather -as she's tossed aloft. Duo idpas in smooth manner, with acLondon, Jan. 28.
_
get a hefty mitt after five num- cent on the ballads, *to reaction on
Tony 8c Eddie, Felix King Orch, bers.
the hearty side. Blends in “Stop
Don Carlos Band, Sid Philips
Gregory & Strong are
the
identificaOrch ; Colony: $5.50 minimum; As- ual act, with one male an unus- tion’Music” routine for
with the program, via .**
following
tor: $3 minimum to 11 p.m., $3 the other
around the room, pump- tongue-in-cheek Version of “Baby
cover thereafter.
ing on a little concertina, while Face” that makes for -good change
th
0 h e r ta P s out flve offerings, of pace. Shows aptness for phras,?t. ^ , , /
Within a few minutes of their with
ballet overtones. Offbeat* ga- ing .and shading in “Music* Maespreem performance Tony & Eddie votte is an imaginative thing* and
tro Please,” ‘/Almost Like Being In'
had their engagement extended the other endeavors also are clev- Love,”
“I’ll Be Seeing You” and
from a month to .six weeks. Colony j erly arranged. 'Challenge” tbrp‘'to
to
and Astor bomface Harry Morris 1 fastie “Fiddle Faddle” is a strnn* “Walkin’ My Baby Back Home”
round
out a satisfying session.’*
*
inade an immediate decision after 1 clincher.
Zab£
Lary.
'
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Hollywood

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Pj&uE’rr

the cast being mainly used for bits.
Spivy^s
Side, Purls
[However, it could stand a little
Hollywood, Jan. 30;
Paris, Jan. 25.
[.more spotting of Michael CarringDick
Stabile
Spivy, Bobby Shortt Ed Stein;
Mills Bros. (5),
ton
and
Sook
Roman;
bbth are $1.30 minimum.
Orch (10), Bobby Ramos Orch on and off too quickly.
(5); $2 cover.
Carrington,
makes his first
Bobby Short, American colored
American debut here, is
young
singer, is back from a successful
A lot of four-boys-and-a-guitar' English figure skater. He#a jumps
combos have bobbed -up since the onto the rink, does some rapid London stint and well ensconced
Mills Bros, skyrocketed out of Cin- turns and flips, and is off again. in Spivy’s cellar club off the
cinnati 20 years ago and won im- More of a buildup during the stint Champs Elysses. Short adds the
young U. S. set to the regular
mediate renown on CBS, For basic would have impressed stronger.
entertainment qualities, however,
Sook & Roman fill the dance show biz and Gallic crowd to
the Mills quintet is still at the head team slot well with the male make this spot well attended deof the class. Many of the other, swinging his partner pretty close spite the nitery slump of late.
kindred combos have borrowed to the frozen water. Duo have a ’Drinks ard extremely reasonable
much of their styling from this act, good clincher, after some good at $1.30 and the open-all-night polbut have never quite achieved the lifts, in a series of flips over th£ icy makes this a fine place for
snacking with hot dogs, hamburgsame flavor. The key to the sort of male’s head.
singing the Millses purvey is the
Colstons follow with a burlesque ers and chile con carne in palatable
chord. of the previous team and gets evidence.
barbershop
oldfashioned
Their rivals have never stropped it some yocks with femme’s miming.
Short backs his fine, highto the same keen edge of perfec-. They offer the only comedy relief powered voice with excellent piano
tionr
with the exception of the Def- accomps and a foot rhythm beat
An afct which has played any ^nd enders, who are more on the aero that gives his delivery a drive and
all vaude-nitery time, group has al- side and who get a brisk mitt with sustenance that
fill
this intime
ways done solid biz in this town- in assorted somersaults via a table. room to the brim. His assurance
Ken Bailey does running jumps and subtle delineations of wellits literally dozens of visits. No records are going to be shattered at over some packages and then chosen ballads command attention
Clio’s by any means, but the boys dresses up his twist by doing sim- as his lungs soar and then moduhave enough devotees to keep the ilar tricks while bound with ankle late to caressing piping of the
The chains. Margaret Naylor, garbed as more subdued ballads. Popwise,
tables fairly well occupied.
only act on the bill, the Mills’ ar- a cat, is appealing, as is Jack Rose his “Just One of Those Things” is
rangements, rich and varied reper- as the Piper. Closing production a rippling pleaser and he immeditoire and zestful projection left the number is a colorful flash. Dennis ately v wins the crowd. Segues into
customers toe-tappy and tingling & Darlene are the only holdovers, “Let There Be Love” and “The
after a 40-minute spread last show except for the band, and the two End of a Love Affair” and *then
opening night. To the three-quar- vocalists keep the story moving in changes pace for a racy interp of
ters house not even 3,4 songs were fine fashion. Frankie Masters .is “Too Darned Hot” and the oldie
a surfeit as styled by these harmon- playing for his seventh binder and takeoff on “Motion 'Picture Ball.”
9
knows his way around in the dance
izers.
Spivy socks out her w.k. rep of
Zabe.
Tops, as expected, along the sets.
sophisto songs that please in their
route are the trills which have
knowing good humo. and hep
been etched by the group for Decbugle-voiced interp as she chants
Club,
ca, such as “Some Day,” “Be My
a series of offbeat items. She ac(PERSIAN ROOM)
Life’s Companion,” “Paper Doll,’’
comps herself with bombastic
London, Jan. 27.
“Lazy River* ’and, of course, their
ivory
pounding and each salient
Tino Christidi & Sercnaders
latest waxwork hit, “Glow Worm.”
point gets the catching, gurgling
Performancewise, their best is (4), Lou Harris Orch; $3 mini- emphasis that is
trademark
Ijier
that nostalgia-steeped version of mum.
and makes
the
showman

Ciro’a,

£a*t

!

stitution here,

..

effect.

Ernie Hecksher’s orch is going
in “band test” which finds

well

frequent changes these days.
Marc.

Einliassy,

*

'

j

London

all

sung.

.

Dick Stabile orch (10) did a fairly
good job of backing the freres
when caught, making only one tim-

Riversides

’Tween shows crew concocts

Bobby
combo.

Reno, Jan.

Bert.

show

biz personalities,

favored dinner spot

it is a
regular
Intimacy

Band Box,

transatlantic commuters.
IV* Yhas been enhanced by shrewd
DuJce Ellington Orch Cl5), Art
choice of a musical aggregation
T^tum Trio; $3 minimum.
capable of providing an unobtrusive
•background yet compelling attenThis new jazz spot on Broadway, tion from clientele. Lou Harris
on the site .of the defunct Iceland combo, With its extensive reperrestaurant, is splashing -with high- toire of Continental melodies, fills
powered jazz names to build a a definite customer demand which
steady clientele for this oversized is reflected by increasing number
1,000-seater. Biz has been solid for of requests.
this jivery during the initial weeks,
As an additional attraction, the
a fact which bespeaks of a definite spot has the Tino Christidi Sereupbeat in the jazz field. This is es- nades who take over two half-hour
pecially true since the b.o. pull is spots on' the dais. Maitre d’ Tommy
being exerted in face of the com- Gale resolutely declines to give
petition of the directly abutting them regular cabaret treatment and
Birdland boite, which also has been they come on without a preliminary
doing okay despite the apparent announcement although the house
jazz overload on this block.
lights are dimmed as a special conDuke Ellington, of course, is a cession. Continental quartet of
staple attraction at any spot. He three guitars and a piano, with
draws both the hep juves, who are Christidi making discreet use of
crowding the bleacher section at a the mike for his vocals, defies the
$1.50 admission, as well as the bet- deliberate lack of presentation with
ter-heeled customers at the tables. a range of tunes as attractive as
The capacious setting of the Band it is varied. They provide an enBox permits Ellington’s crew to tertaining musical diversion of the
blast at full volume without; break- widest appeal.
Myro.
ing any eardrums.
Ellington is using his Standard
organization
comprising seven
Diego
Top’s,
brass, five reed .and-* three on
San Diego, Jan. 30.
rhythm with the maestro at the
Victor Marchese, Don Howard,
piano.
His band swings'* in top Sally Ann Davis, Tommy Marino
form and those richly embroidered, Orch; Betty Hall Jones; no cover
but tasteful arrangements, which or minimum.

and

brilliancy.

of the

old

'
r

through some fast card tricks
while orch plays sprightly “Mimi.”
Then, with a mouthful of delightful French-accented chatter, he
clamors among the customers to
emerge with quite a haul of
wristwatches, a drink, handbag,

his hands and lips doing Clyde
McCoy’s “Sugar Blues” themer and
a similar stint of a zither for “Third
His satire oh “Gang

Man Theme.”

Algiers*

Miami Beach

Miami Beach, Feb. 1.
Earl Wrightson, Tony & Renea,
Barry Kaye, Mai Malkin Orch;
$2.50

minimum

(beverage).

Following established policy of
presenting upcoming or known
song specialists, the new intimery
(200) in the swank Algiers Hotel is
offering Earl Wrightson, in this,
area for the first time. With that
lure, plussed by his TV rep, room
should mark up healthy score during his two-frame stand.
Wrightson is an engaging personality though in some instances
he displays hesitancy on delivery
that negates full effect on aud. Another fault, easily rectified, is lack
of one or two big numbers to reveal
the obvious richness and
range of his baritone. Concentration at present is on the softer
ballads and offbeat arrangements,
with interweaving of some of the
tunes into segued ..sequences prov-

miming Louella Parsons
and Jimmy Stewart warbling “Blue
Tail Fly,” cops hefty palms. During
and pair of falsies.
his long repertoire he also scores
Capture of five males from solidly with his interp of the Three
tables for a little game of being Harmonicats doing “Peg O’ My
ing strongest palm-raisers.
sprung .off chairs is hilarious. He Heart.”
Typical is patter on video roles
The Rudenko lads. put the custhen proceeds to rob them of assorted personal effects. He’s' a tomers in the right mood at teeoff and femmes which leads into medwith their juggling routines, some ley that includes “Charmaine”
huge click.
De Mattiazzis dancing dolls of them new to this room. Stint’s “Mimi.” “Rose Marie,” and wind
have added a few odds and ends best is one of the boys balancing into “Every Day Is A Ladies Day
eight rubber balls on his pate, arms With Me,” Illustration of lack of
to the delightfully unique act
next, “That
a mechanical dog which brings and feet. Windup of exchanging big Song comes with
six
flaming torches earns another Old Feeling,” followed by another
out the key to wind up the dolls,
fi*
Continental
slow arrangement
and when the dolls encounter good mitt.
Stuart & Vanya, ballroomologists, •waltzes with finish a twist on
trouble, a siren sounds and the
Smiling.”
males’ eyes light up. Payoff, of also click solidly in routine high- “When Irish Eyes Are
and marks
course, is always surprising after lighted by a butterfly dance in It’s cleverly handled
showthe clever dance of the authentic which male manipulates a large series of encores which again
cape while twirling his partner cases
the
ballads “September
mechanical figures.
aloft in a manner which reveals Song,” the faster-paced “With A
Rudy Cardenas works mostly just her face. Her off-shoulder Song In My Heart,” and “La Vie
among bouncing -balls this time, satin cocoa brown gown, orange- En Rose.” He’s off to healthy reflipping them, running them over lined with
a glorified bustle effect action, but slicker selection of
his arms and back, balancing and with flare skirt,
enables the duo to songs would add the touch that
twirling. A balancing of tophatsproduce some neat hues in graceful could mark him one of the better
and in-tempo juggling atop his twists, spins and lifts. Hal Havird’s bets for the class cafes. The pernoggin get high honors.
footers do a neat job backing the sonality, appearance and general
Riverside Stariets, now an in-] proceedings.
Lary.
Sahu.
deportment are there.
Busters,”

*

dicative of singer’s fine potential.

—

Davis, shapely redhead, handIn adjoiningBlackout Bar, Betty Hall Jones’
slam-bang piano and vqcals remain

Ann

les vocals pleasantly.

•

Don.

during the dance sessions with the
Myro.
Alan Stewart Quartet.

capably handled by the
is
George Smith orch who alternate

ing,

—

But patter must be better before
he dan gain top cafe success.
Don* Howard, KSDO disk jock
who does remote from nitei^,
handles emcee chores effectively
and Tommy Marino band plays
okay for singer and terpers. Sally

top attraction.

Marie

St.

.

,

i

routines, with its split-second tim-

Louis, Jan. 27.
Nip Nelson, Richard Stuart &
Vanya, Rudenko Bros. (2), Hal
Havird Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover.
-

•

Musical accompaniment to the

Hotel Jefferson. St, L.
(BOU^EVARDO ROOM)

,

,

This .l3thi edition of the ice revues in the,.. Boulevard Room
uoesn t follow the usual pattern
here. There are no real novelty
acts, always a standby in the room,
and no name to promote the major,
emphasis being on the show. Rehas a tried and true theme in
the Pied Piper story and the icer
moves fast and punchy for 40 minutes.
There are fewer featured
acts and production numbers, with

—

enjoj^';herself incute clowning, with the exaggerA slight departure from the polated gestures and mugging, espeicy of bringing in new faces to this
cially for her “drunk” jokes. Pertop spot in the downtown sector
sonality comes through in this
is being made with the current
stage with Italian song, “sung
layout.
Nip Nelson, a warbling
with hands,” and broken up by
impressionist who opened the room
gags. Against the odds of a bad
under
the Hilton management, is
throat and sold-out restaurant for
making a clicko return. However
private party, she insisted and got
other new faces, but minus the line
proper attention by the time she
of lookers, who are on another
was finished at show caught.
vacation, chip in with a neat varieDominique, who came midway ty presentation for a balanced bill
into last show, is held over for and the customers are getting
Personable plenty.
this two-week stanza.
youngster,
tres
established
as
In the closing spot the personContinental in first few moments able and talented Nelson has the
without saying a word, shuffles mob on his side all the way with

,

'

"

show.

Hometowner Victor Marchese folThe book is lows “big voice” trend in stint at
from this city’s only class nitery. Re-

1

frilly intricacies of

,

with a Starlet routine
separating her from Dominique
but the latter’s “gimmick” definitely has the edge for closing the

standards,

“No comment,”
The choreography, devised by
George Garden, makes speed its
main quality and eliminates many
rightly.,

1

especially

Rose

cism on that score in her opening
song which is entitled "No Comment.” "Is This Act Like Kay
Thompson’s?”, the three male
dancers ask, and she answers forth-

'

Rose Marie afrived a day late
show which went the one
night without her, headed by
Dominique. Not to detract front'
Rose Marie’s personality and appeal, it would still be a good idea
to have the young pickpocket cap
the show and leave the patron’s
“robb£d” and happy. Rose Marie
is not anticlimactic by any means,

for" the

“Take The A Train’’' through sponse is good to hefty pipes and
‘Mood Indigo” to “Tea For Two.” easy manner. Dark-haired singer
In the alternating slot, there’s uses few current pops, songalog
the fascinating rhythms of the Art including such standards as “When
Tatum trio of piano, bass and gui- You’re Smiling” for opener, “Sumtar, Tatum carries this crew with mertime,’-’ "Jeanine,“ and “Never
his phenom keyboard facility and Walk Alone”
from “Carousel.”
novel thematic variations on the Others in stanza are “Too Young”
oldies.
The parlay of Ellington and “Because You're Mine,” both
and Tatum adds up. to jazz at its nearing standard category.
best.
Herm.
A dramatic tenor with fine
trained voice and looks that thrill
distaffers and don’t offend men,
Conrad Hilton., Chi
Marchese employs no gimmicks, no
(BOULEVARD ROOM)
gags. Slim yet muscular-appearing
singer (he worked three years on
Chicago, Jan. 28.
Michael
Carrington ,
Jeanne a construction crew not too far
Sook & Teddy Roman, iDeadend- back) must please crowd on vocals
ers (2), Colstons (2), Ken Bailey alone since his patter can stand
« Betty English Jack Rose, Mar- improvement. This weakness loses'
garet Naylor, Dennis & Darlene his audience, making a tough job
That
Dine ( 12 ) Frankie Masters Orch of recapturing attention.
(12);, $3.50 minimum, $1 cover.
Marchese accomplishes this is in.

—

livery.

have trademarked Ellington’s brand
of music, are executed with prefull

28.

—
—

San

cision

number. Her technique is not unthat
popularized by Kay
them like
Thompson, but she disarms criti-

of the
conventional routines. The male trio is
drilled with precision, providing an
impressive background for the star
to front. The numbers are suffiThere are, however, adequate ciently varied to provide a contrast
in tempo, with “Man About Town”
compensations in the rest of her
show. She has a solid gimmick and “I’m a Lady” being the biggest
number which parodies the tricks production hits. Miss Gail does
the vocalizing and relies
of other stars who make a specialty most of
only on a remote hanging mike to
of giveaways, be they roses, carnacarry her voice across the room.
tions or perfume. She settles
modestly and sensibly for lolli- Her pipes, however, are not always
able to do justice to the numbers
pops, with one for virtually each
although she gripped the room
table. Other clicko tunes in the act
with a solo
are “What is the French for Love?” when she closed her act
1
rendition
of the famed “Lights Go
and “Me and; My Boy Stayed
Home” while,. she relies on a couple Up.”
On this occasion, the novelty and
of standards “piss of Fire” and
"Honey'^Bun,” to wind in socko the sentiment should be more than
enough
to make this a profitable
style.
Fine backgrounding job is done engagement; but that angle cannot
be
justified
in future, and Miss
by the Billy Sproud orch who altermay well be advised to
nate' with the rhumba band for the Gail
strengthen
entire act, as well
the
Myro.
terping.
as her own voice, before eVnbarking on a fresh cabaret engagement.

This
accumulation
talent
of
stacks up like a good Saturday
matinee variety show fast-moving
family entertainment except maybe for a pseudo-strip number by
the Starlets and a little bit of
Rose Marie’s smart nightclub de-

’

of a sentimental reaction, she went
to obvious trouble in prepping an
act worthy of the occasion. She recruited a trio of male terpers and
made every song a production

into " the lively pattern
created. by her other songs. True,
it is a contrast, but not a particularly wise one.

,

and

among

‘

happily

Reno

Rose Marie, Dominique, De Mattiazzis, Rudy Cardenas
Riverside
Starlets
Ernie
Hecksher
(8),
Orch (11);. no cover or minimum.

atmosphere of room
Intime
appeals to a wide selection of

rhumba-samba

Ramos’

fifife

is.

fluff in

cues.

sell

the best effect. And she has
proved conclusively that even in
London artists who take the trouble
can get first-class material, an in-

She tablehops and gladAlthough operating on a mem- hands with her usu'al verve and
vestment which must always pay
bership basis, the Persian Room has made
this bistro a hangout for
handsomely.
specializes as an eatery, offers no
show biz folks and the natural offThere
is only one weakness in
suppertime cabaret in the accepted windup spot for the on-the-townher standard half-hour routine. The
sense and provides no facilities for
interim
Good
piano
ers.
is supmonolog
half way through the act,
dancing. These will doubtless be
plied by Ed Stein.
Mosk.
with its commentary on the various
made available to members when
approaches to love, does not fit
the Crystal Room, shuttered a year

a job full of intricate „ago, reopens in the spring in readiness for the anticipated Coronathe dansapation, alternating with tion boom.

ing

her charm and style to

to

,.

which they have been doing for
When a song such as that
can be sung to rafter-rumbling response in Ciro’s, it’s really been

operates the Cafe de Paris, has
proved himself an astute showman
in signing Zoe Gail for her comeback after the serious accident in
which she was involved while
honeymooning on the Riviera. Her
legs were badly crushed and she
has undergone more than 50 operations. Ana having been told she
would never walk again, she has
by her dominant courage more than
outwitted the medicos. She not only
walks but she dances with the best

suited for the nitery trade and uses

,

years.

London

The metamorphosis has come
about by the comparatively simple
procedure of tailoring the material
to suit the occasion. This time the
gal has a stock of lyrics admirably

%

she

•London, Jan. 27.

of ’em.
London, Jan. 27.
Miss Gail endeared herself to
Lynne Bretonn, Billy Sproud
Londoners When, back in 1945, she
Orch; $4.25 minimum.
sang "I’m Going to Get Lit Up
Wh4h Lynne Bretonn returned When the Lights Go Up in Lonfrom America three or four months don,” and that sorig has been assoback and did a cabaret season at ciated with her ever since. Underanother West End nitery she made standably, therefore, during the
only a so-so impression. She had long period of her incapacity, there
the talent, the looks and the per- was a big public, both pros and
sonality, but her material was otherwise, ready to give her a big
below par and the act just welcome on her return. They
average. Now she is back in the turned out in force to cheer her on
West End with a new style act that her opening night and will doubtshould insure her af big local fol- less go on supporting her during
lowing and help her on the way the current season.
Although Miss Gail was assured
to becoming a staunch fave.

j

her

Whole number is in comand a tongue-in-

plete good taste
cheek takeoff.

.

“Op The Banks Of The Wabash,

Cafe de Firli, London

in

and’ strutting a la burley. Actual
peel is in infra-red. A saucy peeling of black gloves gets desired

,

Empress

show

tlie

“Presentation,”

which the varied personalities are
Zoc Gail, with Lionel Blair, Edpresented in verge by. Ernie Heck- ward Monson & Michael Miller;
sher. A floating chorus follows to George Smith Orch, Alan Stewart
“Too Marvelous” and “You Were Quartet; $5.50 minimum.
Meant For Me.” Number between
Dominique and Rose Marie is
If ever there was a shrewd bookclever “strip” which finds the ing for cabaret, this is it, Alan
girls performing subdued bumps Fairley, boss of the company that

&

•

with

greatly

enhance

i
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Jackie ’Cole

Maznotones
Novotou**

The Mithens
ViSkbondt Club

4*n -Marine Haiti
Phil Brit#

Vagabonds (4)
Marla NefUa
Quinteneg
Condos A Brandow
Jirrtnt*
Jayne
Elissa
Chari** & Samara
Un ale Oro

Palmer Dancer*

WEEK ENDING FEBRUARY

4

wlth>im **l*w ImiletU *MnIn««»*Y

‘Nunitrirfs In g*nn*cfl*iv

whether

©r

foil

«h*w

#f

w#*k

spilt

p«rtnth«M lndlc«t*t circuit. <FM) Fanchon M«r ft <l> IndtptndtnU
L»«w; (M)>M*uMP) r*n»n»*uni; <*) KKO; (S) St*ll/ CT) Tlvfll; IW) Warner;
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City

Jay Kirk
Zlggy Talent
'Margaret Brown

Geor.fi Eav/veVe
riuyney
-m Jr
es

•Patrlei

;

v

MIAMI

Corps f-.rt Pj Pet
Sjtu Ofc
Galore (R\ .4
ye Kev
T> nviy
.

Olympia «»> 4
Kaye A Aldrich

'Nelson Ruiz
Dorothy SarnofE
•AT Normr-Yi
Nov-Elites

1

Pelro-

mily

5 -*

-,

Fr.tn .7f«»v**n
D„rv,^: A . uJ5.a

D?v«
l>»w‘ -

j

Ore

•

Ice-

;

2

(’>
,v>

Rfed

v-l'.y

*’

John-v-

:1

I>o

(L)

5

Wood
WASHINGTON

•

Wim De

Tomnv

Jong

•r .-r

Patricia

(Audrey Sperling

Bright
Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

^’iroslra

Ann

Tarpel Lebon
Dagenham Pipers

Jim Hawthorne-

m

.

Teddy Roman

Deadenders
Rose
Margai’et Naylor

ROCKFORD

|:.Tnck

Bill

Palace
(30-1)

-Jordan

Senator wluvphy
Bob Perry
Larry ‘older

Herman

Marlcicli
Dirk- Peterson
Dick Salter

.Versailles

“More About
Love"

Gregory

Colstons (2)
Michael Carrington
•leu Bailey

Alisha Usdanoff

Sisters

Farce

Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Jeanne Sook A

Kostya 'PolianBky

Oenuis

I

A

...Darlene

^.uddy Rust

I"

Clark
BouleVar-Dears

1

.

The Winl ows (2)
Vernon A Gale
Madhouse

Dr. Neff

Ollie

Mystery

r*'

(6)

LOS ANGELES

Cardall

Ambassador
Blackburn Twins
Itu-'.s illorgan Ore
Bar of Music
Arthur Blake

Ann

Shields
Cabots
Salvatore Gioo Ore
Hanchito Tin.'

Pat Adair
AH W-nei' Ore
La Via ran Rosa
Ge:»r iia Gibbs

.

Ilalina

Guitars

Trio Bassl

Mark

Chez

Lester
Nita Bieber A
Gerald Goth;

iAhem

Jieairi(«- Kay
Bohan a Ivanko

(fl)

Williams Oro
Palmer Mouse
Jean Carroll
Mary Raye A NaTdl
Gregory A .Strong
Herbert Moore
Merriel Abbott
Ders (8)
Emil Coleman Oiu
Vine Gardena
Joey Bishop „
Gloria Brooks
Madelyn Wallace
Dcrc (4)
Panclio Ore
Grilf

Reed

•Terry

Hpivak

din ^Quarter

Murphy

(Jacques Carfmix
'hnm.v Elder
..toe Whitehov.se
•Cissy TrenlioTm.

Tivoli <T> I

Twe

Ell
.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne

.SIgl

t.

'

T

La Plaza 6

Lee Carroll

Ted -Str etet Ore
Cy Walters

C.’G^V'O

Van hn

"Dick

Lerua

-

Capitol

Sonny Sands

Lopez Or©
Hotel -Warwick
Naoipt Ste-ens

.Vincent

M

•Johnny Frlgo

Lucille

Danny- Carroll
Johnny Morris -Ore

Heltl TaTt

L'Paul A. M 7'ovd
.RUssaH 'Knirht
•Tay Walkers
? Crc .Mavis Nlms

-

Jun-

n

‘j

„>

JO

Allen -&

Old Roumanian
Sadie Ranks

Country
Tewn
Rob Melvin
N A M Mann

.

James Symington
Hugo Pencil Or<i

Robinson

Pe».e

iMarilynn Iwjvell

Carolyn "Carpenter
Larry Marvin «
Joe LaPorte Oro
D'Aquila Ore
Berk Sheraton
MUt Herth Trio

•

*

Bob Arbagas.

.

SliawOnDiaz Oro

Hotel Sherry
Netherland

Nat Kina Cole
June HUtton
George Kirby
Oohineg

M

M«. 1 -FIfH* -Av*
Blbl Ostervvald
Bob- -Downey

Ray Anthony Oro

Op

Juouls/ Jordan

,.n

t
’

Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgov/otsr Reach
Carmen Cuvullaro
Roger- Ray
Dorothy. Ilild Dcro

Southern
Wally Griffin
Blue Amel

Jcri

.Harold -Fonvillo.
Hazel Webster

Hotel Stellar

.JAM -FRANCISCO

4

(P)

rr”

Johir

Gomez

Ss

jdor.ice

Para /P) 7 on»y
Sian Kenton Ore

.

Jo Lorn'* - ’A Ore
Pnaani-vint
Ji*nl - -.nei

-i/ewifl

Key

Milt

.

Mta'ui*

Monica

Tees Off Legit Safari

De Marios 2
“Tong Bros
Hal Derv/in Oro
_£afe Gala

James Sc Jardine Williams open
.show with -some. slick taps and precision terps, with youthful mixed
team switching to clever broken

With 23 G Seattle Boffo

CHICAGO

Monk

JnliuB

Dick La .Salle .Ore
Mon'.e Continentals
Gotei Roasavait
duck Finn
Gotti St. Raqls
Constance Moore

Moon Maids
Moon Men

>

Itoeise!.

Chico ReHl Ore
Hotol Plaza

Elton Britt

Music Hall <!>-*•
Joiftnoite. "TVpj»- >i

Joe-

Eleunor Guipo
.Versailles Hotel
Jack Kerr
Nino Rinaldi 3

Black Orchid
Josh White*

hew y««k

Both boys *are emphaticalsatire.
ly funny and .side-splitting in mutual mayhem, hence management’s
inability to get rid of repeaters.

Borge's One-Man 'Concert

Gospil Tahitians

Jose Enriguez

<WH) Welter- Read*
„

Frank

Marc Kahn
Alan Kole Ore
T*ny Paator'*
Ray Bourbon.
Sh'cila Sheen

Seattle, Feb. 3.

clicko
.softs hoe,
Latintwo-month tour of time,
wind- American routine and wham intern
Blues.”
“St.
Louis
of
Theatre,
up week at Her Majesty’s
Leroy Bros., with their standard
Montreal, Victor Borge caught fire
keep it professionally
here with a “first,” a full week's puppet act,
with their hula number, Duengfiffement by -a lone concert tight
piano
and Gene Krupa
rante
at
artist at a legitcr, the. Metropolitan;
This fine act bows off at
with 1-500-seater scaled to $3.75. at drums.
time
to a tremendous
the
right
in
Borge looms big on the stage

Starting- a

logit houses- in the U. S. with

ovationCalvert Sisters, two personable
blondes in strapless blue gowns
and cute hairdos, do a brisk “You
Can’t Have Everything,” p ballad
switch to “Please, Mr. Sun,” and
then into plenty of clowning for

Ids “Concert in- Comedy” with a
piano and a glib tongue for props,
plus swishing coattails and trouble
with -a mike which lends itself to
a line quota of funnery.
For .good measure, add his na.

tural flair for cohiedy, showmanship, timing, pantomimic artistry,
spontaneity find above all, the abilproperly
ity, to tickle the ivories
or hilariously from boogie to
longhair. There you have the Borge

“Gimme What Yop

Got.”

Femmes

have looks, personality, wardrobe,
and plenty of exuberant talent.
Clayton expertly knits everything
together but, more than an act informula for. holding audiences for troducer, is over big for his own
McStay
two and one half hours for a solid effort,

—

—

•

week

performances), this
for the
Seattle stand making one
"
book.
The boxoffice story: good opening night building to sellout by
(nine

^

i

„
.
K»rle.

;

7

—

.

-llM

Flillly

y Philadelphia, Jan. 31.
Blackstone Sc ‘Co. (11), frank
Juele House Orch (16); “Jfia,

midweek and indicated eapacitv

to
the* finish for estimated fat $23 ,- watha” (Mono).
ahead]
bookings
of
the
Most
100.
CIro's
BRISBANE
Bob Jaoobs
Julia Cummings
Trio
are one-niters, but the Seattle criteHis Majesty* (T)
Veteran baffler Blackstone is up
Edd*e Bradford Ore Soolile Tucker
Mai*y. Snyder
Van Smith 3
"Qareseo 3
B Gray's Bandbox Ted Shapiro
rion indicates gold for full-week to his old tricks in annual return
Vtllase vanguard
Leon 4 Eddie'S
Lowe Sc Ladd
Stabile Ore
Dick
Billy
Gray
Deems
Mickey
Eddie Davis
stands in major centres.
visit to Earle. Production is dressed
Oro
Lloyd Marfcrn
Rotonds
Kamos
Bobby
Patti
Moore
Sylvia Syms
Bobby Itsmren
K'teabetii '.-lent
'Bert Duke 3
Mocantbo
Show was 15 minutes late in with goddlooking young people,
Ben Lessy
Pat Carroll
Argo & Fay
Gus Br-x
Myrna Guy Nelson
Billy Daniels
•Four Pipers
starting. This was explained, after especially attractive femmes, but
Clarence- Williams
L*ml Judson
Frank Olesry
Prof Olgo
Ben \y Payne
La*"*”' Greene Trio
Trio
Gurtis
Helen
“theaud gave signs of uneasiness, magician- employs only his stand*
Be P: uU7
Kramer
'Ore
ftentta
Eddie Oliver
BiDmore Hotel
Walderf-Astot u
Art Waner Oro
TivoH Bullet
3ouna
Joe Castro Quartet as due to spotlight trouble in the ard, time-tested stunts. Blackstone
Paul Gilbert
Oliver Derg
Nat Brandwynne
Bi>y Shi'ier*
-Norm- n Vavgkrn
Oie
booth.
“Shake hands with your uses the humorous approach, even
ftuban
Bleu
Borr
La
Mischtt
LAS
"»Y-r>NEY
Carl Ames
Mar.'ball Izen
Anne Jeffreys
neighbor and get into the mood.” a when working with kids. He brings
TivcM. <T> t
Sonya Corbeeu
Joe Scott.
Desert Inn (23)
Toppers
Robert Sterling
Arm' nd Perre»
Betty Prentice
Narii
Gene
voice
advised
over the loudspeaker. as many as 20 persons on stage for
Capers"
"Calendar
Wfvei
'-iusan .Tolmson
Faye3 3
Alice Ray
Sa-H-'rem Dancers
Diana Grufton
Penny Malone
Sal Noble
But the “mood” didn't need that; the hand-tieing' trick in which he
Pat Gregory
.Show Girls
Cce Du -id son Ore
Adele Inge
Rdb Lee
Norman Paris
it came without prodding as BorgeChrlbi
.‘ludes
frees his mitts at will arid tops the
Sands
'Cric Waite
Marika S- a^y
Boy D & Singers
Edith Plaf A Co
men’.a unfolded.
'-’liarles A Lucille
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
unsuspecting volunteers from bePhillip T .-ppla
Ballet
Dick Shawn
h'jnn's & Darlene
Borge
plays
the
piano,
his
forte,
Quarter
hind. It’s great stuff for the mopLatin
Hotel
Algiers.
Mar; r a ret Sisters A
Vvonre Broders
Guitda
Earl "Wright son
almost tco l'ttle. He gets down to pet section of the audience, but it’s
Bruno
BRITAIN
iLHlian
Byers
^
CharBvel Trio
jtfqrry -Caye
Sally McCloskey
soire
Carlton
Hayes
Ore
re°I
to-do
in
the
second
hair
a little familiar for older stubCarma A Xalti
FINSBURY PARtC Joe- Delilah
BLASX?'’T'l.
Barbara Luke
El Cortez
of the show, however, with those holders.
Janine Grenet
Tony A Renea
Empire <M7 2
Pil-*re ID 2
*1 Klio Rogues
Ralph Strane
Charlee -Ballet
Mai Malkin Ore
keys,
kkunty S* Cl:-.?e‘
and
the
Bon''r Col.'cmo’
crowd
likes
His
it..
Girls
Copa
Colleen®
Ben Yost
Showiest of the presentations is
Lucien. Bob- A
Allison ^lotel
Chri«» Sands
E & D Wafers
Ray Sinatra Ore
oanne* Barton
serious efforts are mostly light and dissecting of a hypnotized young
'Astor
Beachcombers <4)
IOy Kortz &
Mandoi. SI©
Silver Slipper
Dave- -lodgers Oro
delicate in execution, but he’s
•Nejla Ates
lulio &-:Maie
EUgene
S f "-n Bern- rd R
Ka Ionian
lady with a buzz saw. This is acFlamingo
Mons
Choppy
Hotel
Atl.mtls
F Dowie St C "lane f,B & A Pearson
ponderous and thumny, too, in the complished in full view of the specHank Henry
V y Starr.
Models
Dave Apollon
Tilly Shakespeare
He-url VrfkJen Giyjg.
Beau Jesters
'Si 'CUTS
weighty “^lassies.” What he does tators by Blackstone and two male
Ralph Young
J«s Espenotesf
N.&GrantPeter Oavangh
Jimmy C-.vnnaugh
r'ecb Flem'ngton
Gloria LeRoy
to the “old masters” for laughs is
(vLes Rayn'”’ & Bc '^y Bernard - Weidman
Kaye
Sparky
Starlets
"•Tmunco
assistants. The whirring saw and
92X"OM
DeCastro -Sisters
Ore
3 F’-rvrrds
something. He makes that clear the scream of the victim make a
•To* Ann Malone
T orris Brand Ox*c
Emnre's l") 2
Line (30>
Woodward ic M Nellv Golette
Bill Willard
L-st Frontier
John Downey
that they “qi'e dead” and so can't
Jose Cortez Ore
B.ir of Music
good effect.
similar gag is
Cobper
Hllyd
Mnrah f'-at-es
D->rothv Lamour
Tonnnv Coc-'cr
LaRue
F sue him.
Bill Jordan
The humor that comes worked with a girl in a mummy*
Palominos
AUly Wells & 4
Wonda-tonef
HACKNEY
Leo Reisraan Ore
l);u'id Elliot
from the keys must surprise even case in which the victim is presumGeo Redman Ore
.’•’ays
Co
Empire (S) 2
Sam L’n'*'^
-L'Alglon
~
Rennie
Guy
ror'er
Thunderblrd
B/Jlaniine
Scott
Carroll Levis Co
the .piano as the musical clown
Chuy Reyes Ore
Sheila Barrett
ably hacked into three sections
Les Comoagnons de
tei'L Pegrrm
D n PliiUnpe Si
Violet Pretty
Emile Petti Ore
wanders alon^.
Harvey Bell
la Chanson
ndyce King
M?rtf*.
Teen Agers
with enormous swords.
^•Bo.'.c'icember
Leon B" Eddie'*
lay Lr-wren-e
His phonetic punctuation scores
res Frazzlni
2 Tonelys
Llzzet & Er^d.'o
Harem Revue
Bab* Baker Rev>.e
Blackstone dobs the regular run
Landre
&
Verna
D'wiyn
Dancers
Austell
heavily; so does his satire of an
LEICESTER
The Flames' (7)
Sandra Barton
'Barney Rawlings
'-b Millal* Ore
Max Sis
Palace- (S) 2
Chris Powell
Kitty O'Kelly
opera with tv/o trees playing quite of the prestidigitator’s stock makChristina CersoivBuzaid
. kn’’e
CHE!. 5**
4 'Aces
Toni Bari
ing
bird cages disappear, drawing
Pat
Clayton
Betty Turner
Sahara
a part. H-s'fun comes trigger-fast
PJloce 0) 2
Gladys Mor,gt«ii Co
Aim Do Don
Juan Luis A
Ray Robinson Kathryn Du ’"y
Leon Cor-'z
-14 px Geldray
or w*th slow-fuse delayed action as bouquets out of the air and. even
-'"•u.-.
Fields Ore
Eleanor
-rusa lions
D
rvey S-one
Dorothy VJiacd
conjuring
up rabbits ai\d a duck.
Chief Eagle Eye
Girls
Wenger*
Wally'
Perry -Bruce
seems most fitting. His is the inalms Ore
Eileen Wilson
Dick Henderson
'William 'Jj Shsnd
Bill-more-Terreci
He spends a long time on a
Aeres O'Reilly
Eric James
formal type of entertainment with
Letter Sharpe &
Dv/i«ht Fifike
Ralph Gilbert
dancing
light
bulb, and gets best
Irvin " & Girdwccd
I Iris
an ease and don’t-care sort of atAxihr.r Warren Ora Don Charles Ofc
V.ilppy
Casino NaclonM
3 Palmar ;
Howell Evojis £c Pat
Brook Club
Lombardy- Hotel
titude. He seems just as much at results (from the^dds) with a white
Me ’cedes Valdes
Gran-ev Bros
P'li.riria A Capella
Austin Sis
Cliarilft Farrell
Gus
Van
silk
handkerchief
which he calls a
Celia
Cruz
CHISWICK
ease as does the piano bn the othHavana Cuban Boys
University. 4
Bhbs Ware
NORWICH
Tondelayo
Eim'r* <S) 2
erwise bare stage except for the “spook with muscles” and which
Mickey RosellePedro Ore
Montmortr*
Hippodrome (I) 2
Dona!:!. Peers
Trop’cena
jumps
in
and
out
of pockets and
Dccva
Enrlca A Novell o
.Dan Young
piano s'oo).
The -Proctors
Dick Jilmi’ry
Chlquita & JohnsonJ
-une Gardner
Henry Taylor
Tilly Eaves
Gagh.
DoXiifl-s^ Ms ynard
Mex Trio
The intermission came at 10 around the stage.
k
Ana Gloria A
C-- sablanca Hotel
Lord Tarleton
Lesley Kaye
Martin
Farlfrw 3
".oxana
Rolando
Jackie Miles
|i>.m., the finale at some minutes
Michael Selker Orr Sevemta Espanola
Harry Dawsoh
Dav’d Nixon
Zoraida Marrero
Diclr Brown
Jeanne Moore
Gomez & Ray
past
11.
for
M-tIp
Mer'e
as
Borge
explained,
-lore LeMatt
Sans Soucl
M::ya Ol'c
T Lemrurs
EAST HAM
Lou Collins
the show was late in starting- and
Miguel Angel Ortiz
I'.u-nunda Mont el
K5:i»ne Brent
Marilyn Cir?s
Givi
Gron-.'s (I) 2’
Pat Morrissey
Calchrity Club
the nud’ence was entitled to suffer
Miami, Feb. 2.
5av.:ili
Herman CbltUscp 3
HOTTING^
Alan G'-le
a little, longer.
Les C s -ly
Empire (M) 2
Irene Williams
Richard Hayes r Pat Henning ,
Trep.
I^rry Foster
Geor e
Day. Dawn & Diuk
:R A> I Grey
The
The
Haydocks
(2)
Marvellos,
Bill
& Gene LamVictor S '".forth
Charlie Carlisle
Jimmy Young
Chris Columbo
bert, Jack Parlcer Sc Doll, Les
Elpp-nwr 3
y Lens
Melsyan L«u:ig«
)’eddv King Ore
Cusicio.
Alfcn Kay f-.G'.rift, J3sl;Mnnty
TheCalypsoans
Rhode
House
“ April In
Orch;
Clover Club
P. Ia<"e (D 2^
"Martinique Hotel
jTony 4c: Ruby
'
-ena 'forne
Toronto, Jan. 30.
Paris ” (WB).
..
Patrick
,,
Irene Hilda
'•Joan Turner
J.o.v- Willis Jr
Hums
Hall
4
&
Gabe
Dell,
Hertlev V.t^rd 3
Leroy
ManoJO'gc Etlie)
J St R L'>m >n e
< oy Sirdar
SHF.
Bros., James & Jardine Williams
Cin'fn’ee Co
Danny Yates -Ore
-POtrrSM^tTH
Though lacking .marquee' lure,
Uh;»'cr Rny
•Comedy, Songs
Evelyn Taylor
.MokTO Carlo
lloyot '(JJl 2
Calvert Sisters* Buddy Clay con, current layout is pleasing most of
T’o'xy L-.ipez Ore
Rex RO’ie'-* A P;.t
Stuart ic Cray
14 Alins.
Marlowe
He’ma
Line Leonturd -Young
Archie
Stone, House Orch; “Assign- the way, with stubholders reaction
Gallab -Dancers'
Lonp^ile P's
-Dick. Bentley
Barnett Trio
Arne
Rose,
Y.
N.
La Vie En
ment Paris” (Col).
Rafael Rumberos
Joe ChiVcM
C Cirtdh:’c A M
largely on the plus side.
CIro's
Sue- Carson, attractive brunet
CwvfilUi Dogs
Music -Box
Weidan
Jimmy Durante
Bell* Barth
WaPv. D:-nn
't'More+^nat 'D JT v-ye,, Eddie • Jackson
In featured spots are Richard
\rtili s.ai; has > neat comedy sense
'
Warranted on those daily line- Hayes and
BDIfliniURGH
-Ostro,
:
3
Dpn
I’in^oria Tp
Cnu&y; Candido
which
ri^dds “some development,
Pat Henning. Hay.es, i&
'
(Eltt'Nfe. PA) .2
•Mac
-Eadden
nharrmony 3
ups, Hunt?: Hall
Dlwlmte Girls
Gabe
Dell
are
one
especially
<fh
material.
She
of the more personable of the
her
has doing
Deauville
Anne Skaltxm
.Reactin'* -Gis.ntl.ay
ltqd ^Gaps
a stiff five-a-day stint, with
Vocalions -3
B‘ Gray, Sc O Austin
Pauline
newer .group of songsters who have
an -expressive 'kisser and a voice to the
OSnitn To
Johnny PJneupp.'o
two former characters of come up via recording "Clicks,
Jock JaV-ksrmCHrrlie Claph'tn*'
DflvV Tyler Ore
^natcli; going-over strongly on her
Revue
Laurle Watson
vBubskv 3 '
Dead End Kids” and “Bowery Works in
The- Trcniers <7)"
relaxed mariner to project
Nautilus Hotel
impressions..' Utterly uninhibited,
Jon Periwee
SOUTHAMPTON
Colby's Cove
Boys” pix jamming in the cus-. his ideas in
Zevo
Mostfel
Agnette'- St -Silvio
Fhe-'$iartsish*wly
and
builds
song, with the arrangeto her
€&nnpn a Harmon Gomez 4c Beatrice
La Celeste- "
tomers for terrific standee biz at ments taking in
Elena
the more, popular
peak-, number, “The Seven Lively
» .:
Freddy
Calo
Ore
Buyers D6gs>t
Nrfchalap Grymes
back and down- both side aisles. compositions ranging
J.oe Haraell
to
Art,’’
which
from “Toot-Approaches,
is okay
Cork Club'
n frT-r
Prcsen t indications, looks sie Goodbye” through ballading of
Paddock Club
though a little too long.
Jo Thompson
like the team will break the
Jackie Winston
Townsmen (4)
“As
Time
approach
CaMiss
Carson
By.”
emp’oys.
Goes
Easy
a Joan
Miss Memphis
Mary Peck
Davis type of comedy voice, and sino house record set by Johnnie and affable personality aid in gar"Peggy -Saunders
Dolano Hotel
Cabaret 'Bills
At show caught, audience nering warip reception.
Ernie Bell Ore
Mel: no Trio
her funny stuff runs from impres- Ray.
Mina Reyes Dancer* Flo Parker
sions of name personalities to was so jampacked that emcee BudHenning ’ is .native here* has
Patty Lee
Willie Hollander
tunes with lyrical comedy content. dy Clayton had to appeal to the worked this stand annually and,
Riviere
Delmonice
YORK CITY
Ray.BOlger
Jose & Alda
She has a nifty-looking chassis Gown-u’onters who had seen the per usual, adds up as a fare- -with
Carlos A Mel Is a Ore •Ames Bros
which she shows off advantageous- act three times that day, to shame the regulars. Purveys his comedies
Bandbox.
M Ditnso Orr
Topney Dancers
El Mambe
Duke Ellington OreChateau Madrid
ly with .sheath-like, .low-cut, off- them mfo moving out to make in assured, vet .style, working his
June Taylor Line
Ml .key Katz
Art Jutum
"Bobby Colaazo 5
The Goof era
Mac Pepper
tb
e-shoulder gowns that indicate way for lengthy queues waiting to intimate approach to warm them
Birdunt
Helbn Aimee
Bobby Esooto pgc Welter Nye Ore
she isn’t, kidding about her more get in out of the rain.
Machito
F Aloiiso Ore
and keep tne giggles building into
ITarti A Roger*
Hadda Brooks
On opening day, all acts were at howls
4SUm Gaillard
A1 Castellanos Ore
obvious
assets.
Souci
Hotel
l.ao A Minerva
Inn
Kahn.
with his patter, muggipg and
Bud Powell
El Chloe'
fault in staying on too long,
Garl Ravazza
L-Yc'ldy Calo Ore
with
carbonings. Tops matters with his
«lue Ansel
Perla. Marini
Frank Lynn
FLe O'clock
Hall Sc Dell taking 45 minutes in
Alice Pearce
STJ§E)yE
lUeLeon -A Graciella Martha Raye
Sacasa*. Ore
standard impresh of a St, Patrick's
f
Mark Lawrence
the s-iedded 70-minutes allotment. Day
C A G -Galvan
Ann Herman Dera .Songs
Buddy Lester
parade for the big mitt sendHarry Belafonte
-Alvnrdo de la Cruz The Itivlerasr
4ix«ny Hstsi
This resulted
12 Mins.
backstage ultima- of?.
Jay Marshall
Carlos Camacho
Los Chavale* de
i'od Wells 4
tum from Murray Little, Casino
Helen Hatpin
Enrique Vizcaina
Blue Note, N. Y.
Evan*
-(•en Dawson Orc*
“
Support consists of standard acts,,
Bari Howard
Embers
PUpi Campo Ore
FroTIc Club
Nancy Steele's piping style is manager, that all acts would have
aiue-'Hote
-Barbara Carroll
Jack
Trini "|teyes
Kutbie McCoy
pegged for the intimery circuit. to stay within the planned time for the variety blending.
Nancy Steele
Hetel amtaiiflcttr
Bemie Mayers on
Don Charlea Ore
Parker spins out IiisJ, Jj(?gkliw» jn
Lucretlk
-JlOes JLamlr Crc
bracket.
She’s
No
a
well-stacked
blonde
doubt, however, that adept
-Ore
'looker
Naiem Club
Norman Wallace
manneY
Hetel Attar
Julie Romero
Bobby Barton
who uses body English as well as this is one of the biggest top-cali- ested
Dorothy Greener
'Three-Suns
^dell'yet#,Yal Obnah Ore
throughout.
Princess Tara
vocal technique in her songalo i\ bre bills in many week?, with all
Ronnie Selby 3
jNetel i-BHhnore
£
7"*
CamUe Steven®
Tano A Dee
adds to values.
*
-Ben
Michael ..Kent Oro
.’Manner is warm and intimate and accs over to t'.'rrif -response and refice Taylor
-^herrV'Frontenac
Jimmie Danieig
The Mar vell os ear-ri 'hefty ^tilvos
'Hptil Edison
Maxle
Ginger
JiosenbloOm
Marsh
she
“belts
luctant
out
with
-a
to
flavorsome
dllte Ghogtley
dispense with encore with their illusions. ‘Adried’fmpaet
fronry Jen>me On
*»al«*Y
Club
V Ray .Shaw
-G Wood
'beat.
demands.. Problem is how to emp.M«fe|<*New Yorker
•*%
Sheila Ryan
Chavez
comes via the broad comedy interNerene Tate
Teddy PaweB Ore
Ivouioe Aaigel
Repertoire includes such tasty ty the house.
Jacques JOonnet Ore
Garland Wilson
sw ICrqm
woven in the now-you-see-it, dowBlue Drake
Eheramade
items as “If You’ll Be Mine.” “Did
First time Hall &. Dell have
JHrkwood A
Bebhy Jttlake
Marie Stowe
been |*you-don’t routinings that are han-Preacher. Rollo- 6
Goodman
Cellln * Leemaus
J
Remember?”
and
“Takes
here
Two
to
in person, rough house pair
Gaiety Ghia
-the re ciw*
;JHu»e- Barnes
dled in siiowmanly style. Teeoffing
AwMb
-KoUiDi
iTango.” .Numbers allow her piping a r€
•Jdtnaw HefeL
jRoaaiie JA ~Stcre
funny and furious in their Lambert d 00 gather series of.gasps
.
„„'****l 'Wdrre
. ^ C*p*eelHkn«
Price 4s Day
.-Fajeeto Cnrbele
style off to -advantage ,and. she wins BlaotjUck on stage
Jotynnie Ray
I^Doretta Morrow
and in the aisles, via expert -y set up .aero to set a fast
pee Darling
-Haven A Held
Koan.JiUfi „
"T A P.medriguez.
.good mitt. .Should do 'okay in small- but could cut tl>e time
Tony Mata*
. Sine* per*
down, oar* pace. 43 3 Rhode house orch backs
Del Cpsiao
Stanley.,Melba .Or®
fiondun*
size cafes.
3 Pepper*
Groj.
ticularly in their localized hockey
show in top-drawer style. L<ni/.

Jim Gerald
Harry ?tcr-.'-iy

wn

Villas*

<

Dolpli

Ram

Gloria Grey

Zeb- Carver

Sue Carson

Ter*y Scanlon

Gloria- 71
Toni' L, mmid
Bitbs Jlacltinnoiv
Joe- Loe
G’a;«r-e- Pe rsc.n

Ted Huston Ore

Traymen

’ll'!

Moody
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Brooka

Dick Hazard Trio
Portia Nelson
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London

‘Shrike’

Paul Papers Deride City Censor

St.

Bow

Wanamaker Preps

St. Paul,

Georger Out

Am

a Camera”
bers who assailed “I
At Met in Policy Clash
as a “filthy, vile and indecent play”
Alfred Georger, controller of
gutter
culture,”
York
“New
and
the Metropolitan Opera for. almost
are more or less in the doghouse
now. They not only failed in their two seasoris, has resigned. It’s restop the play’s per- ported that differences with ’manefforts to
formances here last .week, but also agement over artistic policies as
they affected the financial end
took an editorial spanking from the
Dispatch, city’s sole evening daily, brought about bis withdrawal.
Georger was formerly with United
and a verbal scolding from Julie
Artists Theatre
Circuit, .as
acHarris, the play’s star.
countant
and assistant treasurer,
They’ve abandoned a plan to imfor
years,
20
and
came
out
of
semipose stage and screen censorship
retirement two years ago to join
on the community, but the furore
the new Met management. He’s
they stirred up at their

'New Faces

which

been succeeded by Robert Kearns,
meeting following the play’s opening last Monday (26), it’s believed,
may put the city further- behind
the eight ball as far as obtaining 'Picnic’ Rapped by St. Loo

Broadway

offerings after this sea-

Medico Journal on Line

son is concerned. Another effect
was to cause an llth-hour boxoffice.
rush for the final performance.
Show came to St. Paul for two
nights and a matinee after playing
a full week to ncarT capacity busi-

j

N.Y. footers Local Rapped by Petrillo
N.

Wayne

Now

in

j

For the five-week period ended
Jan. 3, the show grossed a total o *

*\

it regards as “socialized med$10,984 as* of Jan. 3. The production was originally financed at
Editorial says of the playwright,
$134,000, plus .*>25,400 in production
“He has one of his character's say loans, for which Sillman assigned
‘Stalag 17’; Four
that in Sweden the- poor peop'e 8-14/30% Of the producer’s share.
get the same medical service as the In addition, Lee Shubert guaranrich
under Swedish socialized teed about $13,000. in theatre deU.S. Actors in
Roles
medicine.
The inference, here is posits and union bonds:
London, Feb. 3.
obvious. The reason for the line
After repayment of the $25,400
Garry Davis signed yesterday (2) is not obvious.
TJhe play is not loan
and liquidating Shubert’s
for “Stalag 17,” 30 minutes after
helped; the plot is not moved for- guarantees, the production had re*
producer Sam Byrd received home- ward with
this bit of political prop- turned $87,100 to the investors,
office authorization for replaceaganda.plus a $13,400 payment the second
ment of a transit visa with a work
“People in the U. S., hearing week in January. It had assets of
permit. British Equity Immediately
this
line,
may
easily
be led $22;790 iff bends and deposits, $2,okayed the* application, after being to the quiok opinion that
the Swed- 617 in orchestration costs chargable
told that 163appilcants were interish socialized medicine plan is bet- to the authors and $15,000 eash reviewed for the Harry Shapiro role, ter than our systeirrf
of they may serve: That left $4,077 available for
and the Labor Ministry rushed tile
be lead (sic) to believe that the rich distribution.
work permit to the boat.
and poor here do not get the same
This arrived after Davis had en- medical or hospital service. Per
trained for London, and the actor,
dollar spent rich and poor here
unaware that he had been signed, do not get -the same medical and Fleischmann Dickering
told immigration authorities he was
hospital service.
enroute to India. It’s understood.
“William Inge takes advantage Return of Ballet
Davis is applying for restoration of
his position when he writes an
his U. S. citizenship which he gave of
Origi^ll
unnecessary
and misleading line
up voluntarily a few years ago to
like that.
Using the stage as a
J ulius Fleischmann, legit backerbecome a ‘'Citizen of the World.”
springboard for a political ideology producer and for years the angel
British production of “Stalag,”
which opens an out-of-town tryout is unfair to the theatre and hastens and co-director of the Ballet Russe
the decline of an art that needs de Monte Carlo, is reported dickerFob. 23, is being’ entirely financed
with American coin.
Sam Byrd, more blood transfusion than boos ing with Monaco authorities for

Lead

on

c

j

and

is
co-presenting with Jack
Hylton, has negotiated 100% dollar backing.
Rehearsals
started
yesterday

catcalls.”

reestablishment
of the
dance
troupe as resident organization in

BAMBERGER TO HEAD
PHILLY ’53 PARK SETUP

.

.

(Mon.). Three other American actors arrived in London last week
to take up their roles.
Robert

Theron Bamberger, producerShawley and Charles Bang came in manager last summer of the Playon the Queen Mary last Wednes- house-in- the -Park, Philadelphia,
day (28) and Harold J. Stone has been reappointed to the post
planed over Saturday. Shawley, for the coming season by the Fairwho was in the original Broadway mount Park Commission. He is also

Troupe

Carlo’.

originated

planning to continue operation this Mgt.

production, plays the part of Herb,
and Bang was a p.o.w. in the same
camp as the authors, Donald Bevan
and Edmund Trzcinski. Stone was
also in the New York cast and will
portray the role of Stosh, Buford
Armitage, Who was production
stage manager on the. Broadway
version, is staging the play in

j

on the road and is now
sobbing on Broadway, will probably remain here, with Sammy
Schwartz continuing in liis replacement spot in the; touring company.

Norwood Smith
!

;

recently

suc-

ceeded Alda as Sky Masterson in
the Broadway company. Iva Withers mil step in Feb. 16 for Miss
Biaine, who vacates her original
role as Miss Adelaide to return to
Ihe Coast. Miss Bigley leaves Feb.

’Stalag” will open at the Lyceum,
Edinburgh, Feb. 23 -and will play
Hull the following week. No date
has yet been set for its London
preem.

THIS ‘DQLLS’ CHORINE

KICKS ONE ‘GUY’ OUT

isn’t set.' Replacements also have
not been selected for Kaye, Pedi
.and Silver in the respective parts

police
ambulance
wlnsked Erberle- off to the Allegjieny General Hospital, where six
stitches were- put in a deep cut
over his left eye.
substitute
filled in for him the rest' of" the
.

A

.

performance, and Erberle returned
to the companythe following night.

secret,

awaited Met debut of basso Nicola
Rossi-Lemenl, in. the role of Meph-

istopheles. Italian singer, son-in-law
Nicety-Nicely Johnson, Harry of maestro
Tullio Serafln, made a
the Horse imd Benny Southstreet.
big hit in appearances with the San
The London edition of “Guys Francisco Opera last season, and
and Dolls” will be presented' 'by Is regarded by many as
tffe hottest
Prince Littler, with the silent basso of the -day.
partnership of Louis Dreyfus, repAlso of Interest in next season’s
resenting Chappell Music. Rodgers repertoire
is- elimination of '“Fle’.and Hammerstein will supply half
dermaus,” which was the Met’s
the financing, using blocked profits biggest draw
three seasons ago,
from their London production of when it was done 32 times (in
“South Pacific.” They're also put- N. Y. and on tour), for the record
ting up half the money for the number of performances
of any
West End edition of "“Seven Year opus in the Metts 68-year history.
Itch,” being presented by II. M. “Fledermaus”
is skedded for only
Tcnnent, Ltd.
five performances
(’521

the current

of his

Bt Good* Leads
Set for Albany Stock

‘Lady

'

,

‘Fledermaus’ Flits
Although the Met Opera likes to
keep its -Season's opener a delayed

of

.

One

until .the; chorus- articled off stage.

Year;

Rodger

.

According to present schedules

j

Bow Next Met

them 'non-subTheory behind small
number of showings this- year, and
none -next season, is the teaser -of
'“keeping ’em wanting it” by with’53

)

season, Ml of

scription,

holding

it

a while.

‘

Britain.

Pittsburgh, ’’Feb. 3.
of the high-kicking dolls in
Guys and Dolls” at the Nixon
knocked her guy right out of the
chords last' Week.
The kick of
Gret^ejx^yl^r in the “Havana”
number clippeq. her partner, Carl
Erberle; accidentally In the head.
He kept moving;, though groggy,

‘Faust’ to

it's reliably reported that
ihe ’53-’54 -season’s first opera, next
November, will be "Faust.” Opener
will mark the return of vet maestro
Pierre Monteux to the pit, after -a
28 to take a leading role in “Me 35-year absence from the house,
and Juliet,” the new Richard during most of which time he’s
s-Oscar Hammerstein 2d been specializing in symphonic
show, but her successor as Sarah conducting.
Brown, the Salvation Arniy doll,
“Faust” will also mark the long-

FOR

,

MoBteux, Russi-Lemeni

it

While the Monaco talks have
Bucks County PlayHowever, been progressing, Fleischmann has OFFBEAT 0NE-N1GHTERS
house, New Hope, Pa.
also
been dickering with Sol Huthis will be his final season at the
latter spot, as it has been acquired rok for a U. S. tour of the troupe
TARIS’ IN ’53-’54
1954.’
in
Hurok booked the. Ballet
by Broadway producers James
Cornelia Otis Skinner, currently
Russo and Michael Ellis for the Russe from 1938-39 through the
’41-’42 season. He’s beeAtousy pretouring in her one-woman musical
^
1954 semester.
Fairfhount officials are reported- senting the Sadler’s Wells Ballet show, “Paris ’90,” may .go on ,Jhely seeking liquor licenses for vari- and Sadler's Wells "Theatre Ballet road with it again next season,;
ous restaurants in the park. The the. past few seasons, and has' the following appearances this spring
move is apparently sparked by the former company coming to the in London, Paris and Switzerland.
The idea would be for the star
heavy dinner trade at the Belmont U. S. next season.
to travel toy car, shipping the comMansion, nearby the tent play-paratively heavy production by
house. It’s figured that business at Downing Drama to Get
truck, playing mostly -one-nighters
that and other park eateries would
Houston Arena Preem •off the regular railroad routes.
be stimulated if liquor were availThe show, currently playing' the
able.
"Around We Go,” romantic eomBamberger, who has been getting edy-drama written by author-stage northwest after mopping up in a
treatment in North Carolina for an manager Robert Downing especial- •series of -Coast engagements, is
ailment, was in New York on busi- ly for arena production, will be booked to open March 2 at the
ness last week, but returned-Mon- tried out during Aprihajt the Hous- Blackstone, Chicago, for an inday (2) to the south,ton Playhouse. Lattcrikpot Is oper- definite run, probably three, or four
ated by Joanna Albus and William weeks.

summer

.

Then

Monte

there in the ’30s; It has been touring the U. S., under Serge I. Denham’s direction, every year since
1938, but this year has laid off completely. A smaller offshoot, under
name of Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo Concert Co., has been touring
the Community Concerts circuit
this season for Columbia Artists

directly to London for the same
part.
Julie Oshins, -who has been

playing

.

Monaco Home

•

1

-

Russe

•'

’

icine.”

who

show

!

thing

To

aged.
Resolution, which made it a vjo’alion for a member to play in a

in which an 802 member inand which had the effect of
forbidding members to invest in
B’way ‘Guys’ to Lose All
legiter/, was declared null and void
and ordered stricken from the byOriginal Leads; Principal
laws of 802.
The local’s ruling, passed last
for Brit Sfeowi-(September;' was a'diflittddly ''a'hned'^r
Males Set
<
"Moyer barfs, w.'fc. bandleader *»
at
Sam Levene, Stubby Kaye, Tom
Pedi and Johnny Silver, who play a id bvg legit investor, on claim
that
such investment gave him prelour of the principal gamblers in
ferred standing in dickering for pit
“Guys and Dolls,” may have the
same roles' in the London produc- orchestras in Broadway musicals.
But it could affect other 802 memtion of the Frank- Loesser- Jo Swcrling-Abe Burrows musical. Since bers who were also producers or
Robert Alda, Vivian Blaine and backers, such, as Richard Rodgers,
Cy Feuer, Milton- Berle, etc.
Isabel Bigley have left ,or are about
Davis had appealed the ruling
to leave the show, that would clean
promptly
to Petrillo, who referred
out all the original leads in the
the matter to the next internationBroadway company.
al board meeting, which was last
Levene, currently on leave from
week. Davis handled his appeal
the Cy Fcuer-Emest H. Martin
personally and singly (in a rare
production for a picture assigninstance
of an 802 member taking
probably
ment in Hollywood,
a local move to the international,
won’t return to the Nathan De(Continued
en page 60)
troit ro'c
Broadway „but will go

.

•

the

vested,

.

London

of

The -full board of 11 members
subjected local officers to
ong,
sharp questioning, while Petrillo
declared that 802 investors in legit
ought to be praised instead
censured. Legit and tooters lvj.d interests in common, he said, und any-;
thing that increased employment
for musicians should be encour-

Black

recuped the
balance of its production and tryout cost and netted a small pi'ofit
during December. It is the first
moneymaker of the, Sillman revue

board

executive

N. Y. last week.

while, he’s dickering for a film as-

St. Louis, Feb. 37
for a total operating net
“Picnic,” William Inge drama $124,707,
of $13,924, including a $2,308 deficit
which
tried out here' week before
ness pi Minneapolis, the other
for the week ended Dec. 20, when
Twin City, and the mayor attended last, is attacked in the current is- the gross dipped to $17,700. The
the opening-night performance. At sue of the- St. Louis County Medi- total operating profit through Jan.
the council meeting the next morn- cal Bulletin. Taking exception to 3 was $135,431. plus $8,664 income
ing he anil council members an* a line in the play, the sheet ac- from royalty tieups and souvenir
grily ripped into the show.
They cused the author of “sabotaging program sales.
wanted to halt the final two per- the medium that gives him an auThat brought the total profit to
formances, but the city attorney l.dience.” The local medical group ,**144,095. After deducting $117,293
is- affiliated
with the American production
(Continued on page 60)
cost and $15,815 tryout
Medical Assn., which opposes any- loss, that brought the net profit to

Garry Davis Okayed For

national

American Federation of Musicians,
which met in executive se sion in

London, Feb. 3.
Fredd Wayne, who plays Luther
Billis in the West End production
of “South Pacific” at he Drury
Lane, will leave the Rodgers-Hammerstein show June 13.
Mean-

series.

That ‘Sabotages’ Legit

in British ‘SP’ Till

June; Seeks Pic Stint

>

Resolution passed last fall by
Y.. Local 802, affectug invest-

ment by its members in legit attractions, was found unconstitutional
by James C. Petrillo and the inter-

signment, which he would make
while appearing in the legit musical, and is also being booked to repeat his cabaret stint of last year.
After leaving the musical show,
“New Fdces of 1052,” the Leon- Wayue
plans a two-month vacation
ard Sillman revue^now in its 39th
in France, Italy and Spain before
week at the Royale, N. Y., is- now
returning to he U. S.
in the black. The show

Running

Show Investing;

Davis Wins Fight on

‘Dust’

London, Jan. 27.
Joseph Kramm’s “The Shrike”
goes into the Princes Feb. 13. Play,,
currently touring the sticks, is presented by Jack Hylton in associa*
tion with Sam Wanamaker. Latter
also staged, as well as being star,
Wanamaker, as soon as he is settled at the Princes, will start staging Sean O’Casey’s "“Purple Dust”
foi; the West End.

Plan Started Over Rapped ‘Camera’
Feb. 3. 4Mayor John Daubney (comparatively new in office and only 31 Controller
years old) and city council mem-

Due;

57

j

Rozan.

The
written

Downing

play,
although
specifically for .circular

Albany, Feb. 3.
production, could also be transto
regular
Barbara Cook and Don Llberto ferred
proicpniuin
Malcolm
in
roles
stages. The script Includes* 14 .charwill play the lead
Atterbury’a production of “Lady Be acters and involves special music
Good” at the Colonial Playhouse and lighting: Miss- Albus will difor * three-week period, beginning rect and Downing* will go to Houston to attend rehearsals and the
Feb. 26.
Sandra Lee, who was in “High opening.
Downing-- and Miss AlbUs forButton Shoes” on Broadway will do
the choreography and; dance iff'tlie merly were* associated, in the*'
prinBroadway
Fourth
production of “Streetcar
local presentation.
cipal will be- Dave La Grant. At- Named Desire?” for whieh he was
stage manager and Ah* assistant.
terbuiy will direct;
1

St. Loo’»-35th

Muny Opera

Season to Tee With ‘Park’

W

SEEK CO AST TOUA FOR

WITH A. HEPBURN’
San

Francisco., Feb. 3.

“Gigi,” the Anita Loos adaptation of a. Colette novel, is being

by Randolph Hale, who
the Alcazar here, for a
Coast tour, with? Audrey Hepburn
continuing as star.
Deal may
hinge on the actress’ availability,
.as there is some question of her
contractual status if the comedy
switches to .a different management.
Halo has announced that the
[play, currently at the National,
sought

o Derates

-

—

Washington,

will-

oppn March

12,

the Biltmore, Los Angeles, then
come to the Alcazar on a- projected
St. Louis, Feb. 3.
“Up in Central Park” will tee (summer, subscription series. Howoff the- 33th. consecutive season of tever; Miss Hepburn is under corntlie Municipal Theatv* Assn., with tract. to Paramount, which is unan 11-night stand. In al fresco For- derstood to have her slated for aest
Park
starting •[picture this summer. The actress’Playhouse,
contract for “Gigi” js with Gilbert
June 4r:
Season will wind up with, a Iwo- Miller, who produced the play -on
weOk frame of. “Kiss M« y Kate,” 'Broadway and is presenting it on
starting Aug* 17.
Latter hasn’t tour, with Edward Ohoate in
previously been presented. In this charge, of the business manage-;
•at-

•

.

.

*

theatre.

raent.
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Current Road Shows

5-Day Rehearsal Rule on Strawhats

Eased by Equity

in

Henry Sherek, producer of “Escapade,” Roger Macdougall play which
"Affairs of State” (Marsha Hunt,
Otta Kruger) Geary, S. F, (2-14). premiered successfully in London two weeks ago, denies reports that
(Joan
Candle”
""Bell, Book and
John Wildberg is associated in the venture. He
Ford s, Broadway producer
Bennett, Zachary. Scott)
small investor in the^show, with “no
Batfb (2-7); WRVA Theatre, Rich- points out that the latter is only a
Sherek Indicates that
mond .'(9-14).
strings* whatsoever” on the U. S. or film rights.
Chi.
Shubert,
“Call Me Madam”—
the rights are on the open market and that he is currently negotiating

—

12-Month Test

The

controversial

five-day

re-<
,

hearsal rule for stock has been
modified* by Actors Equity ; Tn a
compromise agreement with representative barn producers, the
union has revised its regulations
for a period of one year, with the
understanding that the entire situation will be reconsidered during
the spring of 1954. Decision at that
time is to be on the basis of „ how
the amended setup works this year.

^

.

Children^* Opera Preeftt

'

”

—

.

.v'

Inside Stuff-Legit

;

(Feb. 2-14)

(2-14).

Setby Scherman Orch

Wil-

Joy”—Playhouse,

“Certain

a deal for them.

mingtdn (12-14).
"Constant Wife” (Katharine CorN. Y. Post has joined the list of New York publications raising
nell, Robert Flemyng, John Emery) amusement ad rates.
However, according to ad agency executives, no
—Civic, New Orleans (2-8); Para- other papers or magazines are .contemplating boosts within the near
mount, Batons Rouge (9); Music future. N. Y. Times, New Yorker mag, Cue mag and the Journal of
Houston (1L-.12); Melba,
Hall,
Commerce have recently upped rates. The Post increase, effective
Dallas (13-14),'
Sunday rate from $1.11 to $1.18 per agate line
"Country Girl” (Sidney Black- next April 1, takes the
Insertions of 100 lines or more
the’ daily- rate from $1.35 to $1.42.
and
'hier, Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly)
per line Sunday and from $1.02 to $1.22
to
from
95c
hiked
$1.15
are
Cleve.
dal,
and
book
Hayward.
Hanna,
by
Dorothy
(2-7);
Detroit
Cass,
After a series of meetings bedaily.
*>
tween 'Equity officials and repre- Opera is the. story of an elephant (9-14).
"Dial M* for Murder” (Richard
sentative silo managers, the Union's who is captured for a circus, and
(2-14).
Backers of “Mid-Summer,” the Paul Crabtree-Frank J. Hale producstock committee recommended-.ther -eventually escapes to become king Greene)—Harris, Chi
Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil- tion of Vina Delmar's comedy-drama at the Vanderbilt, N. Y., include
compromise setup and the'"council of thq elephants.,
Alexandra, Toronto co-producer Hale,
liams)—
Royal
approve
$16,000; his wife, $5,000; film theatreowner Mess(Tues.)
to
voted yesterday
(5-7); Erlanger, Buffalo (8),
Kendall, $1,000; pressagent Benjamin Sonnenberg, $1,000, and
it. The strawhat reps, including a
“Emperor’s Clothes” Wayne U., more
producer Elaine terry, $1,000. Co-producer Hale, a fonher hoofer, is
few who favored the five-day. rule, Legit, Longhair Combine,
Detroit (2-7).
had amended one council session
Tandy, now a businessman. Incidentally, Richard E. Walsh, one of the back(Jessica
“Fourposter”
and
iveral
confabs with the
Locust, Philly ers, is Hale’s son-in-law and is not to be confused with IATSE presiUsing Pro
Talent, Hume Cronyn)
“Babar,” new Children’s, opera,
is to be given its .world premiere
by Thomas Scherman and the Little Orchestra Society Feb. 21 at
Hunter College, N. Y.
Based on the Jean de Brunhoff
stories, opera has music by Nicolai
BCrezowsky, lyrics by Judith Ran-

t

—

1

.

,Jt

’

—

—

& Am

s-

union’s stock committee. Inherent
compromise agreement is the
For Birmingham Fest
understanding that if the modified
Birmingham, Feb. 3.
regu lations don't work out satisProfessional entertainers and tal"factbrily, the barn managers will
,not oppose application of the five- ented amateurs have joined together' iff,' &" ffidiitR-ldffg' ’Festival' Of' -the
day rule next year.
The compromise setup provides Arts which goes into its second
that although the five-day rehear- week with three concerts, a play
sal requirement still remains on prerniere and a ballet performance
the books, it may be waived on scheduled.
This week’s schedule includes a
written application by the local
management for shows involving’ concert by Jan Peerce and Bidu
not more than three touring actors Sayao (4), a local Youth Orchestra
and using an advance director. concert (7), a performance by the
Waivers will be on standard forms Civic Ballet (7), the world premiere
specifying the names of the travel- of “Beside The Seal” by Alabama
ing players, and the union deputy playwright Ruby Apsey (5), a
at each spot will check on com- Chamber Music Society concert,

(2-14).

“Good

in the

:

and Horace Heidt Show

,

(2-14).

"Guys and Dolls”—Nixon,

Pitt.

Erlanger, Buffalo (9-14).
“I
a Camera” .(Julie Harris)
Hanna, Cleve. (2-7); Nixon, Pitt.

‘

Am

—

(9-14).

“John Brown’s Body” (Tyrone
Power, Judith Anderson, Raymond
Massey) H. S.'Aud, Phoenix (2);
Ariz. U. Aud, Tucson (3); H. S. Aud,
Phoenix (4); H. S. Beverly Hills,
Cal. (5); Russ Aud, San Diego (6);
Philharmonic Aud, L. A. (7); Occi-

—

—
— Carthay

Burke)

Circle,

"

(2-7).

H’wood

“Maggie”—Forrest, Philly (2-7);
Shubert, New Haven (9-14).
“Maid in The Ozarks” Majestic,

At the same time, Equity is re- a production of “Come Back, Little
taining a new’ special summer unit Sheba” (2).
Festival, second annual one, is
contract for shows traveling with

—

Boston (2-14).
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
sponsored by the Birmingham Symfull cast. This was another phase
—Shubert, Wash. (2-7).
phony,
the
Music
sponClub
which
of the union’s new stock rules that
“Mrs. McThing” (Helen Hayes)
the barn producers found objec- sors a concert series, and the MuColonial, Boston (2-7); Shubert^
tionable. It remains to be seen seum of Art, which is the location Philly (9-14).
whether, as the strawhatters fear, for most of the free events in the
“My Sister Eileen” (Patsy Kelly)

—

application will provide a wedgfc Festival.
Next- Monday (9), the Chicago
fpr the stagehands’ union invasion,
Company of “South Pacific” opens
of the barn field. "
a
at the Temple Theatre for eight
performances. Evans Thornton subs
for Webb Tilton in the lead.
Jupiter’s ‘Lady’
Wednesday (11) will offer the
premiere of two works by the Birits

^

Draws

—

Hilltop

Sheraton

Theatre-in-the-Round,
Belvedere Hotel, Balto

(10-15).

—

“Oklahoma”

Biltmore, L. A.
Aud., Pasadena (9-10); California, San Bernardino (11); Para(2-8);

mount, Phoenix

(13-14).

“On Borrowed Time” (Victor
mingham symph, “The Appalachian Moore, Leo G. Carroll, Beulah
Bondi)
Wilbur, Boston (2-7).
Suite,” by Ray Green, of N. Y. and
“Paint Your Wagon” (Burl Ives)
“Birmingham Suite,”
Charles

11G Toronto Audience;

—

f

Critic’s

.

Play to Preem Bryan

by.

of Indian Springs, Ala., commissioned for. the Festival. Third
week also includes an amateur production of “Liliom” (12), and a

Toronto, Feb. 3*
Jupiter Theatre, whose productions aim off the beaten track, completed a 14-nlght engagement (1729) of Christopher Fry’s “The
Lady’s ‘Not for Burning,”, to capacity business, at $2.50 top, for an
$11,000 gross. Troupe was handicapped by playing in the tiny basement theatre (459 seats) of the
Royal Ontario Museum here. Principals* -are * top radio actors, but

chamber music concert

(8).

Chi.
—Blackstone,
“Paris '90” (Cornelia Otis SkinInner) —Metropolitan, Seattle
Vancouver
(2-14).

(2);

ternational
Cinema,
(6-7); Temple, Tacoma (9); Capi-

tal,

Yakima

(10)

Orpheum, Spo-

Fourth week will begin with a kane (11-13).

—

chamber music concert (15) and
“Picnic”
Plymouth, Boston
end with an amateur production of (2-14).
“Play’s the Thing” (Eva Gabor)
Menotti’s “Old Maid and the Thief”
Arena Theatre,- Memphis (10-15).
at Birmingham Conservatory of.
“Point of No Return" (Henry
Music (21). The Philadelphia OrFonda)
Erlanger, Chi. (2-14).
chestra will perform Feb. 17.
“Shrike” (Van Heflin)—Aud., St.
During the first week of the FesP.
K. C. (4-7); AmerOrpheum,
(2);
tival the symph performed with

—

—

Kathryn Blake was brought in
ican, St. L. (9-14).
from London’s West End for the Rosalie Marshall guesting (28),
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
lead, and John Griffin brought up Waring’s Festival of Song appeared Webb Tilton)
Dade County Aud.,
from N. Y. to stage, This was (29), and the Strawbridge Ballet Miami Beach (2-7); Temple, Birtroupe’s third production of the Co. performed (31). mingham (9-14),
,

—

•

:

season.

s

“Stalag

Next Jupiter production, skedded
for a two-week run, Is Nathan
Cohen’s “Blue Is for Mourning,”
in keeping with Jupiter’s credo
encourage
Canadian
plays.
to
Cohen is drama critic for the Cana-

.

FOR U.S. TOUR IN 1954
The Winnipeg Ballet has been
an American tour by the
Judson, O’Neill & Judd division
of Columbia Artists Mgt. trek,
booked by Bill Judd, is for the
spring of 1954, to run four weeks,
with option of two weeks more.
Will run mainly through Minnesot^, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and
set for

.

1

•

Michigan,

Fielding Quits Cleve.

Canadian

has had isolated
dates in the far west, but this is its
Group; Starts
Setup first organized U. S. tour. Troupe
is selling for around $1,800. a date,
Cincinnati, Feb. 3.,
Paul Fielding resigned as direc- mostly to Community Concerts circuit towns: It has 18 towns sold
tor of Stage, Inc.* civic theatre
group which he helped form* in already, with straight sales in Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City
1947, after presentation of four
indicative of its strength of pull.
performances of “Small Miracle”
Troupe comprises about 26 danc^last week in Cox Theatre.
It was
,ers.
Director - choreographer
is
the 28th play under his direction.
Gweneth Lloyd.
Fielding said he will proceed
with plans for a professional stock
v
company to start next fall in the Dallas Theatre ’53 Preps
RKO Shubert Theatre, which has
Fourth Tryout of Season
been dark for more than two years.
Dallas, Feb. 3.
Stage, Inc., canceled rentals in
Theatre ’53 here begiffs a threethe downtown Cox for four-night week run
next Monday (9) of “Unpresentations in March and May, cle Marston,” new mystery
thriller
after using the house for throA
by John Briard Handing. Whodunit,
plays this season. Previous offerfourth new play at Alargo Jones’
ings were in the small Art Museum
arena this season, is directed by
Theatre.
Arthur Thexton, presi- Ramsey Burch.
dent of the group, said it will reIn repertory this; weeft with its'
main active and present the two last two
new scripts, “The Rising
other plays elsewhere, and
hopes Heifer” and f'The Last Island/’
to get another professional
direc- Theatre ’53 boasts its fattest b.O.
tor for next season.
season to date.

New

.

outfit

—

17”

Walnut,

Philly

is capitalized at

$50,000.

Backers of “The Bat,” James Withers Elliott’s revival of the 192021 thriller by Mary Roberts Rinehart and Avery Hopwood, include
Dallas producer Tad Adoue, $700; lyricist and Metro, ad-pub vice-prez
Howard Dietz, $700; producer Elaine Perry, $350; Mrs. Lawrence Tib-’
bett, wife of the singer, $700; souvenir program agent A1 Greenstone,
$700; Mrs. Rinehart, $2,500; the Hopwood estate, $2,500; Mrs. Joshua
Logan, wife of the author-director-producer, $700; associate producer
Sherman Krellberg, $14,000, and Mrs. Elliott, wife of the show’s producer, $7,000. The venture was capitalized at $35,000.
.

Legit Bits
Beverly Roberts and Vicki Cummings as members, replacing Gerald Savory and Barbara Robbins,
who resigned. Permission was
voted for the American Theatre,

Charles Harris, completely recovered from illness, joins “Wonderful Town” in Philly next week
His son,
as company manager.
Joe Harris, has been subbing on
the assignment, but is set to manage the Feuer & Martin production
Gore
: Janet de
of “Can-Can” .
lias been signed as understudy for
Geraldine Brooks in “Time of the
Gilbert Miller has acCuckoo”
quired “Seven Women,” the Jean
Dalrymple adaptation from the
Spanish original by Leandro Navarro and Adolfo Torrado, and
plans an immediate production
with Lillian Gish and Josephine
Hull, with the adaptor directing.
The script, previously titled “Quiet
Room,” was formerly held by .Fred

•

St. Louis, to start Wednesday matinees at 1:30 p.m. until May 31, as

an experimental measure.
Saint Subber has acquired the
rights to “Miss * Hallelujah,” by
Keith Winter . . . William Marchant
has succeeded William
Archibald as adaptor of the Henry
James nqyel, “Portrait of a Lady,”
for which Thomas Hammond plans
Road
a production next fall
agent Tom Barrows will pressagent

.

.

.

.

.

the

.

mond

production of Allen Vin“Sight Unseen” and other
shows of Miss Wiman . . Theatrical, attorney Benjamin M.Schankman, formerly with Paul, Weiss,
Garrison, has
Rifkind, Wharton
cent’s

Finklehoffe.

Carl Fisher

.

Anne Wiman-Thomas Ham.

is

withdrawing as

company manager of “Wish You
Were Here” to sail next Tuesday
&
(10) on the S.S. America for an opened his own office.
indefinite vacation in Europe with
his wife, Peggy Cass, who’s exiting
the cast of “Bemardine” . peter
Davis, business manager for the
Equity Show
Theatre Guild and company manager of “Love of Four Colonels,”
plans to leave early in March for
a month’s motor trip through the
Ah. Wilderness
south
Th’e. Blevins Davis-Rob(LENOX HILL. N. Y.)
ert Breen revival of “Porgy and
Eugene O’Neill's “Ah, WilderBess,” currently at the Stoll, Lon- ness” is being done by Equity
don, is slated to arrive March 11 Library Theatre at Lenox Hill
for a run at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.
Playhouse, N. ,Y., “open stage”
Baruch Lumte, artistic director style, with a narrator, chairs and
of the Center Players in Dallas, tables subbing as sets, and mimed
has acquired the vacant Knox props, a la “Our Town.” A worth1

.

.

.

.

.

Street Theatre

there.

He’ll

op-

while idea, this

is

possibly the solu-

—
—

*

.

—

.

.

.

to catch the shows.

1953 Texas
Sets

12-Week Season
Dallas, Feb.

3.

productions, will run from June 8
to Aug. 30, at, State Fair Auditorium. Same price, scale, 90c to $3
top, will prevail for the fortnightly

musicals. Season ticket buyers will

get six shows for the price of five
in all locations.

Meeker,

director

Charles

J^., is

are standout.

R.

—

Y

(31).

Odette Myrtil ffias succeeded
Irene Bordonl in the cast of "Maggie,” currently playing a tryout
tour
. Cyril Ritchard ’will
stage
director; George Schaefer, ’stage
the Sam Lambert-WaMer P. Chrydirector; Peter Wolf, scenic designsler, Jr., production of
“Say
It
er, and Mason Johnson, stage manwith Flowers,” by Robert Moore
ager. Completing the staff will be
and Jean Guitton ... The Actors
a new choreographer.
Equity council last week named

Lehman

oat,

Uta Hagen will make
Asset contributions from the
directorial debu.t with the
large cast, well-managed by direcstaging of Dorothy Monet’s “The
tor Aaron M. Frankel, are Maurice
Wrastling and the Fall,” to bff
Shrog, as the sodden uncle; Lewis
produced by pressagent Barry
Scholle, as a sprightly moppet; Rex
Hyams . . . Stanley Gilkey. after Sater,
who
announcing plans to take over the temptsas t/ie sliffk sophisticate
the young hero to a tavern
John Golden revival of “The Male escapade,
and Muriel Berkson, as
Animal” for a road tour, cancelled his
love’s young dreaffi.
the project because of a last-minTwo miftor roles are exceptionute difference with co-author Elally well played that of Nora, the
liott Nugent over terms and
castJean
ing matters .
Carol Lee, son of rambunctious Irish maid, by Belle,
,
the late actor Canada Lee, is house Cooke, and the garish trollop
small
by
Eileen
in
Ryan.
Also
okay
manager of the Greenwich Mews
parts are William*. Flatter, as the
Theatre, Greenwich Village, N.
where Les Pine’s “Monday’s He- bartender; Keitfieth Maier, as a
and ::Thofti*s "Flatley
roes” opened a tryout last Satur- salesman,
Reynolds, as the narrator. »:•
day
her

The State Fair Musicals’ 12-week
summer season, for ’53, offering six

Managing

sows one wild

Actress

State Fair

,

•

“Mid-Summer”

erate a resident theatre company tion for stock productions of this
and academy as soon as final work- large-cast, multi-set comedy of
“Top Banana” (Phil Silvers)
family life at turn of the century.
ing
details have been completed.
Great Northern, Chi. (2-14).
Oscar E. Olesen is general man- However, this offering doesn't
“Virginian” (Barter Theatre)
Washington Aud, Alexandria, Va. ager of “Emperor’s Clothes,” with quite come off, veering between
Pocomoke City, Md. Max Allentnck company manager, the heightened style that a produc(2);, Marva,
Barry Hyams pressagent. Martin tion sans sets and props needs, and
(4); Aud, Dahlgren, Va. (5); Aud,
a straight realism that seems unSt. Mary’s City, Md. (6): State Aud, Schwartz associate, Terry Fay castBowie, Md. (7); Aud, Bel Air, Md. ing director, Frederic de Wilde comfortable in anti-realistic surroundings.
stage
manager,
Howard H. Fischer
Aud, Kilmarnook, Va. (10);
(9);
O’Neill’s homespun opus, edged
Aud, Goochland, Va. (11); Aud, assistant, Virginia Bolen producFranklin, Va. (12); St. Paul's Aud, tion associate and Sondra Berko- with satire, is good choice to open
Lawrencevllle; Va. (13)^ Aud, Chat- witz staff secretary ... Gilbert Mil- ELT’s community theatre series in
ler got back from the coast last the Bronx and Queens, and topham, Va. (14).
Kenneth Tynan, drama notch acting in leads should clinch
"Wonderful Town” (Rosalind week
Russell)
Shubert, Boston (2-7); critic of the London Evening its success there. Both Paul Kirk
Standard, returns to England this Giles, as the genial father, and
Forrest, Philly (9-14).
week after a month in New York John Lehne, as the young son who
(2-7); Ford’s, Balto. (9-14).

WINNIPEG BALLET SET

dian Broadcasting Corp. His play
is set in a coal and steel town hi
the Maritimes. Director is Jerome
Mayer, now up here from New
York.

dent Richard F. Walsh.

dental College', Occidental, Cal. (9).
“Josephine” Selwyn, Chi. (2-14)*“Life With Mother” (Billie

and

(1)

—Cox, Cincy

;..(2-7ff

•

pliance.

Nite, Ladies”

renewing pacts with

Engel,

musical director;
Saul Schechtman, assistant musical

,

.

'

Cynthia Rogers' creates

a. like-

somewhat familiar type as
mother; Nancy Broughams
young daughter Is monotonous in
action and inflection, and Frances
able

If

the

Ingalls, as the spinster aunt, is so
restrained as to be dull. Lighting

by Richard Washburn is good, and
period costumes by Jeanne Button
are a definite assist.
Veits.

<
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With Weak
2*4G Memphis One-Niter

‘Match’ Hies

New

A

-Memphis, -Feb.

3.

"Strike
Match” was blacked
out when the show shuttered after
a one-nighter Tuesday (27) stagedat the City -Auditorium here; The*
Play grossed a weak $2,500 for the
Chicago, Feb. 3. 4
-week
last
stanza.
Stars Pat O’JBrieii and
Chicago theatregoers
two
only
•Richard
but
Egan left for "Hollywood
entries,
new
cot three
‘Pacific’
Lush
$61,400
from here- following the show,
decided to stay. While Point of
while co-star Eva Gabor planed to
No Return” received excellent noBitsincss was generally a hit betIn Floridian Split New York.
Ses and "Dial ‘M’ For Murder”a.
ter on Broadway last week than
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., of Dallas
for
except
well,
as*
fared almost
Miami Beach, Feb. 3.
the- week before^. With several
lukewarm notice from the Daily
"South Pacific” was a bonanza; and Mel Ferrer presented the play notable exceptions, grosses regisM Paint Your Wagon” rewhich drew weak houses in its
again last week, with a- $61,400
tered moderate rises. In at least
southern tour with a top-heavy
ceived several blasts, and harassed gross for an eight-performance
a few cases, however, sharp drops
overhead.
demishaps,
lighting
reversing the general trend may
split between Ft. Lauderdale And
by stage and
be omens that the shows in queshere.
The Rodgers-Hammerstem
cided to shutter after five days.
tion are nearing the- end of long
Claudia Cassidy, Chicago Trib- musical picked up $8;200 f6r the
One* established smash had
runs.
une, really gave; it a- going over. finale Sunday (25) of its split-week
were
a healthy attendance jump, indistand at the Auditorium, Ft. Lau-|
Most of the other .reviews*
cating. it still has b.o: vitality.
also adverse, though favorable to erdale,* and nabbed $53,200 in sevleads Burl Ives and Nola.Fairbanks. en performances
Of the* recent arrivals, "Cruciat the
Dade*
Estimates for East Week
County Auditorium' here Tuesdayble” has started potently, with
“Call Me Madam,” Shubert <2d Saturday (27-31).
near-sellout trade; and "Fifth Season” is also drawing hefty busiShow is continuing its local
\vk) ($5; Z;iOO). Neat $30,100.
ness, with "Mid-Summer” getting
"Dial TO’ For Murder/’ Harris stand, this week, then moves to the
attendance* and "The
Boston,
(Richard
Feb.
1,000)
moderate
3.
Temple,($4.40;
wk>
Birmingham, next week.
(1st
Greene). First week a bright $1T,With exception of "On Borrowed Bat” having comparatively slow

‘Madam’

$39,100,

Hurder

$17

JO

‘Crucible’

$28,800,

‘Mid-Summer’ 13G, ‘Colonels’ $36,600

•

muring

$24,700,

'

1

200
"Paint Your
.

wk)

Folded

Waron,”

Blackstone

‘DOLLS’

1,535). (Burl Ives),
Saturday (31) with poor

SOCK $44,300

($5;

Show was panned, but
$15,000.
Ives got favorable-personal notices.
"Point of No Return,” Erlanger

POT WEEK

IN THIRD

Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Third week of'“Guys and: Dolls”
at the Nixon was its best yet at

wk) ($5? 1,334) (Henry Tonda).
first frame;
$44^00, up A grand over the second
"Top' Banana,” Great Northern stanza and nearly $6,000 above
(0th wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers)* original session’s take, when subKept going- with so-so $28;800.
scriptions held down the- gross.
Musical hit winds up Saturday
(let

(Melvyn Douglas). Almost $17,500
(previous week, $17,000).
"Two’s Company,” Alvin (7th
wk) (R>*$7.20; 1,331; $47,167) (Bette

With the star ill, the show
played only five performances for
a gross of nearly $28,000 (previous
week, $45,900); star still hadn’t
recovered and the revue* was still
dark Monday, night (2).
"Wish You Were Here,” Imperial
(32dwk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,080).
Almost $50,700 (previous week,
Davis).

$51,200).

going.

•

(1st

056) (Shirley Booth). Nearly $22,600 (previous week, $22,700).
"Time* Out for Ginger,” Lyceuni
(9th wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)

.

Excellent $20,000 for

.

‘GIRL’ $15,800,

DETROIT;

night

(7).

"Guys -and Dolls” will
thfe No. 2 money spot

finish in

Time,” which received slick notices
There* was one closing last week,
and wows the audiences, but for "Male Animal” folding ‘instead of
some inexplicable .reason fails to going- on tour. Two openings are;
nab satisfactory turnstile activity. carded for this wteek. Also, "Hazel
Hub legit 4s doing, okay. "Wonder- Flagg” and "Emperor’s Clothes”
ful
Town” opened strong and are playing previews this week,
for next
shapes clean, while “Mrs; Mc- with their premieres set
Thing” in final stanza at the Colo- week.
Estimates for Last Week
nial is still nice.
Lone newcomer
this week is* "Picnic,” which opens
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
tonight, (Tues.) at the Plymouth.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(MuMC (Musical Co m.edy),
Estimates for Last Week
(Opera).
Dickens
Readings,
Plymouth sical Drama), O
designations
parenthetic
Other
(single week) ($3.60, 1,200) (Emlyn
Williams). Pulled slick $17,000 for refer, respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross
lone week’s engagement.
Price includes 20%
"Maid In Ozarks,” Majestic (2d and stars.
grosses are
wk) (1,100; $3.60). Holding-to Okay amusement tax, but
'

OPENING THIS. WEEK
“Love's Labour’s Lost.” City Center (C-$3; 2rl00; $28;000) (Joseph
Schildkraut, Kevin McCarthy, Meg
Mundy, Philip Bourneuf, Hurd
First in the N. Y. City
Hatfield).
Drama- Co. series of three revivals,
opens* tonight (Wed.) for a 10-per-

formance run.

.

MD

"Touchstone,”

Box

Music

<D-

Perry

$4:80; 1,012; $26,903). Elaine

production of play by William
Stucky, opened last night '(Tues.).

for new
Nixon, only “South Pacific” previously having* topped it.
Detroit, Feb. 3.
"I
a Camera” comes in
’‘Country Girl,” starring- Sidney Monday (9), followed by "Country.
net: i*e., exclusive of tax.
Blackmor, Dana* Clark- and Nancy Girl,” Jose Greco and "Bell, Book $17,000.
"Bat,” National. (2d wk) (D-$4.80;
"Mrs. McThing,” Colonial (3d
Kelly, grossed $15,800 at the- Cass and Candle.” \
(preHayes).
(Helen
wk) (1,500; $4.80)
1,172; $25,500). Nearly $9,000
last week. Show is -still here. The
Stylish $24,700. Final week current. vious week, first seven performShubert is dark.
move
must
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
$7,000);
Fair
grossed
‘Josephine’
Time,”
Wilbur
$12,600;
"On Borrowed
ances
"The- Emperor’s Clothes,J * starwk) (1,200; $3.60) (Victor or close Feb, 14 to make way for
(2d
With two shows departing^ and
‘Road’ $16,500, St. Louis Moore,
ring Lee J. Cobb, Maureen Staple"Maggie;”
incoming*
Beulah Bondi, Leo G. Car- the
two arriving, all four Shubert marton and Brandon de* Wilde, which
St. Louis,* Feb. 3.
roll). Disappointing $8,300. Final
"Beraardipe,” Playhouse (16th quees remained lighted here and
preemed Jan. 23 at* the Wayne U.
Mixed reviews greeted Sally week- current.
999; $21,500). Under legit biz maintained a fast pace
(C-$4.80;
wk)
Theatre f drew nearly $13,000 for Benson's "Jose'pliine,” and piece
"Wonderful Town,” Shubert (1st $9,000 (previous week, $8,000); to to start second month of 1953.
the 41-performance- tryout run wound up a week’s frame at the
wk) ($6-$4.80; 1,700) (Rosalind move or close Feb. 28.
Newcomers last night were Jose
ending last Saturday (31).
American Theatre Saturday (31), at Russell). Set house record with tall
"Children's Hour,” Coronet (7th Greco dancers, at the Shubert, and
$3.66' top, for a- fair $12,600. Van $43,100; current week also clean. wk) (Dt$4;80; 1,02-7; $28,378). Oyer "The Fourposter,” at the Locust.
Heflin, in "The Shrike,” teed off
$16,200 (previous week, $15',400).
Estimates for Last Week
‘Paris' Hits $17,800 In
a- two-week stand last night (Mon.;.
"Crucible,” Beck (2d wk) (D-$6"Maggie;” Forrest (2d wk) (1,760;
Piece- is scaled to $4,27.
$480; 1,214; $31,000). Nearly $28,$28,600;
(Betty Paul; Keith Andes).
$5.20)
The perennial "Tobacco Road,”
Split for Tour Record
800 (previous week, first four perpreviews ’Strong hold of musical, fare eviwith John Carradine as guest-star,
two
and
formances
Portland, Ore,,* Feb. 3.
With trade-- picking' up.
denced,
$14,000,
grabbed scathing -reviews, but piece
grossed. $18,100).
Cornelia Otis Skinner in "Paris* closed a- week's engagement at the
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
"Deep Blue Sea,” Morosco,(13th Okay- $27,000.
’00” grossed $12,-900 in four eve- Empress Theatre Sunday (1) with
"Touchstone,” Locust (2d wk)
Playing its fourth time around wk) (D-$8-$4.80; $26,000) (Margaret
ning performances and two mati- » swell $16,500, at $2.50 top. VerSullavan). Almost $17,800 (previous (1,580; $3.90). Despite good notices,
nees at the- Mayfair Theatre here onica' Lake is guest-star in "Per- here, "Oklahoma” danced up to week, $18,500).
new. play. by William Stucky failed
the
week
at
second
its.
in
$28,600
last weekend (28-31). The 1,500- sonal Appearance” this Week.
"Dial TO' for Murder,” Plymouth o catch public fancy. Drab $4,500.
Biltmore, after an initial week of
seat house was scaled at $3.60.
"Hazel Flagg,” Shubert .(3d wk)
(14th -wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062 $30,495)
$ 22 000 .
Before* coming here, the solo
(Maurice Evans). New house record (1,870; $5.20) (Helen Gallagher,
"Life With Mother,” in its first
offering played a one-nighter Sun- Scheduled B’way Openings
(previous Thomas Mitchell, John Howard,
scale;
$30,787
the
at
week at the 1,518-seat Carthay CirBenay Venuta). Musical again
day (25) at the Community, Berke*
"Love’s Labour’s Lost>” City cle; took in $14,000, rated by pro- week, $30,700).
ley, Cal., for a take of $4,900. That Center, tonight (Wed.).
"Evening With Beatrice Lillie,” topped town, although slightly
ducer Henry Duffy as good biz.
gave it a total gross of $17,800 for
second week’s take. Good
kinder
"Emperor’s Clothes,” Barrymore, Opening frame began sluggishly, Booth (18th wk) (R-$0; 739; $24,the seven-performance string, the Feb. 9.
(Beatrice* Lillie). Nearly $24,- $29,800.
but started pulling ’em in the lat- 184)
17,” Walnut (1st wk) (1;"Stalag:
highest week’s receipts the star has
"On Borrowed Time,” 48th St., ter part of the week, with a very 1.200 again.
ever drawn.
"Fifth Season,” Cort (2d wk) C- 340; $3.90). Subscription sale big
Feb. 10.
good Saturday matinee.
help
to
war melodrania. Fine
(Menasha
$27,700)
1,056;
$4.80;
"Hazel Flagg,” Hellinger, Feb.
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Almost $18,000.
In 11
‘Bell’ $19,200, Greco
$23,500 (previous* week, fitst three
"John Brown’s Body,” Century, Ticnic’ Mild $12,200
performances and two previous
Splits Feb. 14.
Hartford, N.
‘ROBERTS’ FINE 19£G;
grossed $13,500).
Feb.
no
set,
"Josephine,
theatre
*
New Haven, Feb.
Cleveland
at
For
7
"Fourposter,” Golden (67th wk)
16.
Biz was so-so on split-week basis
(C-$4;80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Syd"Maggie,” National, Feb. 18.
3.
Feb.
Cleveland,
‘GIGT FAIR 17|G, D.C.
at the Shubert last week,
First
ney, Romney Brent). Over $10,000
"Misalliance,” City Center, Feb. - Theatre
Guild - Jushua Logan (previous week,
half (26-28) brought- an approxiWashington, Feb. 3.
$9,000).
18.
"Picnic/” with production trouble
mate $5,100 to the till for -four per
"Mister Roberts,” now on the
"Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (115th
"Picnic,” Music Box, Feb. 19..
causing it tq postpone opening one
formances of the Jose Greco SpanTown,” Winter Gar- day, hit a mild $12,200 in seven wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). Hit last lap of its long, highly success"Wonderful
ish Dancers at $3.60 top. Last half
ful legit career, chalked up a fine
$40,300 (previous week, $41,600)..
Feb. 25.
performances at the Hanna last
(29-31) offered four shows of “Bell, den,
"King and I,”. St. James (97th $19,500 for the ,first week of its
"Merchant of Venice,” City week.
Book and Candle” (Joan Bennett,
wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Yul fortnight stand at the Shubert
Bill came to an estimated $3;000
Zachary Scott) at $4.20 top. Gross Center, March 4.
Theatre here.
"Certain Joy,” Playhouse, March for transporting- elaborate scenery Brynner). Just missed $43,000 (preof $9,000 was fair but okay in view
"Gigi,” at the* National, did a
vious week, $49,700).
5.
for the one-set play from-S., Louis;
of fact it was a repeater.
"Love of Four Colonels,” Shu- fair $17,500 for its initial week
"Porgy and Bess,” Ziegfeld, to Cleveland. Setting H up herehere.
Next week gets a full session of March 11.
was another technical., headache. bert (3d wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,"Maggie” (9-14).
"My Three Angels,” no theatre Drama got mixed notices but drew 000) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
1
set, week of March 16.brighter audience reactions in the Nearly $36,600 with Harrison otit ‘Poster’ Nifty $28,600
ill
four performances (previous
‘Bell’ $10,200, Hartford
"Camino Real,” National, March 1,500-seater.
week went clean, but Theatre Guild'
Current is "I Am
CamerV*
19.
Hartford, Feb. 3.
In Baltimore Stanza
subscription
limited the take to
Miller,
"Horses In Midstream,”
New Barsons here grossed $15,
$37,000).
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
100 last Week with two shows iri March 23.
In
for
‘Camera’
9
$24,500
"Male
Animal,”
Music
Box
(40th
set,
"Everyman,” no theatre
"Fourposter,” with Jessica Taneight performances.
"Bell, Book
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,903). Over dy and Hume Cronyn in their orig25.
March
and Candle,” the first half of the
St. Paul-Milwaukee Split $10,600 (previous week, $8,600);
"Masquerade,” no theatre set,
inal starring parts, pulled a nifty
week, with Joan Bennett and ZachMilwaukee, Feb. 3.
closed Saturday night (31) after 317
$28,600 last week at the 1,200-seat
ary Scott, turned in a neat $10,200. April 2.
"I Am a Camera” had a cleanup performances.
"Sight Unseen,” no theatre set,
Ford's here. Reviews were excelLast three days was taken up by
last week in a nine-performance
"Mid-Summer,” Vanderbilt (2d lent for both the Cronyns and Jan
3.
April
Jose Greco. Dance group turned in
split, ending here Saturday night wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $20,000). Almost
de Hartog’s two-character ploy.
a weak $4,900. Top of $4.80 pre
play
The John van Druten
(31).
$13,000 (previous week, first five
Since the show has been doing
vailed for both shows.
grossed $7,900 for two evenings performances grossed $7,000).
in Rehearsal
Shows
such potent business in competiand a matinee Monday-Tuesday
House stays dark until tryout of
"Moon Is Blue,” Miller (100th tion with the Stanley Kramer film
the new Jose Ferrer show, “My
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (26-27) at the Auditorium, St. Paul, wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
version, starring Rex Harrison and
Three Angels,” which has been CD (Comedy -Drama), R (Revue), including $3,625 for the final show- Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). Lilli Palmer, the Playwrights Co.
(Musi- ing after Mayor John Daubney Nearly $10,700 (previous week,
< Musical Comedy),
pencilled in for Feb. 19-21.
is extending the* legit tour beyond
tried to ban the show.
$8,700); using two-for-ohes.
cal Drama), O (Operetta),
original March 16 closing date
•The- Gertrude* Macy - Walter
“New Faces,” Royaje* (38th wk) the
in Boston. Engagements are being
Julie
—
starring
,‘AffaiiV 1(H5> Fri*co.
(D) - Cheryl Starcke production,
Real”
(R-$6; 1,035; $30,600), Over $23,"Camlno
booked through May 30, playing
four 300 (previous week,
San Francisco, Feb, 3.
$23,000).
Crawford, Walter P. Chrysler, Jr., Harris, pulled $16,600 in
key cities not included in the- origevenings
and two matinees
Generally: warm reviews greeted prods:; Elia Kazan, -dir.
"Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (57th wk) inal schedule.
the Hehry. Duffy production of
Kermit Wednesday-Saturday (28-31) at the (MG-$6.6Q; 1,160; $39,602) (Vivienne
Joy” (D)
"Certain
giving
total
here,
it
a
"Affairs Of S&te’t at the Curran Bloomgarden, Thomas Hammond, Davidson
Segal, Harold Lang). Almost $33,‘Blondes' 11 G (3), Wilmington
of $24,500 for the string.
last week,
n.100 (previous “week, $32,000).
prods.; Daniel Mann, dir.
Wilmingtoil, Feb. 3.
Show* did' a* fair.* $16,000.
"Seven Year Itch,” Fulton. (11th
"I Found April” CC) Kenneth
Tlie 1, 223-seat Playhouse con.'prods.;
(C-$6-$4.80;
Wk)
1,063; $23,228).
Barighaft, Plana Green,
Equity
New *high for- the run, over $24,400 tinued its winning streak with
‘LADIES’ 140, COLUMBUS
Luther Martin Kennett,. dir.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” Fri(previous week, $24,000).*
N. Y. C.
(Feb. 2-14)
"Misalliance” (D)
Columbus,. Feb. 3,
"South pacific ” Majestic (198th day-Saturday (30-31). Three showGood Nite Ladies,” at Hartman Drama Co., prod.; Frank Corsaro,
accounted for a big $11,000
ings
Geva,
wk)
(MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
"Ah, Wilderness”' .t- De Witt
last week, played 'tb $14,000 in dir/ Barry Jones, Tamarac
Wright,
George Britton).
Just gross, with standees each performei ”ht showings.'
Engagement ex Roddy McDowall, Richard Kiley, Clinton. H. S<* Bronx, N, Y. (6-7); shaded
ance.
$36,900 (previous week,
.
a
Bryant H. S., Queens, N. Y. (13*14).
cept for Saturday was on a two- S
Slavenska-Frankllrt Ballet in for
(D)—-St.
Lenox $34,700).
"M*n ‘and Superman”
Three Angels”
„
io '-one basis.
"Time of the Cuckoo,” Empire two performances Thursday-Frldsy
Witt
Julie Harris in "I
Camera” Siibber Rita Allen, Archie Thomp- Hill Playhouse, N. Y;‘(4-8); De
(5-6).
Clinton, H. S. f Bronx, N. Y. (13-14). (16th Wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25;
lights house Feb. 19.
son prods.; Jose Ferrer, dir.

‘CLOTHES' $13,000 IN 11
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LEGITIMATE

60

Ballet Theatre

For 7

in

$32,950

Show Finances

Deep South

“GUYS AND DOLLS”

performance as a neglected wife

Escapade
London; Jan;

27.

and harassed mother.

Theatre racked up* a
Bsillet
^healthy $32,950 in seven performances last week, in a series of onenighters through the south. Sunday (25) in New Orleans, in two
troupe garnered $12,000;
the showings,
in Pensacola, Monday, $4,900; and

(As or Jan.

Patrick is a natural in role* of
Henry Sfcerek production of drama in
1
happy
three, act* by Roger Macdougall. Stars the author, a man with a
Phyllis Calvert and Nigel Patrick. Directed facility for always putting himself
Hutchinson.
Settings
by
by John Fernald*
the
right.
in
Scott. At. St. Jame* Theatre, London.
Jan, HO,
Stella

But apaM; from the

top.

'53; $2.20

Hampden

Phyllis' Calvert

subsidiary

roles

are

stars,

performed

overcall.,..

including $50,000

Original investment,

$ 250,000

Gross for lastjfive weeks on Broadway
Gross for lastrive weeks on tour
five weeks on Broadway
five weeks on tour

197,850
210,006
21,357
34,748

*....*

Profit for last
Profit for last
Total profit to date, both companies
Total distributed profit to date
Balance, including bonds, cash reserve, and undistributed

Mobile, Tuesday, $3,450. Wednesday (28) was an open date. Troupe
grossed $3,100 in Jackson, Miss,,
Thursday; $5,200 in. Shreveport,
Friday, and $4,300 in Fort Worth,
Saturday.
Company plays three nights in
Dallas, three in Houston, and one

Mrs. Hampden ........... Edith Sharpe with immaculate care as to characPeter Henderson
Michael Aldridge ter. Ernest Clark’s portrayal of the
David March
William Saxon
Michael Logan .headmaster is a fine example of
Sir Harold Cookham
John Hampden
Nigel Patrick pomposity and restraint. Hugh GrifJohn Corew
Walters
Dr. Sldllingworth ......... Ernest Clark fith plays the role of a newspaper
Miss Betts
Dorothy Turner reporter on a quiet key of shrewd
Lance Secretan understanding, while Lance SecrePaton
Daventry
Alec McCowen
two of

’53)

3,

•

1,881,758
1,348,192

•

:

533,566

profit

week brought the

(Note: An additional $50,000 dividend' last
distribution to $1,398,192.)

tan and Alec McCowen, as
in San Antonio this week.
the Hampden schoolboy supporters. give standout studies.
*
That the three Hampden boys,
SI. Paul
Set
The first new play of the year who never appear in the play, are McCleery
Continued from page 57 3
as
characters,
is
believable
made
has the virtue of being a commerN. H. Stock
cial winner, and much more. Most much a tribute to the direction of
informed them the city lacked padv
Peterborough, N. H., Feb. 3.
important of all hr that it lifts John Fernald as it is to the auThis small community, home of lock power and an arrest and court
Roger "Macdougall into the first thor’s skill. The two settings by
Peterborough conviction were necessary before
the
summertime
flight
contemporary
of
play- Hutchinson Scott are first-rate.
Myro.
Players will have its second world such action could be taken. Thenj
wrights, revealing a potent, topical
premiere within a year, with a three police representatives who
and controversial sense of humor
presentation Friday and Satur- attended the matiness reported
as well as a mastery of characterthey found nothing in the play to
ization.
day (6-7).
London, Jan. 20.
The Monadnock Theatre Guild warrant an arrest.
In the construction of his .plot,
Peter Cotes' production of drama
The major declared that since
the dramatist has made free and two acts by Mel Dinelli. Stars Bernard
JRwill present ‘‘The Family Man,” by
compelling use of his keen and Braden and .Toan Miller. Directed by
•y
William McCleery, Broadway play- the plays are beifig shown in the
Peter Cotes. Settirfg by Anthony Waller
ready wit as well as his profound At
Her Majesty’s Theatre, London; $2.20 wright, who made his home here municipal Auditorium, the city has
store of common sense. It is essen- "top.
about three years ago.
a responsibility to see that they
Joan Miller
tially a play with a message, but Mrs. Gillis
McCleery also authored “Side are “decent.” He favored having
Evelyn Roberts
this is no heavy-handed political Mr. Armstrong
Joy Rodgers by 'Side,” which made its bow here shows and pictures screened in adRuth
tract. Avoiding the sledge-hammer Howard Wilton
..Bernard Braden last summer.
vance and suggested that Ed
Mr. Franks
Richard Coke
tract.
Sarah
A. Spaniel
Furni, Auditorium manager, should
Story opens with Mrs. Stella Doug
Neil McCallum
go to New York to witness the
John Franklyn-Robbins
Hampden (Phyllis Calvert) and Mr. Stevens
shows before they are booked here.
her .jmother-in-law (Edith Sharpe)
The council then authorized him
Davis
After a successful tryout on the
on stage while off-stage her author
to appoint a citizens’ advisory comhusband (Nigel Patrick) is„ bicker- road, “The Man” was brought
Continued from page 57
mittee to pass on all attractions in
ing with fellow writers, trying to hurriedly to London to fill a gap
get agreement bn a manifesto for at Her Majesty’s Theatre after the over heads of local* officers), while advance, although the mayor asa peace appeal. The uneasy atmos- sudden collapse of “Remains To Be the local was repped by prez A1 serted he “certainly wasn’t in favor
phere is further complicated by Seen.” The. Mel Dinelli chiller Manuti, secretary Charles R. Iucci of setting up a censorship.”
the arrival of the headmaster of shows every prospect of bridging and board member Max Aarons.
Forget It
the school in which the three the gap for a reasonable season,
Excc board criticism was sharp.
But the Dispatch editorial is
Hampden boys are boarded. Ap- and it has brought to the West End It ridiculed the argument that
credited with putting the quietus
parently one of the youngsters has * new dramatic actor who had
members investing in a show ob- on the screening procedure. Titled
intimidated
the
entire
school, previously been known for his
tained
advantage
over “Censorship
unfair
slugged the headmaster's son and lighter roles. (Play was a failure
is Odious,” it declared
others, pointing out that the local
is due for expulsion. Before the on Broadway last season.)
in part that “the best thing the
The success of “The Man” is could offer no examples of such city council can do with the idea
parents recover from this shock,
news is received from the school mainly because of the studied di- instances when it was asked for of setting' up a committee to
that a master has been shot with a rection by Peter Cotes whose particulars, One board member re- screen future
plays booked for St.
home-made gun and that the three restrained touch skillfully builds marked that even if a- contractor,
There is
boys have left in a stolen plane on from a slow, laborious beginning investing in a musical, got the orch Paul is to forget it
to a powerful climax. Apart from for the show, there would still be no evidence of any such menace
a secret mission.
to the morals or sensibilities of the
few
a
minor
characters,
this
Is 25 or npre members of
The behavior of the parents and
802 playing
good people, of St. Paul, as to make
the reaction of their children be- virtually a drama of two people. in the pit, so where was the harm?
it necessary to set up a committee
come a parallel situation. The They admirably sustain the inciNo Baton Swinging?
to decide for them wHat they ought
father is a pacifist who feels that dent and effectively create an
atmosphere
of
mounting
tension.
Another hoard member asked or ought not see at the Auditorium
peace is all important and feels he
The story of the housewife who what was the difference between theatre. The people who go to the
is making his contribution by getting signatures to a manifesto. The gives a day’s work to a young man, investing in legit shows or in buy- plays that are brought there are
and then discovers' that he is a
boys are more ambitious.
undoubtedly fully capable of dehomicidal maniac provides the two ing stock in other enterprises (such
So the oldest of the three Canadian-born stars with a first- as hotels, niteries, steamship lines) ciding that for themselves.”
Hampden boys draws up a special rate vehicle. Joan Miller’s dra- in which 802 members were interManning Gurian, “I
a
manifesto appealing to schoolboys matic strength has been revealed ested in supplying the music.
Camera” company manager, told
in other parts of the world. With on many previous occasions
Davis has been co-producer as the St. Paul Pioneer Press that
but her
the connivance of the entire school subdued performance, which cap- well as backer of shows, and during
and aided by his two brothers, the tures the emotional stress and the discussion it was pointed out “This type of -thing makes St. Paul
look like a provincial town. I can’t
three set off by plane for a UN horror of the character, excells her that if
Davis, or Richard Rodgers, understand how one man can speak
conference in Venice.
previous efforts. Bernard Braden, invested in one of his own shows, for 330,000
people
This leaves
.
.
The author is so well served by on the other hand, comes up with he wouldn’t be permitted, under
a bad taste.”
his cast that one overlooks the a surprise portrayal which is in 802 ruling,
to contract for his owh
Furni, Auditorium manager, told
improbalities of the plot. Miss marked contrast to his light radio
orchestra or to conduct it, taking
Calvert, making a rare stage ap- programs which established him as
newspapers that “any successful
pearance, gives a finely etched a name in Britain. With a taut away from an .802 member one of move to ban or censor shows that
his privileges.
style, he epitomizes the paranoic
have met with successful recep-It was also recalled that another
with a chip on his shoulder who,
tions elsewhere will kill St. -Paul
in moments of stress is convinced maestro, now conducting a Broad- as a show town.”
way
musical, had put up the necesthe world is against him
This was the first trouble enThe other parts are definitely sary $8,000 at the very start to help
"Dart"
a Camera”
subsidiary. Despite these limita- the show’s producers get the pre- countered by “I
tions, Joy Rodgers gives a bright liminaries going. This show was anywhere, and it angered Miss
Harris,
who
performance as a brash 16-year-old giving 30 pit men jobs; should the
at first refused to be
who is bewildered when her naive maestro be censured, it vvas asked, interviewed, but later changed her
Featured in Comedy Hit
feminine approaches make no im- for his original investing?
mind.
She was obviously upset.
pression on the maniac.* Evelyn
“Someone with a filthy mind
Board declared- that the local
."TOP
Roberts, Richard Coke, Neil Me had no right to forbid its members might think the play
is filthy, but
Callum and John Franklyn-Robbins from making legit
no
one else possibly could,” she
investments;
Currently 71st Week
competently fill the other roles.
told
reporters.
that
the
resolution
therefore
in“When
someone
Now Playing
The single setting combining a
GREAT NORTHERN, Chicago
lounge and kitchen is more than fringed on their constitutional sets himself up as censor, when
someone
rights.
One
member
criticized
is
the
so intolerant, sure I’m
adequate for the production. The
Direction
She didn’t think she’d
dull subdued lighting helps to local for trying to remedy a “bad” upset.”
JOSH MEYER
JACK DAVIES maintain the macabre atmosphere. situation, if such existed, by a res- play St. Paul again, she concluded.
olution of this type, when the local
Myro.
Pianist ..Stell Andersen leaves
already had in its bylaws one that
prohibited “unfair dealings,” and Satqfday on the Queen Mary for
could bring charges if it had evi- a two-and-a-half month concert
tour of Europe.
dence of that kind.
At one time secretary Iucci admitted that the resolution was

total

Andrew Deeson
Hugh Griffith
His Stenographer ..... Patricia Marmont
Press Photographer
David March
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In Minneapolis
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‘Shrike’ Rousing

=

Frame

Minneapolis, Feb.

3,

and finishing
houses,
“The

Building
near-capacity
Shrike,” starring Van Heflin, hit
a rousing $20,460 for six nights and
two matinees at a $4.20 top in the
1,859-seat Lyceum. It was the fifth
of seven promised Theatre Guild
subscription season offerings, each
of which has grossed in excess of
$20,000 for a week or less. Show is
dividing current week between St.
steadily

to

Paul and Kansas

City.

Cornelia Otis Skinner in “Paris
’90” is

due week of Feb.

16.

OSU Prepping Plans For
$2,000,000 Auditorium,

300G Outdoor Theatre
Columbus, Feb. 3.
Plans for a $300,000 outdoor theatre and a $2,000,000 auditorium

announced

were

separately, last

week by officials of Ohio State U.
The appropriations for a perma*

nent outdoor theatre are contained
in a $1,596,475 Ohio Sesquicentennial Bill. Proposed theatre would

he used initially for
which will dramatize
history during Ohio’s
versary year this year.
formances could be

a pageant
the state's
150th anni-

Repeat

per-*

held there,
backers of the idea say, and afterward the theatre would remain a
permanent asset of the state. Details 'ef the size and capacity have
not been revealed.
Ohio State U. officials also obtained an emergency grant of
$112,000 from the State Board of
Control to cover the cost of drawfor a
ing
architectural
plans
$2,000,000 auditorium. Jacob B.
and
Taylor, vice-president
business
manager of OSU, said the design
and content of the building had
hot been set yet, but it would be
entirely for auditorium use “with
•

possibly some theatre facilities.”
said the structure would compare generally to that of the U.
of Indiana.
At present, OSU’s only auditorir
um is the chapel in University Halt
Its only theatre is a tiny, one in

He

Derby

Hall.

Am

Announcing the Opening of

THE AMERICAN
MIME THEATRE
SCHOOL

,

BANANA"

,

under the direction of

PAUL, CURTIS
Limited applicants being accepted until Feb. 20. (16week cdurse).
Call

MUrray

Hill

7-6782

FOR SALE

New summer

Theatre and 9 cottages, situated Main focono Mt. Highway. Five mile$ Camps Tqmlnent and Unity. Theatre seats $00. Fully
equipped pro|ection room.
Nine housekeeping cottages. "Each log
burning fireplace,

Owner

illness

large summer pool, tennis courts.

reason sale.

WALTER

Ample

Details-

H. DREHER, Realtor

10 N. 7th Street, Stroudsburg, Penna.

The Original
I

Currently

DECCA RECORDS

parking.

faultily

time,

and at another
Petrillo called on local

drawn,

when

CAB CALLOWAY

prez Manuti, latter admitted it was
unenforceable.
Davis, who’s invested in about
60 plays the past five years, most of
them non-musicals, now has coin
in eight shows on Broadway, plus
.a few on the road. He has orchs in
two shows, “New Faces” and “Top
Banana,” and had one in the recent “My Darlin’ Aida,” but had no
coin in any of those shows.

ROBERT ORTON

Sportin’ Lift

"PORGY AND BESS"
Now. (17tH Week)
•

.

mak«t

Stoll

'Sportin' Ufa' tho

•f ftmpUrs."

Theatre, London

most artful and ahlmatod
Morning Adverlimr.

Mgt.: BILL MITTLEIK, 1419 Broadway,

and

BETTE DAVIS’ “TWO'S COMPANY”
Personal Management: FRED K, STEELE

his

Mow

York

TEEN-ACES

Alvin Theatre r

Bookings:

New York

BAUM - NEWBORN

Wednesday* February 4, 1953
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“Faces” tickets recalls the incident of some years ago at the Shubert-owned St. James, N. Y., when
a batch of “Oklahoma” tickets
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>
were “lost” in the boxoffice, thereby preventing their sale to window
By Frank Scully
Coast vacation, working on a pro- applicants. As a result, the R.ocK
Christine's Story
’
Christine Jorgensen, ex-GI file of Marilyn Monroe for JEsquire. gers-Hamraerstein musical went bqHollywood.
Irwin Allen compiling a catalog, low the stop limit and, despite vioturned femme, has finished a
Though it is 177 years since unsere leute swore allegiance to a Queen
series of articles on her experi- based on “The Sea Around Us,” lent protest by the Theatre Guild, (pne it would be hard for even historians to name ') more queens have
ences, which is scheduled to run in for use in colleges and universities. was forced out of the theatre.
been crowned in the U. S. in this century than in all the monarchies,
five installments in The American
Aspen closed a deal with Ranempires and dynasties in the history of the world.
Weekly, starting Feb. 15.
House
for a special edition of
dom
This year, with the ermine-afld-tiara trade going into big time at
Material will also be basis for a James A. Michener’s “Return to
Westminister Abbey, there will be likely more, not fewer, queens
Story
of
My
“The
titled
book,
Paradise”
to
coincide
with
the
Oreh Leaders
crowned on lower levels, especially in this republic, where they rule for
Life,” which Random House has picture’s release.
American
a day, a week, a college semester or a seasonal festival,
set for fall publication.
Continued from page 1 Victor Lasky, formerly with the
Weekly series will be revised and
CBS recently interviewed a Japanese beauty-contest winner in a news
amplified extensively for the R-H N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun, ing the one-niters in the ball- roundup because her case was so unusual. She turned clown a Hollynamed editor-in-chief of the new- rooms on a guarantee against a wood picture contract for a Mills College scholarship. Smart Nippet,
book.
ly-formed
editorial
division
of
60% cut of the gross. The gross,
For the first time these queens will have competition for youth and
Spadea Syndicate, Inc.
Harper’s Mag Changes
however, is only reckoned from the beauty with the real thing. It was not always so. Alexandria VicLydia
McLean
authored
yarn
a
admissions and hence the orchs toria, who ruled the British Empire for 60-odd years, was a teenager
Frederick Lewis Allen, editor-inin the current Vogue mag on how
not participate in the sideline when crowned but she was no Elizabeth Taylor before .the cameras.
chief of Harper’s mag for 12 years,
Herman Wouk’s “Caine Mutiny” do
resigning his post, effective next
Long before Victoria there was Ann, who waddled and wheezed her
became a bestseller despite trade revenues.
time
more
to
devote
to
Sept. 30,
The ballroom ops are adamantly way to the throne, and Mary„ who was odious to Protestants, and Elizaapathy at publication time.
personal writing.
beth,,
who was equally odious to Catholics. Both of them had faces that
Grove Press is publishing a new opposed to cutting the orchs into
be succeeded by John
He’ll
this coin and all overtures in this would have stopped 'pro-monarchist clocks.
Fischer, present general book edi- translation of Raymond Radiguet’s
Even in the case of Victoria, who had, as I say, youth in her favor,
direction by band managers have
tor of Harper & Bros. Lewis will “Count d’Orgel,” with a preface by
Radi- met. with an “are you crazy?” re- they had to dress up the males like peacocks to cover up the granite
continue with latter org as a vee- Jean Cocteau, this month.
the Queen. Prince Esterhazy of Hungary appeared for
pee and director; Russell Lyons guet 'is author of “Devil in the ply. As a result, some baiid mana- Simplicity of
gers are upping their guarantee the coronation procession from Buckingham Palace to Westminister
will be managing editor of Har- Flesh.”
uniform that dazzled the 400,000 visitors like nothAbbey
in
a
Magyar
the
they
believe
that
prices
since
per’s mag.
Composer Bob Merrill will be
ing since the last appearance of Halley’s comet. His uniform was enprofiled in the next two months by ballroom ops can well afford it.
crusted
with
pearls
and diamonds. Even his- boots sparkled with these
Whitney
Bolton,
for
Satevethe
To Appraise Spanish Pix
As with the theatre exhibs, the
Baron Valentin Mandelstamm, post; by Gene Cook for Life, candy-drink concessions in the precious stones.
Free Translation, of Course!
for
John
Emory
Lewis
Cue,
and
novelist and former French govballrooms are sometimes proving
ernment representative to Holly- Wilson for Theatre Arts.
Other males were similarly accoutered. All were crying for Techbetter revenue-producers than the
Foreign Film Movie Club, Inc., straight admissions. Many of the nicolor, which, alas, had yet to be- invented. Sarim Effendi, the Turkwood, left recently for Spain.
Author of 30 tomes, for 15 tomorrow (Thurs.) publishes its ballrooms have a table charge on ish Ambassador, who had known some pretty dazzling productions
years an adviser to the American first issue of Foreign Films News top of the admission price and around the Sultan’s harems, was so wonderstruck by the display that
Enlarged mag contains
film industry on pix dealing with for 1953.
this total is likewise not counted he could not take his place in line. He stood as if frozen to his steps
France, Baron Mandelstamm will articles by Vittorio De Sica and
and kept repeating, “All this for one dame?”
in the gross total.
do a series of magazine articles on Cesare Zavattini, among others.
I was reminded of this bon mot while watching the crowning of
In states where sale of liquor is
Spain and the Spanish film indusNew Signet paper-bound pocket
“Queen for a Day” in Hollywood recently. This one, too, cried for
try.
edition of ‘Tobacco Road,” Jack prohibited, the ballroom ops make
its
Kirkland’s dramatization of the considerable coin by serving ice color photography and when that day comes TV will experience
I suspect the London coronation
Gielgud Biog In Pix
Erskine Caldwell novel, has been and soda to ;accompany the bottles first landslide of public interest.
John Gielgud has been in the top published by New American Li- brought by the customers. These will be photographed in color and stashed away until that happy day
echelon of British actors a long brafy, with an introduction by the setups average a couple of dollars comes to the American fireside, but I doubt if it will- drive “Queen
time, but it’s questionable whether novelist.
per person per night. The ice, in- for a Day” from the throne room.
more than a minority will be willcidentally, has a big hole in the
This show could show empires how to pick queens. In the first place
ing (or able) to delve into their
center which makes it melt fast every gal In the audience is eligible. They all have numbers. Jack
pockets for his biog in pictures
and hence requires the customers Bailey, the m.c., and Jim Morgan call out numbers. Wheri they have
(John Lehmann, London; $4.25)
Phizzes
to order several times over an 21 they quit. They interview these and pick five whose stories seem
compiled by Hallam Fordham.
evening’s span.
to have the widest appeal. Most are soupy, a few are gay. “The Queen
Continued from page 1
It is a class production, printed
The orchs believe that they are is right here -in the joint!” Bailey informs them with a brashness that
on quality art paper, with illustra- hotels. Pretending to be prospecnow in a good bargaining posi- would get him sent to the Tower in London but is refreshing in Hollytions ranging from the traditional
tive theatre patrons, the detectives tion since ballroom business is wood.
family album to scenes from some
of his
best-known productions. allegedly asked about tickets for solid and since there is a limited
The throne is of stunning red velvet, with a black shield and crown
Preface by the compiler, and the “New Faces,” only to be told that supply of name bands available. on the back of the throne itself. Royal blue carpets lead to the throne,
personal narrative by Gielgud, the show was “sold out.” Sillman Many of the newer name bands Pagegirls abound. Once the queen is picked (by the amount of ap•was given a number of; affidavits have been working at modest guarmake interesting reading. Myro.
plause her story gains) the loot begins to pour in from all directions.
attesting to the situation.
antees for the past couple of years Five ensembles hit her almost as sooh as she is crowned, draped in an
Armed with these, the producer in order to put the dance band ermine cape and led to the throne. Practically every queen finds the
Veterans* Voices
With circulation limited to pa- reportedly went to see Lee Shu- business back on its feet. The emotional strain too much and gives way to tears.
tients in all Veterans Administra- bert, who operates the Royale, de- time has come, they think, to
It may be hard to understand how merchants can pour out this sort
tion hospitals and homes, a new manding an explanation and, on share in the ballroom ops’ prosof stuff day after day, but it has all been worked out that 15 seconds
mag has been formed under spon- threat of legal action, an imme- perity.
extolling a particular make of gasstove, multiplied by 523 stations
sorship of the Kansas City Alum- diate halt to the setup.
Shubert
across the country, is the cheapest form of advertising these people
nae of Theta Sibma Phi, national denied knowledge of such a scheme
can find. The fear that Quaker Oats, Old Golds, White King soap and
sorority fof women in journalism,
in putting a
promised
help
and
to
in cooperation With the HospitalFolger’s coffee, the sponsors of “Queen for a Day” on radio and TV,
Obituaries
ized
Veterans Writing Project, stop to it.
might get lost in the shuffle is not a fear shared by Jim Morgan, who
'
John Sullivan, head of the ticket
Inc., and VA’s Special Services.
handles the show, or the sponsors who pay for it.
page
63
Continued
<from
Titled Veterans’ Voices, the pub- agency, also denied knowing of any sss
Still, it must take a particular skill to wangle such merchandise and
lication will come out three times plan to discourage “Faces” sales. died in Chicago Jan. 25. Survived
keep it coming. Morgan has it. He wasn’t born with it. He acquired
a year. Contents will be devoted However, he claimed that some of by wife and three children.
it.
His full name is James Calvin Morgan, and nobody with a “Calvin”
entirely to stories, articles and his salesmen may have been rein his name comes into show business except the hard way.
poetry written by veteran patients. luctant to push tickets for the rebit
former
Roberts,
Edd
J.
60,
First. issue, already in distribution,
Up from Stock, Eh?
__
vue because Sillman had on sev- actor in films and more recently a
comprises 11 yarns and 19 poems.
He was born in Toledo and then sluiced into Culver Military Acaderal occasions refused to accept hotel operator, died Jan. 23 in
emy.
he
From there
went into stock in Hale Bros, department store,
cancellations of orders, thereby Forth Worth.
Irish-French Flavor
San Francisco. He worked up to a buyer for boys-wear and after
subjecting the agency to a loss for
Samuel Beckett, Irish' writer, has the amount involved.
mastering that phase of a pretty dry biz he got into womens’ ready-toThe projust published his third book in
C. C. Coleman, operator of the wear. By 1932 he had set himself up in bte repping 17 manufacturers
ducer declined yesterday (Tues.) to
French, in Paris. Beckett writes
Queen Theatre, Pilot Point, Tex., of women’s apparel.
discuss the entire affair.
since 1937, died Jan. 22 in that
directly in French and is better
After that he went into th-e manufacturing end. He thought he had
Checker Game
city.
known in France than in his native
According to reports in managera new idea for wdmen’s gloves and .in time had 50 people working for
land. Beckett also has a successful
ial circles, Shubert would like to
him. That gave him leisure. There were two things he could do with
offbeat play running in Paris, “En
Father, 86, of Ringling clown
Attendant Godot” (“Waiting For get “Faces” out of the Royale so Felix Adler died at his home in it. One was to play around more as a ham operator of radio; the
other was to finish, his education. It took him 16 years to get around
Godot”), at the Theatre Babylone. he can move “Maggie” there from
Survivors
la., Jan.
23.
Clinton,
Play is a symbolical charade on the National, which it must vacate include three other sons and two to the latter but he finally got a degree from the U. of California.
way
for
Meanyhile,
mid-March
to
make
he started backing into radio as a package dealer. Then
by
life and got good notices.
daughters.
KTAB, San Francisco, offered him the job of program director. When
Beckett’s “Malloy” created a lit- Cheryl Crawford’s production of
merged
with another outfit to become KSFO, the CBS outlet,
Real,”
the
new
TennesKTAB
“Camino
erary sensation in Paris after the
Margaret Ruth Fowler, 40, mo- Morgan moved up with -the merger.
war and will now be translated see Williams play. “Maggie” is
tion picture casting director, died
He had charge of all programs emanating from the Golden Gate
into English for the first time. due to open Feb. 18 at the NaJan. 23 of bums sustained in her
Exposition on Treasure Island in 1939. Ralph Edwards was a partBeckett has been known in Eng- tional. “The Bat,” current at the
Glendale, Cal., home.
land only for his essays on James house, must vacate Feb. 14 and will
time announcer on this project. Art Linjdetter had, a daily feature
Joyce, whom he served as secre- have to close unless It can obtain
called “Toast of the Town” which Morgan supervised. By 1945 he had
Ehlers (Ernest) Jensen, 54, for- completed that college course and earned himself a teacher's certificate.
tary. He is readying his next novel,, another theatre.
Ringling
Bros, clovim, died in
mer
which will be published in Paris
He may find use for it some day, but I doubt it.
Another, reported move in the
under title of “L’Innommable” Shubert checkers game of shows Omaha, Jan. 22. Wife and son
That same year he really flowered when the United Nations made
survive.
(“The Unnamable”).
its initial bow in San Francisco,
That earlier training at the Golden
and theatres is for “Love of Four
Gate Exposition made handling celebs ducksoup to the Morgue. He
Colonels,” which must vacate the
William A. Westerman, 42, chief coordinated networks and indies beautifully. After that he had offers.
London’s Legit Annual'
Shubert Theatre prior to the April
.A theatrical reference work, 10 premiere of “Can-Can,” the projectionist for Pathe Labora- Plenty, He joined Raymond Morgan (no relation) as a producer. Five
gives essential data on all the plays Feuer & Martin production of the tories, died Jan. 28 in Burbank, months later he was handed “Queen for a Day.” By June, 1951, he
Cal.
tor of Theatre World, the annual
had been upped to veepee in charge of all radio and TV.
new Cole Porter-Abe Burrows muhas become a standard guide for
The show has had its ups and downs, but through it all it has held
Shubert has reportedly
sical.
use in editorial offices.
Father, 80, of Ben Katz, UniverTheatre Guild the
a solid day-time* rating crowned mor& than 2,000 queens, giving each
the
promised
Edited by Frances Stephen, edisal’s midwest advertising and pub- That
of them 24 hours of the sort of high-class grind that people think is
which gives full coverage of Lon- Broadhurst for “Colonels.”
licity head,
died in Milwaukee
0
the lot of royalty the world over. Then they go home with their loot
don productions in the year from means that “Pal Joey, currently Jan. 28.
and the best wishes of 5,000,000 lookers and listeners. Until the next
June, 1951, to May, ’52, ’Theatre playing there at over the stop
one comes along.
World Annual” No. 3 (Rockliff, clause, would have to be shifted to
David B. Pidgcon, 76, brother of
“The Short and Simple Flannels of the Poor”
London; $2.50) is of utmost value another house or sent on the road, film actor Walter Pidgeon, died
to managers and producers, and presumably for a summer- run in
What do these queens want most? Well, glasses, false teeth, sewing
Jan. 30 in Toronto.
of the year, with illustrated features Chicago.
machines, and such crutches to the mean business of making a living,
pn a wide selection of the more
Also, “Touchstone,” which
Mother of William J. Murphy, run far ahead of luxury items on the “must” lists. One I recall wanted
important presentations. It is sim* opened last night (Tues.) at the
former orch leader,, died in Man- false teeth, sponge rubber gums and a sponge tongue. This sounded
ijar. in style and format to Theatre
strictly from science-fiction until she explained that she taught deafMusic Box, will have to leave, move chester, N. H., Jan. 29.
World' of' New Ybrk, and performs
mutes and with such a device could show them how the mouth worked
Feb. 14 to make way for
the same essential function on Or close
which is booked there Feb.
Walton Fay*DeCardo, 52, former to form certain sounds "and thus help moppets, whu had never heard
behalf of the London stage as the “Picnic,”
will have to exit stage and screen, actor,- died Jan. the sound of a human’ voice; ho^ to talk. P. S. She didn’t get the
“Bemardine”
19.
other does for Broadway. Myro.
crown.
thfe Playhouse ip’ a few more weeks 26 at his home in Burbapk, Cal.
Another, Mrs. Doris West, wanted an electric eel. Her son had
Likein favor of “Certain Joy.”
CHATTER
asthma and she understood electric eels cured asthma. The Amazon
Is Blue” will have to
“Moon
wise,
Grover
Liebig,
Henry
retired
68,
Lionel Barrymore’s novel, “Mr.
Cantonwlne,” will be published in leave the Miller to make room for film technician, died *Jan. 25 ‘in River is their habitat. Well, Morgan, et al, got her tne e.e. It slithered
around -the stage/ Everybody scrammed -but the TV cameraman stuck
a new show. And there inay be a Hollywood.
Hay.
to his post. To date no cure has been reported.
N. Y. City Ballet Co. ballerina conflict between “John Brown’s
for
the
“Carnival”
Tj^Q u il LeClerq has cover, story Body” and
Loyal S. Mole, 94, charter mem* It was Queen Charlotte Sophia, daughter of Prince Charles Louis
of February Cosmopolitan.
Century.
ber of Omaha Musicians Assn.,
Bennett Cerf, during his current
of Meckk burg-Stre litz, wife of George III.
Wrinkle in the agency sale of died Jan. 25 in Omaha,
*
< *
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Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town,” at

and Harold B. Miller, Crusade big-

London

gles.

Willie Bischoff’s name dropped
from gambling license application
for hew Casablanca hotel to start
building upon okay from' tax commish.
Gus Eyssell, prez of Rockefeller
Jack Entratter has Billy Eckstine
Centre, off to the* Coast for a
following current Edith

Michael Redgrave, British actor,
bkck tq England,
Actress Deborah Kerr in Gotham from the Coast for radio shows.
_

>

on deck
showcase at the Sands; Louis
- Blackburn Twins
&
to the Coast after a three-week Marion Colby-Betty & Jane Keanhoneymoon trip to New York.
Dominique sortie in March, and
Arthur B. Krim, president of Tallulah Bankhead nitery preem
United Artists, to the Coast for for May.
Fay Compton, Hermione Ginhuddles with indie producers.
gold and Elizabeth Allan volunCircuit chief Walter Reade, Jr.,
teered to produce a Coronation
to Europe for gander at foreign pix
pageant at the Albert Hall in May.
Pittsburgh
Laurence Olivier’s next Shakeas well as skiing in Switzerland.
By Hal V. Cohen
Kay Harrison, managing director
spearean film is to be a TechniNixon manager Bill Blair’s par- color version of “King Lear,”
of British Technicolor, returned to
anni.
London last week after a routine ents celebrated 64th wedding
which, will start rolling this sumHoofer Lou Starr has opened a mer.
Visit to the TJ. S.
Mack Millar coming in this week dancing school In the Golden TriThe Arts Theatre Club currentto help consolidate Feb. 27 Friars angle.
ly reviving Somerset Maugham’s
Vogue Terrace has dickers oh “The Breadwinner” with Ddnys
dinner for Bob Hope.
Metro exec William F. Rodgers for both Danny Thomas and Ray Blakelock and Sonia Dresdel in
returned to Florida after interrupt- Bolger.
the leads
Jackie. Hejler sailed on Caribing his vacation for several days
Max Thorpe, Columbia topper in
bean cruise of new Italian liner London, back in town after attendfor homeoffice confabs.
Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew’s Andrea Doria.
ing the company’s international
Joe Flynn back in town for first convention in Chicago, with his
veepee and treasurer, returned to
the homeoffice Monday (2) follow- time in six years, ahead of “The publicist Alan Tucker.
Country Girl.”
Seymour
and
Lesser
Julian
ing a week at the studio.
Jack Young, former record dis- Friedman in London for co-proMetro’s Elaine Stewart returned
to the Coast Friday (30) following trib here, has bought the Trinidad duction of- “The Saint Returns”
bally activity in connection with motel in Miami Beach.
with Exclusive Films. Louis HayGabe Rubin has. put some money ward arrived last week to do the
“The Bad and the Beautiful.”
Judy Balaban, daughter of Para- into the “White Cargo” revival starring role.
mount president Barney Balaban, starring Sarnia Gamal.
Ken Pitt, who handles Sara
Bob Dorfman around beating Vaughan and Alan Dean among
and Jay Kanter, of Music Corp. of
drums for Walt Disney’s “Peter other toppers, has broken away
America, to be married in April.
Impresario Sol Hurok is flying Pan” which opens Feb. 12 at War- from agent Harold Davis 9 n and
to London about mid-February to ner.
has opened his own offices in
Andy Battiston, theatre broker, Albermarle street.
.finalize details on next fall’s visit
of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet to In Pittsburgh Hospital checking up
Morton Fraser and his Harmonon injuries received in an auto ica Gang have been signed for one
America.
Teet Carle, Paramount studio crackup.
week at the Sporting Club, Monte
Jerry Walsh, Fulton manager Carlo, opening March 1, after
publicity manager, back to Hollywood after attending Paramount John Walsh’s 15-year-old daugh- which they play -three weeks at
and branch managers ter, made her TV debut on “Hap- the Olympia, Paris.
division
py’s Party.”
meeting.
Edmundo Ros, who recently
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Bros,
quit the Bagatelle Restaurant to
sales chief, and Mort Blumenstock,
operate the Coconut Grove, has
Miami Beach
pub-ad veepee; arrived in New
added “New” to the title, and has
York from the Coast over the
now turned policy of the spot
By Lary Solloway
weekend.
nitery into eatery.
from
Walter Winchell back in town
N. Peter Rathvon, film financier this week between TV-radiocasts.
and one-time prez of RKO, sailed
Jimmy Durante and troupe
for Paris on the Liberte last week checked into Walter Jacobs’ Lord
Barcelona
in connection with several pictures
Tarleton.
'he’s backing in France and Italy.
By Joaquin* C. Vidal-Gomis
Zero
Mostel
plays
first cafe date
USO-Camp Shows prexy James here, opening in Nautilus Hotel’s
S 911 I Grauman with his comSauter named to the 'public infor- Driftwood Room tonight (Wed.).
pany at Emporium nitery.
.mation committee of the Red Cross
Playwright-critic Wolcott Gibbs
Piano soloist Kenia Prochorowa
New
Greater
the
of
campaign.
.Fund
at Casa Marina in Key West for at the Palacio de la Musica for
.York chapters. He’ll head the some sun. Dean Murphy featured one concert.
radio-teevee bureau.
there.
Film star Aurora Bautista may
Harmonica virtuoso Larry Adler
Beachcomber management
is return to the stage, probably with
due In from England next week to back to strip policy after encoun- her own company.
join rehearsals for Leo Fuchs’ re- tering difficulty in booking top
Madame Cassel group of girls at
vue, “Fasten Your Belts,” opening names.
Folies
nitery.
Monna Baptiste,
Feb. 16 in Montreal. Adler reHolly woo d-By-The Sea stock thea- Calypso Joe and Coco-Te at the
British
of
the
tour
turns from a
tre. currently presenting Sally For- Buena Sombra.
Isles.
rest and Jeffrey Lynn in “See How
Galas Karsenty. French Co. at
Plans for a special N. Y. press They Run.”
the Romea for two weeks. Leads
preview of “Moulin Rouge” have
Dublin Players bring ‘Pygmal are being played by Michele Alfa,
been abandoned by United Artists. ion” into Dade County Auditorium Jean Marchat besides Madeleine
Instead, Fourth Estaters will be inFeb. 12. Current “South Pacific’ Lambert and pic star Bernard Noel.
cited to regular kleig-light preem starring Janet Blair playing to rec
Liceo opera house starts the
of the picture at the Capitol on
ord grosses.
Wagner season with “Parsifal.”
Feb. 20.
Edith
Piaf, Harry Mimnio and American pix on Spanish screens
- Sixty
New York exhibs were Louis Jordan set for Riviera be- are “Guilty of Treason” (UA),
guests of Paramount at a luncheon
ginning Feb. 20. Ray Bolger holds “Light Touch” (M-G), “Moonlight
in honor of Rosemary Clooney,
over to then, with Ames Bros., and Bay”-(WB), “Desert Hawk” (U)
yesterday (Tu'es.), It .was part of Copsey
dancers new in show.
and “Lydia Bailey” (20th).
‘the buildup for the songstress, who
Show biz colony at Roney Plaza
makes her pic bow in Par’s “The includes Ray Bolger, Joe E. Lewis,
week’s

visit.

Piaf
Peggy Lee and Brad Dexter back Armstrong'

Hollywood

the Excelsior.

British actor George Cole signed
on a longterm pact by Associated
British studios.
Vaughan Williams dedicated his
Seventh Symphony to Ealing StuErnest
director,
musical
dios
Irving.
of
role
for
Set
Harvey
Laurence
Romeo in J. Arthur Rank’s coproduction of “Romeo and Juliet”
which is to be filmed in Italy.

“Limelight”
fourth local

its
starts
at the Missouri

(UA)

week

Anne Baxter divorced John
Hodiak.
Don Siegel and Viveca Lindfors
*

and Manzoni. with prices dropped
from $1.50 to $1.
divorcing.
Carlo Dapporto’s new musical
Barney Glazer on the mend after
revue, “La Piazza,” written by Mi- virus pneumonia.
chele Galdieri, opening its Milan
Edmond O’Brien and Olga San
stand at the Teatro Lirico.
Juan in from N. Y.
Herbert von Karajan directed
Patricia Medina going to Lon“Lohengrin,” with Elizabeth don for Coronation.
Schwarzopf, Martha Moedl and
Dan
Terrell in from N. Y, for
Wolfgang Mindgassen at the Seala Metro publicity huddles.
Theatre.
George Seaton recovering from
Vickie Henderson back with pneumonia in Palm Springs.
“Cocorico,” musical being reprised
Eddie Cantor home from Palm
at the Mediolanum. Co-stars Fran- Springs to celebrate his birthday.
Durano,
Guistino
Spoicelli,
co
Edward Nassour postponed his
Dario Fo, Buck and Chick.
trip to Mexico City because of flu.
Nino Taranto’s revue, “ScioHarold Werthwein to Kansas
Scio,” and Roussin’s “La Petite City on business for Allied Artists.
Hutte,” latter with Carlo Ninchi,
Peggy Lee and Brad Dexter reOlga Villi, Aroldo Tier! and Leo turned from Manhattan honeyColeman, ending local runs.
moon.
Walter Chiari’s new musical,
Reginald Le Borg in from Lon“Tutto Fa Broadway,” a smash at don
where he directed “Bad
the Nuovo. Featuring Carlo Cam- Blonde.”
panini, Belle Tildy, Carmen DeAllan Wargon in town on busiLirlo, it is in the fourth week.
ness for National Film Board of
,

Canada.

.

.

.

’

.

•

.

Stars Are Singing.”
Bill McCaffery, agent for film
actor Robert Armstrong, is notifying producers and agents that another thesper of the same name is
not to be confused with the Hollywood star. Latter is currently livConsiderable
ing in New York,
confusion has arisen over the name

*

similarity.

TV

producer-panelist
Lawrence
Spivak, UA’s Mori Krushen, Irving
Caesar,
Metopera’s Robert

Memphis
By Matty

.

Howard Keel played host to Gen.
Antonio Gomez Lasco of Mexico
Warners.
Alfred Drake slated to head
Charles Crichton in from Engnext
suburban land to gather background mateproduction
for
group, Penn Valley Play Series, rial for a film.
Feb. 23.
Jean Parker returns to the stage,
Jeanne Moody got a release on at Sombrero Playhouse, for first
her Embassy Club booking (28) to time since birth of her son.
fulfill
a date with “Philco TV
Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas
Playhouse.”
an invitation to the
accepted
Billy Krechmer, clarinetist and
Cannes Film Festival in April.
owner of Jam Session nitery, in
to Florida to
Burnette
Smiley
lecture recital at Settlement Muopen a tour of 22 theatres in that
sic School (1).
and
Mississippi.
Alabama
state,
Joe RiCardel, injured in bus
Groucho Marx missed his first
crush on New Jersey turnpike, returned to podium in Ben Franklin scheduled performance in seven
years because of flu. TV show is
Hotel’s Garden Terrace.
Jerry Halpem and Ed Krensel, filmed.
Temple U. students, have -launched
Redbook holds its dinner-dance
Southern Music Co. which will is- Feb. 24 at the Bel Air Hotel, L.A.,
sue rhythm and blues disks.
to present its annual motion picParamount Pictures and Colum- ture awards.
bia Records are playing joint hosts
Armand Deutsch and Everett
at cocktail reception for Rosemary Freeman planed to Colombo, CeyClooney at the Ritz Carlton today lon, to round up scripting material

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

.

at

-

t

!

;

(Wed.).

for

ASCAP

“Green Fire.”

presented special scroll
to Mrs. Elsie Wagner Smith
on 60th anni. of family’s ownership
of Wagner’s Ballroom, said to be
oldest dance, spot in country under
(30)

Minneapolis

•

By Les Rees
one management.
Edgar Runke back with “The
Cathy Allen and Dick Merrick, Shrike” at Lyceum.
Mr. & Mrs. vocalists, are workAnnual St. Paul Winter Carnival
ing together at Ventura’s Open
current for nine days.
House, their first joint engagement
Pianist Artur Rubinstein soloist
since they sang with Jerry Wald’s with Minneapolis Symph.
orch six years ago.
Composer Aaron Copland here
for U, of Minnesota lecture.
Singer William Warfield made

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

local concert appearance.
Songstress Rosalind Courtright

first

Radisson Flame Room.
Four Lads doing a one-weeker
Hotel Minnesotan Panther Room
Main Street Club.
has
singing
comedienne Rusty
Ginger Clayton planed in to reWarren.
join “Ice Follies,” doing 11-day
Flu
prevented
Jesse L. Lasky
date at Arena.
from coming to St. Paul this week
Ross & West teamed up on Statas a guest of the Winter Carnival,
ler Terrace Room’s current bill
Mardi Gras celebration.
with Warner & McGuire, dance
Harold J. Alford, U. of Minneduo.
sota concert and lecture supervisor,
-Frank Amato, singing fireman, appointed
chairman of American
signed to platter contract by Jack
Educational Theatre association’s
Gale of local Triple-A Records
1953 theatre touring projects.
into Hotel
*

at

Studio.

Bob

Brescia

and Benny Goodman, who
femlyn Williams as Charles Dickcommutes to Boca Raton for golf- ens pencilled in for Auditorium
ing with pro Tommy Armour there March. 12.
Annual Shrine Circus skedded
for eight-day run beginning Feb.
14 at City Aud.
Portland, Ore.

Merrill,

,

Ancell,.

Hipp’s

assistant

manager, resigned to manage a
Walter Reade house in Asbury

San Francisco

Park, N. J.

By Ted Friend
Giovanni into Italian Village.
Margaret Whiting doing the

Current nitery lineup includes
Art Lund at Vogue Room, Dorothy Dandridge at Towne Casino,

hills.
Ed Williamson, Memphis film singer Audree Norris at Encore^ seven
Sophie Tucker opening at Fairdistrib, upped to southwest district Club and Larry Brooks at Alpine
mont Feb. 10.
Village.
manager
for
WB.
Las Vegas, Her.
er Club.
Alfred Hitchcock making the
Suzan Ball flew in for national
Jimmy Palmer and orch along
Mona McCall, Wilbur Hall & with
eatery rounds.
By Bill Willard
Joni Lynn into Peabody Hotel preem of “City Beneath the Sea”
^
Billy Eckstine at Venetian Room
Dorothy Lamour lilting at Last Renee, and Moore & Mayo held for Skyway roof for two weeks.
at Palace to make personals with
second week at Amato’s.
Frontier.
Ed White,. WMCT news chief, Frank Westmore, makeup director, of Fairmont Hotel.
Fred Waring & Pennsylvanians
Flip. Phillips, Buddy Rich and
Sugar Ray Robinson drawing top
4
play a one-niter concert at the now featuring weekly TV film re- and Lieut. Harry E! Rieseberg, Hank Jones into Blackhawk.
biz at Sahara.
ports of legislators from Nashville. author of filmed story.
Sonja Henie ice show set for 11.Kay Starr opens tomorrow Auditorium tonight CWed.).
Fred Waring and his crew cardJoshua Logan ^ and. „ Lawrence
“The Biggest Show” with Stan
(Thurs.) at the Flamingo.
ed for one-nighter .(Feb.. 27) at Langner, here to polish William day run at Cow Palace starting
Hildegarde begins two frames Kenton Orch, Nat, (King) Cole, Robinson’s Auditorium in Little Inge's “Picnic”
Feb. 12.
at 'Hanna,
inLouis Jordan’s Tympany Five,
today (Wed.) at El Rancho.
Lochinvar Room and Wee Kiltie
Rock.
spected Cleveland Play House’s
Ethel Waters tb make her Vegas June Hutton and several variety
Katharine Cornell hooking in three auditoriums and Karamu Bar at Mark Hopkins are. town’s
plays
one-niter
Aud.
acts
at
todebut Feb. 10 at Desert Inn.
newest click spots.
“The
Constant
Wife”
(Feb. 10-11) Theatre plant during stay here.
Little Theatre wound up week’s morrow night (Thurs.).
Thomas Coakley, former orch
been cancelled and pencilled
Tony Buttitta, advance man for has
stand of “See How They Run” with
leader, newly appointed Superior
in for the fall.
the Betty Hutton variety revue,
fair b.o.
Judge of Maripose County.
Patt McDonald, former* ‘NARTB
Omaha.
The Abel Greens and Joe Schoen- was in town for a couple of days district chief and now managing
felds in from Hollywood at the conferring with Paramount Thea- KWFC, Hot Springs, checked
By Glenn Trump
in
tre
manager
Oscar
Nyberg.
Show
Sands and making rounds.
here for the weekend.
Rudy Vallee due in at Angelo’s
Wilbur Clark’s Colonial House set for Feb. 20 has heavy advance.
Rome
Theatre owner David Flexer has Friday ( 6 ).
nearing completion but only as de
wrapped his donater-as-you-leave
Earl Graves combo playing at
By Helen McGill Tubbs
luxe $350,000 motel sans gambling.
policy at Ritz-nabe house with bet- Copacabana.
Orson Welles in from Naples to
Movement to begin shortly
ter than par biz.
House now opJerry Altes, organist, in at Regis prepare two films.
Chicago
among acts and chorus lines' to
erating at normal sked with b.o. Hotel’s White Horse Inn.
Balinese
Dance Group at the
Bennett
Cerf
in
lecture
town
for
office
open up an AGVA, regional
7
opened again.
Mort Wells orch^ continues at Quattro Foptane Theatre.
dates.
here.
Garden
in Legion Club.
Palm
Jennifer
Jones
Lauren
Bacall
making
starts “Beat the
the
rounds
David Rose orch and packet,
C. E. Laustrup, Council Bluffs Devil” with John Huston in Feb“Annie Get Your Gun” tabshow, of Loop department stores,
music dealer, celebrating his 43d ruary.
Gibby’s threw a party for the
and George Raft revue are Flaanni in music biz,
Irene Pappas, Greek actress,
casts of “Point of No Return” and
mingo -futures.
By' R F. Hawkins
Walter Harrold Quintet, featur- signed for role in “Moroccan InGordon Jenkins’ “Manhattan “Call Me Madam” last week.
ing
Bill Parr, opened at the Cave cident.”
Sergiu Celibidache here to baton
Marshall Migatz, strawhat proTowers” revue signed by Joe
under Hill. Hotel.
Glaser
office
for
Italian director Marie Soldati
Thunderbird ducer at Hinsdale,. 111., in town a concert at the Nuovo.
Bill Miskell of Tri-States has signed a contract -for an AngloPianist Maria Tipp in for single
fully recuped after long hospital
* three-weeker in April.
booked Van Heflin’s “The Shrike” Italian picture to start in Februconcert at Little Theatre.
Kalantan, Silver Slipper exotic siege.
terper, now under wing * of David
Gomposer Ennio Porrino here to for a downtown spot in April.
Roy Williams; art director for
ary.
^
11 4
Ballet
Unit composed of Vic Hyde,
Robel, Metro dance director, with Walt Disney, in for the world direct his own compositions at the
State
The
Yugoslav
comedy; Betty Lee, baton twirling; stranded in Genoa. Unable to get
new chores in rehearsal.
preem of “Peter Pan” at State- Nuovo.
Jimmy McHugh composed an- Lake Feb. 5.
“The Planter’s Wife” is the Eng- Bruce Sidlinger, trampoline; Bob their permits in time for schedthem for “Crusade For Freedom”
Sally Benson, Leonard Key and lish-lingualer at the Angelicum- and Diane, roller skaters; Kumar, uled concert, it had to go on to
while at El Rancho Vegas, receiv- Luther Greene in for the pre- Quirinetta.
balancer; and Loup River Boys other cities in Italy to pick up
ing official nods of approbation Broadway opening* of “Josephine”
Peppino De Filippo’s new play, touring state for employer-em- enough money for tne return trip
from Admirals Chester B, Nimitz at the Selwyn.
‘To Sono Suo Padre,” replaces ployee parties.
to Belgrade.

By Ray Feves
Kate Murtah headlining
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had been associated with the

oil

OBITUARIES

Surviving are his wife and four
sons.
<

GEORGES ZASLAWSKY

Georges Zasl'awsky, 72, former
manager, died Ja^. 31 in Baltilonghair conductor and founder of
Stanley. Logan, 67, legit and film more of a heart attack. Burman,
the
Beethoven Symphony Orch of
and who published the Home News in
director,, actor
producer,
New York.' Baltimore, had been a stage man- N. Y., -died Jan. 28 in N; Y. Zaswriter, died Jan. 30
lawsky,
born in Kiev, was a forBorn in England, Logan made liis ager for various Shubert produc-

STANLEY LOGAN

m

tions from about 1919 to 1930. He mer director of the St. Petersburg
was stage manager for the original Philharmonic orch in the Soviet.
He came to the U. S. in 1925 and
worked in the same capacity on in 1927 formed the Beethoven
“Maytime” and “Little Miss Sim- Symphony which folded in 1929
with the filing of a bankruptcy peti“The Fairy Uncle.” After that, he plicity.”
Burman had also been associ- tion. In 1940 he appeared at Carappeared in 24 plays, with lead
negie Hall, N. Y., fronting another
“Peter
Pan,”
ated
with
hits
as
Weber
Fields
in
such
roles in
“Odd Man Out,” “Milestones,” “Snapshots” and had stage man- short-lived group, the New York
aged
“The
number
Orchestra. His last public appearand
Man
Who
a
of
benefits
in
conFair”
“Vanity
nection with the formation of Ac- ance was in 1948 when he conductStayed Home.”
tors’
Equity.
In
1945
his
play,
ed a ‘concert at the Met for the
In 1923 Gilbert Miller brought
Logan to the U. S. to appear in “Happily Ever After,” written- in benefit 'of the United Nations Apcollaboration
with
Kirkley,
Donald
peal
for Children.
“Little Miss Bluebeard.” He stayed
was given a Broadway production
Wife and two sisters survive.
on and for the next five years perat
Biltmore
Gene
the
Theatre
with
plays
such
as
“The
Dark
formed in
Angel,” “The Last Night of Don Lockhart starring.
CHARLES G.
Wife, a son, two daughters,
Juan,” “Sherlock ‘Holmes,” “Loose
Charles G. Couch, 83, former
Ends,” “The Padre,” “The Dark,” three brothers and, a grandchild
theatre owner in Carnegie, Pa.,
“Her Cardboard Lover,” “Her survive.
and operator of its first nickeloFirst Affair,” “People Don't Do
deon, died Jan. 17 in that city.
Such Things,” “Mrs. Dane’s DeMRS. CHARLES RICHELIEU
“Within the Law” and
fense,”
Mrs. Charles Richelieu, wife of He was the owner of the Grand
“The Sacred Flame.”
the longtime Central Pennsylva- and Carnegie for many years and
From 1928‘to 1933 he was asso-. nia 'exhib and his active partner in also operated a sign-painting busidated with Lee Shubert as a di- the theatre business for 40 years, ness. Couch was the first out-ofrector and staged “A Modern Vir- died Jan. 15 in
Pittsburgh exhib 'to affiliate with
St. Petersburg,
gin,” which marked Margaret Sulr
the old Exhibitors League, headed
after a long illness. Mrs. RichHe also Fla.,
lavan’s Broadway bow.
the still active Fred J. Herringelieu worked as an organist at by
directed Frank Morgan in “To-,
numerous film houses in the state. ton, in 1909.
paze.” Other shows staged by him
Couch ’was a direct descendant
playing
her
husin
She
continued
included “Alice Sit-by-the-Fire,”
of a family that arrived in this
“The Young Sinners,” “The Red band’s houses until the advent of country from England in 1640. One
“Security,”
“Broadway sound.
Robe,”
ancestors, Nathan Couch of
In 1939 the Richelieus sold their of his
Nights,” “His Majesty’s Car,” “As
Virginia, built Fort Couch, the first
Good as New,” “Colonel Satan” theatres in Pennsylvania and fort west of the Alleghenies, to
moved to Tarpon Springs, Fla.,
and “Society Girl.”
protect settlers from the Indians.
In 1933 Logan went to Holly- where they built the Tarpon Thea^Surviving are his wife, son and
wood where he worked for Warner tre. Later they acquired the Vogue daughter.
Gulf
the
His initial film job was as in New Port Eichey and
Bros.

theatrical bow in that cQuntry in
1903 at the Theatre Royal, Middlesborough, in “Lights o’ LonHis London debut came
don ”
four years later in the short-lived

production of “Blossom Time” and

&

COUCH

]

’

In

JOHN KING
(January
co-director on “Twenty Thousand
Years at Sing Sing.” He later di-

My

“My* Son,

rected

“First Lady.”

He was

and

Son”

co-director

on “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”
and dialog director for “Charge ofthe Light Brigade.”

Logan exited Warner in 1940 to
Edward Small Productions

and

recently*'

“Five
Prisoner of

appeared

*

cast

wife, .Odette

Myrtil,

rau-

sicomedy and nitery performer, a
stepson, two daughters and a son
by a previous marriage survive.

EDWIN

A.

NICHOLAS

Edwin August Nicholas,

59, In-

Telephone & Telegraph Corp. exec and a former
president of the Farnsworth Radio

ternational

& TV

Corp., died Jail. 27 in Fort

Wayne.

Nicholas

was the

first

STANLEY LOGAN
January

30, 1953

Beloved husband of
Services

Last

.

1

ODETTE MYRTIL
Monday from

THE UNIVERSAL CHAPEL,

Lexington Ave. at 52d Street.

Lionel Belmore, 85, retired stage

ALAN CURTIS

and screen actor, died Jan. 30 in
ne Harry Ueber- Hollywood’s Motion Picture Counroth,
died Feb. 1 in try House where he had been a
New York a week after undergoing resident since its opening 11 years
a kidney operation. At the time ago,
A native of England, Belof the operation his heart had more made his debut on the Lonstopped beatiilg for a minute but don stage and came to this counwas massaged by the surgeon until try shortly after the turn of the

Alan

Curtis, 43,
film actor,

started beating again.
century. After a number of years
Among the films in which Cur- in Broadway legit he moved to
tis appeared were “Mannequin,” Hollywood
as a character actor
“New Wine,” “Pirates of Capri,” and appeared in films at virtually
“Apache Chief,” “Enchanted Val- every studio.
“Philo Vance’s Secret Misley,
Survived by a brother and sister,
sion,” “Shady Lady,” “The Naugh- actress Daisy
Belmore.
ty Nineties,” “See My Lawyer,”
“Two Tickets to London,” “PhanGUSTAV A. FALZER
tom Lady,” “The Invisible Man’s
Gustav A. Falzer, 68, former
“Hitler’s
Revenge,”
Madman,”
“Gung Ho,” “Follow the Boys,” sports broadcaster, died Jan. 26 in
“The Daltons Ride Again,” “High Orange, N. J. Falzer, who had been
Sierra,” “Sergeant Madden” and a New Jersey sports writer and
announcer until, his retirement in
“The Duke of West Point.”
He was formerly married to 1948, was credited with handling
the
first coast-to-coast airing of a
actress Ilona Massey.
college football game when PrinceSurviving are two brothers.
ton played Chicago in 1922. He
was also credited with the first
ISADORE C. WIERNIK
play-by-play account of a World
Isadore C. Wiernik, 53, manager
Series when the Giants played the
of Warner’s Strand, Philly, died as
Yankees
in 1921.
the result of a .car crash Jan.
Wife, a daughter and five sisters
31 while on his way to open the
survive.
*
theatre. His car collided with an
it

*

:

‘

/

to the Valley

.

•

in 1948.

Following the takeover of Farnsworth by IT&T in 1949, Nicholas
went with the parent org where he
negotiated a number of important
licensing agreements with, other
companies. For many years he was
a director of the Radio Manufacturers Assn., now the Radio & Television Manufacturers Assn.
At
the time of his death, he was a

BIRTHS

MAYER

Bom

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kogen,
son, Chicago, Jan. 28.
Father is
Chicago Sun-Times drama critic
He came here in 1913 to super- and author.
vise construction and operation of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shanrifelt,
one of the first commercial trans- daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Jan.
22.
atlantic radio stations, at TuckerMother is daughter of Marty and
ton, N. J,
Belle Weisberg, nitery concession-

Mayer worked both

in the U.
his native country.

and

HERBERT LUBlN

JOHN KHATTAR

John Khattar, 76, for the last 30
*tion picture producer, died Jan. years an exhibitor, died in Sydney,
N.
His death followed
S., Jan. 24.
illafter
long
a
29 in Hollywood
ness, He was one of the organizers within about two weeks of that of
wrestler, gold
his
brother,
Joseph,
Corp.
of the old Metro Pictures
and an exec of that company from and coalmine operator- and exhib.
the Casino,
Deceased
owned
had
Later he formed
1916 to 1924.
Petrova Pictures Corp. and pro- in the Whitney Pier section of
Sydney,
which
managed
by a
is
director of several IT&T subsid duced a number of films starring
Barbara LaMarr for distribution son, George. He had also operated
companies.
the
Lyceum
years.
for
some
through First National.
Wife and a daughter survive.
Survived by three sons and five
In .1927 Lubin moved to New York
where, as head of Associated Pic- daughters.
HOWARD A. BURMAN
tures Corp. he helped to finance
JAMES G. WINTERS
Howard A. Burman ( Burm ), 53, and build the Roxy Theatre, which
Baltimore mugg for Variety, play- he sold four years later to Fox
James G. Winters, 38, saxo*
wright and former legit stage •Theatres Corp. In recent years he phonist who had toured with the
Herbert Lubin, 66, pioneer mo-

S.

aires there.

DR.

GUSTAV STRUBE

Mr. and Mrs. Regis Provost,
sym- daughter, Lewiston, Me., Jan. 20.
phony conductor-composer, died Mother is daughter of George
Feb. 2 In Baltimore.
He helped Marlier, head, of sales promotion
organize and was first conductor of WDTV, Pittsburgh.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lazare,
of the Baltimore Symphony, and
former first violinist and assistant daughter, Jan. 22, N, Y. Mother,
conductor of the Boston Sym- Betty Groff, is freelance pressphony. He wrote operas, concertos, agent; father is WNEW disk jockDr.

Gustav

Strube,

85,

1

etc.

ey.

Mr.

and Mrs.

John

Madigan,

daughter,’ Jan. 23, Orange, N. J.
is news-special events director for ABC-TV network.

Father

MORRIS REINES

-

Reines, 82, a former
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Noble,
of the New York Philhar- Jr., twin son and daughter, Jan,
monic Symphony, died Feb.l in 18, N. Y. Father is a radio director
the Bronx! He had also played with with ABC networK.
Squsa’s hand and the Metropolitan
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Yeager, son,'
Opera orch.
Hollywood, Jan. 29. Father is film-

Morris

member

Surviving are three sons, Abra- publicist.
ham, Leo and Nathan, who play
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Penn, son,
with _the NBC, Cincinnati and Cleveland, Jan. 20. Mother (MariHouston Symphonies.
lyn Eggers) is a former Coast publicist.

WILLIAM TONG
William Tong,

53,
29 at

trumpet play-

the Sawtelle,
died Jan.
Veterans Hospital.

Cal.,

LIONEL BELMORE

Four other children survive.

ambulance taking three soldiers
PATRICK HENRY CROSBY
Forge Army Hospital.
At Temple Univ. Hospital physiPatrick Henry Crosby, vet actor,
cians were unable to say whether died Jan. 26 in Nyack, N. Y. Crosby,
he died from the accident or from who made his stage debut in 1894,
a heart attack.
appeared in “The Weavers,” “The
Wiernik had returned to work Christian,”
“Misleading
Lady,”
a week ago after being hospital- “Captain Barrington” and “Sign of
ized 10 weeks for a heart ailment. the Cross.” He played vaude under
Injured^ in the crash was the the management of Lewis & GorStrand’s assistant manager, Law- don and also appeared with the
rence Leopold. Wiernik had been late May Robson in “The Spider”
manager of the Strand for 25 at the Music Box, N. Y.
Crosby made his last appearance
years and \w;s associated with
advisory board. He exited in 1938
some 30 years, from the in support of AI Jolson in “Wonto become prexy and director of chain for
days
of the Stanley Co. of America. derbar” at -the former Nora Bayes
Farnsworth, becoming chairman of
Theatre, N. Y.
His wife and a son survive.
Us board

manager of United Wireless Co.’s
Cleveland station and at one time
was also superintendant of the
Great Lakes Division" of the Marconi Co.
He went to New York
in 1924 as veepee and general manager of the Radio Corp. of America
and four years later became veepee
of that company’s Radiola division.
In 1931 he was made veepee in
charge of sales for RCA Victor and
in 1934 manager
RCA’s licensing division and a member of its

WDTV

er,

Salzer.

in

Fingers” and “The
His writing efforts inZenda.”
cluded the adaptation of “Topa'ze,”
“The Padre” and “The Red Robe.”
Up until four weeks ago Logan
had been touring in “The Suspects,” in which he had the lead.
Show closed out of town when Logan became ill and had to leave the
His

Davis, 58, film exhib,
died in West Plains, Mo., Jan. 30.
He had operated theatres there
and in several other areas of south-

ern Missouri and Illinois.
Davis also was a noted sports2, 1952)
man, being chairman of the board
of the National Wildlife Federation. For many years he had been
in Venice, Fla. After selling these active in the Conservation Federaproperties, they leased a bank tion of Missouri, serving three
He entered
building in 1949 in downtown St. terms as president.
Petersburg and remodeled it into theatre business in West Plains
the first-rim State, which is being after service in World War I.
Surviving are his wife, son and
operated by Richelieu, his son,
Charles, Jr ., and son-in-law, Rock daughter.

join

&

Dean W.

Memoriam

bands, in-

Dorris Carr to Dan Bonfiglij
Engel’s, in the
Albany area, died Jan. 24 in Al- Reno, Jan. 24. Bride is San Franbany after an extended illness. cisco radio actress; groom heads
Guild agency.
Born in England. Winters had lived Bonfigli, Bascom
Norma Dundorf to Moe Woolsey,
in Albany for 25 years. His late
father, Robert A. Winters, was Pittsburgh, Jan. 24. Bride is asba’nd director at Christian Broth- sistant tiaffic manager of
erls Academy there.
there; groom is a TV director.
June Myers to Sandford Wolff,
Survived by his wife, two daughChicago, Jan. 22. Bride is TV acters, a son and a brother.
tress; groom is theatrical attorney.
Violetta Elvin to Seigbert J.
WILLIAM V. GOLDIE
Weinberger, Jan. 27, Milan. Bride
.William V. Goldie, 75, theatrical is a ballerina with the London
lawyer, died Jan, 28 in New York Sadler’s Wells ballet; groom is a
after a heart attack. Partnered in writer.
the law firm of Goldie & Gumm.
E s t a 1 a Rodriquez to Grant
he had renoed such clients as Todd Withers, Reno, Jan. 31. Bride is a
Duncan, Ethel Waters, Lena Horne. Cuban dancer, known professionalRose Murphy, Charles (Chic) Sales, ly as Estelita; groom is a film actor.
Rex Ingram. George (Doc) Rockwell, the DeMarcos, and the Harry
Von Tilzer music publishing firm.
•
Wife survives.
Mr. and Mrs, Leonard Rich, son,
BurDank, Cal., Jan. 23. Father is a;
technician at Technicolor.
DR. EMIL E.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Zahner,
Dr. Emil E. Mayer, radio and
Hollywood,
Jan.
25.
electrical engineer, died Jan. 30 in daughter,
New Rochelle, N. Y., 'of a heart Mother is Dorothy Zahner, Columailment.
in Germany, Dr. bia publicist.

Freddie

cluding

Surviving are two daughters.

DEAN W. DAVIS

MARRIAGES

Jan Campbell Continental orch and

who had played with

industry.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garcio, daughHollywood, Jan. 30. Father is
a film stuntman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Manza, son,
San Francisco, Jan. 29. Father is
ter,

In his earlier years he was a comic on Del Courtney TV show
soloist with Sousa’s band and later there.
with those of Arthur Pryor, Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Don Riggs, daughSimon and Herbert L. Clark. He ter, Shelby, O., Jan. 24. Father is
played taps at Sousa's funeral.
announcer at WHKC, Columbus.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gove)
son, Manchester, N. H., 'Jan. '24.
R, J. ELLSWORTH
Father is an engineer at
Robert J. Ellsworth, 58, Metro there.
salesman, died Jan. 30 in Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Pogoda,
Heights, N. Y., after suffering from daughter, N. Y„ Jan. 24. Mother
a heart condition for a number of is daughter of Max Blackman,
Ellsworth had originally Warner’s homeoffice exec.
years.
joined Metro as a booker in 1919.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hunter, son,
A son, two daughters and three Long Beach, Cal., Jan. 27. Father
grandchildren survive.
is a radio producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Kooper, twin
sons,
Mineola, L. I., Jan. 31.
J. K. MCDONALD
Father
is contactman with Walt
J. K. McDonald, 67, former film
Disney
Music.
producer and cafe operator, died
Mr.
and
Mrs. Paul Haakon,
Jan. 31 in Stockton, Cal. McDonHollywood,
Jan.
26.
ald was a producer for First Na- daughter,
Mother,
Myles Haakon, is an
Dean
tional for five years during the
His pix included “Penrod assistant dance director; father is
’20s.
a dancer and choreographer.
and Sam” and “Boy of Mine.”
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Barrett,
Wife, a sister and a brother sur- son, Jan.
30, New York. Father is
vive.
manager of operations and sales
service for WCBS-TV, N. Y.
LEO F. ABRAMS
Mr. and Mrs. Burt M. Harris,
Leo F. Abrams, "57, architect and daughter, Denver, Jan. 26. Father
builder, who designed and con- is head of Western Television Prostructed a number of midwest the- ductions.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Diskin,
atres and drive-ins, died of a heart
daughter, Glen Cove, N. Y., Jan.
ailment in St. Louis Jan. 19.
24. Father is TV director with ABC
prez
He
Sol
..

WKBR

-

•

,

was
of
Son Construction Co.

Abrams

&

network*
.Mr. and Mr$. Gilbert Miller,
daughter, Chicago, Jan. 31. Mother
FRED D. PREBLE
is the former Vivian Allan (Allan
Fred D. Preble, 59, production Sisters); father is member of the
manager of Family Films, died Jan. Chords, comedy-musical act.
26 from a heart attack during a
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lapidus,
business conference in his Holly- daughter, Feb. 2, New Haven.
wood office.
Father is hooker and buyer for
His Wife survives.
Warner Theatres in New Haven,
and son of Jules Lapidus,
eastern
and Canadian division
Barney Goss, 77, former finansales manager.
cial editor of the Los Angeles Examiner and father of Frank Goss,
CBS newscaster, died Jan, 28 at
the Veterans Hospital in Sawtelle,

WB

O’Connor, Cantor

Cal.

|

Continued from page 1
screen
a week’s time. In addition to Canwriter, died Jan. 25 in- Los Angeles.
For -years she was a member of tor and O’Connor* the alternating
the Southern California Press Club. comics on Colgate will include
Martin and Lewis, Bob Hope and

i

Mina Sloane

Snell,

70,

Abbott and

Costello. It is consid-

who ered likely that Jimmy Durante
“Home Forum” program and Martha Raye will join the ro-

Father, 82, of Janet Ross,

has the

on

KDKA,

home

in

Pittsburgh, died at his
City, Fla., Jan. 25.

Dade

Joseph Flofian,

60, veteran

mo-

picture projectionist at
Sky-Hi Drive-In, Elmhurst,

111.,

tion

(Continued on page

fil)

the

tating

list

when

“All Star Revue”

folds.

Another possibility is. that General Foods, now sponsoring Hope
six times a week on radio, may prevail on him to also swing over
to TV.
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Current Legit Season Answers Query

Less than 24 hours after the Fed-

By ABEL GREEN

'

AGVA lifts D J.

basis,

and that takes

TOthy Caldwell

Strings

Vaude and nitery performers
now be permitted to appear
cuffo on cafe-emanated disk jockey
shows,' according to a new rule
passed by the national board of
American Guild of Variety Artists
last week. New rule stipulates that
a performer may be interviewed on
deejay shows JLf his efforts are confined to gab without gags, songs,
stories -or any portion of his act.
They’re not permitted to answer
telephones.
However, the snapper is that
talent must make sure that the
member
disk jockey is an
and that the spot from which the
broadcast emanates is signed to an
minimum basic agreement.
conThe stipulations by
continued, on page 16)

Play

will

4,009

Up

$2-4,000,000

AGVA

The recent death of hillbilly perAGVA
former-composer Hank Williams
and the resulting phenomenal pub?
lie interest in his tunes have cued a
new and intensive search hy both Niagara of Protests
publishers and diskerS'for another
“Irving Berlin of the backwoods.”
Stalling Its
Cues
While Williams held a unique spot
between $8,000,000 and
tribute
as the No. 1 composer in the counMarilyn Monroe Disks $ 10 000 000
try field, industry execs believe
Percentage of distrib income
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
that they haven't .yet scratched the
from the ozoners has been rising
surface in uncovering other folk
The berth of a sexboat is not
(Continued on page 16)
writers with the same click con- necessarily a downy one. Protests
sistency.
are* pouring in to 20th-Fox over
The impact of Williams’ death is Marilyn Monroe’s latest, “Niagara."'
still growing in the disk field. His Many of the protests are from orHST's Private Channel
own disks, cut under his own name ganized women’s groups, clubs,
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
and that of Luke The Drifter,, have etc.,’ but there are also many from
WBAF-TV, NBC-TV affiliate
been selling more Strongly, since individual women deploring effect
he died early last month and Miss Monroe's frank characterizahere, is knocking off part of
commercial
high-rated
the
M-G-M Records, for which he cut, tion has upon their children, hushas been receiving checks for up bands or sweethearts as the case
stanza, “Show of Shows," to
to $50 by customer^ who want may be.
take a CBS-TV sustainer Saturday (14), Columbia’s lensing
‘everything that Williams has put
Protests possibly have something
on records."
of a speech by Adlai StevenAdvance order on to do with 20th’s tabling releas’e
two Williams albums being issued by
son.
Records of two songs
by M-G-M also indicate that they which Miss Monroe disked. One
Behind the ripley is the fact
be among the company's all- is “Kiss," from the film. Other Is
that WBAF-TV is the only
time bestselling sets. It recalls the the standard “Do It Again."
channel in town, and trimming
late Jimmy Rogers, Victor country Records feels it is sitting on some
“Show of Shows" is the only
singer who continued to be a best- “very hot" sales items but the
way the Stevenson talk can be
seller years after he died.
caught by a local citizen who
studio, in View of circumstances,
Slim Willetts, composer of the reportedly feels that they are too
recently returned to these
parts, one Harry S. Truman,
(Continued on page 61)
incendiary at this time.

MGM

.

i’

,

'

MGM

*

MGM

SR0 in Ark.

Ozoners In
Rentals

AGVA

,

,

try, Robert E. Kintner, president
Carlo in ’54. He is show-minded,
of the broadcasting division of the
in “Birth of a Nation," “Gone with an eye to international pro- merged company, and Leonard H.
With the Wind," “South Pacific," jects, particularly with Yank film Goldenson,
United
Paramount
“Tobacco Road," “Quo Vadis," and radio influences, and “Loew’s prexy and president of the new
“Life
With Father,” “Greatest Monte Carlo" may become a regu- company, initiated a speedy seShow On Earth,” “Abie’s Irish lar show biz jump.
quence of events:
Rose" and Cinerama.
1.) With a new reservoir of $30,The show biz cliche “fabulous"
000,000 in funds now placed at
fits Las Vegas like Marilyn MonABC’s disposal, an indebtedness (to
roe’s dirndl.
banks and insurance companies)
This Nevada desert resort eviapproximating some $12,000,000
dences anew the rugged American
will be substantially paid off, thus
custom of blinding themselves to
putting the network on an immethe antecedents and the dubious
( Continued
on page 30)
backgrounds of any operation so
long as they get their kicks. CurMemphis, Feb. 10.
In another
rently it’s gambling.
Memphis’ censor board ran true Writers Also Will Have
(Continue^ on page 61) to form, sans chairman Lloyd T.
Binford, and put the kibosh to
To Script Their Stuff
“Tragic Ground" after its preem
here last Tuesday (3) at the Arena
In 3-D—Arthur Schwartz
Theatre, as a “filthy, obscene exhibition,"
Hollywood, Feb, 10.
Arenji
general manager Sam
Arthur Schwartz; who is writing
McCulloch, who adapted the play a completely new score of the Cin’53;
from Erskine Caldwell’s bestseller, erama production of last season's
thereupon took “Tragic Ground/’ Broadway.,; legit musical, “Paint
plus cast, sets, etc., to the Planta- Your Wagon," is of the opinion
’
tion Inn, a honky-tonk nitery in that songs will have to be written
West Memphis, Ark., after a regu- in the new third-dimension. Alan
lar West Memphis house was also Jay Lerner, librettist of the legitApproaching opening of the denied him.
er who is dittoing on the 3-D verdrive-in season will see ozoners
West Memphis, located 10 miles sion, is of like opinion. The origireaching the 3,500 mark, according from downtown Memphis across nal score by Frederick Loewe is
to company estimates. Count by the Mississippi River, has from being virtually scrapped in line
end of '53 season should hit 4,000. time to time served as a “haven" with the “third-dimension" thinkDrive-ins, which last year brought for
Binford-banned films, legit ing of production chief Louis B.
the distribs $6,000,000 in film rent(Continued on page 55)
(Continued on page 15)
al, this year are expected to 'con-

on an annual

Jan de Hartog, author of “Four-

Berlin’

,

'

grosser on Broadway.

New 'Backwoods

Communications Commission

gave the okay on the merger of
the

l

Another entertainer named in
actor-author whose “Love
this connection is Tex McCrary,
of Four Colonels” is a West End
Sherman
recently
visited
who
smash with hinj as star and a high Adams
at the White House.

Death Cues 0.0. For

Biz

)

British

Impact of Williams'

Show

A

-

Brave” arid “Bird Cage." Ronald
Alexander, author of “Time Out
for Ginger," is also a comparative
newcomer. Same goes for Sylvia
Regan, author of “Fifth Season."
Although both Arthur Miller and
Tennessee Williams are relatively
young, they are no longer regarded
as “new” playwrights, since both
have earned top rating, with a
(Continued on page 64)

Onassis Gives
10.

American Broadcasting. Co. and
Las Vegas, as now constituted,
Monte Carlo Hotfoot United paramount Theatres (new
is the No. 1 cafe town in America,
company will be known as AmeriAristotle Onassis, fabulous Greek
which means the world. No resort,
can Broadcasting-Paramount Theaspa or capital has as much big who also bolds Argentine citizen- tres, Inc.
the combined high comleague, top-name talent concen- ship, and will also become at least mand of the wedded operations
trated in one spot as this gambling an honorary citizen of the Princi- mobilized into swift action in servGehenna. The $200,000 weekly tal- pality of Monaco because of his ing notice that AB-PT means busient bill spells $10,000,000 in amuse- purchase of control of Monte Car- ness in the future television and
ment disbursements per annum in lo and all its gambling and amuse- radio scheme.
Nevada, including Reno, Elko and ment appurtenances, has a large
Spurred on by almost overwhelmTahoe but Las Vegas cuts up over show biz program in mind for the ing industry sentiment which had
Riviera resort..
75% of it.
rallied to ABC's support in favorFor one thing, he jyiil rfiake a
And you don't have to be a Quiz
ing the merger as a healthy and
Kid to figure out that few show pitch for the animal- film festival competitive hotfoot for the industo
shift from Cannes to Monte
biz attractions have outgrossed that

M

Bui With

eral

Las Vegas, Feb.

•

Laurents, author of “Time of the
Cuckoo," is relatively young and
has had only two previous Broadway productions, “Home of the

Sets

In Motion 130,000,000 Agenda’

the new play“Where
wrights?" That perennial wail in
Godfrey, McCrary
legit ranks is getting a positive
The “new"
answer this season.
playwrights are turning out scripts,
Wooed for D.C. Jobs
a number of which are being proWashington, Feb. 10.
duced, including two of BroadPossibility of two show biz figway's biggest current hits.
of ures getting posts in the Eisenauthor
Axelrod,
George
“Seven Year Itch," the top com- hower Administration has been inhere.
edy draw in town, ta'a ^new" play- dicated
Arthur Godfrey, close friend of
wright, and this 4s his first proSecretary Charles E. WilDefense
Frederick Knott,
duced play.
for son, has left op a tour of U.S. air
British author whose “Dial
bases
in Europe and North Africa.
Murder" is a longrun hit in LonAnd there has been talk here
don, the top drama smash on
Naval Reserve offiBroadway and an apparent click in that- Godfrey, a
cer, m,ay be invited to take a job
Chicago, is also a “new" playin the Pentagon under Wilson.
wright.
So is Peter Ustinov,
are

poster,” is a relatively young author, most of whose writing has
been in the literary form, Arthur

CENTS

&
AB-PTs Tull Speed Ahead’

Where Are the’New Playwrights?

25

,

.

MONTMARTRE
HAVANA, CUBA
frtienli

THE HOUR OF CHARM
All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

and Choir

EVELW and Her Magic Violin

Under the Direction of Phil Spttalliy
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Halts Theatre Tele Hearings

FCC

To See

On Moscow and the USSR Fix Biz
General Secretary of Assn, of
Cinematograph Sc Allied

1

Technicians )

London, Feb.

3.

am one of those people who
accept any Invitation to go
anywhere, particularly to a country I have never visited before.
That is why, after recovering from
the surprise of being Invited reI
will

cently to visit the Soviet Union in
a personal capacity, I accepted
Particularly, as I
With alacrity.
am not and never have been a
member of the Communist Party,
I was interested from critical, as
well as other reasons, to see something of the country which is hot
news throughout the world, and
especially to have a look at their
film industry.
I wanted to see Soviet films and
to make Inquiries about any British and American films which are
shown in the U.S.S.R., to meet
leading directors and other technicians, and to get a line on television, stereoscopy, color and other

Contribs at Radio Fete
Washington, Feb. 10.
Despite the disappointing failure
of President Eisenhower to appear,
top level show was. put on by the
Radio Correspondents Assn, at its
annual dinner Saturday (7).
General level and quality of the
entertainment rated as the equal
of virtually any news group’s dinner in recent years and, aside from
the absence of Mr. Big, drew 'a
flashy line of Federal brass headed
by Vice President Nixon and Fred
M. Vinson, Chief Justice oMhe U.S.
Network toppers from New York
and their dinner guests, many of
them sponsors of national and regional radio and TV shows, crowded the big Presidential Room of
the Statler Hotel.
Jack Benny, who flew in from,
the Coast and had a session with
President Eisenhower in the morning, was outstanding as emcee of
the show and provided its chief
comic relief. Dinah Shore, also in
from L. A„ was boff all the way
through with her songs. Valerie
Bettis provided a novel dance note
with her, "Slaughter on 10th Ave”

000 weekly at the Palace, or
eight-week
deal with
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A.
Sohwartz for the Broadway

$200,000 for the
under his
run,

the old-Bugs Baer, crack,
"After you leave New Yorkeverything else is Bridgeport.’
The" switch is that young
Blumberg has just gotten a
TV license for an indie station
in that Connecticut industrial
town. He* will divide his time
between a N. Y. executive office and Bridgeport.

F., is

ity,

under a pact that calls
of the first $30,000;
to $40,000; and 70% on

$31,500,

60%

for

65%

the overage which has been
running to $55,000.
Kaye pays the supporting

HORACE
H’wood Hearings on Reds

bill $6,500.

FOR LUCKY STRIKE)
Under Personal Management

To.Resume; Admission By

Joe Copps

JOHN LEER
111 Fifth Ave.,

Card

Of the $51,000 capacKaye comes away with

flagship.

'

& Co. To

New York

to Halt Disorders

Public Relations

Washington, Feb. 10.
Hearings on Communism in mo•

and broadcasting

tion pictures

will

Everything possible
during my short visit to
I saw many Soviet (R Cal.), who lives in L. A.
to do this.
v
films, every one of Which was in
In the meantime, the committee
One leading director told
Color.
is preparing to i$sue new subblack
me had finished working in
poenas for 76 witnesses who were
(Continued on page 63)
subpoenaed last year but never
Considerable
called to testify.
work has been done on their cases
Absence of Ike Fails
by the committee staff. Largest
group of ..these witnesses, it was

To Dampen Show Biz

Kaye’** Deal
Danny Kaye nets over $25,-

Danny

Typed
A running gag between Universal board chairman Nate J.
Blumberg and his son, Lewis

resume in Hollywood, probably on
March 23, it has been announced
by the House Un-American ActiviChairman of the
ties Committee.
was done subcommittee to handle the sesenable me sion will be Rep. Donald Jackson

modern trends’

explained, are in radio and television, with a small group in pictures. .Several are lawyers, doctors

and members of other professions.

Gillespie

Bebops

Svenska Cats Dizzy
By

BOB CONDON
Stockholm, Feb.

3.

the

Gillespie

He

will need
a bigger hat to carry away his loot.
off to

heavy mitting.

The Swedes dig Dizzy the most.
Bands of roving fountain pen holders seek him everywhere and the
Swedish version of the Twin Cantors are planning on bop beards
for the coming season.
Pix business is very good and
since TV is two years away it looks

Apparently because of the dis-i
orders by demonstrators during
the last L. A. hearings, a new
gimmick has been designed for the
1952 hearings. Aside from the as though it will hold.
Before
press, admission* to the hearings Hopalong can become a household
will be by card,
word here he’ll have to switch to
Jackson further told Variety on a western reindeer and a six pint
this: "We. would like to have rep- hat with a 10-gallon fur trim.
We
civic, Americans don’t feel cold at all albonafide
of
resentatives
patriotic and fraternal organiza- though the natives say s when you
tions attend, so that they can re- thaw out in the spring it is quite
port back to their organizations. painful.
Dizzy Gillespie
Listening
to
Tickets of admission will be available in advance here in Washing- make an award to a Swedish sax
ton and persons may write to the player was more laughs to the foot
committee for them, explaining than a python swallowing Stalin..
The theatre and opera season
what organizations they represent.”
are booming and seem to be sold
out before noon every day-. They
hold no tickets and first come, first
Contempt Trial
served except for the King who
has a royal box on tap any time
Postponed Till
they have to paper the house.
We have to shoot exteriors here
Washington, Feb. 10.
Contempt of Congress trial of in the snow and I am going to
t

Buchman

March 9

...

'

.

ON A

TV

Subscription Order

Form

Enclosed find check for $
Please send

To

VARIETY

for

years

(Please Print

Name)

City.

Zone.*..

.

State,

to
augment its comedy
stable, has signed comedienne JeanCarroll to a five-year pact. Nitery

faces

Regular Subscription Ratos

>

Ono Year-—$1 0.00
Two Years—$1 8.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year

monologist returns to New York
after her Palmer House stint winds
up Feb. 25 to cut an audition kine
of a projected, half-hour show ^or
the web.

NBC-TV

USfZrF'TY
154 We£»i 46th Street

I lie
-

New

York

36, N. Y.

-•

dimenslon pix.

Difficulty Is inherent both in the
nature Of the drive-in screen and
the position of the audience in
relation to it. In addition, no one
$26,996,000; Niteries
at present has thought of a way
Washington, Feb. 10.
of bringing stereophonic sound to
Government received $26,996,000 the outdoor theatres’ which have
from the 20% general admissions loudspeakers hook^ctihto ea^h intax for December,-'Of which an es
dividual car.
timated 75% to 80% probably
According to’ John E. Curr
*
from
motion
pictures. of National Theatre Supply, i ;
came
;n>.
Month’s take, as reported by the problem is a serious one
^
Bureau of Internal Revenue, was ozoners. When it comes t
*:.•>
about $950,000 more than for the systems requiring glasses
<
same period of 1951. It also bet- sion is pretty well lost oji a
tered the previous month’s receipts in a car, far away from the screen
in 1952 by over $2,000,000.
Also, a metallic-surface screen ii
There was also an upswing in needed in all of the 3-D systems,
the take on the 20% bite on nitery and no such screen has been inDecember receipts of $4,- vented that can withstand the buftabs.
392,000 better the figure for the feting *of winds and weather.
There’s an added problem, since
same month of 1951 by $900,000.
In New York’s 3d Internal Rev- Cinemascope, at least, requires
enue District, which includes all- of more light than flat pix and many
Manhattan above 23rd St., the gen- of the drive-ins now already get
eral admissions nick^ was worth the maximum possible illumination
out of their projectors. National
$3,745,000 to the Revenue Bureau
or about $200,000 more than the Theatre Supply is currently workThe Broadway ing on a new screen fabric that
previous month.
nightclub tax receipts amounted would be weatherproof and at the
acto a huge $687,000, or about twice same time applicable to 3-D,
cording to Currie.
the previous month’s take.

Dec. Admission Tax Hits

Up

!•

.

’

.

Show Biz Income Tax Deductions
By

J. S.

(CPA and Show

SEIDMAN
Biz Tax Consultant )

Show people

lowing

is

—

auditions.

Booking Expenses: Scouting for engagements, agent’s commissions,
expenses on contracts.
Traveling Expenses: Transportation, board and lodging away from
home; automobile upkeep and depreciation; cabs from one engagement
Chicago; Feb. 10.
NBC-TV, in its search for new to another; expenses on trips taken to get material, background, or

5-Year NBC-TV Deal

Street

ceedings can resume, in view of
other agency commitments.
Yesterday’s session was devoted
entirely to issues raised by the
Commission to determine whether
any "useful 'purpose” can be
served by continuing the hearings.
Questions were directed to Marcus
Cohn, counsel for National Exhibitors Theatre Television Conference; and Vincent Welqji, counsel
for Motion Picture Assif.
Under questioning by commissioner Frieda Hennock, Cohn said
it is too early to say who' will be
the applicants for -theatre TV
transmission service but he pointed out that three organizations are
Theatre
Network
functioning
Television, Theatre TV Authority,
and National Exhibitors Theatre
TV Committee. Questioned further
(Continued on page 54)

are entitled to many income tax deductions. The fola list of some of the items. However, it’s one thing to claim
There must be
the deductions, and another to get them allowed.
proof of the amounts spent mere say-so- or "guesstim'ate” is not
enough. Furthermore, the items must be professional expenses, not
personal living costs.
March 15 Jessel works oh Eddie
Research, cost of material, dialog, gags,
Preparation Expenses;
Cantor’s TVer, and the latter does
music; special coaching lessons; theatre tickets; costumes, wigs, shoes,
a noblesse oblige on Jessel’s TV
makeup; repair, pressing, cleaning, dyeing, and rental of professional
show April 4.
wardrobe; wardrobe valet; beautifying, physical culture; studio rentals,
tips to studio employees; recording of voice or program; screen tests,

Jean Carroll Pacts

..

tioning of industry counsel, Commission chairman Paul A. Walker
recessed proceedings indefinitely to
consult with his colleagues on the
of holding further
advisability
hearings. His action means it will
weeks before protwo
be at least

Up As

•

.

Served

—

-

morning after the Dizzy
concert here , in Stockholm and Toscanini’s 'picture is
The Constill faced to the wall.
cert douse here rocked for two
sessions last night and Dizzy went
It is

Org

Is

Washington, Feb. 10.
Status of the picture industry's
bid for an exclusive allocation of
channels’ for theatre TV, was
thrown into doubt yesterday (Mon.)
when the FCC halted hearings on
the question to decide whether it
should continue proceedings.
After five hours of lively ques-

organization which publicist
Steve Hannagan had trained for 30
years will caTry on its public relations business with Joe Copps,
veepee and general manager, as
top exec and on a partnership setup
to include Larry Smits, New York
v.p., Paul Snell, Hollywood veep,
Margaret Ray, Hannagan’s longand
secretary,
executive
time
.
Camille Street, the auditor.
The 53-year-old pOrblic gelations
counselor, born Stephen Jerome
Hannagan, who was "a celebrity’s
Drive-Ins Shaping
celebrity,” died suddenly of a heart
ailment in Nairobi, Kenya, British
3-D Era’s Orphan Annies;
East Africa, where he had gone
on Coca-Cola business. Coke was
one of his clients, along with the
Screen, Light Problems
Union Pacific RR, Sun Valley,
Drive-ins currently look like the
Miami Beach, and other industrial
Orphan Annie? of the next 3-D era.
and institutional accounts.
some way can be found to
After a Scandinavian Airliner Unless
either for stereoscopy
was to have picked up the pub- adapt them
or the wide-screen Cinemascope
licist’s body it was found that the
ozohers may be hard
the
system,
small cargo plane could not admit
hit and distribs stand to lose more
the casket and the expected Copen
potential outlets for trithan
3,500
(Continued on page 54)

The

Sidney Buchman, which had been fortify myself with schnapps and
(Continued on page 54)
yesterday
open
to
scheduled
(Mon.), has been postponed until
ballet.
March 9. He was cited by ConBetty O’Neill came down from gress for contempt, following his JESSEL
BICYCLE;
New York to draw a big hand with refusal to recognize a subpoena of
her comic stripper song from "Pal
INDIE PIC, SPIELS,
the House Un-American Activities
Joey”; while Paul Winchell and
Committee which was issued in
George Jessel huddled with RKO
Jerry Mahoney socked home nuJanuary, 1952.
prexy
James* R. Grainger and veemerous yaks in the ventro departNewest delay results from sub- pee C. J. Tevlin in Hollywood last
ment. The Mariners, ayem singing
Buchman
counsel
by
poenas
issued
weekend,
before his quickie to- New
quartet with Arthur Godfrey, were
for several members of the Un- York, and it looks like his first
Strongly received.
to
Committee
indie, "Rip Van' Winkle,” starring
Paul Whiteman and orch provid- American Activities
ed the musical accompaniment. testify for the defense. The Con- Jimmy Durante, tees off in June.
Whiteman also played the opening gressmen Involved were not able to RCA is also in for a piece of the
picture.
“Rhapsody In Blue,” introducing a attend yesterday.
While under RCA-NBC contract,
14-year-old protege, Bruce Steeg,
The film producer testified beJessel
came east to talk to DuMont,
as piano soloist. The youngster, a fore the committee in Hollywood
student at the High School of Mu- in September, 1951. At that time, thence to Florida last night (Tues.)
three
afterrdlnner
charity
sic and Art in New York, held his he said he had once belonged to for
own in the company of top talent the Communist Party but refused speeches, and due back Feb. 15 on
and "Walked off to a tremendous to name others associated with him other business ineluding toastmastering the Bob Hope-Friers Club
hand.
in the party.
Lowe.
dinner Feb. 27; his own All-Star
Revue (NBC-TV) thfe next night
(Saturday), and on the Bob Hope
2/11
Videoer Sunday (March 1). On
,

Useful Purpose’

4

By GEORGE ELVIN
(

If

is

considering putting

Miss Carroll in ,as a summer replacement for part of the Saturday
night "Show of Shows.”

leg£\l

ideas for professional work.
Public Relations Expenses: Development of public following; hrnidling of fan mail; photographs; complimentary tickets; entertaining
press, playwrights, critics, backers, agents, directors, etc.; club membership dues; advertising and publicity; press agent’s fees.
Miscellaneous Expenses: Variety and other trade papers; Equity
and other union dues; telephone exchange; accompanist, accountants
fees; bodyguard; rent, secretary, and office expense; household expenses, like rent, maid service, utilities, telephone, insurance, e Lc., to the
extent household is used actively for conferences with authors, writers,
agents, or other professional matters; income taxes paid abroad on
bookings.
i foreign
'
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$300,000,000 IN HATS’ BACKLOG
„

_

'

«

Academy Okay of NBC-RCA 100G Offer
Gets Four Studios Off
offer for
the NBC-RCA $100,000
exclusive radio-TV. rights to the

y |j|

NBC

gave assurances that every

would be made to present
the awards participants properly.
The only problem will be clearance of performers. Emcee and
effort

.

the singers who will warble nominated songs may be under studio
contracts requiring special permission to perform. However, NBC
has promised highest skill in light(

Continued on page 20)
4

One 3-D
i

At least three feature-length pix,
all in color, are currently planned
on the coronation of Queen Elizabeth in London in June. One of the
films will be shot in, tho 3-D process of Stereo-Techniques..

,
.

.

understood that consideration has been given to filming the
colorful British pageant in one of
the wide-screen processes, but that
the realization of such plans depends on the availability of equipment. The coronation and the procession will be covered by the regular newsreels in black-and-white.
The reels will be on their own on
everything except the coronation
ceremonies in Westminster Abbey.
Coverage there will be pooled, with
the film being made available to
It’s

the

BBC

on new

MG Next

J

In

to Quit

New

RKO

ABP

color.
is currently negotiating with Warner Bros, for the
U. S. release. Stereo-Techniques
also is using color to shoot its tri-

dimensional documentary.

Still

$500,000 Advance On
‘Bwana’; Big Coast

Ralph Stolkin partners

in

September’s buyout of RKO
control from Howard Hughes, will
resign from the company’s board
of

by the election of James R.
Grainger to the board in addition
to his formal installation as president. Burke is the last of the
Stolkin group on the directorate.

Despite Ike Nix

against

homeoffice ad-pub department has about been completed
Suit under supervision of Perry Lieber,

exploitation
publicity
United Artists already has re- national
(Continued on page 15)
couped the advance payment of
$500,000 it laid out to producer
Arch Oboler and his pards for
Bwana Devil”, ownership. DisOne-Booth Cinerama
trib picked up the coin in the first
Cinerama will be a single-booth
20 dates for the Natural-Vision pic,
operation under plans of Hazzard
representing obviously phenomenal
Reeves (Sound) and Fred Waller,
business.
who invented the technique. This
Deal with Oboler provided that,
with 20this intended to cope
following the advance payment,
Cinemascope pitch, which
UA would keep the first $500,000 Fox’s
puts accent on no cut in seating
rentals.
The next $1,250,000 capacity, single booth and minimal
.

•

.

m

goes to Oboler. Thereupon the pic
costs. Now Cinerama calls for 12is UA’s property.
16 boothmen in a big-league operOn the basis of the tall coin ation.
raked jjn so far and the big headInventors claim that the sound
start which “Devil” has on other
and visual qualities of the present
3-D pix in the market, indication
Cinerama “are only a fraction as
it will

be,”

any

relief

for

deal for control of

RKO,

Howard Hughes

to

at the

the $1,250,000 down payment made
Sept. 23, 1952 and returns the
stock to Hughes. In addition, the
Stolkin group has already paid, or
must soon pay, legal and brokerage
fees amounting to $300,000 and approximately $200,000 as bonus and
interest
to
hotelier
Arnold J.
•Kirkeby, who advanced the group
about $500,000 of the down pay-

ment.
Stolkin, his father-in-law A. L.
Koolish, oilman Ray Ryan, Edward

(Cdntinued on page 18)
i

Weltner Assist In

theatres

changes from, week to week, but

Johnston Talks

for the present it looks like the exhibts will receive some benefits.

New Congressional attitude, reliably 'reported, is that the tax
should be cut fractionally, but not
totally eliminated.

•

A week ago, hope for tax-cutting
had waned with President Eisenhower’s State of the Union address, in which he called for a balanced budget before lopping off
any Federal revenues. New ap-

George Weltner, head of Paramount’s foreign department, will

accompany Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of America prez,
to Europe in the spring. Johnston,
it’s

understood, plans to

visit Paris,

Madrid and Rome to re-negotiaie
film trade pacts which are due to
terminate
over the
next
few
months.
This represents the

time

first

praisal of national economics has .that an exec
of a major company
convinced observers, however, that is taking such a prominent role in

chances of balancing the budget
this year are remote, and there
will be some tax reductions despite

foreign matters affecting

all

film

(Continued on page 16)

Ike’s resistance.
It’s noted, too, that excess profits
This
levies will expire Jupe 30.

(Continued on page 63)

Favored

by

product, biz

is

Key City Biz; ‘Bad’ Champ for Third
Week, ‘Stooge’ 2d, ‘Gambler’ 3d
strong

additional

perking

tip this ses-

sion in numerous keys, with the
overall tone much better than in
recent weeks. Playdates for StereoTechniques program of shorts in
additional key cities covered by
Variety also helped to heighten
interest in pix playing competing

houses.

“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G)
ished

first

fin-

for third session in a

'

RKO

good as

the

which reverts

.

Despite contrary reports, Washington insiders feel that the film
industry now stands a good chance
of at least partial success with its
campaign to have the Federal 20%
admissions tax repealed. Insiders
point up that sentiment for and

i

on the Coast row. It was 'closely followed by
“The Stooge” (Par), just going out
this week. The Martin-Lewis comedy rolled up better than $237,000

for his first session at the studio
since leaving the exec v.p.’s post
at Republic.
Meanwhile, reorganization of the

-

(Continued on page 20)

is

Trade Mark Registered

last

is

Seen Likely

National Boxoffice Survey

Stock Switch,

Grainger now

UA Already Recoups

pected.

Grainger to Take Snot Better P* x Up
Successive
Edward (Buzz) Burke, Jr., one
of the

Hollywood, Feb. 10,
More fantastic than any film produced in the history of Hollywood

Board

directors
in
the
wake of
at Techni’s London labs. The secHughes’ reacquisition of the shares,
ond film is skedded by Associated according to New York sources.
British Pictures in Warner (EastBurke's bowout will, be followed

.

Admission Tax Cut

».

for telecasting.

Already announced for internathrough Universal is
J. Arthur^ Rank’s "A
Queen Is
Crowned,” which will be done in
Technicolor. Pic will be processed

tional release

man)

Paramount

pix.

22

Give Oscar Lead

Burke

Loss

$1,750,000

witching hqur of 12 tonight,
with the Ralph Stolkin syndicate
holding the bag with a loss of $1,750,000. Hughes, meanwhile, profits to the extent of $998,000 and regains his 1,013,420 shares of RKO
stock. All in the short space of 20
weeks.
It’s understood that former prexy
Ned Depinet will get back the $36,000 shares which he relinquished
as part of the deal. His part of the
thou- agreement was to have given him
that
point
the
across
sock
to
diately possible.
or $7 per share.
sands of theatres will be enabled $252,000,
Simple economics demand that
Here are the terms and losses
to remain in business only via the
on the deal, first revealed excluthe switch to 3-D must be grad- tax remedy.
sively in Variety two months ago:
ual.
Metro has over $44,000,000
The Stolkin group forfeits all of
riding
has

ARNALL REENTERING
ARENA

Coronation Fix
In Color;

R[j[j||

productions awaiting release.
There are similar situations at the
other top studios. The hefty stake
in 2-D clearly must be protected;
spating the market with 3-D when,
as now, the public is demanding
“newness” in all branches of show
business,
could knock the props
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
under the salability of
Twentieth-Fox nosed out Metro from
“flats.”
as top studio nomination winner
in the upcoming 25th annual AcadSome companies, including Paraemy Awards, grabbing 21 nomina- mount and Warners, are working
tions
on
optical devices to provide a
for
the balloting
which
reaches Its climax with the derby partial depth effect to the projecrunning March 19. For the first tion of standard films (see sepatime, the awards will be telecast. rate story).
But perfection of
Metro copped 19 nominations. these may be next year’s scientific
United Artists got 17, while Para- achievement; insiders relate that
mount nabbed 15.
only “fair” results have
been
Fourteen of the UA nominations
(Continued on page 15)
were for two pix, “High Noon” and
“Moulin Rouge,” each capturing
seven and tying in with Republic’s
“Quiet Man” for the most honored
film in the nominating stages of
the annual competitions.
Metro
£A. POLITICAL
emerged first in the race to get
Ellis Arnall, president of the
most pix in competition, spreading
Society of Independent Motion
its 19 nominations among 10 films.
Picture Producers,' appears set to
Twentieth’s nominations were garnered by eight films, with “Viva actively seek another public office
Zapata” and “With a Song in My in Georgia. Former governor of
that
state,
Arnall’s
reactivated
Heart” getting five each.
status in political affairs has beBallots will be mailed to the
Academyis 1,600 members Feb. 24, come a subject of active speculanine days after start of screenings tion in the Atlanta press. Indie
producer exec, however, has no
of the nominated pix, with ballotcomment “at this time.”
ing to close March 10. As always,
Arnall is being mentioned as
results will be tabulated by the
accounting firm of Price Water- candidate for governor, but it’s
generally figured he’d seek
more
house with the winners remaining
Walter George
to replace 'Sen.
(Continued on page 18)
when the latter retires, as is ex-

20th;

Plus $998,000

As Stolkin Exits With
jj.[]

Film industry appears likely to Exhibs Line Up ‘Hardship’
go tri : dimension eventually, but
Cases for 20% Tax Relief
the current year will not go down
Now that exhibs across the
as 1953-D despite the apparent
"country are nearly completing the
frenzy over that new illusion of
job of contacting law-makers to
depth. For the principal pic com- win sympathy for admissions tax
panies have $300,000,000 tied up jelief, they are now collecting data
in current, conventional product, on exhibs’ “hardship” cases.
Plan is to be ready with facts
and this king-size investment oband figures on theatre closings and
viously could be jeopardized via
distress operations which can be
industry-wide conversion for that presented at hearings on the Fedadded dimension, even if imme- eral 20% levy, Th^atremen hope

21 Nominations

To

RKO

By GENE ARNEEL

Off to Florida

After Coast 3-D Looksee
awards ceremonies March 19 gets
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’s
four studios off the hook for their
annual contributions toward meet- prexy, took off over the weekend
ing the expense of staging the Os- for an, extended Florida vacation.
Before heading south topper concar derby. Metro was committed
for more than $15,000; 20th and ferred with homeoffice . execs on
and
each
$13,000
the
for
company’s three - dimension
Paramount
Republic for around $6,000. Sale plans. He returned to New York
eliminated
for
rights
recently from the studio, where
of broadcast
the first time the necessity of film he observed Metro’s 3-D system
and also gandered 20th-Fox’s Cinestudios sharing the cost.
Academy yesterday (Mon.) asked mascope.
John K. West, NBC veepee, and
•Robert D, Hussey of the program
committee who handled negotiato draw up contracts offifinalizing the deal.
Dore
Schary, Metro production head
categorically denied reports that
M-G wouldn’t cooperate fully in
the telecast. He said the studio
would support the program, taking
the position that its players merely are participating in news event
and are not performing as actors.
Other studios also indicate full cooperation.

Hughes Recovers

RISK |J

Hook on Costs

Hollywood, Feb. 10. 4
Acceptance by Academy of MoArts & Sciences of Schenck
Picture
tion

tions,
cially

«

in eight playdates, with the hint
that it would increase its takings
in

coming weeks.

“Mississippi Gambler” (U) finished third, ranging from big to
great in the six keys. It also rolled
up the .greatest gross ever in three
Miama theatres r and is staying a
fifth stanza in NfeW Orleans. “Ni.

1

agara” (20th) showed enough to
capture fourth place while “Above
and Beyond” (M-G) is landing fifth
spot.

“Hans

Christian

Andersen”

“Meet Me At Fair”
is new.
and “Thunder' in East” (Par)
are runner-up pix in that sequence.
“Naked Spur” (M-G) shapes as a
winner among the newcomers. It
is nice in L.A. and hitting new
“City
house record in Denver.
Beneath Sea” (U) is the big news
in Cleveland with a smash session.
“Stars Are Singing” (Par), also
new, looms solid in Louisville and
good in Cincy.
“Peter Pan” (RKO) is terrific on
Chi preem. “Angel Face” (RKO)
trim in Omaha. “Jeopardy”
is
in
Boston.
shapes
big
(M-G)
“Anna” (IFE) is stout in Chi and
“Girls in Night”
nice in Frisco.
(U) looks good in Boston and fine
also
(U)

in Philly.

“The

Clown” (M-G)

continues

disappointing although okay in
Cincy.
“Road To Bali” (Par),
which has finished most of its big
key city runs, is rated nice in St.
Louis and great in N. Y. “Moulin
Rouge” (UA), which opens this
week at N. Y. Capitol, still is solid
on its. extended L.A. run.. “Promoter” (U) continues doing good to
brisk trade in smaller houses.
“April in Paris” (WB) is hig in
Toronto.
“Cousin Rachel” (20th)

(RKO), long high on the list, will
be sixth, with “Stero-Techniques”
(Indie) showing enough coin to
land seventh. “Bwana Devil” (UA), looms sock in Minneapolis and fine
in Providence.
“Invasion U.S.A.”
another 3-D pic, is eighth.
“Treasure of Golden Condor” (Col), good in Boston, is big in Detroit.
“Thunderbirds”
(Rep) looks
(20th), fresh out this round, is taking ninth position while “Thief of okay in Toronto.
Venice,” also from 20th-Fox, will
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 10-11)
round out the Big 10 list. “Thief”
'
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UI Distribs Want IFE Coin Status

.

Hersholtfe 3d Andersen
Gift to Cong. library

Aired,

Doubt Sudsidy Pap’t Renewal

American distribs plan to ask the*
Italian industry to give an accounting of coin expended in the U. S.
,20th Stalls ‘Farmer’
in the buildup and operation of
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
is
Italian Films Export. Amount
Twentieth-Fox yanked “Farmer
believed to come close to $400,000. Takes
Wife”
off its. February rea
Breakdown was due in August, but leasing schedule and switched it to
was never submitted.
July, by which time Betty Grable
IFE’s financial status as well as
will have been off the screen for
preliminaries to a new Italo-U, S.
nearly, two years. Her last picture
Wash
in
r
discussed
trade pact were
to be shown was “Meet Me After
Ington over the weekend during a
the Show,” screened 18 months
meeting between Dr. Renato Gua-

,

UA’s Success Story

Washington, Feb. 10.
Jean Hersholt last week made

\

his third

gift

of

Andersen material

new Regime headed by Arthur B.
and Robert S. Benajmin, as board chairman,
took over management control of United Artists from. Paul V.
McNutt. Two months later, in a swift and spectacular move. Eagle
Lion Classics was absorbed. Last February, an audit showed a full
year’s operation in the black. Thus the Krim partners met the
condition to pocket 50% of the outfit’s stock and control a voting

Two

to the Library

of Congress. According to the Library, its Jean Hersholt collection of Anderseniana is probably
the most complete in the world,
.outside of Denmark.
1

trust.

WB

UA

Proxies

ago.
IFE managing director and
With its stockholder meeting
Slated for June screenings are
producer spokesman, and
slated for Wilmington, Del., Feb.
two of the oldest unreleased films
America
of
Assn,
Picture
Motion
Warner Bros, is displaying
17,
prexy Eric Johnston. Latter was in town. “Down Among the Shel- some concern about the slowness
empowered by the foreign man- tering Palms” and “The Girl Next with which the proxy votes are arlino,

Col Stock Option Grants Rapped At

Italian

agers in N. Y. last week (4) to negotiate a new Italian deal, to replace the one running out June

1.

and

Paramount s
Johnston
George Weltner are expected to go
to

during March to start

Rome

on the pact.
Denying reports that the U. S.
repayment
for
dlstrips had asked
of part of their IFE “loan,” Gualino

official negotiations

said In N. Y. last

week

(5)

that

uhder the agreement there was no
question of paying back any Coin
until the

.

IFE operations paid

off in

terms of dollar remittances to Italy.
This, he added, was not yet the
case. Indications are that, even if
such remittances were possible, the
Italians would be reluctant to collect until there has been -action
either way on proposed doubletaxation legislation in Congress.
(Continued on page 16)

More Foreip

Arnall Sees

Market Coin for SIMPP;
Expanded Program Set
Expanded program for overseas
operations is being blueprinted by
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, in line with .the
realization that “many of the foreign markets have not yet been
fully utilized,” Gov.

SIMPP

prexy, said

Ellis Arnall,
in N. Y. last

week following a meeting with
SIMPP’s distribution committee.
Scheme and the budget to support it are to be worked out by
Goldwyn Productions prexy James
Mulvey, who’s head of the SIMPP
distribution group. Whether or not

SIMPP plans to take on a foreign
rep remains to be decided. Arnall
has indicated that John G. McCarthy, who was once considered
for that job, is now out of the
picture due to financial problems.
SIMPP powwow head reports on

Door.”

riving at the homeoffice. Proxies
are especially needed at this time
because a two-thirds vote of the
outstanding common stock is required for approval of the company’s reorganization plan establishing separate production-distribution and theatre companies.
To alert shareholders about the
importance of sending in the voting
proxies, Warners has assigned
Withdrawal from the Argentine,
a number of homeoffice employees
market was mulled by American the job of telephoning stockdistribs this week following action holders.
Staffers are concentratof the Peron government in clamp- ing on individuals holding 100
shares
or
more.
ing down on U. S. imports and
Warner execs have declined to
refusing to let American pix out of
Although there has as indicate what action could be taken
customs.
if
the necessary two-thirds vote
yet been no official notification to
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer- is not obtained, expressing confidence
that sufficient shareholders
ica in N. Y., Argentine authorities
are also thinking of imposing a will favor the plan. None of the
75,000 pesos ($3,200) tariff on indi- Warner brothers is expected to be
vidual Hollywood films brought in on hand for the annual session.
Veepee Samuel Schneider or genin the future.
eral counsel Robert Perkins will
Development came at a point serve as presiding officer. Whether
when 'industry execs in N. Y. were
H. (Si) Fabian, who is set to
heartened ,by an Argentine move assume
control of the Warner thewhich passed 20 American pix
atres will be present to answer
through the tensor boards for Destockholders queries, hasn’t been
cember, along with a promise of an indicated.
additional 20 for January and FebMort Blumenstock,
pub-ad
ruary. If this rate of release were
veepee, arrived from his Coast
kept up for the rest of the year,
headquarters last week to. personthe ^new tax would cost U. S. disally supervise any announcements
tribs more than $1,500,000,
emanating from the stockholders

O.S. Exhibs

Mul

and Argentina

-

deal now runs through to Feb. 10,
1955.
In another change, the hoard of
directors has been given the right

These options, recently handed
up Cohn’s weekly expense al- Montague and Rackett as inducelowance from the present $300 to ments for extending their respec$600.

Loew s

'

’

•

provisions, in 1951.

Picketing

•

Monday

palaver.
of talks on Friday will

Renewal
see

RKO

Theatres entering the
bargaining negotiations, with Maj.
Leslie Thompson, RKO’s labor re-

—
—

pionship fight definitely slated for tinuing to process French, Italian
film companies are show- and other imports.
ing no interest in the picture
rights. RKO, which shot and distribed pix of the original setto beWalcott, Nat’l Theatres Net Hits
Marciano
and
tween
stated it won’t touch the pix if the
fight goes to home TV.
$544,697 for 1st Quarter
The International Boxing Club,
Hollywood, Feb. 10,
promoters of the fight, however,
National Theatres, Inc., and votplans to shoot the fight pictures on ing-controlled subsids had
a conits own, both for the record and solidated net
income of $544,697
as
precautionary
a
measure. for the quarter ended Dec.
27,
Should the battle end in a contro- 1952, the first quarter
of the curversial decision or present some rent fiscal year.
Net equals 20c.
unusual aspects, the IBC feels it per .share on
2,769,486 shares of
will have a salable product for the- outstanding
stock.
atre screens. Public clamor will
Net for the quarter compares
determine the theatrical release of
the pix, according to Madison with $373,948, or 14c. a share, reSquare Garden exec veepee Ned ported for the period ended Dec.
Irish, who handles the TV and pic- 29, 1951, by Wesco Theatres and
Roxy Theatre, Inc., which formerture negotiations.
Prior to setting of the April 10 ly operated the theatre business
Chicago battle, Irish weighed thea- before NT was organized as a sepatre TV as well as home video. How- rate corporation in the divorcement
ever, the weekend date, with ex- from 20th-Fox.
hibs committed to important films,
Before deduction of $625,000 proas well as an Agreement to channel vision for Federal taxes and $40,956
Friday night fights to the Gillette for minority interests; consolidated
Razor Co. determined the home net income for the first fiscal quarTV arrangement. Chicago and Mil- ter was $1,210,653, compared to
waukee will be blacked out for the $846,848, after tax and minority

claims to hold 30,000 shares of Col
common. Head of the New York
investment trust of Lester Martin
& Co., he charged that the com-

Picketing of Loew’s theatres in
the N. Y. metropolitan area,, scheduled for last Saturday (7), was
called off late Friday when theatre
topper Joseph Vogel called officials of the union repping pub-ad
staffers back for further talks.
Sessions were held Monday (9) and
will -continue on Friday (13).
Sign, Pictorial & Display Union,
Local 230, AFL, walked out of
confabs last week when Vogel flatly nixed its demands for a wage
hike and a change in classifications. No progress toward settling
the stalemate was made at the

A

home TV,

tive employment pacts, were sharply criticized by Lester Martin, who

Vogel Averts

.

RKO

a 1,000 share option held by Gerald
Rackett, the company’s laboratory
supervisor.

to

Argentine import ban and re- session.
fusal to permit pix to be taken
out of customs was seen in N. Y.
Monday (9) as a preparatory step
Arthur Mayer’s Book
to imposition of the levy, which
would be in the form of an adRefresher Course
ministrative order rather than legislation.
It’s understood that Argentine producers recently recomIn Real Showmanship
mended such a tax to the governBy ABEL GREEN
ment as a stimulant for the local
Arthur Mayer, quondam “merindustry.
chant of menace,” the arch-expoWhile there is a general feeling nent of the three M’s for
b.o. inthat the situation in Argentina has surance
mystery, murder and
gone too far, MPAA prexy Eric mayhem has written a
merely
Johnston, who visited Buenos Aires colossal book in
“Merely Coloslast November and obtained from sal”
(Simon & Schuster; $3.50).
the Peron government a promise Brightly subcaptioned
“the story
of regular imports and partial re- of the movies
from the long chase
mittances, may try one more high- to the chaise
lounge,” showman
level approach, possibly through Mayer shows that
he knows his
the Argentine Embassy in "Wash- stuff and also that he
knows how
ington.
to put it down in writing.
His

1

telecast.

Revise Cohn’s Pact

In a spirited annual meeting, in
N. Y., marked by considerable
heckling, Columbia Pictures stockholders on Monday (9) elected nine
directors to the board and ap-

Harry Cohn’s $3,500-a-week employment contract as president of proved new employment contracts
Columbia has been modified to for executive veepee Jack Cohn
cancel out a clause giving either and general sales chief ^.be MonCohn or the company the right to tagtfe: Tn addition;- a lfi.OOO 'shHie'
terminate
pact
upon six stock option granted the latter was
the
months’ notice. As rewritten, the okayed by the shareholders, as was

WB

where all
Society members have blocked
earnings. Various deals to thaw
that coin are under study. Arnall
said 1953 would see a concentration on the foreign market and that
the Society hoped “to accelerate
our activities” there. “It will be
About 150 Hollywood pix were
our purpose to work assidously to imported into Argentina- in the
increase fbreign revenue for our spring of ’51.
These have been
producers,” he stated.
gradually used up as exhibition licenses’ where made available. Very,
few American films are now left in
Argentina. Imports permits have
Nixes Marciano
been more and more difficult to get
during the past few months;
Bout, 1BC Lensing It tual release of a pic depends Acon
With the Rocky Marciano-Joe okay from the censor hoards which
Walcott return heavyweight cham- hold up U. S. product while conIsrael

UA

in the. two-year span was reIt’s a matter of record that
elevated to its former stature as a worldwide distributor for indie
over the recent past and set
releases
lineup
filmmakers. Its
of
for the future establishes its importance in the film industry’s nature of things today. UA’s global business in 1952, amounting
to $30,000,000, reflects the outfit’s impact on the trade’s economics.
has come a long way in two years.

Prod Investors

On

ypars ago thlsVeelc, the

Krira, as president,

Hans Christian

lations director, joining Vogel in
the dickering. Both the
and
Loew pacts expired last Dec. 20.
Union, which also reps staffers
at
Pictures, hasn’t opened

RKO

RKO

negotiations with the management
of that company. Although it has
submitted a proposed contract, it
has- not received a reply from
the delay being attributed to
memory is long, his observations RKO,
the many changes in the comkeen, his reportage pungent and
pany’s top echelon personnel.
his semi-autobiographical integraMeanwhile, the Display outfit
tion of his own career into the
has indicated that it would not
business there is no business like
has resulted in “Merely Colossal” protest the recent layoffs of flacks
John Scotti, union’s
emerging in a value probably be- at *RKO.
yond its original intent. It may business manager, pointed out that
the staffers' had received double
well prove to be an authoritative
and historical work as well as a severance and that under the
union’s pact with the company, it
book
written
for
entertaining
had the right to curtail its departreading.
Mayer has touched on -horizons ment if it shifted operating headrarely if ever put between covers. quarters. Company announced relongtime theatreowner himself, cently that it was moving the hulk
and as a vet exploiter for Sam of its pub-ad activities to the
Coast.
Goldwyn

pany’s method of issuing stock to
cover options was improper, since
it diluted the value of shares outstanding.

Instead of pursuing the existing

scheme of option purchases," Martin
recommended* the company should
“go out in the open market, buy
the stock at depressed prices and
then set it aside.” Pointing out
that Montague's 10,000 share option is exercisable at $12 per, he
asserted that the directors were
“derelict in their duties to give
away stock when it has a hook
value of $40 per share.”

Defending the company’s policies, veepee-treasurer Abe Schneider told Martin that funds were not
available for stock purchases .on
the open market. “Our business
has been expanding,” he said. “We
haven’t the cash-inventories and expenses have been increasing. Moreover, terms of a bank loan prevent
use of working capital for that
purpose.”
At the outset of the two hour
and 20 minute conclave, Harris
Klein, Martin’s attorney, moved
that the meeting be adjourned by
two weeks so that his client could
communicate with other shareholders. He explained that his request
stemmed from an 18*day delay in
(Continued on page 16)

L. A. to n.
Warner Anderson

Ann

N. Y* to L. A.

exhibitor.

He
tions

Jack Benny
Lynn Bowers

unsparing in his summaof the. b.o. brigandry that

is

for “closed” situations. He
unsubtle in his observations of
(Continued on page 18)

Robert Cummings
Bill Dean
Bill Doll

Caren Doll
Margaret Ettinger

MPAA UNTHAWS 246G
IN

Irving Fein

George Jessel

FRENCH FROZEN COIN
.

Motion Picture Assn, of America

Thelma

Edward

year by

MPAA

E. Sullivan

Cobina Wright,

Sr.

Europe to N. Y.

-

last

Ritter

Robert E. Sherwood
Mike Sloane

000,000 francs ($246,000) at the
open rate of 405 fr.
Money is part ef the $4,500,000
of accumulated U. S. earnings
which the French government
agreed to free at the capital account rate under the one-year pact

signed

Eric Johnston
Louis Jourdan
Perry Lieber
Norman Z; McLeod
Michael O’Shea'
Louella Parsons
,

has unthawed a second chunk of
coin in France, bringing total rer
mittances out of frozen funds accrued to June 1, 1952, to about
$750,000. Latest deal involved 100,-

Eric Johnston.

.

Kenneth Clark

made
is

Bonita Granville

Mayer

puts the picture business between
covers from the viewpoint of the

Wilva Dairs
Florence Despaond
David Michlin.

prexy
i

James Perkins

Bancroft

Joseph Bernhard
Stephen Bosusto\r
Lou BrandtJackie Coogan
Charles Dagget
Bob Franklyn
Alex Gottlieb.

A

and Paramount,

Y.

Huntz Hall
Miriam Hopkins
Mervin Houser
Edward Joy
Michael Kidd
Monica Lang
Louis B. Mayer
Arch Oboler
Muriel Roberts
Arthur Schwartz
Jack Seaman
Dinah Shore
Oliver Smith
Marjorie Steele'
John Sutherland
Don Taylor

~

Gwyneth Verdon

N. Y. to Europe
Fedora Barbieii

Peggy Cass
Gene Cogen
Yvonne DeCarlo
Carl Fisher

Gerry Geraldo
Anatole Heller

David Lewis

James Mason
H. J. Newman
Jonas T. Silverstone
Spyros P. Skouras

1

nui
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All Afthore
(COLOR MUSICAL)

—

I

Alfred Hitchcock murder melodrama with interesting plot
Idea; short on suspense. Ions

-

on

Dick Haymes, Mickey Rooney,
Peggy Ryan, In slapstick musical about three gobs; okay

talk; spotty b.o, outlook.
1

grosser for

-

Columbia release of Joitle Taps ProStars Mickey Rooney, Dick
Haymes, Poggy Ryan, Ray McDonald.
Directed by Richard Quine. Screenplay.
Blake Edwards; Quine from story by Edwards. Robert Wells; camera (Technicolor), Charles Lawton, Jr.; lyrics and
WeUs, Fred Karger;
music,
Robert
choreographer. Lee Scott; musical director, Morris Stolpff. 'TradesKown in N. Y„
Ueb. 6, '53. Running time, #0 MINS.
Mickey Rooney
Francis Dickerson

features Karl .Malden, Brian
Ahcrne, with O, E. Hasse; Roger Danw,
Dolly Hans, Charles Andre. Directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay, George
Tabori, William Archibald; from a play
by Paul Anthelme; camera, Robert
Burks;' editor, Rudi Fehr; music com*
osed and conducted by Dimitri TlomEln. Previewed Feb, 3, '53. Running

MINS.

„„„ Joe
Montgomery Clift
Gay

Michael

Anne Baxter

Ruth

Karl
Brian

Larrue
Robertson
Grandfort
Mrs. Keller

Murphy

Malden
Aherne

•

Vilelte

Father Benoit
*

.

Uenn

Susie

Dick Crockett
...Frank Kreig
,..Ben Welden

.

Arthur Barnaby
Bartender

Gloria Pall

Lucretia

interesting plot premise holds
out considerable promise for this
Alfred Hitchcock production, but
“ I Confess” is short of the suspense

Hedy

Owen

Walker

Edwin Parker

Sheriff Billings

An

Willes

Rica

Joan Shawlee

,

“AH Ashore” has action, topflight dancing by Peggy Ryan and
one would expect and overlong on Ray McDonald, Dick Haymes' singtalk.
Audience reactions will be ing, the clowning of Mickey Rooney
varied, giving the WR release a
and some .good music. But ingrespotty grossing outlook. However,
dients seldom jell because of faulfull use of certain exploitation
ty scripting and wavering direcvalues to bolster the lack of top
tion.
Result is unsatisfying, aldraw names and trading on the
its names and musiit

some excellent playdates

in key

spots.

Hitchcock uses the actual streets

and buildings of picturesque Quebec to film the' Paul Anthelme play
on \vhich the screenplay by George
Tabori and William Archibald is
based. The writing and direction
are more methodical then shocking,

-

losing suspense values in a wealth
of dialog that tends to keep the
development on the slow side. .
Intriguing story idea finds a
priest facing trial for a' murder he
didn't commit, and refusing to
clear himself even though the
killer had confessed to him in the
sanctity of the church, Quite a
moral question is posed in the problem of just how sacred is a church

.

“the

attention

Richard Karlan
Shepard .Menken
.Benny Rubin
Ross
* Mike

routine

There, is another masquerader
around, too,’in the person of Mari
Aldon, Commie agent who pretends
to be an American heiress so she
can foil Brent’s game. A multitude
of suspects, lurking characters,
tricks
and doublecrosses
out the footage before Brent
able to see that justice is served,
and the atomic secrets kept safe.

traps,
fill

is

Brent walks through an unbe-

execs.

Dr.

Benton

better singing than acting, his
ballading being excellent, Barbara
Bates is comeliest of the three
femmes V/lic get their sailors. Jody
Lawrance who falls for Haymes^ is
another comer, like Miss Bates.
Supporting roles are well taken by
Fay Roope, Jean Willes, Rica
Owen, Patricia Walker and Edwin

by Lew Landers.
Lensing and other technical
Donovan
Carlson

sists

Leo Britt
Leonard Mudid
ByrOn Foulger
Michael Fox
Jarma Lewis
........... John Zarimba

are standard.

Xlse Tail

as-

Brog.

Texan

Fair western programmer although can be hypoed via
ballyhoo in some areas.

Frank- Gerstle
...John Vosper

...,,

'

0
i|

C

he< d0r

MINs!

Vtm

EltZ

*
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Rllnnl ”S

exploring the world’s oceans and
denizens.
Printed in Technicolor
to strengthen the. display of mi,

derwater marvels that come

of M£arl

she believing it will clear Clift, of
suspicion. Instead, it seems to fix
his guilt and he is brought to trial.
He is found not guilty because of
inconclusive
evidence
and the
crowd turns on him in the film's
best developed ‘scene. The killer
strikes again, shooting his wife as

My

Hearties” and “I Love No One
But You” shape as the most tuneful and singable.
Charles Lawton, Jr., has contrib-

uted a fine lensing job while Francis Cugat deserves plaudits for his
color consultant work.
Wear.

she confesses her husband’s guilt
and he is then taken after a chase
through the Quebec hotel, Chateau
Frontenac, being shot down "by
police and dying in thg arms of
the young priest.
While Hitchcock short-changes
the patrons on the expected round
of suspense for which he is noted,
he .does bring out a number of topflight performances and gives the
picture an interesting polish that
is documentary at times.
Clift's
ability to project mood with restrained strength is a high spot of
the film, and he is believable as
the young priest. Physically, he
doesn’t have as mature an appearance as the role opposite Miss Baxter calls for, but otherwise, Irs
work is flawless. Miss Baxter is

Gunsmoko
(COLOR-SONG)
Tinted western feature for action market; generally average overall b.o. prospects.

Hollywood, Feb.

6.

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production. Stars Audie Murphy, Susan
Cabot. Paul' Kelly, Mary Castle; features
Charles Drake, Jack Kelly, Jesse White,
Donald
Randolph,
William
Reynolds,
Chubby Johnson. Directed by Nathan
Juran.
Screenplay, D. D. .Beauchamp;
from the novel "Roughshod" by Norman
A. Fox; camera (Technicolor), Charles
P. Boyle ;edltor, Ted Kent; song, Frederick
Herbert,
Arnold Hughes. Previewed Feb. 2, '53. Running time, 78

MINS.

Reb Kittredge
Pita Saxon

good as the wife of Roger Dann,
member of the Quebec Parliament.
The latter’s role comes over nicely.
Malden scores as the tenacious
police inspector. Brian Aherne, as
prosecutor, is required to make an
abrupt change of character, first
from helpful friend of Miss Baxter
and Dann, and then as the badgering crown prosecutor who makes
her repeat her story of love on the

Dan Saxon
Professor

AUdie Murphy
.Susan Cabot
Paul Kelly

Cora DuFrdyne
Johnny Lake.
Curly a Mather
,

Matt Telford
Brazos

Doc Farrell

Mary

Castle

Charles Drake
Jack Kelly
.Jesse White
Donald Randolph
William Reynolds
Chubby Johnson

A

standard outdoor action plot
unfolded in “Gunsmoke” to
it a western feature for the
shoot-’em-up market.
Situations
witness stand. Hasse, as the killer; where this
type release usually do
Dolly Haas, his wife; Charles business
can expect okay grosses.
Andre, a priest, and. Judson Pra-Lt Elsewhere, moderate
business is
are among others doing well in
indicated for the Technicolored,
is

make

their assignments.
Audie Murphy starrer.
Film is classed as a Hitchcock
Film moves along an acceptable,
venture all the way. Technical but
pat,
action
course under
credits are mostly well Used, parNathan Juran’s direction of the
ticularly
Robert f Burks' photo- D.
D.
Beauchamp
screenplay.
graphy. The Dimitri Tiomkin music There
is .enough physical conflict
score gets too busy at times.
staged to offset an inclination
•

•

:

towards

talk.

Norman A.

Fox’s

to Ufa

during -the 61 minutes of footage
the picture is a good attraction for
supporting bookings • as compiled
under the production supervision
of Inyin Allen.
.

Footage from actual,

scientific

expeditions and filmed marine
studies takes up most of the cate-,
gories covered in the book, ranging from microscopic life, invisible
to the naked eye, to the huge
whale, largest of all mammals. Film

ends on an ominous note, observing that if all the ice and snow
covering much of the glacier
sections of the world should melt,
the present water level of the
oceans would be raised 100 feet,
inundating most of the world.
Battles between an octopus and
a shark; the dubious professions
of shark-walking and crab-herding;
a too-briei* glimpse of the descent
of the Barton Ball 4,500 feet into
’

now

the ocean; spear-fishing; the giant
manta ray; the deadly eel; the
hatching of turtle eggs and the
scurrying of the new bom to the
safety of water to avoid marauding
birds; and, climactically, a bloody

whale hunt in northern waters,

are

among

the interesting sights.
’Alien wrote the continuity and
commentary, latter being ably

spoken by Don Forbes and Theodor Von Eltz. Adding to the in’

terest of the footage
Sawtell music score

the Paul

is

and

photo-

graphic effects by Linwood Dunn,
used to bridge the actual scientific
sequences. . The enormous
chore of editing the vast footage
of available marine studies was
done by Dean Harrison under the

supervision of Frederic Knudtson.'
Brog.

is

!

dmj

j.

put together in
stock fashion,, fits “Tangier Incident” for lowercase bookings in
general situations’. It features unconvincing plotting and acting, and.
the entertainment values are very
mild.
Motivation in the Lindsley Parsons production is built around the
efforts of American and British
intelligence to break up a plot by
three renegade atomic scientists to
pool their secrets and sell them
to the Communists. George Brent,
an American agent, passes himself
black market operator in
off as
Tangier so he can prevent the sale.
melodramatics,

Jean Byron
Harry Ellerbe

Allard

’

“The Sea .Around Us,” based on
Rachel L. Carson’s
round of espionage an interesting film bestseller
documentary

.

Klnj*

!’

,

A

.

Dan Forbes
Connie Stewart

1

.

lievable role and Miss Aldon looks
attractive as~ the femme menace.
Dorothy Patrick is 'more subdued
and restrained as an English girl
United Artists release of Ivan Tors caught up in the Skullduggery.
(Gporge Van Marter) production.
Stars Bert Freed is okay as the Commie
Richard Carlson; features King Dono- leader as is Dan Seymour as head
van, Jean Byron, Harry Ellerbe, Jarma
John HarLewis, Leo Britt, Leonard Mudie, Byron of the Tangier police.
Foulger.
Directed by Curt Siodmak. mon shows up satisfactory a§ a
Screenplay, Siodmak and Tors; camera,
others go with
Charles Van Enger; editor, Herbert L. cafe operator. The
Strock; music, Blaine Sanford.
Trade- the stereotype scripting by George
shown,' N. Y., Feb. 6, '53. Running time, Bricker and the uneven direction
76 MINS.

Malden, police inspector. It is not Parker.
long before Malden gets the story
Of the songs by Robert Wells
of the young romance and her
and Fred Karger. “You’re a Budpresent feeling from Miss Baxter,
dy,” “Boy .Meet Girl,” “Heave Ho

Brog.

,t

Blalu

Routine ^science programmer
with exploitation values.

and confesses to Clift.
ald combo is a highlight of the Simon
The killer had been seen leaving film. Given an unsympathetic part, Dr. "Serny
the victim’s, home dressed in a Rooney seldom rises above his ma- Stewardess
Chief Watson
priest's robes, so suspicion falls on terial.
McDonald is one of the Colonel Willis
Clift when he turns up at the place sailor trio,
and do§s okay. Haymes Captain Dyer

attracts

Rosnov

The Magnetic Monster

Terp work of the Ryan-McDon- Denker

the next morning. Coincidence has
it that the victim was a blackmailer, threatening to exhume an
old compromising situation that
would involve Clift and Miss Baxter. The couple were^to meet him
to try to prevent his talking and
their, natural relief at his. deatfr

‘‘Tony

Producer Jonie Taps has gone to
considerable expense to give this
excellent background and mounting, and the Technicolor is superb.
But too. often the results are ineffective. There’S too much jumping"
from one gag to another, with
some rather dull adlibbing in between.
Routine story is credited to
Blake Fdwards and Robert Wells
Edwards also did the screenplay,
along with Richard Quine, who directed. This apparently wasn’t a
happy interlacing of production

....... .Richard

‘

(

^

Olga

Ivan

ifollywood, Jan. 27

RKO

•

;

Brog

t

Interesting documentary based
on the best-selling: book; for
special or supporting bookings,

release of Irwin Allen
Based on book by Rachel L. Cavson.C I« n
tinuity and commentary writu-uhv 6
*
len; muqlc, Paul Sawtell; musical
Dan Seymour C. Baicalelnikoff; supervising dirL«
chi
>
... Dayton Lununis. Frederic Knudtson; editor,
®Dcan IlnrWc™'
i?0n;
Alix Talton photographic effects
(Technicolor)
John Harmon

Nadine
Kozad
Rabat
Henry Morrison

Krdvlch ......

T o

(DOCUMENTARY—COLOR)

‘

Murphy

Jeffrey Stewart

BrogT

TUe Sea Arohiul

4.

Mari Aldon
..Dorothy Patrick.
Bert Freed

•Millicent

cattle drive is started
money to pay off a mort-

Frederick Herbert and Arnold
Hughes. Jack Kelly, Jesse White,
Chubby Johnson and the others do
okay with what is demanded of
Charles P. Boyle’s color
them.
cameras are used to good purpose
and the other technical credits are

of a rich businessman,

entered the church. The drama
begins When O. E. Hasse, refugee
working in the church, returns one
night after killing a man for money

Hollywood, Feb.

Biroc'

ol »y-

c

Allied Artists release of Llndsley Parsons production. Stars George Brent,
Mari Aldon; features Dorothy Patrick,
Bert Freed, Dan Seymour, Dayton Luny
Dimis, Alix Taltoit, John Harmon.
rected
by Lew Landers, .Screenplay,
George Bricker; camera, William Sickner; editor, Leonard W, Herman. Pre'53.
Running time,
2,
Feb.
his viewed
77 MINS.
.
„
......George Brent
on .Sieve

A

edy fashion, they all wind up with well-valued.
beautous femmes, the goat of the
trio, Rooney, landing the daughter

confessional, particularly when it
Reaves a killer to roam free to kill
again before he is trapped.
*
Chief exponents of the melodrama are Montgomery Clift, the
priest, and Anne Baxter, a -married
Woman who still believes she is in
love with him, even though he
ended their youthful romance and

filler,

1

coin, isn’t exactly original. Gobs
land at San Pedro (designated as
a Southern California’s port) and
eventually spend their shore, leave
on Catalina Island, getting along via
making money as entertainers,
waiters, etc. In true musical com-

Routine values as a lowercase

i

and
saloo'n-Singer
Castle,
girl, who is tiding to play all
of the principals for her own gain
while carrying a torch for Murphy.
Murphy, Paul Kelly, Drake and
Randolph give masculine portrayMiss
als to the stock characters.
Cabot is a pleasing picture in
Technicolor as is Miss Castle. Latter sings “See What the Boys in
the Back Room Will Have” and the
new song, “True Love,” cleffed by

town,”
because they’ve been
stranded in a port without any

been Achieved by^Joseph

his lensing and the other techrl,
credits backing the produriionS

programmer market.

for the
'

bad

cal setup, pic should get okay if
not big boxoffice in many situations.
The idea of three sailors “on the

•

1953

_>»

Mild espionage melodrama

Mary

though, with

Hitchcock reputation should give

H.

Tangier Incident

brings it off successfully, despite the Interventions
of Charles Drake, another gunman
hired by Randolph to break it UPWindup finds Drake turning his
gunds on Randolph to save Mu tphy.
Story gets itself involved in a
number of tangents, but most are
sorted out before the finale, finding Murphy winning the affections
of Susan Cabot, Kelly’s hot-headed
daughter, from Jack Kelly, ranch
foreman who wanted the girl for
himself.
It is not clear who gets

Lawranco
Fay Roope

.Patricia

Guard

his side.
to raise

Barbara Bates

Dotty

*

game and maneuvers to lose
ranch to him so .Murphy will be

J ody

.

Rose

*

novel, “Roughshod,” formed the
basis for Aaron Rosenberg’s production which ‘makes all of the
usual outdoor feature pretentions,
Murphy portrays a young gunman whose six-shooter is for hire,
He comes to Billings, Montana, to
look over a job offer from Donald
Randolph, a big-wheel, who is trying to corner the ranch market in
Randolph needs only
the valley.
Paul Kelly’s spread to control the
area and proposes that Murphy
However,
eliminate the holdout.
Kelly gets the gunman in a card

Haymes
Peggy Ryan
Ray McDonald gage’and

Commodore Stanton

.

p.

I

,.Dick

.;

Nancy Flynn

Dolly Haas
........... Charles Andre
Judsort Pratt.
Ovila Legare
Gllles Pelletier
‘

Carter
Knight

Skip Edwards
Jane Stanton

O. E, Hasse
Roger Dann

Keller

Father Millais

situations.

duction.

Baxter;

-fS

many

*

Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Warners release of Alfred Hitchcock
production, Stars Montgomery Clift» Anne

time,

Wednesday, February

REVIEWS

With public

interest in scienceHollywood, Feb. 6.
material, steadily growing,
Lippert Pictures release of T. F. Woods“The Magnetic Monster” has favor- Robert
production.
Lippert,
Jr.,
L.
able b.o. prospects on the lower Directed by Elmo Williams.
Stars
half of twin-bills if properly ex- •Lloyd Bridges. Lee J. Cobb, Marie Windsor, Luther Adler; features Syd Saylor,
ploited.
\
Samuel Herrick, George Steele, Dean
Directed by Elmo Williams. ScreenAside from its exploitation pos- Train.
play, Samuel Roecca. Camera, Joseph
sibilities, the film generally shapes Biroc; editor, Elmo WUliams; music, Bert
up as a routine programmer.' Basic Shefter. Previewed Feb. 4, '53. Running
appeal of the script, which pro- time, 82 MINS.
Trask
Lloyd Bridges
ducer Tors co-authored with direc- Ben
Captain Theodore Bess
Lee J. Cobb
tor Curt Siodmak, is keyed toward Laura Niblett
Marie Windsor
Luther Adler
juvenile filmgoers.' Moreover, al- Josh Tinnen
Carney
Syd Saylor
though the small cast tries hard Sheriff Chadborunc
.Samuel Herrick
to make the proceedings credible, Jaqul
George Steele
Jerome
Niblett
Dean
Train
the plot places a distinct strain
fiction

upon the imagination.
Richard Carlson, who’s accorded
billing, is a young, married
scientist suddenly confronted with
the problem of controlling a newlydiscovered element that threatens
to devour the world. Exerting a
powerful magnetic attraction, this
substance" has the
capacity of
doubling its size every 11 hours by
seizing energy in its vicinity.
Fiendish characteristics of the
element give Carlson and his coworkers an uneasy time before it’s
decided to bombard the dangerous,
radio-active material with voltage
at a Canadian experimental station.
top

is successful, of course.
Carlson’s performance is charged
with an earnestness and sincerity
which the rest of the players fail
to match. King Donovan, as Carlson’s assistant, carries off his role
more in keeping with an eccentric
professor than an alert nuclear

research worker.

Jean Byron has

to do as Carlson’s pregwife, while Harry Ellerbe
gives a standard portrayal of a top

little

nant

research

scientist.
tribute fair support.

Others

con-

j

Plodding comedy-adventure

of

rescue effort behind the Iron
Curtain.
ScnndJa

Films

A. B,
of
Stars Edvard

release

Europa Film production.

Persson. Screenplay, Ake Ohlmarks and
Margit Beckman. Directed by Emil A.
Lingheim. Camera, Karl-Erik Albertsi
music," Knut Edgardt. At 55th St. Play*
house, N. Y., Feb. 5, '53. Running tbnf>
80

MINS.

Pimpernel Svensson
Willy Lundgren
Gen. Badajsky
Major Pusjkin
Refugee

fairly satisfactory level in “The
Tall Texan,” but the picture does
not measure up to any outdoor feature classification. However, in
some areas, when given an exploitation hypo, it' may get by in the
top bracket if the situations dr&w
mostly oater action fans.
Film is the first directorial bid
of Elmo Williams, film editor with
such pictures as “High Noon” to

Landowner

.

.

.

.Edvard

Persson

Ivar Wahlgren

Aurore Palmgren
Gunnel Wadner
Arne Wiren
Rodja Persldsky

Willy's Mother
Willyis Wife

The demands of the western programmer market are met on a

Signe Wjtk

Ove Flodln
John Degerberf
Walter Same!

v

Sacristan
Station Master
Night Butterfly

Mpi-Britt Thorn

( Swedish ; English sub-titles)
Loosely adapting the basic prem-

ise of “The Scarlet Pimpernel,
successful^ adventure film which
starred the late Leslie Howard, the
Swedish film industry has come up
with a weak immitation. Whu*
Howard, disguised as a foppish,
effeminate English lord, performed
his feats of derring-do in France
during the period of the French
Revolution, the new import’s hero,
enacted by Edvard Persson, leading
Swedish comedian, Is seen as a

He shows an understanding of outdoor subjects and possibilities for better things. The independent production by T. F. Woods
and Robert. L. Lippert, Jr., was.!
lensed outdoors entirely, and obtains good values for a small
budget expenditure.
bumbling rustic who- ventures
The screen story by Samuel behind the Iron Curtain to rescue
Roecca is basically an okay western his interned nephew.
character study, blit the small
“Pimpernel Svensson” has a good
group of gold-seekers it is con- basic story idea, but it’s apparent
cerned with are not sufficiently that scripters Ake Ohlmarks and
developed to be well-rounded.
Margit Beckman weren t quite sure
motley group of people, in- how to deyelop their $tory. They
cluding Lloyd Bridges’ title charac- unsuccessfully fnix comedy, a°'
ter, an escaped murderer being re- venture and music,' With a plodding
turned to prison, learns of a rich hodgepodge as result. Only market4
gold deposit and halts to try a hand for this dntry is in Swodish-speak
at mining. Group obtains permis- ing area!*, Where falls with oldsion from the Indians to mine but country, ties niighf waht ter near
one member violates a confidence, the language spoken. Although
and the Indians attack. Only there are English subtitles, they
Bridges and Marie Windsor are are completely inadequate, brusnj
left and the pic comes to a sudden ing off a long Swedish conversation
halt, with no logical conclusion. with a single sentence.
On the basis of the poorly-develExcept for Persson, who dispiaj
oped script, the performances by occasional comedy appeal, the pe
Bridges, Miss Windsor, Lee J. Cobb formers Jack distinction. The
and Luther Adler, as the stars, and rection is pedestrian and the cnti
bis credit.

Attempt

Pimpernel Svensson

!

A

.

Director Siodmak builds the
suspense
nicely
and skillfully
handles the climax, in which the
menacing element is tamed. Numerous stock shots were employed'
in the footage. These were blended
in well and help give a touch of
realism that’s badly needed. Budget
is an obviously modest one on this
‘

However, overall result
shows that Tors expertly held the
release.

production reins.” Charles Van
Enger’s camerawork is good, as is
the Blaine Sanford musical score.
Gilb.

#

.

.

-

Syd
Saylor,
Samuel 'Herrick, production
George Steele and Dean Train, all quality.

has

an

amateurisn
.

Boll.
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MORE COLOR PROCESSES
Ifwood Writers Drop Blacklist

P-T, Near 75-Picture Mark,

Suit

Hews

«

To Rule That There Are No Rules

Vs. Studios; Leftwingers Lose Out
Hollywood, Feb.

j,

10.

I

Members of the Screen Writers
to abandon the Ike
Guild v'Sted, 9 to 1
against the major
blacklist suit
•

'

A

last-minute camA lm
failed*
paign by left-wing members
balloting.
to affect the
been
liad
suit
Controversial
the
banging fire since 1947, when
beaction
Guild demanded legal
JohnEric
by
speech
a
cause of
that the major
ston to the effect
hire any writer suslots would not
reply,
pected of Red leanings. In
with
SWG charged the producers
laws.
anti-trust
the
of
violation
studios.

& Mamie Guests .For

D.C. ‘Gandhi’ Pic Preview

.

Final

With Eastman Kodak planning to
put its improved tungsten-balance
color film on the market in another

Washington, Feb. 10.
President and Mrs. Eisenhower
were to he guests of honor of Ambassador G. L. Mahta of India to-night (10) at a, special advance
showing of the film, “Mahatma
Gandhi 20th Century Prophet.”
Pic was screened at the DuPont
Theatre before an audience which
also included the Ambassadors of

—

|

membership vote was held Afghanistan, Argentina, Burma,
Ceylon, Denmark, Indonesia, Iran,

of the execuon recommendation
board that the case be
tive

Israel, Mexico, the Philippines, PoIn this, the board was land, Saudi Arabia, Thailand,- Rusdropped.
supported by Thurman Arnold, sia and Yugoslavia, as well as repSWG counsel,- and individual plain- resentatives of other nations.
including Charles Brackett,
tiffs,
Congressional and State Dept,
Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammer- brass also attended. Pic was made
Hershey,
stein, 2d, Moss Hart, John
Louis P. Gainsborough, presiby
F Hugh Herbert, Howard Lindsay, dent of the American Academy of
Russell Crouse, Robert Ardrey and Asian Studies, in San Francisco.
*

Rex Stout.

Prior to the ballot, the left-wing
Progressive Caucus, a group within
the Guild, sent letters to
members urging them to vote to
carry on the suit. In the past, PC
letters* to members carried individual signatures but this .time they

SWG

were signed “Progressive Caucus/’
According to a member of the
executive board the writers who
signed PC letters in the past were
those who had defied the House Un-

Film is an assembled job from motion pictures taken over a period
of 27 years during Gandhi’s life.
v

,

New MPAA

Jobs

Clark, director of public
relations fqr the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, and Griff -John-*
son, MPAA’s economist, both are
taking over added responsibility in
reorganizathe top-echelon
tion. Reshuffling was prompted in
of v.p
t£e
recent
death
part by
•

ANTI-TRUST

CHI BLDG:

B&K AMENDED

SUIT VS.

MPAA

Chicago, Feb. JO.
Joyce O’Hara.
Film attorney Tom McConnell
In addition to bis p.r. job, Clark
last week went into Chi Federal
exec aide to Eric A
District Court, to -amend the Con- has becomd
MPAA prez, handling,
Johnston,
gress Theatre Bldg, anti-trust suit
more or less personal
against Balaban & Katz circuit for work of a
Addi- 'nature for Johnston, as did O’Hara
$1,500,000 treble damages.
Johnson, while continuing his
claims that B&K
tional
brief
bought controlling interest in the duties in the economics field for
building through a nominee in the MPAA, now is repping the or1947. In 1950 the theatre was of- ganization in some matters with
fered for sale
to a syndicate State, Commerce and oth$r Govheaded by David Pollock for ernment departments, plus various
but chain reportedly of the foreign embassies.
$620,000,
nixed the deal with bid for $625,000. However, B&K did y not go
through, with, the purchase.
Pic
Suit demanding* that B&K be
held liable for the sale was thrown
out by the Illinois Appeal Court
last year. McConnell is asking for
$900,000 treble damages more.

Senate Probfc Seen- on
•

«

Stockholder Relations

With increased rumblings among
stockholders* of film shares, high-?
lighted by the recent actions instituted against RKO, Wall St. sources
see a possible full-dress Congres‘Love’ on ‘Condemned’ List; sional investigation of picture
stockholder gelations. Sen. Charles
‘Camillo’ W. Tobey, (Rep., N. H.) reportedly
Legion
that he is considering
National Legion of Decency this has indicated
*
week placed the Italian Import, just such an investigation.
It hasn’t been disclosed which
"Of Love and Bandits,” in its

Raps

committee would
Catholic Congressional
category.
reviewing
charged conduct such a probe, but it’s conorganization
that “the story it tells is offensive sidered- a possibility that the Sento religion, condones immoral ac- ate inquiry into the United Parations and contains suggestive se- mount Theatres-American Broadquences.” Distributors of the film casting Co. merger may sideslip
is the IFE Corp.
into the question of stockholder

“condemned”

“Little

another

.

World of Don Camilla,”
IFE import, was also

rapped by the Legion.
ture,”

it

relations.

“This pic-

was asserted, “presents

certain concepts which
trary to Catholic belief

are

Natural Vision’s 3-D process can
by late spring.
DuPont is reportedly making good be. combined with- 20th-Fox’s Cinemascope,
according t6 Milton L.
progress on its color, and 20th-Fox

ready with its lenticular film.
tungThe limited amounts of
sten dolor film made available so
far' on an experimental basis were
designed primarily for daylight
balance, with a filter needed for
is

EK

Gunzburg, prexy of the Natural Vi“Some question has
sion Corp.
been raised as to the compatability
of Natural Vision 3-D and such
wide-screen processes as Cinema-

scope,” Gunzburg said at; a N. Y.
indoor work. The new stock, which press confab. “They are completeand ly compatible. Natural Vision can
illumination
requires
less
shows improved color and grain, is be projected on Cinemascope or
geared for studio incandescent any other big screen. As a matter
of fact, by the simple process of
ights.
Tungsten-balance negative and using Cinemascope lenses on
cameras and mounts, true threelab
any
by
handled
positive can be.
with the proper equipment, and dimension could then he extended
projection op the big screen.’
to
Warner Bros. Pathe and ConsoliGunzburg, in N. Y. from the
dated already have installed the
necessary units. The negative costs Coast on a three-day visit, dis$125 a 1,000 feet and the positive closed .that he conferred with Dar$41.50 a 1,000 feet which, when lab- ryl F. Zanuck and other studio
oratory costs are figured, brings it heads on the idea of adapting
somewhat above the Technicolor to Cinemascope.
price level on large-volum^ print
orders. On limited print orders,
the tungsten-balance stock is

the firm convictidn that there are

no rules that can be followed in
film-making.
“If

UA’s 113 Offices Abroad

con-

we

of

the

foreign

ment, functioning under
nold Picker.

to the boxoffice and buys
as far as we can figure out / the only rule he sticks
by j s that he must get his money’s

jf s pret^r obvious that the Pineunit at Paramount has
been -following that one simple
rule ever since they went into operation a dozen years ago. They’ve
achieved an independent production record virtually unparalleled
in the trade, achieving a near-perfeet boxoffice batting average with

Thomas

their

Snarl Norge Pact

be

made on a subsequent rer originally was
tian Bird.”

titled

date.

They

insist,

the

75, Thomas adds, is what they hope
will be a “builtMn audience” via
something new in a Pine-Thomas
film music and .names known in
the musical field/ Recording stars
who will be used in the film, localed in Alaska, will help exploit
the film, and their various recording firms will lend an assist with
platters of the tunes in the picture.

—

Norwegian government wants to
positive stock.
At 20th, the studio is planning fix rentals at 40% for all pix, a hike
the first color film using lenticu- of 10%, but only under the condiExploitation of their films has
lated cQlor which, according to tion that the Americans bring in always been a big item with Pine20th spokesmen, will be cheaper all releases on their Scandinavian Thomas. Former publicists theminclude
This
would
schedule.
than Techni. The film can be han4he value of
they know %«•
has selves,
Metro OV
so far UUO
YVJU1VU ITlVblV
“GWTW,”
UTT A TT • which
J#
1
^
_
dled by. any lab.
refused to release in Norway be- getting out and selling a PjcLure
re firm
cause of the low rental ceiling. Dis- around the country. They
believers in sending stars out on
tribs feel that they can and should
they
Huddling
Col,
do much better than 40% on their personal appearances but
make sure that each -performer
goes out has something to do
who
.
\
i
n/r
r>- a
Full-Length Cartoon;
Carl York, Motion Picture Assn.
on s ^ a g e beyond the conventional
e <
ep in s ^?ffinavia, is „
glad
to be here ” rout ine .
^
b
°£i^“
*
by for matstill
in N. Y„ standing
Project
Thurber
Study
ters to be settled. Norway theatres
today
With arrival in New York
get a 5% rebate. Boost to 50%
Bosustow, now
Stephen
of
(Wed.)
has been proposed, along with
prexy of United Productions of raised admission prices, but the
America, cartoonery closely allied original scheme made no mention
IN
with Columbia, homeoffice talks re- of any cut for U. S. distribs. Latter
lating to the production of a fullHollywobd, Feb. 10.
pointed out that, since Norwegian
length feature will be resumed'.
A1 Horwits, publicity director
theatres are municipally-owned, a
and Col, which controls the tax rebate consists of nothing
for. Universal, has been appointed
more
pursestrings, have weighed the
than putting the money from one executive aide to the studio exec
matter for some time but haven’t pocket into the other. In effort to committee to handle special pubstory
been able to get together on a
In addition, he will
lic relations.
solve the import deadlock,
property.
special projects involving
has proposed a grading of releases, handle
Bosustow; has been pitching a
talent.
studio
it’s understood.
full-length animated feature based
Horwits is being succeeded as
publicity director by Sam Israel,
on James Thurber’s “Battle of the
the
has
his. assistant for the past three
Sexes,” to which
from Eahas developed a treat- Level of Foreign Imports
years. Israel came to
rights.
gle Lion where he was publicity diment of the Thurber work, with
the
under
fiffn
immethe'
effect
rector.
take
make
Changes
to
plans
Steady; British in
Col
diately.
title of “Male vs. Woman.”
*
Preliminary
statistics
compiled
to
reluctant
reportedly has been
okay the project, feeling that the by the New York censor show that
Thurber yarns may be too high- the leveL of foreign pix imports
Exhibs Pledge
brow for general audience accept- into the U. S. has “remained conance. However, the film company stant in 1952 With Britain edging
sharply
Italy
Brotherhood Support
ahead
of
and
France.
alternaan
is said, to have offered
tive, approving the idea of a full- Chinese pix still lead all other
Top execs of the nation’s leading
foreign
reelers.
length cartoon J)ut favoring a more
theatre circuits are pledging sup.

.

i

i

j

^

UPA

On

i

5

V

UP HORWITS, ISRAEL

U FLACKERY

SHIFTS

UPA

MPAA

UPA

U

UPA

Lead

•

Top

*
popular subject.
Col has proposed that the carmulti-reeled
a
toonery consider
version of its “Mr. McGoo” onereeled series. Company feels ex-

'

Computation by the motion

pic-

ture division of the State Education
Dept; shows a total of 391 features
and shorts frorqa abroad submitted
during the three quarters of the
bibs as well as filmgoers will ac- fiscal year, which runs from April
cept the “McGoo” feature more to.. April. There were few rejecreadily.
tions, according to Dr. Hugh M.
Flick, division head, who added
that the censor seal was denied
Troubled ‘Paradise’
mostly to “honky-tonk” quickies
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
made in the U. S.

Ar-

i

i

UA

.

to

start a picture we try to get all
plus-factors we can before
starting.”
'

With the question of American
participation in the proDuPont spokesman, .who re- distrib
posed 50% Norwegian tax rebate
fused to give .details, said last week
settled, only the prob-,
theatres
to
that DuPont was continuing tests
lem of U. S. import selections, and
with both its new color negative
“Gone With the Wind,”
particularly
and its safety stock, which should
stands in the way of a new Norway
be on the market in the spring.
DuPont at present has only a color film pact.

1

N, S. trip, he said.

films

however, that there’s no formula
that can be followed.
“Each picture has to be approached as an individual project,”
Pine contends. “Every time we

A

,

will

And

a ticket.

Former Continental manager of
Renata Gualino, head of the
Theron Warth (Aspen producFilm Producers Assn., lie- UA, Lober claimed that theatres
Chinese led the list with 76 pix
turns to Rome Friday' (13) Via in virtually all of the most remote tions) is cabling protest to Alexplane after’ attending last week’s global areas are serviced by UA.
ander Korda over latter’s planned submitted for approval during the
months ended Dec. 31, 1952.
nine
opening of the new IFE (Italian
Technicolor “Paradise” starring
rums Export) dubbing studio in
'Assassin' to
Alec. Guinness and Yvonne De Lineup shows ’67 British imports,
Mexican,
49 Italian, 32 French
58
“The Assassin/* Betty Box pro Carlo.
Gualino, in the U. S. for only 10 duction presented by J. Arthur
Pointing out Aspen’s “Return to and 23 German, with the rest
scattered among 10 or 12 nations.
nays, originally planned
to visit Rank, has been acquired for release Paradise/’ Technicolor Gary Coopnewly established IFE offices in by United Artists.
er starrer, is completecL advertis- Films brought in specifically for
Richard Todd-Eva Bartok costar ing campaign all mapped, any sim- television transmission must go
par *:S °F the country. Tour
T
Italian

make them in Hollywood.
made by the guy who

wa ucs up

U.S. Film Choices

spokesman labeled this “experimental” stock and said it was sold
to customers who were “in a

departv.p.

don’t

They’re

NV

Underscoring the far-flung exrecentlyAt the same time somel tent of United Artists'
nme Hollywood pix were rated overhauled foreign organization
week
last
Class “B” (Morally Objectionable Louis Lober reported
that the distrib now has 113 disin Part for All).
Lober
tribution offices abroad.
last week was appointed general

manager

there are any rules,” Pine
insist, “you can bet

and Thoiqas

NV Worth.”

and prac-

Back to Rome
After IFE Lookover

OVL UUlMUUIg

I

esses at its disposal

tices.”

Gualino

filltwlllirtf

hurry.”

Kepneth

American Activities Committee.

Foocllilo
rCdMVlC,

cheaper than Techni.
Several feature pix have already
been photographed with tungstenbalance color film, but an EK

Clark, Johnson In

—

Cinemascope-NV Tie

three to four months, the industry
should have three new color proc-

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Experience is supposed to be the
best teacher but the only thing it
has taught Bill Pine and Bill
Thomas after 74 independent proauctions is that you can’t rely on
experience. The industry’s “Dollar
Bills” are readying their 75th film,
“Those Sisters from Seattle,” with

“The Vene-

ilarity titles

would be “unfair” and

(

l

cause confusion.

port for the amusement industry’s
participation in Brotherhood Week
IFeb. 15-22) -on behalf of the silver
anniversary of the National Conference of Christians & Jews,
Wholehearted exhibitor response
to the drive was disclosed last
week by Harry Mandel, coordina
tor for the amusement division.Sol A. Schwartz, RKO Theatre
prez, is national chaiman of the

amusement

unit.

Among

those enlisting In the
campaign are F. H. Ricketson, Jr.,
Fox Inter-Mountain Corp.; Leonard

H. Goldenson, United Paramount
Theatres; Myron N. Blank, Central
States Theatre Corp.; Robert J,
O'Donnell, Interstate Circuit; John
Balaban, Balaban & Katz Corp.;
Gerald Shea/' Jamestown Amus.
through customs, but are not sub- Corp., and Joseph Vogel, Loew’s
Theatres.
mitted to the N. Y. censor.
*
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New

Bilk Boost

LA;

Lively $12,000 In

‘Bali’

‘Gambler

Dull St. Loo; ‘Bad’ 15G,

Fme

25G, -Condor’

Los Angeles, Feb.

new

Lean 19G

-

10.

out this
week are giving a- healthier tone
Broadway Grosses'
to first-run trade although only,
three newcomers are doing r sock.
*
Estimated Total Gross
Standout is ‘‘Mississippi Gambler”
$600,700
This Week
which is heading for big $31,000
on 22 theatres)
( Based
or near, in three theatres, “The
Stooge” also looms lusty $21,000
Last Year
$561,900
‘
in two houses plus $35,000 in five
{Based on 21 theatres
nabes including two ozoners.
“Naked Spur” is rated nice $25,000 in two sites while “Treasure of
Golden Condor” is only small
“Jazz
four houses.
in
$19,000
Singer,” in two locations on pop
scale runs, is regarded as dull $11,500. “Angel Face” shapes thin
$19,000 in two spots. “Silver Whip”
is slow $7,500 in one house,
“Hans Christian Andersen” conCincinnati, Feb. 10.
tinues to lead holdovers with nifty
Downtown biz is perking up this
$24,000 or near for two situations. stanza.
“Bad and Beautiful” is
Estimates for This Week
magneting a tall take at the Albee.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern Balance of trade is distributed fair-

Eight

bills starting

‘Bad’

Rousing 16G,

Cincy; “Venice’

between

Singing’ Load $12,000,L’ville; 3-D

Feb. 10.

‘

“Clown”

8G

Capitol,

down

holding

is

overall

Singing” (Par), same.

(RKO)

(2,000;

55-85)—

“Clown” (M-G).*Okay $9,000. Last
week, “Torpedo Alley’ (AA) and
“Wagons West” (AA), $6,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85)—
(RKO) and “Double Confession” “Stars Are Singing” (Par) (m.o.).
(AA). Thin $19,000. Last week, Fine $7,500. Last week, “Hiawatha”
“Last Comanches” (Col) and “Blue (AA) and “No Holds Barred” (AA),
Canadian Rockies” (Col), $13,200. $7,000.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
70-$1.10)—“Naked “Thief of- Venice” (20th). Big $8,(2,404;
1,538;
“Desperate 000. Last week, “Lawless Breed”
Spur”
(M-G) ' and

$13,400.

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60“Meet Me At Fair” (20th) and
“Yankee Buccaneer” (U) (2d Wk).

utreSr chiefly firs* runs, includ-

bringing in patrons as is “Meet Me
at the Kentucky. Rialto
with “Stars Are Singing,” cashing
in on Rosemary Clooney popularity

ing N. Y.)
Total .Gross

solid'.

75)

—

Good $9,000 after big $15,000 opening frame.

—

’

Search” (M-G). Nicfe $25,000. Last
week, “Clown” (M*G) and “Ride

(U), $7,500.

Palace

Man Down”

(RKO)

(2,600;

.Last

Sqm* Week

,

—

Detroit, Feb. 10.

„

(Rep) (2d wk), $15,000. “Man Behind Gun” (WB). Modoff at -United Artists, shapes big.
United Artists, Hollywood Para- erate $9,000. Last .week, “Kansas “Niagara” looks trim at the ‘Fox.
mount (UATC-F&M) (2,100; 1,430ft City Confidential” (UA), $8,000.
“The Clown” is only fair at the
70-$1.10>—“Jazz Singer” (WB). Dull
Adams. “Androcles and Lion”
$11,500. Last week, in other units.
looms okay at the Michigan.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- ‘A&C’ LUSTY $7,500,
Estimates for This' Week
G&S) (2,213; 1,106; 60-90)—“The
Stooge” (Par). Lusty $21,000. Last
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
11G
‘THUNDER’
week, “Thunder in East” (Par) and
“Niagara” (20th) and “Redhead
“Jungle Girl” (Mono) (2d wk),
Omaha, Feb. 10.
Wyoming” (U). Good $32,000. Last
$7,200.
New hills are tilting biz this week, “K. C. Confidential” (UA)
,
Los Angeles Paramount '(UPT) week although few of the fresh and “I’ll Get You” (Lip), $16,000..
70-$I.25)— “Silver Whip” pix are particularly outstanding.
(3,200;
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
(20th) and “Silk Noose” (AA). Slow “Abbott-Qostello Meet Capt. Kidd” 70-95)
Lion”
and
“Androcles
$7,500. Last week, with Hollywood shapes nice at the Omaha. “Thun- (RKO). Oke $17,000. Last week,
Paramount Uptown, Loyola, “Rdby der in East” at .Orpheum looks “Stop, You’rO Killing Me” (WB)
Gentry” (20t£) (2d. wk), $19,400.
okay.
and
“Hurricane
Smith”
(U),
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)—“Face
Estimates for This Week
$ 12 000
to Face” (RKO).
Neat. $5,500.
Brandeis (RKQ) (1,100; 20-76)—
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)— “InLast week, “Member of Wedding” “Angel Face” (RKO).
Trim $5,- vasion U. S. A.” (Col)’ and “Path(Col) (6th wk), $1,500.
500.
Last week} “Ruby Gentry”
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$1.10)— (20th) and “Storm Over Tibet” finder” (Col) (2d wk). Good $15,000. Last week, great $27,000.
“Bad* Beautiful” (M-G) (7th wk). (Col),
$6,500.
Madison ftJD) (1,900; 70-95)—
Fine $5,000. Last Week, $5,800.
Qmaha (Tristates) (2,100; .20-70) “Montana
Belle” (RKO) and “VooGlobe (FWC) (782; 70-90) -* —“Abbott - Costello Meet Capt.
“Monsoon” OJA) and “Wall of Kidd” (WB). Nice $7,500. Last doo Tiger” (Col). Dull $8,000. Last
Death” (Indie) '(2d wk) (5 days). week, *‘Outpost in Malaya” (UA) week, “Bwana Devil” (UA) (6th
Off to $2-, 000.
Last week, fairj and “First Legion” (UA), $7,000. wk), $10,000.
$5,700.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 70Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) 70) “Thunder in East” (Par) and 95) “Above and Beyond” (M-G).
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (7th wk). “Rodeo” (AA). Oke $11,000. Last Big $20,000. Lasttweek, “Don’t Care
Fine $8,500.
Last week, $10,800. week, “Lawless Breed” (U) and Girl”
(20th)
and
“Desperate
Beverly Hills, Palace (WB-Metro- “Slack Castle” (U), $10,500.
Search” (M-G), $10,200.
politan) (1,612;. 1,212; $1.20-$1.80)
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)—
Adapts (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
—“Andersen” (RKO) (7th Bevhills, “Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G). Big “The Clown” (M-G). Fair $7,000.
3d wk Palace). Go*od $25,000. Last $6,000.
Last week, “Above and Last week, “Four Poster” (Col),
week, $29,000.
Beyond” (M-G) (2d wk) r $5,500.
$8,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) 667Q; 80-$1.50)
—“Little Sheba” (Par) (7th wk).
Smooth $5,000. Last week, $6,400.
*

*

Ace

Estimates for This Week
(Dickinson) (504; 65-85)
Frisco; ‘Stooge’ $21,000,
“Four Poster” (Col) (7th wk). Fine.
.$1,600 good, and may go eighth
‘Condor’ Slight $11,000
week. La‘st week, $1,800.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d
First-run^biz shapes spotty here
Last this stanza. Despite general down*
Satisfactory $8,500.
wk).
week, big $14,000.
beat, “The Stooge” and “Missis*
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)
sippi Gambler” are doing great.
“Angel Face” (RKO) and “Beware Latter is getting plenty of activity
My Lovely” (RKO). Fairish $6,500. at Orpheum while the MartinLast week, “Hellgate” (Lip) and Lewis comedy at Paramount also
“Outlaw Women” (Lip), $5,000.
is big. “Bad and Beautiful” shapes
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; sturdy in third round at Warfield.
"50-75 )
“The Stooge” (Par). SockEstimates for This Week
eroo $14,000, and holds. Last week,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65“Tropic Zone” (Par), $6,000;
95)
“Girls in Night” (U)* and
GraTower, Uptown, Fairway,
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; “Dance Hall Girls” (Indie). NSH
Last week, “Hiawatha”
$9,000.
“Bloodhounds
50-75)

—

—

—

—

—

—

1,217;

700;

(AA) and “No Holds Barred” (AA),
same
65-95)—
(FWC)
(4.651;
Fox
Golden Condor”
of
and “Black CasUe” (U), showed “Treasure
Incident”
“Tangier
and
(20th)
unexpected strength for nice $15,(20th) and “ThunderModerate $13,000.
birds” (Rep).
Last week, “Lawless Breed” (U)

Broadway”

.

000, over hopes.

—

Vogue (Golden)
“Brandy

for

65-85)

(500;

Parson”

—

(Indie),

.

.

—

-

days, $14,000.

17G, ‘Hans’ Record

.

Ritz

(FWC)

(1,370;

80-$1.50)

—

“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (7th wk).
Light $3,300. Last week, $4,600.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 80-$1.5D)
—“The Star” (20th) (7th wk), Good
$4,000.
Last week, $4,900.

—

;

‘Angel!

Okay

6

3-D

‘Devil’

Wow

Paces Prov.;

$20,000

‘Fair’

Hotsy

Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
As to be expected, with “The
Stooge” on deck, it is a case of the
other bills playing second, third or
fourth fiddle.
The Martin-Lewis
opus is* making; the turnstiles, click
in good-old-days fashion with a
smash session at Radio City.
“Great White Hunter” and “Capt.
Kidd,” two oldies, shape big at
Lyric. In its second week, “My
Cousin Rachel,” which started so
smash, continues fine at the World.
Favorable weather and slackening
of the flu are helpful.
...

10G, ‘Rachel’ Good 11G
Providence* Feb. 10.
3-D is the word hereabouts, too,
and the new process used for
“Bwana Devil” at RKO Albee is
pacing -city. Majestic is also hot
with “Meet Me At the Fair.’’ Third
place goes to State’s
“Cousin
Rachel,” which looms good.
''Estimates
......

Albee

(RKO) (2,200; 40-$l)—
Century (Par) Ti7600 r50-76V—
(UA). Wow $20,000. “Island Rescue” lU). Slack
$3,500.
Last week, “AndTocles and Lion” Last week,
“Thief of Venice”
(RKO) and “Maverick”
(A A), (20th), $3,800.

“Bwana Devil”
$7,500.

Gopher '(Berger) (1,026; 50-76)'
(Fay> (2,200; 44-65)—
“Meet Me At Fair” (U> and “Red- “The Clown” (M-G) (2d wk). Indifferent "$4,000.
Last week, $5,head Wyoming” (U).

Hot $10,000.
Last week, “Mississippi Gambler” 200
Lyric
(Par)
50-76)—
(1,000;
(U) and “Black Castle” (U). 5511,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100;- 44- “Great White Hunter” (Lip) and
“Captain Kidd” (Lip) (reissues).
Tie Su
of G 9lden Condor”
?o/IZtTr
j .FrS
(20th) and
“Top Secret” (Indie). Forked out for heavy ads to sell
these
oldies.'
Big $5,500. Last
(Continued on page 16)
week, “Desperate Search” (M-G)
.

St.

Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—

Held at
Last week, big $9,000.

“Anna” (IFE) (2d wk).
$7,000.
•

Orpheum

95)

(2,448; 65*
(U).

(No. Coast)
— “Mississippi
Gimbler”

Great $20,000 or near. Last week,
“Last Comanches” (Col) and “Savage Mutiny” (Col), $7,500.
United Artists v (No. Coast) (1,»
207; 65-95)—“Monsoon” (UA). Fair
Last week, “Thief of
$5,000.
Venice” (20th), ditto.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
“Promoter” (U) (7th wk). Off to
$2,800. Last week, big $3,400.
Clay Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 99-$1.30)— “Cyrano” (UA) (reissue). Big $2,“Bwana Devil” (UA) (7th wk). Oke 200. Last week, “Orpheus” (Indie) and “Eagle With Two Heads”
$7,000. Last week, $8,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)— (Indie) (reissues), $1,700.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85*
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Sock
“Strange Ones” (Indie) (4th
$18,000. Last week, “Plymouth Ad- $1)
wk). Held at $1,900. Last Week,
venture” (M-G) (6th wk), $3,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Mis- nice $2,100.
and "Apache War Dance” (M-G),
sissippi Gambler’’ (U). Smash $17,$3,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— 000. Last week, “Four Poster”
-MARCH’
3-D
“The Stooge” (Par). New Martin (Col) (2d wk), $6,500.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.10)—
& Lewis comedy looks smash $14,000. Last week, “Don’t Care Girl” “The Ring” (UA) plus Earl Bostic
316,000,
'
(20th), $8,000.
orch. Coleman Hawkins, Roy EldPortland, Qre., Feb. 10.
RKO-Orphetim (RKO) (2,800; 40- ridge, Wini Brown onstage. Poor
Biz shapes spotty this round
76)
“Angel Face” (RKO). Daring $10,000. Last week, “Hiawatha”
advertising but only okay $8,000. (AA) and Blackstone onstage, good here. But the 3-D snorts program
with
“Rogue’s March” are going
Last week, “Man Behind Gun” $ 20 000
(WB), $6,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)— “Ni- great guns. “Meet Me at Fair’
RKO-Pan (RKO) .(1,600; 40-76)— agara” (20th). Bright $21,000. Last looms lofty at the Broadway. “The
“Fuller Brush Girl” (Col) and week* “Ruby Gentry” (20th) (3d Promoter” held for third inning at
the Guild.
“Holiday in .Havana” (Col) '(re- wk), $12,000.
issues). -Brought back to capitalEstimates for This Week .
..Broadway (Parker) (T,890; 65*
%
but yanked after *3 bad days, and $‘1OT(T' Lasf^we^r^Oufposenn
“Dr. Death” (Indie) and “Vanish- Malaya” (UA), $11,500.
“Stranger In Between” (G). Tall:
ing Body” (Indie) (reissues) put in
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 75-$1.20) $12,000 or near. Last week, “Lawfinal 4 days. Poor $2,500 on full
“Jazz, Singer”
(WB) (2d wk), less Breed” (U) and “Change Of
week. Last week, “I’ll Get You” Down to $14,000. Last week, big Heart” (Rep) (reissue), $11,500.
(Lip) and “Chief Pontiac” (Indie), $27,000.
Guijld
(Parker) (400; 65-90)—
$3,500.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- “Promoter’’ (U) (3d wk). Neat $2,Statfe
(Par)
$1.50)
50-76)
(2,200;
“Hans Christian Andersen” 500. Last week, $3,600.
“Thunderbirds” (Rep). Lively at (RKO). Huge $34,000. Last week,
Liberty (Hamrick), (1*850; 90$6,500. Last week, “Tropic Zone” ‘‘Snows Kilimanjaro” (20th) (16th $1.25)
“Stereo Techniques” (In(Par), $4,000.
die) and “Rogue’s March” (M-G).
wk), $6,000.
World (Mannv (400; 55-$1.20)
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- Nifty $16,000 dr close for the 3-D
“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (2d wk). 99)—“Never Wave at WAC” (RKO). shorts. Last week, “Kansas City
Boff $5,000. Last week, $5,800.
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16)

‘Stooge’ Standout in Mpls.,

..

34G

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
Strong product is luring thousands into downtown Philly here
this week, with both the Arcadia
and Midtown, two small theatres,
breaking house records at ad“Hans Christian
vanced prices.
Andersen” looks terrific at Midtown to hit a new high while “Bad
and Beautiful” also is heading for
new mark at Arcadia. Despite this
stern opposition, “Mississippi
Gambler” is smash at the Boyd.
Estimates for This Week

;

—

(AA). Light $11,000 or near. Last
week, “Man Behind Gun” (WB)
and “Seeds of Destruction” (Indie),

week, $11,500.
Last'
$1,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
“Stranger in Between” (Indie) (2d
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (3d
wk), $1,400.
wk). Big $10,000 in 6 days. Last
week, $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—
‘Niagara’ Nifty $21,000,
“The Stooge” (Par). Sock $21,000.
Last week, “Thunder in East”
(Par) and “Star of Texas” (AA), 9
Philly; ‘Gambler’ Smash

Medium

,

—

Rialto

‘Gambler’ Great at 20G,

able.

OMAHA;

,

v

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200*
“Happy Time” (Col), Nice
Last week, “Man Behind
Gun” (WB), $5,500.

—

Kimo

Biz looks good this week. “Above
55-85)— and Beyond,” given a preem send-

and “Feudin*

'

$4,000. Last week, “Androcles and
Lion” (RKO), $3,500.
v
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
90)
“Thief of Venice” (20th). Big
Last week, “Magic Box”
$4,500.
(Indie), $3,000.
Shubert (Indie) (1,500; 40-50)
“Birth of Laugh Stars” (Indie) and

Del; ‘Niagara’ 32G

(20th)

Fools” (AA), fine $5,000 in 9 days,

Smash

(Fourth Avenue) (3.000*
50-75)—“Stars Are Singing” (Par)
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
and “Star Of Texas” (AA). Strong
Big interest this session, is “The musical lineup, with solid $12,000
Stooge” at Paramount, racking up likely. Last week, “Thunder In
a smash total and sure to -stay a East” (Par) and “Gambler and
Other newcomers, Lady” (Lip), $10,000.
second week.
“Angel Face” at the Missouri, and
State (Loews) (3,000; 50-75)
“Bloodhounds of Broadway” in the “Rogue’s March” (M-G) with 3-D
Fox Midwest theatres are fairish. Stereo-techniques shorts the real
“Bad and Beautiful,” big last week, draw. Reviews were good. Fast
Last week, “Law*
is okay on holdover.* Interest in $12,000 looms.
3-D pix is rising here since the less Breed” (U) and “Black Castle”
Missouri has scheduled a program (U), $7,000.
of Polaroid shorts next week. The
week’s weather was rated favor-

A

‘Beyond’ Big 20G,

Week

(1,200, 50-75)

Fair” (U) and
“Bonzo To College” (U). Hefty $6
000 and h.o. looms.
Last week

$14,000. K.C.

(1,000; 90)
(20th). Trim

(M-G), $4,500.

Estimates for This

Kentucky (Switow)

—“Meet Me At

•

Amus.)

gal, shapes

50-75)
$8,000.

Missouri *(F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Road to Bali” (Par). Fine $12,000.
Last week, “Mississippi Gambler’
(U) and “Turning Point” (Par)
of Venice”

Kentucky

“Ruby Gentry”

‘Stooge’

session.

(m.o.), $10,000.
Pageant (St. L.

as a native

Year ..../.. $2,274,000
cities, and 204

theatres.)

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $15,000 after $19,500 initial

—“Thief

At Fair”

(Based on 23

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“My
Pal Gus” (20th). and “Silver Whip
(20th). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, “Thunder in East” (Par) and
“Cattle Town” (WB), good $15,000.

'

.

Killstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752;
“Angel Face”
60-$1.10)
2,812;

’

first-runs here „thi$ week, with all
houses sharing in upbeat. Advent
of 3-D product at the State is

Estimated Total Gros*
$2,410,200
This Week
( Based on 23 cities, 206 the

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)—
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Tall “Musical Sensations” (Indie). Oke
Last week, “Stars Are
$16,000.
$4,000. Last week, “The Clown”

in the Palace
$31,000 or near. Last week, “Man and “Thief of Venice” at Keith’s.
Behind Gwn’J (WB) and “Tales “Stars Are Singing,” the one moveover at Grand looks fine.
Robin Hood” (Lip),-^19,700..
Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Louisville, Feb. io,
is bright at

The gross picture

Key City Grosses

is rated fine at the
Missouri. .“Meet Me At Fair’ is
holding okay in second Ambassador
week.
Estimates for This Week

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; l,7l‘5;
1,248; 70-$1.10)—“Treasure Golden
Condor” (20th) and “Tangier Incident” (AA), Small $19,000, Last
week, L. A- Chinese, El Rey, “Niagara” (20th). (2d wk) (5 days),

at

“Man Behind Gun”

*

'

“Road To Bali”

ly

Capitol

Stereo Pix Same, ‘At Fair’ Big 6G

total.

<WB)
—
“Mississipfi

(2,756: 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
Gambler” (U). Big

11 , I953

2d

Another weekend of nice weather
which took natives outdoors is
hurting biz at the big cinemas currently. Absence of new product also

$31,000, ‘Stooge’

‘Spur’

c

-

W«<Iiieg(lay, Felbriiary

St. Louis,

Aces at

.

—

PICTURE GROSSES
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8

—

—
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-

Wham

—

4G

8G, ‘Clown’

•

*

.
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.

*
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3-D Stereo-'March’ Ace

Draw

*

%

‘Bad’

Seattle, Feb. 10.

3SG, ‘Gus -Monroe

Band

“‘Stereo Techniques,” the 3-D
shorts, is the big news
here this stanza.
Paired with
“Rogue’s March,”* it is landing a
great total at the Orpheum with
roadshow scale. Other strong entry
is “The Stooge,** which is rated big
at the larger Paramount. “Treasure
of Golden Condor” also is doing
very w.ell at the Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)
“Treasure of Golden Oondof”

Chicago, Feb. 10. 4
produet plus staunch

Strong
bl u 6 new j
holdovers and

— good weather is
Chicago Loop houses into
“'Peter Pan
at excellent frame.
preem at State-Lake
its worldgiant $50,000 while
?c shooting for
and Beautiful" at the Woods

S

Film gross estimates as re*
ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. <S. amusement

‘‘Bad°

shapes big $35,80Q»

“Mv Pal Gus’* at the Chicago,
band,
hacked by Vaughn Monroe
land a bright $50,000 being
Statefrom
overflow
helped by

Sid

r

j ja ke,

•'Anna’* at

•

the'Monroe

is

leading

he second-wfcekers Vrith a sweet
wghurider
session Roosevelt, with
n he East" and/SBlazln^rForest;"
“holding well. /Thief of Venice”
and “Captive Women!*-- looks okay
whfd^
United Artists.
five
ine UP a fburth wericplus
“Above
days with fine total for
of
frame
Seventh
and Beyond.**
•‘Promoter’’ at Surf still is sharp.
,

—

—

tax.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98)—“My
(20th) plus Vaughn MonGus”
Pal
roe package show. Sturdy $50,000.
“Bwana Devil’* (UA)
week,
Last
with vaude (2d wJO, $58,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Two Lost Worlds'* (Indie) and

“Unknown Island”

(Indie)

(reis-

Last week,
Light $8,500.
“Monsoon” (UA) and “Benny the

sues).

$12,000,

Indpk

Indianapolis, Feb. 10.

“

Biz is up at most first-run situations here xthis stanza, stronger line
up of films plus mild weather helping. “Mississippi Gambler” at the
Indiana is leading town with a nifty
total.
“Bad and Beautiful” at
Loew’s, and “Stars Are Singing” at
Circle, both are okay.
.

Week

Estimates for This

Dip” (UA). $7,500.
and “Beware,
Lovely” (RKO).
Monroe (Indie) fLOOO; 55-98)
Nice $9,000. Last week, “Meet
“Anna” (IFE) (2d wk), Smart $10,At Fair” (U) and “Star of Texas”
000. Last week, $12,000;
(AA), $11,000.
98)
Oriental (Indie)
(3,400;
Indian* (C-D) (3,200: 5(^76)
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (4th “‘Mississippi Gambler’* kuh Hefty
wk). Final week plus five days looks $12,000.
Last week; i“Flat Top”
hefty $32,000. Last wdek, $18,000.
(AA) and “Tangier Inbident” (AA),
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— $8,500.
“Thunder in East’* (Par) and ““BlazLoew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76).
ing Forest” (Par) (2d wk). Good “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Nifty
$12,000. Last week, $17,000.
$10,000. Last week, ““Hangman’s
State-Lake
(B&K) (2,700;' 98- Knot” (Col) and “Pathfinder” (Col),
$1.25)—“'Peter Pan** (RKO). World $ 8 ,000.
preem promises to hit huge $50,000.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ride
Last week, “‘Mississippi Gambler” Man Down” (Rep) and “Dark Com(U) and “All Ashore” (Col) (2d wk), mand” (Rep) (reissue).. Oke $5,500.
$19,000.
Last week, “Thief of Venice”
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)— (20th) and “Trail Guide” (Indie),
“Promoter” (U) (7th wk). Brisk $4,- $5,000.
500. Last week, $5,00Q.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 5598)—“Thief of Venice’* (20th) and ‘Girls’ Fancy 14G, Tops
“Captive Women” (RKO) (2d wk).
Neat $9,000. Last week, $18,000.
Pix; ‘invasion’
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

My

Me

—

.

.

Hub New

“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Sock
$35,000 looms. Last week, “Limelight” (UA) (3d wk). $13,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98),—“Summer of Happiness” (Indie) (7th wk).
Excellent $4,000.

Last week, $5,000.

Trim 9G, Devil’ 21G, 2d
Boston, -Feb. 10.
Surplus of .holdovers will hurt
biz this week. One of top new pix,
“Girls in Night” at Memorial looks
nice. “Invasion U.S.A.’* at Boston
is oke while “Treasure of Golden
1

‘Stooge’

Great $23,500,

Condor”

at

Paramount and Fenway

shapes good. “Bwana Devil” in secat Met is skidding but
“Jeopardy” in second
still solid.

'Niagara*

Pitt;

ond round

11G, Lion’ Fair $7,000 week

at

State

and Orpheum

is

holding nicely.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
The Stooge** at Penn and “NiEstimates for This Week
agara” at Fulton are the big noises
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
tins
week, and everybody was “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
helped over the weekend by over(7th wk). Still big at $14,000 after
flows from these two houses. Both
$15,500 for sixth.
pictures are shooting way beyond
40-85)—
holdover figures.

Ink Spots-Ella

Boston

(RKO)

(3,000;

(Col) and “Go
stageshow with “Stop, “‘Invasion U.S.A.”
Young Lady” (Indie). Okay
Me” at Stanley is West,
“Meet Me at
week,
Last
$9,000.
somewhat disappointing in comparison with past biz, these names Fair” (U) and “Deadline for Mur
same.
der”
(20th),
ve done here.
“Andrpdes and
- Esquire
-Lion
(ATC) (1,000; 65-$l)—
at Warner is only so-so.
“Limelight”* (UA) (7th wk). Slow
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)— $1,000 after $1,300 for sixth.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
Niagara” (20th). Marilyn Monrbe
buildup is paying
“Breaking Sound’ Barrier” (UA)
off. Big $11,000,
biggest here in months.
Holds, (7th wk). Slipped to near $4,000
Fitzgerald

Tcou re Killing

™

Last week,. “Lawless. Breed” CUT,
very satisfactory
$6,500.
Harris (Harris)' (2,200; 50-85)—
,

following fast $4,500 for sixth.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“‘Treasure Golden Condor” (20th).
Happy Time’* (Col). Excellent no- Fairish $4,500. Last week. “Thief
tices, but they
aren’t buying, bare- of Venice” (20th) and “Fangs of
ly okay
$6,500. Last week, “Thief Arctic” (Indie), $5,000.
of Venice
(20th), $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)— “Girls of Night” (U) and “Lost
Stooge” (Par). Long lines all flay
(Indie). Fine $14,000. Last
Women”
mng over weekend will- mean
week, “Against All Flags” (U) and
smash $23,500, and may top that
“White Corridors” (Indie), $16,000.
Last week, “‘Bad and JBeauMetropolitan (NET) (4,367; 90(M-G) fell off down the $1.25)—“Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d
J
stietch, to
$20,000 in » days.
Off to near $21,000. First
wk)!
^ Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)— week was big $43,000.
1

’

High. Treason”.

^

(Indie)

(2d wk).

1

i n„

(WB) (3,800;; 65r$l;10)4cYoP’re .Killing Me” (WB),
Spots-EUa Fitzgerald on
Shapes good $24,000, but

’

»

—

first,

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
“Treasure Goldfen Condor” (20th).
Fast $12,000. Last ‘week, “Thief of
Venice” (2Qth) and “Fangs Of Arctic” Mlndie), $11,000.
’

,

-

4

.

prices'

second week to get only $6,500 in
six days at the Capitol. “Thunder
in East” hit a good $10,000 in its
first round at the Holiday.
Bad and Beautiful” with stageshow is concluding its run at the
Music Hall today (Wed.) with an
okay $110,000 for the final (4th)
stanza. Hall brings in “Tonight We
Cleveland, Feb. 10.
The way “City Beneath Sea” is Sing” tomorrow. “Niagara” with
iceshow onstage wound up its third
piling the patrons into the Palace
frame with an okay $49,000 at the
is the big news here this stanza. It
Roxy. “Peter Pan” with new stage
looks to rack up a huge total.
replaces today (Wed.).
“Bwana Devil” still is very solid bill“Come
Batik, Little Sheba” still
in third and final round at the
was sturdy with $17,000 for seventh
*

Allen.

—

.

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(12th wk). The llth frame ended
Monday (9) still was /solid at $8,000
after $10,800 for 10th week.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke90-$2.40)— “Bad and
(M-G) and stageshow
(4th-final wk).
Holding at oke
$110,000 in final stanza. Third
week was fine $123,000. “Tonight
We Sing” (20th) with new stageshow opens tomorrow (Thurs.),
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
“The Star” (20th) (3d wk). Second
rorind ended yesterday (Tues.) held
at very big' $23,000“ after Smash
$35,000 opening week.
Roxfr (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) and
ftew iceshow onstage. Opens today
(Wed.).
week,
“Niagara”
Last
(20th) with iceshow (3d wk), held

fellers) (5.945;

Beautiful”
.

•

at $49,000 after strong $57J)00 for
second session.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk).

frame ending today
(Wed.) looks .to hold at sock $30,great $40,000,
000. First week
best here in many months.
Sutton (R&B) (501; 90-$1.50)—

First holdover

“Member

of

Wedding”

(Col)

(7th

Sixth session ended Monday
held at oke $4,500 after $4,800
for fifth week. “Story of Mandy”
(U) opens Feb. 23.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) 90$1.50)
“Curtain Up” (Indie) (2d
wk). Curent round ending Friday
(13) looks* to hold at big $5,500
after solid $7,000 for first week.
Trans-Lux 5 2d St. (T-L) (540; 90$1.50).
“Face To Face” (RKO) (5th
wk). Still very nice at $4,300 in
fourth frame ended Monday (9)
after $5,700 for third week.
wk).
(9)

—

—

'

—

•

—

—

—

.

—

•

•

—

—
•
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’

—

,

—

I-

—

,

’

.

—

’

—

;

.

—

—

—

'

first.

others, onstage (3d wk), $54,000.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—

stanza
at
the
Victoria.
“Don
Estimates for This Week
Camillo” is continuing its long run
Allen (Warners) (3,000; 85-$1.25) at the Bijou after getting
a fancy
“Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d wk). $8,500 in the fourth week.
Solid $15,000 seen for closing lap,
Estimates for This Week
bringing three-week rdn up to
Astor (City InvJ (1,300; 70-$1.50).
Got sock. $27,000 In
$87,000.
—“Road to Bali” .(Par) (2d wk).
second round.
Victoria (City Intf.) (1,060; 70Hipp (Telemanagement) (3;700; Holding up in great style with
55-85)
“Redhead From Wyoming” $29,000 or close in initial holdover $1.80)—“Little Sheba” (Par) (8th
(U) and “Black Castle” (U). Light session ending today (Wed.). First wk). Seventh stanza ended yesterLast week, “Thief of week was socko $35,000. Stays on, day (Tues.) held at $17»000 after
$11,500.
•
great $23,000 for sixth week.
natch!
Venice” mild $12,500.
Bijou- (City Inv.V(589; 90-$1.50)
Lower Mall (Community) (585;
“Don Camillo” (Indie) (5th wk).
55-85)
“Sinners” (Indie) (6th wk).
Fair $2,200 after $2,400 ‘last round. Fourth stanza ended Monday (9)
held to fing;$8,50Oi'after $9,500 for
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300; 55-85)
“Chief Pontiac” (Lip) and “Break- third week. Continues on.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90Average ‘$5,000.
down” .(Indie).
Last week, /‘Captain Kidd” (WB) $2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (20th
and “Great White Hunter”( Lip), wk). The 19th stanza ended yesterday (Tries.) continued at about
oke $5,000.
same pace around $39,000 after
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85)
“City Beneath Sea” CU). Terrific smash $40,000 for 18th week.
Toronto, Feb. 10.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
Last week, “Four
$25,000 looms.
“Breaking Sound Barrier” is do—“Importance of Being Earnest” ing smash biz at Imperial, most
Poster” (Col), fair $9,000.
(8th
Seventh session spectacular here in some tiirie.
(U)
wk).
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-85) “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk). ended Sunday (8) was stout $o,5Q0 “April in Paris” and “Mississippi
week.
after
sixth
for
$7,400
chapafter
last
Big $12,000
$18,000
Gambler” are neck-and-neck in
Capital (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.50) second place among newcomers.
ter
Opens Latter shapes sturdy at the UpRouge”
(UA).
“Moulin
55-85)
(Loew’s)
Stillman
(2,700;
“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (4th today (Wed.) after benefit preem town.
wk). Satisfying $7,000. Last week, for Damon Runyon Fund last night
Estimates for This Week
In ahead, “The Clown”
(Tues.).
$7,500.
Crest, DowntoWn, Glendale, May(M-G) (2d wk-6 days), thin $6,500
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
after only $13,000 opening week.
‘Spur’ Record $24,000,
70- 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
(Moss)
Criterion
(1,700;
$2.20)—“Hans Christian Andersen” “Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “GamDenver; ‘Stooge’
(RKO) (12th wk). The llth stanza bler and Lady” (Indie). Oke $14,Denver, Feb. 10.
ended Monday (9) continued in the 000. Last week, “Duel Silver
“Naked Spur,” with so-oalled chips with $15.,OO0 although week- Creek” (U) and “Mr. Walkie-Talkworld preem at the Paramount, is days are way off currently. The ie” (Indie), $15,000.
racking up a new house record 10th week' was $19,000.
Hyland (Rank) (1>355; 75-85)
“The Stooge,” big -Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) “Fdur Poster’” (Col) (4th. wk). Holdand holding.
this. week at Denham, also is geting
nicely at $4,500. Last, week,
“Promoter” (U) (16th wk). The
ting a holdover* “Limelight” was
15th round ended Monday (9) still $ 6 000
pulled after four poor days at Qr- was big at $5,100 after $5,800 for
Imperial (FP) (3,373? 40-75)—
pheum.
“Last of Comanches
14th week, both unusually fine for “Breaking Sound Barrier” (Indie).
shapes good in two houses.
Smash $19,000. Last week, “Pony
this stage of run.
Estimates for This Week
Soldier” (20th) (2d wk). $7,500.
Guild (Guild)’ (525; $1-$1.25)
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; ’50-85)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-75)—
“Leonardo da Vinci” (Indie) (llth
and wk). This frame' ending today “Above and Beyond” (M-G) (4th
“Thief of Venice”, (20th)
“Darling Clementine”' (20th), day- ( Wed.) looks like $4,800 after wk). Big. $8,000. Last week, $9,Fair
date’ with Tabor; Webber.
500.
$5,500 for 10th round.
Last. Week; "‘G^t White
$5,300.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$L25/
Hunter”’ (Lip)' and “Captain Kidd”
“Stero Techniques” (Indie) (2d “Ruby Gentry” (20th) (2d wk).
,
$5,000.
Trim
(Lip),
$11,000. Last week, $14,000.
\
week). Initial week ending Monday
40-75)—
.0 ,750;.
Shea’s
(FP)
(2,386;
on e of best
-“Stooge” (Par); - Big $15,000.: weeks here recent^ n Fangs“"bfi "April -in
Big
Last week, “Thunder in Arctic” (AA) was added to round 500. Last' week, “Thunder in East”
Holds.
East” (Par) (2d‘ wk), $8,000.
out program starting on Monday (Par). $9,000.
Denver (FOx) (2,525; 50-85)
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)—
(9).
“Last of Comanches” (Col) and
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50*$ 1. 50) “Steel Trap” (20th). Fine $3,500.
“Tars and Spars” (Col).
Good
“Above and. Beyond” (M-G) (2d Last week, “Androcles and Lion”
Last week, “Blackbeard wk). Initial holdover round ending (RKO) (2d wk), $11,000 to break
$13,500.
Pirate” (RKO) and “Beware My tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hold at house record.
Lovely” (RKO), $12,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743: 40-75)—
smash $35,000 after $40,000 for first
4
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)
week, over hopes. Continues, natu- “Mississippi Gambler” (U). Sturdy
“Last Comanches” (Col) and “Tars rally.
$13,000. Last week, “Meet Me at
60- Fair” (U) (2d wk),. $7,000.
(Continued on page 16)
Hoi
oliday
(Per-Rose)
(950;

—

$16,500 after slick $27,000 -for

disappointing for fhe Knest
eek
“Thunder in
lt,.,, k? > J^
(Par), $8,500.
rne r (WB) <2,000; 50-85)—
Loew) (3,500; 40-85)-*
State
“An? 0c
-“Rogue’S
n,m
les ab<i Lion” (RKO). Fair “Jeopardy” (M-G) and
0
Last week, “Bwana Devil” March” (M-G) (2d‘wk). Off to about
(tt \V
^
1 wk
$9,000 following nice $15,500 for
* $9, 000 at advanced

^

—

'

Stanley

01
an
nIi
d T

—

.

Circle . ( CockriU-Dolle) (2,800; 5076)
“Stars Are Shining” (Par)

—

weeks.

or

four
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65Introduction of 3-D pictures at
90)
“Babes in Bagdad” (UA). the
Globe, first on Broadway outSlow $2,500. Last- week, “Man side of Cinerama, is proving sucBehind Gun” (WB), $2,300 in 6
cessful despite thumbs-down treatdays.
ment by the crix. The “Stereo
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 65- Techniques”
now
90)
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). coupled withaborts program,
“Fangs of Arctic,”
(2d wk). Dpwn to $7,000 after sock
wound
up
its initial week with a
$12,500 opening week.
sock $25,000, Failure of bill to hold
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90- up
well on weekdays hurt since
$1.25)
“Stereo Techniques” (Indie)
weekend
trade was very big.
and “Rogue’s March” (M-G). The
“Above
and Beyond” shapes as
-3-D shorts program is the real
one
biggest second-week picof
likedraw here, with great $18,000
tures, with smash $35,000 at the
ly. Holds. Last week, “Adrocles”
“Mississippi Gambler” is
(RKO) and “Sword of Venus”. Mayfair.
another great holdover with around
(RKO), $8,400 in 8 days at 90c top.
$30,000 for second stanza at the
(Evergreen)
Paramount
(3,039;
65-90)—“Stooge” (Par) and '‘Tropic State. “The Star” wound up Its
with a very big
Zone” (Par). Big $16,000 or close. second session
$23,000 at the Rivoli.
Last week. “Ruby Gentry*’ (20th)
“Road
to Bali” continues in great
(Indie)
Corridors”
“White
and
fashion for second round with
(2d wk-5 days), $4;200.
about $29,000 at the Astor. “The
Clown” fell apart on abbreviated

—

‘Gambler’ Hefty

).

.

.

days, oke, $3,500.

Ori^Ms

S

Pans No Detriment, 25G

‘Stereo’

Launching of new, strong films, $1.20) ““Thunder in East” (Par)
continuance of favorable weather (2d wk). First stanza ended Monday
and the sustained strength of nu- (9) was good $10,000. In ahead,
serous holdovers are contributing “Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue) (2d wko the bright glow at Broadway 11 days), $11,000.
irst-run theatres this stanza. Most
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)—
(20th) and “Kid Broken Gun” (Col). houses will be further helped next
Danny Kaye and all-vaude bill 14th
Big, $9,000:' Last week, “Thief of session by the Lincoln Birthday
wk). Third round ended Saturday
Venice” (20th) and “Dangerous (Thurs.) holiday.
(7) hit terrific $55,000 after capacity
Assignment” (Indie), $7,800.
“The Stooge” with Joni James, $55,500 for second week.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
Paramount (UPT) (3,664; 8065-90)—“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO). Johnny Long band heading stageshow soared to a smash $110,000 $1.80)
“The Stooge ”... ..(.Par wi t h
Last. ..week, “Happy.
Slow... $5,00.0,
in thb first week ended last night Jorii James, Johnny Long orch
Time” (Col), same.
(Tues.) at the Paramount. Long topping stageshow (2d wk). First
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650-65-90)
both Saturday arid Sund . "Week ended last night (Tues.)
Redhead from Wyoming (U). JVpRl ines
ogether with heayy trade on week- soared to socko $110,000. Jn ahead,
Last, week,
$6,000 in 8 days.
attested to "the draw of this “Jazz Singer” (WB) plus Carmen
Clown” (M-G) in 3rd stanza, four days
combo, which looks to stay three Cavallaro' orch,
Larry
Storch,

Are Net

Estimates

Smash HOG,

Repeats, 3-D; ‘Stooge’

program of

Bright 50G, ‘Anna Sturdy 10G, 2d

S

$18,000

in Seattle,

.
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Bert

E.

Friedlob presents

BETTE DAVIS

STERLING HAYDEN with Natalie Wood
June Travis

HEISLER

EUNSON

-^Mvc$6, by BERT

A BERT

E.
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"THE STAR"

Warner Anderson

*

Co-starring

Minor Watson

E, ,);ftJi$L0B • Directed by

STUART

and Screenplay by KATHERINE ALBERT WOALEFRIEDLOB production Released by 20th Century-Fox

Original Story
•

:

.

OWCI

*VA»ltTY'*' LONDON
• It Miltin'* Hitt, Trafalgar Square

INTERNATIONAL

PSMffff
U.S. Disk Lifting Brit.
Song Into Hit Class

Orch Fares, Nan-Tainted Leaders

London, Feb.

Vienna, Feb. 3. 4*
Sol Hurok is expected in Vienna
de- Brit
within the month to complete
of the Vienna
tails of the 1954 tour
philharmonic Orchestra in the

-

Unions Consider

McCarran Act's Effect

London, Feb. 10.
Tour will be under Hurok
British performers are taking
management, with National Conhandling steps to find out how the
cert and Artists Corp.
McCarhookings.
ran Act will affect them. They
Outstanding questions to be set- want detailed Info on its
implicatled during °Hurok’s. conferences tions
before deciding whether any
here are who will pay the $60,'000
action
on
the
their
for
costs
part
travel
is
called
for.
to $70,000 in.
orch and just what ^conductors Last Wednesday (4), the 'Variety

U

S.

be “acceptable” in/ the U.‘
the ocean or air fare question, Austrian Ministry of Education has unofficially assured orch'
officials that the federal treasury
will probably shoulder the load.
Actual announcement is believed
being held in abeyance till after the
Feb. 22 national elections,, as both
Heds and anti-American' rightist
parties would use R as campaign
ammunition. Actually, all or most
of the fares could he paid in Mu-,
tual Security counterpart funds,
put up by Austrians to match dollar aid from" the XJ. 1$.
will

On

.

,

Conductor question is a more
ticklish one and likely to produce
wounded feelings, no matter how
it’s settled. Hurok has so far indicated acceptance only of Josef
Krips and Hans Knappertsbusch.
NCAC is known to want bigger
names, especially Clemens KrausS
and Wilhoim Furtwangler. Latter
both have Nazi histories. Krauss
was barred from public performances by an Austrian denazification commission from 1945 to JL950,
and is presently under heavy at-

Too Many H.0.S Hurt London Cinema

3.

An American record is boosting
a British song high on the Hit Parade in Britain. “Broken Wings,”
a new homegrown opus emanating
from the John Fields Music Co.
(publishers of “Tulips and Heather”) was rushed to the U. S. before
being seen, by any artists over here.
Shapiro-^ernstein &Qok the number for ithe U. S„ and*# regord^was
made of it by Art and Dottie Todd.
The record came back^to England,
disk- jockeys plugged it and the
number is now a hit.

Snarl Vienna Symph’s US. Tour

Biz; ‘Net’ Stout 8G, ‘Bomb’-'Jeopardy’

•+

On Tax

Equity Council

hand

facts

is

In

of the producers to submit production estimates. However, the industry here is not anticipating any

expecting to

from American

changes. The Films Act (Quota) of
1948 stipulates that if any changes
are to be made in the quotas they
must be announced in the House of
Commons at least’ six” months before they are due to operate, the
deadline beiilg-riext March 31. If
there are no changes, there is no
obligation on the part of the government to make a statement.

on the alien artists problem.
These confabs have been deferred
tions
until

American Equity has

fully

considered the effects of the McCarran Act on the situation.

West Berlin

TV

In

from liberal quarters^for his
proposed appointment as director

Berlin, Feb.

years,

the

British

Film producers Assn, always has
paved the way by obtaining from
their members production schedules for the coming year and then,
together with the exbibitorsf agreeing an estimate of British output.
For the last wo years on the basis

Audience Grows

tack

previous

3.

With official start of regular TV of these estimates, exhibitors and
Vienna State Opera upon its
reoccupation of rebuilt opera house programming last Xmas, expected producers have agreed that a 30%
now skedded for 1957: Furtwangler, demand for video sets has set in quota would be reasonable.
of the

though a less enthusiastic Hitlerite,
was a favored: symphony conductor
throughout the Nazi period.
Follow the Leader

Hurok told Prof. Wilhelm Ijfanzl,
who visited New York last fall to
set the orchestra tour, that he
would not have his name associated in

management of any

artist

who might be the subject of picketing or demonstrations. Shortly after
his return to Vienna, Hanzl, known
as a close associate of Krauss, resigned as business' manager of the
orchestra. xTHere is, In addition a
musical fued of long standing between. Furtwangler and other conductors
originating in conflicts
over top concert assignments. Another subject of controversy is conductor Herbert von Karajan, also
a top musician, but punished by
a two-year ban from public performances for Nazism.

Because- of the uncertainties prevailing in the -British production
industry as a result of failure to
agree a continuation of the Eady
subsidy for British films, the BFPA
this year has not been able to submit any,, estimates to the Board of

over West Germany and BerOne of the 21 tele set producing firms sold 1,000 sets within
one week. Situation looks the same
in Berlin. While only 1,000 TV
set owners were registered in West
Berlin three months ago, the num
her has increased to 2,500. Estimated that programs witnessed by
about .10,000 Berliners now.
The technical side of German
telecasting may be considered fully
[
satisfactory right now. Reception
on Berlin video sets is perfectly
clear. Range of action of a TV station is around 60 miles on the average. Persons in Jutland (Danemark)
and even South Sweden repeatedly
received the Hamburg TV program by means of a special anall

lin.

tenna.

Trade, The meeting Monday was
faced with the pl'oblem of assessing a quota which* exhibitors could
be expected to meet without any
indication of whether or not the
product would be evenutally forthcoming. Hence, it was only natural

no recommendation was made.
It has been known for some
weeks that British producers were

that

confident that the Films Council

would continue the 30% quota and
thus encourage furthei-British pro-

The BFPA turned down

duction.

a

proposal that it should recommend
the continuation of the 30% quota,
subject to the Eady levy being
agreed in due course.
Apart from the fact that some
of the unions will agitate for a
quota increase, the main tussle was
expected over the 25% supporting
quota. Exhibitors have been campaigning against this for a long
time particularly as no relief has

\

German TV

technician^ currently
Further question raised here is are busy expanding the German
that of admissibility of orch mem- telecasting net. TV chain from Cobers into the States under the logne via Frankfurt to Munich
McCarran Act. Although no visa with an "extension to .Freiburg will
applications have yet been filed at be finished this year. Towards the
the American Consulate here, in- end of the year the larger part of
formed quarters report 30 to 50 the Federal Republic West Germembers of the 90-man organiza many will be included in TV re
tion have histories as Nazi party ception.
members or other Hitlerite asso
TV manufacturers are operating
clations. Under the newest immi- at full capacity. It is expected that
gration laws, these might not* of- sets will be on sale at lower prices
fer an insurmountable obstacle, but shortly. Biggest demand for TV
immigration officials can’t decide sets has been reported from the
until the actual visa applications Ruhr area. One factor in the cur*
are made. Visa processing takes rent upbeat in sales of sets is the
from four to six months.
fact that all German TV stations,
including West Berlin, Hamburg
and Cologne, are co-operating so
COIN
as to give viewers a varied program. Another important stimulant
VIDPIC SERIES to sales may be the telecasting of
the coronation in London.
Paris, Feb. 10.

*

hitherto
sphere.

been

granted

in

this

SCOT TOURIST TRADE

SEEN SHOW BIZ HYPO
Glasgow, Feb.

Dave
series,

in tourist trade
throughout Scotland is likely to
hypo show biz this spring and summer. According to Tom Johnston,
prexy of the Scottish Tourist
Board, it will be possible to double
the $39,000,000 which Scotland currently earns through tourism.

Chudnow’s TV package
“The Secrets of the French

Police,”* is

bogged

of

now in its sixth
down "activity

Chudnow came here with. 9* pilot,
12 scripts and star Akim Tamiroff.
deal with Bill Marshall and Felix Hayem for production here, with the Marshall combine to put up the production
funds. After the third film Chudnow declares that Marshall asked
him to guarantee the rest of the
money and difficulty started be
tween the two.’

He arranged a

The

pix were finished,
by Steve Sekely, and then

first six

directed,

Plan is to extend the season to
include June and September. The

Disney’s ‘Rob Roy’ Set
week
To Roll Next Month
here.

Production.

tourist

were ironed
he wanted

now

stated

shall

out,

out. Chudto buy Mar-

but the price was too
exorbitant. Affair rests at the present impasse, with both parties laying claim to the finished pix.

Tops

A

board has worked hard

new double

dual

reduction in amusement taxes
which went into effect Jan. 7
brought some astounding figures
in the boxoffice receipts for the
first two weeks.
Topping the list
was “World in His Arms” (U) with
a hefty $17,500, for one week at
.

.

bill’ consists

of

style

The
“Time Bomb”
likely.

“Jeopardy.” The other newcomer
was “The Net” at the Odeon, Lei-

.

cester Square.
It looks to get a
solid $8,000 in its first round.
“Hans Christian Andersen” remain&^styftpg in holdover class
witil$%ie&1
g $6,200 fof sixth
Carlton frai ^Against All Flags,” v
with a nice $5,\ffip?Hta. its thirds
'

l^laman-

of

the Empire,
with a

bill at

which was made at Elstree and

.

ft'nq

film biz last

opened in modest
the country’s film fans, a barely okay $12,800

jAro”' (20th) was cld^e behind with
$14,300 in its single week at one
spot.

round

at

the Gaumont, and ‘iron

Mistress,” heading for a solid
$7,000 in its second Warner week,
are leading the field.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—
“Andersen” (RKO) (6th wk). Holding up nicely at $6,200, which is
above average for length of run.

“Father of Bride” (M-G) continued at its record-breaking pace
with $22,400 for two weeks at one
theatre.
“Last of Comanches”
(Col) was okay $8,400 for one week
In one house.

with “Moulin Rouge”
(UA) set as next pic.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Time Bomb” (M-G) and “Jeopardy” (M-G). Only a fair, dual bill
but first week shapes oke $12,800
or near.
“Plymouth Adventure”
(M-G) preems Feb. 5.
Continues,

Far East GIs
Nix US.

War Pix

(CMA)
—Gaumont
“Against All Flags”

(1,500; 50-$1.70)

(GFD) and
Gentlemen Please” (ABwlO.
Doing
steady biz
Pathe) (3d

Tokyo, Feb. 3.
Soldiers in the Far East have
nixed Hollywood’s war films, according to a survey made by the
Army’s recreation and motion picture staffs.
GIs out here, excluding Korea, where no admission is
charged and no attendance checks
are made, prefer to spend their
film money on comedies, musicals
and westerns.
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
took top popularity honors in 1952.

“Time

at $5,300 after $6,100 for second
frame, nice for this spot. “Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) opens Feb. 5.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70)—“Long Memory”
(GFD) (2d wk). Attracting good
Holds another
$6,500 this r.ound.
week with “Appointment in London” (BL) opening Feb. 12.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-

—

$1.70)
“Ruby Gentry” (20th) (3d
ranked way far- down on' wk). Likely to finish run here at
after good $5,400. in
around
$4,700
the list, with most criticism being
“Cosh Boy” (IFD)
directed at “impossible acts of second round.
in
Feb.
6.
on
heroism ... impractical situations
Leicester Square (CMA)
Qdeon,
dialogue of the cast.”
Net”
“The
50-$1.70)
(2,200;
Second and third on the hit list (GFD). Opened to generally good
were “Ivanhoe” (M-G) and “David notices and shaping to get sound
and Bathsheba” (20th). Most pop- $8,000 for opening stanza. Holds
ular stars were Gary Cooper, Dean for usual three weeks.
Martin and Jerry Lewis, Joan
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
“Decameron
Crawford, Jane Wyman, Susan Hay- (2,200;
50-$1.70)
Doing
Nights” (Eros) (2d wk).
ward and Doris Day.
one more
Plays
Troops voiced disappointment in moderate $4,200*
Don’t* Care Girl”
round
with
“I
“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)
Feb. 5.
and “One Minute to Zero” (RKO). (20th) opening
70-$1.70)

War

films

.

.

—

.

—

.

—

,

U.S. Release Sought

On

]

Russ-Vienna Strauss Pic
Vienna, Feb.

3.

The Russian-operated Wiert FilmRosenhugel

is
negotiating for a
U. S. release of an Agfacolor version of Johann Strauss’ “Night in
Venice,” recently completed at the

studio. Reported they want‘ guarantee of $120,000 for English-speaking rights.
•

a lavish version of the
Strauss operetta, probably with a
minimum of leftist tendency despite studio’s direct supervision by
Moscow representatives. Russkis
use the Rosenhugel plant, built by
the Nitfis and best in Austria, to
is

shoot mostly musicals and nonpropaganda pix. Budgets are iisu^
ally far above local averages, and
shooting time of six months or
more is not unusual, since each
detail of script, acting and even
costumes has to be personally
okayed by the Russ studio boss.
Completed pix have to be sent to
Moscow for an 0.0. that often takes
a year before release is allowed.

Plaza (Par) (1,902;
of TwRight” (IFD) (3d
Modest $4,200 or less after
“Military
second.
for
$4,600
Policemen” (Par) opens Feb. 6.
Rite (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)—“Quo
Hardly
Vadia” (M-G) (17th wk).
fluctuating from week to week.
Current session (with previous sixmonth run is the 42d round) at this
house, solid $3,300. Stays indef.

“Women

wk).‘

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk). Exceeding hopes and staying a third
stanza although originally booked
Second frame
for two weeks.
shapes hefty $7,000 after smash
“Spring$8,500 opening week.
field Rifle” (WB) follows Feb. 12.

Chevalier Opens Tour

Of 14

Brit.

Key

Cities

'

^'Sheffield, Feb. 3.
Maurice Chevalier openpd a British provincial tour here, and will
and full
one-niters
play both
weeks. He goes on to 14 other key
cities, including Newcastle, LiverGlasgow, Edinburgh and
pool,
Manchester. It is his first provincial tour in more than 20 years.
The French star has 12 new

numbers in

to

increase internal holiday travel. It
has struggled to get ships direct
into the Clyde from the U. S. arid
Canada. Last year 57,000 passengers were brought from Eng
land alone by bu& Tourism is Scotindustry.
land^ sixth 'latgeist
£

his repertoire..

N. Y. Distribs Leery
Soviet-made, product is invaria- Inti. Shorts Congress
Walt Disney’s British unit is to
bly distributed in the U. S. through
In Paris March 2-7
Artldno Pictures, Inc,, which hanstart a new live actioner here next
Paris, Feb. 3.
dles Russian pix exclusively id
month. Lensing is scheduled to
North and South Amerjcp.
The- fourth International Conbegin March 16 on “Rob Roy” with
will be held
Subjects
of
Short
gress
Trade observers in Nfew York
Richard Todd in the title role. Film \
More than 32
this week expressed^ omnipri that here March 2-7.
and
Technicolor
in
will be made
for India Pix no American distrib would buy an nations will take part in the Congress and send films as well as reps
^
Iron Curtain film.
the unit will have two months locaMadras, Feb. 3.
in this get together to discuss the
tion in the Scottish Highlands J
considering
India
Government
Of
place of the short subject in comAssociated
before moving into the
Larrea Mexico's NCB .Chief
of gold medals to the
mercial spots as well .as its docuBritish Elstree studios for interiors. the award
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
in all languages made
pictures
best
mentary and educational status.
Perce Pearce, who has handled
National Cinematographic The Raimu Theatre on the ChampsThe
year. Award would
each
in
India
•the production chore on Disney’s
also entitle winning pictures to ex-? Board is now headed by Lelo d® Elysees will be used by the Contwo previotfe" British fiiE2^s .T.L <R.9.Mp rmptfoR
ih.e ...entertainment Larrea, cx-Mexican consul general gress to. show a different batch of
Hood” and “The Sword and the tax. The tax collected'
a time tourist shorts daily.
\voiil'd'"be
A '‘-^^ t
Rose,” will assume the same post
agent .there for thrs' couhtF^?'
refunded
to
producers.
on this new project. Harold French
He
took
over
from
Jesus Castillo the problem of the short film 'Tv
help
Film
circles
feel
would
this
isMo direct. Guy Green will be
Lopez, who resigned.
in Europe and the U. S.
production of quality pictures.
cameraman In charge.

London, Feb.

3.

*

.

•

,

Tax Refund

'

.

4

culties

3.

Growing boom

PARIS

to

Film

-

SNARL SNAFUS

Cut; ‘Arms’

50%

1

Equity. John Kennedy wa's due
over recently from N. Y. as rep of
the American union for negotia-

End

Tokyo, Feb. 3.
The Japanese government’s 1953
gift

No Change

London, Feb. 3.
two newcomers, West
week was down
to an average level.
Most theatres reported good weekend grosses
with heavy midweek drops.
-‘-'With only*

Jap Film Grosses Soar

Artists Federation considered the
qfvv legislation for the first time
and plans to ask the American
Guild of;.Variety Artists to give i£s
'London,; Feb. 10.
interpretation. I’f- the eventual reV
Although
cift^Itq^raph;J
the
r
ply' indicates that there are* fewer
Films Council met here yeslei^ay?
prospects for ^British vauders work- (Mon.l to make a recommendation
ing in the U. S., the VAP may re- on the film quota in the year beconsider its attitude towards gen- ginning next Oct.
1, it failed to
eral support for work permits to agree on any such quota recomAmerican Artists in Britain.
mendation because of the inability
•get first

OK $12,800, distress’ Fast 7G, 2d

/

British Films Council

Suggests
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M-G-M’s Sensational

JEOPARDY'
(BarbaraStanwyck, Barry

Sullivan,

Ralph Meeker )

Hottest picture on the market! First 30,

towns doing

terrific

business;

An

Ex-

ploitation natural!

M-G-M’s

"10-Best” Hit I

ABOVE AND
BEYON D'

M-G-M’s TECHNICOLOR Drama!

YHE NAKED
SPUR'

<*

_

( Robert Traylor,

Eleanor Parker, James Whitmore,
Marilyn Erskine )

(James Stewart, Janet Leigh, Robert Ryan, Ralph Meeker, Millard Mitchell)

Launched in socko Tri-State Premiere
Triuniphant showmanship premiere at

N. Y. Nationwide acclaim by
and public. One of National Board

Mayfair,
press

>

in Colorado,

New

Mexico, Wyoming,

Big-time hit for sure-fire top grosses.

of Review’s " 10-Best.”

And Get Ready

For M-G-M’s Big Easter Technicolor Musical!

"SOMBRERO"

TRADE SHOWS

FEB. 20th

Just what the folks want for their happy holiday entertainment. Great cast including Ricardo Montdlban}
Pier Angeli, Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Cbarisse, Yvonne de Carlo, RickJason, NinaFocb, KurtKasxnar, Walter Hampden, Thomas Gomez,
Jose greco,

(AU together for Brotherhood Week's

Silver Anniversary

Feb . 15-22, 1953)

Wednesday, February II, 1953

PICTCKBS

P$3RMl!ff

—Pictures

Inside Stuff

Studio Hassles

Norman Krasna got $100,0’00 from Paramount for the “White Christmas” original which was balked by both Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire tion
“too young.” Astaire still thinks so and
because the roies made them nut

Continued from page

15

Distrib Denies Big Loss in Polaroid

5

Glasses,

But Exhib Claims 10% Nick

system similar to Cinemaplus the necessity of renegotiating a new scope many years ago, but the
rather than rewrite radically,
company
did not think the process
* Loss, theft or breakage of Polastarting
point,
Donald O’Connor may do
deal in view of the delayed
3-D.
the answer to demand for
roid glasses required in presenta...
.
. .
>,
Snp terning vis-a-vis to Crosby who is satisfied that the rewrite will
e
e
5
tion of Stereo-Techniques’ thirdF J
ndeauately take care of the hyper-juvenility tangent.- Crosby, Irving « e C
Par’s 3-D Unveiling
dimension can be reduced to a negthree-way
partners
on
are
the
indie
pic
Paramount
for
Par fj^ 5
Berlin and
rSmitvln ^Snfaroid
Polaroid
requiting
e
*h
systems
3-D
shot
“Sangaree”
of
First scenes
ligible point by alertness on the
rplease with Berlin in for a $250,000 guarantee for his songs, old and
lass .es has not been pointed out by Paramount in its Polaroid sys- part of theatre management, ac?
originally
intended
for the late Walter
new “Christmas” yam was
to the public, the exec noted. tem are being rushed to New York cording to Irving M. Lesser, of
titled
with
songs,
“Stairs
on
His
play
Shoulders.”
legit
It
a
as
Huston
While one (Cinemascope) features for a special exhib screening at Producers Representatives, Inc.,
had topical political overtones at the time.
magnitude with a huge screen and the Paramount Theatre next Mon- which is supervising national distriCrosby' meantime says he wants to ‘quiock around Europe” with gives an illusion of depth, he
bution of S-T’s package program of
day (16) to determine reaction.
who has evidenced an artistic bent, and
his youngest son, Lindsay,
that the Polaroid systems
Private unveiling of portions of several shorts.
famous galleries is on the agenda. They shove stressed
a Cook’s tour of the
give a truer illusion of three-di- the film takes place at 9:15 a.m.
Press reports last week that the
22'.
Crosby states he’ll tackle “White Christmas” in
off around April
mension by projecting the action William
co-producer, of Boston engagement of S-T’s demPine,
the fall.
on the screen into the audience.
Sangaree” with William Thomas, onstration “resulted in the loss of
In essence, he noted that the Fox will be in Gotham for the showing. $4,000 in glasses,” was denied by
Public interest in 3-D pictures is overcoming critical barbs tossed process is similar to Cinerama:
Lesser as “substantially” incorrect.
unveiled last week at the N. Y. Globe
at the Stereo Techniques short?
mainland ‘Ihat^the^poUraM
Actual losses during the two-week
Theatre and. giving the -house its bi£§est week s gross in many months, method nronerlv emoloved fiives
run at the Pilgrim Theatre, he said,
Show wound up its first week Monday (9) night with a smash $25,000, a more startling effect and is more
amounted to 4Q0 pairs. (Arch Obobeen
has
getting
the
house
in
what
recent
of
weeks.
Pix,
far ahead
apt to catch the fancy of filmgoers.
ler, producer of Natural Vision’s
first three-dimensional films in N. Y. aside from Cinerama, drew genThat Warners has no immediate
“Bwana Devil,” claimed that “anThe
throughout.
same
Stereo
Techniques shorts intention of joining the Cinemaerally had reviews
Washington, Feb. 10.
other process” had dropped $4,000
show broke house records daily at the Oakland (Cal.) Telenews The- scope parade was further pointed
Cuban film producers are now worth of glasses during a Boston
Same program of shorts, rated good in up this week with a Jack L. War- backed up by government assistatre in the first, four days.
run of its films.)
Louisville, was great in Seattle and big in Portland opening weeks. ner statement pertaining to WB’s ance which is expected to give
Previously
six-and-one-half
a
In latter two key cities, the' 3-D pix were standout.
most ambitious production sched- them a strong boost, reports Na- week stand of th£ S-T demonstraules in company history.
than D. Golden, director of the tion at a Chicago ’theatre saw a
,
,
„
,
Deal by which the U. S. companies are de-icmg $6,500,000 in earnDespite 20th’s almost wholesale Commerce Department’s motion reported loss of 300 pairs of the
ings in Japan, as set by Bichard T. McDonnell, rep of the Motion Pic- rejection of flats on its upcoming picture division. Under a national Polaroid spectacles. Cost
of these,
-r America,
*
* *
*
*
in
has
resulted
many
red
faces
of
in
top-echelon
Assn,
ture
program, Warners production top- decree, an Executive Commission
Execs of numerous companies had objected when per list eight conventional films for the film industry has been cre- incidentally, is $1 per pair and is
distrib circles.
split between exhibitor and distribJohnston
announced
the
plan to send McDonnell currently shooting and one 3-D ated, with powers to stimulate dopre& Eric A.
utor. However, losses from audito Tokyo. The trip would have* been expensive and not likely to pro- pic, “House of Wax,” in the Nat- mestic production there.
Commis- ence mishandling are borne entireduce results, they complained. They’re happy anent the success of ural Vision process. Warner said sion is authorized to advance pro- ly by the theatre.
McDonnell’s mission but still plenty embarrassed.
that the current production pro- ducers up to J33% of production
S-T’s Polaroid glasses differs
gram gives the studio “a peak pro- cost on any picture, with repay- from those used by Natural Vision
from
the
Metro lot kayos his pension gram that has not been approached ment from receipts. The provi- in that the former's are
Exit of Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
of a perHornblow, who departs with a click pic, since the boom days of World War sion, in effect, underwrites up to
benefits by a year or so.
manent type which are sterilized
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (Esther Williams), has an indie setup in II, and one that has it operating 33% of losses should that picture after every performance
and reto the full capacity of its 21 sound lay an egg since repayment shall
mind.
used. Mounted on cardboard, NV'a
When Sidney Franklin returns to the Metro lot, it will he under stages,”
be only from its earnings.
cost $bout 10c. each and are disNeither the call for standardizaSame goes for other letouts and returners, all in line
a new setup.
Commission is -further empow- posable.
tion nor 20th’s Cinemascope de- ered to acquire studios and producwith the general M-G economy program.
After screenings of the S-T profrom entering the 3-D tion equipment which can be gram,
terred
patrons are directed Jto defield this week with a system of its leased to private producers at low
posit the glasses in receptacles loown. Company announced that it cost. Commission may even hire
in
cated
the rear of the theatre.
would produce its own three-di- necessary studio personnel, and Attendants
and ushers are also
mensional pictures, employing a otherwise promote the developposted strategically around the
built by
engineered
and
camera
Continued from page 3
ment of the pix business.
house.
In
addition,
a brief anJohn A. Norling, president of
The Film Industry Commission, nouncement is thrown on the
'
Norling Studios. The will be financed from a national
achieved as of now and additional board in volume of sales. Amuse- Louks
pointing
screen
out that the specs
ment stocks generally since have
statement states that the lottery. This source was previous“refinements” are required.
aren't suitable for driving or for
Aside from the angle of invest- been given an unusally heavy play. Norling camera “eliminates the ly used when Cuba raised funds to use as sunglasses.
found
by
shortcomings
the
technical
So-called
“smart
money”
in
government-owned
ment in regular pix, analysis of the
a
construct
But even with these precautions,
screen critics in all three-dimen- Film City, recently completed in
conflicts in film leaders* expressed Wall St. area, however, is backing
a spokesman for the Globe Theapublic to
views on the technological aspects the film outfits because of one of sional films seen by the
the suburbs of Havana.
tre, N. Y., where .the S-T demonprivately and publicly the asides to 3-D, not necessarily date.”
of 3-D,
stration moved into its second week
stated, further makes it clear that 3-D itself, according to some fiyesterday (Tues.), said this week
Theory is that as
the full industry overhaul is in- nancial men.
Company foreign managers ^yes- that lens losses thei/e are running
some perfected system takes hold
definite.
about 10%.
at
luncheon
converts
held
a
entire
industry
(Tues.)
terday
and the
20th-Fox’s lensing sked is taken
the Harvard Club in N. Y. for
for it, the film companies will be
up largely by Cinemascope, a inclined to sell their pic libraries
Continued from page 1
Masaichi Nagata, president of the
Other
widened screen system.
to television, for neat capital gains. plays, etc.
This is the first time Daiei film company of Japan and
outfits are feeling their way around
‘Li
Limelight’
Angle is that 2-D films no longer in Memphis show biz history that head of that country’s producers’
the new field with Natural Vision,
[
will
be competitive if exhibs
assn.
Contim
Continued from page 5
Paravision or other Polaroid apthroughout the country are en- a nitery was employed as legitJames Mulvey, Goldwyn Producproaches.
There’s no agreement
house.
The play is skedded for tions prexy, joined the major com- demanded the pix, which opened
gaged in a 3-D business.
on which is the system likely to be
Wednesday (4), be withdrawn beone week and may be held over pany reps at the session.
universally adopted.
cause of Chaplin’s alleged subverfor another, due to capacity biz
Lesser’s 3-D
Film company execs .are consive activities.
from
page-one
stories
in
local
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
vinced 3-D is definitely in prospect
McCausland said his New York,
Sol Lesser has acquired U. S. dailies and radio-TV coverage.
but there’s much feeling that it’s
office
gave no reason for ordering
McCulloch
was
stopped
from
rights to British equipment destill
in the experimental stage.
withdrawal
putting
of the film.
on
the
show
in
“LimeWest
Memconto
effect
signed to give 3-D
page
3
Evidence of this is the continuance
Continued
from
light” was doing well at the boxEquipment, de- phis proper, at the Joy Theatre, by
pix.
ventional
of “flat” production predominateWillia^
office
Mayor
B.
Fordyce.
and
Switch
getting
good
audience
scribed as “wide vision surround,”
chief who was in New York frorh
ly by all outfits except 20th. Latnitery was made by Mcresponse, he said. He added he had
will be made available to the na- to the
•his Coast office last week.
ter’s process has been approved by
a franchise Culloch after being stymied in
theatres on
tion’s
Under the .new setup, Mervin been deluged With phone calls
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
every
other effort to keep going.
around
Cost
is
$2,000.
basis.
Hauser shifted from the studio, froiii persons who urged the showLoew’s, and DorC Schary, producAlthough the Plantation Club is
On another front, Lesser will
where he had been Lleber’s as- ing of the film, as well as a numtion chief.
But Cinemascope has make a five-unit' variety show in listed in the West Memphis phone sistant, to become publicity head ber of “the other kind.”
its critics, too, who believe flaws
mailing address, the
color tagged “Three-D Follies” as book and
in
the east, replacing Kay Norton
will be exposed ih lighting and
S. Cal Pickets Loom
the first feature in Stereo-Cine in nitery is actually located on a Ben Grimm moved up to head the
achievement of full pictorial effect
highway and classified here by lo- ad department at the. h.o., moving
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
he’s partnered with Raphael
which
on both extremes of the system’s
cal
gendarmes
as
“county
properCharles Chaplin’s “Limelight”
He’s now hunting a top
Wolff.
up from the assistant’s spot, and
widened (two-and-a-half times norOfficials aren’t interested if
ty.”
will
picketed
be
by American
film
the
emcee
comedy star to
David Cantor was upped from asmal) screen.
Legionnaires if shown in Southern
which will be ready by April. Each the play is in the county, but don’t sistant to head of exploitation.
want it in the center of West MemAlso criticized is 20th’s only unit will run 20 minutes.
California
theatres.
This was reLeon Brandt, former exploitaphis.
slightly curved screen which, it’s
tion, chief, has taken the same post vealed by Jesse H. Allard, adjutant
Censor board secretary Avery
said, could hkrdly create the strikof Hollywood Post No. 43, who said
with the Samuel Goldwyn organiza
Blakeney saw the play and recoming optical effect as with Cinewho have exited he expected “wildcat” pickets to go
mended to Binford and the re- tion. Others
rama, with its 145-degree angle.
3-Dl
include Robert Goldfarh, into action if theatre operators
maining three board members to
personnel director, and, from the ignore the Legion’s request to deWorld Markets
ban it the next day. ^Binford im-1
Continued from page 5
ad-pub staff, Ruth Cosgrove, Jack' lay booking.
mediately concurred.
Widely-held belief is that stand‘'Post 43 recently sent letters to
Lewis, Charles Cohen and four
claims made for its CinCaldwell,
who attended the members
ardization of a 3-D technique is a ture of the
of the art department. .200 theatre operators asking them
The announcement Memphis preem, said the banning
.
decided “must,” for if Hollywood emascope .
to withhold screening of the film
is now with 20th-Fox. Betty
Cohen
were to turn lose a number of vary- makes one feel that Cinemascope is purely a “matter of one man’s Folker, women’s magazines con- until the State Dept, has disposed
dictatorship of taste, which gives
ing processes on tlie market, the
was re- of the Chaplin case. Spokesman
i$ a sort o^ poor man’s Cinerama;
him (Binford) legal authority. tact, had been released but
resultant confusion could be chafor United Artists said the film
hired.
still don’t know how much
After censorship of a play or novel
otic.
Eric A. Johnston,, prez of but we
will
be exhibited in California
will cost or just how
what next?”
the
Motion Picture Assn, of those lenses
“shortly.”
be.
must
screens
Binford also told McCulloch last
America,' left for the Coast yester- large those
Despite N. Y/reports of a forthThursday (5) that he would have
day (Tues.) to o.o. the variety of
“It is proper that in a competi
coming booking, no “Limelight”
Suit
systems how being tried, but the tive spirit each company should to have a copy of the script of fuhas been set here yet, nor is
date
sysbest
the
ture Arena plays in hands of the
MPAA, at least for now, is ducking try to come up with
Continued from page 5
one likely until after any Governthe
problem. tern, hut they should work under censors a week before performstandardization
ment
investigations of Chaplin.
Park
Huntington
in
A believes that at, this stage an agreement that the discoveries ance. McCulloch told Variety.. “it Park theatres
Fox West Coast, which had booked
3-D is a technical matter for each or acquisitions of one should be seems this is a subtle way of Bin- and $698,100 for the Elite in Bevfilm*
the
cancelled it pending such
company to work out individually. made available to the others so ford and his board to put us out erly Hills.
a probe, but still has first call, so
Reason for Johnston’s trek west is that, at the earliest posisble time, 0f business. I don’t see hoyv we
can’t book.it elsewhere unless
315G Texas Claim
don’t know from
simply that he wants to apprise all 3-D pictures will ,be produced can do it.
the circuit gives up the picture
Monahans, Tex., Feb. 10.
himself of the latest developments. by the best and most economical week to week, wna.t plays we will
R, E. Rushing, local film oper- entirely.
Unless a standardized .produce, until we get our stars
method
There’s
great
devised, and* booked.”
Five more plays have ator, has filed a $315,000 anti-trust
throughout the industry anent the 3-D product can be
‘Limelight’ Scot Preem Mixed
against six majors and Thesupbe
suit
can
in
for
the
balance
pencilled
been
prospect of 3-D, but trade realists unless the exhibitors
Glasgow, Feb. 3.
flat pictures of the season.
Magda Gabor is atre Enterprises, Inc., operators of
insist it’s tomorrow’s goal, not to- plied with acceptable
“Limelight” met with mixed reHe
charged
the.
here.
entire
houses
two
skedded for the week- of Feb. 15
during the transition, the
day’s realization.
defendants have operated as a ception at the Odeon here on its
come crashing down in “The Play’s the Thing
That enthusiasm, incidentally, industry will
monopoly and in unlawful rest^int Scottish first-run, Pic did well but
“Tragic Ground” is a story of
responsibility will rest on
the
and
has brushed off on the public: the
despairing father trying to save of trade, causing “serious loss in did not break any records.
striving for mastery.
iu‘\v dimension has produced wide those now
A large number of patrons were
from a career of decreased boxoffice, receipts.”
“Thi>re is some evidence that the his daughter
interest in the business on the part
Defendants listed in addition to older theatregoers, many in the
Phillips,
m investors. Loew’s had over mBi companieror ?ome of them, prostitution Wendell
who played here many times _as Theatre Enterprises included Met- category of not attending the cin•iO.OOO shares of its common stock intend to use 3-D as a further
Crlx gave mixed noro, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox> United ema* often.
tlie Jeeter Lester in Caldwell’s “To
resestablishlhg
traded last Wednesday (4), leading weapon
in
tices to the film.
Artists, Universal and Columbia.'
bacco Road,” headlines the cast.
tile list of
all issues on the big monopoly.”
.
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CUBA TO BACK FILM
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PRODUCTION SETUP
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MPAA

RKO

$3,000,000 Backlog

’

;

RKO

&

Nagata Luncheon

Caldwell

—

Burke

1

1

r

‘Monopoly’

RKO

,

,

.

—

Trust

MPA

•

UA
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enthusiasm
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January Ohio Biz Upbeat

Amusement Stock Quotations

Likely to Continue

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 10)
Confidential” (UA) -and "Star of
Texas” (Indie), $7,500.
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 6590)
"Thief Of Venice” (20th) and

—

•

(Indie). Trim $3,500.
Last week, legit show.
Orphetim (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

"Wide Boy”

—

90)
"Treasure of Golden, Condor”
(20th) and "Gambler and Lady”
Last
Excellent $9,000.
(Indie).
week, "Tropic Zone” (Par) and
"Fargo” (Mono), $7,000.

—"Outpost(Evergreen)
In Malaya”
65-90)
Paramount

and

(3,400;

Man”

“Tiger

(Indie),

(UA)
Poor

$4,500 in 6 days.. Last week, "Flat

(N*Y. Stock Exchange)

* Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
Willis Vance, president of Theabuying and booloCorp./
tre Owners
ing agency for 52 filmers in this
area, reported a marked increase
in* business for January over the
same month last year.
Attendance pickup started three
months ago, according to Vance.
Optimistic about the improvement
continuing, he added, "At the outset of 1952 the TOC had 31 good
boxoffice pictures lined up, and
now it has 47.”
Elected with Vance last week as

H.0.s Hit D.C.; ‘Gus’ Plus

Paul-Ford Sock $25,000

For the Week Ending Tuesday (10)

(Loew's) (3,434;
(20th) plus vaude topped
(AA), $8,000.
by Le$ Paul &' Mary Ford. Sock
Roxy (Hamrick) (1,125; 65-90)
Last ’week, "Bad and
$25,000.
"Babes In Bagdad” .(UA) and "Do- Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk), plus
lan Goes AWOL’V (Indie). Sad $3,- vaude $14,000.
500. Last week, "Ride Man Down
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
(Rep) and "Tough Girl” (Rep), —"Cousin Rachel” (20th) (3d wk).
’
$3,300.
Okay $6,000 after fine $8,000 last
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65- week. Stays.
90);
"Cleopatra” (Par) (reissue).
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)
Mild $5,000. Last 'week, "Desper- High Noon” (UA) (6th wk). Very
ate Search” (M-G), $3,000.
COnd C0I! S ® <:U"
000 f
d
?H?
=.
f„
Stays
on
tive week.

—

.L»

KRKO)

Keith’s

7

GUN 9G

BUFF,; ‘BEHIND'

Buffalo, Feb. 10.
"Bad and Beautiful” looks like
best bet here this stanza, with surplus of holdovers outting down the
overall total at first-runs. "Man

Behind Gun” looks okay

mount while "Niagara”
in second

round

at.

Para-

WAC”

(RKO)

Last week,

(Warner)
Metropolitan
55-85)
"2 Lost Worlds”

—

(1,200;
(Indie)
and "Unknown Island” (Indie).
Scant *$4,000 for brace of first-runs.

Last week, "The Ring” (UA), sad
$2,500 in 6 days.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)
"Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nosed to so-so $10,000 after solid
$20,000 last week.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
'

is .bright

Century.

at the

55-85)

(1,939;

Wave At a
(2d wk). Steady $9,000,
$16,000.
"Never

‘BAD’ LOFTY $15,000,

—

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo. (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)

*Bad and Beautiful" (M-G). Fancy
"Cousin
week,
Last
$15,000,
Rachel” (20th) and ‘‘Marshal Cedar

—"High

Noon”

(UA)

Still good at
wk).
$5,000 last week.

(6th-final
$4,500- after

Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)—
Rock” (Rep), $9,500.
"Bwana Devil” (UA) (2d wk).
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
Sturdy $18,000 after big $27,000
‘‘Man Behind Gun” (WB) and lacf
xx/ppIt
"Fangs of Arctic” (Ifodifc.). 'Okay
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)
Last week, "Tropic Zone”
$9,000.
Poster” (Col) (5th-final wk).
"Four
(Par) and "ThunderbirfiS” (Rep),
last week.

—

$10,800.

Center

So-so $3,000 after $4,000

.

(Par)

(2,100;

"Bwana Devil” (UA)

50-$l)—

Oke

(3d wit).

Last week, solid $9,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Last of Comanches” (Col) and

$7,000.

"Savage

Mutiny”

$10,000.

Last

Night”

(U)

Trim

(Col).

week, "Girls
and "Raiders”

in
(U),

$9,500.

—

Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 4070)
"Niagara” (20th) and "Ride
•

1

Man Down”
$13,000.

(Rep) (2d wk). Bright
Last week, smash $20,000.
*

1

1

1

DENVER
week,

Good

(Col).

$3,500.

"Blackbeard

Pirate”

My

Lovely”

(RKO) and "Beware
(RKO), $2,500.

Orpheum (RKO)

.

Man Down”

(Rep).

'Good $11,000.

Last week, "Jeopardy” (M-G) and
"Rogue’s March” (M-G), $12,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Last of Comanches” (Col) and
"Miss Grant Takes Richmond”
(Col) (reissue). Fair $6,500. Last
week, "K.C. Confidential” (UA)
and "Son. of Renegade” (UA),
1

.

50-85)—
U. S. Distribs
“Limelight” (UA) and "Sword of
Venue” (RKQ). Poor $4,000 in. 4
Continued from page 4
days. Last week, "Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) and "White Corridors” Measure has been in committee
(Indie) (2d wk), $9,000.
for some time and would eliminate
Paramount (Wolfbarg) (2;200; 50- or at least modify U.^S. taxes on
85)—"Naked Spur” (M-G) and Italian income here.
"Hoaxters” (M-G). Record $24,000.
IFE is financed through an AmerHolds. _ Last week, "Man Behind ican subsidy amounting to 12%%
Gun” (WB) and "Bachelor Mother” of the U. S. ‘disicibs’ frozen earn(RKO) (reissue), good $12,500.
ings in that country. Amount comes
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)
close to $2,500,000 and is theoreti"Thief oi Venice” (20th) and "My
cally repayable. Johnston has never
Darling Clementine” (20th). Fair
liked the subsidy provision in' the
$5,500.
Last, week, "Great White
by
Hunter” (Lip) and “Captain Kidd” Italian deal which was made
John G. McCarthy, former MPAA
(Lip), same.
(2,600;

CBS, "A”
CBS, "B”

9%

8

18%

3%

6

30% 21%
36% 26%
29% 23%

1

,

'

10%

15%

11

20th-Fox ....
Univ. Pic.
.

57

Univ., pfd.

.

2.3

.

Decision to send Weltner
abroad with Johnston was made at
a meeting of the Motion Picture
-Export Assn, last week, attended
by the foreign department heads
of all companies. At that., session
Weltner also was elected chairman
outfits.

of

the

MPEA

foreign

managers

committee, a newly-created post.
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’
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Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)
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Col Stock Option Grants
.
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securing a list of stockholders from
e
the company.
Due to the long wait, Klein said,
he was unable to get the approval

&

Exchange Comof Jhe Securities
cission until last Thursday (5), but
in any event the management’s
wishes "shouldn’t be rammed down
our throats.” Col secretary Charles
Schwartz retorted that notices of
the annual meet were sent out
7. "If Martin saw fit to wait,”
said, "the company shouldn’t be

Jan.

he

Klein’s motion for adjournment was then overwhelmingly voted down.
penalized.”

‘No Representation’
Estimating that the Cohn family*

stockholder asserted, "We’re interested in. dividends, not awards.”
Schneider reassured shareholders that Kramer’s financial arrangement with the company calls
for his pictures to be "cross-collateralized,” before the indie producer gets a percentage of the
profits. "He doesn’t get any money
(% of the profits),” exec said, "unless the whole group is profitable.”
Inked in March, 1951, the original Col pact with Kramer called
for the producer to deliver 30 pictures over a five-year period. Company was to set up financing for
the program and the indie filmmaker was to receive an annual
salary of' $50,000.
Late last year
the agreement was amended to
permit either side to reopen it at
the end of three years or March,

and the balance of Col’s management control about 40% of the
outstanding stock, Martin claimed
*
that holders of the remaining 60% 1954.
are "disenfranchised” and they
Columbia
has no "immediate
have "no representation” on the
board, despite being the majority. thought” of selling films to tele-

He urged

that at least three directors be elected to provide a "non-

professional viewpoint.”

In line with his directorial suggestions, Martin also proposed that
the company bylaws be amended to
permit cumulative voting. In this
manner, he said, four out of the

There have been no indications nine individuals on the board could
as yet on whether Ellis Arnall, be elected to represent publiclypresident of the Society of Inde- held stock. Cumulative voting, inpendent Motion Picture Producers, cidentally., calls for stock to be
or any other rep of the indie film- multiplied by the number of seats
makers will - join Johnston and on the board. This permits minorWeltner abroad. However, in past ity holders to group their votes bewhen the SIMPP had no one sit- hind one or more nominees.
ting in on trade pact negotiations,
Among other stockholders queryJohnston kept the indies apprised ing the management were V. H.
of day-to-day
developments via Mardfin, claiming to hold "over
telephone calls and cables.
400 shares,” Rosalind Copping,
foreign division head, in 1951.
holder of 10 shares. Mardfin proVogue (Pike) (600;
60-90)
Gualino said he Had not been
posed that the company summarize
"Island Rescue” (U). » Fair $2,000
the proceedings of the annual
or near.
Last week, “Stranger empowered by the Italian produ* cers to initiate formal talks on a
Arbitration
meet, so that non-attending stockin Between” (Indie), $1,900.
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)
new agreement, and he would not
holders could be informed as to
Continued from page 5
"Thief of Venice” (20th) and "My confirm the general U. S. industry
what happened. Miss Copping, a
Darling Clementine” (20th). Mild impression that the Italians intend he fully effective. The hope is that slightly-built elderly lady, thought
Last week, "Great White to ask for additional subsidies tin- the outfit will come in later, as the it foolish to make films in Holly$2,500.
Hunter” (Lip) and "Captain -Kidd” der any new deal.
system gets rolling and proves wood when they could be made
(Lip), $5,500.
Foreign execs at the companies capable of producing upbeat re- "10 times cheaper” abroad.
are inclined to doubt that Johnston sults for the trade in general.
Named directors for the followwould be willitfg to renew subsidy
The idea of establishing a sysr ing year were: Harry Cohn, prespayments, particularly since the tern on anything but a unanimous ident;
Jack £ohn, executive vee(Continued from page 10)
Italians have still far to go before basis was seized upon as a lastpee; Abe Schneider, veepee-treasNifty $24,000. Last week, "An- the $2,500,000 is used up by IFE. ditch measure. Distrib and exbib urer; Leo M. Blancke,
member of
drocles and Lion” (RKO) (2d wk), At the same time, it’s pointed out toppers have given time and effort Hemphill,
Noyes„& Co., investment
that the 12%% subsidy represent- over a matter of years to the
$9,000.
bankers; Nate B. Spingold, ad-pub
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)
ed more or less the difference be- search for a means of settling in"Above and Beyond” (M-G) (2d tween the official rate, and unof- tra-industry squabbles away from veepee; Donald S, Stralem, of Hallgarten & Co., investment bankers;
wk).
Fine $13,000. Last week, ficial one at which the U. S. distribs the oourtrooms. All this
would Alfred Hart, a distillery exec;
$24,000.
could have taken out their earn- represent just so-njuch wasted moAbraham M. Sonnabend, hotel
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)
ings.
tion if the program were to be
"Thief of Venice” (20th). Slow
exec, and. Montague.
While Johnston and Gualino scuttled because of Allied/
$7,000. Last week, "Man Behind
Stanley Kramer's Deal
will discuss a new deal, actual reLatter outfit has balked because
Gun” (WB), $10,500.
V.p.-treasurer Abe Schneider deStudio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)— negotiations may take plarce either of what it feels are injustices in
"Promoter” (U) (7th wk). Stout in Rome or in New York within distrib selling policies. Allied-ites fended Col’s Stanley Kramer deal
another month or two. In their claim there’s no point in going at the stockholders meet.
$3,000. Last week, $3,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)— Washington talk last weekend, Gua- along with an arbitration scheme
Commenting on the five-year
"Member of Wedding” (Col) (2d lino. also brought up the question with the film companies, if the lat- production deal with Kramer,
^yk)fl Happy $4,500.
Last week, of the International Motion Picture ter insist on allegedly over-tough Schneider admitted that "we
had
$8,500.
Producers Assn., of which he is rental terms on pix generally and very poor
success with him.
His
World (G&S) (500; 65-$1.20)— prexy. Among other things, the a
number "pre-release” films films were highly acclaimed, but
"Limelight” (UA) (7th wk). Fair choice of a new American rep will which demand
upped admission unfortunately the public hasn’t
$3,500. Last week, $4,500.
have to be discussed.
scales.
bought them.”
At this point a
*

—

—

PHILADELPHIA

*

1

9%

45%

14%
39%
39%
13%

39%
393/i

Over-the-Counter Securities
Cinecolor

—

>

.

....

Monogram

23/4
'

3%

regular theatres.
Latest available field count by
Metro was 3,366 outdoor installations by Feb. 1, with several hundred new drive-ins expected to
blossom out later in the season.
That’s in addition to about 102
ozoners in Canada.
A good portion of the drive-ins
over the winter, and
still close
execs see little chance for a substantial lengthening of the season
in sections where inclement weather prevails. That’s true evenNWhere

Weltner

.

•14%

6

-191

17

15%
41%
41%
13%
14

.

159
28
888
74

jof

Continued from page 3

»

.

19%

slack 'cause? by the TeTedtog bUS

drive-ins have installed heaters.
Metro study found a little more
than 3,000 ozoners catering e to motorists towards the end of the Reason last year. The south led all
other areas with 953. Next came
the southwest, with 755; .central,
with 430; east, with 351; Coast,
with 347, and midwest, with 202.
According to John E. Currie, v.p.
of National Theatre Supply in
N. Y., there are few drive-in failures on record for ’52. Currie said
there was still plenty of room for
expansion in the field, and added
that NTS is continuing experiments
with theatre TV equipment applicable to ozoners. Several of the latter should be equipped with moveable large-screen TV units this
year.

«

48
.

15% 11% Warner Bros. 358
82
88%' 68
Zenith
American Stock Exchange

steadily, but varies from company
to company. Average is pegged at
.from .10% to 15%, but goes higher
with some. Boost in drive-in earn!

...
.

3%
3% RKO Theats..
3% Republic ....
9% Rep., pfd.

4%
4%
5%

Net.

Change
week

for

32
Col. Pic. .... 184
86
Decca
Eastman Kdk 223
1292
Loew’s
957
Nat’l Thea. .
272
Paramount.
178
'Philco
596
RCA r
312
RKO Piets,

41%
11%

'65

—

$7,000.

ABC-UPT

11%

..

(Continued from page 11)

and Spurs”
Last

providence

(Continued from page 10)
Good $5,000. Last week, "Thief of
"Amazon
and
(20th)
Venice”
Quest” (Indie), $4,500.
(Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
State
"Cousin Rachel” (20th) and "Ride

14%
33

48

4,000 Ozoners

—

”

15%
42
42

%

Tues.
Close

100s

32%
13% 10%

Top” (AA) and "No Holds Barred” "Pal Gus”

Continued from page

Weekly Weekly Weekly
High
Low
Vol. in

1952-*53

High Low

Washington, Feb. 10.
Holdovers in virtually .every
this an uneventful'session,- but biz is holding
its own.
"My. Pal Gus,” at Loew’s
Capitol, hypoed by Les Paul and
Mary Ford topping stageshow, is
In
holdover
week’s standout.
class, "Bwana Devil,” with its 3-D
lure, is still solid in second week officers, of TOC were Louis Wiethe
on upped scale at the Warner, and and Charles Ackerman, vice-presimay hold a third.
dents; Rex Carr, exec secretary and
Estimates for This Week
general manager.
55-95)
Capitol

midtown house 'make

fSouatwik

vision

in
the present market,
Schneider told stockholders, but
he admitted that the company is

studying subscription TV as practiced by the Telemeter and Phonevision systems, et al.

AGVA
Continuedi from page

cerning

js

1

AGVA

membership of the
and necessity of spot

platter pilot
signing a contract is likely to set
off a jurisdictional squabble with
the American Federation of Radio

and Television Artists. According
to George Heller, AFTRA exec secretary, the disk jockey even if he
works from cafes is under jurisdiction of that union. "There is no
reason for them to be

AGVA mem-

bers,” he stated.

On the
AGVA’s

other hand, Jack Irving,
administrative
national
secretary, declared that disk jockeys and the spots in which they
work come under AGVA’s jurisdiction when it can be shpwn that the
spot has a .potential, of having a
floorshow or if the disk "jock takes
the place of a floorshow.

The AGVA action On dee jays disposes of one of the’ thorniest problems among performers

in several

metropolitan centres. Shortly after
rule was adopted over a year ago,
acts have beefed that the. union deprived them of one of the most
valuable forms qf personal exploitation.’

Of course, platter

pilots

beefed at the alternative of working without vaude and cafe personalities or paying $25 for 'each
interview.

Later,

minimum was

hiked to $100 per appearance.
N. Y. bonifaces welcome*! the
d.j. ruling because they felt that
actors were working against the

buy
by drawing customers away
from cafes and into restaurants
best interests of niteries which
talent,

with turntables.

t
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ENROLL 25 MEMBERS FOR THE 25th ANNIVERSARY OF BROTHERHOOD WEEK

•

MUSICAL NUMBERS STAGED AND DIRECTED BY LCROY PRINX
MUSICAL DIRECTION BY RAY HEINDORF
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PICTUIUES
cause You’re Mine/* from pic of
the same name, Metro; "High

Oscar Nominations
Continued from page

.

are
until the envelopes
opened pn the stage of the Pantages Theatre on award night.
Following are the nominations
in principal categories:
"Greatest Show
Best Picture:
on Earth,” DeMille production,
Paramount, Cecil B. DeMille, producer; "High Noon,” Kramer, UA,
Stanley Kramer, producer; "I vanhoe,” Metro, Pandro S. Berman;
"Moulin Rouge,” Romulus Films,
UA, no individual producer listed;
"Quiet Man,” Argosy, Republic,
Merian C. Cooper, producer.
Best Director: Joseph L. Mankiewicz, "Five Fingers,” 20th; DeMille, "Great Show,” Par; Fred

secret

.

Zinnemann, "High Noon,” UA;
John Huston, "Moulin Rouge,” UA;
John Ford, "Quiet Man,” Republic.

Best

Marlon Brando,
Gary Cooper,

Actor:

•‘Viva Zapata,” 20th;

•'High Noon,” UA; Kirk Douglas,
•'Bad and the Beautiful” Metro;
Jose Ferrer, "Moulin Rouge/* UA;

Alec

—

-3

"Lavender

Guinnes,

Hill

Rank - Universal - Interna-

Mob/*
tional,

Best

"Come
Joan

Shirley

Actress;

Booth,

Back, Little Sheba,” Par;
Crawford, "Sudden Fear,”

RKO;

Bette Davis, "The Star/’
20th; Julie Harris, "Member of the

Wedding,” UA; Susan Hayward,
"With a Song in My Heart/’ 20th.
Best Supporting Actor: Richard
Burton, "My Cousin Rachel,” 20th;
Arthur Hunnicutt, "Big Sky/'
RKO; Victor McLaglen, .‘‘Quiet
Man/* ^Republic; Jack Palance,
"Sudden Fear,” RKO; Anthony
Quinn, "Zapata/* 20th.
Best Supporting Actress: Gloria
Grahame, "Bad and Beautiful/’
Metro; Jean Hagen, "Singing in
the Rain/* Metro; Colette Marchand,
"Moulin Rouge/ 1 UA;
Terry Moore, "Sheba,” Par; Thelma Ritter, "With Song Heart/ 1

Noon,” from same film, UA;
"Thumhelina/* from "Hans Christian
Andersen/’ Goldwyn-RKO;
"Zing a Little Song,” from "Just
for You/* Par.
Story;.
Picture
Motion
Best
"Greatest
Show,” Frederie M.
Frank, Theodore St. John, Frank
Cavett; "My Son John/* Par, Leo
McCarey; “Narrow Margin,” RKO,
Martin Goldsmith, Jack Leonard;
"Pride of St. Louis/* 20th; Guy

Mayer's Refresher
.

Continued from page

to coerce the incumbent
exhibitor into "partnerships.” He
recalls all the other early day
chicanery, trickery and hyper-resourcefulness. that came with territorial splitups and geographical
allocations as a means to combat
time-honored
distributor— a
the
feud; to this day, and probably as
a filmmaker
be
will
long as- there
wanting more for his product than
the exhibitor will be willing to pay.
Mayer brings into sharp focus
some great inside 'stuff on the pio;
Katz, Stephen
neering Balaban
A. Lynch (Southern Enterprises),
Trintz, the Nate Ascii*
Lubliner

weapon
|

Trosper; "Sniper,” Kramer-Columbia, Edna and Edward Anhalt.

"Bad

.

4- .-—

giant chains, or theatre chains in Lasky and Famous Players, and
much more-. This is perhaps one of
the process of growing Into garthe best brief blogs of Zukor who
gantuan proportions, moving in ter- has just kudosed on, his 80th
birthritory after territory, ballyhooing day, and concerning whom Dale
they were about to "build” as a Kramer is doing an other

:

and:

Screenplay:
Best
Beautiful/’ Charles Schnee; "Five
Fingers,” Michael Wilson; "High
Noon,” Carl Foreman; "Man in
White Suit., Rank-U-I,. Roger MacDougall, John Dighton, Alexander

Mackendrlck; "Quiet Man,” Frank
S. Nugent.
and Screenplay:
Best
Story
&
"Atomic City,” Par, Sidney Boehm;
"Breaking Through Sound Bar&
rier/’ London Films-UA, Terence
Rattigan; "Lavender Hill Mob,” ers, Roxy, Major Bowes, FinkeL
Rank-U-I, T. E. B. Clarke; "Pat stein & Rubin, Jules .(Jay) Rubens,
20th.
and Mike,” Metro, Ruth Gordon, Joe Godsol, the hankers and Gold2”
Garson_ Kanin; "Zapata,” John wyn,’ Adolph Zukor and Para> Best Song: "Am I in Love
mount, the growth of Jesse L.
from "Son of Paleface/* Par;: “Be- Stehibeck.

f

On gab
#+4

"official”

blog. Mayer’s closeups
vision, resourcefulness

on Zukor's
and innate

showmanship will probably be
source material for Kramer or
should be.
"Merely Colossal” is a showman’s book and also an - object
lesson in showmanship. It brings
back an era of free ’n’ easy show
biz that spelled real showmanship,
something which even the most
conservative cinema entrepreneur
will admit is so lacking today.
Even the sharp practices that went
with cutting up territories; staging
phoney contests; the anecdota
about great ad campaigns and exploitation stunts all these spelled
and smelled of true showmanship.
That Publix Service
Perhaps best typifying the key
to the "Publix service” which made
the deluxers the great mass family entertainment that it became is
this succinct quote from Mayer’s
book: "Starting with the Central
Park, at a time when hotel, res*
taurant and railroad executives
ridiculed the idea, they (B&K) in-

—

—

'

—

stalled airconditioning; they sacrificed seating capacity for plenty of

room and perfect sight lines,
and they experimented with every

leg

variety of newfangled plush upholstered seat until they developed
a chair so constructed and tilted
that it was a pleasure to relax in
it through even, the dullest pictures. Waiting, crowds in the lobby
were kept front getting restive with

/
/

"High notes And high living like
to lolled niy pipes at an early age/*

music, coffee, cake and chewing
gum; artists made sketches of them
which they received free; models
showed the latest styles and teareaders told fortunes.
‘The won-

A

y

der/ as Variety^ has since suggested, ‘was that any of the patrons
cared

about

getting

past

the

lobby’.”

"Merely Colossal”

a personal memoir or even a history of a wonderful phase of economic enterprise but a refresher
course in showmanship. Mayer
puts the spotlight anew on the
contrasts between a yesteryear adventure in showmanship and the
daring and spectacular manner in
which it created dynasties and today’s perhaps too pat standards.

IIK'*.

A*

A
.

A song, a chase/two custard pie
and voild— a Mack Sennctt cpicl
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Continued from page 3

You ve seen him, heard him,
read about him.
*

(Buzz) Burke, Jr.,
Xy

Now you’ll really

*

M
m

meet him. Here’s Crosby’s side of

have equal one-fifth shares in the
syndicate. Thus, each loses $350,00(£—or $17,500 per week for* each
of the 20 weeks the stock was in

Si

the story— told in ‘‘The GroanerV*

funny—and
won an

‘Oscar/

Fascinating—

a series of Wall St. Journal articles
on the backgrounds of some of the
members of the; combine, and by a
series of upper echelon shuffles
that kept the firm constantly in the
limelight without any progress being made. No pictures were produced by the group; as a matter of fact, except for Edmund
Grainger’s "Split Second,” there
has been no production, at
since August.

very, very frank!

"I was anything but a 'natural* for
thisorolc, yet it

x

”

Don’t miss tins Bingys-eye view

W-v-

of Hollywood and himself.

p

It’s all

Crosby. And Crosby

tells all!

Ml

RKO

Several Tries
Since the forfeiture agreement
reached in December, the Stolkirt
group made several attempts to get
off the hook,
They were anxious
at that time to make some sort of
settlement before Dec. 21, the

TODAY

ST

m

fef>.

deadline for the initial payment of
1% interest on the $6,100,000 balance due on the original purchase
price. This would have added another $61,000 to their losses.
Hughes had agreed to take back
the stock if another buyer could
not be found, and gave the Stolkin
syndicate an extension of payment
until Feb. 11,
Last September when the* Stolkin group paid $7 per share for the
stock, it was selling for 4$i on the
open market; £ast week it was

"Baseball again, as an owner. So

we

Pirates didn’t

win ’em

all.”

'

i

>

editor

an
“Pete Martin,
taUed mc
from the Post
miles with a
for 20,000
He kept push-

j

-

recorder.

.A

ing a mike

upto jayP™

saying, ‘Talk,
Just put
brother Martin

r A?

together
,

all

Hi

quent words and
my whole story/*

he had

f

"Me and
our

ole ‘Ski-nose’ emoting in
latest offering, Road to Bali
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those clo-

During that pegroup was buffeted by

their possession.
riod, too, the

colorful lingo.

and Los Angeles
Corwin

theatre operator Sherrill

---m

v

own

is

more than

Hughes now has a new position
-V

at

RKO, chairman

of the board, a.
he never accepted during the
years he was was of the studio.
One of the first jtbs for the board

post

of directors, probably late this
week, will be to elect the new
prexy, James R. Grainger, a board
member. Under the corporate laws

the president of ‘the corporation
must be4 a i^ember of the board.

%
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HEAD THIS ONE FOR TOP BOX OFFICE I
"Unusual dramatic story!"
-FILM DAILY

"Plenty of speed. ..exciting!"
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"Finely acted... good
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names!
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-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Gripping entertainment. ..will
cause turnstile clickers to
thank you!" -showmins tradc rivifw
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HOWARD HUGHES
presents

mmm

ROBERT MITCHUM

SIMMONS
i
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A
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MONA FREEMAN HERBERT MARSHALL
•

LEON AMES

UO

BARBARA O’NEIL
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Produced and Directed by OTTO
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•

Screenplay by FRANK NUGENT and OSCAR MILLARD
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my** Thompson recovering at St.
Luke’s Hospital from major surJoe Manfre, of JVB, 5?^
gery.
Abbot Sher, Exhibitors Film Delivery, are recuperating from hos-

20th Preps

.

Clips
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and Don Gordon being included in
j
the group*
Cornell Films, headed by J. HilAllied of Eastern Pennsylvania
ton Salzburg, will represent and skedded 15th annual membership
distribute product of Kenfilm En- meeting for* Feb. 24 at the Hotel
terprises of Israel under a pact re- Broadwood.
\
cently inked by the respective
•Ruth Hampton, former local
firms.
model/ returned as Universal feaRugby Theatre, a 1,400-seater in tured player to plug ^’Mississippi
Brooklyn, leased by Dave Rosen- Gambler,” current at the Boyd.
zweig to Rugby Theatre, Inc., of
Abraham M. Ellis, independent
which Robert Seltzer is the head< Chain operator, and his wife preConsummated by Berk & Krum- sented Har Zion Temple Center, in
gold brokerage firm, deal covers a suburban Wynnefield, with an ad21-year term at an aggregate rental jacent house find grounds. Ellis,
of $400,000.
a member of the board of direcSame brokers recently leased tors of Har Zion, wants the Temthe Little Neck Theatre, Little ple to establish a Jewish Daf
Neck, L. I., to the Seltzer organ- School on the gift property.
ization as another link in its exThree days of confabs by Warner
panding suburban chain.
Theatre managers, district man-'
H. M. Richey, Metro exhibitor agers and department heads wound
relations topper, back from Flori- up today (Wed.).
Presided over
da vacation.
by zone, manager ,Ted Schlanger,
to film three-reeler of World the conclaves were designed to
Motor Sports Show at Madison map campaigns on new pictures
Square Garden, starting Feb. 21. and further the circuit’s “ShowShow’s director Fred Pittera will manship Crusade.”

NEW YORK

,

.

WB

narrate.
Ned Clarke, foreign sales supervisor for Walt Disney Productions,
left for Paris over the weekend for
a seven-week tour of Europe in
connection with the release abroad
of ‘‘Peter Pan.”
salesman
Cam Price, vet
who worked out bf the Atlanta
branch, named manager Of company’s new exchange in Jackson,

’

RKO

which begins operation
end of this month.

at

ville,

MINNEAPOLIS

and

TV

promotion.

now

trying duals in, four of five
St. Paul nabe theatres, but still
fighting shy of twin bills here. In
both cities most indie nabe' and
suburban theatres, opposition for

’

PHILADELPHIA

Universal shipped in\a fiock of UPT, have been double-featuring
players to plug forthcoming pic- several years.
tures, Rock Hudson, Julia Adam?,
North Central Allied and Bennie
Patricia Hardy, Jaclynne Greene
located in new

now

Berger

circuit

offices

a 'block distant from old

quarters.

Eleventh hour calling off of
scheduled streetcar and bus strike
great break for film theatres.
Following Howard Hughes’ an-

nounced opposition to “Limelight,”
Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO
Qrpheums, which were to have
played Chaplin picture day-date
currently, substituted “Angel Face.”
After being in session for month,
state legislature still is sans any
bill affecting film industry.

-

—

Continued from pace S -—---'I

*
knowhow,” a 20th exec said
Plaza, Fox Midwest circuit largely
Plaintiff claims its unable to
subsequent-run in Country in N. Y.‘ last week.
assess damages accurately since
Production Speeded*
shopping district, launched a new
the film, first in 3-D, is “both
policy of two top features, running
Skouras left N. Y. for Paris novel and unique if not revolucontinuously from 1 p.m. Formerly last week (5) to meet with Earl I. tionary” and profits will be
a
used single bills and three shows Sponable, technical research di- minimum $3,500,000. Alternative
.

j

The

ace

rector for 20th, in what was un- causes* action asks $1,840,000, 52%
derstood to be an effort to speed of $3,500,000 from Oboler for falselens production. Prior to his leav- ly representing he had authority to
said he had “given bind plaintiffs. Suit asks defend•Ed Williamson, Warner branch ing, Skouras
Schenck, ants be ordered observe terms
manager, upped to post of south- my word” to Nicholas M.
of
Cinema- agreement, and be enjoined
western district manager; Doak Loew's prexy, that the
from
to
available
made
be
would
scope
Roberts continues in advisory cadisposing of film.
If film is alH, C. Metro for production, but indi- ready sold, plaintiffs ask purpacity for the territory.
Vogelpohl was upped from Dallas cated everything depended on chaser be forced to turn over the
sales manager to territory man- when, lenses would be available.
film plus accounting.
ager, replacing Williamson. James
It’s understood that the camera
C. McCrary moves from salesman lens for the Cinemascope, like the
to local sales manager.
projector lens, is of cylindrical
Conley C. Cox, former manager
shape and quite complicated. The
of the Trail Drive-In, San Antonio,
consists of five pieces of
former
transferred to homeoffice. here of
Continued from page 3
Claude Ezell and Associates to as- glass and the latter Of three .comExact type of glass heed- ing,. makeup and sufficient rehearsist circuit’s booking operations. ponents.
Dan Goodwin succeeds Cox at the ed isn’t known and is not cov- sal time. Net will assign Bob

DALLAS

Academy OK

Trail.

G. A. Lee leased the Texas at
Carrizo Springs. He also owns and
operates the Alameda and Guild at
Crystal City.

ered by any patents. Research is
to find the right* kind
of glass which would also provide
a sharper image. Contracts for lens
manufacture will be given out to

Welch, former Paramount producer, to handle production for the
web. Starting time was moved up to
7:30 p.m. Coast time (10:30 in East)
so the simulcast fyon’t reach Eastern area too late.

now going on

various large optical houses, according to Skouras.
Cinemascope works on the basis
of “compressed photography,” with
a wide-angle lens at the camera recording, a. distorted image on one
strip of 35m film. Correcting lens
at the projector rectifies the distortion and spreads the picture on the
vast concave screen, which is twoand-a-half times the size of the
aroa,. III.
Andy Dietz, of Co-operative The- regular screen. No glasses are reatres will book and buy films for quired to create the tri-dimensionthe Harrisburg, Harrisburg, 111.,- al effect.
owned by Olin J. Ingram and the
Skouras indicated considerable
Grand, Benld, 111., owned by Joe research work is still going on to
—
Katz.
perfect Cinemascope. System uses
First local showing of “Bwana magnetic sound, and 20th is hoping
Devil,” the 3-D technical pic, is to add' three more tracks
on film
skedded at Fanchon & Marco’s to the conventional track
to get
downtown deluxer. Ambassador, stereophonic effects necessary
for
starting Thursday (19)-.
Showing such a large screen.
was originally booked for the Mis20th prexy confirmed plans to
souri, another F&M house in midcompletely abandon flat pix output
town.
and added that the “smaller” films
would be given the 3-D with glasses
treatment. 20th is using its own
Charlie Nesbitt named manager stereo system to produce at least
of the Chicago Theatre, coming two of the latter before concentratfrom Harding Theatre.
ing on the Cinemascope. “The
“Jazz Singer” will bypass plea Robe” is expected to go into refor exte*nded-run and will do two lease in October with worldwide
weeks at the Chicago, starting premieres
arranged
simultane-

He

Gleeson.

STARS’ CARS

6.

took the

records

circuit, and Stan Durwood,
circuit, in charge of ar-

Durwood

suit

the
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Going from B’way to Hollywood, or vlco
versa! ’The Best Way" Is to ship your
^ar,
rot to drlvt It, advises Judson
Freight Forwarding Division of National
Carloading Corporation, now celebrating Its
75th anniversary. Judsen lias shipped hundreds of cars and thousands of trucks for
stage, screen, radio and TV celebs.

You

save wear and tear on you and car,

actual driving costs,
)

storage enroutc,

&

i

|

In one piece yourself If you take rgU or
air and let Judsen ship your oar and belongings.
If

|

your trial engagement on either coa9t

extends Into a Bolld spot,

Jiiet call

and have your car shipped

I

Judsen

to you.

8eo your telephone directory for nearest
National Carloading office or write to

JUDSON
NATIONAL CARLOADING
CORPORATION
19 Rector Stroot, Now York

1

1

%
I

$1,025,000 transition
period.

Katz.

PITTSBURGH

UA

‘Bwana’

Ted Grance reelected head of
Continued from pace 3
Tri-Stafe Drive-In Theatres Assn,
for fourth term.
Other officers is that
may reach up to '$4,are William Thompson, veepee;
Ernest Stern, treasurer, and John 000,000 in domestic distribution
revenue
with
the Oboler entry.
Robb, secretary.

MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY PATHE-

UA

PAUL WHITE, President o/PSI-TF, Inc.,

Airman

Producers and Distributors of TV-Films, says:

Hanna,

of

Harold (Dick)

$3,500,000 Suit

Ben Hanna, vet

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Brenco Pictures Corp, filed suit
Blatt, Jr., of Blatt circuit in Superior Court asking minimum
here, now managing chain’s $3,500,000 damages for breach of

20th-Fox shipper, back from service in Korea.

takes a highly skilled laboratory to

Bill
office

perform our many varied and exacting
technical requirements plus a depend*

Corry, Pa., house.
Wampum, Pa., Theatre, closed
for several years, being renovated

and

/

able organization to meet daily program
deadlines*

first class

son_

We nse Path© Labs.”

will be reopened soon by
owner, Harry Fry.

its

Ben Amdur, owner-manager

of

the Garden, northside house, celebrating his 34th anni at that house
this month; has been an exhib
since 1913,.

contract to sell “Bwana Devil.”
Oboler, Gulu Picture Co., Roxy
Theatres and United Artists are
named defendants along with 10
individuals identified as partners
in Gulu.
Complaint says Oboler
controlled 52% of the stock. Accompanying the complaint is letter

from

Len Solomon replaced Don Hud- Oboler,
If your films, too, are different

son in

and need the most

roll at

versatile

laboratory treatment

— plus

creative ability, high quality

speed— we

and
j

invite

WB

|

Samuel Berke, repping
to Edward L. Alperson,

Theatre circuit contact repping Brenco, referring to the
department. Hudson quit to en- agreement, indicating a letter to
Westminster College.
“constitute a binding agreement,”
Wes Lund named manager of pending actual inking of a pact.
Harris circuit’s theatre in St.
Complaint says Oboler later reMary’s, Pa.
pudiated this because UA made
what he called a “more favorable”

OMAHA

your inquiry*

:

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT,
SERVICE
(remCoMt
1

to Coast
Coatvry

ovor

%

Rofrothmont
Sarvko for
DRIVE * IN
THEATRES

offer.

Police Chief Tfferiry TJoesen consented to plug “Turning Point” in
'
Omaha Theatre ads:
Downtown Theatre projectionist
Mace Brown subject of story about
his never having seen a film
through to end in 20 years.
Ralph D. Goldberg; owner of
Goldberg circuit, named to local
’City. Auditorium .Commission.
F. A. Van Husan, who went to
work for Carl Laehimle, ’Sr., here
in 1907 and since 1920 has operated Western Theatre Supply Co.,
retiring soon; recently sold his
business to Paul Fine.

Brenco

was

pay

to

$500,000

:t

.

PS I -T We Pathe-processcd programs include : “China Smith!’
“Playhouse of Stars” and tfther

I

outstanding television series in

addition to 68 current fulllength features.

1

Both
3

hew

SMM

York and Hollywood Have Complete Patlic Laboratory
•

16

mm

* Fathc Laboratories, Inc.

COLOR
is

•

Facilities:

BLACK AND WHITE

a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.

"Takes audience for thrilting ride of sight and sound'* K*tc Cumtrorv Now*
* fl 2, vl fj» * MW dlmonslon
Reserved teats Only. Tlekets en safe for next 7 weeks

T.h ?

lili
•net

>*
^

hr ** P* 11* «* 2:40 and IAS. Sat. and Sun. at 2. a
Matt Frl., Sat, Sun., *2.44. 91.00.
,M >
*«t. late shew 1 1 140. Mall Orders anly for next * me.
Mlf.addreestd stamped envelope: live 2 er mpra alt. dates.

•dd IMO. Mats

Mm,

lhrsugh Thurs,, U.50, *1.20,
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BROADWAY THEATRE, 53rd

t

and

expenses involved in the long trip. Betides,
you have much better chance of arriving

by Van Nomikas against the

majors and Balaban
rangements.
Film. row currently has several
on the hospital list. R. R. “Tom-

*

!

ously.

affecting

1

;

A1 Calamaria named manager of
Skouras said it was simple to
the Harding Theatre.
Chi censor board reviewed 90 show flat pix off the centre of the
Cinemascope
screen, withlhe sides
films last month, including 21 foroff.
Conversely, films
eign, rejecting none, but tagging masked
lensed
via the Cinemascope can be
seven of the imports for “adults
thrown on regular-size flat screens
only.”
Hinsdale, Hinsdale, 111., has gone with good results, but some of the
arty with Jerry Gottlieb taking side action would be cut off.
over management of house. Gold Skouras indicated 20th was workCoaSt; Chicago, also has switched ing on a special projector lens
to art policy.
that would permit a more satisfacJudge Michael Igoe, Clii Fed- tory concentration of Cinemascope
eral Court, gave attorney Seymour
pix on normal screens.
This is
Simon, the right to see relevant
seen important, particularly for the

operates other subsequents.
Kansas Missouri Theatre Assn,
scheduled
Spring Drive-In
its
Meeting and equipment show for
March 3_-4 at the Phillips Hotel,
with Jack Braunagel, Common-

*

.

.

March

who

OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

:

‘

house over from Herman Ilmer,

wealth

will run one hour with
using only institutional copy
commercials.
Delay in Academy’s first acceptance of the net’s
offer was due to efforts to package
the sale to another sponsor. The
academy reserved the right to approve sponsorship. It’s understood
that some advertising products
would have been unacceptable.

in

CHICAGO

Southtown Theatre, subsequentrun on the southside, taken over

by Jimmy

Show

RCA

r

KANSAS CITY

GR'jlAT

-

ST. LOUIS
Campus, indie arty house, near
Vandals did serious damage by
Minnesota U, grabbed off “Cry Befor
“Passion
and
slashing seat covers at Princess,
loved Country”
Life,” foreign films, for first Twin White Hall, 111., operated by Joe
Lyman.
Cities showings.
Mrs. Lucille, Sesser, 111., won. allVet showman Ralph Kettering
and production assistant Jerry Kay, expense-paid trip to Hollywood in
Minnesota gal, here for United Ar- a contest promoted by Frank
tists and* Arch Obeler, respectively, Glenn, owner of ozoner near Tam-

help plug “Bwana Devil” at the
Paula Seligman, film publicist, to
State.
joined Richard H. Roffman Assocommitted to single feaHitherto
ciates, public delations outfit. She
Paramount Theatres
in radio tures, United

will represent filip outfits

|i

tion.

pital sieges.

M4 4 44 4144 4 4 444444-4

4

down, with balance of $1,500,000
to be paid via 70% of domestic
gross. Brenco was to get a $500,000
allowance for prints and promo-

-

Street

& B'way

CO-5-571 1 -2-3

—

1

'

.
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TV-FILMS

London Takes on Aspect of TV Film

21

Secondary Boycott Issue Raised

Boom City, Absorbs Pix Labor Slack

In

AFL Gangup on Foreign

Vidpix

XiUAAUUUp A ^ Mo U.

Londbn

is

showing signs of de-

veloping into. a TV film boom city. Hafner Vidpic Outfit
Studio space, which was once
going begging, is now at a preFrye to Board
mium, and much of the labor slack
criJack W. Frye, prexy of. General
that followed the production
been absorbed. And all Aniline & Filin: Corp. and ex-prez
sis has
airline^ has been elected
because American video interests of
other to the board of the Les Hafner
feel there are .financial and
telewldpic
their
making
outfit.
advantages in
Hafner, whose firm recently acpix in Britain.
quired tele, radio and picture
After several false starts U.S.rights
to Mark Hellinger story
sponsored telepix programs got
properties, flies to the Coast next
under way in major fashion when
week
to
start production on his
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., launched
first three Hellinger short stories,
his series for NBC and took over
“The Smart Man,” “Partners” and
the British National Studios at
“Picture in the Paper.” Jack ReyElstree. Now the Danziger Bros,
nolds, who just winged in from
series
rolling
a
start
to
ready
are
India,
is in N. Y. reading scripts
of 39 half-hour mellers under their
and will go to the Coast shortly
pact with Paramount and expect
move in to the Southall studios as general production manager,

Names

TWA

to
as

soon

Group

as they

with

are vacated by

studios.

3.

A new

Carlton

the

studios

Hill

Key SAG Teleblurb

in

London.

Terms Okayed By

The Beaqcham project, primarily aimed at the American TV mar-

Advertisers’

In then first instance they are
lensing a series of 13 with the general title of “Fabian of Scotland
Yard.” Each of the stories is based
on actual crimes solved by the
superintendent,
Yard
Scotland
Robert Fabian, before his retirethe
“big five.”
ment as one of

the group

Seton but

no casting has yet been made for
part of his colleague, Sgt.
Mackenzie. Fabian himself will
appear in an epilog to each film.
First four titles will be ‘‘Robbery
in the Museum” with Josephine
Griffin,

“The

Deadly

grade quality. Now, however, with
public interest in 3-D running high
and the film capital apparently
gearing itself to depth pictures,
it’s considered likely that some of
the vaults in which good features
have been frozen will be thrown
open.
According to this line of reasonif 3-D develops into a fullscale cinematic revolution,. TV will
benefit from several directions.
First, the re-run value of the flat
pix for theatrical release will be
lessened. As a consequence, those
owning them will be more willing
to turn them over to video.

Reps

of

Compete in Same
Vidpix Markets

a

j

Handker-

Myself Arrested” and
Reps of the AAAA and SAG Lensing TV Spots Centre
“Murder in Soho.” They -are all were in powwows on Monday and
being directed by John Harlow at yesterday in coast-to-coast teleSeen Still Staying East;
Carlton Hill with location shooting phone calls, and a decision is posscene of the crimes.
Sarah Churchill will star in one
of the later films in the series
on her return from America in
March.

sible momentarily.
Stickler of the group singers de-

at the
•

that re-use payment principle will be adopted for actors
and off-camera announcers. However, the advertisers feel that actors and off-screen announcers are
identifiable, while the unseen vocal groups are not identifiable.
They feel that if re-use payment
format is "adopted for the. vocal
groups, it “opens the Pandora’s
box” to re-use demands by other
screen crafts, which work on a perday payment basis and not on the
re-use concept.
As outlined in Variety last

mand

WGN-TV’s 40G
For First-Runs

is

Chicago, Feb. 10.
the town’s No. 1 fea(Continued on page 38)
ture film consumer, leased a bundle
of 20 TV first-run pix released by
Robert L. Lfppert for approximateNidorf’s Managerial
ly $40,000. It was the station’s first
major film purchase in nearly a
Role ait Official Films
year, pointing up the scarcity of
topline product.
Mike Nidorf last week was
Pix are. of 1949-1951 vintage and named vice president of Official
the deal gives WGN-TV unlimited Films and will take over active
use of them for 14 months. Station management of the vidpix comturned down Lippert’s offer of 13. pany in the absence of ailing presNidorf,
1952 releases which he is making ident Billy Goodheart.
available to TV later in the year. who’ll headquarter, in New York,
His asking price of $100, Q00 was has been a member of the board
considered out of line for the Chi for some time.
market.
Since illness confined Goodheart
months
WGN-TV is currently running to his Eaton, 0., farm some
32-34 sponsored feature film shows ago, duties have been split among
sales mana-

WGN-TV,

Bud

weekly.

Austin, national

Herman
ger;
sales chief and

Rush,

Herb

ON BI0W* AGENDA

Siegel, outfit’s

sions.

Nidorf, who sat in on key negointerested in dein the past, will now be
veloping more Coast sources of tiations
top man, and there’s a strong
TV film commercial production.
possibility that he’ll move into the
Arthur Napoleon* head Of the top spot, since it isn’t considered
agency s TV commercial producr- likely that Goodheart will return
on department, is transferring to his post. He continues his out,
his headquarters
from N. Y. to the side activities, currently consisting
company's Hollywood office in or- largely of his personal management
jer to supervise production Of teleof Jo Stafford.
is

.

,

,

Goodheart, incidentally,

-shows such

is

due

Lucy” and “My Hero” in N. Y. later this month for
fi lmed on
the Coast.
physical checkup.
i

cisco:

“Counterpoint,” the second run
Crosby Enterprises’ “Rewhich is bankrolled by

fact

that.

TV

And

film

despite the with the current films.

production

a

the purchase. It declared it’s paying as much for “Intrigue” ds for
domestic vidpix, although the “Intrigue” production nut is said to
be $8,500 weekly, about half the
of similar-type Hollywoodcost

made

films.

While the only action the Film
has taken to dpte hai
been to send letters to stations,
sponsors and agencies protesting
the use of the European-produced
pix. attorneys for the brewery felt
Council

this type of action could
to a secondary boycott,
which is forbidden in the T-H act.

that

amount

.

bound,”

Packard nationally, is running in
Output’s Steady Upbeat Los
Angeles via KNBH, while
Even though a new Screen Packard’s showing the new product
Actors Guild contract for teleblurbs via KNXT. And several cities are
will raise production costs greatly, showing 1950 and 1951 versions of
output of film commercials will “Fireside • Theatre” concurrently
continue to grow.

weeks with options. Agency
said that price wasn’t a factor in
39

of Bing

is

Second run distribution rights

soaring on the Coast, the center are proving a lucrative field for
for lensing tele spots will remain those distrib outfits which have
That’s the conviction tied them up.
in the east.
United Television
of Walter Lowendahl, exec veepee
(Continued on page 34)
of Transfilm, Inc., one of the major
plants for blurbs, who said that his
confidence in the field is demonstrated ift the $150,000 new studio ZIV’S ZIPPY
which the outfit will shortly complete in its West 45th St., N. Y.,

COVERAGE

DuMont-St.

In

contrast

DuMont web has

tied in with
Louis Zoo for a filmed
be called “Backstage at
the Zoo.” Web will have six halfhour reels in the cans by the end
of the week, and .will start peddling the series theh.
Animals at the zoo are all
trained performers they do two
shows a day at the zoo in costume.

the

production, which is the
principle behind the new shooting

St.

series to

—

Show will feature
Lew Parker and the

narration by
voice of Bibi
Osterwald, with George Veirheller,
zoo director, in charge of the pro.

with network pro-

Indie firm feels that although
grams, which have difficulty in
costs are zooming, production qualclearing stations, three Ziv TV
be sacrificed, because
ity can’t
vidpic syndicated stanzas have each
bankrollers need topflight cellu-l
been sold in 64 or more markets
loid to plug their wares. The ancovering about 98% of the nation’s
swer, Lowendahl feels, is more efarea.
ficient

ceedings. Web -has a camera crew
currently on location shooting the
rest of the series.

Network is also planning to develop pantomimist Dottie Mack as
a national property. Gal, who was
featured on the net's Paul Dixon

TV

“Favorite Story,” latest Ziv opus,
has been placed on 64 stations,
show from
in Cincinnati,
rapidly catching Up to two precurrently has a local show of her
vious Ziv vehicles, “Cisco Kid”
own. - Web is plotting a 15-minute
(which has been sold in 67 markets) late
show to follow its co-op sponand “Boston Blackie” (in 66), ac- sored Monday night boxing show
cording to M. J. Rifkin, sales v.p.
from N. Y., to feature Miss Mack
One reason for the success of the doing her pantomime specialty on
syndication is the favorable eco- the theme of a gal who’s just left
nomics, with stations netting more her date. It’ll be a solo stint, with
coin from local shows than from recorded music,' and will originate
network shows taken off the cable. from WCPO.
Additionally, there’s the high-powered Ziv sales organization, which
has the largest field force in this
Henderson Upped
phase of the business.
Charles Henderson, who has
The continued increase In sales
and anticipation of expanded pro- been director of public relations
duction has cued an 'enlargement on the NBC-TV “Navy Project,"
of his sales department, Rifkin said. out of which has come the widelyHe has added David Willis, for kudosed “Victory at Sea” series,
Ohio; Jim Bellamy, ex-manager of has been upped to publicity direcWPTR, Albany, and WPGH, Pitts- tor of the network’s TV Film diviUnder the expanded setup
burgh, for upper New York State; sion.
Phil Williams, former head of TV he'll continue to be identified with
sales for 20th-Fox for Dallas area; Navy series.
and Hardie Freiberg, former proHenderson will report to veepee
ducer of the Faye Emerson show, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC’s TV Film

WCPO

stage.
live

•

ceiling, similar 1 6 the.

arrangement'
(Continued on page 38)

Taped Testimony
Keeping - up - with - the times department:
Record of the hearings in
the arbitration of the Snader
Telescription
legalities
was
made on tape, rather than by
a court stenographer. Arbitrator Samuel R, Rosenbaum,
who felt the idea was in keeping with hearings on television films, now has 2,600 feet
of taped testimony*

L Zoo

In Vidpix Teamup

ON VIDPIX VEHICLES

building.

“We’ve learned a great deal from
TV,” Lowendahl said, “and
our new studio incorporates many
of the advances that the new medium has made.”
In contrast to
the traditional lighting which film
has used, the lights have been
taken off the floor and lighting
syndicated grids have been installed on the%

secretary who’s headed up production. Chairman of the board Ike‘
Levy made the top policy deci-

COAST TELEBLURBS

are

& 2d Runs

declared it would continue to air
the vidpix until “a satisfactory replacement” could be found. Brewery bought the series originally
because of what it considered a
shortage of good TV films.
Charles Lick, president of the
brewery, called the series a “powerful weapon against communism"
and stated that Hollywood might,
be cuttifig its own throat by attempting to boycott “Intrigue” and
other foreign-made vidpix.
“Forty percent of Hollywood
revenue comes from the foreign
market,” Lick said. Any attempt
to boycott the foreign-made pix

Scarcity
of
moderate - priced
Secondly, it’s claimed, if the exhibitors have the stimulus of 3-D, filmed drama series is pointed up might result in “dangerous rethey’ll squawk less should the ma- in the fact that a number of key prisals,” according to the sppnsor
jors release the two-dimensional
Legmarket stations are showing sec- and its agency, Warwick
reels to tele. This line of specula- ond runs of series like “Big Town,” ler.
tion runs that if in the next few
The Brewery bought the pic for
“Rebound” and “Fireside Theatre”’

Getting

blurbs. Bio w-handled
as
I Love

1st
;

’

Dagmar Wynter, “I’m

Biow agency

in
Revue Productions’
“America’s Finest” series.

telepic

years the picture industry is conin competition with the first runs
proposed contract verted to a bfg screen or stereo of the same dramas.
basis, it will no longer be in the
covering
film
teleblurbs
were
In New York, for example,
same kind 5f competition with TV
WABD has just bought second runs'
agreed on in principle by repre- as it now is.
“Big Town” under the title of
of
With the backlog of flat pix
sentatives of the American Assn,
“Heart of the City,” and will show
of Advertising Agencies in New made, in a sense, obsolete in a pos1951 films against the compethe
sible 3-D era,
it’s
conjectured,
York on Monday (9), but one major there might be a rush to realize tition of WCBS-TV’s current “Big
Town”
showings for Lever Bros.
point was still in issue as Variety coin from peddling the product to
went to press yesterday. Remain- tele. Although the 3-D l5ay isn’t Of course, prograifis won’t run on
is just around the corner, the rum- same days or same time.
understood,
issue,
it’s
ing
Screen Actors Guild demand for blings of an upheaval are being
Same, situation holds in Chicare-use payments for off-camera felt and could result in breaking go, with WENR-TV, ABC’s affilgroup singers. Some other minor the present log-jam and get better iate, showing second runs against
differences also exist, but it’s fig- pix onto home tele sets.
WBKW’s new ones. “Big Town”
ured that these can be cleaned up
repeats are also showing along with
easily.
initialers in Detroit and San Fran-

Terms

the

chief” with

TV.
While the telestations have been
scraping the bottom of the barrel
for the past three years, and have
been able to dig up some new-toTV celluloid just when it seems
that all the old sources have dried
up, the product hasn’t been of top-

&

ket, will also offer its films for
theatrical distribution in Britain.

Title role throughout
will be played by Bruce

Controversy over the use of foreign-made vidpix reached the boiling point this week wheh the spon15G for Vidpic 1-Shot sor of “Foreign Intrigue” said the
*
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Hollywood AFL Film Council’s efReceiving what’s believed to be forts to
ban airings of the series
the largest one-shot telepic offer
ever made a personality, Joan might amount to a secondary boyCrawford nixed a $15,000 bid from cott in violation of the Taft-HartScreen Gems.
ley act.
Stfcr turned it down because of
Los Angeles Brewing Co., which
several pending video and theatri- sponsors the series over K£TBH,
cal film deals. She has toplined a

Joan Crawford Nixes

ing,

-

project was launched last

week when Anthony Beauchamp,
husband of Sarah Churchill and
son-in-law of the British Prime
Minister, began a telepix program
at

headquarters at Hal Roach

Station operators are looking to
the development of three-dimensional pictures as the force which
can shake loose a big backlog of
more recent and better grade Hollywood features for screening on

l

for

New York

City.

*

chieftain.

a
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Ghost Town
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
J
intend? to do about tenancy of its newinBurbank
"poses a problem.
-Centre
ly-constructed $4,000,000
At'present, but two shows originate from the studios the Saturnight
“Hollywood
day night “All Star Revue” and the Monday
Opening Nifht.” When “All Star” goes off the roster in April, it
will leave the half-hour dramatic stanza as the sole tenant. And
with the trend of Coast-originating shows more and more toward
film, the “ghost town” status of the Burbank center doesn’t appear
>

Question of what

Going Begging in U5., Though Cuffo
There’s been a wealth of top-+
notch program material, featuring
the cream of British talent, that’s Nielsen
been virtually untapped, by American networks^and stations for the

TV

Takes Emphasis

Off Percentage Ratings

And
years of its existence.
surprisingly, it costs practically
nothing."
The British Broadcasting Co.,
fiv.e

in

New

A. G. Nielsen has eliminated per-

'

can stations for the past

five years,

j

the fact that several radio broad-

and with the exception of educa- casters felt that the percentage
tional and strictly highbrow sta- ratings haVe been misinterpreted,
tions, has had little response. The
to the disadvantage of AM. Top 10
programs, comprising drama, docu- chart now reports on number of
mentaries, readings and lectures, homes
BILL
the
although
reached,
me
kiddie snows,
shows, cost the
music ana
and jaaaie
ket pieces naturally cany the
"Silbert at Six”
American station only $5 apiece, percentage
np wn *:ffp ratings.
mtinvc
Monday through Saturday, ,.C ter 7
regardless of the length of the proAn AM show getting a 10.0 p.m., Radio Station WMGM, 1060-Kc
gram.
There’s only one hitch
rating is heard by 10% of all the “BILL SILBERT SHOW” Monday
the transcription must be present44,000,000 radio homes, or 4,400,- through Friday, 11:30 p.m. to Mided sustaining. They can’t be broad- 000. homes. A TV show getting a night, Station WABD, DUmont Telecast on a commercial show. -_
10.0 rating is viewed by 10% of vision.
Attention, focused on the BBC
Saturthe tele homes, in its coverage “Let’s Go Bowling,” Every
day, 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m./^Station
service last week when it was
ar a> whioh might mean an audi _
Television
Dumont
WABD—
flaglearped that WNBC, NBC s
e: ce 0 f i 000,000 homes for a lineThanks to everyone at Dumont Teleship, had aired it s Saturday afterD of 18 stations or 1 500 000 for
vision and Station WMGM.
featuring
“Kaleidoscope,”
noon
a lineup of 30 stations. A program
Pamela Brown in Christopher with a 10.0 rating, getting into all
Fry’s “The Lady’s Not for Burn- station
areas, would hit an audiing,” a talk by Fry, and the Glynence of 2,100,000-r— 10% of the
denbourne Opera Co.’s version of 21,000,000 tele homes in the U.* S.
Ch’field
rJ

—

headed for solution.
Only comfort NBC draws from its dilemma is ..that CBS went for
a much greater nut in construction of its TV city. But the Columbia originations appear headed for an accelerated pace, what with
the alternating Ken Murray and' Alan Young shows now coming
out of the Gilmore Island site, along with the Jack Benny TV
show, the Saturday night “Millie” stanza and the daytime “There’s
One in Every Family” being shifted from N. Y. to L, A.

Press Releases

its New York office, has centage
rating figures from its
been offering hundreds of tran- press releases on the “Top 10” in
scriptions of BBC shows to Ameri- radio and TV. Move stems from

through

,

NBC-TV

SILBERT

Solinger’s 10

Easy Lessons on

How

H

i

,

Columbus, Feb.
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Mozart's “Don Giovanni,” at a eost
Change In publicity poliejr takes
of $15 for the recordings for the
the emphasis off percentage rattwo and one-half hour show.
ings, ‘since the
and TV aren’t
At Mailing Cost
comparable.
“Kaleidoscope's” offering is a
fair, sample of the program mate-

AM

$5 per for commercial stations and at mailing cost
BBC has
for- educational outlets.
over 100 dramatic shows featuring
names like Alec Guinness, Sybil
Thorndyke, Miss Brown and John
rial available, all at

Bid on Ballcasts

Chaucer, Dickons, Maugham, Wells
just about every other famous
in English literature, plus selections from authors other than

Of Majors, Minors
Brookly n -Dodgers president Wal-

made a conciliatory
move over the weekend towafd

ter O’Malley

.British.

In the music department, there

are a number of operatic offerings ending friction between the major
by the Glyndenbourrte group, plus and minor leagues over the forone by La Scala of Milan. Catalog mer’s radio-television broadcasts by
includes musical offerings of all altering rights of Dodger radio
kinds, but leans -toward the classi- broadcasts to all minor league
cal vein and includes 'works con- -clubs free of charge for the 1954
ducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, season.
Move apparently stemmed from
Sir John Barbirolli and other top
the speech of Sen. Edwin Johnconductors.
The library of lectures includes son (D, Col.) at the N. Y* Base*

•

ball Writers’ annual dinner a. couple of weeks ago, at which he

(Continued on page 34)

threatened a Senate investigation
of major league broadcasting practices, after charging that the majors through radio and television,
were “murdering” the minors.
Under O’Malley’s plan, rights to
all ,1954 Dodger games will be
'
given free for any minor league
club which asks for them.
The
NBC’s revolving-door policy on farm team will then sell the broadexecutives finds Ruddick Lawrence cast to its local station,' possibly
exiting the network as director of as a package with its own games.
Last year, the Dodger games
advertising promotion, sales planning and research. As the newfest were carried by some 40 stations in
maneuver in the NBC reorganiza- the Northeast via an agreement
tion pattern, George Frey, veepee with WMGM, N. Y., which held the
in charge of sales, assumes a more rights to the broadcasts. 'The staimportant operational sphere, with tions got a reconstructed version
Hugh M. Beville, director of re- of the game for a nominal fee from
search, reverting back to his ex- WMGM, which also paid the line
ecutive level status and reporting charges, in return for 15" minutesdirect to Jack Herbert, NBC’s vee-. before and after games, during
sponsoredpee in charge of radio and televi- which time
shows were broadcast over the 40
sion.
Lawrence’s position as such will stations. Plan has been abandoned
not be filled. Jacob Evans, man(Continued on page 36)
ager of advertising and promotion,
continues in that post, reporting to
Frey. Robert McFadyen, manager

Lawrence Latest

NBC Casualty

WMGM

WOR,

BACK TO
ALL-NITE BTAST STATUS

of sales and planning, also stays
put, reporting to Frey.
Closer integration of -promotion
and planning with the sales operation, under the Herbert operational concept, will henceforth accent
Frey’s key role.
•

.

^

•
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N.Y.,

WOR, N. Y., is back to all-night
broadcasting with a seven-nights-aweelc pickup from the Bandbox,
N. Y. jazz nitery, from 2 to 5 a.m.
Station now broadcasts 23 hours
per day.
Format of the three-hour show
is unique among the late-hour deejay-gabber airers
that it also
picks up live entertainment from
the nitery. Currently featured is
Duke Ellington orch.
Idea was formulated by packager
Boh Roberts, who bought the time
and broadcast facilities from
for less than $1,000 for the week.
Roberts starts a campaign for spot
announcements for the show, procceds from Which of course he
pockets, in addition to the coin
irom the nitery. Currently featured
as deejays are Willie Bryant and

WOR

!

!

!

!

aKS arc under wraps,
that the show
^ ,mi ?
will be completely live. It’S aiming Ray Carroll.
Slim Gaillard started
at not only reporting on the news r s deejay
but was replaced by the
but also making headlines itself. pair.
•f>

Chesterfield, for the first time
in over three years, is launching a

,

,

Earned

I

Crosley

TV

outlet here.

Warner also held down the top
program spot on WKRC-TV, the
Taft station in Cincinnati.
Tafts are awaiting the FCC approval of their recent $1,500,000

purchase of

WTVN.

Cry ‘Sabotage

spot announcement campaign,
via Cunningham & Walsh" agency,

name

next month. At present there are
two alterna'tive plnns for slotting,
either as a half-hour Tuesdays at
8 p.m. opposite “Texaco Star Theatre
on NBC-TV and Bishop
Sheen on DuMont, or in two 15-

TV Spot Campaign

WLW-C

and has bought into WCBS-TV’s

and

Edward R. Murrow, CBS veepee
and editor of “See It Now,” has
prepped a new news program
which CBS-TV is slated to launch

Up

10.

Warren F. Warner, formerly
program chief at WTVN, has been
appointed' program director of

TV

Dodgers Peace

The dramas include adapMills.
tations of fafnous works, including
plays and stories by Shakespeare,

NEW MURROW NEWS
SHOW OPPOSITE BERLE?

Steps

In Mass.

“12 Plan,” starting March 2.
While Liggett & Myers has been
in local TV by way of its bankrolling of the New York- Giants
baseball telecasts, it hasn’t used

announcements for some time. £iggie has purchased nine daytime
and three Class A spots weekly,

Broadcasters,
advertisers
and
their agencies need to take steps
to protect themselves against the
growing danger of suits claiming
piracy of ideas, according to N. Y.
attorney David M, Solinger. who
addressed the Federal Bar Assn,
at the U. S. Courthouse last week.
Expanding <ttl his remarks, Solinger told Variety that over the
past 20 years courts have shown
an increasing solicitude towards

4-

1

•

Snag

persons who submit radio and television ideas and later claim they
have been stolen. He cited the recent '$375,000 California jury verdict as evidence of the “alarmingly dangerous trend.”
“Until 20 years ago, you could
count pn the fingers of one Hand
all the/ cases In whl£h submitters
of unsolicited ideas ever recovered
anything from advertisers or agencies.” hp: said, “but in the last two
decades there has been recovery
after recovery, marking a trend
which hasn’t yet reached its peak.”
He added that big cash awards,
“out of all proportion to the service, if any,” rendered by (he claimants are being granted on various
theories, “ranging from express
contract, implied contract, trade
custom, the- reasonable value of
services, unjust enrichment and
copyright infringement.”
There are three methods of
guarding against such suits, the
attorney said: (1) getting those
submitting Ideas to sign release
forms; (2) getting their signature
on a document giving the idea a
nominal, resonable value; and (3)
refusing to look at any unsolicited
‘

On Educl TV

Boston, Feb. 10.
establishment of a state
operated educational TV channel
thus qualifying for the “12 Plan,”
which a couple of weeks ago
which entitles a sponsor signing here,
appeared to be gathering impetus,
12 spots weekly to a 45% discount
ran into a snag last week with the
on its s daytime billings. My-T-Fine
special legislative
pudding wil also use a “12” cam- chairman of the
commission, Sen. Phillips, claimpaign,
starting
Monday
(16),
ing the committee’s work was
through BBD&O.
InTwo new “12” advertisers bring “sabotaged” by a fellow solon.
groundcommittee’s
vestigating
to 28 the number of bankrollers
chairthe
work
rejected
by
was
using this discount plan, which
committee on
represents a sizable chunk of man of legislative
education, George Evans,* who, acbusiness. Idea of station topper
Craig Lawrence has paid off, cording to Phillips, called a spemeeting but neglected to notisince it’s bringing in income to cial
daytime periods on the CBS-TV fy all its members.
Phillips also charged that the
key which previously had had open
time. The other CBS-TV o-and>-o substitute recommendation offered
stations have also adopted the at a special meeting, that the state
postpone until 1955- its decision
“12” strategy.
whether to operate such a TV station, plays into the hands of commercial interests. On the other
Studebaker in Quickie
hand, Evans, who has long beer,
on record of opposing the state
‘All Star Revue’ Spread; operated TV station, claims, it
would just be another way of needlessly spending millions of taxChi
Sales Busy payers
money. Hassle has been goChicago, Feb. 10.
ing on since the FCC announced a
Car manufacturers continue to year ago that it was reserving until
rely on TV to make a big splash June 2, 1953, a channel for the
with their' new model unveilings. state or a non-profit charitable orLatest to use dhe video" showcase ganization: to operate for educais
Studebaker, which ordered a tional work.
three-week spread on NBC-TV's
Opposition forces received furSaturday night “All Star Revue” to ther support when Boston RecordIntroduce ‘its 1953 line. Studebaker American editorialized under the
takes a slice of the show Feb. 28, caption, “We Can’t Afford It,”
March 7 and 14. Roche Williams pointing out that the undertaking
& Cleary is the agency on the Chi would cost taxpayers .in neighborpurchase.
hood of $8,000,000 just for the inEd Hitz’s recently-consolidated itial investment, and many thouChi NBC AM-TV sales crew also sands yearly to keep' the station
knocked off a new network client in operation. Daily also questioned
last week, pacting the John Morell the right of the
state to compete
packing firm to a twice-weekly par- with private enterprise in the
ticipation
on “Today” starting broadcasting biz any more than it
March 6. Packet' will plug its Red should In department store or real
Heart dogfood on the 26-week ride. estate biz.

The

.

ideas.

Many

•

(Continued on page 31)

NBC-TV

CBS-TVs Buildup

’

For Larry Storch
Now

that the Red Buttons show
been successfully integrated
its
comedy roster of com-

has
into

mercial entries, CBS-TV is planning a major buildup for Larry
Storch. Hubbell Robinson, Jr., the

web’s TV program chi«?ftain, has
assigned one of his key production trouble-shooters, Martin

Ain’t

(W)KIDding

peal.

A

.

•

/half-hour

In Split

erations hazards has

been encountered by WKID, 250-watt
day timer here. Station manager Robert Synder has asked
the Federal Bureau of Investigation to look Into the series
!

of potshots someone has. been
taking at the station.
Unidentified
pumped 36 shots into the front
of the studio last week, the
second such “attack” in two
weeks. Station was not operating at the time so there were

marksman
1

no injuries.
.Synder believes the shootings are the antics of a crackpot.

1

is

Storch

situation

on the network’s upcom-

ing agenda. CBS-TV feels that,
:with the right material, it can duplicate the Buttons achievement.

Mutual Axes ‘Number’

Urbana,.IlI., Feb. 10.
Something new in radio op-

Man-

evolve a “Storch formula”
of presentation in a bid to take
him out of the "esoteric school”
and give him more universal ap-

ulis, to

comedy

He

agencies and webs have

release forms in which anyone
proffering any idea puts himself
entirely, in the hand of the agency
or network, making the latter “the
sole judge” of its usability, value
or novelty. Solinger doubts the

.

Web Formula

Mutual Is dropping the co-op
Bid
sponsored quizzer, “Take a Num- CBS Nixes Cooper
ber” effective Feb. 23 to make
Rights to/Lineup’
room for the similarly sponsored
“Jack Kirkwood Show,” which
Frank Cooper* indie packager,
moves from its current '4- to 4:30 has been trying, unsuccessfully, to
p.m. slot into the 10:30 to 11 a.m,: get a release from CBS Radio on

On

*

:

Reason for the move is the
upcoming division of the wfeb into
two networks for the afternoon
time, necessitated by the “Game
of the Day” series, which can’t
be carried in the Northeast
While '‘Game of the Day” fills
in the time vacated by the Kirkwood show in the web’s “B” network (Baseball), no replacement
has been set for the “A” skein.
time.

his “The Lineup” series, which the
web is dropping after the Tuesday
(18) broadcast.

Columbia has

rights

show

for another year.
Cooper Wants the TV rights and
wants to make a vidplc version.

to

the

“Lineup” has earned some
healthy ratings despite its having
been berthed in nine different slots
on the network during the past

two years.

»

'
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COLGATE

The Great White Way

CBS Squirms Way Out of

*

By GEORGE ROSEN
Under circumstances-

manager.
There are no White Papers,' no pompous declarations, and no
demands. White uses the shirt-sleeve technique, laying all his
cards on the table. The affiliates are hearing his story what he
hopes to accomplish as NBC’s next prexy. These are intimate gabrelationship basis;, a two-way exchange with
fests, on a personal
both the affiliates and White (who is generally accompanied by
station relations veepee Harry Bannister) baring their aspirations
and how best to overcome existing weaknesses. As a broadcaster
for nearly two decades there is an awareness of White’s understanding of the conflicting problems; when to give and when to
?

......

may

that

set off repercussions in the trade
there’s a strong likelihood that
Colgate will move its “Strike It

—

take.

Rich” daytime

TV show

from CBS
back to back

NBC, linking it
with the Colgate “Big Payoff” attraction. As TV double features
%
go, this is the cream of the crop,
representing an expenditure rum
ning into millions of dollars a year
and carrying off the prize- daytime
to

;

•

rating laurels.

That the White approach is paying o$vM'alPea<Iy evident from
the response of many affiliate operators/, -if therfc is a tendency
among these affiliate men to bestow a vbte of confidence, it’s because much of the aloofness and coldness which has, characterized
NBC-affiliate relationship has already been erased^ /'?
It’s no secret, certainly not within the NBC btfiariization, that
many of the affiliates harbored a resentment against the network
over what some of the broadcasters called a “one-way-street” type

n

»

.

vV

NBC

of dealing, in Which
fact that ex-prexy Joseph

In its present 11:30 to noon
cross-the-board
slot,
It
“Strike
Rich”, dominates the CBS-TV daytime audience pull. “Payoff,” iff:
the 3 to’ 3:5|0 afternoon five-times-

a-week slot on NBC-TV is even
running ahead of the network’s
Kate Smith show. As a daily
double, it would vest NBC’s day-

—

wanted its way or hd way at all. The
H. McConnell picked up the phone to

time roster (long a trouble spot)
with a new importance and billings affluence in the daytime program sweepstakes.
But the circumstances under
which the switchover from CBS is
being maneuvered has alarming
overtones in establishing a precedent on client-network negotia-

call Boca Raton and cancel out the annual NBC convention in
December, despite the fact that many of the affiliates were in favor of convening to resolve all issues in the open, didn’t contribute
toward healing the situation.
:

Move

for

Miami TV Originations

tions.
^

Gains Impetus; Stars’
Miami, Feb. 10. 4
meeting this week of
Joint
Southern Bell Telephone Company
officials, municipal and civic lead1

Wre Ready’

Wheelahan
New

and representatives of WTVJ—
only video outlet in south Florida
on televising of national shows
from this report area resulted in
phone company’s statement that
they are “ready and able” to handle any national emanation whenever performers and networks are
ers

Exits

That

WSMB

Orleans, Feb. 10.

terms of dollars, and

ducements through which NBC is
romancing Colgate for the full
hour program parlay.
CBS frankly acknowledges that,
even prior to the NBC overtures to
Colgate, it had made an attempt
on its own part to w.oo the Procter
& Gamble sponsored “Welcome
Travelers” show away from the
NBC-TV daytime roster, but says
it was strictly a case of “on the
level” flirting to permit P&G to

gency
fouled out.

be

Hastens Demise

Walter Winchell has also wired
that he is ready for telecasting
show from here, but that high costs
and lack of facilities had made him
Old Gold, in an expansion of
miss Florida winter stay for first
time in 20 years.
He is also re- its TV activities, Jh^s made some
ported settling plans to head for overtures to CBS with an eye
California instead.
Jimmy Du- toward picking up a full 30-minrante, currently at Ciro’s nitery, is utes of the Saturday night Jackie
another who is interested in setting Gleason show. The 60-minute proup a show here, one of his staff gram is currently sponsored oh a
adding: “It would mean working participating basis by Schick Rafor new audiences
we see the zor, Bristol-Myers and Leeming
same faces in the studio out there Co. Thus a deal with Old Gold'
(Hollywood).”
Martha Raye, a would necessitate yanking the
permanent resident here, is one of three-way participating formula
the rooters for the go-through on upon expiration of existing cycles,
with the network offering the sec(Continued on page 38)

Of Tarticipations’

take advantage of a continguous
rate discount through a back-toback slotting with another P&G
show. In the case of “Strike It
[•Rich,” which CBS describes as a
retaliatory measure, it’s CBS’ contention that NBC is opening up a
“free goods department” in client
dealings through the inducements

"

—

.

half on a straight singleclient deal similar to OG.

ond

McConnell’s 250G

As Colgate Prexy
Within the next
gate-Palmolive-Peet
rectors

will

week the
board

meet to

of

finalize

Coldi

the

Move has more than passing
significance to the trade, for it
would represent the virtual demise
of- the participation formula among
the high-budgeted nighttime TV
attractions. Already slated for the
axe in April is the NBC-TV “All
Star Revue,” which has ajso been
sold to three sponsors, leaving the
Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca “Show
of Shows” as the sole major entry
on the participating sponsorship
rosters. Whether or not “Show of
Shows” returns next season within
the same framework is still to be

entrance of Joseph H. McConnell,
former NBC president, as prexy
of the C-P-P corporation. (Board
also met last month on the matter,
with bylaws requiring two succes- resolved.
sive

rules

move

meetings bn amending the
to permit an outsider to
into an echelon ’status.)
;

Financial deal which

•

breaks

down

to

DuMont’s Taxcasts

prompted

McConnell to leave NBC for the
Colgate post has been learned,
with the ex-network exec stepping
yPms annual gross income from
JMO.OOO to $250,000. Latter figure
$125,000

salary

is prepping a series
of eight 15-minute shows On tax.
problems for the Wednesday night
7:45 p.m. slot, beginning Feb. 18.
Programs will feature tax expert
Jerome A. Kramer. Four of the
telecasts will be carried network,
four locally via WABD.
The four local telecasts will deal

DuMont web

and an additional $125,000 based
on earnings, when and if. That’s
what present C-P-P prexy E. H.
•ruttle gets.
He becomes board with state taxes, and the web shows
chairman.
natch—with federal taxes.

—

champ

1

lines

cable charges from here would
same as other national rates.

its

rating puller. But CBS is crying
“foul” over the “come hither” in-

_

OCs Gleason Bid

CBS Cries “Foul”
CBS execs are considerably

distressed over the likelihood of
losing the Colgate show to NBC is
understandable. They make no
bones ovet their feedings, since it
robs the web of one of its most
lucrative daytime, v TV programs in

Harold M. Wheelahan, vice-president and general manager of
WSMB, resigned Thursday (6). His
resignation
becomes
effective
March 1. Wheelahan requested rehis
devote
lease from his duties to
full time to his private interests in
radio, including KSYL in Alexanready. Prior to meeting there had
dria, La.
been heavy controversy on ability
Wheelahan had been with WSMB
emerof Southern Bell to provide
for the past 24 years.
facilities in event regular

Miami Beach officials stated they
'had received a wire from Arthur
Godfrey indicating he would do
an outdoor show from there, once
“exorbitant” costs were reduced.
Phone company rep replied that

Godfrey’s

Editorial Defense of ‘Pal Wilson,’

country for some informal bull sessions with the operators of the
network's affiliate stations. Last week and the week before it was
Washington, Nashville and Dallas. This week he goes to the Coast,
with a stopover in Chicago on the way back. Within the next
couple of weeks he will have sat down with practically every af*
filiate

?AY0FF

BIG TV

Without any fanfare, Frank White, NBC’s new prexy, has been
some quickie swings around the
slipping out of New York in

23

.

Forcing Sponsor Rebate, Spanking
4 CBS

Oops,

Wrong

Kimbrough, WCBS
gabber, was invited to" take
Emily

part/in CBS Radio’s “Invitation
to Learning” recent discussion
of Fitzgerald’s Letters.

For two weeks she boned Up
on all the published letters of
F. Scott fritzgerald, only to discover shortly before the broadcast that the subject was Edward Fitzgerald, translator of

Look Like

W

Putin Camphor

would pay 50% of the full
hour rate.
However, the fact that NBC is

client

reportedly Willing to give Colgate
a full five-day sponsorship identity, though only picking up the
tab for three days, in return for
the switchover of “Strike It Rich”
(with reported added inducements
owned-and-operated
the
where
concerned), is the
stations are
stinger that has CBS doing a fast
burn. Whether or not the NBC-TV
affiliates (and some have been approached) are willing to go along
on the two free days by footing
their part of the bill remains to
be determined. But even if NBC
takes the rap on its own, CBS
argues that it puts Columbia in an
unfair competitive situation since
“NBCrRCA may be able to play
around with that kind of money,
but perhaps the other webs can’t
compete on that basis,”
If Colgate gets such a deal, it’s
argued, what happens if General
Gamble or other
Mills, Procter
major TV clients demand similar
treatment? It’s the feeling, too,
,that concessions to clients at
time when TV is still struggling
for stability may reduce TV to the
’

&

[Continued on page 38)

events from which CBS has only
now recovered.
Aside from the more serious
overtones of the Godfrey incident
inviting a general radio-TV “jumping on the bandwagon” in defense
of the “Ike Era” of big business,
and being forced to administer a
verbal spanking to tjie network’s
No. 1 salesman f6r his two-days-ina-row trangressions, the CBS echeon, in a bid to get off the hook,
also took it on the chin financially

Although American Tobacco is as well.
committed to the “Biff Baker,
Although numerous letters were
USA” Thursday night CBS-TV revived by the network reflectaudience reaction to Godfrey’s
ng
series for 26 weeks, it’s reported
editorial stance, the CBS high comthat the sponsor may yank the mand, fearing the Godfrey breach
show before the cycle runs its would touch off a major incident,
course. However, since American breathed a sigh of relief when the
Tobacco has a paid-up investment press bypassed the whole thing. As
an emergency measure CBS had
in the filmed properties, the plan
been prepared with a statement,
wouljl be to utilise them as a sum- announcing that it was ready to do
mer replacement series, either for right by the D. C; Administration,
the new show, which would go into with the new Chairman of the
Armed Services Committee of the
the Thursday period, or for one of
Saltonstall,
Leyerett
Senate.
the other Lucky Strike TV show- standing by to go on the Godfrey
spokesman.
cases.
program as .a r^huttal
Just bow American Tobacco in- W^ep Saltonstall did go on, with
tends to resolve its programming ^ Jeffrey time preempted for the
roster for next season remains a occasion, it necessitated a rebate to
mbot point. Chief interest centers Pillsbury, the sponsor, and feeding
in the Saturday night “Hit Parade” the Rebuttal to the stations for'free
show on' NBC-TV, which the client as a public service feature.
Indicative of the fact that Godconsiders art expensive proposition.
American Tobacco has made some frey himself probably recognized
overtures to wrap up an alternate lie Was trespassing on forbidden
sponsor, but thus far there have editorial ground was his opening
remarks leading into Jthe Wilson
been no takers.
edisqde, in which he admitted that
•

.

.

,

“this

Sinatra Begs Off

but

Raye

is- .not

within

my

•

province,

4),

On a^CBS

Show;0iken, Friedberg
are

Nat Hiken and Billy Friedberg,
co-writers of the Martha Raye
stanza on NBC-TV’s “AIL Star Revue,” found themselves with a
spare script on their hands last
Sinatra pulled
days, Wednesday and Fridays. The week when Frank
out
of a previous commitment he
Tuesday and Thursday segments
half-hour shows, had made to appeal on the proare sustaining.
Colgate Days 60% of the hour rate. gram this Saturday (14).
the

isteners to write the Governmentlawmakers in defense of Wilson,
whole sequence of
a

sparked

Will Get Boiled,

Rich” to NBC
as the companion-piece to “Big
Payoff” would permit Colgate to
achieve a $1,000,000 annual discount in billings. Both shows,
though five-times-a-week attractions, are only sponsored on Mon-

basis,

.

al

the “Rubaiyat.”

It

Under the contiguous

moments over a 48-hour
when Arthur Godfrey went
on a two-day editorial hinge on
his morning program, in violation
of the network edict which makes
editorializing by performers strict*
verboten.
Godfrey’s soundoff,
in espousing the confirmation of
his longtime pal Charles E. Wilson
as Secretary of Defense without
he need of relinquishing his General Motors stock, and urging his
period

offered to Colgate.

Moving “Strike

had some squirming, uncom-

ortable

Fitz

high echelon level,
however, the major alarm stemmed
from the "“new temper” of the Ikeborne period, with the pro*Wilson
soundoff regarded as a tipoff .to
the feeling that with big business
high,
therefore
Godfrey
could presume on the use of histo editorialize in favor of big

fiding

show

business.

NBC

Sinatra, who also did a guest
shot on the Milton Berle “Texaco

to

Abandon

Center Theatre

Star Theatre” last week, begged
off from the Raye show after
The Rockefeller interests will
Hiken and Friedberg had com- have a problem on their hands on
pleted the script. Sinatra pleaded
what to do about the Center Theafatigue.
As result, the ' writers tre, now used as NBC’s No. 1 TV

found they had an unusable script studio in N. Y., when the network
on their hands and had to whip vacates the premises at the end of
up a new one.
the season and shifts its program

CBS-TV’S ‘FATHER’ IS

SET FOR UNVEILING
CBS-TV

will be ready in the
next two or three weeks with its
“Life With Father” TV
initial
“screening” for prospective cli
ents. This is one of the most expensive program items on the upcoming CBS-TV agenda, with a
separate payroll unit comprising
suvli personalities, as

Howard

originations to other properties.
Such items as the Milton Berle
show, “Firestone Hour,” “Aldrich
Family” and “Mr. Peepers” emanate from the Center, but the network finds the house too unwieldy

to operate. Kate Smith
also originated from the Center, but was shifted recently in the
Hudson -Theatre,' N. Yr Latter
house will be probably absorb some..
of the others, as will the International Theatre in Columbus Circle,
N. Y., but this, too, is slated for
Lind- demolition in ’the near future to/,
wrote make way for the new N. Y. Civic

and costly

show

'

say and Russel Crouse (who
the legit play); Mrs. Clarence
Day, representing the estate; Den

Center.

Stone, as diredtoP,

NBC

Center Theatre has long been a
nls.King and Martha Scott, who white elephant operation to the
play the* lead roles, and Ezra Rockefeller interests, and when
Since Warners retains rights to
the original title for another year,
CBS will tag it “Life With Father
and Mother.”

leased the premises it looked
for a while as though its problems
were solved. General expectations
are that the large house Will.be
0
converted into offices,

*

1
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WIGHT COOKE INTERVIEWS

4

Producer: Tee Otis
Radio Follow-Up
15 Min*:, Mon.-thrU-Fri., 6:15 p.m.
4 4 4 444 4 4 ff
4 4 44 4 4 44 4 4 44
CBS, from N.y.
extended
Dwight u Cooke, on an
Menasha Skulnik is one of those
tour of Asia, is>sendipg back reimpact is
corded interviews for this five-a- visual comics whose
he can’t be seen.
weeker on CBS Radio. Judged hy essened when
was
Skulnik
explain
why
That
may
it
Is
some of last, week's samples,
only as good as his material in his
a highly interesting, tijnely series, appearance last Sunday (8) on
discussing' pertinent, .important
WMGM’s (N.Y.) “American-Jewish
topics with substantial foreign citiCaravan of Stars.” In a skit and a
zens, for some quite revealing conmonolog, Skulnik was^t very
clusions. In each Asiatic country,
funny, but on two’ -.$£o$jeS dealing
businessCooke interviews leading
his financial transactions, he
men Or civic figures, on social with
Scored neatly.
questions of the day.
Show continues to be one of the
Last Thursday (5), for instance,
topflight Anglo-Jewish variety segCooke interviewed a Japanese biz ments. Last week’s airer included,
leader; next day. Admiral Nomura
besides Skulnik, tenor Jan. Bart,
and a Jap labor leader. With Ja- singer Maureen Cannon and the
pan’s economic as well as military Barry Sisters. Bart scored solidly
recovery being matters for front- with thrge Yiddish numbers, as did
page notice; these interviews have the Barry Sisters, staples on the
importance. Especially when as show, with a Yiddish swing number
honestly and competently handled and the English version of “Where
as here, with down-to-earth dis- Can i Go?” Miss Cannon, who’s
cussions, lucid and plain. /•'
best known for her TV singing
Jn Thursday’s, interview With commercials, hasn’t doVpIo’ped her
Hasaki Kano, a Jap banker and own style yet, as evidence^ in her
shipbuilder, Cooke fed him some versions; of “Jambalaya” dftd ‘/The
frank questions, which. Kano an- Lonesomest Gal in Town,” wherein
swered as* frankly. Cooke might she adopted the styles of a couple
even be ^accused of putting some of th& top pop thrushes without
Kano’s mind, but Kano adding n\uich individuality of her
thoughts
was blunt .though polite in reject- own,
ing them. For instance, Cooke kept
Skulnik also did a serious sketch,
referring to America’s dislike foy depicting an. old man who thinks
Communism and her distaste for he’s seen. Abraham Lincoln and
any Jap trajie with Red China.
invited him to dinner. There wasn’t
Kano pointed out, in- reply, that much point to the sketch, but
Jap trade was in poor state, and Skulnik scored with his w.k.
its former Korean and Chinese poignancy and he received solid
Jap population assists from Mason Adams and
markets" closed.
1

/

‘

m

.

-

•

had increased, while its territory Natalie Priest as his son-in-law
shrank. The Japs had to resume and daughter.
old trade. “Only the’ Red regime
Abe EllsWn orch did a fine
is' had, not the people,” said Kano.
Ellstein
“Americans stand too much on job of showbacking and
supplied
a good score to one of
principle: we have a more realistic
ventures. Number
comic
Skulnik’s
view. We can trade with China
the show
without strengthening Communism of the commercials on
There were
or its military power, by using could easily be cut.* minutes,
five
15
.

.

three in the first
in the first half hour, all at least
a minute long. They slowed up the
Chan
pace pretty badly.

The U.S.
can’t pour coin into Japan forever,
,.he declared; Japan must return to
normal, natural procedures, including trade, to stand on its own

+

SILBERT AT SIX

444 4 4 4

ASIA

only peacetime goods.”

.

Witli BlUSilbert, guests
HO Mint.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 6 p.m.
Participating

WMGM,
Bill

Wednesday, February IX, I953
144

444444 4 44 4
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Silbert,

ex-Detroit

disk
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i 4 4
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NEW YORK

JN

44

4 4 4 4

.

-44-44-4+4-4

jockey who- broke into the New
York scene last season via a late
evening DuMont video gab and
wax show, is currently -heading’
another straight dee jay stanza on
the WMGM, N. Y. indie station.
assignment
important
It’s
an
spreading across the board in an
ideal early evening spot before
the impact of video programming
reaches its peak in the metropolitan area.
Silbert Is an okay personality
for the spot. He’s a smooth talker,
without being unctuous, and he
neat ad libbing skill that
shows

44 4? 444 + 4

4 4 4 4 4

the Production Centres

From

if

N. Y.
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WCBS

shows for remainder of ih e
originating his
wee® from St. ’Louis; Bob. Haymss subbed for him on Monday and
to take newsTuesday (9-10) . Arnold Snyder resigned from
Charles Michelson
special events director post at-WTTM, Trenton . .
is syndicating transcriber, “Janet Williams Chats About Children'
Winslow H. Case, ex-senior v.p. CampbelLEwald, joins Cunningham &
Myers
Eliza *
Walsh as veepee over AM, TV and copy for Liggett
Huth’s courses in
beth Lawrence into “Right to Happiness” . . .
broadcasting
international
and
and
TV
international communications
ABC program chief Ray Diaz to
.
start this week at the New School
WNBC’s Ted Cott
Broadcast Music, Inc., hoard meeting in Florida
NBC’s Jim Gaines in Florida.
and Phil Dean in Cuba
Jack parting

.

•

is
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James Alspaugli of H-R Co., station reps, in from Frisco on biz*.
Mannie Klein, WHLI, Hempstead, engineer, back at work after a hitch
Martin Block celeGermany
never fails into the flip category. in the Army with the Signal Corps in
KIFN, Php^m> )K 5^
dee jay brated his 18th y^ar bh the air last week
There’s’ the
inevitable
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

r

28 transcribed shows
cliches about a certain' artist being ordered the .‘.‘American Way of Lite,” series of
Spanish^speaking listeners and offered 'by the
‘a wonderful guy” or- a, disk being, produced
.
. MajLG$(i^rt, TV ac“great hit,” but Silbert' manages 'Lonfei-trt&nd indie to other ts&t-ftms at cost
to keep these at a^rmMmunjJA. .trel& ^jnd cousin of jaz£ ''pi&ni stk! Jbh nny G^anari VOTfcts a 25-minute
his easily informal flow' of chatter.! S'ffidSnight disk jockey show via WMCA, with Public Service stores
James E. Wallen, Mutual treasurer, left for a 10-day
Silbert is frankly aiming at a sponsoring . .
Carl B. Yalden, just discharged
.
teenage audience. He’s forming a Florida vacation over the weekend
“Saints and Spinners” club for the from the Marines, joined Armed Forces Radio Service as a sportschildren’s show, markWMCA’s
kids with promises of picnics, caster . . ..“Let’s Listen to a Story,”
theatre parties' and sundry other ing ninth year on the air . . . Nelson Case will narrate the “Road of
social activities at a later date. Life” daytimer on CBS.
He’s solidifying his pitch to the
Jack Hardesty, ’Broadcast Ad Bureau’s director of local promotion,
juves by inviting them to attend
took the mike to plug radio’s continued potency on WOR’s “Luncheon
to his daily broadcasts where guest
CBS Radio veepees Lou Hausman and J,
.
Sardi’s” Monday (9) .
at
vocalists also drop in to plug their
Kelly Smith vacationing; former to Haiti and Jamaica, latter to Florida
releases. On his debut stanza (9),
London’s “South Pacific” and into “Aunt
from
Walston
back
Ray
.
.
.
such wax names as Johnnie Ray,
June Valli and Bill Hayes were Jenny” cast . . . Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, vice-chairman of NBC
Friday
for month of skiing in French Alps .
(6)
shoved
off
board,
.
among the greeters.
Barry, NBC’s programming veepee, in Florida recuperFor his Saturday show, Silbert Charles (Bud)
Reynolds,
manager
Ed
of CBS
ating after attack of pneumonia .
will emcee an all-live production
.
house orch Radio press info, to address Norwalk service club on Feb. 25
featuring the
under Joel Herron’s baton and ad- Donald Buka appeared on “Cavalcade of America” last night <Tues.)
Albert
Saturday
(141
.
.
Boyars,
Central
Station”
“Grand
does
ditional guests. Still pursuing the and
juve angle, the station will hold ex- David O. Albert flackery, joined Greater N. Y. Fund as assistant
dances for the kids in the studio AM-TV director . . . Wally Jorgenson, national sales manager, WBT
Silbert is and WBTV, Charlotte, in town for confabs with CBS Radio Spot Sales
after the show is over.
Tom Collins, Mary Or'r, Naomi Campbell, Jacqueline Billingsley,
dressing this lure up with a “keep .
the kids off the street” pitch, but Arthur Maitland, Harold Huber and Bill Quin join the new “Front
not over-playing the do- Page Farrell” sequence . . Claire Niesen substituted for Yivian Smoleu
he’s
Herm.
gooder angle.
on “Our Gal Sunday” during the latter’s recent illness.
'
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“Better living will make less

"For its 300th broadcast on SunFran
.
Francois Grimard added to ABC’s “When a Girl Marries”
Communism,” he said.
day (8), “Theatre Guild of the Air” ARMED FORCES NEWS'
Carlon, Lawson Zerbe, Ed Gargan and. Larry Haines joined NBC’s
He made out quite a. case, al- came up with a topflight presenta- With
Bill Porter, Bill Ostberg, an- “Barrie Craig” Tuesday (3).
.Phil Sterling wound long run on “Hilltop
him
though Cooke argued with
tion of George Bernard Shaw’s
nouncer
Tom Nicholas has been upped to supervisor in New EngHouse”
about it. But it made for excellent “Man and Superman.” The one- Writer-Producer: Porter
land area for Storecast Corp., succeeding Ellis A. Jacobson, who was
discussion and fine radio. Brow
hour adaptation by Morton Wishen- 10 Mins.; Sat., 6:10 p.m.
In commemoration of Jewish Music Month,
grad lost little of the sparkling WORCESTER MECHANICS SAV- transferred to N. Y.
WLIB will broadcast the premiere of “Songs of Amos,” a cantata by
wit and incisiv£ bite of the Sbaw
INGS BANK
HARLEM FROLICS
Charlotte Garden, from the Central Synagogue next Sunday (15)
Perhaps it’s a com WTAG, Worcester
original;
With Buddy Bowser, Sara Lou Har- mentary on contemporary radio
Jack Kuney, producer of “Proudly We Hail,” the Army’s syndicated
This 10-minute quickie doesn’t recruiting show, elected president of the Bentley School’s PTA
ris
scripting, but this old piece about
but
entry
potent
an
too
'rate
as
Producer-director; Nat Rudich
sounded
marriage
and
morals
WOR celebrates its 31st year of broadcasting Feb. 22.
Writer: Bowser
bolder and more original /than should draw local dialers with a
personal interest in the current
€0 Mins.; Mon.-FrL, 10 a.m.
anything heard recently.
spotShow
setup.
forces
IN
armed
. . .
Participating .
The yarn of a man fleeing from lights news items pertinent to the
WLIB, N, Y.
Mutual’s “Man on the Farm,” aired from the Quaker Oats farms
predatory female was performed
Bqddy Bowser, formerly part of awith stylish elegance by Maurice members of the services such as at Libertyville, marks its 15th anniversary Saturday (14)
Larry
was given on program caught via
the comedy-vaude team. of Howel'
Evans and Deborah Kerr. Evans*
Kurtze, former freelance producer and recently director of creative
Bowser, has taken on a new-] tendency to overplay his lines was, a brief report on Fort Devons,
the
added
to
programming
for
Crosley
in
Cincinnati,
Broadcasting
partner for his current hour-long in this instance at least, perfectly Mass., and a summary of some
Glenn Dolberg,
.
statements made by former Asst. Henri, Hurst & McDonald radio-TV department
radio stint,, which bowed over
tailored to the Shaw paradoxes and Defense Secretary Anna Rosen- BMI. station relations veep, hosted a luncheon for the Chi music liWLIB Monday (9). Now paired he carried off the lead part of John
brarians last week
Judith Waller, Chi NBC’s education topper, to
with his .wife, Sara Lou Harris Tanner flawlessly. As his deter- berg.
Bowser is conducting a Mr. and mined pursuer. Miss Kerr played
Besides boiling down news items, take part in a panel disciission .of moppet programs at the annual meeting
the
of
Christian
Education Division of the National Council of
Mrs. gab-disk session, targeted pri- •with pert humor. Supporting cast show devotes major portion of its
marily,* and for good yesults, ai
James English, H. Wynn
was excellent to turn this anniver- limited time to short fnterviews. Churches in Cincinnati tomorrow (Thurs.)
interNegro audience sary stanza into one of the best in Airer caught had Bijl Porter
station’s' -'-large
Bussman, Roland McKitrick and Everett Nelson upped! to account exec
general
merits
viewing
on
the
a
Both he, and ,his distaff side reg- 4jfte Guild’s jseries.
at
posts
the
A.
C.
Nielsen
research
firm
Hugh Carleton Greene,
Berm.
of air power and also delivered a BBC. exec, a Chi visitor last week
istered -well on initj&ler with a
Hal Stark working a nightly
brief question and answer session sports show via'WBBM for Morris
pleasing riiannebl'ln Xfi&ir chit-chat
WNBQ-WMAQ proB. Sachs
between record .spins.
Bloomington,
Ind.
Norman with a radarman on an aircraft motion chief John Keys mailing out gift certificates to some 250 local
Platters played, were;/geared for Cissna has been named general carrier in Pearl Harbor,
and network advertisers as a reminder of the cuffo promotional blurbs
top audience approval/and includ- sales manager of WTTV.
Paul
Midway break for sponsoring aired by the two stations last year which have a rate card value of
ed selections by Billy May’s, orch Lennon has been named local sales bank was a little too long, though
WBBM’s King’s Jesters getting an afternoon quarterErroll Garner, Pearl Bailey, John
manager and will continue as informative. Show has been get- $2,824,311
NBC commentator
ny Hartman and Lester Y<5ui\g, sports director. Gerald Sargent is ting local airing since August, hour spread under the Morris B. Sachs banner
Alex
Dreier
guestspeaking
Monday (16) 'at the Western Railway ExConversation was topical with ref
now assistant local sales manager 1950.
ecutives Club.
erences to such current news items
as Ginger Rogers* marriage and
Clare Boothe Luce’s nomination as
IN
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Ambassador to
mark gave way

Rome.

Midway

to about five min-

utes of news.

Show dragged

for about 10-15
during the second half
when a recording was played of
interviews made by Bowser and his
wife at the Beaux Arts* Ball, recently held at Harlem’s Savoy
Ballroom.
Recording was noisy
and lacked both in listenability
and interest. However, program’s

minutes

overall

indicated dialers
should be easy to come by.
Plugs for participating sponsors
were tossed off by the husband
and wife team in okay fashion.
effect

Jess.

THE EUROPE STORY
With

Bill Costello, Bill Downs,
Griffin Bancroft; Dr. J. H. van

Roijcn, guest
Producer-Director: Louis Shollenberger
30 Mins.; Sun., 12 noon
Sustaining

CBS, from Washington
Following through on its series
on Asia and on the Middle East,
CBS’ Washington bureau now
takes up the problems of Western
Europe via questions arid answers
West European ambassadors.
y
Initial session had CBS
correspondents Bill Costello (permanent
moderator), Bill Downs and Griffin

Bancroft questioning Dr.

v?“L

R 9^ e

!?*

J.

H.

ambassador from the

Netherlands, a timely choice
•jCpntinucd on page 38)

in

WASHINGTON

Capt. Pat Griffith Mower has resigned from the Army, where she
has served for past two years in radio-TV branch of Public Information, to enter public relations firm of Pat-Dee Associates with her husband. The former Pat Griffith was previously director of femmfe ac-

Tobey Or Not Tobey’
Bible-spieling Sen. Charles W. Tobey, the new~chairman of the
Interstate Commerce Committee, is a oner man show in himself.
Obviously his D. C. commitments put him' among the list of unavailabilities as a permanent radio^TV^'performer.”
But iortu- nately for broadcasting (and millions ,of viewers and ^listeners)
there’ll be plenty of command performances on tap because of the
upcoming Tobey-sparked senatorial investigations* into racketeering and assorted sins, with the voluble Republican Senator from
New Hampshire ardently championing radio and TV exposure for
the hearings.

Tobey wa,s focal point of a new radio series which preemed Sunday (8) on WCBS (N. Y.H titled “Let’s Find Out,” designed to
throw the spotlight on existing scandals, such as the current waterfront probe (major subject under discussion on the initial q&a
panel show.) It’s another run-of-the-mill program in which a couple
of newspapermen quiz a key figure on the transgressions of the
day, the type, of show that’s mostly laudatory in terms of boosting
the station’s record “in the public interest.”
But with Tobey as the soundoff man, “Let’s Find Out”, on Sunday was almost an adventure in listening. At the drop of a suggestion, he’ll find the correct Biblical parable to fit the subject
under discussion, with the; inference “take it from there, boys,
and let the sinners repent.” If he likes the sound of a word tossed
at him by the interrogator, he’ll play it fffr all it’s worth, such as
the projection of “piddle” into last Sunday’s discussion. He liked
it, -and almost did a treatise on it, throwing in a gratuitous
afterthought to the effect that the U. S. Senate has a good record for
“piddling.”
The- uninhibited Tobey isn’t averse to speaking his mind, and
the thoughts flow with speedy abandon. It’s obvious that honesty
is the first essential. . He knows when the boys are trying to trick
him into a you’ll-be-sorry-you-said-it-later type of rebuttal. With
these he’ll make short shrift. But once satisfied that it’s an onthe-level discussion, the good Senator’s off on a razzle-dazzle dis^
play of verbal pyrotechnics.
He rates a Presidential or Congressional dispensation to do his own show.
Rose.

tivities

with NAB; and at one time with
daily interview show

WTOP-CBS

'

Javans’
listed On top 10

WHO, Des
is

Moines

.

.

.

Mark

sole local production to be

Evans,
"TV shows for January by Telepulse survey .
who is considered leading food salesman in area, has been chosen by
National Food Brokers Assn, to install its new officers at outfit’s Chicago powwow Feb. 21
. WWDC-MBS
.
d.j. MHton Q. Ford will air
his afternoon show from the National Guard Armory during next
week’s Auto Show, interviewing show biz personalities such as Billy
Williams Quartet and Georgia Gibbs . . . Pick Temple, cowboy singer,
currently cohducting a “Peter Pan” contest for moppets in a tie-in between WTOP-TV and RKO Keith’s, where the Disney film will run
... A new morning femme show, “Edith Hansen’s Kitchen Club.”
.

.

.

broadcast directly from Mrs. Hansen’s

NBC

this

own

kitchen, debuts over

WRC-

week.

IN PHILADELPHIA

.

.

.

Stan Lee Broza, conductor of the Horn and Hardart “Children’s
Hour,” WCAU-TV simulcast, is readying a new talent show. Vocalist
winners .get a recording made by Essex Records, with consistent plugging for week by WCAU stations
Rosemary Clooney, in .town (4),
did “beep” phone interview with tWb^ed^agers on Bob Horn’s WFILTV “Bandstand” show. Stynt proved sq successful recording companies have offered Horn guest phone interviews anywhere from Paris
to L. A. .
. Month-long search for a title for WIP’s new comedy disk
jockey team, Harry Smith and Jerry Williams* ended (2) when board
of judges selected “Gag Busters”
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president
and general manager of WIP, has been named to the Pennsylvania
Committee of the Crusade for Freedom. Campaign opens here Feb.
16 and continues through month to raise funds on behalf of Radio
Free Europe and Radio Free Asia
Roger W. Clipp, general manager of WF1L and WFIL-TV, has been named chairman of the nominating committee for the Philadelphia Council, Boy Scouts of America
Harold E. Hodgeman, WFIL-TV newsreel cameraman, received Phila*
(Continued on page 36)
.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.
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JINGLE COIN TINKLES IN TELE
Sevareid

&

die Publicity Saints’

A blast at the sacred cows whom Gertrude Stein called “publeveled by CBS radio correspondent Eric Sevalicity saints” was

|tUNES THAI SELL

web

last

week.

8

Herbuveaux Sets Offbeat
•

Pace in
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WNBQ s

Video, Chets

medium

of the advertising world,

and with TV’s expansion has become an integral part of most bankcampaigns.

rollers’

,A

big

Spur

was last fall's greenlight from the
American. Federation of Musicians,
which permits the filming of vidpic
jingles on payment of a $27-per-

Not any more. He floats now.”
“lie used to worry about his feet.
“We don’t know the exact protocol of all the new publicity
“Maybe Faye Emerson ranks above Grover
saints.” he ^continued.
Whalen. Maybe Mike Romanoff outranks George Allen, the friend
of presidents, or Perle Mesta, the friend of friends of presidents.
We wish they’d decide and issue themselves numbers denoting
rank. And, Lord knows, we need straightening out about Zsa-Zsa
Gabor. With effort we expect to learn to pronounce her name,
With
but we'll never understand what she is—just that she is.
Dagmar, it’s a little different. She not only is, she has!”

windjamifter scale plus -$100 per
spot annual royalty to the AFM,
allowing unlimited usage, as many
times and on as many stations as
a sponsor can afford.

*

One
Davis

tune-blurb factory

Musical

is

Phil

Enterprises,'- Inc.,

which turns out 150 original selling-songs a year for a- wide range

A

of products from.
(A.-l* Pilsner
Beer) to Z (Procter & Gamble’s
Zest). Cleffers in the Davis stable

on Giveaways,

Phil Hanna, Joe Rhodes
and Nemo Paul, in addition to
Davis, quondam musical director
for “Hire’s to You,”
(Cincy)
and the N. Y. and Brooklyn Paramount Theatres.

The

D.C. Current

Ct.

Backing

WLW

Washington, Feb. 10. 4
Although the FCC has received-,
another setback in its fight to eliminate certain types of giveaway
shows, it’s expected here that the

may have the final
matter. And in view .of

Supreme Court

say in the
Judge Charles Clark’s
Federal
strong dissent in the 2-1 lower
court decision, government lawyers
see the possibility the liberal majority of the high tribunal would

back up the Commission ban.
Ordinarily, filing of the required
notice of appeal would be automatic. But a new administration
has come in since the giveaway
rules were adopted in September
of 1949 and it is the Dept, of Justice which must go to bat for civilian agencies of the government on
litigation

ban

cases.

comes

If

before

and when the
the Supreme

Court, it is likely that the new
(and as yet undesignated) Solicitor
General will argue in behalf of

FCC.^

The Government has 90 days in
which to file the necessary papers
with the Supreme Court. In the

.

WJZ-TV GOING ON

So business-like has the opera-

tion become, that Davis has a
Sponsors can
fixed scale of fees.
WJZ-TV, N. Y., is fighting for rent the jingles for the first 13
weeks,
at figures ranging from $300
upped ratings with fightcasts. Stato $1,000, a policy which Davis
tion topper Paul Mowrey indicated
the weight of producthat next month the ABC-TV key feels takes
tion costs off the adviser and gives
may add two more nights of boxhim
quarter
of a year to test
a
ing to the weekly card, picking up
the musical commercial’s pulling
leather-pushers from Chicago on
Monday nights and from Detroit power for a small investment. The
rental price
covers originating,
on Thursdays.
other
That would give the outlet four writing, finding talent and
services, but doesn’t include the
nights weekly of ring slugging. It
cost of talent or studio rental. It
picks up fights from Ridgewood
toward outright purGrove on Tuesdays and carries the can be applied
Bayuk network bouts on Saturdays. chase.
13-week
Purchase price and
Hoffman Beverages have bought
rental fee are geared to use, for
the first half of Wednesday night
national, regional or local placecollege basketball series on WJZment and size of the markets. Local
Legler.
TV, through Warwick
use in small markets would fteg
purchase price at $1,000, while national use in big markets would
raise the ante to a maximum of
No work is done on spec$3,500,
There’s a $250 experiulation.
mental fee, credited against outDavis said,
purchase,
right

A

RING-DING BINGE

&

Chi Sachs in 100G

Outlay For WBBM

meantime, the Commission will
have to decide whether it wants
Beethovens of the Blurbs
to carry the case further. Should
Davis stresses that today the
Chicago, Feb. 10.
it so decide,
conferences will be
Moms B. Sachs, Chi clothing Beethoven of the blurbs has to
necessary between the’ agency’s lemerchant and longtime radio user, integrate the words and music into
galites and the Justice pept.
the overall selling startegy, taking
It's expected that the Commis- is shelling out $100,000 on
CContinued on page 37)
sion will want to see the case for one of most extensive saturathrough to the Supreme Court. It’s tion campaigns in the annals of
budgHefty
new
radio.
Windy
City
remembered that there was strong
et from advertiser who has been
(Continued on page 38)
using radio heavily for the past It’s
20 years is the outgrowth of a justcompleted six-month media evaluation which underscored AM’s selling power.
Sachs has ordered a total of
four and one-half hours weekly
Edwiq S. Friendly, Jr., national
WBBM, Mondays through Fridays): sales director for ABC-TV, has
to
be programmed with news, resigned to join Jack Barry and
music, sports, weather, variety and Dan Enright’s indie package outfit
WNEW, N. Y., indie, claims it mystery shows ranging from five as a partner. Firm’s name will be
strips to .weekly .changed
to
Barry,
Enright &
was the only N. Y. radio station to and 10-minute
Friendly, and will expand its achalf-hour shows.
increase its radio audience during
tivities.
1952, based on a survey by the staFriendly has been top 'man in
tion, using Pulse figures covering Admiral Reprising
ABC-TV sales since veepee John
the Monday-thru-Saturday 6 a.m. to
Lanigan left last year to join NBC.
8 p.m. period. Station’s average ratPickup He was formerly at BBD&O as
Golden Gloves
time-buyer, director and account
ing for the year increased from 3.0
Chicago, Feb. 10.
jn 1951 to 3.1 in
exec and later was AM-TV chief
1952, a gain of
Admiral will again sponsor three at A1 Paul’ Lefton agency. He went
3.3%.
Survey showed that WCBS, with Golden Gloves boxing tourneys to ABC as a salesman three years
the highest rating, dropped 7.7%, next month to be aired via DuMont ago and shortly afterwards was
while the the other network sta- and Mutual. For the third year named eastern sales director. He’s
manufacturer has the son of Ed Friendly, veepee- of
tions.
WJZ (ABC),
and the Chi radio-TV
coverage of the N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun.
(Mutual),
dropped 8.3%, Ordered the radio-TV
the Windy City finals March 7, the
7- 1
/ and 10.7%, respectively. inter-city bouts- March 26 and the ABC has not yet set a replacevvhEW
ment.
had the second highest
international matches June 16.
rating of all the
Ruppert Lucas, sales manager of
N. Y. stations,
Agency is Erwin, -Wasey.
fetation execs attribute their auBarry-Enriglit, died last month of
le nce rise
heart
attack while in the control
a
to a number of factors,
5j 4
out emphasize the
room of a DuMont studio during
music-and-news
Buff’ a broadcast.
Program plan of the station. They Albert Vice ’Mike
1
that now that the novelty of
As part of the Barry-Enright exWith Eddie Albert taking the
if.®
ilas largely worn off, listeners 3-3:30 p.m. strip currently held pansion, Ralph
Gardner, son of
are returning to
Herald Tribune syndicate
Buff
N.Y.
and
Wallace
Mike
down
by
music for relaxa^on. Station also
feels that TV’s Cobb, CBS-TV is trying to find a columnist Hy Gardner, has been
greatest draw is in the drama and new niche for “Mike and Buff.” added to head up the package outomedy shows, and since there’s The web is holding on to the fit’s new merchandising-promotion
none of that in
department. Firm packages “Juhusband-wife team.
the
Programming scheme, they haven't
Wallace also does the Saturday venile Jury,” “Life Begins at 80,”
1
l\urt by video as much as edition of “There’s One in Every “Wisdom of the Ages/’ “Michael
....•J
n
other stations, partic- Family,” which John Reed King Shyane” and the vidpic “Oh,
iii.
?
UJi *Hy
the network outlets.
Baby!” *
emcees Monday-through-Friday,

WBBM

Now Barry,

Music

& News’

Enright

& Friendly

l

>

On

TV

.

ment

That Perennial

WNEW

‘

TV

operations,

“Ding Dong School.”
Without denying the contributions, of a Ted Mills, Ben Park or
CBS-TV is currently wrestling George Heinemann, who’ve pitched
with its spring programming plans, jup many of the original ideas, it's
and within the next couple of conceded that the final product has
weeks will come some decisions in been tooled along the Herbuveaux
showmanship,
of
hep
determining what shall be done concept
about the web’s two major sustain- culled from 34 years in the biz.
ing headaches the Tuesday night He joined NBC as a radio produc8 to 9 period and the Saturday tion director ii^ 1934.
night 9 to 10 slots.
Herbuveaux likely will continue
“This Is Show Business” is cur- to devote most of his attention to
cently,

—

the production side in his new post.
He’s known to consider his role as
sort of a buffer, between the business and the talent end, spelling
out the problems of one side to the
other. And the basic yardsticks by
which he measures the worth of a
particular program Idea will un-

rently slotted in the 9 to 9:30 Saturday time, with a 13-week nonmovable guarantee. The Coastoriginating “Millie” show is in the
9:30 to 10 period. Coca-Cola is
talking a deal with CBS for one of
the half-hours, and in the event of
the sale it is anticipated that “Millie” will be moved out of the* 9:30
time and possibly shift over into
one of the Tuesday sustaining seg-

(

Continued on page 38)

ments.

The Ernie Kovacs show occupies
the Tuesday 8 to 9 time and it’s
virtually a certainty now that it
will be yanked, with the competing
Milton Berle and Bishop Sheen
shows dominating the audience
pull,

Fore-&-Aft Clients
Oil

‘Game of Day

i

Mutual has signed 11 major
league teams for its “Game of the
Day” series, and has inked sponsors for the five-minute pre-game
VEEPEE, AIDE
O’NEIL and post-game spots. Meanwhile,
Mutual board over the weekend the New York baseball picture remained the same, with no changes
elected Glen Taylor, board member
announced in a schedule which
and veepee of General Teleradio, a will see the Yankees and Giants

TAYLOR NAMED MUTUAL

TO

vice president of the MBS skein.
He’s to be a*v.p. without portfolio,
but will work more closely with
president and board chairman Tom
O’Neil than any of the operational
veepees.

being videocast in several road
games, and a chunk of 22 games
chopped off the Yankee

AM

schedule.-

Mutual lias pacted all the N. Y.
clubs, and is signed with everyone
MBS spokesmen said that he but the two. St. Louis teams and
won't fill the spot vacated by exec the Pittsburgh Pirates, with ’the
veepee William H. Fineshriber, possibility that Branch Rickey may
who’s moved on to NBC. -Reason yet come to terms with the web.
for the appointment, they said, is For the five-minute warmup period
growing tendency to merge more immediately preceding the games
closely the network and the region- Falstaff Breweries, which carries
al holdings of General Teleradio,
4V2 innings of each game, will
which controls the Don Lee and sponsor. The five-minute summary
Yankee networks in radio and owns is being bankrolled by Camel cigand operates three^ tele stations.
arets, via the Esty agency.
Taylor will assume the same staWeb has also signed Art Gleeson
tus ps the four operation veepees,
as an alternate announcer to the
but since he’s on the MBS board
team of A1 Heifer and Dizzy Dean.
a large portion
and operates
1

]

such

of the

Mutual holdings,

on a higher

he’ll

work

level.

Walbridge Resigns

They’ll travel different routes ’during the season, so that if the game"
Heifer and Dean are to cover is
rained out, Gleeson can pick up
another one.
Season marks the

time Heifer and Dean will
as a team. Heifer, incidentwill do the post-game summaries. Series kicks o ff March 30
Detroit, Feb. 10.
Willard E. Walbridge has resigned with the Red Sox exhibition tilt
first

,

&

chief of

as

covering both network and WNBQ
local productions, since the web
opened up its Channel 5 here in
1948, Herbuveaux has’ been the
quiet man behind the scenes in
the launching of such Chi features
as “Zoo Parade,” “Garroway at
Large,” “Hawkins Falls,” WNBQ's
“Five Star Final,” and most re-

here.

‘

,

Ch^based

School” has again
focused attention on NBC-TV’s
Windy City operation, which has
steadily been building a rep as the
birthplace of the web’s offbeat
“conversation pieces.”
It’s
also
turned some of the spotlight on
Jules Herbuveaux, the last guy to
claim it, but recognized by his colleagues and competitors as one of
the real showmen of the old school
in the present TV sphere.
Recently upped to slot of asst,
general manager to Chi NBC veep
Harry Kopf, Herbuveaux probably
has had more to do with the development of the so-called Chicago
school of video than any’ other single person. In his previous assign-

Minneapolis, Feb, 10.
Sparing no expense, apparently, to impress upon TV set
owners the event’s importance,
WCCO-TV, among other things,
had U. S. vice president Richard Nixon turn on the switch
at the nation’s capital to shoot
its power from 28,000 to 100,000 watts.
It was part of an elaborate
15-minute ceremony carried
over WCCO-TV at 6 p.m. yesterday (9) to sell the' station’s
increased facilities to the public via super showmanship.
A large WCCO-TV delegation made the trip to Washington to participate .in the ceremony for which lines were put
in from there to the station

WNBC

.

fast click of the

Dong

“Ding

include

FCC Looks to Supreme

«

Chicago, Feb. 10.

The jingle, once the stepchild of
broadcasting .and the butt of critics’
jibes, has blossomed as a respected

.

Despite Setback

®

wv

A

“publicity saint,” CBS newsman dewho doesn’t have to do anything, but merely
fined. is a person
substitute for worship, that is, publicity,
exists, and “the modem
continues to wrap the person in a halo, an aura* of mortal sainthood, floating evermore above the ground.”
“An interesting part of this mysterious development is the corruption of news,” Sevareid said. “Half of the daily news has become mere publicity." Take Mr. Bernard Baruch, an 18-carat pubHe hasn’t said' or done, anything that changed anylicity saint.
But look^at the pictures and the news. Baruch
thing. for years.
BarucH Meets Boat! Baruch Blows Nose!”
Sits on Park Bench!
Arthur Godfrey.
Sevareid tweaked another CBS personality.
“When Arthur had the office next to us here,” he commented,
reid on the

I

As WWJ-TV Manager

as

station

manager

of

WWJZ-

work
ally,

from Sarasota.

Yankees have meanwhile reTV, The Detroit News, to become
veepee and 'general manager' of mained adamant in their stand
WJIM, Inc., AM and TV in Lansing. against broadcasting any St. Louis
He will assume his new duties Browns games, with the result
that 22 games will be chopped off
March 1.
A pioneer in television broad- the WINS, N. Y., baseball schedule.
casting, Walbridge was transferred Yanks and Giants are going ahead
from
radio in October, 1946, with their plans to televise 13 and
to become the first man assigned 11 games, respectively, from the
to work exclusively 6ii television road, -via WPIX, N. Y. Daily News

WWJ

for the

News

station.

station.

'

TEIJSVISION
—I-
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REVIEWS

BOWLERS’ JACKPOT

MUSIC IN VELVET

With Sim Levine, Tom Manning,
Lorraine Andre, Paul Bedford
Producer: Sam Levine
Directors: George Cyr
Technical Director: Frank

Whit-

tarn
€0 Mins,; Sat. 4 p.m.

5

Foreign

TOM UNIK INSURANCE

and

Long missing from the Cleveland
scene, the highly-entertaining,
fast-moving, 'hourilong '‘Bowlers’

TV Review

Hall,

energizing

“community

service” program policy.

Conceited, produced and emceed
by Sam Levine, noted bowling authority, the show originates at
Skang’s Recreation, and features a

match contest between two outstanding keglers, instruction lesand a contest for
prizes. It’s the latter that gives the
stanza its greatest “living-room’
appeal. There are three segments
to this appeal: Six bowlers, selected with the cooperation of the
Bowlers’ Prop. Agsn., each make
a blind selection for a difficult
shot. If successful each gets $5; if
not, a prize. In the second phase,
each bowler calls in advance the
number of *pins he will knock
down. Here is where the home audience can participate. A telephone
call is made to viewers who can
agree with the bowler as to the
number— of pins to be knocked
down—and share in the prize; or
make a home guess. In the third
phase, bowlers again are asked to
make a blind selection of a diffisons, interviews,

cult shot

and

shot

if .this

made

is

both the bowler and the home
viewer can. collect -jackpot prizes.

program sidelights,
Manning, dean of the city’s

Tom

As

casters, interviews

personality,

sports

sport-

an outstanding
and 'several

bowlers whose scores are tops during the week. Bowlers toss one ball

down the alley
bow it is done.

show the folks

to
*

.

Instructibn in bowling, another
sidelight, is a brief five-minute
lesson to a teenager learning how

to bowl. Lessons are by instructors
at the various recreation spots.
Because of all this action, the
program moves rapidly and viewer
interest is kept at top pitch at all
times. Both Levine and Manning
are experts with the know-how to
make a velvet presentation.

Kudos, too, to the two-camera
crews directed by Frank Whittam.
One camera is placed in an adjacent alley for interviews and approach shots. The other is on a
special platform behind the spectators and is used, for alley shots.
Mark.

PANTOMIME HIT PARADE

~

With Dottle Mack, Bob Braun,
in Male
Producer: Jim McGuire
Director: Jack Launer

Col-

45 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:15 p.m.
Participating
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati
This offering brings back Dottie
Mack, local fave, after a brief de-

parture- Teportedly over differences with her former teammate,
Paul Dixon, the station’s No. 1
meal ticket personality. Dixon, by
the by, took on another gal Friday
for his disk show and is continuing
merrily.
Kickoff show In her new series
made it clear that Miss Mack can
get mail at this station for a long
while. Though she’s a natural unto
herself, Mort Watters, head man of
this Scripps-Howard operation, is
supporting the fiery and wiry dark-

eyed and dark-haired beauty with
two chaps who likewise hold
claims on looks and talent. It’s a
just-right youthful threesome for
this type entertainment.

New

series

had added advantage

of being the only live and musical
show available So late at night and
appears a wise replacement for
movies.

Queen of pantomime in these
parts, Miss Mack has a big backlog of tunes and wardrobe to turn
to and

is

capable of learning

new

ones in quick time. And the two
boys now with her stack up as
ready to go along with the fivenights-a-week routine, calling for
10 or so numbers a show.

A

gal

who knows how

to

wear

Miss Mack also is some
shakes on registering romantically
and dramatically in solo and dual
impressions. This lad Bobby Braun
likewise does a neat job of mimicry interpretation on a song. Colin
Male devotes more attention to emcee and commercial chores,
and
does it well.
clothes,

Apparently overlooked, ye
Iy deserving, are credits
to
of recordings in
takeoff.
i

44
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studio orch batoned by Rex Mauphin and features a guest, vocalist.
It’s completely devoid of gab, using
visual song titles superimposed
upon the harp which makes the
musical bridges between ditties.
Effect makes for a generally pleasing relaxed mood and will win
friends from among the sweet music fans who Have gotten ^ out of
the radio habit.
The bundle of 10 tunes showcased on session watched (5) may
have dipped a Tittle too heavy in
the sugar barrel for some tastes.
For the most part, the numbers
were in the standard category with
a couple of instrumental novelties
for pacechangers. Guest this time

Exactly 20 years after his first
regular broadcast on BBC sound
radio, Henry Hall launched “Face
the Music” on TV with the stated
purpose of capturing some of the
nostalgic highlights of his three
decades in show biz. The new
package has been given a peak Saturday night slot and will continue
on a monthly production schedule.
A brave but not entirely successful attempt has been made to
break away from the straightforward formula of a vaude presentation and to give the production
added visual qualities. This is particularly evident in the reprise of
old time song hits, which have
fully fledged production numbers
and full vocal backgrounds In the
endeavor to hark back they have
yielded to the temptation of bringing in a number of show biz names
and then left them with little or
nothing to do. Harry S. Pepper, for
example, utters a few words rather
coyly and then fajjes out, while
Benjamin Frankel takes the baton
for ohe number and also departs
the scene.
It was also a novelty gimmick to
bring the Dickie Hendersons (Jr.
and Sr.) into one bill, but the
latter gets little more than a few
seconds of screen time while Jr.
goes through a full act. Continental
chanteuse Line Renaud, who had
cabaret and TV dates in London
some two years back, gets prominent billing' and makes a sure click
with her comedy specialty “Basil,”
the story of~ a cross-eyed lover.
Bernard Miles has fresh patter for
his stock rural character which
should garner plenty of fireside
laughs. Percy Rich and his partner
Eve, have a nifty line in comedy

.

4

4

LUCKY STRIKE

CBS-TV, from Hollywood
'

'
(

BBD&O

Lucky Strike has joined the vanguard of major advertisers cutting
down on live programming in fa-

HMMMHIMM
'

M

j

I
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“Slip Horn Jazz” and “A Couple”
a reading which had dramatic imHe’s also a performer, and
musically. He opened the
show singing, to his own guitar-aecomp, “The State of El-a-noy” and
closed with the moving “Before I’d
Be a Slave.” His performance has
the quality of spontaneity, of
naturalness, of complete sincerity.
And that same feeling of genuineness permeated his discussion of
Lincoln and his comment that today, perhaps, we have too much
malice in politics.
In keeping with the stature of
the subject, production was simple,
unpretentious, with photographers
Thomas Priestley and Jesse Sabin
focusing all attention on the man,
pact.
tops,

—

vor of vidpix, having installed this
new Ann Southern situation comedy series, “Private Secretary” in
the Sunday 7:30 p.m. period on
CBS-TV as replacement for “This
(Sponsor is
Is Show Business.”
also represented in TV films by the his appealing and communicative
series).
“Biff Baker, USA”
face. It wa Grade A tele. Bril.

Whatever the
agency’s

client’s

and the

(BBP&O) thinking on

live-

vs.-vidpix programming, this newest entrant is of dubious merit as
a Sunday evening entertainment
package. As .situation comedies go,
it’s strictly out of the cliche, carbon-copy school a scrambling together of all the stock characterizations and situations that abound
on a multiplicity of shows, without
a pretense of striving for imagina-.
tive scripting, or, for that matter,
any off-the-beaten-track facet. It’s

—

•

.

—

.
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was Luriean Hunter and she lifted
affair
with some topgrade
thrushing on “I Cover the Waterfront” and “The Boy Next Door.”
Gal with her jazz spot experience
makes a strong tele impression.
Production trimmings were tasteful throughout with Grover J. Allen
doing a gqod job projecting some
animation in an essentially static short on comedies, with the obviformat by clever camera pinpoint- ously dubbed-in laughter only serving to bewilder the home viewer
ing.
Dave .
(at least on the second installment)
as to where all the supposed hilarity was stemming from.
PRESCRIPTION FOR LIVING
With Warren Guthrie, Dr. Roscoe
Certainly it. isn't the fault of
Leas,
Tdny Stebley, Shirley Miss Southern, who frames well on
Bryan, Jimmy Kane, Tom Field
this celluloid series, but with little
Producer: Stuart Buchanan
to sink her thesping teeth* into. As
Director: Harry Black
the secretary of an ad agency exec
Writers: Storycraft
playing around with $1,000,000 TV
30 Mins.: Sun. 4 p.m.
properties, she goes through the
STANDARD OIL OF OHIO
paces of jeopardizing the agency’s
WXEL, Cleveland
billings on a “Mr. Bachelor” (shades
of “The Continental”) show by in( McCann-Erickson
volving the star in some material
This is a half-hour health eduentanglements, but eventually recation program that should be
storing peace and happiness to
carried beyond the Ohio network
Madison Avenue by converting it
WHIO,
that
includes
WTVN,
juggling.
into a “Mr. & Mrs.” show and reWSPD, and WCPO,
storing the boss to the client’s good
Hall himself of course, is very
"
Program revolves around the graces.
much in evidence fronting the
/
original BBC dance orch, acting as theme of what the family of today
Suffice to say that, translated
emcee and recounting some of the should know and do about its into a real-life situation, any simhighspots in his music life. There health problems. It is well pre- ilar manipulation by BBD&O would
sented, clear, exceptionally well have
is nothing flamboyant about his
sent the account flying out
personality and his reserved ap- done and maintains a sensible, the window.
Rose.
proach and the emergence of an day-by-day format approach.
occasional stammer is indicative of
To assure competent and authorthe marked difference in taste be- itative presentation, the program VISIT WITH CARL SANDBURG
tween British and American audi- gears^ its operation to a .close With Ed Stanley
working relationship with' the Producer: Doris Ann
ences.
Myro.
Cleveland Health Museum and the Director: Martin Hoade
Academy of Medicine. Sponsor of 30 Mins.; Sun. (8), 3:30 p.m.
OVERTURES WITH ART VAN the show, Standard Oil of Ohio, Sustaining
DAMME
has turned the entire production NBC-TV, from New York
With Louis Roen
and operation to its agency and
NBC-TV’s series of camera visits
Producer: Larry Johnson
writers. Only sponsor identification
distinguished figures of our"
Director: AI Beaumont
comes with, opening and closing with
times
(Bertrand Russell and Robert
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 p.m.
line.
Frost were previous subjects) ofSustaining
Basically, the stanza is an inter- fered a
dynamic half-hour In its
'WNBQ, Chicago
view between Warren Guthrie, motion picture
portrait of poet
Despite the fact that this. noon- professor of speech at Western Re- Carl Sandburg on Sunday
(8).
time period follows “Noontime serve University, and a. doctor Sandburg, who has just passed
his
from
the
Academy
of
Medicine.
In
Comics,” with ratings in the 20
75th birthday, is a compelling perbracket, WNBQ has yet to snag its program caught, it was Dr. Roscoe sonality, crisp and
incisive in his
first bankroller for the slot. In a Leas, who participated in discus- thinking,
informal and down-torecent reshuffling, Herbie Mintz’s sion ‘dealing with accidents around earth in his manner,
a man imbued
keyboard roundelay and Jack An- the house: their cause, prevention with the Lincolnian spirit. And
all
and
how
victims
should be handled.
gel’s news show have been reof that was caught in this simple,
placed by this half-hour musical To avoid the threadbare question- direct video presentation
no fuss
answer
routine,
the
show
used
a
slice built around the „ Art Van
cast including Tom Stebley, hus- and feathers, but just a conversaDamme Quintet.
band; Shirley Bryan, wife, and tion between Sandburg and Edward
It’s
a pleasant-enough bundle Jimmy Kane, son. They portrayed Stanley, NBC’s manager of public
but smacks more of being filler the typical family scenes, and what service programs.
fare than'h strong selling property. not to do in the kitchen, living
Sandburg told some anecdotes
As always, the Van Damme group room, etc., with a pleasant, easy- about his boyhood Galesburg, 111.,
acquitted themselves^ably on show to-watch reality that vividly scored reminisced about his father—
viewed (4), with a packet of stand- the need for good and safe habits bricklayer and blacksmith. He read
ards that effectively showcased the in the home.
three of his poems, “Phizzog,”
five’s individual instrumental abilAs usual, Stu Buchanan came
ities. Hosting, is Louis Roen, who through with another of his
qualsandwiches the ditties with a news ity productions. Warren Guthrie.’s
rundown and trailers for the up- knack for TV ease and charm again With Carmelita Pope
Director: Jim Harelson
coming programs op the station's is clearly illustrated.
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:50 p.
afternoon lof*. Gabber didn’t seem
Sets by Don Paul Brown and LINCO PRODUCTS
too familiar with his material on Marty Mattison are well
v
done. All WBKB, Chicago
this outing, heightening the throw- in all this is a “must”
for Ohioafts
( Ruthrauff & Ryan)
away overtones of the proiect.
seeking a Sunday afternoon of
These femme gab quickies ha
Dave.
education by TV.
Mark.
become pretty much standard f
tures. While they allow just abc
the maximum sponsor reference
a relative small slice of tin
many of them have built a folio
ing on the strength of the hoste
Carmelita Pope, regular panel
on
DuMont’s “Down .You Go,”
In the old days, a city editor trying to locate a reporter
would
the latest entry into this TV “se
try the bars. Nowadays, he calls the radio and tele studios.
ing
circle.”
Although she seem
Sunday is a particularly heavy day for AM-TV appearances bv
to be pressing a bit too hard
the journalists. On Sunday (8) WCBS (N. Y.) launched
di
a* “Let’s
mg
the initial week, she. appe:
Find Out,” on which a panel of newsmen quizzes celebs and
solons
to fit the bill nicely. She projei
Next Sunda y (15)
the same
p.m. time slot,
the necessary warmth and pie;
WNBC (N. Y.) preems a stanza on which another1:30
panel of Gotham
antness and will make an effecti
news hounds will palaver with a series of 35 citizens who are no“saleslady” once she gets the f<
te 11* 131 candidates for the N. Y. City mayoralty
of the format.
post.
“Citizens
Union Searchlight” will be moderated by Milton M. Bergerman
Gross-the-boarder uses the gm
chairman of the Citizens Union, with Congressman
interview peg. Guest on segmc
Jacob k!
Javits as first guest.
watched (3) was songwriter Dorc
A further Sabbath drain on reporters is NBC-TV’s “Meet the
Cochran who described how sh
Press” and CBS^TV’s “Man of the Week.”
combined her pro career w
Situation" prompted
housekeeping for an okay worn;
would happen if a story broke on Sunaneled- tidbit.
day?
However, it. s been conceded by the dailies that
thejineup
Miss Pope gave a nice firm s
dl
and tel e p ess inferences has been providing
F
*
B
i?? S
on
the opening and closing plug
them with Monday
morning headlines.
Dave,
the

»

Telepix
Reviews
A

30 Min&,; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining*

WENR-TV,

taining ventures of recent vintage. Writer: Tom Seller
Show is built around the Chi ABC 30 Mins., Sun., 7:3Q p.m.

Singers
Producer: Graeme Muir
60 Mins, Sat. 9. p.m.

Jackpot” has been brought back by BBC-TV, from London

WNBK’s

i 4 4 44 44+4 4

Bernard Miles,
Line Renfaud, Dick Henderson,
This all-music half-hour which PRIVATE SECRETARY
Sr., Dick Henderson, Jr., .Harry has had a previous exposure on With Ann Southern Don Porter,
S. Pepper, Benjamin Frankel,
Ann Tyrell, others
the appearance of
Percy Rich and Eva, George Channel 7 has
Producer: Jack Chertok
Carden. Dancers, Peter Knight being one. of the most costly sus- Director: Christian Nyby

YELLOW CAB
WNBK, Cleveland
TV

<

With Rex Mauphin orch, Luriean
Hunter
Producer-Director: Grover J. Allen

FACE THE MUSIC
With Henry
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I’M THE LAW
(The Cowboy and the Blind Man)
With George Raft, RoChelle Hudson, Gordon Jones, others
Producer: Jean Yarbrough

Director: George Archainbaud
Writers: David Victor, Jackson
Gillis

30 Mips., Mon., 8 p.m.

MANISCHEWITZ WINE
DuMont

Stations
(

Donahue & Coe)
officials went to

DuMont

of trouble to clear time

on

a lot
their

three owned-and-operated stations
for this George Raft detective
series, and to judge from the initialler, it was well worth it. Cosman
Productions, which produced, and

MCA-TV

which

Ltd.,

distributes

the series, has come up with a fastpaced vidpic with plenty of action
and a solid Story line. If the series
(there are 13 in the can and
another 13 in- preparation) can
maintain the pace and story values
of tiffs first one, all concerned have
a highly marketable commodity.
Raft plays a police plainclothes
lieutenant who runs into a couple
of murders and a case of blackmail. Suspects are a sexy nightclub sharpshooter, a cowboy and
a blind songplugger. Raft, after
being slugged and getting into a
slambang fight, finally guesses the
killer’s the blind man and tricks
him into shooting at him, thus confirming his suspicion. Offbeat twist
lies in the method the blind man
used to shoot his victims.
Raft’s a natural in his role of
the cop, a role he’s done often
1

enough.
He commands attention
throughout, without overplaying.
Production values are good, with
Raft constantly on the go in a
number of realistic backgrounds.
Lensing is sharp and fluid, film
quality is clear. Supporting players
do a fine job, especially Percy
Helton as the killer.
Chan.

THE UNEXPECTED
(Escape to Nowhere)
With Jack LaRue, Lowell Gilmore,
Lois Hall, others
Producer-distributor: Ziv
Director: Sobey Martin
Writer: Jack Laird
8 p.m. Wed,; 30 Mins.

TV

IRONR1TE IRONER
KECA-TV, Hollywood
This tale of a flirtatious wife
with a busy eye for any male other
than her husband plugs along at
a fairly diverting pace until a
choppy ending which comes so
suddenly the viewer has to spend
the post-curtain period figuring out
just what did happen. Finale is so
abrupt it gives the appearance that
shooting time was up, s<5 the thing

was ended right there.
There are no shadings in
plot.

this

The perservering spouse

is

a good man; his wife is n.g.; the
chief of an outlaw band which
kidnaps them is good by* his own
code of ethics which he. follows
faithfully; and one of the hoodlums

who runs
Couple

off

with the spouse

is n.g.

kidnaped by the gang
Mexico and held for
ransom. Wife makes a pass at the
outlaw chief, and his wife gashes
her cheek. With that the femme
entices another gang member to
while

is

in

help them escape, idea being the
hood will kill her husband and she
will inherit all his sugar, which she
promises to share with the gunman. Couple gets away, hut the
hood is prevented from killing the
husband by the gang chief, who
advises he has the ransom hut
knew of the plot and wanted to
see it carried out (all except the
.

killing, that is).

With

this there’s

a split-second shot of the no-good

femme washing

clothes for the
gunman, and a fadeout.
Jack LaRue gives the best performance as the outlaw chief, while
okay thesping is contributed by
Lois Hall as the femme, Lowell

Gilmore, her hubby, and Maurice
Jara, the

.

doll.

gunman who

Sobey Martin's

routine.

falls for the

direction" is

Daku.

.

f

"

.
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ESSO REPORTER

With Laurie Anders, Johnny Johnston, Anita Gordon, Val Gruild
orch; Jimmy Wakely, Marie Wilson, Alan Young, Lcs Zoris,
lin, Michael Pollock, Winifred
guests
Heidt, Andrew McKinley, Lloyd
Harris, Robert Holland, Ruth Ko- Producers: Murray, Harold Young
bart, Leon Lishner, Anne Pito- Director: Cal Howard
niak; Peter Herman Adler, con-' Writers; Royal Foster, Martin Rag-

(The Marriage)

With Donald Gramm, Sonia

15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 pan.

ESSO
WNBT,

*

The producer said that
the mysterious actor wouldn't do
diction wasn’t right, the gestures were awkward, etc. But the
director felt that somehow this
man was authentic, even if he
lacked the pear-shaped tones and
impressive manners that audiences
entertain- have come to expect from actors
Ac cuch it offered some
Disneyana, similar to the two playing Lincoln.
After the supposed telecast,
special
but it seemed a longish
hich drew a divided critical press>
in the past,
he
of
*
More
there
was a flo °d of Positive rehour.
?p£?«ri
e
bigg®Zf] ic®
5 onse viewers, making the point
ality and a
b °the !com- P
6at the public knows the ring of
the-scenes
*ufd
!
truth, and vindicating the director
plex work of
_
it
in this teleplay about a teleplay,
sparked .th 5
imnap^nn’Hii
on
t
le
impact
greater
probably had
(interestingly,
this
edition
of
“ Screen
younger Viewers.
Test” prompted several
Tirnierted oer“Toast

Sullivan's

va

on

*

the

of

CBS-TV Sunday

flat voice.

d the

—the

local news show is as good as
its local coverage and the person-

ductor
ality who’s reporting it. On both Producer: Samuel Chotzinoff
these counts, WNBT has come up TV director; John Bloch
with a winner in its 6:45 to 7 pan. 60 Miris., Sat, (7), 5 p.m.
cross-the-board “Esso Reporter.”
For fourth presentation of its
John Wingate, doubling also as season, NBC’s opera series came up
producer on the stanza, vests the with a charming work last Saturprogram with a knowhow and glib day (7). ilt was the world proem
commentary, perhaps the chief vir- of a new comic opera, “The Martue lying in the fact that he’s never riage,” based on the Russian play
pompous nor yet again breathless by Gogol, with music by Bohuslav
and pop-eyed ever the events of Martinu and the text adaptation
the day.
(otherwise not credited) presumabHis is a simple clear approach to ly by the composer.
the headlines, backed by some
The story is a pleasant dramatic
slick visual values, with, properly trifle, but it’s set to a melodious,
enough, accent -on the local scene. rhythmic score of very palatable
When Wingate can’t bring them though conventional idiom. Marthe subject under discussion into tinu, a Czech composer now living
the studio, he goes to the source of in the U. S„ has a flair for melody
the news, equipped with tape and and a feeling for the Slavic style
camera. His interviews are direct inherent in the old-Russian Gogol
and to the point, with no wasted opus. There are arias and ensemfootage yet no brushoff treatment. ble singing in lyric, melodic vein;
Aside from the strictly local* cow* good descriptive music to accomerage, in which the station wraps pany such scenes as a bashful
up a lot of exclusive material. swain proposing to a shy femnie
Wingate projects the news show (even to apt musical accompaniinto national and global affairs, ment for such pictorial bits as a
with complementary footage and, man tapping fingers embarrassedly

1

Sve

insert sliowcd ftis song
theh dance try hoofing in a Chi
night, with pros
l Vs amateur
!>*
J lv4i-*

"
It

c
a

t^

.

and Mtcis diawing
'

,

was an appealing idea and

rammed home

the,

TVHO

tn i 1 a til +li a

PJ1 Crl

n cf non

concept that
imnont

wording room, demonstrating how used, the presentation made it difnen-and-ink characters are ficult to understand the meaning
the
what he said, and the quotes
Sven voice and sound effects are of
selected, were not the most meanadded Another highspot was film
The conflict between the
all the ingful.
almost
gathering
section
Disney crew, relating how
they put together
“Three Little Pigs.’’
up the broad
pointed
Show
potentials of the animated cartoon,
(with various
the-military
its use by
squadrons using the cartoon figures
Mickey
with
and
insignia
as
Mouse” serving as the password on
e ducafor
and
invasion)
the D Day
original

in the early '30’s

the fabulous

with some footage from a reel
on malaria as an example.
Among the excerpts screened
were items from “Cinderella,'" a
Donald Duck short, “Pinocchio”

tion,

(with Italian soundtrack, pointing
up the international ride the Disney pix get), the mining song from
•Snow White and the Seven
Dwar s,” a 25-year old Mickey

producer

and director was con-

Nevertheless, there were
some moving moments, particularly when the voice of Lincoln delivered some of his lasting ideas,
Cast, including John Beal as the
director, Blair Davies as the producer, Constance Clausen and Marf e Stroud, with Hal Holbrook doj n g the
off-camera Lincoln voice,
by Alton Alex^y as- g 00 d. story was
ander and Mort Lewis. Frederick
A. Carr staged the Lester Lewis
production. Ironrite^ commercials
were^effective demoii'gtrationsr
-

Bril.

Blue, taking another turn on

Trau.

b
Bankhead’s pera
?£f ty
becoming increasingly difficult

Tallulah
is

which

session

presentation on a TV
Sometimes her material
just isn't enough to project her,
os was especially evidenced on Sat-

to capture for

screen.

nrrtav\ (7) session of the NBC-TV
“All Star Revue.” Parts of the program appeared to be fairly desolate

m

.

•f

Other major skit was a trailer
scene which was in fairly bad taste.
0. 0. McIntyre’s column describing Frequent references to garbage was
the death of his dog. This bit was unfunny and quite unappetizing,
performed effectively by Miss
Aside from Blue’s own material,
Bankhead on

very special blank was
drawn by her reading of the late

of ideas.

A

had on the si w
evident on teevee.

„

/

Jose.

-

-

dramatic treatise on the pitlabs of stock portrayals Was presented on ABC-TV’s “Hollywood

usual tale

was localed in the netbig TV,i studio where a
group of actors were waiting to rebeavse a special Lincoln Day telecast, only to
learn that .the star,
a ham who
J’orks

5 ears,

i?

has played Lincoln for
has died suddenly. Director
roducer of the Program were
e

\Te

ggfVffiS

Originating

ABOUT

With Johnny Carson, Gerry Sullivan, The New Yorkers
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Producer: Carson
KRLD-TV, Dallas
Director: Bill Alcinc
( Rogers Sc Smith)
Writers: Carson, Joe Twerp
30 Mins., Fri. 8:30 p.m.

Now

MAX BARISH CIIRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER

KNXT, Los Angeles
(Bruce Altman)
After building a local following
during some eight weeks as a
sustaining feature, comedi-

KNXT

^

mu

'

.

TV he?!
joined the
as producer-direct 0 !.
was as
he
ABC,
joining
Usa
to
Frior
d*
5”
with the lens becoming
Paramount
the spirit
of Lincoln. The voice, sistant story editor of
oorvever, was
heard— a high, shrill, Pictures.
jvalked in. The latter
wasn't seen;
sub Jective camera technique

.

Television

Director: Leigh Webb
30 Mins.; Mon., 7 p.m.

>

.

CBS

guests
Producer: DuPont

CARSON’S CELLAR

an Johnny Carson looks like he’s
on the way up with his first sponsor safely in tow, He needs disciplining
and better judgment,
however, before he justifies the
promise inherent in the initial
commercial offering.
social
Carson’s humor is pegged on a
that is a welcome addition to the
al Alliance, who was instrumental
WMCT-TV sked. The tri-weekly satirical approach to commonplace
in snapping the old man out of his
generally well-confly- events.
It’s
off
stint
gets
to
a
five-minute
nicely
depression. Latter role was
with one of the neatest ceived, but stretched too thin for
handled by James Daly. Othes n ing start
results.
Opener’s portrayal
best
titled
“Lqt’s
commercials,
film
the capable cast included JWerner
Talk About the Weather,” and of a character who has just bought
segues into the live -spieling of a new suit, for example, could
WMCT “weather skipper” Dick have been trimmed by at least a
The qpmmjercialv/is well- minute. If he tightens and sharpFred Coe production, with Gor Hawley.
J
produced. And. the^ local produc- ens this sort of thing, however,
producer,
associate
don. Duff as
of V/MG'T's.Russ May- he' could develop strongly.
chores
tion
was. directed by D®J b
Musi<; on the show is handled
berry are also better thaii par for
Sets were designed by lorn Jew
by the New Yorkers, '’an okay
course.”
“weather
O. the
ett, with technical dilection by
G.erry
Hawley turns in piano-bass-guitar combo.
Weatherman
Tamburi.
another sock TV stint here for Sullivan warbled one tune on the
—
mid-South viewers. His smooth opener, giving an okay rhythm
Liveright to WD5U-TV
free-and-easy style is contagious treatment to “Please Don’t Talk
and he scores heavily even when About Me -When I’m Gone,”
Carson produces and collabothe weather news is on the dark
side of the ledger. Hawley employs rates with Joe Twerp on the scrib
f

in

j

‘

A

preem.

propose marriage to a lovely girl. of the talent and production acmarriage broker complicates coutrements available. Some of the
matters by bringing in three other guests did ’little more than say a
*
SwingTexas
Bailey,
With Bill
suitors, but the lovely lass prefers big hello.
Murray opened and closed with
Band, Fred Hladik, Patsy Dee, our hero. Hero finally manages to
monologs.
His
Lucky
Carohumor
wasn’t
Polk County Boys,
propose and is accepted. But when
* line & Don White, Bill Holmes
the wedding is about to occur, he marked by any boffs, although
occasionally
developing
warm
a
Producer: Bailey
gets cold feet and leaves. Opera
Director: Chris Erskine
ends as It began
with the bache- note. He seemed to go overboard
on
lauding
the
town
his
that
gave
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
lor thinking that maybe he ought
“Blackouts” a run of seven fat
Sustaining
to do something about getting maryears.
WGN-TV, Chicago
ried.
Back with Murray are Laurie
This rustic jamboree likely won't
Opus had a highly professional
knock off any stratospheric Niel- production Saturday, with a cast Anders, the cowgal, this time smiling; Johnston, and Anita Gordon.
one
sens, but since it’s the only
of young talent who looked well There were too many other personof its stripe riding the local chan- (for the most part) and who could
alities on camera, including Jimmy
nels, it should get a big play from really act and sing. (Conductor and
V/akely, Alan Young and Marie
the hayloft fans. The venture is artistic director Peter Herman Adto allow them more than
emceed by Bill ler deserves praise for a perform- Wilson,
packaged, and
a song or a brief bit. Miss Wilson
Bailey, one of the top hands in ance that permitted every word to
brought a squealing pig along, her
the Windy City white sombrero be plainly heard). Otis Riggs’ sets
version of “The Fatted Calf,” and
set. It’s localed in the West Side and Liz Gillelan’s costumes aped
Anders rode in on Wakelyjs nag
Ashland Auditorium, with the the period admirably, .but some of to give the sponsor a “plug. Low
studio audience charged a gate fee. the clothes, and especially makeup, key comedy,
natch, but Murray
Wisely, Bailey has not tried to made some characters look a little would
rather play to the dirt roads
get by, on the leadoff stanza any- too grotesque. Camera work under than the boulevards.
way, with square dancing alone, John Bloch’s direction made for
Choreography by Virginia Johnbut has rounded up a fairly potent as much fluidity of movement as son was slick and direction of Cal
stable of hillbilly performers to the story allowed,
while some Howard was smooth. A standout
give the session the necessary en- closeups or bits of action were segment was the judo and adagio
tertainment values. Talent packet pictorially standout.
gymnastics „ of Les Zoris (Bob
on the opener leaned a bit too
Sonia Stollln made a charming Gross and Nancy Perry).
Patsy
heavily on the vocal side.
Murray takes the slot on alterheroine, attractive, demurely shy,
Dee, The Polk County Boys and and
possessed of a lovely lyric nate Sundays with Alan Young,
Lucky Caroline & Don White all coloratura
who
is exponent of a very different
made with the pipes with an assort- enacted thesoprano. Donald Gramm brand of humor.
bashful bachelor conment of country ditties. Bailey also vincingly,
Bristol-Myers
overloaded the
while exhibiting a stercontributed “Jailhouse Blues” in
ling
baritone.
Tenor Michael commercial pitches for Ipana and
the accepted folk lament fashion.
Vitalis,
blunting
their
effectiveness.
Pollock was firstrate vocally and
Bill Holmes supplied a brace of
thespically as the bachelor’s wellharmonica tunes. Entire group got
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
meaning,
determined friend.
a big hand from the on-the-spot
With Larry DuPont, Jack Gwyn,
Support was fine.
Bron.

—

Lne.

,

A

He” gives’ the display an aura of
Jose.
The major lift to the show was movement.
with
Miss Bankhead’s comedies,
Bert Lahr in a satire on -lu'tists.
j ose pij Buloff turned in a top
Theie was some excellent satire,
performance in the title role
on this segment, although it was
Reluctant Citizen” on
4<Th
f
drawn for a limited audience. Also
„ phn „ TV Playhouse
PhicoTV pi a vhouse” audience.
s
N»<>TV
appealing to a comparatively small
Good toudi was the slotting of
Buloff played a t>(
(81
Sunday
section of the televiewers, was the
a Bavarian folk dance set with an
satire with
Benzo Cesana (The
explanatory”
narration. The single
clmp experiences!
Continental) as a traffic cop. There
had developed a morbid fear of American square dance was called
were some polite laughs.
by
Fred
Hladik
and was more fun
civic .buildings and buLahr is still a top clown despite uniforms, hohinri
HpcVq and who for the prancers than the home
the fact that he wasn’t given any
viewers.
E.®
The story
life’ I^estoiy
0v life.
zest foi
lost
iiuuenai
material io
oils had
to work wun,
His own bits
with. ms
Bailey has his alfalfa patter down
r*. J r ”
l,;*
inform in lift*
have been done fairly frequently
J^Znid
the de- pat and hosts the proceedings with
and
how
as
on TV and having been associated
?tc Htizen over- just the right touch of folksy
^
^
with top stuff, it's difficult to take sire to bec °“\®
Dave.
eov- geniality.
came h is ie ll °* pollce and g0V
him with inferior bits.
The song contingent was headed ernment red tape,
TALK
LET’S
THE
Chayefsky,
Paddy
by Dolores Martin, who was visibly
by
Story,
WEATHER
nervous on the stanza and didn’t while not of sufficient strength to
With
Dick
Hawley
hour
full
the
register effectively.
Negro song- hold interest for
Producer-director: Russ Mayberry
stress negotiated “Through with span, nevertheless had warmth and
Love” and “Necessity.” Bob Car- humanity, particularly through the 5 Mins.; Tues., Sat., Sun., 10:4(T
p.m.
roll showed a well-developed voice
standout thesping of Buloff. There
in
the
of was a valid theme in the problem CONTINENTAL TRAIL WAYS
production singing
‘Rachel.” Ron Fletcher’s choreor of old folks living in a society that WMCT-TV, Memphis
(Lannan & Sanders)
graphy was picturesque and Mere- ^glorifies youth, as expressed by
Here’s a nifty weather package
dith Willson's
worker 'at the Educationshowbacking was the
.

Doherty

—

M

times on this medium. Sid Fields
assisting him. Another tested item
is the minuet bit, performed
this instance with June Havoc and
Snag Werris. There are some
heavy chuckles in this one.
Miss Havoc, incidentally, proves
an exC ellent foil. She can
throw a comedy line and can dialog
h , n j- n m«i v
in a
a pai
nair
Mimi Benzell d^ okay in
of numbers and Bob Crosby regSportsmen
The
istered affably with
backing him.

.

WESTERN FROLICS

NBC-TVs “Colgate Comedy Hour,”
to
draw his major
•Willie." continues
strength from the vaude hits he s
winding
and
up,
stands
which
been
associated
.with for a long
with a portion from "Peter Pan."
time. There’s always a good collecwhich is now in its pre-release
his own material,
laughs
In
tion
of
showings. Stanza, of course, prowas evident in the mind-reading
v O trailer for the new
VIU '#U a strong
vided
«.rLi/hL
H AM A many
he’s done
14

Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield)
Hollywood reclaimed its cigarchewing minstrel Sunday night (8),
with a spate of Chamber of Commerce-type hoopla. L. A.’s Mayor
and California’s Lieutenant Governor welcomed Ken Murray back,
with amenities which slowed the
premiere, but seem to be part of
the self-conscious horn-tooting that
has goes with California being a
state of mind. New stanza is slotted
opposite the strong “Philco TV
Playhouse” on NBC-TV, and as
opposition to a dramatic series
should pull vaudeo aficionados. An
indication of how it may fare is
the 28.9 Trendex rating on the
(

J

Rose.

still

Sullivan and Bill Walsh scripted
the forthe narration, with which
mer introed the various items

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
CBS-TV, from Hollywood

’

Mouse opus. "Steamboat

feature.

away, Milton Charleston
30 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m. (EST)

City, where the stages can accommodate mammoth settings, Murray
can mount some lavish production
numbers. A jungle scene by Robert
Lee seemed bigger than any previous TV setting from the Coast,
where necessary, charts and dia- against a top hat), and a score that’s and it was well filled with flora,
grams. But wisely, with the Esso flexibly romantic, robust or comic fauna and dancing girls. It served
sponsor slanting its sales pitch to as the situations demand.
as Hawaiian locale for scantilythe New York metropolitan area.
Yarn, however, is a little too clad torso-tossers fronted by CrysWingate caters mostly to the local static, and story line is too thin, tal White, and the antics of Murray,
scene. There’s nothing revolutionto be completely satisfying for an Johnny Johnston and an ape who
ary in the format, as TV news prohour’s entertainment, as it spins stole the scene by plucking the
grams go. But it’s a sturdy, reliout the tale of a bashful bachelor hair off Murray’s bare legs. By and
able 15-minute item that serves its
unwillingly led by a determined large it was a pedestrian stanza
purpose with maximum results.
friend (himself solidly married) to that didn't seem to make the most

trived.v

Ben

Stol-

j

A

w

/^np live

N.Y.

(Marchalk & Pratt)

(8)

“Walt Disney Story.''
of
TM’imarilv it was an anthology
product over the
Disney
from
ii; «
incidentally
only
vears, and
man or
Spiling with Disney the
he has perfected,
ihr techniques
e°'J.. e
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KEN MURRAY SHOW

NBC TELEVISION OPERA
THEATRE

With John Wingate
Producer: Wingate
Director: John Chapin

Tele Follow-Up Comment

I

TELEVISION REVIEWS

®5rr

a large map of the nation, along
with Canada, and gives a complete
vivid and up-to-the-minute picture
of the weather situation from
Matt,
coast-to-coast.

bling.

Opener was directed by

Bill

who stepped in On three
hours notice when Bob Lehman
was felled by ptomaine, and did a
Alcine,

creditable job,

-

Kdp,

in

its

third year, sans

sum-

mer hiatus, this public service
show comes up with a phenomenal
local pulse rating of 24 and an
audience tabbed at ^141,000 viewers.
Actually it’s no show; simple
format evolves as a cuffo employment service. Results show a near
559?> average placement of applicants, with a top 70% turnover
during “seasonal” employment in

area.
Guests’ pitches have
brought salary offers from $50
monthly for parttime work to a
boff $28,000 per year placement.
Thus, “Opportunity Knocks” boasts
an NARTB award for an effective,
low-budget tele show.
Larry DuPont, veteran tele producer-writer, puts his five weekly
applicants through a relaxing, preshow,, 45-minute q.-and-a. sesh that
establishes the do’s and don’ts for
each stint and helps quell the TV
jitters for the laymen. DuPont rethis

minds applicants that the show’s,
success is partly due to catching
prospective employers relaxing at

home, away from daily biz hubbub.
Segment caught had moderator
DuPont quizzing four male job
seekers and, per usual, an employseeking applicants.
Dual camera work is neatly
handled, major portion of which is
closeups of each applicant. . Only

er

opening and closing institutional
fiugs are given, effectively voiced
jy announcer Jack Gwyn, stressing
ocal sponsor’s motto, “Give the
First National Bank a Chance to

Soy

‘Yes’.”

Barker,
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Company
Paramount Theatres
«

BIG

The

Radio -TV news

story.

The most important news in the television and radio
industry in years has been announced. The long-planned
union of

ABC

and United Paramount Theatres has been

approved by the Federal Communications Commission,
and the two organizations are

now one company.

The event is of far more significance than any
of the

corporate merger.

The new company

.

.

and what
will

now

greater potential

and more

flexible,

be available to the American Broadcasting

B^ut the really great thing

The combination

is

statistics

will

he

New

programs

attracted.

New

superb experience discovering

A DIVISION

and possess a

will be developed.

if

ever there was one.

showmanship and

and developing new

the

is

talent

ears

on

be

New

fa-

-

,

ABC

and television, and
an oak, not a mushroom.

The

stars will

be developed. Not tomorrow7 of coursei Not

next week, or next month. But

like

New

techniques will be introduced.

leader in radio

a “natural”

about the news

tremendous promise the merger holds for the radio
and television audience
.

for growth.

United Paramount’s great history of

means to you

Company.

cilities will

impressively stronger

it

it

intends to be a
intends to

grow

future began yesterday. So keep your eyes
the

new ABC.

OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING-PARAMOUNT THEATRES, INC;

and

lABIO-TEUEVUION

SO
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FCC MERGER OKAY POSES

TWO

The Par-DuMont Control Issue

VITAL

o

Washington, Feb. 10.
It's interesting to note that of the five FCC Commissioners who
voted that Par controls DuMont, two went further and said they
would hold up the renewal of DuMont's licenses until Par disposes
Comr. Frieda Hennock, in a strong concurring
of its interest.
opinion on control issue, declared:

QUESTIONS: WHAT’LL DOHONT, PAR DO?
v4

'

1

Washington, Feb. 10.
The FCC's epochal decision yesterday (Mon.) allowing the motion
picture industry participation in
the TV field but holding the line
on multiple ownership leaves in
(1)
Its wake two big questions:

What will DuMont do now? (2)
What will Paramount Pictures do?
DuMont strongly opposed the

FCC’S SPEEDUP

ON

Mitchell to Chi,

„

“The solution best calculated to serve the public interest, in my
opinion, would be for Paramount Pictures Corp. to divest itself of
To affect this end
all its rights and interest in DuMont.
.
I would withhold the renewals of DuMont’s licenses unless and
until Paramount divests itself of all ownership interest in DuMont,
such divestiture to be accomplished within a reasonable time to
be set by the commission and in a manner approved by the Commission in the public interest.”
Comr. Edward Webster, in his dissent to the renewal of Paramount’s KTLA-TV license in Dos Angeles because of failure to
(TV)
notify the -commission when it transferred control of
in Chicago (during divestiture) to UPT, stated:
“I consider the circumstances 'involved here sufficiently extenuating to warrant the commission withholding action on the Du2.
Mont license applications for a period of 90 days to enable Paramount to dispose of its interest in DuMont in a manner considered
by the commission to be in the public interest.”
.

TV APPLICATIONS

To Coast

in

AB-PT

Shifts

/'Washington, Feb. 10.
As part^of the new AB-PT reprocedures to speed up vamp, John Mitchell moves to the
hearings on competitive TV appliWENR and WENR-TV, Chicago,
cations and expedite issuance of
permits were adopted l?st week by setup as general manager this

New

the

week

FCC.

ABC

Commission said the changes in
with UPT during
hearings before Examiner procedure are designed to “sharpthe
Leo Resnick and went to the aid en” the questions at issue involvof Commission Counsel Frederick ing competing applicants and to
Ford in trying to show “conflicts eliminate as far as possible the
of interest” between theatre and element of “surprise” in hearings
video network operaticn. Transfu- and' unnecessary testimony.
At a luncheon meeting Friday
sion of UPT capital, it feared,
would strengthen ABC, while (6) with members of the Federal
leaving DuMont a .poor fourth in Communications Bar Assn., Comr.
the TV network race particularly Rosel Hyde said that under the
if the Commission held that the nfew procedure lawyers representcompany cannot have its full com- ing applicants cannot create issue
plement of five o and o stations. at hearings on whiqh qualifications
When Examiner Resnick, in his can be determined. Only those
initial decision, held that Para- issues which are specified in the
mount Pictures (which owns the Commission’s notices of hearings,
B stock of DuMont) does not con- he said, shall be the subject of ex-

merger of

Hudson

letters

(d311

WENR untiLCBS-TV

will

remain

gets approval

for change of its Channel 4 call
will take
letters there; later
tag.
the
Earl Hudson, now in Detroit,
will move out to head the ABC
western division in about two

WENR

WBKB

WBKB

3.

AB-PT

AB-PT Could Have
Vital Bearing

On

DuMont, the latter’s fears amination.
Asked whether counsel for apwere temporarily put at rest. No
Resnick decision had ever been re- plicants may inquire into “character”
and
introduce
testimony
versed by the Commission and if
thereto, Hyde replied that if the
An important development of
It stood, each company ‘would be
allowed a five-station limit. Du- Commission has any doubt as to the ABC-UPT wedding will be the
Mont and Paramount, among them, an applicant’s character qualifica- general realignment it will bring
tions it will so indicate by includown four stations.
in the entire network broadcasting
The Commission’s surprise re- ing the subject „in the issues.
Otherwise, he said, the Commis- picture. As one web topper put it,
control
versal yesterday (Mon.) on
sion accepts the applicant as qual- “We’ve put some yeast into the pot
question puts DuMont behind the
ified in this regard.
eight ball. If the two companies
and things are beginning to bubtogether are permitted only one
With ABC and ABC-TV as
ble.”
more station, which shall seek it? Chi TV
new dynamic factors, the relationTossed For
And in view of its policy decision
ships between all the skeins, NBC,
two weeks in the Storer case, no
Loop as Dept Stores . CBS, MBS and DuMont are likely
company can apply for more stato change.
tions than the Commission can
In the past year, for example,
agency’s
grant.
Manifestly, the
Give Coin Nod to
CBS-TV has pulled ahead of NBCfinal decision forces the two comChicago, Feb. 10.
in ratings of sponsored proTV
panies to agree on which should
The local TV time peddlers are grams and ABC-TV has climbed
file for the fifth station.
still finding it tough trying to esahead of DuMont. If, as expected,
DnMont Into Courts?
tablish a beachhead on Chi’s State the
strengthened
ABC webs
Can DuMont go’ to court in an St., address of most of the city’s launch some big new programming
effort to upset the AB-PT merger? major department stores. The four ventures, further shifts in audiThis is a legal question the com- tele stations have just been given ences can be anticipated. In ’48,
pany’s lawyers are doubtless study- the brushoff in favor of radio by in nightime AM, the three major
ing.
Or would it be more likely the State St. Council, the stem’s webs were within one rating point
to appeal the Commission's ruling trade association, which has laid of each other.
on the control issue only. The lat- out a $120,000 ad campaign to plug
Similarly, in the
commercial
ter course would appear to have the virtues of Loop shopping.
The entire kitty is going to four field, where Columbia’s video chain
the better prospect; in view of the
passed
has
NBC,
a
hypoed
ABCAM stations WMAQ, WIND. TV can also disturb the present
Examiner’s initial decision.
Or will DuMont adopt a wait- WBBM and WGN. The quartet is balance of power. If ABC-TV
and-see attitude? To wait and see, splitting up the Council’s schedule snares some bankrollers from the
of course, what Paramount does of 59 minute spots aired weekly other webs, an industry-wide
upnow that the Commission has, in duriiig the saturation campaign.
What makes the situation even heaval can be expected. The reaceffect, told it that if it wants to
tion from the other companies in
get into TV in a big way it must more embarrassing to the video
a sharpened competitive situation

Relations of Webs

.

AM

.

—

of its DuMont holdings. bo.vs is the fact that the Council
Paramount will have to last fall ran a test, using both meweigh, on one hand, benefits to be dia. Council figured it would get a
derived from its 25% interest in better run for its money via radio.
^DuMont’s expanding operations as
against prospects of getting four ‘Enchanted Gate’ to Get
more TV stations in the few maSat. Reprise on
jor networks in which channels
are still available.
“ThrdUgh*the Enchanted Gate”
is being reprised by WNBT, N. Y.
New edition will differ from past

WNBT

Chi WENR Bonanza

On Mail Order Biz
WENR,
o.&o.

Chicago, Feb. 10.
parltime
Chi

ABC’s

which has recently switched

over almost exclusively to the folk
is finding the U. S.

music format,

mailman its best salesman.
With the m.o. ventures compris-

series in that it will aim at getting
parents and children to paint and
study art together. It will be produced and exceed by Victor
D’Amico, of the Museum of Modem Art, and supervised by Richard M. Pack.
Show will be aired Saturdays at
5:30. p.m., following the outlet’s
“It’s a Problem” educational airer, starting Feb. 21.

Battey to

DuMont

Jack Battey last week joined the
DuMont network as a stations re-

the bulk of the new biz,
lations "krea
Battey
supervisor.
hit a record billings peak
previously was ad manager for
during January with revenue runValvoline Oil.
ning 33% above the same month
Battey also worked at the Biow
last year. Station’s weekday schedagency and Dancer, Fitzgerald &
ule is practically sold out with only
Sample
as an account exec after
the 11 p.m. to midnight slot open
a stint atWCCC, Hartford, as comfor a contract.
'
mercial manager.
Sales manager Ed Lynch’s crew
has recently put on the books 37
weekly quarter hours of billings
placed by six mail operations,
ranging from pens to ladies hosiery.
Marie Krause fruit
the
Also

ing

WENR

>

-

will cue increasing their

program

guns and developing stronger commercial pitches.

‘Full Speed Ahead’
— Continued from page 1 —
-

solid

’

and to outline the up- to do
agenda in strengthening
the web’s programming and adaffluence

4

ministrative structure.

Plans will be initiated imme)
diately, at a cost of $2,000,000, to
increase the power of the network’s five owned-and-operated
stations (one of the choice package plums in the entire industry).

and “Garden of Eden” pitch
and the Charles Antell quarterhour blurbs are currently riding
on WENR on a run-of-schedule

Washington,' Feb. 10.

basis.

—

Surprisingly, although most of
the mail accounts with their offbeat appeals are slotted in the
shows
built
various
station’s
around hillbilly tunes usually ashill
and
prairie
with
the
sociated
audience, a big share of the response is coming from urban cen-

Question of whether Paramount controls DuMont and whether
five-station limit applies jointly—Commission voted 5-2 that control exists, with Commissioners Hyde and George Sterling dis-

ters,

senting.

—

dissenting.
3.

Legal Fight

)
On March 1, as part of the
rebirth and resurgence, WJZ and
WJZ-TV, the web’s N. Y.
and
TV flagships in New York, officially become known as
and

On

Chi Channel 2

AM

WABC

.

Chicago, Feb. 10.

KABC-TV.

Although deal has been formally
concluded whereby CBS-TV gets
its eagerly awaited Chi o&o station
as a byproduct of the overall
chiefly to negotiate for major tal- ABC-UPT merger, the web faces
ent deals in an expansion of the another snag. Zenith Radio Corp.
radio and TV program schedules. lawyers are busy today (Tues.) plotThe merged operations become ting legal action against FCC apimmediately reflected in the move- proval of UPT’s sale of WBKB’s
over today (Wed.) of Robert H. Channel 4 to CBS for $6,000,000,
O’Brien,
secretary-treasurer
of
It’s still not determined whether
United Paramount, who becomes Zenith will ask FCC for a hearing
executive veepee of the ABC Divi- or will take the case directly into
sion, and the immediate integra- court,
seeking
an
injunction
tion into the network operation of against the decision. In any case,
Robert M. Weitman, veepee and it’s known
Cmdr. Eugene F.
top showman of the theatre chain, McDonald, Jr., Zenith’s aggressive
who takes over as head man in prexy, will exhaust all avenues in
charge of radio and television pro- an attempt to void the commisgramming.
sion’s ruling.
The merger will not be attended
Post-ruling hitch has resulted
by any upheavals or even drastic because under FCC’s latest chanchanges and the full impact of the nel ’blueprint, Channel 4 is being
combined
operations
probably eliminated in Chi, with the occuwon’t be felt for some months. But pant moving to Channel 2. Zenith
it’s anticipated that by the fall,
had formally applied for the latter
when the new broadcasting sea- frequency, having used ft experi) Kintner and Goldenson set fn
motion plans for a trip to the
Coast, within the next few weeks,

.

Here are the highlights of the FCC final decision yesterday
(Mon.) on major issues:
.1. Merger of ABC and UPT and transfer of WBKB (TV) in
Chicago to CBS approved by vote of 5-2 with Commissioners
Frieda Hennock and Edward Webster dissenting.
2. Renewal of license of KTLA (TV) in LoS Angeles, involving
eligibility of Paramount Pictures Corp. in TV field
approved
4-3 with Commissoners Hennock, Webster and Eugene Merrill

Zenith Propping

TV

Highlights of AB-PT Decision

tree

so.

coming

Changes resulting from the merger will develop slowly at first, but
with an accelerating pace.
The
blending, which was stalled for al- son starts, the new ABC pattern
most two years, comes at a time will be in full swing.
when the situation for the first
The Commission’s ruling on the
half of 1953 is pretty well set. In long-pending
Paramount issues
the summer, however, some spon- was set forth
in a weighty docusorship moves can be expected ment of
220 pages which included
when bankrollers set their hiatus concurring or dissenting
opinions
policies. The real big perking will by six
of the seven commissioners.
take place in the fall, start of the Outstanding
was
an
indexed
66’53-’54 season.
page dissent to the merger by
Pitch which ABC is making is Comr. Frieda Hennock.
that “The ABC of Tomorrow will
As interpreted in Washington,
pay extra dividends to the adver- the decision will
have these immetisers of today.” Backers are being diate
impacts:
wooed with the pitch that fran1. It brings a new force (AB-PT)
chises can be established on cream
into the video network field, promtimes now.
ising hot competition to NBC and
Philosophy of the merged AB-PT CBS in the race for
affiliates, prois that it is now a “growth com- grams,
talent and sponsors.
Interesting angle on the
pany.”
2. It gives CBS its third o-and-o
inter-web front was indicated by
TV station (by acquisition of
the FCC decision, which noted that
WBKB
in Chicago), strengthening
the ABC networks would be more
the network in the second most
interested in furthering competiimportant market and reinforcing
tion against the. other skeins than
the web financially through addiin lessening competition between
tion of a highly profitable properTV and theatres.
ty (with reported earnings last
year of $3,000,000),
In approving the merger, the
Commission majority gave lengthy
consideration to the question of
.

---

footing and inviting- the ABC network does not regard
agencies and sponsors to “come in motion picture feature films as
having much value for networks
and enjoy our economy.”
Kintner yesterday (Tues.) and that the trend ... is to films
)
5.
went
on a closed-circuit for a full made especially for TV.” Further,
hour to apprise all the radio and the majority said, three of the nettelevision network affiliations of works are already making film or,
ABC’s new sphere of influence and as in the case of ABC, preparing
4.
diate

trol

get rid

,

weeks.

—

And

.

“conflicts of interest” between theatre and network operations.
It
found that “there is little, if any,”
competition between the two media
for films and pointed out that their
sources for films are “separate and
distinct.”

The majority said it does not anticipate that major picture producers “will initiate during the
next few year a general release
to sponsored home TV of current
feature films produced for motion
picture theatre exhibition. In any
event, we must bear in mind that

mentally for the past 12 years.
It’s Zenith’s contention that the
FCC acted arbitrarily in automatically nixing its application for

Channel

2,

especially

since

no

hearings were held on Zenith bid,
and okaying the CBS move to that
channel.
CBS-TV wasted no time in consummating the purchase. Check
changed hands only a couple of
hours after the FCC decision came
through yesterday (Mon.), and for
purposes of the FCC Log the web
took over operation of Channel 4
immediately.
Call letter change
from WBKB (which moves to ABUP’s Channel 7) to WBBM-TV occurs Thursday (2).

Meanwhile merger has hit Chi

TV

scene like a bombshell, setting
chain reaction that will take

off a

several months to subside. Prime
fact of a still chaotic situation and
barring the success of the Zenith

move

is the emergence of H. LesAtlass and his CBS-WBBM-TV
combine into the local tele picture,
after four years in the sidelines.
For the first time CBS-TV has
its own outlet in the No. 2 market,
ending the need for working

lie

through an affiliate with all the
attendant problems of time clearances, etc., that handicapped the
network, especially, daytnne, during past four years. (CBS has been
using
as its basic affiliate
with WGN-TV carrying morning
soapers.)
Also deal projects an
Atlass-sparked sales crew into the
local selling arena which, along
with the new John H. NortonJohn H. Mitchell operation at ABUP’s Channel 7,- can be expected
to heighten competition consider*
ably for hometown dollar.

WBKB

;
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COLOR TV BY

TV Package

Radio Rules

’55,

HIRSCH PREDICTS

Biz Developed Into

San Antonio, Feb. 10.
Color telecasts in two years was

Major Local Enterprise
Baltimore, Feb. 10.
under
video
for
being destrictly local auspices is
enterprise
veloped into a major
here with generous slices of time
operators
utilized by hometown
who hot only originate, write and
produce, but in most -cases actually
sponsorship.
sell "the commercial
Bankrolling advertisers are mainly'
of
local, but an increasing number
national accounts are buying, par-

Packaging

nAMO-TELEVISIOrV

J'&KIETY

:

i

the prediction of a National Television

Systems Committee mem-:
ber at the Southwestern conference of the Institute of Radio Engineers held here
at the Plaza
Hotel last weekend.
1

“Technically, the color system is
ready for use right now," said
Charles J. Hirsch, of New York,

who

represents
the
Corp., on the NTSC.

The NTSC

is

made up

Hazeltine

Road

“the

Radios are working in 65%
of all passenger cars in the
U. S., according to A. C. Nielsen’s census of dialing via his
Nielsen Coverage Service.

Solinger

•

Continued from pa ge ZZ
legal effectiveness of such forms,
feeling the courts won’t, uphold
them. He prefers a form on which
the person with ah idea sets, in
advance, a relatively nominal value
for the idea, if it’s used, say $1,000.
If the person wants more money
for the idea, the agency informs
him that $1,000 is the limit it can
pay. What the legalite advocates
most strongly is a policy of con-

NCS reports 24,964,000 of
the nation's 38,500,000 autos
have audio. Earlier Nielsen
had reported that there are 22630,820 families wfth car radios some, of course, having
more than one car radio.

—

WMGM Program Shuffle;

on participating layouts.

sentatives of

virtually

six,

j

should make certain
that all unsolicited ideas go to a
non-creative person (e.g., the office manager or comptroller) and
not to anyone in Lhe creative department. In this manner all probroadcaster

\

development and the talent pro- for example, a program idea might
vided by professional program be put into the form of a script,
sources is what gives an idea its which can easily he protected.
worth.
Miami Ken Kling, who does ft
While it’s contended at some
strip for the N. Y.
networks that a channel must be racing cartoon
Daily Mirror, has had his twiceprovided for -dialers to submit
daily radio
show renewed on
ideas, as a good-will public relaWINZ here until April 1, when he
tions gesture, Solinger answers returns to N. Y. for opening of
that while \his policy might disap- the racing season there.
1

—

has grown to
with major assistance from
Bowman and Baylin Smith,

setup. Claster’s staff

John

point some idea-minded listeners,
would avoid the greater risk of
making soble people feel their pet
project was gypped.
Whatever policy is adopted, he
advises,
must be implemented
throughout the whole organization.
That means that an agency or
it

sidering no unsolicited ideas.
This policy, incidentally, is being mulled at one of the networks.
The reason in that the insurance gram-type personnel should be
fees on piracy claims have been “insulated" against contact with
raised, and the legal costs have unsolicited ideas. The most insidisimilarly soared with increased ous person, hh noted, is “the friend
who tackles you over a drink or
claims.
Amateurs rarely, if ever, submit lunch."
On the question of how an idea
a worthwile idea, Solinger argues.
The “not interested in ideas" prin- can be protected, he said that there
ciple would apply to them, not the in no property in a mere idea and
talent agencies and indie pack- that the idea should be incorposome device whose
agers. He stresses that ideas them- rated into
selves aren’t worth much, but their ‘property value can be defended;

of repre-

Silhert, Llewelyn Added
every TV
A half-hour Sunday night frolic manufacturer and broadcaster in Pacting of disk jockies Bill Silfor a local jeweler on WBAL-TV, the country. Tile telecasts per- bert and Rick Llewelyn by WMGM,
topped by Joey Adams just com- fected by NTSC can be picked up N, Y. indie,, has taused a
reshuffle
pleting 17 weeks is one of the more by either black-and-white or color
in
the
station’s
programming
ambitious efforts of Bert Claster, receivers.
former manager of Izzy RappaThe system is an outgrowth of scheme, with Ted Husing picking
port's combo Hippodrome, who is the controversial FCC hearings on up an afternoon jazz show to reutiliztimes
19
air
the
on
currently
the relative merits of CBS and place the time he loses via the
ing 12 hours a week, with two more RCA color systems. Hirsch stated
lengthy programs starting this that the NTSC color system repre- new Silbert and Llewelyn evening
month, Another active local pack- sents a compromise because it en- stanzas/
ager, Brent Gunts, provides 18 ables broadcasters to transmit a
Husing will broadcast six days a
hours and has three new layouts program in both black-and-white week from 2 to
3 p. m., in addition
set for next month in hour and and color on the same frequency.
10-11 a. m. and 5-6 p. m.
half-hour segments.
The two-year delay in commer- to his
Major talent was utilized on the cial color telecasting is expected chores. Llewelyn moves into the
Adams deal with such names as because FCC approval must be ob- morning 11-12 spot, while Silbert
Bert Wheeler, Billy Gilbert, Rich- tained, color pic tubes must be takes the 6:7 p. m. slot. Innovaard Himber, Juanita Hall, Rose put into mass production before tion on the Silbert airer, inciMurphy, Pied Pipers and Thelma the average family can afford dentally, is a live Saturday evening
Carpenter brought in for guest them, and broadcasters will need session, to which teenagers are inshots, but full use of available lo- time to add color equipment to vited to dance to the Joel Herrin
cal talent is a major activity of the their stations.
1 orch.
ticularly

31

co-producers.
Brent Gunts, a vet of radio announcing, writing and production,
stepped into the television field
from the teeoff and now has seven
major video shows. Actually, radio
utilizes 10 hours of his 'air time.
Most of his shows have been on
without change of sponsor for
growing
more than three years.
staff of eight is headed up by,3ill
Scheuler and Les Alexander.
Other local producers include
John Aheame, who makes spot
films and recordings primarily/ but
pitches in with an extended layout
on - television from, time to time.
-Charles Tracy, has a parlor game
gimmick going for extended time
once a week and Ed Hanrahan has
a daytime half-hour layout on

‘

4

/

-

A

,

’

WMAR-TV,

Edith
Land
Show," three days a week, plus a
local “Meet the Press" type of
panel, strictly local, every Sunday
noon on the same stations.
With the entry of new stations
on UHF one, WITH-TV, hAs already been granted a green light
to build, and two other applications
are cooking, need for product will
be more acute than ever, particularly under the requirement to
offer a minimum of live shows to
keep a license.
Availability of ready product
close to home base must make the
business of creating video material
a bigger, business than ever and
indications here definitely point
the fact that locals may be able to
carry a goodly portion of the load.
Development of shch an industry
to feed pre-tested talent and ideas
nationally, is another important
factor. There is a large and eager

In one

“The

era of history the prairie

schooner

made the roads

frontiers.

Now it’s radio

‘coaxial cable that cross

tains

and

new

to

and

relay

our moun-

new

plains to develop

territories for television.

,

Intercity television transmission
is

.

%

Yet

its

progress

its

has been great. In 1946

less

than

500 channel miles of intercity
television
isted.

A

By

network

facilities

ex-

the end of 1952 this had

radio relay lower In protest of construction

grown to 31,500 channel miles
enough to reach an audience of
.

-

OPENING
NEW FRONTIERS FOR

nucleus of acting, writing and production material available in the
theatre and college theatrical
groups of most municipalities. Results here to date prove that it
can be tapped for adequate and
sometimes outstanding service, and

little

TELEVISION
*

•

.

.

about 92,000,000 people.

These are big

figures.

But they

can’t tell the whole story of the

big job being done. Behind

are

many

special projects,

costly in time

them
each

and money.

•

profitably.

Yet the cost of the service,
by the 3Long Lines De-

furnished
Cable plow

Lutheran Synod Get

Okay on TY

partment of the American Tele-

train laying coaxial cable In difficult territory

phone and Telegraph Company
and the Bell Telephone Com-

Station

Feb. 10.
FCC last week gave the green
light to the* Lutheran Chiirch, Missouri Synod in Clayton, St. Louis
County, to operate on TV channel
30 and the station Will be erected
at the Coneordia Seminary operated by the church.
The synod, which operates radio
station KFUO, said it will operate
St, Louis,

its

not very far in time from

pioneering days.

panies,

is

low. Bell System charges,

for the use of its intercity television facilities, average about ten
’

a mile for a
program time.
cents

'

TV

station 'on a non-commercial
basis.
The application was simplified by the withdrawal of the Empire Coil Co.; of
Rochelle,

New

N. Y., on Jan. 291

.

Miles O' Dimes’

100G

Hartford, Feb. 19.
In an 18-day drive; the annual
Mile O’ Dimes drive of WTIC and
the Hartford Courant netted more
than $100,000.
Campaign, which ended Jan, 31,
was the 13th joint effort by both
mediums- in behalf of the National.
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis;

4

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
ftoviding transmission channels for intercity

radio

and

television

today and tomorrow

half

hour of

wasam
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JACKPOT

THE

THE FIRST TIME OUT!

ONE WEEK

$29,120.39 IN

9 PERFORMANCES IN ONE LEGITIMATE THEATRE, SEATTLE
FOLLOWED BY SELLOUTS AND RAVE
January
The Seattle Times
REVIEWS IN TACOMA, SPOKANE, ETC.
Tuesday,

27, 1953

Borgemania Proves
Highly Contagious
By LOUIS R. GUZZO
Victor Borge had any doubts that he could hold a
theater audience in the palm of his hand for two and a
half hours, they were dispelled by 11 o’clock last night at
If

The Metropolitan.
seconds

Within 30
walked onto

after

he

the stage in his
Seattle debut, the comedy pianist had the large crowd laughing
so- heartily nothing ..could stop it.

nothing did. We wished we
had. counted the number of laughs,
for Borge must have established
some kind of a record. The audience’s reception was so spontaneous and warm that he could do
nothing wrdng; he could have
drawn guffaws simply by clearing

Seattle Post-Intelligencer
Tues., Jan. 27,

*

1953 S*

And

HIS HILARIOUS

IN

ONE-MAN

his throat.

CONCERT COMEDY

was a successful ekperiment; it was the first time the
“Great Dane” had offered his oneman show in “live” theater. He has
had considerable success in virFor Borge

.
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tually every other medium of entertainment, but, for our money,
he is at his best on the stage. Borge
will be at The Metropolitan through
Sunday evening, with matinees Sat-

urday and Sunday.
The clowning pianist’s versatility
accounts for his ability to hold an
audience’s attention for a long pe-

Crowd
%

|

^

HUGH

THE

riod jvithout a hint of monotony.
He might be dubbed a “master of
the afterthought” for his ingenious
method of reversing meanings
through a series of parenthetical
remarks. They are explosive gags
with delayed-action fuses.

with piano playing that is zany or
skillful, as the occasion demands.
The Deft Dane likes to wander
on the piano, playing whatever
Although he
enters his mind.
sometimes pounds the keyboard unmercifully, he leaves the impression he could play to a virtuoso’s
standards if that were his purpose.
The comedian’s biggest hit was
scored with an explanation of his
which
“phonetic
alphabet,”
in
punctuation marks are given sound
in speech. His interpretation of a
Mpzart opera also drew a tremendous hand.
Borge has been among our favorite comedians for many years,
but after last night’s performance,
he moves to the top of the list.
One phase of his clowning is worth
noting: -He is an expert debunker
the type of satirist we need vitally

LEGITIMATE THEATRE TOUR:
2 Wks., March 1-14, SAN FRANCISCO, CURRAN THEATRE
March 23, MONTREAL, HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE
Week of April 6
DETROIT, CASS THEATRE
Week of April 13* .... ... CINCINNATI, TAFT THEATRE
Week of April 20
PHILADELPHIA, LOCUST THEATRE
Week of April 27
WASHINGTON, SHUBERT THEATRE
Week of May 4 ....... BALTIMORE, FORD THEATRE
Week of May 11
BOSTON, PLYMOUTH THEATRE
Week of May 18
MILWAUKEE, DAVIDSON THEATRE
CLEVELAND, HANNA
Weekof May 25
Wk. of

.

.

.

P'AHIETY
February 4, 4953

Borge’s One-Man ‘Concert'

Tees Off Legit Safari
With 29G Seattle Boffo

.

c*

break them,

a

Feb.

two-month

houses in the U.

3.

tour' of

with windup week at Her Majesty’s Theatre,
Montreal, Victor Borge caught fire
here with a “first,” a full week’s
engagement by a lone concert artist
at a legiter, the Metropolitan, with
1,500-seater scaled to $3.75. Borge
looms big on the stage in his “Cohcert in Comedy” with, a piano and
a glib tongue for props, plus
swishing coattails and trouble with*
a mike which lends itself to a fine
quota of funnery.
For good measure, add his natural flair for comedy, showmanship, timing, pantomimic artistry,
spontaneity and. above all, the ability to tickle the ivories
properly
Qr
hilariously—from boogie to
longhair. There you have the Borge
formula for holding audiences for
two and one half ‘hears for a solid
week (nine performances), this
Seattle stand making one for the
book.
The boxoffice story: good opening night building to sellout by
midweek and indicated capacity to
the finish for estimated fat $29,000.
Most of the bookings ahead are
legit

S.

—

one-niters, but the Seattle criterion
one breaks them indicates gold for full-week stands

^o

so delightfully as Victor Borge.

In

major centres.

.

Concert Direction Exclusively

HARRY

D.

251

SQUIRES AGENCY,

W.

57th

St,.

New

'•

York City

*

.
>
.

Director of Public Relations
t

ALAN EDELSON

.

.

He has

been called a violator of all v the
rules of music, but one discovers,
upon analysis, that he is promoting
the cause of good music by creating a desire in many persons to
'hear more of it. In music, as in
many other pursuits, a performer
must know the rules before hC can

Seattle,

Starting

.

.

.

in all fields.

Shriek

Willis Sayre.

.

Borge also is a wizard at paromimicry and pantomime. He
breaks up his gag deliveries nicely

now and then

By

Never before in its 42-year histpry has the good old Metropolitan
heard such steady, hearty laughter
as his big .opening audience gave
Victor Borge on Monday night.
Maybe' that is' because no one else
in the entertainment business ever
thought of the possibilities in this
sort of 'program.
And he has
worked every angle of it so well
that he can never have a successful imitator.

dies,

S IS

ASE OF

it

Borge Makes

104

S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

Inc.

.

.
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the SAG TV’s “Dr. Fixum” (Art Youngreturns quist) going for Western Auto
com- Stores as of Feb. 23 . . . Tony
1st ft
on March
IS
weekly
three-times
mercials, if possible, before joining Weitzel’s
Continued from page 21 »=
gabfest—now SRO with
Arnold
.
.
Florida
in
Dodgers
the
Mon-.,
the
up
picking
ex -MCA, has joined Oklahoma Oil
Fetbrod,
Revlon Programs has the “Rebound/ rights
George F. Foley as production day night segment
via contract with' 'BCE,
They’ve
coordinator for the new Westing- sponsoring the Lilli Faltner vidpix
series Sunday nights-.on WENR-TV also got “Big ToWn,”’ which is
house TV-er, “Freedom. Rings”
by
Gross-Krasne
Bill
owned
announcer
Freelance
Produc.
,
Ho Harbey appointed assistant
manager of Consolidated TV Sales Hamilton appointed sales manager tions, which in turn owns a chunk
CBS-TV sports for Academy Film Productions . . of UTP. “Fireside Theatre,” now
office in N. Y
staffer Jim Beavers switching to TV scripter Paul Kane has three produced by Frank Wisbar, is split
Maxon agency Monday (16) to work one-act plays getting a House of between UPT and Ziv; with the for. Illinois
on Gillette sportscasts . . Virginia Drama preem Feb. 27 .
mer holding the 1950 product and
Vincent plays lead on “Tales of Institute of Technology and WGN- the latter the 1951 series, with the
Tomorrow” on ABC-TV this Friday TV launch .a new twice-weekly edu- 1952 rights not yet assigned. Unfor fea- cational series' today (Wed.) . . .
(13)
. . Richard Seff set
der ordinary agreements, second
tured roles on “Armstrong’s *Thea- Mary Hartline, ABC-TV “Super run distrib usually holds
residual
tre of Today” Saturday (14) and Circus” headliner, featured in a
permitting them to sell first
rights,
“Armstrong’s Circle Theatre” Sister Kenny Foundation fund apthose markets bypassed by
runs
in
J^ arC Jj J
peal film tensed at the United
Hamms a national sponsor. This, too, is
James P. Ellis has" been put in Broadcasting studios .
charge of the new film production Beer, which again this season will proving a highly profitable venture.
unit at Kudger agency, with Bruce share sponsorship with ChesterJerome S. fields on WCJN-TV’s Sox an$ Cubs
Allen as assistant «
Schenectady
Robert B. Tufts
Stolzoff, ex-Foote, Cone & Belding, baseball telecasts, is warming up. has been appointed manager of fimanage- with the station’s Monday night nance for General Electric
agency
has joined Biow
Co.’s
ment group ... Merrill E. Joels “Sports Edition” hosted by Jack Broadcasting Stations Department
featured on NBC-TV’s “Martin Brickhouse and Chi Trib sports ed
WGY, WRGB-TV and five short-

TV

of

shows because

When he

teleblurb strike.

<

10, he’ll film the

2d Runs

,

WNBQ
1

.

1

...

1

of the Allen B. DuMont labs, left
on six-week trip to 0 0 . television
situation in Latin America , . . Bill
Tuttle, United Television Programs
prexy, to Coast for huddles with

New York

i

.

.

DuMont will pick up its March 1
telecast of the .N.Y. Times Youth
Forum from Washington, where
moderator Dorothy Gordon presides over awarding of the Westing-

UTP

.

.

.
,

1

,

film

.

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Saul Francisco

Morey Amsterdam's

in

stanza

.

.

has

Schrafft’s

.

bought the five-minute “Today in,
“Camel
N. Y.” strip on WNBT
News Caravan” will celebrate its
Monday
on
NBC-TV
on
anni
fifth
Research Survey, Inc. has
(16)
completed a 13-minute pic for the
Jessica DragSaar Government*.
onette, who appeared in the early
days of radio as “Vivian the CocaCola Girl,” acting as a judge
tonight (Wed.) on Coke’s “Do You
Want to Be a Star” on WOR-TV.
Dick Haymes skedded for a
•return appearance on CBS’ “Jackie
Gleason Show” Feb.’ 14 . . Singer
.

.

.

and

K&O-TV

scheduled

its

third .annii&L Cerebr$lr$Msy Telethon for J udfe^6*;kLiastv year’s epic
went 27 hours/d’rew $400,000 plus
.Jimmy Sheldon inked as pianist with Del Courtney’s, upcoming
(17) “Search For a Song” show on
:

.

.

.

.

KGO

,

.

.

.

KPIX. .Fred Waring engineered
terrific Press Club photo when he
.

baton’d the mob into singing “ah”
as the camera clicked,
Steve. Osier expects his new KICU station
to telecast from the Salinas-Mont.
.
erey area in September. Ralph
Edward* missed the second half of
Betty Madigan to star in a 15- KRON’s “March of Dimes” show
minute musical vidpix series being he was emceeing when planes,
scripped by Malvin Wald and Hank grounded by heavy fog, forced him
to take the night train back to
Sylvern.
Bob Pollock and wife Eileen Hollywood, . .Folks In Santa Cruz
mountains pulling down clean TV
actors,
ago
yearPrince, until a
have three scripts on the airlanes reception with antennas perched
from 100 to 150 feet atop redwood
Pollock
With
span,
in a six-day
and K^GQ^TY honhaving a script on NBC’s “Caval- trees..
ored Boy Scouts Week with four
(Tues.)
night
last
America”
cade of
and on NBC-TV’s “Hallmark Play- Eagle Scouts acting as “managers
and Miss* for the day.”. .KRQN-TV expects
(15)
house,”. Sunday
Prince one on NBC-TV’s “Holly- to step up to 100,000 watts this
.

.

.

•»

pleased

to

announce

its

i

sponsorship of three out-

standing radio personalities

.

half-hour and six 10-minute vidpix take a post with the State Departon the Harlem Globetrotters ment./;; 1
Drake’s Cake
.
basketball team
}l
has bought cross-the-board par-

.

is

.

.

WNBT

Department

.

1

ticipation

m/ TJur Mutual Funds

—

Kane” tomorrow (Thurs.)
y Arch Ward
Jim Cudney, NBC- wave stations operated by GE
Samuel Rosen is producing two TV engineer, leaving the web to the Department of State.

j

.

.

.

;

;

.

.

.

i

:

house Science Awards. William L. continuity writer, laid up in the
Laurence^. Times’ science writer, hospital with ulcers
. Dwight W.
will guest
Hal Tunis emceeing Whiting, former sales manager of
“Talent for Tomorrow” over WP1X WTTV, L. A., has joined ConsoliSunday afternoons. Half-hour show dated TV Sales as western manis sponsored by Artists Guild of ager
. . WCBS-TV weathercaster
America and packaged by Norman Carol Reed will judge the queen
King outfit . Edwin G. Koehler, contest at Columbia U. Saturday
DuMont’s assistant station relations (14)
Robert Alan Aurthur, who
manager, off. on a week's trip £or has had several scripts on the
0 0 of new Texas affiliates in series, has been named literary
Dallas, Lubbock and Austin
.
director of NBC-TV’s “Television
Warden Hull starts five-day Florida Playhouse”; his latest novel is due
vacation
Feb. .27 ... “Twenty from Rinehart in April ... Dody
Questions,” currently on DuMont, Sinclair, .former production man^l
celebrates its seventh anni this ager for WJAR-TV, Providence, out
Week . . “House Detective,” real of the Navy and now heading a new
estate show, returns to WOR-TV merchandising-public relations deafter a hiatus of a couple of partment for the station
Red
months
/Ernest A. Marx, direc- Barber off to Europe; he’ll miss
tor of the International Division four General Electric Sunday CBS.

.

;

board members.

Len Hasselrooth, WCBS-TV

.

in

1953
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JOE SILVER
foaturod Wookty on

“Red Buttons’ Show”

KGO

CBS-TV Notwork
Monday, 9:30 ML, 1ST
SMnitred by

I

stunt

Msxwtll

Htuit

Ctfftt

.

.

»

-

wood Opening Night” Monday

.

Marie,

youngsters
12-1 p.m. show.

on

WNBT

his

around

dittos,

Feb.

14;

Clete

“World Report,” March

.

from

Will,

l...New KPIXtureS' due:
“Scoop The Writers” With Rose

April

.

.

KPIX

week;

(16).

Jack Lescoulie will pinchhit'
for Dave Garroway on NBC-TV’s
“Today” for *two weeks starting
Draw of daytime
Monday (16)
kid shows pointed up by Herb
Sheldon getting 32,000 valentines
.

.

I

Hollywood

Roberts:

FREE LANCE
my

British

Shows

Continued from page 22

talks by Bertrand Russell, GuinInstitute of Architects
ness, Fry, Tyrone Guthrie and T. S.
Feb. 19. .Director Bob Eliot.
Finkel obtained leave from ABCReason that the recordings must
TV from Feb. 16 to June 30 to di- be played on a sustaining basis
rect Dennis Day show on NBC-TV lies in the BBC charter, which for:
.
Raytheon Telvision bankrolls bids profit-making via BBC broadsemi-main event of KLAC-TV s casts, and in possible complications
Tuesday night boxing from Olym- with Brtish talent unions.
It’s the
Adler Sewing Machine an- unions, iicidentally,
pic
which make
geling Larry Stevens show on
impossible a similar service for
KNXT. .Bob McLaughlin tees off television,
since union rules call
new show, “Top Tune Time,” on
KLAC-TV Feb. 25, Grand Taste for destruction of a kinescope withPacking bankrolling for 39 weeks in a couple of days after its com.-.Westinghouse Electric Supply pletion.
angeling George Putnam’s KTTV
BBC will offer three pre-Coronanews cross-the-board for 52 weeks tion films to American TV stations
. .A1 Terrance
Carpet Co. picking on a commercial basis. Films, unup tab on first and second bouts like BBC videocasts, were
made
of KLAC-TV’s Friday night wres- with the commercial
end in view.
tling.
KLAC-TV began Saturday
night wrestling, with promoter
Omaha Frank P. Fogarty, genJohn Doyle arranging matches, -to
counter new Saturday night wres- eral manager of WOW, and his
chief
engineer, W. J. Kotera, hittling set up by Dave Koffman and
Nick LUtz for KNXT. Gledhill- ting the mashed potato circuit

American

bankroll

home show beginning on

KLAC-TV

.
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outside U.S.A or for certain
territorjes only. Send synop-
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1
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PltO]; PICTURES

or Horror Storfy)\
(Atfy*nfur»,
Rrse for worldwide motion' picture ex-’

and

sis

offer.

154 W. 46th

St..

Box V-2953,

New

Variety,

York 36, N.

Y.
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Dodge

sponsoring KLAC-TY

matches. .A1 Burton’s “Tele-Teen
Reporter” bowed on KNBH...
Hoffman Radio and TV Corp.
picked up tab of approximately
$10,000 for telecast of annual
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences banquet. KNBH manager

TV SCREEN TEST
For

rehearsed

instrumental

No

quartet, fern vocalist.
fees.

trio

or

catches or

Only professionals need apply.

For appointment call

CRamercy

Films.

OR 544B4.

briefly.

.

Don Norman named

director

of

Academy.

Upper Midwest • M

Chicago
Dave Brown has resigned

his di-

berth at Chi NBC-TV to
hit the freelance circuit
Bill
Bailey’s Wednesday night “Western
Frolics” seen via WGN-TV moved
from the Ashland Auditorium to
the Aragon ballroom , . . NBCrector’s

.

Kidder, Peabody
FOUNDED
OCernbers

17

JA(jvj

Wall

BOSTON

&

Co.

1865

York ami ^American Stock Exchanger

Street,

New York

PHILADELPHIA

5,

N. Y.

CHICAGO

.

.

TV's “Ding Dong School” selected
as Show of the Month by the National TV Review Board . .
Jim

...KSTP-TV

Now Reaches

Over a MILLION People
Regularly with

Its

.

Holmes directing WBKB’s Sunday
night Black Hawk hockey telecasts
.backed by Household Finance
Don Saraceno, ex-ABC, joins BlairTV’s Chi office March 1 as an account exec
Packager Jack Page
.

.

.

.

100,000 Watts!

.

.

has grabbed off the TV rights to
the Soldier Field stock car races
next summer . .
Hugh Downs
chosen to host “Curtain Time”
which bows on
Feb. 18 for
the Chi Dodge dealers ... Gordon

100,000 WATTS

.

WNBQ

Kunz upped from
staff director at

floor

WBKB

manager
. . .

to

WENR-

MINNEAPOLIS
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Emmy is the

Jimmy Durante
"All Star Revue

coveted award of merit

Bast Comedian
from the Academy
of Television Arts and

mm

Sciences in Hollywood.

We are pleased that
the 400 knowledgeable

members

of the

Academy-

Sid Caesar

& Imogene Coca

MUfl

"Your Show of Shows”
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all
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Jack Webb, Dragnet
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shows because of the SAG TV’s “Dr. Fixum” (Art YoungWhen he returns quist) going for Western Auto
Tony
10, he’ll film the com- Stores as of Feb. 23 . .

TV

.

teleblurb strike.

on March

.

.

.

moderator Dorothy Gordon presides over awarding of the Westinghouse Science Awards. William L.
Laurence,. Times’ science writer,
will guest
. Hal Tunis emceeing
“Talent for Tomorrow” over WP1X
Sunday afternoons. Half-hour show
is sponsored by Artists Guild of

.

.

Lubbock and Austin
Warren Hull starts five-day Florida
vacation
Feb.
27
"Twenty
Questions,” currently on DuMont,
.

.

.

after a hiatus of a couple of
.
.'Ernest A. Marx, director of the International Division
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months
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its seventh anni this
“House. Detective ” real
estate show, returns to WOR-TVi
.

.

&

.

celebrates

week

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

affiliates’ in
.

.

.

.

new Texas

of
Dallas,
.

.

.

.

.

America and packaged by Norman
King outfit
Edwin G. Koehler,
DuMont's assistant station relations
manager, off on a week’s trip for
00

:

.

Forum from Washington, where

.

.

.

.

.

DuMont will pick up its March 1'
telecast of the .N.Y. Times Youth

.
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New York
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weekly
three-times
mercials, if possible, before joining Weitiel’s
-= Continued from page 21
gabfest—now SRO with
1|
the Dodgers in Florida . . Arnold
the Monpicking
joined
Oil
up
Oklahoma
Fetbrod,
ex -MCA, has
Revlon programs has the “Rebound” rights
George F. Foley as production day night segment
They’ve
for the new Westing- sponsoring the Lilli Palmer vidpix via contract with BCE.
of the Allen B. DuMont labs, left coordinator
Rings”
series Sunday nights on WENR-TV also got “Big Town,” which is
on six-week trip to o.o. television house TV-er, "Freedom
by
Gross-Krasne
Bill
assistant
owned
announcer
appointed
Freelance
.
Produc,
situation in Latin America . . Bill Ho Harbey
TV Sales Hamilton appointed sales manager tions, which in turn owns a chunk
Tuttle, United Television Programs manager of Consolidated
sports for Academy Film Productions... of UTP.
“Fireside Theatre,” now
. .'CBS-TV
prexy, to Coast for huddles with office in N. Y.
staffer Jim Beavers switching to TV scripter Paul Kane has three produced by Frank Wisbar, is split
UTP board members.
work one-act plays getting a House of between UPT and Ziv; with the forLen- Hasselrooth, WCBS-TV film Maxon agency Monday (16) to
Illinois mer holding the 1950 product
on Gillette sportscasts . Virginia Drama preem Feb. 27 .
the
in
continuity writer, laid up
and
"Tales
of Institute of Technology and WGNlead
on
hospital with ulcers . . Dwight W. Vincent plays
the latter the 1951 series, with the
this Friday TV launch .a new twice-weekly eduABC-TV
on
Tomorrow”
of
manager
Whiting, former sales
1952 rights not yet assigned. Unfeafor
set
Seflf
cational series' today (Wed.) .
.
WTTV, L. A., has joined Consoli- (13) . Richard
der ordinary agreements, second
dated TV Sales as western man- tured roles on "Armstrong’s ‘Thea- Mary Hartline, ABC-TV “Super run distrib usually holds residual
(14) and Circus” headliner, featured in a
ager .
WCBS-TV weathercaster tre of Today”- Saturday Theatre”
.
rights, permitting them to sell first
Sister Kenny Foundation fund apCarol Reed will judge the queen “Armstrong’s Circle
peal film lensed at the United runs in those markets bypassed by
contest at Columbia U. Saturday lil^rch 3
James P. Ellis has been put in Broadcasting studios .
Hamms a national sponsor. This, too, is
(14) .
. Robert Alan Aurthur, who
has had several scripts on the charge of the new film production Beer, which again this season will proving a highly profitable venture.
Bruce share sponsorship with Chesterseries, has been named literary unit at Kudger agency, with
Jerome S. fields on WQN-TWs Sox and Cubs
director of NBC-TV's "Television Allen as assistant
Robert B. Tufts
Schenectady
Belding, baseball telecasts,, is warming up.
Playhouse”; his latest novel is due Stolzoff, ex-Foote, Cone
appointed manager of fimanage- with the station’s Monday night has been
agency
has
joined
Biow
from Rinehart in April , . Dody
for General Electric Co.’s
nance
Merrill E. Joels "Sports Edition” hosted by Jack
Sinclair, .former production man- ment group .
Broadcasting Stations Department
ager for
JAR-TV, Providence, out featured on NBC-TV’s '"Martin Brickhouse and Chi Trib sports ed
WGY, WRGB-TV and five shorttomorrow (Thurs.)
of the Navy and now heading a new Kane”
Arch Ward , . Jim Cudney, NBC- wave stations operated by GE for
merchandising-public relations de- Samuel Rosen is producing two TV engineer, leaving the web to the Department of State.
partment for the station
Red half-hour and six 10-minute vldpix take a post with the State DepartBarber off lo Europe; he’ll miss on the Harlem Globetrotters ment.
four General Electric Sunday CBS- basketball team ... Drake’s Cake
has bought cross-the-board participation in Morey Amsterdam’s
Francisco
Schrafft’s has
stanza
and KGO-TV scheduled its
bought the five-minute "Today in
third
annual Cerebral Palsy Tele"Camel
N. Y.” strip on
News Caravan” will celebrate its thon for June 26. Last year’s epic
went 27 hours, drew $400,000 plus
fifth anni on NBC-TV on Monday
Jimmy Sheldon inked as pianInc. has ;
(16) .
. Research Survey,
completed a 13-minute pic for the ist with Del Courtney’s upcoming
(17)
“Search For a Song” show on
DragJessica
Saar Government . .
onette, who appeared in the early KPIX...Fred Waring engineered
terrific
Press Club photo when he
Cocathe
“Vivian
radio
as
of
days
Cola Girl,” acting as a judge baton’d the mob into singing “ah”
Steve. Ostonight (Wed.) on Coke’s “Do You as the camera clicked.
Want to Be a Star” on WOR-TV. ier expects his new KICU station
... Dick Haymes ske.dded for a to telecast from the Salinas-MontRalph
•return appearance on CBS’ “Jackie drey area in September.
Gleason Show” Feb.' 14 . . . Singer Edward* missed the second half of
its
Betty Madigan to star in a 15- KRON's “March of Dimes” show
minute musicrl vidpix series being he was emceeing when planes,
SilWHW
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pleased

announce

to

fog, forced him
night train back to
Hollywood. .Folks In Santa Cruz
mountains pulling down clean TV
reception with antennas perched
from 100 to 150 feet atop redwood
trees..
and KGO-TV honored Boy Scouts Week with four
Eagle
“Hallmark
PlayScouts acting as “managers
and on NBC-TV*s
house” Sunday (15) \ and Miss for the day.”. . .KRON-TV expects
Prince cne on NBC-TV’s "Holly- to step up to 100,000 watts this

standing radio personalities

in 1953

———v—

grounded by heavy

scripped by Malvin Wald and Hank
Sylvern.
Bob Pollock and wife Eileen
Prince, until a year- ago actors,
have three scripts on the airlanes
in a six-day span, With Pollock
having a script on NBC’s "Cavalcade of America” last night (Tues.)

sponsorship of three out-

JOE SILVER

to take the
.

Foofurod Wookfy on

"Red

KGO

Buttons’

Show”

CBS-TV Notwork
Monday, * :30 P.M., 1ST
by

Sponsored

Inotont.

Houio

Msxwoll

Coffee

.

wood Opening Night” Monday

(16).

Jack Lescoulie will pinchhit
.
.
for Dave Garroway on NBC-TV’s
"Today” for -two weeks starting
Monday (16) . . . Draw of daytime
kid shows pointed up by Herb
Sheldon getting 32,000 valentines
from youngsters on his WNBT
12-1 p.m. show.
.

*

week;

KPIX

April

l...New KPIXtures

will

ditto

.

around
due;

"Scoop The Writers” with Rose
Marie,

Feb. 14; Clete Roberts:
“World Report,” March 1.

American
bankroll

Institute of Architects

home show beginning on

KLAC-TV

.

talks by Bertrand Russell, Guinness, Fry, Tyrone Guthrie and T. S.
Eliot.

.

.

Day show on NBC-TV
.
Raytheon Telvision bankrolls
semi-main event of KLAC-TV s
Tuesday night boxing from Olympic... Adler Sewing Machine angeling Larry Stevens show on
KNXT,..Bob McLaughlin tees off
new show, "Top Tune Time,” on
rect Dennis

the BBC charter, which for-:
bids profit-making via BBC broadcasts, and in possible complications
with Brtish talent unions. It’s the
unions, iicidentally, which make
impossible a similar service for
television, since union rules call
KLAC-TV Feb. 25, Grand Taste for destruction of a kinescope withPacking bankrolling for 39 weeks in a couple of days after its com. .Westinghouse
Electric Supply pletion.
angeling George Putnam’s KTTV
BBC will offer three pre-Corona.
news, cross-the-board for 52 weeks tion films to American TV stations
...Al Terrance Carpet Co. picking on a commercial basis. Films,
unup tab on first and second bouts like BBC videocasts, were
made
of KLAC-TV’s Friday night wres- with the
commercial end in view.
tling.
KLAC-TV began Saturday
.

night

wrestling,

promoter

with

John Doyle arranging matches, to
counter new Saturday night wrestling set up by Dave Koffman and

Dodge
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sponsoring KLAC-TV

Don Norman named

• *

(J»*

director

' *

his diberth at Chi NBC-TV to
hit the freelance circuit . . . Bill

Peabody
FOUNDED

17

Wall

BOSTON

anijl

Street,

& Co.

from the Ashland Auditorium to
the Aragon ballroom .
NBCTV's “Dihg Dong School” selected
as Show of the Month by the National TV Review Board .
Jim
Holmes directing WBKB’s Sunday
night Black Hawk hockey telecasts
.backed by Household Finance
Dow Saraceno, ex-ABC, joins BlairIV s Chi office March 1 as an account exec
Packager Jack Page

Stock

Exchanges

New York 5, N* Y.

PHILADELPHIA

circuit

territories only.

offer.

154 W. 46th

St..

Send synop-

Box V-2953,

New

Variety,

York 36, N.

rehearsed

instrumental

quartet, fern vocalist.

No

trio

CHICAGO

.

.

.

,

.

has grabbed off the TV rights to
the Soldier Field stock car races
next summer . .
Hugh Downs
chosen to host “Curtain Time”
which bows on
Feb. 18 for
the Chi Dodge dealers . , . Gordon
.

WNBQ

Kunz upped from
staff director at

floor

WBKB

manager
.

. .

»

1

to

WENR-

i

or

catches or

Only professionals need apply.
For appointment call GRamercy Films.

fees.

OR

5-0684.-

KSTP-TV Now Reaches
Over a MILLION People
• • •

Regularly with

Its

.

.

1

V

Y.

TV SCREEN TEST
For

.

.

1865

^American

potato

and

sis

briefly.

Dave Brown has resigned

.

fork

WOW,

outside U.S.A, or fbr certain

European

Chicago

^

Bailey’s Wednesday night “Western
Frolics” seen via WGN-TV moved

JA(y.xv

mashed

hibition

of

rector’s

OCdf/ibers

the

Free for worldwide motion picture ex-

Academy.

’.vw.y.v.v;vr.v/.v.y.;

Kidder,

—

Frank P. Fogarty, gen. Omaha
eral manager of
and his
chief engineer, W. J. Kotera, hit-

BUYING TV PILOT PICTURES
(Adventure, Defective or Horror Stories)

matches... Al Burton’s “Tele-Teen
Reporter” bowed on KNBH...
Hoffman Radio and TV Corp.
picked up tab of approximately
$10,000 for telecast of annual
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences banquet. KNBH manager

-.N'
*

NB 4-5127

lies in

Gledhill- ting

Nick J-ufcCjor KNXT.

' >

Drugs, CosmoHcs, Fashion.
Also
Appeal Copy for National Charity
Drives. Skilled at putting commercial words in celebrities* mouths.
Sample portfolio on request.

.

.

J

—

onto

Director Bob
Feb. 19
Finkel obtained leave from ABCReason that the recordings must
TV from Feb. 16 to June 30 to di- be played on a sustaining basis
.

my

salas-know-how Work for
10 yoori Radio-TV oxporiwith top 4-A Agondos
Foods,
Soaps, packaga Goods,

Shows

Continued from page 22
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Jimmy Durante

mm

coveted award of merit

"All Star Revue”

Best Comedian
from the Academy
of Television Arts

miA
and

Sciences in Hollywood.

-

We are pleased that
the 400 knowledgeable

•

members

of the

Academy-

Sid Caesar

& Imogen® Coca
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Ml
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all

leaders in the
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television industry- have
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picked some of
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NBC’s

favorite people

as their favorite people.
Jack Webb, Dragnet
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Best Adventure Program
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From the Production Centres
Continued from pace 24

WGAR

delphia Press Photogs’ first annual newsreel award (1) for coverage
of five-alarm fire at paper stock factory. U. Sr Senator James H. Duff
Sales of television receivers in Philadelphia
made presentation
dropped 26,512 last year compared with 1951, according to figures just
complied by the Electrical Assn, of Philadelphia. The totals were
Donald W. Thornburgh, president of
1952, 182,138; 1851, 208,650
WCA.U, has been renamed chairman of the 1953 Easter Seal campaign
for the five-county Philadelphia area.
.

BOSTON

IN

.

.

.

slated to be guests at Hub Press Club’s
annual Amasa Howe Award dinner at Sheraton Plaza Feb. 16. Comics
will be presented with citations kudoing the “singular skill and good
Louis J. Borgatti, station
taste” displayed in their weekly TVer
rep, has been appointed to Board of Directors of Radio -Execs Club
replacing H. V. Greene, Jr., of Weed & Co., who has been transferred
to New York City
John Murray, WEEI Director of Operations, on
three week vacash in Miami
WLAW’s Arthur Flynn has launched
search for. most talented individual in armed forces in this area via
his weekly “Stairway to Stardom” airer
deejay, Bob Clayton, promoted a special trip of the “Boston Ballroom Snow Train” to
New Hampshire skiiing country last week..
Thomas Pappas, local
member of Republican national finance committee, disclosed fact It
cost GOP $295,000 to bankroll the 90-minute election eve telecast featuring Gen. Eisenhower at Boston Garden.

Imogene Coca and Sid Caesar

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

rounding communities to Sidney N.
Strotz, former NBC biggie, and a
group of investors has been anmulti-weekly
Bill Ingram, KCSTP-TV news telecaster, for whose
show highest rating in Upper Midwest has been claimed, started 15- nounced here. Flock of show biz
minute commentary segment over KSTP radio for Hennepin- Federal figures came in with Strotz on deal,
Savings & Loan Assn., Minneapolis. Ingram, who previously has been among them Niles Trammell, chaira straight newscaster, has made several trips to Far East past 18 months man of the NBC board; Roy Rogers
for first-hand observation of scene there and frequently addresses and Ralph Edwards.
Twin Cities luncheon clubs. Now heard with his comments over KSTP
In addition to the Pittsburgh
radio at 6 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays, he alternates with NBC’s plant, Strotz and his associates
telefor
and
made
deal
sponsors
H.W. Kaltenborn
WCCO lined up
have taken over the soft drink
casting portion of Golden Gloves tournament, promoted by Minneapolis company’s works in Butler, ArnStar and Tribune newspapers, in Auditorium. Fact that TV is opposi- old, McKeesport and Bethlehem,
tion for newspapers did not prevent sheets from employing the com- Pa.
Strotz is also president of
peting, medium to help stimulate attendance at the four-night event the Coca-Cola setup in San Jose,

...

IN MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

WHK

.

.

.

WHDH

.

.

.

.

.

the

.

Bill Ring, the ABC hillbilly, in for a quickie looksee . . . Ben Sweetland completed 10 years on KSFO across the board seven days a week
Paul Walti, local singer, won guest shot with Charleen Hawks on
the NBC net
Pede Worth; KCBS producer, named program director,
KGO’s Jim
succeeding
Fred Ruegg who’s transferring to Gotham
.
.
Connolly swifted to Gotham; KSFO’s A1 Torbert returned after a
new 10,000
Modesto,
opened
(6)
its
KTRB,
Jackie Lynn, canary on the WTAM “Bandwagon,” spotted by talent month in. the big city
KTIP, Porterville*, affiliated with ABC
Zsa Zsa
scout at the Hipp stage show, will appear on “Chance of a Lifetime,” watt throat
Feb. 19
Marvin Cade has left the WJW news department for the Gabor and Marie Wilson due in next week to plug their latest movies
on
radio-TV
Oakland,
featuring
KROW,
its
own
“Bob
and
Ray”
insurance business
George Condon, Plain Dealer TV-radio editor,
Bob Mitchell and Ray Lewis on new “Golden Gags” daily strip. . .Neal
back after a siege of illness
Gene La Marca won the first
Hopkins
finished his first year as KNBC’s “Waterfront Reporter”
Talent Scout contest in conjunction with the Hipp stage presentation
of the Johnny Andrew “Bandwagon”
Tom Manning, NBC sports- Security Savings and Loan bought into KGO, alternating nightly with
KRON’S Norm Louvau, sales
caster, off to the Coast for a golf match with Bob Hope and extended Elmer Davis and William Winter .
hiatus
. Alan Freed will take his
“Moon Dog” disk show on boss, turned down an offer to manage a Honolulu TV outlet.
Canadian tour .
..Lee Sullivan, WERE chirper arid disker, sold 15minute morning segment to auto agency whose president wants to be'
awakened by sweet music
Roy Roberts has been signed to the Pitt Copa Loses Out In
.
CBS-TV
SHIFT
weekend announcing staff
. Ken Coleman is now doing, a threea-week
5-minute 11:05 p.m. sports pitch for Bayuk Cigars .
Talent
Quest
as
Charles R. Denny, NBC’s veep in O
Q division, in t6wn for a twoCBS-TV is planning to shift
Knocks Off ’Lifetime’ “There’s One in Every Family,”
"
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
six-times-weekly daytime stanza,
Disappearance of “Chance of a from New York to the Coast, where
Continued from page 22
Lifetime” locally from WDTV cost
it will originate from the skein’s
for this year, apparently because the Copa, downtown nitery, a weekTV City. Move is expected in midly network plug and likewise left
it hasn’t won Dodger sanction.
March' or early April.
Just what form the rights to the that program without another prize
Meanwhile, the web has decided
minors will take isn't known at this it had "been counting' on. * Lenny
time. It’s possible that the Dodgers Litman, owner of the Copa, had against shifting its Monday night
will hire an announcer and do made ararngements with producers hour, “Studio One,” to the Coast.
the games either live or by wire of “Chance” to sign the second Report that the Westinghouseand deliver them to the contracted place winner weekly for a six-day backed drama would make the
Ai'm
stations via a special line arrange stand at his downtown cafe here transcbritinental trek bad caused
ment with a N. Y. station. But (at $125 plus travelling expenses) concern among the thesping and
&$/
O’Malley hasn’t made any plans to in return for which he was to get directorial fraternity, who fear
the Copa mentioned on each pro- that live production ip. the east
that effect yet,
may be ctut down.
Sen. Johnson, who Is president gram.
of the Class A Western League, ar
As an aftermath of the ABCDeal was satisfactory to Litman,
gued that radio and TY coverage even though '“Chance of a Life- United Paramount Theatres mergof major league games in minor time” was only an alternate Thurs- er,
with CBS-TV to pick up
GUESTING FEB. 15
league areas Were hurting minor day night show in Pittsburgh. WBKB’s channel in Chicago, there
II
TOAST OF THE
league attendance.
The minors, Other weeks the 9-9:30 slot went have been discussions at Columbia
he said, couldn’t make up their to “Big Town.”
U. S. COAST GUARD SHOW
about shifting some tele soap opboxoffice deficit via radio .and teeEVERY SUNDAY, ABC, RADIO
But both “Big Town” and eras to Chicago. Windy City had
vee,
with
the
not
broadcasts
of
Dir.: MCA
“Chance of a Lifetime” are being been a key origination centre for
majors encroaching on their terridropped in favor of the George radio’s washboard weepers in the
tory.
Raft vidpix, “I Am the Law,” which ’Thirties.
O’Malley move apprently is in
begins Feb. 19, and town's only
tended to counter the Senator’s
APARTMENT FOR RENT
channel has been unable to find a
2 FMers
criticism by giving the minors a
spot for the other two. So with no
chance to cash in on major league
Washington, Feb. 10.
outlet here at all for “Chance,”
broadcasts, and at the same time
Two FM stations were authorized
Copa management figured there was
Attractively Furnished
package them in a way to bring
last
week
by
FCC, permits going
no point in tying up with the talModern Elevator Building
coverage to the minor league club
to WHTB in Talladega, Ala., and
ent quest and called off the deal.
Radio City Vicinity
theriiselves.
Just how much effect
WSOK In Nashville. AuthorizaCall CO 5-6B4t' weekdays after 3 p.m.it will' have is. hypothetical at this
tions bring to 630 the number of
point.
FM’s, of which 614 are on the air.
England 1st
.
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WTAM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WJW

.

Johnson, secretary of

Pitts-

burgh Baseball Club in National
League, are also associated with
him. Understood that Bing Crosby and Bob Hope figure somewhere
in the deal, too, although they're

not identified in the transaction.
Strotz in the future will make
his headquarters and his home in
Pittsburgh,

.

Travis to

WBKZ-TV

.

.

&

WDTV

.

Detroit, Feb. 10.

Harry E. Travis, program director for WKZO-TV in Kalamazoo
for two and a half years, has been

TO
appointed
general
manager of
WBKZ-TV, the new Booth Radio
DAYTIMER TO COAST & Television property which will

.

WTAM

Tom

.

WJW

.

of

.

.

.

Gurdon Flagg, who operates
Town and Country Restaurant
new Carlton House here, and

Calif.

SAN FRAlNCISCO

IN

,

.

1953

polka band
Ernie Benedict, ex-WGAR and now
66- Strotz Gets
Biz
. . I. J. Fox has purchased
leader, played his 5,000th broadcast (6)
half‘’Living
Fashions”
Byrne’s
Maggl
WNBK’s
of
segments
15-minute
will carry the anAssist in Teeing Off
hour 12:30 p.m. daily stanzas . . . WXEL and
nual Heart Fund Show produced by the Press Club. Garry Moore,
Ken Carson and Denise Lore will headline the talent . . . Rer MerriCoke Franchise in Pitt
program director, organized an all-day disk program redew,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10,
view featuring the city's 11 shellac twlrlers for the Cleveland Jr. Radio
Sale of Coca-Cola bottling comnight news editor,
Council at the Higbee Lounge . . Jack Pluntz,
panies in Pittsburgh and four surhas taken on continuity chores.

day confab

.

H,

begin broadcasting

May

Station will be an

15.

ABC

affiliate.

Dodgers

.

W

Now starring on NBC'a
ALL STAR REVUI
Saturday!, t-9 p.m., EST
Mflt.i

BARTON

Eileen

William Morris Agency

.

TOWN"

SALES

-

Okayed

ONE ROOM and BATH

New

UHF

(WKNB-TV)

mmm

Delaware

tei

to
in

ypr

TOPS

Set to

Average Income*

m*mm

A

on Feb.

way with 150

NBC

ABC

and

all

WKNB-TV

will

have a

CBS

sell

station* in

fills

market.

your product effectively,

economically.
Write for information.
'

"

-/ -v
.

.*

'

by U.

S. Dept,

Cincinnati

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New
los Angeles

Bigger audience , better sales for

San Francisco

—Paul Dixon, recently

crowned “King of Hearts” among
disk jockeys, was presented a $5,000 check for the Heart Fund
Drive by the AFL Glass Bottle
Blowers Assn, during
tion here last week.
•

its

conven-

advertisers

when

WGAL-TV's

large,

they

reach

rich

Penn-

sylvania market area,

CHANNEL

new antenna system will be
installed atop Tribune Tower which
will have a 638-foot elevation.

of Coemtce,'

Represented by

Chicago

Hike

Chicago, Feb. 10.
WGN-TV, having received a FCC
greerilight to boost its power more
than 10 times, plans to have the
necessary equipment installed and
operating next fall. Station is laying about $250,000 for the revamping which ups the power from the
present 29 kilowatts to 316.

A

*

•figure* released Avgvit 1953

York

af-

filiation.

a.
it

and

affilia-

tions.

DELAWAM

richest

let

for products advertised on

26. It

KW

WGN-TV 250G Power
I

Bigger and Better Business

Springfield, Mass. Latter

gets under
will have

WDEL
WILMINGTON,

WWLP,

tablished personal contacts with leading advertising agencies in ail markets.
Offerings must be very highest quality
end ready for Immediate use in. at
least thirteen completed installments.
No "Ideas" or pilot films considered.
Box V-0649, Variety
154 W. 44 St., New York 34

New England UHF’r

second

gets, into operation
is

Responsible organization producing TV
commercials for regional use will consider representing one or two outstanding TV film programs. Wtil es-

Preem

Hartford, Feb. 10.
New England’s first UHF television station tees off the latter
part of this week. WKNB-TV of
neighboring New Britain is expected to hit the ether Thursday
or Friday. Station was toihave gone
on the air latter part of last week
but minor technical difficulties last
minute dropped up.

All U.S.

REPRESENTATION
FOR TV FILMS

A

8

Steinman Station

Clair R. McCollough, Pros.

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New

York

los Angeles

San Francisco

Chicago
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4-Web TV Spread Set

Inside Staff-Television
Recent “Texaco Star Theatre’* on NBC-TV, when Gertrude Berg
cold in the “Goldbergs” manner, .con^nested and opened^the show
Mich. Station, which takes feeds from all
fused WJIM-TV, Lansing,
the program started interrupted it and an anthe ‘keins shortly after
but the preceding program, a part of
riounoer said, “We are sorry,
intended for this area. We will bring you
which you just saw, was not
moment.”
one
in,
the Milton Berle program
thought for -a moment it was plugged in
Outlet, which presumably
returned to the Texaco program in about 30
on the wrong network,
seconds.

picture studio
the Coast,
toppers to “frankly admit the necessity of a happy marriage between
see to it that it is consummated.” DirecTV and motion pictures andwrong
with a major studio's adopting a poltor asked, “What would^e
its expensive stars’ free time for the making
icy of using some of
would
whet public’s appetite to see name
it
averred
of telefilms?” He
and at the same time avould cut down on studio
in a feature film,
overhead considerably since stars could work in TV when not making
films.

CBS Radio Names Novins

Veep-Conscious

Jingles

For Red Cross Fund Drive

Continued from page 25
The annual four-network American Red Cross fund drive pro- into consideration what the ad men sides of the Atjantie, precision is
necessary in every phase of the
gram will be beamed on ABC-TV, will
d° hi newspapers, billboards
CBS-TV, NBC-TV and 'DuMont on and tele. American Tobacco “Be work.
Talent costs on jingles vary with
Sunday, March 1, via kinescope Happy, Go Lucky,” for instance,
the number of singers and musirecording. Each web will sked the
However, a job
cians required.
gets a heavy multi-media play.
half-hour airer, “Answer the Cali,”
voices and a piano
Jingles are cleffed with an eye to demanding two
at a different tirge.
can be had for as little as $250Davis
•

j

handling the produc- their visual development,
Elliott The- noted.
Firm’s “Hey, Mabel, Black
originally
atre, N.Y. Talent lined up so far, Label,”
Carlings,
for
with more to follow, includes done for AM, was easily translated
Robert Montgomery, Ed Sullivan, into a telepic spot because of its
for
Jane Froman, Ezio Pinza, Bert visual
Songs
conception.
Lahr, Meredith Willson orch and Camay, Hudson napkins, Bab-O and
Ray Charles chorus, ARC prez E. Johnson’s Wax were similarly
Roland Harriman and President given a joint AM-TV ride. Last

CBS-TV

director Tay Garnett advised motion

On

tion

is

from the Maxine

.

Eisenhower (on film from the
White House). John Peyser will
direct and Jim Sheldon and Dick
Lewine will co-produce, with Paul
Levitan as network coordinator and
Harold Flender scripting.

Public Affairs Director

An

NARTB Names

service

CBS

Winery’s Spitalny Buy
RCA Thesaurus transcribed library

series,

the

Phil

Spitalny

week the

outfit

was commissioned

by Arnold & Co. to originate a
musical trademark for Old Monastery Wines and to create an appealing

monk

character.

$300.

Because the jingle is so vital a
part of radio-tele selling, several
Bowles
agencies, such as Benton
and Compton, have their own musi-

&

departments. But even these
agencies occasionally call in outside tunesmiths. Among the other
cleffers in the field are Ginger
Johnson (who was once teamed
with Alan Kent), Andy Love and
Lanny and Ginger Gray.
Hy Zaret and Lou Singer have
cal

*

*

specialized

in

the

P.

Hardy and Thad W. Brown,

score sheets are used to get the
Davis group has
exact timing.
created and recorded a “Brewster the Rooster” sound track for

just?

Songs of Safety” and “Little Songs
on the UN,” which have won many
awards and are played not only on

—

Jr.

Richards, heretofore director of
and assistant to
public affairs
prexy Harold *E. Fellows, becomes
Administrative Vice - President.
employeedirector of
Doherty,

employer relations, and Hardy, director of government relations, become veegtees but retain their speassignments. Brown becomes
Counsel in
Vice-President and
charge of TV Affairs.
Under the reorganization, the
title of “Manager” supplants directorships. As a result, Oscar Elder becomes Manager of Publicity.
Richard M. Allerton becomes Manager of the Research Department.
Neal McNaughten becomes Manager of Engineering.
John H.
Smith, Jr., becomes Manager of Promotion and FM. William T. Stubcial

blefield becomes
tion Relations.

Manager

of Sta-

Vincent
Wasilewsky becomes
Chief Attorney and Fran Riley becomes Editor of Publications.

TV RE-CREATION FOR
PHILLY

MURDER TRIAL

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
TV viewers here will get a 30minute re-creation of a murder
trial tomorrow night
(11) when

Judge Vincent A. Carroll, District
Attorney Richardson Dilworth and
Edwin P. Rome, attorney act as
principals in a'trial telecast over
1VPTZ from Common Pleas Court
in Philadelphia’s City Hall.
The court attaches and legal procedure will be authentic; but the
defendant and witnesses will be
played by dfctors. The case, concerning a man accused of murdering his partner, comes from the
files in the D. A’s office.
TV presentation is by Don Mattern, radio, and television specialist

for the city’s.

Bureau of Public InIt is being presented
by the City of Philadelphia
and WPTZ. Harry K. Smith, regu-

formation.

OPERATION

jointly

lar host of station’s Wednesday
evening on-the-spot telecast, will
be the narrator.

13-Station

A MIGHTY ADVERTISING-MERCHANDISING PLAN

Spread For

French Tourist Music Series

A

chain of hard-hitting selling operations all pushing youf

Good Music Broadcasters, which
reps 13 stations concentrating on
longhair music, has pacted with
the French Tourist Office and Air'
France for a 52-week, 25-minute
show called “To France With
Music.” Show will be shotted on
Ml 13 stations at various times during the week.

product

—

&

consist of

at

WQXR,

the N. Y. Times station.

—

Omaha

FCC has received request from Central States Broad-

wing

Co.,-

Omaha, operator

f^OIL, fob authority
control from Stuart
Uo., to

to

of

transfer

Investment

Nebraska Rural Radio Assn.

You get powerful radio

a big merchandising

stores

4

and super markets guarantee you prominent

point of sale displays*

RADIO BALTIMORE

WBAL
NBC

IN

MARYLAND

217 food

plus

a.

Co. for Air France, will
French music plus com-

mentary by Jacques Fray and Angele Levesque.
John E. Arens
repped GMB, which headquarters

a unified promotion.

in

advertising with

Series, set by Benton & Bowles
for French Tourist Office and Bu-

chanan

service

public

some cases, the music is com- and educational phase, having creposed from a story board, to §t ated the “Little Songs on Big Suband special jects” (on brotherhood), “Little
cartoon animation,
In

“flour of Charm,” has been bought
AM-TV stations but in schools,
by LaSalle Wines for sponsorship Goebel beer spots, which will be churches and clubs. Their efforts
on 16 Michigan stations. Agency is lensted in the Netherlands at Joop have given the jingle maturity and
Trans- dignity.
Geesink’s puppet studios.
of his title and is now director of Brindley-Roth.
news and special events.
LaSalle, which also distributes film’s spot creator, Joe Forest, flew
Duluth
Robert W. Potter,
Novins in 1951 came east from Manischewitz wines, had a 90-day to Amsterdam with the track last
a similar post with Columbia’s test running on the show and hiked week for conferences with co-pro- WEBC staffer, has been named
Robert K. Richards, Pacific Network to become asso- the station lineup 400% after a ducer Geesink. With work on the program director for WFTV, Ducelluloid blurbs being done on both luth’s upcoming telestation.
Doherty, Ralph W. ciate director of public affairs.
sales boost.

staff:

Richard

public

expected at

v

Belleair, Fla., Feb. 10.

its

in
is

Radio, which has just named Stuart Novins public affairs director.
Wells
(Ted) Church, who has
been head of news and public affairs, relinquishes the latter half

the best network tradition,
National Assn, of Radio and TV
Brondcatsters has gone in for vicepresidents. Under a reorganization
plan approved here Friday (6), the
Association bestowed veeps on four
In

of

upbeat

programming

4

ST

business

*

*

•

Operation Chain Action mean*

for you!

by

EDWARD RETRY A CO*

.

w

,

p?sm
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program was an enlightening- discussion. Dr. van .Boijen disclosed,
Inside
for example, that the Dutch have
now received enough clothing reCol. Ed Kirby winds up a tbree-year tour of .duty with Army Publief, and will. now concentrate soleContinued from page 25
ly on monetary aid; that the policy lic Relations at the end of February and will probably go into public
of not sending machine goods that relations in Washington. Since he has a strong- radio background, his
broad- quizzers, sees the ruling eventually could be usbd for armament to the
support Aon the part of sopie
business would undoubtedly jester to broadcast clients.
11
/T,
_ J
M AWAM
V* A aV O
casters for the ban when the Com- Wiped off' the agency’s books.
Iron Curtain countries tends to inKirby has also been mentioned recently in connection with a White
Schwimmer originally launched crease the Holland dollar deficit; House job. There has been talk that he might be called there to be
mission held proceedings on adoption of the rules. The present chair- a one-man war against the edict that most of the country’s food an assistant to Press Secretary James Hagerty, in charge of radio and
man, Paul A. Walker, has also back in 1949, getting an injunction* ^production has been hurt by the television. Kirby served for a while under Eisenhower in SHAEF.'
’floods.
strongly defended the Commis- in Chi Federal Court voiding
On the technical side, the show
just a few weeks before it was dud?
sion’s action.
The rising importance of the owned and operated radio stations in
net- left much to be corrected. CostelloReason
the
effect.
into
go
to
Commission lawyers regard the
network scheme of things, is highlighted by NBC’s decision to give
picked up the and Downs were articulate enough, the
lower court’s decision as only a works eventually
lease to. its Chi outlet, WMAQ, on the Monday night 9 to 9:30
and started legal action but Bancioft apparently couldn’t a year’s
partial -defeat, inasmuch as the rul- matter
period.
Because’ of the parent web’s promise not to preempt the
questions
his
last week’s New reach the mike, for
in
resulted
which
ing upheld the agency’s authority
to prime time, currently sustaining, WMAQ was able to woo over from
decision was that Schwim- squnded muffled and 'were hard
to invoke Hhe lottery rules. And York
totended
Northerners,” half-hour musical show backed by the North‘The
WGN
Program
injunction failed to make out.
although two of the three judges mer’s original
ward the long and windy side, and ern Trust Co.
giveaways.
too
disagreed with the Commission’s cover TV
bit
the entire approach was a
Show and its prestige client bows next week on WMAQ after a 17Schwimmer claims the latest solemn. A bit of levity here and year WGN hitch.
interpretation of what constitutes
-of
proof
further
decision
is
at
court
break
there and some kind of
a lottery, the lawyers attach great
importance to the fact that it was his original contention that the the midway point, plus more conCBS Radio’s “There’s Music in the Air” is prepping a regular “Lost
the circuit court judge (Clark) who commission was on unsound legal ciseness in -questions and answers Songs” feature, performing unpublished tunes by name cleffers. On
Clark’s grounds in tabbing the telephone are needed to quicken the pace of Feb. 20 the program’s baritone, Donald Richards, will sing "We Shall
supported the FCC ban.
reasoning, they believe, is more giveaways as lotteries, especially an otherwise excellent public af- Never Be Younger,” by Cole Porter. Latter wrote the tune for “Kiss
Chart.
‘like that of members of the high when there was no question raised fairs program.
Me, Kate” but it was never used in the Broadway musical, which had
about studio quifc shows.
tribunal.
15 songs by the prolific composer.
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Because of his earlier injunction,
It’s also pointed out that the Suproperties,
radio
preme Court has backed up the Schwknmer’s
Spots Centre
Federal Trade Commission on de- “Tello-Test” and “Tune-Test,” were
Continued from page 21
cisions involving definitions of lot- able to continue unhindered. And
failed
injunction
the
though
even
teries.
the packager a cou- in the most modem TV studios and
Because of the novel questions to cover TV,
maximum flexibility.
of years ago launched “Movie providing
presented, particularly the issue of ple
quizzer. Lights can be plugged into ceiling
what constitutes a “consideration” Quick Quiz” as a telephone
sockets and controlled from the
on the part of the listener or viewer
floor by a wall panel, thus eliminatto a radio or TV giveaway show,
ing the maze of wires which could
it’s
expected thfct the Supreme
impede camera movement.
Colgate
Court would agree to review the
A new, level floor was laid so
lower court’s decision.
Continued from page 23
that jdollies can be wheeled freely
and
without the need for special
same free-for-all type of off-theSchwimmer’s Comment
Another idea borrowed
rate-card dealings that dealt radio tracks.
Chicago, Feb. IQ,
a blow from which it has never from live TV is the use of modular
Even if the FCC appeals to the rppovpj-ed
unit sets, which makes them comSupreme Court the voiding of its
Because
Ironically, the Colgate NBC-CBS pletely interchangeable.
ban of radio-TV telephone give- impasse has cropped up in the. in- so many cf the blurbs are fo t food
aways by the N. Y. Federal Court terval when Joseph H. McConnell or kitchen products, a permanent
last week, Walter Schwimmer, Chi'] is vacationing between his vacat- kitchen set is being installed. One
packager specializing In AM-TV ing the NBC prexy spot and join- already is in the older studio.
ing Colgate as its president. HowBuilt-in Cyclorama
ever, it’s known that he played ;no
An Unusual feature is a built-in
part in the byplay.
cyclorama covering one wall of the
A Colgate spokesman insists 45x65 foot studio. Made
of acousthere’s just as strong a likelihood
tical plaster, it eliminates the wrinContinued from page 21
that “Big Payoff” will move over
kles which develop in fabric eyes,
week, actors would get a $70-per- to CBS-TV on a straight contiguous and curves at the top and botday scale, but there would also be rate arrangement. NBC on its part tom give*’ limitless horizon. Cloud
repayment for re-use. There will takes the position, that there are forms and shadows can be pro-;
‘be two classes ‘of blurbs, those in- times when such negotiations, in jected on the eye to get special outtegrated into live programs or vid- establishing an anchor for pro- door effects.
pix, and those used ns individual gramming, are justified by its beneThe sound room is similar to
announcements.
spot
In each ficial effect.
the control room in a TV setup
classification there would be three
and uses the latest tape recorasub-groups: national (placed on
ing system.
The studio, is fully
more than 20 stations or in the
air-conditioned, as is the adjoinRadio
three major production eentres,
shop.
ing
Y., L. A. and Chi); regional (on
Continued from page 24
Outfit has all facilities under One
from 6-20 stations or twq of the
major centres)/ and local (in five view of the current flood crisis roof, on five floors, for greater efficiency, including a lab, editing
or fewer markete).
there.
animation
artists
and
Besides the current crisis, the rooms,
On the program blurbs, Sponsors
would pay $50 "for each re-qse. program yery commendably cov- cameras, slide motion facilities and
screening
room.
However, sponsor would .have the ered a wide field, from Colonialism a
option of paying $650 for., unlim- to foreign trade and the UN. It
was perhaps because of this that
ited use for a 13-week period. A
the program proved disappointing
pro-rata portipn of the $70 pepin at least one respect. This was
diem fee would be -deducted from its failure to pinpoint the’
questhe first $650 re-use payment. For tions troubling most Americans toContinued from page 25
example, if an actor made two day what 'are the European reacblurbs in one- day and one of the tions to the new Administration’s doubtedly continue to prevail on
blurbs was bought for unlimited efforts to get quicker actiop on a Chi NBC shows; either radio or TV.
The web exec has never been too
use, he’d get his $7(1 per-day fee European army and to end the
concerned about the absence of big
plus $615 (representing $650 less stalemate in Korea.
half of the $70 fee).
names
on the Chi scene, believing
But in most other respects, the
that if the vehicle is right, video
makes its own stars, a la Marlin
Perkins, Don Herbert or Frances
Horwich. His advice to his program directors has been to work
with the tools at hand, select a
homebased cast, and keep looking
for those formats that can be kept
rolling so the 26th show is better
than the first, Herbuveaux was
quick to recognize that the Windy
City would* '-likely never get a
chance to turn its hand to the big
time extravaganzas and early in
Serving a 2 BILLION i
the TV game* channeled the attentions of the youngsters working un34"- of the
der him toward the more cheaply
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A panel discussion on “Freedom of Expression and the Use of the
Blacklist in Radio, TV and Pictures” will be held as part of a conference sponsored by the American Civil Liberties Union in N. Y. tomorrow .(Thurs.) afternoon.
Taking part will be Vincent Hartnett, co-author of “Red Channels;”
Victor Lasky, co-author of “Seeds of Treason;” Louis Berg, film editor
of This Week mag; Oliver Pilat, N. Y. Post feature writer who recently did a series on the blacklist; ACLU counsel Arthur Garfield
Hays, and R. Lawrence Siegel, vice-chairman of the N. Y. ACLU chapter.
Meeting will take place in the Henry Hudson Hotel, N. Y.
To help enlist legislative support for the proposed $3,269,934 Minnesota educational TV networks the citizens' committee engineering the,
campaign has arranged to give the lawmakers a first-hand demonstration 'of how educational television works.
Lower House rules committee has approved the committee’s plan to
telecast a Minneapolis Symphony orchestra from the House chambers
on Feb. 22 over WCCO-TV. The House speaker will act as host and
all legislators and their wives have been invited to attend.
F. Van Konynenburg, member of the committee and
vicepresident, explains “the demonstration is intended to acquaint legislators both with
programming’s technical side and its educational
potential. At this session the state legislature will be asked to appropriate $2,150,000 for the network.

WCCO-TV

TV

“Why We Do What
AM-TV rating services

Solos on

FM

$2

.

Unusual situation of an inciie radio station with no stake in television devoting a program to the question of an educational video outlet in Its area took place last week. WHLI, Hempstead, L. I., indie,
launches a panel show with a discussion of the pros and cons of having
an educational video station on Long Island, New York state Board of
Regents lias evolved a plan for 12 such stations throughout the state,
- -

but Long Island is not included. Local newspapermen will question
L. I. educators on the topic in initiator of “Face the Issue,” the new
show, /

According to Paul Morency, g.r
WTIC, return to independei
programming is because of
“renaissance of interest in goc
music,” Station is planning to d<
vote entire operation to a diet
the music of the masters.
of

Inc.

^

•

>

m

a

dialer can tune
on a radio weather report every day for a full
year for only one cent—the cost of the electricity.
That fact, which makes a cogent selling point for AM, is being advertised by Consolidated Edison of N. Y.
.

Miami TV

Umm Continned

ATTENTION!

from page

the guaranteed cable, as

23
is

AH

TV Artists and
Executives

Radio,

Milton

commuter between shows.
Meanwhile, WTVJ and Hialeah
Race Course toppers joined forces

-Berle, a

in offering the Saturday afternoon,
stake races to national television-

The Story of

networks.

Hialeah will allow the
telecasts at no charge, as will
WTVJ on the origination. Offer
was made beginning Feb. 7 and
running through the 28th, with
thus far, no takers. CBS, through
Sig Mickelson, news and public affairs chieftain, indicated interest
if
“northbound cable could be
.

cleared.”

50

KW Addition

CBS
50 kw

radio will push

CBS

for
its

list

of

on June 15
adds KTHS, Little Rock,

stations to 26
it

Ark., to

Hartford, Feb. 10.
After several years of -duplica
Ing the programs of its mother st
tk>n WTIC, WTIC-FM yesterda
(Mon.) started originating its ow
shows. FM’r will operate 12 horn
a 4ay> Station is now in it's 14t
year of operation.

We’ Do” will be the theme as reps from four

take the stand at a session of the Radio 8c Television Executives Society tomorrow (Thurs.) evening at 7:30 p.m. f in
NBC’s Studio 6-B, Radio City.
Taking part will be spokesmen for American Research Bureau, C. E.
Hopper, A. C. Nielsen, Inc., and The Pulse. Fee to non-members Is

when

,

a

,

bv

ur,

fc

SarK^-s Tarzic

Pepreser'ed Nof'ona‘

—
n m

r*

t

jell,

chief has been brewing up new network projects with Chi NBC-TV
program manager Ben Park and
some local ventures with WNBQWMAQ program manager George
Heinemann.

SALES

the

Cmcnna*: and Blocmmytcm
network

they

r

ALL INDIANA

,n

WTTV — a

of

-

produced offbeat fare.
Although not given to kicking
around ideas too openly before

FAMILIES

the

of

Broadcast Advertising Bureau’s membership drive netted 73 radio
stations during January, bringing the AM-promotion group’s roster to
a total of 783. That’s a 43.8% increase, based on a net gain of 240
outlets, over the figure of April 1, 1952, beginning of BAB’s fiscal year.
Reflecting greater interest in the sell-radio organization, the new
subscribers represent 31 states and the District of Columbia. In December 22 stations and four station representative outfits joined.
BAB prexy William B. Ryan said that the additional force provided
by the increased membership roll insures that “radio will be promoted more aggressively in 1953 than ever before.”

its affiliate

kw

All about Jock Elgon, the original
cofo restaurant disc jockey, who
did the broadcast from the Cop*

Lpunge in Now York for A year*
and who is now In his second year
on the oir from the Chez Peree
Lounge

in

Chicago.

Who

is

Eigen, the fellow

transmitter in Little

Rock

next month, according to CBS
Radio station relations director
William A. Schudt, Jr.

KTHS

replaces KLRA in the Columbia lineupf KTHS had been in
the ABC fold, but that web is now
linked to KGHI.

whom

Fred Allen mentioned on his Coast
Coast program for two years?

to

Read

roster. Station,

formerly located at Hot Springs,
is to begin operations \Vith its new
50

JACK EIGEN

tolls

all about Jack Eigen as he
on himself In the story of

—

Jack Eigen.
Pictures of great start at the
microphones 'with him. Eigen also
gives hints on how to 'become a

disc jockey.

A MUST FOR EVERYONE
RADIO

IN

Sand $1 for Fockot Edition
Bishop,

WBOK

to

disk jockey,

been upped to program direct
WXQK, Baton Rouge,

NORMAN

*.

KASSIL, PnWUher

203 N. Wohesh, CMcogo

1,

III.

*
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ASCAP PREPS FOR
Industry to Rally Behind

New D.C.

writer-publisher organizations in
will probthe music industry. It
ably be several weeks before the
in
consideration
for
up
comes
bill
the
the House and its fate under

new Republican Congressional
leadership is at this point completely uncertain.

a radical departure
from the Kefauver-Bryson bill proposed last year but which died in

New

bill is

Instead of specifying

committee.

amount of the juke licensing
fee, the bill simply calls for amending the Copyright Act to include
the

the jukebox operators

who

Omaha, Feb. 10.
Harry H. King, owner of
King’s Park at Norfolk, told
his customers last week he
won’t permit orch leaders to
tell stories to the audience.
Action followed several blasts
in Norfolk paper^s over blue
tales

some name leaders had

told

in

past

couple

of

months.

King said he welcomed the
comments
as
“constructive
criticism.”

which ASCAP gets
the same rate from the TV broadcasters as it does from radio, plus

ASCAP’s strong

The publishing segment of the
music biz would have liked to see
the revision of the Copyright Act
go much deeper but they will not
press for any further amendments
at this time. The major change desired by the pubs would give them

For Piracy

Bill

of operation today (Wed.) with the
election of officers and board of directors for the coming year. RIAA
officers winding up their terms are
Milton R. Rackmil, prez; A. B.

right to license their tunfes to Green, veepee; Lawrence K. Green,
the diskers on an exclusive basis veepee; Frank B. Walker, treaswithout the 2c. royalty rate ceiling. urer, and John W. Griffin, exec
Under the present law, if they li- secretary. The new officers will be
cense a tune to one disker, they elected by the incoming board of
must make it available to all who directors slate.
are willing to pay the statutory
Organization, which was formed

The pubs believe that the to promote the disk industry, now
non-exclusivity feature and the 2c. has 46 member diskeries. RIAA berate of the 1908 Copyright Apt no gan operations last year with 31
not correspond witlj present-day member diskeries.
rate.

'

On the RIAA’s agenda for the
coming year are activities in connection with the New York State
piracy bill which is again up for
consideration in the

'The

RIAA’s

State Legislegal com-

mittee plans to press for enactment
of the N. Y. State Piracy bill durhit songs. The diskers generally ing the current session of the Legsupport the juke ops, who account islature.
Bill was passed unania hefty segment of their platter mously by both the Assembly and
sales.
Senate last year but was killed by
,

Sekin to Victor

Custom Records

also plans to press for re-

Ben Selvin, general professional peal or at least reduction of the
Federal excise tax in the new Conmanager of Peer International and gress. In addition the RIAA is setSouthern Music, ankles the pub- ting the groundwork for the upbery post this week to take over coming negotiations on a new conthe

artists

&

repertoire

slot

half

ASCAP

toppers, however, are at

in

tract between the record companies and the American Federa-

Sacks Finalizes

Of

Consolidation

Exec Personnel
Manie Sacks, who moved

into
Victor disk spot a
tbe top
month ago, -has completed his consolidation of the division’s exec
,

RCA

personnel in, New York and the
physical reorganization of offices
for maximum efficiency. Except
for some technical research staf-

and dealers.

the majors racking up
they are no longer being panicked into firing helterskelter at the market with a Targe
number of releases with the hope,
that one* side would hit the mark
for a click. That practice was dnC
of the biggest headaches in the
business since distribs found it
difficult to persuade the retailers
to stock up on so many numbers.
all

sales,

One of the main causes for the
decline in the number of releases
has been the virtual death of “covering” hits on other labels. The
majors no longer believe it economical to cover since there is
little
percentage
in
“second
money” on any hit song. The top
version
picks
up the marbles
while the Gover disks are left with
the crumbs.
Disk biz is so good, in fact,
that the major companies now find
it tough to get pressing facilities
for their own hits.
In the lean
days, which goes back only about
six months, the companies were
happy to get a 50,000 sale on a
cover. Today, however, they are
shooting for the works by developing their own hits ‘Without regard
to what the other companies are

and let fers, all other departments, such as
TV and will sales, advertising and promotion,
probably not go beyond the pres- have been moved from their forept deal. The Society is more than mer Camden headquarters to the
satisfied with the growth of rev- newly-renovated Victor offices in
enue from video in the past Tour the International Bldg, of Rockeyears.
Starting with a few dol- feller Center.
lars per year income, ASCAP’s
Key item Tor Sacks in the retake from TV has grown to the shuffle was
to centralize the artists
$4,000,000 annual level and is still & repertoire department in a
going up along with video’s rising sector of thie headquarters where
income. Video is now only second they would have more privacy for
to radio, which shells out about their "operations.
Offices of pop doing.
$9,000,000 to ASCAP annually, as recording manager Dave Kapp,
A paradox has developed in the
the Society’s revenue producer.
those of Henri Rene, Hugo Winter- disk industry in the last few
The projected negotiations with halter and Hy Grill have been set
weeks
in which the pressure for
the TV ’networks may have an im- back from the entrance away from
by
portant impact on ASCAP’s has- the visiting publishers and writers. cover disks is being applied
the
distribs. Many branches Of the
sle with the indie TV broadcasters Sacks’ intentiori was to seal all
which have rejected both ASCAP’s leaks of information about tunes, major companies are .demanding
to know why they aren’t handling
blanket and per-program licensing recording plans, release dates, etc.,
their own version of a hit tune.
proposals. This row is still await- which could help the opposition.
[^Company execs have to point out
ing arbitration in N. Y. Federal
Sacks has also instituted meet-*’ that they are having their hands
Court by Judge Henry Goddard ings pf department heads where
full with orders on their own hits.
under provisions of the ASCAP problems can be ironed out and
antitrust consent decree.
new projects brought into focus.
ASCAP toppers believe that if Bringing of the advertising departthey can come to an amicable set- ment, under William Alexander, to
tlement with the TY webs on a N.Y. from Camden (the sales deblanket license, it may lead fo a partment, under Larry Kanaga,
general agreement with the indies moved to N.Y. last year) has facilion a similar basis. It’s understood tated the inter-departmental coop-

Fred Waring Averaging

10G Per

Concert; Nixes

GAC Nabbing

via

on-the-spot

Hollywood, Feb.

10.

,

VICTOR, COL SET WITH

ALBUMS

RCA

^e

Sammy Kaye
N.Y,

bummer

ASCAP EXECS TO
COAST FOR CONCLAVE
Top execs

of the

Hot Wax Names

consulta-

Sacks’ movein on the Victor disk
division has also helped the operation via his talent relations activity.
His close contact with the Victor
roster has eased the a&r picture to
the point where there’s a minimum
of friction.

Liquor, Gambling Spots

Victor’s
Fred Waring is averaging better
Custom Records tion of Musicians. Current pact exThesaurus division. He’s replacing
than $10,000 nightly on each of his
pires in December.
Bert Wood.
11 of 58 one :nighters on his
first
Plans for establishing a record
Selvin, who had been with the industry “Academy Award” has current tour. Chicago concert proPeer firms for the past two-and-a- been shelved for another year due moter Arthur Goldsmith bought
half years, was Coast a.&r. director to the high cost of the project and the Waring orch and a choral
for ColumbiaJEtecords from 1947-50 the
job group of 61 for a flat $287,000 for
organizational
major
and had topped the now defunct which has to be set up before it trek, or $4,950 nightly. Troupe, of
Majestic label from 1945-47. Irving can start rolling. Org’s promotion course, pays its own expenses plus
Deutsch, recently named profes- committee currently is canvassing those of three stagehands it’s
sional manager of Southern, will the field for an overall slogan for carrying for 80,000-mile tour being
made in chartered plane.
take over some of Selvin’s chores the disk industry.
*
SRO gross of $10,500 Friday
until a general professional mana(6) at University of California in
ger is appointed. Seivin’s previous
Berkeley, brought gross for first 11
association with Victor was as an
Most of dates
dates to $110,400.
orch conductor pactee 84 years
are -exempt from Federal tax since
ago.
promoted
by schools or
are
they
PIC
symphony orchestras which share
“Tonight We in profits.
Twentieth-Fox’s
Barkmeier Feted
Incidentally, its understood* WarSing,” film biog of impresario
Paul A. Barkmeier,
Victor
Hurok, is cueing both RCA ing nixed a bid from Las Vegas
vice-prexy who stepped out last Sol
never plays
al- for next summer,
month as chief of the disk divi- Victor, and Columbia to issue
gambling spot and it’s been about
sion to head up RCA’s regional bums framed around the pic’s mu- 12 years since he perniitted his
offices as distrib topper, was feted
soundtrack orch to play where liquor is sold.
sic. Victor is issuing a
by the Risk division personnel at a
set teaming Ezio Pinza, Roberta
Party at the Hotel Warwick, N. Y.,
te
Peters and Jan Peerce.
Monday night (9).
Columbia plans rerelease of
About 40 Victor staffers attendAstor in
ed the hail-and-farewell affair to three albums, spotlighting Pinza
Sammy Kaye has been set for
their former boss who is now opin operatic selections sung in the a summer run at the Hotel Astor
erating out of RCA’s Camden
violinist Isaac Stern, who Ropf, N, Y., which will tee off in
and
pic,
headquarters.
mid-June. Kaye last played the
also is featured. Set were issued
the summer of 1951.
Mike Ross, Coral Records chief, some' time ago but are being Astor during
,
’Orch currently is at the Hotel
heads Coastwards this week with primed again for an exploitation
N.
Y.,
where it kicked off
s
Statler,
business stopovers en route in the campaign timed with the pic
booking Monday (9).
south and
theatre dates around the country. a fourrweek

HUROK

distribs

With

this stage taking a “live
live” attitude towards

interests of the disk industry.

RIAA

Rec-

The current strong upswing In
disk
business
is
solidifying
a
healthy« trend by all the major
disk companies towards keeping
their wax releases down to a minimum/ The number of pop sides
now being issued by the majors
now is around a four-a-week average which has been found to be
optimum for keeping abreast of
new tunes without overloading the
good

Legal
Governor Dewey's veto.
committee also has begun to compile data on the industry’s position on several amendments to the
national Copyright Law. Org feels that many of the TV indies are now eration
that some of th£ proposed amend- afraid that ASCAP may get far tions.
ments will be detrimental to the better terms under a court award.
'

RCA

on the old standards in the
catalog.
More than oneof all music played on TV
are ASCAP oldies and, unlike radio where Broadcast Music, Inc.,
on
has made
inroads
serious
ASCAP’s supremacy," the Society
is unchallenged in the sight me-

ASCAP

The Record Industry Assn, of
dium.
America moves into its second year

lature.

M-G-M

Farrell,

position

stress

The

economic realities*
The jukebox ops and the disk industry, meantme, are expected to
oppose the Bryson bill on all fronts.
The juke ops’ major contention is
that they do enough to contribute
to the welfare of the writers and
publishers by helping to establish

Bill

ords crooner, who’s on an east
coast disk jockey trek, wound
up plugging his waxing in a
Washintgon jail last week.
Farrell was picked up for
speeding and sentenced to a
day in a D. C. cooler.

stems
from the video programmers heavy

Execs; Pushes

the juke ops.

+

Real Cool-er

in

10 %.

are ex-

from paying performance
coin under the present law. If the
passed, such groups as
is
bill
ASCAP and Broadcast Music, Inc.,
will have to make their deals with
empt

Upcoming negotiations with the
video broadcasters for a new licensing pact has become the top
item on the 1953 agenda of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers,
Current
three-year pact expires at the end
of this year and talks between the
Society and major network reps
are slated to open this spring.
Although ASCAP will be in a
powerful bargaining position in
these talks. It’s understood that the
Society is not prepping any stiff
demands for the broadcasts. Current deal is a blanket licensing
agreement

RIAA To Elect

Now

Turning Out Minimum of Releases

Ops

Music Only, Maestro

the

TV TALKS

Disk Biz So Good, Majors

Legislation to License Jukebox
Washington, Feb. 10. 4
A new bill to license jukeboxes
fees has been
for performance
placed in the Congressional hopper
bv Rep. Joseph Bryson and it ‘is
due to get the full support of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers and 'other

’53

S9

American So-

ciety of Composers," Authors &
Publishers will head to Hollywood
late next week for. the semi-annual
membership -meeting of Coast writers at the Beverly Hills Hotel
Feb. 25.
ASCAP prexy- Otto A. Harbacn
will head an. eastern delegation including Deems Taylor, for the exec
board, and George Hoffman, the
1

General Artists Corp. continues
to dominate the agency scramble

wax properties. In the past
couple of years all the p^centeries
have increasingly alerted their

for hot

staffers to latch

on tp bestselling

disk names, but GAC has steadily
paced the field by nabbing artists
as soon as there’s some indication
of a breakaway waxing.

With more unknowns breaking
through as strong disk personalities,

ly

rival agencies are continual-

prowling wax tyros, even before

the hit disk, in their efforts to
crack the GAC hold. Disks have
developed into such a strong talent builder and skyrocketed" so
many new names into the top earning brackets in all show biz fields
that the agencies can’t afford to

off any wax-comer.
Agency currently is riding high
with such sock disk names as Joni
The New James, Perry Como, Gaylords,
Society’s comptroller.
*York meeting will be field April 7. Patti Page, Jo Stafford, Mills Bros,
and Les Paul:Mary Ford. Other
GAC pactees who’ve been repped
on the hit disk lists during the
Sosoik’s .. ..
Deals
past year are Johnnie Ray, Guy
Harry Sosnik, who flew over a Mitchell, Frankie Laine, Eddie
month ago with Bernard- L. Schu- Fisher, A1 Martino and Georgia
bert on a foreign vipix deal, got Gibbs.
tied up on Italian music" matters
Among the newcomers on whom
and spent most of his* time in
G.&C is banking on for disk wins
Rorne, Maestro-composer plans reand
an eventual payoff in other
turning to Italy to conclude a
Gorme,
number of propositions.' Schubert show biz media are EydieHawkins,
Richards, Dolores
Trudi
continued to London" and Paris on
Sandy Solo and June Valli.
his telefilm deals.

brush

•

Roman

.

»

*

*

«

•

-

-

•

•

,

,

•

:

•

midwest.

Sosnik. pnly. spent. HVz days ih
Paris,, on his first-time*over, because of ‘the' ’overextended Roman
sojourn.

Col Ups Carlson
Alden O, Carlson has been
upped to general manager of Co-

lumbia Records transcription diLes Brown orch" booked for a vision.
He replaces Robert Clarkson,
one-niter at the Roselpnd Ball[who resigned.
room, N. Y., Feb. 27.
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Jocks, Jukes

and Disks

.By-HERM SCHOENFELDu
Four Aces: “If You Take My
Heart Away”-“You Fooled Me"
(Decca). One of the most consistent
combos on wax currently, the Four
Aces come up with another solid
click potential in “If You Take My
Heart Away,” Tune has a conventional lyric with a good commercial
melody which the Aces sock home

Mahler: Symphony No. b'5 and
Eight Songs (Columbia, 2 LP,
Mahler's fine, brooding
$12.11).
symphony—an oveflong .work, in

Peerce’s pipes. Peerce gives it an
effective workover with a recitative'
passage midway and a powerful reprise of the theme for the finale.
Flip is another class ballad also,
designed for PeerceV operatiq-

styled belting. Hugo Winterhalter
furnishes rich orchestral backing
for the flip with Henri Rene bafor maximum impact with their toning ditto on the top side.
Rosemary Clooney: “Haven’t Got
well-blended harmonies. Flip is another likely side in a torchy vein.
A Worry ’’-“Lovely Weather For
Dinah Shore: “Salomee”-“Let Ducks” (Columbia). Two cute tunes
Me Know” (Victor). Dinah Shore from the Paramount pic, “The
has been absent from the hit lists Stars Are Singing,” in which Rosefor some time now but she gets mary Clooney debuts as a film
her best chances to break through player. “Worry” rolls with a light
again with this coupling. “Sal- beat, Miss Clooney infectiously
omee,” from the legit musical, warbling the lyrics in front of a
“Hazel Flagg,” is a clever piece of superlative orch framework furmaterial with a strong pitch for nished by Paul Weston. Flip is anthe jukeboxes. Jocks may find the other happy-styled number with a
burleycue lyrics not suitable for clever lyric idea.
airing, but it’s done with tongueStan Kenton Orch: “Hush A
in-cheek humor jvhich should sell. Bye”-“Harlem Nocturne”. (Capitol),
Miss Shore projects excellently. “Hush A Bye,” from the Warner
“Let Me Know” may take the play remake of “The Jazz Singer, ’l is
away on this coupling. It’s a bright given a choral treatment by the
south-of-the-border number color- Stan Kenton organization which,
fully framed in an orch and'choral as usual, is slightly unusual. Kenarrangement batoned by Harry ton plays it like a -dirge instead of
Zimmerman. Dick Todd also has a a lullabye and the commercial valsnappy version for Decca.
ues are doubtful. Reverse is a more
Mills Bros.: “Twice As Much”- interesting Kenton
instrumental

1

•

LAWRENCE WELK
and' his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
77th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif,
Exclusively for Coral Records

"OH HAPPY DAY” backed
by “Your Mother and Mine”

1

FOUR ACES

Me
SALOMEE
Let Me Know
TWICE AS MUCH

.You Fooled

DINAH SHORE
RCA Victor
MILLS BROS

*

;

,

. .

Decca

Swedish Rhapsody

.-.

“Someone To Care For”

(Decca). which builds into an attractive
Mills Bros., after staging a spec- slice.
tacular comeback with their “GlowBilly Williams: “It’s.
Miracle”Worm” etching, have the impetus “A Glass of Teardrops” (Mercury )i
to push these sides far, although The Billy Williams combo
has a
neither tune is smash material. promising piece of wax in “It’s
“Twice As Much” is a nice rhythm Miracle.”
rhythm number, the
.tune with a lyric which may be side moves at a smart pace
--^considered as an answer to. last throughout f o'r solid
juke potential.
year’s hit “Half As Much.” The
It's one of this crew’s best producvocal combo bounce it with that tions. Flip reverts
to a lachrymose
ultra-smooth style which trade- groove and Williams
uses trickier
marks the Mills Bros. Reverse is vocal mannerisms. It doesn’t fully
an okay tune reminiscent of sev- come-off.
8
eral pas.t hits by this group. Sonny
Dolores Gray: “Ka,w-Liga” - “My
Burke orch furnishes a strong beat.
Heart
Is
Kingdom
(Decca).
One
a
Percy Faith Orch: “The Song
From Moulin Rouge” - “Swedish of the late Hank Williams comRhapsody” (Columbia). The bally positions, “Kaw-Liga” was another
for the “Moulin Rouge” pic, plus a product of one of the country’s
beautiful arrangement by Percy most prolific and inventive cleffFaith could turn this side into a ers. It’s a catching tune with In-

A

A

1

big

dian

a very -attractive melody which stands up under repeated spins: Felicia Sanders handles the Vocal sensitively and increases the impact considerably
item*. It’s

.

even though 'she comes in after a
long instrumental opening. Reverse
is a straight instrumental charmingly executed.* It may be another
big side.
Jan Peerce:

I

“Encore”-"When I
Heart It’s Forever” (Victor). “Encore” is an impressive big
ballad perfectly tailored for Jan
Give

My

j

J

motif

and

an

imaginative
lyric idea. Dolores Gray’s version
is firstrate and could break through
for the songstress’ biggest to date.
Flip is a long metaphor which adds
up to fair ballad. Miss Gray's interpretation. gives, it some chances.
Steve Lawrence: “Tomorrow”“If Not for You” (King).
Steve
Lawrence is one of the younger
entries in the male vocalist sweepstakes who may be picking up all
the marbles with the right sort o*
material.
He’s a good legitimate

Pft&IETY
TILL

I

gives a typical
country /orkover to his own* tune.
“Hank Williams Sings the Blues
No More” (Decca). Lu Ann Simms
has an attractive side in “Moving
Away” for Columbia.

Week

HAVE YOU HEARD

of Feb. 7

Giscle MacKenzie

*

ANYWHERE

WANDER

I

M-G-M
*

t «

»

•

.

f

. .

.

.

Shapiro-B
Fox.*
Shapiro-B
Montclaire

It

a Secret

of Spain

Home

BVC

Thumbelina
Till I

.

.

.

j

*

Why

—

:

‘!Hans

.

.

M-G-M

........

l

.

LaRosa

^

Coral

•

,,

-

.

Second Group

°

Anywhere

I

Wander

— t“Hans

THE THINGS I MIGHT HAVE BEEN
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING^
TRYING
.:
I

.

*

\

Burvan
Santly-J

Marks
Brandom
Famous
Carmen

Do. i Fownrd
Kit’n Wei Is

m

.

.

,

.

.

/

Decca-

'$

.

Hill

& R

Burvan
1

Forster

Speck

%

i

More In Ca^c of
Get in Your Eyes
to

an Angel

You

.

.

.

.

.

Ties)

Four-Star
Chappell

•

Y

Victor

Bristol

.

Pickin’ Sweethearts

Bellcmeade
Shaoiro-B

I'WaUz Again With You
Wish You Were Here
You’ll Never Get Away

RoxburT

Misbehavin'

La Vie En Rose
Lover
Song of the Open Road
Wonderful One

Capitol

t
#

Village

...Chappell
:....*

Bourne

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Ain’t

Decca
Mercury

Filmusical.

•

Godfrey
Acuff-R

.'.

Jambalaya

Columbia ^

mimmui i,m

Disney

Santly-J
Miller
]

Till

^

Co'umY
...

Harms
Jefferson

Side by Side
This Is Heaven

Coral

-

+

....

Brandom

I’m Not Conna Wait for

:

t

“Peter Pan”.

Lady of Soain
Moving Away

Mercury

Eddie Fisher
E'::n Crosay
Pa~i Page

IS

.

D.:cca

Nat (King) Cole
Parentheses indicate number *of weeks song ha * b.<n tn the Top 101

HMMIimmmmm

.

t

Tod 10 Songs On TV
How Do You

Capitol
...Coral
Essex

,

Desmond

Fr ""’:*2 Laine
Doris Day

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
[Blyuu,s

—

*

Dacca f

Jmrrcnce Welk

,:.y

BELIEVE

\

'.

Puf/i* Pcr*e

.

MR. TAP TOE

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL
YOU
KNOW WHAT LONESOME
Y MY DON’T
*
JEA T .OUS EYES

.

.....Miller

t

Bros
p~u’-/- erd

.

j

*

.

Christian Andersen” Frank

Chicago Style
Doggie in the Window
Girl Without a Name
Have You Heard
Heart and Soul
John, John, John

Don’t Let the Stars

•.

..

Brandom

^

.

Fovr Aces
.

Village

(

*

Feist

Disney
Oxford
Shapiro-B
Marvin
Frank

Wild Horses
Simon
Wonderful Copenhagen-t“Hans Christian Andersen” Frank
You’ll Never Know
BVC

*

Capitol

S: Prr

Ju'ius

FLL NEVER SMILE AGAIN

Berlin
;;

Andersen”

Christian

•

.

Longrldge
BVfc

.*

Waltz Again With You
Don’t You Believq Me

Tomorrow

Second Group
GLOW-WORM
MY BAFT'S COMING HOME
OH HAPPY DAY ...

Roxbury

Famous

Suddenly
To See You

•

Mercury
Columbia

K*nf-r-nrrf.

Km

(1)

A.cuff-R

Keep
Lady

Pretty Little Black-Eyed Susie
Sleepytime Gal
?

K'vrcn "Chandler

(1)

Witmark

Jambalaya

Pretend

Fc'ey
Gaidords
Joni James

.Tn

)

....

.P.cd

J OTVt JdlTL@S
P"tfi Page

(14)

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (1)
KEEP IT A SECRET (5
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
SID*: BY SIDE (2)

Bourne

.'

I Love
Never Smile at a Crocodile
Nina Never Knew

.

(

(4)

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

Feist

.

.

Confe.ss”

Kiss
Living the Life

P "T'c'i Como

(4)

Chappell
.

Jimmy Longsden

j

l

TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

WHY

(8)

— t“I

Strange

..

'

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

Confess

—

Enough

Williams,

Robbins-M
.

Four-Star
Pickwick

Say It Isn’t So
Say It With Your Heart
Second Star to the Righ t“Peter Pan”
She Wears Red Feathers
Side by Side

Me

Teresa Brewer

(6)

1953

5,

Oh Happy Day

for a couple of conventional
Just
billy sides in “You Love

Hank

of Jan. 30-Feb.

Marks

Open Up Your Heart
Outside of Heaven

hill-,

tributes" to the late

Week

Glow-Worm

Lies
Mister Tap Toe
My Baby’s Coming
My Jealous Eyes

.

.

that date by Associated Booking
Corp., in Chicago and New York
for his first eastern date in more
than a year.

Even Now

I

.

.

This stand will

four weeks.

10-month sun at the. Royal
Room, Hollywood.
Teagarden will be booked after

—

Leave This World BeRosemary
hind” -lor Okeh
Clooney and George Morgan team
to Hurt Me” and “Withered
Les BaxRoses” for Columbia
ter orch, with Dorcas Cochran on
vocal, have a classy side in “Suddenly” (Capitol) ... As part of the

lias

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
Mills
How Do You Speak to An Angel *“Hazel Flagg”. Chappell
Hush-A-Bye— +“The Jazz Singer”
Remick

i

I

.

combo

follotv a

—

.

elites

WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

Survey

.

.

for

Fool Such as I
April in Portugal
Because You’re Mine !“Because You’re. Mine”.
Bye Bye Blues
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

June Valll has a pretentious side
in “Love and Hate” for Victor, and
her workover of “Congratulations
to Someone” on the flip is fine,
but too late to cut into Tony Bennett’s slice for Columbia ... Norman Brooks -delivers in Jolsonesque style on “Hello Sunshine,” a
snappy side on the indie Zodiac
Sisters delabel
. The McQuaig
but with a solid vocal on “MidJenkins
Gordon
night,” with the
Haicjda Brooks
.
orch for Decca .
in
side
firstrate
pounds out a

“When

Teagarden’s

been set for the Hangover Room,
San Francisco, starting March 12

A

Platter Pointer*

.

Teagarden to Frisco
Jack'

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed

to showcase Vale’s range. He carBoth sides rate
ries it off well.
jock ahd juke spins.

A

Bron.

•

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

designed

lilting Italo-styled ballad

Decca.

1

commercial b£t. “Knows” is a fine
number and his cleancut version
puts it over strongly. Reverse is

SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE

Columbia

These tunes showcase him vvell but
neither side has a smash impact.
arc slow-tempoed ballads
with pleasing melodic lines but not
strong enough to rivet attention on

Both

is another promising male singer.
Vale has sentimental-flavored pipes
which could emerge as a strong

Someone To Care For

PERCY FAITH ORCH

singer in the contemporary groove.

Dewey Bergman
the initial spin.
lends able backing on these sides.
“And No One
Jerry Vale:
<|»Knows'-“You Can Nevci Give Me
Back My Heart” (Columbia). Jerry
Vale, Columbia’s newest addition,

YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY

IF

Decca

ances, the classical duo comes off
better. “Fancy Free” doesn’t have
the bite of the recent recording by
the same orch, under conductor
Leonard Bernstein’s baton, for

side.

Verdi: “La Forza del Destino”
(Urania, 3 LP, $17.85). Full-bodied
flavorsome
of the
presentation
opera, in a satisfying vocal, orchesAdriana
tral and technical job.
Guerrinni (Leonora), though sometimes shrill, is otherwise okay;
Giuseppe Campora makes a fine
Alvaro. Professor d’Orchetra of La
Scala, under La Rose Parodi, gives
firstrate support.
Larry Adler Plays Mozart, Bach,
Vivaldi (Concert Hall Society). If
there was any doubt about the
harmonica being a legitimate instrument, Larry Adler’s performance on this disk will end them.
His substitution of the mouth organ for the violin part in Vivaldi's]
Violin Concerto in A Minor is accomplished with perfect taste and

s

Best Bets

movements, sometimes called Oboe Quartet.

five

Chopin: ^Xcs Sylpliides” and
“The Giant”—-gets an authoritative
reading by Bruno Walter,, a de- Tchaikovsky: “Princess Aurora.”
voted JMahler disciple, and the Copland: “Rodeo” ahd Bernstein:
(Capitol,
Free,”
N.Y. Philharmonic, to bring out its “Fancy
$4.98
romantic, spiritual quality to the each). Two disks are first made by
full. Walter is piano accompanist the Ballet Theatre Orchestra, unto soprano Desi Halban in eight der Joseph Levine, f A r Cap. Satchoice Mahler songs on the fourth isfactory but not prime perform-

•

’

extraordinary musicality.
Adler
also demonstrates his- harmonica
virtuosity on short pieces by Bach
and Purcell, as well in the Mozart

Legit musical.

Mills

Harms
.W..;; Famous
Bourne
Feist

..
.
.

.

:
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f^KIETY
*

41

Pubs Now Gotta Pick Their Fave A&R

Scoreboard

Man in Exclusive-Happy Wax Muddle

OF

+

The majority

of the publishing
is finding itself caught
the middle of h squeeze play
Tops in Paris'
in the current scramble to get
Paris, Feb. 10.
tunes on wax. The pubs say
Top sheet sellers here are “Si they’ve been forced into a posiToi Tu M’Abandonnes” (“If You tion where they have to align
Leave Me"), the Gallic version- of themselves with one or two of the
“High Noon”; “Comme Un Petit major diskeries’ artists & reperCoqu’licot,” a ballad of love and toire toppers and give them first
remorse; “Ma Petite Folie,” an- crack and exclusive deals or. their
other song about unrequited love; copyrights.
“Luna Rossa,” a jumpy carioca
Situation has developed to such
ditty.
an extent during the past couple
Ditto “Mexico”; “Tu Ne Peux of months that some pubs are
Pas Te Figurer” (“You Can’t Im- getting a complete brushoff from
agine”), a pop lament; “Padam- particular diskers. Feeling among
Padam,” pulsating pash number, a.&r. men is that if they aren’t on
and “Le Saint-Bonheur,” a slow the pubs first-crack list, the tune
plaintive piece.
must have been turned down by

fraternity

in.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
*

'

Compiled from

'

7

0

1

.

'

.

,

.

r:

"

»

"V"

'

1

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Music

Retail Sheet

as Published in the Current Issue

for
'

7 —

WEEK ENDING FEBRUARY

NOTE: The

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and'
Tunes listed hereunder Is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three
major sales outlets enu •
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which
are exclusive
with Variety. The. positions resulting from these findings denote the
OVERALL IMPACT developed from the. ratio of points scored: two ways in the case
of talent (disks, coin machines ).
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

Columbia Cuts Set Of
I

Duddy-Edwards Score
For Godfrey’s

TALENT
POSITIONS
Last

This

,

ARTIST AND LABEL

Week Week
1

.2

2

3

3

1

4

4

5

6

6

5

7

7

8

’

.

PERRY COMO

8

10

9

Don’t Let the Stars Get

TERESA BREWER (Coral)
JON1 JAMES (MGM)
•

GAYLORDS
PATTI PAGE

Your Eyes
Waltz Again

in

Till I
;

Why Don’t You Believe Me

. .

fHave You Heard
Tell Me You’re Mine
Doggie in the Window

(Mercury)
(Mercury)

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

w

Oh Happy Day

0

v

,

Hold Me, Thrill Me,

Me

Kiss

mond

latched on to the
copyright and Capitol cut it with

TUNES

*
Last

Week Week

TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

1

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

2

2

3

6

4

4

I WALTZ AGAIN
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
KEEP IT A SECRET

5

5

6

•3

7
«

•

9

10

10.

ert

Vi|age
Capri
Shapiro-B

OH HAPPY DAY
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
HAVE YOU HEARD
ANYWHERE I WANDER
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

BVG
Brandon
Brandon
Frank

*

1

*

PfiniEfr
Survey of retail sheet music,
sales based on reports obtained

0
ft
3

.

•

from leading stores in 9 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week

6

CO

0

0

0
a

Bros.

C.

3

01

s

0
S

pH

.

;

j

Co.

T
O
T

Co.

Mus.

M.
Bros.

03
Mus.

Fischer

3
'3

L

Grossman

M.D.S.

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk.
1

1
a

2
3
4

2
1

3

4

Week Ending

*

Feb. 7

Rochester,

.

.

1

5

\

6
7

8~
'

9

10
11

5
8
6
10
7
15
13

12
13

14A
*

Oh Happy Day (BVC)
TeU Me You’re Mine (Capri)..
Because You’re Mine (Feist)
Hold Me. Thrill Me. Kias Me (Mills)
Glow-Worn* (E. B. Marks) ....
Anywhere I Wander (ErankL
Wishing Ring (Acuff-R) ......
Lady of Spain (Fox)
.

.

9

«

5

to

So

S

1

1

1

1

1

3

2
3
6
7

2
4

2

4

6

3*
2

6
5
4

2
3

1

4

4
2

4

4

•

KJWLM
6

3

10

5
7

•

•

•

•.

•

•

— 5v
3

4

• «

KJ

8

4

KJ
2
3

6
r,

• •

• 4

6
*

* *

5

•

KJ

5

'

#

•

3

•

2

O
5
9
8
6

3
7

•

5
•

•

9

•

•

• •

• •

•

7

• •

•

7

m

• 9

0 9

•

9 0

8

•

•

Have You Heard (Brandon)

You Belong

to

Me

2

•

«

• «

«

•

•

•

7

'•

.

8

8
«

•

•

9
•

•

• •

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

• •

• •

•

*•

(Ridgeway)

m a

• •

• •

9

•

•

• •

8

—

KJmm
mm
«9
5

8
r
•

«

10

9 9

•

4

White

88

69

50

9 •

*

.

T

Seattle,

*

14B 12

N

Cleveland,

Detroit,

Chicago.

.

•
•

s

1

5

.

1
Minneapolis,

1

10
•

t*'i

1

4
*

0

A
00

:a

s

and Publisher

Don’t Let the Stars (Four Star)
Till I Waltz Again (Village)
r
Keep Xt a Secret (Shapiro-B).
(Brandon).
Don’t Yen Believe Me

P

Carl

to

»0

York,

Ncfw

Title

Capitol

*a

rv

T*

Grinnell

0

28
22
18
15
12
9
8

7

5

* •

5

wouldn’t be shown to "a rival company until his waxing hit the
rfiarket.

j

single diskery alignments feeling
that a solid relationship with one
company is "better than none.

LOMBARDO SET FOR
3D CONCERT TOUR

-

.

Moves

its

permission.
In Cetra-Soria Deal
Parnell pleaded ignorance. ChesEdward L. Lawson, sales promoter’s said there was a standard of
fines for such offenses* and de- tion staffer for the longhair Cetracided that $28 would meet this Soria label, will move over to Capicase. The fine was paid and, at tol* Records in the same capacity
the same time, Chester’s insisted next month. Move was sparked by
that the original jazzed-up score Cap’s buyout of the Cetra-Soria
effective
which
becomes
be destroyed
well as the master line,
of the offending Parlophone re- April 1.
LaWson will handle the sales procording.
motion of the Cetra catalog when
it comes under Cap’s banner as
'Elmore
Picks
well as the rest of the diskery’s
longhair line.

'A

Schmitt

Neisner

a.&r.

who asked for first looksee at their product and who also
extracted promises that the tune

toppers

...

rangement was made without

•

OT

do anything about it. Acto these pubs situation

.

Mills

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER!s

cording

was forced on them by the

Up

Santly-Joy
...

practice, they realize it’s detrimental to their biz but’ feel helpless to

also has set Harry RobWilson, of Teachers College,
Columbia U., to prep a choral arGuy Lombardo kicks off his anrangement to meet the growing demand for the song from church nual tour tomorrow (Thurs.) with
a
includes
schedule that
two
groups around the country.
months of coneertizing and a
month of location dates. As the
first step, Lombardo opens at the
Jack Parnell Fined For
Hotel Roosevelt in New Orleans
where ’his band, will stay until
Tire Dance’ Feb. 25.
Jazzing
On Fefr 26 Lombardo plays at
London, Feb. 3.
A complaint by a listener to the Vicksburg, Miss., and take the orch
British Broadcasting Corp. that a westwards to El Rancho, Las Vegas,
dance band had played a jazzed-up where Lombardo has a March 25version of “Ritual Fire Dance” has April 7 engagement. Following Las
resulted in the longhair publishers Vegas, the hand takes off for three
of .the piece taking the unique more weeks of concerts before recourse of levying a fine on the turning to New York for a May
erring bandleader. ‘Fire Dance’ is reopening at its home grounds, the
from Manuel de Falla’s “El Amor Hotel Roosevelt Grill.
Tour, backed by Music Corp. of
Brujo.”
Jack Parnell’s band had the America, marks the third succespiece arranged, in modern manner sive Lombardo concert tour. On
previous
tour
Lombardo
and played it on the radio, as well the
as recording it for Parloph’one. A grossed over $500,000 with a 60%
listener complained to the BBC, cut for the band.
and Chester’s (the publishers) complained to Parnell, alleging infringement of copyright, as the ar- Lawson
to Cap

Richmond

Four, Star

TILL

7

8

subsid,

Miss' Froman and Columbia released a Frankie Laine " version.
Sheet sales topped the 6,000 mark
in the first 10 days on the market.

POSITIONS
This

the a.&r. man who is, and there’s
no point in latching on to rejected numbers. Field has become
so limited now that if a pub’s
tune is turned down by the diskery he’s been riding with, chances
for another company’s cutting have
become pretty slim.
Although many of the pubs are
falling into the diskery-alignment

A number of pubs, who’ve
abided by the new set of rules set
up
by the a.&r. toppers, have
The
score for waxing sessions.
songs are being published by Duet wound up on the short end of the
deal. Diskeries which have tied up
Music, an ASCAP affiliate.
Top example of a tele-showcased their tunes for months with an
tune breaking in the pop mar- exclusivity promise in some inket is “I Believe,” which was stances finally sluff it off to a
penned by ^Jimmy Shirl, Ervin minor disker in the stable just to
and fulfill a recording obligation.
Drake,
Erwin
Graham
Pub toppers* are claiming that
A1 Stillman for Jane Froman’s
CBS-TV show. After Miss Froman their hands are tied and that
they’ve
got no other course to fob*
introduced the song last December,
Cromwell Music, a Howie Rich- low. They’re continuing to build

,

4
.

Anywhere I Wander
Keep it a Secret
Side by Side

KAY STARR (Capitol)
DON HOWARD (Essex)
KAREN CHANDLER (Coral)

.

9

TUNE

(Victor)

TV Show

TV’s growing impact as a jumping-off point for new song material
was pointed up again last week
quick
Columbia Records
with
move-in to record the Lyn DuddyJoan Edwards score for Arthur
Godfrey’s show aired Jan, 28 via
CBS-TV. Col is prepping a package of the score in which 10 of
the dozen songs were c6mpos^d
especially £91- the stanza. Album
is due to hit’the market during the
last week in February.
Other diskeries currently are
lining r up single ...tunes from the

*

Up

Wayne Revue Number

1

’Composer Bernie Wayne, who’s
been spreading his- score for “More

|

About Love,”

-Versailles,

N,

Y„

nitery revue, among various Tin
Pan Alley firms* last week assigned
another song from the revue,

“There’s Always Someone You
Can’t Forget,” to Elmore White’s
new pubbery.
White’s firm was set up by
Broadcast Music, Inc., after the
death of publisher Henry Spitzer
last year.

White had been

associat-

ed with Spitzer’s firms as professional manager. White is the seventh pub to get in the Wayne
“More About Love” score spread.

Library of Congress
Switches to LP Disks
Washington, Feb.

10.

Library of Congress, which has
been putting out folk songs and
poetry readings on 78 rpm records,
is now swinging over to the LP’s,
and has just issued four of its most
popular albums on the 33 rpm platters.

Two are poetry albums by T. S.
The two
Eliot and Robert Frost
folksong albums placed on LP’s include one of Anglo-American ballads and one of

Negro

spirituals.

-

i
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Xv

78 rpm 20-5176 •

^M*;Wv.c*<

>*

•

This Week's
*

BEST SELLING RCA

Victor

45 rpm 47-5176

Records=^
Playing

‘

78 rpm/45 rpm

KNOW

SALOMEE/LET ME

-

Tim*

20/#51 76

2:50/2:27

20/#5064

2:37/2:30

DlnahAh ore

DON'T LET THE STARS GET
Perry

IN

YOUR EYES/UES

Como

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL/DOWNHEARTED

20/#5137.

2:22/2:24

Eddie Fisher

WILD HORSES/I CONFESS
Perry

•

•

20/#5152

2:45/3:05

20/#5095

3:00/2:22

20/#5l45

2:55/2:22

20/#51 17

3:04/2:40

Come

HOT TODDY/SERENADE

7

/.

.

Ralph Flanagan

LONELY EYES/ISN'TIT A SMALL WORLD
Vaughn Monroe
I

DON'T KNOW/HEY MRS. JONES
Ruddy Morrow

A FOOL SUCH AS

.

,

I/THE

GAL

.

WHO

INVENTED KISSIN'

20/#5034

,

7.2:30/2:35

H auk Snow
TEAR DRO^S ON MY PILLOW/STOLEN WALTZ
SnRy Golt
RAILROAD BOOGIE /THE CRYING STEEL GUITAR WALTZ
.

*
:

20/#5l03. ....

•

20/#5i44.

Pm Woo King

BLUE VIOLINS/FANDANGO

•

..

..

.

.

..... .2:48/2:38

2:39/2:23

....

M/#im

.3:28/2:56

20/#5l 55'.

2:30/2:40

20/#4953

3:06/2:36

20/#5l64

2:30/2:30

Hugo Wlntorhultor

AN ORGAN AT OUR WEDDING/HONEYMOON ON A ROCKET SHIP ....

THERE WASN'T

LADY OF SPAIN/OUTSIDE OF HEAVEN

.

.

Bddio FIshor

HANK WILLIAMS
Johnnie

WILL LIVE FOREVER/JUST FOR TONIGHT

& Jock

ME KNOW/BUMMING AROUND

LET
;

;

'H’

Bobby Wjlllamt on

RCA Vi CTOR
c
:

R
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ORCHESTRAS-MITSIC
Best British Sheet Sellers
(Weed ending, Jan.

Band Reviews

. ,

SAMMY KAYE ORCH

U5)

With Peggy Powers,

Jeffrey Clay
Cafe Rouge, Hotel Statler, N. Y.

Sammy Kaye

is

making

his first

tyro orch leaders, Kaye gets plenty
of volunteers and works the contest
Kaye
into a good yock winner.
holds the contest twice nightly and
will close the four-week run with
a grand prize of a tele set which'
will be awarded to one of the
winners of the nightly shindig.

appearance in this area since. he
reorganized his band last September. Kaye had a hefty revamping
job ahead of him then when 10
men ankled to form their own orch,
Gros
but he’s knit the new crew together
with an eye and an ear to musical BILL PANNELL ORCH (8)
blending and in-person showman- With Kenny Kenniston, Allan King,
ship values. End result is one of
Pete Eastman
Kaye’s top outfits.
Hotel Westward Ho, Phoenix
.

’

»

Orch is continuing in its familiar
musical styling and hits each number with the recognizable Kaye
bounce.
It’s
not meat for the
hepsters but it’s a surefire terp lure

Bill Pannell’s orchestra, a steady
at the Hollywood Roosevelt

draw

Hotel, Hollywood, since 1947,
tapped for the opening of

.

bouncing rhythm tunes.
Gal's
looks and attractive costuming is
an 'important plus. Sidemen Lloyd
Roberts and Andy (Chubby) Russo
help out on the vocal chores for
okay results as do the Kaydets.

Sock stunt in the band’s repertoire is “So You Wanna Lead A
Band.’’ With prizes of perfume,
clgaret lighters and champagne for
the winning as well as runner-up

_T

.

.

v

.

.

Because You’re Mine. .Robbins^

Dash

.

Cinephonic

Second 12
Reine

Wonderful Copenhagen. Morris.
Maddox
.Zing a Little Zong
Robbins
Half as Much
Chappell
Sugarbush
Takes Two to Tango F. D. & H.
Dash
Now
Reine
Homing Waltz
Connelly
Make it Soon
Mills.
Blue Tango
Settin’ W’ds Fire. .New World

pleasing vocalistics, distinctive musical phrasing and bright

tion,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

That’s-A Why. ..... .Connelly

the

Westward Ho’s new Concho Room

.

.

Maurice

Forget-Me-Not

foi»

.

.

.

.

Move

here

.

.

.

Faith Can
Feet tfp

auditioned

Arthur Fiedler, was accepted am?
Ralph Sihitman named Coast rep left from Pittsburgh with the Bos**
George Paxton Music .
ton Pops for the remainder of it*
for
at tour
Frances Gill playing the
Buddy de Franco opens
Sam organ again at Matt Trabert’s Cafe
Snookie’s, N. Y„ Feb. 13
.
Clark, M-G-M Records Boston dis- in Oakland
Caldwell foursome
trib, in town last week for huddles had its option picked up again
brass
sales
at Bill Green’s cocktail lounge.
diskery’s
with
Erroll Garner Trio into Birdland,
Irwin
N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.)
Chicago
Pincus, son of George Pincus, general manager of Shapiro-Bernstein.
Tommy Dorsey set a new house
now stationed at Glenview Naval record for a one-night stand at the
Air Base, 111., furloughs in New Keyman’s Ballroom “with 1,238
paYork next month for his wedding trons paying $1,857 last week
Harry Pee Wee Hunt back into the
to Helene Ball, a non-pro .
PreBelafonte begins a three-week en- view, March 18, for four frames
gagement at the Cocoanut Grove,
Stan Kenton does two weeks
Los Angeles, tonight (Wed.)
at the Blue Note, March 27
Alan Dean boojced-for'a return at Ralph Marterie returns to Melody
.
Blinstrub’s, Boston, Feb. 16
Mill Ballroom March 11 for three
Frankie Lolimann added to King stanzas
Ray Pearl starts a
Records’ staff in New York to month’s stint at the Rice Hotel,
handle disk promotion * and pub- Houston, April 30.

»

of Innisfree

Whitlinger

New York

.Fields
Broken Wings
Comes Along a Love.Kassner
Victoria
I Went Wedding
Isle

the Upbeat

.

was

and that's where the payoff is, (a $300,000 investment) and is payBand’s book is pegged for pop and ing off.
standard tastes and it delivers with
Band combines the principal ina -continuous easygoing lilt etched gredients of a solid commercial
for background gabbing as well as outfit: good instrumental integraballroomology. Comprised of five
brass, five reed with the maestro
pitching in occasionally on clarinet,
and four rhythm, orch gives out
with a rich, colorful sound.
Vocal values also are firstrate.
‘’In
thrush Peggy Powers and
crooner Jeffrey Clay, Kaye has a
vocal parlay that can run the lyric
Une from 9 sentimental balladk to

On

31)

London, Feb. 3.
Chappell
You Belong to Me
Wood
Heaven
Outside of
Don’t Let Stars in Eyes. Morris
Mellin
Here in My Heart
Dash
Walkin’ to Missouri

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

‘

.

.

.

.

licity.

arrangements.
Group is manned
with piano, guitar, bass, drums,
trombone, two saxes, and trumpet,
adding up to a well-blended in- stretch. Vocally, outfit is well fortistrumental pattern. Octet sounds fied, with virtually all the sidemen
off in fine style in this moderately doubling in the piping department.
Close
harmony groupings of
big, lush room and makes the most
Kenny Kenniston, Allan King, and
of a well-stocked libraryEastman
are well executed
Pete
Arrangements, clefted by Panned and Don Gross, are resource- and make for a nice’change of pace
Solo work
from
standard
vocalists.
ful without being too off-beat in
conception. With band playing a also, registers with maximum effectiveness.
six hour stint nightly, that well*
padded library is being put to
Band was originally brought in
good stead, crew having a backlog for a month's stay, but booking has
of 400 numbers to fall back on. been extended to March 10th. FolBand favors showtunes during din- lowing a week’s hiatus, orch will
ner segment, switching over to fast- then pick up where it left off at
er tempos for long post-prandial the Hollywood Roosevelt. Jona .

.

.

Hy
Vogue Terrace, Monday (9)
Edwards band signed by privatemembership ABA Club for weekHerman Middleend dancing
.

.

.

.

.

.

orch into the Horizon Room
for a limited stay . . Vaughn Monroe brings his Camel Caravan here
Monday (16) for a salute to Carnegie Tech, where he studied muThe show will be
sic two years.
taped and played back the following Saturday on Monroe’s radio

man

.

networker

.

.

.

.

Doris Drew returned to the business and cut several sides for Mercury last week
. Erni Rudy goes
into Melody Mill April 8 for four
Betty Clooney, with
weeks
Don Rice, do a two-weeker at the
Park Lane, Denver, March 12
.
Les Paul & Mary Ford do nine
days at the St. Paul Food Shaw
April 4 . . Joni James comes back
home as headliner the Chicago
Theatre March 20 for two weeks
Francis Faye does a week at
Eddy’s, Kansas City, March 27, and
then does a two-weeker at the
Park Lane, Denver, April 9 .
.
Hifdegarde does a repeat month’s
stay at the Edgewater Beach,
April 14.
.

Pittsburgh
A1 Fremont has joined Tommy
Lee Kelton
Carlyn's sax section
opened a two-week stand at the
.

.

local bassist

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fred

Dallas
Mel Sandler combo (3) into new
Chateau for a fortnight .
Ernie
Ray orch takes over Cipango Club
podium Feb. 23, after Danny
Deane’s long run
Bea Vera
.

CREATING

NATION -WIpejCClAINU

.

.

now at Dallas Athletic Club,
pacted for March 24 opening in
Keystone Room of Hotel Texas,
Fort Worth , . . Pee Wee Hunt’s
Dixieland crew set for one-nighter
•Feb. 27 at White Rock Terrace
Pappy’s Showland gets one-night
stands by Les Brown band, March
and Ralph Flanagan’s crew,
6,
April 12 .
Dwight Fiske set for
12-night date at -Colony Club,
opening April 28
. Johnny Cola,
orch,

.

.

G

1

a

v, S-

:•

•'

one; A, St

.

.

.

Club maestro - pianist - composer, has writen special music for
Sarnia
Gamal’s legit debut as
Tondelayo in a “White Cargo” revival, opening Feb. 26 in Buffalo.
Cola also arranges for songstress
Jody Miller, who * opens Saturday
(14) in the Raleigh Room of Hotel

Sky

i

Moderately (with much expression)

Dm

Am

.

G7

Dm? G7

No Other Song

C

Warwick, N. Y.

Introduced
Peer Sets Global Deals

On

Television

For Flock of U.S. Tunes
Peer International has picked
up a flock of tunes from U. S.

Has E ver

publishers for representation in
various parts of the world via

branch firms. Deals were made
by Bob Iverson, Peer veepee.
In pacts with Enterprise Music
and Harvard Music, Peer acquired
the world rights, outside of the
U.
to “Chile Sauce” and “Can’t

its

Received Such

Immediate

I,”

and

respectively. Exclusive British

Empire rights to “Blues In Adand “My Baby’s Coming
Home” were acquired through
deals with Hollis Music and Roxbury Music, respectively. For its
Australasian circuit; Peer latched
on to “Miserlou” from Colonial
Music and “Lady of Spain” from

vance”

Widespread
Public

Sam

Fox.

Acceptance
Leslie

Abbott Picks

‘7-Yr. Itch’

Leslie Abbott, managing director of Southern Music’s London
firm, planed into New York last
week to nab the English rights to
“The Girl Without a Name,” theme

JANE FROMAN

tune from the current Broadway
comedy, “The Seven Year Iitch.”
Abbott plans * to coincide the
publication of the tune with the
opening of the show in England.
Song was penned by Dana Spesse
and is published in tbe.lj. S.’ by
E. B. Marks Music. «

Capitol
A« introduced on C8$-TV Show
"U. S. A. Canteen”

•

**

FRANKIE LAINE

**v

•

i

Abramson to Army
Herb Abramson, pfez of AtUhtic
Records, indie label, WM- recalled
into the U. S. Air Force Dental

Columbia

.

*

B*

Copyright 1051 by
CopyrtghL1053 by

CROMWELL MUSIC

Up

Theme Song

INC.,

666

Fifth

CROMWILL

rrv/i

1

CROMWELL^MUSIC; Im*

Avenue, New York

1

W

MUSIC, tnc„ $64

Fifth
Fifth

.

At#

A

UIVII
.

Hew York. It Y

HX

Corps

last

his denIff formed AtlanHe’s in for a two-year
hitch. Veepee Ahmet Ertegeh will
handle Abramson’s diskery chores
during latter’s absence.
tic in 1948,

19.

N

Y

week.

Abramson had given up

tal practice

when
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JANE

FROMAN
Presents

THE FIRST HIT SONG

WRITTEN

exclusively

FOR TV
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Inside Stuff—Music

RETAIL disk best sellers

in the middle of a hassle with the indie Kem label
over his waxing of “Rachel.” The Wayne disk originally was released
via the indie* Vip company but since he retained the rights to the
masters, he switched over to Kem for wider distribution when the
record began to make some noise in the market. Wayne kicked off
the Kem rhubarb last week when he made a separate deal for the disk
with Mercury Records. The etching now is being issued simultaneously

Artie

Wayne

is

Survey of> retail disk best
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
9 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

sellers

by Merc and Kem.
In a move to cash in on current Danny Thomas hypo via latter’s
Bros, pic, “The Jazz Singer,” M-G-M Records has packaged
eight tunes waxed by Thomas several years ago when he was an M-G-M
pactee for release at the end of the month. Set is being tagged “An
Evening With Danny Thomas.” Thomas, incidentally, waxed two tunes
from the pic for RCA Victor label last month.

and

week.

last

Warner

SHEARING CREW SET
George Shearing Quintet heads
out on its initial European trek
this summer.
Bookings for the
combo already have been set for
Sweden, Belgium, Holland, Germany; Switzerland and Italy.
Another touring first for Shearing is his skedded trek through
the Caribbean Islands. Tour, which
tees off May 7, will run three
weeks. Group follows the Caribbean jaunt with, a Decoration Day
weekend booking at Frank Dailey’s
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.

Artist, Label, Title

wk.

wk.

PERRY COMO

For ‘Toast’ Disk Nod
The Record Industry Assn, of
America and Ed Sullivan have com-

CBS-TV show Sunday

TERESA BREWER

will be an overall pitch for the wax
industry and will include plugs for
platters as well as machines.

“Anywhere

(Mercury)
“Do gkie in the Window”

JONI JAMES (MGM)

-

10A 13

*

(Essex)

....
.«rv

a

“ My Baby’s

Coming Home”

LAWRENCE WELK

•

(Victor)

4

•

n
g

„
7

«

8

•

•

7

•

..

4

•

3

*

•

•

•

•

•

KAREN CHANDLER

•

6

——

(Coral)

“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me”.

7

•

BOB CARROLL
“Say

It

8

•

9

..

..

9

10

•

•

-

•

%

•

•

•

6

»

8

..

2

..

10

..

6

(Derby)
(Capitol)

“Oh Happy Pay”
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
“Glow-Worm”

.-/•

v

‘

•*

(Capitol)

<

THE MOOD
FOR LOVE

•

8

7

'

*

BECAUSE YOUR
MINE

HANS CHRISTIAN

Mario Lanza

DANNY KAYE

Eddi* Fisher

Victor

LM 7015
WDM 7015
DM 7015

Victor

LPM

•
•'

•

|‘M IN

ALBUMS

18

5

8

With Youi*Heart”

FOUR KNIGHTS

FIVE TOP

21

4
.

“I’m Just a Poor Batchelor”

14E 14

_5

'

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
Now”
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

“ Even

14D 14

31

1

3

.

>

..

‘

“Side by Side”

•X*'.*

10

5

1

,

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Mr. T ap Toe”

KAY STARR

1

5

0

4

.

_

„

~4
.

.

(Coral)

“Hot Toddy”

Erwin-Howard

>

iu

.

*

RALPH FLANAGAN

14A

.

.

(Capitol)

.>

Music.' The Brooks records and transcriptions. Archer
etching is another example of recently was upped to handle live
noisemaking wax pushing a virtu- TV and AM, after elevation of Phil
ally unknown performer into in- Fischer as AFM studio rep.
person engagements. Brooks gets
Board nominated Cecil Read to
his first nitery assignment next fill Morris’ unexpired term, and
week at the Latin Quarter, Boston. election will be held Feb. 23.

8

.

.

.

“Oh Happy Pay”

l

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
the exec
board of musicians Local 47, American Federation of Musicians, to
take over as assistant to Ward
Archer, and will be in charge of

.

A

PAUL-FORD

(

Don Morris has ankled

1

It

DON HOWARD

47 Reshuffle

Local

“Keep

(Columbia)
Secret”

“Oh Happy Pay”.

'

„

.

4

JO STAFFORD

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don’t You Believe Me”

Form Indie Disk Label Menotti’s tele-opera “Amahl and
With the wax field becoming in- the Night Visitors,” which was recreasingly wide open for indie corded by RCA Victor.
labels, songwriters Mel Howard and
Lee Erwin have stepped into the
recording biz with the formation
of Zodiac Records. The indie company-kicked off its operation last
week with a Norman Brooks
etching of “Hello Sunshine.”
Tune, incidentally, was written
by Howard and Erwin, and is being published by their own firm,

9

“Have You Heard”
'

b

5

Wander”

I

PATTI PAGE

Lined up for the program are
such wax names as Toni Arden,
Gene Autry, Molly Bee, Jimmy
Boyd, Teresa Brewer, Bing Crosby
(on film, in a scene from the Paramount pic, “Going My Way”),
George M. Cohan, Jr., Sunny Gale,
Joni James, Helen Kane, Vincent
Lopez, Gisele MacKenzie, Silver
Masked Tenor and Roberta Peters.
Also set is a scene from Gian Carlo

Cleffers Howard, Erwin

(Coral)

Waltz Again With You
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
'‘Tell Me You’ re Mine’
JULIUS LAROSA (Cadence)
“Till I

Show

(15).

(Victor)

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes

pleted the guest lineup for Sullivan’s “Salute to the Record Industry” on his “Toast of the Town”

'

ft.

Feb. 7

This Last

Sullivan Sets Cast

FOR EUROPEAN TOUR

Week Ending
National
Rating

3058

ANDERSEN

9

JAZZ CONCERT
BENNY GOODMAN
Goodman

Decca

SL

DL
A

byIe

8

bye blues

Paul-Ford

Capitol

180

H

5433
919
9-364

356

1
'

rtkw>, n

Okeh Inks Murphy, 1st
WAYNE, HEFTI UNDO
ACT
Male Singer Since Ray
MRS.
MR.
&
CORAL

w

Crooner Frank Murphy was
added to the Okeh Records roster
last week.. He’s the first male
vocalist to be added to the label
since Johnnie Ray’s pacting about
two years ago. Ray subsequently
Okeh’s
Columbia,
switched
to
parent company.
Murphy, who’ll be making his
label.
Hefti, meantime, is reforming wax debut with the Okeh etchings,
his band and will pick up a new previously was an instrumentalist
vocalist when he’s ready to hit with various combos playing the
the one-niter circuit. Miss Wayne Philadelphia area. His first sides
and Hefti, incidentally, Were inked will be out in two weeks.

play at the spot includes Henry
King, Ray Anthony, Chuck Cabot,
Carl Sands, Seger Ellis, Ralph
Flanagan, and A1 Pliner.

Frances Wayne, who’s been featured thrush with the Neal Hefti
(her husband) orch for the p'ast
year, returns to solo warbling as
Coral Records pactee. Miss
a
Wayne and Hefti previously had
been coupled by Coral but now
both will cut separately for the

to a
last

personal

management pact

week by Hal Webman and

Bandbox, N.Y. Jazz Spot,

Sw«*ping Th« Country

1

HOLD me,
thrili me,

KISS

ME

Kirin Chandlir
Robirti

Lm

coral

- Jerry Gray

decca

To Book Name Singers
The Bandbox,

latest N.Y. entry
in the jazz spots, has bought its

TOMMY EDWARDS
SINGS
A FOOL SUCH t 1 CANT LOVE
AS

New

MGM

11395

78

K 11395

45

chamber-music group, the

Chamber

Orchestra, has
being organized by Sydney Baron,
who’ll conduct it in its first concert,
at Town Hall, N. Y.; Feb. 25. Erna
Berger and Reginald Kell will be
Classic

ANOTHER

1

RPM
RPM
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violinist

String Quartet,
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of the
concert-

master.
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JESSE GREER
Program Today Yoitorday't

Band Spot Reopens

Port Arthur, Tex., Feb.

Weems

Meric by

It'i

3.

the first in a series of
lined up to play at the
spot during the coming season.
Other bands being lined up to
is

name bands

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
WORDS

ft

MUSIC. INC.

nm tnmdwf. M«w To*)

Kramer Forms Pub
T

Fred Kramer, veteran music
man, is setting up his own music
firm,

Kramer Music, with a New

York headquarters.
Kramer, who had been Working
-

Tex.

The Pleasure Pier here will reOrch is made up of 28 musicians open this weekend with Ted Weems
from major symphs in N. Y. Harry and his band featured at the spot.

WQXR

[-

It’s likely that the Bandbox will
get other name singers before Eck-

stine starts there.

soloists;

Glickman,

MGM

major singing name. Spot,
which has been on a band kick, has
booked Billy Eckstine starting
April 3 for two weeks.
first

New Chamber Orchestra
To Make Bow in Gotham

out

of Chicago for the past 20
years, was associated with Irving
Berlin's firm and Bourne Music.

I

HAD TOO MUCH TO DREAM LAST RIGHT
For Professional Copies of This Great Song
WRITS

GATE MUSIC

CO.. 117 W. 48th

Stmt

Now York City

".

Wednesday, February 11$ 1953
Sarah Vaughan Clicks
In First

OHCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Pffi&I&TY

Greshler Gets Royalty

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

London Pate;

CAPITOL
2.

Kay

NOAH

Playing to capacity at the 5,000-

Royal Albert Hall, Sarah
Vaughan wowed her first London
audience last Saturday (30).
Backstage, a crisis had developed
ceater

'

4.
5.

when Musicians’ Union officials appeared during the rehearsal to demand increased fees for members
Rowberry combo,
of the Arthur
w ho were engaged to accompany
The row was precipitated by
her.
Rowberry sidemen who complained
their rates for
to the union about
Miss Vaughan’s 23-day British tour.
Promoters Maurice Kinn and Harthan face a
old Davison, rather
strike, agreed to underwrite the

MY

BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
IT’S IN THE BOOK (2 Parts).
RACHEL
ONE LONELY NIGHT

of

Starr

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Johnny Standley
A1 Martino

1*

2.

3.

4.

The

5.

planned.

of all royalties

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I

Day

Jo Stafford

Guy

prior to Jan. 23.

These include the big money maker,. “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa
Claus.” In addition, Greshler was
awarded an option on Boyd’s services for two films, with loanout
privileges, and another for two radio or TV shows which he must
produce personally.
Understood
General Artists Corp. will handle

Jo Stafford
Doris

Mitchell

the kid in future.

modern

CORAL

?

4.

S’POSIN’

2.

IF
5.

1.

tremendous ovation, especially from London’s Negro population who had turned out en
masse to welcome her.
Starting with “I Get a Kick Out

2.

her way
of
through a solid bunch of her hits:
“Cover the Waterfront,” “A Girl
Like Me,” “Nice Work,” “Once in
a While,” “Mean to Me,” “For a
Lifetime,” “What You’re Doing to
Me” and “Saint and Sinner.”
Her click in London, however,
she

You,”

trilled

was not duplicated in the sticks.
She drew 900 to Leicester’s 3,00hseater De Montfort Hall, a poor
house to Dudley and ditto to Car-

company’s lack of cooperation in
not rushing out her records and
also the BBC for not playing her
records.
The BBC are making
amends with three broadcasts this
coming week.

Show' Grosses

Nat (King)

Kenton orch, Louis
Typany Five with June
George Kirby, Alan &
and The COnines wound

Cole,

up with

2,646-seat

Paramount The

ater.

House Whs scaled from $4.80*
b n

Bros.

eration of Musicians, which represents the Y< ungstown area.

Federal Judge Irving Kaufman. At
that time the jurist dismissed the
suit but permitted the songwriter
to file an amended complaint—
“concise, direct and simple.” Final
chapter saw Judge Sugarman point
out that the tunesmith-plaintiff
had failed to comply with Judge
Vance has
Kaufman’s orders.
brought about a dozen other unsuccessful suits against the music
majors.

Others elected were Eugene Pasvice-president;^ Matt H.

Eileen Barton

carella,

Decca Pact* Menzies

Chapman,

secretary-treasurer; A1
Scott Miller, Ray Grazier, Stephen Napolitano, Emerson
Williams, Harry Joyce, and Michael Ficocelli, executive board;
and Anthony Dagati, chairman of
the building committee.
D’Orsi,

JOHN, JOHN, JOHN
SKIPPING ROPE WITH

A RAINBOW
OH HAPPY DAY
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

MY DEVOTION
I’LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN
JUST SQUEEZE ME

1.

2.

3.

-f

,...Guy Lombardo
Dick Todd

Hamish Menzies, Scotch

pianistvocalist currently in the U. S„ has
been inked to a term pact by Decca

Records.
Menzies has 'been working for
the past year in small N. Y. clubs.

Four Aces
Four Aces

,•,.(*()

GLOW-WORM

Mills Bros.

ul

reI>o r

x

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
TELL ME YOU'RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
NO HELP WANTED

Patti

+

4.

5.

Rusty Draper

PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT
I’LL GO ON ALONE
NOW I LAY ME DOWN TO DREAM

M-G-M
KAW-LIGA
1.
2.
3.

V, V.

Page

Gaylords

TEXARKANA BABY

IG 4 YOUR CHEAtlN* HEART (Acuff-Rose)

Ralph Marterie

Eddy Howard

Hank Williams

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU
HAVE YOU HEARD

4

“DISK

Of THE
Joni James

—

All trade paper
reports of the late Hank Williams’ most reoent
composition, whichhe recorded (MGM) /launch into
raves. Frankie Laine (Col.) and Joni James (MGM)
rate "BEST. BUY" in Billboard and "Disk of the Week"
from Cash Box. Variety names them "BEST BETS.

SMASH

GO SHOPPING (For. Your Heart)
Nat "King" Cole (Cap. ) delivers one of
(Porgie)
his best. Bright, rhythmic ballad earns "Disk of
the Week" laurels tronrCash Box. Disk is already
among the best sellers aooording to Billboard

DON’T LET YOUR EYES
'

WEEK”

Joni James

—

WISHING KING

*

t

4.

WHY

S.

PURPLE SHADES
A FOOL SUCH AS I
I CAN’T LOVE ANOTHER

DON’T YOU BELIEVE

ME

Joni James

4

“IEST

The Ames Brothers (Coral) , says
I (Harvard)
Cash Box, "have another top notch offering."
Listed as a "BEST BET. " Richard Hayes’ (Mer . ) version is equally well received. Variety gives strong
nod torboth disks.

CAN’T

IIT”

Tommy Edwards

RCA VICTOR
SALOMEE
1.
LET ME KNOW
2.

Dinah Shore

T

4 MELANCHOLY SERENADE (Jaglea) —

TV-comic Jackie
Gleason (Cap.) demonstrates his musical talents
with a first-rate disk in a surprise package.
Tune/used as the theme on his nationally popular
TV show, has words and music by Gleason—also concert ork cohduoted by Gleasoni

SURPRISE

PACKAGE

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES.. Perry Como J

LIES
S.

f

n

"BECAUSE YOU RE MINE

10.

Cornell

Ames

DeWood

one-day record gross of $23,000

at the

Youngstown, Feb.

Herb MacPherson has been renamed president and business
agent of Local 86, American Fed-

>

In dismissing the suit “with prejJudge Sugarman ruled
udice,”
that “the time has come when this
court must assert its indisposition
to be further imposed upon by this
plaintiff’s refusal to retain or accept competent counsel.” Dismissal with prejudice means that the
complaint cannot be filed again.
Last October Vance came a-cropper with the same action before

MERCURY

1

Jordan’s
Hutton,

PRETEND
TOO PROUD TO CRY

AFTER ALL

in Frisco
t
San itancisco, Feb. 10.
Three performances of “Biggest
t
Stan

YOU WERE ONLY MINE

3.

5.

Record 23G

Show,” starring

Modemaires

Don

HEART AND SOUL

+
‘Biggest

Teresa Brewer

^

4.

The promoters blame record

diff.

I

MacPherson Reelected
Youngstown AFM Prez

DECCA

a

ceived

TILL

CAN’T

Sarah Vaughan, finally came on,
clad in a white lace gown lavishShe rely trimmed with ermine.

a

3.

I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
NEW JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT
RUNNIN’ WILD
LONELY WINE

1.

$4,500,000 Trust Suit
Federal Judge Sidney Sugarman
rang down the curtain on further
antitrust suits from litigious Missouri songwriter Edward Vance
last week when he tossed out a
$4,500,000 action the tunesmith
had brought in N.Y. Federal Court

on the youngster’s of the major music publishers.

made

recordings

Frankie Laine

BELIEVE

KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
MR. TAP TOE
YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
A FOOL SUCH AS I
JUST BECAUSE YOU’RE YOU
SHE WEAP.S RED FEATHERS
PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED SUSIE

Edward Vance

Under conditions of the agree- against the American Society of
ment with Bernard Reich, Boyd’s Composers, Authors & Publishers.
attorney, Greshler will draw 50% Also named defendants were most

COLUMBIA

extra loot.

as
took place
concert
A “Jazz at the Prom”
unit, with three tenorsaxes, trumpet, two drums, two
bass and piano, bopped its way
through a procession of improvised
riffs to open the proceedings, and
had the kids screaming. Next on
came Sid Phillips and his two-beat
combo. He was the star arranger
for the Ambrose orch of the 1930’s.
Nowadays, he plays fluent but polite clarinet in front of his staid
Dixieland outfit. Their set was too
long; they played a dozen numbers
and they could not muster either a
beat or a reaction.

Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
Complicated financial relations
Jimmy Boyd and Abner J.
Greshler Productions were settled
out of court, with their contract officially terminated as of Jan. 23,
and Greshler winning a share of
the moppet’s record royalties, together with options on his services.

Nat (King) Cole

l
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Loses Final Round In

Cut in Boyd Settlement

ARTIST

PRETEND
DON T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
SIDE BY SIDE

3.
1.

Stix B.O. Disappoints
London, Feb. 3.

Cleffer

.

4.
I.

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

Eddie Fisher

WILD HORSES
I CONFESS
HOT TODDY
SERENADE

Perry

DOWNHEARTED

ic

.

Como J

TOP

HONORS

4

—

THE DEATH OF HANK WILLIAMS

(Lois)
First of the
many tributes to the late oomposer by Jack Cardwell (King) earns top awards. Billboard finds it a
"BEST BUY. " Named "Bullseye of the Week" by Cash
Box. Hawkshaw Hawkins (King) also earns Billboard

.

Ralph Flanagan J

"potential" pick,

Big 3 Preps Pop Push
Granz Opens Europe
On ‘Ruby* Background
Tour in Stockholm
Miller Music, of the Big Three

AT

LIBERTY

Box 741 , Variety
154 W. 46 th St., Now York
*

has been given a lyric treatment
The JATP unit will be topped by
by Mitchell Parish. Tune will be Ella Fitzgerald, pianist Oscar Pedrummers Gene Krupa and
terson,
tagged “Ruby.”
J. C. Herd, saxmen Flip Phillips,
Big Three incidentally, similarly Lester Young and Willie Smith and
picked up the background theme trumpeter Charlie Shavers. Group
for the 20th-Fox pic, “Laura,” sev- will swing through Norway, Deneral years ago for a pop drive. mark, Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy, Holland and Belgium.

MOVING

^ Selling -Records!

with Elliot Lawrence, will re*
turn to the Lawrence crew shortly
and has been inked for solo wax
assignments by the indie label,
Allen Records.
also
who
Rosalind . Patton,
thrushes with Lawrence’s band,
also cuts for the Allen diskery.

ist

'

—

Karen
Chandler (Coral) has another winner here. The
sentimental number receives a Cash Box "BEST BET"
and may keep building.

*
4 CONE ARE THE DAYS (Challenge)
4 GEE BABY (Coaxial) — Strong in

the R k B field Is
this new disk by Gayle Brown and Sarah MoLawler
(Brunswick). Both sides cliok. Cash Box cites them
"Sleepers of the Week" with en edge’ to the upper,
deck.

4

SINCE YOU WENT

TO
WATCH”

.

America's Fastest

THE OLD SEWING MACHINE (Town & Country)

Hr

“RECORD

IIP

Hunter Back With Lawrence
Jack Hunter, former hand vocal-

4

•IT"

Norman Granz’s “Jazz At the
combine, has latched on to the
background music from the 20th- Philharmonic” will kick off its secIt A I
Fox pic, “Ruby Gentry,” for a pop ond European tour in Stockholm “SLEEPERS”
Feb.
16. Troupe will tour Europe
push. Melody, which was penned this trip for seven weeks, doubling
for the film by Heinz Roemheld, last year’s concert bookings.

AR.R ANGER

*

it

“IEST

4 NO

-

AWAY FROM ME

(Sunbeam)
Billboard
sees possibilities in Sandy Stewart, new 15*year~
eld thrush, (Okeh) and her first release, Recon-,
mended as a "new record to watch. ”

HELP WANTED (Aouff-RoseJ—Rusty Draper (Mer.).
may move this.Folk hit into a pop leader. Billboard
calls It a "new record te‘ watch." Meanwhile the
Carlisles’ (Mer. ) disk has already made the "best
seller" charts.
ft

BROADCAST MUSIC,

INC.

,

.
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Night Chib Reviews
easy air to their proceedings.
JV. Y
There’s the charming Smalltalk

Jeffreys Sc Robert Sterling
Jay Calkins; Nat Brand-

with

wynne and Mischa Borr Orchs;

their 'songs, a fine
grain of humor and,. more important, a facile and graceful propection of song. Their catalog comprises tunes culled from musicals.
Miss Jeffreys* ability to hold an audience has been demonstrated previously, but surprisingly enough,
there’s sufficient entertainment in
He has a
Sterling’s solo efforts.
comparatively small voice, but it s
assimir
easily
and
developed
well
lated. His try at “Girls Will Be
nicely.
mark
its
hits
Girls”
Miss Jeffreys gets her turn with
a medley of musicomedy items and
their dueting of a comedy number,
“Hills of Beverly,” along with

punctuating

$1-

2.50 covet.

Anne

Jeffreys and Robert Sterling represent a merger of talents
made to order for carriage trade

and one

charm

virtually all
It’s one of the
of the man-andwif e acts. There’s the aura of
pleasant entertainment, ease ana
grace about their work. They’re
not only a natural for the swank
atmosphere of the Empire Room
but for the other top units of the
Hilton chain as well as other spots.
Not the least of their appeal is
their obvious personal attractiveness.
Miss Jeffreys, who was lead in
built to

types of cafegoers.

more promising

.

“Mine” and “Do You Love Me,
adds up to a 40-minute interlude
of relaxation.
applause
their

Me

Kate,” “Three Wishes
for Jamie” and other legiters, as
well as having knocked off a few
film assignments, is the keystone
of the act.
Sterling has been a
film juve for some time, and more
recently on TV,' and represents a
Together
pleasing bit of talent.
•‘Kiss

On

night caught,
long and
is their piano

was

earned. Jay Calkins

Be«ck

&

„,

Bros.

(4);
cover.
(7), Joe Castro Quartet; $2

The

sophisticated excitement that
has always been -the hallmark
of the Kay Thompson-Williams
Brothers act is Charlie Morrison’s
guarantee that the ropes will be up
continuously for these three weeks.
Admittedly, the act needs a certain
type of clientele to succeed, but
since this spot is one of the homesaway-froitt-home of that particular

The

is

audience for the kill and will
never be caught with his orthodoxy showing. Some days he’s

bound to polish up the national anthem and make it sound like he’s
caressing a ballad.
As a chanter, Brisson employs
the handmike as if he invented it

and

his athletic

m6bility—

still in
category of entertainment-seeker, 4bk-free- wheeling class after long
a problem th^t won’t crop^w Since scramming the square ring
here.
for the less lethal ringsiders—supDespite the almost universal ac- plies a visual fillip that fixes at*
claim that greeted the re-united tention and rivets it throughout

it’s

.

I

some
Opening show

act opening night, there’s still

polishing needed.
ran 42 minutes, about 12 minutes
too long for what is offered. Cutting. will be easier if it’s geared to

.

yocks with never a letdown until
the obvious begoff.
Acts prior to Durante are in
toligh spot, working to a noisy mob

the newer material, little of which
carries the impact-of such familiars
as “Suzette,” “Myrtle” and “Jubilee Time.” Latter gets a “Mocambo
table bit” introduction that’s generally good albeit a trifle too long.
As ever, this is a slick, sophisticated act, -rehearsed to the precision of the Rockettes and loaded
with material that tickles the risibilities of the cafe crowd. It de-

Rudolf Bing can have
opera; Brisson is better

his

Met-

b.o. with-

out the trills and, at the Persian,
supported by the spot’s w.k. ultra
service in the victuals, etc., department.
Brisson nurses a preem for all
worth, spreading the aura
it’s
around for a sure hit. His first display opening nighty (5) enhanced
*
(Continued on page 50)

SENSATIONAL

that came specifically to see Durante. Withal, they handle themThe pends upon effective ensemble
selves in assured manner.
Foursome hold over for two song- work, for its greatest response and
and the routines frequently evoke sponfresh
dance routines that are
Singer taneous applause in mid-number.
imaginatively, routined.

RED”?

deep-dimpled Dane

virile,

a singer whom showmanship- builta big, handsome, immaculate smiler who instinctively measures an

.

•

at

the Latin Quarter. Add Hildegarde, for a skein of seasons a
luminary of the Persian markets
and latterly displaying her wares
at the Pierre’s Cotillion.

Kay Thompson and

With
opened f£te December.^
club
LJLUU vywAiVU
,
A
the adjoining Cub Room (250) probin
spot
ably the hottest all-night
the area, operators are beaming at
prospects of record grosses for the
next two frames.
Durante’s package makes for an
exceedingly strong display highlighted by the Schnoz’s frenetic delivery and proclivity for mayhem.
Only the two tee off acts do not become involved in the Durante
dynamics.
,
.
w

E. Lewis

and Sophie Tucker

at the CopsC

Hollywood, JFeb. 4.
the Williams
Eddie Oliver Orch

•

,

Have You Heard About

Jimmy Durante and Joe

Mocainlio, Hollywood

sign has gone up in the
(400 capacity) of this
plushery with advent of Jimmy
Durante marking first sellouts for
both shows through weekend since

The SRO
main room

Durante keeps them ypeking
from walkon with plentiful inserts
Nat Brandwynne backstops the and new gags and songs to mainsession excellently. His ivorying is tain his high standard. There s a
colorful and his crew has a suffi- bit with a toupe “ordered by the
ciently strong beat and catalog to bosses,” Jackie Barnett written
The Mischa specials tailored for that classic deentice the dancers.
they form an excellent entertain- Borr relief band is one of the more livery and the biz with his own line
versatile in the business, being ex- imported for the occasion, the
ing combination.
The turn’s stock comprises songs pert in most forms of dance work. Cover Girls, all beauts and utilized
Jose
and chatter contrived to give an
for laughs. Reprises Eddie Jacjcson
and his stout-singing as he works
on the breakaway piano. All of it
adds up to sustained mitts and

IN

Byrd

8c

Carl Brisson’s periodic return to
the Persian Room is a prime event
of which the N.Y. equivalents are

Trenters.

accomp,

me “LADY

\\

1Y.

Hoc tor

Carl Brisson,

Dick La Salle and Mark Monti
le
Orchs ; $2-2.50 cover.

,

Wuldorf-Astoria,
Anne

Plaza Hotel,

twirlSt Lita start slow with stick
ing but wind strong twisting balMiami Beach, Feb. 8.
into shape of dogs, flowers
loons
Jimmy Durante with E date etc. tossing out to aud.
Jackson Jules Buffano and Jack
Wally Wanger has installed a
Smith
Roth, Edye Qorrne, Wanda
new line adding a bit of glamour
Cov~f Girls , The Foursome, Dave and s.a. to spot. Charles Wolke
Tyler Orch ; beverage minimum orch handles showbacking splitting
Steve
$3.50
$6; Cub Lounge:
customer terp chores with Zarde
Elie.
Gibson Red Caps, Danuta Jo, The Brothers combo.

Ciro’g, Mlauil

setup
Biggest switch in the act is Miss
attraccomes on
songs Thompson’s garb; she
her
tive newcomer. Mixes
in a white hat with feathers
attired
Who
for a balanced blend with
(by Rex) and a slinky white gown
Cares,” “Begat,” “Sorrento,’ and (by Don Loper). Latter soon beal“Why Don’t You Believe Mevocal
comes the expected Thompson
potent
.of
lowing for display
slacks, however, and the ringsiders
talent. Dave Tyler and his orch
can breathe easier.
top
backgroundings
handle the
Eddie Oliver’s band is aug....
manner.
\.
of
one
mented to 10 pieces for show backis
adjunct
Room
The Cub
the season’s big clicks; runs until ing purposes and does its usual
dawn with tables at a premium. impeccable job. Dance chores are
Featured are the Red Caps and shared with the Joe Castro QuarKap.
Damita Jo who were socko last year tet.

Edye Gorme, in another
would impress as likely and

DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

•

avAv.*.w\'

V

'<

,

„

N
,vav.ava*.v.:.:^v<«

WESTERLY
and

GAIL

m

N

%

A

.

at Copa City. They’re big faves
here and keep them pounding for

El

instrumental-vocal displays.
is a solid song stylist
with an exciting approach. The
Treniers work in same vein as the
others with accent on the jump.
Lary.

their

135 E. 33rd Strath

Las Vegas

1HI u

Las Vegas, Feb. 4.
Semola,
Hildegarde, Alphonse
Robert Norris Orch (10); no cover
or minimum.

minimum.

Just Concluded

RENO
tr

Wini Shaw, a groat performer whosa
song Interpretations are as different
as day to night who* compared to
the offerings of others. She, and she
alone pats into words and mnsic the
majesty, the dignity, the beauty, the
heart-break of the passions which stir
GEORGE CLARKE
within you."
Boston Daily Record

—

*Ing».”

way Winl Shaw

—WALTER WINCHELL

“Win! Shaw exciting raves.”

—ED

—Chicago SUN-TIMES

She is
style is most nniqne.
great as the opening night audience
to
her
response
their
proved with
—ART STEAGALL
show.”
Fabulous Las Vegas

"Her

"Win! Shaw awakens the
with

its

—ALAN
Boston

past

thrilling

smoldering toner.*

1

FRAZER
Evening American

"Wini Show returns after seven years,
—at the Chex Faroe Wini still belongs."

—GENE MORGAN
Chicago

News

Daily

“Miss Shaw should be a 'MUST ”!

BERENSON

requested ringsiders

Boston Daily Record

match
"She's nightly stopping the
show at the Chex Faroe.”

Chicago Sun-Times

HENRY
333 West 57th

A. STEINER
Street.

New

York City

at

word

to

“light”

strike

while

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND EAR
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4481
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEET®
*
*
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TALENT CONTEST

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prizes Professional
D«plteate

Prim

KENNETH LATER AGENCY
Now York City

vocalizing
returned for
begoff
“Hush-a-Bye ”
Balance of lineup is okay teeing
off with Florence Gayle, a shapely
tapster garnering okay results. Lolo
-

Hotel Warwick,

|
I

EM

Cm

eC

Tin

JACK DENTON
Comedian
World's Greatest

(Anonymous)
c/o IRVING CHARNOFP
Ulf Broadway* New York City

COLUMBIA

Hotel
Special
Theatrical
Rate*

See
Mr. Fintk

70

W;

Clean, Comfortable

_

NEWLY RENOVATED
ROOMS
On Weekly Basis
Lit, 2-0560

48th ST.

ROY

a

“Dreams” was slated for closer
palm pounding was so heavy comic

Direction

Engagement

Atearded It

lie

vocalized “I'll See You in My
Dreams.” Such a gimmick in most
cases would be corny, but guided
by Thomas’ sincerity and topnotch
showmanship it was socko. While

current

—BETTY WALKER

Personal Management

*

Kahn, impersonated by Thomas in
his. first important pic role, comic

1

—SAM

at‘

|

SULLIVAN

"Danny Thomas and Win! Shaw, one
of the best shows of If 52 at the Chex
fare*."

/

....

—

The ropes are up

RIVERSIDE HOTEL

•’New Yorchids: The

The Milwaukee chantoosie, who
the Latin became legend through the mantalent of the equally legQuarter this frame and the reason agerial
always clicko endary Anna Sosehko, proves her
is Danny Thomas,
right to a special show biz niche
with Hub audiences. Having bymarkedly sound performance.
passed town -for a couple of sea- by a
Although dinner and supper shows
sons to concentrate on TV and pix
programmed the same, she
are
not
openit’s apparent, judging from
routines many of the requested
ing night hordes and heavy reserplus
new material. All the
faves
added
has
vation list, that the guy
special effects accompany her lone
a flock of new fans to his already
lighting
with
of unusual destand,
at
master
substantial army. A
change of pace, his entire stint is sign to heighten the socko impact.
Elegance
the
keynote.
At show
is
top level entertainment.
Teeing off with “Oath of Al- caught, she was gowned in black,
mbfikey
fur
-skirt
with
a
and her
by
aided
legiance to the Bosses,”
bandboys, comic launches into a eloquent arms encased in long
glovesmagnetized
black
the
orbs.
vo50-minute sesh of chatter and
calizing that ranges from his stand- All service is halted during her
appearance.
routine,
ard laugh-getter, the jack
Opinions will possibly he divided
to a serious plug for pic patronage.
Also tossed in plea that TV viewers always when Hildegarde disports
should be more selective and not with her songs and badinage. Yet,
stay glued to set every night. Kid- she commands respect and pindrop
ding the Hollywood predilection attention from walkon to exit. Repfor altering story treatment he ertoire includes “Relax,” “Vitality,”
nabbed nifty yocks with his version “In Paree It’s Love,” in special
of “Romeo & Juliet” handled, as a vein; “Why Don’t They Leave Us
western. Plugging his “Jazz Sing- Alone,” the French “Cheek to
er,” which incidentally is skedded Cheek,” “Once in a Lifetime,” for
to open here the day following liis hushed ballading; "tongue-in-cheek
L. Q. finale as a four-handkerchief song tours of a 1920-30 medley; the
pic he reprised several of the songs three great Abe Burrows’ ditties
and filled in sparingly on plot. An- tailor-made and including the
other nifty laugh-getter was his whimsical “Hopalong HLLdie.” Her
warbling of “Amateur Competition pianistic forays' include Chopin
Blues” ribbing the commonly held and other bits.
Will.
notion that everybody considers
himself a comic with Thomas showcasing his. skill as a dialectician.
As a tribute to the late Gus

1

raw

reigns in complete
for her two-frame epi-

theatre-restaurant
the
in
sode
bringing an upsurge of table reservations and a different form of
line
Wanger
Wally
Orch (11),
this
star-enentertainment
to
(8), Zarde Bros. Orch (4); $4 crusted mecca.
,•

•

s\0

I

Hildegarde

command

Boston, Feb. 5.
Danny Thomas (-2 ) Lolo & Lita,
Florence Gayle, Charles Wolke

City

Rancho Vegas,

Damita Jo

Latin Quarter, Boston

New York

FLaxa 7-1145

DOUGLAS
JIMMY

and

GINK

COMEDY VENTRILOQUIST and

JIMAE

Something Different

IN LONDON, ENOLAND
"They're Driving on the Wrong Side
of the Street''
(Thank* to LEW A LESLIE. GRADE LTD.)
Personal Management
St

RIVERSIDE DRIVE,

NEW YORK,

MC*

I

Eddie Echo, the Dummy,
M.C /4 the Complete Show
Opening "STEUBEN'S," *o»»on

February 12th

—KEN

N. Y.

GRAYSON

SUsquehanna r.U24
.

-
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VACBEV1LLK

so

Copaealiann, N» Y*

After his finale,

A

“It’s

Clown/ 1 comic had

Easy To
Ray, Betty & Jane to beg off.
Kean , Nicholas Bros. (2), Ramona
Lineup also includes Ralph &
DiHelene
Lang & Jack Purcell,
Lorraine, young dance duo who
mone, Ted Martin, Michael Dur bring freshness and fervor to the
$5 after-dark circuit with their terpso’s & Frank Marti Orchs;
by Les Compagnons minimum.
ing. Especially strong was their inand Andrews SisJohnnie

Be

'

Night Club Reviews

.

Continued from page 48

NX

Plaza Hotel,

the participation spirit; * via the
presence of such flames as Basil

&

Rathbone and Ed

Pegeen

Fitz-

gerald, plus a flock of the qhichi
Danish and Scandinavian colony*
Usually daughter-ih-law .Rosalind
'

would be on hand with

Russell

*

husband Frederick Brisson (as per
Roz is out-of“Wonderful
Town." Brisson cued in Rathbone
for a floor briefie with him on that

last time around), but
towning (Philly) in

fabulous perennial, “Let Me Call
You Sweetheart," as all hands
joined in, including a bridal couple. Who else but Brisson could
get away with this? this and another extended cliche, a dramatic
chanting of “A Double Martini,

—

which

Please,"

America’s

"first

Mixing his mannerly mien with,
table-go-rounds, Brisson takes his
chair stances and piano top positions in easy stride to change the
course and throw out a handshake
Getting down to

here and there.

business, he boffs over
“With These Hands” and maintains
the level with “The Angelus” (lyrics
here divorced from the versions

serious

soNomci

chuckler.

ro-

couple

Trau..

.

New Golden, Reno
Reno,

4..

Ffib.

Al Martino Jimmy Ames, Patti
Ross, Golden Girls (12), Sterling
Young Orch ; wo cover or mini,
-

mum.
The.Al Martino story is not enby hearing simply his

tirely clear

My

Heart.”

more

to this

first disclick, “Here in
There is quite a bit

than meets the

flash success story
ear.

The slight, dark crooner is quite
an interesting subject to watch perform. First, his remarkable resemblance to the Sinatra of a few
years back is not at all offending
there is no indication of an impersonation. It looks only like the
style of this type singer. His relaxed poise with mike, the lazy
movement, the frequent “all of me”
open-armed gestures, even the tilt
of the head and twist of the jaw,
are precisely Frank. Again, it is the
natural style and no copy. And,

—

.

NOW

MORTON

TEX

fxcfuftivo Representation

FRANK TAYLOR
LEW and

LESLIE

25P Wt»f 57th

GRADE,

Street,

Now

if

LTD., INC.

York, N. Y.

it

tainly.

was successful once,
should be again,

Rang opening

is

Smiling,” with socko riff backdrop
fine
Martino
displaying
rhythm. .Followup is dreamy “You
.

Belong To Me” to

MARSHALL
Currently

BLUE ANGEL
NEW YORK
Reviewed

in

and
York Clipper

Zit’s

New
MGT:

MARK LEDDY

LEON

NEWMAN

PARTNER WANTED
Experienced MX. comic-singer wants
partner to build act— Night Clubs, Resorts, Television, Burlesque, etc.
Some
experience and contacts
preferred.
Box V-2653, Variety, 154 West 46th
St., New York *36, N. Y,

Phone: POplar 5-9101

PETER

J.

STEELE

7260 Bellaire Avo.
N. Hollywood, Calif.

cer-

it

“When You’re

and

JAY

’

lighting,

Topliner is preceded . by the
scholarly footwork of Danny Hoctor & Betty Byrd, a smart twosome
who operate breathlessly. Good
duotap with lifts to- begin with,
then lithe Hpctor’s special tap conga with syncopated slicings punctuated by drummers lofty assist.
This is a- novel number in which
the musical beat, however, can
stand a shade more emphasis to
reveal the values.
Twained again, they go off into
a luscious medley to “Scheherazade,” “Persian Market” and “Begin the Beguine,” full of whirl
stuff; a vintage series to “Darktown Strutters Ball” and, for neat
windup, some softshoe with hu-

Dick La Salle’s musicians back
the acts in slicko style, with special piano accomp supporting the
orch during the Brisson outing.

os Folk BallaiUer

terpretation of a department store
mannequin and a window trimmer,
done with a light touch. Shapely
and supple blonde looker’s fash
flips, aero work and partner’s lightfooted lifts and whirls are topdrawer, with reaction on the hearty

tainment package. Headlining with
Ray are the holdover Kean Sisters,
and added act is the Nicholas
Bros. (2) with their always nifty side*

in a near-Holy Roller frenzy, but
there’s no denying that he has a
candor, some of it undoubtedly
sense N of showmanship in everyplanned ad libs, like “I asked for.
not sickly lighting.’’ thing he does.

A

RECORDS

the

in the electrical sector with nifty

winning
tary hoofing;
with ditto mittings.

ON OKEH

The biggest crying jag
Castoria, Johnnie Ray is back at
Copa, heading a sock entersince

Another Brisson confection Is hoofing,
Show backing and dance chores
“Henrietta’s Wedding,” this atop
Ray remains one of the anoma- are in the capable hands of Tommy
chair after circling the tables for
lies of the age with his almost Reed and his musical crew. There’s
the closeup nuances. For the begoff
frenzied style of singing, in a per- a lot of life and pep in the bimd
return, it’s the inevitable themer,
with its strong stress on melody.
Those formance of marked religious Also in good form are Reed’s
“Little White Gardenia.”
overtones. There may be many who
evidence
cues throughout
light
would
fre- vocalists, Jeanee Easton and Bill
disagree
with
Ray’s
top-rung production savvy, and
netics, as he flings his arms about Allwyn. Reed also turns in nice job
Brisson can square any offishness

morous antics interlarding the

MOST VERSATILE PERFORMER
OF THE CENTURY!

full

demonstra-

Almost
have the

of Ray’s numbers
feel of the religioso, if
not in the actual lyrics, then certainly in the interpretation. The
all

this

apparent sound.
Before this, as
usual, he offers to saw off his leg
for those whom he says are so
hard to please these days. He’s
successful though sometimes tasteless.
Marc.
•

as emcee.

Liuz.

-

Latin Quarter, N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)
Beatrice* Kay hasn’t been on

Jung

Miami

(BLUE SAILS ROOM)
Miami Beach, Feb,
Carl

Ravazza,

Ann

8.

Herman

Dancers, Sacasas Orch.; minimum
$2.50.

Blue Sails
Room of this mid-Beach hotel has
not been up to par in recent weeks,
because of heavy competish from
Patronage

in

the

higher-budgeted oceanfront-cafes.
Carl Ravazzd played this room
before and did well. He sets well
in these polite surroundings with
amiable,, easy approach to special
and standard tunes. Comes on sans
mike with his “Hello” intro and
launches into an /entertaining songfest which contains neat pacing
throughout. Standouts are his versions of “Lady Loves To Dance”
and “Calypso Joe.” A nostalgic
medley includes “Penthouse Serenade,” “I’m In The. Mood For
that followed brought more laugh Love” and “Blue Heaven.”; Keeps
salvos.
an easy mood throughout for a
Carson mimied. Clark Gable, good change of pace, *
^
Ronald Colman and Gary Cooper.
House dancers, the Ann Herman
Show ran 35 minutes over sched- group, act as warmer-uppers with
ule but the payees didn’t mind. brief Latino terps.
Lary.

DANCERS OF DISTINCTION

NELLE — FISHER- JERRY R055
Management Associates

the

N. Y. scene for two years when
she last appeared at the Roxy and
numbers range from the opening her previous nitery assignment
“Please Don’t Talk About Me,” here was at the now. defunct
through “Touch of God’s Hand,” Harem, Her resumption of Man“Sinner Am I,” plus the' tunes hattan activity indicates that this
which helped bring him his prom- Gay ’90 chanteuse shouldn’t stay
inence, “Little White Cloud” and away from the N, Y. fleshpots so
There’s a potency in her
“Cry.” They’re all wrapped up in long.
Ray’s perspiring, lachrymal style tunes and a humorous spirit in her
demeanor
that puts her in the
to win the femmes, old and young.
And if, on opening night, he didn’t front ranks Of femme entertainters.
There’s
no
need of Miss Kay
have them wrapped up by then,
there was that telegram clincher. to modernize her catalog. They’re
It was from his Mom and Dad. the durables of former years that
They wished him all the best. lend themselves to expert belting
And Mom and Dad have always and, when so treated, bring on incessant applause. Evergreens such
been cinch boxoffice.
Betty & Jane Kean in holding as “Good Man Is Hard to Find,”
over from the previous show have “Pdt Your Arms Around Me,”
considerable new material that “Robert E .Lee,” and “Let Me Call
clicks. ^ Femme
counterparts of You Sweetheart” are in that cateMiss Kay’s song delivery
Martin & Lewis, they're relentless gory.
in their attack on the customers. bring out the full savor of these
Betty is the pratfalling type of numbers.
Withal, her expert songselling is
comedienne, sister Jane clicking
mostly with her impersonations, only one phase of the job she does
most of which are sharp etchings. at this spot. Her lines and deThe Nicholas duo have *a wide meanor put her into the' comedivariety of steps, with the younger enne ranks. Her material isn’t as
member also going over in a important to the customers as her
couple of songs. They have a lot personality which she impresses on
of verve in the tradition of colored the drinkers. She serves, the funchoofing acts, and please the cus- tion of an excellent picker-upper
c
tomers here.
for this show.
The production numbers are also
The remainder of the layout reholdovers, featuring Ramona Lang mains fresh and interesting. The
and Jack Purcell on the dances, production holds up nicely and
and Helene Dimone and Ted Mar- surrounding acts keep up the aptin on the vocals. Miss Dimone es- plause pace. For example, Borrah
pecially impresses with a nice Minevitch Rascals, with Johnny
voice and style.
Puleo belt over their comedy to
Michael Durso’s longtime stand- satisfaction of all. Puleo pegs
by orch, as usual, plays a nifty these proceedings excellently and
show, and Frank Marti’s Latin they walk off a surefine winner.
band is socko for the one-two- The Trio Bassi still impresses as
three customer <terps.
Kalin.
one of the best risley threesomes
around.
Boliano Ivdnko Co., comprising
Hotel, N. O.
three men and a girl, has one of
(COTILLION ROOM)
the top adagio turns. This group
seems to have found its modusNew Orleans, Feb. 6.
Jack Carson with Connie Tow- operandi after some on-and-off
ers; Ralph & Lorraine, Tommy ventures in this locale. Their aero
Reed Orch (12); no cover or terps hit the crowd with the greatminimum.
est impact of any their previous
exhibits and again, a top mitt reSwank Cotillion Room is in for sulted. The terping of the Fleetanother sesh of capacity biz with woods (3) also goes over well.
the marquee lure of pix player
The production with C&rl Con*
Jack Carson. The hefty comedian way now in the vocal spot and
registered socko at show caught.
Midge Minor and Piroska doing
Carson loses little time in dem- the incidental ballet; The Murphy
onstrating that he’s capable of pertrio of beef-trust terpers,
forming in most any phase of show Sisters, a
appear for an instant to perk up
biz. He puts the personal touch to
Jose.
one .production number.
his clowning and it explodes into
consistently mirthful” fare, yocks
detonating all over the room. Es- Salts! Sauci,
ITdi

and soft tones.
he drags mike to the
ringside for some intimate notes
to individual femmes.
Martino seems more destined ’to
become a saloon personality than
a consistent record fave. Ease on
stage more than makes up for any
tablishing a remarkable camaraddeficiences ip ability to punch over
erie among the tables, Carson puts
song after song to compare with
over his
“Here in. My Heart.” He squares He gives stint with effortless ease.
a topdrawer exhibition of
off with mike for “Heart” as third
versatility.
number, not wasting any time with
Following a warm-up set filled
a buildup except for the fact it’s
with odds and ends of gags which
why he’s in biz.
registered strongly, Carson warEncore is fine rhythm hit, “I’ve bles “I’d Rather
In New OrGot My Love To Keep Me Warm.’* leans,” and thenBeintros
“Alone” is another of the “stand- Connie Towers who cruisesblonde
in to
back” type and rates top recep- warble “Zing Went the Strings
Of
tion. Windup is “Come Back to My
Heart,” “Boy Next Door” and
Sorrento” in Italo.
“All The Things You Are.” Miss
Jimmy Ames makes out in rau- Tower possesses a fine lyric voice
comedy with after-hours «of wide range and uses it to good
cous
crowd, shouting at and bludgeon- effect. Her renditions are poised
ing customers. With what appears and intimate and
she nets plenty
to be no plan of action, he ram- of palm pounding.
pages through some 20 minutes of
Carson returns with a songalog
ringside -kidding, jokes> and an oc- containing humorous passages and
casional semblance of rehearsed parodies. He. was at his best in this
material. Wrapup is still his musi- type of foolery. Miss Towers recal saw which he heats mercilessly appears to join Carson'# in an “East
with a stick of wood, voicing, the vs. West” duet and the break-up
tion of fclosed eyes

With

Montreal, Feb. 6
Patachou, Showtimers (3) j L an
Raffa, Jack Styka Orch (6), Peter
Barry Quartet; $1 cover.
>

'

popularized
de la Chanson
ters). He can .be a socko spoofer,
too, as per his “Papa” in which he
dons a 10-gallon or* so, hORg atop
the 88 and expostulates on the
Texan who mates wlth^ the daughter of a French marquis. It’s a

he describes as
male torch num- sexy

ber.”

Sans Soucl, Montreal

Not Always

JACK VAUGHAN — PEGGIE GATES

7

East 55th Street,

New

York

As fast as they change the show
formula, they change the name of
lucrative boite. Yeais ago it
started as Chez Maurice; it went
dance joint; then to an eaterv
called Leones; b^ck to Chez Maurice; then to the Wonderbar and
now, perhaps in honoi of their
this

to a

clientele who ply the Miami-Montreal run, the Sans Souci.

But despite the name changes
owners Jack Blatt and Norm Silvers keep the show policy high and
with Patachou as the current attraction, this re-christened salocn
is

doing okay

biz.

Patachou played Montreal two
years ago and used the moniker of
Lady Patachou. The date was in a

strictly French room and her American possibilities looked slim because of the gal’s lack of English.

The heavy Anglo-American trade
in the Parisian boites over the past
couple of years and a recent engagement at the Waldorf in New
York overcome this language barrier and set this performer as a
standout attraction for the better
intimeries.
Basically this

the

is

same

Pata-

chou who played Montreal before;
the mannerisms are the same and
the simple but effective white
blouse and blue skirt still register.
Her hep gestures and throwaways
are the same bat in the interim a
polish and self-asmrarce has come
through putting her just that much

(Continued on page 52)
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STAROF
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Chateau La Milton

Dir.— M. NOVELIE, Universal Att., N.Y.
SIDNEY PAGE, Chicago, III.
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Clover CIuIb, Miami
Miami, Feb. 5.
Ends
Lena Horne Roger Ray, Lou
Marlowe Dancers
Selma
Jr.,
Wills,
Continued from pare
with Joy Skylar and Ted Lawne
Continued from page W
Minimums, refusal to pay the $2.50 -weekly per
Tony Lopez Orch.
(beverages).
performer welfare fund impost.
vauders but a trifle obscure to the $3.50 & $5
£an Souci, Montreal
Femme part of group.
adopted by the meeting
above the average Gallic cbirpor platter set.
Gold- Strategy as
Jack
package,
current
In
and
attractive
is
Do ‘ores Bouche,
work with all groups In isoflooding these shores.
his strong- is to
her hoofing with the third member man has come up with
recalcitrant nitery operathe
lating
Leading off with “Gamin de of team. Join Perri, does much to est entry to date in the currently
They’ve already cut off the
tors.

Renews

Night Club

Patachou stays with a
French set highlighted by Pierre
Dudan’s “Apropos” for plaudits. A
Paris”

.

socko interp of “.Wonderful Guy”
from “South Pacific” in English is
only capped by a srtiric delivery
of “Why Don’t You Believe Me”
in which Patachou expresses Gallic
amazement at the pleading English
lyrics which are contrary to the
direct French approach.
A neat
change of pace to “My Man” scored
heavily and this sparkling chanteuse winds up, with a pop group

strong competition for patronages.
It’s a period of travail for many
The bigof the bistro operators.
ger spots purveying costly topto
till-fills
liners must have hefty
pay for draw appeal. Goldman’s
in
comes
bid is Lena Horne who
supported by a bill that builds
She contributes a
momentum.
wham session of sultry songology.
The solid impact of Miss Horne
on the sellout crowds is exempli-

Jean Raffa emcees entire proceedings and does a faw vocal minutes with Jack Styka’s new band
backing shows. Kudos go to Joss
Baselli, Patachou’s accordiam player, for his nifty acComps during
her showings supported by Walter
Eiger at the piano. Dansapation
moments are handled by Peter
Bany and h s trim rhumba combo.
‘

Newt.

fied

by their hushed and attentive

Catalog runs from dramanner.
matic intensity to blues and sizFast" opener is
zling rhythms.
London, Jan. 29.
“It’s Yours” with quick change of
Patricia Lancaster, Rudy Rome mood
aud-hold in torchy
for
Tibor Kunstler Gypsy “Haunted Town.”
Quintet,
Brings in the
Orch $5 minimum.
blues with driving arrangement of
and exceptional show savvy in both
“Beale Street.” Encore sequences
material and appearance. A parody
A newcomer to the London night keeptf enthusiasm mounting with
on the shutierbugs who work the scene is currently getting her first “I Love To Love” done in her incafes opens their 20-minute ses- break ini cabaret. Patricia Lancas“Stormy Weather” is
tense style.
sion with Lcren W^lcn cutting the ter, with looks and personality,
and consequence is a
major vocal sidesT An impresh bit makes a promising start at these requested
begoff.
on the eldtimers. who played the dual West End niteries. She shows
In supporting slots there is solid
Palace is a c’nch with experienced a tendency towards coyness and
stuff, with the flips, spins and butstill has a lot to learn, but she has
Lou Wills, Jr. stamstarted off on the right foot and terfly whirls of
into rapid
carefully modeled her act to suit peding the tableholders
palm raise. Adds comedy bits to
these rooms.
gasp-bringing acro-terps.
go
with
Snazzily turned out in a" striking
Inserts impresh of Ray Bolger then
black and 'white gown, the chan-’
routine from “Tree Grows in
teuse also has a healthy set. of
Brooklyn” and wheels off with
pipes which carry comfortably and
flips for a sock windup.
clearly without resort to a mike.
Roger Ray from manner in
She has a stylish approach and can
move gracefully across the floor which comedy is received, should
returned to this resort frebe
when occasion demands.
Works with marimba,
The tight schedule operated at quently.
is little more than a prop
which
these dualers, where the second
He leans over the inperformance is timed to begin half for gags.
an hour after the first, doesn't al- strument to deliver varied assortlow for more than a limited 20- ment of topical lines and confidenminute show. However strong the tial talk that makes for a healthy
in-?
reception, the artist is compelled payoff. When he works on the
comedy
to resist am encore. Within this strument he continues the
February 16
time limitation she shows up fa- angles, with band getting involved.
CIRO'S, HdUKUIpfcia
vorably, starting off with a special Interweaves a comedy hoof and
and following with four other he’s good for a hearty bow off.
songs. Her vivacity comes across
Line has new routines by Selma
March 12
mostly
in the livelier numbers. Marlowe aud costumes by Billy
SEVILLE Tkaatro
“Josephine From Martinique” and Livingston.
Featured are Ted
Moatraal
“Bella' Musica” are done effective- Lawrie and Joy Skylar who make
Personal Management
ly. Heavier tunes are obviously not for handsome combo in their duo
DAVID L. SHAPIRO - - AL 4-1077
her forte as evidenced by her ren- song-dance assignments with standdition of “That Man of Mine.”
out the middle break number

Quaglino’s and Allegro,

of faves for salvos.
Proceeding the Patachou offering are the Showtimers, two guys
*and a gal, doing their first Montreal stint and good for returns
anytime. Trio has youth, vivacity

London

•

-

•

.
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BILLY GILBERT

My ro.

COMEDY MATERIAL
Tor All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER

THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
(The Sarvlca of the STARS)
First 13 files $7.00— All 35 Issues $25
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY

1—Ne Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa. bk...$25 •
• BLUE BOOK IGags for Stags). $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
Beginning with Na.

$3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS,

$300.

No

Worth over a thousand

BILLY

C.O.D.'s

6LASON

200 W. 54th St„ New York It—Dept.
Clide 7-1130

LEW

V

BLACK
and

FAT

DUNDEE

Don

$2.50-3.50

time Rosalind Court-

right.

*

Forging into Broadway hit 'musiMiss Courtright bids successfully for more chuckles with “Adelaide’s Lament” and .the complete
version of the gal’s who’s written
off on her boyfriend’s income tax.
In between the spoofing, thebe are
cals,

AGENCY
1697 Braadway.N.Y.

Cluh Dates

-

NAT DUNN

XZ

'

:

Iv:;

;

WATCH FOR
VUDZIA

MASHKE
at

fifth

(8)]

right brings eye and ear delectation into this only, remaining Twin
Cities
top-drawer, supper club.
And again she adds her fillip of
class and- elegance to embellish
surroundings swanky in their own

out her themes.

Glamor Comedy
GERBER-WEISS

Great Piano

Courtright,

Rosalind

McGrane Orch
minimum.
FoT a

6.

Artist of

CARNEGIE HALL

Today

— May 24th

and “Because You’re Mine.” Sole
deviation from the pipes occurs
briefly and charmingly
explains her show numbers.
-

Rees.

SIBYL
biltmore hotel

BOWAN
PALM BEACH,

FLA.

"

ofe> —

JACK

V

AUGH

Homer McCreary, William Stern
and Ruth Norman and her capable
staff of

nurses for their untiring

work that prevented an epidemic!
Birthday greetings to Morris
musician,
Wecker,
and Henry
Evans, of Warner’s staff.
William Joyer, North Carolina
theatre owner and manager, made
a grand slam towards the comeback
routine, being upped for meals and
limited exercise.

Earl Payne, Switow Theatres,
Louisville, shot in to see his daughter, Patricia, who is celebrating her
recent comeback via surgery.
Joseph (UA) Phillips and Robert

Dutton (Stewart & Everett circuit)
mastered surgery and rated ace
clinics. They both registered with
the Saranac Lake Rehabilitation
Guild for a photo course.
A belated thanks to Jack (RKO)
asserman for his writing, producing and directing a playlet for the
V.C. hospital gang in an all-patient
show.

A carnation to A1 Munroe of the
Detroit Times for books and literature for our library and lounge
reading room. Ditto to Joe McCarthy of Gotham’s IATSE office
staff.

Write to those

James Sauter, USO-Camp Shows
prexy; Emil Friedlander, chairman
board; Bob Hope,
of Dazian’s
AGVA prexy; Tex McCrary and
others. Cafe operators would also

who

are

select three to serve

as trustees.
alternate trustees are Jackie
Van
and
Larry Rio.
Bright, Gus
Nick Prounis, Versailles, N. Y., opindicated willingness to
erator,
had
serve as a cafe trustee'.
to lower the
approached
for
annually
$2.50 impost to $500
spots to $50 for^Jlass
Class
told the
spots, but
that it would not go along with
such a proposal. Ops agreed to go
along paying the $2.50 fund for the
time being.

TROA

AGVA

A

D
TROA

AGVA

-

*

TERRI STEVENS
"Toni Stevens

Jit

• repeat engagement,

Latin Quarter, Boston, adding her beauty

and
.

• •

fine voice to the

a coming

Ray Robinson show

star/'

,

STAR MANAGEMENT
146

7tfc

Ava. (

New

York

•AysMa

Names

Splurging on

Montreal, Feb. 10.
Sans Souci, formerly the

The

&

Theatres, who presented several
proposals in this direction. In order to do a continuing study, he
asked for a $375 weekly fee and a
six-month contract. His proposal
was taken under advisement.
In the personnel field, Dick
Jones, head of the Philadelphia
branch and long a stormy petrel in

AGVA’s

history,

was upped to

May 8.
Ernie Fast, who was recently
for Yma
moved from San Francisco to Chi-

is

now

negotiating

Patachou to Da Fast
Repeat at Waldorf, N.Y.
Patachou, who wound up an engagement at the Empire Room of
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
last week (3), has been re-signed
for one of the fastest repeats in
the room** history. French import
will start another stand at that
hospice March 4. Salary has been

upped

to $2,500

from

$2,000.

Singer Is" current at the Sans
Souci, Montreal.
‘

cago, is likely to become midwest
regional head. Promotion will be
made at the discretion of national
administrative secretary Jack Irving.
Recommendation by the
Coast local that Coast regional director Eddie Rio be elevated to assistant to Irving was turned down.
Irving said that if he needs assistance in this direction,
ask the board to up Rio.

he

. .

.

Wtck Feh.

PEGGi c

GaT^

II

CHATTANOOBA
KANSAS CITY
Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORF*
Club Date Bookings by
AT DUJiN
HARRY BREBEN
263 N. Wabash Avf.

ChlMM,

1154

B’wiy

Maw

IIL

Yarfc

BOB

east-

ern regional director, succeeding
left at the end
of last week.
Jones has been in
and out of AGVA several times. He
had been dismissed with severance

April 17; Lauritz Melchior,

Spot

Cluh Data*

(Bobby)

Jimmy Lyons who

Wonderbar, is on a name-buying
spree.
Spot has bought Denise
Darcel, for Feb. 20; Ilona Massey, pay and later rehired.
-

THE CHORDS
Instrumentalists without Instruments

ROLLINS
Now

Flaying

.Moor

Sport Sliowf

Fob. 20 to Mar. 1

AMPHITHEATRE
CHICAGO
Thank* to WILLIAM SHILLING
165 West 46rh Straat
Naw York City

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
prosoMts

will

Fite Levels Houston Cafe
Houston, Feb. 10.

The Green Pastures nitery here
burned to the ground for a total
loss.

*

Spot was owned by Mrs. Alberta
Brooks and managed by Mrs. Winnie Jackson.

TOURING EUROPE

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

American a«p.:

CURTAIN TIME WITH NANCY

AN

ill.

AGVA

I

;

special mention for the
George E. Wilson

efforts of Drs.

Chi club date operators, a possible
source of talent supply for the
cafes, and are now working on the
bigger offices to sever relations
with them. Thus continued cooperation with ARA will aid. It’s also
possible that once full relations are
established with TROA, then the
Chi ops will have more difficult
sledding because of pressure of
other cafe owners.
The N. Y, board meet got a late
start because of early wrangling
over agenda, admission of the press
and personnel problems, but by the
third day got rolling and was
forced to carry the .confab over for
another day in order to complete
the agenda.
,
Welfare Program
be disto
Other major problem
posed of was the welfare program.
The board adopted a trusteeship
agreement to handle the funds.
Trustees are to be selected from a
group comprising Bishop Fulton
Sheen, Rabbi Abraham Burstyn,
head of the Actors Temple, N. Y.;

NANCY KENYON

Monrgemen* 4ssoc

A

the flu.

CURRAN

AT

Sumac to come in March 20.
Sans Souci will also spot some
several serious vocal interludes
with the chantoosey revealing act- imports.
Cafe has pacted Maria
ing talent as well as a warm and. Vincent for 'March 6 and the Garrounded voice as she does justice’ cons de la Rue, April 4.
to a trio of “King and I” numbers
when she

IQ.

BENNY, BORGE

ally engaging ia risibility tickling
as she devotes attention to attractive male rmgsiders while carrying

fBeaufy and
the Least)
A new note In

A

Minneapolis, Feb.

Saranac Lake, N. Y„ Feb.

Over half of the Variety Clubbers
here were floored with a touch of

The TROA asked that it be permitted to put up a central bond for
members, but request was
its
tabled. Ops also asked that all future minimum basic agreements
call for the substitution of the
words operators and performers
“Sailor and the Mermaid.” Tough
employers and employees. Refor
show to back musically was made
quest was tabled.
to look easy by the competent manThe board will also distribute
ner in which Tony Lopez batoned
Lary.
his enlarged orch.
copies of its proposed agreements
with ARA for study and ratification.
One of the jmajor problems
2-A-DAY
tackled by the union was the problem of creating employment for its
FRISCO’S
members.
Discussion
centered
about the new trend toward sponSan Francisco, Feb. 10.
sored show biz, wherein major inSuccess of Danny Kaye, Edith dustrial concerns are sending out
Piaf and the current Betty Hutton large shows on consumer and disRevue has resulted in the booking tributor level. This field will be
of Victor Borge for a two-week run explored. Another development was
at the Curran, starting March 1, the proposal by Doc Howe, former
and Jack Benny with similar vaude booker of the Fanchon
Marco

On this occasion Miss Courtright
parlays smart, sophisticated mate- policy March 19.
rial, and surefire showtunes into an
Town’s receptivity to two-a-day
applause winning combo. In a stun- has
Curran manager, William
ning silver blue creation, she takes Zwissig
negotiating
reportedly
immediate command’ as she un- with Danny Thomas and Ray Bolcorks her pace-changing songalog. ger for future dates.
With ;a sly twinkle and comedic
aptitude the performer warbles a
series of cficko efittie* with thoseSans Souci, Montreal,
narrative wallops and is addition-

*V

•1

Hotel lUdiMon, Mpls.
(FLAME ROOM)

By Happy Benway

,

*

sell act.
i

Saranac Lake

Am

,

East S5th Street. Ni
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week: ending February

Numerals

In connection .with .bills

"

*

1

Frank Dinalc Oro
Eleanor Guipo
Versailles Hofei
Marla Neglia.
Condos A Brandow .’Jack Kerr
1
Nino Rinaldi 3
Elisa Jayne
^

Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds (4)

1

CHICAGO

n

Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgewater Beach

Blaek Orchid
Josh White

Below Indicate opening day of show

Jerl Southern
Wally Griffin

,

whether foil or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I). Independent*!
Loew; <M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tiyoll; (W) Warner;

Carmen
Roger Ray

Cavaliaro

Blue Angel
Bob Arbogast
Pete Robinson
Marilynn Lovell

(L)

(WR) Walter Read*

CITY

Karen Chandler
Langs

A

Hoctor
Byrd
Music Hall (I) 12
Dick La SaUe Oro
GAINESVILLE
M6nte Continentals
Nirska
Hotel Roosevelt
Stecher A Horowitz Florida (P) 17 only
Asylum of Horrors Jack Flna Orch
George Sawtclle

JACKSONVILLE

Artie James

Florida

Rockettea
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Palace (R) 15

13-14
(P)
of Horrors

Asylum

MIAMI
Olympia <P)
Anton A Ina

Danny Kaye Rev
Feiro Bros

Louise Hoff

Marquis
Fran Warren
Darra s A Julia

Will

Hotel

Sammy Kaye Ore
Hotel Sherry
Nethtfrland

Mahoney Co
Lanny Ross
PHILA

Dunhills

Earle (W> 13

Donlnoes
Eddie Vinson

'

Oro

Jackie Davl$ 3

Geo Kirby

A Van

ROCKFORD

Johnny Lon*? Ore
Roxy (I) 9

Palace

A

Clark

CHICAGO

13-15

(I)

McKenna

•Toe

Ice Coiorama

Regis

St.

Constance Moore
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro
Hotel Statler

Koko

Jo Lombardi Ore
Paramount <P) 11
Jonl James
Dave Barry
Lewis

11

|

Bailey

James Symington
Hugo Pencil Oro
Hotel Tatt
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick
Naomi Stevens

Lee Carroll
~
Larue

Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters
Latin Quarter
Beatrice Kay

Fran McKenna
Boliana Ivanko
Chicago (P) 13
Mulcay
Trio Bassi
Sugar Ray Robinson Hamtree Harrington Murphy Sisters
Louis Armstrong Gp
A Louise
Low Wills Jr

JAM

Jong
Jacques Cartaux

Jimmy Elder

Jim Gerald
Harry Moreny

Joe Whitehouse

Gloria

Dawn
Toni Lamond

Terry Scanlon

Babs Mackinnon
Joe Lee
George Pe-rson
Lloyd Martin
Elizabeth Kent
Gus Brox & Myrna
Frank Cleary

His Majesty*
Darcsco 3

BRISBANE

De

Paulis
Tivoli Ballet
Boy Singers

(T) 9

otonds

Sert Duke 3
Guy Kelson '
Prof Olgo
Rehita Kramer
•

Sonya Corbeau

Perren.

Betty Prenfj.ce

Ray

Alice

•Jackie Gleason
Toni Arden
Bobby Hackctt
Van Smith 3

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin

Eddie's

Palace (I)
Betty Driver

AU

.

<f

Palace

H

*

(S)

Elliott

Welch

Leslie

5c

Robert Harbin
Helga Barry
2 Chlkolcs
Sereno Sc Joy

Beryl

Nat Hope
Austral

Harold Berens

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M)
Carroll Levis Co

9

Arthur Scott
Sherman Fisher
Girls

Violet Pretty

NOTTINGHAM

Teen Agers

Empire (M) 9

A

Lizzet

Rex

Eddie

EAST HAM

Granada (1) 9
Locky A Henry
Les Symmetricals
Johnsons
3

Mary

&

Graham

E Sc D Waters
Ansons
Monte Rey
Anne

Sc

Don

Philippe

Empire (M) 9
Peter Brough
Reid Twins

G Wood & D
Harmer
PORTSMOUTH
Royal JM)> 9

Hamilton Twins
Ronald Chesney
Les Raynor "A Betty Jimmy Young
K Sc J Stuthard
Beryl Reid
Jon Pertwee
Edward Victor

Madden

Peter

Kandy

A

Sis

DAL Ferronl

1

Eddie Mandos

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 9
Flack A Lucas
Anne Shelton
Terry Hall
Alfred Marks
Evy & Everto

Mme

Sis

Truzzl Pets
Archie Elray A

Dorothy

•

Fayne

Empire (S) 9
Bonar Colleano

Gwen

Liddle

D

Sc

GLASGOW

B

Gray;

O

Sc

A

Reg

Empire (M) 9
Josef Locke
Les Trois Poupee
Arthur Woesley
Austin

Russell
Tattersall

Grapd (I) 9
Pearson

BAA
Hal Monty Co
YORK

Bayers Dogs

Dan Young

Archie Glen

Lesley Kaye

Empire

B
Dr

(S>

Lesters Midgets
'

Empire
Billy

9

Crtlck Sc

Crackpots
Festival Fountains

Suzy

SOUTHAMPTON

Reven Sc Fields
Indriksons

HACKNEY

Beachcombers

A

Julio

(I)

9

Eaves

Gomez A Ray
3

Lamarrs

Marilyn Girls

Harry Rowson
Kathleen McNay

Cabaret

The Flames

Machito
Slim Galllard
Bud Powell
Blue Angel
Alice Pearce

Mark Lawrence
Rose Murphy
Jay Marshall
Felicia Saunders

Howard

Burl

Blue Note

Nancy Steele
Lucretia

Norman Wallace
Dorothy Greener
Ronnie Selby 3

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels

Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid
Alfredo Sadcl
Sis

F Alonso Ore
Al Castellanos Ore
El Chico
Pcrla Marini
uojueon & iir;

C A G

Galva:

Alvardo de

la

Carlos CamaCl

Enrique Vizcai

Embers

Eddy Heywooi
Barbara Cam
Hotel Ambasi
Jules Lande C
Hotel

Asti

Three Suns

Alice Ghostlcy

Hotel Biltm
Michael Kent
Hotel Edls

Norcne Tate
Garland Wilson

Henry Jeromi
Hotel New Y
Teddy Powell

G Wood

Kirkwood

&

Goodman
Mae Barnes

Copacabane
Johnnie Ray

Kean

Sis

Nicholas Bros

Ramona Lang

Jack Purcell
Helen Dimone
Dun* ore

III

Last Frontier

L'AIglon

Ballantihe

Bert Pegram

Candyce King
Dolores Frazzlnl

Devlyn Dancers
Bob Millar Ore
Emile Buzaid
Sahara
Alan Dale Honey Bros

A

,

Colombo

Chris

Glover Club

Lena Horne
Lou Wills Jr
Joy Skylar
Roger Ray.
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Arne Barnett Trio
Clro's

Jimmy Durante

The Treniers (7)
Colby's Cove
Cannon A Harmon
Nicholas Grymes

Cork Club*
Jo Thompson

Sid Krofft

3obby Blake
Collin A Lee
Adrian Rol'hv
Hotel Plei
^
Doretta Morrc

TAP Rodrig

Stanley Melba
Chico Relli O;
Haiti Pla
Carl Brissoa

Ore

Mickey Katz
Mac Pepper

Bobby Escoto Ore
Baro A Rogers
Lao A Minerva
Freddy Calo Ore
Five

O'clock

Martha Raye

Buddy Lester
The Rivieras
Ted Wells 4
Len Dawson Ore
Frolic

Club

Kathie McCoy
Don Charles Oro

Haicm Club

Bobby Barton
Princess Tara

Camlle Stevens
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh
Gaiety Club
Zorlta

Honey Lee Walker
Flash Lane
Marie Stowe
Gaiety Girls
Johmna Hotel
Price A Day
Dee Darling

Tony Matas
Ran dura
Latin Quarter
Joe E Lewis
Guilds
Charlivcl Trio

Carma

A

Yakl

Janinc Grenct
iClmrlce Ballet

A

Williams Bros (4)
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

get here although

it

sounded

Seattle, Feb. 4.
Stan Kenton Orch (20), Nat
XKing) Cole & Trio, Louis Jordan
Tympany Five, June Hutton, AU

as.

though he were circling the air“Limelight” going big here
port.
with one critic suggesting a Nobel

Ian

DeWood, George Kirby, The

Sc

Canines (2).

Prize for the- tramp actor. They
are all surprised at the American
Perhaps not the biggest, but it’s
His old
“attitude” on Chaplin.
shorts play here constantly and a good show, with plenty of music,
since there is no language harrier songs and comedy to please the
in the old Charlie footage, he was most jaundiced showgoer.
Nat
a boxoffice snap from the start.
(King) Cole’s offerings get strongest mitt, with Louis Jordan’s antics close behind, and this town
has always been big for Stan Keni

New

*

Playwrights

Continued from page 1

--v

ton.

xsssz

Ode-niter got off to late start
p.m.) because of long time at
boxoffiee at scheduled opening
time, and was a bit long, running
'two hours and 20 minutes.
Kenton's group on stage opens
with “Collabbration”* in familiar
Kenton style, with latter emceeing.
The Conines, girl and boy dance
team, please with well-routined
socking
offering,
acrotap
tap
closer. Kenton band featured again
in Afro-Cuban number, followed
by June Hutton. Blonde songstress
wares adequately, scoring
sells

number of Broadway

productions,
including Pulitzer and Critics Circle prizes, etc. But in the musical
field, Frank Loesser is still a comparative newcomer, with only two
produced shows, “Where’s Charley?” and “Guys and Dolls,” and
Abe Burrows, after a career in
radio and tele, is still a fairly recent arrival in legit.
Among the future shows listed
for Broadway production, the following “new” playwrights are represented: Robert Anderson (“AU
Summer Long,” “Eden Rose,” “Tea

(9

Ralph Strane

Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore
Slipper

Gene Nash
Sa-Harem Dancers

Hank Henry
Beau Jesters

and

best wittr “Tenderly”

and “When

Casino Naclonal
A Capella

&

Step”).

thusiastically

“New” authors, whose plays have
been produced on Broadway earlier this season include N. Richard
Bill Willard
Marah Gates Hllyd Nash (“See tfjie Jaguar”), Robert
Palominos
Finch (“Whistler’s Grandmother”),
Geo Redman Ore
Thunderblrd
John D. Hess (“Grey-Eyed PeoLes Compagnons de
William Stucky (^Touchple”),
la Chanson
Jay Lawrence
stone”), and George Tabori (“EmLandre A Verna
peror’s Clothes”) whose “Flight
Barney Rawlings
Christina Carson
Into Egypt” was done last year.
Jimmy Cavanaugh

Sparky Kaye
Jo-Ann Malone
.

i

;

Betty Turner
Kathryn Duffy
Dansations

FCC

Celia Cruz
Tondelayo

LeMatt
Miguel Angel Ortiz
Jose

,

accepted

“Beware.”

Called back, group does “People
Will Like You If You Have Money
Spend” calypso, bowing off
to
with “Caldonia.”
Seattle Symphony musicians take
over the pit for intermission, with
Kenton wowing crowd with “Peanut Vendor” to start second half.
George Kirby receives big response
for imitations of Godfrey, Frankie
Laine and Johnnie Slay, peddling
the stint in smart fashion.
Cole
Trio are on last, backed
by Kenton band. Cole’s handling

&

Al Jahns Ore

Troplcana
Havana Cuban Boys
Chiquita A Johnson
Montmartre
Ana Gloria A
Phil Spitalny Ore
Rolando
Sans Seud
Zoraida Marrero
Fernanda Mantel

Sklppy
Mercedes Valdes

—

Woman” and go right on to wap
phant”), Janet Green (“Murder
up with “Nobody But Us ChickMistaken,” a hit in London) and
ens,” “Qhu Chu Boogie,” “School
Louis Peterson (“Take a Giant Days Boogie” and familiar and en-

HAVANA
Patricia

WilUam

Sympathy”),

ISSm

Halls

Never Satisfied,” “Not
ssssl Much,” “Walking My Baby Back
Home,” “Somewhere Along the
there is Way” and ‘That’s My Girl”- are to
of

“I’m

Continued ffom page 2

by Miss Hennock, he said
no need for using theatre TV facilities for motion picture film dis-\
tribution. The industry, he said,
would have no objection to rules

Storm of
tremendous reaction.
applause draws out the ballad,
“Pretend,” and he and threesome
work over “Route 66.” Cole starts
prohibiting transmission of feature “What Does It Take” and brings
on Miss Hutton and Jordan for
product via theatre tele.
.

finale.

Chairman Walker expressed .conGross hit $12,000, big considercern that commission, J>y allocating
Continued from page 2
channels
for the medium, might be ing Fred Waring stand in same
Martinique Hotel
place .Sunday before, contributed
Irene Hilda
can turn a nice buck melting snow “unwittingly used to perpetuate a to yeoman jqb done 4>n promotion
Manolo A Ethel
monopoly oh news and sporting and publicity
with my nose.
Danny Yates Ore
by local impresario
that the public has had ac- Norm Bobrow.
Monte Carlo
Reed.
The bathtub overflowed the events
Leonard Young
cess to through home TV.” He
Gallab Dancers
other day -and now Eidelweiss is
pointed to fight exclusives on theaRafael Rumberos
growing up the wall.
The ski tre TV. Cohn said
Music Box
that those who
tournaments start next week and I
Belle Bkrth
hold rights to sucli events will deDon Ostfo 3
am
going in for jumping- as mother
cide who shall have access to them.
Mac Fadden
told me to see as much of the
Deauville
Continued from page 2
Questioned as to possibility of
Vocations 3
country as*I could.
Johnny Pineapple
The Ray Milland pic “The carrying advertising through thea- hagen-to-Idlewild (N.Y.) airport
Revue
Nautilus Hotel
Thief is running with black lines tre tele, Cohn said industry would flight due today (Wed.), most likely
Zero Mostel
for Swedish subtitles, and the accept rules barring it. Questioned will not materialize until tomorGomez. A Beatrice
Swedish title for “The Sniper” at length as to how much use row (Thurs.) night or Friday. Body
Freddy Calo Ore
Joe Harnell
makes Pan-American hostesses would be made of special channels, will repose at Campbell’s, and
Paddock Club
Cohn estimated that, if service
blush.
Jackie Winston
thence to his Lafayette, Ind., birthMiss Memphis
The big department store here “moves along,” in two years each place.
Peggy Saunders
theatre
would offer one to two
had a sale the other day on tiny
Ernie Bell Ore
The Hannagan organization of 62
Flo Parker
iceboats fop kids who like to take hours a day of TV programs. He
Patty Lee
pointed out that exhibitors have will remain intact.
toys
in
t]tie .tub.
You
can
beat
the
Riviere
The publicist’s personal four-way
weather though by ordering two invested over $2,500,000 in TV
Ray Bolger
Ames Bros
hot meals and slipping the first equipment and have placed orders split with Sherman Billingsley,
Copsey Dancers.
for
more
Morton
than
Downey and Arthur God$1,000,000 in addione inside yotir undershirt. The
June Taylor Line
frey in Billingsley’s Cigogne, Inc.,
Novelites 3
true gallant here orders a moose tional projectors.
The Goofers
the
Sortilege, perfume importing
Under further questioning by
head for two and after dinner he
Walter Nye Ore
Hadda Brooks
and his girl can both pick their Miss Hennock, Cohn said he could business, is subject to his will and
Sans Souci Hotel
not give exact names but that ex- the Stork Club boniface’s decision.
teeth- with thf antlers.
Carl Ravazza
This" is the only country where hibitors are interested in organizCopps recalls in .retrospect that
Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore
Technicolor exteriors develop black ing companies which would apply Hannagan complained of a numb
Ann Herman Deri
and white. Sonny Boy would spend for time for each of six program feeling in his left foot recently,
Saxony. Hotel
Los Chavales de
an eight-hour union day on daddy's services which would be provided and that may have been the first
Epnha
knee as there are grey skies and under industry’s plan for theatre indication/ of a blood clot although
Pupi Campo Ore
nothing else. Be a brand new field TV. Miss Hennock remarked that a physical checkup^b^fore his hop
Trini Reyes
Bcrnie -Mayerson
for spngwriters as romance con- “we have had general proceedings to Africa got him a top-rating.
Ore
tinues despite it all.
but never any that were quite this
Julie Romero
•Film star Ann Sheridan, long
Val Olman Oro
I miss hearing Henry Morgan's' general.”
romantically linked with the twiceTano A Dee
cheery voice and so hang around
Shore Club
Under questioning as to justifi- divorced Hannagan, is en route
Rosalie A Steve
the local tax office to hear the cation for need
for special chan- from Hollywood for the services.
Fausto Curbelo
beefs.
Tax situation is not good nels, Welch reminded' the.
Haven A Held
commisHannagan’s will was filed for
for Swedes in the higher brackets. sion that it
Singapore
has
found “new con- brobate yesterday (Tdes,) by law3 Peppers
I ’’have
been reading pocket cepts” for use of frequencies
Magiietones
when
yer
David M. Solinger (&. Gordop)..
books until my suits got out of public interest
Novotones
so required. He said It provides for
San Marine Hotel
a $I,o00 annuity to
shape.
You. get foreign versions industry has received
Phil Brito
no
assurance
his
sister, Mrs, Elizabeth Nichols,
of Life, Time, etc., but the news that
Palmer Dancers
common
carriers can meet* with the remainder of income from
Quintoneg
in the stateside papers about maga- theatre TV
transmission needs and the estate going to his brother, F.
Sorrente
Charles A Samara zine ban on so-called cheesecake that it is prepared to testify that C.
Hannagan, of .Kalamazoo. On
Marc Kahn
magazines are a laugh in view of AT&T can
provide for Only 23% latter’s death, the- principal will be
Alan Kole Ore
the French publications that hit of
programs
Teny
being
Pastor’s
planned.
Furdivided
„
between the brother’s two
the newsstands here. The average ther, he
Ray
Bourbon
said, the industry lias daughters.
Sheila Sheen
picture makes a Bikini look like received
no assurance that AT&T
Jose Enrigueg
Executors of the estate are Capt.
a Mother Hubbard.
Jackie Cole
can provide the quality of Service
Eddie Rickenbacker and Bernard
The Milhens
Gregory Peck was here for the required for
color.
IF. Gimbel,

Gillespie

—

Joe

-

.

(4)

A fvfellsa
Mam bo

The Biggest Show
(CIVIC AUD., SEATTLE)

heard.

Copps

j

Eddie Jackson
Candy Candido
Durante Girls
Red Caps
Damlta Jo
Dave Tyler Ore

Townsmen
Mary Peck

Mocambo
Kay Thompson

-Kalantan

Dorothy Lamour
Billy Wells A 4
Fays

Milt Fields Ore
Aeres O’Reilly
Wally Wanger Girls Ralph
Gilbert
BIltmore-Terract
Don Charles Ore
Dwight FlskoLombardy Hotel
Arthur Warren Ore Joe Sodja
BrAok Club
Babs Ware
Charlie Farrell
Pedro Ore . .
University 4
Enrlca A Novell o
Mickey Roselle
Henry Taylor
Deeva
•
Lord Tarletqn
June Gardner
Michael Selker Ore
[Jeanne 'Moore
Casablanca Hotel
Lou Colllni
Monica Boyarl
Pat Morrissey
Myron Cohen
Herman Chittison 3
Maya Ore ’
Irene Williams
Elaine Brent
Day. Dawn A Dusk
"Celebrity Club
Charlie Carlisle
Alan Gale
Melaysn Lounge
Larry Foster
The
Calypsoans
The Haydocks (2)

El

CITY

Montoya

DcCastro Sisters
Jose Cortez Ore

Eleanor
Perry Bruce

Ann De Don

Carlos

Birdtane

Kay Starr
Lancers

LeRoy

Juan Luis

Bobby Ramos Ore

Silver

Flamingo Starlets
Torris Brand Ore

Pat Clayton

Chris Powell
T6ni Bari

Clro's
Mills Bros (4)
Dick Stabile Ore

Herb Flemington

Kitty O’Kelly

(7)

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala
Dick Hazard Trio

Flamingo

Babe Baker Revuo
Sandra Barton

Beachcomber

Harem Revue

.

B Gray's Bandbox
Gray
Moore
Ben Lessy
Four Pipers

•Joanne Barton

Jessie Elliott
Harvey Bell

Woods

Eddie Bradford Ore

Dave Rodgers Ore

A

Chuy Reyes Ore
Emile Petti Ore
Leon A Eddie's

Bill

is all I’ve

Review

Inge Francis Dances With Me.”
previously
wrote
Allan
DeWood sock over a
(“Picnic” he
takeoff on radio-TV
NEVADA
whodunits
VEGAS,
Irving
Sheba”),
LAS
“Come Back, Little
Cee Davidson Ore
Desert Inn (23)
Ravetch (“Certain Joy), Allen Vin- with hilarious dialog and pantoSands
Ethel -Waters
knocks
out crowd
mime.
DeWood
cent (“Sight Unseen”), Dorothy
Edith Piaf A Co
Dean Murphy
Dick Shawn
Hal LeRoy
Monet (“Wrastling and the FaU”), with antics and hoofing closer also
mitt.
draws
huge
a
Margaret
Sisters
A
Carlton Hayes Ore
Peggy Phillips (“To Charlie, with
Bruno
El Cortez''
Louis Jordan Tympany Five get
Love”), Robert L. Joseph (-“The
Sally McCloskey
Radio Rogues
Barbara Luke
Ben Yost Colleens
Guests”), John Fuller (“Pink Ele- a warm welcome for “Just Like a

Jeffreys

LaRue
Leo Reisman Ore

Stan Kramer
Irene King
Tito Valdez
Gene Bari Trio

Rudy Render

Larry Greene Trio
Blltmore Hotel
Sportsmen (4)
Marvels (6)

la

Bill

Delano' Hotel
Melino Trio
Zina Reyes Dancers
Willie Hollander
Delmonlce
Jose A Aida

Bills

NEW YORK
Bandbox
Duke Ellington Ore
Art Tatum

<4)

Mae

Gloria

Dr. Neff Madhouse
of Mystery

Bevferly /Alber

Billy
Patti

Robert Sterling
Wivtl
Sal Noble
•Bob Lee

Models
Ralph Young

SHEPHERDS BUSH Teddy King Ore

Malcolm Mitchell 3
Evans Paula Coutts
Chief Eagle Eye
Richman A Jackson
Alain Dlagora Co
Eleanor 3

T

,

.

Sc

Marta

EDINBURGH

Village Barn

Zeb Carver
Ted Hus,ton Ore
Julia Cummings
Mary Snyder
Village Vanguard
Mickey Deems
Sylvia Syms

Mons Choppy

Allison Hotel

Gloria Grey
Phil 'Moody.

Bob Jacobs

.

Nenftte Mongadors

Radio Revellers
Harry Benet

Sullivan

2 Lens
MacDonald

Bessie

Sc

Panchito Ore

Renea
Mai Malkin Ore

A

Bar of Music
Jordan
David Elliot
Guy Rennie

Jack Tripp

Bar ot Music
Arthur Blake

Shields

Cabots

Luclen, Bob

(6)

The Paycees (2)
Russ Morgan Ore

Salvatore Gioe Ore

Anne

-

Ambassador Hotel
Harry Belafonte

Cardall

Joe Delilah

Tony

r-‘

Bey Co

3 Merry Micks
C & R Yale
St Dennis Bros

Ann

Naldl

tos ANGELES

Bright

Astor
Nejla Ates

Buddy Walker

NAN
Grant
LEICESTER^

9

•

MIAMI-MIAMI beach
Algiers Hotel

"Raydini

Clark
Boulevar-Dear*

"More About
Love"
Patricia

A

Gregory A Strong
Herbert Moore
Merriel Abbott
Dcrs (8)
Coleman Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l Emil
Vine Gardens
Jeanne Sook A
Joey Bishop
Teddy Roman
Gloria Brooks
Colstons (2)
Michael Carrington Madelyn Wallace
Dcrs (4),
Ken Bailey
Ore
Pancho
Deadenders
ROCKFORD
Jack Rose
Palace
Margaret Naylor
(30-D
Bill Jordan
Senator Murphy
Herman Marlcich
Bob Perry
Dick Peterson
Larry Tobler
Dick Salter
The Winlows (2)
Dennis A Darlene
Vernon A Gale
Buddy Rust
Ollie

Versailles

Waldorf-Astoi

Joyce Bryant

BRITAIN

Ahern

Spivak
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky

Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Barr Oie

Toppers
Susan Johnson
Penny Malone.

Ballet

BLACKPOOL

Two
Eli

Pat "Carroll
Clarence Williams
Trio

Le Ruban Bleu
Marshall Izen

Show Girls
Nudes
Boy D A Singers

Chribi

A

Leon

Oliver Dors

Norman Vaughan
Ames

Fayes 3
Pat Gregory

Art WmieT Ore
La Vie en Rose
Midge Minor'

Bobby Ramson
Argo A Fay
Paul Judson
Helen Curtis
Art Waner Ore

Carl

Tivoli (V) 9

Joan Artus

Eddie Davis

Lowe A Ladd

Bouna

SYDNEY

Arnnnd

Trenholm

Cissy

.

Cultare

Jim Hawthorne

Carl Conway
Dagenham Pipers

Wim De

Harold Fonvule
Hazel Webster
Old Roumvnlan
Sadie Banks
Sonny Sands
Carolyn Carpenter
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Ore
D*Aqulla Ore
Park Sheraton
Irving Fields Trio
Sigi

Mary Raye

Jerry Lester
Nita Bieber A
Gerald Gotham
Halina Gregory

.

Bob Downey

Ann

Piroska

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 9
Tommy Trlnder
'

Ave

No. 1 Fifth
Bibi Ostcrwald

Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

-

AUSTRALIA

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

0)

Griff Williams Ore
Palmer House
Jean Carroll

Lucille Reed
Johnny Frlgo
Diqk Marx
Chez Pare#
•

NEW YORK

rumor

Unit

Chaplin was expected but didn’t

Dorothy Hild Dcrs
(

sendoff of “Kilimanjaro” and he
was feted and covered to a fareMel Ferrer was with
thee-well.
him and did well in the publicity
department, too. Peck is rumored
to return here in June for a* go at
Swedish film production but a

-

.

.

,

.

'

•

,

;

.

Wednesday, February 11, 1953

Paramount,

IV. Y.
joni James, Davi Barry, Lewis
Orch (17)
’Lang
& Van, Johnny
Bob
Barbara Hammond,
with
(Par), reStooge”
Kinder; “ The
viewed in Variety, Oct 8, ’52.

,

Joni James, one of the newer
creations of the record field, who
catapulted on her biscuiting of

Believe Me,” looks
has the basic ability to be
around even after the vein of hits
runs out. She’s a charming dish
with a vocal style that can hit
dramatic peaks as well as the nice
rides that find favor with most

“Why Don’t You
like she

frSmSrr

m.c. s the lay-out) are tying
things
into knots here with* their
ing, mimicry
s ® nise. Had to

mugg

but then everything the boys do
brings the house down,
Earls
score smartly with some striking
acrobatics and hand-to-hand stuff

which they trick up neatly. Buck
Buckner is an okay eccentric
dancer. He was filling in for Derby

Wilson, who couldn’t make the
Stanley until second day.
Maurice Spitalny house orch
keeps everybody on stage happy,
and everybody on stage keeps
everybody out front just as happy.
•

N.

a winner.

While Miss James

is

the keystone

of this bill, the other items have
entertainment values. The
house's comedy needs are well
taken care of in Dave Barry. His
routine is well greased with laughs,
but his material is highly familiar
and some of it quite stale. However, the guy seems to get along
well with the sdme sillies, so
apparently he feels little need for
change. He similarly takes a top
reception.
Dance sector is by Lewis
Van,
pair of energetic hoofers who warm

good

&

Rest of the bill, however, falls in
line with the usual type of offering

associated

Band end

with this house.
of the card is held up

by Arnett Cobb’s orch, comprised of five brass, five reed and
three rhythm. Aggregation comes
out for opener with full crew but
breaks down later in the show for
pleasant seven-man spotting on
tunes
which
include
“Holy
Smokes,” “Someone to Watch Over
Me,” “Butterfly” and “Operanicely

Lead

stair

.

luxer has some potent marquee
House also has Some potent
entertainment
in
paring.
the
They’re dynamite individually and
collectively on stage and at the b.o.
It’s now Bill Kenny and the Ink
Spots, not just the Ink Spots. Kenney deserves the solo billing since
he’s easily the backbone of the
quartet and his high voice has become its trademark. Turn crowds
a solid catalog of hits into 20
minutes or so and sends each tune
bait.

spiraling. Kenny hits on all eight
in “You Are Happiness,” and Ernie Brown steps out in “Sunny
Side of the Street” to pin that jane

down

“Into Each Life Some
Ram Must Fall” and “When You’re
Smiling” are highlights and Spots
naturally give out with “If I Didn’t
Lare,
which gives each one a
chance for the vocal tricks which,
nave made them the most imitated
singing group in the business. This
is a clean-up all
the way for them.
Miss Fitzgerald's fans, and thej
^legion, get their money’s wortl
at the Stanley. She’s 'in
rare forn
with no trace of the throat trouble
wnich caused her to cancel a cou
tight.

’

l'U of

midwest dates. The

Fitzgcr-

? la style grows in quality and tex
uire by the year and she’s all class
ana several yards wide now. Hei
routining is smart and shrewd
the fast “Love You Madly’
io the slower-paced
pop, “Keep Ii
a Secret and then
on the up-beal
Pjfht.

She

D «n’t You

Dc

stops a show wit!
^o^obrated oldie, “A-Tisket, A
with those sock vpca!
arid then bops anc
c ats
,St. Louis Blues” into th«
winner’s circle.
still

‘

.

Stump

& Stumpy

(Slump

alsc

On

hefty five-a-day sked, Louis
is packing in the cus-

omers for a solid stint that ran
10 minutes when caught. Still tops
in that pure trumpet, Satchmo is
generous to other members of
sextet, all of whom got plenty
if solo spots for hot licks in that
usty New Orleans styling. Marty
Napoleon at the piano; Cozy Cote,
[Iso

[rums; Trummy Young, trombone;
Shaw, bass; and Bob
i r v e 1
dcCracken, clarinet are tops in
heir respective fields and have
heir own personal followings but
sextet, in toto, sparked by
raspy vocals and hot
rumpet, have more than indivld-

Jatchmo’s

famtippeal.

In full-stage blue and gold
[rapes, six men wham into “Sleepy

Down South” for opener and
hen into “A Kiss to Build a
)ream On.” With Armstrong re?ime

35 Mins.
Town & Country, Brooklyn
Balaban & Katz house
Sandy Solo some years ago Continental Cafe, Montreal
hasn’t had an orchestra show in worked New York radio station's' a§j
Marcelle Bordas, making her
many months and this one-weeker a singer and then retired for an first appearance on this
side of
is a welcome divertissement. How- intensive siege of study. This armever, package is overloaded with less chap recently returned to the the Atlantic, played Jack Horn’s
singing talent and it might be that business
with
the
disking
of Continental Cafe Oft okay recepa novelty act or two would break “Through With Love” on an ob- tion last week (4). No youngster,
up the songalog. Also programming scure label and has been climbing
Miss Bordas has been a fave
could be better, with the insertion since.
of the dance act in an earlier spot
Solo is good enough to force con- around the Parisian boites and her
and also more instrumental num- centration on his voice rather than songalog and rousing manner are
bers.
on his handicap.
It’s a solidly typical
of these small
French
Vaughn Monroe is working with placed set of pipes projected with cellars.
a strong 14-piece group composed a great deal of feeling. He has a
Besides apparent nervousness on
of three trumpets, two trombones, straightforward style on a cafe opening night, chantcuse followed
five saxes doubling on clarinets, floor even though there are .some a
standout session by Adrien
and a rhythm section containing passages that register in a com- Adrius, art immensely popular
Gener- comic in these parts, and it took
guitars. Of course, he takes all the paratively schmaltzy vein.
vocal solos, with the exception of ally, his song designs are grooved this honey-haired chirper a few
the comedy tunes. Ziggy Talent, so that there’s an appeal to all age numbers before getting aud attensaxophonist, does those, but the brackets.
tion. A not too attractive gown in
Solo doesn’t appear to be taking red and blue with long sleeves and
two numbers he does are not in
the slot of “Maharajah” which, chances on his material. They're her casual coif didin’t help visual
oddly eiiough, he omits. However, mainly from the standard catalogs impact at the start and it wasn’t
he still gets a brisk hand. Outside and include “Don’t Take Your until she hit the halfway mark and
of an attempt by the drummer to Love From Me,” “After You’ve worked in a few participation routake over for a few riffs; the only Gone” and a fine rendition of tines that interest picked up.
orch number is “Slaughter on 10th “You’ll Never Walk Alone.”
Away from the hoked-up ballad
Once Solo gets into his groove,
Ave.,” which “gets a brassy rendiwhich is practically as soon as he sequences, gal is in her element
tion and excellent hand.
opens, the audience doesn’t seem when she does an amusing carny
Bandleader works onstage, with
song or a somewhat dramatic sea
and without the Moonbeams, mixed to notice his physical drawback. chantey. A deep voice, full shadHe has a rather pleasant face and
quartet, who do a fine job in the
h§’s built well, and his work tends ing and neat phrasing give this
backing of the crooner and other
performer the chirping
to keep audiences interested. Solo robust
acts, but don’t get much of a chance
can be showcased virtually every- edge over the decollatage youngon their own. Monroe gives liberal- where.
make her a cinch for the
and
As a matter of fact, his sters
ly of his vocal talents, offering
can be an inspira- broader visual mediums beamed to
some new tunes, but peculiarly presentation
audiences. Intros and
uninhibited
tional! item, not only for himself
enough, skips most of the tunes he
for the many amputees who all songs are entirely French and
made hits out of. A brace of those, but
tunes
Anglo-American
of
lack
would get a living demonstration
at least, would not be amiss.
that even with such tough breaks, makes her dubious b.o. in average
Newt.
Elton Britt, young appearing they can be useful members of so- U. S. room.
country singer, sticks mainly to ciety.
Jose.
yodel - selections, which seqms a
McHARRIS & DOLORES
little wearing, although he gets a MISS DOLL

This

.

•

.

Dance

Exotic Dancer
5 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

!

?•

;

10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

This Negro terp /team has a
Miss Doll, dancer in^lie bumps
and grinds vein, should do okay strong asset in th$ male half of the
Rotund gity has a likeable
on a burlesque bill or in a 52d act.
Street, N. Y., atmosphere, but is personality, in addition to ability
definitely out of place on a vaude to execute intricate tap steps. Gal,
card that draws a family trade. in a costume that accentuates her
patter which sounds pretty old. He Negro gal comes on in a skirt and long stems, adds s.a. to the turn.
gets laughs with double entendre scant bra covering and after vamp- Though outclassed in the hoofing
jokes and with his drunk takeoff ing around stage does away with department by her partner, she,
when he falls into the orch pit. In the skirt in favor of a slight cov- nevertheless, helps found out the
act.
his closing bit he shows some good ering.
flips and running splits that earn
Act from there on in follows the
Turn which can use some prunhim a handsome bowoff.
teg, should hold up on the family
usual true-and-tried contortions.
Monroe, with the vocal group,
Jess.
time.
Jess.
ties up things nicely with a taste
of most all of the hits by Youmans,
side
in
studied boyishness, but works in. On the hoofing
a tribute that he has paid to other Nype’s
composers in previous stands here. there’s also quality in his brand of own spot he gets them with his
Zabe.

•

eccentric routinings.

baritoning.

The Jaywalkers fill comedy niche
Junior Kaye & Gloria Aldrich
with their zany combo of terpery, offer up comedy dancing, with acCapitol,
mockery, gags and aero. .They cent on sight stuff to fair mitt.
work fast and gamer laughs by Les Rhode and house orch are okay
Washington, Feb. 10.
Lary.
Les Paul & Mary Ford (3), Rus- dint of good timing and just plain on the show backs.
slapstick.
There’s some hep pansell Hype, Jaywalkers (3), Mavis
tomime
in
routine,
bet
best
being
”
(20th).
Mims; "My Pal Gus
their slow motion boxing bout. Appeal is largely visual, with no subWriters
With Les Paul and Mary Ford tlety or double entendre. Act has
Formiss.
Continued from page 1
headlining, this couldn’t
been speeded up and seemed much
tunately, team has solid backing smoother and funnier .than last Mayer.
Latter turned over this
from a nicely varied trio of acts time 'around. Get fine “returns.
property, a western, which, because
which pave way for their sock finLong legged Mavis Mims does of its size, lends itself well to Cinish.
nicely as curtain raiser with a trio erama. Mayer paid $200,000 for
From the minute Les Paul, frau of tap numbers, specializing in “Wagon.”
Mary Ford and their bass viol ac- novel turns and whirls. Best .of
While some of Loewe’s original
companist walk on, the atmosphere these is her interpretation of Duke
score may be retained as incidenis as electrically charged as their Ellington's “Caravan.”
Lowe.
tal music, the lead ballad, “I Talk
packing
what’s
This
is
guitars.
to the Trees,” will be shelved.
them into the Capitol current sesOlympia,
Schwartz, who is president of
sion, and, despite enthusiasm for
Miami, Feb. 5.
the League of New York Theatres
acts that preceded them, there’s
Dorothy
Nov-Elites
(3).
Sarnoff,
and
of the Council for the Living
the
it
for
this
is
question
that
no
Each new tune and Al Norman, Nelson Ruiz, Kaye & Theatre, sees any of the new 3-D
galleries.
Aldrich,
Orch
Les
Rhode
House
with'
greeted
new
trick
is
techniques
every
as “a greater challenge
rafter-breaking mitt action, and " Outpost In Malaya.”
to all writers. Songs will have to
pour
fellowship
seems
to
good
be simple and on the beam, in
This is the type of layout that
through the big house.
order to focus the interest away
should lure the vaude addicts.
The complicated electronic tricks Turns include the Nov-Elites, a from the generally distracting new^
of their Capitol platters is, of combo of locally built
third-dimension values. Boy and
r
at the Clover
course, impossible in a personal Club and Dorothy Sarnoff, who girl dialog will ‘have to be just
If anything, couple
appearance.
comes here with musicomedy rep. as forthright. In fact, all the techrely more on straight music than
The Nov-Elites wrap up the niques will have to be revised in
Even the gimmick crowd with their assortment of order to cope with the distractions
last time here.
of the off-stage voice is omitted* vocal-comedics and instrumental from the new mass appeal for that
They tee off with their adeptriess. With bass, accordion new third-dimension.”
this time.
trade mark, “The World Is Wait- and electric guitar they work at
Schwartz and Lerner have been
ing for the Sunrise,” then segue fast pace and blend their special
Merian C. Cooper
into a quick succession of their material expertly. They takeoff on Huddling with
juke box faves. There’s “Mocking various video types and characters here. Production is due to start
Bird Hill,” “Nola,” “How High the doing the Lone Ranger. Also in- this summer. Cinerama has placed
Moon,” and others all tied together cluded are straight harmonics. orders with Technicolor for 10
other feature films, a $7,000,000
with some intimate patter from They finish with a sock

Wash.

3-D

Paul.

land

^

MARCELLE BORDAS
£ongs

'

he

|

They wrap

this

segment up

with their latest recording, “Bye
Bye Blues,” then go on to some
novelty with a comedy hillbilly
number, “There’s No Place Like
Home.” Final jam session with
“Tiger Rag,” and a beg-off after
four or five bows. It’s great fun
for the juves and their elders, and
a lesson in top showmanship.
Russell Nype, runner up on the
marquee, shows progress in show-

Armstrong.
Sandwiched in are The Kit Kats manship and style since his initial
stint in a nitery act herq, sevor neat rhythm taps, slide step solo
He’s still very
outines and a socko buck and eral years back.
the collegian, horn rim
much
her
ring finish. Anita Martell in
glasses, crew cut, gauche mannerInglish music hall style of songs
nd chatter, with some hat jug- isms, et al. However, there’s more
excellency and The poise and less posturing, and he
fling does
depends more oil his *very solid
Jhocolpteers (3) with agile softand acrobat^ are pipes and less on sheer cufeness.
terping
hoe
plenty of femme appeal in
There’s
McStay.
ver nicely.
vith

Acts

’

iis

ponsible for all arrangements,
ovei
subsequently whips
Back Home in Indiana,” with pteny of solo interpolations; a time
witch to “Russian Lullaby;” a set
“Blueberry Hill,” “Jealousy”
if
nd “Margie,” with a hot Dixieland
nedley finish, all to mittrpounding
esponse. Velma Middleton is also
m for vocals, including “My Deire” and “Big Daddy Blues,” and
ter “I Wonder Why” patter song

55

Miami

Armstrong

lal

SOLO

20 Mins.

attraction,

.

New

6.

big hand for a very long falsetto,
Billy Ward’s hold.
Margaret Brown, a looker, does
Dominoes, come on in the closing
spot with a frantic entry, giving a quintet of tap whirls, which are
well
received, but impact of her
out solidly with “Have Mercy
Baby.”
Group displays a lot of turn could be heightened by having
her
come back later, especially
vitality and is a sure applause getter at this location.
Other tunes during the Vincent Youmans medley. Jay Kirk has a line of comedy
offered
include
tion.”

up the proceedings nicely during
numbers. Their miniature
“That’s
What
terping is good novelty, a softshoe number works out well for You're Doing,” “Pedal -Pushin,”
them and their challenge taps are and “Bells.”
okay.
Peg Leg Bates fills the next to
Johnny Long’s crew doesn’t have closing situation with some nifty
much chance to shine. The show terping: Standard act, with guy
is. comparatively' short
and he’s displaying tremendous agility, deconfined to one major work which spite loss of one leg, is a sure bet
comes off well. Two vocalists are to draw strong mitting.
Besides
given a quickie chorus in tandem, displaying some fancy footwork,
and he has a stretch of southpaw Bates also gets good audience refiddling. The crew looks as if it sponse with some patter.
could put on quite a show of its
Comedy spot has Pigmeat,
own if given a bit of time.
It’ll
be difficult to test Miss Markham, assisted by Edna Mae
Harris
and George Wiltshire, in a
James* b.o. pull with this bill
inasmuch as Dean Martin & Jerry burlesque-flavored skit that has
gal
stripping
down to her slip with
Lewis are on screen in “The"
blackout coming just as she’s about
Jose .
Stooge.”
to remove that garment. McHarris
& Dolores, tap team, and Miss Doll,
Stanley, Pitt
exotic dancer from the bumps a:|i
grinds school, are reviewed under
Pittsburgh, Feb. 5.
Jess
Bill Kenny & Ink Spots, Ella New Acts.
Fitzgerald, Stump & Stumpy, The
Casino, Toronto
Earls (2), BucJc Buckner, Maurice
Toronto, Feb. 6.
Spitalny
Orch;
"Stop,
House
You’re Killing Me” (WB).
Louis Armstrong and Sextet,
felma Middleton, Kit Kats (2),
Inita Martell, The Chocolateers
Between Bill Kenny and the Ink
3); "Target Hong Kong ” (Col).
Spots and Ella Fitzgerald, WB detheir

Chicago, Feb.

and energetic nonbeg off. Their duets

theatre audiences.
Miss James, in her first N. Y.
theatre date, is one of the chirpers
Cohen
not handicapped by inability to
carry a portable echo chamber.
Although presented initially via a
Apollo,
V.
gimmicked disk, her stage performCobb 0rch <13), Billy
ance relies on basically good singWards
Dominoes
(6), Peg Leg
ing and a good tune selection.
Dolores, Miss
Miss James indicates that her Bates, McHarris
She hasn’t Doll, Pigmeat Markham & Co.
style is still fluid.
reached the mental maturity to put (3); “Arctic Manhunt ” (U).
her vocalistics into a predictable
That’s an asset at this
groove.
With one act and a comedy
point. If she does this well at the
sketch that could easily hold their
Paramount stage while she's in the
groping process, once she discovers own in a Minsky production, curthe conviction that comes with a rent Apollo sesh rates as okay
greater mental awareness, she’ll nighttime fare
but seems a little
probably hit a vocal style with
qualities for theatregoers. too earthy for the family trade.

enduring
Her catalog, of course, is topped
by “Believe,” but another.' choice
item is “Birth of the Blues,” which
indicates she hasn't fixed her focus
on any set song style. What she
does is well presented and she's off'

HOUSE REVIEWS

Chicago, Chi

Vaughn Monroe Orch (14) with
Ziggy Talent and Moonbeams (4);
“Cry” and “Kiss to Build
Dream On” ala Jerry Lewis anda Elton Britt, Margaret Brown, Jay SANDY
Songs
batchmo Armstrong score heaviest Kirk; "My Pal Gus ” (20th).
of

.

.

.

i

lampoon

deal.
Johnnie Ray. .
“Wagon” will be the first feature,
Miss Sarnoff is a highly competent songstress who handles pop in the new idiom. The present Cintunes as well as the musicomedy erama, at the Broadway Theatre,
clicks she has been associated with, N. Y., is actually nothing more
notably in “The King and I.” On the than a big short.
faves she spells out “Domino” and
Schwartz feels that 3-D “has to
“Kiss of Fire” with phrasing and be' better on all counts. Writers
use of those high ranging pipes must soon realize this, because the
adding to impact and resultant aud dialog must rely on the quality of

of

.

reaction.

Added values

of

warm what

approach and smart gowning mark
her a solid entry.
Balance of lineup is an in and
out affaflr. Novelty stint of Nelson
Ruiz is best of the trio. Works
series of tops into gasping exhibition of what can .be done with the
children's tops, having nearly 20
going at once. Al Norman is an
affable
emcee but could well
eschew many of the worn gags he

the

characters

are

saying.

Songsmiths will be writing in thirddimension, as I am, meaning that
sophistication and, slow snowballing must go out the window' and
everthing must hit harder.”
“Wagon” starred James Barton.
There is no casting on the immediate horizon, but as the first film
feature directly for the medium,
-

Cinerama expects much from it

Met Opera’s 475G

Deficit for

The Metropolitan Opera Assn.n
went into the red 'for $475,663 last
season, for the greatest operating
deficit in the Met’s 68-year history.
Deficits for the two preceding seasons were $462,491 and $430,503,
respectively.
Statement for the ’51-’52 season,
just released, shows a loss of $369,718 from regular operations, plus
a deficit of $105,945 from a special

company,

is fact
What is of more
that the "whopping deficit (which is
about $200,000 more than Met execs
figured on at start of last season)
was sustained Respite the house’s

interest

exemption from the Federal 20%
amusement tax for the first time.
Tax relief ran to about $475,000,

Without this exemption, the Met’s
deficit would have reached a colossal

$950,000)

down
As

—

the house.
its

enough

to

close

x

officials freely admit, the

tax exemption came -along just in
the nick of time (in November,
1951), to save the Met from folding.
(It also kept many other non-profit
organizations, like symphony orchestras, from disbanding.) Feeling
is that the tax exemption doesn’t
end the relief that will be necessary for symphonies and opera in
the future, as witness the Met’s
public drive for $1,500,000 this sea-

Backers of “Maggie," the Franklin Gilbert- John Eeamley -production
of a musical version of James M, Barrie’s “What Every Woman Knows,"
include film scenarist-legit librettist Jo Swerling, $500; his wife, $1,250;
Armina Marshall' (Mrs. Lawrence Langner), associate director of the
Sun, is recuperating in Lenox Hill
Guild, $875; author-director-producer Joshua Logan, $875;
Theatre
Hospital, N, Y., from surgery for
production staff, $875;
Com- Gabriel Katzka, of the Paula Stone-Mike Sloane actor Henry
a chronic ulcer condition
Fonda,
accountant Charles Renthal, $1,750;
theatrical
Arthur Schwartz,
producer
poser
Set
wife, $1,750; producer Elaine Perry, $1,750; theatreowner
..president of the League of N. Y. $1,750; his
McCormick,
Myron
$875;
actor
directorTheatres, is due back next Tues- Howard S. Cullman, $7,000;
in April day (17) from the Coast . . Alex- producer George Schaefer, $875; Lillian Leff, Ruth Bedford and Bar.
For
Hammerstein production staff,
ander H. Cohen and Ralph Alswang bara F. Wolferman, of the Rodgers
Glasgow, Feb. 3.
Playwrights Co. production staff,
will partner in the production of $1,750 each; Ruth Mitchell, of the
“The- Uninvited Guest," new
“All Summer Long,” Robert An- .$1,750; lyricist-produper Oscar Hammerstein, 2d., $3,500; his sons, stage
play by Mary Hayley Bell, wife Of derson’s dramatization of Donald
manager James Hammerstein and film producer William Hammerstein,
British stage and screen thesper Wetzel’s novel, “A Wreath and a
$1,760 and $875, respectively; stage manager Robert Griffin and comJohn Mills, is likely to reach Lon- Curse." Alan Schneider, who staged pany manager Carl Fisher, $1,000; composer-producer Richard Rodgers,
don in mid-April. It is due at the play's recent tryout in Wash$3,500; associate producer Clinton Wilder, $500; orchestra leader-conKing’s Theatre here March 16, ington, will repeat the stint for
tractor Meyer Davis, $1,312; talent agent Barron Polan, $437; general
playing Edinburgh, Birmingham Broadway, Alswang will design the
manager Herman Bernstein, $2,625; souvenir program agent A1 Greenand Brighton subsequently. Piece scenery and, as usual, Jocelyn will stone,
$3,500; producers Sherman and Marjorie (Mrs.) Ewing, $1,750
stars John Mills, Joan Greenwood collaborate on the costumes.
and $875, respectively; attorney Morris Schrier, representing Music
and Cathleen Nesbitt.
The Edward Choate-Gcorge Ross Corp. of America, $3,500; actor Colin Keith- Johnston, $500; film actor
New play by Graham Greene, production of “Murder Mistaken," Barry Sullivan, $1,750; producer Carly Wharton, $875, and the show’s
“The Living Room," which has its Janet Green’s London thriller, will co-producers, Gilbert and Fearnley, $437 and $400, respectively, “Magworld preem ‘at Edinburgh Lyceum be tried out late this spring at the gie" is capitalized at $175,000, with provision for 20% overcall.
next week, stars Eric Portman with Alcazar, San Francisco, probably
Mary Jerrold, Dorothy Tutin, Vio- with David Wayne and Alexis Smith
Backers of “Emperor’s Clothes," the Robert Whitehead-Playwrights
for
let Farebrother, Valerie Taylor and heading the cast. It’s slated
Co. production of Georg* Tabori’s drama, include producer Elaine
Ralph Michael. It is directed by Broadway next fall, with Gilbert Perry, $300; company manager Robert Schnitzer, $30Q; Frederic de
Dolores
Peter Glenville, with decor by Les- Miller a major backer
de Wilde, co-featured moppet
John Wilde, stage-manager-father of Brandon
This production is also Gray, William Gaxton and
lie Hurry.
leader-contractor Meyer Davis, $600; Oscar
in “Car- in the cast, $400; orchestra
costarred
be
Raitt
will
set for London during the Coronamanager,
general
$1,200; his wife, casting diWhitehead’s
Olesen,
E.
nival" .
. Although Arthur Lesser
tion season.
Rea, Whitehead's former pro‘recently announced that he had rector Terry Fay, $3,000; Mrs. Oliver
Lester
Polakov, $1,200; the
designer
scene
partner,
$1,200;
signed to present the “Folies Ber- ducing
gere’’ -on Broadway this spring, re- show’s pressagent, Barry Hyams, $1,200; realtor-theatre owner Robert
port from Paris is that Paul Derval, W. Dowling, $1,200; Malcolm Wells, representing the Playwrights Co.,
director of the show, has “broken $1,200; actor-director-producer Hume Cronyn, $1,200; pressagent Ben
off .negotiations" for such a deal Sonnenberg, $1,200; Mrs. Marshall Field, $1,200; film attorney Arnold
and is dickering with another New Grant, $1,800, and associate producer Sherman S. Krellberg, $3,600,
.

.

London

.

.
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Paris Legit Big;

Theatres Spread

son.)

Without the tax assist, the Met’s
Paris, Feb. 3.
would have been
Paris has no central legit theaalmost double that of the year betre setup geographically, with top
fore. Greatly increased costs, as
theatres scattered all over the city.
intake,

against more or less fixed
Although this might make for
are given -as explanation. The Met
diversity, it also causes difficulty
put on four new productions* last
in getting to out-of-the-way theaseason (although it did the same
tres. Off-main-stem companies are
the year before), but higher opside by. side with the first-run lush
erating costs made them exceedhouses which makes foijdemocratic
ingly more expensive to do.
theatre-going but
confusion
in
Biz Was Good
cataloging.
Of the '72 theatres
Biz continued to be good. Ticket
five are state-subsidized,
operating,
sales in N. Y. and on the road for
’51-’52 totaled $3,489,000, an in- seven are the intime chansonniers
crease of $745,000 .over the $2,- which feature mainly purely Gal744,000 of *Sl0-’51 (although part of lic gab and song acts, six are Music Halls, two devoted to the dance,
this is the $475,000 saved on the
Federal tax). Tix sales in N. Y. six of them house operettas and
and the others are
represented a 97% average, as musicals,
straight legit.

against 93% capacity of the year
before.
But, according to Met prez Lowell Wadmond, costs went skyhigh, in wages, salaries, materials

State-subsidized houses are the
National Opera which puts on*the
more spectacular offerings at its
lush National Opera “House; the
Opera-Comique, which has the
more simply staged lyric, operas
the.^Comedie-Francaise with two
houses on both the left and right
bank which reps its large repertoire plus its new seasonal offerings; and the Theatre National
Populaire, under 'the directorship
of Jean'Vilar, housed at the Palais
De Chaillot. It goes in for offbeat

and traveling.
“The principal items of expense
were the wages of artists, conductors, stage directors, orchestra,
ballet, stagehands, wardand
scenic
departments,
building operation, executive, etc.,

-chorus,

robe

which amounted to $3,253,838, an

-

Ward Morehouse, drama columnist of the N. Y. World-Telegram &

Mary BeHVGuest’

loss last season

"

Inside Stuff-Legit

’51-’52

AU-Time High; Tax Ease Saves House

“Fledermaus" touring
which was a flop.
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increase of approximately $330,000
over the preceding year. Traveling
expenses were up $129,000; the cost
of four new productions was up
$60,000; 'materials, building services and repairs were up $63,000;
and the total increase in expenses
amounted to $578,000.
substantial part of the increase in expenses, as in the case of revenues,
was due to the two additional weeks
of tour as compared with the previous seasqn.
“Expense allocable, to each performance was $20,881 in the 1951’52 season, against $19,036 in the
prccedmg season, an increase of
10%. Another factor in the final
deficit forjrist season was fact that
special contributions amounted to
$129,000, as compared with $248,000 in the preceding year, which
included a special contribution of
$120,000 from subscribers towards
the admissions tax."
Income for ’51-’52 (excluding
“Fledermaus" tour) was $4,102.
116.30, representing $3,488,737.86
in ticket sales and an additional
$613,378.44 from broadcasts, recordings, building' rentals, etc.
Expenses included $3,253,838.26

York management.

The production, which opened Monday night

Lincoln Kirstein is managing director of the N. Y. C. Drama Co.,
which is currently presenting a
three-production series of revivals
at N. Y. City Center. Albert Marre
is artistic director of the operation,
witli Phil Bloom pressagent, Gilman Haskell company manager,
Burry Fredrik production stage
manager, Richard Baldridge assistant, Sybil Trubln executive sec-

is

retary, Michael

Wager

assistant ar-

secretary' and Joyce Davis
Howard
,
production, assistant
Hoyt, Jack Bertell and Glenn Jordan will operate the Saratoga Melody Fair next summer on Route 9,
south of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
The project wil be capitalized at
tion

.

.

Milton Baron, general manager
for producer Jose Ferrer, will have
a similar status with “My Three
Angels," which Ferrer will direct
for producers Saint Subber, Rita

Allen and Archie Thompson. Ben for production “Laughter in the
Kranr will be stage manager of the Courtyard," by Leslie Weiner.
show, which will star Walter Slezak
“Golden Cuckoo," a revised ver. . Len Doyle, John 0’Haj-e, Harry
sion of the comedy by Irish-AmeriI?no,
George Gilbreath, Monty can playwright Denis Johnston, a
Banks and Drew Conklin will ap- member of the Mount Holyoke
pear in “The Milky Way," which faculty, will be presented tonight
John Effrat will direct, for a single (Wed.) through next Sunday (15)
performance Feb. 24 at The Lambs, at the Smith College Theatre,
N. Y.
“Porgy and Bess," the Northampton, Mass. ... St. John
Blevins Davls-Robert Breen revival Terrell’s Lambertville (N.J.) Music
due March 10 at the Ziegfeld, N. Y., Circus will open its fifth season
opened Monday (9) for a two-week June 5 with “Sweethearts," then
run at the Empire, Paris, having offer “Panama Hattie," “Fortune

ord on

I

.

'

London, Feb. 3.
The new British play by Roger
which
MacDougall,
“Escapade,"
Henry Sherek is presenting at the
St. James’, broke the house rec-

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

!

*

.

.

.

.

.

Teller,"

its

first

Saturday, topping

the high made by the Jean Louis
Barrault Co.
The gross for that

day was $1,064, and in

Prefer

“Gentlemen

LONDON

SAT. HIGH IN

.

and new pieces.
The chansonniers are vest pocket closed a successful run in London
houses that present their group of last week. Wilva Davis (Mrs. Breen)
wits and songsters who spoof cur- returned to New York last week.
“Jimmy Six," a one-act comedy
rent events and subjects from
A
.shopping to sex habits. Nothing by stage manager Robert Downing,
is sacred here and it stays a Gallic will be published by Plays: The
Drama Magazine for Young People,
show biz institution.
a subsid of Atlantic Monthly
Music Halls are the French The Lighthouse Dramatic
Group,
equivalent of U. S. vaude houses composed of blind players,
will
and usually feature one topper, present Joseph Spaulding’s “Spider
generally a singer,, and supporting Island" next Saturday night (14)
acts.
Tops, among them is the and Sunday matinee (15) at the
ABC which currently is housing a Lighthouse Little Theatre, N. Y.
While Peggy Phillips takes a
musical
comedy,
“La
Route
Fleurie." The more pop boulevard month’s leave to polish her play
“To
Charlie,
with Love," in prephalls are the Bobino, which is doing well with Suzy Delair' wlicse aration for its Broadway production,
Sol
Jacobson
will fill in as
insouciant renditiohs of a good
stock of French oo-la-la and ballad associate- to Michel Mok on “South
numbers is making her a real at- Pacific,"' “King and I" and “Maggie."
traction;
European, which has
Herman Bernstein, general mana“Schnock," a typical Gallic, farce
revue, notable mainly for the bom- ger for producer Lcland Hayward,
bastic delivery’ of star Jean Rigaux. is doubling as' company manager
The Capucine and Mayol have sub- of “Wish You Were Here," sucstandard girly shows in the old ceeding Carl Fisher, who sails this
week for an indefinite vacation in
hurley tradition, which always do
Europe with his actress-wife, Peggy
good biz here. The Folies-3ergere Cass
Clem Fowler- will play a
in salaries and Wages, and another and Casino de Paris 'a'ltejthe big supporting part to Alfred
Drake
$1,347,558.04 in travel, social se- spec houses that get tourist and when the latter stars in “Man and
curity taxes, materials, repairs. n*w French trade.
Superman," opening Feb. 23 at the
production costs ($259,156.01 for
Cliatelct Still* Big With ‘Mexico’
Penn Valley Playhouse, Philly ,
four shows), royalties, insurance,
Shackleton
appears
in
Cliatelet is the big novelty stag- Robert
interest and depreciation, for a ing
house With its immense stage “RrigadOon" next week and “Lend
An
$4,601,396.30 total.
Ear"
two
weeks
hence
at
the
and descending elevator floor
Some contributions cut down the geared for top scenic
Palm Beach Playhouse . Ernest
effects. I\iow
loss, with the “Fledermaus" tour
housing Luis Mariano in “Le Chan- H. Martin, co-producer of “Guys
hiking it again, for a final $175,and Dolls," retu?’ned yesterday
teur De Mexico," this house is still
(Tues.) from London, where •'•he
663.14 deficit.
doing Mg biz. Next big one here
huddled With Prince Littler on
is the 'Gallic version of “Call Me
plans
for the
VIRTUOSI Dl ROMA TOUR
Madam.” Gaite-Lyrique has a hep of the musical. West End edition
Virtuosi Dl Roma, ensemble of revival
of
operetta
“Three
Ben Boyar, manager of the Van14 Italian musicans, who toured Waltzes,"
and' Theatre Dc Paris
derbilt, N. Y., will bfe Company
the United States the last two has “C’Est Ecrit
Dans Les Etoiles" manager for the Broadway
engageseasons, will return in tlfe fall for <“It
Is Written In The Stars"),
ment of /‘Porgy and Bess," with
a 10-weeks’ tour.
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon operetta. Bill Doll as
pressagent, Bob DusVirtuosi Di Roma is under man- Vlogador
has the perennial “Vio- tin production assistant, George
agement of Albert Morini, in co- lette.s Imperiales,”
the costume Quick as stage manager and Walter
operation with Columbia Artists operetta which
has been packing Renner assistant
Gustav Blum
Mgt.
them in for three years now.
ana Bamuel Lyons have acquired

NEW

‘ESCAPADE’ HITS

.

.

Y.,

“Oklahoma" is apparently indestrucible as a touring show, but it’s
tough"on company managers. Two seasons ago Herbert Farrar dropped
dead while the show was in Montreal. Last fall. Ernie Shaaf was taken
off the train while the production was traveling between engagements
in the mid-West, and dipd in a Chicago hospital.
Last week* Harry
Shapiro became 111 during the musical’s stand in Los Angeles, and was
ordered by physicians to return to New York. He was succeeded on
the assignment by John Garrity, formerly with the Shuberts.

$60,000.

.

the Empire, N.

(9) at

overcall.

Backers of “Touchstone," Elaine Perry’s production of the William
Stucky drama which opened and closed on Broadway last week, include the producer’s sister, Margaret Perry Fanning, $3,000; Mrs.
Irving Jacobs, widow of the producer who prior to his death last fall
planned to present the show, $1,500; Barry Bingham, publisher of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, for which Stucky works, $1,500; former
producer Raymond Curtis, $1,500; actress Dorothy Patten, $750; actor
John Baragrey, $375; radio-tele announcer and strawhat operator Ron
Rawsoi^ $375; actress Josephine Hull, $300; Miss Perry, $10,588; legal
rep Anne Glatterman, representing an undisclosed client, $27,750,
and securities broker Bliss Asnes, representing an undisclosed client,
$23,250. The venture was financed at $75,000.

Joan Frank produc-

tistic director,

20%

financed for $72,000, including

full

week the take was

its

first

$7,500.

Blondes" (two weeks) and “FlederAmerican rights for the play are
maus," with balance of the schedule to be set later
Eva Gabor now being negotiated by Sherek,
.

.

.

left last week for a vacation in
Jamaica, B.W.I.
Meyer Davis
.
engaged by Paula Stone and
Shows in Rehearsal
Michael Sloane to furnish orchestra for their forthcoming legiter,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
“Carnival in Flanders."
CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
Martin Kelly, former Albany
(MusiC (Musical Comedy)
newspaperman who took the ad- cal Drama), O (Operetta).
vanced dramatics course at Catholic U., Washington, has joined the
Camino Real (D) Cheryl Crawstaff of Malcolm Atterbury’s Co- ford, Ethel Linder Reiner, Walter
lonial Playhouse, Albany, as direc- P. Crysler, Jr., prods.; Elia, Kazan,
tor of publicity.
He succeeded dir.
-Hilda Naumoff, who is associated
I
Found April (C) Kenneth
with an Albany radio station. Kelly Banghart, Diana Green, prods.;
has done drama adaptation and Luther Martin Kennett, dir.
direction.
Merchant of Venice (D) N.Y.C.
Eldon J. Elder, Broadway set de- Drama Co., prod.; Albert Marre,
signer, has signed to be art direc- dir.; Luther Adler, Margaret Philtor for the Municipal Theatre lips, Phillip Bourneuf, stars.
Assn.’s 1953 summer season in
’'Misalliance (D)—N.Y.C.- Drama
Forest Park Playhouse, ^t. Louis. Co., prod.; Frank Corsaro, dir.;
Mary Lou Taylor, former mem- Barry Jones, Tamara Geva, Roddy
ber of the Michael Chekov Co. in McDowall, Richard Kiley, stars.
England, has joined Malcolm AtterMy Three Angels (D) St. -Subbury’s Colonial Playhouse, Albany, ber, Rita Allen, Archie Thompson,
repertoire company for “Apple of prods.; Jose Ferrer, dir.
His Eye/’ opening. £ two- week run
today (Wed.).
Bca Chilson, who
toured in the national company of
Bills
.

.

M

,

MD

—

—

—

—

“A Streetcar Named

Desire,"

Current Stock

is

another newcomer for “Apple."

(Feb. 9-22)

—Dobbs
—

Angel Street

Waxman

Ferry

(N.

Y.) Players (9-13).
Sees Favorable
Desert Song Motor Music Fair,
Conjunction for Legiter Miami Beach (9-14).
Hay Fever (Miriam Hopkins)—
A. P. Waxman announces plans

Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix

for a spring production of “Lucky
Star," musical about astrology, on

14).

—

(9-

I Married an Angel
Paper Mill
he has collaborated with
Tom Johnstone and Fred Hille- Playhouse, Millburn, N. J. (9-21).
Kelly)—
My
Sister
Eileen
(Patsy
brand.
Georgia Tapps is set to
Hilltop Theatre-i n-thC-Round,
stage the dancing, Willa Kim is to
Sheraton Belvedere Hotel, Balto
design the costumes and Lou Ken(10-15).
nel will do the Scenery.
Play’s the Thing (Magda Gabor)
Gil Lamb, Nina Olivette ^md
Arena, Memphis (10-15).
Ju i: '.ia Larson are mentioned for
Theatre (Kay Francis) Arena,
the cast.
Memphis (17-22).

which

;

j

1

—

—
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Brief As New Problems Stir Barns
adopted*
Actors Equity have
last week by
apparently quieted, at least temmanporarily, agitation by strawhat
However,
agers against the union.
members of the Stock Managers
stock regulations

about the
Assn, are still muttering
their
union’s refusal to recognize
organization.

principal angle of the hew regubelations that has eased tension

Albany Preps

Bill

To

Post Seat Locations

*

Idea of the 20% clause is that
avoids prohibitive costs which
would- bejnvolved if full* casts, including bit parts, were paid the
regular union minimum of $85 a
week. Also, stock managers feel,
the exception highlights a distinction between the union’s regular
production contract and the new
touring unit contract and thus
averts the stagehands and other
craft unions an entering wedge
into the strawhat field.
members
A few militant
take exception to the expressed
assumption of Equity officials that
inherent in the compromise agreement in the understanding that if
regulations
don’t
modified
the
v ork out, the strict five-day rehearsal rule will be accepted next
They’re already indicating
year.
determination to. fight the five-day
setup when, and if it’s again pro-

SMA

r

posed.

Equity reps merely shrug

at this attitude.

Show Biz Taking Spurt
In Atlanta

With

Bands, Ballet

Legit,

&

leers

Atlanta, Feb. 10.

Dormant show
has had a sharp
current month.

biz

hereabouts

hypo during the

Creating most interest has been
the booking of a two-week run of
“South Pacific,'' starring Janet
Blair 'and Webb Tilton, Feb. lO-^,
with three matinees and one offnight scheduled. 4, SP” will play
the Tower Theatre, formerly the
Erlanger.
.
•

“Holiday on Ice” opened Saturday (7) at Municipal Auditorium,
to run through Feb. 18, with four
matinees scheduled. --Since ice
shows are a novelty hereabouts,
“Ice” is luring customers from all
over Geprgia, Tennessee, Florida,
*
the Carolinas and Alabama*
Slavenska-Franklin J&allet Co. is
due for three performances at the
Tower Feb. 13-14. No other ballet
is in prospect for Atlanta this season, so healthy biz is certain.

B way

Legiters

May

Cancel Shows for Preem

London Legit Slump Bops ‘Porgy
I.

air-conditioning plant.

Robinson,

managing

the new operation, hopes to book
the house to open in April, but is
reportedly also figuring on the
possibility of getting shows which
have been unable to get locations
during the current theatre shortage on Broadway. He’s said to be
offering unusually liberal terms
for the, spot.

Hayward Eyeing
3-D for

Hayward apparently is waiting
Of ‘Main Street to B’way’
for the smoke to clear from the
Legit shows on Broadway may current confusion
in Hollywood

over the new optical effects before
decides on a picturization
course. He may produce the film
himself or, which is more likely,
sell the rights tti one of the studios.
There has been film-maker -interest in the play before but nbt too
much coin was being offered. However,
Hayward feels “Roberts”
neatly lends itself to some form
legit stage.
of 3-D treatment, which should
It’s expected that “Main Street make it more attractive to the stu'
to Broadway” will have its New dios.
York preem on a Thursday night, : Henry Fonda, star of “Roberts,”
and perhaps open simultaneously and 'Joshua Logan, director, are
in other cities.
Idea of having not likely to be associated with its
legit shows stay dark that night picturization if it’s done early.
is to help focus attention on the
Both have other commitments
film preems, with various stars of which will carry them through
stage productions attending the next season.
picture- openings.
That would be
up to the individual legit managements, however, since the entire Dorothy Sands Needs
setup would be on a voluntary
basis.

CLT has already "received a
$50;000 advance against its share
of the profits from “Main Street
to Broadway,” with an additional
$150,000 figured likely.
The organization has thus far spent $40,000 on its campaign to revive the
road, chiefly through increasing
local subscription lists.

‘TABLE’ CLICK IN PARIS;

GUIGNOL READIES ‘BAT’
Paris,

Theatres
cently'

Feb.

10.

which reslick girlie show,
fast-paced legiter in

Capucines,

housed a

he

Fast Bicycle to Double

and D.C. Legiters

Airplanes, rather than the traditional bicycle, will be needed by
Dorothy Sands for the next couple
of weeks in doubling between the
touring “Bell, Book and Candle”
and the N. Y. City Center revival
of “Misalliance.”
Actress, rehearsing in the Shaw
play in New York this week, will
return to the John van Druten
tourer for its two-week Washington engagement opening next Monday night (16), then plane to New
York for the preview-premiere
Tuesday night (17) at City Center.
She’ll remain with the Shaw comedy for the duration of its run,
March 1, but planes to Pittsburgh
for the “Bell, Book and Candle”

—

Do

.

.

Form

'

*

May

6.

fore

1 Found

April’ to

Open

Tour in Springfield
Found April,” George Batson
comedy in which Constance Bennett will star, opens an extended
tour Feb. 19-21 at the Court
Square, Springfield, Mass.
The

Kenneth

Banghart- Diana

‘

London, Feb.

10.

Decision to close the London run
of “Porgy and Bess” tonight 10)
was a direct sequel to the slump
currently
hitting
London legit
theatres. For several weeks the
gross was substantially below the
stop clause in the agreement made
with Prince Littler, and the U.S.
«

“I

management, represented by Robert Breen and Blevins Davis, was

Green forced to make a snap decision.
For the last eight to 10 weeks

production splits the week of
Feb. 23 between Allentown, Reading and Wilmington, -then plays
single weeks in Boston, Montreal
and Toronto, after which it heads
south. Idea is to go to Chicago in
May, possibly for the summer, and
reach Broadway next fall.

by Luther Martin

“Porgy” has been gros'.inf* on average of $16,000 to $17,000 a week
the Stoll, which is considered
exceptionally good for that theatre. Operational costs, however,
are substantially above normal,
and it was for that reason that
Breen and Davis originally insisted on the insertion of ? break-even
figure of $22,400. In the opening
weeks of the run, show was taking
upwards of $28,000, hnt the seasonal slump expected to last over
the Christmas holiday period has
been going on for longer than anat

Herbert Evers, Helen Raymond,
Louise
Marjorie 'Peterson and
Larabee. Robert O’Hearn has designed the scenery, Richard Horner
is company manager and Joseph
Heidt pressagent.
The play was originally tried ticipated.
out last spring in St. Louis and
Following the decision to termiKansas City, and played a straw- nate the London season, “Porgy”
hat tour last summer.
opens a two-week season in Paris
next Monday 16). which will run
<

until

Byram Continues Role
Of Advisor

to

Cullman

-

Under Burr Partnership
John Byram, former Paramount
play pditor who has
legit producing partnership with Courtney Burr, will probably continue as adviser on legit
investments for Howard S. CullPictures

formed a

man.

However,

it’s

not expected

that Cullman will be actively associated in the Burr-Byrem* operation, but will probably merely participate in individual shows as a
backer.
Burr and Byram have no scripts
under option, but are considering
production
possible
several for
next season. Meanwhile, preparations are going ahead for a touring
edition of “Seven Year Itch,” the
George Axelrod comedy click pro-

March

1.

The company

will

immediately pack bags for its
opening at the Ziegficld Theatre,
New York, March 11.

With realization that if Littler
terminated the run they would
have difficulty in keeping the company together; Breen initiated discussions with Billy Rose during
latter’s
recent visit to London.
Rose indicated he would like to
add “Porgy and Bess” to a repertory of musical productions and
offered the date at the Ziegfield.
the gross showed no sign of
returning to normal, both Breen

When

and Davis reckoned they had no
alternative and closed a deal with
Rose.

,

Suddenness of the closure has
presented Littler with the problem
of finding an alternative production capable of attracting substantial biz to the offbeat Stoll. Not
only is there nothing in the offing,
but he’s faced with the prospect
duced by Burr and Elliott Nugent of returning cash from advance
Also, John bookings.
at the Fulton, N. Y.
Gerstad, who staged the show,

sailed last

In N.Y.

now has a
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon’s “Treize a
Table” (“Thirteen at the Table”),
which looks like another hit here.
*
Crix feel that this is a success- opening March 2.
Horace Heidt will bring his show ful return to the “boulevard’,’ theUnderstudy is substituting in the
to Atlanta for a two-night stand atre, which was well-made, savory
Miss* Holroyd part in "Bell, Book
at the Fox Theatre Feb. 16-17, and distracting. Though light and
and Candle” during Miss Sands’
appearing in
conjunction with airy in plot, play was found to be absence.
screen fare, "with a regular admis- droll, bombastic and a treat. Actsion tariff of $2, with loges only ing of Robert Murzeau, Nadine
reserved at $3.70.
Alari and Simone Renant also Yale to Give U. S. Preem
Bookings for March include came in for a share of the kudos;
Of Anoulih -Colombe*
presentation March * 11 by the consenus is that it’s a well-writNew Haven, Feb. l0.
Atlanta Mustc Club of Emlyn Wil- ten comedy played with aplomb.
Yale Dramatic Assn, will preem
The Grand Guignol is rehearsing
liams, at the Tower; March 18-22,
American
production of the
shuddery old legiter, “Le an
the Atlanta Opera Co. offering the
“The Chocolate Soldier,’* starring Ghauve Souris” (“The Bat”), as Jean Anouilh comedy, “Colombe,”
Helena Bliss and John Tyers, at next presentation. Theatre De Re- which had a London, run in the
house the new 1051-52 season.
will
the Tower, -and March 26, Fred naissance
Group will put the show on for
Waring and His Pennsylvanians, in Jacques Deval pl^y^whlchj^as
Feb. 26-28 and
a one-night stand, at the Municipal yet untitled, but wiR^hav^^iienp^:
'
University TheMafc£h
Early
lead.
the
in
Tessier
t*n.e
Auditorium.
February will see the unveiling atre. English version" has been
Denis
London
by
Cannan,
scripted
Sonnettes”
a
Serpent*
“Le
of
(“The Rattlesnake”) at the The- playwright and producer.
Donat to
Revival Of
Drama
Yale
Dept,
assisTwo
Miranda
atre Daunou, with Isa
and Gerard Sety. Written by Eng- tant profs, Leo S. Lavandero on di'Cathedral' Next March lish playwright Bruno Sturart, recting and W. Oren Parker on
London, Feb, 3.
and adapted by Jean Huberty, this scene design, have a hand in the
Robert Donat is to play the lead is a comedy of youth vs. the wis- technical end of this production.
n an Qid Vic revival of T. S. Eliot’s dom of age, with Miss Miranda
Murder in the Cathedral,” which as a fiery, ever-younger grand- ‘Fishers* in Concert
js to follow the
upcoming produc- mother.
Via Little Orch Group
tion of “Julius Caesar.”
As last of its experimohtar series
“Cathedral,” set to open March Aldrich Yen* Latin Revue
1,
k e produced by Michael
Richard Aldrich left N. Y. yester- of three operas’ in ‘concert form at
i
Benthall.
The cast' will -include day (Tues.) for a -two-week visit at Carnegie Hall, N: Y., Thomas
Paul Rogers, Douglas Campbell the Naples (Fla.) home of Julius Scherman'and the Little Orchestra
and William Squire. The play is Fleischmann.
Society will' present' Bizet’s “The
Fishers,” next Monday (16).
n f °r five weeks,
He’ll discuss with the latter pro- Pearl
and will be fol}
Soloists will be Martial Singh.er,
lowed by Tyrone. Guthrie’s produc- duction of a proposed Spanish reJackson, Davis Cunningham,
tion of “Henry
VIII,” which, the vue to open in Madrid and then Rhea
Wueen and the Duke of Edinburgh tour Spain and South America be- and Kenneth Smith, together with
aie to attend
College Choir.
Westminster
the
S.
U.
the
to
coming
opening
night,

+

Cast, directed

Leland Hayward, producer of
the smash legiter, “Mister Roberts,” which ended a five-year run
r with conclusion of its engagement
at the Shubert Theatre in Washington Saturday night (7), is eyeing a 3-D film deal for the drama.
It ran for 1,157 performances on
Broadway.

cancel performances the night the
pic, “Main Street to Broadway,”
premieres in New York. Touring
shows may do likewise in other
towns where the Council of the
Living Theatre picture has its
local openings. Plan is being prepared by the CLT, which shares
in the profits of Lester Cowan
film production ballyhooing the

Quick Paris Booking, Then B’way

Kennett, includes John Baragrey,

‘

“adjacent to the boxoffice or
other place where such reserved
seats are sold.”
Measure would take effect immediately.

Hempstead, L.

Possible new tryout house for
Broadway, or a touring or stock
circuit stand has been opened in
Hempstead, L. I. House is the indie-owned Hempstead Theatre, formerly a film spot, which has been
renovated and adapted for legit.
v
It’s a l,500-seater with a inodern

Lawrence

Albany, Feb. 10.

and other places of
amusement, 'entertainment and exhibition would be required to post
conspicuously and display at all
times a diagram showing the exact
location by letter and number of
each reserved ticket, under terms
Theatres

tween Equity and the managers is of an amendment to the general
waivers
the provision permitting
business law proposed by Sen. Jurehearsal reof the new five-day
lius M. Archibald and Assemblyapplication
written
quirement on
man Daniel M. Kelly, -N. Y. Demoby individual strawhats. However, crats.
the union’s new stock contract perThe bill, which would affect not
mitting 20% of the cast to be made only theatres but also places
where
up of either resident players or exhibitions, games and contests are
registered local non-pros is also held, states that the
posting shall
in line with managerial objections. be
it

57

Open Tryout House

Equity-Stock Mgrs.’ loye-Fest’ Looks

New
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peat

the.

week

for

London

to re-

assignment for H. M. Ten- Legit

End edition.
•Although Byram did not have

Can Hold

nent's; VYest

a

chance to discuss the matter with
Cullman before the latter’s departure last week for a vacation in
I., it’s assumed that
Cullman would not be interested

Nassau, B. W.

.Vs.

Its

Own

TV, Sez ANTA Forum;
Tele Called an Assist

Legit can hold its own against
according to producer

television,

in managerial participation in the Max' Gordon and
actors Peggy
Burr-Byram operation. Under his Wood, Faye Emerson, Walter Abel
present., setup, Cullman has access and Gene Lockhart, who discussed
to investment in the productions the subject at an ANTA forum in
of virtually all the established N.Y. last Thursday (5).
Broadway managements, besides
One thing legit could and should
operating the Alvin Theatre, N. Y., do, suggested Abel, was to follow
and serving as chairman of the its audience, as TV had done.
N. Y. Port Authority.
When population moved from big
Byram’s withdrawal from Para- cities- to suburbs, he said, films,
mount a couple of weeks ago fol- raidio and TV followed, but theatre
lowed the company’s recent cur- did not. He praised Paul Gregory

tailment of

its activities

in the legit

for taking his dramatic readings to

He had been* with the com* suburban towns outside the regpany since 1933, having previously ularly skedded legit cities.
been dramatic editor and second
Gordon felt that legit might lose
string critic for the N. Y. Times. its young writers to TV this generHis duties as play editor for Para- ation, just as it had lost them to
mount have been taken over by pix the last generation. Theatre,
Alan Jackson, doubling as story he said, should encourage, not discourage the young writer.
editor.
Not only does TV not “threaten”
Besides representing Cullman as
adviser on investments, Byram also legit, was the consensus of Miss
partnered with Burr in the pro- Wood, Miss Emerson and Lockduction of several legit offerings hart, but it can help it. Both acwhile with Paramount, and gave tresses told how their TV rep
unofficial assists to various other brought audiences into their '52
management's on numerous other strawhat shows (“Mamma” and
“Dangerous Corner”), with theshows.
atregoing a new and enjoyable experience which many of these TVhuggers might well repeat. The
Platform Style ‘Burning’
two mediums aid and abet each
Stars Burt Lancaster other, was the decision, with legit
training talent for TV which in
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
turn Supports actors who can’t
field.

.

A

“platform-style”

production

of Christopher Fry’s “The Lady’s
Not for Burning,” starring Burt
Lancaster, will be presented by
legit producers Russell Lewis and

Howard Young ngxt

fall as the
in a series of offerings under
a Drama Guild banner for the revived. Chautauqua Circuit, producers plan three other reading versions of contemporary plays to
round out the season.
Not included in the Drama Guild
series is the scheduled Lotte Lehman program, in which .the diva

first

make

a full-time living in the the-

atre.

Gerstad Now in London
Casting British ‘Itch*
London, Feb. 10.
John Gerstad, who directed
“Seven Year Itch” for Broadway,

has arrived in London and' is now
casting “Itch” there, to be staged
by H. M. Tehnent in association
with Williamson Music.
Production will go into rehearsal
will, narrate episodes from her life as quickly as posible, and a short
against a vocal instrumental music provincial tour will be arranged
before it opens in the West End.
J background.

.

!

B’way

Falters; love’s

Labor

'Constant Wife’ Pulls

$28,400, ‘Season

Chi Up; ‘Madam’ $40,600. ‘Dial’ $19,900,

$21,
$21,900

‘Crucible’
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$24,009,

‘Mid-Summer’ 15G, ‘Touchstone’ Folds

Stand

in N.C.

New Orleans, Feb, 10.
Katharine Cornell, starring in
“Constant Wife,” drew a healthy
performances
eight
in
$21,900
through Saturday night (7) at the
Civic Theatre here.
The Somerset Maugham revival,
with Robert Flemyng and John
Emery* costarred, held over for an
extra performance Sunday night
(8), then moved to Baton Rouge
for a single show last night (Mon,),
after which it goes to Houston and

skidded

a

slumped

but

last

bit

Friday

failed to recover at the Saturday

$22,845)
(10th wk) (C-$4.g0;
(Melvyn Douglas). Nearly $16,500
(previous week, $17,400).

Touchstone, Music Box (1st wk)
1,012;

Tuesday night

week, but “Touchstone” was pans and closed Saturday night (7)
panned and taken off. Of the ear- after seven performances; grossed
lier entries, “Crucible” held about about $2,500; lost around $65,000.
Two’s Company, Alvin (8th wk)
even at near-capacity, “Fifth Sea(Bette
$47,167)
1,331;
son' climbed to near-capacity and R-$7.20;
“Mid-Summer” moved up again Davis). With the star out ill the
got
show
the
week,
the
half
of
first
and now appears set for a run, but
almost $22,300 for four perform“The Bat” had to close.
for
$28,000
week,
(previous
ances
There are four openings this
five performances).
week, as detailed below.
Here, Imperial
Were
You
Wish
Estimates for Last Week
(33d wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,080).
Keys: C (Comedy), D ( Drama ), Nearly $49,200 (previous week,
CD (Comedy-Drama ) R (Revue), $50,700).
(MuMC (Musical Comedy),

i

sical

Drama),

Other

MD

^

parenthetic

J

week, as
For Murder” and
counting in four-day stand at the did “Dial
Fox Midwest Orpheum Theatre. “Call Me Madam.” “Top Banana”
is slated to leave here Feb. 28.
Playing five performances (matinee
Early curtain for “Dial M” has
Saturday) Feb. 4-7, Van Heflin
starrer drew almost $12,Q00 at $3.66 been SRO, but, as yet, no other
plays have followed it.
Cornelia
top.

OPENING THIS WEEK

designations

Critics were favorable to play,
and town was comparatively light
on competitive attractions. But the
flu epidemic is believed to have
held trade down somewhat. Show
played under the John Antonello

OK $12,800,

‘Picnic’

Hayes

23G,

Hub

banner. No other legit scheduled
here in February.
In two evenings and a matinee
Sunday-Monday (1-2), the Joseph
Kramm drama grossed $7,100 at
the Auditorium, St. Paul, giving it.
a total of $19,10Q for the eight-

Boston, Feb. 10.
couple of busy
a

Following

weeks, Hub legit fare had dwindled
to only two, with “‘Picnic” currently in its final week and “Maid in
Ozarks” continuing in fourth frame.
On the horizon are “Gigi” slated
for two-weeker at the Wilbur opening

Rugged $39,200

Brings $165,000 Total

For Hefty

vertised for three

Fifth Season, Cort (3d wk) (C(Menasha
$25,639)
1,056;
Over
Skulnik, Richard Whorf).
$24,600 (previous week, $23,500).
Fourposter, Golden (68th wk)
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Sydney, Romney Brent). Almost $10,500 with the help of two-for-ones
(previous week, $10,000).
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (116th
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). Got
$38,700 (previous week, $40,300).

$4.80;

‘Roberts’
Gigi’ $20,700, D.C.

Washington, Feb. 10.
“.Mister Roberts” wound up its
long and highly successful legit career last week with a strong $25,King and I, St. James (98th wk) 000 gate here. Play’s final two
(Yul weeks at the Shubert Theatre in(MC-$7.20;
$51,717)
1,571;
Brynner). Over $47,500 (previous dicate- that- there would probably
week was underquoted; should be plenty of life in this one if
have read just over $50,000).
more bookings were available.
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert • Business picked up for “Gigi” in
(4th wkT (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,000) its second semester at the Nation(Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer). Sell- al, with, a gross of $20,700. Coming out, but Theatre Guild sub- edy has a third week to run and
scription limited the gross to al- will be succeeded by “Bell, Book
most
(previous
$37,300
week, and Candle,” for which a heavy ad$36,600).
vance sale is reported.
Love’s Labour’s Lost, City Cen-

(3d

M

wk)

($4.40;

1,000)

Thriller

(Richard

improved

to

Point of No Return, Erlanger (2d
wk) ($5; 1,33$), (Henry Fonda). Doing best business house has had in
months with sock $29,400.
Selwyn
Josephine,
(1st
wk)
Comedy tryout drew
(4.40; 1,000).
doubtful notices and was suddenly
taken off Saturday (7), with the
management announcing plans for
revision and reopening; grossed
$7,000.

weeks only, and

Toster’ $28,300,

$165,000 for the entire run, secto record-breaking fourstay of “South Pacific” last
plenty satisfactory
spring, was
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
and indicates that “Guys,” like
next season
return
Departure of three attractions,
“SP,” may
balanced by arrival of trio of prowhenever it finds the time.
Nixon has another subscription ductions, keeps looal legit season in
a Camera,” this high. Newcomers last night were
offering, “I
week and will follow it on suc- “Wonderful Town,” musical at For“Country rest, and “Mrs. McThing,” at the
with
weeks
cessive
Girl,” Jose Greco, return engage- Shubert.
Circle in Square, arena-stage
ment of “Bell, Book and Candle”
and Sarnia Gamal in “.White group in Academy of Music Foyer,
brings in “Legend of Lovers” toCargo” revival.
night (10). Unusual circumstance

ond only

lag’

week

19G, Philly

Am

found Theatrd Guild and America

‘OKLA.’ $34,300, L.A.;

seven performances in her one-woman musical show, “Paris ’90.”
Star drew $10,400 in four perMonday - Wednesday
formances
(2-4) at the’ Metropolitan, Seattle,
$20,100

Stand

been set in the original deal, it
wasn’t announced until run was
well under way.
However, the total of almost

M

of

Shubert

although fourth week had already

Vincent Benet poem, adapted and
Wk) (D-$6-$4.80^912; $26,0.00) (Mar- staged by Charles Laughton; opens
Nearly $15,700
*
garet Sullavank
next Saturday night (14).
closing
(previous week, $17,800);
On Borrowed Time, 48th St. (CD- Skinner Sets Record,
Feb. 28, to tour.
$4.80; 925; $22,927) (Victor Moore,
Dial
for Murder, Plymouth
$20,100 for 7 on Coast
Leo G. Carroll, Beulah Bondi).
(15th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,495)\
Richard Krakeiir, Randolph Hale,
Vancouver, Feb. 10.
(Maurice Evans).
Over $30,700 William G. Costin, Jr., revival of
Cornelia Otis Skinner, who’s
(previous week, $30,787).
Paul Osborn’s 1937-38 adaptation
Evening With Beatrice Lillie, of Lawrence Edward Watkin’s been mopping up on the Coast and
in the northwest recently, topped
Booth (19th wk) (R-$6; 739; $24,- novel; opened last night (Tues,).
her own records last .week with a
184). Over $24,200 (previous week,
gross

Me Madam,

Gall

Bright $40,600,
($5; 2,100).
with the advance strong; now playing Sunday nights.
for- Murder, “Sards (2d
ibial

wk)

Top Banana, Great Northern
(10th wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers).
Slipped
to $26,500; exiting Feb. 28
expected
windup. Slight dip was
inasmuch as the booking was ad- to continue tour.

•

$24,200).

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
“Guys and Dolls” dropped a bit
on fourth and final week at Nixon,
but still banged out a highly profitable session at $39,200 for the

*

.

opening, “The Shrike,” with Van
opens Feb. 23 for a six-week
stand .at the Erlanger..
Estimates for -Last Week

Heflin,

Greene).

.

&

>

string.

Otis Skinner is due March 2 for
a four-week stand at the BlackFor a more immediate
stone.

$19,900.

and “Fasten Your ‘Guys’

23

Feb.

performance

Emperor’s Clothes, Barrymore Belts” due the same night at the
respectively, to top prices;
number of seats, capacity gross (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; $28,000) (Lee J. Shubert for two weeks.
f
Robert Whitehead-PlayEstimates for Last Week
arid stars.
Price includes 20% Cobb).
amusement tax , but grosses are wrights Co. production of play by
Maid in the Ozarks, Majestic (3d
George Tabori; opened Monday wk) ($3.60; 1,100). Pulled okay $14,net: i.e., exclusive of tax.
to two favorable reviews 200, following $15,500 for second.
Bat, National (3d wk) (D-$4.80; night (9)
Watts, Post) and
Nearly $8,000 (Chapman, News;
$25,500).
1,172;
Mrs. McThing, Colonial (4th wk)
(Alkinson, Times; Colepans
Wound
(previous week, $9,000); closed last five
World- ($4.80; 1,500) (Helen Hayes).
Hawkins,.
Mirror;
man,
Saturday night (7) after 23 perfour week stand with slick $23,000.
Herald
Kerr,
Sun;
formances; management announces Telegram
House
is dark.
Journal- Ameriplans to^$£me,P at ap.undisclosed Tribune; McClain,
On Borrowed Time, Wilbur (3d
can).
"Weeks;- .revival rep(MC-$7.20; wk) 1$3.60; 1,200) (Victor Moore,
Hellinger
Flagg,
Hazel
resents a deficit of about- $40,000
G. Carroll, Beulah Bondi).
Leo
Gallagher,
(Helen
1,527; $53,000)
at present.
Thomas Mitchell, Benay Venuta, Great reviews failed to bring a boxBemardine, Playhouse (17th wk) John Howard). Jule Styne, in as- office response; finaled with pale
About sociation with Anthony B. Farrell, $6,700.
(C-$4.80;
$21,500).
999;
Picnic, Plymouth (1st wk) ($3.60;
$8,000 (previous week, $9,300).
production of musical version of
Nabbed nice notices and
Children’s Hour, Coronet (8th “Nothing Sacred,” book by Ben 1,200).
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Al- Hecht, score by Styne, lyrics by pulled okay $12,800 for seven perFinal week current,
formances.
week, Bob Hilliard; opens tonight (Wed.),
(previous
most
$13,900
John Brown’s Body, Century (D- shapes strong.
$16,200),
Town, Shubert (2d
Wonderful
Crucible, Beck (3d wk) (D-$6- $6-$4.80; 1,645; $43,000) (Tyrone
Raymond wk) ($6-$4.80; 1,700) (Rosalind Rus$4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Nearly $28,- Power, Judith Anderson,
again at nearly
clean
sell).
Went
Massey). Paul Gregory proluction
400 (previous week, $28,800).
Stephen $43,000.
Beep Blue Sea, ^orosco (14th of dramatic reading of the
refer,

10.

PAUL-KANSAS CITY

‘Wonderful’ 43G,

1

Chicago, Feb.

M

$26,903). Opened
(3) to unanimous

first

,

.

995;

(D-$4.80;

1

Chicago legit was generally a bit
last week. Flurry of new
‘SHRIKE’ $19,100 SPLIT, healthier
openings has quieted, with nothing
new in sight for two more weeks
ST.
“Josephine” opened a tryout stand
at the Selwyn last week, but drew
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
mixed notices and closed Saturday
Only legit here in several weeks, night (7) for repairs.
^“Point of No
“The Shrike,” gave moderate ac- Return” improved last

Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum

similar tactics, with
indications that business generally
will not improve much this week.
Of the recent arrivals, the City
Center’s revival of “Love’s Labor’s Lost” drew a mixed press
and moderate attendance for its

considering

$29,400, ‘Josephine’ Shutters
'

.

wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Marand tha Wright, George Britton). Over
$33,900 (previous week, $36,900).
Time of the Cuckoo, Empire
performances. In two cases twofor-ones hypoed attendance for (17th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,long run hits, and managements of 056) (Shirley Booth). Topped $20,- Dallas.
two other shows are reportedly 000 (previous week, $22,600).

Broadway

week,

Fonda
-

for

.

BILLIE

BURKE $11,700

Los Angeles, Feb.

On

its

fourth

trip

to

10.

town,

Theati£>sSociety competing with
themselves in three houses last
week, with “Maggie” (Forrest),
“Fourposter” (Locust) and “Stalag
17” (Walnut) all being offered in
subscription series.

Estimates for Last Week
racked up a threeand added $9,700 in three per- “Oklahoma!”
“Maggie,” Forrest (3d wk) (1,760;
operating profit of around
formances Friday-Saturday (6-7) at week
for the stand which ended $5.20) (Betty Paul, Keith Andes).
$20,000
the International Cinema here.
Over $19,000.
at the Biltmore Theatre Sunday
“Fourposter,” Locust (1st wk)
Gross for the three
night (8).
frames was $85,000, with the final (1,580; $3.90) (Jessica Tandy, Hume
Veronica Modest $8,000,

hitting $34,300, better than Cronyn). $28,300 plus.
Jose Greco Dancers, Shubert (1st
anything the musical has grossed
except
on its original visit, wk) (1,870; $3.90). $19,000.
here
St: Louis, Feb. 10.
“Stalag 17” Walnut (2d wk)
Mixed reviews greeted “Personal when it was scaled higher. House
(George Tobias).
$3.90)
Appearance,” with Veronica Lake is dark now until next Tuesday (17), (1,340;
Fine
$22,800.
in the top role and piece wound when Katherine Cornell opens In
“Constant
Wife.”
up a one week frame at the Ansell
Brothers midtown Empress Sunday
Town’s only other tenant was ‘S.P.’ $62,100 in Miami;
Eight “Life With Mother” which ebbed
(8) with a mild b.o. score.
performances with the usual $2.50 to $11,700 in its second week at
Total
$115,300
prevailing
top
grossed
$8,000. the Carthay Circle, with Billie
Miami Beach, Feb. 10.
“Petrified Forest,” with Gene Ray- Burke in the title part.
“South Pacific,” winding up a
mond the visiting star, opens a onetwo-week (less one day) stand at
week stand at the Empress tonight
the Dade County Auditorium last
(Tues.).
ter (1st wk) (C-$3; 2,100; $35,000)
Bennelt-Scott ‘Bell’
week, grossed almost $62,100 for
The American, after being dark
(Joseph Schildkraut, Kevin Mcthe eight-performance string. That
‘Girl’ $17,400, Dei.
for \)ne week, opened last night
Carthy, Meg Mundy, Philip BourPulls $17,500 in Balto gave it a total of $113,300 for the
Detroit, Feb. 10.
(Mon.) for a fortnight stand of “The
neuf, Hurd Hatfield). Opened last
15-performance engagement.
“Country Girl” grossed a fair. Shrike,” with Van Heflin as star.
Wednesday (4) to four favorable
Baltimore, Feb. 10.
The musical is playing the
notices (Chapman, News; Coleman, $17,400 in its second and final The piece is scaled to $4.27.
“Bell, Book and Candle,” starring Temple, Birmingham, this week.
week
at
the
Cass.
Theatre
now
Mirror; McClain, Journal-AmeriJoan Bennett and Zachary Scott,
Billy Gilbert has been set for pulled a profitable $17,500 last
can; Watts. Post) and three pans goes dark for two weeks, reopen(Atkinson, Times; Hawkins, World- ing Feb. 22 with “Good Night Ciro’s, Philadelphia, Feb. 16, and week at the 1,900-seat Ford’s TheaBallet Theatre Sock
the
Seville
Theatre,
Montreal, tre here, at a $4.20 top. Attendance
Telegram & Sun; Kerr, Herald Ladies,” booked for a fortnight.
Shubert also is dark this week. March 12.
Tribune); first eight performances
for the John van Druten comedy
In Southern Split
through Sunday night (8), includwhs a trifle light during the week,
ing a preview, grossed nearly $21,but spurted at both performances
Ballet Theatre racked up a sock
600; closing next Sunday (15), to
Saturday (7) to' take the engage- $44,500 in eight performances last
be followed by “Misalliance.”
ment over the break-even hump.
week in a series of engagements
Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (3d wk)
Shepard Traube production is in the 'deep south.
Troupe gar(D-$4.80;
playing Richmond this week.
720;
$18,500)
(Mark
nered $8,100 in Oklahoma City
Stevens, Geraldine Page). Almost
I
A CAMERA
Sunday (1); $17,000 in three days
$15,000 (previous week, $13,500).
(As of Dec. 27, ’52)
‘Dickens’ Laggard $6,800
(Mon.-thru-Wed.) in Dallas; $3,400
Moon Is Blue, Miller (101st wk)
in Dallas Thursday (5), -and $16,000
(C-$4.80;
920;
$21,586)
(Donald Original investment
In*Toronto
Half-Week
,
65,000
in
$
three performances the followCook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley). Production cost
36 323
ing two days iitJHouston.
Toronto, Feb. 10.
Over $12,300 with the help of two- Tryout loss
616'
..!!!!!.*.
«
1
3
Although
reviews
Company
is still doing splits in
were unanifers (previous week, $10,700).
gross for last four weeks
,
!!!!!!
82 521 mously ecstatic, Emlyn Williams in the deep south.
New Faces, Royale (39th wk) (R- Total
Profit for last four weeks
11846
^Charles
Dickens”
grossed a tepid
$6; 1,035; $30,600). Nearly $22,100
Total profit to date
*
.*.!!.’!!
(previous week, $23,300).
100 712 $6,800 at the Royal Alexandra, with
!’***!
‘Ladies’ $14,800, Cincy
10071 1,525-seater scaled at $3.50 top.
Broadhurst (58th wk) Less 10% to author-director John van Druteh
(MC-$6.60; 1.160; $39,602) (Vivi- N. Y. state tax
Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
1073 Piece was in for split week ThursBonds
day-Saturday
and
cash
reserve
playing
(5-7),
f6Ur
.Segal, Harold -Lang).
“Good Nite, Ladies” racked up
17190
Over
o
*
performances.
Distributed profit to date
$32,200 (previous week, $33,100).
smash
$14,800
last week in 1,300.!.!.*!.**
63 337
Ernest Rawley, -manager of the seat Cox Theatre for start of threeYear Itch F ulton, 12th wk) Balance available for distribution
*
g’o4l Royal, is
4 80 * ,063; $ 23 228 >- Over
negotiating with the Sol week engagement. Spicy ads and
(Note: “I Am a Camera” opened Nov. 28, ’51, at the
Empire, N.'y., Hurok office for
;
$24,300 (previous
return engage- flood of two-for-ones developed"
week, $24,400).
and Played 261 performances on Broadway. It laid off
last summer, ment following Emlyn
South Pacific, Majestic (199th but has been touring since
Williams' turn-aways at night performances.
Sept. 1, ’52.)
present bookings,
Top is $4.31 for the stand.
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be Shaw’s “Misalliance,” opening
Feb. 18, and Shakespeare’s “Mer-

Plays on Broadway
The Emperor’s Clothes

on two

levels,

chant of Venice,” starting March

Current Road Shows

4.

j

I

Kellin. Staged by Harold Clurman;
setting and lighting, Lester Polakov: cos-

Mike

Lee

N

Y. City Drama Co. revival of
Shakespeare comedy in three acts. Stars
Joseph Schildkraut, Kevin
McCarthy,
Me^' Mundy, Philip Bourneuf, Hurd Hatfield.
Staged by Albert Marre; setting.
Robert
O’Hearn;
Robert
costumes,
Fletcher; Incidental dances, Todd Bolender; orchestra conductor, William Brooks;
assistant
director,. Richard
Baldridge;
production suoervisor, Lemuel Ayers. At
City Center, N. Y.. Feb. 4, *53; S3 top.
King of Navarre
Jerome Kilty
Lord Longaville
Robert Fletcher
Lord Dumain
Paul Sparer

Anthony -JosTamara Daykarnanova
Esmond Knight

Granny
Baron
Police Agent
2d Police Agent

Fat Hugo
Mr. Schmitz
Mrs. Schmitz

Michael Strong

MlKe Kellm

Philip Rodd
Howard H. Fischer
Nydla Wesunan

David Clarice
Richard Case
Allan Rich
John Anderson

Man Without Shoes
Boy
Milkman
Policeman, Singer

Emperor’s ClothCS^ heeps
demanding. Each time he shouts
down interruptions and delivers a
harangue.
Before the harrowing drama is
the
in
almost everyone
over,
George Tabori play has similarly
demanded his big scene, and then
proceeded to belabor the audience
with vehement dialog. There’s just

“The

N.

Y„

Aunt

George Jenkins. At Music Box,

Feb.

Emma

3.

'53;

$4.80 top.

Evclyin

Lord Berowne

v

,

Swain
Paul Ballaniyne
Don Adriano de Armado
...Joseph
. .........

Schildkraut
William Mclver
(alternate, Oliver Andes)
'

i

S

Page

.

.

.'•tt

.

Ellis

Ossie Davis

Patty McCormack
Josh White,r Jr.
Clay
Ian Keith
Maj. Robert Spaulding
Dr. Gwendolyn Taliafero ... Ann Dere
Guy Arbury
Rev. Ronald Thompson
Paul McGrath
Langdon Spauling
Carl Low
Charles TugweU

Cathy Roberts

Jimmy

. .

For his first try as a playwright,
Louisville newspaperman William
Stucky went for a toughie, a mystical

drama about

faith.

Unfor-

the old story v of earKevin McCarthy nestness being no substitute for
..Fred Gwynne experience
So
and technique.

Constable

“Will you let me finish^ a^sentence?” the leading character in

lighting,

Dr. Joseph Clay

Love’s Labor’s Lost

Cobb

.Maureen Stapleton
Brandon de Wilde

Bella

Ferike
Peter

J.

Hobe.

fable.

tumes, Ben Edwards. At Ethel Barrymore,
N. Y., Feb. 3, '53; $4.80 top ($0 Friday,
Saturday nights ^and opening).

Elek Odry

Hans Christian Anderson

. .

Jacquenetta

Priscilla Morrill

Chamberlain
Earl Montgomery
Princess of France .
Nancy Marchand
Lady Maria ......... Cavada Humphrey
Lady Katherine
Jan Farrand
.

.

_

Rosaline
Lady-in-Waiting
Holofcrnes
Curate
Courier
Attendants

Meg Mundy
Amanda Steel

Girl’

Current

Cleveland, Feb. 10

Marsha Hunt)-^Geary. J^F. (9-21).
“I Am a Camera,” with Julie
moved steadily during
Bell, Book and Candle (Joan Ben- Harris,
comcdvby Wil- nett, Zachary Scott)
WRVA The- Hanna visit and wound up with

j

familiar

Kruger,

(Otto

State

Affairs of

has provided appropriate costumes,
Touchstone
Despite its obvious merits,
Elaine Perry production of
“Clothes” has too much writing in drama in two acts (six scenes)
Features Ian Keith, Ossie
Richmond
Stapleton, Anthony Ross, Esmond Knight, it but too little theatre. Inciden- liam Stucky.
Josh White, Jr., Paul McGrath. atre,
Brandon de Wilde, Nydla Westman, tally, the title is taken from the Davis,
Directed by Hale McKeen; setting and Wash. (16-21).
Tamara Daykarhanova, Michael Strong,
Robert Whitehead (in association with
of
production
Playwrights
Co.)
in three acts *by George Tabori,
Stars Lee J. Cobb; features Maureen

‘Country

Hobe,

and Ben Edwards

the

drama

‘Camera’ $19,700, Cleve;

(Feb. 9-21)

tunately,

it’s

—

National,'

(9-14);

comfortable, $19,700 for eight per-

m

the 1,500-seater.
formances
“Country Girl,” topped by SidCall
ney Blackmer, Dane Clark and
(9-21).
Joy Playhouse, Wil- Nancy Kelly, is current. House
Certain
mington (12-14); Locust, Philly (16- has Jessica Tandy and Hume
Cronyn in “Fourposter” inked for
21 ).
Constant Wife (Katharine Cor- Feb. 16.
Emery)
John
nell, Robert Flemyng,
Paramount, Baton Rouge (9);
Music Hall, Houston (11-12); Melba,

Me Madam

—

Clu

Shubert,

.

—

•

—

Dallas (13-14); Biltmore, L. A. (1721 ).
Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly)—Hanna,
Cleve. (9-14); Nixon, Pitt 16-21).
for Murder (Richard
Dial
Greene) Harris, Chi (9-21).
Fofirposter (Jessica Tandy, Hume
(9-14);
Philly
Locust,
Cronyn)
Hanna, Cleve. (16-21)
Gigi (Audrey Hepbul-n)
Theatre, Richmond (16-17); Playhouse, Wilm. (19-21).
Good Nite, Ladies Cox, Cincy

M

—
—

“Touchstone,” which always seems
about to coalesce; into clear theatrical terms, remains stubbornly obscure and unsatisfying.
The fproduction *is a three-way
debut, representing not only the
initial scripting attempt by Stucky, (9-21).
but the first managerial venture of
Guys and Dolls
Elaine Perry, daughter of the late falo (9-14); Aud.,
director Antoinette Perry, and the 21 ).

—WRVA

—

l sae Revue dn Tonmcrre!
T

(A Terrific Revue)
Paris, Jan. 28.
Henri Varna production of reVue.
With June Richmond, Mansfield Girls

(14), Apollon's Boys (5), Simone Cown
Royal, Max Amyi. Simone Claris,
Helene Lavoisier, Roger Stefani, Arielle
Zambo, Jean Rigody, Jack Butler, Joe
and Joe, Brix Bros. (2), Gigolos (2).

Cuy

Choreography, Maud Mansfield: costumes
and decors, Jose De Zamora; musical direction, Ray Emmerechts. At Casino De
Paris, Paris; S5 top.

—Erlanger,

Buf-

Rochester

(16-

Soporific not terrific is the word
for this semi-new nude spec revue at the Casino De Paris. Over
Broadway staging bow for Hale
I Am A Camera (Julie Harris)
McKeen.
In the case of Miss Nixon, Pitt (9-14); Murat, Indian- one-third of the show consists of
too much talk, talk, talk. PresentPerry, she has provided “Touch- apolis (16-18); Hartman, Columbus the big choral numbers held over
from the previous- revue, “Gay
ly the stage, theatre and audience
stone”
with
a quality production, (19-21),
It’s a cinch why “Love’s Labor’s
are buried under it. So, naturally,
but McKeen has been less successI Found April (Constance Ben- Paris,” which ran over 800 perLost” -is an infrequently produced
The cast- nett)— Court Square Springfield, formances. This probably explains
is “The Emperor’s Clothes.”
ful with, the direction.
.

.

.Philip

Bourneuf

Hurd Hatfield
Liam Sullivan
Albert Duclos,
Richard Astor

*
play.
A product of what legit-TV ing, too, is spotty.
This time the author of last seadisappointing “Flight- into director Ezra Stone calls ShakeStucky got the idea for “TouchEgypt” is telling how a once-fear- speare’s pre- Abbott (“Boys From stone” from newspaper reports a
less professor, now a cringing citi- Syracuse”) period, it’s a pretty couple of years ago about a small
Italian-American boy in the Bronx,
zen of a police state, finally retrying mixture of puns and misgains his pride and respect of his
N. Y., who had visions of the VirIn a taken identity, with ‘the master gin. Taking a locale more familiar
family by defying torture.
dramatist emerging suddenly in
curious way, the finale suggests a
to him, the author transferred the
yarn to “somewhere in the horse
1930 Hungarian version of Arthur the final scenes.
Perhaps rightly, this N. Y. City country of the upper South.” He
Miller’s current ‘The Crucible,” in
which the 1692 Saldm hero dies Drama Co. revival is a stylized af- also made his small hero a Negro
and emphasized the
rather than make a false confes- fair, with Edwardian decor and youngster
such anachronistic angles as the psychological, social, racial and
sion of witchcraft,
The twist in “Clothes” is that French princess and her ‘ladies ar- economical repercussions of the
suspicion is directed against the riving in a jalopy and sneaking a child’s “hallucinations.”
cigaret,
the
sentimental.
But though Stucky writes sensiprotagonist by his moppet son’s quick
vividly-imagined tales of plots by Spaniard listening to a vintage tively and at times perceptively, he
fictional characters and the ex- phonograph,, the curate riding a is unable to bring the various story
istence of a pretended secret boy’s bike and one of the lords wearing 'elements into .dramatic focus and
soccer outfit. The costumes he never quite clarifies just what
society. There is undoubted power a
in the drama, with one genuinely provide real brightness to the" pro- he means by his theatrical parable.
blood-chilling scene as two secret duction, but the use of only a sin- jjSo the play, which gives the impolice agents cross-examine the gle setting is incongruous and con- pression .of being about to come to
fusing, since the action is sup- eloquent life, winds up as not even
frightened professor.
Tabori’s writing also has repeat- posed to occur in several different a near-miss.
ed touches of perception and elo- locales.
Ian Keith, returning to BroadThe show’s chief assets are way after several years’ absence,
quence. But it keeps getting in the
way of the story, retarding it and visual. This is true not only in is top-featured as an emotionally
turning it into a talkfest, so the the costuming and the use of comic withdrawn but liberal and indemovement is lost and the drama’s props, but also 'in performance. pendent-minded widower who symurgency is destroyed.
Thus, the best scenes are provided pathizes with and tries to underThis labored effect is accentu- by Philip Bourneuf, as the aged stand the devout Negro child. The
ated by Harold Clurman’s sympa- Holofernes, and Hurd Hatfield, as role, apparently the author’s
Al- the curate, in slapstick byplay mouthpiece, is a complex one, but
direction.
thetic, deliberate
though Lee J. Cobb, as the con- over a tea-table and a crooked .after a rather halting, self-conversation-obsessed professor, plays croquet game. Also, by^evin Mc- scious start, Keith gives as poised
with intense concentration and Carthy, as one of the scholarly and authoritative performance as
emotional power, his plodding pace Lords, in romantic frivolousness the circumstances allow.
makes an already gabby role seem with Meg Mundy as a coquettish
As the child’s worried father,
interminable.
lady from Paris.
who has been away too long as
Maureen Stapleton, now redBut until the final scene, when resident doctor at a Los Angeles
haired, is plausible and genuinely Shakespeare turns without Earn- hospital, Ossie Davis also has troutouching as the wife, though until ing to tragedy and reveals some- ble with the inexplicit character
the final act the part gives her lit- thing of his real power, the play he plays, but he gives a dignified,
tle to do but wring her hands and is generally pretty pointless,
and reasonably convincing performwhimper for her child. Brandon the lacklustre playing tends to be ance. Josh White, Jr., is also ende Wilde is believable in the in- little better than the material. gagingly direct as the devout
sufficiently defined role of the imWhat it boils down to, therefore, youngster, even managing the
aginative youngster and there are is sub-standard City Center fare. visibn scenes without appearing
standout performances by Esmond However,
that’s still better than no silly.
Knight as a liberal-minded Buda- City Center drama at all, which
In the articulate and* better-depest aristocrat, „ and Anthony Ross is what was in
the cards until Al- fined role of an unctuous local
as a clear-eyed -Tadica! doctor.
demagog,'
Paul McGrath gives an
bert Marre was brought In as~arAcceptable supporting portrayexpertly suave performance. Evetistic director a few weeks ago.
als are given by Tamara Daykarlyn Ellis is believable as the little
Aside from Bourneuf, who virtuhanova as a proud Hungarian maboy’s “mammy,” the household
triarch, Philip Rodd as the son’s ally walks off with the show, Miss maid; but Ann Dere seems. someplaymate and Nydia Westm^h as a Mundy provides a stunning visual what stiff as a brusque femme
lynch-minded neighbor. Lester asset in a black wig and gives an pediatrician; Guy Arbury makes a
Polakov lias designed a compli- infectious performance. There are grimacing caricature of a sancticated but stunning interior setting acceptable portrayals by Joseph monious pastor and 'Patty McCorSchildkraut as the Spaniard, Je- mack is primly precocious as
the
rome Kilty as the king, McCarthy doted-upon granddaughter of the
as the principal lord, Fred Gwynne household.
as a Clifton Finnegan-stj'le constaMcKeen’s staging seems stiltled
ble, Paul Ballantyne as a mugg- and ill-paced, but
George Jenkins
dressed local swain (he’s the clown has
"Dare"
provided an appropriately
in the regular script), William Mc- handsome, playable drawing room
page and Nancy setting, with revealing but unoblver as' the
Marand as the visiting princess.
trusive lighting.
This is a passable start for the
Incidentally, under the title of
Featured in Comedy Hit
City Center’s annual legit season “Preacher Boy,” this pjay was orig(the program now lists the project inally slated for production this
as the N, Y. City Drama Co., in- season by the late Irving Jacobs,
Currently 72nd Week
stead of the N. Y. City Theatre Co., but upon his death last fall it Was
Now Playing
as formerly).
However, there was acquired t>y Miss Perry.
Hobe.
GREAT NORTHERN, Chicago
Closed Saturday night
reportedly an .advance sale of about
(7)
$87,000 for the six-week, three- after seven performances.)
Direction
production series, so it’s off to a
JOSH MEYER
JACK DAVIES
promising start at the boxoffice.
The second and final shows will Slavenska-Franklin Co.
j

|

son’s.

-

WALTER
WAHL

the bludgeoning effect of this reMass. (T9-21).
John Brown’s Body (Tyrone vue which pours in most of the
Power, Judith Anderson, Raymond old numbers in the first part.
Building the hybrid spec around
Massey) Occidental College, Octhe rotund, smooth-singing Americidental, Cal (9).
Chi (9-14); can Negro, June Richmond, also
Josephine—
Selwyn,
(11)
was not a terrific idea. Miss RichWalnut, Philly (16-21.)
Maggie (Betty Paul, Keith Andes, mond is at ease in a few numbers
Odette Myrtil) Shubert, N. H. (9- when she has the stage to herself
and can use her big voice for par14); Majestic; Boston (16-21).
Maid in The Ozarks Majestic, ody or some nice caressing blues.
Boston (9-14); Strand, Portland, In frilly costumes with the troupe
or playing a grotesque swan which
Me. (16-21).
a group of chefs try to get into a
Mrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)
stew, she lacks the verve and disShubert, Philly (9-21).
Parsons, arming good humor needed for a
My Three Angels
star in a revue of this sort.
Hartford (19-21).
Oklahoma Aud., Pasadena (9Show spills out with a reprise of
California,
San Bernardino oldie numbers with “The Conquest
10):
Paramount, Phoenix (13-14); of Space,” depicting a trip to the
Paramount/'Tuscon (15-16); Liberty planets and then going into the
Hall, El Pasa. (17); Aud., San An- nude aspects, with a lesson in love
gelo, Texas (19); High School Aud., from a lean Venus. Terping is less
Midland, Texas (20); Aud., Fort than listless and unimaginative,
Worth (21).
and the bevy of bare-chested nudes
Paris ’90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner) are not the type to excite admiraTemple, Tacoma (9); Capital, tion. In fact, not too much' nude
(12)
Yakima
(10); Orpheum, Spokane
appeal is found until the appear(11-13); Aud., St. Paul (15); Ly- ance of curvaceous Simone Claris,
ceum, Minneapolis (16-21).
the girlish Arielle Zambo and the
Picnic Plymouth, Boston (9-14). undulating Simone Cocyn. OtherPoint of No Return (Henry wise the femmes are not so apFonda)—Erlanger, Chi (9-21).
pealing.
%
Shrike (Van Heflin) American,
Joe and Joe do a comic balSt. L. (9-21).
ancing act which is good but not
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb top calibre. Roger Stefani shows
Tilton) Temple, Birmingham (9- to
advantage in a few dance spots
14); Tower, Atlanta (16-21).
and is particularly effective in a
Stalag 17 Ford/s Balto (9-14); can-can number which shows up
Shubert, Wash. (16-21).
his agile acrobatics.
Top Banana (Phil Silvers)
Choreography tends to be standGreat Northern, Chi (9-2y.
ard shuffles and movements and
Virginian (Barter Theatre)
Cosis rarely given any grace.
Aud., Bel Air, Md. (9); Aud., Kil- tumes and
decors lack freshness
marnok, Va., (10); Aud., Gooch- except in an intricate use of a
land, Va. (11); Aud., Franklin, Va. swinging
background mirror that
St. Paul’s, Aud., Lawrencegives interest to a minuet number
ville, Va. (13); Aud., Chatham, Va.
and the good stylized decors for
(14); City Aud., Danville, Va. (16);
the
Premier number.
Franoftis
Jefferson Aud., Pulaski, Va. (17); Unlike
the Folies Bergere, the CaAud., Radford, Va. (18); Aud., Pear- sino
does not utilize its stage comisburg, Va. (19); Aud., Bridgewater,
pletely and leaves a lot of dead
Va. (21).
space to detract from the bigger
Wonderful Town (Rosalind Rus- spec numbers.
sell)
Forrest, Philly (9-21).
Although the Casino is a Paris

—

*

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Hazel Flagg, Hellinger, tonight up by an English disk-mime act,
The Gigolos, who do zany mugJohn Brown’s Body, Century, ging and timing to “Anything You
Feb. 14.
Can Do” and Spikb Jones’ “Tea
Maggie, National, Feb. 18.
For Two.” Despite trying hard,
Misalliance, City Center, Feb. 18. they are too reminiscent of the
Picnic, Music Box, Feb. 19.
more hep Bernard Bros. Mosk.
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden, Feb. 25.
Merchant of Venice, City Center,
(Wed.).

'

March

4.

Certain Joy, Playhouse,

"PORGY AND BESS"
London

CURRENTLY— PARIS, FRANCE
Mgt.: BILL MITTLER,

1

61 9

Broadway,

New

night in Pittsburgh; $l,80t) Wednesday in Weirton, Pa.; $3,900 in two
days (Thursday-Friday) in Wilmington, and $4,300 Saturday in

10

19.

Horses

in

*
Midstream,. Miller,

March 23.
Everyman, no theatre

set,

We

NOW

21;

Clinton H. S. (20-21).

-

Wire

musicals

-

Is

needed.

Call

PAUL O. ANGUM, Mgr.

NEW COURT

SO. THEATRE

set,

4-4484

Springfield, Mass.

FOR RENT

Show

—

What more, proof
Write

set,

(Feb. 9-22)

—

and

plays

—

25,

Equity

want

not npxt year—we have a
public ready and 'Hager to buy
seats Bell, Book A Candle went
$0% capacity for 4 perfs Jan. IV-

March

Richmond.
Ah, Wilderness
Bryant H. S.,
Company, managed by Charles Queens, N. Y. (13-14).
Washington MonMan and Superman Lenox Hill
day (9) and Philadelphia last night Playhouse, N. Y. (11-15);. De Witt

ftTues.).

WHAT DO YOU
WANT -BLOOD!

.

E. Green, played

York

5.

My Three Angels, Morosco,
March 11.
Camino Real, National, March

Masquerade, no theatre
Slavenska - Franklin
Co. April 2*
pulled in an okay $19,900 gross in
Sight Unseen, no theatre
six performances last week.
Bal- April" 3.
let troupe drew $4,500 Monday (2)
in
Baltimore;
$6,400
following

Sportin' Lift

Just Concluded 18'Wks., Stoll Thea.,

March

Porgy and Bess, Ziegfeld, March

The

CAB CALLOWAY

and out-of-townpruning and pacing is

tourists

ers, drastic

"TOP BANANA"

OK $19,990 for SixShows

mecca for

8

needed if this show is to benefit
Scheduled B’way Openings by
word-of-mouth during the coming tourist season. Show is wound

SUMMER THEATRE
Air Conditioned
42 Wiles from

Write

New York

Fully
City,

in

Equipped
New

Jersey.

Box V-38, Variety/ 154 W. 46th $t„
New York 36, or call LO. 5-4582

•

Wednesday? February 11 , 195 $

Literati
Bing's

SEP

columnist

Autobio*:

LITERATI

Pfi&IEfY
written by a group of about 25
writers on a rotating basis. Victor
Lasky is editor-in-chief of - the

is

not an extension of

Continued from page

a three-a-week basis, later increasing to five weekly.

era it was Prohibition. The evolution of the Volsteadian violators
into legalized gambling-hall impresarios is an amazing study in human nature on both sides of the
moralistic fence.
None can gainsay that everything isn’t slick and spic and span.
It’s a pleasure to lose the money.
Steak dinners at $5 with lavish
floorshows;
come-as-you-are and
loll-over-a-drink is the byword. The
CHATTER
Roscoe Fawcett in Hollywood for casinos know human nature better
a week to look over the magazine than the human beings they attract
situation.
because it’s like defying the law of
P. W. (Bill) Manchester upped gravity to defy a slot-machine. The
from associate to managing editor one-arm bandits take most of the
of Dance News.
joints off the nut in the first year
Paul Denis is writing a monthly or two and these are $3,000,000 to
television column
for Modern $5,000,000 hostelries in the most
Screen magazine.
lavish Riviera and rococo CaliWebster’s New World Diction- fornia style of pool-side architecary, College Edition, due for pub- ture.
Unlike the Riviera, baccarat and
lication March 23.
Hollywood producer-director-au- chemin-de-fer are unknown and
thor Edmund Goulding doing a roulette has an extra zero just for
But the
luck the house’s luck.
novel, “Cjm,” for Prentice-Hall.
Andre De Toth, long a student of crap tables are jumpin’, and there
stereoscopy, is writing a handbook are happy customer winners just as
there are equally happy customer
on the production of 3-D filrns^,

New Yorker pieces of a few
Regular contributors to the colmonths back, although these ap- umn, which bows March 2, will
peared in print earlier. Book was include James Michener, William
written first, and the magazine L. White, John Daly, Budd SchulSeries will run for eight bought three segments for its berg,
Lawrence Spivak, Harry
issue.
longest such three-part profile.
the
of
Hansen, Gene Fowler, Ed Hunter,
one
issues,
has ever done.
Eugene Lyons and Lasky. Besides’
nieces the Post
for the
the “Record” column, syndicate
Fvosby was paid $75,000
TV Guide Grabs Digest
brought out
Triangle Publications has added plans to develop a few other text
Sorv which will be
are
pubUshers
Two
book.
and cartoon features.
a
liter as
Philadelphia’s
Lucky,” Bing Crosby’s
told to Pete Martin,
the
Jinks off its first instalment
this week’s U4)
with
Satevepost
.Call Me
ontobiog as

the

m

negotiating for it.
Originally the Post

was going

to

Crosby $50,000 for a fiveThey liked first articles
mrter
enough, however, to extend
and raised ante to
series to eight,
Martin traveled with Crosby
including a
miles,
about 20,000
European trek, gathering the data,
.recorder.
using a tape
Post is promoting the autobiog
push. Also
with a big advertising
pitching in on exploitation are Para(Crosby’s
Electric
General
mount,

offer

well

TV Digest to its new
national television mag, TV Guide.
TV Digest, owned by Arthur and
Irvin Borowsky, has a circulation
of 180,000 with special editions going into Reading and Lancaster,
Pa., and Atlantic City, N, J.
Copyright Seminar

Some 12 copyright specialists in
the fields of mass communication
and entertainment

will participate

and CBS. Decca

in

is

Warner Bros.
Confidential Sellout
Second (April) issue of Confiden16-20 cities,
Brief Show Biz Lineup
tial sold out^rapidly in
Brief, new pocket-sized magazine
in some cases within 48 hours. No
copies are available on newsstands which Martin Goodman is publishin southern California, with reports ing, will lean heavily on show biz
current on the Coast that Howard articles in the next few months.
Hughes had bought up copies there, Mag’s current issue, its third, feadue to piece, “Howard Hughes: tures a profile of Alastair Cooke
Public Wolf No. 1,” bylined by by Bob Stein and a piece on
Marilyn Monroe.
Jacques DuBec.
Publisher attributed huge sales
Skedded for the April issue is
heavy plugging by Walter Norma Fultz’ profile of Maria Riva,
to
Winchcll on ABC and ABC-TV while June issue will have
a byline
programs and in his syndicated piece by ballerina Nana Gollner
on
columns, due to article, “Winchell how she conquered
polio, a Jean
Was Right about Josephine Baker.” Gilbert piece on Margaret Whiting,
Other broadcast gabbers and col- a profile of
Emmett Kelly and a
umnists also touted the publication,
picture layout oh Dave Garroway.
which has pieces on Johnnie Ray,
Tommy Manville, Virginia Hill and
Ex-Scribe’s ‘Hamlet’
“The Mob Moves In On Show
Former Detroit daily critic and
Business,”
latter
about alleged
N. Y. trade newspaperman Frank
singer-gangland tieups.
Robert ’‘Harrison publishes Con- P. Gill, faculty advisor on publicafidential.'
Whimper and several tions for Wayne U., is writing and
cheesecake mags. Understood he’s orchestrating the incidental music
also readying some other expose to “Hamlet,” which the university
will stage at the old Bonstelle Thebooks.
atre (which it now owns) in March.
He also wrote a ballet last May,
Adlai’s Trek Series
Adlai Stevenson will write a and is doing, another for ’53 as a
“longhair with crewcut overtones.”
series of articles for Look mag on
his upcoming trip around the globe.
Gill’s students have just issued
He’ll be accompanied by one of the
maiden Cam-Pix, a two-bit
Look’s top editors.
seller described as “the nation’s
Material may wind up as a book, first exclusive college pictorial.”
which Harper Bros, would publish.
Random

House

is

bringing

major

Stevenson’s
speeches March 3.

out

campaign

SR’s Sandburg Apology
Saturday Review, in its Feb, 7
had an unusual instance on
Us Letters to the Editor page.
Editor Norman Cousins, in reply
to indignant letters, admitted that
SR’s Jan. 17 cover photo of poet

issue,

Sandburg was “shocking and
major
and
“a

Carl

inexcusable”
blunder.”

Mag explained that in the origthree-dimensional form the

inal

portrait
of Sandburg came
off
beautifully, but that in the engraving it lost its appeal and became

Mag

a crude caricature.”
didn’t
realize this until advance copies
arrived,
presumably it was
too late to do anything about it.

when

item ended with Cousins apologizes publicly to Sandburg.-

Bloch’s ‘Hnlett’ Plug
Hulett,” new novel, by
Bloch, ^Oth-Fox eastern

Mrs.

Bertram
story

was reviewed SunJJjW 8) over the NBC network on
Critic At Large” by Leon Pearson, who
described it as “honest,
exciting writing about our time”
and who wondered “if story editor Bloch
will buy for 20th-Fox
editor,

(

tne
son

S

book by novelist Bloch.” Pearbegan by commenting that
editors often cannot write
” et ter than those whose outthey evaluate, but that Bloch
both

s

a critic

and a creative

fllilSl.

rson described Bloch’s con+r,M
i
lou as "‘sophisticated writing
*hni’
aDout sophisticated
people ”
>l

l

.

^rr.^ubleday’s ‘Rainmaker’

H°nest Rainmaker,”

Hour
0n t’d
s

J

s profile of James A,
(Col. Stingo), will v

eb 22

Tn
lo hie

Doubleday.
on the N. Y. “

‘

>

Estelle

Slater,

former

singer-

now

wSnt

the

was long

Goffstein-Abe

Schiller

the Flamingo.
Harold Dobrow, ex-William Moragency vaude-nitery agent,
ris
dittos for Entratter at the Sands,

since the former N. Y. Copaite
journeys to L. A. every Tuesday

and Wednesday

to audition talent.

70G Golf Tournament
Gene Murphy, ex-Oscar Doob‘
and Ernie Emerling publicist with

|

Lowell Thomas will be awarded
The Flamingo is unique,
an honorary Doctor of Political aegis.
Two More Anthologies
Random House is bringing out Science degree at Marietta (O.) Col- incidentally, in that Siegel manimoxie in bankconsiderable
fested
two more anthologies, the^ first, lege on Founders’ Day Saturday
“Post Stories: 1952,” edited by (14), when the institution marks rolling a $5,500,000 hotel in a pehad only El
Las
Vegas
riod
when
Satevepost editor Ben Hibbs, being its 118th birthday.
Writer Sven Rye planed into Rancho Vegas and the Last Fronthe annual collection from that
Ketelmotels.
Beldon
besides
tier
weekly. The other, due in May, is New York after several months in
“This Week’s Short Short Stories,” Europe and will take in the new man, who controls the former, also
edited by Stewart Beach, editor of plays on Broadway for his Euro- has a piece of Last Frontier.
pean newspapers and magazines
This Week mag.
To continue the talent lineup
before going back to Hollywood.
picture: Kay Starr is at the FlaJoseph Pulitzer, editor of the St. mingo
3 Windy City Strip
Arthur Lee
succeeding
Lead yarn in the April issue of Louis Post-Dispatch, reportedly in Simpkins and Harold Stern’s 30
stomach
condition
following
good
Singing Violins, in a LindsayAdam, Fawcett’s new sex and
He’s ex- Saphire production; Edith Piaf sucmuscles bi-monthly male-angled operation Friday (6).
mag, is a -detailed rundown on pected to stay at the Barnes Host ceeding Lena Horne (who did
St. Louis, for two weeks.
Windy Citar striptease denizens pital,
socko biz) at the Sands; Les ComL. L. Stevenson, N. Y. correpenned by Chi Sun-Times reporter
spondent for the Detroit News pagnons de la Chanson succeeded
Jack Griffin. A choice freelance as(Fingers) Carr,
since 1923, whose column, “The Mimi Benzell, Joe
signment, Griffin was assisted on
Light of New York,” had been dis- Gina & Gerardo, a Kathryn Duffy
the peeler article by Sun-Times
tributed by the Bell Syndicate for line, Johnny O’Brien, A1 Jahns orcolleague Ray Brennan, who did
Jack Martin’s Musical
the past 22 years, died Saturday chestra,
the. prelim legwork.
Quintet and the Normandie Boys, a
(7) in New York.
Art work, retouched to bridge
20th-Fox picked up the rights to sample of what Hal Braudis whips
the gap between easy Chi stand- “Daughter of Mata Hari,” part of
up at the Thunderbird.
ards and U. S. postal laws, was Kurt Singer's “World’s Greatest
Howard Hughes’ Hangout
Bill
Sun-Times
photog
supplied by
Women Spies.’’ Edward Small, inJimmy Vernon (ex-& Evelyn)
Pauer.
die filmmaker, originally had an
has
hung
up his dancing shoes and
option but did not renew.
French Hiroshima Issue
“With A Quiet Heart,” Eva Le is now a floor man at the Sahara
where Howard Hughes now hangs
“The Atom Bomb Children,” Gallienne autobiography,
bestseller compilation of essays Kingfishers Catch Fire,” novel by out, although he has Walter Kane
written by Hiroshima school chil- Rumer Godden
(whose novels, at his formerly favored Flamingo,
dren who experienced the atom “Black Narcissus” and “The River,” and “attorneys all over the place,
bombing of their $ity, will be pub- weje filmed), will be on Viking in a number of hotels.” Hughes is
mulling Las Vegas for a projectile
lished by the French firm, Galli- Press’ list for April.
mand Publishing House, according
Quick mag will add .a 32-page plant.
to Prof. Arato Osads, of Hiroshima, television insert to its edition for
Eddie Fox (ex-& Maryis Chaney),
who edited the book.
the southern California area, start- another reformed ballroomologist,
Tome was published in Japan in ing with the March 2 issue. It will now aides Bill Kozloff at the Last
October, 1951, and immediately be- detail skeds of L. A. and San Diego Frontier which, besides the swank
stations. Weekly earlier added TV Ramona Room where Miss
came a bestseller.
Lhmour
inserts into N. Y. and Chi editions. holds
forth with Ballantine, Billy
Estate of Howard A. Burman,
Lasky Heads New Column
Wells & the Four Fays, the 12
Spadea Syndicate, Inc., which who died in Baltimore last week, Devlyn Girls, Bob Millar’s band,
has confined its past operation to will sell the Home News, Baltimore and Emile Buzaid at the organ,
American Designer shopping weekly, which Burman also has a gay Gay
distributing
90s type show.
Patterns and other fashion fea- had published for the past 18 years. This is in the Silver Slipper
entering the general Meantime, bis soil Borah, t&kes over
tures,
is
Saloon
where one of the real fun
feature field via a new column as Baltimore mugg for Variety,
shows on The Strip holds forth.
labeled “For the Record,” to be succeeding his father.

the Loew Theatres circuit in New
York, not only dittos for Wilbur
Clark’s Desert "Inn, but also officiates for the entire Las Vegas
Hotels Assn. He is staging a $70,000 golf tournament on the DI’s
new golf course, an amazing links
built in the desert, -and a $35,000
donation to the Runyon Fund is
enlisting Walter Winchell’s exploitation enthusiasm. I’he Desert
Inn’s innovation is an ice show
headed by Adele Inge, Eric Waite
and Diana Grafton, with Carlton
Hayes’ orchestra.

Local Las Vegas Sun columnist
Willard is enthusiastic about
a Convention Hall and a new race-

Bill

A move to' bring the PaCivic Opera to Las. Vegas also
is part of the new esprit to build
up the town as a resort, and not
just as a gambling capital.
Penny Slot Machines
track.
cific

Downtown Las Vegas,' with its
cheaper gambling joints, including
the

fabulous

(there’s

Golden

again!)

that word
Pioneer,

Nugget,

Buckley’s, El Cortez, etc., has anything from lc to $1 slot machines,
plus table-stakes draw-poker (the
house dealer takes a cut on each
pot, and does all right by it, although not playing against the customers),
and the usual dice,
roulette,
chuckaluck and 4)lackjack. Incidentally, you get a much
better shake on the downtown slotmachines than in the posh hotelcasinos on The Strip (which is under State jurisdiction, meaning
Carson City control, and not subject to Las Vegas city council
regulations).

Las Vegas’ click has Palm
Springs worried.
The Hollywood
it’st been doing to
that desert resort situated three
hours southeast of L. A., and there
are periodic talks of sneaking
games or getting the Riverside

bunch see what

County solons to relax, as when
the Cove, the 139 Club, and the
old Dunes used to operate in nearby Cathedral City on the Palm
Springs-IndiQ road.
There is talk, too, of Mexico eyeing the Yank tourist trade by
resurrecting Tijuana, Agua Caliente and Ensenada which are
three-hour motor jaunts from L.A.,
and could cut into Las Vegas
where it takes twice as long to
.

.

motor, or 80 minutes by Western
Air.

But right now, to borrow a term
from the resort’s favorite pastime,
Las Vegas is a natural.

and

f
!

Hank Williams

6

.

at Last Frontier with the
interests,
now

Griffith
original
Schiller at
aids

to stay at “last year’s hotel.”

Ben

shows - nightly

gendarmes this
are, the- politest
side of a Paris flic being harassed
by a Yank tourist.
Maxine Lewis, vet vaUder, who

to writing, following succes of

by Liveright.

-

are the rest of the show.
The Casinos’ Time Table
The 3 a.m. frolic aims at keeping the casinos filled between the
midnight and breakfast shows, but
paradoxically most of the plush
J
hostelries ei'r in that their dinner
arid supper shows run too long.
All casinos have their own private cops, “security officers,” who

devoting full time In actuality, the Flamingo, which
her the late and not particularly lafirst novel, “The Strong Don’t Cry,”
mented Benny (Buggsy) Siegel
a Mickey Spillane-type published
pioneered, continues socko under

comedienne,

three

Jo Anri Malone, also in the show,
although he recently took a fling
in the national company of “Kiss
Me, Kate.” Kalantan, a coocher;
Sparkey Kaye, vet Minskyite; the
Beau Jesters, Jimmy Cavanaugh,
Bill Willard, the Five Palomino
Fillies and George Redman’s orch

**

—

a

and the 3 a.m. frolic gets the
show crowd as a winder-upper
where Hank Henry, burlesque vet,
heads the fun team. Henry now
makes Jiis home here with his wife,

losers.

Hustling
The casino ops do the top job in
the world. Nothing’s too good for
the customer. And while money
quickly becomes cheap in its intrinsic interpretation, they don’t
hustle you for tips; the towner and
the visitor alike can spend only his
time and dawdle over a drink, and
still be more than welcome.
tour of Australia.
Of course it doesn’t average out
Current Interior Design monthly that way.
Otherwise how would
has layouts on CBS’ executive they be paying Dorothy Lamour
offices and Tom Douglas’ decor for $1(1,000 at the Last Frontier? Edith
El Rancho Vegas in Las Vegas.
Piaf is at Jake Friedman and
Burton C. Hoffman, former prexy Jack (ex-Copacabana) Entratter’s
of Dial Press, Inc., New York pubnew and truly beautiful Sands, and
lishing firm, found dead in his car
Ezio Pinza, Jimmy Durante and
at his Topeka, Kan., home Friday
Tallulah Bankhead are due soon.
(5).
The
“Enchanted Evening” kid and
N. Y. City Ballet Co. issuing new
souvenir program book with all Tallu make their saloon debuts
pix exclusive by George Platt- here and they don’t get paid off
Lynes. Brochure is also unique in in small chips.
Hildegarde is at El Rancho
containing no advertising.
Jimmy McCrowell publishing “Boys’ Life Vegas,
succeeding
of Will Rogers,” by Harold Keith. Hugh’s very good act, Lenny Kent,
Wade H. Nichols, Redbook edi- Nanci Crompton, and Ted Fiotor, in Hollywood for the mag’s Rito’s orchestra maestroed by Matannual Motion Picture Awards.
ty Malneck.
Sugar Ray Robinson
Charles Adams’ “Producing and belted them at the new Sahara,
Direction for Television,” a guide with Harvey Stone, Eileen (“Hit
for professional and neophyte, is
Parade”) Wilson, Cee Davidson’s
due from Holt in May. Adams has
worked on various teleshows in band and the Sa-Harem beauts in
a Moro-Landis production, followed
N. Y.
New Hampshire chapter of Na- by the Three Stooges and Alan
tional Press Photographers’ Assn, Dale.
‘Last Year’s Hotel’
has been organized in Manchester,
with Jack Teehan of the Keene
The Sands and the Sahara are
Evening Sentinel as temporary the newest hostelries, and people
chairman.
being what they are, many don’t

'Boxcars’
1

grind,

—

No

does

It

—

a new graduate seminar on
advanced problems in copyright
laws during the spring semester at
off a special recording NYU’s law center, in N. Y. Titled
also
the series.
“Literary and Artistic Property,”
for dee jays on
the seminar will be under direction
of Dr. Walter J. Derenberg, assoNation Pacts Clurman
Harold Clurman, legit director- ciate professor of law at NYU.
been appointed
has
producer,
Among other copyright experts
drama critic of the Nation mag, scheduled to take part are Arthur
Publicist Norm Liss wrote a
with his first review due in the Fisher, U. S. Register of Copypiece for the April issue on MeFeb 21 issue. Clurman was drama rights; John Schulman, general
chanix Illustrated, on hanging wallRepublic mag
critic for the New
counsel of the Authors League of paper
season.
for a short while, last
America; Herman Finkelstein, atClurman’s latest directing stint torney for the AmericanGuy David Powers’ “How to Say
Society of
Clothes”
Emperor’s
“The
was on
Composers, Authors & Publishers; a Few Words,” tome on effective
public speaking, due from Doublewhich opened on Broadway Mon- Edward A.
Sargoy (Sargoy &
day (9). He also staged “Time of Stein); Robert Burton and Jean day Feb. 19.
the Cuckoo” this season. Review Geiringer,
Tennis champ Maureen Connelly
Broadcast Music, Inc.,
probably
will
“Clothes”
own
of his
veepees; Joseph A. McDonald, NBC back at work as reporter on The
be his first stint for the Nation.
San
Diego (Cal.) Union after a net
treasurer, and Morris Ebenstein, of

sponsor)
X)running

&

Vegas’ Stars, Bars

newly formed editorial division,
which will issue the column on

61

Continued from page

1

—

“Don’t Let the Stars
Get fn Your Eyes,” is currently being held up as an example of the
type of writing talent available in
the stix. Willetts works out of the
Nash-,
Coast as a country singer.
ville,
Williams’ headquarters, is
still the biggest center for the folk
writers but now pubs and diskers
have begun to search in lesser
current

hit,

known

spots in Louisiana, IJexas

and the Carolinas for new talent
I

potentialities.

1
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adapted and staged by John Effrat*
with John O’Hare, Harry Eno,

Broadway

_

^ K^-Unkelbl<S’'
t

form

*

George Gilbreath, Monty Banks
and Drew Conklin, for one per4
e

...

!5&

Deelin’s N. ^Iflackery?

'headed for the
lr!

'TmSS'j»5

band- co^ver
“ctsfH. J. NewSi andBritain

leader Gerry Geraldo off to
Saturday (7) on the Queen Mary.

riving

the

to/weekendJ^er

from Paris Thursday

He de France. Actor

(S)

on

recently
’

Dan Terrell, Metro publicity-ex- completed “Decameron Nights,
ploitation manager, due back to- which producer Mike Frankovich
morrow (Thurs.) from 10-day Coast turned out in Spain.
*
Mrs. Dave (Helen) Lewis, revisif
mained behind to sell their Park
A
TToT*r returned
t_
Deborah Kerr
Actress
Ave. co-op apartment, and the
to the Coast Monday (9) after a Metro Continental manager flew
week in Gotham for radio appear- back to Paris on Saturday after a
„

.

.

ances.

month's stay in the U.

S.,

includ-

Metro writer Alec Coppell in ing a Hollywood trip.
town for a day before taking off
Playwright Clare Boothe Luce
for Europe on the Queen Mary (“The Women ” '“Kiss The Boys
Saturday (7).
Goodbye,” "Margin For Error”),
publisher Henry R. Luce
Dt put
M-G director Andrew Marion wife of
planed out for French Morocco to (Time-Liie), nominated by Pres,
and
Lewin
Eisenhower
last week to be U. S.
producer A1
join
Ambassador to Italy.
'Saadia” company,
Adams,
nee Florence
Florence
Frederick Brisson, producer of
“Never Wave At a Wac,” to Lon-|Vam Amber, former burlesque
housed
who^St
perfor^,“
don to look in on RKO^rdeiSSg
the surnames Brockway ot Howard,
abroad.
plans for the film aoroaa.
beinff sought bv the Chi Cook
Wade H. Nichols, Redbood edi- 'Sty De^ of Welfare ta refer<

>

I

|

I

Coast to prepare for the
picture
motion
annual
mag’s
awards dinner in L.A. Feb. 24.
(Wed.)
today
leaves
..Roger Dann
for Quebec to join Alfred Hitchworld
for
Baxter
Anne
cock and
to

tor,

ence to a small estate.
Playwright Robert E. Sherwood,
vacationing with his wife Madeline, with Frances and Sam Goldwyn, states he is enjoying “the
pleasant novelty of being in Bevpreem of Warners “I Confess.”
erly Hiils with no motion picture
Janies A. Fitzpatrick, producer work* whatsoever in prospect.”
Everett L. Crosby, general manof Metro Traveltalks, sailed Saturday (7) for South America to shoot ager of his brother’s Bing Crosby
•

‘

.

>

N. Y., farm, near Poughkeepsie,
bought for an estimated $125,000.
Robert Shaw Chorale will give
£he first concert of its Choral
Masterwork
Series OUHtUiy
Sutidav
at
UUUUUT (15)
JurtSlcrWOrK
vyv&lk kFVAAVO
UyJ
lAVV WV
flv
Carnegie Hall, N, Y., with Shaw
conducting the Collegiate Chorale,
Union Theological Seminary Chbir
and the RCA Victor Symphony

a hpsfollowing
pie of more« weeks,
~
.
Art TT«»«
,
J j
Ua’p
29. He
s
pit^ stay which ended Jan. OOi
America.
with Celanese Corp. of
to
.assistant
Weller,
Gerald E.
producer Richard de Rochemont,
called to active duty as lieutenant
in the U, S. Army Signal Corps.
James Mason sailed on the Amerfra yesterday (Tues.) enroute for
Germany, where he’ll star in “Susan in Berlin” for Sir Alexander
•

.

Korda

Nw

,

,

.

.

Truman,

they

.

m

*

wound a 15-month

i

|

SS

trical

manager and husband

of

.

|

1

•

_

«
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_
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Songsmith - entertainer Henry
Fink (“Curse of an Aching Heart,”

now owner-operator of the
Hotel Shangri-La, Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico, .40 miles south of
etc.)

»

.

-

London this week. “Paint Your
Wagon” preems at Her Majesty’s

in

By

.

S.

•

-

.

“Zip

,

found
SeCU ° n ’

Diveena, underwater ballet performer, fined $2,400, $1,450 and
$500, respectively, in N. Y. Traffic
Court Monday (9) for failure to
answer a total 102 traffic summonses.
Wedding invitations out for the
March 8 nuptials of Ciss and Ben
Henry’s son,
Philip
J. Henry, to
J1
T
A
_ J
VVT
T
Janet Raitz, in the West London
Synagog.
Henry was longtime
head of Universal in' Britain, now
partnered with the Hyams Bros, in
Eastman film, elected a director of Eros Films and affiliated pix inReception at the Hotel
the Motion Picture Pioneers at a terests.
***
Savoy, London, to follow.
board meet last week.
About 35 years ago, on a vaude
Borrah Minevitch extending his date with the original Marx Bros.,
U.S. stay in. Hollywood where he is was the first and last time Groucho
resurrecting the harmonica factory Marx was in Florida. So when he
he harf* long had. Plans returning opens in “Time for Elizabeth”
to his Paris base shortly.
March 9, in Palm Beach, he will do
Ch. Clasen’s Bit O’ Honey, owned a busman’s holiday, including Miby Joe Glaser, Associated Booking ami Beach, and also Havana, anCorp. prexy, took first place in the other never-was-there-before. He’ll
Boston Terrier, division at the dog tape four weeks of his simulcasts
show at Madison Square Garden. in order to make it.
.

phant Walk.”
Paree at a reputed $10,000 per,
Sidney Franklin taking a fivehighest ever paid a single perform- month yacation from his producer
er in Montreal.
chores at Metro.
Wild Bill Elliott tops the entertainment program for Brotherhood
Week in San Jose Valley.
Pittsburgh
Screen Directors Guild paid $70,By Hal V. Cohen
000 for a Sunset Blvd. lot as a
Joe E. Lewis broke all coin and site for its new headquarters.
crowd records at the Carousel.
Walt Disney awarded a scroll by
Lenny Litnrin and his wife de- the National Assn, for Conservaparting for a 10-day Florida vaca- tion Education, for his picture,
tion.
“Nature’s Half Acre.”
Ben Sterman, WB exec here, and
The Rouben Mamohlians expect
his wife off for couple of weeks to
their new Doheny Road house
Miami Beach.
the fall when they vacate
ready
Max Gendel was in town for a their in
present North Palm jprive
couple of days on a possible theamanse.
tre deal for Cinerama.
Ted Goldsmith has hit town
again, this time ahead of Jose
Chicago
Greco Spanish dancers.
Piper- Laurie in 'over weekend
June Valli making the rounds of
getting some breaks for her new the disk jockies.
one, “Mississippi Gambler.”
Willie Shore headlines the Chez
Walter Good, with Harris enter- Paree show Feb. 17.
prises for last dozen- years, has reEddie Seguin, Chicago Theatre
signed to go into own business.
publicist, and frau off to .Florida.
Mia Slavenska-Frederic FrankMike Sloane, “Top Banana” co-

week

Goes a Million,” sails for home at
the end of this month hut comes
back
to fill a Coronation cabaret
,,
TTntpi
date at Dorchester Hotel.
Y<iMr Hylton
UyrlfAn has
Vibfc two Hr'
British ediJack
tions of American plays opening

^ghTwittf

»

„

Kansas City

into 4,000-seat Constitution
Hall for a three-day run starting

due

Saturday (14).
NBC prexy Frank White and
wife honored at a reception last
Friday given by web’s veepee

'

*

Frank M. Russell.
Booth in town for lin one-nighter drew biggest ballet producer, in town discussing Coast
Academia screening of “Come crowd here since Sadler’s Wells.
tour.
Back Little Sheba” last Sunday
Dancing Evans Family signed
Ned Armstrong’s wife joining
night, with Barney Balaban, for Guy Lombardo’s two-month
(8)
him here for the run of “The
members
Eric Johnston, Cabinet
concert tour opening in New Or- Shrike.”
and White House staffers on hand leans Feb. 20 for fortnight.
Bernie Golden, Gale Agency
for a looksee.
topper, in town visiting various
President Eisenhower attended
pubbenes.
Sunday
at
last
church services
Arthur Mayer in town making
Paris
which Paramount boss Barney
of bookstores promotBalaban unveiled the original LinThe Ballets of Bali slated to play the rounds
ing
his tome, “Merely Colossal.”
coln Emancipation Proclamation here at Marigny .Theatre, Feb. 12.
Denise Darcel was toastmistress
exec
studio
gift
the
inaugurating
From
Olympia
film
house
draft, a
at Chicago Press Club dinner with
to the church at which Lincoln had stage show with. Fred Adison orch.
Carmichael of the Chicago
worshipped.
Rene Fraday flying to U.S. on John
Daily News being sworn in as new
annual talent hunrfor Lido’s new
prexy.
show.
Betty and Jimmy (Pump Room)
Marina Hotine into leading role
Miami Beach
Hart back from their 34th anniof “Belle of New York” revival at
versary
celehration at the Hotel
Lary
Solloway
By
Mogador.
Pierre, N.Y., and with The SkeelThe Phil Regans in town.
Patricia Neway meeting with top
junket
ers’
to New Orleans.
Phil Foster follows Carl Ravazza crix approval for her “La Tosca” at
into the^Blue Sails Room of the the Qpera-Comique here.
Sans Souci.
Dany Dauberson, nitery singer,

here,

Shirley

*

I

'

WHAM

(Rochester, N. Y.) deejay, Lord Tarletoning for a winter respite.
peorge Jessel due in Feb. 15 for

By John Quinn

John Mason Brown lectured at
Mexico City.
dinner meeting of the Woman’s
Margaret Ettinger flipped a cock- City Club, Tuesday (10).
United Jewish Appeal dinner at.
tailery at the Sherry-Netherland
Marian Anderson in town couple the Saxony,
last Friday (6) for Yvonne De
Jack Dempsey in town with his
of days early last week for radio
Carlo. Actress flew to London Satinterviews preceding her twin con^- daughter, Jo Ann, at the Vanderurday to costar with Alec Guin- certs with Philharmonic Orch Feb, bilt, where he was a partner in
ness in “Paradise,” Korda pic.
pre-war days.
^
5 and 7.
Designer Oliver Smith, who’s
Tony Bennett set by Nautilus
Fred Waring and his Pennsylalso co-director of Ballet Theatre, vanlians set for pair of concerts Hotel for date in the Driftwood
„
,
t***
is back from Hollywood chores, and on same night, March
nex ^ week,
with Jan Murray
2, for the
working on settings- for “Carnival Ruth Seufert Celebrity Series in following in a return date,
in Flanders,” forthcoming Paula the
Myron
Cohen
and
Monica
Boyar
Music Hall.
Stone-Mike Sloane legit musical.
Resident Theatre’s second pro- going into Club Morocco at the
Casablanca
for
two
weeks,
with
Michael Kidd arrived in N. Y. duction, “Another Part of Forest,”
Miles returning after their
last week after completing cho- going on for its regular run Feb.
reographic chores on the Fred 4, a week late after delays because date.
Astaire “Band Wagon” (M-G), and of flu. attacks in cast and producstarted in a day later rehearsing tion staff.
dancers for the legiter, “Can-Can.”
Philadelphia
Rev. J. K, Friedrich, head of
Anatole Heller, Paris impresario, Cathedral Films, in town from
By Jerry Gaghan
returned to France last Thursday Hollywood previewing the comDick Jones, local AGVA rep,
(5) after a five-week stay in N. Y., pany’s production, “I Beheld His
during which he set up details for Glory,” for church groups, as part upped to Eastern Regional Division
chief, with headquarters in
a five-month European tour of of a 19-city tour he Is faking.
N. Y.
Ballet Theatre this summer and
•

.

.

-

*

t

Louis
Prima,
current at
Chubby's, is playing first date

fall.

William P. Drake, vet actor, who
performed under names of

also

Reno

A1 Martino in two-week stanza
Lionel Legare and Trenalus A- L.
Drake, being sought by Taylor, Mil- at the New Golden.
Best January ever recorded here
ler, Busch & Magner, Chicago law
firm, as a potential heir to an for tourists and weather.
estate.
University of California Glee,
Concert of contemporary Amer- Club in onMiight stand here.
ican music, conducted by Leopold
Compagnons de la Chansons
Stokowski, will be presented under booked for Riverside March 4.
auspicies of Broadcast Music, Inc.,
Legislators mulling several laws
and American Composers Alliance which would tighten the control on
at Museum of Modern Art, N. Y., gambling.
Feb. 22.
Bill
Clifford’s
orch back in
The Lambs (Theatre-In-The-Fold) Riverside Feb. 16 after two-months
presenting
“The Milky Way,” at San Francisco’s Fairmont.
*

.

,

Magician Russell Swann and the
Carolyn Ayres dance trio current
HSTand Iki^
Room.
Songstress _EUeen_ Barton, actor at Hotel Statler’s Embassy
York fo£ Sid
New York Center City Ballet
Gould and Ray J. Hoegh, thea-

Stetoberg back\i
lowing a week-long tour of eastern
seaboard cities.
„ _
David Golding, ad-pub chief for
Samuel Goldwyn, back in town
after a swing of Texas cities arranging openings of “Hans Christian Andersen.”
Adolph Zukor to* he tendered a
testimonial luncheon at Luchow’s
3.«
March
14th Street Assn.
by
the
—
T.
—
His first penny arcade was located
on that thoroughfare.
William German, head of William German, Inc., distributors of

.

'

tonight (Wed.) and “The Shrike”
Orch.
RCA veepee Manie Sacks, who bows in at the JPrince’s Friday.
escorted Jane Pickens to the Inaugural, finally got a glimpse of
himself' on TV and the screen by
Washington
£°mg to a newsreel. Spotted by
Lowe
Florence

Margaret

’

te.

Enterprises, Inc., intends to sell
his present Bel Air, Cal., home and. ly touring the U. S,
raise cattle at his recently purBarbara Perry, who last
chased 608-acre Fishkill Plains,
run in

footage for upcoming releases.

Dorothy and Richard Rodgers
had to go to Palm Springs for 10
days to recover from the BevfaillsBel Air social whirl given them.
Bernard *Sobel, ex-B’way publicist, out of circulation for a cou-

Bill Haley
Hollywood
and Comets were the replacement.
Teet Carle bedded by flu.
Shirley Herz, former p.a. for
N. Peter Bathvon arrived on the Circle-in-Square group at AcadRichard Jaeckels divorced.
uberte from N. Y. last week.
Frank Ffeeman, Jr., divorced.
emy of Music, is now personal rep
Archie Robbins to emcee tele- for Rosalind Russell, in “WonderWilliam Lundigan bedded by flu.
*"« Embas:* Club nCxt Fri' ful Town,”*' current at the Forrest. Kathryn Grayson laid up with
a
James C. PetrillO, asked to in- flu.
Jimmy Durante planed to Miami
tervene in contract dispute be£av,d CopJan> managiog
**
Distribs,
Film
tween Jackie Brooks, singing pian- Beach.
tor of International
McHenry recovering
Sheidon
checked out last week on a routine ist, and agent Jolly Joyce, nixed
contract,
surgery.
booking
from
trip to N. Y.
Joyce’s exclusive
Mrs. Billy Eckstine recovering
to run four more
due
reportedly
senew
a
Ruth Draper opened
..
..
from surgery.
ries of_ character sketches at the years.
Fred Quimby recovering from
Globe last week and will continue
minor surgery.
for six weeks,
Gary Merrill in from N. Y. to
Montreal
British film producers hosting
resume film work.
reception to stars and execs of the
and
Friedlob
Eleanor
Bert
at the Forun till
Follies”
“Ice
French pix industry who are here
Parker in from N. Y.
Sunday (15).
_
„
f0r the current French Film FeStiJames Stewart to Denver for
Arthur Lesser in town for Patava l.
“Naked Spur” preem.
chou opening.
x
Merriel Abbott, who was here
celebrated
William Perlbergs
Frank Gallagher into Sheraton
last week on a regular talent prowl, Mount Royal’s Normandie Room.
their 25th wedding anni.
inked Albert Saveen, the .ventriloPat O’Brien in town after a road
Victor Borge slated for a one
quist, for a fall date at the Palmer we e keratHer Majesty’s March 23. tour with “Strike a Match.”
House, Chicago.
Nate Blumberg’s birthday party
Bruce Taylor, former nitery critJohn Firman, managing directbr f C
c with the Herald, has opened at Chase's brought out the town.
Joe Pasternak’s home robbed of
of Feldman & Co., music publish- p r office.
Harry Mimmo s engagement at jewels worth more than $10,000.
ers, to Paris last week on a short
from LonJohn Buckmaster
biz trip before taking his annual Bellevue Casino extended for andon to join the cast of “The Robe”
other two weeks
vacation on the Riviera.
Kathryn Grayson returned to
Wonderbar Cafe renamed Sans
Henry Roller, who left London
current click. work at Warners after a siege of
last week for Israel, sold the rights Souci with Patachou
next show. flu.
of “The Thief, the Gang and J ere- Denise Darcel inked for
holding over
Premice
Josephine
Lee Darrin had his screen name
miah” to British Broadcasting
Corp.-TV, for an upcoming chil- at the Ritz cafe for another two made official, a change from Leo
Annette
by
followed
he
to
weeks
Itzkovitz.
dren’s program.
Audie Murphy to Great Falls,
Lawrence Wright signed the Warren.
Beaver Cafe starting name pol- Mont., for the world preem of
Beverley Sisters to play 20-week
Erskine Hawkins current- “Gunsmoke.”
with
icy
Blackpool
season for his annual
ly scoring after a big week with
Alvin Ganzer left for Ceylon as
production, “On With The Show.’
Rand.
unit director on Paramount’s “EleThe British vocal trio are current- Sally
Frank Sinatra current at Chez

snagged by the draft.

London

since he was stricken ill two
months ago.
Bob Corson and Dave Cohen,
owners of Ciro’s, received citation
from USO for cooperation in send
ing shows to Valley Forge Military
.

Hospital.

PM

Bar, local bistro, switched to
the trend and installed entertainment for the first time in four
years that the midtown spot has
been operating.
The Gaylords, slated for debut
Feb. 9 at Rendezvous, had to cancel out when one of combo was

Minneapolis
By Les Rees

who began career

at Carroll’s four
years aio, back to same boite as a
star.

Barbara Laage flying tosNice to
huddle with Anatole Litwak about
assignment in “Somewhere in the

WorM^ic.

Les Appleby in ahead of Cornelia Otis Skinner’s “Paris ’90.”
Red Feather nitery, one of loop’s
because of
top,, spots, shuttered
*
bad' bilz;^
Henry Fonda in “Point of No
Return” set for Lyceum week of
"

•

President Vincent Auriol attendn g preem of revival oL Alfred Savoir’s “Little CatheririF’ at Bouf- March 16.
fes-Parisiens.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room
Success of Daniele Delorme in holding over songstress Rosalind
i

“The Doll's House” at the
Comedie-Caumartin caused the run

Ibsen’s
to

be extended.

.

.

Henri Garat, Gallic cinema idol
in 1933, making a comeback here
via the nitery route as singer at
the Villa D’Este.
Writer Colette celebrating her
80th birthday here with a whole
set of new projects including a
new novel and legiter.
Erich von Stroheim and Denise
Vernac to Nice for shooting of “Inferno of Paradise” pic, French production with Columbia backing.
French films, £‘La Nuit Est Mon
Royaume” (“Night Is My Kingdom”) and “Casque D’Or,” dubbed
into English for distribution in
England.
Henri-DIamant Berger signed
Simone Signoret and Serge Reggiani for his next pic, “La Fille
Elisa,” from a screenplay by Jack

Courtright.
Colony club dropping acts and
confining entertainment to band
and dancing.
Singer William Warfield, making
first local concert
critics’ acclaim.

appearance, won

John K. Sherman, Minneapolis
drama editor and critic, oa
annual New York pilgrimage to
look over the Broadway shows*.
Lyceum lost out on two attractions, “Strike a Match” and “Paint
Your Wagon,” when they closed
Star

before reaching here.

Barcelona
Joaqiiina C. Vldal-GomiS
Annie Berrier playing the
nightclub.
Rigat nitery has comedian Don
Pelale from Argentine.

By

.

Kirkland.
Borras -and Poliorama theatres,
Ruby Richards, the sepia pearl former legit houses, become film
of the current Folies-Bergere re
.
theatres.
.
„
Broadvue, has been signed by Lou WalJ. SuSVos, of National
ters to star in his next N.Y. Latin casting Co., lecturing at the Ate
Quarter show “Mardi Gras.” Miss neo Barcelones TV.
.
Brit
Richards is a NY showgirl who was
R. A. Morris of Associated
known as “Curleytop” and is a hi ish-Pathe here for biz huddles wit
at Folies here.
C. B. Films Distributors.
.

a

•

1

1
!

1

Vednegday* February II, 1953

PfissmrY
eight

Brooklyn, Staten Island and elsewhere.
Stephen Jerome (Steve) HannaAmong the productions for
in
5
died
Feb.
which his firm did the sets were
gan, 53, press agent,
Page 2. “What a Life,” “Brother Rat,”
Nairobi, Kenya. Details on

‘Room Service,” “Zeppelin,”
“Lightnin’,” “Primrose Path,” “The
Bat,” “Once in a Lifetime” and

Ben Ames
story writer

,

N. Y.

a member of
inception and

He had been

ATPAM

since its
held office as a veepee until

first

1950.

Wife, Mildred Tyson, musical
comedy performer, a sister and a
nephew survive.

RICHARD FRYER
Fryer, 58, formerly a
Hollywood cameraman and a
pioneer motion picture lenser in
New York nearly 40 years ago,
died suddenly at his home in Wash-

Richard

top

ington Feb. 9.
Fryer, a native of England, got
his start in N.Y. and Fort Lee,

working for Mutual, Biograph,
Thanheuser and Pathe News. He
to the Coast in 1922 to work
on 2-reel westerns. Later he was
under contract to Universal for 14
years, lensed the first Shirley Temple two-reelers for Paramount and
worked for Warner Bros., United
Artists and many independent producers. About 18 months ago, he
came to Washington to make documentary and instructional TV films
Department of Agriculture.
He is survived by his widow, the
former Joyce Carroll, a one-time
Metro starlet, and two daughters
by a former marriage.

moved

of

films.

Williams,

and

63, short
historical novelist,

died Feb. 4 in Brookline, Mass.
Among the many novels penned
by Williams were ’'The Strange

Hollywood films.
It seemed to me that their color
Wife, two sons, daughter, mother process is very similar to the old
and sister survive.
Agfa-color and rumor has it, of
course, that this is a direct result
DEAN W. DAVIS
of the Russian Forces being the
Dean W. Davis, 58, veteran mo- first to arrive in Berlin towards
tion picture exhib in the Ozarks, the end of the war. But whatever
died of a heart attack at his home the origins of their color ' system,
in West Plains, Mo., Jan. 30.
He
it
pleasant, although at
owned four theatres, and two I found missed
the vivid tones of
times I
ozoners in Missouri and was coother systems.
Technicolor
and
owner of two houses in southern*

the present time, three Soviet films
“The Fall of
are being. .shown
“Circus” and “Donbas
Berlin,”'
(

j|

Miners”)., and that, therefore, on
the grounds of balance and reciprocity alone, the U.S.S.R. had
some leeway to make up.

I

Admission Tax
- Continued

j

!

William Antas, 47, circus press
agent for a number of years, died
Feb. 8 in Madison, Wis. For about
the past five years he had been in
charge of the radio department of
Ringling Bros. Bamum & Bailey
Circus.

He had
Bros,
cuses.

.

j
*

5%,

worked for the Rusand Clyde Beatty cir- been

also

true.

The blame was

laid, as

has been the case in many other
largely at the door of
Paul Peter Slany, 54, set design- the inadequacy of stories and the
er and sculptor, died Feb. 8- in absence of scriptwriters. I was told
Hastings, Mich. Born in Germany, this difficulty had now been overSlany came to the U.S. in 1929 to come and a 25% increase in* prowork on film sets for Paramount in duction is planned for the next few
Hollywood. Among the pix on
countries,

Among them

and

to
Washington
this will result in a

saving of about $1,500,000,000 to
the public. Such, a greater benefit for big business obviously will
not sit well with the voters, say
Capitol Hill spectators, so the law-

makers will come through with
some additional relief.
In line with this, it’s believed
that the most likely approach to
added help for the public will be a
lessening of the excises. In addition to theatres, some key Congressional reps believe that the fur
and jewelry industries deserve an
easing of their tax load.
Conclusion is that the 20% tax
grab will be lightened on theatre
admissions, furs and jewelry.

MARRIAGES

were “The Mouthpiece,” “All of
Linda Starr to Jimmy Utley,
Me,” “Undercover Man” and “Off which he worked was “The Vaga- years.
Glendale,. Cal., Feb. 1. She's an
Third Dimension
In recent years he bond King.”
the Record.”
turned to television and was enThe view was held that stereo- actress-dancer.
Phyllis Nahl to John de Cuevas,
gaged in directing the “Racket
James Madison Hervey, 78, scopic films are much more than a
Squad” vidpix series when his father of Andy Hervey, Paramount novelty, and hold tremendous pos- N. Y., Feb. 4. Brtde is ballet
him.
choreographer
(und'er professional
overtook
final illness
publicist, died Jan. 31 in Roswell, sibilities for the future. The threeHis widow, son and two daugh- N. M. He was formerly attorney dimensional film will, in time, be name of Antonia Cobos); groom is
son
of
Marquis
George de Cuevas,
ters survive,
general of New Mexico and past as revolutionary in film production
president of the state bar associa- as sound.
The Russian system owner-director of Grand Ballet de
Monte
Carlo.
ARON RAUCH
tion.
obtains its effect by use of a spe^Sharon Randall to Richard ErdAron Rauch, 77, maker of thescreen, unlike the British
cial
atrical wigs, masks and props, died
King Merritt, 58, Federal, Wyo., method of providing the audience man, Las Vegas, Feb. 1. She’s a
singer;
Prior
he’s an actor.
N.
Y.
home
in
4
his
at
Ffeb.
rancher who supplied stock for with spectacles. I was told that
to going into business for himself Cheyenne Frontier Days and other
Sherry Lynn to Cy White, in
one obstacle to the development of
embeen
had
Rauch
years
ago,
40
prominent rodeos, died Jan. 21 in stereoscopy in the Soviet Union is Philadelphia, F.eb. 3. Bride is nitployed at the Metropolitan Opera Cheyenne. Survived by wife, three
ery accordionist; groom is emceethe great expense of these screens,
House as a wigmaker and makeup daughters and two sons.
comedian.
of which, as far as I am aware,
man. At the Met he had serviced
Caroline Buchanan to Tony Mionly one exists at present.
and Scotti,
Caruso
Chaliapin,
relli, Dallas, Feb. 4.
Both are
Stanley B. Wood, 31, account
I saw this at the Stereoscopic roller skaters in “Olsen & Johnamong other stars.
Wife, three daughters, one of exec for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Cinema in Moscow, but frankly was son’s Skating Vanities” cast.
his
home
died
Feb.
7
at
agency,
whom is Mrs. Greta Rauch Gold- ad
not impressed by what I saw. AdGloria Sicking to Jeff 'Clay, St.
man, booking manager for Car- in New Rochelle, N.Y.
mittedly, the films were old but I Louis, Feb. 5.
Bride is a dancer
Wife, his parents and four brothnegie Hall, and a brother survive.
gladly have exchanged the on Milton Berle’s “Texaco Star
would
ers survive.
London cinema, at the South Bank, Theatre” TVer; he’s vocalist with
TOSH HAMMED
with all the inconvenience of wear- Sammy Kaye’s orch.
Louise Hubbell, music librarian
Tosh Hammed, 57, vet vaudeviling spectacles, for the benefit of
Lillian Harvey to Hartvig Valeur
at WOKO, Albany, died in Loudon5
Feb.
died
songwriter,
lian and
dispensing with them in Moscow. Larsen, Copenhagen, Feb. 7. Bride
ville, N.Y., Feb. 7, after an illness
in New York. Among tunes penned
of several years. Her parents and It struck me that the British tech- is a British-German actress and
Wonder
“I
were
by Hammed
nique was considerably ahead of singer; he’s her Danish concert
Where My Sweet, Sweet Daddy's a sister survive.
Certainly there manager.
the Russian one.
Gone,” “Decatur St. Blues,” “I
Mrs. Ursula Wood to Dr. Ralph
Wife of Charles Schoof, 52, the- was much greater depth of focus
Jus’ Ain’t Feeling* Right” and
I Vaughan Williams, London, Feb. 7.
atrical pressagent and head of the and much less strain on the eyes.
“Barbados Blues.”
informed
that
research
was
was
He’s
a composer.
Hammed performed in vaude- Chicago Daily News real estate ad- still being carried on and that a
Ginger Rogers to Jacques Berfor about 25 years, both in the U.S. vertising department, died in Chigerac,
Palm Springs, Feb. 7. Bride
film
techgreat
development
in
and abroad, during which time he cago Feb. 2.
nique was anticipated when the is an actress; he’s a French lawyer.
was a member of the Six Cracker
Renee
Freedman to Hal Simms,
Berthe K. Buchter, 63, secretary process was fully developed.
Jacks act.
.

i

|

.

Paramount for 32

years, died
Television
She had
3 in Hollywood.
Naturally I raised the thorny
been in retirement since last No- .question of television. Those who
vember.
understand the Soviet form of
government will appreciate that
Carlos Raygada, 55, music and the problem is that country is difTheatre Managers Union, he had art critic, died Feb. 8 in Lima, ferent from that in America and
been with the Shubert org for the Peru, of a heart attack. Raygada Britain. There are no conflicting
past 45 years, having started in was staff member of the Lima
interests due to competition from
1908 as an usher at the old Herald newspaper “El Comercio.”
competing ownership of the efffHe had been
Square Theatre.
Podovkin, Russia’s
media.
ferent
for
15
Plymouth
the
of
manager
Kenneth Hopkins, 54, hat deoutstanding film director, doubled
years.
signer for film stars, was burned
with
laughter
when I mentioned
up
son
a
and
daughters
FRED J. DOLLE
Wife, two
to death Feb. 5 in a fire that deFred J. Dolle, 70, former presi- survive.
stroyed his Hollywood apartment. to him the fears of competition
dent of the Fourth Avenue Amuseexpressed by the British and
ment Co., died Feb. 5 in Louisville,
His reARTHUR HOPPER
Manuel Manjon Lago, 60, pro- American film industries.
His career as a motion picArthur Hopper, 64, former gen- ducer and actor, died in Portillo, action was a very simple one who
ture exhib started in the nickeloif
films
complain
the
was
he
to
had
and
Bros,
Ringling
for
agent
eral
Portugal, recently, while on a prodeon era.
bigger audiences. Surely it would
Bamum & Bailey Circus, died Feb. vincial tour.
Boi-n and reared" in Louisville,
family
if
marvelous
every
Bronx.
in
the
be
in
home
his
2 at»
uolle became manager of the old
films inHopper, who had been with the
Richard Kopf, brother of Harry the Soviet Union saw his
West Broadway theatre when it
in
retired
years,
many
at
moment,
only
those
of,
the
circus for
Kopf, Chicago NBC veepee, died stead
was opened in 1909.
Five years 1947 because of illness, after unwho go to cinemas.
in Chicago Feb. 8. Wife survives.
later he joined the
newly formed dergoing a series of throat opera‘Tarzan’ and ‘Robin Hood’
fourth Avenue Amusement Co. tions. At one time he had been
I asked whether there was any
then
Hugh Daniel, 51/ onetime publioperating the old Alamo in charge of the show’s billing.
British
and
against
cist for RKO, died Feb. 4 in Troy, prejudice
Theatre, and in 1915 became its
American films.
I was assured
President.
Ala.
SPECIAL
MIKE
for
was
although,
obthere
not,
Fourth Avenue firm operates the
Mike Special, 57, vet booking
nialto, Brown, Uptown and Rex
Mother, 85, of Jerome Daly, film vious reasons, some films would
Jan. 27 in New York.
died
agent,
the
Soviet
within
not get a showing
theatres in Louisville, and has an
who had his own agency, projectionist at WGN-TV, Chicago, Union. Films which did not cause
interest in two Louisville drive-ins Special,
in that city Feb. 5.
Special Attractions, at one time died
offense against the ideology of the
Jhd in theatres at Indianapolis,
LangFrances
Blue,
Ben
booked
** a te an d Lafayette, Ind.
Son (Infant) of George Frama, country are popular with Soviet
H
ford and Martha Raye. He was a
sister » two nieces and two
Whilst I was in Mosin the ’20s, heading a Chicago agent and publisher, died audiences.
bandleader
nephews survive.
cow amongst the films being
His in Chicago, Feb. 2.
combo tagged Mike Special
shown, with enormous publicity
Crusaders.
George Paul, 66, motion picture outside the cinema, was one of the
son survives.
MITCHELL CIRKER
exhibitor, died in Rockford, 111. Tarzan films.
Mitchell Cirker, 70, scenic deFeb. 1.
signer. died Feb.
I asked for a list of British films
4 in Forest Hills,
IWAN SERRURIER
I.
A partner in the N. Y. scenic
being shown and was given Ihe
Iwan Serrurier, 74, motion picMilton S. Swain, 69, property names of the following which had
designing firm of Cirker
Rob- ture pioneer, died Jan. 31 in HollySf
Was credited with invent- wood. He was inventor of the mdn for Warner Bros., died Jan. 31 been seen this year: “Lady Hamilina
n
in Los Angeles.
Jjr collapsible scenery especially Moviola editing machine.
ton,” “Robin Hood” (shown under
for touring.
Cirker,
Two sons and three daughters
the title “The Outlaw and the
Wilbur Fuqua, 70, retired film
t> e en
an electrician for survive.
Maid”), “White Corridors,” “Fire
Ajauct Betesco,
studio cameraman, died Jan. 31 in
was at one time a
Over England” (shown under the
North Hollywood.
and Prior to teaming
CHARLES E. FINCH
title “The King’s Pirates”),
and
orchestra,
Robert Nelson Robbins 40
Charles E. Finch, 55,
Mother, 80, of Alex Munro', Scot the George Formby films.
a So. had painted scenery for leader and pianist at the Gayety
r,
pointed
that in Britain at
out
I
cc *
20.
Jan.
Glasgow
in
died
the
past
comedian,
companies in .Washington, Theatre, Cincinnati, for
at

F. RONCHETTI
Robert F. Ronchetti, 68, manPlymouth Theatre,
the
of
ager
N. Y., died Feb. 3 at his home in
founder of the
L.
I.
Jamaica,

ROBERT

Feb.

Groom

Atlantic City, Jan.

18.

CBS-TV announcer

in N. Y.

is

.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Freeman,

A

son, Hollywood, Feb. 2. Father is a
publicist.
Mr. and’ Mrs. John Durand, son,

Hollywood, Feb.

Father

3.

is

Metro

film editor.

and Mrs. Joseph Missick,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 2. Father is on the WDTV engineering
Mr.

staff there.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Klarman,
New York. Father is
account exec.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garcia, daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 30. Father is
a film stuntman.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Horne,
daughter, Feb. 8, Brooklyn. Father
is a flack with the Marvin Drager
son, Feb. 2,

—

a

.

WMCA

New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Sellinger,
Mother is Dorothy
Feb. 4.
Sherman, former secretary to Martin Jurdw, of the Wm. Morris
Agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Alswang,
daughter, New York, Feb. 3. Father
is a legit scenic designer and propublicity office in

son,

ducer.

&

Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
daughter, Dallas, Feb. 5.

Kramer,

Lucille Cunningham,
singer-accordionist.

a nitery

Mr,

and

is

John

Mrs.

daughter, Hollywood, Feb.
er is an actor.

A

Mother,
Rovick,
Fath-

4.

Mr. and Mrs. David L. Shapiro,
daughter. New York, Feb. 5. Father
is a personal manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Reznick,
son. New York, Feb. 3. Father is

&

Tw

3

according

sources,

|

from page

mean

a saving of $3,200,000,000 to corporations. The personal
income bite likely will be cut about
will

j

challenged the people I met
with the impression I had formed
that for some years the Soviet film
industry had been declining. Certainly film, technicians have not
seen in recent years a spate of
films to match up with “Potemkin,”
“Mother,” "The General Line” and
other classics of. the last years of
the silent period. I am frankly informed that my impressions had

Wife, son and daughter survive.

sell

|

I

Illinois.

“Wooden Slipper” and and “The Mermaids Singing.” He
the
“Page Miss Glory.” Miss Hall ap- had. also been a member of
peared in London in “The Day I Masse Stock Company, in New
Forgot” and in 1930 made her only York.
Surviving are two brothers.
musical comedy appearance with
Bert Lahr in “Flying High.” She
JAMES FLOOD
also had done some film work, havGeorge
James Flood, 57, pioneer screen
appeared opposite
ing
director, died Feb. 4 in Hollywood
Walsh and Richard Dix.
Surviving are her husband and of complications following major
surgery. Beginning as an assistant
two brothers.
director for the old Biograph company, Flood soon advanced to full
smith
frank L.
president of directorship and piloted a large
Smith,
number

Continued from page 2

and white, he could now only visualize films, in color. He was most
satisfied with the present Russian
three-color process which to him
was softer than Technicolor, and
enabled him to photograph scenes
which under some other processes
might only hit the eye of the audience as an objectionable clash*

iflto

Heart,”

67,

Brit Labor Leader’s Closeup

Woman” and “Leave Her to
Heaven,” both of which were made

'

Frank L.

injured

BEN AMES WILLIAMS

Dorothy Hall, 47, former actress, “Subway Express.”
Miss Hall,
A son survives.
/lied Feb. 3 in N. Y.
193';
who retired from the stage in
following an appearance in “BeARTHUR GRIFFIN
Broadhind Red Lights/’ made her
Arthur Griffin, 75, actor, died
way debut in 1925 in “The Com- Feb. 6
in Fall River, Mass.
Grifbow
Broadway
”
her
to
Prior
plex
film extra fin, who joined the theatrical comshe had performed as a
pany
of
Paul
Fall
River
in
Scott
in
Lanwork
stock*
done
and had
in 1897, had appeared on BroadCa
FoUowfng “The Complex,” she day in “Frankie and Johnnie,”
“Mahogany Hall,” “Come, Angel
had prominent roles in “The VirBand,”
“Counsellor
at
Law,”
gin Man,” “A Lady for a Night,”
Collars,” “Sailor Beware,” “Earl Carroll’s
“White
-Precious,”
Sketch
Book,”
Bovary,”
“Madame
Duel,”
Love
“The
“Speakeasy,”
"Elizabeth the Queen,” “The Vaga“Girl Trouble,” “The Greeks Had
bond King,” “The Greatest Show
a Word For It,” “Child of Manhaton Earth,” “Abe Lincoln in Illinois”
tan” “Lily Turner,” “The Pure in

Theatrical Press
of
Assn,
Agents and Managers Union, died
in N. Y. after a
home
his
Feb. 8 at
brief illness. Smith, who had been
since
prexy
1950, had
AM
ATP
spent about 50 years in show business. having joined a circus in his
youth and later becoming company
manager of shows on the Columbia
Burlesque circuit.
He was manager of Shubert
theatres for 25 years, having started as manager of the Shubert
He was
house in Newark, N. J.
to New York
later transferred
where he managed such houses as
the Adelphi and National. He was
most recently employed as manager of the Broadway Theatre,

fatally

when

trolley bus while

STEVE HANNAGAN

the

5

his auto sideswiped a
he was driving
home from work. He also was a
musician at night clubs in the Cincinnati area for many years.
Wife/ mother and a sister survive.

Feb.-

OBITUARIES

DOROTHY HALL*

was

years,

radio-tele scripter.

Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews,
daughter, Cleveland, Jan. 30, Father

-

:

•

is

WTAM-WNBK

Mr.

and

daughter,

•

Mrs.

pianist-singer.

Ken

Cleveland.

WTAM-WNBK

Coleman,
Father is

sportscaster.

-
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JOYCE BRYANT
Currently

Opening February 26

ALGIERS HOTEL

THUNDERBIRD

Miami Beach

Las Yogas

Personal

Manager

JERRY LEVY
Management
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TV On

Big-Screen Theatre Color
’54-’55
Big-screen
“will

vision

Agenda Complementing 3-D

now depend on

lookers Unable to Fill

which meantime'
color TV.
is going forward with
for 1954 or
earmarked
still
is
This
Corp. of America,

Richmond, Va., Feb.

1955, although the company spent
some $5,000,000 last year .alone in
improving the system. It is said
now to have general manufacturing
industry approval but is not' yet
ready to go forward despite a published report Elsewhere this week.
The “state of the industry” now
means the new 3-D rush.
RCA is still pursuing its field

TV

reception,
home color
and feels that it will be in good
shape for FCC o.o. in short (Jrder,
but not just now. Some sources
aver that color TV and 3-D TV will
arrive coincidentally.
It is no secret
meantime that
among other sliow biz electronic
advances is the TV-on-tape developments which have been made at
the Sarnoff Research Centre in
Princeton. This is one of the five
“presents” General David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, has asked for
his 50lh anniversary with the company. This request was made by
him last year on the occasion of
his 45th year with RCA, when the
Princeton labs were -renamed into
the Sarnoff Centre.

Noting that his touring
,

.

.

Reflecting television’s amazing
impact on the show biz economy
and its fabulous “boxoffice” suc-

17.

pro,-

,

Book and
Candle 5 played its midweek
matinee
in
Richmond on
Wednesday (11) last week,
duction

of

“Bell,

'

Shepard Traube sent a deadpan wire to company manager
Jerry O’Connell, inquiring why
he hadn’t followed general theatrical custom by scheduling
the performance for Lincoln’s
Birthday, the following day.
The
reply
read,
“You
damyankee you! If it had been
Robert E. Lee’s birthday we
could have played a matinee.
But don’t you know they use

name to
dren down here?”

Lincoln’s

Gillette’s

scare chil-

300G

cess story, the “NBC-TV “Show of
Shows” is hitting the financial
jackpot with gross returns to the

network of $7,000,000 for

its

39-

That represents the all-time
gle-program financial smash

sin-

week seasonal

ride.
in

the variegated
show business facets of entertainment, the “Show of Shows” multimillion single-night audience satfor example,
contrasts,
uration
with the marathon New York legit

video

annals.

(In

run of “Oklahoma,” which also
grossed an approximate $7,000,000
on Broadway, but extending over
a four-year period.)
It’s estimated that under the existing SRO status, the “Show of
Shows,” produced and directed by
Max Liebman and starring Sid
Caesar and Imogene Coca, will

pour something closer to $8,000,000 into the
season,

For Video Rights

To Marciano Bout

NBC-TV

under an

former-production scale. No other
has achieved that kind
of boxoffice, and although Arthur
Continued on page 38)

TV program
J

After a couple of seasons which
Meantime Bing Crosby Enter- saw its competitive boxing sponsor,
(of which CBS owns 25%) Pabst, carry off the cream of the
has a highly touted TV-on-tape all fisticuffs events on CBS-TV, Gilits own.
lette bounces back into the bigtime on NBC-TV with its pacting of
the Marciano-Walcott title go from
With Danny Kaye and all-vaudeSnaring the
Chicago April 10.
‘Outside’ legit Producer
event for a Friday night TV show- ville bill consistently racking up a
casing, however, cost Gillette a virtual capacity $55,000 week after
Burns at Alleged Drunk
hefty chunk of coin, with the razor week at the Palace, the comedian
outfit reportedly forced to plunk is headed for a new niche in Broad-

Kaye’s All-Time

Palace Puller

»

Critic;

Plans

Own

Action down

be assisted to his seat.
As has happened on several prevmus such occasions, the matter
as taken up
with the League of
T
to
,

]J

Theatres

J*ucer,

not

by another pro-

connected

with

the

10

1

Teague is figured unlikely
o take any
action, but there
e other

may

repercussions, as the prowitnessed the incident
make an issue
0n
own at a future time
°y barring
t^s particular critic
irom hi S next
opening.
ert Wh i te head,
-°p
co-producer
nr
m
Peror”
in partnership with
£.
u c er

;

, .

w ho

aicated he plans to
i

ii 1Q

nr

al

a

yw fights

.

Co.,

was informed

incident, but reportedly det0 make an issue
of it, ex*kat s ince the show was

y P anne d and
Sih.o
iday

is to close
night (?1), the notice of

(Continued on page 61)

$300,000 for

its

coast-to-coast

pickup (with only Chi and nearby

way show
is

biz history. This

amount

topped in second and third weeks

only by the larger stagefilm theaGillette has not only been in tres such as the Music Hall, Roxy
competition with Pabst in trying and Paramount. It also is a high
to maintain its longtime franchise grosser by legit theatre standards,
on major sports events, but the Ad- with few legit musicals holding
vent of Theatre TV (which grabbed above $50,000 after the first few
off the exclusive on the last Mar- weeks.
The heavy advance sale, which
ciano-Walcott bout) has been an
important factor in the razor com- was in evidence long before Kaye
promises to give the comic
opened,
the
hold
in
pany’s diminishing
not only a long run but one of the
fightcast picture.
totals ever registered
coin
In contrast to Gillette’s 300G tab biggest
for the upcoming fight, Pabst by a single personality at the Palgrabbed off last week’s Gavilan- ace.
Davey fight at no extra fee, having
negotiated a $200,000 gate “ceiling”
LEGIT
arrangement which got it off the
hook.

Milwaukee blacked

Now

out).

biz is drying up from
new blood. Band agenhave been stymied during the
past couple of years in their ef-

the lack of

3-D Elephants?

cies

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
3-D drinking,

comes

with two kinds of glasses
and beer. Ernest
Polaroid
Meer, L. A. designer, is installing a “three-dimension” mural
above the bar ih the Congress
Hotel, Portland, Ore.
Photographed scenes of the
Northwest will be placed in
such a way as to take on an
illusion of depth when viewed
through Polaroid glasses. Under the old system a barfly
could see double, but not
triple.

forts

to

build

new name

orchs,

with problem having grown to such
an extent that the agencies are unable tor fill the flock of bookings
that have opened up around the
country.

Although the name band shortage has put the orchs in their best
bargaining position in years, the
agencies are fretful because virtually few orchs have come up to
replace the oldsters. In the past
couple of years only the BiUy May,
Ralph Flanagan, Ray Anthony and
Buddy Morrow orchs were, built
into national b.o. lures,

and even

they are now considered in the
trade as “vet” bands. These orchs
were kicked off primarily by a disk
push but the ballroom operators cooperated in the buildup with strong
location dates and one-niter assignments. The new semi-name orchs,
however, are finding it tough getting important dates. The ops no
longer want to gamble on new'

Bing’s Autobiog

May Top Tallu’s;

coffers next
escalator per-

prises

Alleged drunkenness of certain
drama critics at Broadway openings, a periodic complaint
of producers.
authors,
etc.,
actors,
cropped up again last week in connection with the preem of “The
Emperor’. Clothes.” The reviewer
involved, the subject of similar accusations various times before, was
reported to have arrived at the
opening more than a half-hour late
fnd in such condition that he had

Upped Demands

The band

Who He?

the

Frank

M. Folsom, president of the Radio,

tests for

New Bands Finds

tele~>

color

theatre

the industry,’* says

state of

Failure to Develop

(Continued on pa£e 46)

$135,000 to Start
Bing Crosby’s eight-part autobiog
for the Saturday Evening Post, as
told to Pete Martin, is snowballing
into the biggest literary enterprise
by a show biz personality, topping
Tallulah Bankhead’s life story for

‘Okla.’ Still

Fresh as

Show

Nears 10th Anni; Gain Of

$5,216,400 on 90G Outlay

flarper's. The mag, book and British rights to Crosby’s work, titled

Phoenix, Feb. 17.
One of the neatest of shows
Lucky,” have already and Investments is “Oklahoma,”
totalled $135,000 without counting which played here at the Parabook royalties or radio, film and mount last Friday-Saturday 413-14).
TV rights.
Musical will be celebrating the 10th
The Satevepost paid Crosby $75,- anni of its Broadway opening on
000 for the autobiog, of which he March 31 in Washington.
It will
keeps the full amount since Martin also mark the 10th year.%£ collabing for Richard Rodgei*? and
is on SEP’s regular salary roster
as entertainment editor.
Simon & Oscar Hammerstein 2d, who started
Schuster copped the book rights their combo career with “Oklafor the U. S. from competing pub- homa.” On an original investment
lishers with a $25,000 advance, of $90,000, the show’s producer,
while British publisher Victor Gol- the Theatre Guild, has now made
lancz, Ltd., bid $13,500 advance a profit on the show of $5,216,400.
for the U. K. rights, said to be That’s a sweet birthday memento.
(Continued on page 47)
(Continued on page 54)
“Call

Me

—

.
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STEVE ALLEN

BOW

LIKELY IN ‘ELEPHANT’

Steve Allen, m.c. of the “Talent
Day’
Patrol” television series and a panWashington, Feb. 17.
on other TV shows, will
elist-cOmic
A joint resolution under which probably make
his legit debut in
Congress would declare May 26
the Eugene PaulElephant,”
“Pink
each year as “National Hillbilly
production of a
Kaufman
William
Music Day” was introduced last
John Fuller. Harry Elweek by Rep. Arthur Winstead (D„ comedy by
lerbe is mentioned as director of
Miss.).
show, which is slated to go
Date is the anniversary^ of the the
into rehearsal in about two weeks.
death of Jimmie Rodgers in 1933.
Fuller, who scripted the play, is a
Rodgers is credited by Winstead
with launching the hillbilly music member of the NBC-TV sales staff.
boom in 1927, when his unit of en- Paul is a former member of New
tertainers broadcast over WWNC, Stages and Kaufman is with the
NBC-TV new show staff.
in Asheville, N. C.

MONTMARTRE
HAVANA, CUBA
.Cprrenf/y Presents

'Nat’l Hillbijly

.

THE HOUR OF CHARM
All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

and Choir

EVELYN and Her Magic

Under the Direction

of

Violin

Phil Spitalny

.

!
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By JOE LAURIE,

.

To

$35 AND $50 SCALE FOR
FRIARS’ BOB HOPE FETE

ness;

wondered

Show

Arm;

—

Raymond

Hitchcock, Charlie Winningef and so many many more
greats of the bellylaugh fraternity.
I would have enjoyed her adventures with a smalltime act in which
she worked for a couple of weeks,
and the time she worked with Sammy Kessler’s Band, and how she
(Continued on page 22)

(get this) in

doesn’t help
open spaces

HORACE HEIDT
111

From Havana TV Studio,

ike Likes Mikes

‘Vigil*

Havana, Feb.

17.
last

Josephine Baker was evicted

CMQ-TV

a

studio
attempted fo

where

she had
rehearse for a program. Then she
“picketed” the entrance to the station for four hours.
Miss Baker
had signed with an advertising
agency to appear that night on
one of the agency’s TV programs
at CMQ. But the station stood on
legal

its

right

to

bar any per-

former.

Goar Mestre, owner of CMQ,
said: “The agency acted on its own.

No

client can use talent without

first

The

clearing

it

with the station.

station has refused her.

Our

decision is irrevocable.” Mestre
added that she could stand outside
the building “until hell freezes

over” before'' he would permit her
to perform.
Mestre, however, sent a chair
down for Miss Baker to sit in, but
she disdained this. Arms folded,
she stood leaning against a railing,

with her costume draped over

She talked

to passersby,

it,-

drank a

(Continued on page 61)

Washington, Feb. 17.
President Eisenhower is willing
have his ’press conferences covered by radio and television, James
C. Hagerty, White House press top-

to

per, said today. Hagerty will meet
Thursday (19) with representatives
of the broadcasting industry, who

have been conferring among themselves after an initial meeting with
Ike’s press chief.
Hagerty told the Women’s National Press Club that the TV coverage of Eisenhower press conferences would have to be a pool job
and limited to one camera. He
said that the White House is planning for greater use of
and TV

1943
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Stick ’Em Up to High £
struck Rancher O’Murray that such a chick would be ideal in westerns. She would give them something they have seldom had: a heroine
who didn’t shout “Stick ’em up!” in E-Flat above High-C or affect a
masculinity that wouldn’t even fool Levi Strauss, makers of broad,
bottomed blue jeans since 1921.
Rancher O’Murray further thought that if he could find a girl who
had b.een raised on a ranch and, in a measure, had got over it, he’d
have a beginning. If he could give her a believable reason for adding
her sex appeal to the life of a lone ranger he might have another cliffhanger like Pearl White on his hands and would that be bad?
So his miileskinners came up with the idea that Laigs Anders was a
U. S. marshal’s daughter who saw her pappy was getting old and a little
slow on the draw. If he wasn’t canned soon he’d be killed, and she
She was well formed but not too well
didn’t like either prospect.
formed (otherwise Murray would have another Marie Wilson on his
hands and you know how hard it would be to disguise her.
She tightened her bra and wore a masque and the next thing the
marshal knew he had a sure-shootin’ Mexican “boy” making hash of
bad hombres and easing his work tremendously. . The marshal is Hoot
Gibson, a contemporary of Buffalo Bill, and he is supported not only
by Laurie Anders but Johnny Mack Brown, Preston Foster, Jimmy
Wakely, Buddy Baer and that old card sharp of Ken Murray’s “Blackouts,” Don Court of Kingston, N. Y.
Critter Named Ritter

—

A

Also in the oater is Tex Ritter who carries the theme song of the
It is called “The Marshal’s Daughter”
pic as he did “High Noon.”
and, don’t stop me, you haven’t heard it Ken and Stan Jones wrote
They also wrote “Ghost Riders in the Sky.”
it.
From now until the returns are in you can expect to hear producer
Murray belt a few pitches for “The Marshal’s Daughter” every time
he comes to* bat for Bristol-Myers and their profitable pharmaceutical
products. I expect Herbert Marshall, George Marshall (Par director),
George Marshall (owner of the Washington Redskins), and George
Marshall (owner of a five star general’s uniform), as well as the Marshall Islands, will all be doing their shilling for this picture before
Ken Murray (no Don Court) is ready to make his peace with the Dept,
of Internal Revenue.
There was a time in the picture biz when only a dope would be
caught doing two things: (1) putting his own money into the producThat
tions, and (2) trying to sell it not before but after he made it.
might be all right for
but not for M-G-M. The moment a guy appeared in the old days with cans under his arms, the price was cut in
half and went down further as soon as he began talking terms.
Oboler Went Thataway
Today things are different. Arch Oboler showed with “Bwana Devil”
that the real money is in hitting on a novelty, making it, carrying prints
into -special situations, and then shaking the grosses into the sniffing
schnozzes of distributors till one signs on your terms, not his. That
way you can get $1,750,000 for something that couldn’t cost 500G if
the payroll were padded with football shoulder pads. *
Today nobody is really impressed with what a picture costs. The
question is, will it pay off at the boxoffice? The job is to get people
to look at trailers of coming attractions. Obviously, you can’t get them
You
to look at them if the are no going into the picture houses.
have to talk to them where they are, and that’s in front of their TV
screens at home.
That’s where Murray will hit them. That’s where Hope, Martin &
Lewis, and Hopalong hit them. Hope even painted “Road to Bali"*on
a prop moon of a Colgate comedy show. I expect to see “The Marshal’s Daughter” exploited on even manhole covers wherever there
is a CBS affiliate from coast to coast.
Oldtimer? don’t want to accept that the normal avenues of exploitation have been abused so much they are chuck full of holes. Peasants
bypass them. TV is like a newly completed freeway in this respect and
that's why maestro Murray plans to peddle his western over TV. More,
since it stars a chick that TV made into a star, it keeps the whole thing
in the family.

GM

The picture cost him $165,000 to make. That would be his overhead
made *at a major studio. After that he’d have to find the money to
make the actual picture. He once made a picture before “The Marshal’s Daughter.”
That wag “Bill and Coo” and it won a special
Academy Award. But outside of that he has had little experience in

if

Hollywood. Oh, he appeared in “Leathemecking” back in 1929 and
.had bits and dabs in pix at Par, RKO Radio, Columbia and Warners.
But in the main his reputation has rested on his skill as a master of
ceremonies in New York and his seven-year stretch in Hollywood as
master of his “Blackouts.”

But Loew’s State Couldn’t Move Us
is a little wary on appraising a Murray product.
On June
one of our muggs slipped him a notice that was so full of
ascorbic acid Murray still uses it for Vitamin C whenever he feels a
Variety

24, 1952,

Sol A. Schwartz, show biz chairman of this year’s Brotherhood cold coming on. The mugg didn’t think that what Murray was offering
Week, climaxing the National Con- was $1.50 vaude. He was sure it wouldn’t be around long.
Well, it was around so long that Variety found it would be better
ference of Christians •& Jews drive
with a dinner tomorrow (Thurs.) to move than face that Murray marquee year after year until the. whole
night at the .New York Waldorf- staff went down with depressive psychoses. So the paper left Vine St.
Astoria, plans a. timetable fete to and moved- around to Yucca.
of
ter
get out by ’10 p.m. This is .made
t..^ L,sevel? years of Paying the notice for laughs Murray tired
necessary, in part, by Danny Kaye’s his bauble and packed off to New York. I !think he could have played
current Palace engagement.- The at the Hollywood El C.apitan for 20 years, but like certain wines this
comedian is one of the honor one couldn’t survive a long voyage. It opened and closed so fast in
guests and will also participate in New York the cops thought it was a troupe demonstrating folding fura half-hour narration which John niture. But by then Murray was in TV with
as fat a contract as the
Cameron Swayze. is moderating, ninth lively art had trotted out up to that time. He had esablish^d a
with Conrad Nagel, Ben Grauer, record for a long run, and for a short one, too!
Mel Allen, Quentin Reynolds, Bob
Marie Wilson, who never missed a show during the run of “BlackConsidine,
Kaye,
and possibly outs,” has kept her fine form on “My Friend Irma” and the few picDennis O’Keefe as panelists. Lat- tures she has tried between her weekly grind. 'Anaheim’s contributer’s spot depends on his N. Y. tion, to show biz, she was
smart enough to play dumbness believably
availability.
10 times a week and she has lost none of her skill since those “BlackLouis Nizer will top it off with out” days and nights. It will be fun to see if little Laurie Anders can
(Continued on page 54)
do as well. That Murray sure can pick ’em.
•

To
(Please Print

BROTHERHOOD DINNER
HONORS 7 LEADERS
.

for

.

said'

It

JOHN LEER
Fifth Ave., New York

Several entirely different trends States Secretary Dulles as an exare in opposition: the loosely fit- ample.
“Barely-Touching-the-Body”
ting
silhouette of Jacques Fath, Jacques
Griffe, Lavin, and Schiaparelli; the
non-femminine line of Balenciaga, Froman, Markoff Seeking
who ignores women’s figures and
forgets their waists; and the super- $2,219,000 Additional Coin
feminine, moulded, Princess of
Dior with full-blown busts on a
For
Clipper Crash
slim stem the “tulip” line. Every
In an aftermath of the Lisbon
type of woman has been thought of.
Each couture house has an at- Clipper crash of 1943 in which Roy
mosphere of its own. Fath, pink- Rognan and Tamara lost their lives,
cheeked, flits about and kisses Jane Froman and Gypsy Markoff,
everyone. . He gives three pre- as survivors, filed amended actions
mieres to avoid confusion: one for in N. Y. Supreme Court asking perthe press, one for the buyers and mission to increase amounts of
manufacturers, and one for “les damage being sought. Miss Froman
gens du monde.” Balenciaga is is seeking to increase damages from
always invisible. His .mannequins $1,000,000 to $2,500,000, Miss Markhave orders not to smile. The awed off from $281,000 to $1,000,000.
New course of action contends
public never dares comment aloud.
Hubert de Givenchy, the tall Won- that the Warsaw Convention, which
limits
damages on international airder Boy of 1952, and bis young
staff are too inexperienced to keep liners to $8,000, doesn’t apply in this
out the uninvited guests.
These case, which is primarily an action
arrive first, rip out the chair tags based on line’s alleged negligence
and take the best seats without any in the matter of maintenance and
hesitation. When Vogue and Har- operation of planes.. Both plaintiffs
per’s arrived this year, (12 to 15 were hit by a Court of Appeals rulstrong) expecting to line the front ing which upheld the Warsaw Conrow, there was trouble. The free- vention limiting damages.
Also being sought by the perfor-all that followed will make
history. As for Dior, a well-trained, formers is a change of names on
incorruptible organization easily the action. Miss Froman is asking
manages to keep out the gate- to have the monicker on the papers
crashers. Inside, there is no con- changed to Jane Froman, from Ella
fusion. Each moves to his alloted Jane Ross (at‘ the time she was
married to Don Ross), and Gypsy
square inches without protest.
Fath launched the “flow gently” Markoff to that name from Olga
coats, with fullness curving out in Witowski.
Miss Froman has since married
Empire style, loose sliding camisoles fitted away from the figure, John Burn, who piloted the crashed
plane.
(Continued on page 221
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Baker Evicted

..

is a likely

Laurie Anders, are scarcer than skyscrapers.

FOR LUCKY STRIKE
Under Personal Management

SHAPE officers and wives,
AM
and members of the new French by the executive branch than ever
government.
before, citing the recent speech by

stars,

if

so happened

it.

story but I favor the loco weed exhe became so enamoured by the way Laurie AnLike the Wide Open Spaces” (the cleavage song) that lie
they couldn’t play it as straight as the chick’s laigs. it
that she was as western as Levi Strauss, having been born
Goose Egg, Wyoming. Goose Egg is near Casper, which
students of orientation much, but both are in the wide
where men are men and women, especially dolls like

He

ders sang “I

•

New

doesn't eliminate

planation.

1

Phil Rapp, one of her skit writers ton.
With NBC having taken 10 of
in her last “Follies,” and many
more friends. Fanny tells more the $500 tables; Paramount taking
about herself and Nicky (her great three, and others buying up one
Friars
love affair) than she does about of more, the problem to the
other things I would have loved to is not one of sellout as keeping
everybody happy on “good locaread.
What I missed in the book was tions.
even a mention of Roger Davis, a
very witty fellow, whom she carried around for years, just for Paris’
Fashions;
“laughs.” I would have liked to
know about the friendship she and
Everything But
Bea Lillie enjoyed, and “the dirt”
they dished when they were down
Shoes
Open-Toe
at Fire Island. There would have
been lots of fun and interest as to
By LUCETTE CARON
what happened backstage of the
Paris, Feb. 10.
“Follies” in all the years she was
All the celebrities in Paris were
with such great stars as Eddie Canfashion openthe
attending
busy
tor, Bert Williams, W. C. Fields,
Leon Errol, Ed Wynn, Will Rogers, ing last week ambassadors, film

it

His own explanation

1

from

to

;

j

week

Mtu tm**.:
Hollywood.

has been added, “Fabulous Fanny”
(Knopf; $3.95) is the story of Fanny
Brice, one of the funniest comeThe Friars’ dinner for Bob Hope
diennes of our time. It was written Feb. 27 at the Waldorf-Astoria,
by Norman Katkov (who has fine N.'Y., is being solved (in part) by
novels, screenplays, and mag ar- allocating the first five rows of
ticles to his credits) from some tables at $500 ($50 a head), and
notesjeft by Fanny. But much of the rest at $350, the heretofore
the source material was furnished standard price for 10 places-. Usuby her old friends and relatives.
ally, $10 covers the dinner and the
Her sister Carolyn, tells about differential is the “donation” for
their father, Pinochle Charlie, who the charity. The Friars this year
she says to his family was a '“fasci- share with Celebral Palsy as aj
nating bastard!’* Her brother Lew beneficiary, at Hope’s request.
tells about the time he and Fanny
George JesSel will toastmaster,
hustled amateur nights. Nicky A*nthe dais will be limited to
stein, the villain in the book, and and
Baruch, Eric Johnston,
Billy Rose, who were her ex-hus- Bernard
Zukor, Major General
bands, tell what it was like living Adolph
O’Donnell, RCA
(“Rosy”)
Emmet
with Fanny. To this is added “reDanny
membrances ! by Eddie afid Ida prexy Frank M. Folsom, prexy
NBC "
Benny,
Jack
Kaye,
.Cantor, Ann Pennington, Polly MoAllen, Milton
Frank*
Fred
White,
ran, John Cromwell (who worked
Symingwith Fanny in her first legit show), Berle and Sen. W. Stuart

Stages 4-Hour

t

‘;

great
ladies of the stage, another. one

‘Josie’

\

Scully

smoking decomposed roots of pampas grass
(slow burners), is back on TV, too, this time for Bristol-Myers in Tim e
to Smile,” and who wouldn’t when he gets $2,500 a week for lavofM
Between Budweiser’s beep-bops and Bristol-Myers’ edifying p ro ‘i
ucts, Murray has not been idle, Put out to graze till the right sponsor
came along, Murray hopped over the corral and must have eaten some
loco weed (for the chlorophyll content, no doubt). Anyway, he went
so mad that before the effects of the weed wore off he had put his own
money in a picture. That it was a western merely mitigates the mad-

Ken Murray, back

Jr.*

many biogsof our

the

By ^ank
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NEW DANGER
Demonstration Making

It

TougH

TO

Fear that

‘3d Dementia’?
The skeptical TV toppers in
New York still look upon “all

.

News, Pgs.

3 -“Dementia"

third

5-7

dementia

excite-

ment” as a camouflage for HolIywood cutting its film production.
It is pointed out, however,
that studios like Warner Bros,
are shooting more pictures,
flats and 3-D, than ever be-

fore.

WB,

‘

/

More

this
%

•

Par, Col In

*

Race for 3-D ‘1st’

and presented

tertainment value
'

medium at its poorest.
Pix in question have been good
grossers, mainly because of their

the

Three-cornered race for the
first
major studio release of a
three-dimension picture is developing among Warner Bros., Paramount and Columbia, with WB the
front-runner. Warners is rushing
“House of Wax” for April release,
with a New York theatre, the Paramount, reportedly set.
Paramount, which unveiled early
rushes of its 3-D entry, “Sangaree,
at a special showing Monday
(16), is aiming for May distribution.
Columbia’s release of Sam
Katzman’s “Fort Ti” is scheduled

However, innovelty attraction.
dustryites point but they could
easily sour the public on subsequent improved depth pix which
genuine entertainment apoffer
peal. The novelty 3-D’s have mostly played large cities. Smalltown

exhibs state they “won’t touch ’em
(Continued on page 16).

citizenry has
to Gotham in
three different parties, either
chartering a bus or travelling
in groups of cars.

journeyed/down

Tevlin Also

Hollywood, Feb.

U.S.

ON

SURVEY

film-making

Of Dumping Pix on TV

To Make Way for 3-D
17.

and off-hour pres- Techniques.

entation. Since the

m

medium

is still

infancy and offers only 100
outlets, many of which are not
readily available because of cable
problems, the finalization of any
deal
is
tremendously involved,
often entailing negotiations that extend from six months to a year,

^

its

*

..

SPG

4

interested

because both
the producer
and Jimmy Durante,
who will play “Rip,” are NBC-ites.
is

talking

Natural

Vision

Devil.”
just
isn’t

able

3-D

enough Polaroid

specs.

to

pic,

obtain

Yates Sails for England
Explore Vidpix Prod.

a

ing

1.

ui.

Britain.

ducer Herbert Wilcox, who last
year inked a joint production deal
meantime, got back from with Rep.
iami Beach quickie where, in
Company’s London office has
ee rallies, he
raised $14,500,000 beeiUnvestigating vidpix prospects
the United Jewish Appeal,
for the past year.
‘Rip*»

bankroll.
Tessel,

!

i

I

'

1

tieup

his

with

Col.

grosses anticipated. On the other
hand, his pix destined for
release fared considerably better, the

Brushes Off Reports
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housed. “The Stooge” (Par), second
a week ago, is a close third.
Andersen”
Christian
“Hans
(RKO-Goldwyn), sixth last stanza,

disappointing in some keys, rounds
out the Big- 10 list.
“Above and Beyond” (M-G),
“Clown” (M-G) and “Stereo Techniques” (Indie), seventh last week,
are runner-up films in that sequence.
“Little Sheba” (Par) shapes as
one of outstanding newcomers, being terrific in Frisco, stout in N.Y.,
huge in Buffalo and hot in Washington.

Based on

its

showing

under

policy at this
house since “Quo Vadis” (M-G).
“Angel Face” (RKO), also new,
is fair in Denver and so-so in Cinstraight-film

We

Sing” (20th) looms
first week at N.Y.
Hall. “Silver Whip” (20th) is
rated okay in Boston and nice in
cy.

“Tonight

only good in

Music

St. Louis,

;

“The Star”

(20th) continues big
on extended-run- in N.Y. and still
is neat in L.A. “Girls in Night”
(U), nice in Minneapolis, Is rated
fair in Seattle.

“Man Behind Gun” (WB), okay
in Portland, looks fair in

Omaha.

“Sound Barrier” (UA) shapes lusty
Toronto and good in Boston.
“Lawless Breed” (U) is bright in

in

Chi.

“Naked
“Blackbeard
Pirate”
(RKO)
Minneapolis.
in
Spur” (M-G), which looks a comer, shapes sturdy in Chi. “Road to
is winding up seventh. “Niagara” Bali” (Pgr) continues big in N.Y.
(20th) is taking eighth money while on longrun.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
“Meet Me At Fair” TU) is finishing
Pages 8-91
ninth. “Jazz Singer” (WB), a bit
record

Chicago

11
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at

N.Y. Capitol, “Moulin Rouge” (UA)
looms as a potentially great new
entry. It is getting the biggest coin

-

Jessel says he’s willcalls for
$ 750,000

to

exec being brought in to guide the
program.
Of Brit. Technicians
There hasn’t beeen a “production
chief” or “executive producer” for
In U.S. Retaliation
almost two years, although for part
Hollywood, Feb. 17..
of that period Sam Bischoff was in
Roy Brewer, chairman of the
overall charge of certain’ units.
After Bischoff exited the lot, Tev- Hollywood AFL Film Council, has
lin functioned in the dual opera- brushed' off reports that Britain’s
tions-production capacity.
Assn, of Cinematograph' Technicians, is mulling a retaliatory program against the Council’s boycott of pix and vidpix made abroad.
Par’s Edouart Sees Specs
Brewer claims British unions are
‘2 to 5 Years’
As
seeking to force American proTri-dimension films "without the ducers to subsidize European prouse of Polaroid specs are not duction.
He says British unions,
around the corner and it may take during the entire period when foranywhere from two to five years eign production was in question,
before it’s possible, according to shaped policy to the British governFarciot Edouart, of Paramount’s ment.
scientific research department.
“Every effort was made to limit
Edouart, in N. Y. with producer showing of American films and
William Pine for the demortstra- force production in Europe, he
“Britain has been attelnpttion showing of the rushes of Par’s adds.
3-D entry, “Sangaree,” pointed out ing to force subsidization, and this
that during the war the armed is the principle of Eady Plan.”
forces spent $7,000,000 to devise^ a
3-D system, with the one employing the polaroid specs being selected as the best.

Lifts

Helped by the Lincoln Birthday
holiday, generally not the biggest
holiday session of the year, and;
some new, sock product, biz is soaring this stanza in key cities covered
by Variety. The first five strongest
pictures will show better than
$880,000 total gross which is the
tipoff on the sharp upbeat in current week.

i

i

led

that

While none of his pictures for Col
is. reported
to have lost money,
none of them chalked up the

little

Trade; ‘Peter Pan’ New Champ,
‘Gambler’ 2d, ‘Stooge’ 3d, ‘Andersen’ 4th

Week

To
showman-actorwith “Bad
Pi’oducer-speaker deal with RCA
Herbert J. Yates, Republic Pic- is copping fourth, spot,
(M-G) in fifth. LatProxy Frank' M. Folsom,
tures prexy who sails from New and Beautiful”
three sucfor
champ
been
had
ter
A condition of the RKO-Tevlin York today (Wed.), will explore the
company’s en- cessive weeks.
fiea is that Jessel do
a second film feasibility of the
pushing
is
“Bwana Devil” (UA)
er the company
as an actor, writer trance into TV film production in
He’ll also huddle with pro- up to sixth, adding a new house
producer.
bew combination

with

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday

cuss the possibility of staging juvenile patrons in nearly all cities,
their own television program to while slowing turnover, this has
promote the motion picture in- launched “Pan” in great fashion,
Sol Lesser will address •with word-of-mouth reported big.
dustry.
the session.
“Mississippi Gambler” (U), which
Project now being developed was third last week, is pushing up
probably will come in for exten- to strong second place. It is giving
sive scrutiny at the session but the Harris in Pittsburgh its best
no immediate deci- session in months and is the ace
it’s believed
sion will be forthcoming.
pic in Denver where smash in two

JESSEL’S ‘RIP’ INDIE

Jessel

the

“Bwana

“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney), released this stanza in five keys to
"Hollywood, Feb. 17.
take advantage of the holiday, is
The Screen Producers Guild soaring to top position with around
meets Monday (23) night to dis- $270,000, Pic has been swamped by

RKO, through C. J. Tevlin, may
nnance 100% George Jessel’s first
fndie, “Rip Van
Winkle,” shutting
but both RCA and Bankers Trust,
which were willing to co-bankroll.

incidentally,

Show

•

Mulled for Television

RKO MAY FULLY BACK

is

Industry

‘No Specs’ Delay ‘Bwana’
United Artists has been forced
to delay bookings in 90 situations

It

United Artists, releasing through
the company as an indie producer.
It was during his UA association
jthat Kramer gained the prestige

Need

Allied pointed out that the chief
reason for 'depressed b.o. in certain areas was release of old pix
to -TV, and any wholesale unloading would certainly cut grosses
further.
Indie
group, however,
felt 3-D could be a tremendous
aid to theatres in the near future.

1

ning exhibition

shortly,

likelihood of an outside production

for

talking deals
with several of the major companies.
Although he has the opportunity to go to at least one
major on a contract basis, it appears likely that he’ll return to

studio opera- outstanding
examples being “Chamtions chief, will also overseer pro( Continued on page 16)
duction when the studio resumes

Allied

3-D
be abandoned that’ll
London, Feb. 17.
bring customers into the theatres.
With Hollywood in a rush toward
They’re still convinced that theatre
TV can be an important adjunct to 3-D. Robert Clark, production
head of Associated British Picthe film program, be it 3-D or flat.
Despite stock-taking and the ap- tures Corp., sails for New York
tomorrow (Wed.) on the Queen
praisal of costs for the installation
Mary to eye 3-D advances.
of 3-D systems, no chain or indie
Clark envisions ultimate introtheatre has given notice that* it
aimed to scuttle its large-screen duction of the new techniques at
company’s Elstree studios.
his
video plans. In fact, despite the
recent 3-D rumblings, a number of Likewise, Ken Hargreaves, manTV installations *were completed aging director of General Film Diswithin the last month. United Para- tributors, is scheduled to plane to
mount Theatres added TV systems N. Y. Sunday (22) on a similar
to theatres in Hew Orleans, Jack- survey and plans to utilize his
sonville, Birmingham
and Char- findings at the Pinewood studios.
Both Clark and Hargreaves will
lotte, N. C.
The Hamrick circuit
of the Pacific northwest put in a visit Hollywood, while the GFD
video installation in its key Port- exec will huddle with 20th-Fox
land house. These additions bring prexy Spyros Skouras on Cinemathe total of TV-equipped theatres Scope. Meantime, British Movietone ws is seeking to film the June
to about 100.
2 coronation of Queen Elizabeth in
Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network
Cinemascope and has applied for
Television, leading distrib of theacolor camera position inside
tre TV events, is holding numerous a
Abbey. In addition,
Westminster
confabs with producers to line up
Pathe Gazette is asking facilities
suitable attractions both for evein Stereoceremony
the
film
to

17.

RKO

C. J. Tevlin,

Warns

Chicago, Feb.

‘

UA

.

video.

attraction can

Heads

Actual RKO Prod.

grow even more selective
on U. S. purchases. Foodstuffs, industrial materials and numerous
other commodities will take prec( Continued on
page 16)

sity, will

(

tri-dimension films will provide a
b.o. hypo, exhibs indicated that no

town’s

display,

Theatres
of
Illinois
Although Metro and Universal
have also announced 3-D produc- warned major film companies
against
dumping
their product on
Interest in Video tions, there’s been no indication as
television.
Statement issued by
Frenzied plunge of the industry to when they’ll be ready for re- board
of
directors
yestgrday
lease.
into 3-D has not decreased exhib
Mon. ) said a flood of 3-D producinterest in large-screen television,
tion has started rumors that proa survey of theatremen disclosed
ducers were negotiating to release
this week. Although hopeful that BRITISH FILM EXECS TO
new and recent “flat” product to

atUA

Although Stanley Kramer’s deal
with Columbia runs until March,
This Town’s 3-D Happy 1954, the producer is expected to
The 3-D craze has over- » bow out of the company, with Col’s
consent, before that date. Before
whelmed the town *of Hampmaking his exit, Kramer w lt deton N. H.. Of a 565 populaliver two more pictures to the comtion, 242 residents have wit*
pany—“The Cyclists Raid” and
nessed Cinerama.
“The Caine Mutiny,” with a change
According to* Bob Ward,
manager of the Broadway, 9 in the title of the former anticipated:
N. Y., where the tri-dimensional illusion process Is on
Producer has been
;

•

In the past year Europe suffered
a deficit of $3,000,000,000 in its
overall trading with the United
States. Since -hese dealings in all
products are carried on with American
currency, -the backlog *of
Yankee dollars in many countries
overseas is running lower. Thus,
there are danger signs cropping up.
Gist of the problem is that the foreign nations, as an economic neces-

Illinois Allied

as Indie

+

ket.

for late May.

Diminished Exhib

to Exit Columbia

And Resume

HIT 111 PIX

•Regardless of what the future
holds via 3-D or other technological advances, the film Industry is
faced with the threat of a virtually
immediate impairment of its economic structure. Eric A. Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, and the chief
execs of the various companies are
concerned over what appears to be
possible trouble in the foreign mar-

.

3-D Plunge Hasn’t

OVERSEAS

Kfamer Expected

f [j||| SELECTIVITY

For 3-D to Get Wider Acceptance
the entire field of"
three-dimension presentation may
receive a black eye as a result of
the desire for a “quick buck” was
exoressed in industry circles this
Filmites are particularly
w^ek.
rued at the series of demonstration films being offered to the pubscales. A number of
lic at upped
the distrib and
film execs, both in
that they've
charge
exhib end,
heard numerous complaints from
patrons who have witnessed the
3-D offerings. While agreeing that
these nix gave an indication of the
3-D illusion, the tradesters complained that they offered little en-
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PICTUKKS
Wald to Oversee Col Lot
During’ Cohn Sabbatical
^

Hollywood, Feb, lV.

Prexy Harry

United Paramount 4Theatres and the American Broads
American Broad- Industry Bigs Accept
into
casting Co.
casting-Paramount Theatres is not
Zukor Dinner Sponsors
expected to haVe any pronounced
More than a score of exhibitors
effect on the company’s theatre
execs have accepted
television, with the circuit’s execs and circuit
apparently convinced that there’s invitations to' join the sponsoring
ho mixing home broadcasting with committee for the Adolph Zukor
entertainment in the theatres,
Golden Jubilee Dinner to be held
UPT has always showh ‘lively in- March 4 at the Hotel Waldorf-Asterest in theatre TV on both a com- toria. Their acceptances were dismercial and non-commej&ial basis, closed this week by Harry Brandt,
And it had been thought that, with; chairman of the dinner committee,
the Federal Communications Com- and Robert, J. O’Donnell, internamission approving the lopg-sought tional chairman of' the year-long
merger, the amalgamation of facili- scries of tributes to the pioneer.
ties would spur more extensive use
Previously, Brandt and- O’Donof large-screen TV. .AB-PT execs nell revealed 'that top execs of
now are lukewarm to such suggesr
company in the film indus-

Merger

of

’

^

.

.

tions, pointing out that

.

home

tele-

casting and theatre TV are two separate and .distinct entities, and that
the latter will have to serve itself
when it comes to the building and
distributing of shows.
On the other hand,' there is much
enthusiasm by the circuit execs
over the potential plugging power
of TV, which has been credited
with boosting grosses on various
pix that lent themselves to TV
treatment. Close integration of ABPT programming with the circuit
booking schedule is planned/ so as
to provide the most effective b.o.
support.
Prime merger benefit to the ABC
network ft the $30,00d, 000 which
the theatre circuit is contributing
as its dowery. This will enable the

serve

coming

named

Among those
event.
to the honorary committee

Paramount prexy Barney Balaban and Nate Blumberg, board

•

.

chairman of Universal Pictures,

2 Separate Cos.

.

17.

amended plan of reorganization' as
ordered by a government consent
judgment, the company was split
into two separate firms, with the
picture producing and distributing

Ask Govt

name

the

retaining

branch

corporate

Warner Bros.

Pictures,
Inc., while the new theatre comStanley
the
as
pany will be known

of

Warner Corp.

Ago

Up From a

Bros. Pictures,
short of the company’s $1,405,000
Theamelon of a year earlier.
no,
tres paid out $587,000; it issued
dividend at all in January, ’1952.
paid
which
Pictures,
Republic
$100,000 in dividends in January,
same
1952,. gave its stockholders the
last

month.

pean trip.
Both Allied prexy Wilbur Snaper and general counsel Abram F.
Myers will shortly be advised of
TOA’s desires either by mail or

phone, Starr asserted. He felt confident that Allied would agree to a
joint confab for a discussion of

mutual problems.
Commerce Dept, points out that
Starr said emphatically that TOA
publicly reported dividends in any would not be a party to a
reported
about
to
industry usually amount
effort to seek Dept, of
industry
60% or 65% of all the dividends Justice approval for setting up an
actually paid.
arbitration system sans Allied. “We
have no plans for going to the
Dept, of Justice on any matters.
It’s not our policy to call in the
cops,” Starr stressed. Meanwhile, Allied leaders took
little notice of the reported aim
to appeal to the D. of J. by certain
segments of the industry. Their
attitude is that film outfits going
to the Justice Dept, will be confronted v.ith a surprise, since Allied has already filed complaints
against the film companies with At\
torney General Herbert Brownell,
disgusted
Although thoroughly
with the deteriorating state of film Jr,, charging violations of the conaffairs in Argentina, the U. S. dis- sent decree.‘

On Withdrawing

Shareholders also okayed the
plan of the Warner brothers to sell
their shares of the new theatre
company when issued to Fabian
Enterprises, Inc. Under the conHollywood, Feb. 17.
sent judgment, the Warner family
the
Hollywood AFL Film Council is required to sell or trustee their tribs are nevertheless Split on
or
of- one of the new companies, wisdom of pulling out of that
shares
has demanded a Federal investigageneral
with the Warners deciding to re- any territory. Involved are
tion .of a motion picture being pro- tain their, interest in the picture principles as much as practical considerations.
duced in Silver City, N. M., by company.
left-wingers.
Hollywood
It’s pointed out that, under norformer
Meeting, lasting a .little more

From Argentina

Probe Witnesses

4,

'

man

Waldman,

also

known

David Wolf, as participants in the
All have been named as
project.
Communist Party members in hearings before the House Un-American
Activities Committee.
Also named is Clinton Jencks,
representative of the International
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers and its Local 890. Council
Universal Pictures inked new declares this union, associated with
employment pacts with two officers, the picture, has been tossed but of
Deals the CIO on the grounds that it
It was revealed lapt week.
follow on the heels of a new ticket was under Communist control.
modia
while
handed a third officer
From Silver City comes word
fication of an employment agree- that Jarrico is producing the picment. held by a fourth exec is up ture, with Herbert Biberman difor approval at the March 11 an- recting from a script by Michael
nual stockholders’ meeting in New Wilson. Playing a top role in the
York.
film is Juan Chacon, union prexy,
Papers^ filed with the Securities who said:

U Deals

'

Exchange Commission last week
Adolph
veepees
that
disclose
Schimel and John J. O’Connor
each have been signed to threeyear terms at $1,000 per week, reCompensation is unspectively.
changed from their previous deals.
Tickets became effective Jan. 1,
1953, and expire Dec. 31, 1935.
Late last year it was revealed that
executive veepee Alfred E. Daff
had also been inked to a new employment deal.
In the course of the annual con-

&

than one hour, also gave the nod mal circumstances it would be logifor the election of S. H. (Si) Fabian cal to ankle the Argentine market,
and Samuel Rosen as officers of which has hot produced any revethe.new theatre company. This ac- nue for years and instead has been
tion, by a vote of 3,896,330 to 46,- a source of continuing headache.
914, specifically approved and rati- Several of the large distribs, Metro
fied the corporation’s consent to a in particular, are set against withdrawing from any market, regard(Continued on page 16)
les of how bad things
__get. The
_ may
thinking is that it’s always helpful
to have a foot in the door and that
American pix should be represented even at the risk of operating at
a loss. This, of course, is an argument strongly supported by the
U. S. State Dept., Which is concerned' with the propaganda value

WB

3-Month Net

At

$1,072,

of

nity

and our nation.”

a “consultative and advisory capacHis salary is to be $1,500
ity.”
weekly to Dec. 31, 1955, and $1,00JQ

‘Lewd’ in Injunction Try

Los Angeles, freb. 17.
expiration.
In an affidavit filed by attorney
Pacts with Schimel and OiCon* Joseph J. Cummins in Federal
nor, it’s understood, represent a
Court, Pierre LaMure’s “Moulin
(Continued on page 16)
deal’s

'

Rouge,” the basis of the film of the
same name, is described as a “limitless fiction, vile, filthy, degradPic Piracy Suits
Settled Out of Court ing, depraved, lewd, an unbridled
dissertation on sex depravity”
Los<*AngeIes, Feb. 17.
Cummins, representing the ownTwo piracy suits against 20thFox and Loew’s, Inc., were settled ers. of the Moulin Rouge nltery in
out of Superior Court. Amounts Paris, demanded an injunction restraining further showings of the
involved were not disclosed.
Huston (UA) picture, in
First was the action brought John
against 20th-Fox by Frank Albest- which Jose Ferrer stars. Judge
Leon
Yankwich ordered the
R.
son and James N. Cross, who
claimed the picture, “For Heaven’s plaintiff to show-cause in connection
with
the
requested injunction
Sake,” was lifted from their script,
“I Want to Be Yours.” Second was on Match 9. Moulin Rouge propri
filed against Loew’s by Walter Ab- etors are suing for $5,000,000 alleged damages, claiming- the film
fiott’, ,who declared Metro’s “The
Big'. City” was a copy of his story. infringes on the nitery’s copyright
and violates the right of privacy.
“The Choir Boy.”

Two

.

-

Hollywood

pix.

Warner Bros, and its subsidiary
From the practical angle, one
companies chalked up a net profit exec pointed out last week that
months
of $1,072,000 for the three
pulling out of Argentina would cost
ending Nov. 29, 1952. This was more money than it’s worth. In
$1,533,000 less than the net profit addition, he said, the argument that
for the same period of 1951, which
(Continued on page 16)
amounted to $2,605,000. Current

“We are making a movie about profit was determined after deduc
the lives of .our members, most of tion of $1,400,000 for Federal inwhom are Mexican-American. A come taxes and after a provision
union has just as much right to of $100,000 for contingent liabili
make a movie as has RKO or ties. A total of $2,500,000 for Fedto eral income taxes was provided for
If Hollywood tries
M-G-M.
blacklist some of its finest workers, the three-month stanza ending Dec
These 1, 1951.
that is Hollywood’s loss.
workers help us tell our story. That
Big difference on the profit side
We are confident that stems largely from income on capis our gain.
our movie will serve the best in- ital assets.’ While the latest stateterests of our union, our commuu ment lists a profit of $24,000 from

Jarrico said the film would run
clave, shareholders are to consider,
about 90. minutes and the union
a July 15, 1952, modification of will try to have it roadshown in
board chairman Nate J. Blum- art houses by independent exhibiberg’s existing employment agreetors.
ment originally entered into on
Proposed change
July 1, 1950.
calls for the exec to be retained
through Dec. 31, 1960, primarily in Cafe Calls ‘Moulin’

weekly thereafter until the

-4

melon
Wilmington, Feb.

Divorcement of Warner Bros,
was officially approved at the annual meeting of stockholders here
today (Tues.). By a proxy vote of
3,902,894 to 41,050, finalizing an

pointed out that their sources are
“separate and distinct.”' The TV
trend, observed the majority of the
pix Council names Herbert and Edcommissioners, is towards
ward .Biberman, Gale Sondergaard,
lensed specially for video and away
Paul Perrin, Paul Jarrico and Her.from feature films..
as

In 3-Yr.

That Would Lead to Arbitration

RKO

on various other

are

'to improve its programming
and recruit major talent for new
shows. PCC, in Approving the merger, commented that .there was
‘‘little if any” competition between
,the
two media for films’ and

hand

WB Divorcement

committees set up by Variety Clubs
International in- behalf of the up-

net

.

will

will

Theatre Owners of America has
not abandoned hopes to meet with
Allied States Assn, to discuss the
$1,970,000 in. Jan. Divs,
question of arbitration as well as
Year
trek of Col’s “Here to Eternity,
other industry problems confront*
directed by Fred Zinnemann, starWashington,, Feb. 17.
ing theatremen, it was indicated in
ring Montgomery Clift, Burt LanFilm industry stockholders re- N. Y. this week by Alfred Starr
caster, Frank Sinatra and Deborah
ceived .$1,970,000 in. dividends in TOA prexy. Preliminary informal
Kerr.
January, an upswing from the $1»- talks with Allied leaders have al544,000 for January, 1052, reports ready' been held, Starr disclosed
He added that he believed a fulll
U. S. Department of Commerce.
dress meeting would be held before
Largest slice was the $1,238,000
March because he was leaving the
cut for shareholders of Warner
This, however, fell first week of that month for a Euro-

every
try

Cohn

over Columbia’s production reins
to Jerry Wald when he takes off
In mid-April for a sabbatical of at
least six weeks.
He will vacation in Honolulu, his
stay there coinciding with location

the sale of capital assets, last year’s
report for the same period shows a
profit of $935,000 from this source.
Net profit for the three months
ending November, 1952, is equivalent to 21c a share on the 4,950,000
shares of common stock then outstanding.
With 5,619,785 shares
outstanding for. the corresponding
period of 1951, the net profit was
equivalent to 46c per share.
Film rentals, theatre admissions,
sales, etc., after eliminating ihtegcompany transactions, for the 'most
recent stanza totaled $26,378,000 as
compared \Vith $29,558,000 for the.
same period the year before.
Among its current assets
listed $3,196,724 in advances to outside producers; $7,600,973 in released production, as cost less
amortization; $8,322,791 in productions completed but ’hot released,
$8,621,714 in productions in progress and charges to future productions, and $1,414,681 in rights and

WB

unproduced scenarios.

Rhoden s

NT Buy

Elmer C, Rhoden, National Theatres v.p*, is continuing to build
his stake in the chain.
Exec within the past month
bought Up 7,900 shares of NT common stock, bringing his direct ownership to 16,800 shares,

Hughes Confirms
*

\

Stock Reversion
Board chairman Howard Hughes

week formally confirmed that
the controlling stock which he sold
to the Ralph Stolkin unit last September is reverting to him. Also,
he stated, the 36,000 shares unloaded by Ned E. Depinet will be
returned to the former RKO prez.

last

Hughes added that upon the actual switch of' the* stock he will
call a board meeting and will nominate James R. Grainger, former Re*
public exec v.p., as president.
Original deal called for Hughes
to peddle his 1,013,420 at $7 per
share.- Stolkin group failed to meet
the subsequent purchase terms and
took a loss of $1,750,000 on the
(transaction, Hughes making a profit
*
of $998,000.

L. A. to N. Y.
Dawn Addams
Jimmy Boyd

Hayward, Wayne, Bette

George Cukor
Paul Douglas
Lisa Ferraday

Honored by Press Group

Ron Fletcher

Santa Monica, Feb. 17.
Susan Hayward and John Wayne

Joanne Gilbert
Cedric Hardwicke
Dick Haymes

carried off top Foreign Press Assn,
of Hollywood awards here Saturday (14) at the organization’s third
annual “Henrietta” presentations.

Katharine Hepburn
Gail Hillson

Mary Hunter

Pair were voted most popular stars
in an international poll of 50 coun-

Arthur Jacobs
Lamont Johnston
Alan Jay Lerner
Diana Lynn

Nine special awards were also
by the press group.
Plaques awarded in the latter;
category went to Bette Davis, “for
her distinction in four fields of

tries.

distributed

Mack

show business during .1952”; Roy
’

Rogers, “for being the ’most popular international western’ star”;
Jimmy McHugh, “for his unforgettableVjjmglodies”; Susan Whitney,
fqt^fieil^dppet role in “Miracle

Victor Saville

Arthur Schwartz
Ann Sheridan
Robert E. Sherwood

Also LeRoy Hrinz, best-known international figure in filmusicalS;
Olivia sDeHavilland and Richard
Burton, “for their brilliant team
play which sustained ‘My Cousin]
Rachel’ ”; Jane Darwell, for her
portrayals of motherhood, and Masaichi Nagata, prexy of the Daiei
Co. of Japan, for producing “Ras-

Howard .Smith
Paul Snell

Jan Sterling
Herbert

were honored for their “international effort and impact.” Hailed
for their promise were Betta St.
John, Mary Murphy, Julia Adams,
Robert Wagnej% Dawn Addams,
Richard
Wesson and Barbara
Ruick. Other awards were snared
by “The Greatest Show on Earth,”
“Hans Christian Andersen,” “High
Noon,” and “It’s a Big Country,”

J.

Yates

N, Y. to Europe
Alexander H. Cohen
Meyer Davis
Dr. Renato Gualino

shomon.”
Additional accolades went to
seven newcomers as “International
stars of tomorrow,” and four films

Millar

Byron Palmer
William Pine
Vera Ralston
Gottfried Reinhardt
William S'aal

N. Y. to L. A.
*

Ernie Ahdei*son
G. Ralph Brahtoh
Reg Connelly
Harold Mirisch
Earl I. Sponable
Marjorie Winfield

Europe

:

to N. Y.

David E. Gredri
Spyros P. Skouras.
Earl I. Sponable
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3-D Fanfare Hasn’t Detoured Exhibs

From Carefully Eyeing

Limited Audience, 2-a-Day Policy

Distrib ‘Abuses’

CLAIMS STILLDUE

Despite the 3-D fanfare, exhib<
particularly those of Al-

leaders,

States Assn., have not side-

lied

alleged
tracked their beefs against
abuses of trade practices.
distrib

Careful watch is being ihaintained
in the field of
on distrib activity
“specials” and
pix designated as
engagefor pre-release
slanted
at. hiked terms. With new
complaints already filed with the
Alliedites are
Dept, of Justice,

ments

on

policy

distrib

eyeing

momentarily

though

org,

awaiting policy statements on such releases as RKO’S
Andersen” and
Christian
“Hans
“Peter Pan,” and United Artists’
“Moulin Rouge.”
Question of terms for upcoming
is

silent,

Hollywood, Feb.

.

is

still

17.

optimistic

Company attorneys think it’s too
produces*? a great motion’ picture,
you will go to see it whether it’s in- early to start analyzing both the
black-and-white, in color, round or reasons and the effects of the slow-

is

Starr Asks Exhibs

make

the

Of Cash Shortage Hitting
B.O.; Stresses

Problems

The theory that the shortage of
ready

cash

causing

is

people

away from theatres
temporarily must be completely
stay

to

States Assn,
F. Myers
in his annual report to the

abandoned,

Allied

general counsel
states

exhib outfit’s

Abram

membership.

“This view,”

Myers

says,

“will

not stand up- against the fact that
1952 was a year of high wages,

widespread employment and unprecedented prosperity. The plain
fact is that the people have the
money with which to buy what

Go Slow in Seeking

The

and exhibitors.

To find out what is wrong
the industry,
Myers says that

1

f

must

be gathered td determine
sources of the trouble, and w
they are
identified “it will req
an all-industry
effort to put
w d Se to proper use.” No
ih °, }^
ere ^ as been a gradual
n „ on
once solid founda
n/ fi
lle
t,*' 11 theatres,” Myers stre
al *

*

industry

i

elements

r

to
stre *igthen biz at
tneatre ievel.
“When the thea
res r cd to health
and vi
^°.
tha
co
l tion
of the remainde
l
try
automatically
m-nvn
u
pi0Vc

^

.

*

>

he declares.

impression

3-D Standardizing

that

Cinerama Defines

are

predicated,

Kaufman empha-

on the minimum basis of one
and two-year runs. With the Detroit bow of “This 1$ Cinerama,”
the company’s initial attraction, set

Tangled’ Setups

Of Its Finances

for March 23, Kaufman, who supervised the launching of the motor
city’s installation, this week closed
a deal for the Coast preem of the

Financial analysts, in their in- medium at Warner Bros.’ Hollyterpretations of the financial struc- wood Theatre. House got the nod
ture and earning capacity of Cin- after Kaufman scouted several poserama, are giving a distorted pic- sibilities weighing size and adaptature of the company, Cinerama bility of the houses.
Agreement
execs charged this week. This is was finalized in N. Y. following
especially true, they noted, of confabs with Warper theatre toptheir analysis of Cinerama, Inc,, per Harry M. Kalmine.
the company which manufacturers
On the Coast, Kaufman inked a
and furnishes to Cinerama Produc- three-year pact with Local -150 of
tion and exhibition of the new 3-D the Projectionists Union calling for
illusionary process.
$3.30 per hour for boothmen for a
According to Cinerama officials, guaranteeed seven-hour day for the
analysts have failed to point out first year. The rate jumps to $3.50
Attorney
Myers charged former
that Cinerama, Inc., has so far
General McGrath with being more only equipped one theatre (N. Y.) the second year, $3.70 the third
year. The theatre will use 10 prointerested in building up TV than is
in the process of readying anhelping the film industry, and he other (Detroit) and is preparing jectionists working two five-man
commented that, after the election, to equip a third (Hollywood). It’S shifts daily, including two chief opthe antitrust division, “like many important to note, execs stress, erators drawing an extra $25 week( Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 22)
that Cinerama, Inc.’s income stems
mainly from the equipment and
that the company will begin to
show a profit when it completely Ohio Assn. Sees Fanfare

comments.

Some

of this spirit came out in
Allied’s annual report, in which
Allied board chairman and general
counsel Abram F. Myers complained that the Justice Dept, had
picture
lost interest in motion
cases and expressed hope that a
reorganized department would review complaint^ against the distribs and take action toward making them effective.

equips

Alert Foreign

problem of conversion. “By the
time each company puts out one

Offices to

picture we’ll have some clarification,” he declared.
Starr figures that about the end
of 1953 the validity of one system
will haye been established despite
the race of each production com-

Prep

For 3-D EqnipL

Despite the absence of a uniform
pany to have its own-developed system adopted. Ultimately Starr fig- system of 3-D production and exalertures that it’ll be the exhibs who’ll hibition, film companies are
make the final choice on a general- ing their foreign offices to make
preparations to receive the early
ly- accepted system. All that is obmedium. Warner
vious now, he observed, is that the efforts in the new
may he the first major
industry is going into some type of Bros., which
new presentation. He said it was to have a tri-dimensional product
the market, has already notified
too early to predict whether it on
check local
want the complete elimination of its foreign managers to
companies to ascertain
equipment
the current method of flat projecquickly they’ll have the nechow
tion.
essary technical items for installaPointing

Wax,”

UP TO 5,000 LENS SETS

Natural

—SK0URAS

made

out

that

“House

of

3-D effort in the
Vision process, will be

its

first

available quickly for the forforeign staffers
eign market,
have been told to notify their firstrun customers to install the necessary equipment so that they’ll be
ready to exhibit the film. Company
disclosed that it is setting aside
sufficent Polaroid viewers to take
care of early release of “House
of Wax” abroad, pending the manufacture of the special specs in foreign countries. Foreign reps were
told to find out if there were any
restrictions on importation of the
Polaroid material.
Company also revealed that it
planned to rush titled versions of
the film, hut couldn’t offer at this
time any specific data on dubbed
versions.

BY 1954

Saturday.

WB

3-D ‘Saleswoman’

MAY VEER PIX
FROM TECHNICOLOR

Large-scale industry conversion
to 3-D will cue a shift away from
conventional Technicolor photog-

raphy and at

tine

same time may

cause a shortage of Eastman color
film. Problem lies mostly with the
TC. camera, which is bulky and
difficult to team for 3-D photography.
Many of the stereo projects in
the works, along with “The Robe,”
first of the 20th-Fox pix being
lensed in the CinemaScope process, are skedded for Eastman color,
with some due for printing at the
TC plant, which has installed

equipment
negative.

to

handle

1

On 3-D

Hitting Industry

Chances to Nip
Columbus,

20% Tax

O., Feb. 17.

Fears that the current fanfare
about three-dimension pictures will
have a “detrimental effect” upon
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations’ drive to repeal the
20% Federal admissions tax were
expressed here last week by board
members of the Independent Thea-

Owners of Ohio.
Directors particularly deplored
press stories that give the public
an impression that upcoming widescreen and 3-D pix would prove a
“business bonanza” for all theatres.
Several members cited fronttre

page yarns in their home town
papers on 3-D which misled readers into thinking the exhibitor’s
promised land is just around the
corner.

Noting that some of the readers

obviously

are

senators

and

congressmen, the 1TOO considerably discounts 3-D developments
to date, at least as far the organization’s own territory is concerned.
“Some of the newspaper stories
point to Cinerama,” it’s recalled,
“but there is not one single installation of this process considered
for the state of Ohio.”
ITOO stressed further that the

Natural Vision process which the
board viewed at Loew’s Broad The-

atre prior to the conclave was regarded as a “curiousity which
would have a brief acceptance by
Eastman the public.” This system, the group
added, “was by no means the cure

Swing to Eastman color, for for theatres’ ills, particularly in
which many of the eastern labs are the state of Ohio.”
“The CinemaScope process annow equipped, is cued also by the
cost factor. Production with two nounced by 20th-Fox,” the ITOO
synchronized three-strip cameras is stated, “has created even greater
expensive but technically possible

if the TC cameras are pointed at
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
“The Traveling Saleswo- one another and a mirror arrangeman” will be given the 3-D treat- ment is used. TC also has a monoment by its co-producers, Arthur pack, which can fie threaded into
Lubin and Stephen Longstreet. any standard camera. However,
Pair will take the package to a it’s got to go to tha~TC lab for
processing. Elimination of the TC
major studio for distribution.
Longstreet is scripting from his cameras saves the= studios renting
charges for the equipment, which
will
double
Lubin
andv
story
own
i is not a major budget item.
as director.
•u

Indie

I

“This Is Cineralqa,” the production
outfit’s initial entry. This income,
it’s pointed out, will also be subincreased when addistantially
tional showcases are unveiled.
What is particularly riling the
Cinerama upper echelon is the
stress being put on the fact that
on the profit side Cinerama is
n.s.h. despite sellout audiences in
New York. The analysts, it’s indicated, have neglected to point up
the huge outlay for launching the^
new film system and the time
needed to recoup this coin. Financial writers have, made much of
the fact that Cinerama, Inc.’s
(Continued on page 20)

3-D

tion in theatres.

Meanderives some coin in
from the exhibition of

about 20 theatres.

while, it
royalties

won’t have to worry regarding the

Skouras outlined the terms of a
10-year agreement with Prof. Henri
Chretien, inventor of the CinemaScope lens. Under the deal, 20th
gets the right to manufacture
Cinemascope lenses all over the
world, except in France and the
French union, where they will be
made exclusively by Chretien and
reserved for 20th. Chretien is expected to deliver 500 sets before
the end of 1953.
Shooting lenses for Cinemascope
will be made available to other
companies in from two to three
months, the 20th prexy stated. His
own studio expects to lens nine pix
in the CinemaScope method between now and the end of June,
with “The Robe” the first pic to
get the wide-screen treatment

According to Cinerama exhibiJoseph Kaufman, engagements are not being planned for
periods of weeks or^months. They
tion chief

sizes,

prevails

the courts of late have shown a
lack of sympathy with the plainin antitrust actions arising out
of the competitive bidding situation. This has not been expressed
as much in the decisions themselves as in the tenor of the courts’

With bids now being studied
want and amuse themselves from optical companies in various
There is no countries for production of the
money.”
Cinemascope lenses, 20th-Fox exAccording to Myers, little or no pects to have from 3,000 to 5,000
Progress was made during 1952 sets of lenses by the end of this
toward solving two fundamental year, according to a statement
industry problems, namely the fail- made by 20th prexy Spyros P.
ure to ascertain
definitely the Skouras in Paris last Friday (13).
causes or to provide a remedy for Skouras returned to N.Y. by air
boxoffice decline
and the failure to evolve a formula
for an equitable
division of boxoffice receipts as
between distribu-

goes to

tiffs

they please. . . .
shortage of spending

continuing

was originally scheduled

and Philadelphia.

as

tors

way, such

distribs’

as recent ones in Baltimore, Dallas

they

the

Start

speculation, too, that exdiscouraged'
some of the 1952 decisions

.

Myers Disputes Theory

goes into work Feb. 23.

may be somewhat

by
which went the

*

before they

‘Sisters’

some

hibs

'

attractions

P-T Spurs 3-D

Rush of film companies to get on
the 3-D or wide-screen bandwagon
is not causing any undue alarm at
Cinerama, the attitude of the company’s execs being that' it is not
competing with the majors for playCinerama stresses that its
dates.
product is aimed for a limited audience on a two-a-day policy, as is being followed at the Broadway Theatre, New York.
Its ultimate goal
is 200 Cinerama-equipped houses,
with the hope of having theatres
operating in 12 cities by the sumCinerama, it’s pointed out,
mer.

down, but they feel it has some- for March 16. First unit
Aspen, Col., this week to shoot
thing to do with the basic situanever intended its system for every
snow scenes.
tion created by divorcement. There
theatre in the country.

flat.”

A Warning to exhibs to go slow
3-D pictures is also being scrutinized with care. No beefs on the on demanding standardization of
3-D
systems was sounded this week
since
yet
up
yet
come
have
latter
not been available to by Alfred Starr, prexy of Theatre
pic has
Owners
of America.
He termed
it’s
However,
smaller situations.
been indicated that smaller exhibs the calls for the immediate establishment
of
a uniform system as
may not be able to go for the 50-50
terms reportedly being asked for “premature.”
Theatremen, he noted, should
“Bwana Devil,” for example. In
addition to the percentage terms hold their investments to the point
for the 3-D film, there’s a 10c where they can recoup their costs
He ascost for the Polaroid specs, with on a single engagement.
that industry equipment
5c coming out of the exhib’s pocket serted
and the remainder off the top of dealers were also approaching the
trend to tri-dimension with similar
the gross.
caution.
Meanwhile, indie exhibs, espeStandardization,- Starr said, decially smalltown ops, are seeking
pended
on repeated acceptability
assurance that there will be a
the public and of the cost to theby
flow of 3-D pix. -They point out
atre-owners for installation of perthat, unlike the big city theatres,
manent equipment.
“Let’s wait
they can’t recoup the installation
and see which system the public
costs from one engagement. These
and
theatreowners accept,” Starr
theatremen, as a result, are prosaid.
“Meanwhile, we can profit
ceeding cautiously in gearing their
by the early pictures which are
Their
theatres for 3-D product.
reaping a harvest.”
Starr’s conview is that they wiil have to be
tention is that the average exhib
assured of at least a half a dozen
reconversion move.

4

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Following tests of Paramount’s
about the future of the 2-D film, he
process in the film3-D
vision
Para
told members of the Optimists Club against the major distribs, but
and
“Sangaree,” Pine
of
there’s been a slack in the filing ing
at its weekly luncheon,
earlier
of hew actions, which the com- Thomas have ordered’ an
“Regardless of the intense interSeatFrom
on
Sisters
start
“Those
panies consider a hopeful sign.
est in 3-D,” he said, “if somebody
tle,” their second 3-D project. It

Dore Schary

films

Although there’s been no genColumbia’s sales
eral blast since
announcement on “Salome,” the
exhib

Number of film industry antitrust suits is showing a gradual but
definite decline.
Something like
190 cases, involving claims of more
than $400,000,000, are still pending

Schary Bullish on 2-D

general release shortly.

slated for

Preclude Cinerama Alarm at 3-D Race

\

confusion with

its multitude of announcements, each one contradicting the one previously issued. At
the moment the CinemaScope process seems to be restricted to firstrun theatres in cities of 100,000 or
more. There are eight such cities
in Ohio.
A wide-screen process
limited to eight theatres would be
more harmful than helpful to all
the rest.”

f

.
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aid exudes all the fervor of the
triumphant inventor. Phyllis Calvert supplies a fleeting, background
of glamour and the usual anxietv
3d Dimension Review
complex of an airman’s wife. Robly for dualers.
ert Beatty is the earnest Canadian
officer ana
omcer
security
and neroert
Herbert Lorn
,
.
Loin
Ti*lnpitiiin
e
Londori Feb. 6.
his customary smooth pergj[ ves
/on
t
Stars
release.
*
and
(3-D COLOR)
Metro production
e a ri nTiloroii*; m
formnneg
a
main
ale. vr..,
Directed
Noel
Rialto Films release of four short sub- cienn Ford and Anne Vernon.
Ben- Wlllman makes the most oi his
jects filmed in Bolex Stereo. Editor, Jean by Ted Tetzlaff. Screenplay, Kern
Lenauer; camera (Kodachrome): “Sunday nc tt editor, Frank Clarke; camera, Tom subversive role While Muriel Pav.
in Stereo," Uavld Mage, Milton Frucht- Howard; music, John Addison. At Empire,
Patrio DOOnan
Dnnmm pio^lde a
ana. ratriC
man; "Indian Summer" and* "American Leicester Square, London, Feb. 5, 53. 10 W
"This Is Bolex Running time, 73 MINS.
_ . shadowy love interest.
Life," Ernest Wildl;
Glenn Ford
Stereo," Larry CroyUus. Harold Relff. Peter LynCort ...*.
Camera work is on a hifih lov/J
Anne Vernon A ti
Ewing Krainlngi* John F. Storr. Reviewed janlne Lyncort
Asauith’q
n l0nv ASquiUl
dirprtinn eftecS airection
Maurice Denham Anuiony
at Rialto," N.Y., Feb. 12, '53. Running Mr Warrllow

(BRITISH)
Glenn Ford in disappointing
British sabotage meller; most-
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effort to retrieve
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Time Bomb

innocent until proven guilbit of evidence is a
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n
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would be
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needed i^ jnoSt courts

20 th*Fox release ot Stanley HubJn proAuction. Star* Richard Wldmark. Don proof Of the SUSpectS guilt.
Taylor; features Casey Adams, Murvyn
the basis of the footage, it
Vye, Darryl Hickman, Martin Milner, Ross
f
thought
xnougni
Bagdnsnvinn, Judy Dann, Rodolpho Acosta, appears tnat not
Russell Collins, Leonard Strong. Directed was given to the screenplay S credby Robert Wise. Screenplay, Everett Free- ibility before the venture went beman; original story, Edmond G. Love; ,
ruttoMni*
Director Don
camera (Technicolor), Charles G. Clarke; fore the cameras.
editor, Robert Friteh; music, Sol Kaplan; Siegel handles the cast medianmusical direction, Alfred Newman. Prc- i ca
respond similarly.
an
they
d
y
viewed
at Academy of Music, N.Y., l*cb. n
auj TV/ricc
p*nta,? and
'
wrignt stuigMiss WWiTht
Both Caiey
13 , 53 Running time, •» mins.
c.p.o. Sam McHaie .... Richard widmark- gle with then* roles. Likewise, Dol-
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time, 37 MINS.
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Ha^ld w“™S
tXXn
Constable Charles Bartm.. ..John Harsley

Kengtu
Wilbur Cohen

Mu?wVyZ

,

Darryl Hickm.m

Latest eiitry in the 3-D sweepstakes is the Bolex Co., with it’s
16m Bolex Stereo.’ As presently
constituted, the Bolex technique
is strictly non-theatrical^ and probably the only reason the Rialto
pnch in
n was
«r"oe to
frk casn
in
picked the film up
on the current public interest in

Barrier, among other supporting
players, have scant opportunity to
e e ister in cllehed Charactertear.

producer Benedict BoIndie
wyatt
~”
string
L?onlrd strong geaus, who's turned out a
U
Anthony Earl NumUena of modest budgeters over the past
Son of kengtu
Earl Holliman decade, mantled his latest With
Frank Swenson
Edgar Barrier meager production Values.
Yin Tang
CamStuart landau erawork of John Alton is -fair while
Captain Briggs* .I,".
William Forrest .editing of James Leicester tends to
Skipper
r
Bert
< aptain
minutes'
^a
r
Jack VrX drag out the yarn at 74
Mmlrhl
running time. Louis Forbes* musiundistinguished.
is
score
l
ca
'Wise,
directed by Robert

Tomcc

Rodolfo Acosta
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Mongol

natives,

headed by Murvyn

Vye, and the encounters with the

enemy. Vjre is particularly effective while Widmark also gives a
neat performance. Only femme is
Judy Dann, who has a small spot
as a Mongol maiden. Casey Adams,
as a tar, gives her a play in an
amusing interlude.
Don Taylor, Darryl Hickman,
Martin Milner, Ross Bagdasarian
and other cast members register
as the group of sailors who make
their way- across the desert, win

^
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w
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Written by

Directed by Harold Daniels.
wisberg and FoUerfen; camera, WUUam
Bradford; editor. Fred R. Feltshans, Jr.,
mugic> Albert Glasser. Previewed Feb.
13, *33. Running time, 41 mins.
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Hollywood with

“Austria Film”

equally muddled.
of Chancellor
the leading figure
in its creation. He appears as
screen play author, production supervisor ^nd general engineer It
was he who turned
tmped to a GermaaGermanNazi-glorified
Wolfgang Liebenelner and his wife as director and
star. It was he who thought that by
repeating the old saw about the
lovable waltz
dancing and wineW
bibbing q ualitie“ge Austrians
big
in a
enough picture the world
could be sold on ending the occu-

A

distant

is

relative

Leopold Figl

duals.

is

^

a poorly
finanMnl
financial lncc
loss via taxpayers money,
a
1
nt
inelodran^atic potboiler. Cavalargely be
An
nagh
and
others
are
,no worse,
the
confined to the lower half of twin
Senior
iieninHnS
o
Steadily
.deploring
that this is a
^.certainly
no better, than their
bins Teresa Wrighrand MacdonWlne W0 IT1 ®d and waltzes
aid Carey, who costar, offer some
A
0 ne 1 0 Ul-^^^t a ke seriouisly
value as marquee lures but their
9?
? (S A^S f rla S
6 U St
presence is generally wasted in a
SS *
^il
!!
Historically
effects tristj &re & ^rEQ6 ^toove trie very, very charming.
wesk stoiry
Written by Karen DeWolf and otherwise poor level of production. the picture .forgets Franz Josef’s
nrog .
part in World War I, Hitler and
Doane R. Hoag from the latter’s
World War II It ends on a con.»
story, the screenplay is an illogical
,
vement note of love and Johann
1 April
account of a man who is falsely
Strauss.
arrested for murder and subse(AUSTRIAN)
AU this presents many opportunquently freed when the real killer
Vienna, Feb. 10.
Sascha Film-Union Film release of ities for bits and pieces of the best
is found. Carey, Who’s assigned by
that
Austria has to offer. But hoththe court to defend the itinerant
fruit-picker John Craven, has little Lneinir Scree^pky. ErLfM^bS! aid mg resembling a cohesive, saleable
Rudolf
interest in the case.
Not* much chance outside
Brunngraber;
music
Alois
Mellfilm.
by
But after
C fl
Bru n
meeting the suspect’s wife (Teresa
Austria and Germany.
Isra,
n. b , n?Ve
nnTet
Ket *
Scpp
* Karl L eb
Wright), Carey is sure that Craven Tore*.
is innocent Of shooting down ail
With Curd Jurgens. Peter Gerhard,

unconvincing

is

melodrama

SSnl

will

w?

Wn

’

.

'

i

!

-

-

2000

Wg

:

1

elderlv rancher and hi<?
A hnlh ho
Jc idS,
Altnougn
ne h/n
bends
every
1

Gisprove

Circumstantial

snomp
.S

effoit f;
t.0

evidence,
his client is found guiltv Nieht hofnra
lOie the execution, of course, a
tip, leads to the true murderer and
Craven is released
From. a legal ’standpoint the
script takes a curious tack since
it reverses the axiom that every

S

JvVSh

r-ir*

Harry Fuss, Paul Horbiger. Elizabeth
Stemberger, Ulrich Bettac, Alma Seldler,

Heinz Moog, Hans Moser, Fred Liewchr, Herlbert Mcsiel; Vienna PhUhairmonlc BalIct •* Vienna. State Opera;
Spanish Riding School, Vienna Choir
b °Y B
Deutschmeistcr
* nd
Band.
At
Forum and Apollo Klnos. Vienna. Runnin * tlme> 110
'

•

If the credits on this pic seem
a curious document, they are only

Cl

$9,515 Short

Erik Frey, Fritz imhoff, Judith Holzmei-

Hollywood, Feb.

17.

hac: iw»pn c-nh
Total of
21^
scribed to the film Indnqtrv^q
3

SJS

r-hiritS? J^nnian
adiTJciSk
only
$9,515 short of the $1^25,000
goal.

Dore Schary
matl *

is

campaign

gS?.*. ?
1

^

--

.

"Count the Hours”

*

Sx****,

all

M

whose playdates

*. *. *. ‘.

SfwmSn
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chair-

m

After falling
love, with the
younger man, she Is dlsi lustoned
when she learns her mate is still to
be the villainous feudal lord. The
latter’s astrologer (Aldo Siivani)
concentrates his Scheming against
FrancioU and the comely Miss Versol s when he accidentally uncovers
their romance right under Checchi’s nose. This calls for torture-

Marta XtaoriT lenirranges
from fine to murky, with faulty
lighting marring some shots Pho-

*.

sorts of k
big names popping in long
enough to be recognized and as
quickly dropping into the obscunty of a muddled story.
Political
background of this

Franclolil to man-y Miss

Versus by proxy,

Fisher
Geoffrey Denton
Inspector Carter .:.... Cyril Chamberlain

m

.

W“P

mando

Cavan Watson
Ferguson
George Jackson ......... Herbert Lomas

£«nnS

*.

*

ti?«
The tnice aedared in the
J-.
warring
between two feudal towns
tl)e marriage of the eId .
erly. lame /tadrea Checchi of the
MaIatesta clan to the daughter ot
the rival leader, played by Odile
Versois
The mean, lame chief
sends his younger brother <Ar-

Checchi catches them together and
stabs them
moving alon£
B
es i dG c; moving,
slow
J5esxa.es
along in SIOW
fashion, both the director and cenenr*; have
interfered
with
the
eon—
t
aV
T}«rr
«iSr
f
1
1 /: r
t of
tinuity.
Part of the theSpmg IS
the breast-beating varie’ty although
Miss Versois and FrancioU contribute excellent performances. The
older, lame brother is played by
Checchi in too-ponderous style,
Siivani is thorughly villainous as
the astrologer
Direction aid scripting are bolow 'Italian standards but Alessandro Cicocnini’s Tnn*iip iq excellent

Beatty and Herbert Lom. Drected by
Anthony Asquith. Screenplay, William
Fairchild; camera, Desmond Dickinson;
editor. Frederick Wilson; music. Benjamin
Frankel. At Odeon, Leicester Square. Lonert;

,

5!^"

London, Feb. 10.
gfd release of a two cities production,
Stars Phyllis Calvert, James Donald. Rob.

tills

t?« i

chamber scenes, poisonings, stabbings and whippings. The young
pair are united in death when

*

f^

.

made

meller. pat-

.

which the Austrian govhas produced at a cost
fivp
nm-mal
im S that r»f
V<
D ai
01 n
a n011

P

a rSlLd^!!^ SnwantPd

temed somewhat like “Sound
terned
Barrier”; loolcs food for U, S.

Country. (Istensibly. £
purpose Of the film is to
JL the desirability
'Uiili on
cSl the
SJi world
sell
don. Running time, 84 mins.
the oecupation of this Lydia^.
v> pTh
h
*
at tled la d
Everything that
Robert Beatty
s/m seagrain‘
c
f
speaksor plays
Austria has Alex Leon
Herbert Lom
2
.V.V.V.V.'.
nSSto
ine result is mucn 'iik^those
ThTresSfus^nuch
nice tnose “°lian- sil Char i es cruddock... Walter Fitzgerald
star cast clambakes they used to Brian Jackson
Patric Doonan

VtltnniAnAA
In a
A nAAttlftMA
seaplane
hurricane in

by

Ji

XOp

and
Lynne Roberts ready to head an
expedition to the site of the sunken
city of Port Royal, which Warren
believes is ready to rise again from
the sea. Paul Cavanagh learns of
the project and manages to get his
own men ^aboard ship, leaving
Warren behind. The hero is not
to be daunted, however, and takes
43C
A
into a
operated
drunken,

.

.

emment

tion is no help either,
Plot finds James Warren

-off

of

..

(BRITISH)

editorial

released by RKO. The writing is
poorly done in an incredible, tenmanner.
cliffhanger
twent-thirt
Cast is run-of-the-mill and direc-

.

.
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improvement.
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.
As for the picture VTriorama”
itself, it’s simply a documentary
that some theatreowners might try
to cash in on the 3-D sweepstakes.
Chan.
Chan,

^

In these locationi thl nln
guJufri* do fairlv well if onlv ho
®a£se it is «ie Itolv ^of F?aJL^;
da
bv Dant«
1
? a Riniini immortalized by

,

This is a very mediocre melodrama involved with a treasure
hunt in the Caribbean. There’s
nothing to be recommended as entertainment, other than the doubtful angle that its thrills cue laughs
instead of the intended chills. It
is a dubious bet for programmer
bookings; but may possibly get by
with the youngest ticket-buyers,
Film was produced -and written
independently by Aubrey Wisberg
and Jack Pollexfen, and is being

.

J

houses

,

island rises from' the sea and the
treasure hunt is on. The heavies
locate it first, but Warren is not
rko release of Benedict Bogeaus. pro* far behind. Greed gets the best
Stars Teresa W right, ft^acdon*
.Up
friction.
rc f n
wIia UlinK
thinlr nrst
OI
in.e RCavies, wno
01
aid Garey; features Dolores Moran, Adele
Mara, Edgar Barrier, John Craven, Jack the loot, instead Of their skins,
Einm. Ralph Sanford. Directed by Don when the island decides it doesn’t
Karen DeWonf ftom^r?’ by^mSi; like the looks of the 20th century
camera, John Alton; editor, James Lei- world and returns to the resting
tester; music, Louis Forbes. Tradeshown,
p i ace beneath the Caribbean it first
EiJii’ Braden’
T^e’J wrSht sought in the 17th century. Warren,
Doug Madison
Macdonald Carey Miss Roberts and Peters manage to
pation. The result is an overDolores Moran escape Via plane.
Paula Mitchener
"*.*.*. *.*.'. *.*.",
"/.*.*.
As the hero, Warren displays a blown, often confused and only 0 CBarrier
Gillespie
*.V.V.
John Craven great ability to make impossible casionallj- witty cayalcade of AuGeorge Braden
Jack Elam dialog and situations «ven more stria.
Max verne
Alvin Taylor....
Balph Sanford
It is paradoxical that this govjmpo fsl gi ei SS Roberts screams

Trite

Bces

m

Guy Hearn

1Um’

t
costumerte s^actfonS
f
}St it wilThave to find
^te s^ stric tlv in ItatianVianeu^A

“j&gJ

S^^imbJn

Burt

^

Sncv

V.V.V.V. .^Heien Winston
Eric Colmar

'

Filled with several fine periorm-

£S

Paji cavana^i

wniiam SchaUert

,

,

m

*

Koivao
coiuns

53

>

n

swne*

.
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back-

This is a fairly commonplace
The technique itself, which era- type of sabotage yarn but apart
ploys only one camera and which from one oblique reference, ^no
must be viewed with Polaroid clue is given to the political hue
glasses, leaves much to be desired, of the saboteur. Entire effort is
There’s not too much illusion of concentrated on making this a susdepth, not as much as some of the penseful meller but the director
other techniques currently being only partly achieves his object
By an uncommonly smart bit oi
shown. Picture is projected on a
screen that’s twice as high as it is sleuthing, a railway cop discovers
wide, and the effect is uncomforta- there has been an attempt to blow
ble and irritating. And the neces- up a freight tram carrying explosity of wearing glasses doesn’t help, sives to a naval dockyard. The carTh#» Kodachrome
TCnriaohi-nm#. color
roinr usea in load of mumtions is shunted into
we surroundsurrounu
idi
De onle in the
people
fhe films suffers, by confparison * siding,
n
r
major,
who speanex-warttae
mo?e brima nt°bu t it tactatto cinof me
the cializedin bomb disposal, is called
naturalness oi
sistency and’
ana natu^alne^
locate the fuse.
average Hollywood color pic
In adequte but
,S r„.i„, ,t- ndard
As it now stands, Bolex Stereo
|n
Glenn
is okay for amateurs. The shutterrSrd plays the llad Id somewhat
bug can get some excellent and sto lid fashion and Anne Vernon, as
striking vacation shots and effects.
his F nch wi(e has very ume
But thus far it doesn't rate
the
Maurice Denham gives a
pro market. -And if. it’s to be used Hmrflrmrictinnllv rpliable norformfor 3-D television filming, as has a
and vieto"T Maddern is well
been reported, it needs a lot more cast as
Myro
saboteur
iaboteu?;
the ^
a? -the

Hollywood, Feb. 16.
rko release of Aubrey wisberg—Jack
Pollexfcn ptoduction. Stars James WarLynne Roberts, Paul Cavanagh; featubes WilUam SchaUert, Marjorie stapp.
House Peters. Jr., Helen Winston, Eric

n

but

it’s strictly n.g.

bookings.

the support of the native nomads
with the lure of saddles shipped
from the U. S. t and finally escape
from the Jap forces on the Chinese
junk.
The neatly turned, dta og
gives the pic added zest.
Good work in all technical deGene,
partments.
partments
A
v
*

meHer

Mediocre

,

local

iSaJSKv.V.XaSS SESSSl
wno start SK3SS
rora w^o
Glenn Fori
story*
ftoT ^iena
j, aolo MaIatesta .......Armando
Francioii
gives the pic maiquee appeal but c ount Guido
Nino Marchesi
Astrologer
Kings
dual
...Aido siivani
^thp
beyond
does not lift it
w^
a
France,..',
..Pcdi «,«
class. For British exhibW the
added attraction of a quota ticket
.
F
(In Italian, English
Titles)
is a more positive asset.

release

theatrical

public

,

d

of what
one can do with stereo, but as a,

general

IFE release Of Lux Film production.
Stars Odlle Versols, Andrea Checchi. l)i.
rected by Raffacllo- Matarazzo.
Sceeenplay, Vittorio Novaresc, Vlttoi-lo Montuori, Matarazzo; camera. ‘Mario Montuori;
Alcssamir o cic oktiItU. At cinema

Ernest Butcher

the

dfamatic highligMs.
Clem,

(ITALIAN)

‘

'Frank Atkinson

*.

j

Britain,

in

“gives a good Sdicahon

A

1

iiarrT^cS

*

.

side, with the last of the four an
ad,- pure and simple, for Bolex
cameras5 For 'amateur film bugs,

Sinister

*.

1 !

Mnr

Falling into a modest category,
“Time Bomb” was filmed by Metro

Series of four shorts, in Koda-

Ably

“Destination Gobi” Is Edmund G.
Love’s story (originally titled “Sixty
Saddles for qobi”) of a small U. S.
Navy detachment sent to observe
weather conditions iri the Mongolian desert during World War
II.
It’s a well turned out job, good
business is in prospect,
Screenplay by Everett Freeman
fiiifs
p1pmpnt<s Ol
flf
excitement anu
and
excuement
elements^
nas
choice bits of sharp humor as it.
focuses on the ordeals ahd dangers
experienced by the group of sapors
incongruously trying to win friends
among a band of Mongols * and
fioht 0
nff Tanc-lh
r*ATi+ral
Acla Tlnnp
lJOne
en
1 ASia.
P?
l
A_
of
in Technicolor, the Stanley Rubin
production captures both -the feel
and appearance of the vast sandland with its erratic temperatures
and driving winds. Other backdrops and props, including a Nip
prison enclosure and a Chinese
junk have the flavor of authenticity.
With the stress on realism,
the pic never strains credibility.
Richard Widmark is the hardened Navy vet unhappily cast
among the observatory gobs far’ in
the parched Asian interior. Commanding officer, Russell Collins
is killed in an early Jap air attack, and Widmark, as a chief petty
From there
Officer, takes charge.
on the pic shares the footage between the efforts to befriend the

“

Gu a rd ^
Martindale

”

tlje

„

Herbert c.waiton

sergeant Collins

F

emphasizes

—
S! „I'aolo and Fpaucesca
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Charlie ...’
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3-D.
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Joi-don

JSSSS ores Moran, Adele Mara and Edgar

C

h

Harcourt williams tively soft pedals rather than over-

Vicar

.

——

„
Following
soon after the successSound Barrier,
JhI launching of
{his picture undoubtedly will cash
ln to some extent on its reflected
K^ory. In its own right, it is an
.

m

^

much that Miss
often looks like a different

tography varies so

yersois

person from the beautiful gal she
Wear.
fs in
j
sequences.
*

K
^
Manon
Des

absorbingly
^rbingly interesting study of a
group
Eroup of men wrapped up in their
specialized .jobs. They live a hermit-like existence oblivious of the

^

i

l

^
f

ov «
l

a P? le

ig

P lay ® d
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Roger

Savdou,

Jacqueline, Pagnol
Pellegrln

Raymond

U ice

TT^ u

he

’

viibert,

Jacques Blanchl; music, Roger Legranil.
At CoUsee. Paris, Running time, 109

Mano ”

mn?A
A«
ects

.

5.
Paris, Feb. 5
Palis.

world around them with only one
man, the chief scientist, having the Poupon, Henri
Hjounts in tensity With no overg op hysteria. It shou d be
P la

*

Sources

(FRENCH)

unde

3 ’oupo^

.

1C
CV
Roger
r/.lwi
Tt Gendarme
Gendan^i*
Rene Sarvll
relieve wnnItnmr
monotony. It
Henri Vilberl
sll0uld
a gOOd proposition for Prlest
’
-•
c
where itq toniralitv
should ‘enhlnce its general appeal! - Agimmickmotivates this genre
rather than the Jarger-thanAdroitly adapted from a book by
peasant foibles, to make th.-s
yjg wartime flver-ooet John- PudMarcel Pagnol opus an overney, the story provides good acting
W°wn
folk comedy rather than
opportunities for a mixed assortDient of characters. Set behind the humaqe and moving. The excellent
rustic
acting
that made his eariiei
b al-bed wire enclosure of a top
(“The Baker’s Wife/
secre t a i r station are research successes
is
"Angele
Joffoi*’)
“Harvest,”
chemists of half-a-dozen dtfferent
missing in this, in the crucial roles
nSaUties. Their
in
and
bucolic
smacks
of
the
a->hydroplane ready for experiand tbe ftrotesaue in others.
mental tests to prove she is three
times faster than anything else. AU1Th ou « b an original screenplnj.
Trouble occurs when the inventor this 1S told 111 an easygoing literary

dence

to

u

S

.

prevented from taking up the
Diane himself the director considering his life ’too valuable to risk,
When this intervention causes bad
blood, the director dies mysteriously and leakage of vital secrets
reveals a traitor in the camp. The
Plants taken up by the chief .pilot,
a cra sh is just averted owing to
a defection in his pressure suit,

js

Security police trace the traitor,
is the doctor involved in the
fatality, and the inventor of
the suit

fanner, with th,e characters mouth£ al l tbe pre-action of the film
hefore things get moving.. The

m

m

1
living ir
^ 1e„ tale,? f a ficry « lpl
J
with, her goats_ because of
a wrong done to her by a tighttown#
?sted, cunning peasant of the town,
fisted,
h e sl
sex
p
^gnoi
ag n ol uses
with^
a Teres
i” ’to
to bolster wim
f
of episodes ranging
jenttve and sprightly to the tide

®{
* be

and grotesque.

who

The heterogeneous

, .

personalities

are all well contrasted.

,

Pagnol has directed in a

tive manner, paying
to words and fates

more

,

(Continued on page 18)
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RAP HIGH PRICES ON FOREIGN FIX
Indies’

Nix of Subsidies to Italians

O.S.

Exhibs, Distribs Split

POTENTIAL

To Figure in March Renegotiations

Application of Theatre Video

Determination of the independ-f
ents not to participate *in any film
deals involving subsidy payments
of any kind to a foreign industry
figure prominently
is expected to
in renegotiations of the Italian

film agreement with the Americans
At the same time, obin March.
servers doubt that, with the pat-

tern already set, the Italian government will go for an elimination
of subsidy coin even though it

might be given another name.
When Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn, of America prexy, and
George Weltner, head of Para-

mount International, go

to

Rome

to

discuss a new deal to replace the
pact that terminates in June, they
fully expect a renewed Italo demand for subsidies in some form
or another, possibly even as a tax.
Under the agreement of two
Italians
the
were
ago,
years
“loaned” close to $2,500,000, representing 12Vfi% of^the American disThe
tribs’ frozen coin in Italy.
money theoretically is to be repaid
over a period of years, but most

execs here don’t seriously expect
to see it again. Coin is being used
to support the. operations of Italian Films Export, which distributes
and promotes Italian pix in the
U. S.
When Johnston went to 'France

Even Jokes

in

3-D

Universal Veep*ee John
O’Connor observes: “When 3catches on we’ll think noth-

D

ing of our old legal troubles;
we’ll have to hire opticians instead of lawyers.”
Another industryite, con-

vinced

that

three-dimension

sweep the country, is now
worrying about polaroids for
seeing-eye dogs.
Even the trademarks are
three-dimensional nowadays.
Metro’s Leo the Lion has
been filmed in the new process

will

and will make his
in “Arena.”.

3-D debut

For

Republic in 1952;

-

Tops Previous Yr.

Consolidated net income of Republic Pictures and subsidiaries
for the fiscal year ended Oct.
last year to- negotiate a new deal
25, 1952, was $759,603, the comthere, the indies made it quite
pany revealed yesterday (Tues.)
clear that they would not be party
in its annual report to stockholdto any agreement involving- subers.
Figure is better than the
James Mulvey, chairman of $646,404 net racked up in the comsidies.
the Society of Independent Motion
parable fiscal stretch ended Oct.
distribution
Producers’
Picture
27, 1951.
committee, said in N. Y, last week
Higher net was attained despite
that there had been no formal disbetween Jdhnston and a substantial $823,000 shelled out
cussion
provision for estimated Fedas
SIMPP on the Italian matter.
.

“But,” he added, “they know our
position very well.”
Attitude of the U, S. distribs
is rather closely tied to the domestic tax
If the excess
situation.
(Continued on page 16)

rights of their pix are causing rising resentment among foreign film
distribs in- N. Y., who claim that

the Europeans have exaggerated
notions about the potentials of the

American market.
Blame is variously put on Italian'
Films Export, which has paid high
advances to several Italo producers,
and on newcomers to indie distribu-

who

tion

are willing to shell out
heavy coin in order to get European
pix that look promising. There are
complaints,^ too, that producers
abroad have become too conscious
of the pressure their own governments put on the American industry to push their films on an “orIndie distribs,
primarily

living

year’s

$33,409,612

Prexy Herbert

to
J.

$33,085,510.

Yates points

qff

the

their
arties,

and
French concentration on pictures
which they consider to be commerItalian

Of 3-D ‘Sangaree’
color feature pix was demonstrated
to a large and enthusiastic audi-

ence

of

eastern

'

exhibs,

distribu-

execs and press reps Monday
morning (16) when rushes from
Paramount’s Technicolored “Sangaree” were viewed at fhe Paramount Theatre, N/Y.
William H. Pine, co-producer o£
the pic, was introduced by A. W.
tion

,Schwalberg,

Paramount Film

RKO Resumes
RKO

top-budget film in

Grainger, executive producer.

3-D.

Polaroid

were donned by the audi-

ence for the screening.
"Sangaree,” lensed in both the
Par process and in conventional
Techni, is due "for release in May.
Stereo footage
shown w?s impressive most of the time but
depth illusion varied in intensity.
Three-dimensional effects seemed
to depend mostly
on camera. han-

polaroids.

U. S. has led to a switch
emphasis which has robbed foreign product of some of its sensitivity. Influence of the American
major distribs in pix covered by
co-production deals is another push

H’wood Council

in this direction.

Eyeing Standards

Even on average productions
with a mediocre grossing potential,
foreign producers’ demands have
skyrocketed, the indies complain.
(Continued on page 16)

On

Stereo Lensing

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Motion Picture Research Counafter completing a standardization formula for the projection of
cil,

3-D Just a B.O.
Illusion to

Nabes

As

far as small indie exhibs are
concerned 3-D is not only a screen
illusion but a boxoffice one, too,
at least for the immediate future.

View

stereoscopic 3-D systems, is now
tackling the job of finishing standards for the lensing of stereopix.
Very shortly it’ll also turn its attention to standardizing the various
wide-screen systems, such as Cin-

emascope.
According

to William F. Kelley,
secretary-treasurer, exhibition standards include full instructions to projectionists, and
these are now being prepared for
distribution so that, stereopix can

Council

Commission was told in Washingweek by the National Ex-

ton last

hibitors Theatre Television Committee that there was no objection
to a rule barring the use of film
on theatre TV programs “except
f

incidentally.”

Statement
Commission

NETTC

was made
by Marcus

attorney,

to

the

Cohn,

who pointed out

also that a preliminary survey had
established the fact that film dis-

tribution via theatre TV was too
costly to be practical.
In the past, when talking about
the
ultimate
aims
of
largescreen video, such producer-distrib spokesmen as 20th-Fox prexy
Spyros P. Skouras, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy Eric Johnston and others have spoken of
the possibility of creating a new
method of film distribution via
theatre TV. The impression given
then was that it would greatly reduce distribution,} costs, with a film
beamed to theatres from *a central
studio on a regional basis.

Cohn explained last week (14)
that his statement before the Commission had covered intent rather
than anything else; that, he had indicated only that pix distribution
yia theatre TV was not part of the
industry’s plans but that it was
feasible.
It is just on that longrange possibility rather than any
actual plans that exhibs appear to
differ with producer-distribs.

Ozoners Getting

A Breath of 3-D

23

will return to active pro
duction on Feb. 23 after a long
period of, inaction. Company will
tee off with “Second Chance,” under general supervision of Edmund

glasses

cellophane paper after each
showing. That’s the way it was
handled at the Globe Theatre,
N. Y., where a program of
Stereo - Techniques pix just
wound up a mildly successful
two-and-a-half-week run. Manager’s office was used as a
“lab” to chase germs off the

apparent disagreement

-

tributing Corp. proxy, and warned
that the test consisted of rough,
unedited sequences selected primarily to convey the impact of a

Dis-

instances theatres don’t figure
on having the specs used more
than once.
When the theatres ask patrons to return the glasses,
however, latter are thoroughly
sterilized and re-wrapped in

is

distribs and exhibs over
the ultimate use and application
of threatre TV, provided the industry gets the special channels it
wants.
Federal Communications

is based on the knowledge
that it’ll be quite some time before
Drive-ins, . which
have
been
market, income stemming from the nabe houses will get a chance
tagged the “Orphan Annies” of the
distribution of company product to exhibit the new medium. With
3-D age, now hope that they, too,
Bwana Devil,” the first feature- be screened with the least discom- can participate in the industry’s
in foreign countries was maintained at a “satisfactory level.” length 3-D pie, slated presently fort to audiences. Kelley empha- shift to three-dimension.
only
for key runs, and with three sized that there is no practical way
management
He added that the
Earl I. Sponable, technical relooks forward to an improvement, tri-dimensh films of major com- of showing 3-D pix without polariz- search director for 20th-Fox,
stated
“at least in $ome countries,” dur- panies set for April and May re- ing glasses.
on the Coast Sunday (15) that his
lease, the subsequent-run houses
Council exhibition recommenda- company had developed a method
ing this year.
In submitting the company’s figure it’ll be at least six months tions emphasize the importance of of transmitting CinemaScope with
consolidated balance sheet to the before their theatres can offer an complete synchronization of projec- “10 times as much light as they’re
An electrical in- getting now” and that consequently
tion equipment.
shareholders, Yates also noted that illusionary process.
United Artists, which is releas- terlock rather than a mechanical the process would be
(Continued on page 20)
applicable to
ing Arch Oboler’s “Bwana Devil,” synchronizer is advised. The Coun- the ozoners.
bluntly told smaller exhibs that cil is currently working on test
James^ Brigham, in charge of 3-D
there will be a delay before they films for projectionists >to v line up installations for Natural
Vision, deFeb.
get a crack at the picture.
Booth clared in N. Y. Monday (16) that
their machines properly.
he
In a generally distributed letter,
(Continued on page 20)
expected the problem of lighting
With ‘Second Chance’ tTA told tfie theatremen that due
for drive-ins to be licked and that
to various distribution and technimanufacturers
Hollywood, Feb. 17.

out in the report that despite difexisting in the overseas

Potential appeal of stereoscopic

Exhibs are calming the" concern of some anxious medics
over the multiple use of Polaroid glasses for 3-D pix without adequate sanitary protection for the audience. In most

cial in the

ficulties

Far Fxhibs Rushes

Sanitary Specfc

in

income taxes. Such levies
amounted to $660,000 tfye previous

Current gross revenue,
however, dipped slightly from last

who make

squawk further that

eral

fiscal year.

There
between

High prices asked by producers
abroad for the U. S. distribution

else” basis.

$759,603 Net

on Ultimate

’

cal problems the company was
forced to change its normal release
For the present, UA
method.
noted, it will be able to license the
film only to first-run and first

April Talks at

Pub-Ad

UA On

—

more

at

powerful

work

light

Demands

Problem for the ozoners is a douagreement has
been ble one since, on one hand it’s difVerbal
ficult for them to get enough light
reached between homeoffice pubonto their screens and, on the.
aid staffers, represented by District
other, most of them are already
65. Distributive, Processing and Ofgetting maximum possible illuminaWorkers of America, and
fice
tion.
Motion Picture ReseaVch
United Artists to extend the conCouncil has found that stereo using
tract which expired last Dec. 30
glasses involves a light loss of 50%.
until April. At that time talks will

Staff

neighborhood-run theatres, citing
for the- film
Filming Starts on location in the high cost of a j)rint
$1,600 as compared to $500 for
Taxco, Mexico, with Linda Dar
print—
^and
the techTechnicolor
a
nell as femme lead, Sam Wiesen
difficulties in meeting- the
thal as producer and Rudy Mate nical
witlU'the bustomary
orders
print
director.
speed. Company pointed out, for
example, that in the N. Y. exchange be held concerning the flacks’ dearea it had 90 to 100 prints for mands for an 11% hike, a health
Metro Maps Roadshow
“The African Queen” and “High and welfare fund, and a new clasPolicy for ‘Caesar’ Noon” while for “Bwana” it had sification for certain senior pub-

were now

creating
sources.

In
addition,
metallized - surface
screens necessary for 3-D today
aren’t
made to withstand the
weather and can’t be used by the
drive-ins.

licists.
and were most pronounced
Although a release date hasn’t only 53.
"Postpdnement was accepted when
when the set itself had scope. Sev- been set, Metro is mapping a roadstaffers were informed by veepee
<h'al
scenes lensed in low key show policy for its production of
Youngstein that the company Remodel 20th Projection
Max
didn’t come off too well, and
Lipton Names Ramsay
there Shakespeare’s “Julius Caesar.” Rewould have a better inkling of its
for 3-D, Eidophor
(Continued on page 16)
Clark Ramsay has resigned as financial condition in April. ‘Release pattern will be similar to
Homeoffice projection room at
those followed by Universal for v.p. of the Monroe Greenthal Ad- turns, he noted, would be coming
“Hamlet” and United Artists for vertising Agency to become exec in at that/time from such pix as 20th-Fox in N. Y. is being remodMajors, Butterfield Chain
“Henry V.” Tentative plans call for assistant to David A. Lipton, Univ- “Moulin Rouge” and “Bwana Devil.” elled to house the CinemaScope as
well as the company’s Eidophor
booking of the film in selected art ersal v.p. in charge of advertising

dling

Room

Sued for 450G in Mich.

'

houses or possibly legit theatres and; publicity.
Ramsay has been associated with
on a two-a-day advanbed-priCe
U fot'the past 13 yeais, serving as
^policy.
roadshow
for
slated
studio' ad manager and later, when
While hot
treatment, two other M-G releases with Greenthal, as U account exec
are being eyed for extended-run and head of the agency’s Coast
art house showings. Initial sure- office.
seater booking has been set for
Blyth in ‘Valiant’
“Lilli,” starring Leslie Caron, Me]
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Ferrer, Jean Pierre Aumont and
Ann Blyth’s first screen appearZsa Zsa Gabor, with the N. w Y.
Trans Lux 52nd St, preeming the ance under her Metro contract will
pic March 10. The three-part “Story be in “All the Brothers Were Valof Three Loves” is also beihg con- iant,” a switch from “X Married
sidered for specialty-house engage- West Point,” in which she will star
later.
ments.
.

Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 17
..J reble-damage

asking
$50,000,
has been filed in the
Western District court of Michigan’
hy Don Harlo
on behalf of his
Rarlo Theatres, St. Joseph.
Defendants are the eight majors and
^erfield Michigan Theatres Co.
ihe Harlo complaints covers the
from 'July, 1936, to January,
PJS*
U50, and charges a rigid
system
i’uns and clearances favoring
the Butterfield
houses. Harlo has
action-,

1

J^-ated his theatres since July,

•

.

Fewer Pix, Bigger B.O.
Predicted for 3-D Prod.

•

Atlanta, Feb. 17.
E. D. Martin, of. Columbus, operator^ of a chain of. theatres in

TV

color theatre
system.
Work should be completed within two weeks and it’s hoped that
several test reels lensed in CinemaScope will be- ready for demonstration purposes at that time.

Georgia, last week predicted “fewer pictures and bigger grosses” as
UA Names Blumofc
the result of introduction of 3-D.
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Martin also forecast fewe*> theatres.
Robert F. Blumofe 'yesterday
The circuit owner made his pre- (Mon.) was appointed Coast repdiction at the pre-convention ineet- resentative of United Artists by
iii of the Motion Picture Theatre
Arthur B. Krim, UA prexy.
Owners and Operators of Georgia
Blumofe assumes his new post
lat the Variety Cluh.
immediately.

—

)

——
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ridUIKK CROSSES

n

HEAT $8,000
‘Gambler’ Nifty $17,000
PROV^ 'CLOWN' 11C

‘FLAGS'

LA. Lanps, With New Product Sow;

IN
1

Hiawatha -‘Alley Din21G, ‘Gunsmoke’
Mild 16G, ‘Gambler Lusty 19G, 2d
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
While new bills are making little
boxoffice impact here this week,
announcement of Academy nominations pliis last week’s holiday,
has strengthened such extendedrun, showcase pix as “Moulin
Rouge, “Bad and Beautiful,” “Lit“The Star” and
Sheba,’"
tle
“Cousin Rachel,” all now in their
eighth stanzas.
All newcomers are slow. “Hiawatha” paired with “Torpedo Alley” looks light $21,000 in four
“Gunsmoke* and “Five
theatres.
Angles. Murder” loom mild $16,000
in two spots. “Babes in Bagdad”
is medium $3,600 in small-seater
Globe.
Best regular holdoyer is ‘‘Mississippi Gambler” which is nice $19,000 in second week, three sites.
“Stooge” is rated oke $15,000 in
first holdover week, two houses,
with $27,000 additional coming
from five other locations, two being ozoners. “Andersen” is profitable $18,000 in two situations, for
eighth and fourth weeks respec-

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross

tively.

Estimates for This. Week
Hillstreet. Pantages, (RKO)

—“Gunsmoke”

752; 2,812; 60-$1.10)
(U) and “Five Angles
(Col). Mild $16,000.

(2,-

on Murder”
Last week,

“Angel Face” (RKO) and “Double
Confession” (AA), $18,500.
Los Angeles Paramount, Chinese,

Uptown, Loyola (UPT-FWC)
1,715;

1,2^B;

—

(3,200;

70-$1.10)

'

.

'

2,048;

—

'

This.

Week

$759,500

Providence, Feb. 17.

3-D-Stereo Trim 8G, ‘Comanches’ 10G

Loew’s State is leading hereabouts, with “The Clown” as most
stands got a boost from weekend’s
inclement weather. RKO Albee
next in line and comparatively
bigger with “Against All Flags.”
Other stands average.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
and
(U)
All Flags”
“Against
“Bomba and Jungle Girl” (AA),
Neat $8,000. Last week, “Bwana

Key

Last week, “Meet

Me

Biz. shapes strong this session
with big money from “Mississinoi
Gambler” in four Fox Midwest,

Grosses

houses, and major interest in the
3-D shorts program at Missouri
Theatre. Latter is doing good al*

though no sock biz. “The Stooge’*
in holdover at Paramount' is sturdv
while the Midland is average with
“Last of Comanches.”
Weather
continues unseasonably pleasant
and warm.

atres, chiefly first ruris, include

ing N . Y.)
Total Gross

Same Week

Last Year
(Based on 25

-

$6,500.

City

Estimated Total Gross
$2,571,500
This Week
(Based on 23 cities, 207 the-

Devil” (UA), socko $19,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
“Jazz Singer” (WB) and “Hurricane at Pilgrim Hill” (SG). 'So-so

(Bqsed on 22 theatres)
Last Tear
$609,200
(Based on 20 theatres

$2,508,900
citiest

and 219

Estimates for This

theatres.)

Kimo

at

$1,400. Last week, $1,500.

Denver

l

Spur’ Rousing

—

Denver, Feb. 17.
“Mississippi Gambler,” smash at
the Denver and Esquire, is the biggest thing here this stanza. “The
strong chough this
is
round to win a third week at Denham. “Naked Spur” still is big in

Stooge”

second Paramount round but solid
bookings will prevent it holding

(20th)

and “Top Secret”

Okay

—

(Loew)
(M-G)
“Clown”
State

.

—

’

(3,200;

I—

$9,000.

$17,000, Philly

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Stereo Techniques” (Indie) and
“Sword Of Venus” (RKO). One of
better weeks at this house with
nice $8,000 or near, with former
the draw. Last week, “Angel Face”
(RKO) and “Beware My Lovely”

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
First-run biz is spotty here despite Lincoln’s Birthday holiday
help. “Naked Spur” shapes as best
newcomer with a brisk session at
the Goldman. “Lawless Breed” apparently is badly spotted at the
Mastbaum, with lean takings spellinga single week. “Invasion U.S. A.”
stumbled in first round at Stanton
and holdover plans were dropped.
“Hans Christian Andersen” still Is
smash in second week at Midtown
while “Niagara” continues stoutly
at the Fox on holdover. “Bad and
Beautiful” Is terrific at Arcadia for
second round.
Estimates for This Week

——

‘Beneath Sea’ Sockeroo

$23,000 in Del; ‘Stooge’
Fat 27G, ‘Cleopatra’

(RKO), $6,500.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043*
50-75)— “Mississippi
700;
1,217;
Gambler” (U) with “Wac from
Walla Walla” (Rep) at Tower and
Granada. Strong from opening day
and looks to hit big $17,000 or over.
Last week, “Bloodhounds Broadway” (20th) and “Thunderbirds”
(Rep), $13,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)—
“Strange Ones” (Indie). Okay $1,700. May hold. Last week, “Brandy
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 99-S1.30)— for Parson” (Indie)v $1,500.
“Bwana Devil” (UA) (8th wk). Holding at $6,000. Last week, $7#00.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.20)—
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk). ‘Pan’ Standout in Pitt,
Terrific $14,000. Last week, $18,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Mis- Huge $27,000; ‘Gambler’

8G

Feb. 17.
“The Stodge” is. landing top coin
at the
gross
this week for a- big
Michigan. However, “City Beneath
comparaSea” at the Palms looms
Detroit,

tively ‘stronger with smash session.
“Cleopatra” is lean on revival at
(2d wk).
sissippi Gambler” (U)
Madison. Others are oh holdover,
Good $11,000. Last week, $17,000.
“Niagara” being light in second
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.10)—
round.
“Target Hong Kong” (Col) plus
Estimates for This Week
Billy Ward and Dominoes, George

Fox

(20th)

“Redhead

and

Hot 12G, ‘Stooge’ 14G, 2d
Pittsburgh' Feb. 17.

Big hit this week is at the Warwhere “Peter Pan” looks like
Kirby, Eddie Vinson orch onstage. the biggest Walt Disney of them
Fair $12,500. Last week, “The all.
Lines
over the weekend
Ring” (UA) and Earl Bostic orch, stretched for blocks, with other
Coleman Hawkins, Roy Eldridge, big establishments in neighborWini Brown onstage, $10,000.
hood screaming because crowds
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Ni- blocked entrances. Terrific total is
agara” (20th) (2d wk). Strong $16,- sure. “Mississippi Gambler” also
x*
000. Last week, $21,000.
is sock at the Harris and holds
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- while second stanzas for "‘The
99)
“Naked Spur” (M-G). Brisk Stooge” at Penn and’“Niabara” at
$17,000. Last week> “Girls in Night” Fulton are strong too.

(Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

“Niagara”

ner,

,

(2d wk). Down to
$18,000. Last week, oke $28,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)
“The Stooge” (Par) and
“Meet Me at Fair” (U). Solid $27,000. Last week, “Androcles and
Lion” (RKO), $16,000.

Wyoming”

50-75)

(Col)
and
“Pathfinder” (Col). Modest $10000. Last week, “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk), very good

44-65)

“Marshal
and
Cedar Rock” (Rep). Nice $11,000.
Last week, “Cousin Rachel” (20th)
and “Ride Man Down.” (Rep), same.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—“Stars Are Singing” (Par). Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Last Commanches” (Col) and “Miss Grant
Takes Richmond” (Col) (reissue),
oke $6,500.

$5,000.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
(AA) and “Torpedo
Big
Alley” (AA). Light $21,000. Last —“Stooge” (Par), (2d wk).
week, L. A. Par, “Silver Whip” $12,500. Holds again. Last week,
$15,000.
Noose”
(AA),
(20th) and “Silk
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
$7,600. Chinese, Uptown, Loyola,
Los Angeles, “Treasure Golden “Mississippi Gambler” ’(U). Smash
Condor” (20th) and “Tangier In- $20,000.
Last week, “Last Comcident” (AA), $18,600.
anches” (Col) and “Tars and Spars”
Globe (FWC) (782; 70-90)
(Col), $13,500.
“Babes in Bagdad” (UA) and
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)—“Mis“Darkest Hour” (Indie). Medium sissippi Gambler” (U). Big $4,000.
$3,600. Last week, “Monsoon” (UA) Last week, “Last Comanches” (Col)
and “Wall of Death” (Indie) (2d and “Tars and Spars” (Col), $3,500.
Wk-5 days), $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
(WB) (2,756: 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) “Angel Face” (RKO) and “Danger•— “Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d ous Years” (20th). Fair $11,000.
week, “Limelight”
(UA),
wk). Nice$19,000. Last week, solid Last
pulled after poor $4,000 in 4 days.
$31,600.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50“Naked 85)—“Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk).
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)
“Desperate Big $18,000. Last week, record
and
(M-G)
Spur”
Search” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $17,- $24,000.
000. Last week. $25,400.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—“Pal
United Artists, Hollywood ParaGus” (20th) and “If Moscow
1,430*
“Hiawatha”

(Indie) (2d
First week,

$6,000;

again.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
“Pal Gus” (20th) and “If Moscow
Strikes” (Indie). Fair $5,500. Last
week, “Thief of Venice” (20th) and
“Darling Clementine” (20th),

$4,800.

(Loew’s)
—Midland
“Last Comanches”

(3,500;

neat $10,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44“Treasure Golden Condor”
65)
(U).

wk).

Week

(Dickinson) (504; 65-85)—.
(Col) (8th wk). Oke

“Four Foster”

Fair” (U) and “Redhead Wyoming’

‘Gambler’ Giant

Leads K.C.;

(U)

—

—

Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—“City
Beneath Sea” (U) and “Thief of
Venice” (20th). Smash $23;000. Last
week, “Invasion U. S. A.” (Col) and

Estimates for This Week
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Fulton -(Shea) (1,700; 50-85)
Lean
Breed”
“Lawless
(U).
$11,000
“Niagara”
(20th) (2d wk). Should
Strikes” (Indie). Fair $6,000. Last “Pathfinder” (Col) (2d wk), $12,000.
or near. Last week, “Jazz Singer do okay $6,006 in
70-$1.10)—“Jazz Singer” (WB) (2d^|
days, jone day
week, “Thief of Venice” (20th) and
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)
(WB) (2d wk), $14,000.
being lopped off because of locked
Last week,
Slow $8,000.
wk).
“Darling Clementine”
(20th), “Cleopatra” (Par) and “Romance
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- booking for “Hans Christian An$9,000.
and Rhythm” (Rep) (reissues). Mild $1.50)—“Hans Christian Andersen” dersen” (RKO) opening Thursday
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- $5,500.
Vogue (Pike)
60-90)— $8,000. Last week, “Montana Belle” (RKO) (2d wk). Smash $25,000. Last (18). Last week, big $9,000.
(600;
G&S) (2,213: 1,106; 60-90)
Fair (RKO) and “Voodoo Tiger” (Col) week, $34,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Stooge” (Par) (2d wk). Oke $15,- “Under Red Sea” (RKO).
$2,000 or near. Last week, “Island $9,000.
Randolph (Goldman) 12,500; 50- “Mississippi Qambler” (U). Best at
Last week, $21,400.
000.
United Artists (U A) (1,938; 70-95) 99)—“Never Wave at WAC” (RKO) this house in' some time at socko
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)— “Face Rescue” (U), $1,700.
“Aboye and Beyond” (M-G) (2d (2d wk). Trim $14,000. Last week, $12,000. Rates a holdover, someWebber (Fox) (750; 50-85)—“Pal
Fair
to Face” (RKO) (2d wk).
thing the spot has not managed in
Gus” (20th) and “If Moscow wk). Down to $9,000. Last week, $24,000.
$3,600. Last week, $5,400.
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— months. Last week, “Happy Time”
Strikes” (Indie). Oke $2,800. Last sturdy $15,800.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$1.10)
(Col), $5,000.
“Above
and
Beyond”
wk).
(3d
(M-G)
week,
“Thief
(M-G)
j(8th
Beautiful”
of
and
Venice”
“Bad
(20th) and
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)
Last week, “Darling Clementine” ‘(20th), fair “The Clown” (M-G) (2d wk). Off to Down to $9,000. Last week, fine
Steady $5,000.
wk).
“The
Stooge” (Par) (2d wk). Martin
$13,000.
$2,500.
$4,800.
$4,500. Last week, oke $6,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— and Lewis comedy holding up very
Wilshire, Lbs Angeles (FWC)
well
at
“Invasion
U.S.A.”
(Col).
Disappoint$14,000 or near. Last week,
50)
“Moulin
(2,296; 2,097; 80-$l.
ing if okay $8,000. Last week, big $20,000.
Rouge” (UA) (8th wk). Nifty $25,Squirrel
“Thief
Venice”
Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)
of
(20th),
$7,000.
000. _L. A. added for remainder of
—“High Treason” (Indie) (3d wk).
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)
$11,001),
run.~Last week, Wilshire, $8,700.
Around
“Promoter”
in sight, mighty
$2,000
(U)
(8th
wk).
Sturdy
Beverly Hills, Palace (WB-Metrogood. Last week, $3,000.
$2,800. Last week, $3,000.
politan) (1,612; 1,212; $1.20-$1.80)
Stanley
Trans-Lux
(WB)
(T-L)
(3,800; 50-85)
85-$1.20)—
(500;
“Hans Christian Andersen”
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (3d “Jazz Singer” (WB). They’re not
‘Singer’
(RKO) (8th wk Bevhills, 4th wk
buying
this one despite fine notices
Nice
wk).
Last
$4,000.
week,
$4,500.
Profitable $18,000. Last
Palace).
and active, long-run campaign.
•*
week, $19,700.
Cincinnati, Feb. 17.
Will be lucky to get light $9,000.
Fine Arts (FWC)’ (679; 80-$1.50)—
Trade at major houses this frame ‘Sheba’ Boffo
Last
week, Ink Spots-Ella Fitzger$13,000,
(Par)
“Little Sheba”
(8th wk).
is holding to seasonal stride. “Jazz
ald onstage with “Stop, You’re
‘STOOGE’
BIG
$15,000
Steady $5,500. Last week, $5,500.J
Singer,” sweet at flagship Albee, is
Killling Me” (WB), a bit disapBuff.; ‘Gambler’ Hep 11G pointing at $23,000.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 80-$1.50)
getting top total money, Keith's is
*
IN L'VILLE; ‘SINGER’ 7G headed for giant session with
“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (8th wk).
Warner (WB) <2,000; 50-$1.25)—
Buffalo. Feb. 17.
Upped to $3,500. Last week, $3,300.
“Mississippi
Gambler,” with holdBoth “The Stooge” at Paramount “Peter .Pan” (RKO). This house
Louisville, Feb. 17.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 80-$l,50)
Biz on the main stem Is spotty over set. It is biggest at house in and “Come Back, Little Sheba” at hasn’t had a crush like this in
—“The Star” (20th) (8th wk). Neat this week. Bumper take shapes months. “Rogue’s March” at Cap- the Center shape socko here this years, and walls are bulging with
Last week, $4,400.
$4,500.
Nights are surprising
for Rialto, where
“Stooge” is itol and “Angel Face” in Palace week. “Mississippi Gambler” looms small fry.
looks like par grossers while “Last nice at Lafayette^despite this for- also. Terrific $27,000 or over. Last
hotsy. “Jazz Singer” at Mary Anof Comanches” looms as a win- midable
week/
and Lion
"’Androcles
opposition.
“Bad
and
derson is merely ‘good.
‘.‘Cousin
‘Stooge’
$13,000,
Beautiful” is way off in second (RKO), $6,500.
Rachel” at the State shapes only ner at Grand.
Estimates for This Week
round
at
the
Buffalo.
modest.
Holdover of “Meet Me
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)—
Estimates for This Week
Port.; ‘Niagara’ Big 15G At Fair” at Kentucky is healthy.
“Jazz Singer” (WB). Oke $12,000.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 40-70)
‘Thunder* Loud $9,000,
.Estimates for This Week
Portland, Ore. Feb. 17.
Last week, “Bad and “Beautiful” “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk).
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-75) (M-G),
Customers liked Sol Lesser’s 3-D
Seattle; ‘Singer’ 8G
$15,000.
Slow
Last
$7,500.
week,
big
$16,500.
pix but not the subjects, and the —“Meet Me At Fair” (U) and
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
Seattle, Feb. 17.
shorts are off in second week at “Bonzo To College” (U) (2d wk). “Rogue’s March’ 4
(M-G)
and
“Sky
“Stooge.”
Par)
and
First-run
“Star
of
biz shapes spotty here
Texas”
Liberty. “The Promoter” is going Holding up nicely at $5,000, after Full of
Moon”. <M-G)„ Pleasing (AA). Smash $21,000. Last week, this stanza although there are
great for a fourth session at Guild. first week’s tidy $6,000.
Last week, “Clown” (M-G),* “Man Behind Gun” (WB) and some fairly strong spots. HoldMary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; $8,500.
“The Stooge” shapes giant at
$9 000
“Fangs of Arctic” (AA), $9,000,
overs are strong.
“Thunder in
United Artists while “Niagara” is 50-75)—“Jazz Singer” (WB). AimGrand (HKb)' (1.400;.* 55^85)—
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
East” looks big at. Coliseum while
big in two spots.
ing for good $7,000.
Last week, “Last Comanches” (Gpl)
and. “Tar- “Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par). “Girls in Night” is fair at Liberty.
Estimates for This Week
“Happy Time” (Col), nice $8,000.
get Hong Kong” (Col). Good $7,500. Terrific $13,000. Last
week, “Bwana “Jazz Singer”, is rated okay at MuBroadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
week, “Stars Are Singing” Devil” (UA) (3d wk), $7,000 at
—“Man Behind Gun” (WB) and 50-75) “Stooge” (Par), One spot Last
$1 sic Hall.* “Stoqge” held fancy in
(Par) (m.o,), $6,500.
top.
second* Paramount session.
“Dance Magic” (WB) (reissue). Oke where there is plenty of activity.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
Estimates for This Week
$6,500. Last week, “Meet Me At Big $15,000.
Last week “Stars “Mississippi Gambler” (U). Hitting
“Mississippi Gambler”
Fair” (U) and “Stranger In Be- Are Singing” (Par) and “Star of
(U) and
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; Gojackpot at giant $11,000, tallest “Daughter of Darkness” (Indie). 90)—
tween” (U), $11,400.
“Thunder in* East” (Par) and
Texas” (AA), $12,000.
take here in months. Holds. Last Nice $11,000 or close.
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)
Last week, “Captive Women” (RKO). Big $9.State (Uoew’s) (3,000; 50-75
week, “Thief of Venice” (20th),
Last Comanches” (Col) and “Sav- 000 or near." Last week, “Golden
“Promoter” (U) (4th wk).
Solid “Cousin Rachel” (20th) and “Con- $5,500
age Mutiny” (Col). $9,000.
$1,500. Last week, $2,600.
.Condor” (20th) and “Broken Gun
fidence Girl” (UA). Modest $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- (Col), $8,600,
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 90- Last week,
“Rogue’s March” (M-G) “Angel Face” (RKO). So-so $8,500. 70)
“Niagara” (20th) and “Ride
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,36b;
$1 25) “Stereo Techniques” (In- with 3-D Stereo Techniques
shorts, Last week, “Man Behind Gun” Man Down” (Rep
(3d wk). Off to 65-90)—“Four Poster” (Col). Drab
( Continued on page 20)
fast $12,000.
(WB)*. $9,000.
$9,000. Last week, solid $13,000,
(Continued on page 20)

mount (UATC-F&M)

(U), $11,000.
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—
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*

‘GAMBLER’ FANCY 8G,

OMAHA; ‘NIAGARA’ 12G
Omaha, Feb.

To Boffola

55G, 2d

Chicago, Feb. 17. 4
Long Lincoln Day holiday week*
warm weather
with
coupled
end
and strong newcomers is shooting
highs for this
new
to
grosses
Loop
time of year. Snow and cold hurt

Big
somewhat starting Monday.
center of attraction is “Peter Pan”
St.
which has holdouts at practically
the State-Lake
all performances at
for
patiently
waiting
juves
the
St. Louis; -Feb, 17.
with
Stageshow headed by Jack Carhours to see the Walt Disney feature. Naturally the other houses are son is boosting “Abbott-Costello
catching the welcome overflow. Meet Capt. Kidd” to a good ses“Pan” should even beat the first sion at the Ambassador this stanza
week’s boff $53,700 with a giant but upped scale is holding down
gross. “Naked Spur” looms torrid
$55 000 for second frame.
The Chicago, with Sugar Ray at Loew’s. A cold wave hit here
Robinson, Louis Armstrong, and yesterday (Mon.), and proved a deKaren Chandler plus “Meet Me at pressing factor.
Fair,” shapes soCko $65,000. “Hans
Estimates for This Week
Christian Andersen” at Oriental is
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 90not catching so much of .the kid $1.20)—“Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB)
trade, but is doing well in the and Jack Carson stageshow. Good
afternoons, with a great $52,000 $15,000. Last week, “Meet Me At
promised. Grand’s “The Clown” Fair” (20th) and “Yankee Buccaand “Desperate Search” Is hefty neer” (U) (2d wk), $9,000.

Loo

—

scoring with

‘Pan’

Smasheroo

mood Tops Hub

Singer”

“Redhead Men*”

Jtfid

—

—

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Jazz
(WB) and “Eight Iron
(Col). Opened today (Tues.)
From Wyoming” with nifty $19,OOQ. Last week, “Silver Whip” (20th)
United Artists with, “Blackbeard, and “Pal Gus” (20th), nice $14,000.
The Pirate” and “Tarzan's Savage
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
Fury.” looks bright $20,000.
“Naked Spur” (M-G) and “Rogue's
“Bad and Beautiful” shapes very March” (M-G).
Strong $19,000.
strong in second week at Woods. Last week, “Bad and Beautiful”
“Anna” is fine at the Monroe for (M-G) (2d wk), $12,000.
third week. “Promoter” at Surf
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
in eighth frame is big.
“Meet Me At Fair” (20th) and.
Estimates for This Week
“Thunder in East” (Par). Fair
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 9841.25) $9,000. Last week, “Road to Bali”
is

Triorama Big 9G, Holdovers Sock

Lincoln’s
Birthday,
with its ended Monday (15) held at $8,000
holiday scales and three after nice $10,000 opener;
—“Man Behind Gun”' (WB) and upped
new
bills, is giving Broadway firstGlobe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)
“Ladies of Chorus” (WB). Fair $4,runs a healthy lift this session. The
“Anna” (IFE).
Opens today
300.
Last week, “Angel Face”
upbeat on Feb. 12 was actually (Vfed.). Last week, “Stereo Tech(RKO), $4,800.
pushing deluxe theatre totals to niques” (Indie) and “Fangs of ArcOmaha (Tristates) (2,100; 20-70) the highest level since the year-end tic” (AA)
(2d wk-8 days). Final
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) and
but the all-day downpour week ended last night (Tues.) was
“Sky Full Moon” (M-G). Fast $8,- holidays,
000 or close. Last week, “Abbott- Sunday (15) washed away these okay $11,500, With holiday helping.
hopes. The rain was so heavy and First stanza was sock $23,500.
Costello Meet Capt. Kidd” (WB),
extended that iriapy Broadway
Mayfair
(Brandt)
50(1,736;
$7,500;
managers
astonished that $1.50) “Above and Beyond” (M-G)
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20- trade was aswere
good as it was. Some (3d wk). Third round ending to70)
“Niagara” (20th). Fine $12,of the bigger houses figured the morrow
(Thurs.)
continued
in
000.
Last week, “Thunder in
rainfall
cut receipts $3,000 to smash fashion at $24,500 after
“East” (Par) and ‘Rodeo” (AA),
$7,000 on that day.
$36,000
for
second,
which
took
in
$8,500.
Biggest grosser Is “Peter Pan,” Lincoln’s Birthday.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-76)
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)
“Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) (2d wk). which, paired with the iceshow
Smooth $5,500 after $5,600 open- onstage, is soaring to nearly $118,- Dajiny Kaye and all-vaude show
000 in first stanza at. the Roxy. This (5th wk). The fourth stanza ended
ing stanza.
Saturday (14) pushfed to $55,400.
is the greatest at this huge house
in some time, and* is most remark- Third round was $55,200. Stays on.
v
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80able in view of the 50c admission
for youngsters.
The long lines $1.80)—“The Stooge” (Par) with
Joni
James, Johnny Long orch
Saturday and Feb. 12 spelled capacity for all matinees, with four heading stage bill (3d wk). Second
session ended last night (Tues.)
weeks likely.

$15,000.

Roosevelt also
“Lawless Breed”

’

1011101 Oolala 106G, Hurofc Pic 132C

pair of strong newcomers,
“Mississippi Gambler” at the Omaha and “Niagara” at Orpheum are
setting a robust boxoffice pace this
week. Both are sturdy. “Man Behind Gun” is fair at Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)

—

Carson Ups ‘A&C,’
Solid 15G,

118G,

17,

A

$65,000 in Lively Chi;

Hans’Wow 52G, Tan’ Huge

B way Spurts; Teter Pan’ Pip

f

Boston, Feb. 17.
Influx of staunch new product
resulted in a substantial biz pickup

—

Equally
terrific
is
“Moulin climbed ahead of opening week
Rouge,” with $106,000 or close, in with terrific $111,000, First week
first round at the Capitol.
This was great $110,000.
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—*
has been topped only by the “Quo
Vadis” opening week at the Cap “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)

(13th wk). The 12th session ended
for straight-film policy.
Monday (16) pushed up to stout“Tonight We Sing,” with stage$9,300 after $8,700 for 11th week,
this stanza. “Peter Pan,” at upped
show, looks to reach. $132,000 on its
prices,
looks very big at the opening session at the Music Hall, a bit over hopes.
Radio City Music Hall (RockeMemorial with “Bad and Beauti- good for a first week. Pic got away
ful” at State and Orpheum also a. rather disappointingly, failing to feller) (5,945; 90-$2.40)— “Tonight
We
Sing” (20th) and stageshow.
winner. “Jazz Singer” at Para- get the late night trade anticipated
mount and Fenway shapes better Thursday, opening day. However, Looks only good $132,000. Holds.
Last
week, “Bad and Beautiful”
than average. “Stars Are Singing” it soared last Saturday (14), only
at Met is the lone disappointment. to be hit hard Sunday night. Sol (M-G) and stageshow (4th wk), okay
(Par), nice $13,000*
110
000
“Hans Christian Andersen” in Hurok biopic got the full treatment $
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; einghth frame
Rivoli
(UAT) (2,092; 70-$2)—
at Astor is holding with a special world premiere,
90)
“Last Laugh” (Indie) and nicely while
“The Star” (20th) (4th wk). Third
“K.C. Confidential” in
“Cabinet ’ Dr.
Calgari”
“Triorama,” the 16m 3-D shorts stanza ended yesterday (Tues.) con(Indie).
second at Pilgrim shapes okay.
.

.

—

-

—“Meet Me

at Fair” with Louis

i

Armstrong, Sugar Ray Robinson,

program, wound up its-first frame tinued socko at $20,000 or close.
Estimates for This Week
at a fairly big $9,000 albeit not Second week was $23,000.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$L25)— smash at the Rialto, which has
Rialto
(Mage)
50-98)
(596;
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO) been ^playing subsequent-run apd “Triorama” (Bolex) (2d wk). First
(8th wk). Still up there in money reissues,
week ended Monday (16) landed
at $10,500 following nice $13,000
The holiday business Feb. 12 and big $9,000, especially hefty for this
seventh frame.
Saturday enabled several houses scale here.. Previous week, subseBoston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)— to hold amazingly well or push quent-run.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)
“Silver Whip” (20th) and “Annie ahead of the previous week. “The
Oakley” (RKO). Average $9,000. Stooge,” with Joni James and “Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) and iceLast week, “Invasion U.S.A. (Col) Johnny Long band topping stage- show onstage (2d wk). First session
and “Go West, Young Lady” (Indie) show, which jampacked the Para- ended last night (Tues.) soaring to
mount most of week, edged ahead $118,000 or »near despite getting
same.
of initial round to land a terrific only 50c for kids even on Feb. 12,
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA) $111,000 in second week. “Hans when the holiday scale prevailed.
Long lines Lincoln’s Birthday and
(8th wk). Will finale at $3,600. Last Christian Andersen,” although in
its 12th stanza, roared ahead to a over weekend. Saturday’s afternoon
week,’ $4,200.
great $26,000 for that week ended orowd being rated biggest at house
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)— Monday (16), far greater than the since “Cockeyed World” (20th). In
“Jazz Singer” (WB) and “Hurri- 11th week, at the Criterion. It also ahead, “Niagara” (20th) with Icecane Pilgrim Hill” (Indie). Big climbed at the Paris, where day- show (3d wk), $49,000, to round out
$6,500 looms. Last week, “Treas- dating.
very nice run here.
ure Golden Condor” (20th), $6,200.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Above and Beyond” looks smash
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 74-$1.20) $24,500 in its third session at the “Bwana Devil” (UA). Opens here
“Peter
Pan”
(RKO - Disney). Mayfair. “Mississippi Gambler” today (Wed.). In ahead, “Mississippi
Smash $35,000 looms. Last week, also held, remarkably with a solid Gambler” (U) (3d wk-6 days), big
“Girls of Night” (U) and “Lost $21,000 for a six-day third week $21,000 after great $29,000 for secWomen” (Indie), $15,500.
at the State. “Road To Bali” con- ond.
Sutton (B&N) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40- tinued big at $22,000 in third Astor
85)
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (8th
“Stars are Singing” (Par) and round,
wk). Seventh stanza ended Monday
Sluggish
“Big Break” (Indie).
“The Star” was sock $20,000 in
(16) held at $4,000. Sixth week was
$12,500. Last week, “Bwana Devil”
third Rivoli week. “Stereo Techokay $4,500. “Story of Mandy” (U)
(UA) (2d wk), $18,000.
niques” 3-D shorts and “Fangs of
40-85)
opens
Feb. 23.
Orpheum (Loew), (3,000;
Arctic” hit a good $11,500 in eight
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G). Nice days of second week at the Globe.
90-$1.50)—
“Curtain Up” (Indie) (3d
$21,000 .Last week, “Jeopardy”
Estimates for This Week
wk). This week ending Friday (20)
(M-G) and “Rogue’s March” (M-G)
Astor
(City
Inv.)
is
70-$1.50)
holding
(1,300;
at $3,800 after fine
(2d wk), $15,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) —“Road to Bali” (Par) (3d wk). $5,000 for second stanza.
Still
very
big
or
near
in
Trans-Lux
at
$22,000
62d St. (T-L) (540; 90—“Jazz Singer” (WB) and “Hurricane of Pilgrim Hill” (Indie). week ending today (Wed.), with $1.50)—"Face to Face” (RKO) (6th
from
Lincoln’s
Birthday.
wk).
Okay
boost
Secafter trim $4,200
$3,700
Fancy $15,500. Last week, “Treasfor fifth week.
(20th), ond week, great $28,000.
ure
Golden
Condor”
Victoria
(City
Inv.)
(1,080; 70$21,500.
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 90-$1.50)
Pilgrrim-fATC
(1,900; 60^90)— —“Don Camillo” (Indie) (6th wk). $1.80)— “Little Sheba” (Par) (9th
wk).
Eighth
session
ended
yesterday
“K. C. Confidential” (UA) and “An- Fifth session ended Monday (16)
gel Street” (Indie) (2d wk). Hold- continued strong with $7,500 after (Tueis.) continued very stoutly with
after
$13,500
for
$16,000
seventh
ing near 10,000 following oke $8,200 for fourth week.
$12,000 in first.
Broadway (Cinerama) (1,250; 90- week.
40-85)
State (Loew)
(3,500;
$2.80)
“Cinerama” (Indie) 21st

—

(4th wk), $33,000.

(B&K)

Roosevelt

(1,500;

55-98)

—“Lawless Breed” (U) and “Redhead Wyoming’* (U). Bright $19.- ‘Sheba’ Terrif $17,000,
000. Last week, “Thunder in East”
(Par) and “Blazing Forest” (Par)
Frisco; ‘Niagara’ Mild
(2d wk), $13,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98$1.25)— “Peter Pan” (RKO) (2d
wk). Mobs, of kids are swamping
house for b’off $55,000. Last week,

13G, ‘Gambler’ 11G, 2d

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Week of summer weather and a
surplus of holdovers are lowering
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)—
locations this
“Promoter” (U) ’(8th wk). Big $4,- gross totals in most
session. One outstanding exception
000. Last week, $4,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- is “Come Back, Little Sheba,” ter#8)—“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) rific at the St. Francis where it
and “Tarzan's Savage Fury” (RKO). opened after strong promotion.
Nifty $20,000. Last week, “Thief of “Niagara” looms mild at the Fox
Venice” (20th) and “Captive Worn while “The Clown” also is rated
disappointing at Warfield. “Missisen” (RKO) (2d wk), $9,000.
sippi Gambler” continued in the
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G> (2d wk). chips in second Orpheum 5s did
Sturdy $24,000. Last week, $35,000. “Stooge” at Paramount.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—-“SumEstimates for This Week
mer of Happiness” (Indie) (8th wk).
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)
Trim $4,000. Last week, same.
“Redhead Wyoming” (U) and
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)— “Jungle Girl” (AA). Thin $8,000 or
“Anna” (IFE) (3d wk). Excellent
over. Last week,. “Girls In Night”
$8,000. Last week $10,000*
(U) and “Dance Hall Girls” (Indie),

$53,700.

—

—

*»

—

—

i

$8,700.

.

(FWC)

Fox
'Stooge' lively $15,000,
Indpls.; ‘Spur’

“Niagara”

Indianapolis, Feb. 17.
spotty at first-run situ;

tions

here this stanza.
“T1
Stooge,” playing single at Indian
*s going big to lead town* “Nake
Spur” at Loew’s also is .exti

But

“My Cousin Rachel

at Circle,

hasn’t caught on here.
Estimates for Thta Week
Circie
(Cockrill-DoUe)
(2,80

50-76)

—“Cousin

Rachel”

<20t]

and “No Time for Flowers” (RKC
Fair $8,000 or less.
Last wee
Stars Are Singing” (Par) ar

My

Lovely”

(RKC

vy.uoo.
* ndi

lia (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)
^
The Stooge”
(Par).
Great $1E

«

«

L aK t

000.

Gambler”
,

Week,

“MissiSsip

<U), $12,000.
e '?’ s (L <>ew’s) (2,427; 50-76)

*

Naked Spur” (M-G) and “Targ
«ong Kong” (Col). Sturdy $12,00
uast week, “Bad
and Beautifu
anCl <<The Hoaxters ” CM-C
$lo'ooo

Lyric

(C-D)

..

S 000

a jjL

f?-

mand

*

(1,600;

50-76)
(Lip) ai

.

White Hunter”
Kidd” (Lip) (reissues)* Fa
Last week, “Ride Mi
‘llcp)
and “Dark Cot
,

(Rep), $5,500.

(4,651;

and

65-95)

—

.

“Brooklyn

)

Week,“Treasure Golden Condor”
“Tangier Incident” (A A),

12G, 'Rachel' Fair8G
Biz is

.

(20th)

Gorilla” (Indie). Mild $13,000. Last

Smooth

.

,

—

Sock
Karen Chandler onstage.
$65,000 or close. Last week, “Pal
Monroe
(20th)
Vaughn
with
Gus”
Good $4,500. Last week, “Thief
package onstage, $50,000.
of Venice” (20th), $4,000.
Grand .(RKO) <1,500; 55-98)—
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
“Clown” (M-G) and “Desperate 90)—“Thief of Venice” (20th) (2d
Search” (M-G). Nifty $15,000. Last wk).
Held at $3,000 after nice
week, “Unknown Island” (Indie) $4,500 opening frame.
and “Two Lost Worlds (Indie) (reShubert (Indie) (1,500; 40^50)
issues), $7,500.
“Million Dollar Mermaid” (M-G)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$l,25)
and “Desperate Search” (M-G).
—“Hans
Christian
Andersen” Trim $4,500. Last week, “Birth of'
(RKO). Giant $52,000 or near. Last
Laugh Stars” (Indie) and “Musical
week, “Above and Beyond” (M-G)
Sensations” (Indie), $4,000.

(20th) and
$11,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
Beautiful” (M-G). .Nice
(M-G), NSG $12,- “Bad and
Last week “Jeopardy”
$13,500.
500. Last week, “Bad and Beauti(M-G) and “Rouge's March” (M-G)
ful” (M-G) (3d wk), $10,000 in 8
$7,000.’

—“The Clown”

(2d wk),

days.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
“Stooge” (Par) (2d wk). Nice $13,000. Last, week, $22,500.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
“Come Back, Little Sheba” (Par).
Terrific $17,000. Last week, “Anna”
(IFE) (2d wk), $7,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

H.O.s Bop Balto; ‘Time’
Hep 4yz G, ‘Bad’ 8G, 2d
Baltimore, Feb, 17.

With holdovers in the majority,
grosses this week shapd unexciting. “The Stooge” at Keith’s and

95)— “Mississippi Gambler”

(U) (2d
'wk). Off to $11,000. Last week, big
$18,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
65-95) “Miracle of. Fatima”- (WB)

“Bad And Beautiful” at the Town
are holding nicely in Second weeks.
“Happy Time” looks nice at Play:

—

.

and “Blossoms In Dust” (M-G) (reissues). Only $3,000 in 3 days* Last
week, “Monsoon” (UA), fair $5,000.

-

1

85-$l) —

Stagedoor (A-R) (370;
“Promoter” (8th wk).„Big $2,500,
Last week, $2,800.
Clay (Rosener) (400;

65-85)—

“Cyrano” (UA) (reissue) (2d wk).
Off to $1,800. Last week, big $2,200.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
Fine
“Limelight” (UA)*(2d wk).
$2,900. Last week, $3,500.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85-

house while “Lawless Breed” is
rated okay at Mayfair. Hippodrome reopeh’s with “Hans Christian Andersen” Thursday (19).
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2070)—“Ivanhoe” (M-G). Opening tomorrow (Wed) at pop prices after
four days of “My Man And I”
(M-G) got mild $5,200.

i

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 25(Par) (2d wk). Holding nicely at $10,000 after rousing
$14,000 first week.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)
^“Strange Ones” (Indie) (5th ‘‘Face To Face” (RKO). Fine $4,(Continued on page 20)
wk). Fine $1,300. Last week, $1,900.

—

90)—“Stooge”

—

wk). The 20th. round ended yesterday. (Tues.) upped to terrific $41,000’.' The 19th week was $39,700.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)

“Importance of Being Earnest” (U)
(9th wk). Eighth stanza ended Sunday (15) was $5,500 after big $6,500
cpvpnfh
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820); 70-$2.20)
—“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (2d wk).
Initial
week ended last night
(Tues.) climbed to terrific $106,000
or close, best here since “Quo
Vadis” (M-G) for straight pix. Pic
was opened with gala benefit showing for Damon Runyon Fund Tuesday (10) night. In ahead, “Clown”
(M-G) (2d wk-6 days), $6,300.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 70r$2.20)
“Hans
Christian
Andersen”
(RKO) (13th wk). The 12th session
ended Monday (16) soared to great
$26,000 with big boost from juvenile trade on Lincoln’s Birthday
holiday. The 11th week was $15,000.

fftp

—

Tan’

Sizzling

$35,000,

Wash.; ‘Gambler’ Great

21G, ‘Sheba’ Sock 11G
Washington, Feb. 17.
Array of hefty newcomers is giving mainstem biz a shot in the arm
currently.
Staunchest of trio of
sock entries is “Peter Pan,” doing
near-record biz for scale at RKO
Keith’s and creating a traffic and
police problem with its steady twoblock lines.
“Come Back, Little
Sheba” at Lopert's Playhouse and
“Mississippi Gambler” at Loew’s
Palace are runner-ups in the b.o.
“Androcles and the
sweepstakes.

Lion” at Trans-Lux

is

fine.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
Me At Fair” (U) plus vaude.
“Meet
Fine Art* (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
“The Promoter” (U)- (17th wk). Sturdy $20,000, with Ralph Slater
Last week,
topping
stage lineup.
The 16th round ended Monday (16)
slipped to $4,300 after good $5,100 “Pal' Gus” (20th), plus Les Paul &
oiistage,
$25,000.
Mary
Ford
for 15th week.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
60Holiday (Per-Rose)
(950;
$1.20)
“Thunder in East” (Par# —“Cousin Rachel” (20th) (4th wk).
(Continued on page 20)
(3d wk). Initial holdover round,

—

*

—

-

!

*
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story that will hit

home with

every last spectator! Clift and Baxter
are seen in perhaps their best roles
to date.

Here

is

Hitchcock at his best

—

a new peak of accomplishment

!”

“Piles suspense

upon suspense
to the last foot!
,

—

Hitchcock emerges with

new

laurels. Thrilled audiences

will

undoubtedly boost this film

into a super boxoffice hit!”"
0

SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW
“Indications for excellent grosses are bright!”
dailV variety

“An

attraction solidly qualified for
a prosperous boxofiice!”
'

*

:•».>« '•ev-’or

M.

P.

DAILY

“A crescendo of breath-catching suspense!
The exhibitor may be assured
his audience will be

than

more

satisfied that this is

one of

the best from Hitchcock

Rating: Excellent!”
M.

P.

HERALD

WARNER BROS.
made

it in

colorful

Quebec

and made
>

Canada’s

a smash!

it

Wednesday, February 18, 1958

WBsmfr

“The picture

will

be one of the most

widely discussed of several seasons!

Excitement that

is

assurance of

m

capacity attendance

''
!

BOXOFFICE
%

“A

thrilling

motion picture that achieves

»

a peak of suspense from the very start

and maintains
throughout

its

it

consistently

95 minutes T Confess'
!

*

represents the famous

<
'
'

••v'?

‘Hitchcock touch' at

its

best!"
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O.E.HASSE

•

ROGER DANK

•

DOLLY

HUS

•

CHARLES ANDRE

SCREEN PLAY BY

GEORGE IA8ORL0 WILLIAM ARCHIBALD
MUSIC COMPOSE!) AND CONDdCTEO BY OlMlTRI TIQMK1N

JNRKCTED BY

|

londom officb

'vakiity'S'

INTERNATIONAL

12

British Exhibs

•

Not Optimistic

Plan 3-D of Coronation

On

A ^Coronation

London, Feb. 17.
film in 3-D is to be

Anglo-Scottish Pictures,
association with Stereo
Techniques. The film will be lensed
in Eastman color. Most of the footage will be preshot and the picture
will not include scenes inside Westminster Abbey because of inadefew
quate lighting facilities.
cameras will be placed on the route
procession.
Coronation
the
of

Trafalgar Squar*

tf.

U.S. Films Find

made by

Slash in Supporting Film Quota
London, Feb.

17.

4**

Council
failed to make a quota recommendation to the Board of Trade,
exhibitors are not sanguine on
their prospects of getting a cut in
the supporting quota for which
they have been campaigning. The
current figure of 25% almost certainly will continue, although for
the first time there may be reliefs
granted to theatre operators for

Although

the

Filins

Jap Pix Earnings Up

•

A

$17,000,000 Over 1951

+

Taxes

to

New High in

’52

1946-47.
All these countries
benefited from the boom in rubber
and tin, and though prices for both
commodities took a dive last year,
previous profits were still in circulation, and the cinemas continued
to enjoy the wave of prosperity
v.
that began in 1951.

;

In Singapore and Malaya, Hollywood product dominated the mar-

Mar del Plata’s

ket and extended runs on the big
Technicolor spectacles were quite
common. Out in front was par“Greatest
amount’s
Show on
Earth,” which ran five weeks, to
score a gross second only to the
all-time record-breaking “Samson
•

Mild Opener

coast,

the outskirts of Mar del Plata
Armonia, the land is. split
hew housing, development
and beach resort and the first
drive-in auditorium built in the
pine woods. It has a capacity for
1,000 people. This so-called drivein will put' on musical sessions.
There will also be small-scale opBallet will be
eratic productions.
represented by a company led by

On

at La
into a

was

.

s

A

color film of the. Coronation,
whiqh is to bq, produced by Associated British-Pathe under the title.
of “Elizabeth is Queen,” is to be
distributed in America and Canada
by Warner Bros. This was revealed
last week by Sir Philip Warter, AsCorp.
Picture
British
sociated
prexy, who. confirmed that the pic
will be lensed in Warnercolor.
British release is set for June 8,
less than a week after the crowning. The film should be available
for U. S. distribution a few days
later if current experiments are
successful. The producers are hoping that it will be possible to fly a
dupe negative to the U. S. from
which release prints can be made
in N. Y.
Processing of release prints
Britain is to be done by Denham
.

•

This resulted in Marais doing no
more directing and confining himself to acting for duration of the
contract. In November, 1952, heplayed Xiphares, secondary role in
Racine’s “Mithridate,” which went
into the Comedie’s rep. With final
performance of “Brlfannicus” (15),
Marais has no further commitment
with C-F.
Olivier hopes to work out a plan
for C-F to arrange a special contract with Marais to play both
Britannicus”
and “Mithridate”
during the troupe’s two-week stay for the Games’ coverage, with the
at St. James.
British and French newsreel associations splitting the remainder.
Competitions were also filmed by a
Russian pool and the Finns themFrench Cartoon Film
selves.

m

Suit

Paris, Feb. 17.
Trial over the Gallic animated pic,
‘The Shepherdess And The Chimneysweep,” has ended here with
the court proclaiming that the pic
can be distributed with one third
of receipts kept in escrow to prodirect from here.
tect the rights of the authors who
The film will run approximately brought complaint. Trial, which
5,000 feet, but a shorter version of
has been dragging for months,
about 3,000 feet is to be made for
started when authors Jacques PreContinental markets. Commentaries
vert and Paul Grimault brought
name
they
will
wiil be by
stars, but
charges against Andre Sarrut, the
Sir
Laurence
not get billing.
producer, claiming he finished the
Olivier has been inked as comfilm in an unsatisfactory manner
mentator for J. Arthur Rank’s
thus infringed on the moral
Technicolor film of the Coronation, and
author.
which also gets nationwide release of the
Prpvert,
the
author,
June 8.
Grimault, the director-animator,
had a falling out with Sarrut, and
stopped work with pic half fin
Cuba’s Sans Souci Terps
ished. It was completed by Sarrut,
and won a prize at the Venice Film

Legit

M

"Love of Colonels," Wyn. (5-23-51).
"Love from Judy," Saville (9-25).
"Man," St. Martin's.
"Meet Caltahap," Garrick (5-27).

coune

nitery.

No

:

and

restrictions

a

make Malaya

’

.

New Antonio & Mariemma
Team in Click Milan Bow
Milan, Feb. 10.

New

dance team of Antonio &
top honors at
Scala
opening of De Falla’s
the
ballet, “The Three-Cornered Hat,”
co-billed with'Ildebrando Pizzetti’s
new opera, “Cagliostro.” Spanish
team, dancing together for the
first time, was given a sock reception by both public and critics.
Antonio was previously partnered
with Rosario, with whom he last
danced Dec. 21 in Madrid, when

ema

receipts.

The

city

representatives
and
(and their families)

UNICEF,

ECA,

is-

full of

employees
of

ECAFE,

UNO,
World

Health and other organizations,
and there is a lot of money around.
Indonesian Censors
Despite adverse economic conditions
and political disturbances

now and

the team split,
personal differences.
Antonio’s new ..partner is considered one of Spain’s top dancers,
and has for several years appeared
successfully as a single around the
world.
•

Act on Quota Ticket
For ‘Monsoon’ This

Wk.

.

shown.
Censorship was, and

one

still is,

of the biggest headaches.. To date
more than 150 American films have
been banned outright, many of
these being potentially big- coingetters.
Included in the more recent bannings were “Ten Tall Men
(Col.), “Go for Broke” (M-G), “I
Was a Communist for the FBI”

London, Feb. *17.
(WB), “Only the Valiant” (WB),
Judgment will b$ given in the “Storm Warning” (WB), “Tripoli”
CLOSED LAST WEEK
High
Court
(Par),
tomorrow
(Par), “Peking Express”
(Wed.)
in
an
"The Gift," St. Martin's.
action against the Board of Trade “Diplomatic
"Porgy and Bess," Stoll.
(Fox),
Courier”SCHEDULED OPENINGS
to test the validity of its decision (.“Flame of Araby”
“Little
(UI),
(Figures denote premiere dates)
"As Like IV' King’s, Hammersmith (16). refusing a quota ticket to “Mon- Egypt” (UI), “New Mexico” (UA),
"Way of the World/' -Eyrie# Hammer- soon,” filmed in India by F. G. “Sound of Fury” (UA).
smith (19),
.

‘

have tripped Miss Hanson.
.

n

•

;c

h

)

m

"Glorious Days," Palace

1

)

i

;

London, Feb. 10.
Ava Gardner, back from Africa
where she had been lpcationing
of Trade refusal to register “Mon- with Clark Gable on “Mogamba,’
soon” was on the ground that it will start preparation' on her new
was not made by a British company. IVfetro picture, .“King Arthur and
The rights to the story had been Round Table,” which is to be
acquired by an American company, lensed in Britain, Robert Taylor
Film Group) Inc., which agreed to is co-star. It will bo directed and
the necessary financing and to pro- produced ,by Richard* Thorp's and
vide facilities as F. G. Films, Ltd., Pandro S. Berman, the team which
might require.
fclmed “Ivanhoe” at Elstree.

(28).

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending Feb.

14)

"White Horse Inn," Empire, Sydney,
"Larger Than Life," Tivoli, Sydney.
"Seagulls Over Sorrehto," Royal, Sydney.
"South Pacific" Majesty*, Mel.
"Cassino/' Comedy, Melbourne.

.

"Follies Berger*/' Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Aurora's Wedding," .Princess, Alcl.
"Harem Frolics," Royal, Brls.
"Kiss Me, Kate/' Majesty’s, Brls.
•;

"White Sheep," Royal. Adelaide,
c.

*.'/)•)»(«

C

£

Gardner Back for ‘Table’

pear because of illness.
Cyril' Salmon, who appeared for
the film company, said the Board

(25).

I
(

Films, Ltd, Sir Hartley Shawcross,
former BOT prexy in the Labor
government, had been briefed by
the plaintiff but was unable- to ap-

,

"King Lear," King's* Hammersmith ’(23).
"Julius Caesar," Qld Vic (24).
"The Father," Arts (25).
"Five Philadelphia Physicians," Embassy (25).
"Twelfth Night," King's, Hammersmith

the Victoria Palace in 1951. The
girl, Irma Cecily Hanson, sought
damages for personal injury, having suffered concussions.
Giving judgment, Mr. Justice
Pilcher said he found it impossible
to believe that Naughton could
l

*

eration.

in local political circles when he
declared at a preview of Associated
TV product that certain Aussie film
execs had created a pressure group
within the film industry tQ fight
against the early introduction of

of Moon," Haymarket (4-19-51).
''Wild Horses," Aldwycli (10-6).
"Young Eliz./' Criterion <4-2)

W

Leonor.

•

'

"Water

•

&

•
*

"Mousetrap," Ambas." (11-25).
"Murder Mistaken," Ambassadors (10-4)..
"Paint Wagon," Her Majesty's (2-11).
"Paris to Piccadilly," Pr. Wales (4-15).
"Quadrille," Phoenix (9-12).
"Reluctant Heroes," White. (9-12-50).
"Ring Out Bells," Vic. Pal. (11-12).
"River Line," Strand <10-28).
"Seagulls Sorrento," Apollo (6-14-50).
"South pacific/' Drury Lajio (11-1-51).

Festival.

All members of the Conjunto
cept Skippy, who is an American,
and Leonor (Argentine) are Cuban".
Show is set to open Feb. 20 at
the Rex In Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
doubling bights into Cabane Chou-

TV

again, cinema biz throughout Indonesia in 1952 was- better
than the previous year. Though
taking a beating- from local censors, sufficient American product
got by to pile up hefty grosses all
over the country. Biggest hit was
Samson and DeliUah”.„ which
reportedly out of
smashed records wherever it was

"Escapade," St. James (1-20).
"Happy Marriage," Duke York (8-7).
"Llltle Hut," Jbyric (8-23-50).
"London Laughs," Adolphi (4-12).

Havana, Feb. 10.
Formation of a new musical
Hylton ins Damage Suit
package show has been announced
by Skippy, hoofing s.tar of Sans
London, Feb.,. 17.
Souci’s “Sun Sun Dambae” producA chorus girl who alleged that
tion. In addition to Skippy, Con- she was tripped by Charles Naugh
junto Skippy show has two. drum- ton in the last Crazy Gang show,
mers, two Afro-Cuban vocalists, “Knights of Madness,” made an
Zimaya and Luisa Margarita; two unsuccessful claim for damages
femme and four male dancers and against Jack Hylton, Ltd., and
the Spanish hoofing team of Juan Naughton.
Incident occurred at
Luis

Shows Abroad
LONDON

(Week ending Feb. 14)
"Affairs of State/' Cambridge (8-21).
"Call Me Madalh," Coliseum (3-15).
"Dear Charles," New (12-18).
"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (3-6).
"Dial
Murder," West. (6-19).

and

Forms Own Show

Him

Mariemma copped

Won by Producers

It is estimated that more
Labs.
than 200 copies will be needed to
satisfy normal first-run customers.
In addition, further prints will be
required to meet demands in the
Dominions which are to be serviced

Star

Delilah.”

Censorship improved in Singapore, aiid several pix previously
banned were given, the nod by the
Appeal Board, Considering emerGovt. Bluntly Denies
gency conditions prevailing in this
country, censorship on the whole is
considered reasonable.
Group Tries
Any
Though Hollywood product stood
way out in popularity, success of
To Stall Aussie
vernacular
films arid some foreign
Sydney, Feb. 10.
pix, such as “Aan,” “La Ronde,"
C. G. Scrimgeour, chairman of
spell
increasing competition
etc.,
Associated TV, Ltd., currently in
London to close a deal with Ealing for the majors in a market badly
underseated.
The 109fc quota in
studio executives for Pagewood
favor of British pix iff still in opstudio here, dropped a bombshell

'

First
productions.
design
three-department venture
Racine’s “Britannicus,” outstanding
Associated Brit. Making
achievement of the theatre's last
two seasons. Row between Marais
Coronation Color Film; and directors arose over the projected second production, which
to Pistrib in U.S. was to have been “Romeo and
Juliet.”

&

on remittances
favorable exchange rate
a worthwhile marketfor the distribs, who are looking
forward to another good year in
1953.
But unless rubber prices
TV Down Under.
Political spokesman said that improve and are stabilized at a
Scrimgeour was “off the beam” reasonable level, a general business
Maria Ruanova and Hindu dancer with such talk of a pressure group. recession may come sooner than
The government of the day was expected.
Maya Devi.
Siamese Coin Upsurge
If this type of outdoor ..theatre keen to see TV introduced here
succeeds, there may be other au- with as little delay as possible, and
In
Bangkok, American films
repapproached
by
been
had
never
ditoriums of the type tried at the
gained plenty of new followers durnearby resorts of Miramar, Neco- resentatives of the pix industry ing the past year, and some fine
chea and Neuquen. The idea may witl^ any holdback request. Any grosses were returned. Added satsuch request would quickly be isfaction was the improvement in
lead to open-air film shows.
given the answer it deserved, the the Siamese tical, which is now
spokesman said.
around 17 to $1, compared with 22
It was pointed out in political
Newsreel Pool Settles
to $1 about a year ago.
Naturally,
circles in Canberra (the Aussie this
meant more dollars going back
’52 Olympic Finances capital city) that the reason the
hiome.
Settlement of* involved financial Robert Menzies Liberal Party govPix in the super-coin bracket
arrangements for coverage of the ernment had decided to hold a
mostly
spectacles.
color
1952 Olympic Games in Helsinki Royal Commission on TV here was were
Though
a few British and Contigive
of
the
to
sections
comby the western newsreel pool was
all
nental
productions did fair busireported last week in N. Y. by Wal- munity an opportunity for voicing
ton C. Ament, general manager of opinions on the type of programs ness, these were few and far beWarner Pathe News, following his best suited for Down Under con- tween, a..d it was Hollywood-made
article that attracted the Siamese.
return from Europe.
sumption.
Big increase in Bangkok’s forAment said the American reels
eign population help to boost cinwere footing about half the bill

BOT

10.

The

$300.

industry, view is thafc ductfons With pic-legit actor Jean
the 30% first-feature quota also* Marais, whose contract with C-F
after
Sunday’s matinee
will remain static. It is confidently expires
prexy will (15), in the repertory C-F will bring
expected that the
follow the line of the Films Coun- to London.
Marais joined C-F in January,
cil and also make no recommenda1952, with contract to act, direct
tion.

London, Feb*

April.*

-

The gen^al

WB

until

last

admission scale is fixed around $1
but the betting minimum has been
hiked, and4 there are now 38 roulette tables where the minimum is
50c and nine where the minimum
At 18 Baccarat and five
is 75c.
Trente-et-Quarante tables the minimum is $1 and the maximum

London

and

has been inaugurated and

due to

is

10.

London, Feb. 17.
Admission tax paid by picture of

theatres in Britain soared in 1952
t * a new high, with the total exceeding" $107,000,000. The result
showed an increase of approximately $1,500,000 over the previous year. The record was achieved
despite the fact that in the last
two months of the year admission
tax revenue took a sharp dive. The
December total was $1,400,000 below November while the November figure was $1,250,000 less than
in October.
All other forms of taxable entertainment netted the -Treasury
$20,000,000 last year. This
about
^Buenos Aires, Feb. 10. •
legit, vaudeville, sports,
After a brief shuttering for re- includes
all operating on a more favorfurbishing, the season at the monu- etc.,
than films.
scale
able
mental ana lush Casino at Mar del
Plata,
on Argentina’s Atlantic

the foreign biz, $13,172,100. Ameravailable product.
Because of the uncertainty about ican indies, grossed $1^777,800 durthe future of the Eady subsidy, ing the year. Japanese-made pix
earned $30,555,500 during the year.
British producers were unable to
give the BOT an estimate, of firstfeature production but gave an impressive record of second**feature Olivier Preps Comedie
film production. For the first time
in recent years there is a marked
Visit; Wants'
upsurge in this class of production.
For example, in the -first four
Marais Despite Tiff
months of the current quota year,
Paris, Feb. 10.
41 British second features have
Olivier is flying here
Laurence
been completed; six more are in
production, and 12 more Sre sched- from London next week end (14uled for release before the end of 16) to huddle with Comedie-FranSeptember. This total of 59 com- caise directors .on the French
pares with about 37 during the troupe’s visit to his St. James Theprevious quota year, or an increase atre in May.
Olivier wants to include two-proof nearly 60%.

Singapore, Feb.

Film biz in Southeast Asia last
year proved satisfying to American
distribs. In Malaya, Siam and Indonesia, earnings were ahead of 1951
and remittances in many cases
were comparable to the lush years

Brit Cinema Admission

Tokyo, Feb. 10.
However, only two ST cameras
Distribution receipts of domestic are available now
Japan
during
and foreign films in
Anglo-Scottish, which operates
1952 totalled $48,486,111, according
from Shepperton studios, specialto figures supplied by the Motion
izes in shorts and documentaries.
Picture Assn, of Japan. Thta is an
Leonard Reeve, member of the
over
of
almost
$17,000,000
increase
product.
this class of
board, will direct the film.
total. The 1952 proportion
Hitherto, exemption and relief the 195J.
domestic and foreign film earnhave been allowed only in the cast of
ings was 63 to 37, the same as in
Of the first feature quota. Irre1951
A total of 456 pix wei'e re
spective of booking position, all
leased, 261 being Japanese and 195
theatres have“be7n legally obiiged
foreign,
to fill the supporting quota. Since
Foreign film take was ahead- of
the 1948 Act, there have been widebeing $18,055,500 last year
spread defaults. Most theatres have 1951,
$11,666,600' in 1951.
U. S.
and
successfully pleaded that the failcaused by inadequacy of majors took the. heftiest share of

ure was

Booms Strong Aid

Asia; Rubber, Tin

in

Ltd.,

*52 B.O. in S.E.
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Pacts U.S. Baritone

Glowing Report mi 1952 Film Biz
Rome,

4-

Feb.- 10.

“Srt a* *“»* Allan Jones Inked For

further

with close to SO sub-

Pic studios,
set to roll.
iects already started or
Jrnbeat was helped along by fastatistics

vorable

for

1952;*

Black’s

-

Musical]

London, Feb. 10.
Allan Jones has been inked by
George and Alfred Black for their
upcoming summer production at
Blackpool, “Something to Sing
About.” The Hollywood warbler
will co-star with Ken. Platt, a local
north country comedian,
Production will open at the Win
^ er (j arden Theatre, early in the

offi-

production

announced by
cially
topper Eitel Monaco.

Summer

According

Monaco, the 132 feature pix, 330
documentaries and 380 newsreels
completed in Italy during 1952
topped the 1951 figures by 25%
and placed Italy lit the second slot,
producafter the U. S., in _ world
100^ leatidn. France^ completed
Germany and Great summer. Dances are .being arpix,
ture
Britain 60 each during the same ranged by Hazel Gee, and specialty
f

'

_

Furthermore*, the Italian acts already signed for the. show
market likewise continued on the are Bob Murray, the Three Cottas,
•6^%inatAnincrease^of
upbeat.
]y[ or ii dar
Trio and’ Harry
tendance brought Italian grosses wortn
previous
the
of
ahead
up 12%
year to a new high of approxiItalian, film
mately $120,000,000.
grosses in the. home market also
showed an increase of 25% oyer
1951. totals,, bringing the homeproduct slice of local trade up
24% to 30%. for the year.
In a. warning against any cut in
tax rebates or gpvfernment aid to
the industry, Monaco pointed out
Paris, Feb. 17.
that while
Film Aid tav/ which was to Set

period.

-

.

C st

r

1

e

f

TtSv^as
bmnp
home- an Assembly hearing Feb.

market

.^®

®

tu n
^ t

a

01

tbl<?
to this,
figure added tn
average film bailed to eaen

the

production costs, and had to.
on
count
Jind foreign

with Geor g® ganders and Ingrid
,

Trade

Verbal-Punches After
Panto .Show in Aussie
.

Melbourne, Feb.

10.

Final performance of the pantomime “Cinderella” at the Tivoli
here was marked by a heated ver*

bal .exchange backstage
British comedian
star of the show, and

between

Tommy

Trinder,

|

-

Admission price cuts of 20%
at top film house which the
city aTnuS ements supervision depar t men t recently ordered is admit£ed by the National Clnematograp hj c Industry Workers unioh
stic) as a real block to its move
for pay hike. It had asked boosts
fronf exhibitors and distributors
for thousands of employees,
However, STIC, admitting this is
‘OP argument. for nixing pay hikes
n
« nr
n
nrlrmsstnn
rrrices
have
prices
admission
(lower
-

35%

(

tion,

stS"

^ . sdlibbin^j 28 minu
past the deadline, Martin said

s

r

j

he

.

..

0 „i,ihci

?e

ordered the girls off-stage. After
the de^nd" S
STIC
a series of mutual recriminations,
rln^ma and dis
discinema
the comedian went before the audi- contends that its
pay
present
find
members
tributor
hoan
enoe tn toil
t U
*
"
“
“
woefully small because of steadily
backed He later declined to comment on increasing living costs here,
the incident and called it a* “closed
book.” Martin explained the situaTjocf 1ft
Porfc
AD Variety
V
raflS 1/081
tion away with the remark that
1

*

1

great artists have temperament.”
He also withdrew his charge that

Trinder was a “disgrace to show
business.”

Pickford Out of Hoyts
Sydney, Feb. 10.
...
^ Pickford, longtime execu..
ji\e attached to
the Hoyts circuit
nere, has bowed out
on a mutual
.

n eme
loop’* top^!? Ernest?t
Pei
Turttbtfll,^ith HA bfS

,

reason Sivsn for exit.
He
t0 a C0U1>tant work. Pickford T.
u 5
a
C a re
Was a public ac^untn n t m* N^w

^

Houses in Last 7 Years

Paris, Feb, 10.
the Gallic variety
houses, saw a decline from 23 in
1936 to seven to start off 1953.

Music

halls,

fe hltol^t^emi-major
New
covering

cities

Jn 1922, Pickford
jnd floated

*

ace

went

to tf. Y.
African Jungle' Films,
nc. He also
was in the amusement
biz in the U. S

BARNS MARK TIME TOO
Buenos Aires, Feb. 10.
The legit field currently finds
only ab<5ut 12 theatres operating
here, most shows having switched
to the Atlantic coast resort of Mar
del Plata, where several theatres
have been built in the last few
years. Currently, biz there also is
only fair, but may pick up as the
vacation season gets into stride this
month.
All Argentine strawhat spots are
expecting top business this year
because of the ban against travel to
Uruguayan beaches. This ban also
hits
Argentine entertainers and
bands, accustomed to working the
summer season at Uruguayan beach
resorts and earning high fees. Jobs
at Chilean resorts are limited and
do not pay the high salaries of
spots near Montevideo.
Legit producers are not concerned over the drop in business,
which they attribute tp a temporary

Vienna, Feb..

nitoief Eventh?

^aU

During the Vienna Festival

10.

May

n/mber. 31-June 21, the Fifth International
Music Festival, organized by the
Vienna Konierthaus Co., will be

of remaining houses doubled with
legit offerings or operetta when
the occ * sioA P rese te4 ltse

\

'

held Julie’

7-21.

?
It
Richard
will
open
with
The Olympia, pic house, has inaugurated a stageshow to bolster Strauss’ opera, “The Woman Without a Shadow.”
iits films.
,

3-D

in

ducers,

is

not

pictures

by

majon

much

17.

activity

British

pro’

circuits are launch-

third-dimensional product next
For Juve Delinquency ing
month on quite a large se&le. The

Glasgow, Feb. 10.
J. Arthur Rank Group has anA* Scot clergyman, Rev. John nounced that it is converting four
MacIntyre, believes that the cine- major theatres to Natural Vision
ma must not be made a scapegoat and will screen United Artists*
for juvenile : crime. It was easy, “Bwana Devil” ip March. Rank is
he added, to blame the screen’ or equipping the Odeon, Marble Arch
American qomics for a certain and the houses in Birmingham,
amount, .of juve deliquency, but it Leeds and Glasgow with Natural
was being proved that most offend- Vision to screen “Devil,” and other
houses are to follow as soon as
ers were backward* at school.
He. said the church should make equipment is available.
a greater effort to use medium of
Metro is also moving ahead with
the cinema screen for propaganda. 3-D plans and will show its Metroscopix at the. Empire, Leicester
Square, next month. Another major British circuit in recent months
has
been
experimenting
with
Stereo Techniques films which
were originally screened at the Festival of Britain.
This third-dimensional system is reported to have,
paid off, although it is regarded as
questionable whether the interest
London, Feb. 1*7.
The .British picture industry at would be sustained.
Where 3-D necessitates importaa meeting to be held tomorrow
(Wed.) will make a final decision tion of special equipment, there
on policy in regard to TV. Re- would most likely be intervention
ported that the Postmaster-Gen- on the part of the Treasury, which
eral will be urged to provide facil- put the bar -on Sir Alexander Korities for at least four transmitting da’s proposed participation in Cinstations
on closed' wavelengths. erama.
But it will make clear there can
The one British filmmaker who
be no quid pro quo along the is contemplating a 3-D production
lines suggested by the government is Korda, ^vho will use the Stereo
in last year’s White Paper au- Techniques system for a production
thorizing the introduction of spon- with a Far Eastern location. Stereo
sored television. The trade- is Techniques itself has two projects
united in its stand that films can- on tap and will know more when
not be made available to the Brit- Raymond Spottiswood returns from
ish Broadcasting Corp.
his. current visit to the U. S.
Exhibitors have consistently opThe view of the British producposed such S proposal, and after tion ihdustry generally seems to be
the recent meeting with BBC top- that it wants no part of the curpers, producers are of the same rent Hollywood rat race.
It is
frame of mind. The soft of money quite content to sit back and await
which TV is prepared to pay is developments, and then decide
hardly likely to appeal to any film which of the systems has best ecomaker. A ceiling below $3,000 had nomic and commercial value.
been suggested for topflight prod.

Brit Fixers Seek

•

%

Tele Outlets

.

;

•

v

*

uct.

After tomorrow’s meeting, it is
expected the four major trade associations will submit a detailed
memorandum to the government
dnd seek an early meeting with
the Postmaster-General. Meantime,
in anticipation of sponsorship, the

‘Wagon’ Wheels Gaily Into
London; ‘Shrike’ Stirs

‘Woman’

It;

Fairly Important

London, Feb. 17.
chiefs are mapping their
The first Broadway musical implans to prepare for the end of portation of the year made a suctheir monopoly and the advent of. cessful debut at Her Majesty’s Thecompetition.
atre last Wednesday (11).
“Paint

BBC-TV

Forst Wins Suit

From

Exhib Over 'Horse Inn’
Vienna, Feb. 10.
Legal battle between producer
Willi Forst and the Kiba Theatre
chain
Party)

ARC. LEGIT SAGGING;

closings were mostly caused
by the heavy taxation saddled on
Taxes and payments shortage .of coin. They are anticithe houses.
47% pating that next SeafSbn; starting
into n/w
dug miu
fights uu&
autuors jugiua
qjj
on author’s
In Mart;h and. April, things will
0 f the gross while the pop "appeal
v
look up as trade and industry get
admis*
raise
to
impossible'
it
made
new. Injections of^capital, once the
s ion .prices without losing the bulk
Wheat
and corn harvests have been
Reclientele.*
0 f the medium-paylrig
collected and sold.
sult was the shuttering or conversion to film- houses by most halls.
Int’! Vienna Music Fete
This also Was a toUgh bl° W to the

The

Zealand%reakCtatoshowbi 2 vk
circuit

Sees Screen Blameless

Serious subjects well handled paid

to open at the same
house, was ready .to move in and
the stage obviously had to be
cleared for the $100,000 produc-

Zealand

pulled over 160,000 pa-

IIU C ITninil Dpmanifc off, as did top-made comedies and
UDlOfl I/CUkUHK>
tUl IlllS
dramas.Mexico City, Feb.- 10.

scheduled

Pic

othei* pix

8,

„

charged the impresario
had branded him as “a disgrace to
show business” and ’“sacked” him.
Difficulty, according to Martin,
arose over Tender’s failure to follow instructions to wind up the performance promptly with the 11
p. m. curtain.
“Folies Bergere”

|

While there

.

David N.

Trinder

ges
Htd

small-sfeater on the Champs-Elysees
and set for a long run. Fifteen

'

^

Martin, head of the Tivoli circuit.

.

entries in its first six weeks and
grossed $468,000. It is now in a

.

sandro Blasetti.

.

Paris> Feb. 10.
Final pic gross tallies for 1952
that. late starter, “Limelight”
(XJA), was the top moneymaker
here.’
With the big fanfare of
Charles- Chaplin’s personal appearance, and running simultaneously
in four theatres in its original version, the film' racked up 477,794

show

^

™

•

Lags

London, Feb.

*

Give ‘Camillo’ Nod

.

from the pla y by Pjrad
tue,
color by Steno and
directed
starring Toto, Viviane Romance,
and Orson Welles; “Neapolitans
In Milan,” written and directed by
Eduardo DeFilippo, with Frank
Latimore, Annamaria Ferrero and
DeFilippo; and “Our Times,” sesuccessful “Olden
quel to the
Days,” also to be directed by Ales-

Trinder, .Martin

Paris B.O.; Stick

was trons and passed the $120,000
mark;
given only
brie f looking into,
Franco-Italo “Le Petit Monde
for
more
again
and
was put off
comprehensive
debate on Feb. 19 De Don Camillo” was next with a.
P
hefty
$454,000.
“Camillo”. has aland 20
The film indus try is
ready played the circuits, while
Tlie
watching this witK foterest.
“Limelight”
is now being dubbed
preliminary de bate had a lot of
into French to play the nabes,
t
seats in the Asg embly. Guy
which will hike up its take. Gallic
D
of the fflm conuntt“Fanfan La Tulipe” wds next with
the light-hearted swashbuckler takj ndus t r y
a nd governmental steps
*
ing
$375,000, and then the Jean
He
necessa
t0 snfooth them out
Delannoy study of a marriage on
felt that one of the grave problems
the
rocks,
“La Minute De Verite,”
excessive taxes and interest on
with Jean Gabin and Michele Mor,
f
loanpd tto
fu
° producers
s loaned
p cluc ? rs ,
gan, helping it to pull a fine $243,+
the French film 000. Following was the sex antic
Desson stated
biz was the fifth biggest industry study of a young playboy before
in France, was based on a $270,- his
marriage, “Adorables Crea000,000 structure and dealt in big tures,” which benefited from a
figures every year in production, high-power cast
and smooth direcHe tion by Christian-Jaque,
distribution and exhibition.
for a solid
stressed that the proposed Aid $240,000 ^take. Christian-Jaque also
Law should make quality an im- directed ‘“Fanfan.”
portant part of the loans. Previous
Provinces, by far, gave the b.o.
-law gave 35% of a producer’s nod to “Camillo,” which topped
grosses of his last pic towards his most key cities for a boff $327,000.
new. one without taking into ac- Runnersup were “Fanfan,” “Recount its cost and quality. These spectueuse,”
another
Fernandel
quickies made back their money in comedy, “Coiffeur Pour Dames,”
the provincial market, but did “Creatures,”
“Distant
Drums”.
prestige.
nothing for French film
(WB), “The Great Caruso” (M-G)
He also stressed the need for qual- and the Gallic musical, “Nous Irons
ity to help French films in foreign A Monte Carlo.”
Grosses showed
markets,
that story, stars and subject matter were the big things here in getting the practical French to put
l\
May
out their entertainment money.
DllCfll
vIllCUM UUUU
1UC1 rifu (11181113

—*

e
S
pr&fit Among upcomtag°local°pros^Huetto
Rossellini
ductions are

Interest

•

Leads

1

its

March But Prod.

.

‘Limelight’

'

back

In

and Hamburg Operas.

*

n:

aid

m

brates it's* 100th anniversary.
In addition to his regular Regensburg assignment, Rhodes also
tias been engaged for appearances
with’ the Vienna, Munich, Stuttgart

•

^ « 00 ^
S

Major Brit Circuits to launch 3-D

Michael Rhodes, young American baritone, has been sighed for
the 1953-54 season by the Regensburg State Opera Theatre, in Germany.
Company this year cele-

>

1

+° <t?o^ nnn
nvpra<ip
?
$135,000, +vS average
about

13

Yet German Opera House

Prod. Spurts on Heels Of

talian

I

'

(controlled

by

Socialist

over alleged unauthorized

alterations to Forst’s new film version of Charell’s “White Horse
Inn” has been decided in favor of
producer by the courts. The bench
ruled that an exhibitor has no right
to alter a production to suit his
own morals, .opinions or politics
without the film owners permission.
Case revolved around deletions
made from parts of “Inn” which
Kiba considered too monarchists

when audiences demonstrated

(fa-

Your Wagon,” presented by Jack
Hylton, and starring Bobby Howes
and his daughter, Sally Ann, received an ovation and started off to
favorable press reaction.
Highlight of the production is
the impressive staging of the dance
routines, which have a vitality
strong enough to lift the simple,
slender yarn out of the rut into
which is was drifting in early sequences.
Music and lyrics were
well received and the songs and
dances were handsomely staged
against a colorful background.
Tennent
Productions
revived
Oscar Wilde’s “A Woman of No
Importance” at the Savoy on
Thursday (12). with cast headed
by Clive Brook, Nora Swinburne,
Athene Seyler, Jean Cadell and Isabel Jeans; direction by Michael
Benthall, and settings and costumes
.

-

vorably) in their house, the Forum,
Glittering,
during the film’s preem. Sequence by Loudon Sainthill.
production
showed Kaiser Franz Josef, a peo- sumptuously-mounted
ple’s hero, but anathema to the was well received, with Miss Jeans*
government, and backgrounded by outstanding performance rousing
old monarchist national anthem. enthusiasm. Play will likely draw
When the audience cheered, Kiba more on the personalities involved,
slashed the scene’s length and sub- than on the outmoded, verbose
stituted republic’s patriotic song, story.
Hylton and Sam Wanamaker pre“Oh, My Austria,” which has no
standing as anthem* First - run sented “The Shrike” at the Princes
showings have been finished, but last Friday (13), after a shprt prothe pic will be restored to its origi- vincial tour. .Play was directednal condition for subsequent-runs, by its U. S, author, Joseph Kramm,
including Kiba’s many neighbor- with leading roles taken by Conhood houses.
stance Cummings, Wanamaker, Edric Connor, John Glen, Margaret
Diamond and Natalie Lynn. Though
British
Officially
of grim, forbidding subject, drama
Participate at Cannes was encouragingly received. But
it’s likely to prove too depressing
London, Feb. 10.
There is to be no official British for London audiences.

Won’t

.

participation in the Cannes Film
Festival this year. Decision is not
the’ result of a reluctance to cooperate, but supposedly because no
suitable product will be available
at the time.
Sir Henry L. French, director
general of the British Film Producers Assn, said the decision had
been taken with regret but the
timetable laid down by the Cannes
Festival Committee ruled out prospects of participation.

Feuillere for Scot Fete
Edwige

Edinburgh, Feb. 10.
French actress,

Feuillere,

pacted to appear for a week during this fail’s International FestiIs

Drama here.
She ’will bow at the Lyceum Theatre Sept. 7 with her own company
ini a French play, “La Dame aux

val of Music and

i

Camelias.” Eight performances are
skedded.

Wednesday, February 18 , 1953
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Sensational

Honors

NOMINATED FOR

ACADEMY AWARDS
Best Actress

Shirley Booth

Terry Moore

Best Supporting Actress
“Year’s Best Actress, Shirley Booth.’’.

—New York Film

“Choice of the Year.”

“Year’s Best

Time Magazine

“Picture of the Month.”

“Pictured the Month.”

—National Federation of Women’s Clubs

“Highest Rating.” —N. Y. Daily News

“Miss Booth should win an Academy
Award;”
Life

—

»

— Good Housekeeping

“The Month’s

Best.”

“Will probably bring Miss Booth an

—Coronet

Academy Award.”

Holiday

— Los Angeles Times

“Picture of the Month.” —Photoplay

Top Actress of Year, Shirley Booth.”

“Terry Moore’s sexy portrayal an

Wallis.”

i

—Associated Press Poll

K,. ...y.-

—

'

‘A sterling .achievement for Hal
-

—Newsweek

“Year’s Best Actress.”

—Redbook

.

Performance, Shirley

Booth.”

Critics

“Special Award.”. —Parents' Magazine

r
V

—Los Angeles Mirror

eye-opener.”

•;.

I.
.•

ssv.v.rv/.v.-,

.'ASV«*\>V.WA

Sensational Pre-selling
with ads in national magazines
and fan list ... to total circulation of
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Sensatio nal Business

SHIRLEY

New York

BOOTH
N

•^vNnV

City
9TH WEEK

Los Angeles

HAL WALLIS

9TH WEEK

pODoC'Cn

San Francisco
HELD OVER

Buffalo
GREAT!

Washington

Little

GREAT!

Houston
GREAT!

San Antonio
>1-'

Ri

l

.

;

Mass dating

r\ ;

a,

H

GREAT!

MOORE

TERRY
:

,

r

T

E

’

^

timed to

^R-NGS

r

:;•»

W

1

March 19th,
Academy Awards
starts
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Par Theatres Hikes
“*

Four companies which have five of their films nominated for the
N. Y. Paramount Theatre, this
“best picture” in the upcoming 25th animal Oscar awards have them
week was promoted to be execu- pion” and the more recent “High all in distribution save one. Latter is United Artists’ Stanley Kramer

Picketing ‘Corny’
Hollywood, Feb,

17.

.

way,' as it influences business men
to make or not make business decisions,” Lessing declared, adding
that picketing should, “with few
exceptions,” belofag to labor unions,

’

:

picketing is “corny” and resented
by the American public “because
of its misuse,” he added.

WB

court order permitting the Fabian
officials to take the posts in the
new theatre company, subject, of
course, to the consummation* of the
purchase of the stock by Fabian
Enterprises.
There were .no hitches in the
conclave, the entire proceedings
going. smoothly, with no dissident
stockholders present to challenge
any of the corporation's actions. As
provided under the plan of reorpresent Warner
ganization, the
Bros. Pictures, Inc., is to be disFeb. 28. In
after
solved shortly.,
March, 1953, the separate boards
of Warner Bros. Pictures and the
stanl ey Warner Corp. will meet, at
^vhich t [me> it' s indicated, considerati 0 n will be given as to future
dividends. The picture company has
announced its intention to declare
a dividend payable in May, 1953,
It was stated that it was impossible
at this time to indicate what recommeridation as to dividends will be
made by the management of the
Stanley Warner Corp. Management
’will not be named, it was pointed
out, until early in March gin£e the
officers and directors will be determined on the l^psis of whether or
not the safe of the stock holdings
Warners and members of
<£ .the.
their families to Fabian is com-

Newark, Feb., 17.
American Legion posts throughout New Jersey have been asked to
join in a boycott of United Artists’
starrer, “LimeWas disclosed, this week.
Request was made by State Legion
'Commander William C. Doyle in a

Chaplin

light,” it

statement distributed to all posts.
Number of posts have already
.compiled with the request.

Takes Sides
Unit of the American Veterans
Committee has entered the. row
over Charles Chaplin’s “Limetaking

Sides

against

the

on

recagainst exhibition of the film
is

ord
pending outcome of a Department
investigation

of. Justice

Chap-.

of

Bn.

Bernard S. Storper, chairman of
AVC’s motion picture, chapter, in a
letter to the New York Times
branded the Legion’s move to suppress the. pic as a “gross violation
of the basic democratic principle
of freedom of the arts from interference by pressure groups.”
Storper told Variety this week
that *th«! stand against the Region

“many
‘many
commendatory”
from persons within the film

brought
letters

—

pleted.

business.

It’s

•

expected that, upon comple-

tion of the stock purchase,, the fol-

—

—

‘

AVC

American Region, which

stockholders meeting at Col, with
a shareholder stating, “we’re interested i n dividends not awards,
Kramer’s original pact called for
30 pictures in five years. He’s alPact prorea dy delivered nine.
v ided that at the end of three
years March, 1954 either Col or
Kramer could reopen the agreement'for further discussions. Definite sign of a rift between Kramer
and Col’s top echelon was noticeable several months ago when the
company curtailed his production

Continued from page 4

Jersey Legion Boycott

light,”

3

manager, a post being vacated Noon.”
by Robert M. Weitman.- Move folAdding to the speculation that
lows the elevation of Weitman, Kramer will rejoin UA were his
also veepee of American Broad- recent talks on the Coast with UA
casting-Paramount Theatres, Inc., prexy Arthur*. B. Krim. Under his
to be in charge of TV program- deal with Col, Kramer was financed
ming of the AB-PT merger.
100% *by the company through an
At the time of elevating Shapiro, arrangement with the Bankers
Leonard H. Goldenson, head of Trust Co., N. Y. It’s figured that a
AB-PT, promoted Eugene Pleshette similar financing deal can be
to executive manager of the Brook- worked out with UA since the comlyn Paramount. He has been man- pany has become extremely active
ager of the house since 1945. Both in lining up coin for indie produchouses had been under Weitman’s ers,
supervision even after he became
been
It’s ntf secret that Col has
a Paramount Theatres veepee.'
unhappy about the Kramer output. Company’s complaint has beem
.that pix were “artistic” but not
Kramer came
financial successes.
Divorcement
up for criticism at last week’s

;

*

Continued from page

tive

Implied threat of picketing, in
an American Legion letter to 200
southland exhibs urging them not
to play “Limelight,” is. “dangerous
and highhanded,” according to
Gunther Lessing, board chairman
of tl^e Society of Independent Motion picture Producers and himself
a longtime Legionnaire.
“A threat is not the American

Charles

Inside Stuff—Pictures

Kramer

Shapiro, 'Pleshette

Robert Shapiro, manager of the

Wednesday, February 1 8, 1953

,

sked and asked for say-so on story
selection,

Originally released last July,

production of “High Noon.”

most

situations.

.....

’

it

has played

understood, will rush “Noon” out again in event the Gary
Cooper starrer cops the Oscar during the awards presentation in HolSame distrib has another contender in “Moulin
19.
March
lywood
Rouge.’' And with an enterprising approach, the company already is
advertising the Jqhn Huston-Jose Ferrer venture as “nominated for
”
the Academy Award.”
.
.
.
.
„
“Rouge’s” national release in March obviously is particularly well
”
hits
general
which
release Feb. 20.
“Ivanhoe
Metro’s
timed, as is
Metro, incidentally, is in a much better position this year than last,
when its “American in Paris” won the laurels, for that film was all
through with its run.
Likewise, the remaining nominees—Paramount's “The Greatest
Show- on Earth” and Republic’s “The Quiet Man” are very much
In fact, all four distribs are pleased that their
available for exhibs.
pix as nominees are in a spot where they can capitalize off columnist
and radio plugs as well as the general hoopla 'over next month’s Oscar
ceremonies.
.

UA,

it’s

'

.

—

Although tactically in a had position and pessimistic about its
chances for obtaining exclusive theatre TV channels, fhdustryites feel
that the recent brief hearing before the Federal Communications Commission accomplished an important result. For the first time, filmites
note, a statement was forthcoming from the American Tel & Tel Co.
detailing to some degree just what the communications outfit could
do in furnishing the industry with lines for theatre telecasts,
Despite the trade's downbeat attitude, a slight ray of hope still exThe FCC has three avenues open. It can decide not to open
ists.
the hearings; it can call for their resumption; or it can rule that there
is no necessity lor exclusive theatre channels and that present carriers, such as the AT&T, could provide the necessary facilities for
the*, industry. . An adverse ruling, it’s indicated, could kill the industry^ chances once and for all, since there is no govermffentrbody to
which ’an appeal can be made.
Filmites feel that they came before the FCC at an inopportune time,
since the Commission had an overloaded calendar filled with the many
The crowded * docket, it’s
applications for* TV channel allocations.
noted, did not give pixites adequate .time to present its. story.
’

Majors Divided

==

1

B1
,,1
Continued from page 4
,!==== continued
a country can’t get along without
He
fallacy.
new U. S. films is a
mentioned Spain as an example.
"where for years no new U. S. imports has played the theatres. Instead, the old prints kept making
the rounds and, incidentally, kept
raking in the coin,
There is the further argument
that the distribs have considerable
frozen funds accumulated in Argentina and that, as long as contact
exists, there is always the hope
0 f getting at least part of the coto
out in some form or another. With
quite a few American pix still playing in Argentina, at least they pay
for the upkeep of offices, facilities,
etc. It's thought that once the distribs give up their leases and other
contracts, they may find it extreme.

,

Despite the general use of acetate film, there's no prospect of the

,

immediate reduction Of insurance rates, according to Charlie 'Jones,
secretary of Allied of Iowa, Nebraska & Mid-Central. He advises members of his organization that lower premiums won’t be instituted “as
long as there is a reel of nitrate film being used or kept in exchange
vaults.”

“Some companies have assured the insurance firms,” Jones points
out, “that they are completely acetate now but the prpspect for all distributors’ assurance that their stores are completely on safety film
National Allied,
is still from one to three years away from reality.”
he ad ds, is. watching the situation.
•

fl

Current issue of Forbes mag, the business-financial publication, runs
Tagged .“Paramount’s
a seven-page feature on Paramount Pictures.
is a laudatory probe of the company's economic and
executive structure.
subhead best describes the lengthy text by
pointing out “In addition to Hope, Crosby and Lamour, it (Paramount’s
Road), involves a wide detour around ‘messages’ and ‘art,’ a judicious
blend of love and spectacle, and a shrewd insight into the exhibitor’s

Road,” the piece

.

A

mind.”
lowing will be named to the board
of the new theatre company: Fafor
Kalmine,
Harry
bian,
Rosen,
With the 3-D bandwagon utilizing millions of' polarized glasses to
Indies’ Nix
many years general manager of the ly difficult to get them back if and heighten the depth effect, it’s, only natural that production of the specto
redecide
should
Continued from page 7
they
when
Silver,
Maurice
A.
Warner circuit;.
tacles will be a lucrative field, too. Thus, Polacoat, Inc., of Cincinnati,
zone manager, enter the market.
manufacturer of polarizing material, has disclosed its association with
profits tax is lifted in June, as in- Pittsburgh-Cleveland
Baird, partner of
Magic Viewers, Inc., as exclusive distributors of Pola.coat glasses for
dicated, they’d prefer some kind and David G.
brokerage
N.
Y.
firm.
Baird
Co.,
&
3-D
use. Firm is now setting up Hollywood and New -York offices.
of subsidy to a tax. With the corporations’ levy on, however,, an
Italian tax would have been prefers
able to a subsidy since it’s deducti-

Picture

hie here

L.

company

.

hoard, will, in all
,

na e

,

p °*

TT

'ix?
ii
? Warner,
Jack
M. Warner. Albert

Warner, Waddill Catchings, Rob-

departure from company policy in
that in the past their services were
engaged over one-year periods,
Dcdl with Schimel states thdt he s
to be employed as vice president,
secretary and general counsel of U
He’ll headduction in the capital stock of the an d its subsidiaries.
corporation, authorizing the retire- quarter in N. Y., as will O’Connor
or cancellation of 669L185 who’s been hired as veepee and as
shares, representing a current mar- sistant to the president,
Both officers, under the agree
ket value Of $3,345,925. Method of
splitting shares was also rubtTer- ments, are to be paid “reasonable
stamped, with the holders of pres- traveling and . living expenses”
ent stock set to receive a half a when- absent from the homeoffice.
share in each of the new companies. In addition, it’s stipulated that

Johnston himself is known to stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles S.
be opposed to subsidies, per se, but Quggenheimer and Samuel Schneifew of the foreign niHnsgers bc* Her dll of whom h&ve been on the
lieve that he’ll be successful in Soard for nine years or morl.
talking the Italians out of the idea.
shareholders approved the re(

Continued from page 4

Understood Mae West is getting $60,000 for her forthcoming chore
in Columbia’s filmization of “Pal Joey,” doing the current Broadway
role created by Vivienne Segal. It’s Miss West’s first picture assign*
ment in six or seven years.

•

Danger Overseas

^

:

It s pointed out that Italy is a

very
important market which brings the
s -_ distnbS something like $10,000,000 annually. The Italian gov-

ernment

is'

aware of the vulnerabil-

the U. S. distribs should the
Italians decide to lower the boom
on imports or further restrict remittances.
Execs further believe that Italian negotiators, who’ve been none
too happy about the dollar-producing operations of IFE, will bring
pressure to bear on Johnston in an
effort to gain additional industry
aid in pushing Italo product in this
ity of

country..

Rap High Prieos
Continued from page

_

_

,

7

_

,

s not unusual for Europeans to
ask $30,000' and $50,000 advance
guarantees against a percentage,
In addition to this, the distributor
must shell out around $5,000 for

prints, advertising, etc. Its getting
to be very difficult to get pictures
on decent terms,’ one distrib com-

plained.
<

+1. *
that the
spoiled

among

st ron g

the indies

'

.

‘Demonstration
ion’
Continued from page
ige 3

-

with a 10-foot pole,” fearing they’ll
lose their steady customers when
they present perfected 3-D feature
pictures'. Critical reception as well
as word-of-mouth comments, industryites
note,
are
alienating
some segments of the public to
3-D.
Runs, in some cases, have
been shorter than anticipated,
Point socked across in top industry quarters is that the public
i s not hep to the various 3-D .trade
names and, that an unpleasant experience with one attraction will
have the patrons eyeing the others
suspiciously, despite their merits,
A distribution v.p. related that a
friend recently “saw Cinerama but
had trouble wearing the glasses.”
Since Cinerama doesn’t require
the use of specs, the friend obviously had seen a different process,

Europeans have been
by the willingness of
merican to P a y $50*000 and
!™?nftn
1
$7U,UUU guarantees.
It s claimed
tnat only an extraordinary hit
Although there have been some
stands a chance of showing a profit cdmpldints
that Cinerama has held
on such an outlay And that, in itself aloof from the industry
gen£® ne ra tendency of the erally, trade circles agreed that
n
\
foreign film biz
the U. S., there’s Cinerama was not one of the pro16
pe
v suc b a grosser, cesses
subject to criticism, the
.,
V
indies claim
that unless the Eu- concensus being that the outfit is
re vam P
eir
of offering the public a good show,
o
wnat the TIJ. S.
market can bring Cinerama is now in its 21st Week
them they 11 eventually kill off the at the Broadway, N. Y., with adxoreign film biz here.
vance tickets selling through May.

m
.

t

,

™

Continued from pace 3

edence

oyer

films,

feared.

it's

nies.

But Western Europe on the

There’s hound to be a greater hesi- whole represents
tancy about tapping the important gross revenue.
dollar reserves for any non-essenEngland
item.
Incidentally, there’s some minimizing of the danger within the
trade, based on the thought that
tial

$55,000,000

in

means about $45,000,000 to the Yanks. Half of this may
be converted freely and the balance may be earmarked for specified “other Uses” in the British
Isles a under a current films and
mone'tary agreement; Surprisingly,
Asia Is a. $25,000,000 gross money
market for the Hollywoodites,
Subh figures as these are being
underlined by top execs to dramatize the significance of that 42%
from beyond the home grounds. If
that percentage is lopped off to any

they’re entitled to reimbursement
for “all reasonable entertainment foreign countries simply must have
and other expenses” incurred in American pix as a fundamental
performance of duties. Each is ac- part of their entertainment and
corded 31 days’ vacation annually cultural way of life. But Johnston
with full pay. Clauses permit the and other toppers in the business
company to sue for injunctive
rehave pointed out the absence of
....
.
,
^
,
* n even ^ °* an y contract breach,
any part of Hollywood’s output during World War II in many -global
spots. The fact that peoples abroad
survived the loss of the American
the
Park’s
film capital’s outpouring in one pe- sizable extent, as is threatened,
of
riod shows that a repeat situation Yank filmeries, orjit ^east some
Continued from page 7
finanthem, likely will be In new
is a definite possibility.
topthe
cial
distress,
it’s
by
feared
were complaints about eye-strain
Facts and figures oh various segfrom some who had to wear the ments of the worldwide market level officials.
Johnston and George Weltner,
Polaroid glasses over their, own demonstrate the importance of that
specs.
money,abroad in the American film Paramount’* foreign department
chief, will trek to Europe this
Remarkable
effects
biz economy.
trade
achieved in bits where- the- backFirst, revenue from sources out- spring for work on new
ground was of importance. Latter side the U. S* represent 42% of agreements with Italy, Spain and
get
they
France*
Negotiations, as
came through in very sharp focus, all income for Yank producers.
as * n one sequence which had This amounted to over $130,000,000 underWay,,may bring out evidences
actors close to the camera Ott a in actual dollars last year. In Addi- of tougher policies overseas in
balcony overlooking a haRcdom tion; there were many millions trading with Hollywood.
h f
jVm
*
filled with dancing couples; Illu- which weren’t remittable but which
sion of depth was startling, Clb'se- Were put to use via investments bn
iDiimonc
ups also came through fine hut foreigfi soil. Metro, for example,
‘Hit
shot of crowd rushing tow’ards the used about $3,000,000 in Italian lire
Hollywood; Feb. 17.
camera was disappointing and in its production of “Quo Vadis.”
“Hit the Deck,” produced by Jo®
didn’t seem very different from Film outfits also'Wianage to convert Pasternak, will be Vic Damon.es
what the flat version would have blocked money in a wide assort- first picture upon his discharge
looked like.
ment of trading deals not imme- from the Army, in May. Singer is
Prior to the demonstration, Rus- diately related to pic-making.
under Metro contract.
>
, „
sell Holman, Par’s eastern producD* c k
Only one European country, GerStudio, which acquired
tion manager, noted the studio was many, was not. on the short end of from RKO, which produced it hj
working “day and night” on tech- trading with the U. S. last year. 1930, plans modernization book hut
nical problems, inventions and de- That nation yields about $7,000,000 using the original Vincent Youvelopments of three-dimension.
annually to American film compa- mans score.
.

,

3-D Rushes

i

were
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BETTE DAVIS
nominated

Academy Award
performance

in

u

STAR"

WHILE

READY

BREAK
RECORDS

BLAZING

4th SMASH WEEK, RIV0LI,N.Y.! 9th RECORD WEEK, 4-Star,
Bert E. Fried lob
Heisler

•

presents BETTE

DAVIS

in

"THE STAR"

co-starring Sterling

Original story and screen play by Katherine Albert

and Dale Eunson

*

Hayden

Produced by Bert

A Bert E; Friedlob Production

E. Friedtob
•

L.A.!

•Directed by Stuart

Released by 20th Century-Fox

"

«

tion from foreign critics. The
grosses here are high at the city s
largest theatre, the Gran Rex*;
Nut.

Film Reviews

La Fiammata

Continued from page C

Manon Hes
tinuity,

Charles Frank’s subadequate.
titles leave a lot to be understood.

Sources
jump

with resulting

cuts

(FRENCH)

wml;

*

.

—

ora good
Bourvil S gauche tactics are gooa
for some hilarity while the snuo
ofBriritteBardot
chassis
face and
"
Genoa, Feb. 2.
are fine for the role of ? l0 ? eiw
Minerva FUm relcasfe of a Cines-MUxerva
Mosk.
production. Stars „ Eleonora BP^i-Drafio, coquette.
u*nsa
Amedeo Nazzari, Roldano LupL

(The Flame)

(ITALIAN)

.

,

in
v(

.

1

Cepani, Rolf Tasna, Delta Scala. Directed
Blasetti. Sareenplay. Ch
Mercatnti,
Brancati,
Benvenuti.
nrinl
adapted from play by Henri
Plnelli;
Kistertnacher. At Orfeo, Genoa. Running
7
Eleonora Rdisl Drago
.
Monica
Amet^o Na^arl
Col. Felt

-

Artkino release of Film FoisW producStars Leopold Nowak. Directed by
Leonard Buczkowsw. Screenplay. Ludwxk
tion.

timff mo'wuns.
Leopold Nowak
E

n>

0

lp oWa

.

.V.V.V.'.'.'.V

'Adim Mi£Sw" wsM
Janus Jaron

studzinski

Geracz

Jerzy pietraszkiewicz

Hania

Anna
S

Kyszard

.*

!

!’.!!*.!’.',!!!

!

.

.

.

Bafea?]

jEtosiak

m
.

P

down

'

.fJwieSf'wuk

,

is
,

Delia scaia

of the 1870’s, the film develops theatrically, story 'being the
oldie involving the hidden heroism
of a colonel' whose wife doesn’t
cue finale.
know about it until the
When colonel kills a man whom
he not too secretly owed money,,
-**
things look bad. for him until it
develops the victim was also a
spy, and he was merely doing his
duty. Director Blasetti gets skilled
performances from most of his
actors despite his material. Amen-.

character who gets
b^gentle
^ an emotipnal eshapade.

tier

in-

this

Nazzari

and Eleonora
.

^

-

that it is a three-color separation
layer film. With much of the outdoor scenes shot in the northern
island of Hokkaido, film, is a travelog treat as weH as;an entertaining adventurer with deft comic
overtones.
.
down in a summer resort, surStory concerns a Tokyo girl, rounded by a competent secretary
bored with city life and lack of ex- and two girl friends, to cook up a
citing male friends, who decides to new script. This gives Duvivier a
spend the rest of her life in a chance to pull out aU stops and go
En- in
Out
for
slick visual, gags.
of the
in Hokkaido.
Traopist retreat
.
.
..
,
,
,
,
haggling, of the two hacks grows
meets
a man, drops 1Jber
she
Rossi« route,
»
T
_ — — -- — - •• a# niMA
A’R 4>n A nrAHIT ^4- A llffl A UAHl A M
m!

—

I

film’s
,

pacing and emphasis do not

fX

L’Edcra
(Devotion)

(ITALIAN)

^

*

0 ?
Alvarez. ^lerminia Franco , Joaquin pftro^
slno. Screenplay, Eduardo Borras; camera, Jose Maria Beltran; music* Tito
Ribero; editor, Gerardo Rinaldi. At Gran
Rex, Buenos Aires. Running time, 85
i'

MINS.

Italian Films Export release of Carlo
Clvallero production. Directed by Augusto"
Genina. Screenplay, Vitaliano Brancati
This one should be a milestone
and Augusto Genina; camera, Marco Scar- pointing
out for local producers a
pelli;
music, Antonio Verettl, English
titles, Charles Frank. At Cinema Verdi, right path for future pix. The picN. Y. Running time, 81 MINS.
ture’s values, bothcriticaland

box-

Columbo Dominguez, Roldano
Lupi. Juan De Landa, Franca Marzi, Gualtiero Tumlati, Nino Pavese,
Cast:

haVe
uct.

Based on Grazia Deledda’s novel,
“L’Edera,” this is one of those
slight productions ihat should find
a ready market among Italo-lan
guage audiences in the U. S. By
the very nature of its story and
treatment it doesn’t stand much of
a chance in the arties.
In low key most of the time, and

There

is

s

n llated an
P 0d-

5 S

•

a feeling that, f,
if a

mere warbler-director can produce
on so high a

.

sum

mers before.

When

hero

the

successfully

brings down the bear, he suddenly
loses his masculine charm for the
girl, who realizes that it was only
grim determination which
his
made him attractive.

her boy friend will propose. The
writers kick this around and get
a chance to show the same situation in different ways.
Duvivier has given this fast pacing, Paris showing Up well in this
festive cloaking. Lensihg is tops
and editing excellent. There is a
tendency to take advantage of, the
framework
to ^bring in many
* _
_
.
salacious bits which are on the

m
^
TvT~
to director NoT°P credit goes
•m. ATm1»avm«4««a «<im a wv« n m n in n a
Nakamura, who maintains «
buro
rapid pace throughout, with none tasteless side in many instances.
of the drawn-out sequences for They can easUv be sheared. Tnere
which most Japanese films are is also the weakness of showing
noted. Cameraman Toshio XJkukata the same thine too many times
makes full “use of the natural
Mosk.
splendor of the Hokkaido v mountains and does okay on interiors.
Yellow Balloon
This smart comedy was made Reiko Sumi, as the girl in pursuit
(BRITISH)
strictly for laughs and it overflows of the man, and Masao Wakahara,
are
the
the
behr,
man
as
man
after
Produced by a
with them.
British
version
of a modern
who knows pic production, Michael adult and poised, while seemingly
Fagin; no names, depressing
Sokol, ex-WB manager here, “Over- having a lot of fun with their roles.
Till
1
S— '*»A r
A1J
PL
- *L,'l
J m^l.A.UX n^l.A
story
spell
modest
U. S.
doing It” is a real comedy hit for Old Shochiku hand, Takeshi Sakagrosses.
Pic is Sokols how moto, is convincing as the father
thls country.
Mexico, and it is of the girl who was killed by the
as a producer
London, Feb. 10.
Another- rating kudos is
easily the best Mexican comedy to bear.
AB-Pathe release of Associated Britishb.e produced in 1952. There- is no Toshiro Mayuzumi, who wrote the Marble Arch production. Stars Andrew
r
-"«physiRay,
leaning
physimusical
Kathleen
no
on
lyrical
score.
Ryan,
Kenneth More and
slapstick and
William Sylvester. Directed by J. Leecal collisions for fun effects with
Thompson. Screenplay, Anne Burnaby
and
one

Las Aguas Bajan

?,

I
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i

t

4-

.

.

.

.

.

_
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The

it off. Palaver takes, the place
0 f the needed visual gags for an
eventual loss of interest. Lensing
is lush and editing is tops.

p™*«J?

,

^

sweetheart to ribbons a few

Mano

Se

-

.•

T.

.

as Boncourt. Film is expertly phoGravey walks into a book shop tographed by Carlo Montuori.
-and witnesses a gal* shooting her
Hawk.
lover. She rushes out, to give herself up. The corpse awakens, for
le Fite la
he Had put blanks in the gun.
After putting back real bullets in
(‘Overdoing It’)
(MEXICAN)
the gun, he telephones his new
mistress who turns out to be
Mexico City, Feb. 10.
Columbia Pictures release of a Michael
Gravey’s wife. The cukold husband
production. Stars Abel Salazar and
now does the shooting, and when .Sokol
Martha Roth; features Andres Soler,
the police come in, complications Charles Rooner, Queta Lavat, Delia MaCarriere, Luis Lopez Somaza.
gana,
Albert
pile up as Gravey also decides to
Directed by Julian Soler. Screenplay,
give himself up.
Radiuel and Luis Alderza; Jose Ortiz
Jose.de la Vega. At Cine
music,
Ramos;
Although
all the ingredients 0
Metropolitan; Mexico City. Running time,
a first-rate comedy are here, the 91 MINS.

unable bring

to classroom

deo

*

the “intellecshould
change

level,

tual”
directors
places and become singers. The
secret of this film’s strength perhaps lies in a story indigenous to
the country; a plot that treats it
with stark realism, and plenty of
suspense and minimum of dialogue,
helped ailong by some effective It may do for U.S. arty spots if not
photography picturing the Sar- hurt by censors.
-dinia country side, “Devotion” has
j 0S e Maria Beitram, top camera
its dramatic moments but never
man, has done well with the naS
e ^
tural settings, composer Tito Riiaff annpai
bero’s has contributed fitting inciffiViif^SSf^Vin^^niSfiSs
fully
slid aoesn t Always h8ng to- dontal
music And a wtdl mVlrpH
gether or mak.e sense.
Augusto cas t headed by Hugo del Carril and
Genina’s direction makes sure that Italian
Adriiana Bennetti, all conthere is enough local color but he tribute
to the satisfactory results.
can’t overcome the rigid, old-fashStory
is
that of two brothers, (Del
ioned story pattern.
Pic tells all about an old noble Carril and Pedro Laxalt), who sign
family on the financial rocks. If up for the Yerba plantations where
they can’t get money, they have to they get worse treatment than
reranEscapees are alwavs
always recap
give up their house. Roldano Lupi, slaves. Eseanees
who is having a love affair with tured and tortured or killed. Del
the beautiful Columba Domin- Carril falls in love with .Adriana
guez, who lives with the family, Bennetti, daughter Of an older
hopes to obtain help from Juan De worker. She is attacked by a fore
Landa, a cantankerous miser. Lat- man but on her father’s death is
ter refuses to play along.
While united to Del Carril. Fired by
Lupi is out with another woman stories of what “syndicates” mean
Miss Dominguez kills the old to workers who have the strength
man. Windup has the girl plagued to unite, a revolt breaks out in
by her conscience. Autopsy shows which the elder brother is killed,
he died of a heart attack. The gal, Del Carril and his wife win their
now. technically free to marry liberation while the fever of freeLupi, decides to go to a convent dom spreads over the plantation.
instead.
Exhibited at the last Venice Film
Performances are no more than Festival, this won favorable men-

—

Julien Duvivier’s "picture knowhas enabled him to bring off
semi-spoof of -all the Gallic
pix devoted to thq wistful and
romantic aspects ojf a day in the
life of the little people in this city.
As he did in his recent “.Under The
Paris Sky.” Divivier lets Baris act
a colorful background. ta’a series
of life sketches.' Thfe pic. develops
the writing of a screenplay to serve
as a- springboard for pic license to
use all facets of trick ’editing to
^eep this interesting, It is a possibmty fot U/S. arty houses if prop e riy hypoed. There is name value
in Hiidegarde Neff and wqrd-ofm0 uth should help,
story has' two highppressure
writers having their reqent scenario
refused by the censors, and settling

how

- •

•

—

5.

^o°mihs.
Fernand GraVey

Wf

*

Roldano Lun

...

Glogau

teSa

as a glider pilot, he is summarily
dismissed. The lad’s skill in bringGravey is sympathetic as the
ing home a lost glider when the
painter
while
Jeanstudent mTot is taken ill wins him, would-be
stiff as his
readmissmn From then on he bS claude Pascal is a
victim
Maria
Mauban
and
Chriscomes a student
a^a oracas we11
well as
UQ
tian Barrv outline silhnnefte e
j
th
ures ® f a^uper romantic type ilid
fcSSifir Iovtet
fMsh
rather7routto” screenplay by a P^ening two-timer in their
Ludwik Starski has been intel- fc mme roles. Jean Paredes and
ligently directed by Leonard Bucz- Pierre Mondy give good support,
Mosk.
kowski. Latter has kept the nationalistic plugs down to a minimum in maintaining an unusually
Turbias
swift pace for this type of foreign(Muddy Waters)
made film. The director has ob(ARGENTINE)
tained some, unusually fine OharacBuenos Aires, Feb. 1.
terizations "from a cast of standard
del CarrU Corp. release of Lina
Polish actors. Nowak, a youngster C. Hugo
de Machinandiarena7s production. The
of about 14, provides a vivid char- screen story by Eduardo J
Be a
C
acter as Tomek, the self-centered by Hugo" del catTiir' stars Dei carriif fea^
A r
enn tt Ra 1
v le
orphan.
Wear.

A

f*V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.V Blta

in lesfcer situations. Story might be
of interest for a Hollywood rewrite.

,

.

Tokyo, Feb.

proShochiku release of Takashi Koide
Features Rciko Snml, Mas&o
Wakaliara. Directed by Noburo Nalca
screenMlshima;
Yukio
mura. Story by
camera
by Hisashi Yamauchi;
play
music, To(Fujicolor), Toshio Dbukata;
lyuns.
shiro Mayuzumi.^ Running time, Vi
duction.

•

a big industrialist, who
Here he
wants to paint, and gets his chance
after being mixed up in a murder
attempt and swapping places With
a youn g painter. In typical: Gallic
fashion, theiwo men also exchange
wife and mistress respectively.
Picture ' emerges as a hybrid of
farce, satire and plain drama. There
an overdose of talk which makes
this palatable here.on the Gravey
name but of dubious quality for
U. S. arty houses. It may get by

(In Polish ; English Titles)
‘iFirst Start” is intended as a,
plug for the air-mindedness of the
youth of Poland. Instead, it turns
out to be a fairly interesting-meller
about a maladjusted Polish lad who
is changed from an arrogant, quarrelsome youngster into a skilled
glider pilot. Lacking any names
for the American public (the star
Is Leopold Nowak), this pic looks
only suited for certain foreignlanguage houses.
Story traces Nowak’s arrival at
the government (Polish) airplane
glider school and his subsequent

flunking
because he
,. out ...

of Natsuko
(JAPANESE-COLOR)

Adventure

r

Yvonn^

is,

f£S£y,
Tomek sp3jda-

;

•

A-

mjns
.

‘

1

.
.n„
workmanlike.

First Start

.«s

Rita
Hiidegarde
_
Naff
Michel
Michel Auclaix'
Robert
Michel Roux
Flcard
Carette
Adrien
Daniel Ivernel
Henri Grenleux
1st Writer
2nd Writer a,,.........'... Louis Seignler
Mlcheline Francey
Nicole

Japan’s second full-length color
Competently produced, directed
01 feat
’adaptation
pic
this
acted,
and
ROB*"nnnlSSllvfast-Saced
E!5
P
neverthe- marked by an unusually f
Christian Barry the KIstermaekers play
>
piorence
Joan Paredes less is empty arid- dull entertainFrancois
Yi
^hovl-IvcraM
ge suc^
above ay
an
have
should
Mondy
Pierre
^
through
Gaston
ment. Names will see it
cess in the u.b.
.
it is a weak item
Fernand Gravey. helped, write and Italian runs, but
Fujicolor, while differing from
for export.-him
give
to'
film
this
in
starred
fron- Technicolor, Kodachrome or AgtaFranco-Belgian
the
on
Set
one of his typical roles' as a charmcolor, resembles Kodachrome In.

Armand

.

-

£

Jy

1

hoydenish, .cunning, and Simply
human thesptag It needs. She frfls
down in her big scenes. Raymond
Pellegrin is sympathetic as the
easygoing schoolteacher who loves
her, and Rellys is fine as the
guiltridden peasant; Lensing is
to
is hard put
editing
good and
«--,
.
,
*
•
V
11,.
keep the erratically-matched shots

Pathe Consortium release

I

lipsticked to give credence to the
forest girl, and doesn’t give Her the

er and
himself.

^

1.

Cjidope

,

***
is"
*f .too
t

Feb.

’of Films Dul
production. Stars Fernand GraScreenr
Clampl.
* V
vey*. DlrCctcd
A/U tyvvy by Yves
4
from play
Grattey
play, Jean Htalaln and
'

’

*
Jacqueline Pagnol
VnVMUVUUV

*

Paris

(FRENCH)
Paris, Feb. 10.
,
of Regina-Filmsonor
Cinedis release
production. Stars Dany Robin, Hildegardo
Neff, Michel Auclair. Directed by Julicn
Screenplay, Henri
Duvivien.
Jcanson,
D UViVier; camera, Roger Hubert: editor,
Martha Poncin; music, Georges Auric. At

1

by Alessandro

(The Happiest Of Men),

1

(Henriette’s Holiday)

fections to the village school teachpasses* the exam in spite of

.

Le Plus Hcureux Bcs
Homines

,

La Fete a Henriette

love for the ambitious
daughter of his aunt. AH comes
out well when he transfers his af-

Bourvil’s

.

Hift.

and jarring ellipses. Sortie moments
come to life, when oldtimer Henri
Poupon speaks to nis dead nephew
and gently berates him for not
leaving him the farm ^before lighting his pipe with one of the sacred
candles, and the mingled* suspicious
and self consciousness of the
townspeople under the scorching
tirade of the piiest

'
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exception.

their costuming or lack of it, deserve mention.
Streamlined story is about Abel
Salazar, a' rich ..wit, and Martha
Roth, a fading comedienne who sufThey
fers a matrimony split.
yearn for their youth but never

achieve

it.

Ber Onkel Aus Amerika

The femmes

—

1

'

X

(TRENCH)

Mayor

3.

MINS.
Boufvil

“Le Trou Normand” is a hotel
that acts as an excuse for another
bucolic opus to showcase the bumbling comedy routines of Bourvil.
Here he plays his usual half-witted
but likable village clown who
to inherit the "hot el against a

m

]

Douq.

Jane Marken
Jeanne Fu6ier Gir
Noel Roqu^vert

William Sylvester
Marjorie .Rhodes
Peter Jones

Pawnbroker
Elliott Makeham
Barrow Boy
Sydney James
As usual with a Hans Moser fea- Sunday School Teacher... Veronica Hurst
Iris
Sandra Dome
ture, this CCC production has quite
Potter
Campbell Singer
a bit of humor to offer, and may be Bibulous Customer
Laudie Main
considered as one of the betterbalanced German postwar comeThis new British pic is a depressdies. Low-budget pic has a basical
ing study of an innocent child who
.
ly good
story
and local marquee falls into the clutches w*
_
_
modern
a ...
of names will be* a selling aid at home. Fagin" and*" h? fnrpwT'to
U. S. market chances, however, his own parents before being used
ap ar sll
*
- i
m a s as a decoy in an holdup which
Vu
l?
from^ Tex
leads to murder.
Its main draw
who"visitrhis GeTman Vmall-town: will be concentrated around the
to ^ nd hls relatives in financially
performance of Andrew Ray which
bad shape. His reputation (Ameri- dominates the entire story.
Imcan uncles just have to be rich) is
position of an
censorship certifia big help in straightening out
cate, which precludes, attendance
financial snarls. Trouble,/however,
of youngsters under, iff, will rob
is that he is as poor as/a churchbut
mouse, and this angle provides a the film of some quota value
number of funny situations. Before it should chalk up modest' grosses
both
at home and in the U. S.
his real status is discovered, all
J, Lee-Thompson has directed
concerned find themselves back on
the road to financial recovery. from his own joint Script with
There is much slapstick along the Anne Burnaby, with entire dramatic content focussed on the
way, plus the usual romance.
Georg Thomalla, one of Ger- youngster. The boy plays the part
but his
mnnv’c
11
^ b most popular comedians almost on a single key
I j
today, has the best role, as a bank almost static expression captures
clerk smart in capitalizing on the the story’s spirit.
With most of the screen time aluncle’s reputation. A battery .of
other
German stars, including lotted to the youngster, the adult
*

Victory Films release of Cite Films
Fldes production. Stars Bourvil. Directed
by Jean Boyer. Sci*eenplay, Arlette De
Pitray; camera, Charles Suin; editor. Fanchette Mazin. At Caxxieo, Paris. Running

Marie

Kenneth More
Bernard Lee
Stephen Fenemore

.

Lc Trou Normand

Brigitte Bardot
Nadine Basile

Andrew Ray
Ryan
Kathleen
__
,,
,r

,

,

time, 100

—

*

well with her all the way. They
have
suDDOrt iroiu
from ar
Anave tailor-made
- dres Soler, Charles Rooner, Queta
Lavat, Delia Magana, Alberto Carriere and Luis Lopez Somaza, with
some doubling by director Julian
Soler*
The pic has the novelty of two
endiigsr^each to" pfea^e^one big
sector of the audience, the lovers
of romance and those who loye

Hlppolytc
Gavotte
Madeleine
Augustine

Lee-Thompson; camera, Gilbert
editor,
Richard Rest; music,
At Studio One, London.

Green.

Running time, 80 MINS.

Frankie
Berlin, Feb. 1.
Em
/
Prisma release of CGC production..Stars Hans Moser. Georg Thomalla, Joe A ed ; V,'
Stockel. Directed by Carl Boese. Screen- Constable Chapman
play,
Curth Flatow,
Peter
Paulsen; Ron
camera, Albert Benltz; music, Lotar Ollas; Len
settings, Erich Grave, Walter Kutz,
At Mrs. Stokes
Spiv
Astor, Berlin. Running time, 101 MINS.

|

MiSs Roth, a looker, is exceUent
in portraying the embittered mid
dle-aged trouper who fails to reSalazar teams
6 ain to P billin ^*

Paris, Feb.

J.

Philip

.

s

sa tire.

and

Taylor;

From America)
(GERMAN)

(Uncle

I

.

Grete Melser and Joe Stockel, help cast members have comparatively
to make the whole thing easy- minor roles. The roles of the kid s
going. Romantic interest is prov- parents are effectively sustained
ided by attractive Waltraud Haas by Kathleen Ryan and Kenneth
who,
wl «''“«
however,
wc,vci? «««“
doesn’t come ui*
wu More,, while William Sylvester does
off too
well. Carl Boese’s direction—it’s a smooth job As the crook. Lesser
plnnlving^^unt
JlfVnH Ws
200th pic—is somewhat on the roles are distinctively filled, with
pvt^rinr shonHng^ith
PUEfaQe, -but -he wisely avoided Sydney- James giving a rich perand-b.utter direction of Je^n Boyer reiterating- cornv
gags German formance a? a cockney trader.
1,1
will make this 4 'good l)fet helfe ill
Myro .
to.
lesser spots, but for the U.S, the tally, he directed the same
yarn 22
Simple Simon story telling and years ago. Scripting is okay, but
Head
Bank
Pic
New
Mex
dearth of yocks make this, at best, could stand sophisticated touches.
Mexico City, Feb. 10.
only dualer fodder.
Lensing is below average and musiFilm trade’s own bank, the semiBourvil has a chance to try out cal score could be more original.
official Banco Nacional Cinemato*
all his antics as a man who has to
Hans.
grafico, is now headed by Eduardo
go back to grade school to inherit
experi“King Kong” (RKO), brought Garduno. This is hi$ first
his uncle’s hotel. He gets in a song
in his cracked, offbeat voice ac- out of cold storage again, is break- ence in the pic biz.
financier
He’s an economist and
companied by inane gigglings Aud ing records at Palace, Sydney. Joe
cavorts among the kids for the few Joel, RKO publicity chief, put and succeeds Eduardo Vidal Uruz,
laughs of this otherwise languish- over big bally in association with who resigned to resume civil ening comedy. Complications are Hoyts’ circuit.
gineering practice.

SSSSSfenS^JT
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be d festive Easter with
M-G-M’s Technicolor Musical!

It

will

Be prepared with the Biggest

Easter Attraction.

It's

got

everything an audience wants in a gala holiday show!
*

M-G-M

presents' Color

VITTORIO GASSMAN

Kasznar
Based On

•

”
by Technicolor “ SOMBRERO
•

CYD CHARISSE

•

RICARDO MONTALBAN • PIER ANGELI
CARLO with Rick Jason • Nina Foch • Kurt

starring

YVONNE

dc

Hampden * Thomas Gomez jy Jose Greco • Screen P/ay by Josefina Niggli and Norman Foster
"A Mexican Village" by Josefina Niggli * Directed by Norman Foster . Produced by Jack Cummings

Walter

the novel

(

This

is

Brotherhood Week. Observe the Silver Anniversary !)

Wednesday, February 18, 1953
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From Horsehide

PORTLAND, ORE.

Wow $20,500 Ift

‘Bad’

Ham

to

Amusement Stock Quotations

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Chuck Connors is hanging up his
baseball uniform to become a fulltime screen actor, L. A. Angels*
first baseman, now making his fifth
film, applied for voluntary retire-

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For the Week Ending Tuesday (17)
1952-’53

High Low

15% 13% Am Br-Par Th
CBS, “A”
42% 33
32% CBS, “B” ...
13% 10% Col. Pie

95
73
Decca
9% 8
48
41% Eastman Kdk 167
681
18% 11% Loew’s
445
6% 3% Nat’l Thea.
30% 21% Paramount. . 183*
75
36%r 26% Phljco
25$
29% 23%“ RCA
148
4% 3% -RKO Piets.
4% 3% RKO Theats.. 163
5% 3% Republic . ... 79
11
11% 9*A Rep., pfd. ;
'477
10% 20th-Fox
17
60
Univ. Pic.
15% 11
9
Univ., pfd.
57
65
15% 11% Warner Bros. 222
20
Zenith v
88% 68
American Stock Exchange
Du Mont .... 41
19% 15
47
3% 23% Monogram
60
Technicolor ;
20%
28%

a

*
( Everereen)
(1 750-' 65oni' ^T
4 rnmanche?’ (Col) and
“Ftehtinl Rate Tobruk’' (lndte)l
Good $7,000. Last week, “Treasure
Golden Condor” (20th) and “Gam""
bier and Lady” (Indie.), $8,600.

OrnLnm

Manhunt”

$4,200.

*

.

(1,125; 65-90)

Roxy (Hamrick)

“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and

and Guitars” (Rep)

(reissue).

T

(fy

.

y° nd

(Indie): $3,300.

3%

4n

nQft .

tions boycotting the fete.

Smash
Pitch f6r MPAA blessing was
d Be " made to Eric Johnston, MPAA
n b2nn(f
wk),
$8,000.
prexy, by Dr. Renato Gualino in his

—

—

hne

What

sm
r

in boff turnstile greasing, “Bwana
Devil” is ‘accomplishing in current
session. As elsewhere, the 3-D film
has patrons coming in droves and
the local Loop again teems .with
activity. Such other entries as “The
Naked Spur” and “Girls in the
Night” also are stirring up real in

WASHINGTON

(Continued from pagQ 9)
Very steady $6,000 after $7,000 last
week. Stays another round.

Dupont (Lopert)
“High Noon” (UA)

(372; '55-$l) <—
(7th wk). First

week after day-dating with PlayCousin house. Fine $4,000 after last week s
Holdovers are
Rachel” and “The Stooge,” in their ^00. Stgs.
. 25 )—
90-$1.25)
Keitbs
third and second weeks, respec“Peter Pan” (RKO). Sizzling $35,tively.
attendmoppet
large
despite
000
Estimates for This Week
ance at 60c. per. Sole pic to top
Century (Par)* (1,600; 50-76)
this here was “Best Years” (RKO),
“Red Shoes” (UA) (reissue). "Fair whjoh grossed $46,000 at $1.80 top.
Last week,. “Island Res- Holds. Last week, “Never Wave at
$4,000.
cue” (U), $2,700.
a WAC” (RKO) (2d wk), $9,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 50-76)
Metropolitan (Warner)
(1,200;
“Naked Spur” (M-G). Fine $6,000. 55-85)
“Torpedo Alley” (AA).
Last week, “Clown” (M-G) (2d wk), Okay $4,500, best in pecent weeks
$3,000.
here. Last? week, “2 Lost Worlds”
“
Lyric (Par) (1,000;' 50-76)—“No
Unknown Island " lInHolds Barred” (AA) and “Boftiba d\efs3 500
Jungle Girl” (AA). Sad $2,500. Last
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)—
week, “Great White Hunter” (Up) “Misslssippi Gambler” (U). Sock
and “Captain Kidd” (Lip) (reis- $21,000;
Last week,
Stays on.
*
sues), $5,200.
Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk), okay
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)— $14,000 in 9 days.
“The Stooge” (Par) \2& wk). This 'Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
one Still making its presepce felt —“Little
vi*
Hot
aawv y
$11,juibVJLv Sheba” (Par).
Hefty $7,000. Last 000. with rave press helping. Holds,
impressively.
week, $13,500.
Last week, "High Noon” (UA) (6th

terest.

*

,

•

—

.

/ «

‘

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

—“Girls
76)
G
,-i,'

™

j

rls

in
‘5

(2,800; 40Title
Night”
(
‘? ht ”„ (U).
•

N

?V

n
$8 000 Last
,?
“Angel Face” (RKO), $6,500.
week,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Babes in Bagdad” (UA) and
“Sword of Venus” (RKO). Fair
Last week, “Fuller Brush
$4,000.
Girl” (Col) and “Holiday in Havana” (Col) (reissues) split tvith
“Calling Dr. Death” (Indie) and
“Vanishing Body” (Indie) (reis-

—

-

Wk). $5,000.

Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)"Bwana Devil" (UA) (3d-flnal wk)_.
.steady $10,000 after solid $14,000

by

he

explained,

is

25,

ac

$2,161,536.

toward
cj ose d,

week.

K

Lite trend
yi
of the
UC1UL
color pictures, Yates d!sfacilities
are being exto hanrtlo nioro Trnrnini——

I

nanded
pHnttag Tru“lor tecidentallv is
t .5^,1?
P owJ
Sf
this hue
hu^ is done by company
on this
subsids Consolidated Film Industries and Major Film Laboratories.
Operations .of both were said to

H*

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)
(RKO).
“Androcles
and Lion”
Fancy $8,000, and holding .Last
week, “Four Poster” (Col) (5th wk), continue in a “satisfactory
-

$3,000.

As

-

SEATTLE

(2,200;

'

level.”

TV

far as
is concerned, Yates
anticipates that a recent expenditure in excess of $500,000 for its
Hollywood lab will mean augmented income resulting from more
lab work in connection with television and 16m films. He also

noted that Hollywood Television
Service, Inc., a wholly owned sub-

expanded its operatiohs In disand licensing films to

sid,

tributing

TV.

*

BALTIMORE

company’s

—

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
“Niagara” (20th) (2d wk). Holding
okay with $6,700 after fair $8,600
first week.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 5090)
“Happy Time” (Col). Shapes
nice $4,500, Last week, “Promoter”

—

(U) (7th wk). $2,300.

Stanley

(WB)

(3,280;

“Bwana Devil” (UA)
$8,000 after good

week.

25-75)—

(3d wk). Fair
$13,200 in second

p

board

meet

in

ban

on

picture,

» i

•

Ask

134

2%
4%
4%
8%
8%

i

+ %

.

—
+ %

—%

down the

costs has

been the development of a systemof pre-fabrication of the three proection booths required for the
showing of the Cinerama product.
Boston, Cleveland and possibly San
Francisco appear next in line for
the 3-D illusioriary process.

»

i

. ,.,

,

.

fl

-

r

.

4*

1

>

.

changes are recommended to accommodate the new, 24-inch reels
which the Council has found most
suitable.

Larger reeir^epresenting about
the -limit of capacity for booths and
projectors, will hold up to 5,000 feet
of color film, or approximately
5,500 feet of black-and-white, requiring a 25-inch magazine on the
machines. Limit on reel capacity
was set to permit theatres to offer
a

system

of

Town (Rappaport) (1.500; 35-7\0) Ronde,” was upheld last week by board members’as well as~GraTnger
—“Never Wave At A Wac” (RKO). the B. C. Motion Picture Appeal will be out of town the next few

Starts tomorrow (Wed.) after sec- Board.
weeks,
ond week of “Bad And Beautiful”
Picture,
which
has
already
iM-G) hit good $8,500 after big played here once, cannot be shown
Rhonda Fleming signed a s
$11,000 opener.
legally anywhere in the province. femme lead in “Inferno” at Metro for future
J
I

I

would

cost

upwards

of

Council says metalized
screens are required and it’s testihg
the
suitability
of several types
Continued from page 5
now available commercially. ExistHouse is set to open in Mdy ing mat screens can be sprayed,
ly.
with Cinerama’s first production.
with metallic paints.
A Chicago autlet appears to be Thjp Council’s laboratory commitout for the immediate future. Cin- tee is now preparing changes in the
erama board, meeting in N. Y. this identification leaders on prints so
week, nixed the demand of the that right and left prints can be
Chi projectionists union for a guar- separately identified.
The two
anteed showing time for a proposed prints will be coded in synchroniriin, plus extra pay for extra show- zation and each frame identified
mgs. Chi’s Palace Theatre, which as to the right or left. For both
was slated to get Cinerama, has filters and viewers the Council is
been shuttered since the first of recommending polarization planes
the year. It reopens Friday (20) of 45 degrees with the vertical, so
with regular releases.
that the°projection and the viewAlthough the installation of Cin- ing will harmonize.
The righterama in N. Y. cost the company hand machine will be the machine
about $85,6do,"it’s 'figured Thaf the to the right of the projectionist as
outlay for the Detroit opening will he faces the screen. Angle of polarbe brought down to $40,000. Cin- ization of this projector filter will
erama technical experts figure that be the same as the polarization of
this cost will be further reduced the right-eye viewer worn by a
$1,000.

Limited Audience

rko

1

Bid

maximum 110-minute program,
with only one intermission for reel
changes.
The larger reel, loaded
With color film, would weigh approximately 30 pounds.
RCA puts out an electric intersive right to produce and exhibit lock and larger magazine for $711.
Cinerama productions, have limited Installation would run to about
cash reserves at present.
$150 more,- so a complete booth
change capable of handling any 3-D

New

number

3

„

—

+ Vs
—1%

2%
3%'

.

amount of $90,000
obtained if other options
expirh,s Mareh 3 are exercise,J Bonds are to he offered at 100%
of principal amount through an
underwriting group headed by
Gearhart & Otis and White & Co.
Deal also provides that the underwriters will receive common stock
purchase warrants entitling the
holders to buy up to 80,000 shares
of the company 'common stock,
with the exercise price of the warrants to be supplied by amend
ment.
Prospectus notes that both Cinerama, Inc./'and Cinerama Productions Corp., which has the exclu-

York Monday. Post

“La next month since a

.
•
1

!,

Ban

French

3%
26%

<334

.

.

—%
—%
—

16%.

3%

.,

ma y

of sales chief,
of course, has been vacant since
exec-veepee James R. Grainger
recently resigned to become prez
week, $20,000.
0f
Pictures.
Presiding at the conclave \vas
‘‘Trnn’
S
Yates * Doctors declared a 25c
ic Z°one” (P^f '(2d wk?
Held at
$10 500 aner
after great *iD,ouu
$15 600 last dividend ori* preferred stQCk pay*
.piu.ouu
aWe ApjrH j t0 stockholders- of
week.
record March 9. Various aspects of
3-D pix were also discussed. It
‘La Ronde’
was also decided to postpone a
Vancouver, B. C., Feb. 17.
farewell dinner, originally set for
The British Columbia censor’s Grainger this week, to sometime

Uphold

16%

3

.

64’

•

23%
.

additional net

Grainger Successor Uncertain
Just who might be named as
Republic Pictures’ new general
sales manager reportedly didn’t
even come up in the course of the

—

76

—13s

H’wood

.

To take
tunt uu
advantage
v outagw
~-i

13%

7534

+ %

15%
14%

stock dropped to a low of '3%
bid, following the announcement of
20th’s Cinemascope, from a high
point of 9 reached last year. It’s
Company, meanwhile, has denied
now up slightly from the recent rumors that board chairman Louis
low.
B. Mayer has exited the company.
The company’s financial condi- Mayer is currently in N. Y. to contion is disclosed in a registration fer with Cinerama prexy
Dudley
statement just filed with the Secur- Roberts, Jr., and other
eastern
ities
& Exchange Commission, execs. On the Coast, the, company
Statement covers a proposed pub- is
proceeding
with
production
lie offering of $2,000,000 in
plans.
Although no official andebentures, due in
convertible
nouncement has been made, it’s
1958. According to the prospectus,
known that the outfit is working
the outfit’s only present coin
on two productions. One is a travsource is Its royalty from proceeds
elog being filmed under the superof “This Is Cinerama,”^ and the
vision of Cinerama exec Lowell
monthly income is less 'than theThomas, while the other is a Cinoverhead and other expenses. Net
erama version of the recent Broadproceeds of the financing, it states,
way musical, “Paint Your Wagon,”
are to be added to the working
to which Mayer held the rights.
capital to expand the company’s
Officially, the company revealed
program for the assembly and supplans for making 11 pix in its exply of equipment for its sole liclusive process, disclosing it had
censee. Cinerama Productions, in
concluded a $7,000,000 deal with
Cinerama
exhibiting
producing and
Technicolor for raw stock and lab
product.
The prospectus discloses that as work.
of Dec. 31, 1952? the company had
$177,000 in cash on hand. An additional $120,000 is expected upon
Council
options by
the exercise of stock
..
.. .
,
which exC meram ® Productions,
ss Continued from page
M A M A Vv /h1 Afr A1
w
A M A« 9 V %%
A A %%
0c 81
re n
a

^

last

(Continued from page 8)
65-$l)— $5,500. Last week, “Bluebeard Pi
“Bwana Devil” (UA). Slightly ad- rate ” (RKO)„$5,30D. ...
vanced admissions no deterrent for
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
this.
.Catapulting to tremendous —“Girls in Night” (U) arid “Mock$37,000, house record. Last week, ery” (Indie).
Fair $5,000. Last
“Thunderbirds” (Rep), $4>500.
week, “Redhead Wyoming” (U),
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)— $4,700 in 8 days.
“Cousin Raqhel” (20th) (3d wk).
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65Good $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
96)—“Red Shoes” (UA). Oke $3,500. Last week, “Babes in Bagdad” (UA), $2,400.
Music'Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 65v/ (Continued from page 9)
90)
Okay
“Jazz Singer” (WB).
Last week, “Bad and Beau$8,000,
200.
Last week, “Four Poster”
tiful” (M-G) (2d wk), $6,800.
(Col) (6th wk), $2,800.
Orpheum (Hamricki (2,600; 65Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
“lawless Breed” (U). Better than 90) “Rogue’s March” (M-G) and
average $5,000. Last week, “Gold- “Stereo Techniques” (Indie (2d
wk)
Last
if1 5 d fi y s *
en Hawk” (Col). $3,700.
\
(Par)

,

counted for by a hike in inven-

-

sues), $2,000.

State

$1,211,415,

13

79%

4%

1952, totaled $3,016,962 as compared with indebtedness of $1,805,
546 on Oct. 27* 1951. Increase of

tories

64

14

3%

.

Republic’s Net
7

64%

16%

Continued from page $

j.

Oct

15

27%

—

%

3
11

10%
15%
14%

16%

Cinerama Defines

Under present regufations set up
\t’s said, not all
pix entered are given a fair chance.
Accordirig to Guilino, who left New
yorl £0r £ 0me Friday (13) the
only opposition to the proposed
i.
«,« Cannesft
aneres comes
rnmM from
f rnm the
cnnnpc.
changes
festival authorities. He added that
the Italians, for one, would participate in Cannes unless there was a
switch in rules.

loans from banks as of

3%.-

-

:

by the Federation,

I

3%

:

GUalino believes all films should
be seen by the jury in a theatre
where audience reaction ean become part of the picture.
^

1—— Continued from page

4

3%

tor in bringing

Group led by

closed sessions.

334

.

1

in

25%

11%.

.

i

Ob

'

,25%

7%
.
• •
U. A. 'Theatres
7%
Walt Disney
by Dreyfus & Co.)
( Quotations furnished

-

Minneapolis, Febi.17.
“The Stooge” did last week

534
3234'

’

.

+ %
—
— %%
—%
—+ %%

27%

k

+ %

•

32

4
4

2%

Cinecolor

934

5

4%

,

.

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)

capacity as prexy of the InternaOdeon .(Rank) (2,390; 50-90)
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65Gianf “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th). tional Federation of Motion Pic90)
“The Stooge” (Pari.
ture Producers Assns. Following
“Ruby
“Cleopatra”
week,
Hefty
Last
Last
week,
$15,000.
$13,000.
their conversation, it was indicated
Gentry” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000.
(Par) (reissue), $4,600.
40-75)— that American support for the Ital(2,386*
Shea’s
(FP)
“April in Paris” (WB) <2d wk). Trim ian suggestion would be forthcom$8,500. Last week, $12,000.
ing.'
‘Devil’ Colossal $37,000,
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)-i
Issue revolves around the selec“Steel Trap” (20th) (2d wk). Okay tion of 14 pix by the jury as films
Mpls.; ‘Girls in Night’
$6,000. Last WSek, $8,500.
eligible for night screenings and
t n«
to
Pfl Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-75)
r*
awards. It’s the Italians’ contention
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk). that this procedure is not fair,
ISlC
OU.’
Big $9,000. Last week, $12,000.
partly because the 14 are picked

OP

.

'

%

—%

27%
.

2634

•

Trans-Ltu ... 22
Over-the-Counter Securities

^-G

iM-G) (4th

*

.

).

AWOL”

and “Dolan

(UA)

,

®

Okay

m

.

’

“Babes In Bag-

$3,500. Last week,

dad”

—
“Stars
.

6%

.

44%
12%

12%

28%

.

|

(Indie) (6 days).

i

.

’

Last week, “Outpost Malaya” (UA)

*

13%

39%
13%

43%

'33%

.

Motion .Picture Assn, of America
J?5?
$ 15 0.QO'
has been asked to. give its support
Hyland (Rank) (1,355; 75-85)
to a change of rules governing the
“Four Poster” (Col) (4th wk). Nice,
Cannes International Film Festival.
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.
imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)— Unless regulations are revamped to
“Breaking Sound Barrier” (Indie) put the Cannes awards on a more
(2d wk). Lusty $15,000. Last week, equitable basis, possibility looms of
<619500
9
the Italians and various other na*,

gier Incident” (Indie). Big $10,500.

.

Net.

Change
for week

3934

9%

93/4

45%
13%

.

3

’

(3,400;

and “Tiger Man”

(Col) and "Jungle
(Col). Nice $14,000. Last

k
hU
^!ra h er an
an^
— ^ady
*9L

(Evergreen)
—“Niagara”
(20th) and “Tan65-90)

Paramount

t .1

-

man's Knot”

^r

41%
13%

.

Crest, Downtown, .Glendale, Scarboro. State (Taylor) (863; 1,059;
955i «0; 698; 694;. 35-60)—"Hang-

™

«rwihi
k er^imd^Lad V”

41%.

.

Tues.

Close

13%
39%
39%
13%

14%

24
21

*

—

i

100s
157

42

Closed Sessions

*

)

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. in
Low
High

.

(Continued from page 8)
Toronto ; ‘Knot’ Fat 14G ment from the club.
Currently Connors has a key role
die) and “Rogue's March” (M-G)
Trirnnto Feb 17
T
*
“?™; fj topping in Warners’ “The Marines Had a
(2d wk), advanced prices, Nice $7,- •
^ Beautiful is
Bad and
For It,” and is under option
000. Last week, great $15,300.
Word
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 65- the town with smash session at for further film work.
90)—“Treasure Golden Condor” Loew’s this week. Treasure of
hefty
also
is
(20th) and “Gambler and Lady” Golden* Condor”
Top coin on
Last among newcomers.
(Indie) m,o.). So-sb $3,000,
Breakto
wfeek, “Thief of Venice” (20th) and second' stanzas is going
ing Sound Barrier,” very big,
“Wide Boy” .(Indie), $3,200.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65» “April in Paris” and “Mississippi
“Niagara” (20th) and “Tangier Gambler:”
90
Incident? (Indie). Big $4,500. Last
Estimates for This Week
*

installations.

Main

fac-

patron.

Wednesday, February 18 , 1953
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PRE-RELEASE EXHIBITIONS BEGINNING
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NEW YORK
Austin, assistant to Dan
Terrell on Metro exploitation, back
Monday (16) frohi Atlanta.
Metro eastern sales manager
John P. Byrne has completed -a
period .swing of the six branches
under his supervision.
Black screen for showing 3-D
pix in houses with rear-projection

Emery

.

1

HW

mt

.

World Playhouse

Theodore Grance, operator of
seven drive-ins in this territory,
open a new ozoner in Philadelphia next slimmer.

LOUISVILLE

Fourth Avenue Amus. Co., operators, of a string of film houses in
Kentucky-Indiana area, is entitled
to income tax refunds amounting
to $21,776 for years 1030 and 1940,
according to a ruling handed- down
by Circuit Court, of Appeals. Opinoverruled Federal District
ion
Judge
Roy Shelbourne; who deAnniversary
company’s
“25thfavor of the
Campaign, runs from cided suit last year in
Drive.”
Government.
March 6 to June 25.
Mary Anderson, People’s Thea.

-

|

PITTSBUgpH

downtown

tres
off.

April

*

23

films,

first-run* will, tee

.

and Tri-Opticon

pix.

who

resigned to join-; Dubin-Feldad agency as a veep. For last
couple of yearS, Burger, Kahn’s
predecessor in the poijt, has been
Warners’ district 'manager in Erie
territory and will continue to
supervise there, with Bob Bowman,
manager of Warner Erie, .moving

man

;

impose

20% muncipal

admission

|

?

REAL ESTATE BROKER

of the- co-religionists when they called her.
a “traitor” because she endorsed
Chicago managerial changes has Armour Hams! And the tiipe she
Victor Fischer as manager Oi. the had her nose bobbed and treated
Northshore; Max Milstein, the her brother Lew to one, too, and
Howard; John Leslie, Buckingham; Bugs Baer said, “The cats- are foland Harry Rouda, the SJiore.
lowing ’em down the street to- get
Chicago Theatre undergoing a all that extra meat!”
program
$100,000. modernization
It seems funny to me that Fanny
but will not shut down during the will' be known and remembered by
work.
more. people (because of radio) for
Illinois Drive-In anti-trust suit her Baby Snooks, when her real
case postponed until March 13- be- forte, besides being able to sing
fore Judge John Barnes in Chi Dis- any type, song, was satires and
trict Court.
burlesques like her unforgettable
“Bwana Devil” goes into subse- “Camille,” “Theda Bara,” her faquent-runs March 27 on 50-50 guar“fan dance” and her hilarious
mous
antee,
“Salome” has been give an eight- burlesque ballet doing her “Dying
Swan.”
week Loop run by Judge Michael
“Fabulous Fanny” hasn't the
Igae, Chi Federal District Court,
with stipulation that if Baiaban Jc. drama of the Ethel Waters book
Katz is the successful bidder the nor the zing of “Tallulah,” or the
film can not play in a B&K house finesse of the Gertrude Lawrence
before April 3. Juror has ruled •story, but it does haye the charm
that- ho more than tw o special-’ of frankness. (.1 hear the family is
run pix can play in defendant a bit upset about the book’s frankhouses downtown at the same time. ness. But they shouldn’t be, beMrs. Eugenia Strassinopoulos, cause the book gives you a good
daughter of S. J. Gregory, Alliance picture of
one Of the finest, funTheatres veepee, planed back te|
Greece after several months visit- niest ladies of the stage who only
turned philosophical and dramatic
ing here.
when she was making notes of what

Have my house in Bel-Air for sale.
It is at 265 Strada Corta, phone ARiz.
3-5890. (There is a caretaker on the
premises. It is open for inspection.)

New

England or Pennsylvania
type white brick house, about an
acre of land, a pool, bath-house, ter-

and overlooks the golf course.
built it and there is no mortgage.

race,

take one.)

To

I

$76,000.

That's

it.

my show

business friends:
This is the place Norma and I used to call Casa
Del South Norwalk. The Spring blossoms are

coming

out.

L

.

\

Cos. Hopeful
Continued from page 3

other executive agencies, rolled
over for a comfortable nap until
the tolling of the bell Jan. 20.”
Sudden' spurts of tremble-damage suits at times are due to external reasons.
Chicago had a rash
of actions in 1952 which tied to
the two-year statute of limitations
on suits involving penalties in Illinois. It’s understood that several
exhibs,. in order to beat the statute,
are considering dropping the treble-damage claims which are considered penalties.’ Two-year limitation doesn’t apply in that case.
There’s
some confusion over
whether divorcement should be
dated as of the Supreme Court decision or the judgment of the expediting court.

Take a look.
Elliott

to

tell.)

;

"Fabulous Fanny” is a natural
Jack R. Peacock and Philip J. for a film story,, and for people who
Rice bought the Longmont, Long- [want to know about a great show
mont, Colo., from Fox Intermoun- gal it’s a must!
tain Theatre*. This is one of the
houses Fox was required to sell
as part of the divorcement decree.
House, formerly operated only
Paris Fashions
weekends, goes on a fulltime firstrun policy.
laas Continued from page %
Joe Vleck, Fox Intermountain
Theatres city manager, La Junta, jester dresses with strips of fabric
Colo., says seat-cutting damage has ctit like a jester’s- skirt, and every
ended in La Junta theatres since kind of plunging neckline.
he started running a slide offering
Griffe’s “Barely Touching the
$25 for evidence leading to arrest Body” line stresses day dresses and
and conviction of culprits.
suits that rest on the hips, passing
A proposed city ordinance would the waist by. For evening, the balforce new theatres in ^business
inspires him; his flowing “Dizones to provide parking/space for let
patrons, with the ratio running one aghilev” dresses are built on a
foundation
of ballet tights.
parking space for each four seats.
The back flounces of the Jean
New theatres downtown would hot
be affected since most of that area Desses dresses recall the Creole
costume.
Is commercially zoned.
Schiaparelli’s "Revealing” line
Paramount’s “Greatest Show on
Earth” placed first in a- .recent Fox moulds the Body, vamp-like." Her
Inter-mountain theatres audience neatly cut dresses and suits have
poll of the “10 Most Enjoyable extravagant accessories, and the
Pictures of 1952,” while Jolih sensation of her collection is the
Wayne and Susan Hayward came almost transparent heavy lace
out on top, respectively, in a side shorts for sports.A natural for
tabulation of favorite actor and acGussie Moran!
tress.
Voting was conducted in
Balenciaga shows sack coats with
seven states, by 82 of the circuit’s
theatres^ Returns on the .poll, enormous three-quarter sleeves.
which circuit execs hope to expand' ‘Collars are larger and stands away
and possibly turn into an- annual from the neck. The packets of his

Hotel
SPECIAL

THEATRICAL

r

Mr.

FlMk

COLUMBIA

I

cImii, Comforloblo

I

NEWLY RENOVATED

I

ROOMS
On Wfkly Math

|

70 W. 4lik ST.

Nugent

New York

suits are loose, or look like overbattle dress jackets, Many
belts are placed low on the hips.

event, totalled 50,786.

size

ST.
The

U

LOUIS

LU. 2-0540

St.

lurimtRodtefdkf
cm visit
CaiUr

tortoise

North

°

prints. The
shell, fruits

“TONIGHT WE SING”

St. Louis nabe,
a
John Dugan; who resigned, as 'and flowers are the main theme.
St Louis salesman for 20th-Fox- to vAU^hfe dresses are plain and prac-

its Maffitt,

WB

join
in Pittsburgh, returned to
his old stint.
The Rio, Edinburgh, 111., recently damaged by fire, being facelifted for early reopening; -owned
by Albert Vetters, Springfield, 111.
George Ware, retired 20th-Fox

EZIO PINZA

f- straight for day, wider for
eveping. Hats leave one ear quite
bare and cover the other com-

who

ROBERTA PETERS

smut aii iuii rtisiRuvut:

i*

Ptm

probably,

showed his best collection
feminine and well-balanced.

*.

TAMARA T00MAH0VA • DAVID WAYNE
Mr b ritmmm • im m******

tical

pletely.
Last' of all Dior,

Theatres

-r

De Givenchy’s is the gayest colLouis county, lection. of all, 73% of it is based
.

City,

and the Uptown here shuttered.
on brilliantly colored
St. Louis Amuse. Co. relighted
,sea, shells,,

yet;

His
discharged from
St. 1953 silhouette is like a full-blown
Louis hospital after *a two-week tulip. The new line completely resojourn.
verses the present proportions; it
Eve Wascm, steno for Allied emphasizes the -bosom
and minArtists,
St Louis, convalescing imizes the hips— a high,
fullfrom injuries, suffered In auto acciblown bosom above a moulded
dent near Columbia,
salesman,

•

Price

.

.

and 47 others

I'll

Lambert

.

.

j

tax;' In last two previous legislative sessions exhibitors succeeded
in defeating measure.

LAWRENCE BLOCK,

(But

of the Dior collecnot be felt at once, but
the beginning of a revolution
in the silhouette.

may

j

Chosen by Minneapolis Greater
Safety Council as "the week’s most
courteous auto driver,” J. C.
Happe gave credit to a film short,
up into actual post. Heijry Rastet- "A Day in Court,” which he said
ter, manager of WB’s Columbia impressed him.
Theatre in Erie, follows Bowman at
Ignoring protests from competthe Warner.
ing fellow exhibitors, group of 16
Freddie Kunkel, with Harris “privilege book” exhibs, continucircuit before he went into the ing with their "two-for-one” gim-|
_

I

The influence

tion

it is

.

DENVER

Bennie, Berger, North Central
Allied- prexy, back from extended
West Indie*, vacation.
Minnesota League of Muncipalities’ preparing bill for introduction in state legislature permitting
seven of state’s largest cities to

.

a

lines.

,

I

MINNEAPOLIS

a

as

pub-ad director for VfB in tri-state
area March 1 to replace Jack Kahn,

—

with a strong emphasis on

ture,

greens. Flower-shaped rhinestones
colored beads and* white accessories
(gloves and umbrellas); one type
of hat repeated in alt fabrics has
a widow’s peak that points between
the eyebrows. It gives the face a
new accent . . . and hides possible

,

with three-dimenusing two inter-

changeable process®*. Cliff Buechel, manager, says equipment will
be installed for use of* both .Natural Vision

bodices. Prints are the stars of' the
collection
all the colors of na-

.

new

films.

will

sional

installing

Dick’ Felix and Howard
took, over management
Adelphi, 1,000 seater.

Artists salesman.

’

It's

some pleated dresses with smaller

the distinction of

stem . . an open flower
rn
ers—‘Eddie Weber, Leo Edwards have to -throw alt my. clothes
away
and Charlie Seville—could have
except my white umbrella!”
added an interesting chapter. I
wish there was something about
the< time she was kidded by her

projection equipment and a new
screen which will be ready for 3D

,

rear-screen units.
Regency Productions Inc., inked
a deal With the French Line to
make a 20-rpinute 16m color short
depicting an Atlantic crossing of
the Liberte and. lie, de France.
Arthur Davis’ presentation, of
4
*Sextette,” a French import comprising six short stories, preems at
65th St Playhouse in. March. Arlan
Pictures is distributing..
Charles Bo&berg, RKO general
sales managers and' Nat Levy, RKO
eastern .division manager, to Cleveland to .attend 'the first of a series
of meetings in preparation for the

_

when she had

A

*

*

Saga

Continued from page

ing of the -Duncan Sisters at the
buxom American Avcis almost
Friars Frolic (first time that women in tears
as she walked out; "A slim
took part). I’ll bet her piano play-

CHICAGO

,

"

Henry Burger comes back

felt

industry -development

Current

—

'

first to have her name
finds more and more local deluxe being the
at the Palace; (even- Sarah
service, joined 'Bill Elder’s Loew neighborhood and suburban thea- in lights
have her name in
didn’t
more
Bernhardt
or
two
from
RItz.
.going
Penn
and
tres
at
managerial staff
years
Earl Gordon, with 20th Century changes weekly to full week play- lights, because for many
electric sign
it's
one
And
only
pictures.
all
for
there
was
«last
four
time
for
ing
Toronto
theatres in
years, named manager or Squirrel proving more, profitable for the ex- and that read, “Keith’s VaudeHill,. WB nabe art house; replaces hibitors and distributors, according ville.”)
Gary McHugh, who resigned job to to trade circles. Among the nabe
would have lilced reading
I
return to N. Y. and his singing and suburban houses adopting this about her terrific takeoff on Helen
policy are the Terrace, Riverview
career.
“Fanny On
finding Morgan when she sang
They’re
John Dugan, from St. Louis, and Uptown.
and about the time
resigned his sales berth at WB ex- they’re money ahead choosing their the Pianny,”
more discriminately she and Florence Moore did a
change; came here only last month attractions
satire on the close harmony singand'- devoting longer playing time.
to replace Bob Lynch.
I I I

t

has been developed in the optical
lab of Translux Corp. Translux
Fayette Theatre in Connellsville,
chain, with rear-projection in all
its N.Y. houses, has a particular closed since last summer, reopened
third-dicoping
in
with
under its old- name, the paramount.
problem
mensiohalpix, It s been’ found Lease dispute with Fayette^Amus.
that the black screen doesn't de- Co. was settled and Mrs. Leona
polarize the light and thus per- Wagner repossessed the house,
mits the stereo effect. Translux formerly the property, of her late
has been experimenting with 3-D husband, Chris Wagner.
George Tice, former Col exfor Some time, according to proxy
Richard Brandt. Circuit must vir- change manager, and his Wife
tually re-develop 3-D systems to celebrated their 30th wedding anni
fit its particular type- of projection. last week, just a few days before
So far no way has been found to Mrs. Tice’s parents observed their
switch to wide-screen effects via golden anni. Tice is now an Allied

Leon Brandt, exploitation director for Samuel Gbldwyn, to Washington to prepare' for opening
there tomorrow AThurs.) of “Hans
Christian Andersen” at the Metropolitan Theatre, t Premiere is under the auspices pf the American
Newspaper Women** Club. From
Washington, Brandt will go to Dallas, Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Tucson,
Detroit and Cleveland for "Andersen” openings.

I

’

.

f

Brice

finder” had their first St. Paul run
on dual bill at four neighborhood
theatres day-date.

From Fdm Row

sheath like a slim stem; no belt no
added ornament. Suits, coats day
and evening dresses follow the
same trend, with the exception of

in

it

newspapers.

“Golden Hawk” and "The Path-

Clips

—

'
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.

Mo.

<S]006E^

*

OMAHA
Charles Thoene, Lyons, Neb.,
Theatre op, donated one-day receipts to polio drive.

Jack Cook, Falls City theatre
manager* heads his town’s Boy
Scout Finance Drive Feb. 25.
World-Herald scribe John Koffend started weekly column on rising Hollywood stars.
Ernie ICassebaum, manager of
Rivoli, Seward, .Nebr., turned over
$208 to polio campaign.

UA

fascinating

and

stirting experience”

•

c««k, Worid-T«Uvr«m

a sun

Th*

film with ft n«w dimension
fteierved 8cat§ Only. Tltketo on tale for next 7 weeks
at box- efflce. Exciting entertainment fer 2 hre.^ Dally at 2:40 and 1:40. Sat. and Sun. at 2, 5
and 8:40. Mate Mon. through Thure., 11.30, 11.20, 90e. Mate Frl., Sat., Suit., 12.40, 1I.C0,
11.20. Kvoi. 12.80, 12.30, 11.80, 11.20. Sat. late show’ 11:40. Malt orders only for next 0 mo.
«nel. lelf'addresMd stamped envelope; give 2 or mete alt. datet.

BROADWAY THEATRE, 53rd

Str.et
I

* B'way

CO-5-571 1-2-3

||
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(General Release in March)
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REGIONAL OPENINGS

WITH INTENSIVE
SATURATION
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Film Clips Clipping Tele Talent;

Trailers Poses Industry
The prevailing practice of using f
from current major re-

film-clips

leases which is gripping the TV
networks and stations has live talent griping. Performers are beefing
that more and more celluloid is being used, severely cutting down the
employment of in-the-flesh actors.
The pix industry, doing a complete switch from its initial nix of
video as an exploitation medium,
is

now counting TV

Stuff

Radio Writers Guild held a
housewarming in its new N, Y.
headquarters on Feb. 6, at
which some old pix were
and contributions
screened
from members were collected.
Following morning the union
discovered that the place had
been btfrlargized and the cash

in its corner as

a potent trailerizing force for top
Clips from major Hollyfilms.
wood productions are now being
spotted more liberally on the key
video shows with the idea that
these cuffo. pix plugs can hit TV’s
multimillioned audience for maximum returns at the theatre b.o.
The thespers point to Sunday’s
(15) programming on two highbudgeted stanzas, CBS-TV’s “Toast

Dick” and - “The Great
Robbery,”

v

of the Town” and NBC-TV’s “Colgate Comedy Hour,” both of which
used celluloid inserts. Ed Sullivan
ran a piece from Bing Crosby’s

“Going

and Eddie Cana Danny Kaye excerpt

formers aver.

They score the growing use

at
the lorfal station level not only of
but also J
film made specially for
of antique theatrical features. It’s
argued by the talent that whenever
a vacant time slot opens up, the
telecasters think first of throwing
In a program on a spool. Not only
is it depriving live acts of much-

TV

JContinued on page 39)

On lucy’ Vidpix
i

A

Move

scouts reports that Philip
MorriB was to scuttle the vidpic
series, a ruinor which was started
by another advertiser wooing the
stanza, a spokesman for the ciggie
,

‘Biff Exits Apr. 2;

outfit said. Even if the long-term
pact’ doesn’t' jell immediately,

PM

has

lux’ Switchover

its present contract with Desilu Productions (Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz) that gives the bankroller additional options on the

Lever Bros., is moving its “Lux
Video Theatre” from its Monday No. 1 Nielsen-rated airer.
Meanwhile, PM touted “Lucy”
at 8 p.m, niche on CBS-TV td the
Thursday at a p.m. period* on the for an important share in the sucof the new kingsize version of
cess
same web, just ahead of® its “Big
Town” vidpic series, effective April the cigarette, first announcement
which
was made on “Lucy” Jan.
2. Putting the two shows back-to- of
back wili veam the lower contiguous 26 to a record commercial TV audi.

ence of almost 50,000,000, followrates for the soap sponsor.
ing the publicity payoff of the BallCurrently
ensconced in
the
Thursday slot is “Biff Baker, USA,” Aroaz. baby. Supply of kingsize
couldn’t keep up with the devidpic meller backed by American
Tobacco. Luckies has been dissatis- mand in several areas.
Martin Leeds, director of Busified with the’ series and is cancelling out after 21 of the pix have ness Affairs for CBS-TV, is joining
been run. Sponsor had bought 26 Desilu Productions as exec veepee
of the “Baker” shows from Music in. charge of production, effective
.

PM

Corp. of America, and will use the

remaining

five

as

a

summer

re-

March

15.

He’s been* with

CBS

since 1947.

placement.

Meanwhile,

CBS-TV

hasn't decided whaf will go into the Monday at 8 opening, a valuable slot
since it precedes the high-rated
“Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts.”

Terry’ Syndication In

Non-Canada Dry Areas
Official Films is syndicating its

“Terry and the Pirates” half-hour
vidpix series for sale in 25 markets
bypassed by Canada Dry, which
has prior rights on the series and
sponsors
it
nationally
in
54
markets.
Syndication sales are in the rel-

new markets. There will
be an approximate eight-week lag
b tween national and syndicated
showings of the same films. Official produces and distributes the

atively

series.

TV

Film Kits For
Brotherhood

31

#

Week

Noteworthy feature of the Brotherhood Week kits sent by radio-TV
committee to stations throughout
the nation is the amount of filmed
material. Kit contadns four film
shorts, in addition to slides, station identification cards and spot

announcements.
Films include two 20-second
Shorts by Rabbi Louis Finkelstein,
president of the Jewish Theological

Seminary and Methodist Bishop
William C. Martin, president of the
National Council, of the Churches
of Christ. Also included are a. oneminute animated short featuring
the Weavers and a filmed message
by N, Y. Gov. Thomas E. Dewey,

The

series

network^ programming, especially
in the single-station markets, the
new operators are experiencing

London, Feb. 17.
of telepix which

difficulty in filling in

Set for ‘Wise Old Men’
NBC-TV “Wise Old Men”, series

•

Jr., is

|

;

!

In Conn.

TV Bny

,

films.

trustee;

AZZATO EXITS WPIX
AS HIM DIRECTOR
Tony Azzato last week ankled his
post as director of films for WPIX,
N. Y. Daily News station, to set
up his own TV film consultant

prises.

Meanwhile, WICC-T.V

UHF)
j

readies

for

test

(Ch. 43pattern

showing the first week of March,
with initial programming immediately after. This station had expected to be first UHF in Connecticut, but equipment delays neces-

WKNB-TV

in New
sitated bow to
Britain, now on the air. WICC-TV
Levine, assistant to publicity chief will be affiliated with ABC.
Les Hollingsworth, into the film
director’s slot.
Azzato joined
in 1948,
moving into the film department
immediately. He helped set station
policy on its emphasis feature films
and also on newsreels and recurLondon, Feb. 10;
ring film features.
Paul Moss, who has been in Lon-

Station

is

moving Catol

WPIX

;

show

to sell his films, prints of pilot
vidpic,
to
roll
Feb. 23
not' finished until early Brothers inked the deal with Sid
week, There are nine shows ney S. Van Keuren, v.p. in charg<

which were

in the can.

Basil Estreich, former

,

.

now

and

Dept, of Justice anti-trust lawyer
now associated with Fox, have ar‘China Smith’ Takes Fast
ranged a deal with the Liftigs to
take over control of WSJL.
Fast Boat Back to U.S.
Fox is to be chairman of the
board, Blumberg production head
In Foreign Vidpix Ban and Estreich resident manager.
Understood Liftigs will retain subHollywood, Feb. 17.
As a result of the Hollywood A.FL stantial interest and be on board.
Pending Washington blessing,
Film Council’s campaign against
proposed
new set-up Is
vidpix filmed abroad, the makers the
skedded
for operational preeming
of the “China Smith” series agreed
by
Among innovamidsummer.'
the
outside
films
no
more
shoot
to
U. S. without sanction of the coun- tions plotted is a latenight film
many Bridgeaimed
the
§how
at
ancil. Meanwhile East Side Beer
nounced it would not renew the port area defense workers as they
last shift.
come
from
the
home
“Foreign Intrigue” series.
Coming of such film-bred prin.Previous “Smith” vidfilms, sponsored by Thrifty Drug, were made cipals .into video in "a mediumin Mexico. “Intrigue” films are shot sized industrial community will be
watched closely in Connecticut,
in Europe.
where all TV to date is an outgrowth of former radio enter-

*

last

in

search of films as the answer. And
they’ve been buying- too.
Among those in N. Y. within the
past week have been Bob Tinchur,
KVYV, Sioux City; Hugh Smith,
WCOV-TV, Montgomery; D. B.
Crouch, KDZA-TV, Pueblo; Joe
Floyd, KELO, Sioux Falls; Tim
Greenwood, K| OR-TV, Lincoln

Negotiations are proceeding with
Lion, but Fairbanks is
Bridgeport, Feb. 17.
mulling offers from other comSy Goldman, WJTM-TV,
First entry of top film industry and
panies, The deal will involve All
operators in Connecticut TV oil Jamestown. And that’s only part
the 39 films in, his current program local level is due at WSJL-TV of the list.
and they, would all be* released (Ch. 49-UHF ) here If FCC okays
Staple item in current sales picthrough, one organization.
revamping of stock setup pro- ture is musical libraries. Station
.Various aspects arising out of the posed by present owners, Harry execs are buying vidpix. of just
current discussions are now being and Mitchell Liftig of nearby about every other description too,
considered. One is a.proposal that Ansonia.
from 15-minute shorts through
the distributor should blend some
Lewis F. Blumberg, formerly half-hour drama series to fullOf the films and make them into TV boss at Universal-International length feature films.
feature length subjects. Fairbanks (of which his father Nate is
There’s something of a paradox,
said this was entirely a matter for
head)
and recently at United though, in that they’re buying in
the other party to the deal and his
World Television; Matthew Fox,
commitment would be restricted to president, pf Motion Pictures for spite ef a cost .pattern under which
handing over the negative of' the Television and United Artists they may actually lose money. Syndicated film prices vary with the

has wrapped up two more of its
vidpic
conversations
with
distinguished
thinkers
architect
Frank Lloyd Wright and Rabbi
Louis Finkelsteirf.
Interview with Dr. Finkelstein
was shot in N. Y. by Ed Stanley Screen Gems Preps Disk
and produced by Doris Ann.
Wright pic was done in Chicago
Series of Silent Pantos
by Ben Park. Davidson Taylor,
NBC veepee for news, special
Screen Gems, Columbia Pictures
events and public affairs, who television Subsid, has entered the
overseers the series, hasn’t yet set
musical library field via a group of
dates for the pix.
60 silent pantomimes to pop records. Films are synchronized to
Liberace Vidpix Series
the records and are both live and
animated.
Records are furnished
Sold in 21 Markets
with the films,
Liberace half-hour vidpix series,
Major recording companies cowhich kicks off this week, has been
operated in the production and dissold in. 21 markets, according to
tribution of the library, which is
Guild Films, which owns, a piece
titled *^TV Disk Jockey Films.”
of the series and distributes it.
Musical stanza is set to preem in
17 markets this week, with the oth‘Ellery* to Telepix
er four starting within the next
Hollywoodi Feb. 17.
two weeks.
Unusual method of selling the
And still another live N. Y. shov
films was .employed by Guild prexy is going to film.
Reub Kaufman. Show has been
Norman and Irving Pincus, pro
broadcasting live at KLAC, L.A., ducers of “Ellery Queen,” whicl
for some time, and is only now has been briginating live fron
being filmed for national syndica- Gotham, finalized a deal with th<
tion. Kaufman used kinnies of the Hal Roach .studios for a haJtf-houi
live

local time,

and they've come to Gotham

lensing
in, London for NBC is being offered
for theatrical distribution in Britain. Fairbanks told Variety that
it would be a straight deal between his company and the British
distrib in which NBC would par-

Douglas Fairbanks,

office.

Wright, Rabbi Finkelstein

are flocking to New York in search
program material. Distribs report that within the past two
of

weeks, they’ve had an average of
a dozen visitors each from the hinterlands; looking for film product
Films are produced by Winik for their local time.
by.
DuMont’s
Despite their favorable position
Films and distributed
in being able to get the cream of
film syndication department.

longterm contract for “I Love
Lucy,” involving $6,500,000 is being negotiated on the Coast by
Harry Chesley, Philip Morris veepee coordinating sales, advertising
and promotion. Chesley flew to the
Coast Monday night (16) and the
new pact Is expected shortly. It
would tie up the property for sev- 30-minute
eral years, with budget raised to
over $40,000 per vidpic.
7

newly-approved television stations

Spread to DuMont Sports
Tidewater Oil Co. has picked up
DuMont’s “Madison Square Garden” £or 13 weeks in Honolulu via
KGNB-TV. Half-hour film is. a re-*
cap’ of sporting events at the N. Y.

British

My -Way”

tor used

experiencing a marked business
upbeat, as owners and execs of the

Tidewater Giving Hawaii

ticipate.

(

Shopping

arena.

Pix seen by the radio writers

—including some top mystery
scripters—were
“The Bank
Train

TV Ops on

Spree Around N.Y. Vidpix Marts

,

stolen.

from “Hans Christian Andeirgen.”
But it's a problem that goes far beyond these two examples, the per-

Hinterland

*

Problem

The Real

Religioso Vidpix

N. Y. Daily News station,
Sunday school
instituting a
is
schedule via 15-minute religioso
films. Nine week series kicked off
Sunday (15) at noon.
Films, which have Mabel Beaton’s puppets acting out stories
from the scriptures, were produced in 1952 by the Broadcasting
and Film Commission of the National Council .of Churches. WPIX
is telecasting the series as a public service in cooperation with the
Protestant Council of N; Y.

WPIX,

Fever as Pix Seek Cuffo

‘Celluloid

Vednc8tldy» February 18, 1953

of studio- operation.

Pix were bought by Breast of
Roach lot also set deal to filn
Chicken Tuna Fish via Foote, Cone pilot of CBS’ “Wanted b$r
& B elding for six major markets. ton,” rolling March 2. Washing

MOSS, GERYASI SET

ROME VIDPIX SERIES

don for the past Week setting up a
picture deal, planed b^ck to New
York last weekend after finalizifig
arrangements to make a telepix

market to which they’re
as an average they’re
and in many cases, may cost
the station, even more than it can
get back from a local sponsor.
size of the
sold, but

.

high,

Distribs believe the reason lies
in the fact that the stations, at
at the beginning'’ of operations, want to get the best program
material they can, while their
local
talent
and programming
properties are still in the developmental stage. Later, as they develop local programming, the stations can ease off on the film shows.
least

Meanwhile, as one network’s film
chief put it, “They
in, ask what we’ve got, and

syndication

come

say ‘We’ll take-

even

tell

it’

before we can

them.”

Interstate Hiatus

On Foreign Vidpix
Interstate Television will not buy
any more foreign-made vidpix “at
this time,” prexy G. Ralph Bran-

declared in New York this
week. But whether his company
will actively .oppose the stand recently t?ken by the Hollywood AFL
Film Council against pix lensed
abroad was left unclarified by the
ton

exec,

who

insisted “I don’t know
it to comment.”

enough about

A

subsidiary ,of Allied Artists,
been placed on the
Council’s “unfair list” for distributing “Tales of Hans Christian
Interstate, has

Andersen,” which ScandinavianAmerican Productions turned^ out
Denmark. AFL group requested
networks and prospective sponsors
not- to purchase the series. However, the belief has been expressed
that the request might well amount
to a secondary boycott in violation

series in Rome. He plans to return
to Europe in April and then to
make an immediate start on production.
Associated with Moss in the telepix series is Frank Gervasi, former
Colliers’ writer who has been in
Italy since 1949 operating shorts

in

and documentary production company in Rome.
It is planned to make a series of
13 half-hour adventure yarns and
scripts are being readied. by Marvin Albert. They will each be
lensed oh a nine-day shooting
schedule and either Richard Basehart or John Ireland is to be pacted
for the lead* Moss will direct the

Coast the end of the week, has
been in town for the past 10 days

series.

of the Taft-Hartley Act.

Branton,

who

returns

to

the

to discuss sale of Interstate product with agencies and potential
sponsors. He disclosed that a series

of 26 half-hour films starring Ethel
will be ..completed by
will be'made available
in segments of 13 apiece* Also in
distribution besides the- “Andersen” pix is a series with a Hawaiian background.

Barrymore
July. These

*

Enos' Vidpix Consultancy
Brandt Enos, formerly business
Revlon * Vidpix Buy
manager for the March of Time,
Revlon Products has bought into
has resigned from T^ransfilm, Inc,, “First Show,” the N.Y. Daily News
where he held a like post, to form station’s Monday through Friday
a management consultant firm spe- repeat showings of motion picture
cializing in Jnotion pictures and TV films.
films.
Revlon will participate on the
The new firm, Brandt Enos As- Monday, Wednesday and Friday
sociates, opened N. Y. oflftces on evening
William H*
segments.
Feb. 16.
/
Weintraub agented.

—

—
WUMW-TBU1V1SWN
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CBS

$15,000,000 JITTERS

Pabst’s Blue-Ribbon ‘Boner

WOR-TV Cross-the-Board Repeats

fact that the Pabst

brewery people have blacked out radio
In its TV-only pickup of the Wednesday night boxing matches may
Of
the
prize
one
into
boners of the year. That the disreresolve
gard for the non-TV areas around the country—which number
listeners
may
have the effect of boomeranging back
millions of
on the sponsor and his product, was highlighted in last week’s
televising of the championship Gavilan-Davey fight.
It marked
the first major bout to get a TV spread without the supplementary

The

Now a Fall Evening Entertainment

—

currently encountering
the jitters $15,000,000 worth of
’em—-over the possibility that its
No. 1 radio-TV salesman, Arthur
Godfrey, may succumb to reported
D. C. blandishments and move into
the Pentagon as a chief aide of

AM

coverage for'the large portion of the non-TV sections of the
marked the first major bout restricted to veteran
TV sets, but bypassing those that are completely
dependent on radio.
Since Pabsfr owns the radio and TV rights to the fights, CBS'
Radio was prevented from selling the championship bout on
to another sponsor, or from picking it up as a public service sustaining feature. CBS had expressed a willingness to do the latter,
but Pabst laid down the stipulation that it would be necessary to
cuffo a restrictive product identification, throwing in opening and
closing Pabst courtesies.
CBS execs balked at the idea. Net
couldn’t see why it should hand out commercials for-free, with
the result that radio was completely blacked out.
Pabst has dropped out of the radio picture since Dec. Id. Since
then, it's known, the agency, Warwick & Legler, has received complaints from Pabst dealers in the non-TV areas of the country
wanting to know “what gives?”, and expressing consumer reaction
in those sections. As result, the agency has been discussing with
the webs the possibility of doing a radio-only sports show (but
not fights) for the non-video sections of the country, but the dealers insist it’s the. Wednesday fights the people want.
Pabst dropped the
fights because of the high TV costs and
feels it's getting the desired saturation, now that more TV stations are opening up.
But Gillette, which sponsors the Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., fights on Friday nights, still sticks to
coverage as well as TV. So does the World Series in baseball.
It also
S.
hospitals with

U.

Crackers, local entry in the South-

ern Baseball Assn., in co-operatiqn

Chamber of
Commerce, may have come up with

with the Atlanta Junior

what could be the solution of the
Television vs. Baseball dilemma.

Announced Sunday (15) was the
plan whereby Atlanta fans would
get to see four home games per
week on video, providing 25,000 of
them are willing to buy what are
called “TV Booster Books” at $5
per throw Each of these books will
contain tickets good for any four
home games played by the Crackduring the 1953 season.

BB games

May

Mann and

Jaycees, Monday and
Wednesday night home games
would be telecast as well as Sunday two-ply set-tos. Whole scheme
was contingent upon ability of
WSB-TV to clear time for games,
which has been worked out. All
games will be telecast in foto.
Jaycees kicked off their campaign
to sell the 25,000 booster books
with a full-nage ad in Sunday Jour-

They will skim
(Continued on page 38)

nal-Constitution.

85G

To Writers In

Wage Control lift

uiost

n

according to

$2,000,

l

i* ?«

RWG

a * pr0z Hector Chevigny.
strike, which lasted three

G

an<* came a t the time of the
Presidential convention in
established the principle of
commercial fees for network news
Programs and a “commercial writS
rfm
GtUI

,

^hi,

th'

ability differential” for lqcal
vs
r * ters
concepts 4or which

««

®
v ears.

jr

*

had fought Almost 10

insur-

personality

is

its

described as

Davey

receivers.

championship

came

from, Chicago; the MarcianoWalcott title bout will also

beam from

th<yre.

Madison

Sq. Garden today is reduced
to club fight-TV studio status.

CBS-TV Gets Nod;
Colgate

Payoff

duration of his allegiance to Wilson. His flock of sponsors, it’s conceded, would certainly cancel, for
it’s
an accepted fact that what
they’ve bought is a personality
Colgate has tossed the decision
in fact, one of the major phenomena in broadcasting and while CBS-TV’s ^ay, with the latter web
hitting
the daytime billings jackthey’ve’ stuck around lor the shortterm intervals in which Godfrey, pot in acquiring the “Big Payoff”
show from NBCcross-the-board
as in the present instance, has deserted the airlanes either for va- TV. Move permits Colgate to slot
its
back-to-back with
cation or, as a Naval Reserve “Payoff”
officer, for military reconnaisance, “Strike It Rich” and achieve a reit’s
figured a cinch that they duction amounting to approximatewouldn't play around any .long- ly $1,000,000 a year on the same
range substitution in the radio-TV basis as the contiguous rate formula. It’s a parallel moveover givtime.
ing “Payoff” the same slot at 3 p.m.
Public Reaction
Public reaction on the other All told, both shows represents TV
hand, may be one of the decisive investment running into several
factors in determining Godfrey's million dollars.

Dilemma

—

the Procter &
Gamble-Colgate, et al., annual
detergent production is almost
even with the soap output,
they’re calling those radio
soap operas with a new name.
Now they’re “detergent
dramas.”
that

Beim, Biow Shift

future in the “Ike Era.” For althe reports of Wilson’s
haven’t
overtures
Godfrey
to
reached much beyond the rumor
stage, it's understood that sentiment, questioning the wisdom of

though

Accents End Of

1-Man Agcy. Rule

moving a performer into Pentagon
authority, has been reaching WashSuccession of R. Kenneth Beirn ington at an accelerated pace.
Meanwhile. CBS, banking on the
to tjie presidency of the Biow
agency wlthJMilton Biow becoming fact that nothing will come of it,
board chairman- underlines the has already moved for an, expanpassing of the one-man-agency era. sion of Godfrey’s Sunday afterradio
half-hour
“Digest”
It’s part of a shift in agency op- noon
erations demanding more special- show' to a full hour, taking the
ized services- and skills and, conse- overall Godfrey's AM-TV billings
quently, giving the agency officers over the $15,000,000 mark.
At stake iu the decision is the
and department heads a financial
full-hour Wednesday night “Godstake in the business.
frey ’& His Friends” TV show; the
Reflection of that trend is Biow’s
Monday night half-hour Lipton
making available to some 24 of his Tea-sponsored “Talent .Scouts” on
execs 25% of the common stock, both radio and television; the Sunlittle over a year ago, for a nomiday afternoon “Digest” program;
nal sum. (Previously it was .100%
the 90-minute of cross-th e-board
owned by Biow). Since buying the morning radio programming, and
stock, the execs have gotten divithe full-hour of morning TV. (Goddends which, before taxes, amount frey’s combined morning sponsorto eight times What they paid for it. ship alone accounts, for about
$10,Changes also presage a more in- 000,000 of annual gross biz for the
and TV. At network.)
tensive push on
present- the agency derives about
of its over $50,000,000 in bill60
ings from the broadcast media, a Cbi City Council To
higher proportion than obtains at
other top ad outfits, and the firm
Tee Off Hearings On*
has prospered largely as a result of

AM

The 71 staff dramatic, continuity
%
news writers employed by
ABC, CBS and NBC in N.Y. will
collect $85,000 in back pay as a
result of the removal of wage controls by the White House.
Coin stems from a Radio Writers
(Continued on page 38)
Guild strike last year in which the
scriptcrs won base pay rises of $15
Per week for the period frpm Oct.
Tobey Given Carte-BIanche
1, 1951 -Oct. 1, '52 and hikes of $20
Per week after Oct.
1, ’52. Each
For CBS Radio Show
writer will get a pay check of at
least $1,100 and in some cases,
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R., N. H.)
where commercial fee increases has been offered a 15-minute radio
are due, the back pay
will total al- series by WCBS, N. Y., and is still
and

of

would mean abandoning his multiplicity of network shows for the

played

by

That’s why the big fights
today are originating from the
GavilanThe
hinterlands:

(Amount

sweepstakes.)
Whether or not Godfrey moves
Washington arena is conIf he does, it obviously

in Southern are

at nights, except Sunday
contests (doubleheaders), which are
p.m. affairs. Under setup proposed

home

ber of

homecoming.

into the
jectural.

.

All

—

bordering on the fantastic. This
becomes understandable when it’s
recognized that Godfrey not only
accounts for approximately $15,000,000 in annual gross radio-TV
revenue for the web, but with
only two nighttime shows carries
off three of the Top 10 half-hour
segpaents in the Nielsen rating

r

ers

used to be the home of the
big time gate in boxing. No
more.
Tele apparently has
The prochanged all that.
mpters want to black out in
the immediate drawing area of
Nor
a championship fight.
do the sponsors want the biggest TV audience blacked out
namely N Y. and vicinity
with their tremendous num-

prayers in supplication for a safe

champ

The DD’s
Now

Geography

Madison Sq. Garden and the
Yankee Stadium in New York

Defense

ance the network carries on

Atlanta, Feb. 17.

Mann, prez of the Atlanta

Earl

—

Godfrey is now on leave from
the network while making a global
torn* of military base^ under Pentagon auspices, and it's no secret
that the Columbia high command
has a nightly addenda to its

AM

to TV’s Baseball

TV &

Charles E. Wilson.

AM

Be Key

is

his longtime pal, Sec. of

AM

Atlanta ‘Booster Book’ Plan

A new

4-

CBS

TV

Blood

& Thunder

Chicago, Feb. 17.
The Chi City Council plans to
hold its first public hearings on TV
blood and. thunder shows next
week. Chairman of the subcommittee is preparing a list of persons,
including station and advertising
execs, who wfil be asked to testify.
Chi's corporation counsel has
mulling the proposition.
Columbia key has given the formally ruled that the City Fathsenator carte-blanche to discuss ers have no censoring authority
anything that pleases him, Spot over TV fare but that they do have
offered is Saturday at 6:15 p.m. the “right and duty” to study the
Offer grew out of Tobey’s guest situation and if necessary to reshot kicking off the outlet's “Let’s port to the FCC on any abuses.
Probe is an outgrowth of a series
Find Out” Feb. 8. Series would
start soon after the Tobey sub- of Daily News articles listing the
committee launches its probe of number of killings, muggings, etc.,
the waterfront situation in N. Y., viewed on Chi tele screens during
a week's monitoring.
if the solon gives the nod.
•

Bpth networks had been

sitting

technique in television

—

programming devoting the cream
weekday nightly* time to repeated
performances daily of the same
shows has been developed by

—

WOR-TV,

N. Y., and will go into
by the end of the month.
Station will devote three hours
’7:30 to 10:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, to two live drama programs,
each of them repeating the same
play throughout the week.
Effect of the move will be to
make the station a one-night-a-week
listening post for N. Y. audiences.
Audience for the station will be a
different one each night, designed
for maximum weekly saturation.
Station’s efforts in that direction
to date have been centered in the
effect

TV Theatre,” which
presents televised versions of old
Broadway legiters, repeating the
same play every weeknight and
presenting a new play each week.
Cued by the success of the
“Broadway” show, the station will
now add a “Mystery TV Theatre,”
to follow the original “Broadway”
drama. “Broadway” runs nightly
“Broadway

from 7:30 to 9; “Mystery” will run
from 9 to 10:30, also doing one play
a week, scripts from which will be
drawn largely from previous radio
mysteries broadcast on Mutual
whose president, Tom O’Neil, controls

WOR-TV.

“Broadway

Theatre” will also
into the weekends via Sat-,
urday and Sunday matinees from
3 to 4:30 p.m. Matinees will present the same play performed during the week.
Effect
of
the
new program
scheme will tend to make the station a once-a-week channel for

move

•

N. Y. Viewers during the evenings.
This was the effect aimed at in
the “Broadway Theatre” series to
get a different audience each night.
But the new setup will occupy all
of the cream evening time.

—

‘Broadway’s’

New

Sponsor
begun in September, has done well both from
the critical and the sales standpoints. Beacon Wax is set to take

“Broadway”

telecast,

tight the past couple of weeks over sponsorship of one-fourth of
awaiting the Colgate verdict of the show, the others being Piel'Jt
whether to switch “Rich” from Beer, the Mennen Co. and General
CBS to NBC or (as it finally de(Continued on page 38)
cided to do) go the other way.. Thus
far 59 of the 63 stations are pacted
for the show, with the NBC singlestations market standing pat for
the CBS ride.
Switchover takes effect next
month.
Both are Walt Framer
packages and two of the most valuable rating-wise shows in the daytime television sweepstakes.
In its regular line of daily camera reportage duty, NBC-TV’s lensmen assigned to the Camel News
IN
show came back from Idle wild
Airport, N. Y., Inst week with some
‘ALDRICH FAMILY' shots of Christine Jorgensen’s return to the U. S. from Copenhagen,
There are grave doubts as to the
The Camel continuity acceptance
continuance of Campbell Soups’
boys, however, went into some hudcontinued sponsorship of the “Aiddling with NBC execs and were all
rich Family” TV show, when the
for vetoing the film clips, fearing
current season winds up in May,
home audience sensitivities and emwith the sponsor currently asking
barrassment.
the networks for program recomIt was conceded that with an apmendations.
propriate peg and “format,” they
In view of the fact, however, that
could be used. Solution was found
the stanza has. been given a conby contrasting the arrival at Idlesiderable hypo since the pacting of
wild of Presidential aspirant Adlai
Alex Segal as producer-director,
Stevenson the day previous, when
there’s possibility the client may
he alighted practically unnoticed,
stick with it for another 'season.
and the thousands on hand to witWilliam Morris agency* which
ness the boy-turned-girl homecompackages the show, has been mulling.
ing the idea of filming the program on the Coast next season, but
decision one way or the other by
Campbell will have a bearing on CBS-TV
its live vs. film status for '53-'54.

Camel News Finds
Christine

CAMPBELL

format’

A SOUP

ON

KID-SLANTED

SPACE SHIP STANZA

Two

for the

Show

Two

indie packagers have come
up with the same title for a show,
“Trick or Treat,” with different formats, of course. Outfits are Barry
Sc

Enright and Walt Framer, which

came

to a gentleman’s agreement
that the first one to get the show
on the air would have right to the
tag.

CBS-TV

is

making

its first

major

>

bid for the kid audience via the
space ship programming technique.

New program

tabbed “Rod Broun,
Rocket Ranger” is being propped
as a live presentation and is being scheduled for the Saturday
afternoon 1 o'clock segment (following “3ig Top”).
Producer of the stanza is John
Hagg^tt, who; has had his science

Barry-Enright has cut an audition fiction ihhihgs in the past via the
record and is peddling the idea ill-fated “Out There” series, which
from the disk, while Framer Is was slanted, however, for a more
pitching it frojoa a presentation*.adult audience.

™

-.

1
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Sequel to AB-PT Merger Okay
Chicago, Feb. 17„

Although the

Obviously
served to the

fire

concerned oball
strict letter the ad-

HAL HACKETT EXITS
MCA AFTER 20 YRS.

Although

sau.

™

upon

tion

Hackett,

his return,

„

.

m

ment.
Here’s what happened within 48
hours after the decision came
through: WBKB, the town’s oldest
TV station, went out of business on
Channel 4 with Chi CBS veep, H.
to
taking over
Atlass,
Leslie
launch WBBM-TV, the town’s newest station, as^part of the subsidi
ary deal which had the web getting the frequency for $6,000,000.
WENRABC’s
Simultaneously,

TV’s call letters on Channel 7 were
dropped and the WBKB. call for
operation

took

It’S plain the arrangements for
the transfer of WBKB to WBBMTV on Channel 4 were worked out
between Atlass and WBK_B general^

those hectic
hours shortly after the okay came
through, The amenities, it’s under^o°d, were practically limited to

time

•first

during

WBKB

(Chi) manager;
(2)

(3)

•

Mean while, the pre-merger liaison between Mitchell, who moves
over as general manager of the
new WBKB on AB-PT’s Channel 7,
and the web’s central division veep
John H. Norton was even more
sketchy. The two former competitors who now find themselves colleagues held their first huddle Friday (13) after Norton’s return
from New York.

Personnel Format

its

five

stations;

Ed

It.

(ChickVAbry as national

sales

man-

Friendly, Jr.;

Skedding of a radio affiliates advisory committee meeting on
Feb. 27 and TV meeting on March 6, both in N. Y.;
(5) Alteration of buildings on W. 66 St., and W. 70 St., N. Y., so

ABC staffers and execs currently
move out by April 1.

that

in the

RCA

Building can

Promotion for Mitchell is seen as a big vote of confidence from
the United Paramount organization for his stewardship of
under Balaban & Katz owenrship, having projected the indie into
one of the top grossers in the country. Station netted over $2,000,000 before taxes in ’52.
It also clarifies the AB-PT’s central division organization, givadjunct, the
ing Mitchell autonomy in operating AB-PT’s 'Chi
call letters).
old WENR-TV (now wearing the

WBKB

MCA Properties

TV

WBKB

first programming deal
was
the - AB-PT merger
okayed. ABC-TV has signed up
two TV properties, to be lensed
by Music Corp. of America’s Revue
Productions.
First stanza is "Pride of the
Family,” which will star Paul
Hartman, the dance-satirist and
comic. He'll be central figure in a
its

since

Rival Radio Interests in

Get

situation comedy, cast as a frusSecond
trated, harassed citizen.
show, as yet untitled, will be an
adventure melodrama with a film
name starred.

WBBM-TV’s New

superpower for

(4)

ABC Rolling, Inks
In

TV

Promotion of Charles

ager for ABC-TV, vice

She’s

injuries

2

Allocation of $2,000,000 to provide

o-and-o

MCA

who was

AM

new AB-PT

the heels of the AB-PT merger, i* advancing some of
vis-a-vis thd other, webs with
it§ plans for strengthening operations
the following developments:
Mitchell, former
(1) Awarding of veepee stripes to John

Tacketts

plans are indefinite, he 11 look for
ad agency or network connect

1

*

ABC, on

asking the damages for
she claims she suffered
a
Hal Hackett, Music Corp. Of when struck in the face by
America veepCe in the' radio and huilk of a bass violin while watchthe Jones’ telecasts from
television department, has resigned ing
.Feb.
the firm. ResignaUen is effective NBC’s Studebaker Theatre
as of March 1, but Hackett left Sat- 11, 1951.
urday for a months rest in Nas

for
with
years, is generally credited with
vice of their attorneys to make no 20
radio
the
in
firm
the
put
having
overt plans for the merger until
For many y®ars, he
the Commission .acted. However, business.
sector, and lately uad
considering the bigtime' business headed that
and tele
selling
assigned
'been
the
structures, to say nothing of
.
.
several hundred staffers and adver- to NBC.
to re
made
being
are
plans
No
effected, it's now recogtisers,
split
be
wdl
pities
him.
place
informal
least,
at
nized that some,
the office,
advance discussions on the me- mcmg several others
the
over
take
will
Rosenthal
Herb
chanics of the three-way Chi moveover might have saved time and bulk of them,
money and a lot of bewilder-

the

tele

f

ABC-UPT merger

for nearly two
years before it was blessed by the
caught
apparently
it
FCC last week
the involved Chi execs involved
The
longwith their plans down.
awaiteS decSon had a three-ply
impact here, involving three staAnd the confution operations.
sion that resulted indicated an almost complete lack of preparation
and spotlighted the absence of any
communication between the intercsted parties.
,

had been, on the

‘

*

debut here
on NBC-TV of Spike Jones and
aggregation
musical
his roistering
tfvo years ago is still echoing. The
web and -Colgate, sponsor of the
"Comedy Hour” on which the
Joi.es crew, appeared, were plastered with a $10,000 damage suit
last week by a Chi housewife.

The slambang

AB-PT Regime

Scorecard on

Chicago, Feb. 17.

Macon

UHF Nod in Precedents Move

Buttons’

TV

•Washington, Feb. 17.
In the first departure from its
so-called "duopoly” policy which
prdhibits^ a licensee from owning

Citation

two broadcast stations in the same
city, the FCC last week granted a
At banquet held here last Sat.
t0
ra
Deals were wrapped up by ABCcompeti *
I er
?
(14), Red Buttons received the an5if*
J° formed
in Macon
who
TV v.p. Alexander Stronach, Jr. nual
a
Club
Advertising
the
of
award
Each of the half-hour pilot films
shl
partI
r
ap
or
P
of Baltimore, naming him the “out?K ? a UHP
Jf .
will cost about $18,000 and will be
was
personaltelevision-radio
ready for showing to N clients in standing
granted over the dissent of Comrs.
a
f .Qen »
ity oiisKM.
late April.
Bosel Hyde and Edward Webster.
Vi«e cimi
In former yeais, group has simi
X he applicants a company eslarly honored Sam Levenson, Mil- ^ablished by radio stations
Baltimore, Feb. 17.

,

As a CBS
\VBBM-TV,

C b S .X v*s

‘Baby’

Chicago, Feb. 17.
newest, member of

0 .&o. family,

is

off

•

?

—

NEW OVERTURES TO

Berle,
others.

ton

and

running under a new management
setup that’s a combination of Chi
veepee H. Leslie Atlass’ radio team
and holdovers from the former
WBKB regime which operated the
Channel 4 prior to its sale of
the web.
Atlass will run the show as gen-

O

"

NRLB

and

Emerson

Faye

END KSTP STRIKE
Minneapolis, Feb. 17. ^
week* is conducting a

this

17 Tele Station

among
election
representation
KSTP’s 36 radio and television
technicians and if the AFL union

Okays Set Record

victorious a major step will have
been taken to end the NBC affiliis

WBBM-TV. Working directly un- April 5, 1950, and which has caused
aa
1®
e
.l®
picketing of the station and various
J5 operation will
f. f case at the radio
the
°.
^eKen Craig as his exec assistant 5 isorder
Union technicians wa lked out
Ernie
Shomo as his
and E. H

For Single Week
Washingtom, Feb.

17..

The FCC hung up

and

WNEX

WBML—

*

joined forces to
avoid hearings for the only commercial UHF phannel allocated to
Macon -and to prevent an applicant for the only VHF channel
from getting a head start. It was
because of its desire to give UHF
a break in a new TV area and to
protect the public against putting
in UHF converters at some lAter
that the Commission was
'date
largely motivated in granting the
permit.

The Commission Also felt that it
was not encouraging monopoly in
view of assurances from the appliC ant that its TV station would be

a record^ in operated as a completely separate
processing last
application
]Continued on page 38)
fused. The station countered the week
construction
issuing
by
moved over from his berth as CBS next
day by employ i n g a number permits for 17 new stations. These
of non-union employes. When the actions brought to 247 the number
co ™e t:
wSrS^rn- strikers consented to return the of video outlets authorized since
station refused to discharge all of lifting of the freeze.
(Mitchell is in New York this
their replacements
and the union
*
has been
Mitchell’s administration, haPhpS
The first stations for Portland,
h
h
rhareine a
(Continued on page 38)
”? an fl3s Deen cnarg ng
inked by Atlass to a two-year pact
Me., and Wheeling, W. Va., were
mcKout.
among
last week’s authorizations.
as WBBM-TV program director.
Despite the fact that the dispute
He will work closely with
Also included were permits for the
for nearly three
Bland," espe‘- has
program
second and third outlets for Oklayears and picketing has continued,
Jack a L. Van Volkenburg, presioutlet for
av/a
cially in the conversion of tne
uic third
umu uutivt
UUllia
City, the
homa vny.
Still
j
mvr i
.j
the station has continued to operaen -t o£ c5f-TV. in a recent adtalent to video.
St. Louis and the fourth for Dalate without interruption.
dress
on "Television s Impact on
diJohn Alexander, vet
j
*
American Business,” before the
,
rector-producer, remains on ChanThe agency set something of a ]yi ar keting Club of the Harvard
nel 4 as exec producer. Also stayrecord also by granting two au- ]> us i ness School, recited some reing over are Don Dillion and Ed This*, Too, Could
thonzations for Minot, N. D., a vea ii n£r fieures on
TV
vs
Leahy as production managers.
Chicago, Feb. 17.
town of only 22,000 population and cos t s contrasting the breakdown
Gainesville, Fla., Feb. 17.
chief engineer,
Sen. Charles- Tobey, chairman Joe Novy,
about 6,000 radio homes. This is on two of the major CBS radioIn addition to its potentialthe
same
post
at
assumes
of the potent Commerce Committhe smallest locality in the na- televisibn news programs to illusity in bringing the schqols and
tee, continues' to take a dim view TV.
ion to receive two TV authonza- trate why xv - is so much mor e
parents closer together, "there
ABC-United Paramount
the
of
tlons might even be disciplinary
costly.
merger okayed last week by the
_
^The week’s permits went to ran
t
values in educational televi0n the Edward r. Murrow
N
dio station KIEM
Eureka, Calif.; C ross-the-board radio stanza, said
sion,” Earl Minderman of the
Lotsa
Sees
a
Macon TV Co., Macon Ga
National Citizens Committee
Van Volkenburg, it takes, in addithe taedium indicated here last
Rome, Ga.; Portland Telecasting tion to Murrow, a staff of six to
Pi»ntfr«2m Maforiol Fni*
for Educational TV, told the
llUgldlll ITldltlldl 1 UI
week that he plans to go through
in
ln
Governor’s Conference on EdP u t the show on the air. (Two aso°'if
with his threat to investigate the
Gulf port. Miss.; WIL
St. Louis,
ucational TV here last week.
s i s t a nt editors, a secretary, direcnow-consummated consolidation of
CcQUC 1 ? 1(160 uUUlOUS
an<* KCJB t or> studio technician and comAs Minderman visualized it:
9^
the two firms.
Minot, N. D.; Oklahoma County
Gainesville, Fla., Feb. 17.
"Let us picture father and
ercial announcer).
Calling the FCC’s decision a
fivemother 40 or 50 miles away
15-minute,
similiar
^
Plans are taking shape to provide
•‘grievous mistake” resulting in
n
Opa.; nights-a-week program in TV, the
from the college campusmaterial
for
edui
of
program
plenty
of
concentration
much
“too
rd n A1
11
E ge
r ®’’ D °ug Edwards news show, requires
watching the college TV stari i
™V<F°ln ^-'°t
S ??; T9,
power,” Tobey said he’s thinking cational TV stations, the Governu fn IJia i
S- C.; KLIF in
tion.
Suddenly, the screen
exactly four times as many people.
strongly of asking a full Depart- or g conference on Educational TV
S
e mian
el
C °^ in
brings them a remote control,
’/
addition to the reporter, there
?/\v
^
*l*
ment of Justice probe for possible was ^old here last week by Earl
Midland, Tex., West Virgiftia
En- mus t k e secretary, Writer, director,
on-the-spot broadcast of one
a^"to‘ us ! laws*
V1< a 10ns
iTprises,
Inc
Parkersburg,
liaison
officer
of
field
Minderman,
of those famous, extra-curricu5
i
t,°t
assistan t director, film editor, copy
dispatched a warning
Tobey
had
3
0l n
n editor, three cameramen film-cutlar activities of higher educa^he National Citizens Committee
wl, v ’’ iJr
?
to the Commission when it was
Wheelmg,
W. ?r
Va., and
in
tion
for Educational Television.
co-ed dormitory
at a
erg> two artists, two program asstudying the case that his commit5
Belou, Wis.
13*
Minderman, who recently reknown as ‘a panty raid.’
sistants, desk assistant and a
tee would hold hearings on the
Including the 108 stations
op- man tech nical crew-28 people,
"As the camera sweeps the
signed from the FCC as adminislegality of the merger.
eration
before
freeze-lift,
the
the
Paul
Chairman
to
assistant
there,
trative
scene,
as one of the
Commission has now authorized
ringleaders in this raid, the
A, Walker, reported that the Edu355 outlets of which approxiparents see their darling son,
cational TV and Radio Center getOnly’
Akerberg’s
Curtis Co. Co-Bankrolls
mately 140 are on the air.
John. Shortly thereafter, as I
ting* under way in Chicago will aid
envision the event, this stuin clearance and leasing of "an
Status; Schudt on
‘Down
Go’ abundant supply” of motion picture
dent would receive a telegram
Helene Curtis Co. has signed for film for the educational stations.
from his father reading someCBS is Completing the AM-TV
DeGroot
at
thing like this:
alternate week sponsorship of Dusplit-down-the-mi.ddle in its station
The Center, which will be finMont’s "Down You Go” paneller anced by the Ford Foundation, is
"‘Your mother and I have
Detroit, Feb. 17.
relations setup/ Herbert V. Aprfor 26 weeks via Ruthrauff & Ryan. also planning a half-hour newsreel
Do DeGroot, station manager of berg, veepee -for station relations
just watched you over televiTelecast is now SRO, with Carter designed to provide the background
sion, .leading that panty raid.
WWJ-AM-FM, has been appointed in both radio and tele for the past
fuu
Products bankrolling the other of major rifews events, said MinderWe wish to remind you that
assistant general manager of WWJ- 18 months, will .now- spend
week.
man.
we are sacrificing to send you
AM-FM-TV, it was announced by time in the TV sphere and also
Web has shown solid sales this
The National Citizens Committo college for learning, not linEdwin K. Wheeler, general man- take a more active part in in
year, with every major advertiser tee, Minderman revealed, will soon
gerie; understanding, not unager of the Detroit News stations.
planning-management activities i
renewing.
Sales chief Ted Berg- announce an Advisory Council to
derwear; a foundation in eduDeGroot will expand his duties video.
. ,,has
mann said the expected year-end be composed of representative citication, not a foundation garto cover both radio and television.
William A. Schudt, Jr„ who
slump didn’t materialize, and to- zens from coast to coast. The Comment; courses, not corsets; a
This move follows the resignation been national director of .statio
gether with Inauguration billings, mittee, he said, will soon begin issheepskin, not a chemise. Take
of Willard Walbridge as television relations in AM, gets his v*P*
the renewals 'have put the web suance of a twice-monthly news letthe next train home. You have
(Fritz)
station manager. Wallbridge re- stripes..; Clarke
r
ahead of expectations for the first ter on developments in educationa date with me in the Woodsigned to join WJIM, Inc., in Lan- continues .as director of station
month.
al TV.
shod’.”
sing.
llations for CBS-TV*
(
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NBC MAGAZINE CONCEPT FOR
Spphs’ Sweet Music to Webs

‘White List’ to Connter ‘Blacklist’;

Although the networks haven’t explored the whys and wherefores, they're considerably heartened these days over the upbeat
in audience interest in symphonic programs. For years they were
the “problem child" of the webs, drawing negligible ratings, but
this season the longhair radio audiences have been on the ascendancy.^ Fact that radio ratings in general have declined, with the
symph sessions more than holding their own, is believed a factor

Both Sides Tangle at
On special assignment from John
K.
Herbert, NBC’s veepee
in
charge of radio and television, Tom
McAvity, one of the network’s key
TV production execs, leaves for the
Coast this week to set in motion
plans for a unique project that is
expected to have a far-reaching
effect on establishing the TV sales
pattern of the future.
McAvity’s special assignment is
to set up a Coast edition of the twohour early-morning, “Today" show,
which will originate out of Hollywood and be channeled into Pacific
Coast stations. It will get an airing
in the same 7 to 9 a.m. time periods
as the “Today" show emanating
from New York. In place of Dave
Garroway, however, there will be a
new personality to coordinate the
Coast stanza. While the Hollywood-

in the closing of the gap..

CBS Radio points to, the fact that the N. Y. Philharmonic connow command the highest Sunday afternoon rating (between

certs

noon and 5:30 p.m.) among attractions on all the networks. Concerts this season are being sponsored by Willys Overland, marking the first time in some years that the symph ensemble has lured
a bankrolled
N. Y. Pulse ratings for the Saturday evening NBC Symphony
Orchestra broadcasts reveal a steady climb, and in some of the
quarter-hour segments outdistancing the pop recording session
for years one of the fave attractions
of Martin Block on

WNEW,

among Gotham

dialers,

TV, Sponsors, Gabbers on Receiving

End of Sports Columnists Raps
New

York's

sports

columnists

took a solid swipe at television,
sponsors, sportscasters and the International Boxing Club following

Kid Gavilan's resounding victory
over

Chuck Davey

last

Wednesday

night at Chicago Stadium.
While the articles were to some
retaliation
for
the
a
extent
outbursts against the writers who
picked Gavilan to successfully defend his welterweight crown, they
(11)

also had some harsh words about
the use of the medium as a buildup
for “house fighters."

The Daily Mirror's Dan Parker
buildup of Davey
“the most consummate buildup in
called television’s

ring history."
ican's Frank
his previous

The Journal-AmerGraham, who called

teevee appearances
“rigged matches," said he had
achieved fame “not as a fighter but
as a television hero."
And the
Herald Tribune’s. Red Smith, irked
at

the televiewers, said:

“Taught

by cowboy films that the goodie on
horse always triumphs
over the baddies who stuck up the
stagecoach, the great unseen (but
not unheard) audience jeered at
the warnings of fist-fight students
that Davey
couldn't fight well
enough to lick one side of Gavilan."
Williams: ‘Fistic Trash’
By far, the most virulent attack
came from Joe Williams, of the
World-Telegram & Sun, who wondered whether the TV audience
“will continue to accept without
protest or discernment all the fistic
trash promoters and sponsors send
(Continued on page 36)

originating program will have its
own live production, distinct from
the one in the east, though patterned along the same lines, there

‘So. Pacific’ on BBC
London, Feb. 17.

A

special radio version of “South
Pacific," condensed to 90 minutes,
will be featured by the BBC Home

will

—

-

-

.

Duggan Facing

Rap

Summer

Edition

For IBC Blast

occupies No. 1 status in the netsales thinking for the future.
In adhering to the same principle
as magazines by inviting advertiser
“insertions" on programs, with a
flexible cost chart allowing for any
given number of exposures, be it a
week, month or year, and with

work

Chicago, Feb. 17.

WNBQ’s

n5'-holds-

barred sports commentator, is facing possible legal action threatened
by the International Boxing Club
as a result of his steamheated
tirade last week against IBC Prexy
Jim Norris. Attorneys for IBC -and
Cameo Restaurant have* asked the
station for a transcript of Duggan’s
televised blast, but Chi NBC veep
Harry Kopf is sitting tight pending
the return of web’s lawyer, Tom
Compere, currently out of city.
Duggan, who for some time has

guaranteed circulation,. NBC feels
it’s got the answer to practically
any national advertiser’s pocketbook and needs.

As Gleason Sub

campaign
conducting
a
the hoodlum element in
circles, claims lie has witnesses to back up the charges he
levelled against Norris ‘and that
he welcomes the suit. On his regubeen

against

lar 10:30 p.m.

Taylor to Colgate As

Adv, Veepee* McConnell

’

TV Show

1

AM

the account

is

CampbeU-Ewald.

AM

sterility,
is

from which all employmade.". He added, “The

Seen; $31,
‘Into

Thin Air’

Washington, Feb.

is

that

a person accused, secretly or indirectly, may not know of the accusation, or if he receives a hint
of it, may be unable to face it, or

Wastage

17.

Question

win clearance on factual grounds.".
Vincent Hartnett, co-author of
“Red Channels," said, “There is
‘blacklisting’ in the entertainment
industry today, in that many hundreds of individuals have had their
names placed on various lists of
those deserving censure or adverse
discrimination because of their

of “sabotage’* in the
of two major “Voice of membership in the Communist
America" transmitters was raised Party or their notable support of
yesterday (16) before Sen. Joe Communist fronts causes.
“Anti-Communist sponsors and
McCarthy’s Senate Investigating
patrons of the ‘commercial theatre*
Committee.
Construction has finally been [have understandably and rightly
halted on the two projected trans- reacted to Communist tactics of exmitters one near Seattle and. the ploitation by refusing to hire or
patronize Communists and those
other at Wilmington, N. C.
Lewis J. McKesson, onetime who notably support them."
Hartnett added, “I personally am
RCA engineer and recently an
electrical engineer with “Voice," decisively opposed to any private,
told the committee there couldn't unofficial ‘hearing boards’ in the

location

—

Russians to jam the stations.
McCarthy inquired whether “the
mislocation and waste has not been
incompetence but that
entirely

some

of it
that way."

may have been planned

Siegel Gets Coast

McKesson replied, ‘That is the
conclusion that I was forced to
reach several times. Everybody is
entitled to some mistakes but nobody

is

Nod (or CBS-TV
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Norman Siegel, former publicity
topper on the Coast for Paramount,
has been appointed as director df
exploitation and publicity for the
West Coast CBS-TV. He succeeds
Robert Meyer, who resigned a
couple of months ago. Siegel’s job
is CQmparable to that of Irving A,
Fein, in the Coast CBS Radio set.

up.
Siege]
was
appointed
today
(Tues.) by Dave Jacobson, CBS-TV
Director of Public Relations, who

has been here the past two weeks
reorganizing the setup. He has also
upped Pat McDertnott to post of
manager of Press Information for
buying a weekly the Coast.
is
Gillette
Siegel, onetime Cleveland radiospring racing series on ABC radio,
Saturdays at 4-4:30 p. m., starting TV editor and columnist, has been
handling the publicity for the
April 8 and running through June. Howie Mayer
office here since exitEach racecast comprises the fea- ing Paramount. He joins CBS-TV
ture event of the day Jit one track. on March 19 after winding up his
Circuits to be picked up are Ja- publicity chores for the Motion
maica, Belmont and Aqueduct.
Picture Academy’s Oscar awards,
In past seasons Gillette had
bankrolled aircasts of the “Triple
Crown," trio of top spring events

SET FOR ABC RADIO

hit the

TV

Olive/ Pilat, feature writer of the
N. Y. Post, said that “perhaps 400
500 artists are directly affected"
and TV, and that “Indirectly
all artists and all those in the field
are affected." He said, “Networks,
agencies and sponsors all use blacklists, with varying severity. One
well-known producer in the industry uses a ‘white list’ of 83 names,
persons qf guaranteed political
to
in

worst part of the situation

“Voice’

of

sored by the N. Y. American Civil
Liberties Union last week.

ment

GILLETTE’S RACECASTS

switchboard after the proPrexy Status Finalized
gram, with only a half-dozen critiCoincident with the official ancal of Duggan’s highly personal atnouncement of former NBC prexy
tack on Norris.
the Gleason show, but will be
Joseph H. McConnell's assuming
geared for a weekly budget conthe presidency of Colgate, the soap
siderably lower than the Gleason
Deal
Chevvy
Dinah’s
outfit revealed that Holland W.
show.
Taylor will join Colgate March 16
Heartens Radio Boys as advertising v.p. Taylor has been
a veepce-director of Foote, Cone &
In one of the major recent Belding and before that was veepee
CBS Assigns Solomon
moves in nighttime radio, Chevro-, for Esty agency. FC&B is moving
let is inserting Dinah Shore into
Roy .Campbell, Jr„ v.p.-director
To Storch
the Monday and Friday at IQ p.m. and chairman of the Chi Plans
New Larry Storch show, which niche op NBC. It’s understood Board
into N,, Y, to solidify its
will be auditioned in about three that the bankroller will invest well
structure..
";eeks by CBS-TV, has been as- over $1,000,000 in network radio,
Edward H. Little, prexy of the
signed to Leo Solomon as producer- a development that has heartened
company since 1938, was elected
creator.
boys.
Mario- Lewis, web’s exec the
of the board. Under an
chairman
Shores
in
Producer, is supervising preparaChevvy is using Miss
amendment to the by-laws he contions. Solomon
and Will Glickman a joint AM-TV spread to “cover tinues to serve as chief executive
)vill script.
the uncovered" areas which have
Series will be a half-hour eve- existed with a video-only sponsor- officer.
includes
jung stanza, although
realignment
Colgate
no time slot ship. The package gives Chevvy
Jias been
allocated as yet.
There a four-times-weekly exposure on election of McCoflnell to the board
1
be some sketches developing the NBC networks* since NBC-TV and executive committee. James A.
of
ne characters.
Storch has used in beams the thrush on Tuesday and Reilly, exec veepee in chargte
'aucle, niteries
and(DuMont). Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Agency for soap sales, was also elected a dfc
Cuoxtij will also-jbe
used.

of bovine calls.

NBC

TV show last Wednesday (ID, Duggan accused Norris
of threatening to rough him up
during a square-off meeting of the
two the night before in the Cameo
Restaurant, Televised blowoff was
trimmed with other references to
8 to 9 audience.
the IBC chieftain, which practically
The network is blueprinting a
had the cameras quivering.
variation of the Gleason variety
Station reported nearly 370 calls
show, utilizing the talents of a
comic or a personality who is on
the way up. It will be given full
production trappings, similar to

equipment
there
suddenly
emerged a loud mooing, and
CBS-ers flocked out of their
offices to see the cows. There
were none—just a playful
sound effects man with a diric

entitled to all mistakes."
McKesson explained to the Senate
Whereas a participating snonsor- Committee that, If the stations
ship in a major TV show, such as were otherwise located, they would
“All Star Revue" or “Show of be able to reach their relay points
Shows," requires a seasonal budge- in Manila and Munich with much
tary outlay of perhaps $1,000,000, greater strength. What is more, the
and commits a client to a minimum different locations would permit
of 13 weeks, the “magazine" con- the stations to be built at onecept invites all comers, either as tenth the cost and to operate with
conregular customers or on a hit-and- one-tenth the power, he
tinued.
run basis similar to the mags.
sees “Today" as merely the
forerunner to an ambitious roster
of programming designed for “insertion" selling.

boxing

With the Jackie Gleason show
now one of the more successful
items on the CBS-TV variety roster, the
network is formulating
plans for a summer semester in a
bid to retain the Saturday night

opponents

have been so many mistakes un- entertainment industry. It is unless things had been planned that derstandable that many in good
way. He stated that upwards of faith should seek for a uniform,
$31,000,000 of the cost of all new effective procedure for determining
broadcast facilities would be un- precisely who are, and who are not.
row for TV.
necessary waste, and added the Communists and notable supportThis is the concept evolved by site locations of the twov big ers. It is also a fact that much,
Sylvester L. (Fat) Weaver, vice transmitters were such that it perhaps most, of the pressure for
chairman of the NBC board, which would be especially easy for the
(Continued on page 36)

the white

Duggan,

into a laugh-panic last week.
Amid the milk bottling

be an interchange of filmed

—

Tom

were thrown

and kihescoped sequences.

Thus, NBC will hurdle the threeService on Saturday, Feb. 28. The
hour time differential permiting
full Drury Lane cast and orchestra
for simultaneous showcasing with
will record the show at the BBC
east and west Coast live variations
Playhouse theatre in front of an
of a major atraction designed to
invited audience.
give sponsors national coverage
The radio adaptation is by Rhod- without resorting to kinescopes or
erick Walker and production will
disrupting the time sequence.
be by Tom Ronald. Walker was reDouble Significance
cently In America playing in “ToWhile NBC recognizes the twonight at 8:30" and “The Cocktail
fold production costs involved, the
Party."
a*
network is gambling on its eventual
success, thus paving the way for
other east-west simultaneous live
productions. It takes on double
significance to NBC, because the
network is putting its chips on the
“Today" formula in setting the
“magazine" sales' pattern of tomor-

Chi Court

Personnel at CBS’ new teleproduction
cent-r e,
is burgeoning in the old
Sheffield Milk plant on N. Y.’s
vision

which

St,,

and

“blacklists" in radio, television and
films tangled at a conference spon-

Milking Laughs

West 57th

ACLD Meet

Defenders

•f

j

rector*

.(Derby,

Preakness

and

Belmont

Stakes). However, rights to those
events were deemed too stiff for
the razor outfit, and it decided instead to spread the dough over a

weekly

series.

Agency

is

Maxon.

.

John Reed King To

WJZ-TV

for Daytimer

WJZ-TV,- N. Y., is taking John
Reed King, currently on “There’s
One in Every Family" on CBS-TV,
for

cross-the-board
daytime
“Family" is moving to the
Paul Mowrey, WJZ-TV
“Back to God," religious airer manager, is building a new stanza
heard on radio via WOR, N. Y., is for the emce.e.
moving over to television with a
ABC-TV key is also launching
Sunday afternoon, program on March 2 a new kid show, cross-theWOR-TV. Program will originate board at 6:15 p.m., starring, Skipfrom Paterson, N. J„ and will fea- per Dawes, “Filbert the Flea."
ture Rev. Peter Eldersveld and a Dawes,
who
produces
“Paul
Choir from various churches in Pat- Whiteman TV Teen Club" for

WOR-TV’s ‘Back

to God’

a

show.

Coast.

*

erson,

ABC-TY,

will

originate his

show

Radio version continues on Sun- from studios of WFIL-TV, although
day nightst Both are sponsored by airer won't be carried by the
the Christian Reformed Church,
Philly outlet.

r

VSaum
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UNIVERSITY FORUM OF THE PETE & HARRY DIGEST

man
In Birth Control)
Stone, Helen Producers-dlrectors-writers: Clark,
Zimmerman
modr
Portnow,
Burke; Solomon
Sustaining
erator; David Niles, announcer
Minneapolis
WLOL,
Director: Portnow
A disk jockey show in this in30 Mins., Fri. (13), 10 p.m.
given a new twist locally
is
stance
WEVD, N. Y.
by interjecting WLOL staffers
This WEVD forum, on the air Peter Clark and Harry Zimmerfortnightly for" 16-years, with N. Y.
man’s spoofing, a la Bob & Ray,
attorney Solomon Portnow as mod- into recorded music. It adds up
erator, host and director, rates con- to
a pleasant musical and foolish(What’s

New

Dr.’

Abraham

f»M

a.m.

From

Participating

WLIB, N. Y. (transcribed)
WLIB, New York indie, has
fair

gab

session

in

Program proved a highly

interesting confab on a major, if
slightly touchy and inflammable
subject, even if the session wasn’t
completely satisfying.

“Brunch At

WMCA

.

.

of planned parenthood, with emphasis on conditions in India and
Japan. Mrs. Burke discussed the
brushoff her committee got recently, in being rejected from N. Y.
Welfare & Health Council membership due to religious pressure.
Both subjects are important, and
worth a half-hour session each:

.

.

.

.

-

.

1

.

'

,

.

-

By jumping back and forth from
one subject to the other, one moment on the international problem,

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

HOLLYWOOD

Festival Gains

Kudos

In

11-Day Cultural Spree
The great wealth of American

is again being tapped in the
message current Feb. 12-22 span on WNYC’s
14th annual American Music Fes-

The municipal station’s
a little tival.
brownie unique venture focusses attention
on the fact that our musical culture is vaster and more vital than
the confines of Tin Pan Alley. In
the 11-day period, over 150 hours

got himself a moniker and was
the peg on which the lecture for
the day was hung. The point made
by Mrs. Wetzler was that youngsters too often unthinkingly tag
unfair nicknames on the associates.
For the moppets it was an effective
combination of entertainment and
education.
Some clever sound effects provided by Howard Peterson on the
Hammond added spice to the readingDave.

of special programming underline
the versatility and productivity of
our composers and musicians, giv-

ing

them recognition which

gen-

is

erally denied them in the traditional atmosphere of “let’s stick
to the classics” or “let’s stick t‘o

the hits.”
An innovation in the project
this year is the 33 programs turned
out .on tape by th’e music departments of universities from Yale to
U. of Southern California, utilizing
the talents of college composers
and instrumentalists. Another new
feature is the recording of American music performed by top orchestras of Europe.
It’s- a policy
of cultural interchange which can
further international understand-

Mutual Country Music
Gets Sat. Expansion
Mutual expands its country muprogramming to a full hour Saturday nights with the addition of

sic

the “Virginia Barn Dance” originating from Danville, Va. Prbgram
will go on the air from 8:30 to 9 ing.
preceding the half-hour “New EngThe music fest,- one of several
land Barn Dance Jamboree,” from annual
features such as the
opera, Shakespeare ahd book fesWorcester, Mass.
has become such an InstiNfew England chmv

WNYC

I

op- thrahghoptithecicountii^.

>:

i

rfc

•

j

;

—

—

..... ..v *
(Continued' 6 ii 'phge -06)
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NBC’s prexy, Frank White, taking in the town for a week under convoy by John K. West, the division’s veepee. He inspected the Burbank
plant and socialized with the network’s star talent
Arnold Marquis
had such success- with the Will Rogers re-do’s that he’s repeating the
process with Bob Burns’ tall tales of his Arkansas kinfolk. Has enough
material to run for three years in five-minute stanzas
Hal Styles,
long a figure in Coast radio and now conducting a school, has been
converted to metaphysical science and is organizing Church of Peace
in Beverly Hills
Bob Kennedy deejaying nightly at Los Feliz Frown
Derby for remote to KFWB. He’s one of few shellac spinners who can
do more than gab. In between platterings he moves over to the piano
and starts pounding.
.

.

.

.

.

.

IN

.

.

.

CHICAGO

.

.

Eugene Meyers added to the CBS spot sales staff. Formerly sales
manager at WTAM, Cleveland, Meyers had been with the Edward
Lamb Enterprises prior to taking the CBS assignment
Tom Compere, Chi NBC attorney, in Arkansas this week on personal biz ...
Singer. Bill Snary off to Manhattan for a whirl at the Big Time. Kyle
Kimbrough has taken over his two WIND strips
Bob Cunningham,
co-host with Tommy Bartlett on NBC’s “Welcome Travelers,” conkfed
.

.

.

.

.

.

WT

out with the flu, missing his first
Ken
call in 1,346 broadcasts.
Nordine is pinchhitting
Bor Hurleigh’s 6:15 p.m.
newscast
,
sessions.
now
bankrolled
by
the
Chi
sportscaster
Motor
Club
News
and
On program caught Morin played
and due shortly to make
excerpts from Moussorgsky’s “Boris John Harrington into his 17th year on
Godounov” with Ezio Pinza and the his TV debut via WBBM-TV . . . WLS’s “Feature Foods” being showMetropolitan Assn. Orchestra & cased this week and next at the Wholesale Grocers Assn, convention
Paul Fogarty has completed the circle with
Chorus' and discussed the work at the Morrison Hotel
with guest Joan Moyner, Worcester his “Your Figure, Ladies” calisthenics show. Show started back in
recently
returned
soprano who
the 30’s on WGN, then in 1950 was converted to WGN-TV where it had
from musical studies in Italy. It a two-year run. It’s back now on radio via
with the Pure Milk
was lively and interesting gabbing Assn, picking up the tab
.
Robert Hussey has been named media
that excellently rounded out the veepee at Foote, Cone & Belding
Milt Brown of the N. Y. NBC
airer.
press staff on a “good will” tour of 15 cities stripping off in Chi for
three days
Esther Rauch has replaced Patricia McMullen as manREADINGS FROM NEGRO PO- ager of the CBS spot sales availabilities department.
.

WGN

.

.

music

.

.

.

.

WNYC

a

.

.

,

was

.

.

•

Jaco.
mechanical methods now in use.
Beulah can be one of the station’s good contrast.
Mrs. Burke's contribution mainly top properties.
OF
MUSIC
concerned the work of, her comThe 45 minutes caught featured MASTERWORKS
mittee in distributing literature, a taped visit to the nearby home With Raymond Morin, narrator,
guest
giving aid through its medical of Dick Liebert, the Radio City
advisory .setup, getting support organist, an informal parlor criss- 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 p.m..
Sun., 4 p.m.
from clergy and the press, etc. The cross of compliments and some
N. Y. Council membership rejec- logical cues of Liebert at the con- WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
WTAG^s “Masterworks of Music”
tion was gone Into briefly.
Bestor’s pianistics and platsole,
aired cross-the-board, is
Bron. “ ters fill out the rest of the session. series,
for the longhair dialer.
pegged
/
The duo’s conversation topics Program offers disked symphonies,
are ordinary and, perhaps inten- opera and light concert works with
SCHOOL TIME
tionally, avert timely affairs. Such colorful program notes by RayWith Josephine Wetzler, Howard
a long broadcast (it's interrupted mond Morin, music ed of the
Peterson
by five Mutual network minutes of Worcester Telegram. It’s a high
Producer: William Nelson
news) would suggest more variety. level series that’s playing to a
Director-Writer: Mrs. Wetzler
Only two commercials this time: selective mob and it doesn’t let
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:15 p.m.
Monastery Wine and a recorded them down.
Sustaining
plug for “Hans Christian AnderMorin’s emceeing is a definite
WLS, Chicago
Elem.
His background info and
plus.
Now into its JjBth year as a top- sen.
bagful of musical anecdota are
grade
public - servicer,
WLS’
easy-flowing and never pedantic. It
“School Time” has turned over its
gives the show a sock plus. Gab
Monday segment to the kindergarAmerican Music
with guesters also is top level and
ten set. (Other daily shows in the
above the run-of-the-mill interview
secies are targeted at the higher
school grades).
New venture is
a yarnspinning session helmed by
education director Josephine Wetzler that adds up^to a neat tidbit
for the tots. Show pays off with

.

.

.

.

how

.

.

the next minute on the local rhubarb, Portnow unfortunately made
for some confusion, as wjell as. dissipating some of the airer’s force.
But otherwise there was a good
deal of meat on ‘the program.
On his recent world trek, Dr.
Stone saw a growing awareness of
the need of family and population
planning, especially in Japan and
India. He saw significance in the
fact that birth control was accepted
as part of the health problems of
countries in Asia, while tabus and
religious factors prevented such acceptance, even after 30 years, here.
The most important problem facing the world today, he’ said, was
what methods were to be used for
birth control in over-pophlated
areas. Under Portnow’s prodding,
Dr, Stone also discussed contraceptives. frankly, and said he foresaw
within five or 10 years a biological
method developed to eliminate the With

a quickie “educational”
tied in with the story.

.

.

UN

(9)

.

.

.

.

established a family planning
and
program for India, under
Indian government auspices, talked
behalf
trip
on
of his recent world

tale telling

CITY

AM

.

Portnow had as guests Dr.
Stone, veepee of Planned
Parenthood Federation of America,
and Mrs. Helen Burke, exec director of the- Committee of Mothers’
Health Centres in N. Y. Dr. Stone,

Chapter heard

NEW YORK

IN

•

Abraham

fairy

the Production Centres

a

WWRL

and intelligence it showed
last Friday (13) in discussing birth
control as honestly and openly as

who

Sat., 10:30

»++

»

•

straint?

did.

30 Mins.,

MMM

f

»

Stanza is pegged priFranks.”
marily for the Negro audience but
.
• .
James
Ellington
femcee Ruth
shows over WJZ from their Hotel
Ed Fitzgerald still doing his
and her flock of guestars give it a
solo on their afternoon 5-acombeen
Pierre apartment, but Pegeen has
wider range with their bright
mentary.
__
week TVer while the Mr. part of the team is bedded with virus.
„
, ,
Show is taped at Frank s, HarGrace Meehan, ex-WHOM, joins WWRL, Woodside, as a continuity
ness session calculated to attract lem eatery, where Miss James apwriter, while Romulada Quid, formerly with J. Walter Thompson
sponsorship.
parently table-hops for her .interagency, moves into the station’s accounting department . . . Fred Barr,
Duo sounds like Bob & Ray and views. She nabs prominent Harprogram director, named to radio committee of Crusade for
their lampooning is patterned after lem citizens for a spiel-sesh and*
Freedom annual campaign,
that purveyed by the NBC net- gives them ample time to sound
Seymour Seigel, director of WNYC, receives the Order of Orange
work pair over another Twin off. She keeps it lively and well
Cities station the previous .half- paced by never letting the guests Nassau, Netherlands’ highest citation, at* ceremonies this week with the
They, cleverly burlesque fall into a pedantic groove aqd Consul General representing Queen Juliana. It’s in recognition of
hour.
commercials, unload some gags and holding them to the mike when Seigel’s furtherance of international understanding via programming
Marie
indulge in other nonsense general- they’ve got something interesting,
NBC’s Mike Dann to Palm Beach for two weeks’ vacation .
Don Blauhut,
.
ly before and after each platter to say.
McWilliams upped to personnel director for ABC .
spinning which is the bulk and
Guests come from varied fields ex-Peck agency, named AM-TV topper for Raymond Spectdr agency
mainstay of the entertainment. The which helps hold dialer through- , . . News gabber Pauline Frederick leaves tomorrow <Thurs.) on twoGuesters on week hospital-ship trip to Hawaii . . Bernard Lubar upped to AM-TV
local contributions are agreeable, out the 30 minutes.
If not devastatingly funny or origshow caught Saturday (14), for exchief for Ruthrauff & Ryan ... Storer Broadcasting Co.
Incidentally, ample, ranged from a women s continuity
inal in conception.
lease on five-story building at 118 E. 57 St., tagone of the commercials evidently page editor of a Harlem newspaper has inked a long-term
veepee and general
House” . . Mort Fleischl,
it
“Stored
ging
was genuine (Star Kosher Wine) to the owner of a school for domesmanager, took a quickie vacation in Nassau last week . . . Hal Davis,
and, tossed in with the phoneys, tic servants in the Bahamas.
Eckhardt,
&
Kenyon
addresses the
of
director
veepee and promotion
might have lost its intended imGres.
Publicity Club of N. Y. on “The New Age of Publicity” today (Wed.)
pact with dialers.
WWRL, Woodside, airing a month-long series of spots bn social
Tunes played are those selected T.N.T.
by WLOL’s music department as With Howard Tupper, Tony Car- secuity information . Norman Weinstock, formerly with the Far East
of Armed Forces Radio Service, joins WHLI, Hempstead.
Network
the top eight for the week in the
vell
Twin Cities area. Pair tees off 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:15 p.m.
Mary Shipp, radio-tele actress, in Santa Barbara on location, doing
with No. 8 and work down to the Participating
.
a featured part in “Jennifer,” Ida Luplno-Howard Duff starrer .
*
champ.
Bob Haymes, Mary Osborne and Jack Sterling entertain at Bridgeport
WGY, Schenectady
For pop music lovers show
new
general manager Carl W^rd,
WCBS
Qitchy title attaches to a
.
.
girls club rally today (Wed.)
stacks lip as an ear delight which program of recorded music, chatsales manager, Henry Untermeyer and account exec Howard Lalley off
gains value from the wit and hu- ter and telephoned “shut-in” calls,
.
to Chi today (Wed) to attend Brokers and Canners convention
Rees.
mor peppering.
handled by Howard Tupper and Edgar Bergen in town Friday (13) en route to emcee Pres. Eisenhower’s
Tony Carvell. In. basic format, it cabinet dinner in D. C., Saturday (14) . . WCBS thrush Joan Edwards
is a two-man disk jockey show, alDON AND BEULAH BESTOR
back from two weeks in Florida . , . Robert Merrill returns to NBC’s
though dressed up. A tendency to
With guests
Monday (23) after month tour . Patsy CampbeH tapped
verboseness is inherent; introduc- “Encore!’
45. Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 a.nt.
for role of Tyrone Power’s secretary on Ziv feature, “Freedom, USA”
overrun
numbers
tions to some
Participating
NBC’s “Theatre Guild” originates from D. C. March 1 to kick off
length. Only the cleverest of word .
WICC, Bridgeport
Dorothy Moran, secretary to ABC's Charles
.
juggling, of light humor and of Red Cross campaign
Conn.,
County,
Fairfield
In
CBS Radio v.p. John Karol to address
dextrous projection can camou- Ayres, on leave until May 1
where celebs are a dime a dozen flage this facet. As veteran an- Media Buyers Assn, of N. Y. on “who listens to radio” tonight (Wed.)
even in these inflated times, the nouncers, Tupper and Carvell pos- at Hotel Shelton . Ben Grauer will narrate the National Conference
.resources of local radio chatter sess poise and sureness, if not unof Christians and Jews pageant at the Waldorf tomorrow (Thurs.),
shows have been remarkably unex- usual sense of the comedic. They highlighting Brotherhood Week and honoring David Samoff, John
A pair of able people, carry off the assignment here rea- Golden, Jack R. Howard, Danny Kaye and Spyros Skouras . . George
ploited.
Combo,
Mr.
Mrs.
operating as a
&
sonably well.
Fadiman substituting for the vacationing Art Linkletter on “House
should be potential, and WICC will
One caught block featured a
probably be proved right in slot- “Moon” theme in selections. The Party” over CBS radio and television. Linkletter flew to New Orleans
ting Don and Beulah Bestor across pair seemed to be working from a to hoard a fruit boat for the Caribbean.
the board in a key ayem period.
Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC program veepee, and John K. Herbert,
script with occasional multi-sylCBS
Bestor, of course, is best known labled words to which ad libbing veepee in change of networks, fly to the Coast today (Wed.) .
for his “Play, Don” years on the was added. Highlight of that hour Radio’s Jo Stafford tapped by the Advertising Council to distribute its
interview
phone
touching
a
is
was
and
Carol
bandstand
through
her
show
Ohmart
bookelt, “Miracle of America,”
.
Jack. Benny
.
,
therefore a musician who handles with a blind woman, the wife of a finished 18 spots for radio as Marilyn Monroe’s voice
. Lynn Loring
himself easily and affably at the sightless man.
into “Grand Central Station” Saturday (2 J ... Bert Cowlan, of NBC’s
Tupper registers as the breezier “Stella Dallas,” back from five-week trip to the Coast
mike. The bigger surprise is the
. NBC to mark
emerging of Mrs. Bestor, a success- and brisker of the two, albeit his Negro Newspaper Week with a special show March 14.
He
ful mag cover model, as a sure air style is sometimes jerky.
gabber and distinct personality. read a poem nicely. Carvell’s deep
.
WICC swinging into TV soon, voice and quieter manner provide IN
.

tinued plaudits for forthright, adult
discussions on important civic or
social problems. Especially does it
deserve credit for the courage, re-

it
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BRUNCH AT FRANKS

*

With Peter Clark, Harry Zimmer- With Ruth Ellington James

AIR

With

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ETRY

With William Marshall
Producer: Nat Rudich

IN

Sustaining

Tieing in with the current nationwide pitch for brotherhood,
WLIB teed off a four-week series
of readings from the works of Negro poets Saturday. (14).
Show,
which will be aired once weekly,
spotlights verse that falls into line
With the brotherhood concept. Recitations on preem were delivered
effectively by film-legit actor William Marshall. Introe to program
stated that poems to be delivered
were written by poets who have
been fighting bigotry through the

.

month

.

:

.

.

.

.

WMCK

.

.

Included among the six or seven
recitations given on opener was
“Blues For Bessie,” a forceful going over of the racial prejudice

IN

BOSTON

Mrs. Nona Kirby,

.

.

.
!

WLAW

national sales manager, was presented *
“Citation of Honor” by local committee of Bonds of Israel Government,
last week.
Citation revealed that due to Mrs. Kirby’s efforts, local

singer Bessie
Smith’s untimely death. Lorenzo
in

Fuller’s organ background helped
‘‘sustain ‘^^'dl^hiatic^mbbd. 1,11 Jess.

after a

.

ding anniversary celebration
.
Ken Kenfield, manager of WPGH,
and that station have parted company and Howard Lazarus is back in
top spot again .
Gloria (Dusty) Brown has left the Westemaires on
the E-Z Credit Ranch daily half-hour on Channel 2 and Ginny Wilson
is replacing, her on guitar.
Another newcomer to the group is Arlene
Wright, yo.deler, who won first prize last June on an Arthur Godfrey
“Ment Scouts” program ... Joe Tucker, WWSW‘ sportscaster, off for
Florida and Cuba to look over several of the major league clubs in
spring training
. Roy Jenkins, formerly with
in McKeesport,
and the Heinz Co., has joined the KQV sales staff . . Ray Schneider,
chief announcer and news editor at WWSW, just began his 20th year
at that station’s mikes.

’

that /resulted

KDKA’s “Home Forum program

Dade City, Fla., where she was called by the death of her father.
Evelyn Gardiner subbed in the show., .
Dick Fortune, WDTV publicity director, up to Watertown, N. Y., for his parents’ golden wed-

in

-

ages.

PITTSBURGH ...

Janet Ross back doing

WLIB, N.Y.

,

1

M

‘

^

(Continued on page 30).
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WHAT’S YOUR BID?
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4. 4

With Leonard Rosen, John Reed

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

::

4 4

4

4

» 1 1 4 4

Kinff »

.

Producer:

4 1 1 4 4 4 4 4

Eddie Cantor's convalescence bit with Como and Blue. It was
routine has transformed the. comic good for some laughs. Blue’s panfilm clips tomimic terp sequence, in, a Montinto a conferencier of
and a liberal employer of outside martre setting, was a mild affair
of activ- which was heightened in spots by
talent. Such diminution
who has given so exciting work of'Hoctor
Byrd.
ity for a guy
Commercials were cleverly inmuch o t himself on his video
shows as well as any other endea- tergrated and session displayed top
Gros .
vor he applied himself to, was production values.
particularly evident on his “Col“Omnibus” appears at times to
gate Corned Hour” effort on NBCoperate under the theory that if it
TV,* Sunday (15).
Cantor had the assistance of a keeps some of the people intersmall boy, Danny Richards, a like- ested some of the time, it can keep
able moppet, who evidenced a lot all (or most, anyway) of the audi«
of talent, with his ability to han- ence listening all. of the time. At
least that was the impression left
dle his lines ..and do impressions.
Cantor’s top comedy opus was by Sunday’s (15) session on CBS-

&

•

‘

’

RkR

Productions

Director: Bob Doyle
30 Mins.: Sat., 7;30 p.m.

CHARLES ANTELL
ABC-TV, from New York
(TV Advertising Associates)
Charles Antell, hair preparation
outfit that cracked into the big
time via’ saturation use of pitchmen on TV, has again Wooed the
pitch technique, this time translating it into auction terms. New
stanza, which replaces “Live. Like
a Millionaire” for the sponsor, is a
clambake on which auctioneer
Leonard. Rosen, tagged “Liberal
Bill,” dispenses the largesse to the
studio audience.

Emcee opened the airer Satur(14) by tossing into the crowd
several packs of cigarets, socks
and similar items. Then he asked
for bids on a blind item, giving the
successful bidder four extra wrist
watches. To get around the* problem that only the well-heeled in
the studio will win the plums, he
got a man who paid $250' for a
freezer to give i.t to a woman who
said she needed it, then awarded
a duplicate freezer and other gifts
to the man for his generosity. He
took a $2,500 quote on a car selling
for less than that, but added a
year’s supply of gas and oil and
other items. One couple was allowed to keep all the packages they
could carry across the stage in 20
seconds.
In short, the bankroller is identifying himself with- giving away
loads of loot and With helping
worthy causes (all the coin taken
in from bids goes to a charity, with
Damon Runyon- fund benefiting
on the initialer). The overall impression, however, is that there’s
little point in coming to the show
unless you bring money. The bidding is confused and lacks the
quality of entertainment. “Liberal.
Bill,” while having some personable-traits, overworks the “I want
you to say thanks” routine, which
tends to insult the participants.
And his Joe Miller gags don’t help.
day

“Maxie the Taxi” with Sara Ber- TV.
The 15th volume of the show
ner as his passenger. There were
some good lines in this filmed bit, featured a one-act play by William
Saroyan,
starring Paul Douglas; a
devote
politic
to
seem,
but it didn’t
the major portion of the stanza to time-lapse film demonstrating the
life-cycle
Miss
of wheat; another of the
Benny.
Jack
about
gabbing
Berner, of Course, has been one Jacques Benoit-Levy ballets; a lecture
on
on
a
the
gold cup smithed by
operators
telephone
of the
Benvenuto Cejlini; a film on inBenny stanza for years.
in
dustrial
sequences
major
prepardedness
the
for defense
One of
film was the finale in which a med- and a preview of next week’s atwere
traction,
songs
Loesser
the
Metopera’s
video verFrank
ley of
performed. In this segment, Con- sion of “La Boheme.”
earlier
an
substantiated
While
a
couple
of
the
segments
nie Russell
impression that she’s a top songs- had universal appeal, interest in
tress. She can deliver with warmth the others were largely confined to
and vigor and her terping is suf- devotees of the various arts. That
Miss .Rus- popular entertainment can’t be
ficient to pass muster.
specialized seamed to have
sell’s “Anywhere T Wander’’ had a too
Miss been forgfoften 6n this stanza.
Earlier
to
'ft.
deal of fragility
Best portion of the show was the
Russell and Billy Daniel terped
demonstrating how wheat
out a lively “Fancy Free.” Loes- film
ser and Cantor did okay on “Baby, grows.
Pic used the time-lapse
It's Cold Outside.” Another film technique, thereby showing' with
clip had Danny Kaye doing “Ugly actual motion the bursting of the
Duckling”', in a film clip from seed, the spreading of roots, and
“Hans Christian Andersen.” Cart- the eventual growth and ripening
tor and the moppet gave the ap- of the grains. It was a fascinating
propriate plugs fore- and aft.
study that solidly demonstrated
Tom D’Andrea and Hal March that plants are living, growing
seen* ;to be an essentially funny things.
In this sketch in which they
pair.
Saroyan’s “The Oyster and the
depicted a pair of Gls, they Pearl” was an affirmation of the
stretched a few .funny lines over a author’s belief that people must
An audience-pulling gimmick is
For the time in- retain their romanticism and mys- provided by flashing a half-dozen
long course.
volved, it wasn’t worth it. Jose.
ticism to remain happy.
Set 'in names (selected at random) and
“Okay-by-the-Sea,”
a
fictitious giving them until midnight to call
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians, California town, story develops in for a “bonus prize.”
John Reed King handles annow on a 4 nationwide tour, cele- through the conflict between the
brated the 36th anniversary of town barber, who wants the resi- nouncing chores and touts the
their founding with a humdinger dents to live in their aura of half- merchandise. Antell commercials
of a music program Sunday (15h dream, and a new teacher who were somewhat more restrained
Bril.
as they originated the “Fred War- wants both the kids and the adults than on past entries.

his

We Go Again

Here

The Democrats

will

never

All during the recent
Presidential campaign, when
money was so hard to come by
(for -the Dems) for the vital
half-hour TV shows to carry
Adlai Stevenson and his message to voters, five or more
minutes of each precious halfhour before Stevenson spoke
was taken up by introductions
of the man to the live audience he was addressing. Invariably his speech would be
lopped off at end of the halfhour, with, from one to ,10
paragraphs of .his speech still
unsaid, and a, feeling of fruslearn.

tration

TV

and annoyance

left

with

viewers.

Last

Saturday

night

(14)

was no different. Stevenson
was to speak over CBS-TV,
from 9:30 to. 10, at the Jefferson- Jackson Day dinner 'from
N. Y.'s Waldorf.
At 9:30
Averell Harriman was intro-

19

ALAN YOUNG SHOW

Dawn Addams, Mabel Paige,
Alpert, Russell Gaige,
others
Producers: Bob Mosher, Joe Connally
Writers: Lew Derman, Phil Sharp,
Withr

David

Young
Director: Bob Finkel
30 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m. (alternate

BRISTOL-MYERS
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
(

Doherty,

Clifford

,

&

Steers

Shenfield)

The filmed “Alan Young Show”
is the alternate-week attraction for
Bristol-Myers (companion piece to
the Ken Murray program, in -4:116
CBS-TV Sunday night 9:30 segment. As the latest attempt to integrate Young into the TV comedic
pattern, it’s strictly a lightweight
effort that’s short on imaginative,
treatment. The combined writerproduction credits, with a cumulative impressive track record in the

commercial

radio-TV

logs,

belie

the feebleness of this newest

TV

entry.

This one’s strictly a followup
treatment of one of the most venerable, cliched formulas in show
biz books, dating back to early
Buster Keaton, with Walter Mitty,
thrown in for good measure*
On Sunday’s (15) teeoff stanza
(there will not necessarily be a
When will the politicos
continuing story line and later
learn to start the intro five
shows will revert to a live basis).
minutes before air time; and
Young is depicted as a bank clerk
have the head speaker on the
who slapsticks his way through his
air at the start of the allotted
first day at the bank; projects himtime, instead of five to 10
self into some fanciful sprees of
Bron.
minutes late?
imagination a la -Mitty, and gets
involved with the Hiawatha-spouting bank prexy’s daughter who beDIG DOBSON
lieves he’s, “on the street.!’
With Charlie Dobson
Practically every situation in the
Director; Dennis Kane
belabored script is telescoped.'
180 Mins.;< Sat., 2 p.m.
WPTZ, Philadelphia
There’s a niche in TV for Young
Charlie Dobson, latest ^addition ‘and his distinctive talents. This
to afternoon deejays, has avowed isn’t it.
Rose.
purpose of “doing nothing but eating and playing records.” TV disker
has no studio audience for rug- STATE OF THE NATION
cutting visual gimmicks, thereby With Doug Edwards, Oveta Culp
Hobby
departing from his local predecesCharles von Fremd,
sors Bob Horn and team of Grady Producers:
Larry W.arlck
& Hurst. But, in addition to- being
newer in the field, he is also much Director: Charles Hill
younger and his boyish looks, 30 Mins.; Sun., 4 p.m.
sweater and bow-tie garb should Sustaining
keep the gush-type, crowd glued -to CBS-TV, from Washington
Oveta Culp Hobby, new head of
receiver.
Dobson has a casual,
throwaway style and gives no evi- the Federal Security Administration,
sketched the various jobs of
dence of “taking it big.”
the agency on
fourth
Cameras work principally while edition of “StateCBS-TV’s
of the Nation”
platters spin, making use of gadSunday (15). She was interviewed
gets, mobiles of notes and musical by Doug
GIRL ALONE
Edwards, pinchhitting for
markings, etc., to get abstract ef- flu-bedded Eric Sevareid
With Dottie Mack
(it was
fects. Cameras play upon diverse noted
Producer: Jairfes P. McGuire
in passing that the FSA is
array of objects riding upon turn- fighting against the current
Director: Abe Cowan
epitables. Studip- lensmen also pro- demic).
10 Mins., Mon., 10:50 pjn.
vide some trick lighting fireworks
Sustaining
“State” is an informative proof their own. Fans would probably gram which blends the interview
DUMONT, from Cincinnati
On the premise that a good look- rather watch Dobson.
and documentary report formats.
In addition to flock of request After a hello to Mrs. Hobby, Eding gal can hold a male audience
in a post-boxing segment better numbers, Variety’s Top ’10 disks wards presented a brief biog, using
than a mere sports summary, Du- of the week are featured.
film clips, and then gave a capsule
In contrast with other local dee- picture of how the FSA affects the
Mont has slotted Dottie Mack in
an offbeat show to follow the web’s jay segments, which transferred lives of people, first through the
Monday night boxing program. At from radio and hooked on TV as- effect on an average family, then
first glance, it looks as if* the for- sets, “Dig Dobson” starts cold in its help for the handicapped, etc.
television and uses primarily radio
mula should pay off.
For a public service sustainer,
This is the female counterpart valties. Saturday afternoon gives “State” is well done, although
spot when he there can be improvement in the
a- time
to “The Continental,” only it’s far Dobson
more subtle and there’s no direct doesn’t have to play for listening lensing of some film inserts and.
pitch to the males. Miss Mack, a audience only, and his show can the canned musical background.
tall,
sultry brunet, does panto- stand more sight factors. Gaglu
Edwards did an effective narration
mime, in this case to torchy baljob over the celluloid and handled
lads.
the. tete-a-tete with the wartime
Camera showed her at the door LET’S HAVE PUN
head of the WACs in a topflight,
„
to her apartment, saying good- With Jack Gwyn, Walter Hendl, sober manner. Mrs. Hobby, while
Natalie Goldberg, Jack Saunders, somewhat
night to an unseen date. She then
restrained,
registered
Patricia Swank, Bill Nye, an- well. Her reports on “butter-legsegued into the apartment, sat
nouncer
down at a telephone to mime a
gers,” who repackage oleo as butProducer:
Larry DuPont
ballad the lyrics of which suited
ter, and the exhibit of a jar of
water for which consumers paid
the action. Rest of the program Writers: DuPont, Gwyn
had her moving about the apart Director: Ben January
70c a pound (it had been injected
into frozen turkeys which the FSA
ment, miming a ballad while look- 30 Mins.; Mon., ’9:30 p.m.
took off the market) were intering at a man’s picture and read- Sustaining
WFAA-TV, Dallas
esting. Show wound with the draing his letters.
A slight affair, but Miss Mack This new fun show, contrived by matic statistics that one-third of
has the ability to create quite a Larry DuPont, who knows his way the nation’s school children are
mood. She’s poised, knows how to around in radio-TV, may find a without adequate facilities and that
move, how to sit, and definitely niche with viewers and rack up a the school populations is rapidly
how to pantomime. Aided by a local rating that will entice spon- outstripping the number of teachBril.
couple of good records (by Rose- sorship. At first glance, its appeal ers.
is to the
literati,
although the
mary Clooney and Jeanne Sayle
credits are given), Miss Mack emits humorous vein is sufficient to snare
an aura of subtle but distinct s.a. a loyal, weekly audience. Format ACROSS THE BOARD
Producei* James P. McGuire has involves situations read by emcee With George Grim
furnished a plush modern apart- Jack Gwyn to a four-member Producer-director: Tracy Lounsberry
ment to fit the mood. Miss Mack’s “punel” board, “Punelists” derive
well costumed. And whoever se- answers by slight twists to w, k. Writer: George Grim
lected the records deserves a nod. puns and phrases. Midshow stunt 15 Mins.; Sat., 10:15 p.m.
Program’s a property worth watch- uses a cartoon, only, termed a KOOL VENT
“punograph,” with a hidden pun. KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul
Chan.
ing.
Useful prizes are awarded viewers
Ingenious George Grim, one of
submitting puns that are used on the ace Twin Cities ether personalithe
show,
with better gifts when ties, has devised a fresh and novel
INTERNATIONAL TOWN
method to sell the news on this
With Dr. Victor. A, Rapport, Prof. contributions stump the experts.
Stanza
viewed had affable Gwyn successful TV show. A 30-foot set,
Harry H. Josselsop, James Jidov,
quizzing members for mirthful a supermarket shopping cart and
John C ant don>, guests,
answers, in seeking punned phraseS other gimmicks are employed durWritcr-prodUiccr; .Jack McBride
such as “I’m Putting All My Legs ing a crisp and interesting .review
Director: Gene Holowchak
30* Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
In One Casket,” “I’ve Got Gnus for of the past week’s most arresting
Ewe,” and “The Gnat Has 1,000 occurrences and developments.
WWJ-TV, Detroit
half-hour
planned
Eyes.”
is
a
well
This
Punograph cartoon of two
Eight panels with various headprogram designed to show metro- ghosts was missed: answer was “No ings and decorations are spread
politan Detroiters the international Ghoul Like an Old Ghoul.”
across the stage to lend visual
character of their city. Leaders of
“Punel” members -work hard enhancement to the gabbing. Movthe Chinese, Mexican, Moslem, throughout, and laughs result from ing from one to another, the well
Hungarian, Greek, Italian, Polish. consistent throwaway lines edging traveled and authoritative. Grim ,
Ukranian, Belgian and Canadian to correct answers, Walter Hendl, utilizes still pictures, blackboards
communities in' Detroit will appear Dallas Symphony maestro, on show and various other props to empeoples’ lives caught drew yocks with ad libbed phasize points during his recital
to* describe their
here. Documentary films will show punning during the stump sessions. and commentary.
the. areas in the cities where the Experts came up with a, big. 75%
Grim reveals a good camera
,.for
>.(fiontiiyj£fJn cuj ,p;tge
M f,t ^grk. presence andipexsortalitjux .jR®em'’ qh
,
ri
.

duced to present. Stevenson in
turn, and Harriman spent five
valuable minutes doing it. It
was 9:35 when Stevenson
started to talk, and at airtime
close he still had two paragraphs to go.

,

1

'

•

ing Show” from CBS Television
City in Hollywood. The half-hour
was fast, breezy, tuneful and highclass
as Waring led his band,
chorus,
soloists
and specialties
through a variety of song numbers,
from jazz to opera, in swiftly-

mood and style.
segment moved briskly
from the intro, which had the cast
changing
First

cutely singing the praises of California but wishing they were back

to face reality.

Saroyan says his plays are about
people.
The question is whether
they are people as they are or people as Saroyan imagines they are
or would like them to be. In this
instance it’s a case of the latter
Paul Douglas did
holding true.
well in the role of the barber,
making him credible most of the
time. Hildy Parks as the teacher
didn’t quite fit into the teacher’s

Manhattan; through Nadine Gae coldly realistic character.
and Marc Breaux’s excellent stepEmcee Alistair Cooke and John
ping in “Curtain Time,” Keith and Phillips, Renaissance curator of
Sylvia Textor’s comic song duet in the N. Y. Metropolitan Museum of
“No Two People” and Daisy Ber- Art went into a lot of details
nier and Joe Marine’s snappy some
of them unnecessary in
“Vampin’
and to the duet from their demonstration of a 400-year“La Boheme,” ably handled by old Cellini gold cup.
This segBob Sands and Frances Wyatt.
ment was enlarged beyond its
Final portion was given over to worth, and if it was felt that all
a highly effective and moving,
that time was necessary, they
though slightly overlong produc might have departed from the
tion number, “God’s Trombones,”
straight lecture style with some
which featured Frank Davis in a
film clips or stills depicting some
stirring
delivery of a sermon,
of the facets of Renaissance life.
Maidy Norman assisting, and the
The business of the armed guard
chorus singing spiritual snatches
could have been dispensed with.
as support. Fine Camera and lightDiscussion of the forthcoming
ing effects enhanced the religious
“Boheme” production with memappeal of the number.
of the cast and production
bers
Show closed with the troupe
especially
interesting,

in

—

•

,

was

staff

singing “No Man Is An Island,” in
tribute to Brotherhood Week.
It

that portion

dwelling on transla-

was grade-A Waring throughout, tion difficulties, in which Howard
Dietz expounded on his new Engthan which there’s no better.
translation of the Puccini
lish
Bron.
opera. The filmed ballet offering
from Paris, “Under the Bridges of
With Perry Como heading up Paris,” was little more than a
the “All Star Review” Saturday
charade. The pic on defense pre(14) on NBC-TV, stanza was heavy
paredness amounted to little more
on song and weak on comedy.
a free ad for American MaComo is an amiable tele person- than
chine and Foundry Co., one of the
ality and a topflight crooner but
show’s sponsors. It was filmed at
the 60-minute load was too much
AMF’s plant, showed several of its
for him to carry. Even with neat
machines and mentioned its name.
assists from guesters, Patti Page,
Chan.
Joan Blondell and Ben Blue, show
added up to an erratic hour that
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Jut some high points in between
Town” nod to the disk industry on
the
lulls.

Como CBS-TV Sunday
in type to
Como similar American

Standout entries were the
and Miss Page songalogs.
scored

easily with workovers of
disclicks, “Don’t Let The Stars
Get In Your Eyes’’ and “Wild
Horses” and also was effective on
the qMies, “You’ll Never Walk
Alow and ‘‘When bay Is bone.”
”?.lss
socked* h^r current nbvelty^ick, ’“Doggie ‘In The Winu°w arid dueted with Como on a
‘‘Side by Side.” They worked
f JJJ-kp
* a.tter number via a cute
eii
sKoich
set in a record shop.
Blondell was wasted in a
"''tj 1 Como that, lacked hu10*
or point, buo, however, got a
ll
nrslrate assist from Stanley Prag10 roan aged
to pull out the
fL .’-clK
MVss'Blondell redeemed
crs °lf later
in a tramp
.

,

,

<

,

’

ness.

,

,,

,

,,

Sullivan pegged the. show on the
industry’s 75th ahni (which happened last year) but the historical
angle was lost in the procession of
contemporary vocalists delivering
their current hits. At one point in
the show, Sullivan focussed tys
comments on the early days of the
recording industry, with references
buildto. Caruso, but this was all a

1

,,

.

i

was
kudos

(15)

Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers last
fall. It was another conglomeration,
of musical sequences .loosely strung
together. without any special sqpw-J
manship values to point up the
contribution of disks to show busi-

ms

,.i.

night

this show’s

to the

,

v

niQtoitynued on page 34)
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Park Vous

St Louis Sudsmaker In

NAEBWeb

Francais?

Production Centres
From the
—

Middle on Browns Tiff

Continued from page 38

-

To

Air Frendh Classics (or 1st Time

campaign received extensive publicity resulting in Hub leading nation
St. Louis, Feb, 17.
“Symphony” Sid Torin, whose daily two-hour
.
in sales of bonds
The Falstaff Brewing Co., spon- sesh of progressive music is beamed via WBMS, has broadened his acstint from WCOP each night from midnight
similar
a
sor of play-by-play of all St. Louis tivities to include
to 1:30 a.m. Unusual arrangement will allow deejay to continue his
Browns games, is in the middle of (WBMS) chores . Carl Moore, emcee of WEEI’s. “Top of the Morna hassle between Bill Veeck, prexy ing” and “Beantown Varieties,” began his annual winter vacation ridof the local club, and execs of the ing to New York’ in the cab of a New York Central Diesel locomotive
N. Y. Yankees and Cleveland InRoderick MacLeish, WLAW news director, flew to Holland as
dians, and unless the big brass rec- special courier of Massachusetts’ Lt. Gov. Sumner Whittier, to perfans
local
differences,
their
oncile
sonally convey to Queen Juliana the sympathy and pledge of assistance
WHDH scripter Bill Shea
will be denied broadcasts of 44 of local citizens to Duch flood victims
games during the season.
and staff pianist Bill Green, cleffed the original music played at BosSheraton
deParade”
at
Plaza
“Fashion
ton Herald’s annual
Arthur
The row started when Veeck
manded a cut in the broadcast take King, WEEI director of public affairs, has skedded a new series of deWNAC-TV is
enjoyed by the other two clubs in fense discussion programs with local civic leaders
It was currently in process of adjusting its transmitter preliminary to increastheir own back yards.
thumbed down, even though Veeck ing the power from present 26,000 w. to an estimated 200,000.

unique venture will see Amer-4ican stations broadcasting French
classics, enacted by the Comedie
Buys CBS-TV Show
Francaise, along with contempoColumbia Records has bought 10
rary French music with introducfive-minute periods weekly on CBStions by the composers in their na“There’s One in Every Famtive tongue, is set to tee off in TV’s
two-week ride.
March. Series, arranged by the ily” for a
Sponsorship on the cross-theEducational
of
National Assn,
stanza starts Mondaytime
board
Broadcasters, starts in New York
over WNYC March T and will run day (23).

CR

concurrently on six other NAEB
Series is also available
the other 85 stations in the

.NAEB.
According to
director

Seymour
and

NAEB

Siegel,
chair-

.

.

DuMont Still Has

.

said the

BaDcast Gleam
Despite Johnson
'

posers themselves, including Darius work’s attempt td enlist interest
Milhaud, Arthur Honegger and in a game of the week, but had
Jacques Ibert. Composers will in- failed to mentioned the web. Howtroduce their works and their com- ever, in a statement made Friday
mentary will fade into a dubbed (13), he identified the web as DuEnglish translation of their re- Mont and said they had been slowmarks.
ing down their campaign because
of his threat of possible court or
Sen. JohnCongressional action.
son is president of the Class A
Western League, and claims that
television policies of the major
league clubs is hurting the minors

Pabst, Edwards’

NBC-TV’s
CBS-TV’s “Blue Ribbon Bouts”
reveals the Ralph Edwards airer
gaining strongly against the fightcasts. Latest Nielsen' report, for
half of January, shows “TIYL”
with a 50% increase over its preem
rating three months earlier and the
gap between the two programs
closing.. When Pabst comes up with

,

Jim Woods (Ex-Cracker

.

.

.

WCBS-TV,

tem by Larry LeSueu&44 £“

.

.

.

*

PHILADELPHIA

J

.

Philly Video

Fans

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Get BaUcast Break WPEN

WIP
deejay, in a daily off-the-cuff situation comedy
snagged four awards in the annual “Radio Gets Results” contest spon-

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.

.

.

.

sored by Broadcast Advertising Bureau.

IN

....

CLEVELAND

Jockey Phil McLean, WERE, turned over three tons of Christmas
cards to the Cleveland Welfare Federation for use in that social agency’s
therapy program . . WERE’s disker, Bill Randle, is sponsoring a
year’s limitations on televising of
night games and second games of Leroy Anderson appearance for a benefit for the Beryle Rubenstein
. Television sets now in
double headers have largely been Fund, a scholarship pitch for music students
this area total 725,000
Moloney Combination Door has picked up
lifted, with the result that nearly
all the home schedules of the* the tab for Sidney Andorn’s “Celebrity Corner” Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 10Jimmy Dudle, freelance sportsPhillies and Athletics will be tele- minute pitch at 6:30 p.m. over WEL
caster, following the Indians on grapefruit league tour .
Marsh
vised.*
Samuels, former flack for Cleveland Indians, made TV debut as emcee
Philadelphia’s three tele stafor Heart Fund program
Norman
Fox,
Leisy Advertising man.
tions,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ and
back after long siege with medicos
Eggleston, Lake. Ellen
WCAU-TV, will handle the games ager,
on a rotating basis, with Atlantic wood Little Theatre, now with McCann-Erickson ... Ed Maxwell,
prexy, reports more than 100 entries received in local Oscar
AFTRA
Refining, Chesterfield ciggies and
contests to be announced at March 3 luncheon
. Nancy Ferry» forValley Forge Beer bankrolling.
merly Jane Stevens of WJW, back from San Francisco and Chicago
N. W. Ayer agented.
trip ... Joe Mulvihill, WTAM-WNBK, Bill Gordon, WHK, and Howard
Stations this year will televise Lund, WJW, are diskers named to select
.
Case Tech prom queen
both home opening day games, all Jack Clifton, WJW disker, is now toiling in two more radio commuafternoon
Saturday
tilts,
both nities, WCOL, and WCUE.
games of Sunday double headers
and the first games of holiday twin
bills; In addition, the stations will
Ted Lewis Tops Off
telecast a limited number of night HUB’S
.

Allen Aide
N. Y. Yankees last week hired

made a choice for a TV
color annbuncer to fill the vacancy
not yet

left

by Joe DiMaggio, who held

down

the spot last year.

Among

.

.

.

Nod as Mel

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

«,

,

those most prominently mentioned
for the pre- and post-game spot
is comedian Joe E. Brown, but
choice of Brown is said to be contingent on the club's picking up a
sponsor for the fore' and aft pe- games of both clubs.
Radio remains the same, with
t£ods.
Woods broadcast the Atlanta WIBG broadcasting all home
Crackers games on'
from games and those road games not
1949 until last year, and started conflicting with the home frays.
telecasting of the Cracker tilts in Games will also be carried over a
1950. He was picked out among baseball network in Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland and Delaa reported list of 50 applicants.
Meanwhile, WPIX, which also ware.
telecasts the N. Y. Giants games,
Gene Kelly and George Walsh
announced that Larraine Day will will handle Philly games, while

WAGA

be back with her pre-game clubhouse session this year. It had previously been reported that the actress Wife of Giant manager Leo
Durocher bad decided to forego the

Byrum Saam and Claude Haring

telecasts this year.

contests.

cover the Athletic

Saam

will

travel

tilts, Kelly and
with the clubs

on the road, while Walsh and Haring stay at

home with

the

home

.

WHDH PACTS

FULL RED SOX SEED

Kate Smith NBC Week;

Boston, Feb. 17.

Band’s B’way Return
Boston indie, will carry
the full Red Sox baseball schedule
High-powered
talent lineup has
this summed
Season’s 154 games
been set for “Kate Smith Week,”
will be bankrolled by Atlantic ReFeb. 26 to March 3, in which NBCfining Co., Narragansett Brewing
TV is tying in with some 15,000
Co. and Chesterfield ciggies.
grocers to honor the singer. Lineup
Curt Gowdy, Bob DeLaney and will include Wally Cox, Ezio Pinza,
Tom Hussey will handle announc- Margaret Truman, Paul Douglas,
ing.
Games will be fed to a New Kukla, Fran & Ollie, Senor Wences
England Red Sox network, cur- and Ted Lewis and his unit in the
rently comprising 32 stations, with order of their appearance on the
more expected to sign before the daytimer, with one top name apseason’s start.
pearing each day during the pe-

WHDH,

§

t

riod.

Watered-Down Ratings

CBS

N. Y., local

.

.

Clabber) Gets Yankees
,

Jackson’s Month Swing

his

.

.

.

Lewis, incidentally, opens March
8 at the Latin Quarter with his
own unit (band and acts) for the
It’s
first time since August, 1948.
fights Are
his first Westside nitery appearance
Minneapolis, Feb. .17.
since that date too. He played the
Crime apparently takes a holiday
Eastside Copa in 1951.

No Crime

show, he’ll film several interviews
with political figures and have
them flown back for screening here.
Local TVer is being taken over pro

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Jim Woods, Atlanta announcer, as
assistant to Mel Allen for airing
of the Bomber games on radio
(WINS) and TV (WPIX). Club has
of

Allan Jackson is taking a monthlong swing through Western Europe for CBS Radio, interviewing
such figures as Anthony Eden, Tito,
French* “premier Rene Mayer and
Generalissimo Francisco Franco.
He’ll originate a segment of his
6 p. m. strip from abroad, with
Charles Collingwood handling the
major part of the show until Jackson’s return March 16.

.

.

.

a championship fight, of course, it’s
usually
again,
something
else
sweeping the rating sweepstakes.

In Europe for

*

.

.

.

the majors to agree to the once-a- casting of baseball, Philadelphians
will see more games this year on
(Continued on page 36)
video
than ever before. Last

first

In large measure, it’s a battle
the sexes, since the Pabst-sponsored bouts are aimed at men and
the Hazel Bishop-backed “TIYL”
shoots for femmes. Pabst, which
has 60 markets, hits a 39.1, while
Edwards has climbed to a 31.5
(with a 56-market coverage). Audience composition figures, according to American Research Bureau,
are 58% women, 28% men and 14%
children for “TIYL,” and 54% men,
39% women and 7% children for
Pabst.
In New York City, “TIYL” has
zoomed from an 11.8 to 25.5, while
the leather-pushers are down to
18.3. In L. A., where the show originates, Edwards is top dog in the
time period.
Edwards show, which two weeks
ago did the life of Lillian Roth, has
received a request from the warden
of the U.S. penitentiary at Atlanta,
asking for a screening of the kinescope for the prison’s Alcoholics
Anonymous group.

.

.

MINNEAPOLIS ...

Despite all the confusion atDuMont spokesmen said they
Would maintain their efforts to get tendant upon television and broad•

.

offered the

—

financially.

between
slugfest
“This Is Your Life” and

Browns had

.

who visit France every summer
DuMont network will continue
and the 2,000,000 former GIs who its efforts toward eventually telewere in France will listen. A fur- vising a major league “Game of the
ther audience is looked for in those Week,” despite efforts by Sen. Edlisteners exposed to the Gallic win C. Johnson (Dem., Colo.) to
tongue through broadcasts of Un- stymie the plan. Network officials
ited Nations proceedings.
said that while no major league
Each play will be accompanied club had indicated a willingness to
comtranslation
of
a
English
an
by
go along with the idea at present,
mentary by Pierre-Aime Touchard, all of them agreed that it would
Francais.
director of the Comedie
eventually become a reality.
In addition to the full-length clasDuMon’t role in seeking to get
sic plays, WNYC will do a series the majors to televise network one
of half-hour discussions of the lives game each Saturday was brought
and works of French novelists, in- out into the open by Sen. Johnson
cluding Balzac and Hugo.
over the weekend. Previously, jn
French composers* works will his attack on video policies of the
have commentaries by the com- majors, he had mentioned a net-

,

.

.

customary reciprocal radio IN
permission to air
agreements
Jim Bormann, WCCO news head, attended radio newswriters’ dintheir road games in exchange for
. State Legislature’s university committees held
permission for visiting clubs to ner in Washington
on resolution to request University of Minnesota to permit
hearings
broadcast from here, Veeck concontests, including football
Swanee
siders radio and TV vastly differ- telecasts of its home athletic
recuperating from pneumonia attack which
“It has been proved,” he Hagman, WDGY manager,
ent.
personality, assigned to be
l^CCO
Haven,
Bob
De
him
hospitalized
attendance,
said, “than radio helps
in charge for World Wide Anglican Conference in Minneapolis in 1954.
while TV hurts it.”
Roy Larson Co. renewed De Haven for another year ... Jim McTiche
The Boston Red Sqx, who pre- resigned
as veepee and radio manager of Clasted-Foley agency to move
viously has joined the Yankees and
Harpo Horton, WCCO announcer, and the wife celeto California
Indians in the taboo, have reconStan Dyer, WCCO radio cowboy, an auto
a child’s arrival
brating
sidered and will permit the games
hit-sun driver Victim and hospitalized with broken leg and collar bone
with the Browns to be aired. In
MinneCain Beauty Salon a new WCCO radio account
Myndal
the meantime, the sudsmakers are
apolis and St. Paul American Association baseball clubs negotiating
wondering how much of their coin
week
televised.
games
They’ve
a
been
to have one of their night home
will be returned if there is no
WCCO-TV tossed annual dinner
entirely off TV past three seasons
broadcast of the games involved.
in Washington for Minnesota Senators and Representatives and took
Ther Griesedieck Bros. Brewing bevy of staffers to the affair ... Gregg Jensen, WCCO news staff
Co., sponsors of broadcasts of Car- writer, assigned to state capital for legislative session and doing a halfdinals games, seems to have the hour feature on air Saturday nights.
upper hand at the present time, as
midwest radio network conits
.
.
.
IN
A
tinues to expand during the past
Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of the WCAU
few years, and now has more than
70 stations in seven midwest states stations, has been named chairman of the radio-TV committee of the
Mac McGuire, WIP disk
carrying the play-by-play of the Na- .Crusade for Freedom in Pennsylvania
jockey, has added three new Mutual Broadcasting shows* to his schedtional League local entry.
ule on Monday, Wednesday aqd Friday, an addition to his Saturday
matinee program for the net . Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV, v.p., has
asked Buster Crabbe to join the cast of his “live” Western daily serial,
Roger W. Clipp, general manager of
“Action in the Afternoon”
the Philadelphia Inquirer stations (WFIL, WFIL-TV) has been named
chairman of the nominating committee for the Philadelphia Council,
Marge Greene, who played character roles
Boy Scouts of America
with Ernie Kovacs and Rex Trailer, at WPTZ, has joined Fred Bennett,
usual

ists

Intensified

.

.

.

man, who arranged the programs
in a visit abroad last summer, the
French programs will find a large
audience in some 1,700,000 stuand 25,000 teachers of
dents
French in the U. S. He also feels
that the 1,000,000 American tour-

Battle of Sexes

.

,

stations.

to

For

.

.

A

WNYC

With Indians, Yankees

Detroit, Feb. 17.

Water pressure may become an important adjunct ill the rating
and television shows. So, the ad agency* boys and the
sponsors had better figure on stationing a couple of good men. ‘at;
the various city water department works throughout .the country.*
How television and radio shows affect water pressure was revealed by Lawrence G. Lenhart, general manager of the Dept,
of Water Supply.
The department keeps graphs to index the
periods of demand for water. When the faucets are opened in
homes throughout the city, the pressure goes down. Thus, you
know the people are in their bathrooms or kitchens and not in
their living rooms watching television.
of radio

When the water pressure remains constant over a period of time,
apparent that televiewers are being faithful, according to Lenhardt.
careful study of the graphs, however,, reveals widespread and
sudden spurts of low pressure when the commercials Come on,

it is

A

Lenhardt

said.

**'**< .)«*•***»**.»

*+#* **»+* **.***<

in

St Paul

When TV

On

in St Paul when TV offers a sufficiently arresting show of a type
calculated td appeal to those who
might be lawbreaking inclined.
At least during the .hour-long
telecast of the GaVilan-Davey fight
last week the St. Paul police de-

Charge

NABET

’Raiding’

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Nine~"press agents at NBC and
six at ABC requested formal separpartment had only three calls.
Ordinarily the calls come to the ation from the Publicists Guild,
police department at the rate of thereby causing a hassle. PG is accusing the National Assn, of Broadone a‘ minute.
It was a gauge of the local inter- cast Engineers and Technicians of
raiding

est in the particular telecast* police

its

ranks.

officials concluded, expressing the
PG executive board has called
hope that TV may eventually prove a general membership meeting on
to be a factor in lessening disorder March 2 to discuss and vote on the
and wrongdoing.
question.
‘
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RADIO-TELEVISION
Maizlish L.A.-N.Y. Shuttle

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

On AI

connection with
“Music In Industry Week/’ a localinstitusponsored
ly created and
tion WCAO has programmed a
featuring
the
series of broadcasts
employee choruses of five local
with
the
muindustries; Working
nicipal Department of Recreation
and the Maryland Federation- of
Music Clubs, the station will sponsor four concerts throughout the
week.
k

|

Sidley, newly appointed
and nutrition. “The Progress of sales e'xec for KFWB, Hollywood,
Mankind” will be a 15-week series is in N. Y. to confer with Branham
under the direction of Dr. Richard Co. execs on an exploitation and
K. Beardsley, assistant professor of sales campaign for Al Jarvis, who
anthropology and research asso- is returning to the station with his
ciate in the Museum of Anthro- “Make Believe Ballroom.”
Program
pology.
was originally aired on KFWB.

—

—

KMTV

vet.

general manager, will also be in

Cleveland

—

—

WTAM

new power will bring
coverage to an additional 500,000

mates the

—

—

Bridgeport What’s happened to
Sunday night radio is pointed up
by WICC’s scheduling of an 8-11
classical music session jocked by
Edward Latham. Will be straight
longhair platters, except for cur-

by Latham

BMI,

BAB

to

Clinics in

Merge Local

One

Series

As

Cincinnati Third annual “Aria
Sales, Programming Tie
Auditions” series on
starts
Increasingly close relationship beMarch 21 and offers winning contestant a contract to" sing with tween sales and programming in
Cincinnati Summer Opera Co. this radio is underlined by the decision
year. Competition is open to sing- of Broadcast Music,
Inc.,
and
ers between 18 and 28 who live in Broadcast Advertising Bureau to
the Crosley station's four-state merge their respective local clinics

viewers.

WLW

prime area.

in

—

San Antonio S. C, Johnson &
Son has ordered the 1:45 p.m. news
Rosa spaghetti on WOAI for sponsorship on Monday, Wednesday and Friday for a
and macaroni firm is starting a
26-week period, effective March 2.
local saturation spot campaign via
Don Kelly will handle the newsradio that will run through the
casts.
Lenten season. La Rosa will use
over 70 spots a week on WNBC,
Providence Dody Sinclair has
and
possibly
WJZ,
WOR
WCBS,
been named merchandising and
ail in N. Y.

—La

—

public relations chief for WJARhis release from 21
months’ active duty with the Navy.
Appointment marks the creation
of a new department, in that merchandising and, publicity formerly
were merged with sales and promotion.

TV, following

—

Albany Howard W. Maschmeier
has been promoted from assistant
manager and. program manager of
WPTR to manager, succeeding Orrin R. (Jim) Bellamy, now upstate
for Ziv.

—

Ann Arbor The second semes-

Detroit

—

William E. Sheehan,

Last year BAB and BMI operating independently, each held 43.
meetings across the country. This
year 42 combined two-day sessions
will cut in half the number of
times broadcasters will be requested to participate in this
type of industry function. Move
has the backing of various state
broadcasters’ associations and has
the support of the National Assn,
of Radio & TV Broadcasters.
-

The

—

—

into one series of shirtsleeve meetings in which top program and
selling brains interchange ideas.

WJZ-TV New

.

16TH
MISSION FURNITURE
KGO-TV, San Francisco

Here’s an acorn that could be-

come a mighty oak.
John Harvey had never done

joint sales-program powwill be held in a seven-week
span, starting May 25, according to

local

BMI

had good trouper experience on the

wows

prexy Carl Haverlin and
BAB prexy William B. Ryan,
Ope day of each confab will be
on sales and one day on programming. Those attending the sales
sessions will be invited to the pro-

“The University of Michigan formerly of WDRC, Hartford, has
Television
feature been appointed to the WJR news
Hour’*
will
man’s development through the staff, it was announced by Worth
ages, backstage glimpses of artists Kramer, veepee and general mangram meets, and
at work and a discyssion of food ager of The Goodwill Station.
ter of

people live and their culture and unrivalled
locally
-since
Dude
language will be discussed by Martin and Rusty Draper migrated
Wayne University faculty mem- to the big time. He’s big, handsome
bers.
and free-wheeling with the words.
In show caught, life of the Mexi- He spices his emcee chores with
cans in Detroit was described by colorful contributions on the guitar,
the special guests, George Menan- the vocal chords and the footwork.
dez and Nicholas Mares. MenanProgram is keynoted by nondez, a lawyer; was articulate and professional amateurs showing:
contributed a great deal to the their wares, if any. On his second
program, while Mares was ex- outing (4) Harvey dug up a brace
tremely nervous and had a very of singers, an accordionist, a fiddler
difficult time making himself un- and a leggy lass who made fascinatderstood.
ing rhythms with her footsies.
The work of Dr. Rapport, dean Youngsters were fair-to-middlin*
of the College of Liberal Arts at but quality should improve as betWayne, in describing the history ter talent crawls from out of the
and the culture from which De- western woodwork to join the fun.
troit’s Mexicans sprang was good.
Show excels average amateur
Prof. Josselson, of Wayne’s de- hoedown because of smooth, propartment of Slavic languages, did fessional backing kids receive from
a good job in' showing-, the many Harvey’s musicians
Paul Miller,
American words which have been Ozark Red, John Derning and Bud
taken from the Mexican.
Sigherie.
Miss Gloria Chavez, a Wayne
But Harvey’s own personality
student, was used effectively in sparks the thing into its happy
showing native Mexican costumes viewing, even with the commerand in working with Prof. Jossel- cials. He has a gift of making them
son in giving the coyrect pro- as exciting as the spiels of a circus
nounciatiori
of
Mexican words barker booming something you
which have been assimilated into want to buy anyway.
the American language.
Show hits a late viewing hour
James Jidov, narrator, and John
Cantelon, announcer both Wayne but has possibilities for an “A”
time
slot, certainly more promising
students gave near professional
performances. The writing of Jack than other western gimmicks
essayed
here in the last couple of
McBride was excellent, as was
Droit.
years.
Holochak’s direction.
“International Town” is an entertaining and informative show
which should pick up a good folBiz
lowing in this time slot.
T$w.
New business at WJZ-TV, N. Y.,
includes Thom McAn Shoes and
TALL CORN JAMBOREE
With John Harvey; musicians, Air Line Products.
amateurs.
McAn bought the second third
Producer: John Harvey
of the Tuesday night fightcasts
Director: Jim Baker
(PieVs already is on the WJZ-TV
30 Mins.; Wednesdays, 11 p.m,
show).* Agency is Anderson
AND
,

N. Y» within a few weeks to confer
Jimmy Dudley will with the station reps and take
of direct 15-minute care of other business.

Greensboro—FCC has granted ap- do a series
proval for WFMY-TV here to in- sport pickups on the Cleveland
Indians’ pre-season training period
crease its power to 100,000 watts,
'over
for Warner & Swasey
six times its previous strength. StaCo.
The Monday-thru-Friday 6 p.m.
tion will make the changeover late
Gaines Kelley, stanza will..,, highlight the “human
summer.
this
WFMY-TV general manager, esti- side” of the ftews.

rent affairs comment
intermission spot.

Continued from page 29

Sidley, who for 12 years repped
Omaha
Howard O, Peterson, Lincoln Dellar’s stations in Southvice president of the May Broadern. California, will spend about
casting Co., has resigned to accept
three weeks here drawing up plans
general .managership of KTVH,
Hutchinson, Kans., scheduled to be With the Branham Co., which reps
operating by mid-summer. Peter- KFWB. Station is planning a big
campaign around Jarvis.
son, in charge of sales at
here since 1949, is a 28-year radio
Harry Maizlish, station prexy and

Albert L.
Little Falls, N, Y.
Scheibel took over as general manager of WLFH, Mutual affiliate
He’s former general manhere.
ager of WENT, Gloversville, N. Y.

New York

Television Reviews

Jarvis Campaign

Morton

Baltimore — In

TV

a

western before, but he’s

barn-storming circuit. He’s well
known here for his KGO “Home
Digest”
and “Home Institute”

and

radiations
spieling,

earlier,

commercial
on “Science In

his

Action.”

Harvey has a showmanship

vice versa.

flair

&

Cairns.

The

fights

from Ridgewood

Grove, originally beamed only
over WJZ-TV, are now an ABC-TV
co-op program.
Air Line has been inked for the
Tuesday evening edition of the
“Rootie Kazootie” 6 p.m. strip.
Gordon Baking, which has Wednesday and Friday editions, has
added the Monday period and
Weston Biscuit has Thursday.
Air Line agency is Harry B, Cohen.
.
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plants,
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COTTON
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bank deposits over
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F he draws a big enough crowd, a bear can earn every last berry you feed him. And

I the

trick with a

bear— or with any kind of entertainment, in person, in

the air— is always the same: to find a balance between

how much

it attracts.

A way

that is gaining

advertisers is network radio. For
for prospect, than

it

how much an

print, or

attraction costs

new conviction among America’s

on

and

leading

continues to draw more people at less cost, prospect

any other medium.

It

permits a rounded advertising program, with

1

pmmfr^

Wednesday, February 18, 1953

* *

frequency that keeps impressions fresh.

and dealer promotion. In

And

33

111

it

leaves ample funds for merchancjising

radio, the costs of attractions, for the

numbers they

attract,

•

are lowest on

CBS

Radio. It has

more of the

traffic-building top, shows

than

all

other
•t

networks combined
other networks.

. .

.

and

its

So draw the

hear that performs on

sponsors invest 24 to 178 per cent more than on the

crowds on

a birdlike

CBS Radio— where

entertainment

is like

'

"

a

appetite.

CBS RADIO NETWORK
Where America Listens Most

S4
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BAMO-TELEVISION
cast

were halting in their

lines.

Show’s present tense approach

Comment

Tele Followup

Continued from page 29

the 14-year ing out with wisecracking monoold country singer Jimmy Boyd log.
Duo also wisely didn’t hog
singing an innocuous ditty, “Early the spotlight, letting a couple of
Bird.”
other cqmics work for their modiIt was, moreover, far from a well- ctga-fthf* laughs. If --this was gag
^hdtoitraight out of the joke
balanced show. The first five di;
was nevertheless a slick
names to go on were fc^ni,»..v
namely Joni James, Toni^'AWeltffbriV^lma humor bubbled, constantEileen
and
Barton
Sunny Gale,
ly.
Teresa Brewer. Not a single male
A filmed program makes for a
vocalist in the current pop fieid lot of activity. Grade was* first seen
was spotlighted live '.except for the on a train rolling in from Frisco
tip for, of all people,

.

Western singer,
moppet Boyd.
Gene Autry, accomped by the Cass
County Boys, was accorded the
unique privilege Of doing two numbers, “Down Yonder” and “Silver
Haired Daddy of Mine,” neither of
which are precisely in the pop
genre, especially as vocalled by

to L. A., getting off some zany
chatter while setting the plot line
of nonchalantly accusing a “man of

Autry.

even husband Burns finally landed

Bing Crosby was showcased via
a film clip in a scene from the pic,
“Going My Way,” singing “Silent
Night” with a boys’ choir. This
sequence was followed immediately
by a nine-minute portion of “Amahl
and the Night Visitors,” GianCarlo Menotti’s video opera written for NBC but which was okayed
by the latter network for this CBS
show. The back-to-back slotting oC
the “Going My Way” and “Amahl”
scenes gave this show an unaccountable religioso flavor which
was unrelated to the disk industry

planning his wife’s murder. The
misunderstandings piled- off from
there, as first one chap, then another, was arrested as result of
Gracie’s well-meant bunglings, and

the clink.

in

Group

situations

made

for

more

laughs than Burns’ several monologs, although these were pretty
funny too. But Grade ran off with
‘

the chief honors, as usual. Film,
in spots (not the closeup^), had a
Carnation
fuzzy, oldhat quality.
Milk commercials were worked in
neatly, especially the bit. about
Grade trying to hide a file in a
cake (made with the milk, natch)
which was being sent off to the
in
boys
prison.
But couldn’t
Georgie find a more respectable
occasion.
place to read his Variety than,
Roberta
field,
.longhair
the
In
in jail?
Bron.
Peters expertly sang an aria from
“Traviata,” but this was a plug for
the 20th-Fox pic, “Tonight
An exceedingly noisy history lesSing,” rather than for the wax son was dished up by “You Are
works.
There” last Sunday (15) in the atSullivan also rounded up a cou- tempt to reenact a phase of The
ple of oldtimers for this show and Boston Tea Party, third of the new
they were solid. Helen Kane re- CBS-TV series of great events unprised her boop-boop-a-doop man- derwritten by the Electric Light
nerisms on her 1920s click, “I Power Cos. The half-hour dramaWanna Be Loved By You” and tization by Arnold Schulman came

We

&

compared favorably with the 1953
femme vocalists as a novelty performer. Vet Will Oakland also reg
istered strongly with his Irish
tenoring of “Danny Boy,” despite
his 70 years.
George M. Cohan, Jr., was
framed in a snappy song-and-dance
production of “Yankee Doodle
Herm.
Dandy” for the finale.

unwieldy,
hocus-opus,
an
affair^in which the main
crowd scenes, enveloping the rebellious Sons of Liberty in Bos*
ton’s Old South Hall, received
footloose direction under Sidney
Lumet.
These minuses weighted down a
pro cast that included E. G. Marshall (as Sam Adams), Robert Pastenel (as John Hancock), Anthony
The Burns & Allen Show on Kemble Cooper (as Governor HutCBS-TV last Thursday (12) was up chinson) and others who tried valto its usual high-grade zany level, iantly but without. any visible sucfor a half-hour of solid gags and cess to lift the historic pre-Revolulaughs. When Grade Allen wasn’t tionary event from the depths of
out

jumpy

.

’

•

pulling

her nitwit

actions, Georgie

comments or

(Burns) was giv-

mediocrity in
shape. To top it

its

its
off,

Inside Stuff

considerably short of its intentions in this regard, though
hardly any fault could be found
with the lineup of CBS newsmen,
fell

make-believe
some of the

—Radio

As part of radio’s attempt to find new package formulas, WCBS
N. Y., has come up with two packages.
headed by Walter Kronxite and
“fixed position” weather group consists of three one-minute snots
with “spot” vidcasters Harry Mar- a day at 9 a.m., 6 and 11 p.m. Spots will be broadcast Monday-throueh
ble, Charles Collingwood and Win- Saturday and are built on a singing commercial format
with a 2(f
ston Burdette at their stations— second jingle intro, 10 seconds of live weather forecast
and 30-second
the South Hall, the meeting place
will be cleffed by Mayo Burke with lyrics by Ernie
Tunes
commercial.
at the printery, and the governor’s
Hartman. Package is priced to hit dialers at a cost of 90c per thousand
office. When the jstealthy Mohawks
had emptied 342 chests of British homes.
Second plan is a weekend package of minute spots. For 12 spots
tea into the bay, it meant that the
time had come for the station to on Friday and Saturday or Saturday and Sunday, a 15% discount will
segue into Ed Murrow’s “See It be earned. For 21 spots on Friday, Saturday and Sunday a 10% daysNow,” the program that is really per-week discount plan an additional 25% discount. Cost of a two-dav
12-spot plan would be $1,232, while a three-day 21-spot deal would
making history today’s history,
Trau.
cost $2,192.

’

A

—

Former Postmaster General James A. Farley last week was named
chairman of the Crusade for Freedom and will head the organization’s
annual campaign for funds for Radio Free Europe and Radio Free Asia
which are supported by the Crusade.
In Ad-Promotion Link
•
Accepting the post, Farley stated that “in the world-wide struggle
against Communism Radio Free Europe and Radio Free Asia are our
With Grocers, Druggists most potent weapons.”
Campaign kicked off yesterday (Tues.) with a luncheon at the
CBS Radio is launching an unusual advertising-promotion cam- Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
paign aimed at reaching the local
grocer and druggist and giving the
web’s food and drug bankrollers an Co-op Conscious DuMont
THIS ST. LOUIS QUIZZER
extra ‘merchandising ride.

CBS Radio Campaign

’

Idea" of George Bristol, director
of advertising and sales promotion
for the web, is to sell the thousands
of grocers and druggists on ( 1
the value of radio as a selling
force, and (2) the pre-selling which
some sponsors, are doing via CBS
Radio.
Ads are being placed monthly in
Food Topics, Drug Topics, Chain

Store Age and Super Market Merchandising. Two-page spreads will
plug the fact that there are 20,000,000 radios outside th'e living
•

room

(in

bedrooms,

kitchens,

BOASTS A BOTTLENECK

Sparks Lyford Activity
In an effort to make more use
of potential co-op telecasting, DuMont web has placed Elmore
“Buck” Lyford in charge of co-op
programs, Lyford will consolidate
co-ops into his station relations department. He also heads up the
web’s film syndication department.
DuMont currently has only two
shows televising co-op, the Monday
night boxing program from Brooklyn’s Eastern Parkway arena and
wrestling
night
Saturday
the
Bouts are carried by
matches.
over a dozen sponsors on the network.

St. Louis, Feb. 17.

A new TV quizzer tagged “Firsts”
has been launched over KSD-TV,
bankrolled by the GriesedieckWestern Brewing Co. New twist has
been added by furnishing a clue
to the right answer by reading the
back of neck labels on every bottle distributed.
Famous “firsts,”

own suds,
when beer was first made in America and by whom, etc?., are to be

the average family listens to radio 20 hours a week,
and that radio is selling dialers on
food and drug brands even before
According to network director
the customer comes into a store.
Lyford will conEach ad also lists the food and Chris J. Witting,
centrate on current sustaining prodrug products which are pitched
could
which
be turned into
on CBS-AM. Strategy is that the grams
cooperative
deals.
Appointment
local food outlet or pharmacy is
more interested in stocking brands won’t necessarily expand the .network’s cooperative programming,
which are pre-sold by radio than
but will result in a general rein carrying lines which don’t have
evaluation of the web’s programthe force of radio behind them.
ming with an eye to developing
“co-op consciousness” for those
situations which could be turned
Galen Drake Sponsor
Hunt Dog Food has* bought a into profitable ventures.
quarter-hour of Galen Drake on
Lyford is currently prepping a
CBS Radio, starting March 14. survey which he’ll send to all the
Sponsor will take the Saturday 10- web’s affiliates, asking what kind
10:15 a. m. segment.
of co-ops they want, and when"
Agency is Moser & Cotins.
they want them.
etc.), that

•

such as when

the Indians brewed their

found on the neck labels. To enter
the contest a person simply writes
his name, age, address and phone
number and mails it in. The entry
is placed in a barrel and each Saturday night several are drawn.
The station calls the entrant and
propounds the question. A correct
answer cops a cash prize. Rules of
the contest require that an entrant be over 21. To make room
for the new quizfcer, which will be
telecast between wrestling bouts
at the Chicago Marigold Gardens,
sudsmakeq: is dropping a telecast

news program.
*

—

Jonesboro, Ark. Promotions at
KNEA here include Paul Barnett
to program director and sales promotion and Dave Banks to newsspecial events-farm director.

Straight from the shoulder

thanks
KGA—

GBC—

Spokane, Wash,

KJR — Seattle, Wash

*

KE-X —

KGO —San Francisco, Calif

Vancouver,

B, C.

Portland, Ore.

.

KECA —Los Angeles, Calif.
SWIFT &

CO.,

PHILC0 C0RP., 0-CEDAR,

B0BBI-WHITE RAIN, AMERICAN BROADCASTING CC
for your cooperation in

BREAKFAST CLUB’S

making

Pacific

California tour so successful!

Northwest and
.
\

And thanks

to

PETER DONALD
on

for carrying
until

I

return to

Chicago, Feb. 23

<VVv\
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“an exclamation meaning, once more! again!”
Encore

is

the perfect

title

for a

gay new addition

to

NBC’s

traditional

Monday night

of music. It stars Robert. Merrill, Marguerite Piazza and Meredith Willson.

Encore
offers some really special advantages to an advertiser. At 10:00
******
....
*

i

it

1

*

m

#

p.

.,

EST,

follows four of the most popular musical programs in broadcasting, programs which

have maintained

their ratings

programs with sponsorship

more

histories

consistently than any others in evening radio;

running from 4 to 27 years. Encore has three

of the most popular musical stars in America. It has a ready-made audience of music lovers—

more than 4,000,000

Listen to

listeners each

ENCORE Monday and think

week.

about

And

costs

it

it seriously

much

less

than

for your spring and

its quality indicates.

summer

season.

.

radio network
4

/

a

service of

Radio Corporation of America

,

I

.
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Inside Staff—Television

Hartford, Feb. 17.

Television Chatter

New York
and Ray Goulding
joined Jack Lescoulie and Jim
Fleming, subbing for' Dave Garroway on NBC-TV’s “Today”. .Robin Chandler pinchhits for vacationing Margaret Arlen on WCBS-TV
next week. .Jane "Pickens set for
a guest shot on the Jackie Gleason
TV-er. .Ritz Bros, do their first
stint for “Colgate Comedy Hour”
Sunday (22). .Robert Montgomery
off on vacation Feb. 24-March 8
Ezio Pinza guests on NBC-TVs
Kate Smith show Feb, 27... Johnny Pavelko doing a lead on “Man
Against Crime” Wednesday (25)
Martin
Ashe
on
“Hollywood
Screen Test” with Arlene Frahcis

Bob

Elliott

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

Monday

(23) ... Irving Trager, supervisor of film library at NBC an-

nounced his engagement to Elaine
Hart... Jack Gregson, announcer
on ABC-TV’s Saturday night boxing bouts, to speak on TV announcing at City College „ Dumont's
A1 Hodge (Captain Video) was presented a citation of merit, from the
Muscular Dystrophy Assn... William Molyneux, NBC-TV scene de.

.

signer, is doing the sets for
Blitzstein's
one-act opera,

Marc
“The

Harpies,” which preems in May at
the Metropolitan Music School...

Jack

Bachem,

sales

chief,

DuMont

out

last

assistant

week with

Sans a homd or studio facilities,
WOR-TV, N. Y., will move its transmitter to the Empire State
New England’s first UHF’r, WKN^,- ing by early summerif approval can be obtained from the FCC. Build
TV of nearby New Britain, hit the will place transmitters of all N. Y. tele stations on the Empire Move
State
(13)
DuMont, have formed a talent ether late Friday afternoon
tower, giving them approximate equal coverage, with variations proDuo have signed Frank after a series of technical difficult portionate to their power.
agency.
opening
Bunctta, DuMont tele director, and ties held up the station’s
Arrangements were completed this week between toppers of GenJack Manning, of “Mono Drama for nearly two weeks.
eral Teleradio, which owns the station, and Empire State Building
Th eatre. ”
TV station is currently operating execs. Application will be submitted to the FCC later this week
Frank Harms, former WCBS-TV on network (CBS) fare, utilizing WOR-TV transmitter is currently located at its initial site, in
North
director, doing a five-minute film facilities
station, Bergen, N. J.
sister
its
of
series, “Quiz About Town,” which WKNB-AM. Studios
which will
Meanwhile, WATV, Newark, which has already received approval
has been optioned by WOR-TV
house AM’r also—-are planned for on its appliaction to move to the world’s tallest building, is experiencing
Steve Allen to emcee the VBanSwitchover from the Newark site
this spring. Local programming is a delay in receiving its equipment.
.shees” luncheon at the Waldorfbegin with the opening was to have been made early this year, but probably won’t take piapA
Cpl, Dick planned to
.
Astoria Feb. 26
will bring the total number
plus
WOR-TV’s,
move,
of
studios.
WATV
till April.
Auerbacjh, formerly with the Louis
of
Station is operating on a 4:30 transmitters atop the Empire State to eight.
Cowan office, is radio broadcast]
specialist for the :25th Division; p.m. to midnight sked.
Closed circuit television is playing an important part as the American
Princeton Film Cen^
ih Korea
Assn, of School Administrators is meeting in convention with some
ter has completed 52 of the Nor16,000 in attendance at Atlantic City this week.
man Brokenshire “The Handyman”
five-minute vidpix for distribution
A complete televsion studio is in operation on the lower level of the
List’
‘While
exhibit hall in Convention Hall to show the educators how easy it is
via United Artists Television

—

.

.

.

.

.

|

.

.

.

—

Hollywood
Norma

Gilchrist tees off cross-

the-board show, “Helpfully Yours,”
on KTTV this week . . Molly Bee*
skied to N. Y. for guest shot on
.

Ed Sullivan’s TV show . . .
Daniel’s Markets bankrolling

McOwl

KLAC-TV Wednesday

on

Movie

Helen Parrish launched
nights .
.
“It’s a Good Idea” on
City of Cars picking up tab on two
each
films
of KLAC-TV’s feature
week . . , Edgar Bergen to Washington . . Arthur A. Engel named
assistant to Martin Lewis, coast
.

.

KNBH

.

Continued from page 27

.

-

.

rep of TV Guide, Walter AnnenDuMont sportscaster Bob Smith berg publication . Jimmy Boyd
celebrates his 12th year in radio to Gotham for two guest* shots on smear organization that will threatMikesider' en concerns which dse blacklisted
and television Feb. 20
.
Ann Ed Sullivan shows
.
Thomas will do the monolog in Ed Reimers ankling “You Asked people on the radio or TV, others
Ibsen’s “The Doll’s House” and for It” on ABC-TV due to addi- Will follow his lead; they will write
Sydney Smith will star in “The tional assignments on KTTV
threatening letters. Bui those' disGreat Lilliput” on WABD's “Mono- Stan Freberg and Daws Butler of gusted with the whole thing are
Drama Theatre,” « with “Doll’s “Time for Beany” on KTLA down not likely, to do anything about it.
House” in the evening slot and with flu, Walker Edmiston subbing The result is that the private emo“Lilliput” in the afternoon series. for
Hideo Shiotsugu, tions of some people seems to sponboth
Bud Lane, ex-Transfilm v.p., prexy of Eiga H^ikuo Co. of Tokyo, sors to represent a public movenamed exec producer of TV film ogled KECA-TV operation here ment.”
commercials
for
Ruthrauff
& preparatory to launching first TV Others booked for the panel
Ryan
Hope Miller featured on station in Japan.
included Victor Lasky, co-author of
DuMont’s “Plainclothesman” Sun“Seeds of Treason;” Louis Berg,
day (22)
Dehl Berti into “GangChicago
film editor of This Week mag; and
busters”
Sunny Gale guests on
his
TV
ankled
;Ed Sherwood has
R. Lawrence Siegel, NYCLU viceJackie Gleason's show Saturday
at Admiral chairman.
(21)
Now that ABC has a new promotion assignment
Studio" as TV
emblem, the American eagle, the Corp. to join Kliiig
and sales coordinator
web patriotically points out it has production
...John Ott, WNBQ’s gardening
a John Paul Jones (assistant directime lapse photography exand
tor) and an Alexander Hamilton
Sports flap
pert, guesting on NBC-TV’s “To(engineer).
Mary Lou Foster ddy” next Tuesday (24) via Chi
I
Continued from page 27 ~
signed for “Polly Pigtails” (TV cutins
Zenith Radio set an allspots
Bill Kahn and Bill Contime sales high during ’52 with a their way.” Williams continued:
lan, both formerly associated with
total of $137,462,000. With TV set “It (Davey’s defeat) demonstrated
Zenith’s how simple it is to give the color,
the
big factor.
sales
fourth quarter sales were 33.5% of authenticity to the spurious. This
over any other three months pe- is known as the buildup, a proriod in firm’s history-, .Lynwood cedure
which TV fight comKing gets the directorial nod on mentators never venture to expose.
the first stanza Of “Curtain Time” To do
so would knock the show
siege of

flu.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A new

type of news program,, using jouraalismstudents as reporters
writers, will premiere March 2 on WPEJt, N. Y. Daily News
station. Students at Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journal-

and feature

ism will participate.
Half-hour show, titled “News-O-Rama
the-street

nouncers.

.

•

.

John Cameron Swayze, who started his fifth year on NBC-TV’s
“Camel News Caravan,” demonstrated tire- speed with which the stanza
.at a press luncheou Monday (3-fl),'. Cameras lensed the
guests
as they arrived and at the- conclusion 'of the meal the footage was
screened. It was developed and printed in less than an hour.
Program, \yhich started with 10 camera .crews.afcd booked on four
stations is now using 60 newsreel; crews and is fceanied on 54 stations.
can work

.

.

.

program before the cameras.
Sixteen programs are being seen on receivers in the exhibit part
scheduled
by the Television Research Project of the
of that hall. All
New Jersey Department of Education at the invitation of the Joint
Committee on Educational Television. The telecasts include classes
ranging from primary arithmetic to high school French lessons.
to put an educational

such private hearing boards comes
from those .who are still Marxists
of one type or another* though they
are no longer Leninist-Stalinists.”
Arthur Garfield Hays, ACLU
general counsel, said that the result of the blacklist “is that people
will hesitate to say what they think,
will not join organizations formed
for decent or humanitarian purposes, will not subscribe to the de-*
fense of those accused unjustly.”
Hays added, “When a man like
(Laurence) Johnson, of Syracuse,
becomes prominent by developing a

.

will use the students as oninterviewers, commentators and feature writers and anVisual ^ids and newsreels will also' be used on the program.

DuMont is propping .a -big sales.push for its “Paul Dixon Show,” following pacting of the: bne-hour daytimer’s* first participating sponsor.
Show had been sustaining since its' inception last October until River
Brand Rice Mills signed, via Donahue & Co., for 10 minutes cross-theboard last week.
Ted Bergmann, web’s- sales cjiief, is pitching, comparative low cost
of the show to potential sponsors. I to being sold In 10-minute strips
at a time and talent' price of $2,300 for eight key stations. Bergmann
says there are several potential bankrbllers.
Show is aired from WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, from 3 to 4 p.m. daily
and features Dixon’s chatter and record spinning, with pantomime and
drawings to the music.
*

An

election to determine whether set decorators at CBS-TV
wish
be affiliated with United Scenic Artists of the Brotherhood of PaintDecorators and Paperhangers of America (AFL) or by IATSE or
with neither was ordered last week by the National Labor
Relations
Board.
to

ers,

—

.

j
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I

.
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That* too,

is

.

Grapplers' Client
Sunset Appliance stores are

WNYC
I

f

.

.

a-f—

a help

in

pick-

up WOR-TV’s (N. Y.) “Wresfrom Ridgewood Grove” on

tling

Thursdays. Station will replace the

vacated Monday night time with
publicizing the. new composers and
preems tomorrow night and impugn
wrestling films.
the spofisor’s integ- their works showcased on WNYC.
(Wed.) on WNBQ for the Chicagority.
As I watched the screen
land Dodge dealers. Harry HolImportance of the -undertaking
combe of the Grant agency is pro- I found myself wondering- if Gavi- has won support from Broadcast
ducing and Marv David is TV lan wasn’t involved ip the conspir-

which

.

.

BARTON

Opening Feb, 20

CHICAGO THEATRE
U. S. COAST GUARD SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY, ABC, RADIO
Dir.:

MCA

He did little fighting over
first six rounds except for a
late surge in the third..
sponsor
can’t sell a great quantity of beer
the

A

.

.

Eileen

.

.

acy too.

adapting the Irene Colvin script
used on the dramatic show’s radio
series
Illness has forced U of
C h’i c a g o Chancellor Lawrence
Kimpton to resign as chairman of
the Chi educational TV committee
set up to launch an educational
station of Channel 11 here
Chi
Krank shave cream distribs have
latched onto the Tuesday segment
.

.

or razor blades on a quick knockout. The longer the fight the more
the commercial.”
Williams had something to say
about the commentators too. “The

.

.

Music, Inc. prexy Carl Haverlin,
with BMI :this year printing 30,000 copies of the AFM program

and

telling stations across the
country about it. Many of the latter have expressed interest in staging the same kind of festival locally and have requested info on

arrangements from WNYC.
The opening program on Thursday (12) came from Town Hall,
Nash
with an address by Mayor Vincent
has ordered a Sunday morning
feature film on WGN-TV. . .WNBQ ker echoed this with “its (televi- Impellitteri, and marked by sevhas launched a daily half-hour live sion’s) commentators are required eral first performances. The closmoppet show hosted by John Con- to be press agents rather than re- ing concert on Sunday (22), coming from the Museum of Modern
rad to replace its “Cactus Jim’ porters or critics.”
Art, will be conducted by Leopold
Western film series.
Stokowski. In between those two
concerts there is an impressive
of Tom Duggan’s nightly
sports show... North Side

commentators are selected more
for their ability as hucksters than
their competence as critics.” Par-

WNBQ

I

Du Mont

America’s Most Powerful

Channel 4 Station
Covers virtually all of
i

Utah's population,

—
If 11

*

VI

4

OVER A BILLION
DOLLAR MARKET

*

Rif
.

(nc

I

V

NBC Hr wC P«

Sa,> lc1": c,f y

Notional Hop Sloir-TV

”

—

Utah

week idea. They said that the project has been slowed temporarily by
the unwillingness to go along with
the scheme. But they also pointed
out that the clubowners had agreed
that the game of the week eventually would have to happen, just
as it’s happened similarly on radio
With baseball and in television with
other sports.
DuMont feels that
the only thing that’s holding the
project back is unwillingness by
any one club to be the first to stick
its foot in the door.
DuMont has been pressing the
idea for the past two years. Web
would pact either a national or
local sponsor to telecast one game
each Saturday afternoon. Web feels
that Saturday is an ideal time in
that it’s the only free time most
of the single-station markets have
free.
Spokesmen point out that in
many of the minor league cities
where Sen. Johnson says the clubs
are suffering, the stations won’t
and can’t telecast baseball regularly because they can’t clear the
time, particularly in. the single-station markets, where the networks
.

plus
Southern Idaho
Eastern Nevada
Western Wyoming

Continued from page

-

compete for prime time.

collection

of

talent,

American Negro

artists,

including
the West

Point band, the Juilliard' School
orch, the Philharmonic Symphony,
the Local 802 American Federation of Musicians orch, chamber
music groups, folk singers, and
representatives of the broad scale
of American music.
Last year
won a Koussevffzky Foundation award for Its
efforts.
This year It has earned
the Laurel Leaf of the American
Composers Alliance. It has also
won the thanks of the dialers of
New York and music lovers across
the land.
Bril.

JOE SILVER
JWurad

Weefc/y on

“Red Buttons' Show"
CBS-TV Network
Monday, 9:30 P.M., EST
Sponsored

by

Instant

Maxwell

House

Coffee

WNYC

DuMont’s

New

DuMont

network
signed two primary
,

Stations
last
week
affiliates

Now

and

virtually set to sign a third.
Stations signed are WNOW-TV,

York, Pa.,

and WTVI-TV, Belle-

ville, 111., whicji is
from St. Louis and

Mgt.t William Morris
4

Agency

».

across the river
covers the met-

ropolitan area. Pact with' WBUFTV,. Buffalo, is about to be inked.

With DuMont’s three owired-andoperated stations, plijs WGN-TV in
Chicago, the new affiliates will
brihg to seven the number of primary affiliates in the DuMont
chain.

starring on NBC's

All. STAR REVUS
Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., EST

is

PRINCE A RIPLEY, INC.
Pioneers in Westchester Real Estate
announce the association of

HARRY W. MOSLEY
(Formerly of

RKO

Theatres)

392 Mamaronook Avo.
White Plains, N. Y.
White Plains 6-7750

J

"
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KAMO-TELEVISION

ss

celluloid tide. The thespers claim
that today it’s difficult to get steady
work in TV, and that an actor with
a running part in radio nets more
than many of their video brethren.
Cpntinued,|r$m pa|| 25
Sponsors and networks are free
Am
e\ AWa'j
^
championship to use as much film as they want,
10% off the top of the $125,
f scheduled for their
heavy©ight match and, of course, providing they meet Screen Actors
their share.
On films over,
’
the fight is to be telecast. The Guild requirements.
Mann declared:
no
Texas League already has sched- five years old, in most cases,
“Our fans have asked us to tele- uled three of its four opening payments to talent are necessary.
for
call
contracts
current
SAG’s
of
the
vise our games and we wan^cfqj ac* games a day earlier because
re-use payments for the third and
commodate them. However, Ire riuisfcf bout.
subsequent screenings, but these
be insured of enough att&hdancfe’
fees call for only a percentage of
to warrant our taking the* trementhe original scale.
dous risk of putting our games on
Sullivan stanza has used film on
the air.”
several occasions, such as on the
Mann and the Crackers have had
Continued from page 23
Sam Goldwyn and Walt Disney
their TV ups and downs since he
While it’s admitted that
tributes.
Rubber (which owns the the Hollywood footage is an audiacquired the Atlanta Franchise Tire
station through its General Telefrom the Coca-Cola Co.
the vaude talent and
ence
lure,
It’s got a high cumuCracker games were televised for radio subsid).
other acts usually booked on the
rating for the entire week,
they’re losing some
the first time in 1949, when there lative
feel
that
show
it’s daily audience is no
were comparatively few sets in this and while
coin.
the average show facing
than
larger
attendarea. The telecasts hypoed
Cantor’s use of film was priit, it’s sponsored on the basis that
ance, especially from out-of-town.
marily to ease the physical strain.
it reaches a new audience every
The following_year, 1950, with all night. For the advertiser it’s a satu- Some of ’the segments were kinehome games being telecast, and the ration campaign, based on overall scoped in advance, and tfius don’t
Crackers with an all-th e-way front- coverage father than frequency, al- represent a loss of income to the
running club, attracted 250,000 cash though there’s impact on the aud performers who were paid the live
customers to the ball orchard on once a week, each time a new play fees.
Some network execs feel that the
Ponce de Leon Ave. during the first is presented.
boom in film for TV is not too
half of the season. Airing of these
produced
Sho\y,
by Warren healthy a development because the
games undoubtedly was the biggest
Wade, WOR-TV program chief, has spontaneous quality is lacking and
single factor in set sales in this
been going in for top names in de- the projection problem hasn't been
area during 1949 and 1950.
cent weeks, with Basil Rathbone
flicker
By mid-season in 1950 attend- and Judith Evelyn among the bet- completely solved. But the
rolls on, with audience
ance fell off sharply, especially ter-known of the players. Produc- juggernaut
improving.
acceptance
among out-of-town BB devotees, tion nut, isn’t too high for drama
One possibility foreseen in the
from whom the club depended show of this type, since same sets
in the
upon for sortie 40% of its paying and costumes are used each night, trade is that film production
Availabileast will be increased.
fans.
and after the initial rehearsals, the ity of certain kinds of talent and
With this in mind, Prexy Mann only ones necessary are those to writers, nearness of the clients and
cut down the number of games tel- iron out the kinks.
agencies, and some cost consideraevised in 1951 to two per week
Repeat performance idea has tions may cue more lensing in N.Y.,
on Ladies’ Nights. Attendance on been copied for film showings by thus providing new job outlets to
these bargain occasions slumped to WPIX, N* Y. Daily News station.
.
replace those lost to live performhalf of normal for the previous According to J. Bennett Larson,
ers.
year.
WPIX general manager, “Broad•

?
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son: That’s the night

ciano and Jersey Joe Walcott are

WOR-TV

is doing, is somein television, and it’s results should prove of immense interest to the industry, especially
local independent stations.

Rocky Mar- time,

thing

as

new

Film Clips
Continued from page 24

L

=

Shows’

5 Continued from

pace

1

annual billings
approximates the
from
$15,000,000 mark, the latter income
Godfrey’s

total
sponsor’s

for CBS represents a. multiplicity
of radio and TV programs.
Contracts of the Caesar-CocaLiebman triumvirate are expiring
and the network is currently engaged in negotiating a new deal.
If, as is understood, Caesar will
walk off with a $14,000 weekly pay
check for next season with the
combined salary check of the three-

some approximating some

$25,000,

NBC

playing

figures

still

it’s

around with the most economicallyneeded work, but it’s also curbing sound show business unit on the
program experimentation and inno- TV rosters.

in-

stock of Broadcast-

clients as to the future operations.

,

ing, Inc., which founded the
staFor example the old WBKB (now tion and put it on the air Sept. 30
demany
in
employees
WBBM-TV)
1951. Walter Sturdivant, prez
and
partments are wondering how long chairman of the board, headed the
they’ll fit in the, Atlass operation group of Atlantans who made
up

WBKB

new

while the

(ex-WENR- Broadcasting,

wondering what’ll
be the impact of Mitchell’s arrival
as g.m. on Channel 7.
Some indication of the fast moving developments was Atlass’ dismissal of the entire old
sales foroe the second day he was
in command and the immediate
“optioning” of the same seven-man
crew by Mitchell for his new setup

TV)

staffers are

WBKB

at

AB-PT.

Mitchell has brought in from
team program dihis old
rector Sterling Quinlan, and chief
engineer Bill Kusack. The sevensales crew let out by
man
Atlass may also join Mitchell at
the AB-PT operation when he returns from N. Y.

WBKB

WBKB
’

n

Macon UHF
S5 Continued from page
entity

Inc.

William T.

Lane,

former

vie-'

president of Broadcasting. Inc., and
general manager of WLTV,’ has
been named president of the station under the Crosley setup. Ho
announced that the new owners
will undertake a $1,000,000 expansion of the stations and its facilities within the next 12 months.
These plans include an increase
in station power to 316 kilowatts
on Channel 11. At present station
is operating on Channel 8.
Lane also revealed that all the
present operating personnel on
WLTV will be retained and enlargement of the staff to handle
the station’s expansion program
will begin immediately.

Roger van Duzer is WLTV’s prodirector, Charles Grifham is
commercial ^manager and Harvey
Aderhold is chief engineer.

gram

26

possibility of

and that the

lessened competition between the

Bernie 'Armstrong Exits

AM stations will be “effectively

25 Yrs.
eliminated.”
minimized, .if not
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Stockholders in the permittee comBernie Armstrong, KDKA musipany stipulated that none of the
personnel lo be employed in op- cal director who has been pack
erating" the TV station will have and parcel of the local show biz
any connections with. the A]\I sta- scene for last quarter of a century,
tions and that the TV rate card is quitting Pittsburgh and music in
will be in no way related to time another couple of months and will
move his family to Miami Beach.
purchases on AM.
While recognizing that the ven- Armstrong’s going into industry
for a tool firm, a field lie’s long
the
“inhibit
impair
or
ture could
been interested in as a hobby.
separate and independent operastations,” the Bandleader has had his own worktion of the two
Commission attached “critical im- shop in basement of his home for
years.
portance” to the circumstances of
He originally came up here from
the channel assignments and their
West
Virginia in the late '20s
relation to the development of
UHF in the Macon area. Granting
of the application, it said, “would
result in the early establishment
of UHF in the as yet unopened field
i
|
of TV broadcasting in the area.
Moreover, it would obviate the neRadio After

Pitt

_

.

»

AM

1

1

STARS' CARS

Spur- per season-^-in the participating application by two radio stations in
filled by sprocketed shows.
ring the increased screening of cel- show. The ciggie client considers it Wichita Falls, Tex., had been
luloid product are the economic a good buy, in view of the show’s granted. It developed that one of
Tli* feremos! natWhal and local reasons: savings on talent, studio consistent batting average in the
the stations had withdrawn its inadvertisers us* WEVD year
space, technicians and other pro- rating sweepstakes. The Camel cost terest from the applicant
comis based on $30,000 a week time
y*ar to roach th* vast
duction elements.
pany).
The networks are going in more charges and another approximate
Jewish Market
Benrus,
SOS
for
the
show.
heavily for their own vidpic pro- $30*000
of Metropolitan Mew York duction. NBC-TV at present is sur- and Griffin shoe polish have a
veying its big library of old foot- 'three-way sponsorship stake in the
Beirn-Biow
Top adult programming
half-hour,
dividing
up
age for shows that can be created second
Strong audience Impact
among them another $2,500,000 in
out of clips.
Continued from page 23
Inherent listener loyalty
annual
billings,
while
Prudential
AFTRA Helpless to Act
Potential buying power
The ascendance of the filmo- and Lehn & Fink alternate in spon- its AM-TV emphasis. Biow told
Variety that the agency is attemptphiles and the tougher employment soring the third half-hour.
Send for a iopy of
Although there have been recur- ing to develop a balance between
situation
for
actor? has
been
‘WHO’S
ON WEYD’ brought to the attention of the' ring reports that next season will agency-created shows and purchase
Henry Greenfi*U, Man. Dir. American Federation of Television find “Show of Shows” cutting down of outside packages. He feels that
WEVD, 117-119 West 46th St. & Radio Artists, but there’s little ta 60 minutes and/or be divided while it may be more economical
that the union can do to stem the into 30-minute sponsorship seg- for. an agency to buy programs
New Vort
ments, to depart from the partici- from indie, packagers, it’s also necpating formula, it’s considered fair- essary for it to develop its own
The reason, he explains,
ly certain around the network that stanzas.
the program will return to its 9 to is that only by directly creating
10:30 bracket for another season shows can an agency learn, set up
standards and know how to deal
under the same pattern.
Because of the “Show of Shows” with the indies.
high production nut for the weekly
For example, the agency topper
spread estimated at about $80,000 notes, when “I Love Lucy” was
—feeling is that it can only be first broached, it was conceived as
geared for a full hour-and-a-half a situation show With variety elepresentation to invite sufficient ments to be added, but the agency
sponsors.
decided that those elements should
be dispensed with. ,
. . • You
have the best facilities,
\
Edgar Bergen Stresses
Biow; believes that the high costs
of TV need more examination.
the most experience, the best programs
i
Stepped-Up Vet Shows While not calling
video costs exWashington, Feb. 17.
cessive, he feels that careful study
to be number one.
i
In Mimjeapolis-St,
Edgar Bergen called at the White is required so that advertisers get
House Saturday (14) to discuss with full effectiveness from the coin
Paul, Television IS KSTP-TV,
1
President Eisenhower an entertain- they spend in the medium.

4 Reasons Why

Atlanta, Feb 17
Having received the green light
from the FCC, sale of television

all

A Good Buy
Camel cigarets, which sponsors cessity of UHF television receiver
The problem is expected to become even more aggravated this the first 30 minutes on a weekly conversions at some later date.”
summer, when it’s anticipated that basis, has a one-third sponsorship
(Variety 'erroneously reported
hiatuses in many cases will be investment—^of nearly $2,250,000 in its Jan.' 28- issue that a joint
vation, the artists allege.

In Crosley Setup

Norton and Mit- station WLTV to
Crosley Broad
pursued their separate casting Co. became a fait accompli
Thursday
(12).
anmerger,
tlie
Announced
to
up
right
uri,-*
courses
e
P
was $1,500,000.
swers are still being sought by the
In the deal Crosley acquired 100%
various stations’ personnel and the of the capital
chell)

two

of

figures

(Atlass,

volved

—

‘Show

three

the

Because

W0R-TV

there were no telecasts of way Theatre” was hurting WPIX
Cracker games during 1952. Give- biz until he got the idea of repeataways, stunts and either gimmicks ing film showings at the same time
were tried ^tid the Crackers, with every day for a week, using some
a poor club, 'almost broke even of* his better quality films. Larson'
is using the same sales philosophy
on last year’s operations.
Meanwhile,
there is talk in the —that of a new audience eachr night
1.
with considerable success.
Southern 2.Assn, of switching their
But extending the principle to
3.
April 10 opening
games to daytime
4.
cover
all of the top nightly viewing
instead of under the stars. The rea-

1

for homeoifice conferences
for further clarification of his status in Hie new scheme of things.)

i>

So,

Continued from page 26 h;.t.sJ
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WLTV Boss

Lane

Atlanta Baseball Plan

WHO

U
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Going from B'way to Hollywood,

.

•

or vice versa? *’The Best Way" is
to ship your car, not to drive it.
advises Judson Freight Forwarding Division of National Carloading Corporation, now celebrating
its 75 th anniversary. Judson has
shipped hundreds of cars and
thousands of trunks for stage,
screen, radio and TV celebs.

1

1

I

|

,

1

1
1

1
1

1

•

1

You save wear and

j

|

I

.
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1

•
1

1

j

on

engagement

trial

^

I

I

See your telephone directory for
nearest National Carloading Office or write to: Judson Forwarding, National Carloading Corporation, 19 Rector Street,

|

*

either coast extends into a solid
spot, just call Judson and have
your car shipped to you.

*

|

your

If

.

|

on you

and car, actual driving costs,
storage enroute, and expenses involved in the long trip. Besides.
you have much better chance of
arriving in one piece yourself if
you take rail or air and let Judson ship your car and belongings,

I

^

tear

York

6.

.
1

»

New

1

N. Y,

'

—

MUST

ment program

£

for Korean war vets
in service hospitals in the U*. S.

Bergen, who has made an annual
“Operation Santa Claus” tour of

SAVE TAX
A

On Our Tested Proven
TAX MANAGEMENT PLAN
Accurate, Prompt. Economical

TAX RETURNS FOR
• INDIVIDUALS • ENTERTAINERS
• BUSINESSMEN • EMPLOYEES
•

CAREER MEN A

management.

TAX

th*

907 5th Ave. at 41
tbe

CENTER

MU

St.

1942-1953— Eleven -Year*

Texas Blasters to Meet

WOMEN

Prepared by specialists et the all-year,
low cost service offering planned tax

Theatrical

vets’ hospitals,

urged Presidential
Austin, Feb. 17.
support of a stepped-up program of
Texas Assn, of Broadcasters will
shows for hospitalized servicemen. meet here on March
16, winding
Bergen was here to entertain at with « dinner that night.
a dinner tossed by Clare Boothe
Included will be a panel session

Luce

in honor of her former col- on “What
Has Done to
and
league in the House of Representa- What It Will Do to
You ” Boyd
tives, Speaker of the House Joseph Kelley,
WTRN> Wichita Falls, is
x

W. Martin.

TV

’

Proxy.

M*

CHIROPRACTOR
for

SHOW

PEOPLE

Edw. R. Crosier, -0.C.
Capitol

2-7H*

Specialization
Profeitfon.

of

Theatre -*ldg.

in

"*

Wctlnrwlay, February 18, 1953

THE

ST ON

3

TV!!

Hie WINNERS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

AWARDS

m

“Dragnef

Helen Hayes

“What’s

My

Line”

Lucille Ball-

‘T

Thomas Mitchell

Love Lucy”

Jimmy Durante

Bishop Sheen'

Robert Montgomery

'

Presents

Sec It

Now”

“Your Show of Shows”

Bob Clampett’s
ii

TIME FOR BEANY

ff

%

Best National Childrens
3

Sale* Rep. J. Howell,

Paramount TV

Prods., Inc., N. Y. C.-Klaus landsberg,

KTLA

.

;

- Gen. Mgr.,

"

Show
»

m

i

D. S. Nocorino,

V

704 N. Bronson, Hollywood, Granite 0522

)

.

,

,

.
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Jocks/ Jukes
MIKE GROSfc
B,
•
r

.

jockeys and coinboxes.

and she

win good spinning time “in Ohio as
well as the other 47 states. Bottom
deck, is a busy number that gets
nowhere despite Miss Kirk’s efforts.

Ziggy Talent: “I’m Wired for
Lovin’ ”-“Loye Me Not Just a
After building a
Little” (Decca).
solid rep with the Vaughn Monroe
Ziggy
song-shouter,
orch/ as a
Talent moves in as a solo crooner
preHe
with this Decca coupling.
viously etched for RCA Victor with
stickthe Monroe crew. Talent is
and his
ing to his frantic tune treatment
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
and it should pay off in some marWeek, Aragon
He belts ’em out loud and 78th Consecutive
kets.
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
fast, a technique that’s won him
Exclusively for Coral Records
lots of fans and should nab him
"OH HAPPY DAY" backed
more as a ’solo entry. He puts
by "Your Mother and Mine”
plenty of zest into “Wired for
Lovin’ ” and it could iriake some
noise, especially in the jukeboxes. handling she could be developed
Same goes for the reverse. Don into one of the top thrushes in the
Costa orch helps with a strong stable. Gal has a warm way with a
beat.
lyric and a slick phrasing techKen Remo; “Mexico”-“My Heart nique that catches the spirit of the
tune. It’s a quality that stands up
without any waxing gimmickry
and will. win her a strong following. She debuts with a couple of
pleasant ballads that won’t hold
up in the competition but serve to
display her topdrawer thrushing.
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
She gives both sides occasional..If You Take My Heart
spin chances. Frank Hunter’s orch
assists.
IE YOU WERE ONLY MINE
-S’Posin
Harry Belafonte: “Gomen-NaSai”“Springfield Mountain”- (Victor).
GOMElf-NASAI
Folk
balladeer, Harry Belafonte is
Tokyo Boogie Woqgtt
Victor’s entry in the diskery stampede of etchings on the Jap-orig(M-G-M). Ken inated ballad, “Gomen-Nasai,” and
Is A Kingdom”
Remo kicks off his M-G-M career he makes a- standout /showing
with this disking. Although it won’t which’ll be hard to top. Although
get him off to a breakaway start, it lacks the freewheeling Oriental
Columbia’s Richard
quality
of
it does reveal he’s a good bet to
crack through the male vocalist Bowers* cut. it’s a sock piede of
wax sweeps with stronger material. shellac that’ll get a good share of
He’s got a legitimate .piping qual- the play. He gives it a sincere folkity and the kind of wax projection styled reading packed full of vocal
that could add up to big returns. charm. Public-domain folk “items
“Mexico,” a spirited Latino num- are his forte and he stays on top of
ber, gives him a good intro to the “Springfield Mountain,” on the
market and .showcases his vocal- flip, for clicko impact.
He loses
The Clovers: “Crawlin’ ”-“Yes,”
ling to good effect.
“Crawlin’
ground,
however, on the flip It’s You” (Atlantic)
through no. fault of his own. It’s looms as a big money-maker in
just one of those tunes that noth- the lucrative rhythm & blues market Beat and lyric are excellently
ing seemingly can help.
Leslie Bros: “This Night”-“Say pegged for r. Jk. b. trade, and the
It Isn’t True” (King). The South Clovers drive it home for a sure
American cliqkj “Madalena,” turns score. A natural for territorial
up here with an English lyric un- jukes and deejays. Reverse is in
der the tag, “This Night.” The the same groove but with an added
Latino best gives the side plenty pop potential and should draw big
of spark and the Leslie Bros, sock biz response.
Three Suns: “Ecstasy Tango”across the lyric with a neatly
blended, colorful attack. Good for “Waggashoe” (Victor). This coupinstrumentals
ling
of
exciting
fair returns. Reverse is in the
rhythm & blues vein and handled could develop into a clicko platter
with spirit by the duo.
entry for the Suns. Combo’s workBetty Clooney: “You’re All I over of “Tango,” a rich and lively
See”-“I Idolize You” (Coral). Coral treatment of the Latino rhythm, is
has a good waxing property in spirited and infectious. Big play
Betty Clooney and with proper
(Continued on page 46)

You

“If

My ’“He art Away”

a comfortable ballad which she caresses
with her warm piping style but
“Days” is the side that will get
the play. Gleam Osser orch gives
her top support.
Don Cornell: “If You Were Only

Take

is

Mlne”-“S’Posiu” (Coral).

The

LAWRENCE WELK

vin-

You -Were' Only
Mine,” should lift Don Cornell
back into the bestseller listings.
His big-voiced attack breathes new
His treatment
life into the tune.
tage ballad, “If

make

and

slick vocal .stylistics
a money platter on all levels.

it

And

for added insurance, biscuit has

work

in her showtune metier,
makes the most of it.
Against a simple melodic line she
’warbles the wistful lyric for her
'Be&*wak score -in some time. She
gives it an appealing chhrm that’ll
to

a-

der Jules Gressier.

Beethoven: Sonatas (Op. 53, 54,
British
109) (RCA Victor, $5.72).
pianist Solomon in a fine, sensitive
performance of three sonatas, including the big-scaled, melodramatic' “Waldstein” (Op. 109), and
the short, infrequently-heard No.
22 in F (Op. 54).
Thomson: Cello Concerto and
“Mother of Us All” Suite. (ColumCellist Luigi Silva,
bia. $5.72).

.’S-rXi

Georgia Gibbs: “Seven Lonely
Pays”-“If You Take My Heart
Away’’ (Mercury). Georgia Gibbs,,
who’s been turning out S0SJ4
shellac the last couple ol time's
out, has cpme UP with a natural 3n
“Seven Lonely Days,” It’s a country-grooved item with a colorful
beat and the kind of lyric that wins
today’s platter-buyers. Miss Gibbs
spices the number with a sparkling alfalfa flavor, making it a
'strong spiriting product for the

Excellent recording, full of crackle and wit.

Mozart: Symphonies No. 26 and
(Decca, $2.50). Two charminglesser * heard
works,
spiritedly

32.

’

played by the

Bamberg Symphonyy

under Fritz Lehmann.

Donizetti:
“Don Pasquale*
(Urania, 2 LPs, $11.90). Lively per-

formance of the comic opera, with
real Italian flavor.

Cast headed

Lazzari, Dora La
assisted by the Werner Janssen by Agostino
Symphony, in a robust reading of Gatta and Fernando Corena (last-

the highly enjoyable Virgil Thomson concerto which, with its folktune background and rhythmic,

named

a fine baritone).
Profesd’Orchestra of Milan, under
Parodi, for first-class as-

sor!

La Rosa

jazzy vein, makes lively AmeriThe “Mother” suite, from
cana.
the Thomson-Stein opera, is more
sentimental, less conventional and
somewhat less interesting, but the

sist.

Broil.

A.C.’*

Janssen Symphony plays it well.
Chopin: Complete Waltzes (Capi-

New Symph

Atlantic City, Feb. 17.
Atlantic City natives, via the
A.C. Symphony Assn,, are forming
a full-sized concert orch, ufl|h Van

Pianist Leonard Pen$4.98).
nario plays the 14 choice, varied
waltzes with clean technique, a
brisk, forthright tone and nice romantic style, for a highly attrac-

Lier Lanning as music ''"’director.
Lanning was founder of the Washington, D. C„ Sinfoniette and con-

tive disk.

ductor

tal,

« , .
„
Offenbach:* “La Vie Parisicnne”
(Vox, $5.95). Rousing rendition of
the bubbling French comic opera,
by a competent group- of soloists
and the Lamoreux Orchestra, un-

Best Bets

of longhair groups in
Arlington, Va., and Jacksonville,

.

Fla.

Conceits are skedded
March.

to start in

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

*

GEORGIA GIBBS
(

Mercury

DON CORNELL
(Coral)

,

•

RICHARD BOWERS

........

(Columbia)

on

bouncy tune

the flip
which "Cornell reads in a light-

sock,

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage- Index b Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research , Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, Alphabetically listed.
,
Survey Week of February 6-12, 1953

hearted and ingratiating manner.

Norman Leyden

furnishes the top-

notch hacking.

•

Richard Bowers: “Gomen-Nasai”“Tokyo Boogie Woogie” (Columbia). This platter, waxed by Japanese Columbia last summer, should
clean up in the U. S. market. Top
slice, “Gomen-Nasai,” is an Occidental ballad with a touch of the
Orient in its melodic beat and
lyric sentiment.^

out workover

Bowers in

It’s

'toy

try.

drum up plenty of inand hit paydirt on all levels.
“Tokyo Boogie Woogie,” on the
Teverse, is a Nipponese treatment
Side should
terest

of a standard boogie-woogie' beat
that should please a flock of disk
It’s strictly an' offbeat
devotees.
etching but should win spins on
the basis of the rhythmic Jap jive
vbcalling of Shizuko Kasagi. The
Columbia Tokyo orch, under the
of 'Raymond Hattori,
direction
gives coupling its authentic flavor.

Lisa Kirk: “0-Hi-0”*“Catch

Me

Plug tune
If You Can” (Victor).
from the legituner, “Wonderful
.Town,” gives Lisa Kirk a chance
.

—

—
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Disney
Shapiro-B

Frank
Village

Me

Brandora

Simon
Ridgeway
Second Group

Chicago Style
Doggie in the Window
Don’t Let Your Eyes Go Shopping for Your Heart.
,
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Santly-J
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Porgie
Brandora
Feist

..Miller
Shapiro-B

Harms
Roxbury

—t“Peter Pan”

Disney
Jefferson

'

.

BVC

.

Brandom

—

Song from Moulin Rouge t“Moulin Rouge” ..... Broadcast
Stars and Stripes Forever
Church-H&R
Tell Me You’re Mine
Capri
Things I Might Have Been
\ Meridian
To See You
Burvan
Why Try to Change Me Now
Robbins
Your Mother and Mine f “Peter Pan”
Disney
.

>

—

Top 10 Songs On TV
(More In Case of Ties)
Because You’re Mine t“Because You’re Mine” .... Feist
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Four-Star
Hold Me, Thrill Me. Kiss Me
Mills

—

•

My

Baby’s Cornin’

No Two People

Home

— t“Hans

Roxbury
Frank

Christian Andersen”

Rachel

Halliburton

She Wears Red Feathers

Oxford

,

Waltz Again With You
Veraderg
Why Don’t You Believe Me

Five

33

8

Burvan

.

.
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of Spain

Jealdus Eyes
Nina Never Knew
Open Up Your Heart
Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps
Say It Isn’t So
Say It With Your Heart
Second Star to the Right— 1 “Peter Pan”
V
Side by Side
Thumbelina t“Hans Christian Andersen”
Till I Waltz Again With You

—“Outside of Heaven”

2

•
C/l

Remick
Witmark
Acuff-R
Shapiro-B

No Moon at All
Oh Happy Da^

o
CO
£

c/5

*

It a Secret

Kiss
Lies
Living the Life I Love
My Baby’s Cornin’ Home
Never Smile at a Crocodile

•rH

2

Coachella
Chappell

Wild Horses

o

'8

.

—

O

«

Flagg”,

My

•

6

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me (Mills)
Doggie in the Window (Santly-jf
Wishing Ring (Acuff-R)
.

A
rt

U

1

(Feist)

I Wander (Fran k).
Glow-Worm (E. B. Marks)
Have You H eard (Brandon)

Lady of Spain (Fox)
Even Now (Pickwick)

&

3
6
10

,

'
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o
6
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Angel—*“Hazel

to an

Have You Heal’d
High Noon— 1 “High Noon”

2

Anywhere
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and Publisher
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•
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Don’t Let the Stars (Four Star)
Till I Waltz Again (Village)
Keep It a Secret (Shapiro-B).
Tell Me You’re Mine (Capri)
Don’t You Believe Me (Brandon)

1

c/5
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This Last
Title

u
,

Q
2
*

Week Ending

wk.

ffl

2
3
R

c/5

o
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w

wk.
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fl

and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week

National
Rating

3

8

Marks
Famous
Mills

Jambalaya

PRriety
sales based,

*.

I Confess

,

A
A

Paxton
Pickwick

Four-Star

“

Hush-A-Bye—t“The Jazz Singer”

c—

music

Bourne

Downhearted
Even Now

Hot Toddy

*

retail sheet

1

Because You’re Mine
Bye Bye Blues
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes

How Do You Speak

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS
Survey of

Christian Andersen”. .Trank
Feist

Wander— “Hans

I
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Heart and Soul
Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me.
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ex-GI Richard

his first

Anywhere

,

given a stand-

waxing

A Fool Such As
A Stolen Waltz

8
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Village

Meridian

Brandom

Top Standards

(More In Case of Ties)
Cachita

.

.

Peer

.,

Cuban Pete

Fox

Darkness on the Delta
Hawaiian War Chant
Moonlight and Roses
Sweethearts
Taking a Chance on Love
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New

Stability for

A&R Setups

N. Y.

Conkling Raps Indnstsr; Disunity’

BETAILERS

Reflects Diskeries’ Solid Structure
the disk industry’s*
structure after a
colid' business
postwar years a
shaky
couple of
Elects Board
art"new era of stability" for the
The Record Industry Assn, of
has
setups
repertoire
icle
compa- America elected a new board of dievolved within the major
rectors at its second annual memstill on the hottest
nies Although
men bership meet last week in New
a&r
the
business,
«?eat in the
given more space York. Fortysix member diskeries
are now being
operate— and in which were repped at the conclave.
in which to
Record company execs elected to
mistakes without getting
to make
off by^ com- the board were James B. Conkling
their heads chopped
stems
from
(Columbia),
Situation
Emanuel Goldstein, (Sipany toppers.
maior com- mon & Schuster), Irving B. Green
the fact that all the
enough
with
(Mercury),
Howard L. Letts (RCA
panies are hoW riding
Victor), Milton R. Rackmil (Decca),
the nut.
hits to get them off
Soria (Raxor Corp.) and
is proved Dario
picture
a&r
firm
The
reshuffling Glenn E. Wallichs (Capitol). Board
not only by the lack of
but, even is skedded to meet within the next
for the past eight months
few weeks to elect the RIAA offimore importantly, by the dearth cers for the
current year.
Alley about
of rumors in Tin Pan

At RIAA Meet; ‘Big Spindle’ Remote

Reflecting

R1AA

&

These rumors were
among the greatest hazzards of the

dismissals..

a&r chiefs since

.doubled the

it

them due to their own
where there was smoke

pressure on
belief that

was the danger of being fired.
Columbia Records has one of the
more stable setups since a&r chief
Mitch Miller was recently given a
new five-year deal. Miller, with
staff assistance from Percy Faith
and Joe Higgins, has had a standout record developing new talent
and new sounds for wax hits since
coming to the diskery from Mercury two years ago. In many re-

Cetra Restrains

there

Miller set the pop style for
the whole industry for the past
couple of years. The team of Miller, prexy Jim Conkling and sales
spects,

chief

Paul

moreover,

Wexler has evolved,
one of the powerful

sales-creative

combos

in the busi-

ness.

At RCA Victor, the regime of
Dave Kapp, with Henri Rene and
Hugo Winterhalter as his a&r
aides, also is riding smoothly after
(Continued on page 47)

Low-Priced Disks Ain't

Goody’s Cut Rate
Long hassle between Cetra-Soria,
indie longhair disk label, and Sam
Goody,

New York
over

cutrate disk re-

trade practices
came "to a head again last week
when the diskery obtained a temporary injunction in N. Y. Supreme
Court to enjoin Goody from cutting
prices on Cetra platters. Injunction
marks the first time any recording
company has been able to restrain
any cutrate disk biz. Action will
continue to hold even when the
Cetra line is turned over to Capitol
Records April 1.
In another aspect of the GoodyCetra hassle, retailer last week
dropped his suit against the diskery in N. Y. Federal Court. Goody
was seeking to establish his right
to sell below the fair trade price
but his case collapsed with the
Government order decontrolling
tailer,

fair

longhair disk
sensitive

field,

in the

Columbia Records prexy Jim
Conkling sounded off on the “lack
Tin Pan’s Lyres Club
of industry unity" at the annual
Tin Pan Alley’s incipient social
meeting of the Record Industry
organization, which is being patAssn, of America last Wednesday
terned after The Friars, has been
(11).
He was referring to the
tagged the Lyres Club by its reVariety exclusive of some weeks
cently named exec staff. The music
back that a move was afoot to
men’s outfit is currently searching
standardize the RIAA’s diskery
for club headquarters.
Henri Rerie, RCA Victor Artists manufacturing via the “big spindle," or via some uniform optional
and

with resultant

dealer-distrib

relations,

has again come sharply into focus
in the New York market. Issue was
brought to the fore by a recent

move by Times-Columbia, Columbia Records’ N.Y. distrib, to stop
supplying the Liberty Music Shops.

T-C has allegedly cut off the
Liberty stores because the latters’
repertoire assistant chief,
practice of buying some of its Columbia stock from out-of-town club prexy.
sources. Like most of the large
price-cutting retailers, Liberty has
been forced to buy wherever it
could get the best break on its
volume purchases.
N.Y. retailers have been picking
up bargains outside of the metropolitan area under an anomalous

Low Anymore as Costs

'Force

Stiff

Price Hikes

Pressure of rising overall' production costs, including musicians*
wages, is forcing lowprice indie
longplay labels to hike prices.

Remington Records, lowprice longhair label which was . established
three years ago, is sparking the
hike move with a 50c boost on its
disks effective March 1. The Remington platter will be peddled at

platter prices.

Attorneys were Ambrose Doscow
for Cetra and Abraham Lowenthal
for Goody.

JIMMY BOYD SIGNS

LONG PACT WITH COL
Jimmy Boyd,

via his Coast attorney, Bernard Reich, wrapped up
a new longterm pact with Columbia Records this week in N. Y. The
$2.99.
14-year-old singer came to Gotham
The indie label hike is seen in for several personal appearances,
the trade as a potent factor in easincluding the Ed Sullivan “Toast
ing the competition for the major
of the Town" nod to the disk incompanies Who’ye entered the lowdustry Sunday nighF (15) over
price disk field. In the past few.
CBS-TV.
months, several major disk compaNew pact stems from a hassle benies have attempted to buck the
indies with their own lowprice tween Boyd and Abner J. Greshler,
.

lines.

Columbia has come up with who formerly handled the country
as
activities

In Hazel Flagg’

situation in which many distribs
outside of N.Y. are willing to sell
retailers at a bigger discount than

The

first legit
is

“Hazel Flagg,"

the

past couple of years (“Wish
the legiter
of the same title, was the notable
exception), the Jule
Styne-Bob
Hilliard score for “Hazel Flagg”

You Were Here," from

has already produced two potent
contenders in the hit lists.
Via Eddie Fisher’s RCA Victor
etching, the show’s big baliad,
“How Do You Speak to An Angel,"
has already topped the 250,000

to the manufacturer.

Columbia’s Firm Policy
Columbia has a firm policy
against trans-shipping or permitting its distribs to sell dealers outside of their franchise areas but
N.Y. retailers have little trouble
in getting around this prohibition.
Easiest way for the N.Y. outlets to
operate is to buy stocks from outof-town stores, which make purchases on a legitimate basis from
the local distrib.

sales

marker and

is

moving

still

upwards. Dinah Shore’s cut of
“Salomee" from the score is not,
far behind although released sev"

eral weeks later. Victor is also
prepping a big push on Sunny
Gale’s tut of another tune from the
show, “I Feel Like I’m Gonna Live
Forever," on the basis of initial
reaction.
“Angel;" at the same time, is
According to Ben Kay, Liberty perking as a copy seller for the
score’s publisher, Chappell. Ability
Music Shops exec, his and all other
a number to sell sheet music is
stores have the* right to buy wher- of
ever they choose. He said lhat held to 6q an even surer sign of hit
there is no such thing as a fran- potential than the more imposing
chised dealer any longer since the wax sales..
distribs
have thrown up their
hands over the business of controlling the price at which retailers
can sell their platters. Kay said
his stores were having no trouble
in getting Columbia records.
Paris, Feb. 10.
Retailers have generally been
George R. Marek, a&r chief of
claiming that it’s imposible to RCA Victor, and Meade Brunet,
operate profitably under the pres- head of RCA International, are
ent price structure. While they continuing their merchandising and
sell for 30% off, they only get a
artistic trek from, London to Rome,
normal 38% discount off list, and embracing a flock of European
out pf that 8% they are expected capital*.
With an eye to expanding
to meet their overhead, give servRCA Victor Records’ distribution.
ice to the customers and make a
They are meeting G. A. (Joe)
profit at the same time.
Biondo,*;.head of RCA in Italy,
The only solution for the retail- where
hew pressing and recorders, they claim, is either the iming plant is-4ue" to start- operating
position of a firm list price on the
this spring in Rome. Marek superindustry or giving the retailer a
vises the artistic aspects. He held
wider percentage margin in which
an important meet with Victor’s
Since the majors
to maneuver.
British affiliates, HMV.
Rave been making no moves in the
their
fair-trading
direction
of
prices, the retailers have been
Stone Pro Mgr. of Par,
making the deals with out-of-towners for .cheaper platters.
..

1

—

Shayne Set at Famous

In

a

reshuffling

at

the

coordinator of both

firrqg.

Flock of tunes which previously
had been in the Famous catalog
also were switched to Paramount.
Both firms continue under the
aegis of general manager Eddie
Wolpin.

Brown**

"

lit In

7 Yr*.

Les Brown will play his first
New York ’ dance date in seven
years at Roseland Ballroom Feb.
27. Date marks the terpery’s 32d
anni.

Brown, who’s doming east for an
appearance on Bob Hope’s NBC1, played his last

*

’

—

TV Show March
•

unofficial trademark. Threatened
slowing of dealers’ orders was at
the root of all the majors’ sales
departments’ concern.
While an ultimate unification or
standardization of all platter production is held to be inevitable,
the advance report, of certain high
industry thinking was seized upon
by those who “read fast" as a fait
accompli. Fact is now, as with the
original story, that this is a proposal by RCA’s Manie Sacks, in
which Decca’s Milton R. Rackmil
and Capitol’s Glenn Wallichs concur with variations..
Columbia, as the prime exponent
of LP (33 rpm), is given trade
credit for furthering the 33 rpm

—

RCA, as company policy, is
equally vivid in projecting the 45
disks.

(Continued on page 42)

Par Music
Vs.

in

Claim

Brandom Over
‘Pretend’ Copyright

Paramount Music has entered a
claim against the new click ballad,
“Pretend," published by Brandom
Music, charging that it’s an infringement of one of its standard
copyrights,

“Cocktails For Two."

On

of

behalf

its

Famous Music

Paramount has written a
formal complaint to Brandom, asksubsid,

ing the latter to “cease and desist"
from further release and exploitation of “Pretenty’ and for an ac-

counting of the profits to £ate.

Brandom Music

is rejecting the
claim -in toto, which
may force the dispute into Jthe
courts. “Pretend" was written by
Douglas, Parman & LeVere while

..Paramount

/‘Cocktails"

was cleffed by Sam

’Coslow and Arthur Johnston.

Brandom, Incidentally, is a new
Chicago firm, formed by a jukebox
operator, Bud Brandom, who is
currently having a solid run of hits
in his publishing venture, Brandom

Para- came up initially with “Why Don’t
You Believe Me," a Joni James
smash for M-G-M* followed with
another James click in “Have You
Heard?’’, and now is riding with
the disputed “Pretend" under a
Nat (King)
etching
for
Gole

mount-Famous Music firms last
week, Dick Stone was named professional manager of Paramount
and Larry Shayne became professional manager of Famous.
Stone
had held the pro manager’s slot at
Famous, while Shayne had been

—
—

centre platter which would mean
only two speeds.
As .the story stated, this was a
long-range future plan but it apparently resulted in strong dealer
reaction and concern as to (1), how
soon the standard “small spindle"
platters, might become dated; and
(2), it allegedly created inquiries
from dealers on how much (or
little) to order in advance, etc.
Among the major diskeries concerned with the dealer reaction
was RCA Victor despite the fact
the “big spindle" is regarded as
that label’s pet project, if not

.

RCA’SMAREK, BRUNET
ON EUROPEAN TREK

—

^

musical of 1953,
sending up prom-

ising smoke signals for the future
of show-score tunes. In contrast to
the virtual famine of show hits for

offered by the N.Y. outfits.
Many of these out-of-town distribs are frequently caught in a
tight cash situation where they are
ready to offer more than the usual
38% off list price to dealers. These
offerings not only ease the inventory. problem for the distribs but
also give the latter a bigger total
return privilege by which they are
permitted to turn, back a certain
percentage of their total purchases

moppet’s recording
personal manager. Col had a contract with Greshler, but not with
Boyd, for the latter’s services and
the new deal is now directly with
Boyd. Under terms of his settle- Comic Jackie Gleason
label, respectively.
ment, Greshler gets a 50% cut of
all Boyd disks cut before Jan. 23.
Clicks as Cafe Maestro
Boyd, who had the top Christmas
Jackie Gleason pulled out the
Deutsch Upped to Mgr.
platter in "I Saw Mommy Kissing
radio and TV brass, the
town
Santa Claus," is being primed for
set and the press for his
Of Peer Int'l, Southern another major promotion via his saloon
premiere as a maestro in front of
Irving Deutsch has been upped Easter tunes and another disk in 27 men
mostly strings at Monte
Laine.
to general
professional manager of which he duos with Frankie
Proser’s La Vie en Rose, N. Y.
Peer International and its subsid,
nitery. With Gleason working at
southern Music. Move followed on
scale, this booking is an evolution
the heels of general manager Ben
of the “Music for Lovers Only"
Carroll’s ‘Heart’
Kelvin’s resignation last week for Bob
he cut for Capitol. Gleason is the
fin assignment
with RCA Victor’s
personification of most every guy’s
Decca
Snared by Brit.
^nstom Records Thesaurus diviyen to lead a band> But Re's doing
sion.
Singer Bob Carroll’s current’ in- it, and he makes it'Alick.
Your
With
It
“Say
Deutsch joined the Peer combine die label click,
It was a unique nitery “opening"
fifiveral
months ago as professional Heart," on Derby Records, has since the room was packed with
manager of Southern Music,
been picked up for worldwide dis- Gleason’s pals, all paying custribution, outside of the U.S. and tomers. CBS and NBC and DuMont
Canada, by British Decca. Side has had tables. The admen and the
already gone over the 150,000 radio-video agency contingent gave
Taylor Exits Bourne
marker and garnered several the- La Vie a Barberry Room aura.
Ta yior exited his profes* atre and nitery dates for Carroll, Bobby Hackett on the lone trumpet
« onal manager’s
his first break is featured—otherwise it’s domislot at ABC Mu- a vet vocalist getting
v
nantly strings. Toni Arden is cof°urne
subsid, last week. Tay- via this recording.
i
.^L.'yfis with, the firm for three
Herb Kiron, of London Records starred with her -standard songs*
months.
Gleason’s “act,” a. medley
P.S.
and
subsid),
(British Decc^’s U.S.
.topper, of surefire schmaltzy tunes, is good
C SSOr llM " 0t
bee “ 'Larry Newton, Derby’s
Abel.
too.
tegnat cd.
made the deal last week.
Entre
label, 'RCA
Victor
jumped in with a revival of its
Bluebird line while Decca and
M-G-M are repped with the 4,000
Gold Label series and the Lion
the

is

2 Hit Potentials

.

So

By ABEL GREEN

*

:

Problem of price-cutting

Gotham terp date at the Statler
Hotel, then the Pennsylvania.

Capitol.

Col Boosts

McKean

To

Special Mdse. Job
McKean, merchandise man-

Gil
ager qf Columbia Records' Masterworks division, has been upped to
a newly created post, chief of special products. McKean will handle
Columbia’s transcription sales and
such accessory disk products as
phonograph attachments and Col’s
new line of high fidelity playback
equipment which was introduced
last month.
McKean, formerly a board member of London Records, came to.
Col two years ago. Doug Duer, as*
sistanf merchandise manager, steps
into the spot vacated by McKean’s
l promotion.
*

,

.
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PiSRHfri Scoreboard
Who

Several top name
scheduled to get their present ditf|*
ery connections severed once
pacts run out with the various companies. The bandleaders under the
gun are those who inked top coin
pacts two or 'three years ago but

•ivi

V

(Week ending Feb.

'*

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

7)

London, Feb. 10.
Don't Let Stars in Eyes. Morris
Heaven. ... .Wood
of
Outside

Broken Wings

Compiled from

Fields

Chappell
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins
Comes Along a Love.JCassner
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris

You Belong

deliver their

to

failed

OF

are*

bands

who have
minimum

on Guarantees

Fail to Defiver

guarantees back to the

disk companies via sufficient sales.
It's all part of the general move
by the disk companies to cut out
pacts with guarantees for all artor bandists,. whether vocalists
leaders. Latter, however, are feeling the brunt of the diskeries’ anxiety since orch sides have ceased
to mean much in the general pop
Vocalists, on the other
picture.
hand, may have a bad run of luck
but have the potential of breaking
through for a big seller which can
take the diskery off the guarantee
hook by only one side.
Some bands have not only failed
to meet their guarantees but also
have fallen short of meeting expenses for their recording^ dates.
Under current procedure, the diskery foots the bills for musicians'
cost, studios, arrangers, etc., with
the cost deducted from the band's
royalty earnings. Bill for a band
recording date can top the $2,000
mark and if a name orch fails to
sell enough to' bring back this coin,
the diskeries feel it’s time to quit.

to

Me.

.

for

Tango

Now

WEEK ENDING FEBRUARY

Dash

Move
to

.

F. D.-& H.
\

.

.

TALENT

Lafleur
.Reine

POSITIONS
This

JON1 JAMES (MGM)

Dp 24%

quarter of 1952 as inboost in royalty
Set to Preem in Boston dicated by a 24%
payments to the major publishers
Boston, Feb. 17.
to the previous threeFilm-legit actor Arnold Moss, as compared
period. Diskery also showed
who's recently also been working month
its royalty statement
hike
in
a
4%
soloist
in longhair as speaking
compared to the same period in
with the Boston Symphony Orches- as
tra, has staged and directed a new
Strong Deqca biz was accounted
concert version of Stravinsky's
“Histoire
du Soldat” for the for by such hits as the Mills Bros’.
Worm” and the standard
“Glow.
AdapMusic.
Friends of Chamber
tation, which blends music, spoken Bing Crosby’s “White Christmas.”
word and dance, is based on the
the

final

.

original

PERRY COMO

.3

2

TERESA BREWER

4

4

5

5

6

10

7

7

8

8

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
KAREN CHANDLER (Coral)
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
KAY STARR (Capitol)'

.

*

from

assist

his

wife,

scripter Stella Reynolds^

6

JULIUS LaROSA

9

DON HOWARD

(25)

•

.

;

Kiss

Keep

Me

a Secret
Side by Side

!

it

Anywhere

(Cadence)

Wander

I

Oh Happy Day

(Essex)

TUNES
This

Last

Week Week

One-Man Concert Tour
Hollywood, Feb.

Jordan Hall,

at

Me You’re Mine
Doggie in the Window
Hold Me, Thrill Me,
Tell

7

9

FrimI Preps Odd-Angle

*

Wednesday

(Coral)

POSITIONS

“Soldat" will be heard in this
new form for the first time .next
Boston, with Richard Burgin, asconductor and. ’concertsistant
master of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, conducting a group of
seven first-desk BSO men. Anita
Alvarez will dance the role of the
Princess; Jack Bittner* and Mitchell
Agruss will have the speaking
roles of Devil and Soldier, and
.Moss will be narrator. Joseph Zim
the
musical director of
bier,
Friends of Chamber. Music, is pro
ducing.

(Victor)

10

French and was made by

Moss with

Wishing Ring
Your Cheatin’ Heart
(Don’t Let the Stars
)Wild Horses
Till I Waltz Again

1

'

.

TUNE
(Why Don’t You Believe Me
-{Have You Heard

ARTIST AND LABEL

3

Decca Records made a strong
end-of-the-year sales showing in

Moss-Stravinsky ‘Soldat’

Last

Week Week

In ’52

14

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major jales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL, IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines)
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

NOTE: The

.Dash
Reine

Forget Me Not
Maddox
Zing a Little Zong
Cinephonic
Feet Up
Robbins
Half as Much..
Chappell
Sugarbush
Connelly
Make it Soon
Settin’ W’ds Fire. .New World

Glow Worm
Homing Waltz.

Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

Second 12
Takes Two

Retail

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

Went Your Wedding. Victoria

Dash
Walkin’ to Missouri
Here in My Heart ..... Mellin
Isle of Innisfree. ... .Maurice
Connelly
That's-A Why

Faith Can

Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

.

I

Statistical

r

TUNE
TIL^ I

2

17'.

2

Composer Rudolf Friml has a
new angle on a one-man concert.
He will debut in -Tucson March 10,

3

3

4

6

5

4

6

5

7

7

8

8
9

’

in the first of three appearances,
there, Phoenix and Reno. This may
be prelude. to a widespread trek.
Bulwark of the concert is his keyboarding of his own compositions.
But in each city he’ll pick a native
artist as guest soloist.
Next Tuesday. (25), at a dinnerhere,
the. oBeverly-Wilshire
at
prez Otto Harbach will present Friml with a plaque in honor
of his contributions to music. Friml

9

.

10

10

Village

.*

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
KEEP IT A SgCRET. ........

1

'

PUBLISHER

WALTZ AGAIN

OH HAPPY DAY
HAVE YOU HEARD *
ANYWHERE I WANDER
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME

Four Star
Capri

Brandon
Shapiro-B

BVC
Brandon
Frank
Santly-Joy
Mills

a

ASCAP

M-G-M to Plug Singles

recently completed five

From ‘Lili’ Soundtrack Set

new

1

soundtrack

long play

label's

al

Pasadena, $*eb.

bum from

the pic, “Lili." Disk fea
tures Leslie Caron and Mel Ferrer,
Other upcoming release is “Fan

17.

City attorney Vincent W. Henblein says he has. six doctors on
testify that
etched by the London tap who are ready to
tastic,”
Disk dancing is exercise, not entertainCovent Garden Orchestra.
was taken from the diskery’s pop ment, and he is hunting more in
the City of Pasadena's battle with
classic album,- “Night At The Bal
the Federal Government.
let.”
The 'City has staged name-band
dances on Saturday nights for
about four years at the Pasadena
Decca’s Hillbilly Set
Government
Auditorium.
Civic
Patterned after current pop al- wants some $12,000 it claims is due
bums featuring medleys of pop in admissions taxes. City says it’s
hits, Decca Records is packaging a exercise, not dancing—hence no
similar set for the country field taxes need be paid.
with five of the label’s top hillbilly
upheld in
if
City’s position,
_

j

singers.

Album will include numbers by
Red Foley, Ernest Tubb, Webb
1

Pierce,

Kitty

Welles

Hill.

Hyde

and Goldie

cou^t,
effect

,

In N.0. Guest Air Stint
Orleans, Feb. 17.
couple of musical figures from
widely Separated fields added new
facets to their careers here when
symphony conductor Leopold Stokowski turned disk jockey for the
benefit of* pop pianist Jan August.
Stokowski, in town for a guest
slot with the New Orleans Philharmonic - Symphony
Orchestra,
turned up as a guest on Jill Jackinterview session from
son’s
Brennan’s Vieux Carre restaurant.
Jackson, who had scheduled a playing of one of August’s disks, “Malaguena,” asked Stokowski if he
would mind introducing it.
Ed Brooks, radio-TV columnist
for the Times-Picayune, heard the
session and wrote that Stokowski
“gave it a glib, grade-A disk jockey introduction, as if he had been

A

WWL

doing it regularly. ... So Stokowski tried something new and Jan
August, as a result, is probably the
only pianist in the popular field
who can say that .one of his rec-

Continued from page 41

rpm. It also pioneered the EP
(Extended Play). Admittedly EP
cannot displace LP, because the
numerical 33 vs. 45 rpm best answers the question of which disk
can accommodate more music.
.

rpm. This is where the OC is still
another plus the small spindle
hole can play on the old-type ma-

—

chine, as well as serving the purpose for the 33 and 45 rpm platters).

Industry reaction to Conkling’s
Two-Speed Standard
concern about the “big spindle” is
It was for that reason that even
mixed. Obviously, it would be an
the most ardent big-spindle prostandponents veer in favor of some ulti-J RCA coup to achieve- such
mate plan to standardize the indus- ardization, and just as obviously
there will be strong resistance. Col
try on two-speed basis 33 and 45.
is most vocal in that connection.
Columbia is out of sympathy
There is sympathy to the idea
with the move and, at the RIAA that if futur.e phonograph record
meeting, Conkling was open in his players 'could tool lip just for two
criticism of any move by RCA or speeds,
with a little switch indiSacks to project the big spindle cating whether it’s rotating 33 or
idea. He also feels that advance 45
rpm, it might simplify public
publicity has a disturbing effect on reaction.
Right now, most threethe dealers.
way players have either a dual
Col has*an improved OC (op- tone-arm, or a crystal with a movetional centre) for its 45 rpm pops, able head with one needle for the
and for a time essayed its seven- new speeds, and another stylus for
inch pop platters on 33 rpm but it 'the old-school 78s.

—

.

is novife accepted that 33 is domiIn all events, this is still an inconduc- nantly, if not exclusively, the dustry move very much in the
favored album speed, and 45rs for embryo. [Incidentally RCA has a
pops. Col also utilises 45 rpm for model also of 10.
and 12-inch disks
its pops.
with the “big hole” 'abd geared to
Decca Inks Ruth Casey
(All of this doesn’t overlook the the 45 speed. It doesn’t mean it
Thrush Ruth Casey was added still sizable “oldfashioned” 78 rpm will be generally accepted, and apto the Decca Records stable last disk market, which will be with parently it will be accorded strongweek. Diskery, however, is hold- the industry for a long time. But est resistance from Conkling.]
ing off longterm pacting until r<£ with the quick tides and trends in
So far as dealer ijs concerned,
action to her initial four sides can the few years since the disturbing there should be no worries for
be ascertained. Platters are due “battle of the speeds” of four year$ some, time to come. As and when,
next month.
ago, it is already evident that, there will be the usual lntra-trade
Warbler previously waxed on the eventually; most modem disk li- opportunity for reappraisal of merindie Cadillac label.
braries must convert to LP and 45 chandising and inventory*

world's

Ellington Adds 2d Ofay
Duke Ellington has added an-

Conkling Raps ‘Disunity’

New

might have far-reaching
on nation’s terpery biz.
ords has been given the radio disk
jockey treatment by one of the

Walter
to Gale
other ofay sideman to his orch.
Walter Hyde has resigned from Jazz instrumentalist Tony Scott
Shaw agency to join the was picked up by Ellington last
Gale Agency. He’ll work the cafe week to head his orch’s alto-sax
and one-night departments.*.
section. Scott debuts with the band
This will be Hyde's second hitch Friday (2'0) at the Apollo Theatre,
with the Gale office, having worked N.Y.
there several years ago before join
Other ofay in the Ellington outing Shaw. Prior to that he was fit is Louis Bellson, who’s been on
with the William Morris Agency, drums for about two, years.
the Billy

Stoki Tarns Jockey

songs

for M-G's remake of “Rose Marie,”
M-G-M Records is ^moving in on retitled .“Indian Love Call,” which
its album catalog .for a couple of starts shooting in April, with Ann
its upcoming single pop releases
Blyth and Howard Keel starred.
Single disks culled from previous
0
album' issues which are being
prepped for a pop push are “fli- ‘Dancing Is Exercise/
Lili, Hi-Lo” and “Lili and the Pup
Pasadena Plea in Tax Rap
pets.” Sides were taken from the

greatest

:

classical

tors.”

•

Agrees to Reorg Personnel

Local $02

1

ORCIESTttA-mie

M

Goodman, Armstrong Bands to Play

More Rep to Musicians Group

Six-Week Tour on Same

Under pressure of rank-and-file
support for the newly-elected administration leaders of N. Y. Local
American Federation of A&'si-

+
As a
ing

result of sustained record-

activity

by

the

major

wax

works for the last three months,
San Antonio, Feb. 17.
the employment situation for New
Bert
Harry,
prez
of
the
local
agreed last week to reorganize American Federation of
musicians
has
markedly
Musicians, York
some of the local’s operating per- is subbing for Roy Grimes at the picked up over last year.
Disk
sonnel to give more representation Anacacho Room of the St. Anthony execs estimate that they are now
ticket. Lat- Hotel, both as trumpet player and providing
Group
Musicians
the
about 5,000 individual
to
leader of the band.
out of four
session dates monthly at the going
ter group won three
Grimes is recovering in a local rate of $41 per minimum threeadministration posts but was origi- hospital
from an appendectomy.
hour session. That totals to more
nally stymied in reshuffling the
than a $200,000 monthly payroll for
board,
local’s setup by the exec
musicians by the disk industry in
the metropolitan area.
which is still controlled by the Blue Ella, Laine, Jordan,
Although the job picture has
Ticket.
brightened, it has far from solved
Herman to Head 1953
between the two
Settlement
the chronic unemployment prevailgroups was made amicably, with all
ing among the more than 20,000
execs expressing a willingness to
‘Biggest Show’ Troupe musicians in N. Y. Even the upped
job
of
cutting
key
the
in
cooperate
Frankiq Laine, Ella Fitzgerald, disking activity has to be underdown the local’s $800,000 annual Louis Jordan & his Tympany Five, stood in terms of a relative* handThe reorganization of and
expenses.
the Woody Herman orch have ful of ace windjammers getting nuthe local involved the appointment been set to head up
“The Biggest merous repeat assignments out of
of A1 Brown, as borough super- Show of 1953.”
Musical package the 5,000 wax jobs monthly.
visor; A1 Gentile, supervisor for tees off
These top tooters, many of whom
its five-week run in OakManhattan, and Pat Fasanella, head land, Cal.,
April 5. Unit, which is also are radio or TV staff musiof the local’s theatre and longhair booked
cians,
earn about $25,000 annually.
through the Gale Agency
activities plus rep to. the Music
in cooperation with General Art- While the vast majority of 802
performance Trust Fund.
members
have to depend on weekists' Corp., will include three other
The dispute between the admin- acts yet to be named. It’ll be the end wedding and party dates for
and
the
exec
toppers
their
income.
The sharp disproporistration
fifth
edition
of
the
“Biggest
tion between the upper and lower
board was referred to James C. Show’* packages.
brackets has forced thousands of
Petrlllo, AFM proxy,' and Petrillo
Meantime, “Biggest Show of
N. Y. musicians into other fields
upheld the right of the exec board ’52,”
which featured Nat (King)
of work where they can earn a livto determine the* union’s operating
Cole,
Stan Kenton’s orch and
however,
urged
ing
Petrillo,
salary supplemented by occapersonnel.
Louis Jordan, racked up a hefty
sional weekend tooter jobs.
that the exec board follow the wish
$80,000 net in its seven-date Coast
American Federation of Musiof the membership as expressed at
windup last week.
cians’ officials have always ranked
a meeting early in January after
The Gale office also is prepping the unemployment situation as
Al Manuti took over the prexy spot
another
package
for
an
April
5
their No. 1 problem but have been
from Sam Suber.
teeoff at Carnegie Hall, N. Y. unable to alleviate the situation.
Attendance at the membership
Unit, which will be tagged “The It’s been pointed out repeatedly
meetings since Manuti’s inauguraRecord Show,” will feature Cole, that there is an excess of profestion has
been unusually large.
Sarah Vaughan, Billy May’s orch sional musicians in the country, inWhile in the past it was tough to
and Gil Lamb. It’s being booked curred by such technological deget enough members to make a
for a five-week tour.
velopments as sound films, jukequorum, the last two meetings have
boxes, disks on radio and now telehad over 750 tooters in attendance.
vision,
which has relegated live enThe vast majority at these meetings
tertainment in numerous outlying
supported Manuti and thus Was Brewer’s 1,000,000 Sale
cafes into ..the non-essential cateable to exert pressure on the exec
‘Waltz’ for Coral
802,

the

cians,

union’s

exec

board

On

board.

charmed disk

circle last

week when

her Coral etching of “Till I Waltz
Wayne King Resumes;
Again With You” passed the 1,000,GETTYSBURG
000 sales mark. It’s the first clicko
1st Date in St Louis
etching for Miss Brewer since her
“Music, Music, Music” slice three
St. Louis, Feb. 17.
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address is years ago via London Records.
Wayne King is reactivating his
moving into the music biz picture
Miss Brewer was awarded a gold band, after laying off for more than
via push by two Tin Pan Alley disk by Coral' Sunday (15) on Ed a year, for a one-niter and location
firms of musical adaptations of the Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” date tour.
classic speech.
He goes into the Chase Hotel
Peer International CBS-TV show. “Waltz Again With
is publishing Bernie Wayne’s verYou” was penned and published by here next week for his first booksion while Bregman, Vocco & Conn Sid Prosen.
ing with his reorganized orch.
latched on to Boss Wells Dickson’s
composition last week.
Wayne’s “Gettysburg Address,’*
incidentally, was preemed by the
lfl
American Broadcasting Co. last «444f4»4 4 4
444*
week on Lincoln’s birthday, with
A
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (7)
1.
Jose Duval doing the vocal.

ADDRESS
GETS MUSICAL PUSH
»

waaen

.

.

.

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES

(

(9)

)

Stampede

On

WHY

3.

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

(

(15)
(

For ‘Gomen-Nasai’
Disk

stampede

on

tune with an English lyric
and a Jap title meaning “Forgive
Me,” rolled into high gear last
Week with three etchings out on
the market and three more skedded

J,

9.

SIDE BY SIDE

6.

7.

for

cut in

8.

5.

Nasai,”

rush release.
Already out are the original
Richard Bowers waxing; which was

TELL ME YOU’RE MINE (5)
GLOW-WORM (17)
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (2)
KEEP IT A SECRET (6
HAVE YOU HEARD (5)

4.

“Gomen-

\

10.

OH HAPPY DAY

(4)

ard

Webereon,

IN THE

Cni'e

^ Coast and Mexico, where
nded a board meeting of

*

hp

bkL -^th-of-the-border
Columbia.
Ulsc °s

ports.

Tune, which was penned by R.
Vatro (music) and F. Giordana
(lyricL is being published in the
U.. S. *by Hollis Music, a Howie
Richmond subsid. It’s being pushed
at the* rival disk companies as an
instrumental entry.

*

4

NX STAND

Patti

protecting the interests of its
subsid, Columbia Records,, on plugs'
for the tune, “I Believe,” which

was introduced by Jane Froman
on the web’s “U.S.A. Canteen”show. Miss Froman, who etched
the song for Capitol Records, is
not permitted to mention the Cap

Coral
Victor

Gisele MacKenzie
Joni James

Capitol

M-G-M

Page

label in connection with the number since Frankie Laine cut the
same tune for Columbia Records.

Mercury
Mercury

Page

Victor

CBS,- however, has no hard-and-

Decca
Mercury
Columbia

fast rule against plugging rival
diskeries on its shows. Ed Sullivan,
for instance, on his “Toast of the
Town” stanza Sunday (15), mentioned most of the other major
labels as part of his show’s nod to
the disk industry.

Jo Stafford
Joni James

....M-G-M

Kay

.

Starr

Lawrence Welle

.

.

.

Capitol

«

< ‘

.

Coral
Essex
Capitol

1

.. ..

Don Howard
Four Knights

,

.

.

.

.

Hank Williams

.

..M-G-M
Mercury

....

HN
1 e

Bemie Wayne Concert

M-G-M

Slated for Carnegie

4

<>•

*

Paul-Ford

* >

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

compositions.
i *

. ,

.

Mitchell

.

Capitol

.-Columbia

Sunny Gale

.... Victor

Jo Stafford

.

*<

......

Hilltoppers

4444 1 44 44 4 +444

M

+

44-4

disclicks

Wayne
as

has

Wayne’s
penned
and

“Vanessa”

.**

dcro
has lined up (Tutti) Camarata to conduct the orch and
Wayne is skedded to preem an
original piano concerto. Proceeds
will be donated to a charity being
designated by BMI.
v"ci rfi

< -

Dot
.

such,
4

•<

.

....

Broadcast Music, Inc., is prepping a Bemie Wayne concert for
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., sometime in
the spring. It'll be the initial concert-styled performance of

Four Aces
DeCca
...
Nat (King) Cole ..
Capitol
Julius LaRosa .....
Cadence
Karen Chandler
.. ..... Coral
.

three

is.

Feb- 14

Teresa Brewer
Perry Como

Guy

44-4 +4:4 4

STATIER,

On ‘Believe’ Plugs
Columbia Broadcasting System

»»
*

TRYING
TEARDROPS ON MY PILLOW
YOU BELONG TO ME

M 444444

HAVE HITS £IN

office Dept.’

Johnny Maddox

444

Arvell Shaw. This unit has been a
consistent b.o. click in jazz spots,
and Armstrong’s recent, -concert albums for Decca have' been, among
that company’s bestsellers.

l *.X.
Washington, Feb. 17.
Committee per.
Judiciary
Senate
voted favorably yesterday (Mon.)
Kaye’s in for another
on a bill to bar the mailing of weeks.
pornographic phonograph records.
This amends the law which bars
mailing obscene matter in print,
writing or pictures. Committee is CBS Protects Subsid
acting at the request of the Post-

Eddie Fisher

4

vocalist

for

Kaye' orch went into a
$600 percentage in 'its first week
at the Cafe Rouge, Hotel Statler,
N. Y. Band, which opened Feb. 9,
closed its initial round Saturday
(14) playing to 673 covers at $2

Senate Group Votes
Vs. Lewd Disks Via Mail

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

4HHH1 M

calls

Sammy

BMI

<»
* *

.

h

*

Columbia

[Figure* in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

affiliate,

lineup

jected

<

*

assembling a flock of his

Velma Middleton, pianist Ralph
Sutton, drummer Cozy Cole, trombonist Trummy Young and bassist

.

.

MOOD

is

.

Patti Page
.•

SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS

Columbia

i

P

other -than Metro. Label’s initial'
soilndtrack departure was with
“Stars and Stripes Forever,*’ several months ago. The pic was made
by 20th-Fox. “Anna” is being distributed here by Italian Film Ex-

Joni James

ANYWHERE I WANDER
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
MY BABY’S COMING HOME

published

vice-prexy, returned
this week after a twO-week

trin

•{

stro

old sidemen, among them drummer Gene Krupa, Charlie Shavers

and Billy Butterfield o n horn,
Georgle?Auld on feax and his former band vocalist, Helen Ward.
The projected assemblage of vet
sidemen in the new B. G. organization will make his crew the
highest-priced one in the business,
and it’s unlikely that they will
work on a regular basis with
Goodman beyond the concert tour.
The costarring Armstrong combo
lyric.
“Anna” release marks the second will probaply feature the same
personnel which has worked with
-issued
a
diskery
has
time that the
Satchmo for the past year, prosoundtrack from a pic company

Patti

WISHING RING
MY JEALOUS EYES
KAW LIGA
IXL NEVER SMILE AGAIN
BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE

ex*GIs.

?'?

Pic

Records has latched on
soundtrack platter of
“Anna,” title song of the Italianmade pic of the same name. Tune
features actress Sylvano Mangano
Although the film
on, the vocal.
which preems on Broadway today
(Wed.), has had an American language dubbing, the disk will be
released with the original Italian

Second Croup

by
ait Disney
Music, was penned by
Benedict Mayer* (lyric) and
waymond Hattori (music). Both are

tn

From Mangano
M-G-M
the
to

Mills Bfros

(3)

etching, also via

wagon.

lb£j??

‘Anna’ Tune

Mindy Carson

\

and Harry Belafonte on RCA
victor. Upcoming
are a Gordon,
Jenkins workover for Decca, and
Eddy Howard and Slim Gaillard
for Mercury. The Gaillard platter
js being
pegged for the rhythm &
{dues market. Coral and M-G-M
nave not yet hopped
on the bandi*

Goodman’s comeback into the
band field, after a three-year
do a single, has been cued
by the widespread interest in his
Columbia Records’ albums built
around sides he cut back in 193738. For this concert swing, the maelayoff to

to Release

Italo

\

)

t'Ol,

w ^ cl1

M-G-M

Gaylords

(

I

Names

when Louis Armstrong’s combo
teams up on the same bill with
Benny Goodman’s newly reorganized orch for a cross-country swing
through the nation’s big auditoriums. Bands have been pencilled in
for a six- week concert junket
which will likely open in a New
England spot April 15. Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp. is
booking the concert, with Norman
Ganz set to promote at least seven

unprecedented eight-week stand.
Bandbox, which teed off last
month, has suoh marquee lures as
Harry James, Count Basie and Bilof the dates.
ly Eckstine.on tap.

(
.

Japan via Columbia Records;

Sammy Kaye

Rival's

WM|1
Best Sellers on Corn-Machines

M

2.

To Buck

Birdland, Broadway jazz nitery,
is
banking: on Enroll Garner to
buck the strong name, opposition
of the adjacent Bandbox. Spot has
booked in the Garner trio for an

gory.

Teresa Brewer jumped into the

Disk

jazz concertizing will
powerful hypo this spring

get a

BVay Cafe Sets Gamer

Bill

Top name

1

Tooter Local Frez Subs
For Ailing Bandleader

43

AFM JOBS

DISK SPURT HIKES N.Y.
In Giving

. .

.

,

February IS, 1953

UfodncsJfly*

frtUfUMIHU t

Weems, Ingle In Houston
Houston, Feb. 17.

Ted Weems band has opened a
four-week stand here at the Empire

Room

of the Rice Hotel.

Also on the

bill is

Red

Ingle*

— »

.

|

|
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TWO

"A" SIDES

Harry Belafonte great on

Winterhalter

WILLO'THE WISP

•
. •
.

•

GOWEN-

ROMANCE
mL

THE MUSIC

(FORGIVE ME)
Coupled with

SPRINGFIELD

I
—

MOUNTAIN
(

20) 5209

(

47) 5209
(

(

BEST SELEINGRCA

This Week's

KK

\

DON'T LET THE STARS GET l%YOUR EYES/ LIES
Perry

Como

^

47) 5210

Victor Records
78 rpm/45rpm

,y

v

*

SALOMEE/LET ME

20) 5210

KNOW L
.

20/47

#5054

20/47

#5176

2:37/2:30

*:

.

2:50/2:27
'

Dinah Shore

•

WILD HORSES/l CONFESS
Perry

20/47

#5152

2:45/3:05

20/47

#5137

2:22/2:24

20/47

#5095

20/47

#5155

Como

HOW DO YOU

SPEAK TO

AN ANGEL/DOWNHEARTED

Eddie Fisher

HOT TODDY/SERENADE

...3:00/2:22

^

Ralph Flanagan

THERE WASN'T
Hank Snow

AN ORGAN AT OUR WEDDING/HONEYMOON ON A ROCKET SHIP

A FOOL SUCH AS

2:30/2:40
4

»

I/THE

GAL WHO INVENTED

KISSIN'

20/47

#5034..

2:30/2:35

Hank Snow

**

CONGRATULATIONS TO SOMEONE/LOVE AND HATE
June

Valli

20/47* #5177.;

2:55/2:46

~

LONELY EYES/ISN'T

IT

A SMALL WORLD

20/47

#5145

2:55/2:22

20/47

#5164

2:30/2:30

20/47

#5117

3:04/2:40

20/47

#5166

2:38/2:35

20747

#5103

2:48/2:38

20/47

#5144

2:39/2:23

*®/47

# 4W

Vaughn Monroe

WILL LIVE FOREVER/JUST FOR TONIGHT
& Jack
*
DON'T KNOW/HEY MRS. JONES

HANK WILLIAMS
Johnnie

I

Buddy Morrow

STOP BEATlN'

ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH/TWEEDLE DEE-TWEEDLE DUM

Sauter-Flnegan

TEARDROPS

ON MY PILLOW/STOLEN WALTZ

Sunny Gale

RAILROAD BOOGIE/THE CRYING STEEL GUITAR WALTZ
Pee Wee King

-

BLUE VIOLINS /FANDANGO

.3:28/2:56

'
'

.

•

Huge, Winterhalter

.

A*

.

,

,

.

!

—

.
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Inside Stuff-Music

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Alan Jay Lemer, composer of tl*.e Broadway musical, “Paint Your
Wagon/' with Frederick Loewe, puts accent on the supposedly wrong
accent given the Cinerama, story last week because Arthur Schwartz
was .enlisted as composer of the" new songs. Lerner stresses that Louis
B. Mayer merely wanted .a Qew tpnesmith who was “more familiar
with film scores/’ adding, '"the fadt£ were* distorted in such a way that
a very important composer, 'dnd'oixe oftihy closest friends, was the victim of an unfortunate news/ item. The facts are that the entire score
of ‘Pallet Your Wagon’ is not being scrapped at all. The additional
songs Arthur Schwgrtz is supplying result purely and simply from the
plot changes that are necessary In converting the stage property to the
new medium. In other words, in order to take advantage of the scope
of Cinerama, new dramatic situations are being created and these new
1

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
9 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

'

and

X

O

week.

last

Week Ending

situations will require appropriate music.
Wherever incidents of the
stage play are retained so will be the stage music. The article makes
it appear that Lcfewe’s score is for. some reason inadequate which is far
from the case. The score not only received better notices than my
book and lyrics but won Variety’s critical poll last year. Loewe is too
respected as a creative artist and too wonderful a man to be hurt by a
needless error in the facts.”
i.
Lerner and Schwartz Will work both in' New York and the Coast.
Latter arrives today (Wed.) to see , Mayer, who.' is slated to return to
Hollywood this weekend. Lerner comes east later in the week. Loewe,
incidentally, is currently in London.
-

National

R

:

This Last
wk. wk.

^

2

rich .(or careless) can you be dept.: Eorrah ftiinevitch, currently
on the Coast setting up his, new harmonica factory, came across old
uncashed checks from niteries and theatres, long since defunct or
gone through ownership and/or management changes.
During his
matrimonial differences with’ his wife, Betty (who recently divorced
him on the Coast), he had these checks so well hidden, for personal
reasons, that he forgot them for years.
In another orbit, a recent
Mexico City engagement .by his Harmonica Rascals experienced another kind of a check complication no payoff.
Minevitch makes his home in Paris but in checking on his papers in

3
4

*

Hollywood recently found the uncashed

^

*

8

“Anywhere

DON HOWARD
10

8

11

14

•

13B

“Keep

7
.

•

.

.

.

_

.

‘

4

•

•

•

.

2

.

.

23

8

21

.

3

ll_

5

6

:_l_

4

^

5
•

•

•

5

9

•

•

9

-

.

.

0

•

•

»

,

2
~

-

6

^

.

:

(Victor)

6

•

.

8

(Mercury)
.

9

COLE

8

••

..

(Capitol)

10

7

.

(Capitol)

12

“Downhearted”

10

Mario Lanza

‘

'

Victor

LM

7015
7015
7015

WDM
DM

I'M IN

ANDERSEN
D^NNY KAYE
Decca
DL 5433
A 919

THE

.

4

MOOD

STARS

LIBERACE

AND

STRIPES

POR LOVE

Liberace

Soundtrack

_ .
Eddie Fisher

Columbia

MGM
MGM 176

CL

Victor

LPM

6217

3058

9-364

m

K

176

E

176

Marian Anderson’s 3G
For Omaha Sellout

Pressing Holdups Stall

New Bands

7

•

10

3

HANS CHRISTIAN

.

9

...

:

BECAUSE YOUR
MINE

ALBUMS

3

.

0
z

_

5

“My Baby’s Coming Home”
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

,

6

3

•

—

..

_

2

(KING)

FIVE TOP

his first disk try.

5

U_

“Pretend”

.

18B 10
-

—

(Columbia)

PAUL-FORD
*20

s

8
0

..

•

•

•

•

•

“Hot Toddy”.

NAT

U

*

7

«

“Mr. Tap Toe”

13
;

\

„

(Columbia)
Secret”

DORIS DAY
18 A

l:

4

“Pretend”

.

.

(Coral)

RALPH MARTERIE
15B

8

JUNP CHRISTIE (Capitol)
“My Heart Belongs to Only You”

.

12,

1

—

J:

•

4

7

r

RALPH FLANAGAN
15 A

_

2

b
6

r

8
a

10

JO STAFFORD
13A

1

1

’

(Columbia)
Just a Poor Bachelor”.

It a

2

q

~

•

•

:

“Oh Happy Day”

10

12

1

1

(Essex)

LAWRENCE WELK

17

M

•

8

“Oh Happy Day”
FRANKIE LAINE
“I’utn

3
2

(Mercury)

“Side by Side”

20

Z

—
0*99
— —

“Doggie in the Window”

4

9

Latest instance of a pop hit stemming from the classics is “Wild
Horsey/’ which is based on a melody written by the 19th century German composer, Robert Schumann. K. C. Rogan vWo'tfe the English
lyrics with Schumann credited with the tune on the click Perry Como
etching for RCA Victor. George Simon Music is publishing.

is

—

Wander”

I

'

Steve Lawrence, who’s *been turning out some clicko wax for the
K<ng label during the past year, debuts with his brother, Bernard,
as the. Leslie Bros.,
the. King waxing of “This Night.’’ Lawrence’s
brother, incidentally, now is in Korea with the 25th Infantry. Platter

1

6
5

KAY STARR. (Capitol)

The Jule Styne-Bob Hilliard number, “Salomee,” may wind up being
a bigger plug for the upcoming Columbia Pictures Rita Hayworth
starrer, “Salome,” than for the legit musical, “Hazel Flagg,” in which
it’s given a’ major production spotting.
Due to the title similarity, tune
is already being identified in the trade more closely with the pic.
Dinah"
Shore’s version of the tune for RCA Victor has already stepped out
as one of the company’s strongest jukebox entries.
»

<

•

"
in
10

i
1

(Coral)

M e, Kiss Me”
JONI JAMES (MGM)
Me”
Believe
You
n’t
Do
“Why
JULIUS LAROSA (Cadence)

4

8

by singer Dee Gary for Derby Records.

*

6

-

.

“Hold Me, Thrill

PATTI PAGE

Saturday Evening Post has made a unique tiein on a new tune, “Call
Me Lucky,” to plug its current eight-part Bing Crosby autobiog (as
told "Jo Pete M5rtink Since the mag series is running under the same
title as the s6ng, the Satevepost has bought spot time on some 600
radio stations to play the number and plug its Crosby series.
'
Tune was»twritten by Joe Hornsby, jingle writer for BBD&O. Hornsby has done the Jingle's .for Lucky Strike cigs while BBD&O handles
the Satevepost ad account, which facilitated the tiein. Tune has been
cut

14

.

±

9
2

/

i

£

I

.

-

•

JKAREN CHANDLER

7

'

4

“Have Yo u Heard”

,

ling Daughter,” got her .diskery start.
Understood that an E. 'B. Marks Music advance on songs helped finance the Mercury release. Cugat places his songs with Marks and
al$o has his. own Latin pubbery, Pemora, with Jose Morand partnered.
*

6

'

Xavier Cugat had to reimburse part of the $50,000 bonus given him
by Mercury when that diskery signed him last year, in order to spring
himself and return to Victor where he started originally. Cuga£’s» platter label-hopping, since leaving RCA Victor, included a $25,000 bonus
Columbia, which preceded the Merc deal. Incidentally, it was
, from
ort a Cugat-Victor platter that Dinah Shore, vocalizing “Yes, My Dar-

y

3

5

.

Your Eyes

Stars in

GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You’re Mine”.
JONI JAMES (MGM)

’

-

L et

“Don’t

"

3

„

„

„

•

”

(Victor)

1

-

cheeks.*

(Coral)

Waltz Again With You

PERRY COMO

How

—

“1111 I

2

1

M

Artist, Label, Title

TERESA BREWEft

1st Philips Records

Latest disk tribute to Hank Williams is disk jockey Jimmy Swan's
Continued from page 1
reading of the letter penned by Frank B. Walker, M-G-M topper,
London, Feb, 3.
on
the day of William’s death. Disk is being prepped for special release
Delayed - by pressing holdups,
.comers and are stampeding the
by M-G-M. Swan- originally read the letter on his WFOR; Hattiesburg/
Philips issued the first records unagencies for established names
Miss., program.
der its own, new British label last
only.
week.
Recording companies, too, have
First list consists entirely of
eased up on their orch drives. Ex- British artists, headed by Gracie
cept for RCA Victor and Columbia, Fields singing “Don’t Let the Stars
which are pushing the Sauter- Get In Your Eyes,” and the reviFinegan and Art Lowry orchs, re- val of the old partnership of Bud
spectively, the diskeries are laying Flanagan
and
Chesney
Allen
low in £he ppw orch picture. Disk- (Royal
Command performance
ery feeling now is that the only stars for years). Gilbert Harding,
ones who benefit from a wax build- stormy petrel of broadcasting, is
up are the orch leaders and the lipked up in a version of “Two To
agencies.' There’S been a renewed Tarigo” with revue star Hermione
interest in orch platters in the past Gingold.
couple of months, but the disks are
Also in the list are Jean Carson,
mid-hit items and bring in only a Johnny Brandon (from the new
small return on the diskeries’ in- musical, “Love From Judy”), Gervestments.
aldo and his orchestra, and singers
With the- operator brushoff on David Hughes and Gary Miller.
non-name orchs spreading, bandleader newcomers are finding it
Brunswick Sets Paris
more difficult to get financial backThe Brunswick label, De-ccaing to carry them through the incubation period. There are plenty Coral subsid, reactivated several
of ,l?ands around but most of them months ago for current jazz redon’t mean anything in the market, leases, pacted crooner Jackie Paris
Another
and those that show some potential to a termer last Week. Paris pre"Pin
Hit
aren’t getting the chance to crack viously had freelanced with several major companies.
thfbUgh.
Diskery already has issued sevThe renewed terp interest around
eral jazz albums culled from the
I
the country has spotlighted the

Omaha, Feb.

17.

Contralto Marian Anderson last
week proved hottest selling musical

-

'

.

•

BMI

Wn 1 (,
WILLIE

by Republic

RECORDS

MABON

Ruddy, morrow
TENNESSEE ERNIE

Broadcast Musrr

»

*

*

(Victor)

Omaha

in years.

In for

Symphony

officials,

who

an-

nounced a sellout four days before
star arrived, figure at- least 2,000
more ducats, scaled, fit $2, could
have heen sold.

Bandleader Ramon Ramos has
sighed with Mercury Artists Corp.
A

Bailed

Solid

Hi!

-

SAY IT
WITH YOUR
'

Up'

DON’T
KNflUf
MONT KNOW
Published

item to hit

two-night concert with Omaha Symphony Orch, Miss Anderson packed
’em in at smallish Joslyn Art Museum for near-$3,000 gross.

HEART

1

.'0

c

‘name-band paucity. There are more old Brunswick catalog.
college prom dates opening up and

more , ballrooms operating in the
black, but they’re all clamoring for
the same handful of topflight bands.
They’re now turning down the newcomers and picking up territorial
bands when they can’t get the “A”
crews..
Agencies claim that the fault lies
primarily with the National Ballroom Operators Assn, in not supporting their efforts to bring new
bands into the band picture.

n.w*

nsi

:sc

^America's Fastest
~~

Selling

-

Records!

.

Wednesday, February 18, 1953

A & R

f CAPITOL

program.

5.

,

At Decca and

subsid, Coral

its

Records, the situation and outlook
Under a&r chief
are also good.
Milt Gabler, Coral has been- hitting
its most imon all cylinders for
pressive roster of hits to date.
Hilliard,

Jimmy

whose

Decca a&r spot.
Alan Livingston on the Coast
and Dick Jones in the east are also
on steady grounds in the Capitol
Records organization, which always has had its* share of hits dur-

2.

BELIEVE
MR. TAP TOE

5.

I’M

the old pit orchestra at the Rialto
Theatre in Glens Falls, N. Y., during vaudeville’s heyday and a member of the Glens Falls City Band,
and Joseph Dugan, 37, a pianist,
were killed, and John Roblee Wade,

2.

3.

4.

5.

t

A .BEAUTIFUL
WALTZ SONG

3.

t

LEO

i
X

N.w York

City

Swooping Th# Country'

HOLD ME,
me,

mm
KISS
Karen

ME
CORAL
decca

Ciiftiullir

ftoerta Lei - .firry Gray

wm

I

It's

JESSEGREER
•

t

.

••

;•
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..tff

«

.

.

.

.
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Pittsburgh

YOU

Kansas City
McCoy orch in town enthe Caso Loma Ballroom,

Clyde

.

March 2 week at the Carousel,
Pittsburgh, then the Spa, Erie, Pa.,
before going into the Home Show,
Sioux' City, la., April 7
Johnny
Hodges returns to the Capitol April
8 for three weeks
Josh White
fractured his leg and is working
in a cast at the Black Orchid
.
.
Ralph Marterie’s band goes into
the Chicago theatre March 6 for
two frames.

Cornell

Dick Todd

/

.

route to
St. Louis, after which outfit heads
for the Coast and dates there beginning March 11
Stewart
Scott orch has had its contract extended and will stay at least another month in' the Drum Room of
.

.

.

Hotel President
Woody' Her.
brings orch to Pla-Mor Ballroom for one-nighter Feb. 21 . . ,
Fred Waring and Pennsylvanians
will do two shows same evening
when they play for Ruth Seufert
in the Music Hall March 2.
.

.

man

Hershey Cohen, after a year on
Coast with Benny Strong hand;
back home and playing trumpet In
Howdy Baum’s Casino pit.' orch. He
Tommy Morgan orch played Valreplaces Allan Shine, who quit to entine Dance at Oscar’s Palladium,
join the new Tiny Wolfe outfit’ at Sargent
Guy Jones band trekCopa
Walter Gable band goes king western Nebraska. .Bob Calback into Ankara March 6 when ame orch weekended at Peony
that room reopens after a two- Park (14-15), with Woody Herman
month shutdown. .Air Force band due in 22d. .Bob Stone & Rockets
in Washington now has an all-Bar- drew Wynot, Neb., Fire Dept, benon Elliott trombone section of efit dance Friday (13)
Ginny Leo
Tommy King, Sam Nestico and new thrush for Dean Bushnell orch
Gregg Phillips
Del Monaco
Paul Moorhead band, a fixture
quartet into Bill Green’s cocktail for years at Pax Room, Paxton
lounge Monday (10) for indefinite Hotel, escapes on Sundays for onestay on heels of the Caldwells, who nighters.
Played Howells, Neb.,
were there six weeks . The Gar- Ballroom Sunday (15) .
pianist
dens has the Frankie Laine-EUa Alec Templeton drew 1,500 for
Fitzgerald-Woody Herman package concert at Chadron,,Neb.

Guy Lombardo

Omaha

Four Aces

.\

Guy Lombardo

.

.

YOU

Russ Morgan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Patti

Page

.

Gaylords

Ralph Marterie

.

.

.

.

.Eddy Howard

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rusty Draper

Hank Williams
Joni James
Joni James

*

5,

PURPLE SHADES
A FOOL SUCH AS I
I CAN’T LOVE ANOTHER

DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME

Joni James

Tommy Edwards

RCA VICTOR

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES.

t

2.

•f

3.

SALOMEE

.Perry

Como T

Dinah Shore

LET ME KNOW
WILD HORSES
I CONFESS
HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

4.

DOWNHEARTED
i £ HOT TODDY
*
SERENADE

»

iiMrMy'i
•

•

WITH YOU
WORDS A MM5 IC,; INC.
(161J Broadway, Blow York!

Perry

J

Como X

...... Eddie Fisher

X

Ralph Flanagan

£

.

viously about the singer-actor, this
the first time Crosby has written
about himself.
is

Bing’s Autobiog

as

normal figure. The work in book form
100,000.
newspaper syndicate

the

twice

Kems1ey
shelled

part

The Satevepost is publishing
about 50,000 words but the Crosby

Continued from page 1

out

for

of

the

Crosby

9.'

Of the

Its

will

run

to

sings

Hurok Pacts New Negro
Singer for Concert Tour

Crosby
Sol Hurok will present Amerigets two-thirds of the coin with can Negro coloratura soprano MatDobbs in a U. S. concert
tiwilda
share.
one-third
Martin in for a
Martin gets no cut of the plx-radio- tour next season.
made her debut recently
Singer
TV rights.
at La Scala, Milan, in opera, and
Crosby’s yarn has already proved
in late July will sing with the Brita circulation hypo for the SateveGlyndebourne Opera. She’s
ish
post. With publication of the first
first Negro to appear in either
of the eight parts, the Circulation
company.
went up over 4,800,000 copies for
the week. That tops the previous
Chambers
Whittaker
high set by
Coral Inks Curtis
autobiog, /‘Witness/’ which sold
Singer Sonny Curtis, who has
4,660,000 copies for the SEP,.
Martin* conceived the idea for a switched from his old monicker,
Crosby story in the Satevepost Sonny Calello, has been inked to a
some four years ago but decided termer by Coral Records.
with the
vocalist
is
Curtis
that Crosby should do it himself
cuts
last August. ^Although several mil- Tommy Dorsey band, which
company.
parent
Coral’s
for
Decca,
prewritten
been
had
lion words
•

rights,

BILL FARRELL

10-

$22,000

serialization

book and British

O''

Mwlc by

Proflrmi ifaaf

.

CRY AGAIN

work, starting March
Voiir
Tho G’001 lc'-: zz

.

WHY

1.

.

.

LIES

FEIST, Inc.

Mil Av..,

.

.

4.

Pub. by

Ml

.

.

Larry Green named new disk
jockey contact man for Decca RecHarmonicats set for
ords here

.

WISHING RING

An Old Time Standard

ON THE
SHORES OF ITALY

.

.

.

Eileen Barton

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU
HAVE YOU HEARD

2.

due to a prior date.

.

.

.

.

M-G-M
KAW-LIGA
1.

Worth, Fort Worth.

.

.

.

.

Modemaires

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
TOY JEALOUS EYES
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT
I’LL GO ON ALONE
NOW I LAY ME DOWN TO DREAM
NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY

'

BALLAD $INGERS
RECORDING COMPANIES

ONLY MINE

PRETEND

1.

.

.

.

Brown band booking for the
Saturday (21) was cancelled

spot

Mitchell

Karen Chandler

Don

THAT’S ME WITHOUT YOU
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH

MUST

Trio were returning from a dance
engagement in a nearby town when
Wade’s car struck a shoulder on the
Glens Falls-Saratoga Road.

Les

Guy

'

toga Road.

Kenton orch is booked* for
March 7 at the Ca-

.

.

.

MERCURY

was seriously injured
Feb. 8 when Wade’s car struck a
shoulder on the Glens Falls-Sara-

Stan

.

.

Teresa Brewer

.

SKIPPING ROPE WITH A RAINBOW
YOU FOOLED ME
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART AWAY

5.

.

dens Ballroom.

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH
JOHN, JOHN, JOHN

4.

clarinetist,

a one-nighter
sino on Lake

.

.Frankie Laine

PRETEND
TOO PROUD TO CRY

3.

in

switched

Trio

.

NEW JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT

Auto Mishap

"Clement

.

Chicago

S’POSIN’
IF YOU WERE

2.

were returning from a
engagement in a nearby

Jo Stafford

;

JUST A POOR BACHELOR

DECCA
1.
OH HAPPY DAY

Upstate N.Y. Tooters

Trio
dance
town.

Day

RUNNIN* WILD

pretty as the company! is racking
up its best biz in five years.

.

.

I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM

5.

drummer

Doris

TILL

tal-

Vass.

Boston

.

p

4.

Johnny

from the Sheraton-Plaza to Darbury Room, with Bob Taylor Trio
moving into the. Sheraton-Plaza
Don & Miguel returned to MerryGo-Round following several months
pianist
at
Barclay,
Cambridge
Patricia
Rush took over at Barclay
Ballroom, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.).
Dave
Brubeck
into
Storyville
Sarah Vaughan penicilled in
for a week. .A1 Vega Trio reat the Birdland, N. Y., for March
turned to Hi-Hat for indefinite
20
Lou Levy, Leeds Music stand
Vaughn Monroe slated
topper, vacationing in Florida
Louis Bernstein, Shapiro-Bernsbein for one-nighter at King Phillip
Myles
Ballroom
weekend
this
head, returned this week from a
O’Malley band slated for series of
Florida vacation.
Saturday nights at Crescent (gar-

CORAL

3.

.

*

Paul

Arthur Pine
Composer Claude
Lapham’s production of “Magic
Carpet Prevue” will be given at
the Carnegie Hall Studio of Fine
BullArts, N. Y., Friday (20)
moose Jackson orch begins a twoweek engagement at the Savoy
.

4.

2.

.

t

Frankie Laine

YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS

1.

.

.

'

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

At M-G-M, Harry Meyerson with
assistant Dick Lyons are sitting

57,

.

'

TONIGHT YOU BELONG TO ME

ent parlay.

Killed in

Johnny Standley
Four Knights

PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED SUSIE

ing the past few years. At Mercury, overall a&r chief Art Talmadge, in the diskery’s Chicago
homeoffice, and Joe Carlton have
also been making a strong dent in
the pop market and, for several
periods, were tops in the business
for current hits via the Patti Page-

George Bowers,

.

1.

3.

Joe- Biff-'

Bill
nett to his trumpet section
hand, Ktq;
Farrell into the Beaver Cafe, Mont*
Thrush Betty fMreal, March 9
.
»*r
Madigan inked to a personal
management pact by publicist

I

pany’s present fine showing, is
displaying improved results in his

2

Parts)

New York
Woody Herman added

Les Paul-Mary Ford

COLUMBIA

activities at

Gibbs-Eddy Howard

BOOK (2
OH HAPPY DAY
MILLION
A
TEARS
IN THE

Starr

.

Coral until last summer are held
partially responsible for the com-

Georgia

HOME

IT’S

4.

via

BABY’S COMING
LADY OF SPAIN

rij

i-.

i'l'f

Kay

'

MY

3.

u

(

SIDE BY SIDE

NOAH

is
the Victor record division
upbeat cycle
en intensifying the
Sacks’ general revitalization

the Upbeat

Nat (King) Cole

DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
2.

On

ARTIST

PRETEND

1.

rough period last' year,
a somewhat
very hot in
victor has now become
and the recent apthe pop field,
pointment of Manie Sacks as head
s

47

Disk Companies' Best Sellers

Stability

Continued from page 41

nf

OKCHESTUAS-MUSIC

Pi&RIETT

KAW-

YOU CAN’T
STOP ME FROM
DREAMING

LIGA
MGM

11424

K 11424

MGM

7S
45

RPM
RPM

RECORDS

0

;

.

VAUDEVILLE

48

IV.

all counts, having that indefinable
[//something” that makes even the
:*

shall, Felicia Sanders,

ard,

Jimmy

Lyons

Bart
Trio

San Francisco, Ee'8t 409. &V eaj^pc’s’ lend an eye and ear. With minimum.
Tucker with Ted Sha- Her lone- stand in front of a curcompany of six choralNew lineup at. this
piro; Bill Clifford Orch, ‘(jlLtyrf ?$2 tain-masked
fists and six musicians, she limns should continue to play
cover
'

Y

•>.

Her first Frisco hotel engager
ment in a career which $$$ seen
;

her an odds-ori local favorite since
1910, when she had her' initial
booking at the old Shutes on raucous Fillmore St., Sophie Tucker
scored one of her biggest and best
.

nights in a rafter-packed

preem

of

a three-week stand.
Pulling out all the stops, the
matriarch of the melodeons beguiled an outpouring of local hotshots of every category to bring
her an ovation after 45 minutes of
song, chatter, sediment and sentiment, with many staying over from
the first, show to catch still more
of her pitch.'

There

moment

a

isn’t

from

“You’re Never Too Old for a Little
Fun,” her opener, to her closer,
“Make ’em Say Please, and Make
’em Say Thanks,” that she doesn’t
have the customers licking their
chops with delight, Interlarding
banter with Ted Shapiro to insulate
her various items, she tosses off
such sockos as “There’s So Much
to Do in So Little Time,” “There’s
a , Lot of Little Boy in Every
Grown-up Man,” “Max, Take Care
of. My. Income Tax,” and “When
You’re Living Too Fast,” every one
to wild-eyed huzzahs.
'Gowned in a fantastic white and
jeweled spectacular, with a hair-do
to,
match, “Madame Broadway”
raises the local temperature for a
big night by. any standard, any
place, any time. Over 200 were
turned away for lack of table room.
They missed plenty.
Music by Bill Clifford’s troupe
is; uppercase for both show and
terping. Ted Shapiro is his usual
competent self at both piano and
patter wiUTMiss Tucker.
Ted.
:

Sands, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 12.
& Co. (12), Dick
Shawn, Margaret Sisters (2) &
Bruno, Sally McCloskey, Barbara
Luke, Ralph Strane, Copa Girls
(12); no cover or minimum.
Edith

Piaf

#

a masterful pose of the tragic little French gamin, eloquently simpdej.itt'.her song descriptions.
Startling to the eyes of habitues
forlorn
i.S toe figure she presents
witn frowsy hair and wearing no.
costly gown from a posh salon, but
clad in a simple street dress. Her
expressive hands help to define
the ditties sung in French, while
her English forays help to round
out an interesting repertoire.
Dick Shawn debuts Vegas, with
comedy wares.
of
exhibit
this
Youthful in appearance and clad
neo-Brooks fashion, Shawn clicks
here
and there with several
vignettes, notably “Master Richard,” collegiate chatter “Without a
Song.”
His “India” sketch and
poverty rib isn’t in the realm of
high humor, however, containing
some chauvinistic references. Reminds of Danny Thomas in deportment, although not copying de-

—

.

How$4.50

'

,

revolving card is Rose Murphy,
longtime faVe here. She hits ’em
big mitt with her keybord-

for

Miss Murphy’s pixie
quality and evident enjoyment
in what she’s doing, spread good
feeling around and she moves
through her repertoire with assurance.
She pounds out “People Will
Say We’re In Love,” “Stormy
“Georgia
“Cecelia,”
Weather,”
patterlogs.

'

Gros.

nicely.

Sheraton Plaza; Boston
'

(NORMANDIE ROOM)

Taking a chance with Edith Piaf
in this hardbitten gambling whirlpool, Jack Entratter emerges six-

(SUPPER ROOM)

Montreal, Feb. 14.

Boston,

Feb.

14.

Frank Gallagher, Phyllis Ponn.
Fisher Sc Ross, Billy Dooley,
two-and-even.
Despite some lo- Max .Chamitov Orch' (8) with
Johnny Turnbull O.rch (7), Bob
cal controversy, she is great from Norma ‘.Hutton, Bill Moodie Trio;
Taylor, Trio $1-1.50 cover.
'

$1-1.50 cover

'

'

-

f

Following several successful seaFollowing a budget splurge with sons on the “Show of Shows,” the
Andrews Sisters in the last slick Fisher & Ross duo hit the
show, Sheraton Mount Royal tight- local nitery belt and their routines,
ens the strings for the current two- ballet and interpretive stuff fit
acter as if readying for the usual neatly into the deoor of such polite
Lenten slowup which starts Wed- rooms as this midtown swankery.
nesday (18).
Pair kick's off with “Pretty and
Headliner is Frank Gallagher, the Wolf,” depicting the pickup of
who has played Montreal probably a tank town gal by a city slicker,
more times than any other per- using a gaudy necklace for bajt,
former and always in connection with switcheroo finale showing the
with shows in this hotel. His broad gal taking the slicker over the hurthe

Irish features, affable personality dles. Danced to background dialog,
and varied songalog never seem scripted by Duke Ellington and
adeptly read by maestro Johnny

",

*•

'

>r (

T"

t

'
.
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COZYMORLEY
"COMEDY SENSATION
OF THE NATION"
\

i

Corn Cob Humor*
/

CHUBBY'S
Return
within

Am

a Morton Downey and
has assumed an “ambassador-atlarge” position with General Beverages and will combine his nitery
stints with the soda biz.
Femme half of this twin bill is
Phyllis Ponn, a long-legged looker
who has adapted some of the basic
ballet steps for cafe consumption
with okay results. Overall impact
of such a performer as a single
for this type of trade is dubious
regardless of how obvious the
hoofing may be. Gal would do better and register in stronger fashion if teamed up with someone
and still keeping present terp style,
Appearance is good, routines up to
par and talent is apparent at all

is

Currently

W, Collingswood,

to wear -thin with his local following. His patter is always easy to
take; he never goes overboard with
the corn (despite his usual encore
session loaded with Erin’s favorite
chants) because of his updating
and inclusion of current pops.
Teeing off with a. group that includes “How to Speak to an
gel,” a breezy Angio-Parisian item
and then an Italian aria, Gallagher
clicks with “September Song” and
“Sorrento” for solid’ mitting. Realizing that he can only sing “Donegal” for so many years, Gallagher

N, J.

engagement
weeks
nine

now doing

1

Contact for Open Dates
Personal

Management

Eddi*

Berni*

SUEZ & ROTHB^RD
Theatrical

Agency

500 Shubert Bldg.,
250 S. Broad St. (
Phila. 2, Pa.

times.

*

With Norma Hutton doing femMax Chamitov band
show music with style. Bill

cee chores, the
cuts

Moo die’s

trio

alternates

with

Chamitov for customer dancing.
’
Newt.

Kannon style is aggressive, it s that
way in a pleasantly engaging, maneasily.

(

Bell),

•

1.50 cover.

’

That’s

only a small part of their equinits the comedy antics
of
of
these
groupings that really gets
also his wife, a shapely blonde,
them
across.
No different than
howls.
brings
that
bit
in a short
the
rest
are
Ttye
Sportsmen,
perIt’s to. Kannon’s credit that he can
haps the best
contingent of
keep his turn at a high comic pitch matched voicesmale
along the nitery
after she ankles off, because Mrs. belt.
Kannon is the kind of looker cusThey could well ride along on
tomers usually aren’t content with their reputation as
the Luckies
once
just a small glimpse of,
chanters on the Jack Benny show
they’ve seen her.
but there’s too much unleashed
StewFreddie
act
is
Only other
talent to remain immobile.
They
art, half-pint singer who also m.c,’s. parody, mimic, grimace
and just
Stewart, one-time star of Mono- plain sock over a number, all
in
Teen-Age highly entertaining fashion.
old
gram Pictures’
It’s
series, wrap's up half a dozen tunes their second time around in a year
or so in fine fashion with a voice, or so but their welcome with this
that hits the ears gently and takes trade has lost none of its warmth.
on plenty of character when he
Rest of the floor attraction runs
goes into the upper registers. Loads to novelty.
The Marvels teeter
of personality help and he’s a win- board work culminates in a flying
ning little fellow with pipes to leap into a chair perched high
above the stage for a spine-chilling
match.
Carousel has a new five-piece finale. They’ve been on video but
outfit on the stage directed from their act is always good for a
Stan Kramthe piano by Luke Riley, a long- tempo picker-upper.
time Ytiaestro at the Casino, local er’s puppets are delightful litle
burlesk house. Riley has assembled comics, the best being .a drunk who
a crack combo, with almost every can’t struggle to his feet'.
Hal Derwin does a musicianly
man doubling and tripling, and
they play a whale of a dance ses- job both in back stopping and
sion in addition to cutting a show teasing the nethers, with vocals
well intoned by Bill Woods and
Cohen.
just right.
Irene King. The dozen Adorables
feature the terping of Tito Valdez
Chez (lilies, Paris
Helm.
& Louise.
Paris, Feb. 11.
Dax,
Micheline
Les
Gerard Sety,
Riverside
4 Barbus, Gilles Segal, Anna Caro,
Reno, Feb. 12.
Marthe Philipe Sc Annie Aubin,
Modemaires with Paula Kelly
Gilles, Albert Urfer, Jean Poiret Helene Sc Howard, Dewey
Sisters
ValenRobert
Sc Michel Serrault,
Starlets,
Riverside
Ernie
(2),
tine; $2.50 minimum.
Hecksher Orch; no cover or mini-

Jose Morand)

at

ment and

.

.

Reno

Gilles, in the Opera disregales diners with a marathon show that runs from 10:15 to
2:15 a.m. One can also just corner
for the show with a tab in the
usual cabaret category.
Champagne is not obligatory. Gilles, an
ex-chansonnier, runs his club a la
those Gallic show biz outposts of
the raconteurs and wits, and has
collected a fine lineup that is right
for the predominantly Gallic carriage trade he pulls. A bit too
French for the stateside visitor,
this can be appealing for a look-

Chez

trict,

mum.
With less than the usual histhe Modernaires sell a
nice song packaged-no high pressure. The merchandise is of high
quality and the quintet Uses only
principles
rudimentary
of
the
salesmanship
nice appearance,
nice amount of business mixed
with fun, pleasant personality.

Irioriics,

—

>

They

start with “The Customer is
Always Right,” a humorous lookContinued op page 50)
(

see.

Snug

cellar boite,

beamed

like

the insides of an oldtime schooner,
starts the show with mime Gilles
Segal.
Segal has the expressive
phiz and timing, but is still in the
aping stage.
bit more experience may rub off the rough edges
and make him a good entry in this

NEW RECORDING
SENSATION

A

tapped

little

field.

Next up

is

Anna

Caro, a comely thesp turned singwho pipes in the low key register of the Existentialist set about
lonely Sundays and ruptured love
affairs. Gal has not achieved style
as yet and sounds like the run-ofthe-mill torchers. She is okay for

er,

it serves as neat pacefill-ins.
They follow with cute, softLes 4 Barbus are four spadeof the “Before Henry
routine
shoe
beared types who do refreshing
Ford” era, decked out in strawhats folk
and
and blazers. Wind up -with guy, edification.bawdy ballads for aud
Fine mugging, timing
“Willie the Weeper,” and femme
and spirit make this a refreshing
efLil”
portraying
the
“Cocaine
as
turn and their pleasingly blended
fects, via slinky terping, of reefer
voices puts them up there with
smoker’s dreams. Entire stint is
other top Gallic song quartets.
class and grabs nice* mitt action.
Show keeps popping with the
.The overstuffed Billy Dooley,
tongue-twisting
pyrotechnics
of
who built himself a local rep as Micheline
Dax. Tall, svelte redan entertainer while skin-beating
head
plays
the
scatter
brained,
in Marshard orchs, is repeating
here and-, as usual, clicking nicely. nimble tongued French coquette
His forte is vocalizing oldies, to perfection, and grace and timing help make this a good sophisto
slightly indigo-tinged ditties and
conning ringsiders into community number.
Not content with running the
singing.
Johnny Turnbull provides nifty joint, Gilles also doubles in a
society tempos for customers terp- “chansonnier” stint with Albert
ing with Bob Taylor Trio filling Urfer at piano. Gilles does the
usual glib stories and the frogElie.
lulls.
voiced song takeoffs on all things
sacred, and kicks around politics,
Carousel, Pitt
personalities and egos for hefty
•
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13.
mitting.
real find are newcomJackie Kannon, Freddie Stewart, ers Jean Poiret & Michel Serrault
Luke Riley Orch ( 5 ) $3 minimum. who do a devastating takeoff on a
radio ihterview with a returning
First time for Jackie Kannon in Gallic pic star who has put in
Pittsburgh and he’s a young comic some time in Hollywood.
who can make this an annual stopShow winds with topliner Gerping place from here in. Has a ard Sety in an excellent xaKeoff on
crisp style, is quick on the trigger the seven capital sins which is
and has stacked himself with some dextrous in fast change, wit and
fresh material besides.
timing, As aud is filing out after
What’s more, Kannon never runs this long, long show, three rapid
down. Stays in there pitching all comic sketches help them out.
the time, mixes them up with a
Mosk.

Turnbull,

It could be the television
influ
ence that quartets just don’t stand

up to a mike and sing away.

setter.

.

•

,

.

JACKIE LEE
Mr. Hot Piano
Latest Release:

“LOVE MOOD”

.

A

•

Essex Label
Opening:

CIRO'S, Philadelphia
MONPAY,

FEB. 23

COPA,

Pittsburgh
MONDAY, MARCH 23
*Contact for Open Dates
Booking Direction:

SUEZ and ROTHBARD
Theatrical Agency

500 Shubert Bldg.
Phila,, Penna.

Kinsley 5-1*45

CURTAIN TIME WITH NANCV"

NANCY KENYON
Associates—

A.

(BILTMORE BOWL)
o
^ 0S Angeles, Feb. 12
The Sportsmen
Bill Days j mt
Meyer,

i

’

IVlont’l

a

to big biz.
comic has clear sailing. Judging
a well-integrated bill excellentvaried assortment, practrade. from his
Blue’s
ly pegged for the
should
tically any type of audience
Tablers are exceptionally, responbe his meat.
_
sive and each turn goes over
uses Joe Merman (formKannon
strongly.
/
bandleader under the name
a
erly
rooms
the
to
Latest addition
the piano and

.

Royal Hotel,

Tirigs^dfirs,

It's

Brown,” “You Were Meant For
IVCe” and “I Can’t Give You Anything But Love” with a catchy beat
and sells each in her fine squeaky
styling.* Gets sock rhythm assist
from Benny Bennett on bass.
Alice Pearce and her piano
liberately.
accomp, Mark Lawrence, are holdMargaret Sisters &' Bruno take overs and rightly so. Their specialaway the prime slot with ballroom material items are socko fare for
Import act works hard, but the Blue’s habitues and they build
flings.
opening serioso biz, gestures, soul- to big yocks. Song parodies are
fully dilated nostril look of the
Miss Pearce’s stock in trade and
husky Bruno has tablers wonder- She muggs them in for a definite
ing whether act isn’t about to hoke score. Impish and gay, she masters
their efforts. Trio’s apache knock- each offering with deft satirical,
abouts is given humorous touches, strokes*
and fits much better.
Best in the songalog are “Give
Copa Girls (12) dazzle with Me One Dozen Oysters” and a mixlooks, but seldom try for intensive
ture of semi-classical and pop items
footwork ensembles in both the done to a telephone directory lyric.
Brother,”
“Rejoice,
spiritualistic
Lawrence comes in occasionally for
Sally
and “Pedro’s Carousel.”
some duet work and he’s an imMcCloskey solos with bewitching portant assist throughout with his
derriere moves and high kicks
88-ing, Miss Pearce closes strongly
winning plaudits in “Rejoice,” with a takeoff on disk-panto turn.
with brunet charmer Barbara Luke
Jay Marshall, glib >gabster and
Ralph
huskily intoning lyrics.
slick magico, ties ’em up with his
Stra'ne comes in on vocals, joining
tiptop turn. His material is bright
Miss Luke in “Pedro” for Afrohis trickery expertly handled.
Cuban rout. Ray Sinatra podiums and
Moves through each stint with ease
from his keyboard effectively, and and builds good yocks throughout.
gives his crew a long tacit while
His*ventr<r bit windup is a sock
the Piaf assemblage takes over.
getaway. Thrush Felicia Sanders
This group of four fiddles, accoris reviewed under New Acts.
dion, piano with vocal sextet gives
Jimmy Lyons Trio and Bart
excellent backgrounding for the
Howard’s ivory work fill the lulls
Will.
Gallic chanteuse.

Hit.

UiUntore Hotel, L.

some amusing

exchanges with the

Marty Sperzel,
The Marvels (6), stat
Kramer, Hal Dermin’s Orch no! 1
ner and he makes friends
has them warmed up here, Bill Woods, Irene King, Tito V a
eastsidery Once he
all,
dez Sc Louise, Gene Bari Trio *i~
and that doesn't take long at
9 “

n

,

fast series of gags,

V*

Rose

Sophie

jM
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Murphy, Alice Pearce patter song and little Pieces of
(with Mark Lawrence ), Jay Mar- business that are funny. While the
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See Nevada’s

VAUDEVILLE
Cleffer Coslow

SMOOO-a-Week Nitery

Tunes Up

6-Femme Act

Payroll Affected by Gambling Biffs
Reno, Feb. 17.
Controlling gambling, deriving
more tax revenue from it, and
actually operating it are all in bills

before the 1953

Nevada Legislature.

Entertainment would be directly
affected by the passage of any of
three

bills.

The entertainment boom in Nevada is completely the offshoot of
gambling, which pays the biggest
salaries in the nitery field. Entertainment business has already been
estimated as having a payroll in
Nevada of $150,000 per week, but
the opening of more resort hotels
in the past few months has probably raised that figure to near
$ 200 000
The effect on entertainment of
.

,

Les Companions For
Black’s ‘Show of Shows’

•

London, Feb. 10.
Cleffer Jimmy McHugh is now
Les Compagnons de la Chanson doing
a nitery act with four girls
will head the cast of George and
in his retinue.

Alfred Black’s Coronation Blackpool production, “The Show of
Shows,” to be staged as usual at
the Opera House, where it will run
through the full summer season.
Also lined up to star in this production are Harry Secombe and
Eve Boswell, the latter recently
having returned from Korea. Harry
Bailey, who was in the Blacks’
“Top of the Town” show at Blackpool last year, will also be fea-

Henie

would

also,

$6,000,000 at Stake

machines in Nevada,
Most of the Wills are concerned
with keeping the gaming linen in
the state clean, in answer to the
(Continued on page 51)

BORGE JAMPACKS PITT
IN $9,270 ONE-NITER
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Victor Borge jammed big Syria
Mosque to the rafters here Saturday night (14) for his one-man
show, doing gross of $9,270 before
taxes, to match such attractions as
41
John. Brown’s Body,” ‘‘Don Juan
in Hell” and Billy Eckstine-George
Shearing-Count Basie jazz concert.
His one-niter was sold out days in
advance,
and the management
peddled every extra chair that
could be jammed into the pit and
likewise space for more tharf 209
on the stage.
Capacity of Mosque is 3,800 and
according to Bill Beegle, under
whose concert management auspices Borge came here, he could
^
have sold it over again. Amazing
inasmuch as Borge has done the
same show here time and again, in
niteries as well as musichalls, blit'
never engendered this kind of excitement.
.

VAF Would Amend Pacts
Offered Acts in USSS
London, Feb.

10.

Overtures are being made to the
American Embassy here by the Variety Artists Federation to secure
amendments to the terms of contracts offered to artists by the U. S.
Special Services branch.* Some of
the conditions, it is claimed, are
quite unacceptable in principle.
Main bone of contention is the
condition that an artist on arrival
in the U. S. zones has to give special auditions to Special Services

Tooter Union Eases

Nash’s S. A. Sked

Joey Nash, singer, leaves tomorfor

1

an

indefinite
Trip will

South American visit.
take in Rio de Janeiro where he’ll
spend about fpur, or five days and
is slated
for a TV shot there. From
** 10 he
goes to Montevideo for
three radio shows from the Victoria Plaza Hotel;
He’s also got a
tentative date at the Parque Bale-

in Bal-

Grade, head of the Lew
Leslie Grade Agency, London,

&
is

slated to fly back to London to(Thurs.) from N* Y, While
in the U. S., he completed a deal
for Bob Hope to go into the Pal-

Harry Crane, Stan Drebben and
Marc Lawrence are writing material for the duo.

Jack Carter Back

to

WMA

Jack Carter has rejoined the
Comic
William Morris Agency.
scrammed that office about two
Corp.
Music
to
went
and
ago
years
* n ho, Santos*
of America,
Brazil.
for
him
Tnp win mark Nash's third
Morris office has signed
south-of-the-border trek in about a stand at the Latin Casino, Phila3 0 months.
delphia, April 9.

Casino, N. Y.,

may

City (renamed Riviera) and now
with
Cairo’s,
along with Jerry
Brooks, operator of Larue’s also
Miami Beach, are being partnered
in this venture. Duo are contemplating reopening the cafe sometime
in the spring.
this summer, depicting the historiFrench Casino (originally Billy
cal importance and development of
the Toledo area. The commission Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe) closed
set a $40,000. price limit on the Jan. 2. Operator was Nachat Marcost of staging the show, which tini, who operates three spots in
will be the main attraction of the Paris. It hasn't yet been determined what policy Weinger and
local anniversary observance'.
Walbridge Park and the Toledo Brooks will install or whether the
label
will remain the same.
Zoo grounds will be the site of the
show which will run for two weeks
Weinger and Brooks are familin the Zoo Amphitheater, subject iar with the N. Y. nitery scene.
to City Council okay. Marvin Har- Weinger was at one time owner of
ris,
local theatre operator, was the
Atlantis,
Brooklyn,
while
named executive director of the Brooks operated along 52d St.
Commission.
(Famous Door) and elsewhere.
Whether both will return to Florida next season If Casino deal is
The
successful is problematical.
as House Organ
Miami Beach season has been singularly
unsuccessful
this year.
For One Omaha.
Whether the Weinger-Brooks
loom's as another indication
The ‘Old West’ in Reprise deal
of a trend of important money
Omaha, Feb. 17.
from Florida also remains to be
Don Hammond, Omaha’s No. 1 seen. Tall Miami Beach coin is
downtown nitery op, is cashing in now seeking entry into various Las
on sex. First to bring in a strip- Vegas ventures, and investors this
per here. since the days of the old year have been wary of putting
west, Hammond had a boffo three more dough into Miami Beach
weeks at his Frolics with Sirena/* M?afes, The Florida-N. Y. cafe axis
underwater peeler.
now comprises Lou Walters (Latin
Encouraged, last week he trotted Quarter) and Bill Miller (Riviera).
out Hawaiian Glamorettes (3) and
Charles L. Ornstein, manager of
Polynesian Rythmairs (3) at his the Paramount Hotel, N, Y., in
Seven Seas. Hip swingers jammed which the French Casino is lojoint for the seven nights.
cated, stated that Weinger, Brooks
Hammond, breathing easier since and a third possible partner not
bluenoses are apparently looking otherwise identified, .were in town
the other way, says he isn't going last
week negotiating for the
to flood his spots with babes--“but French Casino.
I’ll keep looking for acts a little

Toledo, Feb. 17.

Femmes

Hammond;

I

‘

Hammond
of May

will

lose

his

Frolics

because building ownCo., is expandHammond now has deals un-

ing.

der way for

new

Chicago, Feb. 17.

Mexico Worried Over

Drop

WITH AGVA ON FUND

location.

in Tourist Biz

loss attributed largely to the presi-

ain.

EMA READY TO DICKER

World Insurance

Mexico City, Feb. 10.
Admitting there was a big drop
ladium, London, in September. It
January, a
will be Hope’s third skein in Brit- in U. S. tourism during

singers in this spot, that

Girls.”

The French

Ohio Sesquicentennial Commission, newly-formed at Toledo, has
engaged Charles H. Blake Productions of Louisville, to produce a
professional stage show in Toledo

.

morrow

’

'

+

relight shortly with Miami Beach
Ohio Budgets 40G
money backing the venture. MurFor Sesqui Show ray Weinger, formerly with Copa

first

For London Palladium
Lew

Stageshows

producer Stan Irwin opened up a
fortnight in his sked. Current show
headlines Alan Dale, but was to
have been a month's stand for
Three Stooges. Auto accident to
one of the comics prevented appearance of trio, however.
Also pacted for a two-framer is
MacDonald, with her
Jeanette
thrashing set to occupy period beMarch
ginning
10, in an immediate followup of the Melchior casement.

For Reopening of N.Y.’s French Casino

er,

are out, twin bills and dinnerware,
Others set by Grade for the Palback in until Thursday (19), when ladium include Eddie Fisher and
Deep River Boys* are booked, fol- Jean Carroll for May 11. It's the
lowed by Gisele MacKenzie, then first dates for both" at that house.
the Great Morton, hypnotist.
He’s also set the Merry Macs and
Robert Maxwell for April 20. Guy
Mitchell goes in June 8v
Melchior’s Fast Return
Grade has signed Allan Jones
for a tour of the provinces and a
To Sahara, Las Vegas 16-week run in Blackpool, and
Carmen Miranda for a Continental
Las Vegas, Feb. 17.
Lauritz Melchior & Co. make a trek starting in Italy March 25.
quick right-about-face from cross- Matter was bought from the Wilcountry tour for a two-frame book- liam Morris Agency.
ing return to the Sahara, opening
Another performer set for a proMUrphy,
Feb. 24. So unprecedented was vincial tour is Rose
last month’s reception for the ex- booked through the Gale Agency.
Wagnerian Metopera tenor and his
troupe of four male and two

femme

Miami Coin (Weinger, Brooks) Poised

different.”

could profitably pay.
Glebe policy is three shows a
day, four on Saturday. Opener was
teiior.

Regiment Armory

Grade Sets Name Roster

French-Canadian acts at prices he

Arthur Peters,

Fifth

timore last March.
Martha P. Zamecki, one of the
spectators injured in the accident,
asked the Appellate Court to upset
a Baltimore Superior Court ruling
which decided in favor of the Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.
when the insurance company failed
to amend her declaration in a $10,000 suit.
More than 350 suits involving approximately $6,000,000 were filed
after the accident. Court action in
all others has been held up pending
the outcome of this case.
Miss Zamecki’s lawyers contend
that liability covers faulty grandstand construction and supervision.
Counsel for the insurance firm allege that charges are ambiguous
and deny that firm had any connection with seating arrangements.

Ottawa, Feb. 17.
Ottawa’s first regular vaude in 20
years has bitten the dust after
seven weeks, but another house already has picked up the torch. Before the 1,000-seat independent
Francais’ stage was dark, the 858seat Glebe, semi-art nabe and also
indie, was in with a. singer, organist, single feature and no dinnerware.
In between came the three-day
Bowery Boys at the Elmdale, another big nabe. Although none of
the managers would comment, the
grapevine has it a major factor in
the Francais’ return to the grind
was heavy demands by stagehands
and musicians’ unions, and that the
same discouraged the Elmdale
from further live bills; but that the
unions saw the boomerang and are
being reasonable with the Glebe.
Latter will have an orch in future.
Bob Maynard, Francais’ owner,
who plans still to bring in the
occasional bill but nothing regular,
blames the fold on lack of top

...

(Thurs.)

tfie

Way

New Femme Duo

row

of Appeals in Annapoheard a test case last week involving the collapse of temporary
stands at Sonja Henie 's ice show at

Left by Francais Fold;

Officers even though these may Joan Roberts, Dot Keller
have been given previously in LonTurn
don. In addition, artists are liable
to further screening auditions in
Joan Roberts and Dorothy Kel«ach camp, not to determine their ler will merge their talents into
ability but to establish whether or new act, following the standard set
not they would do well with that by the Ke'an Sisters. Miss Roberts
particular camp audience.
was in “Oklahoma” while Miss
Keller was tapping in “Follow the

•Joey

Baltimore, Feb. 17.

The Court

.

lis

,

administration of gambling law and
the policing of it, including arbitrary refusal of license without
cause; (5) increase r gaming taxes;
and (6) a proposal for the state to
take over and operate all the slot

Balto

Crash in Ct Test;

Gap

knock out some big

Introduced so far are bills which
would (1) Immediately revoke gambling licenses of persons indicted
on criminal charges in other states:
(2) invoke a six months’ residence
requirement for applicants for
gambling licenses; (3) invoke a
seven-and-a-half-year residence requirement; (4) give Nevada Tax
Commission more power for the

’52

.

Production will ‘again be
certain proposed legislation would tured.
be directly proportionate to the directed by Alec Shanks and Joan
Davis
with special designs being
amount of new control which the
state would place on gamblers. In- created by M. Pelegry of France
creased taxation, for example, be- and Erte of Paris.
ing frantically lobbied against in
Carson City, would discourage some
gamblers. Tightening up licehses Glebe, Ottawa, Fills
operators.

for Cafes

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Songwriter Sam Coslow is preparing a vaude and nitery act.
Composer of “One More Chance,”
“Cocktails for Two,” etc., is now
rehearsing a turn that will have
six girls. He's aiming for a Las
Vegas booking.

49*

dential inauguration, the Mexican
Tourist Assn, is fighting the belief
in the U. S. that Mexico is currently a good place to stay away from
because of a grippe epidemic. The
association is telling Americans,
who are Mexico-minded this winter,
that while there is grippe down

Entertainment Managers Assn., a
Chi club-date agent group which
recently broke off with Artists Representatives Assn, and which was
placed on the unfair list of the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
is now. willing to hegotiate with
the union, according to John Moser,
EMA attorney. Group wants to negotiate the; $2. 50 Weekly welfare
tap for each performer working for
them and the $1 nick per perform*

er on a nightly basis.

Ah AGVA spokesman

stated that

with the entire welfare* fund going
on a trusteeship basis, it may be
here it is. a very mild form.
that the original objections no
Nevertheless, the association ad- longer obtain and thus negotiation
mits the cancellation of some big is now made easier.
U. S. tourist parties that had
booked to come here before the la
grippe got going.
It is plugging
Hutton
in Frisco
the observatory which the Mexican
government operates at TonanzintWindup;
Wks.
for
la, Puebla state city not far from
here.
San Francisco, Feb. 17.
The Betty Hutton show at the
Curran Theatre chalked up $27,000
for its fourth and final stanza Sun-

27G

135G

Agencies Cultivating ‘Hi Nabor Accent

day

(15).

Four-week run

seater scaled
$135,000.

Show was

With Talent Pactees to Halt Exitings
Major talent agencies are now performer leaves, it’s because the
re-emphasizing a policy of “getting agency hasn't been able to get him
close to the clients.” Increased a video show or if it did, pacted
the wrong kind or one with no supstress on service and chumminess
comes after some heavy agency port and Which -did the act more
harm
than if it never went, on.
have
acts
top
movement. Some
However, a more important byswitched and the brass has counproduct
of talent exodus is seen
tered with a “con” policy on talent
in the fact that at least one of the
in the stable.
top agencies is making a few exIt’s been pointed out that the
ceptions in the handling of its
absence of jobs can usually be ex- clients. For example, the hard-andplained to the talent, but a cold at- fast rule that no act is
to be booked
titude and brushoffs cannot. Con- without
a firm contract is being
sequently, most offices are under flouted. There
are also a few sub
orders to see practically every act rosa reports
filtering around that
that comes poking around for work, some
of the acts in the big pulling
even if it’s only for a brief instant class are being booked at
5% comand for just enough time to whis- mission instead of the
usual 10%.
per a few reassuring words.
Another result of the new friendDuring the past few months an ly policy pervading some of the
office such as Music Corp. of Amer- agencies is the necessity of getica has lost quite a few top. per- ting close to personal managers
Lena also. They frequently control the
were
Included
formers.
Horne, Dorothy’Shay and Jan Mur- movements of the acts and p.m.’s
debilitate
ray. Losses such as these
often have the final say-so on
an organization terrifically, and re- whether an act stays or goes away
flect in the earnings of virtually all from an agency.
Previously the
departments.
friendly policy started shortly beOf course, acts of this calibre fore contract expiration time but
cannot be conned with a few kind now it’s supposed to be on a per
words. In most cases when a top manent basis.
’

,

to

$4.80,

4

at 1,550-

totaled

hit for $15,000

when

Miss Hutton was forced to cancel
three -week-end performance due
to illness.

Deal on for Viv Blaine
Into Copa, N.Y., in May
Deal for Vivian Blaine to go into
the Popacabana, N. Y., during May
is in the works. Singer, whose long
run in “Guys and Dolls” ended
Saturday (14), left for California
and it’s likely she’ll play a Las
Vegas spot while in that area.
negotiations called
Originally,
for Miss Blaine to go into the Copa
April 9, but she begged out of that
time.

Honolulu’s 1st Nitery
Honolulu, Feb. 10.
Honolulu’s fifst bonafide supper
club opened yesterday (Mon.) under Spencecliff Corp. operation, being on Royal Hawaiian Hotel
grounds. Policy is a revolutionary
innovation in this erstwhile earlyto-bed, early-to-rise city.

Spence Weaver, who also operates Queen’s Surf,

Sky Room* and

Fisherman's Wharf* expects substantial tourist play.

;

,
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(COCOANTJT GROVE)

Los Angeles, Feb.

Night Club Reviews

Harry

*.9., IS#

tv

iij

see at a group who tries to please
everyone. With the iilltitft* pitch
out. of the way, they display: W Why
Don't You Believe Me,’’')'phlnting
out the excellent sound.- ot ,the
group, with fine stitching around
the edges by Paula Kelly.
A little louder material is
>

brought

“Jambalaya,” sambathen for “New

out,

texture,

in

like

Juke Box Saturday Night” with
slight modification of the earlier
model. Barbershop harmony of
“Let the Rest of the World Go By/’
“I Can’t Carry a Tune” for comedy department touches, “Sweet
Sue” and a windup of a medley of
Glenn Miller-Mo dernaire hits get
the stamp 6f approval.
'

& Jan Howard

Patrice Helene
are a refreshing
spot. First

team

this

for

appearance clicked best

pantomime comedydance. The dialog and jokes are
not up to the standards of the
straight

in

opening terp. Best of the duo is at
start, and from here the

the very

same

level is only Teaclied occasionally. Howard’s Johnnie Ray is
only more thrashing than everyelse’s. His dramatic alphabet,'
which he runs the gamut of
emotions reciting the letters gets
Another
only faint appreciation.
dance sequence with Helene’s

one
in

mugging

hits its

mark and

there’s

good appreciation.

The Dewey

Sisters

have

(2)

been expertly presented by George
for first act. The duo springs
through ballet-acro in perfect tim.ing as the two make their running
Neatlyflips and hand springs.

Moro

With competition in town get“Cocktail Party,” Is a George ting keener since the advent of
standard, but has been re- the new .Statler Hotel < which has
been assiduously grabbing off acts
.te
group singing never quite comes previously associated only with
off,' especially when compared to the Grove), booking is becoming
the flawless dance routines. Clos- more and more, of a problem for
ing number is the appropriate in the Ambassador Hotel’s room. LatValentine motif. Ernie Hecksher’s est layout, a three-week venture
band will, close before this show into the realm of folk songs, rates
is complete and fave Bill Clifford as good entertainment, but there’ll
Marc.
will be back on duty,
have to be a lot of word-of-mouth
to make the booking pay off; unlike New York, the Coast doesn’t
Nautilus,
have a nucleus of free-spending
Miami Beach, Feb. 11.
ballad aficionados from which to
Zero Mostel, Gomez & Beatrice, draw.
Joe Hamell, Freddy Calo Orch
There’s no question but what
$3 minimum
Harry Belafonte, making his Coast
bow here, delivers a fine show. It’s
Zero Mostel has been around the folk song stuff with special salesentertainment scene a long time, manship, Belafonte rating as a sort
but this is his first whirl in Miami. of Frankie Laine of the balladeers.
Judging from reception garnered He departs from the folk tradition
from a full house in this downtown in that he vocals only; music is
oceanfronter’s
Driftwood Room, supplied by Millard Thomas’ exhe’s a welcome additioii to the cellent. guitar and by the ensemcomedy contingent that make this ble backing of the Russ Morgan
town a regular slop on the cafe orch. Belafonte is particularly good
circuit.
on Calypso tunes and he paces his
The rotund rib-tickler, whose show for best effect by switching
central laugh theme is based on from work songs to the contemscrewy impressions of assorted porary “Scarlet Ribbons” to the
objects and humans, is a welcome Israeli “Hava’’ Nagila.”
change from the stand-up and tossOpening act is the dance team
lines comics. Most of the stuff is
off-trail
and raises howls: the of Mara Lynn & Nelson Barclift,
hygiene instructor, the doubletalk, booked in on short notice when
waggery on an Army Colonel, take- the Paysees were injured in a car
whom the
off on Queen Victoria and a Greek crash and the Szonys,
replacement,
statue, with broadening of the Grove had sought as
lampoonings via biz with disappear- were unable to get a release from
ing hands, mugging and eye manip- Warners where they are making a
film. Team is fresh and engaging
ulation.
Talk section has funny bit on and, as befits dancers who sprang
air trip, which leads into impresh from the ranks of the local little
of lost plane. Reprises his “One theatre groups, bring a musicomTooth*’ (a la- Durante)' briefly, then edy rather than a nitery staging
wanders into yam of passenger on to their presentation. Best of their
train and then zany “Some En- interpretations is “Body and Soul.”
Morgan orch takes 'care of the
chanted Evening” as Pinza might
do it before returning to version dance stuff easily from a wellof “Strutaway” and “Inka Dinka stocked library and Joan Elms and
Doo.” For encore he sets up his Al Jennings alternate on vocalizing
Kap.
panto on a coffee percolator and for good results.
titude.

•

:

Moro

Miami Beach

.

way.

.

STAR OF
n
THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR"
FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO
NETWORK, 9-10 PM, EST
DAVID l. SHAPIRO
AL 4.1077

P.r.onal Mjt.

Buckminster, Boston
Boston, Feb. 10.
Waters with Reginald
Bean; Ruby Braff Orch (4); $1.50
admission.

Ethel

HARBERS

Nostalgia, in form of Ethel Wareplaced the array of progressive and jazz combos usually show-

ters,

Opening March 3th

ROOM

cased at this cellar bistro. Miss
Waters lured the older element to
her first Hub appearance in many

Plaza Hotel, N. Y.

years. The fact that she received
an. ovation at walkon indicated that
ringsiders were fans from ’way
back.

DALE

Making three appearances

night-

Miss Waters dished out 30-minstints which included many
songs closely associated with her
lengthy and varied career. In this
category were “Taking a Chance
on Love,” tricked up lyricly to
serve as opener, “Summertime,”
“Stormy Weather” “Happiness is
a Thing Called Joe” and “Cabin in
the Sky.”
Displaying her w.k.
sense of humor songstress gave
o.ut with “Take it Where You
Had
it Last Night” as a Beacon
Hill
ly,

ute

COMEDY MATERIAL
of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL
SHOW-BIZ

CAC HIE

(Thw Service of the STARS)
First .13 files. $7.00—All 35 Issues $25
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1— No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 •

• MINSTREL BUDGET
,..$25 O
• A BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 o
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $56 •

dowager might "*sing it and as it’s
sung “where 1 come from” and
“Sunny Side of Street” allowing

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovor a thousand
No

200 W. 54th

St.,

opportunity to get
“groovy.” Although having diffi—
cu ty with high notes, due to a
co ,d, she scored handily with a
her the

C.O.D.'s

GLASON

BILLY

Now

*

York 19-Dept.

Tlmnderbird, Las Vegas
Vegas, Feb. 12.
Les Compagnons de la Chanson

cals by Normandie Boys
lings give show^a terrif

and Raw-

Kay

V

so id

Circle 7-1130

assist*

Bean.

by pianist Reginald

big room a solid sellout in the oast
Guy Mitchell (2), The Barries and.
with extension of her stay to
(2), Hite, Lowe & Stanley, Meri - four
frames this time, she could
beth Old, Ted Cole, Michael Gay- well
duplicate the fortnight recLatin
lord Orch
(8), Rosanna
ords. At least, the test is on, and
Orch (5); $2150 minimum.
judging from marquee value, this
1S
’
Starr should shine.
Continuing with his recently esSetup only includes the Lancers
showcasing
policy
of
tablished
her potent vocal foursome, other
disk names, Stanley Blinstrub has than two line
routines.
Although
come up with another winner#, the only 45 mins, elapse
from curtain
it’s
While
youthful Guy Mitchell.
to curtain, show is packed muunlikely the Columbia waxer will sically,
and begoff is insured
break the house record here, his Briskly pacing her
opener, Miss
stint shapes as more than satisfac- Starr
shouts, “Good Day,” then
audifrom
an
and
gatewise
tory
softly purrs “Maybe You’ll Be
Vocalist injects There.”
ence standpoint.
Big round of mitts greet
plenty of zing and enthusiasm into “Mama Goes Where
Papa Goes”
his work which projects neatly and, following her
friendly chatacross to ringsiders to grab top ter, gets into the
thrushing for
results.
earnest
with
“Three Letters ”
While his songology consists “Lonesomest Gal.” Breaking for
largely of up-tempoed stuff, in- session with Lancers background“She ing, chirps “Waited Too Long ”
cluding his latest click,
Wears Red Feathers,” he also dis- “You’re My Sugar,” “Side by
plays a nice change of pace on Side.”
Quartet costumery addisuch ballads as “High Noon,” ac- tions allow a Starr schoolroom
companying himself on guitar, and marm to point out an historical
“Keep it a Secret.” Garners a bit perspective of ‘Noah’s Ark,” and
of aud participation via the lively with this lesson being over, she
“Roving Kind” to wrap up a nifty singly launches • into the boffo
sesh.
“Wheel of Fortune” for ovation.
Surrounding lineup is- strong,
Lancers hold a pleasant spiel of
teeing off with Meribeth Old, harmonies, crooning “Little Liza
whose aero steps and body contor- Jane,” and “Lonesome Road.” Imtions win plaudits. Hite, Lowe &
(Continued on page 52)
Stanley, three guys of widely assorted sizes, nab yocks with zany
sesh of pratfalls and other slapstick.
In addition to regular turn,
guys are spotted near finale giving
out with ludicrous record panto a
la Andrews Sisters. The Barries
p
score strongly with a graceful sesh
Europe's Foremost
of terpology featuring spins and
Instrumentalist
lifts, with proceedings emceed by
spot’s perennial vocalist, Ted Cole.
Michael Gaylord’s orch showOpening Manila Feb. 14 for
backs in neat fashion alternating
with Rosanna's Latino group for
.

Andrini Brothers

customer terping.

Bagatelle,

Carr with

Carole

Booked Solid

London

London, Feb.

L^ts

Steve

10.

Thanki to

Race,

with the gambling crowd, at least prospect of carvjng a niche for heirthe' word will go out about the self in this new field.
Miss Carr is a striking blonde
show’s sock quality.
In a half-hour of widely diversi- looker and makes a decided imfied ditties, Les Compagnons win pression in her elegant off-theenthusiastic appioval of all tablers. shoulder white gown. And she has
Group clad in white sport shirts a voice to match her appearance.
and blue slacks present a casual If only her material had been in
front.
They have drilled them- the same top bracket her’s would
selves well, yet remain free of have been an impressive debut.
Apart from a highly original
stiffness. Often a splash of good
Continental humor encompasses opening number the clianteuse rethe outlay to register well with lies on standards, intermingling
auditors. By singing both in Eng- pops and ballads with fair results.
lish and their native tongue, chant- Her intro tune, however, strikes a
high note and the lyric, “I’ve Forers win extra approval.
Jay Lawrence has no pushing in- gotten My Opening Number,” is
put
over in great style. This keys
sistence about his comedies. Rather, he relies upon several running the audience to expect big things
which
are not forthcoming.
cuties to build interest. With the
Rest of the stint is taken up with
dropping in of several funny stortufies
which
have achieved some
ies, gets off to seal his inning with
“Newsreel” of English Channel measure of popularity but are not
strong
enough
-as the basic inrediswimmer and the always-hilarious
rib
of Bill Corum
and Clem ent of a cabaret performance. “Tonight's
the
Night,”
“Bewitched,”
McCarthy announcing a fisticuff
A Song In My Heart” and “You,
.bout via radio and TV.
Landra & Verna make the Thtin- Wonderful You” are typical of her
ddJrbird an annual deal with sure- songs, and while her performance
fire reception recorded upon each is .not in question, the songalog
return. Current rounds of flashy definitely lacks the extra pulling
ballrooming is better and smooth- power necessary in these competier th^n ever. Pair’s breathtaking tive days.
Steve Race, TV pianist, does a
tricks with Landre tossing the petite Verna into some almost in- slick accompanying job
on the
ivories
and the Arnold Bailey
credible overhead one-hand spins
and rapid drops grabs showstop- combo backgrounds with its usual
efficiency,
Santiago Lopez does a
ping plaudits.
Earl Barton hits for great re- lively job with the rhythm sessions.
turns with his tapistry and modern
Myro.
legmania. Also combines several
<

. . .

Fernandez

E. K,

Elie .

ballet ideas when singling and
within Dansations’ routines. He is
fast on his feet, small in stature,
and has appealing good looks. A
comer, as evidenced in his “Holiday for Strings” solo, Barton reveals flair for musicomedy choreo

ROY

Vegas

ILmh

kas Vegas, Peb.io

*4
Starr,

Lancers (4)
rr* n
windup.
Lane, Herb Flemington, Flaminnn
Al.Jahns’ band displays smooth Starlets (.8), Terris
Brand
work in the background, perform- (10); no cover or minimum.Orch
ing their various, chores amidst a
Parisian setting which adds much
Perhaps the description has been
to impact of the layout. Packet is
advanced before, but not for thU
Will .
booked for three frames.
last time, that the Flamingo’s
evolutipn is always in ascendancy
during the appearances of
Blinstrub’s, Boston
Kav
Starr.
The thrush has made the
Boston, Feb. 14.

House dance team, Gomez and (9), Jay Lawrence, Landre & Arnold Bailey Orch, Santiago LoBeatrice, are handsomely received Verna, Earl Barton, Barney Rawl- pez Band; $5.50 minimum.
with their mixture of ballroom- ings, Christina Carson, Kathryn
ology. Add. to warm reception when Duffy D.ansations (7), Normandie
Already having a name as a rathey entice ringisiders on for Boys (3 ), Al Johns Orch (11); no dio and TV chirper, Carole Carr
change-partners routine. Joe Har- cover or minimum.
makes her bow as a cabaret pernell who exbibs top pianistics durformer with this engagement at the
ing the preshow dance lulls, emcees
This overall topflight .production Bagatelle. It’s an auspicious start
in good manner. Freddy Calo orch, is sparked by the animated chants notwithstanding many weaknesses
per usual, is solid on the show- of Les Cmpagnons -de la Chanson, in her act, and given the opporbacks .and dansapation.
Lary.
and if the name doesn’t ring a bell tunities, she shows a reasonable

DONALD RICHARDS

For All Branches

Millard

iorairucted sisters suffered greatly decreased efficiency toward end cover.
stanza because of* the al-

yock-raising panto interweaving to
musical accomp. Had them all the

and

with

-.qf.itheir

winds with satire on Mammy singers, based on George Jessel with

PERSIAN

Belafonte

Flamingo,

bined terps of Earl Barton# ballei>
ina Christine Carson on .toes., vo
t

12.

Thomas ; Mara Lynn & Nelson Bar
c lift, Russ Morgan Orch (17) with
Joan Elms Al Jennings; $1.50-$2

4*

Hivepslile,

l

-

,

E.

thru
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FERNANDEZ,

K.

STANFORD ZUCKER and

our

personal manager

LOU IRWIN
9145 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood 44, Calif.
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••Whet'*

Lucille

Your Mind

and Eddie

ROBERTS
Currently

British

NASSAU,

Bahama

Next
ctdio
Fort

Club

23\h

Laud
.»tvXv!‘

JACK DENTON
World's Greatest Comedian
(Anonymous)
c/o IRVINO CHARNOFF
Ult Broadway* New York City

Latest

Comedy

Material

far MC’i, MegltUn*. Enter*
tatner*. at*,
tend far aur
latatt eriea
Hit at great
ORIGINAL gagfllai. monoparodlet,
leaf,
rfialeff.
•kit*, ate. Written by thow

Or lend
bl* ta, gagman.
$10 far $50 werth ef,ab#ve.
Money back if not aallifled.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
10$

W.

JU

45 St., N. Y., N. Y.

2-0371

show people rate
special rates
t

,

style.

DOUGLAS
JIMMY

and

GENE.

JIMAE

’COMEDY VENTRILOQUIST and MC'
Currently

ARRIVED PORT SAID, EGYPT—
(Bound

Thanks

to

Low

for Australia)
Leslie Grade,

A

New York <— London
.

(and Betty M.)

s. RIVERSIDE

DRrv^°^WM

“STEUBEN'S/4 Boston, Mass.

Ltd.

(Clubdates very

good

^r

Kathryn Duffy Dansations

parade a la Parisienne during curtain-raising “Lucky Pierre,” and
all chicks look ‘fetching.
Barney
Rawlings, as production singex
marks his return to the Thunderbird after two-years at Nellis Air

Force

work

here)

•

M KEN
N -y

e

CRAY50N

MM

SUjqu . hannl 7.

At the comfortable, modern John Batlrdm Hotel
• * • right “In the wlngi” of all

.

is

Philadelphia theatre*

flight *poil»

John Bartram Hotel

base nearby.
His emcee
sure and shows no nervous

Ja\ys in spite of hiatus from the
:,
tootUghK Tn
T1v»t'*
What Makes Paris. Paree” com-

and

_

%

Broad Street at Locust, Philadelphia, Pa.
Robert Pearce/ ' Resident Manager
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usmeff
JTG Elections

Skaters Say ‘No lee’ to Roxy Pay Plan;

Jewish Theatrical Guild in an
election

held

York named

Shows tas Vegas

in

Foraging

Mood

talent agencies are really be- will they be able to come up with
The
*
scouting at- sufficient number of- new turns for
ing ingenious, in*
as Vegas, but that the experimenVegas. Latest offtractitfns'for Las
pacted for the resort tatibn by these clubs may lead to
heater to be
Amateur
the
building of attractions for other
Mack
Ted
fnwn is the
set for $7,000 cafes.
Las Vegas is the top purHour which has been
starting
chaser
of cafe units.
Hotel
® the Flamingo
The show
current in the Latin Quarter, N.Y.,
March 8.
.
„
is expected to be packaged for Las
around
foraging
are
offices
That
ideas for the-Nevada Vegas, and the layout in Miami
like mad for
in a recent act Beach edition of the Latin Quarter
town was reflected
will be transferred to the Manhatdepartment meeting of a major tan spot. Dates aren't
definite.
The %ers can no longer
agency.
Unfortunately, a sufficient numtop acts only
think in terms of
ber
cafe
of
units
aren’t
being proVegas. There aren’t
'

last

week

New

in

board of directors
with William Degan Weinberger as
chairman.
Others elected were James E.
its

AGVA Lends Ear to Houses Red

Sauter, USO-Camp Shows prexy;
Lastfogel,
William Morris

Abe

union contract. House has ofThe Roxy' ice scale is the highfered the chorus $102 for a six- est in the country. The traveling
day week, while the bladesters are ice shows have $85 chorus ministicking to the demand of $110. mums. Roxy contract with AGVA
They now get latter amount for ran out Feb. 1, but there’s been
no work stoppage during negotiaGould. Dave Ferguson remains ex- a seven-day canto.
The American Guild of Variety tions.
ecutive secretary of the organizaa

Morris, Jr., who retired last year
as prexy of that agency; Nat Lefkowitz, Morris office treasurer;
Emil Friedlander, chairman of the
board of Dazian’s, and Harry E.

.

Artists

tion.

to warrant the investment.
great, new entertainment
tre are so
The William Morris Agency
formats must be developed.
booked the Ted Mack show and the
One agency is thinking in terms Office is currently working on other

According *to onea method/ is being worked
office
be installed
can
tanks
that
so
If
nuickly in orthodox niteries.
this to be
prove
experiments
early
get in on a
feasible, then cafes can
new form of nitery entertainment
Williams
and stars such as Esther
Inn
can be utilized,. The Desert
ice show.
an
bought
already
has
The Flamingo recently had a show
top names.
built around doubles of
Same hotel has bought “Annie Get

$200,000 Payroll
Continued frc:n page 49
i

,

Eck’s Dixie Trek,

Then O’seas Bow

increasing protest of citizens and
moralists, not only in Nevada but
throughout the nation.

Hiking Commission’s Power
Most seriously considered bill

is

the proposal to increase the power
Your Gun.”
The agencies hope that not only of the state tax commission. The
agency is somewhat limited to comtrol gambling at present and would
ask for power arbitrarily to deny
licenses and revoke them as it sees
fit. The commission now operates

are the Count Basie
thrush Ruth Brown.

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

WESTERLY
and

GAIL
Naw York City
PLoxa 7-1145

135 I. 33rd Straat,

HARBERS

p

Concluded 5 Vi Tour
of Europo

DALE
AGENCY, LONDON,

FOSTER

prtMRtt

gambling

the

is
t

legalized

company which

will sooner or later draw.
Unlikely ever to get out of

it

com-

mittee are the bills which would
invoke the seven-and-a-half-year
residence requirement and the
state operation of slots.
The six months’ requirement, a
proposal of Gov. Charles Russell,
may get to a vote with good likeli-

Saranac Lake

clinics since his arrival here.

Joe (UA) Phillips, who graduates
here with an all-clear in April, and
Laura (Loew’s) Sloan of Cleveland,
a 1952 alumna, announce their engagement. Will wed in JMa y.
Kenneth Derby, Los Angeles
theatre manager, into the general

major surgery.

hospital for

A1 Brandt, of the Brandt TheaN. Y., off to Manhattan for
a short ogling of Broadway. Folhood of passage.
lowing
that he will sky to Miami
increased
tax
bill
is
The
aimed
vacash. His frau
at the big operators. The tax would for an extended
him.
accompanies
be set on a sliding scale 2% on
(Write to those who are ill).
the first $5,000 gross income per
quarter, 2V6% on the gross income
and
between $10,000
$30,000 per
quarter, and 4
on gross income
exceeding $30,000 per quarter.
All the tax revenue above the
2% would go to a special school
fund. At present the state collects
York
a flat 2% tax of gross gambling
Robert Clary starts at the Blue
income which goes into a general Angel tomorrow (Thurs.)
.Benny
fund.
Fields & Blossom Seeley open at
Nevada gamblers won $61,000,000 the Chez Paree, Montreal, March
Frances Langford and Kay
in, 1952, which gave the state a tax 23
revenue of $1,702,086, The gross Starr pacted for the Automobile
for the year take is in only the Show, Oakland, Cal., 'March 23
for the Desert
fiscal part of 1952, and does not Mitzi Green tapped
Luci24
include the lavish operation of two Inn, Las Vegas, Feb.
with the
signed
has
Boyer
enne
new casinos in Las Vegas at year’s Kenneth Later Agency. Ira Seiend.
delle, formerly with General Artres,

—

TOURING EUROPE
American Rep.:

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

Grant's Riviera
1

RESTAURANT and bar
58 w. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*

TALENT CONTEST *
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional

Duplicate Prliea

After**

Engagement
I* tde

Ctm

et Ties

%
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Corp., is joining the cafe division of that agency.
tists

WHEN

IN

BOSTON

Ben Beyer, oldtime

the

It's

HOTEL AVERY
Avery
T/ie

& Washington Sts.
of Show Folk

Home

"BEST

COMEDY
BITS H
A.

•

5

Ben Beyer Bicycling
Miami Beach, Feb.

Complete Acts

• Cleverly Routined
• For ell Artists
e Monologs/

Skits end
Pentojnhnkry
e Price Five Dollars

GUY V1SK WRITING ENTERPRISES

,4 Hil1 Street

(The Mtrthplace of

Troy. N. Y.

Show

BIx)

17.
bicyclist, is

Chicago

set to leave for Europe April 23
will follow with a trip to South,
Africa.

Johnny King, former head of the
General Artists Corp, act department, is setting up his owii office
Beyer recently completed the here
Charlie Chaney does a
editing of a film showing his act repeat at Windsor Hotel, Hamilton,
as done in many parts of the world. Ont., March 2 for nine weeks
The late Fatty Arbuckle directed Ish Kabibble was picked up by
some sequences.
Mutual Entertainment and set for
the Oasis* Muncie, Ind., Feb. 19
Sonny Howard does
Roily Rolls* stay at the Hotel for 10 days
next
his takeoffs at Park Lane, Denver,
Mapes, Reno, extended; his
Dorothy Shay and the
date is at the Hotel Monteleone, Feb. 2ff
Dassies into the Chase, St. Louis,
New Orleans.
Feb. 20 with Wayne King coming
in are
Singers Robert Shackleton and in March 6. Also pencilled
Lind Hayes & Mary Healy
jpetcr
nightas
a
bdw
will
velyn Ward
proba
Thomas
3 with Danny
Sub team at the Patio, Palm Beach, April
able for April 17.
Feb. 23.

and

.

.

.
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David Rose Orch Set
For Vegas’ Flamingo
David Rose orch is the latest
large, symphonic styled orch to obtain a Las Vegas booking. He’s set
for the Flamingo Hotel for April
30 or May 28, date being left to the
discretion of the hotel.
The Phil-

—

•

Champions’ Cafe Return
for

Marge

&

Gower„ Champion, who

two-year pact, but skater dele- have just completed “Give the Girl
gation is now insisting upon a con- a Break” for Metro, will embark
tract that will run only six months. on an international dancing tour
That might be arranged, but both starting with the Flamingo Hotel,
the union and the theatre are Las Vegas, April 28.
loathe to go through that hassle
Subsequent dates include Bill
all over again after a comparative- Miller’s Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., May
ly short, period.
17; the London Palladium at CoroThe Roxy also agreed to increase nation time; Monte Carlo, Cannes,
last
rehearsal pay from $1.50 an hour Deauville and Biarritz. Their
*
to $2.
The singing chorus will get nitery dates were in 1950.
a

Saranac, N. Y., Feb. 17.
Saranac- Lake Concert Society
presented the Hungarian Quartet.
Nifty program and performance to
an SRO crowd. This is the fourth
concert of the winter season setection of state, counties and cities ries sponsored by the Society.
from falling under the control of
Thurman Sims, of the personnel
the gambling industry, and the pro- dept., Proctor’s RKO, Yonkers, in
tection of legit gambling operators for a general o.o.
Just needs a
from becoming the prey of racket- little rest.
eers.
Kitty Bernard (Stapleton -Sisters)
back in the downtown colony after
Extradition, Etc.
Next in importance is the bill a month of Chicago ozone. She
which would immediately revoke visited her son, Pfc. Julius Bernard, who is skedded for Korea.
or deny the license to any person
Progress for Pearl (Loew’s) Grossunder indictment on criminal man and Patricia Pritchard of
charges in other states. The gov- Brandts Theatres. They are amernor of Nevada would be required bulatory with, limited privileges.
to advise the state tax commission
William Patrick, technician with
immediately whenever the govern- the Sipp circuit, Paintsville, Ky.,
or of another state requests extra- in for general observation.
William Nottingham, staffer at
dition of a gambler licensed in NePearl Theatre, Philly, elated over
vada or seeking a license.
There has been much outside the bedside visit from Roberta
criticism lately concerning extradi- Perry, Hilda {peel and Bertha Nottion of known criminals. Probably tingham, who planed in from PhilHe has rated two top
adelphia.
the biggest problem
in

and

accept

—

By Happy Benway

can be denied only for
specific reasons. The commission’s
job is to protect the public against
crooked gambling, which it does
by a network of plainslothesmen
wise to all cheating methods; prolicenses

to

and come to $101,000 annually.
Union had been negotiating

orch

Also on tap for Eckstine is a sixmonth concert tour of Europe. He
will tee off at the London Palladium in May in his first overseas
try. His last U. S. appearance before abroading has been set for
the Bandbox, N. Y., where he
opens April 3.

under attorney general’s ruling that

willing

Spitalny and Gordon Jenkins bands
ments for skaters and principals. previously played
Nevada
the
In addition, the theatre must in- hotels.
crease its chorus by seven, in orJoe Glaser’s Associated Booking
der to provide a day off for the Corp. made the deal.
members.
House bookkeeping
*
;
shows that the increase would

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

is

lower figure, especially in view of
the fact that the union as well as
delegates from the ranks of the
skaters
have been shown the
books and it’s been proved that
the house has been operating in
the red for some time. However,
the skaters are adamant.
The Roxy has already, consented
to $2.50 AGVA welfare fund pay-

Billy Eckstine kicks off his fifth
concert tour Feb. 27 in Greensboro, N. C. Jaunt, which will cover
some 30 southern cities, is a followup to Eckstine’s concertizing
through the south last year. Packaged with Eckstine for the swing

dates for this layout.

=

Y.,

•

Agency general manager; William

when booking
around, and duced because there isn’t enough
enough names to go
this gaming cen- playing time outside of Las Vegas
since the needs of

water shows.

Ink

and' a hike- from :$87 to $97 weekly, and
its cast of Ice skaters have reached minimum ..for principals has been
an impasse in its negotiations for set at $150.'

The Roxy Theatre, N.

.
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Dennis Stone perlie Vernet, Parts
Baker Hotel, Balias Acts)
sonably emcees with 'his orch also
#ItIRAD ROOM)
Paris,. Feb. 10
lending expert support throughout
Dallas, Feb. 12.
Lad Also has a
stint.
Dorothy Shg.y with Russ Black; the floor
following.
crowd
dance
Brosset, Louis De Funes. pu%Z
Henry Brandon Orch (10); $3 hefty
McStay.
CentbMiedirom pa£*-'50
Mondy, Albert Remy, Rene Duouif
cover
Roger Saget Jane Kilng> Jacobs’
African
shorties.
series
of
Veldt
Flamingo, Fas Yogajp. a
Allegro,
Legras, Foot Bop CluO Trio- *1
and
When Dorothy Shay stopped Quagliuo’s
**
pressions take the fore .^thubig PUpnd/a gets her best reception
minimum
ballads,
torch
however,
.-the
London
here first in January, *p2, she
reaction resulting from oufclipss o^J/'with
London, Feb. 12,
Ink Spots, Mills Bros., awl -IfpjJLq Jyjrith “Qne For The Road” register- found a. capacity (375) advance
sellout for her six. nights at triple
Shuffle off after .steaming: ing. Wrongest.
Theodore Bikel, Rudy .Rome & ^eVernet i s a sn.ug little cafe
Aces.
“Muskrat Ramble,” to ,jgoo<jsizfl. MWhlly Griffin, another recruit the usual cover. Current 12-night Quaglino’s Quintet, Tibor Kun- off the Champs Elysees which repalms
from the chi-chi circuit, has a stint is pulling the same boff biz, stler Gypsy Orch, Fela Sowande; opened after a cloture due to boniface Jean* Rigaux s many engageFlamingo Starlets present rich ready-made audience here witfi and there’s no doubt that the Park $5 minimum.
ments in shows and chansonniers
costuming in “Another Opening,” his innuendo songs and doubled Ave. Hillbilly could winter anaround town. He has entrusted the
profit
the
to
Theodore
this
hospice
years
entendre
stories.
nually
at
Youth
does
sevtwo
nearly
For
and glittering sexiness with “Arlittle
boite to. comic Robert Dherv
tistry in Rhythm.” -Herb Fleming- eral calypsos. It may be inferior and pleasure of bonifaces and pa- Bikel has been raising the laughs
who
has turned it into a minuscule
the
of
Rusmaterial
but
his
sole
clean
tune
trons
alike.
interpretation
his
by
ton melodizes opening chant and
Hellzapoppm”
type revue that 1
emcees throughout. Torris Brand is only mildly received. The other's
Chic chanteuse, again with sly, sian colonel in the Uonddn stage
un- hit, “The Love of Four Colonels.” a refreshing departure in formula
orch holds fast to all scores, sound- get the yocks. He has some other tongue-in-cheek
assurance,
parodies,
nursery leashes her show savvy, in a talent- Now he brings his comedy talent here and has caught on with those
hut
ing off well particularly in the clever
Starr episode when her accomper- rhymes, brought up to date with a laden performance' that tops her to cabaret mainly as .a raconteur, looking for the Intangible newness
conductor dons the maestro man- blue brush* seem to be his potent initial date in this’ plushery. It but also using his pipes to. good In nitery appeal here. Tab of $3
fare. His “South Pacific” medley, doesn’t ‘matter that Miss
Will.
tle.
Shay effect. A sophisticated and 'pol- is. average rap hereabouts and inalthough not new, gets the biggest leans’ confidently on her ever** ished yarn-spinner, he enhances his cludes the tip.
hand.
Show tees off at 11 p.m, and. runs
greens, “Agnes Clung,” “It’s the Act by exercising his obvious linBlack Ordiiil, Chi
Balladeer Josh White stays on and Little Things That Count” and guistic skill in portraying foreign, to 2 a. m.: starting with. an aud-mixing
setup by Dhery; Colette Bros(FOLLOWUP)
continues to score with his almost “Mountain Gal.” She socks over characters.
Chicago, Feb. 12.
inexhaustible collection out of the |.‘her new' ones here, with “TeleviThe essence, of Bikel!s humor set and Jacques Legras. Thev
come
in as a'bumpkinish trio and
Chicago's replica of an intime Carl Sandburg library, as well as sion’s Tough on Love” and a smash lies in his shy characterizations
bistro along the lines of New a goodly amount of more salty sesh of VStory of My Life,” a panto and, as an example to other come- create the usual stir as they gawk
and
knock
about.- Though obvious
York’s East Side spots is continu- tales.
Zabe.
lyricizing o f opera, swing and blue dians, he provokes the laughs withing to move in .the right* direction
tune§. With these she owns her out resorting to the blue. .This is plants, trio 'gets its yocks in the
with near SRO business every,
audience, but adds “Remember clean and refreshing Jiumor and well-timed deadpanning of Dherv
night. Current bilL features Yvette,
Algiers, Miami Beacli. Dad on Mother’s Day” and roams a packed room responds in an en- and dizzy wife who sews bn butand Wally Griffin and Josh White
the room with hand mike, toying couraging way. His characters and- tons for hirri, comments on aud
Miami Beach, Feb. .14.
Toeing held over. Harry Belafonte
Joyce Bryant Buddy Walker with “All of Me” in mock pain. material are varied in style. He and they are finally thrown out bv
a phony waiter.
is set for March 6 Janet Brace Tony b .Renea Mfll MaXkin Orch; Abrupt finish, “Can't you see, I’m starts off by greeting a Russian
and Bob McFaddeq, Berit Sher- $2.50 minimum.
ho good period,” fractures the trade delegation on their arrival in
Best bets are Dhery’s skit with
man, Swedish chirper, comes in
payees. Long stint' includes *Tm London, follows on with a demon- Roger Saget in which the two play
Feb. 24. for a two-weekeir.
in Love With a Married Man,” stration of* American court proce- a bored waiter and slow-witted
Joyce Bryant was a solid click in
Yvette appears at- excellent ad- this newest hotel-cafe (Aladdin. “Papa,” “It^Was Just a Friendly dure, finally describing a. meeting, customer
a fine trayesty that
vantage here, using mostly offbeat Room) some weeks ago, racking up Feeling” and a must, “Feudin’ and of a Chelsea (longhair) art society benefits by slick' timing and sudmaterial and the 'seldom heard heaviest patronage payoff spot has Fightin’,” all building to a begoff. with a lecture by a German artist. den flights and slapstick mime by
oldies that' are surefire in most sit- semi before or since.
Per usual, Russ Black adds top
With the
On the vocalizing side Bikel ad- Dhery as he methodically ruins all
uations. Besides the lesser known crowds coming again, the colored backing at the 88 for the Shay mirably holds his own, and self- about him, with the blase unconGershwin and Porter hits, she songstress obviously deserves- the Stint. Henry Brandon orch, new accompanied on the guitar, he runs' cern of Saget a plufe factor.
tossed a French tune in each set return date.
Foot Bop Club trio is composed
here, ably dispenses dansapation through a quick, routine of four
but doesn’t overemphasize the GalBark.
terp addicts.
Most effective is his of Gerard Calvi, Frank Daubray &
numbers.
Her’s is a markedly sound reper- for
lic book. •She also dfles well with
Hubert Dewaele- \vho take part in
but
“Calypso
Blues”
rendition
of
toire, with equally sound staging
Hotel Jefferson, St* L. he introduces a nifty gimmick with the proceedings and play some inin the lighting, .the selections and
Mosk.
his three versions of “Perhaps, terim music.
(BOULEVARD ROOM)
the delivery,' plussed by eye-catchAct is kept
Perhaps, Perhaps.”
St. Louis, Feb. 12.
ing white gown with decollete efminutes,
which
is
slick
20
down
to
fect that raises comment at walkRoberta Quinlan, Krlstofer &
on. All of her entries get special King, Wally ,Boag, Hal Havird' the regular procedure at these dual
niteries.
Myro.*
treatment to keep them wrapped Qrch (8); $1-1.50 cover.
up, such as her sock second- num'.fiV
Ce
ber, “Porgy,” with interweaving of
This No. 1 spot in the downtown Casablanca, Miami B’ch
“I Can’t Give You Anything But sector is continuing its policy of
(Followup)
Love,” then quick mood change to fresh faces, Roberta Quinlan, St.
Miami Beach, Feb. 14.
HOTEL
“Tzena, Tzena” to reveal trick Louis born, a looker and -displayClub Morocco in this north
range that hits lyric soprano over- ing a nifty garb along with her Beach plushery is playing its comtones.
Another adroit switch banged blonde tresses, is a new edy lineup on a series of repeat
comes with “Lorelei” and trip headliner. In the closing slot, Miss dates, with just closed Jackie Miles
around ringside for table banter Quinlan scores with tunes that returning after current Myron Co108 WEST 43 ST., N.Y.
with the males to precede her driv- range from “You Do Something hen completes current two-frame
Phone BR 9-3707*
ing version of the tune.
For Me,” to a medley of “I’ll Be return. In turn, Billy Vine is set
Unusual lighting effect high- Seeing You,” “Then I’ll Be Happy” for a reprise in March.
lights torchy “The Blues” which is and “Once In Awhile” while she
With them, hotel ops set a songpiirveyed in dramatic style to bring does her own accompaniment on stress to balance matters, this
Cerraatly
PLUS,. . .
the patron pitch into high gear. the 88. With an almost capacity time Monica Boyar, also a reCJRO’S, Philadelphia
Adds reprise on “I Can’t Give You -mob on hand, Miss .Quinlan cops turnee. Smartly groomed chanCoffee Shop
Anything But Love” and encores Solid applause with her songs teuse sets up a strong array of
Free Roof Solarium
March 12
with^her now standard “Love For which include -“It’s As Simple As tunes, majority of them tailored
Weekly Rafts:
SEVILLE Theatre
Sale,” the major portion delivered That,” a London music hall offer- for her Caribbean style with accent
Single, with bath
sans mike and in the half-crouch- ing, along with “A Good Man Is on the Calypso. Results are on the
Montreal
$17.50 up
ing style she has become identified Hard To Find” and the nostalgic plus side.
Double, with bath ...4.... $24.50 up
Personal Mtnnfement
Mixes her Calypsolog
tf AVID L. SHAPIRO - - AL 4-1077
“Melody Lane.” Her accompanist, with blues and occasional rhythm
with.
Twin Bed, with bath
..$24.50 up
Buddy Walker emcees proceed- Gil Stevens, contributes a swell arrangements for change of pace
Romm s~ include radio
to add to aud build.
ings in -quiet and assured manner. baritone support.
Return of Myron Cohen means
Wally Boag, with lots of perVet knows his way around an audience. In own spot he offers im- sonality, is a versatile performer- good biz for the spot. The dialecpreshes of Richman, Ted Lewis with his ventriloquism chatter, tician has himself a considerable
and Jolson to get matters going warbling, hoofing, plus balloon following that hits this resort this
in warm tempo.
House dancers sculpting. He also put on a zany time of year and Indications are
Tony. & Renea.. set up brace of stint with the bagpipes. With the they’ll be coming in profitable
c
Latin-lined terps .in. crowd-pleas- fcmall dummy Hoag scores solidly numbers through his engagement.
rJA
“I want them back for
ing fashion. Mai Malkin’s orch is as he mimes Marilyn Monroe and This time out he’s angled in series
Closing
of
new, short laughmakers to supthe CORONATION/'
a decided asset on the backings Charles Boyer warbling “You, You,
plement
Tonight
You
’standard
Tell
and
for
Her
collection
the
I
Stutter.”
dance
of
sessions.
“Mr. Carroll Gibbons,
Lary.
Kristofer & King, a boy and gal character yarns concerning the
Savoy (lotel, London
garment
closes.
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HARBERS

JAY MARSHALL

Eddys9, R. C.
Kansas

DALE

and

City, Feb. 11.

Billy Vine, Charley Applewhite,
(8); $1 cover.

Tony DiPardo Orch

.* Billy
Vine’s occasional sorties
into Eddy’s classy downtown joint

always are the occasion for goodly
gatherings of the comedy followers,
and this instance hues to the pattern favorably for all concerned.
With
With the addition of personable taking Willie Gold and Earl Tomo
over booking
youngster
Charley
Applewhite ment of the Indigo and manageRoom, this
(New Acts) the show sums as one of downtown
spot is fast becoming
the neater nitery packages in here
the after-theatre rendezvous for
recently, a happy blending of song
players along with a
and comedy with the usual sterling travelling
steady clientele enticed by brisk
support from Tony DiPardo and

BOB
(Bobby)

ROLLINS

Now

Playing Indoor Sport

Shows

Mar. 13 to Mar. 21

henchman.
Opening is turned over

Toronto

Thanks to

U5

WILLIAM SHILLING
City

II

LEW

BUCK
end

PAT

/I

DUNDEE

agency

Braailway.N.Y.

Club Oates

DUNN
..'*r

stint,

introduces vet Billy Vine, in here
for his third time in recent months.
Comic conducts a school for young
singers with Applewhite as his apt
pupil. They study roaming the
room with mike, getting the
schmaltz into the song, playing to
the men (the spenders) and the
femme (the senders), with Vine gagging the proceedings and squelching a heckler or two enroqte. It’s
a casual interlude that adds a good
deal to the show and, earns healthy
approval from customers.
his own inning Vine delves
his store of comedy chatter and
s^rytelling and displays his now
established drunk, the one with
the crying jag, because wedding
"fils are breaking up that old gang
of his. This Oiie would have to
be
classed with
the better comic
drunks, and accorde.d a big mitt
here.
Diri*

1

.

Glamor Comedy
GERBER. WEISS

NAT'

smiths (Dave Smith, boss and arranger; Roy Ballard and Tom McClelland), compact' package has
swift pace and diversity.
Cleancut collegiate-looking trio, in gray
suits, bounce on for a rousing
“Hallelujah,” complete with plenty of
comedy and calisthenics, but hit
their true stride with a fine “Student Prince” medley. Their punchy
‘Baby Bye-Bye” is followed by a

.

(Beauty and
the Least)
A new note In

IW7

to Apple-

white who, after his singing

West 46th Street

New York

shows and moderate tariffs.
Headlined by The Three Song-

floor

his

COLISEUM

J.f

l==iiiaS J

Wn.

ovation.

•

Don Rossini’s magic also goes
over without difficulty. Aided by
a suave appearance and* good patt® 1 sleight of hand with ribbons
**

and handkerchiefs, lighted cigarets
and disappearing bird bits, are
standard but more than satisfy the
stomc ™'
scores a hefty <au„ J4ience response.
Ratti Lewis (New
l

Angclo 9 s,
Rudy

Vallee

&

MGT: MARK LEDDY

Omaha

Omaha. Feb.

;

NEW YORK

12.

Co. (4); $1 cover.

m

A graying Rudy Vallee lets his
fans know he’s not bogging down
by zipping through a pair of one-

hour shows at Omaha’s name spot.
Using all his familiar material, he
each show different.
It
keeps true Vallee fans in chairs
for most of night-— and also gives
him a chance to discover reaction
on all his stuff in view of upcoming date in Las Vegas.

'

SID

makes

V

ll® e

fl

accordion,

I

*.***'"

1

has local help manning

drums and piano— and

they detract rather than assist.
His aides, apparently couldn’t even
read music,- for Vallee stopped ’em
travesty on operatic arias and at
least six times at show caught.
western pops with plenty of Crowd
chuckled at first, then apclowning and mayhem.
Another peared bored ,by apparent re"MalAguena” and a brisk' hearsal.
“Side by Side” makes for a begoff
VaHee

-

••

BLUE
ANGEL

industry types.
Adroit
interweaving of the fresher stuff
brings off the whole for top results
with stay extended beyond planned
time, thanks to encore demands.
Cohen has developed into a
Barclay Hotel, Toronto staple
for the bistros along the ho(INDIGO ROOM)
tel-cafe run here.
Added values
Toronto, Feb. 10.
come with mugging and arm gesThree Songsmiths, Patti Lewis, tures for overall showmanly
Don Rossini. Dennis Stone Orch proach and sustained build. ap(6); $1.50 minimum.
Lary.

dancing. duo, with plenty of class
appear to be in the teenage group
hut display the savoir faire of vets.
Sahu.

h

™

'

works hard, toots sax,
jokes (99% blue), sings standplus his old standbys, “My
me
Whiffenpoof,” “Vagabond
Lover, »» etc., winding up by leading group singing “Stein
Song;”
Hosts Angelo and Nettie DiGiacomo.. continue efficient job of
cramming 190 into small room. Biz
H° od night caught despite Gavilaritells

'IlM

ards

?

THE CHORPS

’

Davey

TV

opposition.

Trump.

Instrumentalists without Instruments
,

'

Club Dates
-

.

.

Weak Feb.

.

18

SOUTH BEND, IND
AND FORT WAYNE, IND.
GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

Dir.j.

Club Daft Bookings by

HARRY GREB£N
203

N.

'III,'

HAT DUNN.

f

Wabash Ave.

C hies jo,

I
!

I

.

185Q .B'WaY
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Music Hall* N. Y*
production
Markert
nussell
R
Melmn
Carnival,”
for

Norman Horowitz; Artie
Setpeher &Nirska,
Ruth Schoem,
rl,nis-

Ballet (28; chorereorge Sawtelle,
Sande);
by Margaret
9nrnvhv
12 women; Raymen;
20
i
c

T

38 ;
Emilia
asst,
Markert;
lances,
Stewhrt
James
settings,
Sherman ) ;
Spencer,
Morcom; costumes, Frank
Eugene Braun;
it Rooge; lighting ,
production asst, Nicholas Daks;
organ ( Ashley
Richard Leibert at

F.Bohr,

Miller, Raymond
ternates; Raymond

(

Jr.,

Desire,”

al-

Pqige conduct

MH

Variety Jan

in

28, ’53.

contrast to the current Radio
Music Hall show. The stage
show and the longhair film are in
When a change of
the same key
pace should have obtained.
For what it is, this Russell Markert-produced revue is lush if longon the conish going overboard
more
rert platform approach when
This makes the
zing is necessary.

No

surefire

Faddle” the

Rockettes’

‘'Fiddle
effective, but not
offset the general

more

to
both of the Sol

sufficiently

Hurok biopic
opera-concert musical
numbers) and the rest of the stage

mood

its

(with

chirper,
riding atop the record crest with
“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me” and
projects the sexy overtones for
sock applause. However, she might*
go over stronger with a better
selection of supporting tunes and
switching some of her numbers.

.is

Citv

ever

Apollo,

Karen Chandler, blonde

.

Symphony (Leon Zawisza,
ina
Tnhn Dosso, associate conductors);
•rlniyht We Sing” (20th), reJewed

presentation.

Following Richard Leibert’s orcanolog (with George Blake he
also wrote “You Look Like Someone,” which gets a big finale buildRaymond Paige’3 overture
up),
from “Mignon” (Ambroise Thomas)

the quintet evoking gasps. A young
lass flies through the air landing
on the shoulders of handy males
in breath-taking somersaults and
twists. Clincher in the two-and-ahalf somersault flip into a shoulder
chair while blindfolded.
Louis Basil sets the pace for this
fast hour, but while Armstrong is
on it would look better if the small
group worked before a drape or
scrim instead of the silent band in
back which detracts.
Zabe.
<

•

'

Gaiety,

Ayr

Ayr, Scotland, Feb. 9.
Georgie Wood with Dolly Harspectacumer; Chas. Stewart & Ann Mathew,
lar in its iridescense, but doesn’t Janescoe’s
Chimpanzees, 5 Larenfulfill any of the expected carnival
tys, Jimmy Neil , 3 Imps, 3 Arispirit, as the ballet tees off with
zonas, Pauline & Eddie, Orch unMozartiana relieved ^only by a der Arthur Roynon.
dozen of the kids doing one. effective flying leap routine.
Vaude season has opened at this
From Tschaikowsky the mood intimate vaudery on the Firth of
shifts to Chopin as the mixed choir
Clyde coast, famed for its nursing
U2 femmes and 20 males) front, of current topliners in days when
back and skirt Melvin Stecher and they commanded far smaller wage
Norman Horowitz at two. Steinways. packets and when the late Ben
The Rockettes' “Fiddle Faddle” is Popplewell, shrewd and kindly
a lift; then cbmes’ Artie James
Englishman, ran this w.k. indie
with his rollerskating virtuosity theatre. One act which played here
which becomes a shade anticlimac- in the halcyon days, Georgie Wood,
tic as he reprises his quite amazing
is back in current layout topping
whirls and pirouets:. He should be a satisfying variety stanza.
cut but like all sight acts, he’s
Show is opened by an average
otherwise well attuned toHhe mamslackwire act, Pauline & Eddie.
moth Hall.
Colored male partner shines in
“Look Like Someone” permits study of a drunk on the wire, but
Nirska to do a butterfly dance in otherwise act has little to comthe yesteryear tradition of Ger- mend it.
.

Hoffman and Loie Fuller,
English music hall exponent of the technique.
Ruth
Schoeni and George Sawtelle are
the vocal soloists, backed by the
choir, ballet and Rockettes for a
tiptop plug for the Leibert-Blake
trude

which falls easy on the ear.
The Rockefellers and 20th combined for a gala preem, including
a
midnight champagne
supper

ballad

party in the Hall’s top-floor apart-

ment

a

for

Hurok,

VIP

at which
industry, so-

list

Ezio* Pinza,

and press attended with
Gus Eyssell, Russ Downing, Irving
Evans, Fred Lynch, Charlie Eincialites

feld,

et

al.,

hosting.

Producer Arthur Knorr
the “Sleeping Beauty”
on ice, integrated a few

and

lighting,

however,

are

ance,
these

a million bucks. Although
full-blown vaudfe appear-

he makes few errors, and
he makes .light of. He reads
We ^ an ^ * n ^s .closing gab
T
Louis Armstrong shows a good
1

S

u»?M
with

neal of

reverent admiration.

Rest of the

show measures up to
the mark set by
the ex-champ. Only
nunus in the show is
a mawkish
er at)out bis boxing and charitabie elforts
which might be okay
a

som one without talenti but
?,
^grading touch here.
binson

a

is

handsome

chap,
u7?v{J s
emcee throughout the
r]ia»,
ant* while not perfect in this
acquits himself well,
lan Ses clothes four times in
hie ^‘
sart*?,?

somewhat

like

a

flash, but always in extas * e * He gets some yocks
.

U;

8agS

Sf>nif

cnmi«
of

‘

i

e
via

>

about ‘boxing with Joe
v.
Proves an excellent
art(l then, does a series
e s with Scott that got the
‘

an(

?
Dai r
a

;

hefty mitt.

Topper

is’

I

ver, George Kramer and BQb Tobin, as the Three Little Pigs, and
by Johnny Flanagan as Pluto. Terry

Brent scores as the Princess, being
stand out on. the ballroom stuff and
showing excellent control on the
lifts. Phil Romayne starts off a bit
roughly, but towards the end shows
good form in his duo work with
Miss Brent,"
Sid Krofft works in his puppet
routine, which includes a dancing
luminescent skeleton that should
go over nicely with the children.
It’s a standard act. Likewise for
the Trampaloonies, who do the
usual aero stuff on the trampoline.

bill.

Four chimps presented by
Sylvia, gal

member

Continental

act,

Little

of Janescoe’s

Red McCarthy does an ekay speed
skating bit enhanced by a glit cos-

tume.

femme

But

it’s
the other production
lues that score in this layout.
'*
ore are a couple of lavish sets
in a palace ballroom and an Oriental temple; lighting, (not credited)

do amusing comeexits

a^Wo

around.

seatholders squealing.

(2),

Andy Mayo
4,

&

Meet Captain

With a'fdfmat not unlike his TV
programs, Jack Carson is heading
a stage show at this downtown de
luxer and even at an upped scale
-

’(.90-$1.20), usually shied away from
"by natives, good opening day turnout indicates okay b.o. on the week.
Carson not only emcees the proceedings but solos “Girls” for a
strong .mitt, dishes out some neat

some tales. He mimes
Clark Gable, Ronald Colman and
Gary Cooper and then clowns with
chatter, tells

Constance Towers, a blonde looker, as they duet “You Can Have
Ranch On The Rio Grande” for

Gal presents a deadpan to win chuckles from the chair

Miss Towers also makes two cosswitches, both eye-fillers, be*

tume

tween her interp of “Zing Went
the Strings,” “The Boy Next Door”
and “All the Things You Are” for
a resounding mitt.
The Mayo Bros., on the youthful side, present one of the best
acrotap routines seen in this town
in a long time.
Working on a
small platform on the apron they
set a dizzy pace and copped a hefty
hand. For good measure they toss
->

in

a

of aero.

bit

The standard

Andy Mayo act, Pansy, the Horse,
new to a lot of localites, rates gufLocal orch of 12 batoned
its work well
backing the proceedings.
Sahu.

faws.

by Ben Rader does
in

y

Casino* Toronto
Toronto, Feb. 13.
Don Hootin, Hustree
Harper, Delores Ritter, Baudy’s Greyhounds, Archie
Stone House Orch; “Iron Men”

Tex Ritter,
Sisters, Stan
(Col).'"

With no apparent local marquee
strength, current Casino bill is one
of the saddest seen here in many
months, with plenty of customer,

quartet, register above par for a
dance unit at this spot. Gals,
garbed in shorts and bras, look
good and handle footwork assignsuperb* and costuming by Michi ments capably. Splits
and other bits
highly colorful.
John Butler’s of a similar nature add zest to

choreography is imaginative and is
nicely executed by all, especially
the line.
Bob Boucher’s house orch does

•

-

“ Coming

Round

’

the

partment.

well

divided

giving

all

a

chance to tgike spotlight position.
“Old Man River” retains a fresh“Stackalee”
pleases;
that
ness
scores with team comedies and
Cam
“Shanty” draws salvos.
Williams at the 88 gives solid,
support and their unison bows and
tive finale.
getoffs add to overall showmanship.
_
Georgie Wood, established BritFrank Marlowe, who scored in
ish vaude star, revives memories last show, is held over, and with
of the Gaiety Theatre by talking of entirely new material still picks up
the
in
here
played
oldtimers who
reception particularly with
act* hefty
warm-hearted pioneer days
his baseball impresh. Much of his
like Flanagan & Allen, Florne off-the-cob stuff lies seen livelier
Forde, Will Fyffe, Harry Lauder, days but delivery and timing make
Albert Whelan, etc. He saunters a neat eover and yocks are steady.
on to warm mitting and holds Bob Hammond’ and his trained
customers in his Spell with con- cockatoos get attention and their
versation. Best part of this section endlessly rehearsed gimmicks such
of set is when he talks of boiled as the fire-fighting episode, the
sweets and hands out some to bellringing, et al., still have okay
Then

—

•

femmes in front row of stalls.
visual values ip this type house.
he repeats an imaginary cpnversa"Opening, stint goes to Bill Finch,
tion.in circle when two dames are
some fancy baton
sdpposedly criticizing his act, his who conibines
with terping effectively.
twilling
life.
personal
years and his
His clincher with lighted batpns on
i

*

Jess.

Olympia* Miami
Miami, Feb. 14.
Ross,
Will
Mahoney,
Louise Hoff, Antone & Ina, June
Edwards, ues Rhode House Orch;

Mountain”

Lanny

(U).

pretty

•

*

naves (2), Len Howard Orch (6);

only one femme in the crowd. This
together with three singles (two of
them cpmics) leaves much to be
desired for balanced entertainment
and continued patronage.
Headliners in the payoff slot are
the Deep River Boys who are playing their first Seville date after
frequent appearances on the Montreal saloon circuit. Combo are fresh
from a sock European tour and the
theatricalisms picked up from the
various vauders in England and on
the Continent are evident in current layout.
With Harry Douglas taking the
major vocal sides, the boys wham
over a rollicking session that covers
all tastes and gives them plenty of
chances to exhibit general song

Larentys, acros who feature the
double springboard, and bill is
closed by a particularly slick act
from Europe, the Three Arizonas
(one male, two gals), who are
garbed Indian style and juggle to
solid effect with tomahawk props.
Act is fast-paced and makes effec-

trip

L.

Feb. 12.

The Dyerettes, femme acroterp walkouts and those usual outside
lineups missing. No reflection on
the individual acts, who all work
hard, but audience was unresponsive at show caught and nothing
could rouse them from obvious
mass boredom.
the act.
Headliner is Tex Ritter, who
The Orioles, a sure applause-get- sings the background “High Noon”
ter at this house with their fren- film theme, but this time a dog
zied song styling, take over the a$t and a sister trapeze routine
closing spot. Group draws top re- draw whatever audience reaction
sponse with their delivery of “Hold there is. Ritter in cowboy costume
Me, Squeeze Me,” “Trust in Me,” and working with Bob Meadows on
“Hold Me,” “Till Then” and the electric guitar and Hank Morgan on bass, opens with a set of
“Please Don’t Go.”
Comedy spot is filled routinely nasal tunes and a comedy switch
“Rye Whiskey” preceding his
to
by Pigmeat Markham
& Co.
Stint fails to
Blackout skit, as usual, is in the “High Noon” bit.
enthuse
though Morgan gets the
blue vein with audience respondoccasional
laugh
for
his deadpan
in
yock
the
deing appreciatively

r

The Seville goes overboard this
from bed and week with six acts, 11 artists and

utilizes miniature
pot. Animal group

Bros.

Pansy the Horse ;
Kidd” (Par).

*

business. One baby chimp gets
into bed, turns over, pulls sheet

dy

Mayo

the finale.

this

St,

*St. Louis,

occupants.

Into
the Harlem
house's
groove nicely, though confining itself mostly to backing of other
acts on the bill.
Band opens neatly with “Lost
and Found,” followed by singerterpster Anita Echols. Gal’s vocal
styling leans heavily on mugging
and writhing, for limited appeal.
Her costuming is keyed for male
audience attention with a few
bumps and grinds thrown as hypo.
Card also spotlights two other
chirpers, Betty Carter and Danny
Cobb, latter being billed along
with the Williams aggregation.
Miss Carter, who makes a nice
appearance, scores with her mellow renditions of “They Can’t
Tak6 That Away From Me” and
“Moonlight in Vermont.” Vocalist
winds up with a bop version of
“Yes Sir', That’s My Baby” that
draws okay mitting. Cobb comeg
on for two numbers and breaks
up audience with “Rockin’ Chair”
and “Baby, Baby.” Augments his
singing with some body movements
that have a number of the younger

Montreal

out

show

Ambassador,

an

overall

53

Jack Carson, Constance Towers

Orioles’

sock
harmonizing.

the

and
dispensing

falls

Story follows the familiar line of
the fairy tale, but there’s a dream
sequence in which the novelties are
worked in. There’s some good comedy Skating by trio of Peter Car-

is

is

pleasing

rate.

is

Y.

Paul Williams orch, with its four
brass, four reed and three rhythm,

first

boudoir jerryhas more comedy in feeding-time routine, and
one chimp cavorts round the stage
on a tricycle. Act is sure-fire
clicko with juve stubholders.
Charles Stewart & Ann Mathew
are a man-and-wife hoofing duo
Chicago* Chi
with a comedy slant. They work
in easy, leisurely style, giving imChicago, Feb. 13.
Sugar Ray Robinson, Louis Arm- personation contrast of ballroom
strong Orch. (6) with Velma Mid- dancers in London’s stately Maydleton; Karen Chandler, Joe Scott, fair and Glasgow’s East Epd. Fun
Langs
(5),
Louis Basil Orch.; biz is well routined, ana act has
Meet Me at the Fair” (20th).
good sophisticate appeal. In second segment, twain return to play
liam musicians
This is a fast-moving package a couple of old-style
that s enhanced by a show biz new- at a concert;
Three Imps are youthful males
comer. Sugar Ray Robinson is a
piano and vocaliznatural. He has poise, a goodly with xylophones,
amount of dancing ability, comes ing on current pops. Three men savvy. Although Douglas is domiup the Five nant throughout, the song leads are
make
femmes
and
two
off well in several
skits, and projects like
ms first

Sparked by
songstering

Apollo

a fine showbacking job, especially
in the waltzes. Ray Porter's Choraleers turn in a good choral per^
Jimmy Neil, breezy, sandy-haired formance, and Ted Thurston’s narScot light comedian, saunters on ration (written very simply by Lyn
with the easiest of styles, doing Duddy) fits the Mother Goose
almost -a. Danny Kaye in Auld Lang mood.
Chan.
Syne accent. Major fault is that
he gabs too rapid-fire. Stories are
pawky in Scottish vein and have
Seville,
much homely appeal. Comic is
Montreal, Feb. 14.
utilized to fill In while specialty
Deep River Boys (5), Frank
acts are fixing their* sets, and he Marlowe, Wally Brown, Bob Hammakes several appearartces through- mond’s Birds, Bill Finch, Ville-

Producer atop him, then

George Jessel-had to leave for a
Florida speech engagement. “Sing”
is unique in that it marks Jessel’s
last production at 20th in .10 years,
and the first one in all that time
to get a Music Hal,1 booking. Abel,

put

in Your Arms” would be
a natural lead-in to “Hold Me,”
instead of second.

is

the great

session.

has

Me

monotone mood that* ftas
verve or bounce to relieve It.

little

out for the kiddie trade this

all

iV.

-

Orioles (5), Paul iyillia??is Orch
(11). Betty Carter, Anita Echols,
Dyerettes <5), Pigmeat Markham
ic Co.
(3); “Montana Territory”
(Col).

With Walt Disney’s “Peter Pan”
on the screen, the Roxy is going

fairy tale
novelty acts (including a brace of
Disney characters) and has come
up with some surefire entertainment for the kids. For the adults,
it’s another story. While
The Langs are one of the strong- though,
the show is beautifully designed
est opening acts around- with the
and costumed, it’s only fair-toswiftly-paced aero board work of
middling on the talent side. Sets

“Take

starts the

The “Color Carnival”

I

•

Hunt

Paiae. director; Ralph
KocJcettes
associate ) ;

"

shoe.

r0

Sr
S

with Robinson in
doing a nice soft-

a dark stage get him off to fair
Roxy, N. Y.
*•(
Crystal Wonderland ” produced mitting. The Villenaves, a gal and
by Arthur Knorr, with Phil Ro- guy, do much to brighten up revue
Armstrong is a perfect comple- mayne, Terry Brent, Ray Frost, at haltway mark. Their bike riding
ment in this one-weeker with the Sid Krofft, Tony
LeMac, The and balancing are standard but
maestro knocking out the crowd Trampaloonies
(2), Red McCar- physical appearance of twosome,
with his gravel voice carryings-on. thy,
Fred
Hirshfield,
Donna mainly the trim-figured doll, gives
There isn’t much on the Dixieland Jeanne Johnny Flanagan, Peter added impact to routines.
,
side except a battle between Marty Carver,
Wally Brown as emcee and secGeorge Kramer Bob ToNapoleon on piano and Cozy Cole bin, Marie Pearce, Bob Boucher ond comic does well with his
on drums in “St. Louis Blues” Orch., Ray Porter Choraleers, broken patter and amusing stories
which' gets a big mitt. Roars of Line;
narrator,
Ted Thurston to round out show. House orch
laughter greet the mugging that choreography, John
Butler; cosr under direction of Len Howard
goes on with plump songstress tumes, Michi; makeup, Joe
Newt.
Garay backs all acts handily.
Velma Middleton and Armstrong “ Peter Pan”* (RKO), reviewed in
as they kick around “That’s My Variety Jan,
’53.
14,

,

<,

HOUSE REVIEWS

effort, however,
tails and tophat

“ Angel

Face” (RKO).

panto.

Hit of bill is. Baudy’s Greyhounds, six educated dogs with
crimson plumes and saddle caparisons. - They go through their stint
in the tradition, with Baudy and
his girl assistant in white breeches
and hunting pinks. This is a fine
circus act, with a monkey getting
the biggest laughs in a steeplechase, riding bit.

Return of Lanny Ross and Will
Mahoney to this house marks up
With
solid stubholder reaction.
supporting acts adding to overall
impact, this is one of the more
entertaining lineups to play here
recently.

,

Ross is the sound song salesman
he has always, been, projecting his
collection of tunes with the charm
ard ease, sans gimmicks, that
have kept him up in the ranks
through .the years. There's none
’

of the over-delivered stylings
!

j

mon among
clicks

the

new

com-

recording

making personals

in

vaude

houses. Neither is there any of the
phrasing; his straight ap,

trick

proach to his catalog without any
affectation wins them quickly and
keeps the mitts mounting into a
big bowoff.
Will Mahoney, another vaude
vet, is as agile and amusing as ever
with his standard xylophone dance.

Shotv opens with Delores Ritter
(no relation to the headliner) in

Mexican briefies for rhumba taps
and Spins, but nothing to rouse an
apathetic audience. Ditto for Stan
Harper, harmonicist, with numbers
that encase a swift “Tiger Rag”
finish in which he. switches to six
harmonicas ,of various sizes for
&
novelty.
Hustree
Sisters,
two 4 pretty
blondes, follow with trapeze act
plus rings and earn some response
for showmanship and daring but
not what the act deserves.
Don
Hootin, m.c. throughout, does a bit
of baton-wielding to taps, works in
a vigorous rope-swinging routine,
with a strob finish, but the customers
are
still
lackadaisical.
Whole bill, apart from the dogs,
is a difficult ordeal for the acts
and something unusual at this usually ebullient house.
McStay.

He garners howls via his biz with
unbilled femme foil in which he
snips off her gown while she attempts operatic

*

Capitol, Wasli.
Washington, Feb.

14.

Ralph

Slater, Sandy Solo, Leo
De Lyon Carla & Fernando Danc-

crowdand they go for

trilling. It’s

pleasing sight stuff
the stint throughout.
Another returnee is contortionist

,

ers (6);

“Meet

Me

at Fair” (V).

This is a pleasant lineup with a
June Edwards, The lithe lass,
working on a bar-stand, twists up leisurely pace that still adds up to
gasp-bringing stunts for big reac- hep .entertainment. Crowd at offhour show caught seemed to go
tion all the way.
Louise Hoff is a singing comedi- for every segment though sans
enne who impresses as being more show-stopping response.
Ralph Slater continues to dazzle
talented than her special: material. Delivery and timing are there, with his virtuosity and showmanbut rewrite of the lyrics and gag- ship. There’s no modesty ih the
gery would rate her bigger recep- Slater makeup, #but his confidence
tion than received at show caught. in his hypnotic prawess is well
Even more impressive
Latino teTps\,qf Antone & Ina in justified.
the teeoff slot set a good pace with that his technique with volunteer

the -^routining built to the. lifts for subjects is his ability to command
the palm-raising. Les Rhode house a skeptical audience into silence.orch handles the backing care- The “show me” catcalls. and gigglen
fully.
Lary.
(Continued on page 61)
'
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Freddy Calo Ore

VEB
TP'TV
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In

connection wlth

(

Letter In parentheses IrfdfciftfcV
(I) Independent;
Loew; (M) Moss; (P) iWauitfurtf/ <*> RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner;
5
<
<WK> Wajlter R^de

(L)

Music Hall

1?

(I)

V

Asylum,’ of ‘Horrors

deland

I^Tiralca
Athens (P) 24 only
Stecher & Horowitz Asylum of Horrors
Gebrge Sawtelle
MIAMI
Artie James .
Olympia (P) 2
Rockettes
Pate & Renee
Corps de Ballet
Beq Beri
'Sym Ore
Bernadette Phelan
Palace (R) 2
Dancers
Danny Kaye Eev
Sammy Walsh
Peiro Bros
Aces
4
Marquis
OCALA
Fran Warren
Detvas Sc Julia
Marlon (Pi It only
Dunhllls
Asylum of Horrors
Jo Lombardi Ore
ORLANDO
Paramount (P) 11
Baacham (P) 21 only
Joni James
Asylum of Horrors
Dave Barry
PHILADELPHIA
Lewis & Van
Karla (W) 20
Johnny Long Ore
Son St Sonny
Roxy (I) It
Mabel Scott
Ice Colorama
Tiny Bradshaw -Ore

H

!*,

•

.

CHICAGO

Chlcaqo

20

(P)

& Wing

Toy

DAYTONA

20 only

(P>

Jim Gerald
Harry Moreny

Dawn
Toni Lamond

Terry Scanlon

Babs Macjdnnon
Joe Lee
George Pearson

His Mafostys
Daresco 3

Lloyd Martin
Elisabeth Kent

Rofottds

Gus Brox

Nelson
Prof Olgo

Ladd

de

SYDNEY

Tivoli (T)

Kramer

Renita

Norman Vaughad

H

Ames

Carl

Show

BLACKPOOL
Palace

(!)

Debonalrs

H

Joan Turner
Eva Sc LJlllan
Harry Jacobson
J Slack
Ken-Tones

Merle

Marie

dc

BR1XTON

4 Aces
Gladys Morgan

Flack

Eddie Arnold

Lucas

Empire

Taro Naito
Bashful Boys

Palace 0) it
Lesters 'Midgets
Festival Fountains

CHISWICK

It

Anne Shelton

Tony

Chief Eagle Eye

Florettes

Hippodrome

Douglas Maynard

Dagmer dc Rell
Stuart dc Gray
Nicol dc Kemble

HAM

Granada (I)
Gaye dc Van

Derrick Rosaire
Bogino Tp
3 AureUos
(I)

It

Eddie Gray
Arthur English
Peggy Powell
2 Playboys
Cycling Astons

Emipre (M) It
Granger Bros
5 Smith Bros
.Jenny Hayes
Peter Cavangh
Peplnoa Circus
Lacy Tp
Lionel King
Archie Glen

FINSBURY PARK

„ Empire (M)
dc

It

O'Dell

Royal (M) It

Joyce Randall

Very Cody
Brockways
O’Farrtlls Tiny
Tappas
Teddy Gilbert
Leslie Noyds
Bill Ryan
C' Roctte

SCUNTHORPE

Milt Fields Ore
Wally Wanger Girls

Chuy Reyes Ore

Galll Galll

Red Caps
Damita Jo

It

Eaves

Gomez & Ray
3

Townsmen

St

CITY
Blue Ansel

Felicia
I

v

Five

i

l

Saunders
tj

s

i

x

Leonard Young
Gallab Dancers

Rumbcroa
Music Box

Rafael
Belle

Deauville
Vocations 3
Nautilus Hotel

*

Buddy Lester
The Rivicras
i

»

|

Barth

Don Ostro 3
Mac Fadden

O'clock

Martha Rnye

Howard

Bart

JW

Melisa Ore

Mambe

Mickey Katz
Sam Gyson
Bobby Escoto Oro
Baro dc Rogers
Lao & Minerva
Freddy Calo Oro

Mark Lawrence
Rose Murphy

*D Machlto
lim Gaillard

Charlie Carlisle

Delano Hotel
Malayan Lounge
Melino Trio
The Calypsoans
Zina Reyes Dancers
Martinique Hotel
Willie Hollander
Manolo dc Ethel
Delmonico
Danny. Yates oro
Jose dc'Aida
Menre Carlo

Alice Pearce

Blrdumfr

(4)

Mary Peck

El

NEW YORK

Jeanne Moore
Lou Collins
Day. Dawn de Dusl

Jo Thompson

Bills

Bandbox

Dojnzas

.

Alan Dale
Honey Bros

Tony Bennett
Gomez dc Beatrici
I

t

«

14

«

.

Thunderbird
Les Compagnons de
la Chanson
Jay Lawrence
Landre dc Verna
Barney Rawlings
Christina Carson
Betty Turner
Kathryn Duffy
Dansations
Al Jahns Ore

Rolando

Montmartre

Cruz

—

tinues;.

Zoraida Marrero
Jose LeMatt
Miguel Angel Ortiz

‘Oklahoma’
Continued from page

..

1

stands up well, as it conits
boff touring with a

spanking cast and added scenery
and wardrobe embellishments.
Production maintains its original
blo.om and scintillating tempo in
a gay,

It's

fast and tuneful show, and the
youthful cast makes the most of

Michael Selkcr Oi

Cork Club

Marilyn Girls
Harry Dawson
Kathleen McNay

Duke Ellington Ore
Art" Tatum

Grymes

Nicholas

Lemarrs

more playing time.

Winds up with group supposedly
attending races and rooting in
their nags for another funny se-

Adds post-hypnotic hold,
woman who can’t recogbest girlfriend and. the guy
who breaks into cheers at a whistle. Releases them all with a 10second “relaxed” talk for an impressive finale.
Schmidt is a bet for the spots
seeking novelty acts and, of course,
for the clubdate and hotel circuit.
quence.
such as
nize

‘

4

'

Lari/.

CHARLEY APPLEWHITE
Songs

is
a statuesque,
flaxen-haired blond, poured into a
pale-blue strapless gown who has
no difficulty getting over on her

Patti

Lewis

15 Mins.
Eddys', K.C.

While he has been singing for
pay in lounges and other spots in
native Texas, young Charley
song styling and socko salesman- Applewhite is makihg his nitery
Fragile-loking youngster beethereal entrance
effect in the prepping of a repertory that "has plenty of mood
changes.

ship.

his

bow

lies that initial

I

Bitzell

Millar Ore

the current version.

Lombardy Hotel
Babs Ware
Dave Tyler Ore
Pedro Ore
The Treniers (7)
Enrica dc Novcllo
Colby's Cove
IJfcnry Taylor
Cannon dc Harmon
Lord Tarleton

WOLVERHAMPTON
(I)

dc

Eleanor
Perry Bruce
Aeres O'Reilly
Ralph Gilbert
Don Charles Ore

Clro's

Teen AgeVs

Billy

Kitty O'Kclly

Nat King Cole

dc

Williams Bros (4)
Eddie Oliver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

(4)

(8)

Show

Emile Petti Oro
Leon A Eddie's

Joel Grey

1

in a fortnight at Eddys’ deluxe
restaurant on the bill with vet
comic Billy Vine. Only 20, he has
a boyish wholesomeness and is a
good-looking lad, along with a bariLAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Opens with “Almost Like Being tone voice 'with which he handles
Cathalas
Desert Inn (23)
in Love,” switching from ballad ballads, pops and musical comedy
Sands
Ethel Waters
tempo to a bouncy finish and fol- numbers ably.
Billy Eckstine
Dean Murphy
lows this with a rhythmic version
Al Bernle
Hal LeRoy
Singer is at his best on ballads
Chandra Kaly Dcrs of “Takin'g a Chance on Love.”
Carlton Hayes Ore
such as “Night and Day,” “MarshSally McCloskey
El Cortez
Then into a Latin styling of “Black mallow World,” “I Hear a RhapBarbara Luke
Joe Cappo
Ralph Strane
Magic” and “Warm-hearted Wom- sody” and “At Last.” Entire turn
Mona McCall
Copa Girls
an,” finishing with “Baby, Won’t
Paul King
already is quite acceptable for
Ray Sinatra Ore
George Decarl Ore
All nightclub work, but undoubtedly
You Please Come Home?”
Silver slipper
Flamingo
Johnny Matson
numbers score.
will improve as he gains stage and
Kalantan
Kay Starr
Youngster has a clear soprano, mike presenee. The ingredients are
Hank Henry
Lancers
with plenty of control on those here, and with
Beau Jesters
Herb Fleniington
a little seasoning
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Flamingo Starlets
whisper effects, and also possesses Applewhite has excellent possibiliSparky Kaye
Torrls Brand Ore
acting ability where called for in
Jo-Ann Malone
ties of becoming a featured pop
Last Frontier
the lyrics. Miss Lewis shapes up
Bill Willard
Qui?i.
Janis Paige
Marah Gates Hllyd as okay for any visual medium on singer.
Buddy Rogers
Palominos
her 'ability arid grooming, plus inBen Wrigley
Geo Redman Ore

I

L'Afglon

Pat Clayton

It

Mocambo
Kay Thompson

Blltmore Hotel

Sportsmen

Celia

Roger Ray
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Arne Barnett Trio

Hippodrome
Dan Young
Lesley Kaye

Ben Lessy
Four Pipers

Serenata Espanoia
Sans Souci

Joy Skylar

Co

etc.

with a

14 Mins.
Barclay Hotel, Toronto

Bobby Ramos Ore

Larry Greene Trio

Ballet

Chikolas

Carlos

Powell

Day

Sereno dc Joy
Arthur Scott

(I)

bunched tobether. Opens
lilting “While We’re Young”
and follows with “You’ll, Never Be
Lonely Again,” “They Didn’t Believe Me,” ana “My Funny Valentine.” She closes with an okay lulShe has a
laby styled number.
tendency to get overly -coy in her
song selling but it*s an affectation
probably overcome with
she'll

when

dividual styling that is out of the
Me Stay.

hackneyed groove.

‘

#

every situation and piece of busiRouben Mamoulian has again
directed with sureness and finesse,

ness.

and Agnes de Mille's charges have
the situation well in hand in the
choreography department.

Among

the

new

faces, Florence

Henderson impresses as a talented
vivacious Laurey; Ralph Lowe is
a
lusty
Curly,
and Jacquelin
Daniels an amusing Ado Annie.
Also present and well accounted
for are Jerry Mann, reprising his
role of the peddler; Mary Mario as
Aunt Eller; Alfred Gibelli, Jr., as
Jud, and Victor Griffin as Will.
Jona.
*

•

m

MIRKO

Female Impersonations
10 Mins.
Eve, Paris

GERARD SETY
Comedy & Impressions

Mirko

25 Mins.

Chez Gilles, Paris
Gerard Sety looks somewhat like
Danny Kaye, only With a craggier
HAVANA
profile and a more subdued brand
of zaniness and humor. Pleasant,
Rocio dc Antonio
Casino Naclonal
Mercedita Valdes
Hermanos Palau
ingratiating
appearance disarms
Havana Cuban Boys Xlomara Alfaro
aud as he comes out in coat and
Montmartre
Tropicana
Chiquita dc Johnson hat and, always bagging, starts on
Clark Brothers
Capella dc Patricia
Ana Gloria dc
his top “Seven Capital Sins” rou-

Babe Bhker Revue
Sandra Barton

SOUTHAMPTON

—

PATTI LEWIS

Clro's
Mills Bros (4)
Dick Stabile Ore

Gray
Moore

-

Girls

,

Songs

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafo (fall
Beverly Albcr

Gene Nash
Sa-Harem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore

Lena Horne
Lou Wills Jr

Hippodrome

’

Woods

Irene King
Tito Valdez
Gene Bari Trio

Sahara

Robert Harbin
Helga Barry

Carroll Levis
Violet Pretty

Bill

Dick Hazard Trio

Roy
Bob

Dee Darling
Tony Matas
Randura

Juan Luis

is

takes in the looks

Stan Kramer

Devlyn Dancers

Marie Stowe
Gaiety Girls
Johnvna Hotel

,

This thrush

She’s a neatly colffed brus^t
with a simple but tasteful garbing
selection that wins both the guys
Gros.
and their dates.

Rudy Render

<3

dc

(4)

Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox

Jokers

Will Mastin 3

Price

Former Pittsburgh attorney,
a -comer. She has Schmidt was sold on idea of Dan
turning
piphis hypnotic talents' from priand
what it
vate* demonstrations to the clubdeshe
once
and
departments
ing
date and hotel-cafe run by
velops a more varied song reper- dian Myron Cohen. Judging comefrom
toire, she’s a cinch to go over big. manner in which audiences at the
Currently getting a Columbia Rec- better Miami Beach hotels are receiving his tongue-in-cheek apords buildup, all she needs is some
proach 'to the spellbinding, th e
clicko wax to assure a top show former silk salesman’s advice
was
well taken.
biz slotting.
His is a ^literate and humorous
Miss Sanders is a sensitive stylist with a warm projecting man- approach to hypnosis, with hfe
ner. Her lyric -handling fondles theme—-“several minutes of hypthe ear and she wins good aud re- notic sleep is as restful as several
sponse as she sells the sentimental hours of normal slumber” inducmood. Concentration on this type ing the “subjects” J;o conic up
of low gear output, however, tends from the audiences.
to hold her back. Although she
He stresses, during life instrucdoes it well, the overstocked rep- tions, the' “you are relaxed” line
ertoire of sentimental ballads, has while working mass hypnosis
on
an overall lulling effect. Addition eight persons.
Starts with hand
or substitution ,of .a couple of 'clasp to determine best subjects,
rhythm numbers would give the with five remaining after test!turn a much needed hypo.
Keeps edmedy pattern running,
Repertoire includes some of Tin then works in funny-face contest;
Pan Alley’s more solid output but patrons laughing at a movie; singthey lose some of their impact ing bit on “God Bless America,”
-

•

Honey Lee Walker
Flash Lane

SHEPHERDS BUSH Chris Columbo
Empire (S) It
Teddy King Ore
G H Elliott
dovor Club

Cabaret

g ud

Zorita

XZ Mins.

Blue Angel, N. Y.

-

Princess Tara
Camile Stevens
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh
Gaiety Club

Mae

VXAiTAAJJ A.

4A41

i

Biltmore-Terrace
Latin Quarter
Joe E Lewis
Dwight Fiske
Arthur Warren Ore Guilda
Charlivcl Trio
Brook Club
Carma de YakI
Charlie Farrell
Janine Grenet
University 4
Charlec Ballet
Mickey Roselle
Luclen. Bob St
Deeva
Astor
June Gardner
Casablanca Hotel - Nejla Ates
Mons Choppy
Monica Boyarl
Models
Myron Cohen
Ralph Young
Maya Ore *
Gloria Lelioy
Elaine Brent
Celebrity Club
DeCastro Sisters
Alan Gale
Jose Cortez Ore
Larry Foster
LaRue
Leo Reisman Ore
The Haydocks (2)

Don Saunders

Donovan dc Hayes
Brian Kent
Eileen Rogan G’rls

Seaton

Maynard

Sherman Fisher

EDINBURGH

dc

Sammy Davis
Toni Bari

It

Savoy (l> 16
Harry Dennis Rev

Mills

Frolic Club

<4)

Dottle

Bob Jacobs
Billy
Patti

•M-r

Hypnosis-Comedy
35 Mins.
Promenade, Miami Beach

Songs

’

Kathie McCoy
Don Charles Oro
Harem Club
Bobby Barton

Harem Revue

Piccadilly Nudes
Hey-Hey Lovlics

It

Alex Stewart

Palace

(I)

Jeffreys

Ted Wells 4
Len Dawson Ore

Beachcomber

.

PORTSMOUTH

Chris Charlton
Austral

Anne

Robert Sterling
Wivci
Sat Noble
Bob Lee

Bar of Music
Jordan
David Elliot
Guy Rennie

Terry Scott
Clarkson dc‘ Leslie
Bill

Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Borr Oro

Bill

NORWICH

DERBY

M

*

^

Clarence Williams
Trio
Waldorf-Astoi la

Jessie Elliott
Harvey Bell
.

Vanguard

Syms

Sylvia

Renea

dc

Beachcombers
Julio

dc

Crackpots
2 Angelos
Paula Coutts

Post

Village

20-22

(I)

dc

Joe Wallace

Gloria Grey
Phil Moody

Marvels

Irwin Corey
Pat Carroll

Allison Hotel

Palace (S> It
Bonar Colleano

Sis

Hippodrome (S) It
Donald Peers
Dick Emery

dc

Penny Nickels

Mai Malkin Ore

-

Bunty St Clair

5 Skyliners
Brian Reece
Dandy Bros
Dickie Henderson
S Furres
Granada*

’

Cedrone dc Russell
H de P Muller
Jack Wallace

Joe Delilah

Mux Geldray

Dr Crock

-

Ted Huston Ore

Buddy Walker

LEICESTER

B

M

Village Barn

Ernest Sarraclno

Joyce Bryant

Austin Sis

CHELSEA

EAST

Shields
Cabots
Salvatore Gioe Oro
Panchlto Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI beach

It

(S)

_

Ann

B & D

Verhell

LOS ANGELES

Jim Hawthorne

Alal.r. Hot.!

Brown
Fred Atkins
De Camps dc Dodge E & J Webster

MarteU

Jean Bradley
Glenn Burris

ROCKFORD

Palace

Ambassador Hotoi
Harry Belafonte
The Paycees (2)
Russ Morgan Ore
Bar of Music
Arthur Blake

Bright

Patricia

Latin QOarter
Beatrice Kay
Bollana Ivanko

Lillian

La

Lou Karns

Ann CardaU

Joanne. Gilbert

HACKNEY

Empress <l) It
dc D Waters
Leon Cortez
Dorothy Ward
Dick Henderson

E

(S)

Dick Peterson
Dick Salter

Ahem

Versailles

Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters
Peplto Lopez Ore

dc

Gaston
O’Farrells Teen
Monte Rey
Annell de Brask
Nat Mills Si Bobbie Radio Revellers
Mme Truzzi Pets
Woods dc Jarrett
Gaston Palmer
G Woods dc D
L dc L RogersHarmer
Terry Hall
Stan Stennett

Empire

Zoppe Troupe

"More About
Love"

Larue

BRIGHTON
Diana Dors
Hippodrome (M) It Gaby Grossetto

‘

Herman Marlcich

Plerro

James Symington
K S: J Stuthard
Hugo Pencil Ore
Mandos Sis
Hotel Tatt
Arthur Worsley
Vincent Lopez- Ore
Krandon dc Kama
Hotel Warwick
Eduirdo Vandaa Bd
Naofni Stevens
GLASGOW
Lee Carroll
Empire (M) It

(2)

LeVines Chimps

Slgl

Jimmy Young

Teddy Roman

Colstons

Dcadenders
Jack Rose
Margaret Naylor
Bill Jordan

Eli Spivak
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya Poliansky

sherry
Netherland

Merrjel Abbott/;
“

Dcrs (8)
Emil Coleman Ore
Vine Gardens
Joey Bishop
Gloria Brooks
Madelyn Wallace
Dcrs (4)
Pancho Ore

Steve Lawrence
Vic Splvvy
Steve Murray
Johnny Segul
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars

Sid Krofft

no

Bob Kirk Ore
Palmer House
Jean Carroll
Mary Raye de Naldl
Gregory Sc Strong
Herbert Moore

Michael Carrington
Ken Bailey

Bobby Blake
Collin dc Leemans
i

Frigo
Dick Marx
Chez Parse
Willie Shore
Johnny Raven'
Consolo Sc Melba
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (3)
Brian Farnon Ore
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Jeanne Sook dc

Irving Fields Trio

Town A Country

Hotel

Lester Ferguson

Ave

'

'

dc

dc

Camacho

Sammy Kaye Ore

Scott Sanders

Fifth

1

dc

Quintetto Allegro 6
Bollano Ivanko (4)

Reed

rUcille

Johnny

Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Sonny Sands
Carolyn Carpenter
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton

‘

Aidin' Diagora Co
Gordon St Colville

E

No.

Darlene
Buddy Rust
Ollie Clark
Boulevar-Dears (6)
Frankie Masters
Ore
Edgewater Beach

Wally Griffin
Blue Angel
Bob Arbogasl
Pete Robinson
Marilynn Lovell

Bob Downey

Hotel Statler

BRITAIN

Waner Ore

FELICIA SANDERS

.

Dennis

Black Orchid
Josh White
Yvette
.

Norman Paris
Julius Monk

Jack Fina Orch
Hotel St. Regis
Constance Moore
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Singers

Si

Ballet

Versailles Hot$!

CHICAGO

Toppers
Susan Johnson
Penny Malone

Sis

Hotel Roosevelt

Girls

Nudes
Boy D

Chrlbi

Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin

(4)

Jack Kerr
Nino Rinaldi 3

Val Olman Oro
Tono pt Dee

Marshall. Izen

Dick La Salle Ore
Monte Continentals

Sonya CorbeaU
Betty Prentice
Alice Ray

Fayes 3
Pat Gregory

Romero

Julie

Le Ruban Bleu

Hotel Plaza
Carl Brisson
Hoctor dc Byrd.

.

.

Campo Ore

Pupi

Oliver Dcrs

Lucienne Boyer
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relli Ore

Bouna

Armand Perren

Helen Curtis

Hotel

Vagabonds

Frank Linole Ore
Eleanor Guipo

Art.

Adrian RoUlnt

Bert Duke 3

Myma Guy

Epana

Bernle Mayersott
Ore-

Ramona Lang

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore

U

(T)

The Mithens
Vagabonds Club

Midge Minor

Jack Purcell
Helen Dimone
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid
Alfredo Sadel

•

BRISBANE

Frank.. Cleary
De Paulis
Tivoli Ballet
Boy Singers

Nicholas Bros

Hotel Biltmoro
Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison

Trenholm

Ann Herman Dcrs
Saxony Hotel
LOs Chavales de

Marla Neglia
Condos dc Brandow
Elisa Jayne

Three Suns

Jong

Jose Enrlguez
Jackie Cole

Trlni Reyes

Bobby Ramscn
Argo dc Fay
Paul Judson

Barbara Carroll

Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Eider
Joe Whitehouso

Ray Bourbon
Sheila Sheen

Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore

Eddio Davis

Sis

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lands Ore x
Hotel Aster

Wlm De

Lowe

Kean

Alan. Kole Ore
Tony Pastor's

Phil Foster.

Leon & Eddit'B

Copacabana
Johnnie Ray

Embers
Eddy Heywood 3

Vallett

Gloria

de

'

Enrique Vlzcalna

Ricky Valo

Cissy

de

Marc Kahn

Chlttison 3

Art Wane* Ore
La Vle'en Rose
Jackie Gleason
Toni Arden
Bobby Hackett
Van Smith 3

Norene Tate
Garland Wilson

Goodman
Mae Barnes

Quintones
Sorrento
Charles dc Samara

Joan Artus

-

G Wood

Kirkwood

sisters

Wills Jr
Plroska

Alice .Ghostley

Carlos

It

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) It
Tommy Trlnder

Carl Conwax
Dagenham Pipers

dc G Galvan
Alvardo de la Cruz

Dagmar
Marty May

F

Low

Norman Wallace
Dorothy Greener
Ronnie Selby 3

C

WASHINGTON
Sc

Murphy

Perla Marini
DeLeon dc Graclella

Ritz (P> 12 only

T

Steele
Lucretia

A1 Castellanos Ore
El Chico

Asylum of Horrors
(L)

Nancy

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels

Palmer Dancers

Herman

Trio Bnssl

F Alonso Ore

SANFORD

Capitol

Note

$*$B!lue

Montoya

Mata (P) 23 only
Asylum of Horrors

Regal (P) 20
Earl Bostic Ore
Lloyd Price Bd
Caratta Dllliard
Hamtree Harrington
& Louise
Eddie Rector

Empire

Freddie & Flo
Ames Bros

ST AUGUSTINE

Larry Ldgan
Nip Nelson
Eileen Barton

r

Brito

Phil

Edith Piaf

Harry Mlmo
Louis Jordan
June Taylor Line

The Goofcrs
Walter Nye Ore
Sans Soucl- Hotel

:

CITY

Magnotones
Novotones
San Marine Hofei

Riviera

full

Held

Sc

Singapore
3 Peppers

Flo Parker
Patty Lee

or split week
Vifrculft' tFM) Fanclion Marco;

NEW YORK

Haven

Peggy Saunders
Ernie Bell Ore

KSJow indicate opening day of show

bllf$*

whether

Fausto Curbelo

Paddock Club
Jacklo Winston
Miss Memphis

18
Numerals

,

Joe HaTnell

“R

xi> JCv

Shore. Club
Rosalie dc Steve

is

a

lean,

rowdy-eyed

femme impersonator whose

leer-

ing and audience appeal make him
a natural for garish nitery revues.
Does two songs as the belle of
Italy ^with an insinuating nasalized
voice good for yocks among the
patrons. Then does a he-she dance
with costume: halved to portray a
luscious redhead on one side and
a dashing Hussar on the other. Hetine.
He acts out each sin and vice she goes into a fine offbeat bit as
with subtle and nimble costume the “two” dance and whirl and
changes that are tops in inventive- then begin pawing each other; gal
ness and subtlety.
Slothfullness side picks the Hussar’s pocket but
has him stripped down to*pajamas; he gets it hack in next embrace.
Mirko is deft in movement and
then a quick change, with fine
light patter accomp, has him trans- illusion and creates an eerie effect
formed to an avaricious old crone in the last twisted, prolonged emgriping about prices, etc., and he brace of self and alter ego. Act is
is suddenly a satyr for the lust bit. fine for niteries or theatre revues.
Mosk.
He ends with a teriff metamorphosis into a bristling old grenadier
for the pride bit, with shirt becoming leggings, coat a headgear, etc,
Sety is versatile and engaging
and would be a good bet for nitery
Continued from 'pace Z
slotting or TV on his visuals. He
begs off.
Mosk.
an inclusive presentation to the
honor guests who, this year, are
JTZVfi
seven leaders Of the communicaAoro
10 Mins.
tion arts and sciences: Walter D.
King'S Theatre, Glasgow
Fuller,
board chairman* Curtis
Five youthful Danes registe
Pub. Co., magazines; John Golden,
strongly in whirlwind acrobatics
Quintet, all with advantage of e»
representing the legitimate theatreme youth, never let up in zes tre; W. R. Hears);, Jr., .representing
and action from moment the
the news services; Jack R. Howard
make their
'

‘

Brotherhood

hurricane-style

en

They zoom and cartwhec
about the stage in exciting fashior
garnering strong mitting. Young
est of group rouses yocks by maj
ing cheecky-style grimaces to audi
ence across footlights once he ha
accompished a difficult feat
Act is extremely visual and
trance.

solid

bet for good vaude layout

and for U.S.

situations.

Gord,

representing
(Scripps - Howard),
newspapers; Danny Kaye, entertainers; David Sarnoff, radio and
TV; Spyro’s Skouras, motion pictures.

Schwartz,

RKO

Theatres prexy,

enlisting the nation’s 18,000
picture theatres to enroll 250, ouu

is

new members.

!
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B way Moa Night Early Curtain Wanes;
Wish’ Dropping

List

It;

Down to Two

curtain, bal-4-

Early Monday-night
shot
ivhooed last fall as a vitamin
theatre attendance,, is ‘Bell’
for Broadway
Tour Ending With
one
of the
by
jettisoned
heing
three remaining shows playing it.
Gain on
Cost
With “Wish You Were Here,” at
reverting to
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Shepthe Imperial, N. Y.,
i .30
p.m. start Mondays, only ard Traube’s touring edition of
“South Pacific” at the Majestic, the John van Druten comedy, will
and I,” at the St. James, close March 14 in Philadelphia.
“King
and
show will probably have
both under same management, re- The
o’clock ring-up that earned about $50,000 profit by that
7
the
tain
time on its $2§,000 investment.
night.
• The
Joan Bennett-Zachary Scott
Reports that “King” .would also
starrer, at the National, Washingdrop the early opening in favor of ton, this week
and next, then plays
Mondays
the regular 8:30 curtain
Rodgers, a repeat week in Pittsburgh and
are discounted by Richard
another in Philly. The show, procomposer and co-producer of the duced
by Irene M. Selznick, was
show with lyricist Oscar Hammer- a click on Broadway
during the
stein 2d. According to Rodgers, the 1950-51
season with Rex Harrison
subject has never even been dis- and Lilli
Palmer
costarred.
Traube
“South
applies
to
cussed. That also
took it over the following season
Pacific,” likewise a Rodgers-Ham- for the
road,
with
Rosalind
Rusmerstein collaboration and pres- sell and Dennis
Price as stars. Miss
entation.
Bennett and Scott succeeded them
Rodgers, a strong advocate of the last summer.
early curtain when the matter was
A London production of the
considered and finally adopted by comic fantasy is scheduled for
members of the League of N. Y. next season, by H. M. Tennent.
Theatres last spring, says that he with Harrison and Miss Palmer
and Hammerstein have not even in their original roles.
thought about the question in connection with their new musical,

50G

“Me and Juliet,” which is due to
preem on Broadway late next May.
He concedes that summer, when
sunset doesn’t come until 8 o’clock
or so, is not the happiest time
for an early curtain. His and Hammerstein’s primary concern right
now, he feels, is to make “Me and
Juliet” a good show, rather than
bother with the question of curtain
time.

Steady Fall-Off
of producers Leland
Hayward and Joshua Logan to reDecision

vert to the traditional 8:30 Monday
curtain at “Wish” followed a steady
fall-off in attendance at the musical that night in
rest of the week.

relation .to the

When

there are
show the
time for
window sale, it has been noted.
That is particularly true in the case
of broker trade:
available seats for the
early start reduces the

Managements of “Guys and
Dolls” and “Pal Joey” discontinued
the early Monday curtain last December for

much

the same reason.

“Fourposter,” which had also rung
Monday nights, revised its
schedule •some time ago to substitute Sunday night performances for

up early

Monday showings.
As far as known, none of the
incoming shows this spring will
have an early curtain Mondays or

the

•

any other night.

House as Unfair
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents

& Managers has placed the

Playhouse, Wilmington, on its unfair
list and is trying to enlist the support of other unions on the issue
and to persuade producers not to
book the house for their touring
shows.
Dispute stems from the
refusal of the duPont company,
which operates the spot, to force its
house manager to join the union.
According to the management, it
is willing to cooperate with the
up to a point, but figures
it would be unfair to require union
membership for the house manager, who is generally changed
every year or so as part of the
company policy of rotating employees in different departments
and jobs. Representatives of the
other stage unions in Wilmington
reportedly held a meeting on the
situation last week and subsequently sent a delegation to their various
union home offices in New York,
where they were instructed not to
engage in “sympathy strike” activi-

ATPAM

ties.

.In

‘Maggie’ Plenty

Perked Up

25G

ATPAM Cites Del

union circles in

New

York,

figured unlikely that Equity,
stagehands, musicians or boxoffice
men will actively support the
blacklisting of the" Wilit

is

New Haven Tryout;

Boxoffice staff at the Alvin,
Y., which has housed such
clicks
as “Mister Roberts,”
“Point of No Return,” “Joan
of Lorraine” and “Man and
Superman” in recent seasons,
generally answers telephone
calls with the, greeting, “Hello;

N.

House of Hits.”
A few days ago, after the
illness
of Bette Davis had

It remains to be
what effect the
edict* will have on its
ATPAM
Philly Bugs Cleared Out
pressagent and manager members
New Haven, Feb. 17.
working on shows slated to play
“Maggie” left town after a Sat- the house, which is solidly booked
urday night (14) performance that into the late spring.

gave

indications

of

the

play’s

Broadway click possibilities being
somewhat improved*bver the status
that prevailed when show opened
its week stand last Monday
(9).
Musical opens on Broadway tomorrow (Wed.).
Facts unearthed here brought
out information that an internal
situation that existed during the
show’s break-in period in Philly
precluded major changes necessary
to develop latent potentialities. It

was reported that, with exception
bf a cast change (Odette Myrtil for
Irene Bordoni), the final performance in Philly was almost a carbon
of its preem three weeks prior.
The considerable stepping up of
values that took place in the last
three days of the local stand give
evidence of

what might have

spired

tran-

had the doctoring been put
motion sooner. Michael Gordon
exited as director
day before close
of the Philly
run, but will retain
Program credit as stager.
Since
co-producer John Fearnley took
over the assignment,
,a hew song
nas been inserted,
ope dropped,
Dallet rescored
and’ restaged, and
Play s opening
.scene revised to
Set into the story
faster.

m

however,

forced the cancellation of several

55

Mm* finon t
•

Go to Coast Before N.Y.;
«

f

performances of “Two’s

Company,” a wag called the
theatre and inquired. “Is this
the Alvin, House of Happy Refunds?”

‘Ear’ Offered

As

Tobacco’ Cast Fined In

f

a resultant benefit to both. Show
being offered is '’‘Lend An Ear,”
rights to which have been acquired

by Jack Present, Harry Zevin and
Jack Mulcahy, all of whom were
involved in the original production
of the revue here more than five
years ago.
Brochure beirg sent to advertising
agencies
includes
excerpts
from the glowing notices the
Charles Gaynor show received during its Broadway run, and underlines the fact that many members
of the original cast are available
for the re-production. Show goes
into rehearsal shortly for a limited
run as a nitery offering along the
western cafe circuit, and will then
be available for industrial sponsorship.

Behind the scheme

the growing industrial interest in presenting
packaged entertainment as a promotional plan tied in with dealer
meetings and sales conventions. It
is offered
as a touring vehicle,
sponsored nightly in different systems by local franchise holders for
large corporations in, for example,
the automobile or household appliance lines. Admission would be
by tickets available free at the
headquarters' of local distributors
of the product presenting the show.
Agencies have been advised that
sales messages can be integrated
into the show itself, either via
tape recordings or film, and in
some cases can be made the basis
of skits enacted by regular members of the troupe.
is

i

“Ear” is being peddled on a flat
weekly cost basis, understood to
be around $20,000, which covers
the company of 20 players, musicians, technicians and all transportation expenses.

came

To Playwright’s 2d Play

some

be

Julian

difficulty

may

rearranging

commitments
of Dolores Gray and John Raitt,
who are to costar in the show with
William Gaxton. However, these
television

various wrinkles may be ironed
out this week in negotiations between Sloane and Lester on the
Coast and Miss Stone (Mrs.
Sloane), Claman and their general
manager, Harry Zevin. in New
York.
Giving the show a Coast run this
summer would solve a puzzling
booking problem for the producers.
With “Can-Can,” the new Cole
Porter-Abe Burrows musical due at
the Shubert, N.Y., early in April

‘King’ for O’Seas
star in

with

the Coast presentation, there

New York

Jan Kiepura and wife Marta Eg-

may

association

Claman, also favor such a deal.
But in addition to the matter of
working out satisfactory terms for

Kiepuras Eye

gerth

in

sical

to see. “filth.”

a foreign lan-

guage edition of “King and I” for
a tour of Europe next season. The
opera-stage couple, who have a
sizable following throughout the
Continent, reportedly propose to
produce the Richard Rodgers-Oscar
Hammerstein 2d musical with a

and “Me and Juliet,” the new Rodgers-Hammerstein show, slated fox?
the Majestic late in May. the songand-dance version of the “Carnival
in Flanders” film might have tough
competition,

multi-lingual cast, and play it in
the native language in various nonCommunist countries.

particularly

would presumably have
Century or some other

since

it

to play the
less desir-

able house.

If necessary, the
Sloanes and
Singers attended a “King and I”
performance last week at the St. Claman are willing to bring “CarJames, N. Y., and later approached nival” to Broadway late in April
the author-producers about acquir- after a tryout tour, as planned, aling the European rights. Rodgers though that would probably mean
and Hammerstein, who are busy haying to play through the sum-

mer

with preparations for their new
show, “Me and Juliet,” to be produced this spring, referred ‘the offer to their attorney, Howard Reinheimer, and discussions toward a
possible deal are continuing.

New Haven and

way production by Yul Brynner,
offers

comparatively

little

oppor-

Boston

tryout

dates, take the -production to the
Coast for the summer and bring it
to town early next fall.

“Carnival” has been adapted by
George Oppenheimer, with tunes
by James Van Heusen, and lyrics
by Johnny Burke. It will be staged

is

tunity vocally,

the off-Times Square-loCentury,
However, they

to sidestep Broadway
this spring and, after playing the

opera as well as operetta in* the
U. S. and throughout Europe, he
also considered an accomplished
actor by operatic standards.. So,
although the part of the King of
Siam, played in the original Broad-

at

cated

would prefer

Although Kiepura is primarily a
singer, having appeared in grand

•

by Bretaigne Windust, with choreography by Jack Cole, scenery by
Jo Mielziner and costumes by Lucinda Ballard.

Kiepura would pre-

sumably be dramatically right for
the assignment. His wife is figured
equally suitable for the role of
Anna, created on Broadway by the

Sponsor Switches Option

‘.‘Carnival in
taken to .the

Vancouver ‘Indecency fall. The Coast engagements would
be under sponsorship of Edwin
Vancouver, B. C., Feb. 17.
“Tobacco Road” wound up in the Lester as part of the Los Angeles
courts here last week. Six mem- and San Francisco Civic Light
bers of the Everyman Repertory Opera subscription setup.
Lester, already reported to have
Theatre CO., which staged the play
about tlirOee weeks ago, were con- delayed the starting date of his
victed of presenting an “indecent; iSjipimer season a week because of
inability’ to get a lineup of shows
play.” The six were
ready in time, is said to be anxious
10 days in jail.
to get the “Carnival in Flanders”
Pi’oducer Sidney Risk was actryout.
Paula Stone and Mike
charge,
quitted
because
the
Sloane, who are producing the muB.

claimed Magistrate W. W.
Mclhnes,^ does not fit “in connection with this matter.” TheatreHollywood, Feb. 17,
owner Charles Nelson was fined
Commercial sponsorship pf a hit $50. for permitting an “indecent”
Broadway revue as a travelling in- show. Magistrate Maclnnes told
dustrial promotion is being offered the actors, producers and owner
top advertising agencies, in a new that
he found the play was promove to tie legit to business, with duced to satisfy an audience who

Sales Promotion

Instead, of opening on Broadway
spring as originally planned,
Flanders’
may be
Coast for a summer
tuneup run, then brought in next

-this

Kaufman, O’Hara Seen In
Running for

ATPAM Prez;

Gertrude Lawrence and currently played by Constance Carlate

A

penter.

successor to the late Frank

The Kiepuras leave in several Smith as president will likely be
weeks to costar in a revival of elected tomorrow (Thurs.)
In Screen Rights Snarl “Merry Widow” in Germany, but eral membership meetingat a genof .the
Fact that 20th-Fox owns the intend to return late next spring, if Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
screen rights to the yarn, has led possible to conclude arrangements & Managers. Also to be elected is
for the “King and I” tour of Eu- a vice-president to succeed Wolfe
Alexander H. Cohen to drop his
‘FACES’ GRIP
Kaufman.
rope.
a
“Black Widow,”
on
option
Mentioned as possible choices for
BALLET 5 IN DIXIE whodunit novel by Patrick Quenthe presidency are Kaufman, previously the v.p. but named by the
Newly-formed First Ballet Quin- tin, in favor of another mystery GILKEY READIES
union’s board of governors last
comprising Maria Tallchief, by the same author. The alternate
tet,
week to be president pro-tem, and
Andre Eglevsky, Melissa Hayden, story will .either be a previous
‘ANIMAL’
Warren
O'Hara, house manager of
Francisco Moncion and Patricia book, “Puzzle for Players,” or an
However, the
Stanley Gilkey acquired the road the Alvin, N. Y.
Wilde will make a six-week tour original to be written.
rights to “The Male Animal,” Elliot membership could conceivably just
through Texas and the southeast.
character, Peter Deluth, a
Same
endorse
the
board’s
action of last
Housin
Nugent- James Thurber comedy,
Company opens March 13
legit producer married to a star, is
from John Golden this week. Road week and continue Kaufman as
ton for a three-day engagement.
hero of both “Black Widow”
the
president
until
the
next regular
company cast will be headed up
Quintet of dancers are leads with
and “Puzzle for Players.” It would by Buddy Ebsen and Martha
Scott. election in June, with Abe Enklethe N. Y. City Ballet Co., now
also be the pivotal role in the
witz,
house manager of the ZiegEbsen replaced Nugent in the final
briefly laying off. Gordon Pollock,
prospective original, if “Puzzle”
weeks of the Broadway revival run feld, N. Y., continuing his pro-tem
electrician with “New Faces of
proves unsuitable for legit adapMiss Scott had appeared op- appointment as y.p.
and
1952,” is impresario of the group.
tion. Despite 20th-Fox ownership
Nominations for the regular elecposite Nugent.
of the “Widow” film rights, Cohen
Matt Briggs and Regina Wallace, tion of officers and new board
would have been willing to go who also played in the
members
will be held in April.
Broadway
Hurley to Sue for Job On
ahead with a legit version, but revival, have been signed
for the
couldn’t find an acceptable playtouring company, and the manageSt. Pete Operetta Bounce wright to do the dramatization un- ment currently is dickering with Brill, Kamsler to Cast
.

BOOKS

NEW

ROAD TROUPE

v

St.

Petersburg, Feb.

17.

Pat Hurley, fired last week as
producer of the St. Petersburg
Operetta, will bring legal action on
grounds of breach of contract, he
The producer, who brought
says.
the operation here three years ago,
said the Operetta board of direcBetty Paul, in the title role, re- tors voted to oust him tfhile he
recuperating from an emerquired
brief
medical treatment was
nere but was okay
gency operation in a local hosas show shoved
.

.

pital.

.

„

^

According to William F. GorOperetta president, and Don,e er ftakoman
?*
Scenic Studios, man,
the
Tno
ald 'Roselli, another officer,
been
conchartered
to
diw a
with $10,000
theatrical scenery business project will continue
j. «
m
New York.
additional financing*
•

‘Carnival’ May

Alvin,

mington theatre.
seen,

ni i i iiiWMmnMii i BBwi

Wrong Number*

Sorry,

ATPAM
After

LEGITIMATE

ps&ffim

der such a setup.

According to the producer, there
will be no legal problem over the
fact that Deluth is the leading
character of both “Widow” and
“Puzzle” or the proposed original.

other

members

Broadway
“Animal” kicks

of the

cast for the tour.

run March 9 at the Nixon,
Pittsburgh, Show moves into, the
Victory, Dayton, March 16-17-18,
and follows with a booking at the
He explains that the picture com- Hartman Theatre, Columbus, March
pany's rights to “Widow” cover 19-20-21.
Chicago run at the
merely title and story, but no char- Blackstone begins March 23.
The
acters, even for a sequel.
“Widow” picture is to be produced
Laniar Strlngfield, composer of
for the studio by Nunnally John- the score for
Paul Green’s “Lost
son.
Colony” and former Pulitzer Prize
of winner, is in New- York from his
author
Quentin,
Patrick
“Widow” and “Puzzle,” is acutally Charlotte (N.C.) home with book
the pen-name for Hugh Wheeler and score for a new musical folkdrama, “Carolina Charcoal.”
and R. Wilson Webb,

Legit

off Its

A

Tab Shows on Coast
Los Angeles. Feb.

17.

Leighton Brill and Ben Kamsler,
producers, pull in today

legit

(Tues.)

from Gotham

to

set

up

Coast offices for four tab musicals
pair wfll present west of the Rockies this season.

Duo will immediately start casting and propping a cut-down ver.

sion

of

“Annie Get Your Gun,”

of the quartet, which will open
a two-week engagement at the Flamingo, Las Vegas, March 19. Except for two leads, entire cast will
be lined up here.
first
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repay each backer and

show a

Plays on

Current presentation by Moliere

‘

top-level theatre at all times. At
director and actor, Gascon has
at most times. Dances by Felix managed to give life and shape to
Certain
.
•Sadpwkki and special songs by
endless vocal
Wilmington,Jfjb. - IS-.; nMartin Kalmanoff fail to register, Moliere’s almost
“Le Tartuffe” was first
tirades.
Kermlt Bloomgarden &
with
association
with few exceptions.
in 1664 and concerns a
xnond production (in
presented
b>
jets
Peter Glenn) of drama In two
Show's idea of a plane trip round middle-aged hypocrite who has one
Daniel JMwin.
Irving Ravetch. Directed by
the world with hoofing and songs eye on heaven and the other on a
Setting and ligbtlng* Kowawl/'.JBay; Jr??"*
lias
tun£5?Edltb Lutyens. At PlayhDUse-^Vil- from Iff different countries
Action revolves
passing femme.
Del., Feb. 13,
possibilities, but lack of direction
around exposure of this fraud.
v.v
Hose Milton ...
cohesion, and over-anxiety of
and
<
As Tartuffe, Henri Norbert is
SftvS
performers to* please, kills the
:: :::::::
? S‘i!»mb
makeup' and appearJW P<* Santis the
TWbie MUton**
edge. General overhaul, tighten- superb. His
'.
Jffls ing and 'firmer hand are needed ance are in character at all times;
Ruth Warrick
,
restraint, which conwith
~.
:.’
-Walter Matthau before the present offering moves he plays
trasts neatly with the sometimes
Newt
out of Montreal.
of others on stage,
handling
splenbroad
An ingenious sotting and one,
and he projects Moliere’.s many
did cast ,are wasted on this
manner. Franslick
in
how
witticisms
nele
which marks Irving Ravetch s
however,
cois Rozet, as the father. Orgon,
Dallas, Feb. 14.
as playwright. . Ra vetch,
and Charlotte
naive,
writer
He is a„
Theatre *53 production of mystery is properly
will
»v**i bear watching.
!iLBriard Boisjoli, in the role of Elmire, his
with a flair for drama in three acts tby John
rtrpat s
sensitivity,
-nw-*v«.y,w*
Af
Of .great
Features Evelyn Bettis. Dick wife, is adequate and understandHarding.
iaCKS
Certain JOJ
dialog, but
Eweli^ Nonna Winters. Directed by Ramthe snark necessary for the sue- sey sarch. Sets and ll$hting, James Prln- ing.
of
Perhaps best performance of “Le
cesslul projection o£ this story
Evelyit BetH* Tartuffe” is given by Antoinette
Elizabeth Sherrard
a father-and-son relationship.
..Re* Everfiar. Giroux as the longtime employee
Only in the second act does the Gordon Sherrard
Barela
Patricia
Margaret Hartley
_i_*. aot nff the STOUnd. and by this
Orgon’s chilL° Grander™.. N»rm,_ Winter. and companion of
.Louis Veda Quince dren.
Sme ffs too lftltoTe ca“urois»udiDr. Bromvyrl
RusseL
ma..Tommie
there
Austin
Mrs.
Unless
attention.
ence
As originally conceived'" by MoEdwin Whitncr
Morgan Sherrard
jor surgery and some transfusions Jennie Cooper
....Carolyn Dodge liere, the pari of^ the grandmother
like
looks
it
Munson
variety*
John
miracle
the
Broderick
Charle
of
and Guy
a> male,
Charles Braswell is played by
Cooper
“Joy” is brief.
-Dick Ewell Hoffman does well with a role
Marston Sherrard
Plot centers around a 14-year- Millicent Sherrard ....Mary Dell Roberts that is constantly on the verge of
with
old boy who has been living
going overboard. Marihe Mercure
friends of the family in California
Theatre '53, staging its first real is -almost too proper as the daughdeath. He* has whodunit in seven seasons, adds its
since .his mother’s
c
.
ter; Jean Gascon and Jean-Louis
vpar
not seen his father for five years. fourth new script hit in a row with Roux, as her brothers, make the
and in that period lias built up a Uncle Marston,” first play by 1 jst of minor parts, as do the rest
hero worship for .the Coast film-writer John Briard
terrific
of the cast, bringing the whole
adapted his ini- thing ifito proper focus. The single
^ Papa, a blustery, go-getter type, Harding. Author 1862
novel, “Un- set by Robert Prevost is effective
tial effort from an
to
finally pays a visit. Living up
cle Silas,” by Joseph Sheridan Le- end his costuming in keeping with
his advance billing, he has little Fanu. Play had a London staging the period of this comedy. Newt.
trouble capturing the household, in '52, and was filmed in England
and persuades the boy to return by J. Arthur Rank.
east with him.
Psychological thriller has careful
On the final night he seduces the direction by Ramsey Burch, who
-Hollywood, Feb. 10.
lad’s foster mother, a sweetheart gets rewarding performances from
Will- Ahern and Sid Tracy production
of bygone days. The boy, his illu- the arena’s regular cast. Some 75 of comedy in three acts .(five scenes) by
and
papa
Sanford Sill. Directed by Byrd Holland.
sions shattered, deserts
expert lighting cues and. offstage At
Rainbow Theatre, Hollywood, Feb. 10,
decides to remain with his friends. horror noises add to the suspense.
J
53: $2.40 top.
remarkable
Ewing Brown
Jeff Silver does a
heiress Eliza- Babbit
with
unfolds
Plot
Joyce Widoff
job as Jock Lamb, the boy who beth Sherrard, via first-act flash- Sally
Ross
„ Don Bacon
grows older and wiser in the space backs done with boff lighting, re- Jack
Evelyn
Alexander
Mrs.
Close behind in
Whiteman
George
of an evening.
Colonel
vealing her early life and an “unOrdung
wyott
Arthur
are
Speedy
the juve department
cle fixation” to bring viewers to Tom
Byrd Holland
Cassel, as the younger son of his date.
Juarez Roberts
She is entranced by an oil Announcer
friends, and Roger Stevens* a play- portrait of a younger Uncle Marmate.
The ’stock situations involving
ston, who is in disrepute, suspected
Walter Matthau scores in the of murder.
Her father’s subse- touts who get suckered in their
role of the father, giving it the quent death and will assign the own trap get another workout in
i c nride
ISiSf
t
rig ht °u
teenage survivor to Uncle Mar- "Webster’s Widow,” a dull, but for
a man
ston’s sinister home. The' uncle’s tunately short, three-acter by Sanis

dw.
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Webster’s
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^
m°Atw
r

urecipt
who^^missten
S e
S
a nd Joe Dc
Sa^tis^as several effective Scenes
Ruth
xui.i
husband.
Detrayea nuspano.
as. the betrayed
as
e

a

+2Lr ?h5

f n milv rrisis

Warrick; rounds out the cast as a
frustrated widow. It's a small role
but she makes it count.
The real star is designer Howard Bay, whose multiple netting
and lighting effects dominate the
show. Daniel Mann*s direction is
uneven, being best in the heavy
'

•firaiha

scenes.

Despite the mixture

ment and drama, the
little

of sentiscript offers

Klep.

for films.

Fasten Your Belts
(HER ^MAJESTY'S, MONTREAL)

blandishments offset re- ford Sill. There’s nothing in it
peated warnings by relatives and for either pix or legit.
hired help that Elizabeth is marked
SiU obviously remembered parts
fqr death by Marston, who would 0 f suc h diverse vehicles as “Alias
inLerit her f0I tun e. Only when she the Deacon,” “Three Men On a
witnesses, in her top floor cell, the Horse” and even “Born Yesterday,”
stabbing of her governess-meant in putting the script together. Plot
for her— does she defy her evil such as^
is, is - something about
uncle and accept the many offers a big fix that doesn’t come off,
of freedom from Marston’s son and and the only funny seconds in the
the Servants.
entire script involve some slapEvelyn Bettis gives a top per- stick scenes centering around a
formance in the difficult role of road company Billie Dawn.
the heiress. Spirited bits in a vaByrd Holland’s direction doesn’t
riety of moods, in Which she could
do much for either the script or
justifiably bog down due to lengthy
the cast,, and only Joyce Widoff,
monologs, are expertly handled. as the gal, and Wyott Ordung, as
Equally handy in discharging a a jockey, ever manage to be even
verbose role is Dick Ewell as the credible.
Kap.
suave, menacing Marston. Norma
Winters, per usual, adds perfect

verbal

.

Hazel Flagg
Jule
^u c

Aaughty

Knowledge

•

w

Le

—

—

A

association

(in

characteristically • insouciant
a
• iRAal.
A«a«l " ma<C4< mI* *
A_
Km
An- f VOCal and soft-shoe to “Every
n Boulevard
Cfiioof^p
H Mil
A1 J nt ^
Street’s a
in Old
New
P

with

ii v
nf milQlral
thony B. Farrell) productionofmnslcal
comedy in two acts (15 scenes). With

i

York.”

‘

lyrics.
book by Ben Hecht; music. Myne; James
•Sheree North, a looker with
Hilliard, based on story by
Stars spectacular gams and figger,
Street and film "Nothing Sacred.**
does
Helen Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell. Benay
standout dance as the feature
a
Jack
Vcnuta, John Howard; features
Brascla,
production
a
number to
Whiting. Jonathan Harris, John Martin of
“Salome,” which may become a
Sheree North, John Penetli. Ross
by
Dances and musical numbers directed
Other notable indiAlex- popular tune.
Robert Alton; book direction. David Harry
lighting,
in the cast include Jonaand
viduals
scenery
ander;
Horner; costumes. Miles White, musical than Harris in the- comedy role of
conductor, Pembroke Davenport; choral
arrangements and direction, Hugh Mar- a pickle-puss associate editor, John
Walker; aupw- Brascla as a featured terper, John
tin; orchestrations. IJon
At
vision of entire production. Alton.
Pelletti as a hysterical coutourier
Mark HeUinger Theatre, N. Y.„ Feb.
opening)
from Paree, and Ross Martin as a
($9.60
top
7.20
'53;
11.
Campbell
Editor
Viennese-accented medico, a part
Harris
an
JOHitB
«••«»•»*»
Olpsndfir .«
B*n«y Veuut* played in the picture by Sig
Laura Carew ..i
'•••
Ruman. Other roles played on the
Wallace Cook
Vermont Villagers. ..... .Carol Hendricks. screen by Frank Fay, Monty WoolB. J. Keating. Joan Morton, Dorothy
Love, Laurel Shelby ley and Maxie Rosenbloom have
L " W^ilCi;f TC5fn been eliminated in this musical
Mr. Billings
Mr. Jenkins
comedy version or revised beHazel Flagg
The femme en«Th<Mitts Mitcndl yond recognition,
Or Downer «•
George Reeder semble of the production is a visual
Mon on Street
Jerry Craig

W

*

.

Bellboy
Maximilian Lavlan

•

:
Fireman
Miss Winterbottom
Mayor of New York
Whitey
.

.

.

.

treat.

~J

As

Betsy HoUand
Jack Whiting
Sheree North

indicated, 'the

real

of

star

“Hazel Flagg” appears to be Alton,
whose standard but vigorous dance
Brascia
John
Willie
routines and high-voltage overall
Dr. Egelhofer .............. .Ross Martin pace give the
show electrifying'
Lori Jon, Virginia Poe
Chorus Girls
However, David Alexan...Michael Spaeth, tempo.
Committeemen
John Bartis der’s book direction maintains the
Eric Shepard
Policeman
the between-numbers palaDancers: Estelle Aza, Chris Carter, Mar* level in
Harry Horner’s scenery and
cella Dodge, Lillian Donau, Anna Fried- ver.
Ruby Herndon, Lori Jon, Sherry
McCutcheon, Betty McMiUen, Barbara
Michaels, Judy Miller, Joan Morton, Margot Myers, Virginia Poe, Eva Half Beryl
Towbin, Toni Wheelis. Christopher Brown.
Ronald Cecill, Don Crichton. A1 Craine,
Hugh Lambert, Gerard Leavitt. George
Reeder, Eric Schepard, Michael Someth.

lighting are admirably

land.

eye-catch-

ing and Miles White’s costumes,
except for some of the costars*
gowns, are generally decorative.
Pembroke Davenport's batoning
and Don Walker’s orchestrations
Singers- Sara Dillon. Mary Harmon,
accent speed and brassiness.
Dorsie
Holland,
Betsy
Carol Hendricks,

Hobe.

Hollongs worth, B. J. Keating, Beverly
McFadden, Laurel Shelby, John Bartis.
Dean Campbell. David Carter, Jerry
Craig, Bob Davis, Bill Heyer, Robert Lean,
David Randall.

Time
On Borrowed
and Randolph

Richard W.« Krakeur
association with William G.

(in

Halo

Costin,

of comedy-drama in three
This musical version of the 1937- Jr.) revival
scenes), by Paul Osborn,
(eight
acts
38 film hit, “Nothing Sacred,” adapted from novel of same name by
should fill the bill as a song-and- Lawrence Edward Watkln. Star* Victor
Leo
G. Carroll, Beulah Bondi;
Moore.
dance razzle-dazzle for the frivol- features Melinda
Markey, Russell Hick9,
ous-minded trade. Big, brassy, Kay Hammond. Thayer Roberts. David
colorful, tuney and fast, “Hazel John Stollery. Staged by Marshall Jamicommercial son; scenery, lighting and costumes,
Flagg”

rates

as solid

Paul Morrison. At 48th
10. '53; $4.80 top

entertainment and should be good Feb.
|

St. Theatre, N. Y.»
($8 Opening).

David John Stollery
Pud
for a lengthy Broadway’ run.
.Victor Moore
Gramps
Beulah Bondi
Ben Hecht, who scripted the Granny
Leo G. Carroll
Brink
Mr.
from James Street’s Marcia Giles
picture
.Melinda Markey
mag story, has reworked the Demetvia Riffle
Kay. Hammond
Robert KaUne
•yarn into a serviceable musical Boy
Gerald Milton
starts slowly Workman
It
comedy book.
Thayer Roberts
Dr. Evans
Russell Hicks
with the smalltown Vermont girl Mr. Pilbeam
Michael Jeffrey
incorrectly diagnosed as dying of Mr. Grimes
Larry Barton
Sheriff
radium poisoning, but picks up
speed as the dame is brought to
Victor Moore giving a
With.
celebrity-crazy New Yofk on an
salty, lovable performance as the
all-expenses-paid junket aimed to
disarmingly irascible Gramps, this
boost circulation for a magazine.
revival of the 15-year-old “On Borproducer - composer rowed Time” remains a beguiling
Although
Jule Styne’s score lacks smash blend of humor and pathos.
tunes, the numbers are plentiful,
Whether it can repeat the sucloud and fast-moving.
With Bob cess of the original production

Montreal, Feb. 16.
diction and is effective as the sinisSamuel Rose (In association with Jack
governess. Rex Ever- AmidorJ presentation of revue in two ter French
r
College Play
acts (eight scenes). Stars Leo Fuchs, Larry hart, Marston’s pumpkin son, adtlS
Adler, Shoshana Damari. Miklos Gafni: stage savvy in $ violent fight scene
features Micky Freeman, Nina Varela,
Francesca Cnmeo. Directed by Mervyn and when repenting after commitNelson. Sketches by Ell Basse; special ting murder. Comic relief by Mary
for
songs. Martin Kalmanoff;. dances, Felix
Dell Roberts, as Marston’s illiterMontreal, Feb. 3.
Sadowslci. At He»- Majesty's, Montreal,
ate daughter, provides the only
McGill Red Sc White Revue presentaFeb. 16, '53; $3.38 top.
bright spot in the mysterioso. Vet- tion of musical comedy in two acts (14
'cencs). Produced by Ian Ross; directed
“Fasten Your Belts” shoulda eran Louis Veda Quince again by Robert Robinson; costumes by Marstayed in the Catskills. This over- clicks in the role of friendly Dr. garet Reed; sets by Neil Madden. At
Moyse. Hall, McGill U., Montreal.
long, overplayed, overhoked vauder Bronwyn.
Offsetting the slick lighting is
produced by Samuel Rose and
^
Naughty for Knowledge,’ pro
Jack Amidor, with Leo Fuchs head- the single relay set which suffices
which preemed at Her for three different rooms in the duced and staged by McGill U.
lining,
Imagination is undergraduates (with help of a
Majesty’s here tonight (Mon.), sug- trio of scenes.
Y. chances are taxed in the moves. Also, time ele- few recent grads), marks the 25th
gests that N.
ment challenges the lack of cos-, anniversary of these revues. As a
mighty slim at the moment.
Occasionally, brief boffs come tume changes. Many weeks elapse celebrant for this particular occathrough, but the over-all level is in the three acts, yet the principals sion, the current offering lacks the
spirit and drive of previous years;
Sketch disport in the same dress. Bari
second-class throughout.
the book* such as it is, lacks comaterial by Eli Basse is incoherent
hesion; the dialog is stilted, and
and too specialized for both cast
insufficient rehearsing is apparent
Tartufle
and audience, doing little to boost
throughout.
the rep of this writer.
Montreal, Feb. 10.
The idea behind “Knowledge”—
Tl>eatr« D« Nouveau Monde production
There is no book just a series
Moliere
of
comedy
(five
In
two
acts
what
happens to a college when
of unconnected sketches in medi- scenes). Directed by Jean Gascon. Se*s
ocre burley fashion. Bulk of the and costumes by Robert Prevost. At the government takes over because
Gcsu
Theatre,
Montreal;
top.
of financial difficulties, and
$2
comedy goes to Fuchs, who milks
the subsequent political and redand picks up yocksu with routines
tape
'Le
play
complications
Tartuffe”
is
the
seventh
offers okay
larded With Yiddish tor the obvious.
Mickey Freeman in a solo stint to be offered by this new Canadian possibilities, but the director and
exemplifies the level of comedy in group since its inception two years writers seem to have missed from
the joke “She musta been a pirate’s ago, and if this company con- every corner.
As the male lead, Carel Schocli
daughter; she had a sunken chest.” tinues to improve as it has since
Larry Adler in a session at end of its start, then Montrealers can be does his best to keep things going
the first act scores with his har- assured of first-class professional storywise, besides having the only
monica, topping a classic offering theatre far in advance of rather voice in the revue. Chris Henwith the “St. Louis Blues” for the haphazard little theatre outfits.
nessy, as the principal femme, is
best reception of the evening.
The Theatre Du Nouveau Monde pleasant enough, but fails to pro
Femme appeal show is varied is the inspiration of Jean Gascon, Meet much past the footlights
with diminutive Shoshana Damari, who after five years in the theatre
Music under the baton of Saul
socking over her folk songs; stat- in Paris (part of that time with Honigman is, for the most
part,
uesque Francesca 'Cameo, sashay- Jean-Louis Barrault), came back better than past revues. Much
of
ing around the stage in pseudo- .to Montreal and organized local this is due to Roy Wolvin,
who
Gallie chirp style, displaying a talent.
For money, Gascon per- manages in such songs as “Take a
figure that does much to brighten suaded 17 business men to, put up Letter,” “Mad, Mad, Gee” and
three-and-a-half hours, and the a guarantee of $500 each, and “Canadian Cakewalk” to bring the
overabundant figure of Nina Varela, with this backing launched his show to life and inject a solid
heavyhanding what passes for gags, theatre, using the Gesu, an 855- musicomedy atmosphere. Lyrics
to the embarrassment; of all.
sealer, as headquarters.
good in most Songs are topical and amusChorus of four gals and four choice of plays; excellent per- ing, but general comedy level of
RUys try hard to fill the stage, but formers and capacity .biz for most revue is forced and pointless,
general effect produces a negative offerings has enabled Gascon to
Newt*
.

Styne

acceptable lyrics and
under Robert Alton’s characteris
tically dynamic staging, however,
the music animates a hard-driving
show that rarely slackens pace and

Hilliard’s

questionable, however, as
popular taste inevitably changes
and the play’s concern with old
age and death may have less popular appeal than it did in 1938. The
generally holds audience attention. fact that, despite rave reviews, the
Helen Gallagher, top-starred as show did skimpy business during
Hazel, the part played on the its recent tryout may be a dire
screen by the late Carole Lombard, omen.
is a capable hoofer and has apparCurious how a play in which
ently -improved as a singer since death is an important element can
her featured appearance in the re- be so heartening and downright
vival of “Pal Joey.”
She seems funny.
But it is certainly not
to have gained confidence and au- stretching definitions, for the manthority, but she’s still no great agement to bill the show as a com*
shakes at handling comedy lines edy, instead of the original pres*
In
and seems emotionally remote and entation as dramatic fantasy,

seems

I

|

lacking in star personality.
Her best numbers are the lowdown tunes, notably the show-stop*

Original Cast
Dwight Deere WJman production; FeaDigges. Dorothy Stickney,
Staged, by Joahua Logan;
scenery, Jo Mlelziner. At Longacre The’

ping
“Laura De Maupassant,” turing Dudley
rather than more melodic romantic Frank Conroy.

“The World Is Beautiful Today” atre, N. Y., Feb.
3,
and “I’m Glad I’m Leaving.” In opening),
any case,, she’s not helped by the Pud
(Lawrence
uneven costuming and her unbe Gramps
coming hairdo.
Granny

•

Thomas

Mitchell, second-starred
„
boozy Vermont sawbones
played in the pictures by Charles
Winninger, gives an expert com
,
edy performance.
Although this
is technically his musical debut, he
isn’t called on to attempt singing
or terping. Benay Venuta, back in
legit after some years in radio and
on the Coast, gives a hard-hitting
as

the

.

.

I

Mr. Brink
Marcia Giles

Demetrla Rifflo

Boy

5Sr

,

Peter Holden
Robinson, alternate)
.Dudley Dlgges
,

Dorothy Stickney
Frank Conroy

Peggy O'Donnell

Jean Adair

Van
Andy Anderson,
Dickie

Workmen
£r.

'38; $3.30 top ($4.40

Patten
El well

Cobb. Nick Dennis

Evans

—

S
Rl h
n
?Lew E&ic5
A1 Webster
(Ran 320 performances)

GrimS

Sheriff

any case, for patrons undeterred
portrayal in the third-starring role by its subject matter, “On Borof the go-getter mag publisher, a rowed
Time” offers laughable*
femme edition of the character touching entertainment.
played in the' film by the late WalAlthough he was a star of the
ter Connolly.' Her numbers, all musical stage for years, Moores
whammed across, include “A Little performance in this straight part
More Heart” and “Everybody makes his former career seem
Loves to Take a Bow.”
merely a preparation. As the
John Howard, fourth-starred as domitable Gramps, a role he played
1938 in a Coast P r bduction
the reporter-romantic lead played
on the screen by Fredric March, the shoW * the actor retains his acspontaneity, gentleness
is vocally agreeable in ballads like customed
the melodic “How Do You Speak and endearing crustiness.
As he plays the old man, Gramps
to An Angel?” and a reprise of
“World Is Beautiful*” But possi- Presents ,an undeniable .-combina
as
bly because the part itself is tion of comedy and heartbreak
ml
pretty
stuffy,
his
performance £e gets the spirit q£ death,
seems stiff, particularly in the ro- Brink up a tree and reuses toieid
oiu
manU-c scenes with Miss Gallagher, him down until he figures
Jack Whiting, juve lead in a sue- way of preventing Aunt Demeum
grano
cession of hit musicals during the from- getting control of his
maxing a
'20s and '30s, has his best part in son and ward, Pud, and
several years as the Mayor of New s *ssy of him.
Kamitiful
be
a
gives
Bondi
Beulah
York, a la the late Jimmy Walker.
and he brings down the house with
(Continued on page 58)
’
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Inside Staff

LEGITIMATE

PfiRIETY
Fashion Note

—Legit

Socialite-Wall Streeter Richard
Metz is
husband of
Blanche Thebom, Met Opera
contralto who appeared as the
bearded lady, Baba the Turk,
in the U. S. preem of Stravinsky’s "The Rake’s Progress,”
at the Met Opera House, N. Y.,
last'. Saturday (14).

Report that the Hempstead Theatre, Hempstead, L. I., would switch
legit tryouts and touring Broadway producfrom a film policy to hook
Irving Pinsker, who operates the house. Having retions is denied hy
for. a new screen and sound system, he has no
$30,000
invested
cently
pictures, asserts Pinsker, who also operates
intention of discontinuing
and books 30 other Long Island houses for the
the State in Hempstead
He
says that Lawrence Robinson, who has
Circuit.
Theatre
Island
Hempstead to Broadway producers as a tryout or
been offering the
to do so, having no connection with the
authority
no
has
touring spot,

Banker was bearded by a
reporter Saturday and asked
what he thought of his wife
wearing chin-brushes on the
stage. "Don’t worry,” Metz replied, "it won’t start a trend.”

Capacity of the Cort Theatre, N. Y., where "Fifth Season” is curbut for practical purposes It generally comes
rent, is actually $25,639,
Difference is the 40 box seats, which are available but sold
to $24,439.
only when the rest of the house has gone clean., Visibility from the
boxes is limited, and prospective purchasers of those seats are so adHowever, when all other seats are sold and patrons are willvised.
to take the boxes, they are available.

Miller Shying

OK

ing

Substantial portion of the financing for "On Borrowed Time,” the
Richard W. Krakeur, Randolph Hale and William G. Costin, Jr., revival
play at the 48th St. Theatre, N. Y., was supplied
of the Paul Osborn
by the producers. Krakeur and Hale supplied $5,000 each and Costin
backer, however, is listed as Edward T. Haas,
Largest
put up $1,500.
of San Francisco, where the show, costarripg Victor Moore, Leo G.
Carroll and Beujlah Bondi, played a tuneup engagement.

Own Show Backing
Gilbert Miller, one of the few

remaining

Broadway producers
their own money for their
shows, will have no investment in
his
two scheduled productions,

who use

The Brooklyn Eagle, which is raising its ad rates in other classifications will not boost the amusement rate. This is in contrast to several
other publications in Greater New York which have upped amusement
The sheet is believed
rates, in some cases more than other categories.
to be the only one in New York that has not hiked its open amusement
rate since World .War IL

London-N.Y. Repertory Theatre

"Horses in Midstream” and "Seven
Women.” He will guarantee the
bonds, but that won’t require him
to advance any cash, as he has the
privilege of putting up a letter, by
reason of his membership in the
old Producing Managers Assn.
All the financing for the two
forthcoming shows is being raised
by Miller’s co-producers. In the
case of "Horses,” scene designer-

Swap

producer Donald OensTager has reportedly already obtained the nec-

Being Mulled by Breen, Davis
London, Feb.

essary capital, a substantial portion

having been brought in by Andrew
Rosenthal, the author, a member
of a department store family of
Columbus, O. General partners in
the $60,000 venture are Miller,
Oenslager, Rosenthal and Cedric

17.

a repertory
Ethel Shutta Starred
London, which would

proposal to establish
theatre in
organize an

interchange of plays
with, probably, the
City Center of New York, has been,
actively discussed by Robert Breen
and Blevin Davis, who co-presented
"Porgy and Bess'* at the Stoll Theatre with Prince Littler. Breen left
London last we Ok for the Paris
opening of "Porgy” and will follow
the company for its upcoming
preem March 10 at the Ziegfeld
Theatre, N.Y. He plans to return
players

and

March

to London.

16,

who

Davis,
not be

is

now

In Houston ‘Henry*
Houston, Feb. 17.
Ethel Shutta will be starred in
the production, "Springtime For
Henry,” which will -open Saturday
(21) at the Playhouse Theatre here.

Onetime band singer (ex-Mrs.
George Olsen) now resides here]
The Playhouse will also mark its
second birthday on that date.

Springfield Trying

New

,

in Paris, will

making the trip to New
York but is due back in London
the
before
end of the month and

Subscription Gimmick

To

Hypo Local Legit Setup

Hardwicke, who will direct. Edward Choate will be manager.
Jean Dalrymple, author of "Seven Women” and slated to direct
and co-prodtice it, is raising the
$75,000 bankroll for the latter
show. According to an estimated
budget submitted to potential
backers, the scenery for the show
would cost $10,000, with props and
furniture $5,000, costumes $11,000,
electrics $1,500, rehearsal expenses
$10,150, advance advertising and
publicity $7,000, advance royalties
$5,500, miscellaneous expenses $8,450, tryout and opening week

losses $5,000
and contingencies
resume negotiations for a suit$11,900. Estimated operating cost
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 17.
West End theatre. Two proper^
Playgoers, Inc., moved this week is $11,150 for the company, plus
ties have so far been offered, but
in one case the price asked was to infuse pew life into a lethargic theatre share.
Reason Miller is not investing in
prohibitive, and the other is still season with announcement of the
being considered, -although it may first legit subscription series this any shows this season, his own or
those of other managements, is
not be regarded as ideally suited city has had in 20 years.
Goal is a minimum of 5,000 sub- understood to involve a tax situato their needs.
tion. In the past, he has generally
If the project materializes, Breen scribers, who will pay $2 per anprepared productions without a
and Davis hope to operate in' the num for the privilege of getting
strict budget, paying the bills and
same way as they did -at the ANTA first crack at tickets for Court
figuring out the totals after the
Playhouse, with regular produc- Square Theatrp shows, and provide
opened.
show
guarantee
backlog
of
cash
as
a
a
tion changes and guest producers
In the case of "Edward, My Son”
Artists against operational expenses' durfor
presentation.
each
and
"Cocktail
Party,” however, he
would be recruited in the vnormal ing the thin weeks.
Patrons who join plan are prom- was partnered with British proway and a regular company isn’t
ducer
Henry
Sherek and the origiised such attractions as teas and
contemplated at this stage.
receptions for stars of touring nal London productions were imWith both the London and New
shows and members of the resident ported, so some outside financing
York ends operating on a noncompany during season of musicals was used.
profit
distribution basis, they're
and stock scheduled for spring,and
hopeful that they will not run into
will

able

fall.

Equity difficulties on either side
Org is made up of local businessof the Atlantic and that facilities
men who acquired lease on the
would be granted for regular inhouse when Boston interests' time
terchange of shows and stars. Exran out. Members put up cash to
cept. in
very special cases, it rehabilitate the old theatre, then
wouldn't be considered necessary to
ran into a tough show season. Paul
transport an entire oompany.
managing director, is
Anglim,

Aim

two theatres in LonNew York would be to
pick quality plays which would in
the first instance be performed by
of the

new

‘Rake’

Makes Plodding

Progress at 30G Metop

Preem, Despite Hubbub
The Metropolitan Opera shot the

setup and

don and

booking.

works for last Saturday’s (14) premiere of Igor Stravinsky’s "The

local artists.

First five shows in series are "I
Found April,” Victor Borge, "Constant Wife,” "Deep Blue Sea” and
"Country Girl.”

Rake’s Progress” and drew a
near-miss. Affair was the Met’s
most newsworthy event of the sea-

handling details of

Then, if the subject
was suitable for a switch, it might
be performed with a mixed AngloAmerican cast.
By working on a non-profit basis,
the London operation would be exempted from paying admission tax.
This is an established procedure
.

Locally-Produced Shows

To Mark CLO's

'53 Season

Los Angeles, Feb.

in the British

17.

—

son, with a galaxy of "firsts”
the U. S. bow of Stravinsky’s firct
full-length opera; initial time for
a Stravinsky'opera at the Met; first

new, contemporary work of Rudolf
Bing’s three-year regime and the
Met premiere in -six seasons,
and George Balanchine’s initial
opera-staging job. Add unusually

first

theatre and is: freely
For the first time since the 1944
by prominent managements.
season, which was marked by the
Profits thus earned are used to fihandsome sets by Horace Armipremiere of "Song of Norworld
nance new productions and aren’t
stead, and a great deal of hullaway,” the Los Angeles Civic Light
distributed to shareholders as divibaloo and yet the Met’s labors
Opera season will consist entirely brought forth a mousey morsel.
dends.
of locally-produced offerings. ManEvent got an unusually large adaging director Edwin Lester has vance coverage In the press, and
already set a re-production of
to a sellout house, with gross
bowed
"Carousel” as the season opener,
Current Stock Bills
close to $30,000. !Met Opera Guild
and is now finalizing arrangements ran it as a benefit, with a $20 top
(Feb/ 16-Mar. 1)
for three other musicals to round (normal top of
$8, with balance
out the subscription series of offer- as
a contribution, for tax-exemp, Pledcrmaus-Tpaper
Mill Plaj
ings, which will also be shown in
tion purposes). Guild, which had
nouse, Millburn,

used,

—

,

N>J. (23-1).
Angel—Paper Mi]
Milbum, N. J. (16-21
Lend an Ear—Palm Beach (Fla
I

San Francisco.
Understood one of

MarriecLAn

Playhouse,

Room Service-— (Mischa AuerlMemphis (24-29)*
ee Mow They Hun
Dobb
v^
Ferr
,

(Kay

Memphis, (17-22),

itself to raise $100,000
this season for the Met’s produc-

committed

tion fund,

announced that 90G had

Torgy Hong Just in Time After

Channel Storm Delay for Boff Debut
Paris,

Feb.

17.

"Porgy and Bess,” which had an

‘Camera’ Leads Cover

Up

For Badly Cut Actor
Pittsburgh, Feb.

if

William Allyn, who plays Fritz

Am

a Camera,”
in the touring "I
cut his hand so severely during last
Friday night’s (13) performance at
the Nixon here that he had to be

taken to Allegheny General Hospital
for treatment. Wound was
dressed and he was back in the
theatre in time for curtain call,
however.
Mishap occurred midway through
the second act and although the
cut bled freely, star Julie Harris
and Charles Cooper, male lead, covered the situation so skillfully that
Allyn was able to finish the scene
with his hand wrapped in a towel.
Then, while the injured actor was
at the hospital, understudy Roy
Monsell took over the role of Fritz.
Audience took the incident in
stride.

Names Do

Bits

($25 Per)

enthusiastic reception in

its

Pari-

sian bow last night (Mon.) at the
Theatre de l’Empire, almost had
to postpone its opening, because of
difficulty in transporting the physical production from London on
lime. Scenery was still being hung
and the lighting being set early
last evening, so that there was no
time for any kind of rehearsal before the performance.
Despite the hectic preparations,
however, the George Gershwin
folk opera got a big response in
its first presentation in France.
Despite the advance buildup, which
led the audience to expect a masterpiece, there was applause after
the principal numbers and an
ovation at the final Curtain.

The two-week engagement is almost a solid sellout in advance,
according to Jean Bouchel Ysaye,
manager of the theatre. Orchestra
for the show’s engagement here
has been Tecruited from top local
bands and, because of the size of
the production, the theatre stage
had to be rebuilt by stage manager
Pierre Bezard, stagehand head

Jean Souchal and master electrician Bernard Legeay.
For the opening here, LeVern
Hutcherson sang the role oi Porgy
Atkinson Furnishes Key and Leontyne Price sang Bess. Alernating with them during the lo"Main Street to Broadway,” the cal engagement will
be Leslie
Lester Cowan film which Metro is
Scott as Porgy and Urylee Leondistributing, has been finally cut
ardos as Bess. Alexander Smallens,
arid is due for early release. It is
who conducted the original prounique in that (1) it’s a film which duction
of the George and Ira
was incepted to benefit the Ameri- Gershwin-Dorothy and Du Bose
can stage, with a 25% cut of the Heyward work on Broadway nearly
profits to the Council of the Liv20 years ago and has been with
ing Theatre, and (2) it has enlisted
his revival, since its original openon

For ‘Main Si’ Legit Pic;

who

of legit names'
work in the films
for that purpose.
Visualized originally as a tworeel documentary, songsmith-pro-

who’s

nominal fees

to

ing last

summer

in Texas,

is

baton-

ing.

Complications in moving the
from London
production here
(Continued on page 58)

Arthur Schwartz, who is
president of the League of N.Y.
Theatres, helped Cowan set up the
project as a full-length feature, Hale to Partner With
Broadway stage
providing the
would benefit. Exhibitors like Sam
Choate on ‘Gigi’ Tour;
Pinanski, M. A. Lightman and Si
and
Cowan,
financed
Fabian
Full Coast
Set
Loew’s prexy Nick Schenck did the
Randolph Hale, operator of the
unusual (for Metro) of agreeing to
Alcazar, San Francisco, and co-prodistribute this indie picture.
Schwartz gave Cowan the plot ducer of the current Broadway reand title; got Robert E. Sherwood vival of "On Borrowed Time,” has
to write the story for $25,000, concluded a deal to partner with
which the latter immediately turn- Edward Choate in the Coast tour
ed back to the Council of the liv- of "Gigi,” with Audrey Hepburn
ing Theatre (which had to be set continuing as star.
The comedy, under the producup as a foundation to receive
funds) and of which Schwartz is tion aegis of Gilbert Miller, is curalso the president. Cowan .paid the rently touring the east under the
Council 25G also, immediately, management of Choate. The Anita
Loos dramatization of a Colette
plus the 25% cut of the profits.
Schwartz & Co.’s obligation short story was presented on
thereafter was to influence top Broadway last season^ elevating
names lo work in "Main Street to Miss Hepburn to stardom.
Broadway” at a $5,000 ceiling fee;
After completing its eastern tour
other names doing walk-ons or be- "Gigi” will go directly to the Coast,
glorified
"extras”
were
scaled
ing
opening March 12 for two-and-aat $25 (about $19 net, after deduc- half weekq at the Biltmore, Los
tions).
Angeles, then going to Seattle for
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham- Easter Week, prior to moving into
merstein 2d wrote a special song, Hale’s Alcazar for an extended run
"There’s Music in You,” for Mary as one of his local subscription ofMartin, for which they got $25,000 ferings. Miss Hepburn is under
Foundation (for contract for the show through May
for their own
young musicians). Brooks Atkinson, 30, after which she is due at Paraplaying himself as the N.Y. Times' mount for a picture assgiment.
drama critic, is a key in the plot.
A host of show biz names, familiar
in the Sardi’s-Astor-Lindy’s - Toots Alex Cohen to England
Shor-21-Stork set, are shown following Atkinson into the theatre
For ‘Upstairs’ Tryout
during' the intermissions of this
Producer Alexander H. Cohen,
story-within-a-story, and the like.
who
holds
the U. S. rights to "The
These are the $25-per-bit players
whose* marquee name-value will Man Upstairs,” Patrick Hamilton
also contribute to the end-result of meller slated for London presentaa film that was patterned to raise tion in a few weeks, planes to Engfunds to promote the theatre. At- land today (Wed.) to attend the
kinson also got the $25 fee for his play’s tryout at Brighton. He is
traveling by Air France, via Paris.
histrionics.
His wife, costume designer Jocelyn,
is following next week and they
Rochester Stock
plan to return together in about
Setup three weeks.
Besides "The Man Upstairs,”
Rochester, Feb. 17.
Cohen also plans, in partnership
Dorothy Chernuck and Omar
with scenic designer Ralph AlsLeman, who operate the Arena wang, a production next season of
Theatre as a year-round profes"All Summer Long,” Robert Ansional stock spot here, will also
derson drama recently tried out at
manage the Corning (N. Y.) Sumthe Arena Theatre, Washington.
mer Theatre this season. The latter house, a 1,000-seat, air-conHorton in
ditioned proscenium playhouse, has
had a guest star policy the last
Hamilton, Bermuda, Feb. 17.
two summers, but the new proThe Bermuda Theatre Series
ducers plan to have a Tesident kicks off its third spring' season tostock company. They will offer an night (Tues.) with "Rookery Nook,”
eight-week schedule of former starring Edward Everett Horton,
ducer

Run

.

R&H

Duo

Expand Summer

Bermuda

now been acquired as result of
"Rake*”
Opera, listed ris <‘a fable,” with
English libretto by W. H. Auden Broadway hits.
Series,, which will run through
studded his seasons with touring and Chester Kallman, was inspiredPartners will offer a 12-weck June, is being presented at the
companies, such as "South Pacific,
and
tells
paintings,
Hogarth’s
summer season at the local Arena, Bermudiana Hotel in Pembroke
by
"Kiss Me, Kate,” "Guys and Dolls,
Parish*
(Continued on- page 60)
1 with a separate resident company.
1
__

Arenqy

N. Y. (16-27).

Lester’s proj-

ects will be a stepped-up revival
of an old operetta favorite which,
with a top name in the lead, may
be brought to Broadway next season. In recent years, Lester has

Playhouse, (23-1).

V,

Paris

1

theatre.

Now

57
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Francis)—Areni

etc..

,
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IJKCITIMATB
repay each backer and
profit.

show a

Plays on Broadway

«
Current presentation by Moliere
At
is top-level theatre at all times.
Hazel Flagg
director and actor, Gascon has
at most times. Dances by Ffclix managed to give life and shape to
Juie stvne <in association with AnCertain
,
.
fSadpttSkl and special songs by Moliere’s
vocal thony B. Farrell) production of musical
endless
almost
Wilmington, fib.wlgK-s
in two acts <15 scenes), with
MarHfi lCalmanoff fail to register, tirades.
“Le Tartuffe” was first comedy
Kermit BloomgJOrdett &
book by Beil Hechl; music, Styne; lyrics,
vtttti
by # James
with few exceptions.
uiond production (in association
presented in 1664 and concerns a Bob Hilliard, based on story
Stars
trip round
plane
of
a
film “Nothing Sacred.
idea
and
Peter Glenn) of drama in tw»
Show's
Street
one
Mann.,
middle-aged hypocrite who has
Irving Rnvetqh. Directed by DaiUrt
Helen Gallagher, Thomas MltcheU, Benay
cos*- the world with hoofing and songs
a
on
other
Jack
Howard.^Bay;
eatures
the
and
f
heaven
andllghtiag.
Howard;
on
eye
ft«tunir
Venuta. John
has
Countries
Brascia,
Ia
Iff
different
J°}»n
from
A
Harris,
Action revolves Whiting. Jonathan
SSSf
passing femme.
J?^'6ir
20 t
mlngton.Del., Feb. L>» 5*„ $
ShcrceNovtli, John PelletU ^MjWartin
possibilities, but’ lack of direction
fraud.
this
of
exposure
around
by
Rose Milton
Dances and musical numbers directed
V.IV,,,- ratwl and cohesion, and over-anxiety of
Vld
on
book
As Tartuffe, Henri Norbert is Robert Alton;
i?S
Wnrr
**:
Hnrry
tbe performers to* please, kills the
BMd
scenety
aruler;
ggs
superb. His makeup -and appear- Homer; costumes. Miles White; musical
tightenoverhaul,
General
edge.
*
v;.v.:;:v.v.Roger
character at all times; conductor, Pembroke Davenport; choral
ing and firmer hand are needed ance are in
and direction. Hugh Marmoves lie plays with Testraint, which con- arrangements
superAndr^Sb : :::::::: :walter Matthau before the present offeringNewt.
tin; orchestrations, Don Walker;
with the sometimes vision
At
neatly
trasts
of entire production, Alton.
out of Montreal.
stage,
Mark Hellinger Theatre, N. Y.,- Feb.
broad handling of others on
An ingenious setting and, splen7.20 top ($9.60 opening).
many
11. '53;
Moliere's
one,
projects
this
he
and
Dean Campbell
did cast are wasted on
Edif 01
.A Jonathan Harris
witticisms in slick manner. Fran- Oleander
Fncle Mar#i#n
which marks Irving Ravetch’s how
Bmay Venuta
however,
cois Rozet, as the father. OVgon, Laura Carew
Dallas, Feb. 34
as playwright Ravetch,
John Jiowai
Cook
Wallace
Charlotte
writer
Theatre *53 production of mystery is properly naive, and
will bear watching. He is a
Vermont Villagers. ..... .Carol Hendricks,
his
Elmire,
Bnard
John
;by
acts
Dorothy
for
role^of
three
the
Morton,
flair
in
drama
in
Boisjoli,
Joan
with
a
B. J. Keating,
of great sensitivity,
Dick
Bettis.
Evelyn
Shelby
Features
Laurel
Harding.
Love,
®{
Pertain eoy
Jov” lacks Ewell- Norma Winters. Directed by Ram- wife, is adequate and understanddialog, but “A
A certain
.Lawrence Weber
Mr. Billings
-SUCPrinthe
James
ing.
for
lighting,
sey ® urch. Sets and
the spark necessary
Mr. Jenkins
^
Callajgtier
of gic;
cessful projection Of this story
Perhaps best performance of “Le Hazel Flagg
*Thom*s Mttchell
*4
Dr. Downer
.Evelyn Bettis Tartuffe
is given by Antoinette
a father-and-son relationship.
Elizabeth Sherrard
..George Heeder
Mon on Street
Re*, Everliar, Giroux as the longtime employee Bellboy
Jerry Craig
Only in the second act does the Gordon Sherrard
Patricia Barclay
-Jolin Pelletti
this Margaret Hartley
Lavlan
r»lnt
l0t apt nff the ground, ajld by
Norma Wuitero and companion of Orgon’s chil- Maximilian
Bib Heyer
Fireman
ift + J
l
i-n rpiantnrp auai
audi- Mme. De Lt Grangierre..
Louis Veda Quince dren.
s too late to recapture
time it
Dr Bronwyn
Miss WJnterbottom .......Betsy Holland
Russel!
mais
Tommie
there
Mrs> Austin
Jack Whiting
ence attention. Unless
Mayor of New York
As originally conceived by Mo Whilev
Sheree North
liere, the part of the grandmother Willie'
John Brascia
John Munson
Charle Broderick
1 015
by a male, and Guy Dr. Egelhofer
VVirginia
?
Charles Braswell is played
Cooper
Poe
Jon,
Lori
Girls
“Joy” is brief.
Chorus
role
Pick Ewell Hoffman does well with a
Sherrard
Marnton
Spaeth,
Michael
14-yearCommitteemen
a
around
Plot centers
Milllcent Sherrard ....Mary Dell Roberts that is constantly on the verge of
Bartis
John
Old boy who has been living with
Shepard
Eric
Mercure
Policeman
going overboard. Marthe
Dancers: Estelle Aza. Chris Carter. Marfriends of the family in California
Theatre ’53, staging its first real is 'almost too proper as the daughHe has whodunit
cella Dodge, Lillian Donau, Anna Friedsince his mother’s death.
in seven seasons, adds its ter; Jean Gascon and Jean-Louis land. Ruby Herndon, Lori Jon, Sherry
,
vparn
years,
five
for
not seen his father
fourth new script hit in a row with Roux, as her brothers, make the McCutcheon, Betty McMiUen, Barbara
Morton, Marand in that period lias built up a „ Uncle
ars ton,” first play by 1 jst of minor parts, as do the rest Michaels. Judy Miller, Joan
got Myers, Virginia Poe, Eva Half Beryl
hero worship for .the Coast
terrific
John Brigrd of the cast, bringing the whole Towbin,
film _wri te r
Toni Wheelis. Christopher Brown,
parent.
mihis
Al Cralne,
Crichton,
adapted
Don
Cecill,
Harding. Author
thing into proper focus. The single Ronald
tvnp
P
Hugh Lambert, Gerard LeAvltt, George
Papa, a blustery.
tial effort from an 1862 novel, “Un- set by Robert Prevost is effective
Reeder, Eric Schepard, Michael Sbaeth.
finally pays a visit. Living up to
„
LeSheridan
with
Silas> by Joseph
Singers* Sara Dillon. Mary Harmon,
and hi 9 costuming in keeping
his advance bill^S. ^e bas little Fgnu
Carol Hendricks. Betsy Holland; Dorsle
Play had a London staging the period of this comedy. Newt.
Hollongsworth, B. J. Keating, Beverly
trouble
in '52, and was filmed, in England
Laurel Shelby. John Bartis,
return
-return
McFadden.
to
boy
the
and Persuades
by j. 'Arthur Rank.
Dean Campbell, David Carter, Jerry
east with him.
Craig, Bob Davis, Bill Heyer, Robert Lcnn,
.
j ...,. the
Psychological thriller has careful
Webster’s
seduces
he
night
Randall.
final
David
On the
direction by Ramsey Burch, who
-Hollywood, Feb. 10.
lad s foster mother, a sweethe
Will Ahem and Sid Tracy production
g ets rewarding performances from
This musical version of theT937of bygone days. Jbe bo>, his Mu
ai>ena s regu iar cast. Some 75 of comedy in three acts ,(five scenes)
he
£
a
ts
Sanford SiU. Directed by Byrd Holland. 38 film hit, “Nothing Sacred,”
sions shatt^^ d d
expert lighting cues and, offstage At
;? fl-ie^ds
Theatre, HoUywood, Feb. 10,
Rainbow
n
h
h
vi
t
'
decides
should fill the bill as a song-andborror noises add to the suspense.
*53; $2.40 top.
_
Ewing Brown dance razzle-dazzle for the frivolJeff Silver does a . ^markab’e
pi 0 t unfolds with heiress Eliza- Babbit
Widoff ous-minded
Joyce
Sally
brassy,
Big,
trade.
J°b
flashRos3
Jack
th/snace beth Sherrard, via first-act
Evelyn Bacon colorful, tuney and fast, “Hazel
lighting, re- Mrs. Alexander
rlo^0 behind in backs done with boff
ai °2^inS
George Whiteman Flagg” rates as solid commercial
life and an ‘un- Colonel
early
<?/
her
vealing.
?
f
arp Arthur
wyott Ordun^r
Speedy
uv
to Tom
Byrd HoUand entertainment and should be good
^ ?c
ofhis cle fixation’* to bring viewers oil
Juarez Roberts for a lengthy Broadway* run.
Announcer
she is entranced by an
»nl Ro
BnSSevens
nlav- date.
a p
friends, and
to er Stevens,,
y por^ ra ^ 0 f a younger Uncle MarBen Hecht, who scripted the
,
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characteristically « insouciant,
a
vocal and soft-shoe to “Every
Street s a Boulevard in Old New
York/’
•Sheree North, a looker with
spectacular gams and flgger, does
a standout dance as the feature
a
production
of
number to
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“Salome,” which may become a
popular tune. Other notable individuals in the cast include Jonathan Harris in the- comedy role of
a pickle-puss associate editor, John
Brascia as a featured terper, John
Pfelletti as a hysterical coutourier
from Paree, and Ross Martin as a
Viennese-accented medico, a part
played in the picture by Sig
Human. Other roles played on the
screen by Frank Fay, Monty Woolley and Maxie Rosenbloom have
been eliminated in this musical
comedy version or revised beyond recognition. The femme ensemble of the production is a visual
treat.

As indicated, the real star of
“Hazel Flagg” appears to be Alton*
whose standard but vigorous dance
routines and high-voltage overall
pace give the show electrifying
However, David Alexantempo.
der’s book direction maintains the
level in the between-numbers palaHarry Horner’s scenery and
ver.
lighting are admirably eye-catching and Miles White’s costumes,
except for some of the costars*
gowns, are generally decorative.
Pembroke Davenport’s batoning
and Don Walker’s orchestrations
accent speed and brassiness.
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Hcr fath er’s subse-

Uuent death and will assign the
teenage survivor to Uncle Maruncle’s
the fos^ ston’s sinister home. The’
remlssten nrlciSil verbal blandishments offset
relatives and
by
peated
warnings
fJnv crisis, and.
and Joe De
tates the family
marked
is
Elizabeth
that
Santis has several effective scenes
a
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show. Daniel Mann’s direction is
Evelyn Bettis gives a top peruneven, being best in the heavy
formance in the difficult role of
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Fasten Tour Holts
(1IER MAJESTY’S, MONTREAL)
Montreal, Feb.

16.

monologs!
Equally handy in discharging a
verbose role is Dick Ewell as the
suave, menacing Marston. Norma
Winters, per usual, adds perfect

is effective as the sinisSamud Rose (in association with Jack diction and
Rex EverAmidor) presentation of revue in two ter French governess.
Acts (eight scenes). Stars Leo Fuchs, Larry hart, Marston’s pumpkin son, adtS
Adler, Sho&hnna Dsmsri, Mlklos Gafnl; sia
etocip
cawv
n
violent
fierht
scene
ngm,
in
vioiem
e
savvy
a
j>
features Micky Freeman, Nina Varela,
Francesca Cnmeo. Directed by Mervyn and when repenting after commitNeison. sketches by eu Basse; special ting murder. Comic relief by Mary
songs, Martin Ralmanofll. dances, Felix
Rnhirtc a« IVTarcton^ lmierilliterSadowsld. At He*- Majesty’s, Montreal, ->-'611 itooerts, as Marsion s
ate daughter, provides the only
Feb. 16, 53 ; $3.38 top.
bright spot in the mysterioso. Vet-

who

touts

tn nrtintun his oride
Sriiltv
a man

5

situations involving picture
from James Street's
get suckered in their mag
has reworked the
story,
wuiauuo in •yarn into a serviceable musical
anouiei workout
gei another
own trap get
“Webster’s Widow,” a dull, but for- comedy book.
slowly
It starts
tunately short, three-acter by San- with the smalltown Vermont girl
There’s nothing in it incorrectly diagnosed as dying of
for d Sill.
for either pix or legit,
radium poisoning, but picks up
Sill obviously remembered parts speed as the dame is brought to
of such diverse vehicles, as “Alias celebrity-crazy New Yofk on an
the Deacon,” “Three Men On a all-expenses-paid junket aimed to
Horse” and even “Born Yesterday,” boost circulation for a magazine.
in putting the script together. Plot
Although
producer - composer
such as it is, is something about Jule Styne’s score lacks smash
a big fix that doesn’t come off, tunes, the numbers are plentiful,
and the only funny seconds in the loud and fast-moving. With Bob
entire script involve some slapHilliard’s
acceptable lyrics and
stick scenes centering around a
under. Robert Alton’s characterisroad company Billie Dawn,
tically dynamic staging, however,
Byrd Holland’s direction doesn’t the music animates a hard-driving
much for either the script or show that rarely slackens pace and
Joyce Widoff. generally holds audience attention.
.<= astI'
as the gal* and Wyott Ordung, as
Helen Gallagher, top-starred as
a jockey, «ver manage to be even
Hazel, the part played on the
credible.
Kap.
screen by the late Carole Lombard,
is a capable hoofer and has. apparently improved as a singer since
her featured appearance in the revival of “Pal Joey.”
She seems
to have gained confidence and authority, but she’s still no great
for
shakes at handling comedy lines

The ‘stock

is in disrepute, suspecte'd

^utder

SRi?

rig t

“Fasten Your Belts” shoulda
stayed in the Catskills. This overlong, overplayed, overhoked vauder
produced by Samuel Rose and
Jack Amidor, with Leo Fuchs head-

which

preemed

at

Her

Majesty’s here tonight (Mon.Vsugchances are
gests that N. Y.
mighty slim at the moment.
Occasionally, brief boffs come
ihrough, but the over-all level is
Sketch
second-class throughout.
material by Eli Basse is incoherent
and too specialized for both cast
and audience, doing little to boost
the rep of this writer.
There is no book—just a series
of unconnected sketches in mediocre burley fashion. Bulk of the
comedy goes to Fuchs, who milks
and picks up yocks with routines
larded with Yiddish for the obvious.
Mickey Freeman in a solo stint
exemplifies the level of comedy in
the joke “She musta been a pirate's
daughter; she had a sunken chest.”
Larry Adler in a session at end of
the first act scores with his harmonica, topping a classic offering
with the “St. Louis Blues” for the
best reception of the
evening
.

|

eran

Louis

Veda

Quince

again

clicks in the role of friendly Dr.

Bronwyn.

w

—
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Naughty

Knowledge

Montreal, Feb.

•

’

lining,

Hobe.

.
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On Borrowed Time

W^ Kralceur and Randolph Halo
association with William G. Cos tin.
revival of comedy-drama in three
(eight scenes), by Paul Osborn,
adapted from novel of same name by
Lawrence Edward Watkin. Stars Victor
Moore, Leo G. Carroll. Beulah Bondi;
features MeUnda Mavkey, Russell Hicks,
Kay Hammond, Thayer Roberts. David
John Stoliery. Staged by Marshall Jmni*
and costumes.
scenery, lighting
son;
Paul Morrison. At 48th St. Theatre, N. Y.,
Feb. 10, *53; $4.80 top ($6 bpening).
Richard

(in
Jr.)

acts

.

David John Stoliery*
Victor Moore

Pud
Gramps
Granny

.Beulah Bondi
Leo G. CarroU
Melinda Markey

Mr. Brink
Marcia Giles

Hammond

Demetria Riffle

...Kay,

Boy

Robert KaUne
Gerald Milton
..Thayer Roberts

.

.

Workman
Dr. Evans

Mr. Pilbeam
Mr. Grimes
Sheriff

-

Russell Hicks

Michael Jeffrey
.Larry Barton

With, Victor. Moore giving a
performance as the

salty, lovable

disarmingly irascible Gramps, this
revival of the 15-year-old

“On

Bor-

rowed Time” remains a beguiling
blend of humor and pathos.
Whether it can repeat the sucof the original production
questionable, however, as
popular, taste inevitably changes
and the play’s concern with old

cess

seems

age and death may have less popular appeal than it did in 1938. The
fact that, despite rave reviews, the
show did skimpy business -during
its recent tryout may be a dire

omen.
v
Curious how a play in which
death is an important element can
be so heartening and downright
funny.
But it is certainly not
stretching definitions for the management to bill the show as a comedy, instead of the original presIn

and seems emotionally remote and entation as dramatic fantasy.

McGill Red A White Revue presenta- lacking in star personality.
tion of musical comedy in two acts (14
-cenes). Produced by Ian Ross; directed'
Her best numbers are the lowby Robert Robinson; costumes by Mar- down tunes, notably the show-stop^
garet Ree«L sets by Neil Madden.
At
ping
“Laura De Maupassant,”
Moyse HaU, McGiU U., Montreal.

Original Cast
Dwight Deere WJman production. Featuring Dudley Dlgges. Dorothy Stickney.
Frank Conroy. Staged, by Joshua Logan;
scenery, Jo Mielziner. At Longacre Theatre, N. Y., Feb. 3, *38r $3.30 top ($4.40
opening).

rather than more melodic romantic
“Naughty for Knowledge,” pro “The World Is Beautiful Today”
duced and staged by McGill U. and “I'm Glad I’m Leaving." In
Peter Holdeu
trio
Imagination is undergraduates (with help of a any case, she’s not helped by the Pud
of scenes.
(Lawrence Robinson, alternate)
taxed in the moves. Also, time ele- few recent grads), marks the 25th uneven costuming and her unbe- Gramps
.Dudley Diggcs
Dorothy Stickney
Granny
ment challenges the lack of bos- anniversary of these revues. As a coming hairdo.
Frank Conroy
Brink
tume changes. Many weeks elapse celebrant for this particular occaThomas Mitchell, second-starred Mr.
Peggy O’Donnell
Marcia Giles
in the three acts, yet the principals sion, the current offering lacks the
the boozy Vermont sawbones Demetria Rifflo
Jean Adair
Dickie Van Patten
spirit and drive of previous years; played in the pictures by
disport in the same dress. Bark.
Charles Boy
Andy Anderson, Elweii
the book, such as it is, lacks co- Winninger, gives an expert com- Workmen
Cobb. Nick Dennis
hesion; the dialog is stilted, and edy performance.
Clyde Franklin
Although this Dr. Evans
Richard Sterling
Mr. Pilbeam
insufficient rehearsing is apparent is technically his musical
Le Tartuffe
debut, he Mr. Grimes....Lew Eckle*
throughout.
Montreal, Feb. 10.
isn’t called on to attempt singing Sheriff
Al Webster
The idea behind “Knowledge”
Theatre Du Nouveau Monde production
(Ran 320 performances)
or terping. Benay Venuta, back in
of Moliere comedy in two acts (five what happens to a college
when
legit
after
some
years
in
radio
scenes).
Directed by Jean Gascon. Sels
and
and costumes by Robert Prevost.
At the government takes over be- on the Coast, gives a hard-hitting any case, for patrons undeterred
Gesu Theatre, Montreal; $2 top.
cause of financial difficulties, and portrayal in the
third-starring role by its subject matter, “On Borthe subsequent political and redof the go-getter mag publisher, a rowed
Time” offers laughable#
“Le Tartuffe” is the seventh play tape complications
offers okay femme
edition of the character touching entertainment.
to be offered by this new Canadian possibilities, but the director and
played in the film by the late WalAlthough
he was a star of the
group since its inception two years writers seem to have missed from
ter Connolly.’ Her numbers, all musical stage for years, Moore s
ago, and if this company con- every corner,
whammed
across,
performance
in this straight part
include
“A
Little
tinues to improve as it has since
As the male lead, Carel Schoch
More Heart” and “Everybody makes his former career seem
its start, then Montrealers can be does his best to keep things going
Loves
to
Take
As the inmerely
preparation.
a
Bow.”
a
assured of first-class professional story wise, besides having the only
John Howard, fourth-starred as domitable Gramps, a role he played
theatre far in advance of rather voice in the revue,
Hen-

Offsetting the slick lighting is
the single relay set which suffices
for three different rooms in the

—

•

Chris

haphazard little theatre outfits.
nessy, as the principal femme, is
The Theatre Du Nouveau Monde pleasant enough, but fails to proFemme appeal show is varied is the inspiration of Jean Gascon, je-ct much past the footlights,
with diminutive Shoshana Damari, who after five years in the theatre
Music under the baton of Saul
socking over her folk songs; slat- in Paris (part of that time with Honigman is, for the most part,
uesque Francesca Cameo, sashay- Jean-Louis Barrault), came bacl better than
past revues. Much of
ing^ around the stage in pseudo- to Montreal and organized local this is
due to Roy Wolvin, who
Gallic chirp style, displaying a talent.
For money, Gascon per- manages in such songs as “Take a
figure that does much to brighten suaded 17 business men to put up Letter,” “Mad,
Mad, Gee” and
three-and-a-half hours, and the a guarantee of $500 each, and “Canadian Cakewalk”
to bring the
overabundant figure of Nina Varela, with this backing launched his show to life and inject
a solid
heavyhanding what passes for gags, theatre, using the Gesu, an 855- musicomedy atmosphere. Lyrics
to the embarrassment,, of all.
sealer, as headquarters.
A good in most songs are topical and amusChorus of four gals and four choice of plays; excellent per- ing, but general comedy level of
fUys try hard to fill the stage, but formers and capacity .biz for most revue is forced and pointless.
general effect produces a negative offerings has enabled Gascon to
Newt*
.

•

j.

•

ox
the reporter-romantic lead played in 1938 in a Coast production
on the screen by Fredrlc March, the show, the actor retains his acgentleness

customed spontaneity,
and endearing crustiness.
As he plays the* old man, Gramps
presents „ an undeniable* combination of comedy and heartbreak as
he gets the spirit Qf death, M 1 /
iei
seems stiff, particularly in the ro- Brink, up a tree and refuses to a
out
mantic scenes with Miss Gallagher. him down until he figures

vocally agreeable in ballads like
the melodic “How Do You Speak
to An Angel?” and a reprise of
“World Is Beautiful*” But possibly because the part itself is
pretty
stuffy,
his
performance
is

Jack Whiting, juve lead in a succession of hit musicals during the
’20s and '30s, has his best part in
several years as the Mayor of New
York, a la the late Jimmy Walker,
and he brings down the house with

'

*

of preventing Aunt Demetria
from- getting control of his granda
son and ward, Pud, and making
sissy of him.
beautiiui
Beulah Bondi gives a
(Continued on page 58)

way
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Fashion Note

Inside Stuff-Legit

Socialite-Wall Streeter Richard
Metz
is
husband of
Blanche Tfiebom- Met Opera
'

Hempstead, L. I„ would switch
Repoi-t that the Hempstead
legit tryouts and touring Broadway producfrom a film policy to book
Irving Pinsker, who operates the house. Having retions is denied by
for, a new screen and sound system, he has no
cently invested $30,000
intention of discontinuing pictures, asserts Pinsker, who also operates
Hempstead and books 30 other Long Island houses for the
the State in
He says that Lawrence Robinson, who has
Island Theatre Circuit.
offering the Hempstead to Broadway producers as a tryout or
Theatre,

been

touring spot, has

no authority to do

so,

having no connection with the

theatre.

Capacity of the Cort Theatre, N. Y., where “Fifth Season” is curbut for practical purposes it generally comes
rent, is actually $25,639,
is the 40 box seats, which are available but sold
to $24,439. Difference
only when the rest of the house has gone clean.. Visibility from the
boxes is limited, and prospective purchasers of those seats are so adHowever, when all other seats are sold and patrons are willvised.
they are available.
ing to take the boxes,

Substantiairpdrtion of the financing for “On Borrowed Time,” the
Richard W. Krakeur, Randolph Hale and William G. Cost-in, Jr., revival
the 48th St. Theatre, N. Y., was supplied
of the Paul Osborn play at
by the producers. Krakeur and Hale supplied $5,000 each and Costin
Largest
backer,
however, is listed as Edward T. Haas,
put up $1,500.
of San Francisco, where the show, eostarripg Victor Moore, Leo G.
Carroll and Beulah Bondi, played a tuneup engagement.
*

*

The Brooklyn Eagle, which is raising its ad rates in other classifications will not boost the amusement rate. This is in contrast to several
other publications in Greater New York which have upped amusement
rates, in some cases more than other categories. The sheet is believed
to be the only one in New York that has not hiked its open amusement
rate since World .War II.

Now Being Mulled by Breen, Davis
17.

-f

Proposal to establish a repertory
theatre in London, which would
organize an interchange of plays
with, probably, the
City Center of New York, has been _|
actively discussed by Robert Breen
and Blevin Davis, who co-presented
“Porgy and Bess” at -the Stoll Theatre with Prince Littler. Breen left
London last wetek for the Paris
opening of “Porgy’* and will follow
the company for its upcoming
preem March 10 at the Ziegfeld
Theatre, N.Y. He plans to return
March 16, to London.

and

players

Davis,
not be

who

is

now

Ethel Shutta Starred
5
In Houston ‘Henry
Houston, Feb. 17.
Ethel Shutta will be starred in
the production, “Springtime For

Henry,” which will open Saturday
(21) at the Playhouse Theatre here.

Onetime band singer (ex-Mrs.
George Olsen) now resides here^

The Playhouse will also mark
second birthday on that date.

Springfield Trying

its

New

in Paris, will

making the trip to New
York but is due back in London
before the end of the month and

Subscription Gimmick

Saturday

last

To

Hypo Local Legit Setup
resume negotiations for a suitSpringfield, Mass., Feb. 17.
West End theatre. Two properPlaygoers, Inc., moved this week
have so far been offered, but
in one case the price asked was to infuse pew life into a lethargic
prohibitive, and the other is still season with announcement of the
being considered, although it may first legit subscription series this
not be regarded as ideally suited city has had in 20 years.
Goal is a minimum of 5,000 subto their needs.
If the project materializes, Breen scribers, who will pay $2 per anand Davis hope to operate in the num for the privilege of getting
same way as they did at the ANTA first crack at tickets for Court
Playhouse, with regular produc- Square Theatre shows, and provide
tion changes and guest producers a backlog of cash as a guarantee

will

able
ties

Artists against operational expenses- durfor
each
presentation.
would be recruited in the Nnorraal ing the thin weeks.
Patrons who join plan are promway and a regular company isn’t
ised such attractions as teas and
contemplated at this stage.
receptions for stars of touring
With both the London and New
shows and members of the resident
York ends operating on a noncompany during season of musicals
profit
distribution basis, they’re
and stock scheduled for spring,and
hopeful that they will not run into

plied, “it won’t start

.

.

Locally-Produced Shows

To Mark CLO’s ’53 Season

Los Angeles, Feb, 17.
For the first time since the 1944
was marked by the
which
season,
“Song of Noruance new productions and aren’t world premiere of
way,” the Los Angeles Civic Light
distributed to shareholders as diviwill consist entirely
season
Opera
dends.

in the British

theatre

and

is

freely

used, by prominent managements.
Profits thus earned are used to fi

Current Stock Bills
(Feb/ 16-Mar.

—Paper
house, Millburn,
Fledermaus

1)

.

PlayN.'J. (23-1). ^
Paper Mill
Playhouse, Milbum, N. J. (16-21).
I

Mill

—

MarriecLAn Angel

Lend an

Ear-Palm Beach

(Fla.)

of locally-produced offerings. Managing director Edwin Lester has
already set a re-production of
“Carousel” as the season opener,
and is now finalizing arrangements
for three other musicals to round
out the subscription series of offerings, which will also be shown in

Paris, Feb. 17.
“Porgy and Bess,” which had an
enthusiastic reception in its Parisian bow last night (Mon.) at the
Theatre de l’Empire, almost had
to postpone its opening, because of
difficulty in transporting the phy.

(14).

Banker was bearded by a
reporter Saturday and asked
what he thought of his wife
wearing chin-brushes on the
stage. “Don’t worry,” Metz re-

a

trend/’

Miller Shying Off

Own Show Backing
Gilbert Miller, one of the few

remaining

'Camera’ Leads Cover

Up

For Badly Cut Actor
Pittsburgh, Feb. if.
who plays Fritz

William AUyn,

Am

a Camera,”
in the touring “I
cut his hand so severely during last
at
performance
Friday night’s (13)
the Nixon here that he had to be
taken to Allegheny General Hospital
for treatment. Wound was
dressed and he was back in the
theatre in time for curtain call,
however.
Mishap occurred midway through
the second act and although the
cut bled freely, star Julie Harris
and Charles Cooper, male lead, covered the situation so skillfully that
Allyn was able to finish the scene
with his hand wrapped in a towel.
Then, while the injured actor was
at the hospital, understudy Roy
Monsell took over the role of Fritz.
Audience took the incident in

Broadway producers
use their own money for their
shows, will have no investment in
his
two scheduled productions,
“Horses in Midstream” and “Seven
Women.” He will guarantee the
bonds, but that won’t require him
to advance any cash, as he has the
privilege of putting up a letter, by
reason of his membership in the stride.
old Producing Managers Assn.
All the financing for the two
forthcoming shows is being raised
Bits ($25 Per)
by Miller’s co-producers. In the
case of “Horses,” scene designer'Main
St’ Legit Pic;
For
producer Donald OensTager has' reportedly already obtained the necAtkinson Furnishes Key
essary capital, a substantial portion
having been brought in by Andrew
“Main Street to Broadway,” the
Rosenthal, the author, a member Lester Cowan film which Metro is
of a department store family of distributing, has been finally cut
Columbus, O. General partners in and is due for early release. It is
the $60,000 venture are Miller, unique in that (1) it’s a film which
Oenslager, Rosenthal and Cedric was incepted to benefit the AmeriHardwicke, who will direct. Ed- can stage, with a 25% cut of the
ward Choate will be manager.
profits to the Council of the LivJean Dalrymple, author of “Sev- ing Theatre,- and (2) it has enlisted
en Women” and slated to direct a who’s who of legit names'’ on
and co-produce it, is raisings the nominal fees to work in the films
$75,000 bankroll for the latter for that purpose.
show. According to an estimated
Visualized origiiwlly as a twobudget submitted to potential reel documentary, \ongsmith-probackers, the scenery for the show ducer Arthur Schwartz, who is
would cost $10,000, with props and president of the League of N.Y.
furniture $5,000, costumes $11,000, Theatres, helped Cowan set up the
electrics $1,500, rehearsal expenses project as a full-length feature,
$10,150, advance advertising and providing
the Broadway stage
publicity $7,000, advance royalties would benefit. Exhibitors like Sam
$5,500, miscellaneous expenses $8,- Pinanski, M. A. Lightman and Si
450* tryout and opening week Fabian
and
Cowan,
financed
losses $5,000
and contingencies Loew’s prexy Nick Schenck did the
$11,900. Estimated operating cost unusual (for Metro) of agreeing to
is $11,150 for the company, plus
distribute this indie picture.
theatre share.
Schwartz gave Cowan the plot
Reason Miller is not investing in and title; got Robert E. Sherwood
any sho.ws this season, his own or to write the story for $25,000,
those of other managements, is which the latter immediately turnunderstood to involve a tax situa- ed back to the Council of the Livtion. In the past, he has generally ing Theatre (which had to be set
prepared productions without a up as a foundation to receive
strict budget, paying the bills and funds) and of which Schwartz is
figuring out the totals after the also the president. Cowan .paid the
show opened.
Council 25G also, immediately,
In the case of “Edward, My Son” plus the 25% cut of the profits.
and “Cockta'il Party,” however, he
Schwartz & Co.’s obligation
was partnered with British pro- thereafter was to influence top
ducer Henry Sherek and the origi- names to work in “Main Street to
nal London productions were im- Broadway” at a $5,000 ceiling fee;
ported, so some outside financing other names doing walk-ons or bewas used.
ing glorified “extras” were sealed
at $25 (about $19 net, after deduc-

who

sical

production from London on

time. Scenery was still being hung
and the lighting being set early
last evening, so that there was no
time for any kind of rehearsal before the performance.
Despite the hectic preparations,
however, the George Gershwin
folk opera got' a big response in
its first
presentation in France.
Despite the advance buildup, which
led the audience to expect a masterpiece, there was applause after
the principal numbers and an
ovation at the final Curtain*

The two-week engagement is almost a solid sellout in advance,
according to Jean Bouchel Ysaye,
manager of the theatre. Orchestra
for the show’s engagement here
has been 'recruited from top local
bands and, because of the size of
the production, the theatre stage
had to be rebuilt by stage manager
erre Bezard, stagehand head

Jean Souchal and master electrician Bernard Legeay.
For the opening here, LeVern
Hutcherson sang the role of Porgy
and Leontyne Price sang Bess. Al-

them during the loengagement will be Leslie
Scott as Porgy and Urylee Leonardos as Bess. Alexander Smallens,

ternating with
cal

who conducted

tions).

'Rake’

Makes Plodding

Progress at 306 Metop

Preem, Despite Hubbub

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham*
merstein 2d wrote a special song,
“There’s Music in You,” for Mary
Martin, for which they got $25,000
for their

own

R&H Foundation

(for

young musicians). Brooks Atkinson,

playing himself as the N.Y. Times’
drama critic, is a key in the plot.
A host of show biz names, familiar
in the Sardi’s-Astor-Lindy’s - Toots
Shor-2 1-Stork set, are shown following Atkinson into the theatre
during* the intermissions of this
son, with a galaxy of “firsts”
the U. S. bow of Stravinsky's firct story-within-a-story, and the like.
full-length opera; initial time for These are the $25-per-bit players
a Stravinsky'opera at the Met; first Whose marquee name-value will
new, contemporary work of Rudolf also contribute to the end-result of
Bing’s three-year regime and the a film that was patterned to raise
first Met premiere in -six -seasons, funds to promote the theatre. Atand George Balanchine’s initial kinson also got the $25 fee for his
opera-staging job. Add unusually histrionics.

The Metropolitan Opera shot the
works for last Saturday’s (14) premiere of Igor Stravinsky’s “The
Rake’s Progress” and drew a
near-miss. Affair was the Met’s
most newsworthy event of the sea-

—

sets by Horace Armiand a great deal of hullayet the Met's labors
and
baloo
brought forth a mousey morsel.
Event got an unusually large advance coverage in the press, and
bowed to a sellout house, with gross
close to $30,000. !Met Opera Guild
ran it as a benefit, with a $20 top
(normal top of $8, with balance
as a contribution, for tax-exemption purposes). Guild, which had
committed itself to raise $100,000
this season for the Met’s produc-

handsome

stead,

—

San Francisco.
Understood one- of Lester’s projects will be a stepped-up revival
tion fund, announced that 90G had
of an old operetta favorite which,
now been acquired as result of

the

pro-

original

of the George and Ira
Gershwin-Dorothy ,and Du Bose
Heyward work on Broadway nearly
20 years ago and has been with
this revival, since its original open-

duction

ing last

summer

ing.

,

in Texas,

is

baton-

Complications in moving the
from London
production here
(Continued on page 58)

Hale to Partner With
Choate on

'Gigi’

Full Coast

.

fall.

Equity difficulties on either side
Org is made up of local businessof the Atlantic and that facilities
men who acquired lease on the
would be granted for regular inhouse when Boston interests’ time
terchange of shows and stars. Exran out. Members put up cash to
cept in very special cases, it
rehabilitate the -old theatre, then
wouldn’t be considered necessary to
ran into a tough show season. Paul
transport an entire oompany.
managing director, is
Anglim,
Aim of the two theatres in Lon- handling details of new setup and
don and New York would be to booking.
pick quality plays which would in
First five shows ifl- series are “I
the first instance be performed by Found April,” Victor Borge, “Conlocal artists. Then, if the -subject stant Wife,” “Deep Blue Sea” and
was suitable for a switch, it might “Country Girl.”
be performed with a mixed Anglo-

American cast.
By working on a non-profit basis,
the London operation would be exempted from paying admission tax.
This is an established procedure

Channel Storm Delay for Boff Debut

Names Do

London-N.Y. Repertory Theatre Swap

London, Feb.

contralto who appeared as the
bearded lady, Baba the Turk,
in the U. S. preem of Stravinsky’s “The Rake’s Progress,”
at the Met Opera House, N. Y.,

Paris Porgy’ Hong Just in Time After

Tour;

Run

Set

Randolph Hale, operator of the
Alcazar; San Francisco, and co-producer of the current Broadway revival of “On Borrowed Time,” has
concluded a deal to partner with
Edward Choate in the Coast tour
of “Gigi,” with Audrey Hepburn
continuing as star.
The comedy, under the production aegis of Gilbert Miller, is currently touring the east under the
management of Choate. The Anita
Loos dramatization of -a Colette
short story was presented on
Broadway last season, elevating
Miss Hepburn to stardom.
After completing, its eastern tour
“Gigi” will go directly to the Coast,
opening March 12 for two-and-ahalf weeksf at the Riltmore, Los
Angeles, then going to Seattle for
Easter Week, prior to moving into
Hale’s Alcazar for an extended run
as one of his local subscription offerings.

Miss Hepburn

is

under

contract for the show through May
30, after which she is due at Paramount for a picture assgiment.

Alex Cohen to England

For ‘Upstairs’ Tryout
Producer Alexander H. Cohen,

who

holds the U. S. rights to “The
Man Upstairs,” Patrick Hamilton
meller slated for London presentation in a few weeks, planes to England today (Wed.) to attend the
play’s tryout at Brighton. He is
traveling by Air France, via Paris.
His wife, costume designer Jocelyn,
is following next week and they
Rochester Stock
plan to return together in about
three
weeks.
Setup
Besides “The Man Upstairs,”
Rochester, Feb. 17.
Cohen also plans, in partnership
Dorothy Chernuck and Omar
with scenic designer Ralph AlsLerraan, who operate the Arena
wang, a production next season of
Theatre as a year-round profes
“All Summer Long,” Robert Ansional stock spot here, will also
derson drama recently tried out at
manage the Corning (N. Y.) SumWashington,
mer Theatre this season. The lat- the Arena Theatre,
ter house, a 1,000-seat, air-eonHorton in
ditioned proscenium playhouse, has
had a guest star policy the last
Hamilton, Bermuda, Feb. *17.
two summers, but the new pro
The Bermuda Theatre Series
ducers plan to have a resident kicks off its third spring' season tostock company. They will offer an night (Tues.) with “Rookery Nook,”
eight-week schedule of former starring Edward Everett Horton,

Duo

Expand Summer

Bermuda

with a top name in the lead, may
be brought to Broadway next seaOpera, listed as “a fable,” with
son. In recent years, Lester has English libretto by W. H. Auden
Broadway hits.
Series,, which will run through
touring
with
seasons
ee How They Run
his
studded
Dobbs
•cw
and Chester Kallman, was inspired
Partners will offer a 12-week June, is being presented at the
Fen
Y, N. Y. U6-27).
companies, such as “South Pacific,
tells
and
paintings,
Hogarth’s
summer season at the local Arena, Bermudiana Hotel in Pembroke
by
Dolls,
(Ka y Francis)—Arena, “Kiss Me, Kate,” “Guys and
Parish.
,
(Continued on- page 60)
l
l with a separate resident company.

Playhouse, (23-1).
Room Service (Mischa Auer)
Arena, Memphis (24-29).

—

—

Memphis, (17-22).

l etc..
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London, J[|b..l2._
Jack Hylton production;, .^'^rranfiicment with ..John Buckley of musical in
1

two

Bobby Howes

acts (16 scenes). Stars

Hylton presentation of Maurice
CneValler, accompanied by Fred Freed.
At King's Theatre, Glasgow.

on his
debut and impresses ma-

ice Chevalier is here
4?o|tfcsh

reproduced by Mavis Ray; scenery, Oliver jority of stubholders, particularly
Smith; costumes. Motley; lighting, Alec those, of older vintage.
He brings
Shanks; musical director, Harry RflMnp*
gaiety to Scotwitz; director, Richard Bird; principal a breath of Parisian
dancers; Mary Burr, Veit Bethkfe, Sheila land in dull February.
O’Neill, Aleta Morrison, John Auld. At
His moods are jaunty, gay and
Her Majesty's Theatre, London. Feb. 11,
There has been nobody
tender.
'53. $2,50 top.
Howes
like this happy, straw-hatted
.'Bobby
quite
feen Rumson
Sally Ann Howes cavalier of song, philosopher of
Jennifer Rumson ....
Desmond Ainsworth “love, happiness and sunshine,” as
Sam
Colin Cunningham
Salem Trumbull
Act is preGodfrey Tiffcn he himself puts it.
........
Jasper
Kenneth Sandford sented cabaret style, with the
Sandy Twist
John Sinclair
BUI
Silvery blue
up.
lights
Laurie Payne house
Jake Whlppany
Gloria Lynch drapes are the only setting. Artist
Cherry
Joseph Leader strides on stage to join his accomSteve Bullnack
Liam Gaffney
Mike Mooney
John Tlnn panist, looking for all the world
Sing Yuy
Eddie Hooker like some benign, graying, elderly
Lee Zen
Roy Godfrey gentleman with no show biz ties.
Edgar Crocker
Baker
Lionel

Reuben Sloane

Ken

Julio Valverr.s

Wendy

Mary

Ilarcourt-Brown

Tanya Durny
John AnlQ
Lionel Baker

Elsie

Rocky

Raymond Jnnney
Ed

Terence Cooper
Kenneth Luokman
a es
,G F on T? ,X!
Hughes
John

joe ...'
Johansen
Jack

—

age.

^

La

On Borrowed Time

to stage a

Stollery

direct

is

refreshing

rected, the summer season at Dalwho’.s helping out
las for several years, returned
the household, while Thayer over the weekend from
Vancouver,
Robert
Roberts, Russell Hides,
Michael Jeffrey, Larry after looking over the local setup
Kaline,
and conferring with Arngrim and
Barton and Gerald Milton are beStuart.
lievable in supporting roles (two
this
bit parts have been trimmed in
is

young neighbor

Puissarace

lit

€5Icii?*«

(The Power and the Glory)
Paris, Feb. 10.
Beer and Robert de Rlbon production of drama in seven scenes by
Pierre Bost. Pierre Darbon and Pierre
Quet; 'adapted from novel by Graham
Sets
Green©. Directed by Anre Clave.

and costumes by Francone Galliard-BlsAt Theatre de L'Oeuvre, Paris. $3

ler.

tip.

Yves Bureau

Tench

Charles Lavialle
Pierre Vlala
Francois Darbon
Francois Darbon
.Helene Gerber

Chief of Police
Half-breed
Lieutenant

.

Priest
\

revival).

.

-

.

Paul Morison has provided an
combination interioroutdoor setting (one scene origiis
nally in an upstairs bedroom
now played in the s ir
thereby elimmating an
^
and Marshall Jamison, promiction
®
assistant
iy
ce
lav
n
Pla^icdy.
the
directed
Logan, has
,

^^

;

.

Mi cruel
Simeon

^

-

arra

Luis

Aumbnt
Michel *A
Serge Merlin

•

Pedro

Julien

Soldier

Guiomar

In between times, Chevalier tells
from France, clever comedy
“Power and Glory” is adaptation
The latest Broadway musical to touch with all the Gallic wit and by Pierre Bost, Pierre Darbon and
Graham
Quet of the
be imported into London has the grimace of expression and nuance Pierre
title
makings of a solid i^ not spectacu- of voice. Packed house warms to Greene novel of the same
his gaiety and philosophy, to his which John Ford filmed in Hollytwo
than
mqre
lar success. After
singing of “Sunny Side of the wood as “Fugitive” four years ago.
had a
months out of town, Jack Hylton Street,” to his impression of Eng- French legit version has Had
Reg_ Dixon singing
_
_ _ long wait because the late Louis
brought it to the West End into lish comic
when
he
“Confidentially,” and to his wistful Jouvet had it in rehearsal
the same theatre where “Briganew number, “Loin de Paris,” died suddenly in 1951- The death
doo’n”' (authored by the same team) which he sang so recently before of Jouvet postponed production at
proved a boxoffice hit a few sea- the Queen. Star also gives out- his house, the Athenee, which put
fronters his w.k. “Louise” and on “On Earth as It Is in Heaven
sons back.
“Valentine.”
No Chevalier act in its stead, and struck it rich.
As a variation from the familiar would be complete without ’em. “On Earth” is still running after a
procedure, Hylton has given the Show has one interval, rather long- year while “Power” is doing weak
starring roles to British artists. ish, and after two hours Chevalier biz, and probably will dose shortly
Sighing* of Bobby Howes and his takes curtain call to warm, affecPower,” is faithful to Greene
daughter, Sally Ann, was ja shrewd tionate mitting.
Gord
novel in relating the grim advenbit of showmanship. There was not
a Catholic priest in
tures of
only* the obvious sentimental angle
Mexico durirfg the era of religious
w
^
L’llenre Eblonissantc
He is
but it also marked Howes’ West
persecution 30 years ago.
(The Dazzling Hour)
End comeback after an absence ^of
not personally an exemplary figParis, Feb. 10.
ure, being a drunkard and the
two or three years. Arid as they
Simone Berriau production o£ comedy father of an illegitimate child, but
play the father and daughter roles,
in
it was a natural piece of casting. Bonacci, adapted by Albert Veriy with, his conscience as a priest arives
stories

‘Porgy’

acceptable

Yanik Mallolr
Schrelber
J* F
Henry Barbier

Brigitte

Francisco

.

Young David John

Brink.

Lufclen

^

Mary Hunter

director

performance' as the disapproving series of musical -comedy revivals
The shows
but adoring Granny, and Leo G, there next Summer.
Carroll is plausibly bland as the would be presented in a local auMr. ditorium, which is to be substanunderstanding
but
lethal

in

La

Maria*

Thor Arngrim and Stuart Baker
operate the Totem Theatre in
Vancouver, are seeking Broadway

who

Continued from page 56

tially altered for the purpose. Anand attractive as the mop- other local group already presents
pet, Pud, and Kay Hammond is summer operettas outdoors, but the
reasonably odious as Aunt Deme- Totem venture would be in addiOf the secondary players, tion to that.
tria.
of
daughter
Melinda Markey,
Miss Hunter, who has staged
Markey,
have
V Joan Bennett and Gene
various Broadway shows and diand likable as the

^*°f

‘

onB’way

Plays

Emile
It fhf’nint
pl
th
a d h ? Gd
°k.r?
f «tf it charm.
Cu .
given

His rosy cheeks and white teeth
add freshness to his years.
The 65-year-old Chevalier belies
his age. He jives about the stage,
tilting skilfully at bebop, be it in
He
Paris, New York or Glasgow.
impersonates his drink-loving unHe
cle in an admirable cameo.
sighs of love and romance, of romantic Paris' and the <piace Pigalle,
of the Folies Bergere and the old
men going back to it in their old

Carurll

Veit Bethke
Pete BnUrt*s
.Ormonde Douglas
Jacob Woodlin**
June Givn.
Elizabeth Woodling .....
J°y ce Nf a le
Sarah Woodling
Godfrey Tiffen
Dutchie
G’Neill
Yvonne Sore!
Mary Burr
Suzanne Duval
Aleta Morrison
Carmellita

a

in

star-making performance. Bernard
Lancret, as a suave nobleman,
and Raoul Marco as a comic, are
socko. Yvonne Leduc, Raymond
and Nita Malber as three elderly
gals who want to learn singing
from Sedley, contribute good support. Direction by Fernand Ledoux lends the play nice pace,
pointing up both its comedy and
atmosphere. Paul Misraki’s theme
waltz, “Love Comes, Love Goes,
is put to firstrate .use as cue for
Costumes by
love-making.
the
norinri «pt hv
Jacques Carette

Plays Abroad
Maurice Chevalier
Your Wagon
Glasgow, Fob. 13.

Seek Mary Hunter For
Vancouver Musicals

Miss

cleverly-written second act.
as Geraldine turns

Moreau

'Toliu

Brown’s Body

Continued from page

before

even

arose

57

the

closing
there. British customs officials had
indicated that it would take four
days to clear the show. However,

^

p ducers Davig and Breen man :
aged to get the scenery, costumes
and props -from the Stoll Theatre
to Dover in time, only to have
two channel storms come up, so the
boats refused to take the equip-

to
Paul Gregory production drama
aP d by
I”pt;,f v mc en t Benet" Power. Judith
same title. Stars Tyrone
Anderson. Raymond Massey. Directed^hy

men t.
The

production

•

Was

finally

Rich- shipped across the Channel On a
SchumnnY onstage choral director. ._n.y.,
Theatre,
F
whit*. At century
e
many hours later, thereby
Satur- boa
Feb. hY’ 53: $4.80 top ($6 Friday,
missing train connections on this
da
Ca”t also includes choral group of 20.
side. As a consequence, a special
train had to be hired to transport
Broadway’s reaction to “John the show to Paris. It had appeared
just
be
should
Brown’s Body”
for a time that the entire Paris
about as enthusiastic as that of any engagement might have to be can*
of the cities, college towns and celled and the revival taken directwhistle-stops the show has played ly to New York, where it is schedin its many thousands of miles uled to open March 10 at the Ziegof touring back and forth across feld Theatre.
the country this season. For this
Incidentally, Davis and Breen
three-star barestage performance
have been informed that the
of Stephen Vincent Benet’s inspirscenery will have to be cut down
ing poem is enthralling, stirring
because the proscenium of the
drdmd
The offering has much more the- Ziegfeld is only 36 feet wide,
be
might
whereas the show was built for
atrical dimension than
expected from a “recitation.” This much larger prosceniums than
from
only
that. Larry Bland, the show's carapparently stems not
the eloquent choral background, pe nter, and Sam Kornblatt, the
atmosincluding hymns, songs and
electrician, flew to New York be
pheric sounds, but also in major f ore “p 0 rgy and Bess” left Lon
him to perform hlS rellglOUS degree from the incandescent per- don and decked the backstage
rintipc
UU
formances
measurements and facilities of the
rf^' French
TrQ _ nL scribes
e oriV»Pc hnvp
rlnnp
nave done
The
rone Power, Judith Anderson ana
Excent for the proscenwhat they can to put Greene S
narrative on.stage. but it is not
enough. Script has little life or
Porgy and Bess” closes here
vigor. Pic rights belong tO Holly- variation
rJther thaTXuh
wo° d wh ich ruIes out • rrench any idea of identity between ac- Feb. 28 and the troupe sails March
.
New York.
film version.
for
3
tor and character.
Production at L’OeuVre serves
Laughton’s
Charles
Although
the piay as wen as couid be ex. adaptation necessarily eliminates
Andre Claves direction substantial portions of the Benet
pected.
Francois
tries to bring it to life.
Legit Bits
work, it somehow retains the flaDarbon scores as the hunted priest, vor and emotional quality of the
while Robert Porte is good as po- original.
just as Benet’s
And
lice lieutenant who pursues him.
poem, despite its multiple-thread
Gilbert Miller took off for HaPierre Viala as informer overdoes narrative form, gradually evolves
10-day
the character’s hysteria and others into a* cohesive dramatic story, this vana Saturday (14) on a
Arnold to star
in the cast have only minor as- stage presentation without scenery vacation . . Edward
Herb
at
Eye”
His
of
Francine
“Apple
in
by
Sets
signments.
or costumes, but with merely back- Rogers' Palm Springs (Cal.)
IJ a yGalliard-Risler aid in creating the
ground drapes, a sort of bulustrade.
provincial
j.

i

1

.

m

-

dialog by Henri Joanson. Stars Pierre
Blanchar, Suzanne Flon, Jeanne Moreau,
Music by Paul Misraki; sets by Emile
Bertin; costumes by Jacques Carette. Di-

of “Wagon,”

The main’ triumph

will not necessarily be because of
the stars alone, although they get
a boff reaction, Howes makes no
1

rected by Fernand Lcdoux. At Theatre

Antoa*.

pretense towards high-powered vo j
calizing, as his strength lies in his
impish comedy style; nevertheless,
he makes a valiant try with his solo
numbers. Sally Ann, on the other
hand, has developed into a mature
chirper and has mastered* the art
of selling a song. In her individual
songs (“What’s' Going On Here,'
“How Can I Wait?” and “All For
Him”) and in her, duets with Ken
Cantril, she reveals a warmhearted
style that clicks with its obvious

Mrs.

Mrs.

IS©

Malber

Ma?co

....Julienne Raraii

.Jeanne

Moreau

bSSSS

..

.Jean-Marie Amato
.Guy Pierauid

Beil

Gordon

being the

new

first big legit hit of

ing

100%.

Suzanne

registerFlon, who

has the lead was out for several
performances with flu which gave
Miss Moreau an opportunity to
play both femme roles. Crix, who
gave her raves at the preem, came
back to see her double in the
show.
Sedley (Pierre BlanGhar), ambitious composer, is organist and
choir master in a small English
town in the early Victorian days
(circa 1840-1850). Although hapPily married, he is discontented
because his music is not sweeping
the world. One day,- the town’s
mayor comes to him with news
that a very influential nobleman is
to visit the village for one night.

the
llows

*

w^

Mayor

is

certain

that

nobleman

will further the cause of Sedley’s

Apart from Cantril, who makes career
a strong hit as the romantic lead, Flon)

Mrs. Sedley (Suzanne
is unusually nice to him.
the cast is entirely made up of
Sedley, his wife and the mayor
British performers. Their accents engage Geraldine (Jeanne Mormay not be 100% but are more eau), town's trollop, to imperson-

^

Sedlev

who has devolved a ven

warm adventuro u s spi?it““the tor Geraldine, defends her honor
period. They are good enough
ton as his wife against the advances of
nQ g “» t0
9> thp
nrnvp That
that an occasional
V Broadnohlpman
Thp
nnhlpm-m
to prove
ne noDieman.
lue nooieman
way musical can be reproduced on }leaves his house in a fury and,
the London stage without a Broad- seeking a lady of the evening
meets the real Mrs. Sedley, who
way cast,
returns his affections. Play ends
In a big cast in
tio^
n whi*h
1C
h danc with Sedley receiving hews that
T
ers botlf maip n
]ii i
vv his
P
UCCil ill*
Ilia JjUlllLUll
V
V
concertL lido
London LUllLCl
has been
armany of
opportunities, ran ged and believing that this is
there
1118 1 nk s
due
his
to
musical
talent.
But
Mrs.
There is firstcl'n^^o,^
!

S

•

>

if

rntn^ay^a^oSIrite^^ntn

also

s^Srtfv ^?™?\
g

*

vS

team .work

broadlv
hers

pnate

'

.

bLpTS

vivacity.

m

sedley knows better,
situations are
Blanchar is excellent as the

in-*

num" dignant, fussy composer who has
appro ' more temperament than talent,
Myro .
Miss Flon, as the wife, scores in a

V5.eal

Wl ^ h

T,/r

•

.

Mexico.
Curt.

year.

newcomer Jeanne Moreau

which, while not entirely in the
comfortably into
P ar vein>
Pu xL
the theme.

the

^

the

Staging is okay, with much colorful .and comic use made of its
crinoline background, and with

n Tam? Sj e C ~
?ado!nf?
? ^ P
£
lr
t ^Ji°
u
tween major sets,
director T>;
Richard
Ei d 1S
to kee P
Action
f
rolling.
There was a decided positive reaction to the music and lyrics

They

^

“The Dazzling Hour” is adapted
from the Italian and has waited
on the shelf for some time for
Paris production. Opening established it as an immediate click, atmosphere of

Thp slender story of gold rush
adventures was adequate to' provide a background for a lavish and
expansive presentation? The decor
was. on impressive lines and the

'

Nita

a
:::::: ::::::::::::::.RaoS

Mrs. Jerome
Geraldine

first night.

S

.2$E!!S

Yvonne Leduc

...‘

Brompton

mSS?

In earlier sequences, the story
and action moved slowly, but the
production got a timely shot in the
arm from the dancing girls. The
Agnes de Mille routines, which
have, been reproduced by Mavis
Ray, were spectacular and vital,
The girls’* first entrance on the
stage was one of the. highspots of
the staging. A routine by Sheila
O’Neill and Veit Bethke proved to
be the only showstopper of the

eS

Monique Artur
..Suzanne Flon
Germaine Grainval

SB£*Ww
Mrs. Thousand

sincerity.

etlVe

Paris.

Sedley

Bute

^

13 a Table
(‘13

At

Table’)

Paris, Feb. 10.
Mitty Goldin production of comedy in
three acts by Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon. Features Simone Renantv Robert Murzeau.
Zita Perzel. Directed by author. Sets,
At
Carlhian; costumes, Yves Bonnat.
Capucines Theatre, Paris. $3 top.
Madeleine Villardier .... Simone Renant
Zita Perzel
Consuela Koukousk
Nadine Alari
Veronique Chambon
Robert Murzeau
Antoine Villardier

Doctor Pelourzat
Frederic
Jean-Charlcs Chambon.
Dupaillon

Maxime Fabert
Rene Lesteily

..

.Christian Alers

Albert Michel

Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon

is prolific

writer for Paris legit and Gallic
film*- Last month he contributed
the book of the musical comedy,
“It’s Written in the Stars,” now at

microphones and spotlights,

chairs,

24°? RCA^icYor to^uUhe
.

focuses the material into compelling theatre. There are relatively

^w
;

.

album

.

|e kend

.

.

orig^

of “Hazel Flagg”
Roger L. Stevens

few lukewarm intervals.
acquired the American rights, to
For Broadway, where he has not “Escapade,” current London hit by
made a stage appearance since his Bo g er Macdougall, from producer
bit-player days of nearly 20 years He n rv gherek
Evans Thornton
” y
ago, Tyrone Power is the standout
bbe d £ or vacationing Webb Tilelement of the show. Nothing he
j
the role of Emile de Becque
has done on the screen suggests in the* national company of “South
the vitality, flexibility and fire of p ac jfi c
as t week in Birmingham
Pac
his performance in “John Brown's
itto‘^ Oa Ssmann skeddld to
Body. Although anyone who saw our
g eariy next year in an
m a strawhat revival of j taban repertoire
program
I™.
Liliom „ about 15 years ago at H oro tiiy chernuck and Omar K*
Westport, Conp., W0ldd kRow he German, producers of the Rochester
^juve:
isanything but.the cardboard
Arena T^ eatr e, named managing
nile he has played so often in
directors of the Corning Glass
C
N.Y.
Wa? poem
nn Jm will
wfn he Summer Theatre, Corning,
of Benet s Civil War
the conflict in openings of
Bue
a revelation to most audiences.
“Maggie” and Misalliance” tonight
Not far. behind Power in this (Wed.), critics covered latter pro*»

%

i

j.

.

i

Ct

S

Theatre de Paris, and has credits giving one
And
on three new pix. This is farce- formances of his career.
comedy and some of its scenes, es- while Judith Anderson tends to
pecially at beginning, win smiles rend a passion to shreds at times,
if not loud laughs. But the plot is she also offers a vibrant, occasiontoo thin to spread over three acts, ally affecting portrayal of a cataand result is unsubstantial eve- log of characters. Laughton, bening. Idea behind “13” seems bet- sides adapting the Benet work, Jias
a
QC
ter suited to a 15-minute revue
sketch.
a
P^^sli!^.a ?S v-otnnncf
uYi
fe’
™Li
Flustered hostess discovers just ble in major part for the imaginabefore dinner on Christmas Eve tive, resourceful production conshe has invited 13 gu ests JBe;
JPftL
ItTl
ln °; superstitious, sne is aiarmea
man deserves credit for
the actual
a Rd commences telephoning for a choral effects, Which the group
Although guests arp
14th gueg.Aimou|h
gu st
are handles superbly under Richard
J«n
"artt to nnu, sne nnauy secures White’s direction.
Hobe.
one, nut tnen anomer guest, me
doctor
ca ed away,
ft
^ now. she
Again there
are 13, and
Equity Shows
get another to avoid the
o
unlucky number The entire play
(Feb. 16-Mar. 1)
works around this same notion,
with a weak sub-plot about a South
Finian’s Rainbow
Lenox Hill
American adventuress, once mar- Playhouse, N, Y. (25-1).
ried to host-husband, showing up
and Superman
Man
DeWitt
with the intention of shooting him, H. S., Bronx, N. Y. (20-21);
Bryant
(Continued on page 60)
H. S., Queens, H. Y. (27-28),
•

S

-

'

—

—

I

*

-

.
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Antoinette Perry Awards Dinner
for 1953 will take place March 29,
at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y.
Act to permit the City of New
York to enter into a longterm,
$-a-year lease with the City Center

Music and Drama was introduced in the Albany Legislature
Monday (16). Center now pays city
annual rental of about $23,000.
Choreqgrapher Michael Kidd was
of

with flu,
last « week
up all
- «
w nn
held up° finaT casting on
dancers and rehearsals for “Can-

laid
.

.

-

—

.

which
j,

•

Cru

^

,

Marjorie Wipfiel^ withdrew

week as
Broadway

stages. '.manager

.last

of_ tne

Fourproduction of
poster,” to return to Sab Francisco,

where
Cahn,

hfer autlior-husbahd, J*
tne
is promotion manager of

The, Theatre Guild
and Joshua Logan, co-producers oi
Chronicle

.

.

.

tne
“Picnic,” last week exercised
bring
show,
***»- ****a,u
overcall for the
20%
/o uvcu.au
" $90,00U.
nnn
ing the capitalization to
reportedly been ex_

which has
ceeded by the production

cost.

—
WpdncgJay, Febmary
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Heflin-'Shrike’ $16,400;

Hypoed With Fonda

Chi Biz

;

«

18, 1953

$33,189

‘Forest’ $10,000, St. Louis

•

St. Louis, Feb. 17.
reviews greeted “The
Shrike,” with Van Heflin, and
piece wound up the first of its twoweek frame at the American Sunday (15) with a $16,400 take, at

B’way Skids; Hazel’ Perky $33,900

(0),

Mixed

House Record; ‘Banana’
‘Chicago, Feb. 17. h
C hicago legit is in excellent conHenry Fonda entry,
thewith
ation
”
"Point of No Return, breaking the

Current Road Shows

1

house record at the Erlanger last

M

For Murder”

SSSk "‘Dial
showed an excellent

rise, with the
Tuesday night early curtain again
S
*Ncxt week “The Shrike” settles
down for six we^ks at the Erlanger.
Estimates for Last Week

Me Madam,

Call

Shubert

(4th

(Stritch-Smith).
Sprightly $43,300 with large convention trade.
,
TY
(3d
For Murder,
Dial

«k)

(Feb. 16-28)

also

Affairs of

Hams

M

(Otto Kruger,
S.F. (16-

Book and Candle (Joan
Bennett, Zachary Scott)—National,
Bell,

Wash.

(16-28).

Me Madam—Shubert,

Call
(16-28).

Caraino Real

.

— Shubert, N.H.

—

—

M

Greene)—Harris. Chi

*

Idling’ $27 JO

(23-

28).

—

‘Maid’ $13,100,

Roz $43,709, Philly;

Chi

.

wk) ($4.40; 1,000) (Richard Greene).
Certain Joy Locust, Philly (16Doing real fine with $19,700.
28).
Point of No Return, Erlanger (3d
Constant Wife (Katharine Corwk) ($5; 1,334) (Henry Fonda). nell, Robert Flemyng, John Emery)
Broke the house record with $33,Biltmore, L.A. (17-28).
Saturday
(21).
town
exits
189;
Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
Top Banana, Great Northern
Dane Clark, Nancy Kelly) Nixon,
(11th wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers).
Pitt.
(16-21); Virginia, Wheeling,
Sales picking up, with final weeks’
notice resulting in smart $27,800. W,Va. (23-24); Palace, Youngstown
(25-26);
Colonial
Akron
(27);
Stops run here Feb. 28.
.Shea’s, Erie (28),
Dial
for Murder (Richard
(16-28).

Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
Legit grosses continued to ring

up new highs, with heavy attendance at

all three Shubert houses.
Sparked by rave reviews, “Wonderful Town,” went SRO for two
1

weeks run

Hub

opening

Newcomer
the

last night (Mon,) was
Kermit Bioomgarden-Thomas

Hammond

production, “A Certain
Joy,” which preemed at the Lo-

Fasten Your- Belts Her MajesMontreal (16-21); Shubert,
Boston (23-28),
Fourposter
(Jessica
Tandy,
Hume Cronyn)—Hanna, Cleve. (1621);
Royal Alexandra, Toronto

Estimates for Last .Week

Legend

ty’s,

*

at all but its

performance.

cust.

—

‘Picnic’ $19,200,

,

,

28).

2,100)

($5;

State

Marsha Hunt)— Geary,

$4,27 top.
Mild interest was manifested
in “Petrified Forest,” with Gene
Rayinond, and it. closed a week’s
engagement at the Empress last
night (Mon.) with an estimated
$ 10 000

of

Lovers,

Academy

Foyer

(1st wk) (350; $3.25). Arenagroup getting heavy social
backing for second production,

stage

$ 8 000
Wonderful Town, Forrest (1st
wk) (1,760; $5.20) (Rosalind RusGigi (Audrey Hepburn)
sell).
New musical a click from
Theatre, Richmond (16-17); Playhouse, Wilmington (19-21); Wilbur. takeoff. Rich $43,700.
Fourposter,
Locust (2d wk) (1,*
Boston (23-28).
,

.

(23-28).

Boston, Feb. 17.
Current week marks a brief
hiatus in the Hub’s- legit season,
with all houses dark. “Fasten Your
Belts” bows into the Shubert Monday (23), teeing off with a matinee
performance. “Gigi” bows into the
Wilbur same night.
Estimates for Last Week
Maid In the Ozark*, Majestic

wk)

(4th

1,100).

($3.60;

Wound

foui>week stand with okay $13,100.
Picnic, Plymouth (2d wk) ($3.60;
Built to slick $19,200 for
1,200).

‘OKLAHOMA’ FINE 39G

THREE-STAND SPLIT

Ladies

Nite,

—Cox

580; $4.55)

Cincy

—

man,

Columbus

(19-21);

Ford’s,

Balto (23-28).
I Found April (Constance Bennett)
Court Square> Springfield,
Mass, (19-21); Lyric, Allentown,
Pa. (23); Rajah, Reading, Pa. (24);
Playhouse, Wilmington (25-28).
Maid In The Ozatks—Strand,
Portland, Me. (16-21); Metropoli-

—

—

Richmond Week

Richmond, Feb.

17.

“Bell, Book and Candle,”
ing a full eight-performance

WRVA

the

play
stand

Theatre hpre

last

week, grossed a fair $15,500.

The

at

Paris ’90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner)

—Lyceum,

Minneapolis (16-21);
Parkway, Madison, Wis. (23); Davidson, Milwaukee (24-28).
Point of No Return (Henry Fonda) Erlanger, Chi (16-21); American, St. Louis (23-28).
Shrike (Van Heflin) American,
St. L. (16-21); Erlanger, Chi (23

—

Shepard Traube production might
have grossed more by splitting the
week with some other town, but
that would have involved transpor- 28).
tation costs, so it probably netted
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb
more by standing still here, even Tilton) Tower, Atlanta (16-28).
though the total receipts were less.
Stalag 17 Shubert, Wash. (16
Joan
Bennett - Zachary.
Scott 28).
starrer is playing Washington this
Top Banana (Phil Silvers)
week.
Great Northern, Chi (16-28).
White Cargo-Shea’s, Bradford,
Pa. (28).
‘Affairs’
$15,000;
Wonderful Town (Rosalind Rus-

—

—

—

.

Okay

‘Moment’ $4,800, Frisco
San Francisco, Feb.

sell)

—Forrest,

active

Ballet Theatre racked

$19,500 in four

up a neat

performances

last

week. Troupe made some big hops,

necessitating layoffs. Monday (9)
in Corpus Christi if grossed $4,900;
Moment, Please, Marines Wednesday, El Paso, $5,300; ThursJ^oriai Theatre (2d wk) (R-$3; day, Tucson, $3,700, and Saturday,
640) (Carol Brumm,
Jane Connell, Claremont, Cal., $5,600.
Robert Cowell, Louis Bennett).
Troupe opens Friday (20) in
Mepped up to a fine $4,800 (Pre- L.A* at the Philharmonic Audivious week, a good
$4,200).
torium, .for an 11-performance

One

stay.

'GirF$15,100, Cleve.
Cleveland, Feb. 17.
Country Girl,” costarring' Sidney Blackmer,
Dane Clark and
£ancy Kelly, pulled a mild $15,100
last

week

at the

.Hanna here.

°dets drdma
Pittsburgh, this- Week.

is at
'

New, Haven,* Feb.

^

“I

money
it

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
didn’t lose any

Am a Camera”

was

at the
still

Nixon

last

week, but

somewhat disappoint-

and most of the cast drew down
fine personal notices, reviews for
the most part were not b.o.
Current attraction is “Country
ris

17.

6
stand of “Maggie” at
thp
' e cV"^
Sluibert last week pulled spotz
fina * take; at a $5.40
ton

Girl.” Nixon is now solidly
until well into April.

booked

’

reaching $17,900.
Marian AndersOn will give her
is dark currently.
Next only N. Y. concert of the season at
haS Preem ° £ i<Cami t10 RealM the Metropolitan Opera House
(23-20)
Easter Sunday afternoon, April 5.

t0 P.

r

fl

number

strong at $27,900.

‘DOLLS’
IN

RECORD $41,000
BUFFALO STANZA
Buffalo,

Feb.

17.

“Guys and

Dolls,” playing a full
eight-performance string at the
1,400-seat Erlanger here last week,
grossed over $41,000 at a $6 top.
It was a b.o. record for the house.
Musical is at the Auditorium,

Rochester, alt this week.

'Stalag’

Firm {17,800,

Hilltop

{5,000, Balto

Baltimore, Feb. 17.

Legit cashed in here last week
with both Ford’s and Don Swann’s
Hilltop Theatre-In-The-Roiind in
operation, plus two weekend performances by the N.Y. City Ballet
Co. at the Lyric. “Stalag 17” at
Ford’s garnered a firm $17,800 as
the sixth offering on the Theatre
Guild-ATS subscription list.
Swann wound up his five-play
schedule of arena presentations at
the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel with
Patsy Kelly in “My Sister Eileen.”
Response for the 'Fields-Chodorov
comedy was a mild $5,000.
Dance troupe opened a short
eastern tour here, grossing a record $13,000 for two performances.
Current at Ford’s is Jose Greco
and his dance group in a return
Camera” set to
visit with “I
follow as final offering on GuildATS subscription. “The Deep Blue
Sea” is set for the Week of
.

9.

capacity gross
and stars.
Price includes 20%
amusement tax, but grosses are
net: i.e., exclusive of tax.
Beraardine, Playhouse (18th wk)
of

'

seats,

(C-$4.80; 999; $21,500). Over $7,200 (previous week, $8,000); must
vacate, the house Feb. 28, either
to move elsewhere, go on the road

or fold.
Children’s

,

Hour.

Coronet

(9th

wk) (D-$4.80;

1,027; $28,378). Nearly $12,500 (previous week. $13,900).
Crucible, Beck (4th wk) (D-$6$4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Almost $26,000 (previous week, $28,400).
Deep Blue Sea, Morosco (15th
wk) <D-$4.80; 912; $26,000) (Margaret Sullavan).
Nearly $13,500
(previous week, $15,700); has re-

verted from the $6 top Friday and
Saturday nigfits to $4.80 every
evening; closing Feb. 28 for a limited tour.

M

for Murder, Plymouth
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,495)
Evans).
Over $30,700

Dial
(16th

(Maurice
again.

300).

South Pacific, Majestic (200th
wk) (MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (MarBritton).
Wright,
George
Nearly $21,800 (previous week,

tha

$33,900).

Time of the Cuckoo, Empire
(18th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056) (Shirley Booth). Over $17,500
(previous week, $20,000).
Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
(11th wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
(Melvyn Douglas). Almost $15,100
(previous Week, $16,500).
Two's Company, Alvin (9th wk)
(Bette
$47,167)
(R-$7.20;
1,331;
Davis).
Over $38,700 without
theatre parties (previous week,
$22,300 for four performances); has
scattered parties this week and
next, after which its on its own.
Wish You Were Here, Imperial
(34th
080).

week,

wk) (MC-$7.20;
Nearly

$45,700

i;400;

$52,-

(previous

$49,200).’*

OPENING THIS WEEK
Maggie, National (MC-$7.20; 1,$36,000) (Betty Paul, Keith
Franklin
Andes, .Odette Myrtil).
Gilbert-John Fearnley production
James
M.
of
of musical version
.“What Every Woman
Barrie’s
Hugh
by
book
Knows,” with
Thomas, music and lyrics by William Roy; opens tonight (Wed.).
Misalliance, City Center (C-$3;
2,100; $35,000) (Barry Jones, Tamara Geva, Roddy McDowell).
172;

Emperor’s Glothes, Barrymore
(1st wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1,060; - $28,City Drama Co. revival of
000) (Lee J. Cobb). Almost $10,600 N. Y.
tonight (Wed.)
for the initial stanza; closing Sat- Shaw comedy opens
for 16-performance engagement.
urday night (21).
(CD-$6-$4.80;
Box
Music
Picnic,
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,
Booth (20th wk) (R-$6; 739; $24.- 1,012; $27,000). Theatre Guildof play
production
Logan
Joshua
184) (Beatrice Lillie). Nearly $23,by William Inge, opens tomorrow
600 (previous week, $24,200).
(Thurs.).
night
Fifth Season, Cort (4th wk) (C$25,639)
(Menasha
1,056;
Skulnik, Richard Whorf ).
Over
$25,100 (previous week, $24,600).
Fourposter, Golden (69th wk)
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Sydney, Romney Brent). Over $12,500
(previous week, $10,500),
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (117th
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904)
Over $36,700 (previous week, $38,
$4.80;

700).

CORNELL GOOD $31,200
IN 3 SOUTHERN STANDS
Dallas, Feb. 17.
Katharine Cornell, playing three
stands last week, grossed nearly
$31,200 in her revival of “Constant
Wife,” co-starring Robert Flemyng

Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (1st wk) and John Emery.
Production played Monday night
(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen
Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay (9) at the Paramount, Baton Rouge;
at
Venuta, John Howard).
Opened Wednesday-Thursday (41-12)
and FriToronto, Feb.* 17.
last Wednesday night (11) to. three the Music Hall, Houston,
On split-week opening (12-14), favorable notices (Atkinson, Times; day-Saturday (13-14) at the Melba
Royal Opera Festival grossed a McClain, Joumal-American; Watts, here.
smash $16,600 for four perform- Post), three pans (Chapman, News;
ances at the Royal Alexandra, with Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
‘Gigi’ Fair $15,100 (3d)
the 1.525-seater scaled at $3.50 top Tribune)
and one on-the-fence
and “Madame Butterfly” and “Cosi (Hawkins, World-Telegram
Greco
Sun);
$27,000, D.C.
Fan Tutte” nightly sellouts.
drew $33,900 for six performances,
Washington, Feb. 17.
Current week sees repeats of plus $6,900 for two previews.
Greco
troupe of SpanJose
The
previous two operas, plus Menot
John Brown’s Body, Century (1st ish dancers, a strong draw in Washti*s “The Consul,” latter also sold wk)
(D-$6-$4.80;
1,645;
$43,000) ington, pulled a fat $27,000 through
out. Ernest M. Rawley, manager (Tyrone Power, Judith Anderson,
the turnstiles at the Shubert Theaof the Royal Alexandra, is impre Raymond Massey). Opened Saturtre in last week’s single-stanza
sario of the venture.
day night (14) to six favorable re- stand, and obviously could have
views (Atkinson, Times; Coleman, done a profitable second session
Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram here if bookings had permitted.
‘Mother’ $11,800, L.A.
& Sun; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc- Troupe won universal acclaim
Clain,
Joumal-American; Watts, from the critics.
“Stalag 17”
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
and one pan (Chapman, moved into the house last night
(J*ost)
“Life With Mother,” town’s only
(16T.
legit tenant, racked up a moderate News; premiere grossed $6,200.
King and I, St. James (99th wk)
At the National Theatre,
tally last week in its third frame
(Yul wound up the third week of a
$51,171)
1,571;
at the 1,518-seat Carthay Circle, (MC-$7.20;
Brynner).
Over
(previous
$48,300
three-week stand to a fair $15,100
with gross at $11,800.
gross, and moved on. “Bell, Book
Biz perks this week with Kath week, $47,500).
of
Love
Four
Colonels,
Shubert
and Candle,” starring Joan Benopening tonight
Cornell
arihe
(Tues.) in “The Constant Wife” (5th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,- nett, followed into the National
for a three-week run at the 1,636- 000) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Paliper). last night (16) with a handsome adAlmost $37,500 (previous week, vance sale for its Washington stay.
seat Biltmore,

Royal Opera Fest $16,600
For Four in Toronto

&

1

‘Camera’ $16,200, Pitt

Nixon, ing at $16,200. Although Julie Har-

‘Maggie’ $17,900, N. H.

Attendance .was generally off 500 for the second eight-performearly in the week, with receipts ance stanza; closed Sunday night
especially, disappointing for the (15) after 16 performances.
midweek matinee, in most cases
Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (4th
played Thursday (Lincoln’s Birth- wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $18,500) (Mark
day). Trade picked up quickly at Stevens, Geraldine Page). Almost
the matinee Saturday (14), how- $16,000 (previous week, $15,000).
ever, and w as also brisk that night.
Moon Is Blue, Miller (102d wk)
But in most instances the weeks (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Donald
total was below that for the pre- Cook, Barry Nelson, Janet Riley),
vious stanza. Business is expected Nearly $12,900 (previous week,
to improve this week.
$12,300).
Of the new openings, “On BorNew Faces, Royale (40th wk) (Rrowed Time” drew rave notices $6; 1,035; $30,600).
Approached
and little patronage, “Hazel Flagg” $20,000 (previous week, $22,100).
got a split press and made a prom.On Borrowed Time, 48th St. (1st
ising b.o. start, and “John Brown’s wk) (CD-$4.80; 925; $22,927) (VicBody“ was almost unanimously tor Moore, Leo G. Carroll, Beulah
praised.
Bondi). Opened last Tuesday (10)
“Love’s Labour’s Lost” conclud- to unanimous raves; first six pered a limited engagement Sunday formances grossed $6,200, the Frinight (15) at the City Center, to be day night show having been cansucceeded tonight (Wed.) by “Mis- celled because of Moore’s illness.
Pal Joey, Broadhurst (59th wk)
alliance” for a two-week run. “Emperor’s Clothes” is due to fold Sat- MC-$6.60; 1 ,160; $39,602) (Vivienne
urday night (21), “Deep Blue* Sea” Segal, Harold Lang). Over $28,100
closes Feb. 28 to tour and “Bernar- (pi’evious week, $32,200).
Seven Year Itch r Fulton (13th
dine” must vacate the Playhouse
the same night. There are three wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24;400). Al*
openings this week.
most $24,700 (previous week, $24,-

Hume

Am A

Philly (16-21).

17.

Estimates for Last Week *
.Affairs of State, Geary (3d. wk)
(C-$3.60;
1.550)
Hunt,
(Ijdarsha
Otto Kruger). Okay $15,000 (Previous week, a nice $17,000).

With Crix, Bette $38,709

Cronyn).
Domestic comedy bettered sock first week with great

Ballet Theatre $19,500
hand,
For Four in Big Jumps March

Frisco
legit
continues
with two productions oh
each thriving.

OK

MD

tan, Providence (23-28).
Phoenix, Feb. 17.
Mrs. McThing (Helen Hayes)
“Oklahoma,” the Theatre Guild’s
erennial tourer, had a cleanup Shybert, Philly (16-28).
My Three Angels
Parsons,
Iast week with gross of just under
Hartford (19-21);
$39,000 for a three-stand split.
r Walnut, Philly
(23-28).
Rodgers - Hammerstein
musical
Oklahoma
Paramount, Tuscon
played Monday-Tuesday (9-10) at
the Auditorium, Pasadena; Wednes- (16); Liberty Hall, El Paso (17);
day ill) at the California, San Aud., San Angelo, Texas (19);
Bernardino, and Friday-Saturday High School Aud., Midland, Texas
(20); Aud., Fort Worth (21); Aud.,
(13-14) at the Paramount here.
Dallas (22T; Tyler, Texas (23); Municipal Aua., Shreveport (24); Municipal Aud. Vicksburg, (25); Par‘Bell’ Only Fair $15,500
amount, Baton Srpuge (26-27); Ft.
Whiting Aud;, Mthife (28).

In Fufl

(Jessica Tandy,

‘John’

Broadway took it on the chin $37,300); Theatre Guild subscripagain last week as the boxoffice tion ehded last week.
continued the spotty trend of reLove's Labour’s Lost, City Cencent weeks. Most shows sagged ter (2d wk) (C-$3; 2,100; $35,000)
fairly sharply, but a few registered (Joseph
Schildkraut, Kevin Mcrises, in two cases as a result of Carthy, Meg Mundy, Philip Bourtwo-for-one stimulus.
neuf, Burd Hatfield). Nearly $22,-

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD
(Comedy-Drama),
R (Revue),
Guys and Dolls Aud., Roches- $31,400.
MC (Musical Comedy),
(Muter (16-21); Shubert, Detroit (23
Mrs, McThing, Shubert (1st wk) sical Drama), O (Opera).
28).
(1,870; $4.55) (Helen Hayes, Jules
Other
parenthetic
designations
I Am A Camera (Julie Hams)
Munshin). Competition hurt Mary
Murat, Indianapolis (16-18); Hart- Chase fantasy, but still plenty refer, respectively, to top prices;

Good

(16-21); Cass, Detroit (23-28).

—

finale.

IN

—WRVA

Time’ $6,200 for 6 Despite Raves,

‘

Hot

Wednenday, February 18, I 953
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Catholic U. Unit Set

For

Plays Abroad

10-Wk.US0 Far East Tour
Washington, Feb.

—

Players, Ihc,, touring stage unit
of graduates of the Catholic U.
Drama, has
School of Speech
beeft booked for a second tour of
USO.
the
by
an d Korea
unit | s s i a te d to leave March 23
{of 10 we £ ks 0 f entertaining troops
in the Far ^st It will present

Opera Sets 'Carmen

Pacific Coast

i'vited to become patrons. These men
Las Vegas, Feb.
asked tQ: help secure the
concerted .atteftipte^fi^Las will $e
^
imiialer here, but their
Vegas for longhair p^sentttficin bppriis will remain in escrow to be
checks
will be the opera, “Catfmeti,"py
if entire cost is raised
returned
the Pacific Coast Opera Cp f/ sejt'fpr
membership and boxoffice.
next Nov. 8, sponsored
Association hit with a big splash
newly-organized Las Vegas Opera
Melchior & Co. reAssn. With cost for the one-nighter when Lauritz
Sahara.
approximating $7,500, bill is to be cently played a week at the
the first honorary
became
Melchior
underwritten by subscriptions, plus
opening meetboxoffice returns. Opera will be member, and teed off
to help the
presented in the new 1,500-seater ing with talk aimed
Second honorary
high school auditorium, now build- budding org.
Went to Mimi Benzeli,
ing, but 'due to be completed by membership
during a luncheon at the Thundermidsummer.
bird, which had her booked for a

First

'

from

outfit,

Frisco,

Labour’s

“Love's

Shakespeare's

L 0S t.'' There are 10 men
wome n in the cast, which

and four

will carry costumes and full stage parafightthe
through
it
phajiaiia with
V. Hartj n g zones. Father Gilbert
school,
ke> director of the drama
who directed the unit’s first Far
t our j as t year, will be unable
jj as
a ip n g this time.

'

Opera

any fair-size stage.
Las Vegas Opera Assn, took cue
from the Reno Light Opera Assn.,
now in its second season. Reno’s
initial attempt with “Rigoletto,
last April, not only was successful

“South Pacific" grossed $56,100
last week at the 2,600-seat Temple,
Eight performances was longest
leitimate run here in 18 years
Theatre has been without roadshows for past two years.
Standing room only last two

his first such Met stint. Ramon Vi
nay will be the Tristan and Blanche

nights.

counted on at the Met to fill the
Wagnerian *spot long held by
the retired Kirsten Flagstad and
the now infrequently-used Helen

from the

standpoint,

but cleared $2,500. Las Vegas org,
With Mrs. Virginia Moore, who
sparked the Reno success, has set
similar machinery in motion here.
Hotels Not Tapped Yet
Opera group has already accumulated funds and pledges amounting
to over $3,000, within six weeks of
Inception. So far, the big money
Wells of resort hotels have not been
tapped, with subscriptions from
localities making up the treasurer's
report. As in Reno, several of the
individuals
having interests in
gambling enterprises will be in-

have been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable and experienced transfer company on the
West Coast!
^
• Railroad privileges for handling
shows and theatrical luggage

U.

in California.

5.1

ON

of Sands Hotel.

trio of other “firsts’'

BIRMINGHAM WEEK

IN

V

REQUEST !

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT

Now

November

for a

However,

start.

failure of patronage led the couple to decide to call it quits.

a i i t r
Scheduled

•

/v

B way

Maggie, National, tonight (Wed.).
Misalliance, City Center, tonight
(Wed.).
Picnic, Music Box, Feb. 19.

.

Morosco,

Angels,

in

Midstream,

Miller
set,

Joy t $Z,bUU, iir-i
Wilmington
.

•

.

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Life

"PORGY AND BESS"
Just Concluded 13 Wks., Stoll Then.,

London

CURRENTLY

EMPIRE THEATRE. FRANCE
Mgt.: BILL MITTLER,

1619 Broadway,

New

York
’1

959 N.

Loi Angeles Contact

THE H & L TRANSFER CO.
Gower
—

—

Si.. Hollywood 38
HI. 0997
HE. 9392
HI. 4768
Hauling’ to and From the Car; The Valley Time and the Coast Runi
Arrangements Made for Trucking Touring Shows Anywhere in U. S.
.
(This Time Try Us)

T° r

ME MADAM"

CALL

*

Currently 9th Month

Now

Playing

SHU BERT, CHICAGO

act.

as

the

is

red-wigged. bordello

SPRINGFIELD
IS HOT!
re-decorated.

Beautifully

an

In

area hungry for play* and mu*
deals Touring shows can make
top money on a split week and

—

—

some shows have done
full

well for a

week.
Write

—

Wire

-

Call

Locatclli,

Giuliani, Martlnclli, Luttazzi;
Giulli.

sets,

At Teatro Augustus, Genoa;

Paul G. Anglim, Mgr.

Mario

NEW COURT

$3.50

SQ. THEATRE
4-6484

Springfield, Mas*.

Thanks mainly to some

fr^sh,
up-to-date material well suited” to
*

madam, and Blanche Thebom is
Ugo Tognazzi’s modern
just as standout visually as the comic
bearded lady, Baba the Turk. Nor- projection, written by comparative
man Scott handles the brief newcomers Scarnicci and! Tarabusi
this ranks among this' year’s bes
father’s role well.
Balanchine’s staging is static, revues in a field rapidly going
stale. It looks SRO through* most
with perhaps deliberate intent to
of the big-city run here. Fresher
suggest
the
classical
era
via gags and skits of the author plus
tableau effects, but the result dis- such oldies as audience
plants, et&,
appoints, Fritz Reiner’s conduct- frequently break the monotony
of
ing of the score is masterful, show- stale sketches and endless, slow^
ing the same care that obviously paced production numbers which
went into the production through-*! have become set parts of other current Italian revues.
Bron.
out.
Young comedian Ugo Tognazzi
carries the
show and appears:
finally to have reached the top.
‘L&dies’ $12,000, Cincy
Delivery and timing are tops, with
Cincinnati, Feb. 17.
appeal mainly directed towards the
After this week’s third-week
finale of “Good Nite, Ladies" in

WANTED
Beautiful Lyric Soprano to
Join Well-Known Singing Act

ONE-YEAR CONtRACT

AND
ALL EXPENSES PAID
'

P.M«
Auditions, Friday, Feb, 20, at 2

\

HOLA STUDIOS
1657 Broadway

:

1

In

Eugene Conley

sion

weekend.

/#

Tognazzl-Glustl
production of
revue
two parts by Scarnicci and Tarabusi
Elena Giusti, Ugo Tognazzi; fea
Raimondo Visnello, Maria Palumbo.
Maresa Horn, Stella Nicholich, Lussy de
Palma, Lins Moris, Nuccla Boni, Marisa

formances here

$2,600.
“Gigi,” starring Audrey Hepis in for four performances

In

Stars
tures

top

burn,

1
.11

Dean Acheson

in

evil genius,; Nick Shadow. Martha
Lip ton makes a grandiose impres-

’

When

lovely lyric soprano, and brings
the house down with two exquisite
arias in the third scene of the first

playwright Irving Ravetch, failed
up to its name in three per-

this

A«>.

|

Wilmington, Feb. 17,
“A Certain Joy,’’ drama by new

drawing a

HI

^

Bert Stimmel dancers (G). Directed by the authors. Music by Bracchl,

(13-14),

FAIRFAX BURGHER

!

a firstrate
Torn Rakewell. Mack Harrell is
equally impressive vocally as Tom’s

weak

JACK DAVIES

new

theme of

a

no theatre

'52.

.

4.

Three

Revue A,

(

MD

drille dancing.

—

Wonderful Towns Winter Gar-

to live

Direction

JOSH MEYER

mu

Also unveiled is Miss Dunham’s
ballet, “Southland." Though
racial prejudice is worthy,
this suffers from forcing the usual
cliches and banalities on ^n intense
sort of pseudo-classicism, and cer- topic, which robs it of depth and
poignance. As dance, there are some
tainly not grade-A Stravinsky.
fine moments and group work, but
Libretto .is pretty-pretty, and
overall this is a didactic statement
e cas
rather than a dramatic ballet.
t
ve
Evening ends with “L’Ag’ya," a“
Gueden), is practically unintelli- fine return to the original sweep
gible, except in the recitatives. ,of the group in the story of Haiti
Settings are outstanding, with the ridden with joy and ease and also
first aefs second scene
that of terrorized by the insidious effects
Mother Goose's bordello—a strik- of voodoo. Here the color and spark
ing affair visually. But here, too, take hold again, with Miss Dunham
effect is disappointing after the in her best form and helped by
first moment, when setting fades the erratic, powerful terping of
from a smart replica of a Hogarth Vanoye Aikens and Wilbert Bradengraving into just another crowd ley. Costumes are colorful and
music adequate with rest of the
scene.
Mosh.
On the credit side is a note- group competent.
worthy cast of fine young AmeriClno,
Fantasma!
can singers (plus gifted Viennese
(Hyya, Ghost!)
Miss Gueden). Miss Gueden, as the
Genoa, Feb. 10.
forsaken country girl, exhibits

‘rtml^LTsa

Openings

*

CD (Comedy -Drama), R

ANTA

being in-and-ouhsh, the
dull, pederstrian stretches strongly
offsetting the several choice lyrical
passages,
flavorsome
arias
or
melodious or rhythmic ensemble
numbers. Score is an astringent

after shifting from the downtown
Playhouse (since demolished and
about to be converted into parking
lot) and leasing the old Colonial

in Rehearsal
C (Comedy) D (Drama),

MC

sic in nfeo-classical style, in at
and tropic- terping. Cuban and
tempted throwback to 18th century Brazilian interludes have some ex- and
masters. Musically, the work doesn’
cellent bits of bravura and quaThfcy had planned 10 productions

April 2.
Sight Unseen,
April 3.

GREAT NORTHERN, Chicago

Shows
Keys:

—

57

Stravinsky has written his

run for three weeks
of Lorraine," set for

Hawk.

—

a ne’er-do-well’s dissolute life
and comeuppance in 18th-century

to

Horses

Ploying

.

ive.

•

of

19

Week

Currently 73rd

is

‘Rake’
Continued from page

March 11.
Camino Real, Barrymore, March

"TOP BANANA"

a soprano,

England.
world preem in
Its
Venice in 1951 was a brilliant sue
manager and his actress-wife, El- cess. Here, however, riotous living
in the 18th century seems pretty
len Hardies, decided to wind up
tame.
operation with the musical, “Lady

My

Hit

to

17.

Elimination of two plays from
the current season’s schedule, and
dropping of the curtain March 28
on’ six years- of stock in Albany,
Were announced by Malcolm Atterbury in a speech at the premiere
of -“Apple Of His Eye" at the
Colonial Playhouse here. Actor-

10

Comedy

ball

(Musical Comedy),
(Musistorm. Her present stay at the cal Drama), O (Opera).
has
massive Palais De ChaiUot
Horses In Midstream (D) Gilshown*a retrogression in the Dunham appeal with a' preponderance bert Miller, Donald Oenslager,
of previous numbers, and a subtle prods.; Sir Cedric Hardwicke, dir.
Merchant of Venice (D) N. Y. C.
loss of sheen and barbaric force,
which has reduced most of the rep Drama Co., prods.; Albert Marre,
Luther Adler, Margaret Phildir.;
than
to excellent music hall rather
ips, Phillip Boumeuf, stars.
the distinctive terping of yore.
enough
Troupe still has flair and
eye appeal to give this a moderate- Schnitzer on Int’l
ly successful run here, but crix
Robert C. Schnitzer, currently
have fallen off for this new perin New Haven as company manaformance.
Miss Dunham still presents a ger for “Camino Real," has been
fast-moving show, with most of her appointed chairman of the ANTA
on international extop dancers still on hand. The first committee
part of show is made up of a series change of companies.
of five suites on tropic, Cuban,
Schnitzer handled negotiations
Brazilian, tango and shango themes for bringing the Greek National
of ritual and folk dancing, hanging Theatre to Broadway recently and
from fine to pleasing arrangements for the Berlin ^Festivals in, ’51

Traubel.

Albany, Feb.

he gamut from take-offs on base-

j

5.

Robinson, Lucille Ellis, Fences Taylor,
Jacqueline Walcott, Miss Dunham, At
Palais De ChaiUot, Paris; $2.

6 Years

In Albany After

local proce-

dure, the script abandons the story
which involves a ghost’s visits
to a musical show, after the first
proceeding with lightly
stanza,
related skits and terps numbers.
Songs are a pot-pourri of local
aves, standards, spme new but
merely functional tunes. Skits run

Katherine Dunham’s last two
the Brangaene.
visits here in 1948-50, were crix
Performance has unusual inter and b.o. successes, due to the verve,
est for the trade in that Miss Har
folk authenticity and color of her
shaw, until recently a contralto and creations, which took Paris by

now moved up

also

line,

Thebom

Certain Joy, Playhouse, March 5
Porgy and Bess, Ziegfcld, March

"Dare"

there. Fritz

’

March

WALTER
WAHL

King Marke

Giusti

•

Stiedry will conduct the opera for

Atterburys to Fold Stock

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

in

h'is initial

17*

den, Feb. 25.
Merchant of Venice, City Center,

601 East 5th Street
Loi Angeles 12, Calif.

Featured

Birmingham, Feb.

-

Elena

set.

and westerns to narrated pictures pnd the inevitable zany docroutine.
office
tor's
Costuming
of
Fernand Lumbroso presentation
Katherine Dunham Dancers in two acts. varies, with topliners splendidly
Decor and costumes, John Pratt; music garbed while the* chorus appears
direction, Aime Courtioux; choreography,
Katherine Dunham. With L-enwood Mor- outfitted with “second-handed maJulie
erial. Sets are simple but effecris, Vanoye Aikens, Wilbert Bradley,
Paris, Feb.

son in N. Y. next Monday (23).
Margaret Harshaw will be doing
her first Isolde and Hans Hotter

TAC1FIC’ FINE $56,100

,

Katherine Dunham
Dancers

Metropolitan Opera, will offer a

when it preand
“Tristan
Wagner’s
sents
Isolde" for the first time this sea-

facilities

Equipped
to transfer and haul anywhere in

• RATES

Key Room

Bfc

Wo

• Authorised

A

METOP EYEING HARSHAW
FOR ITS FUTURE ISOLDE

Good"—
and “Joan
—
two "weeks.

ADVANCE AGENTS!

COMPANY MANAGERS

• Complefe warehouse

Due in next week from Frisco is
Casiglia, who will huddle with
opera heads to chart pre-presentabanquet is being artion plans.
ranged in his honor in the Golden

younger

medico and Rene Lestelly as valet
also register. Direction by the author can do little to stir up action
because he neglected to write
enough into the script, “13" has
some funny moments, but on the
whole it is a feeble affair. Curt

di-

fortnight.

v

Table.

....

*

{.

rected by Arturo Caslglia, roadshows many productions for Coast
cities during spring and fall seasons. It’s comprised of soloists .who
sing supporting and sometimes lead
roles in the San Francisco Opera;
chorus members also from this
Coist company; full' ballet, corps,
and 40 musicians from the San
Francisco Symphony. Pacific Coast
Opera Co., is able to. package almost any complete opera in the
repertoire. Company also brings in
its own sets, made adaptable for

attendance

13

A

comes into her own as a stage
and being asked to dinner to avoid personality with this show,
althe 13 curse at table.
there are still traces of an
though
Sauvajon has a gift of stage gab initiative habit.
and since “13" has little action,
Able and attractive support is
this helps out for short while. The tendered by a galaxy of
young
main trouble is that the basis of starlets such as Maria Palumbo
play is rather silly and tiresome, Stella Nicholich, Marisa LocalelU
with the author appearing to be and others. Such vets of the Italian
telling the same joke over and revue stage as Raimondo
VianCllo
over.
„ . also help. Strongest mitting, howSimone Renant is hostess, Rob- ever, is accorded the Bert Stimmel
ert Murzeau acts as host and Zita dancers, three .femmes and three
Perzel the pistol-packing South men, well paced through three
of
American femme. All are capable the show's production numbers.
players and carry out their assign- Chorus line likewise is adequate.
ments nicely. Maxine Fabert as a
Following the usual

&

A

v

Continued from page 58

17.>.

the 1,300-seat Cox Theatre, where
the comedy dropped last week to
a still big $12,000, Cincy will be
without road shows for more than
a fortnight.
Coming schedule takes In Ballet
Theatre, “Affairs of State" and
“South Pacific." all headed for the
2,500-seat Taft.

jtoom 3

and

In

Mr.’

Wolfe

MicliMl

Carol

TEITEL ~

See

rr*

GINS

HI

THEATRE — Ai You H ke
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p,m ’

Feb.
LEXlngtort 2-H90

feat.,
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Wednesday, February 18, 1953

Literati
Christine and Jelke
Between the return totlieU.

S.

Jorgensen, tile GX who
c£ Christine
-uoMcfed,
his sex, and the Mickey
g
(V-Girls) case, the
Ward
-Pat
Jelke
great cirdaiUes are finding both
The latter, of
culation-builders.
draw.
course, is the bigger
The unprecedented coalition of

Meade,

Md„

was

Raney

was

ex-

ecutive
editor under Amussen.
N. Y. dailies Both came over as a -team from
several metropolitan
»nd the wire services for a show- Rinehart, but Raney is remaining
admitted to the at Holt, also because of added
cause order to be
has added to the Income and added responsibilities
trial proceedings
although he prefers sticking to
journalistic intrigue.
The dailies, however, were set present title of executive editor.
Y.
N.
However,
when
in. his new spot, he will
(Tues.)
back yesterday
Supreme Court Justice Benjamin be tantamout.in title and standing
order
to
to
Amussen.
refused
Latter, incidentally,
F Schreiber
Tudce Francis L. Valehte, Jelke may or may not get an ed-in-chief
The under him and function, only as
ban
Sal judge, to' lift the
appeal the de- editorial director because of his
Dress attorneys may
Court.
other responsibilities as veep and
cision in the Appellate

is
g.m. of the entire Rinehart trade
A sidebar on the Jelke case
“like book department. Amussen leaves
one lawyer’s crack about the
of a New York newspa- March 1 for Key West with his wife,
perman being in Pat Ward’s diary Ann, on a month’s Florida holiday
This resulted in an in.tra-N» Y. Post before taking over April 1 at Rineremake of Leonard Lyons column hart. Latter’s text book departWalter Winchell con- ment, incidentally, continues under
last week.
"lectured that the “like initials” Ranald Hobbs, v.p.
could apply to himself or to Lyons.
‘Satchmo* Almost Done
He didn’t mention another possibilcase. The
Louis
Armstrong’s
autobiog,
ity said to be the real
had
column
Lyons’
“Satchmo,”
which will probably
first edition of
which wind up in two volumes, is almost
a return crack at Winchell,
the Post’s lawyers first cut down completed for Prentice-Hall publiomitted cation. It has been done in the
to “That was a lie/' Lyons
edition as not bandleader’s
characteristic
style
it in a subsequent
meaning enough without the snap- and brings it up to Prohibition.
editor-in-chief
Howard E.
per so the entire item was. killed P-H
and something innocuous substi- Goodkind wants to end it with the

initials”

dis-

4

!

'

4

'

eight

Eddie (the Taxi)- Davis' Book
Comedy writer Eddie Davis is
currently
working on
“Laugh
Yqurself Well” to be published by
Frederick Fell. Tome will have a
chapter on relations between comicp and medics. Another chapter
will feature medical gags by other

royalty-free scripts.
Both
authors are educators and also
have practical radio-TV experience.
Male fashion expert has au-

makes them do his
bidding, snaps his fingers both for
effect and to prove liis points, and
generally gives spectators a field
thored "Bert Bacharaeh'srBook For day of varied emotions. High spot
Men” which A. S. Barnes will pub- is his post-hypnotic demonstration,
lish.
Bacharach writes for Es- with customers rolling in the aisles
quire
and kindred periodicals. as the bewildered subjects go
Barnes is also publishing “March- trough zany stunts at his bidding.
jects to sleep,

writers including Cy Harris, Irv ing Bands,” by Kenneth HjelmerBrecher, Abe Burrows, Bill Mor- vik, director of .music education in
row, Goodman Ace, Phil Rapp, Hal Baltimore, "and Richard Berg, and
Kanter and others.
a second Argosy mag anthology,
Davis used to be a. cab driver this time “The Argosy Book of
when Eddie Cantor put him co Sports Stories,” edited by the
work writing gags. Davis says that mag’s editor, Rogers Terrill.
Cantor recently approached him to
write for his teevee show doing
the “Maxie the Taxi” bits. Davis
says that Cantor is now driving
‘Outside’ Legit
him back to the taxi business.
Continued from page 1

Newcomer Sandy Solo wins sympathy as a handless vet and applause as an appealing arid promising song stylist. War vet who
lost both hands in action makes no
bid for syhipathy, but reaction is
inevitable. He keeps one hand in
pocket throughout act, using the
othqr iron Claw in a natural manner to punctuate his singing. His
is a dignified and straight
performance, with his warm manner
and good expression lending interest to a good set of pipes,

—

Family

Mag Scramble

Leo De Lyon combines comedy
•

with a flexible set of 'pipes that
adds up to a built-in jukebox. He
plays it for laughs and garners
plenty of them, plus appreciation
for some hep stints with tunes.
Tees off with a zany takeoff on
“Old Devil Moon,” mixing Vaughn
Monroe with Tommy Dorsey. Then
tackles,
“Summertime,” seguing
from his natural pleasing baritone
to a high falsetto. Stint on the
piano is particularly gpod. M6st
ribtiokling portion of this is some'
clowning a la grand opera.
Carla Sc Fernando and troupe of
Spanish terpers make a colorful
and fast opening act. They rate
well as an unusual and solid vaude
terp team.
Lowe,

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Feb. 14.
Josef Locke ( with Ernest Broadbent), The Indriksons (3), Billy
Revel
Pat Fields, Bayer's Dogs,

&

Arthur Worsley Archie Glen Les
Trois Poupees, Bobby Dowds Orch
*

,

home saying

sonality, and a distinctive set of
pipes.
He closes bill with 25minute offering of Irish and current songs, ranging from “Isle of
Innisfree” to the moppet prayer

song, “Christopher Robin.”
Locke gets warm reception from
stubholders, calling on ’em to
suggest songs. He does this dar-

Has

’

T

l

’

m

W

&

l^

^

5
;' ’

to

back

members

at

more

of audience.

off, tilting

and he works

this

into

his

act,

with stagehand walking on and
removing his pianist’s stool. Dur-

of a crowd, with onlookers mainly

ing act Ernest Broadbent, singer’s
accompanist, does classical solo
turn that, dims good hand-to-hand
music.
Only other standout on bill is
the Danish aerial team of the
Indriksons, two males and a gal.
They have exciting offering, senior
male balancing on his head on a
trapeze and holding younger male
with..his hands. Act is really daring in trapeze stint and has possibilities for U. S. market.*
Vent act of young English per-

former Arthur Worsley is so-so and
familiar.
Adequate technique is
aided somewhat by vent turning
the dummy upon himself and

’

poned her appearance date, ‘and
then both CMQ and Montmartre
cancelled her contracts. Miss Baker
refused to accept the cancellations
and came to Cuba anyway, demanding to be allowed to perform.
Miss- Baker reportedly is planning to go to Germany after leaving Cuba in about two weeks.

beg

with shrug
of shoulders at curtain-lowering
stage director. Locke has built up
reputation for exceeding his time,

&

-

quipping

ingly,

vociferous

•

K

dying.

ever.

Baker

youngsters and newsmen. Mestre
sent down a crew of TV cameramen to film the “show.” (He said
Miss Baker “had a ‘show’ all set
to roll when she was barred from
the building.”)
Miss Baker suspended her picketing briefly when she and her
lawyer, Jose Agustin Martinez, entered the station for a quick talk
with Mestre.
Mestre charged that she, supported by “a Communist clique,”
was seeking to /provoke a scandal.” He said she insisted that he
let her perform, but “I cannot be
ordered around.” Mestre added
that his station ’ “does not make
any distinction between a famous
international star and the humblest
local performer,”
Earlier in the year, CMQ had
signed Miss Baker for a fortnight’s
stand at $14,000. Montmartre cabaret signed her for the same .period.
However, she twice post-

is

Headlining is Irish tenor Josef
Locke; solidly-built singer with a
goodly dash of North of Ireland
charm, an attractive. Emerald Isle
brogue, plenty of attack and, per-

&

,

that variety

Majority of acts are of poor quality
and some merit no mitting whatso-

&

.

Vaude layout here, apart from

.

two acts, is disappointing and the
kind of bill that sends stubholders

TV

be bylined by Lasky.
Jimmy Cannon, N. Y. Post colPrentice-Hall is rushing publica- umnist, recovered from eye infection for the fall. It will be a four- tion and resuming his column toBritish ‘Tallulah' Suit
lct 01’
Gollancz, Ltd., British parter first in McCall’s starting in day (Wed.) after absence of about
niiy,
her .2* TaUhtoh Bankhead’s July.
six weeks. b 0g
The. other bio will be penned byj
Tal lulah
Gordtfrf Irving, Variety’s Scotlost suit for
fihoi1 K
brought by Olga Lindo as re- Dorothy Brandon, Washington staf- land mugg, back hoihe after doing
ini!
0i
of
N.
fer
the
Y.
Herald-Tribune.
reference
commentary as film scribe for spein the book to
thi T 01 ^
Scribners will publish in Septem- cial trailer lensed at Pinewood
n
iQ9<T i2P reception of “Rain” in
Miss Lindo was the star of ber.
Studios, England,
that production.
Maurice Chevalier penning a
bhsh e r promised to delete refdaily diary for the Scottish Daily
_,.f|
on
»?ars
Lait-Mortimer
ence from future editions, and
during his fortnight's stint
Mail
Mortimer,
Jack Lait and Lee
to p ay compensation to authors of the “Confidential” se- at King’s Theatre, Glasgow, and
Lyceum,
Edinburgh.
as
W
as
PH
costs
the
of
a
have
done
ries Of expose books,
aS.
1C>
^arper’s publishes book in piece, “Mars Confidential,” for the
Lillian Smith trekked to N. Y.
tl
U
Clayton,
Ga„ to “defend”
from
Stories.
Amazing
current issue of
Man” on
In a satirical vein, the duo found Ralph Ellison^ “Invisible
the
Meets
“Author
DuMont's
m
at
work
the Mafia and Communism
T,A A
V ssen a Rinehart Veep
Critics” tomorrow (Thurs.).
usse n returns to Rine- on the Red Planet.
hfljf j?
J?
sevenBldg.,
new
Life
Time
and
new
has
^°* as vicepresident and
a
Mag, incidentally,
cpnGrS
story structure built to serve as a
er °f the trade book digest-size format.
deS,L n alter
hub. for the mags’ European news
an hiatus of’ seven
^.
vpa vo
formally
staffs,
business
and
Vorliees Book Troubles
that time lie was in
opened in London last week.
SchusJ°tned jkarcourt, Brace,
“Korean Tales,” Simon &
and
Pre-publication second printing
by
book
Lt. Col. Melvin B.
ter
Jatterly„ybecame
editorin ph
has been ordered for “Man Into
Co., when Vorhees, former Army censor in
Wiu jim1 Pl^cnry Holt
Popular Library reprint
shifted over Korea, has had a sales flurry, but Woman,”
frmv^-n 5;
about Danish painter Einar Wegebestseller
U bl
on
vt0 ^vitalize Holt's not enough to put It
tr?SiSS
T
Trade book
whose sex was changed.
lists, as a result of the court-mar- ner,
department.
April issue of Holiday, “due in
ssen an<* Stanley R. Rine- tial trial of the officer on charges
haw- ¥
,
alw&ys maintained a per- that he violated Army censorship mid-March, will be devoted to
Rnpli r
with articles by Colette,
Paris,
that
asserts
Army
and. with. the latter’s regulations. The
Silas
t° unload some of his the volume was published dfter he Irwin Shaw, Art Buchwald,
dmu
Ludwig
Ue
Paul Bowles,
the
Spitzer,
withdraw
to
the former couldn’t resist had been' ordered
+u.
tl(M.e{i
in which Gen. Douglas 1 Bemelmans and Pierre Cartiermanuscript,
incometitle,
and
the
dimo
a Potential of a share in the MacArthur and some newspaper Bresson.
E.Ji?
Ralph D. Paine, Jr., Fortune
es ®,* Amu ssen succeeds John correspondents were criticized.
Snf{?
clb y who,
it will be announced, is
At the current trial of Voorhees. managing editor since 1941, suc-

,

,4

&

Laune’s 1951 bestseller.

Wash.

:

Battle is developing in magazines the critic involved would not be a
distributed through the five-and- factor one way- or the other.
dime stores. This month, Ideal
Similar Case Cited
Publications launched Today’s FamProducer who had observed the
ily,
10c
monthly
peddled
excluhave
FDR era.
critic’s condition at the premiere
tuted. Winchell and Lyons
There is great demand for it sively. through Woolworth’s. On subsequently reported the matter
been feuding personally And the
March 11, Macfadden uncorks Famto the League on his own, -but was
Post is suing the Hearst columnist. from foreign sources where the ily Life, to be marketed via
6,000
It should be added that neither, great Negro trumpeter is an idol outlets in 53 variety
informed that there was little that
store chains.
of course, is the one intended in to the jazzophiles. This has keyed
It was
It’s all "part of a move by mags the organization could do.
the “like initials” of the newspa- P-H into the idea that post-FDR to latch on to store distribution explained that in the absence of
perman, who is otherwise known to to date will probably make another channels, such as the
supporting
witnesses
willing
to tessuccessful
Winchell privately volume in some futur^ years.
the hepsters.
Woman’s Day (A&P) and Family tify to the reviewer’s alleged
cracked, “However, I can’t imagine
Circle, which has various, super- drunkenness, no effective action
Greenspun’s Vegas Win
him giving up $50 or $100; he’s the
market tieups.
could be taken. In a similar case
Both sides claimed victory last
kindava guy who’d just flash his
Family Life is edited by Eleanor several years ago a^formal protest
week following settlement of a Pollock, who left
press badge.” »
Charm
managing
The American Weekly (Hearst), $225,000 antitrust suit brought in editorship and previously was edi- by the Dramatists Guild council
which is serializing Miss Jorgen- \ Las Vegas Federal Court by news- tor of Cue and Woman’s Editor of was brushed off by the critic’s publisher and the N. Y. Drama Critics
sen’s “own story,” has been doing paper publisher H; M. Greenspun the Philadelphia Record. It
has an Circle.
a big circulation builder-upper. against Sen. Pat McCarrari (D., initial guaranteed circulation
of
Producer’s attorney has advised
Random House'has the book rights. Nev.) and some 25 gambling casino 750,000.
and hotel operators In the Nevadan
him that although a state!' law
resort.
passed several years ago forbids
’ No
Feud
Whitman’s ‘Search*
Greenspun, who publishes the
Deems Taylor states he knows
Howard Whitman, newspaper- refusing admission to anyone holdLas Vegas Morning Sun, had man, author and lecturer, has
of “no feud” as described to him
had ing a ticket, except on grounds of
charged
that the defendants con- his latest tome, “A Reporter in disorderly conduct or some such
and Oscar Hammerstein 2d. He has
spired to withhold advertising from Search
just about completed “The Rodgers
of God,” published by objectionable behavior, he might
paper. He described “the settle- Doubleday. Yarn,
& Hammerstein Story,”, biography his
which follows have the critic in question barred
ment as a “substantial” one, inas- an interview pattern, concerns
of the composing team, for Ranit- if he attempted to attend the openmuch
dom House which plans it for next '$75,000as he previously rejected a self. with various attitudes on the ing of his next show. If an issue
offer from McCarran and subject
of God and touches on sci- were made of the incident, the profall. Taylor plans going to Italy
the Senator’s co-defendants.
entific, psychiatric and atheistic ducer could defend the case by citin July on a picture deal.
viewpoints, among others.
As to being “fellow classmates,”
ing the critic’s reputation, he was
A. L. Mayer's 2d Book.
Whitman formerly worked on
Taylor states that when he gradArthur L. Mayer may do a sec- the London Daily Express, Paris told.
uated college, Hammerstein was
Although drunkenness is generalond
book for Simon
Schuster Herald and N.Y. Daily News.
probably only about 11, and Dick
ly regarded as the exception among
which wants it quickly, on the
Rodgers even younger.
first-string New York critics (at
heels of “Merely Colossal.” This
CHATTER
..least one reportedly is a strict abhas gone 11,000 copies, considered
Alin Honeycutt, ex-wife
St.
Joe Laurie's Vaude Book
good for a first book, before pub- Clair McKelway, planning aof biog stainer before attending* openings),
“Vaude Parade (From the Honky lication.
the matter has long been a sore
on Gene Krupa for Simon
Tonks to the Palace)” is the probMayer says he’s willing if it’s an
point in legit circles,
*
One firstable final title of Joe Laurie, Jr.’s easier chore than “Colossal,” \riiich Schuster
Louis Berg, film and
editor of stringer was fired on such a charge
book which will be completed is a combination autobiog and an
a couple of seasons ago, and boozThis
Week
mag,
plahed
to
London
March 1 for Henry Holt
Co. pub- al fresco saga of "the picture biz Friday
(13) to do a series of pieces ing is understood to have been at
lication next fall. .As with “Show from the long chase to the chaise
least a partial factor in several
Biz (Vaude* to Video)” .which he longue.” His new book may be on Hollywood abroad.
Darius Milhaud’s autobiography, other instances of aisle-sitters beco-authored, Laurie has been work- built around the 11,000 old stills
“Notes
Without
Music,”
to
pubbe
ing
bounced in recent years.
ing many years on this book, which which Dick Griffith, film curator
lished by Alfred A. Knopf Feb. 23.
is
touted as the most complete of the N. Y. Museum of Modern
Rudy
Vallee’s
biog
will
be
done
history of vaudeville.
Art, has in his collection.
by Norman Katkov, whose life of
It will be set up
in the “Show
Fanny Brice, “The Fabulbus Fan-Diz
style, sans illustrations (save
‘Josie’
2 ‘Mamie' Biogs
ny,” was published last week by
lor possibly a few
Victor Lasky, editor-in-chief of Knopf.
unusual end- Continued from pace Z
papers) and also like “Show Biz” iSpadea Syndicate, is commuting to
Stephen Longstreet is writing
it ^ already
experiencing a cutting Washington to work on a biography “Mack Sennett Presents,” life story beer which her secretary bought
Pioblem because of its size, al- of “Mamie.” It is being done with
of the pioneer film producer, for her and read copies of local news,g 1 the not same 200,000 words the official sanction of the Presipublication by Simon
Schuster papers, Including the Communist
?!
ia ve *° he elided
as from dent and Mrs. Eisenhower but will next fall.
Hoy. She failed to attract much
r i

™

61

ceeds C. D. Jackson as publisher,
closed last week that three top with Jackson joining the D. C. adgenerals violated the censorship ministration. Hedley Donovan, asregulation under which Voorhees sociate managing editor of the
was brought to trial. A Defense mag, upped to managing editor.
1
Continued from page 53
Department spokesman identified
Rosemary and Earl Wilson yvi\\
the generals as Gen, Lucius D.
§
;'0.£p#pi<©I 9
Clay, Lt. Gen. Edward C. Almond house-guest with Siegi. CessIefc’Niife;
and Lt. Gen. Robert L. Eichelber- operates the Berkeley Square bis- turn quickly to awe before his
tro, Siegl’s, when the N. Y. Post skill.
ger. Regulation Involved requires
Army personnel, both active and columnist goes to London to cov$r
Using ..a “scientific” pitch and
the Coronation. The Wilson's,, thus
retired, to submit writings on mil.businessman's manner and dress,
itary subjects for review and clear- are solving their accommodations Slater quickly takes over the galproblem.
ance before publication.
leries ahd commandeers
guinea
Rudy Bretz and Edward Stasheff ’pigs wifh less than the usual
Maj. Gen. Courtney Whitney,
aide to MacArthur, said the Voor- have followed up their “Television amount of cajoling. He lines up
Program”
book of last fall with about eight subjects in chairs but
hees charges were made to “increase sale value of his book another, also via A. A. Wyn, due actually works only with two. The
through sensationalism, however in March, “Television Scripts for rest are window dressing and efStaging and Study,”
fallacious and unwarranted.”
including festive as such. Puts the two subit

House Reviews

resigning “to devote himself more
to creative writing” which he has
always done besides being Rinehart’s chief ed.
William Raney, in turn, moves
up into Amussen’s spot at Holt,
also with an increase and added
responsibilities.

LITERATI

PSSsjMTy
at Fort

'

playing the doll part himself while
his wooden prop does most the
gabbing. Billy, Revel
Pat Fields

&

are- n.s.g. crosstalk turn, and Les
Trois Poupees, trio* of gal terpers,
are bill openers with adequate

talent.

Archie Glen, vet' English per-,
former, proves tedious in a study
of

an

inebriate,

some

of his

ma-

being of the blue category.
& Olive Austin offer
standard routine in juggling, and
Bayer’s Dogs, old-fashioned act of
dainty, obedient cariines, require

terial

Billy

Gray

more modern presentation.
Entire bill points to need of
slick, up-to-date performers. Lack
of a. peppy American turn is very
obvious.

Gord.

.

Carroll Gibbons continuing to
maestro his Savoy Hotel band, despite a fractured foot.
'

modate buyers now flooding Paris
Zoe Gailj bedded by flu, has had for spring collection showings.
Bal Tabarin to reopen, in April
to drop out of her cabaret engagewith Madame Sandrini already
ment at the Cafe de Paris.
up old help and enterrounding
two
promoting
Harold Fielding
is undergoing repairs
Sunday dates for Johnnie Ray at tainers. Place
with same type of
reopen
will
but
Manchester.
Blackpool and
_
v
j
Arnold Picker in town last week show.
over from London
Wiidberg
John
Morton,
Monty
for huddles with
to ogle any likely plays here and
United Artists’ local topper.
S. Negro actors for
Nicholas Monsarrat due in Lon- to recruit U.
Negro Guild 'Theatre he
don for next month’s preem of American in London which will
forming
is
auhe
which
Sea,"
“The Cruel
tour Europe with “Apna Lucasta,"
thored.
.
.
.
and “Hamlet.” WildCharles L. Tucker rushed to hosp ‘IGolden Boy"
berg is interested in French legitlast ’Tuesday (10) for gallstones
De Trefle" and
Dame
“La
ers
for
hospitalized
be
operation. Will
“Treize A Table/’
„
two, weeks.
.
film
acquired
has
Dent
Arthur'

*

(

*

*

*

from

'

,

Las Vegas, Nev.
*
cash*
Billy Daniels in for couple of
weeks at El Rancho Vegas.'
Carolina Cotten inked for Silver

*

Kay

11.

continues

Starr

draw

tj

1

.

<

Monday

May

peak, biz at Flamingo, with Zsa
Zsa Gabor to follow, March 5.
The Irving Stones guesting with
Ana Sosenko at El Rancho /Vegas
during Hildegarde’s final week.
Chet Lauck leaves his Blue Diamorid ranch to resume Lum &
shows after three-year
Abner

*

dral,

of

hoopla

Helldorado

and

Slipper

week

&

Sun, mending after a recent operation followed by pneumonia.
Jimmy (ex-& Evelyn) Vernon is
.floor man -at the Desert Inn, Las
Vegas, and not at the Sahara as
was erratumed in the lead story
List week.
London music publisher Reg
Connelly to the Coast thi$ weekend “in quest of the proverbial
This is his
hit,” as* he puts it.
semi-annual trip.
Over 1,500 mourners, including
top show business figures, attended
funeral services for publicist Steve
Hannagan* at St. Patrick’s Cathe-

...

By Bill Willard
Jake Kozloffs to Hawaii on va

AM

I

hiatus.

,

t

.

Jack Entratter sets Robert Mer-.
rill for latter part of May; Perry
Como in July, "and Jackie Gleason

summer

a

pactee .for the Sands.

The Gordon Jenkins “Manhattan

Towers’’ package set for Thunderbird by Baum-Newborn agency instead of Joe Glaser as itemed pre-

(161.

Film director Bronson Hartley
and Cuban actress Martica in from

viously.

Lew &

,

,

rights

.

Election is slated for Feb, 24 at
the Hotel Astor.
Arthur Schwartz back from the
."Coast today (Wed.) for a N. Y.
quickie on personal business. He’ll

.

Leslie Grade pact packet

because of pic chore, with producer
Stan Irwin searching all crannies
for replacement.
Wilbur Clark and Desert Inn’s
homblower, Gene Murphy, return
from Gotham where Clark presented Walter Winchell with a
$35,000 check for Damon Runyon
Memorial Fund in advance of
“Tournament of Champions’* golf
tilt here in April.

!

I

production.

Mystery Writers of America,
Washington
viewing Warner Bros/ “I
By Florence S. Lowe
Confess" yesterday (Tues.), feted
Singer Eddie Fisher .winding up1
director Alfred Hitchcock and star
career with a series of loca
Anne Baxter. Pair, together with Army
benefit appearances.
featured player Roger Dann, reStage, town’s theatre-mArena
turned over thd Weekend from the-round, preeming a revival of
Quebec preem of the picture.
‘The
comedy,
Restoration
the
Radio City Music Hall accom- Country Wife.”
modated the producer of its current
American Newspaper Womens
after

by marqueeing “George Jes- Club sponsoring benefit preem of
‘Tonight
production,
sel’s
“Hans .Christian Andersen" at reSing’/’ but this was later changed furbished
Metropolitan, Warner
to more orthodox billing. Jessel midtown house, tomorrow night
shot it for a newreel for future (Thurs.).
*
_
. use
in one of his video shows.
James Fleming, NBC-TV, gifted
•Jack Benny would like to play Library of -Congress with two coponly
-the Palace but, says he, “the
long-playing
ies of the new
consecutive time I can get away, disk, “Mr. President," which he
radio and TV shows, edited and narrated,' With presenin view of
could only be during the summer, tation ceremonies filmed for use
film

•

We

.

RCA

my

.

.

and Sol Schwartz doesn’t want me
then I’m sure." He’s doing three
weeks in Frisco vaude, instead.

on Dave Garroway’s “Today"
U.
ding

S.'
its

NBC

Steel-Theatre Guttd.skedannual stint to Kick off

American Red Cross drive with an

NBC

Havana
Phil

show

telecast

of

•

“O’Halloran’s

Spitalny’s orch opens
this week.
A-l Spanish musical stage

Montmartre

An

.

Luck," starring James Stewart,
Dennis Morgan and Gldria Deat
Haven, from town’s Constitution
Hall March 1.

By Jay Mallin

Skippy leaving Sans Souci to
Lisbon
launch her own musical troupe.
Yolanda Rodriguez Suarez, 16.By Lewis Garyo
CarvalFrancisco
year-old deb, elected 1953 Havana
Guitarists
carnival queen.
hinho and Pais Silva back from a
French, Swedish and Italian tour in Venezuela.
films (with emphasis on sex) givLisboa Filmes will' produce a
ing Hollywood heavy competition new. pic, “Hilario," with Coimbra
at Havana houses..
University as background.
Ted Scott, NBC representative
Director Brum dp Canto has finin Cuba, was one of two foreign ished his African opus, “Chaimnewsmen attacked with blackjacks ite/’ starring ‘Carlos Jose /Teixeira:
by two fiien during an argument.
Circus Luftmann, back from
Madera Island where it had a good
season, is now touring South Por-

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
,

Irving Berlin stopping
Souci.

at

Sans

Sam Levenson and Cy Howard
at the Algiers for vacash.
'

Jimmy Durante celebrated his
60th birthday last Tuesday (10).
James Petrillo, AFM topper, in
town along with other top brass
of the organization.
Jasper Deeter will be guest director of Studio
little theatre
production of “Candida.”
Veronica Lake playing lead in
“Personal Appearance" at Holly-

M

vwood-By-The-Sea
“What’s

My

busi-

ness.

.Martha

mumps.

Tilton

laid

up

with

.

Kurt Neumann returned from
Munich.
Deborah Kerr and Janis Paige in
from ,N. Y.
Merle Oberon applying for U s
.

citizenship.

-

.

mogul

Masaichi

Nagata.
Philip Carey bedded by virus
“Calamity
while
Jane" shoots
around him.
Sidney Franklin, Jr., applied for
a license to operate a TV station
in El Centro.
Leighton Brill and Ben Kamsler
in from N. Y. to round up talent
for tab musicals.
Leroy Prinz hosted Leslie Monro,

New
S.,

Zealand Ambassador
at Warners.

to

the

Phil KariSon resumed his director chores for Edward Small after
a week out with flu.

Eduavdo Capolino

in

from Rome

to discuss distrib deals In behalf
of Italiah film companies.
Fred Schwartz in from N. Y. for
confabs with Lester Cowan about
“Main Street to Broadway.”

•

Franz

Funkturm:
is

v.

Suppe’s operfetta, ’Boc-

under direction Anton
Paulik on program of Bregenz lake
caccio,”

Berlin’s Latest nightclub addition

the Boogie Club, launched late

Boleslav Barlog’s contract as director of the Schlosspark Theatre
extended to July, 1954.
Erich Kleiber, turned down an
offer to become director of the Soviet Sector’s State Opera House.
After the latest expropriations,
only 51 out of 103 East Berlin
cinemas are still in private hands.

India
“Quo Vadis’’ (M-G), passed its
Metro. PicBombay’s
at
10th week

*

festivals.

in January.

Film

Schoefibrunn

Co.

started

work on Nestroy comedy “To Make ture didssix weeks

at

Calcutta’s

a Joke." Oscar Straus is writing Metro.
Motion picture producers estithe score.
Prof. Rudolf Hanzl,. just- back mate that boxoffice returns on Infrom U.S., resigned as chief of dian pictures declined 40% durSociety, ing 1952.
Philharmonic
Vienna
Herman Obermayer sup
To offset 60% cut in film music
Prof.
planting him.
since Jan. 1, All-India Radio appointed panel of composers to do
“Hurray! The Russians Are Going!" is the title of the cabaret
light music suitable for broadcastshow currently at Nurnberger
ing.
Philadelphia
Trichter.
Madras government has proBy Jerry Gaghan
U. S. plx recently at Army theposed an increase in the show tax
Frances Faye, nitery chanteuse, imposed on theatres as experiatres include “Steel Trap” ( 20th )
“Woman of North Country" (Rep) was a visitor in a new role, mak- mental measure. Current rates
and “Willie*, and Joe at Front" ing rounds of disk jockeys to plug vary from 25c to 50c per show.
her Capitol recordings.
(U).
x
Bill introduced in Indian ParliaHerman Comroe, owner of Pow- ment would amend Cinematograph
Gloria Palast on. Kurfurstendamm, completely bombed out elton Cafe and v.p. of Theatre Res- Act fo provide for seizure of films
during the war, has been recou- taurant Owners of America, flew to by district magistrates without
tructed; new showpiece has 960 Chiqago (16) for conference with notice if interpolatory pieces are
nitery ops.
seats.
tagged on to films after censoring.
of
co-owner
Gerson,
Dallas
Amendment' also makes it essenLatin Casino and partner in Atlan- tial that film producers deposit
«*•
tic City's Hotel Brighton, has rewith the Central Board a producSan Francisco
decorated inn’s Punch Bowl which
tion script of all films along with
reopened Thursday night (12).
By Ted Frlpnd
pix when offered for censorPrincess .Fawzia, dancer at Big the
Dan Terrell, M-G publicity exec,
and wife in for a one-day looksee. Bill’s, took off Friday night (13) ing.
“Clutterbuck" first winter pro- to go to LaGuardia Field, N. Y., to
duction at peninsula Hillbarn The- meet sister Amira, Egyptian film
Pittsburgh
atre.
actress, flying i* from Cairo.
Jack Cummings, Metro producer,
.
By Hal V; Cohen
and wife on weekend eating cirNat Elbaum named president ot
-

•

1

cuit.

opening.

*

0

Bonnie Baker at the Italian Village and Red Nichols into Club
Hangover.
Washington
the
into
Dinah
Blackhawk and Billy Holiday into
the Say When.
Fred Waring and James Melton
doing the seven hills; ditto Terry
Moore and Nick Hilton.

Bogota, Colombia

Playhouse Guild in annual
tion.

elec-

4

tophmng
Conchita Montijano Stock Co. at
Dandridge
Dorothy
the Colon.
Carousel this week with Bruce
“Limelight” (UA) still big at two Howard on bill.
.
Bogota theatres.
Bill Kennys celebrated fifth wedVergara Records signed Juan ding anni during- Ink Spots StanLegido, songster.
ley. engagement.
“Gone With Wind" (M-G) on reVickie Welles featured in curissue at twor Metro houses.
rent show at Casino, with Marion
Bernardo Mendel, local impre- Russell holding over.
sario for concerts, moving to N.Y.
Glennon had tonsils reBill
Larry Kornblith, Columbia dis- moved following run of White
recovering from appendix Steed" at Playhouse.
trib,
removal.
Fred Burleigh has picked PayMorenita Rey and Los Piconeros ment Deferred" for his April prosigned by radio station La Voz de duction at Playhouse.
A
Colombia.
Walter and Jean Brown saiiea
Film people hope Metro will on a two-week Caribbean cruis
carry through on plans to shoot aboard the Maasdam.
“Green Fire" in Colombia.
DeMarco Sisters added to Huie
Fernando Gutierrez Riano, for- Academy benefit show here Maic
merly with Radio Nueva Granada, 8 which will star Joel Grey. _ 01
hopped to Sydney Ross’ radio deDon Taylor planed in f romunder
/,
partment.
lywood when his father went
Armand Dgutsch, producer, and the knife at Presbyterian Hospital.
ee
Everett Freeman, writer, looking
Margaret Sullavan in
/(
^final
over sites for Metro’s projected Blue Sea" will be Hixon s
“Green Fire."
subscription show week of A-PfV
Esso Colombiana (Standard Oil
Three Redheads bqpked t0
of N v J.) dropped the Esso Re- line
Ankara >when it reopen
snui
porter, UP newscast, on the air March 6 after two-month
the last 10 years.
down for remodeling.
s
0
had
and
Hector Villalobos^ Brazilian comArthur Lev? ill
poser, in Caracas, Venezuela for up coming in ahead of Bell, ^
manage
Nixon
three concerts with the Vene- and\ Candle," so
v
‘Bill Blaix covered’ him.
zuelan Symphony orch.
,

.

.

.

.

Paris

at the

.

.

to Melbourne,

town on

in

Orch. leader Kurt
for the Aged.
soprano Rosl Schwaizer to U.S. for

.

tenter.

Line" panelist Hal

Gene Tunney

Armand Deutsch and Everett
Berlin
seven-week tour.
religious Freeman in from Colombia where
International
Third
By Hans Hoehn.
they gathered background material
Konzertin
held
be
to
festival
Berlin newspapermen held their film
for “Green Fire."
_
traditional ball at Festhalle am haus April 19-26.

<

The Brazilian Co.

^Vera-EUen planed

Bob Hope and George Murphy
emceed -the annual charity ball of
Rapf with the Junior Auxiliary, Jewish Home

atres.

Tino Rossi into Alhambra for
month’s stay.
Teatro
Bobby Short inked for an addiVariedades is doing SRO with the tional four weeks at Spivy’s East
pop
Like
You,"
with
Side.
“I
revue,
new
George Lloyd joining Muriel
Brazilian music.
“Song in My Heart" (20th) hold- Gaines in Princess Room floor-show
ing well at the Tivoli; fact that at Club de Paris.
part of Jane Froman story was laid
Edwige Fueillere leaving on tour
in Lisbon capably exploited.
of Belgium and Switzerland in
“Princess of the Czardas," oper- ‘‘Liberty Is a Sunday."
atic film in Agfacolor, scoring at
Frances Linel inked as vocal star
It is first important of forthcoming Lido revue. Show
the Eden.
German pic shown in Portugal goes into rehearsal May 1.
since the last war.
Flu delaying Erich von StroPortuguese film “The Hangman
heim’s start in “Inferno of Paraproduced and directed by Fernan- dise,” the film to be Shot on
do Garcia, is nearly completed. It Riviera.
stars Alves da Costa, German HelClaude Nollier and William Sabaga,Linne and Artur §emedo.
tier replacing Madeleine Robinson
tugal.

hospitalized with

flu.

U.

St.

at
Hutton
ringsiding
Betty
Sophie Tucker Fairmont Hotel

at the Payr.et Theatre.

.

.

his

James’ theatre hit, “Escapade" to
Vienna
the Strand March 9, where it will
By Emil W. Maass
replace “The River Line.” Latter*
A Robert Stolz concert scheduled
is scheduled for a provincial tour.
^
Lawrence R. Kent, director of ,for March 8.
Loewen Film Co. bankrupt with
Corp.,
Picture
Gaumont-British
I,

Lerner are scripting for Cinerama

-

•

Henry Sherek moving

Dunne

Irene

.

A1 Burnett returned from a twomonth visit to the U. S. last week
with Jack Hilliard, whom he has cific" engagement at Temple (9inked* for a cabaret engagement at 14).
,
„
tiis Stork Club.
Ben Hill and Frank ;Seelig of
Geraldine McEwan, currently U-I skedded here (25) with eight
starring in “Who Goes There" at Seminole Indians for “Seminole"
the Comedy, was featured in last opening at Empire.
program,
radio
(Tues.)
night’s
Hallmark Producer Kroger Babb,
Forces All-Star Bill."
Ern Westmwre, Nick Lucas and
Raymond Helen Winston in for Ern WestExhibitor - producer
StrosS sailing for America next more beauty show at Thomas Jefweek to set distribution for his ferson Hotel.
next pic, which will be lensed in
Technicolor here and in Italy.

-

•

new score to “Paint Your
Wagon” which he and Alan Jay

to

Ring."

on roster.
Dick Powell forced to cancel his
Sahara frames of Feb. 24-March 9

.

ioning

is

listed

.

fash-

.

Honeymoon

,
Kitty Watson, Four Angels, Baro
Rogers.
$150,000' liabilities.
Casablanca’s gambling license sailed on the Elizabeth last week
“Men in.
Sidney* Kingsley’s
Forrest Tucker,
deferred until March 2 by tax com- for vJSTew York.
Wil- White" preemed in Buergertheatre.
mish, pending some “screening" of who has been appearing in a
Fritz Zaun appointed director of
Miami and Hollywood applicants cOx-Republic production, also was the Gratz Styrian, city-owned theoh boat.

Metrcr director Gottfried Reinhardt arriving. Monday (23) for
two-day stay before sailing for
England to discuss script of ‘“Flight
to the Islands" with Ruth Gordon
and Garson Kanin, who authored it.
National Screen Service exec
Burton E. Robbins nominated for
prexy of New York’s Cinema Lodge
of B’nai B’rith to succeed Martin
Brandt Theatres exec.
Levine,

be commuting LA-NY while

Your

British film actress Joan Collins
will be teamed with her husband,
Maxwell Reed, for the first time in
Ealing’s production of “The Square

&
&

by G-L Enterprises.

*

“Is

Really Necessary?" which he
ens with Diana Dors as- star.

Bermuda following completion of “Bigtyme” for Sahara March 24,
shooting on “Main Street.; Under with Gus Van, Slim Timblin, Fanny
Sea," 30-minute color pic produced

to

Hollywood
Annabella planed in from Paris

Jack Benny celebrated another
39th birthday.
Hal Wallis in town after two
weeks in N. Y.
J.
Carrol Naishes celebrated
their silver -wedding.
Elliott Nugent putting his Hollywood home on the market.
Bill Morrow out of the hospital
Birmingham
and recuping in Palm Springs.
By Fred Woodress
Red Skelton returned to the hosBuddy Waples orch into The pital for observation
and treatment.
Club replacing .Charles Drake.
Dennis
O’Keefe filed suit to
Mel Torme due in (23) at Lotus evict his tenant, Mrs. Patricia
Vanpolicy.
name
big
starring
Club,
derbilt.
Benny Baker hit TV aiid lunchCharles Brackett played host to
Pa/‘South
his
during
clubs
eon
Japanese film

.

gen flew to Montreal to open at
Chez Paree two nights later.
Bandleader Meyer Davis, with
his wife ahd daughter, Marjorie,
sailing; today (Wed.) on :SS United
States for England and France.
Ward Morehouse, legit columnist and critic for N.Y. World Tel-

Michel

“Queen

London

,

Valentine present' following birth
of their first daughter,
After his Jackie Gleason video
Stint on Saturday (14), Jerry Ber-

Vitold in hit play,
of Clubs," at Saint-Gteorges.
for past three
shuttered
Niteries,
weeks because of flu and postto accom.reopening
holiday lull,

'and

Block inaugurated series of local
TV shows at midnight via WTVJ,
Broadway
titled “Miami Block Party.”
Linn Pefnlck, daughter of lA’s
George Jessel at Algiers over
Solly Pernick, to wed Irwin Spitz- weekend for United Jewish Appeal
hart
luncheon at Saxony. Also visited
Mrs/ Paul (Lillian) Small east, with Nick and Joe ,Schenck.
busily engaged as a first-time
Mitlon Berle due in tonight
'
grandmother.
,
(Wed.) for some sun, and. date as
Mrs. Vincent Sardi,°Mr:; 'out of
emcee of annflal Police & Firehosp last Friday (13) aft&P a serious men’s all-star benefit on the 22d.
*•*.
10-aay virus siege.*
The Tony Martins (Cyd ChaThe hack cover advertisement of
visiting with the Jack (Clover
Joyce Bryant last week should have risse) Goldmans prior to heading
read, “Management of Jerry -Levy Club)
location
Gardens
Cypress
for
and Direction MCA/’
Esther Williams
Jody and David "E. Green back where he joins filmed there.
being
pic
new
in
his
a belated' Paris quickie,

egram

.
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OBITUARIES
RAYMOND KNIGHT

German

Reich
Film Chamber
iu A 1VT A
rf
mm
m
T T a ...m _
Raymond Knight, 54, radio-TV during the Nazi regime. He was
producer and playwright, cleared of charges of nazism by a
writer,
v.
J
in in N.
AT Y.
V
tfnirtbt who nncturai*
Onnrt
Knight,
postwar
court.
died Feb. 12
was chief
a i the time of his death
& JRay” pro-J YT a AHOMER STROWIG
the “Bob
for
v
*
writer
M(
•
VY 1 ivvA
y
|
Homer Strowig, 55,
exhibitor and
pram on NBC-TV and radio, started
industry figure in the Kansas City
fn radio with that network in 1928.
Tn the ensuing four years he exchange area, died in an auto
created more than 50 shows for accident near Wamego, Kan., Feb.
nrG. These included “Wheatena- 9. Strowig was enroute from Abi“Good Morning, lene, his headquarters, to Kansas
ville Sketches,”
Tf-c Knight,” “The Jokes on You” City on a booking and buying trip
when his car went off the shoulder
and “House in the Country.”
From 1943 until 1945, when he of the highway and rolled over
Eiibicam ad twice, throwing him out.
ioined the Young
Strowig was the owner and opagency, Knight was national production manager for the ABC net- era tor 9f the Lyric and Plaza and
the
.Trail s End Drive-In at Abilene;
directed
Y&R
he
with
While
work,
the Ed Wynn and Alan Young associated with Elmer Bills, Missouri
exhib, in a theatre at AnaIn
1947
radio.
he
left
for
shows
the agency to go back into radio darko, Okla.; with G. A. Schultz
a
drive-in
at De&MMbines, and
a
time
for
was
and
the
and tele
weatherman on WPIX, N. Y. tele was building a drive-im at Heringt°
n
R
an
He
was
a forfner presithe
During
’30s
Knight
was
station.
emcee of NBC’s Daily Morning dent of the Kansas-Missouri Thea*•
*
Ire
Assn.
which
he created.
“Cuckoo Hour,”
Survived by his wife and two
Besides his radio activity, Knight
S °P S *
wrote several Broadway comedies S0?1Sa
and musicals, among which were
“At Home Abroad,” “Run Sheep
WILL E. DULMAGE
Will E. Dulmage, 69, composer
Run,” “Mr. Smith” and-“See Amerof pop and semi-classical tunes
First.”
At one time he was 01
ica First."
stage manager for the Caravan died^
died Feb. 11 in Dearborn,
Dearborn. Mich:
Theatre, Cambridge, Mass., and in Among his tunes are “Faded Love
1927 he won the Drama League’s Letters,” “When Itfs Night Tim!
national playwriting contest for his in Nevada,” “On the Highway to
one-acter, “Strings.”
Galilee,” “Golden City,” “Tenderly
Wife and two daughters survive. JMnk-of Me " ''Holding Hands.X
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MK®. JENNIE
"Ai'«
owner

Previously had spent 22 years
with .Gnnnell Bros. Music Co.,

left

Detroit.

One

of the nation’s most successradio manufacturers, Skinner
Philco in 1939 to devote his
time to welfare, aftd civic endeavors in Philly.
Skinner was associated with
^

Philadelphfa
fi!
JrJc
was

best

sLrag^BaUeiw Co
during

illustrated

Caldwell H.

Brown,

#

C.

meoi C:
jKu
of the State

?L

X

L^rd

L

W1 ^ e

s
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daughter and brother

*
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.

]
Battling
Butler.

M
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CHARLES
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ALEC L. REA
JwJfe Johnson to Pvt^James L
Alec L. Rea, 75, London theatrical Smith San Antonio Jan 31 Bride
manager and chairman of Reandco, j s continuity and traffic assistant
Ltd, died in London Feb. 12.
2. keyL-TV
Since entering management in
Lillian Young to Robert Houke
London in 1920 he had been as- LoT Angela Feh q
VENIAMIN NIKOULIN
RriS» hS
Veniamin Nikoulin, 89, former sociated with more than 100 West been associated with rolumhia’s
Russian theatre owner and later End productions. He reached the casting department for seven vears
advisor to Sol Hurok, died Feb. 8 century mark with “Black Chiffon”
Arlene Wood to Frank Weiner
6
in Hollywood. In Russia, where he in 1949.
yorkFeb
Nsw York,
14
i* staff
New
Feb. 14.
Bride is
operated, a number of legit houses,
ABCwriter ^t
groom
staff
is
at ABC;
he was president of the National
GEORGES FLATEAU
WCBS^TV N.
N Y.
Y
writer
V
at WCBS-TV,
Congress of Allied Theatre Crafts.
ir»hni>
Georges
Flatean
71
r
Moving to the U. S..when he was i e St film radi^ and TV ner- W?l!h Jr P?ovfde!ee Fe1> l4
h
fonh er died Feb. 13 m pa ris. Fla- He’s a N.Y. TV actor.
ated' wUh Hurok for 12 years^after
f
y
teau had a PP eare d in plays with
ChristinaGallianotoMarcelLehe retired and
hi!
d made hls
Sarah Bernhardt and had acted on Bon, N.Y., Feb. 16. Bride is a
home in Ho^?vw!od
tt g Was
father of Taman Broadway a number of years ago. French dancer; he’s a nitery-legit
Following World War II, he singer.
an d Constantin Shane ° character
Joan Rice to David Green,
slavers
father-in 1-iw of Akim worked for the French radio and
lay |js, and father-in-law
P

and adviser on

'

'

'

SnAnnl

—

-

.

Surviving are his wife, a sister
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ERD1

Cl

AN

f
k C.
p Erdman,
F^
?
Fredenck
64, man-

ger of the American Society of
^,
Composers, Authors & Publishers’
ftaudard music division, died Feb.
16 in N. Y. Erdman hfid been associated with'ASCAP for about
20 years.
In 1920 he joined the

the

»

Se

^

Tv

^

in the Vm St
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FRANCISCO PARRA

SIDNEY CARNES

Skinner pledged

SiKSi' of

and those

M

ndM

s:„°vU!;!
g
daughter a

horned

ara

his
S

^
wi7e

to

Wife, son and daughter survive.

'

mav
MAY
m AVVFV
"A x ht.iwpv
KLAxNLX

was tne virtual
ow biz in Saragoza
Saragoza.
show

His wife and two sons who were
a
att the time of^ the achmfn italized A third
Xnrltrv sch
ihnel
in Laredo>
Laredo
° o1 ln
is 0ttendIng
S?"

DANIEL D. MA'
MATTHEWS
n
qo
w w
-Daniel Eavis
Davie Mattews
Matt,
Daniel
Mattews,
32
New
Davis
32, Ne
v 01 actW r n y
X -K
K1 ? v.T p1Sy d *,n

r

cfctt HEPWORTH
hfpwoiitw
CECIL

*

with him
Tdent

Cecil Hepworth, 79, British film
Pioneer, died Feb. 9 at his home
London. Hepworth, credited

SuL^^f&Samls,^

son
SOn

& Sun and a corre>0 d Dt
e ^turday Evening
S
f -*? m
j? during
World War II.
Post

Telegram

activities

officers
the company to
float to $7,000,000 loan from the

back oulelclv -and

.

ra
isco Par3Sidney Carnes, 43, film and TV
plant in Camden, N. J., where he
manaf5r -^of
p ^^
^
manager
of
general
served as chairman of Victor’s art- director and writer, died Feb. 12 Presano
died in Saragoza,
a “ auto accident six Parra Co., Ltd
ist and repertory committee.
In as..a resul ‘
Portugal, recently.
miles
Ind.
He
east
of
Washington,
1934 he ioined ASCAP as manager
As owner of theatres Argensola
«n
was at one time nrodueer of the

otnei

Philadelphia banks to meet a uav
payroll for 12 000° emDlovees
The

Maidenhead, England, Feb. 16.
16!
Bride is British film actress; groom
is
|s son of comedian Harry Green.
G reen.

s

_

Jr.

lacture of radios.

dU

‘

’

1

6

of

WDTV.

Sally Ecklund to Tom Leslie,
Charles F.
Leslie.
of Murat Theatre, Indian- Pittsburgh, Feb. 16. Groom is on
a P° lis for 43 years, died at St.
staff.
Vincent’s Hospital there Feb. 10.
Maryanne Elizabeth Schaffer to
Schlagel, born
ocmagei,
Dorn in Baden Baden, Frank B.
P. Rosenberg,
Kosen&erg, Las Vegas,
Vegas,
Germany, als
also
° was stage manager Feb. 7.
He's a producer at 20thIndianapolis Symphony Fox.
Or^estra.
Jean Van Amber to Paul BanWlfe ’ son and daughter survive, mster, Chicago, Feb. 14
Groom
heads midwest orch department of

manager

.

sales

member

F. SCHLAGEL
Schlagel. 71,
Schlagel,
71. stage

state Theatres, Inc., of Albany.
daughter, brother, sister and Six
grandchildren also survive.

and a grandson.

1911-1936

loan was Daid
Philco's radio
30
6

Feb. 14. Bride is a
the Westernaires on

Pittsburgh,

—

™rc

innuinrc
MARRIAGES
MAKKlAUko

11 in

Montebello, Cal., of a heart attack.
Dorothy B. Liles to Edward V.
Sinclair, who starred as a youth in cheviot,
San Antonio, Feb. 16.
Gone Stratton Porter s Freckles, Groom is- commercial manager of
played in vaude for a number of WOAI-TV.
years in the team of Sinclair &
Janet Fehm to Henry M. Owen,
Hixon.
N. Y., Feb. 14. Bride is an actress.
actress,
H® a 80 a PP® are d, on Ike stage
Gay Franzi
p ranz i to William Steere,

ROSENTHAL

-

Father of Milton Kirschenbaum,
of Paramount’s international division,
Sl
°n, died in New York Feb. 16.

FRANKLIN G. SINCLAIR
Franklin G. Sinclair, 61, legitvaude performer, died Feb.

in

^

"osentnai 7°,
gosenthal
70,
Theatre, Troy,
JaC
R°s?nthal,
u^
r‘
1
dled
ffiSSSLi wLn??.?}
^
Feb
a hSSJiii
s SlI e
he
^r
loQo
Jwlih 7n uwanf
TjS?tf
'K
lf
n/f
19
ot
h
n
J£., had he?d titif ?l .«Rosenthal
the
StatP and
^prai1 y S ° P r“
ated it with a son
One
the tour surviving sons

the

ful

H

survive

Club, Denver.
Surviving are his wife, two sons,
a SIS t er and two grandchildren.

James M. Skinner, 64, retired Bridgeof San Luis Rey”
songwriting, Dulmage
president and chairman of the , ® es de5
i
board of Philco Corp., died Feb. 13 had been manager of the sheet
department of Wurlitzer
of a heart attack at his home in music
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia suburb. Music Co. for the.last 12 years and
.

*

to Kansas City in 1930.
He
was a founder of the Variety Club,
ai d of the Rocky Mountain Screen
J

Moon,”

d

-

'

came

S &£

JAMES M. SKINNER

*

’

•

.the

^

m

his retirement in 1948.
died in Denver Feb. 14 after a twoyear -illness.
Scott had lived in Denver before
.
he entered the film industry in
1913 with the Mutual Film Co.
there.
He joined Pathe in 1916
and 20th in 1920. He was transferred to Cleveland in 1925, and

.
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Publishers for Birmingham, England, Feb. 7.
posers, Authors
years,
most recently as vedict of suicide was recorded.
.
special rep for Clarence Rubin,
Thomas Ellis Griffiths, 80, who
manager of licensing firm’s N, Y.
in Holyhead,
first
cinema
built
district, died Feb. 16 in N. Y.
Wales, in 1!
1900, died Jan. 30 in
Segers was also a singer.
,,
the .late Victor Herbert.
Vitales.
Wife, three children, two sisters Rhyl,
Since his retirement he had been and a brother survive.
1
It
WW w
.
—
living at the Hollywood home of
•. ’
.Alberto Mananari, 74, conductor
u
his sister, Mrs.’ Charlotte Kress. He
operetta,
,and. j'CQnjposer of the
Y\ AVfAM Vm a mm! a J
- . _
CLIFF CLARK
never
married. T>
Remains were sent
e
£h
and
actQ'r
p°® ue of Paris,” died Feb.
Cliff Clark, 60, screen
to Johnstown, Pa., for burial:
e
n°F
onetime vaudevillian, died of a« 4?
Hollywood*,
iiywooa'. jji
J> eb.
8 in no
a
heart attack Feb.
E. SCOTT #.
,
-James,
James, Kennedy, 79, a former ad^
adSince
nce hls
his vaude days he plhyed
Ward E. Scott, 67, district mana- s
£
ger for 20th-Fpx exchange in Kan- c h arac t er r0J e ? on the film lots vance man for Ringlmg Bros. and
Bail y Cncus dled Jan *
sas City, Mo., for a number of ?£ d
ip?Fn1^
NY
was in ?5
15 *in
in N,Y
years until

number of Winter Garden shows, “The Vagabond King,”
“Blue Paradise,” “Rose Marie” and
other musicals and light operas
produced by the Shuberts and
others. He was a close friend of

Follies,” a

=-
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ALB
REIS
A!berioR®r51? Portuguese

OWAffl lE*^

aerecentjy as a
singer, died recently
result of a tropical disease he con. or
tor
*
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.
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*
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SLr.ftf.Si w.i
ferWofk 15%^’
d
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mrs. Dick jsjeusmK,
Mrs.
Keusink,
Keusink
Santa Monica, Feb. 7.

San Antonio, Feb. 7. Father
engineer with KITE and KITE-

son,
is

'

and

ana
and

ivn.

daughter,

Mr.
Mr

and Mrs
Mrs. Charles Ehrlich
Ehrlich,
‘

*

son
son,

»

Feb.

Elmhurst, L. I.
12,
Publicity director for
Central city (CoI ) 0pera Assn
,

Mother

is

»
'

'

>s

“dip

TV

and

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Month, son,
.
r^TTiMrs. Lilian A.
Fowler, 84, mother phinn an F*»h
r
..
.
„
Fathpr i« nn thp
May Blayney, 79, former legit b ut be lemamed in the industry
while touring Africa a year of writer Guy Fowler and artist rS NBC-TV
NBrTvV«
n ti™ t» acceptance
inLntan™
continuity
was
capacity
technical
and
actress, died Feb. 10 in Wepener, to, a
Culin
Marsh
Fowler,
died
Feb.
7
and
operettas
in
He
"tarted
asu
Sj
staff.
ran pa
A j-_:
st.lll mnkmg short subiects UD until
V "
..
r.
na., Ok. !.
pix.
oix.

In 1924 hls

company

folded,

^

,

-uvu m, Hie urionu AUCiUlC. ISlmgton, in “Lady Fortune,” under
the management of Charles Haw---

-

-

-

fi

•

iui
.
‘’J...
,
TirDTV
AlrlCa. WlllCn lie tuuieu CAICUSIVC* iuv,zaiv»aiuq, i/uuuvitjr
n
WPIX#
1
a FJ lm Pioneer, was published ly He also did severa i Portuguese Samuel Goldwyn, and Guy McEll * l® s
1952.
Metro.
waine,
film
cutter
at
pix in the Paris studios of ParaMrs
d
Bobbv
Winters
trey.
She debuted on Broadway .. 1 ® pwor ^:b wa l n °te d for^ bl,s mount.
daughter Boston
Feb 14 Father
0St0n, FCb
Victorias
Queen
of
in 1905 in “The Walls of Jericho,” filming
William J. Thyfault, 64, veteran ^ca n^^gp1Ar
Survived by wife, actress Branca
^
stamng James K. Hackett.
Dallas stagehand, died Feb. 1 in
Saldanha.
In funeral in 190L
Mr ana
and Mrs Gpup
*
”5ne Johnson
,
1910 she played in “Love Amonc
Dallas, following a heart attack.
,3'
/
the Lions” and “The Importance
He had been a member of the InALBERT SANFORD
IRVING
of
f th
the U-I art1
member
b
Theatrical
Alliance
of
of Being Earnest.”
ternational
Grossman, 44, talent
Irving
Albert Sanford, 60, vet filmite,
She appeared
ena!tment
d
ae
arl
P
in London in 1912 in “Man and died Feb. 10 in New York.
San- agent, died in Des Moines Feb. 13. Stage Employees, Local No. 127,
Wes
weston
ton aaugn
dauehMr ana mis
Superman ” which she also did on ford, who entered the film- Indus- He was head of his own agency, for the past 45 years.
midwest,
Broadway.
in
the
Griffith
'
biggest
of
the
D.
one
in
W.
actor
an
as
try
,,
,
TT
OA theatreWCPO-TV
^urogram'
manager
Hooks,
Mrs.
T.
.
R.
80,
In 19li Miss Blayney was in productions at the Biograph Stu- starting in the business doing proMike Sedore* son
Charles Frohman’s production of dio, N. Y., operated the State Thea- motion for the Paramount Theatre owner, died at her home in Mine- put u gj,
q Father is’ on
s ur
?t«Sng .Maude tre.’ Trenton, N. Y, last ye_ar. re- there before ^worlang for stamn
'
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1917 ne was DOOKer ana abaiaadUD
Survived by wife and t^o daughexchange manager for the old
General Film Co. in New York. He teis.
lofnn became
viaaqtyi a New
Npw York salesman
later
FRED A. FERNE
for Pathe films, in charge of sellFred A. Ferae, 61, general manMatthews, British legit actor.
ing the original Harold Lloyd feathe Alhambra Theatre,
of
ager
A son survives.
tures.
Glasgow, died in Manchester EngWife, a daughter, two brothers
Feb.
11, while on a business
land,
PROF. CARL FROELICH
and three sisters survive.
trip. He had been associated with
Professor Carl Froelich, 77, Gernearly 30 years.
for
Alhambra
man film producer, died Feb. 13 in
ANDRE BRULE
rumo lAff nifsanw in the 1930s

“Mil.

rne case Of Rebellious
LitUe Damo;
The Concert.” “The Barrier”
>»
and “ttia
A+ one
“The CavrinrtSaving Grace.”
At
time
she— had been
WVVJLA married
UV 4A. E.
_
liAMAl. AV V6 to

^^^.“Letty” “The
^el,

~

j,

er.
Arsene Lupin -on th® French cinema nJ a r?tahg Alhambra as
ma „>
a man
presi- recalled to the
stage in 1908, was elected
Assn, of Parisian Th^ ager.
dent of
ana
in
1944
atncal Producers
_
SAMUEL OLCHIN
served as its honorary h
Samuel Olchin 64 w'riter of
his death.
-n
i
_
„
T
ni e ohildren’s ulavs including “WeiFollowing World War I,
died
u
u
Springtime,
sweei &prmgume,
come Sweet
60
plays
ay and became direcproduced p
5 ^n^ThStre
J
Theatre..
tor of the Madeleine Theatr
Q v,nnk
For Young
AUUU6
rifty* AUL
BOOK, “Plav<?
tnOrea a

nence with sound films. In 1930
he produced “The Night
Is Ours”
and “Fire ih the Opera House”
foribei
\
|kers made ip

one of the first
Germany.
During the *30& * number of his
X
e re spotted in New York at
Pv
J’

tafir
a

.

w

tor
1,

1.. J- J
Th 086 included
“Reifende
i
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“Wenn der Hahn Kraeht”;

7ir

wat*/

^Hme

?o
proml
79, onetime nromi-

Tnmmulus," which starred Emil
Fred Wal z
Janmngs and won a German gov- nent musical director of B_
in Ho
prize, and «'Ob»t- ‘simws7med Feh. 10
i

,
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the 86th Street Casino Theatre, in
the heavily populated German sect?
Jugend,

r

of

h

0

''i'roeHdi

become’ president of the

I

re g o d

1

Y

ftlons
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^way
d
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former Dori<; Hirth of three «?ingi ng
Hil?h sisters?’ known as the

children.

Aiirea n.n
ue Leraramis,

mt
to, iormer
music teacher and concert bandin Phila14
leader, died Feb.
delphia. He was a member of the
of the
the
turn
Creatore band at
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Mi's. Marjorie Adams Kervin,
professionally known as Doll I.
Farlardeau, vaude, burlesque and
stock performer, died Feb. 13 in
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Wilkenettes on TV in *
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.Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Caryl, son,
Liverpool, Feb. 11. Mother is Celia

Nicholls, Scottish stage and radio
singer; father is bandleader,
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son, Feb. 12, Philadelphia.
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Father

Warner pressagent.
Mr. and Mrs.

Lew

DiLeo, son,

N.Y., Feb. 12. Mother is a TV
a gent with B^xt-Wald theatrical
agency; father is assistant stage
manager of “The Love of Four
Colonels, current at the Shubert,

N.Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Unger,
daughter, N. Y., Feb. 15. Mother
the daughter of Harry Mandel,
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3-D’s FIELD

T

Low State of TV Comedy Blamed

On

Censorship, Pressure Groups

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Death of video comedy stars Is
being caused by censorship, according to Dick Powell, prexy of the
Television Writers of America.
“We haven’t run out of comedians; we have run out of topics
about which' we can be funny,”
Powell said. Beferripg to the oftheard. charge that TV is killing
older comedians, the vet rj»dip-television writer says, “The charge is
probably true, except for .the fact
that tele stereotypes have killed
more comics than TV ever did or
ever will. We will have flew comedians only when fad* go back’ to the

Los Angeles, Feb.

Joni’s

$25

to

OK

$4,000

Salary potential of a singer after
big disclick was never better exemplified than in deal just closed for
Joni James at the Vogue Terrace
in Pittsburgh, where she’s been
booked for a week late in April,
Less than couple of years ago, Miss
James was working club dates in
and around Pitt for as little as $25
a night.
.

“Why

After

Me”

Don’t

You

Believe

sell,

Copa

in that

started to

her on the dotted line at

city got

•

$950 for a late last December. Now
WB
American comedy tradition of
with “Have You Heard” also a sigseller, and “Believe Me” still in
the upper brackets, she’s going entire first print order, totaling
into the Vogue Terrace at $4,000. about 100. Company could have’

old

‘nothing sacred.’
“We can do this only by smashfrom
censorship
ing
excessive
sponsors, agencies, networks, pressure groups, pickets, professional
blackmailers,
blacklisters
aild

witchhunters
and self-appointed
guardians of ‘our way of life.’ Organized writer groups everywhere
should recognize this as a matter of
economic self-interest.”
Powell, writer of the upcoming
Ray Milland show, has written for
Joan Davis, Jimmy Durante, Dennis Day and ‘‘Life of Riley,” among

He

easily snared more dates, but the
delay in obtaining prints as well
as sufficient polaroid specs prevent-

Tyrone Eyes 750G

From

‘Gambler’

Tyrone Power has one of the
most spectacular money-making

comedy deals of the year via his starring
closer line-by- role in Universal’s “Mississippi
In lieu of salary, Power
sponsors, and these are adding is being cut in for 50% of the
daily to the list of sacred cows.
If profits.
This is in line with the
Will Rogers were alive today, he
growing trend toward film particiwould probably go back to rope- pation deals.
Under the setup
twirling.”
Power can make around $750,000.
The scripter says the charges
“Gambler” is proving the hotothers.

writer

line

is

“The

says,

under

censorship

much

from agencies and Gambler.”

(Continued on page 54)

UV

lineup, heading for
distribution revenue of
“Gambler” hasn’t yet
$2,500,000.

test pic in

domestic

‘At

Least 5 Years’

Major Pix Sale
Exhibs

worried

to

TV

over

possible
of major pic libraries to TV

because

of 3-D

'

been released abroad.

Before 3-D Can Force

sale

First
three-dimensional
films,
with their tremendous b.o. promBikinis
for Ogling
ise, are proving a field day for
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
film peddlers of the major comRita Rose, performing at Frolics
panies. Dates for situations throughnitery, is now the only dancer in
out the country are being lined up
long before the production of the town who winds up with less
clothes than
she started with.
films is completed. In most cases
Terper does a bathing-suit revue,
film buyers are booking the attracstarting with 1919 model and windtions sight unseen although, in
some instances the exhibs have wit- ing up with a Bikini,
Act was passed by morals squad,
nessed rushes of the pictures.
Warner Bros., with filming of its although it banned the act of Irene
De Carr, performing at same spot.
initial 3-D entry .‘'“House of Wax,”
completed Saturday (21), apparent- For occasion, Miss De Carr had to
have duds remade to conform to
ly will be the first major to hit the
a squad ruling.
market with a depth film.
sales
topper Ben Kalmenson already has
finalized engagements equalling the

developments can

put their minds at ease.
Representative film execs related this
week that for at least the next five
years they’ll be no such displacement of theatrical pix to the tele-

who appears

the film
with Piper Laurie and Julia Adams,
put in about seven and a half
weeks on “Gambler.” Thus the
payoff represents about $100,000 a
Star,

in

week.
Participation deals, of course,
a risk for the performers.
click pix the benefits can

mean

But with

be huge, as with Power and “Gambler,” in terms of the immediate
tax-saving considerations
payoff,
and the continuing equity in the

The star, who opened an engagement last week at the Biltmore
here in her revival of “Constant
Wife,” was interviewed by telephone, a few days earlier by David
Bongard, of the Los Angeles News,while she was playing in New Orleans. She declared that television,
instead of hurting legit, is “rather
a stimulant.”
“The theatre is an art that is
over 2,000 years old,” the actress
asserted. “Don’t you think it will
require something tremendous to
make it die out even in the' next
100 years? No, in my touring about
the country I’ve fourid it to be
sharply alive. Young people are
interested, who a few years ago
didn’t seem to care.
Npw they
•

Pension Dilemma

ed additional bookings. Pic bows
at the Paramount, N. Y., April 8,
With the 10th and last payment
follows April 16 with three dates
(Continued on page 60)
in Texas, then begins nationwide, of $4,000,000 due on the company’s
pre-release showings on April 23. retirement fund, Loew’s board of
Texas Interstate topper Robert J. directors, meeting in New York
O’Donnell, who witnessed rushes of last week, weighed seeking an ex- London Tin Pan Alley
“Wax” at the Warner studio, dis- tension from the Equitable Life
closed that he would like to open Assurance Co. on the payment, or
Oh Coronation Kick
the film simultaneously in 20 of his borrowing the money from a bank
houses, but had to compromise on where the interest would be less.
But U.S. Hits Still Tops
staggered openings because of the Payment, due March 1, would make
London, Feb.. 24.
inability to get enough prints and the retirement plan effective March
With three months still to go
1, 1954, when all employees over
specs on time.
With Warners launching the ma- 65 who have been associated with before the Coronation, song copies
jors’ entry into 3-D in April, the the plan for 10 years would reap with red-white-and-bluc trimmings
are pouring off the presses to clutfollowing month will witness a its benefits.
Since it is in the process of ef- ter up the catalogs of most pop
(Continued on page 21)
fecting important economies, com- .publishers. Not that anybody is so
pany is reluctant to pull $4,000,000 far singing them or playing them
out of its treasury at this time. on the radio, but Denmark Street
That’s- the reason it is seeking a (London’s Tiff Pan Alley) is hopdelay or coin from a bank. There’s ing that there will be a surge of
a precedent for such action, since musical interest nearer the day.
A leading London publisher said:
Loew’s has obtained an extension
and paid interest to the insurance “Remembering what happened at
company on at least one occasion the time of the Coronation of King
in the past. Meanwhile, employees George VI in 1937, we’re not bankeligible for retirement are paid ing too much on the public getting
through the company’s welfare excited .about Coronation songs.
fund,, which will be liquidated The specially-written tunes didn’t
(Continued bn page 45)
(Continued on page -63)
It begins to look as though Arthur Godfrey single-handedly is
taking over the Top 10 Nielsen rating roster for himself. In one of
.

Godfrey Walks
Off With 5

Nielsen

Of

Top

10

and possibly longer.
“it-can’t-even-be-done-withpointed out that in view of films involved. U had a similar SO- those
backlogs and future pro- SO deal with James Stewart on a mirrors” TV Ripley, Godfrey walks
five of the Top 10 in the
with
off
films.
duction programs of “flats,” TV couple of
newest Nielsen tabulations (for two
will be competitive
for that miniending
Jan. 24) just released.
weeks
mum period. The distribs simply
Feat of having a five-way Top
will refrain from
unloading to TV
10 spread with only two shows was
ior as long as
there’s the risk -that
accomplished through the Godfreyu ch, a move
could hurt their new
sparked “GM Motorama” TV one-":
product at the b.o.
shot showing up in the No,, 8 NielLatest group expressing a fear of
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
sen spot, with Godfrey’s “Talent
1 v sales
is the Allied Theatre OwnThe Atomic Energy Commission Scouts” in Second position; the
ers of Illinois.
Statement issued has offered its March 17 atomic exChesterfield half-hour segment; of
hy that
outfit’s board of directors plosion at Las Vegas to the teleappealed to all film complies to vision nbts and indie stations, but the Wednesday night “Godfrey &
(Continued on page 54)
mx such action.
the webs haven’t replied as yet
In an aside to the subject of 3-D,
and Klaus Lands.berg, KTLA veedistributors, of TV pix are in the pee-manager, declared his station
Tallu on Tallow
same camp as exhibs in being op- for one is uninterested unless be
Tallulah Bankhead will narrate
posed to disposing film libraries to can shoot before and after the cov- parts of her book on wax. She’s
pasters. The distribs’ backlogs erage to show the bomb’s effect.
been pacted by Decca -to do readyet to be peddled would be
Station has telecast two previous ings from her bestselling autobiog,
jeopardized if a major film com- blasts. Landsberg also sounded out “Tallulah.”
pany were to make
She recorded previously for
its class “A” the AEC about sponsorship, but
Product available for televising.
Columbia.
has had no answer.
tasters,

$4,000,000 Loejv

24.

“There’s nothing that can hurt the
theatre but the theatre itself,” according to Katharine Cornell, “It’s
true, many established playwrights
have ceased to write for the stage,”
she added, “but the youngsters will
come along.”

It’s

Pi’esent

ATOM BLAST OFFERED
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MONTMARTRE
HAVANA, CUBA

AS TV ATTRACTION

Currently * Presents

THE HOUR OF CHARM
i

All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

Under the

and Chair

EVELYN and Her Magic Violin
Hlreetion af Phil Spttalny
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More 3d Dementia

By DICK LARSH
Hong Kong, Feb.
The narrow,

Hong Kong,

3-D Ranch, Hollywood, Feb. 16.
Any red-blooded American boy with three eyes in his head can
see the handwriting on the wall. We must all climb aboard the
three-dimensional bandwagon. Only then can there be a blonde
in every swimming pool and two television set? in every ashcan
However, the three-dimensional pioneers have only scratched
the surface. They have not yet drawn blood. That will all be
changed when we unveil to the industry our startling new 3-D
developments. The bins are bulging with many unreleased soballed “flat” pictures. Twenty-Six at Metro alone. Our new system
will eat up that backlog in a hurry, and plunge us all into this
bright new age at the same time!

Huddle on 3-D For

10.

twisting streets of
which lead to

Am

Original

all of

Hour

baronial mansions studding
Lou Goldberg, partnered with
The Peak, are paved with no gold Ted Mack in the Original Amateur

the

for U*. S. entertainment. Despite
rep as the current "playground
of the Orient,” nightlife is almost
non-existent. There are only six
film houses booking western pix,
and there is no legit theatre except
for the native Chinese. Touring
concert artists (Helen Traubel, for
example) perform to small audiences. In a city where no man has,
less than one, and often as many
as six concubines, a stripper would
starve to death.
Two facts accouilt for the quiet
nightlife here. First, the overwhelming bulk of the population
is Chinese. Official figures set the
total population as 2,825,000, but
police authorities admit actual population may run as high as 3,000,000 because of the thousands of illegal entrants smuggled in (at a
cost of about $100 U.S. each) to
the city, from the nearby Red Chinese border. Europeans and Americans permanently resident amount
the majority
to about
14,500,
(9,500) of which are. British. Other
westerners bring the foreign population to less than 25,000, providing
an actually hick-sized town audience for western entertainment.
Secondly, this tiny audience, de-

Hour, is on the Coast huddling
with Sherrill C. Corwin on a series
of 30-minute shorts in third-dimen-

its

Shorts would be keyed to the
Amateur Hour and might entail an

course; and if you don’t like the picture you’re watching, you turn
the glasses upside down and watch the other picture. If this is
too much trouble, the usher will come down the aisle and turn

amateur contest through' Corwin’s
chain of West Coast and other the-

atres.

!

HORACE HEIDT

BENNY RECOVERING
FROM STOMACH VIRUS

FCjjR

Albert of Maxim’s

Remains World’s

electro-cardiograph, but the heart
action was pronounced perfect, and
there was no evidence of other
serious organic ailment. Dr. Prinzmetal diagnosed it as a possible

it,

but

doctor

the

murred and CBS substituted

No. 1 Headwaiter
By GENE

MOSKOWITZ

Earis, Feb. 10.
a bald, wistful looking
reticence and dignity.
However his sense of protocol and
de- sharp eye are feared by tourists
an and the bane of the Paris carriage

Albert

is

man oLgreat

As the headwaiter at Maxim’s
film of Ann Southern’s set,
it is he who decides where people
“Private Secretary,!’ which altersit, and this snob appeal of placenates with Benny on a three to one
Charge Against
ment is still an important, though
basis for Luckies Benny’s radio
times irritating, matter. He is
at
advance
show had been taped in
easily the most famous headwaiter
Ails
For
for his N. Y. trek t'o guest speak
world.
in
the
at the Friars tribute to Bob Hope,
Albert Blaser, a reticent man of
Dallas Hearing
as well as Boston and Washington infallible eye in judging bankrolls
appearances for Bonds For Israel and breeding in seating the clients
Dallas, Feb. 24.
Roscoe Ails, yesteryear vaude Drive. These were all cancelled.
of this famed eatery, is of Swiss
headliner and more recently a
stock. Albert has been an authornitery coniedian-emcee, is due for
ity on the social register and roya)
a hearing today (Wed.) before the
lineage all his life. In his seating
Leaf’;
Gypsy Turns
Dallas County grand jury here^ in
of people the two important things
connection with the fatal shooting
are looks and connections. Beauof Alfred Rosenfield, Jr., lii .Mis’,
teous women are always needed
apartment here Dec. 21. Both Ails
Toronto? Feb. 24.
to fill out the composition of. the
and his wife, stripper Billie ShonGypsy Rose Lee, whose “Naked tables, and people with the right
nae, are charged with murder. Genius” was a Broadway failure in connections make up the rest of
Vaude actor claims self defense, 1943-44 has authored a new play, the picture. The unfortunate, who
alleging that Rosenfield drew a gun “A New Leaf.” It’s not about Eve, do not pass muster before Albert,
also.
she says, adding, “But naturally I are usually seated in the omnibus,
Ails, widely publicized in show won’t mind if anyone thinks that a hallway between the bar and
biz in 1928 as “the first eugenic it is.”
She describes the script coveted back room.
father,” and also first husband of as “a little domestic comedy for
Albert came to Maxim’s in 1934
the late Eva Tanguay, has been summer stock and maybe winter, when he got a call for secours
free on bond and working as emcee stock, but with no eye on Broad- from manager Octave Vaudable,
at Theatre Lounge until recently. way.” It’s a one-setter requiring who saw Maxim’s losing its famed
At liberty, he returned to Okla- a cast of eight.
name. Albert, who had been at
homa City pending his grand jury
The stripper-author is appearing, Ciro’s, answered the call and Maxhearing. Miss Shonnae, also free at the Casino here.
im’s rallied and soon regained its
on bond, opened Friday (20) at the
former name and opulence. Albert
Derby Club, Oklahoma City, after
feels that Americans coming to
a five-week date at the Colony
Maxim’s want to feel that they
Edw. Arnold’s
Club here.
are in France, and he tries to have
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
(Continued on page 21)
Edward Arnold will travel the
BIZ
Chautauqua Circuit next fall as a
lecturer. Tour being mapped covers
Victor Snares Big
smalltown women’s clubs, PTAs
New show biz names to tour the and similar organizations.
Picking
Goodwill
lecture circuit under W. Colston
Arnold, who Will be celebrating
Leigh’s aegis include Ilona Massey his 46th year in show biz, will
Oscar Sponsorships
and Arthur Treacher. Treacher is deliver a spiel on his experiences.
making a few appearances this Speaking tour will be a new
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
season, and he and Miss Massey wrinkle for him. Last year he made
While it would appear as if the
have been booked heavily for next his nitery debut as star of a “Dia- radio-TV interests were “bailing
fall and spring.
mond Jim "Brady” revue package. out” the picture business because
Basil Rathbone is also heavily Trek will be sandwiched in be- of the
deal for the radioskedded for next season and Cecil tween pix and legit assignments, telecasting of the annual Academy
Beaton has also been added to and he’ll continue his “Mr. Presi- awards from the Pantages theatre
the Leigh roster.
dent” air series on ABC.
on March 19, Hollywood thinks
(^Continued on page 63)
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new 3-D inventions:
Three-dimensional popcorn.

tionary
1.

mouth
2.

Zone.

. . .

State

Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—.$10.00
Two Years—$1 8.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional per Year

PfimWrf

154 West 44th Street

inc,

New

York

36. N. Y.

—

You wear

glasses

on your

it.

new method

a startling

of triple-timing your

wife.

A

curved cereal bowl so that your breakfast food snaps,
crackles and pops right into your lap.
You kiss a girl, and it conies
4. Three-dimensional lipstick.
off on the back of your neck.
they
have
gone the way of the Squaw Man.
As for writing teams,
Trios are now the vogue. We’ll be out of business if the Andrews
Sisters ever learn how to type.
Can you recommend a third partner? In this three-dimensional
age the two of us feel lonely.
Yours with roller-coasters,
*
Lawrence & LCe.
,

coup and
pulled
a
bought inestimable good will for
the $100,000 sponsorship of the
Oscar sweepstakes. RCA Victor
will be the institutional bankroller.
With time, the bill will come nearer $175,000 for an hour’s pickup.

* Patent-Not-Yet-Applied-For. But anybody
idea will get hexed by the Bwana Devil.

What

started

out

as

a

tribut©"to one of its veteran

trie? to steal this

Friars

Atkinson Sore at Himself

mem-

Action of the N. Y. Daily News
bers has snowballed into an all*
and Mirror last week in breaking
show biz curtsy to Bob Hope, who the “release date”
for publication
will be honored Friday night (27) of reviews of “Misalliance,” may
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria by a have repercussions in future insellout mob of 1,200. «At $35 and stances o{ simultaneous openings
of two Broadway shows. Critics of
$50 a head, the dinner is expected
several other New York dailies
to gross around $40,000, coupled were burned at last week’s incito another $18,000 for the souvenir dent, on the ground that it put
their papers at a disadvantage in
program.
The dinner is for the purpose having the reviews appear “late.”
Situation arose when the manof paying tribute to the comedian
agement of “Maggie” decided to
for his many humanities during open the musical Wednesday (18)
his show biz career, namely his ex- at the National, N. Y., the same
tensive global tours to entertain night
was
that
“Misalliance”

servicemen
and his unceasing scheduled to premiere at the N. Y.
fund-raising efforts for the Cere-, City Center. Rather than have the
The latter will second-stringers cover the Shaw
bral Palsy Assn.
On behalf revival, the City Center manageshare- in the proceeds.
of the USO-Camp Shows, prexy ment invited them to attend a preJames Sauter will present an view the previous night, Tuesday
award to Hope for his GI shows.
(17), and all first-stringers agreed

The

affair will also

mark Hope’s

15th year both as a star with the
National Broadcasting Co. and
Paramount Pictures.
Executives
of- both the network and the- film
company will attend the dinner, in
addition to hundreds of names.
George Jessel will be the toastmaster, and the dais will include
Bernard Baruch, Eric Johnston,
Adolph Zukor, Major General
“Rosy” O’Donnell, RCA president
Frank Fojsom, Danny Kaye, Friars
Abbot, Milton Berle, NBC prez
Frank White, Fred Allen and Sen.
Stuart Symington. Jesse Block is
exec chairman of the arrangements
for the Friars.

Not Unanimous
After wavering back and forth
for a couple of days, the Center
production staff decided to ask the
critics to publish their reviews
Thursday (19), the day after the
official opening. All agreed, except John Chapman, of the News,
who told pressagent Phil Bloom
he’d do as he “saw fit,” and Robert
Coleman, of the Mirror, who said
his paper wouldn’t have space for
both the “Misalliance” and “Maggie” notices in his sheet’s Thurs-

day

3d-Rate Havana Cinema
Havana, Feb. 17.
Josephine Baker yesterday (16)
began a week’s stand at the Campoamor Theatre, doing two shows
daily. The theatre also is showing
two second-run films, one being
the anti-Communist “Big Jim McLean”. House has a $1.20 top.
The Campoamor, once one of
Havana's best theatres, today is
hardly more than a ,third-rate

—

•»

issue.

Certain other critics beefed privately at action of the News and
Mirror. But Brooks Atkinson, of
the Times, said the incident merely

Josy Baker’s 1-Weeker In

While Hollywood and TV might
be considered in the “North versus
South” aura,. the locals didn’t rebel
too much when Charles Brackett, house.
Theatre is billing Miss Baker as
prez •£ the Academy, brought the
deal in.. He is said- to have set it the “world vedette acclaimed by
up with RCA president Frank M. all the publics of the universe” and
Folsom at a dinner hosted by Sam- “greatest star of Paris.”
uel Goldwyn recently, when It apMiss Baker was detained .fpr
peared as if certain dissident stu- three hours Tuesday night (17) by
dios would fall to come through agents of the Cuban Army Military
with the necessary financial- aid.
Intelligence Service and taken to
Bob Welch, ..ex-Parairi'otint pro- military headquarters for questionducer, will produce the simulcast ing. She was released three hours
for NBC, and it is expected that later and no charges made against
RCA top brass such as Folsom, her. Reportedly, when she objected
veepee Manie Sacks, NBC prez to her detention, Miss Baker was
Frank White, and others, Will come told by officials that she was welout for the festivities as further come to leave the country if she so
(Continued on page 46)
desired.
•

who

SHOW BIZ SHELLS OUT - NX Critics Burn at Break
SRO 58G TO HONOR HOPE On ‘Misalliance’ Reviews;

.

Cily

to eat

Sinerama

..

stomach virus.
Benny will remain in the hospital for a few days and may do his
teleshow next Sunday if he’s completely recovered. Benny 'said he
felt well enough Sunday noon to

on intransit
it does
income, is not holding
much of thp long green at present
what with restrictions imposed on attempt
dealings with its former biggest

you over.
While this is being perfected, so that Lionel Barrymore won’t
end up in Lana Turner’s lap, we propose the following revolu-

3.

urday night, but he is recovering
at Cedars of Lebanan hospital.
Following attacks of cramps, Dr.
Myron Prinzmetal rushed Benny
and
X-rays
for
hospitalward

its

JOHN LEER
Fifth Ave., New York

111

uled eastern trek as well as his
a
following
Sunday teleshow
severe gastrointestinal attack Sat-

pending as

LUCKY STRIKE

Under Personal Management

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Jack Benny cancelled his sched-

k

trade for

ScrabbleScope !*

Two pictures are projected on the same screen at the same time
—one rightside up, the other upside down. You wear glasses, of

sion.

made him angry

at himself. “I

learned a long time ago that you
can’t 'bottle
up news, and I
shouldn’t have agreed to hold
(Continued on page 60)

M.P. Protests $3,359,600
Paid U.S. Talent in 3 Years
London, Feb.

24.

U. S. entertainers in Britain
earned. $3,359,600 over the last
three years according to figures
submitted to the House of Commons last week by John A. BoydCarpenter, Financial Secretary of
the Treasury. Expenditure of this
“extraordinary sum on non-essential imports” was strenuously protested by A*. E* Cooper* Conservative M.P., who sought assurance
that /'essential imports” weren’t
hampered by the dollar- disbursement.'
Replying to Cooper’s complaint,

BOyd-Carpenter said that the

$3,-

359,600 was necessary in light of a
double taxation agreement which
confers similar benefits upon Brit-

Who went to America
and earned dollars* Breakdown
shows that Yank entertainers drew

ish artists

'

$929,600 in 1950, $1,394,000 in 1951
and $1,036, Q00 last year.

'

)

«Tp.lncBJay,
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SPURT SPURS
Raps

Myers

Distribs for ‘Contempt’

Of Decree; ‘Pricing

Research, Business Methods Urged

Fibs Out of Biz

Oklahoma City, Feb. 24.
blistering attack on distribs,

Tn a
general counUnfed States Assn.’s
F. Myers today (Tues
sel Abram
with
companies
film
the
hareed
and deliberate
•knowing, willful
consent
Federal
the
of
contempt”

Speaking before the

decree.

first

of Oklahoma Alannual convention
Biltmore Hotel here,
lied at the
cited Columbia’s
Myers specifically
“Salome” as a “defales policy on
make exhibitors
iberate attempt to
to condone, and,
agree in advance
parties to, flabecome
to
effect,
in
of the decree and
grant violations
to the
condition
a
as
law
of the
in interto license pictures
right
state

In

Charles P. Skouras returned to
Coast headquarters over' the

his

weekend

after brief hospitalization

New York following a minor
heart attack.
National Theatres president will
he back on a full work sked within
a week.
in

Studio Scribes

comparatively

’

At All-Time Low
Hollywood, Feb. *24.

Employment
studios

of

writers

at

the

an all-time low, due
chiefly to economy programs at
Metro and Paramount.
At Metro, it’s expected that by
March only 30 writers will be
working as compared to the normal
monthly figure of 43. Understood
that none of the 30 have layoff
at

is

clauses in contracts and that studios in all other cases are utilizing

Show

GI

<

now down
close to

Efforts and

Hollywood personalities
Korea

of

tivities

entertaining troops in
other sectors where
troops are stationed.
in

and

U. S.

to three. Situation
at other studios.

is

normal

five left U-I.

COST CUTTING METHODS

Par

Settles

Brynner Pact;

also

PREDICTSFCC

RESUMING HEARINGS

-

n the basis of talks with indiconnected with' the Federal
communications Commissioh, S. H.
al)ian k ea(* of the National
i?vk*?
Mhibitors Theatre Television Cornpredicted this week that
et
“® arin S s for exclusive Theatre
Tv
annels would be resumed.
tv n
re( esse d
the hearings early
i,„
f ,
We k after a day °f question?,
inJ
SPeCffiC pla “ S
,.P

J,auals

’

:

'»f

theatre

Wants Him for Rita
Hollywood, Feb. 24.

i»

FABIAN

Col

on page 21)
'

in all locations.

Dick Dickson, National Theatres
exec now headquartering at N. Y.’s
Roxy, points up that biz traditionally runs in cycles, and at present
exhibition is coming out on top.
He observes that the majority of
major studips and indie producers
unleashed their most important
properties, at year’s end on the
Coast to qualify for Academy
(Continued on page 20)

7 N.Y.-Area Theatres Sked
Big-Screen

TV

for Studes

To Recruit Tech. Aides
How theatre TV can be used as
an educational medium will be
demonstrated March 21 a Saturday in a unique off-hour stanza
slated for seven tele-equipped the-

—

—

New York

atres in the

metropoli-

recruit high school youngsters
pursue courses in science and
engineering at colleges to offset
to

the drastic shortage of manpower
in those fields. Telecast is being

Second meeting of the foreign presented under joint sponsorship
managers’ committee to
study of the Technical Societies Council
economies in the foreign market of Greater New York, New York
was held in N. Y. last week (19) U„ and the theatres.
at fhe office of its chairman, ParaAbout 20,000 juniors and seniors
mount’s George Weltner. Session
(Continued on page 20)
was devoted to further exploration
of ways and means of cutting costs,
inability
the
hampered
by
but was
of some of the distrib reps to produce the data they had been asked

of

(Continued,

notes the uptrend, though he sees
it limited to a certain number of
films. The lemons continue to sour

is to

FOREIGN MGRS. EXPLORE

<

Defense to obtain as much footas possible from the trips. He
contacted Metro’s Carey Wilson to act
as producer. “We have

‘Mutiny’ Delays
of
also

tan area. Purpose of the showing

Murphy feels that a two-reeler
can be assembled for $15,000. With
$40,000 in the bank from the previous shorts, Loew’s theatre topto supply.
per Joseph
Vogel, head of the
Group has no plans to institute
Trustees of the Industry Shorts, is
united action of any kind but is
polling members of the committee
designed to serve as a clearing
to determine
if they are in favor
house of non-competitive info that
of the
project.
Unanimous ap- would give the distribs a yardstick
proval of the trustees is required.
by which they could determine
Murphy’s plan was approved by whether their field operations are
the COMPO
Print shipments into
board at a Chicago out-of-line.
conclave several months ago. Actthe various territories were high
ln g on
COMPO’s okay, Murphy on the list of subjects taken up.
made arrangements with the Dept,
le

taking

Currently

George Murphy, head of

Hollywood Coordinating Committee,
has suggested that the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations use a portion of the surplus funds stemming from the distribution of special industry shorts
two years ago for the production
of a documentary detailing the acthe

is

James Mulvey, president
Samuel Goldwyn Productions,

source said usually has about 13
scribblers working each month, is

20th has the most
writers (44), although Metro usually
technical divorcement has taken
leads.
Columbia
and U-I are up
between distribution and
place
slightly, with 24 and 28, respec(Continued on page 22)
tively; Warner is down to 16 and
little activity at RKO with, three
employed. Republic has 11 at work
There was a big employment dip
Documentary
Propose
at the beginning of 1952 and an
upbeat
toward end of the year. In
Film on H’wood Names’
the past week it’s reported that 11
ankled Metro, seven exited 20th
Actor

,

agrees that the pic trade

few high-admission standard layoff clauses. Paramount,
which a Screen Writers Guild

the large cities and that
the public “will troop to those the-,
atres in sufficient volume to make
up for the 15,000-odd theatres that
will be forced to close.”
Myers asserted that although
houses in

Film business is brisk again. No
one sees a new era of prosperity
Grainger’s N.Y. Takeover
at hand, viewing the immediate
James R. Grainger, new RKO
future through Polaroid glasses or
otherwise, but the spiritedness of prez, treks back to New York from
Coast next Tuesday (3) to
b.o. over recent weeks has been the
take over at the homeoffice.
encouraging.
While west, Grainger was formalRussell V. Downing, top man at
New York’s Radio City Music Hall, ly elected to the chief exec’s spot.
sums it up: “The public is dis- He also was named to the
criminating but it’s a certainty board, replacing Edward (Buzz)
that there’s plenty of business to Burke, Jr.
go around.”
Paul Lazarus, Columbia exec,
a "firmer tone.”

Olivion,”

a

As H’wood Rushes Into 3-D Switch
+

Skouras on the Job

C. P.

trade arid commerce,”
to
a speech entitled “Upstage

the Allied official denew policy of the
clared that the
appears to be “fewer
moguls
film
and higher
pictures, fewer theatres
that due to the
prices” He asserted
screen,
policies of the distribs, the
will price itself out
like the stage,
“a
purbecome
and
market
of the
the
veyor of entertainment for
masses.”
the
of
instead
classes
Myers charged that the film companies have the notion that screen,
entertainment can be restricted to

Paramount

settled

its

ture $75,000 deal with Yul
for an undisclosed sum.
tions are now underway
actor to make a pair of

one-pic:

Brynner
Negotiafor the
films at

Columbia.

Originally slated far Par’s “New
of Love,” commitment was
“South Seas Story”
shifted to
when “Love” was shelved. Columbia now wants him for the Rev.,
Davidson role in “Miss Sadie
Thompson,” Rita Hayworth starrer,
He’s also
a remake of “Rain.”
being considered for the original
Tullio Carminati role in “debut,”
remake of “One Night of Love,”
with studio’s new singer, Gloria
Krieger, in the Grace Moore role.

Kind

Although Fabian
indicated that
he nor a member of the
Ltee
had
spoken directly to
an
Film Zukor Highlights
member, he disclosed that
taiv*
1
been ^ eld with the counHighlight of Adolph Zukor Goldmiitfii *?
atlons body's general coun- en Jubilee Dinner to be held at
sel iX
aawhile an FCC spokesman tfie Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
ted
the Commission March 4 will be the first public

cnmm

^n

v
1

,

New Kramer

period.

Despite the M-G bid, it’s still
seen as a strong likelihood that the
producer will revert to his former
status as an indie releasing through
United Artists.

of bigger keys. First
er in
four top ranking pix will show a
total gross of more than $1,200,000,
new peak since the year-end holiday period.
“Peter Pan” (RKO) is champ for
second week in a row, showing
better than $400,000 total. It is
closely followed by “The Stooge"
(Par), which was third a week ago.

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
is

it

finishihg third, highest rating
has achieved, as a result of many

new playdates.
“Bwana Devil’MUA)

/
i§

moving

fourth spot while last week
it 'was sixth. Fresh bookings added
to its total revenue. “Ivanhoe”
(M-G) playing for second time
around at popscale, is capturing

up

to"

fifth

money.

’

“Niagara” (20th) pushed up to
uniformly
with
position,
strong to big showings. “I Confess”
(WB), just out this stanza-, is showing enouglujo land seventh spot
while “Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) is
finishing eighth.

“Come

Back, Little

(Par),

Fingerpoints

Jr.,

At Charles Green, 20th
Attacker, In Cong. Record

With Barney

Trado Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

First,

indicates

Ashore”

strong future potential.
in Frisco, good in Seattle
in L.A. and Balto. “All
(Col), although mild in

Frisco, is trim hrCincy and fancy
in Denver. “Moulin Rouge” (UA)
looms as a winner, being huge in
Frisco, sharp in L.A. and terrific
in N.Y.
is
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“City Beneath Sea” (U), also new,
big in Detroit and terrific in Bos-

6311 Yucca Street
Washington 4
1292 National Press Building

Chicago

London
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Foreign
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ABEL GREEN.

is

fast in Buffalo

Chi.

and

«.

“Four Poster” (Col) shapes steady
and K.C. “Clown” (M-G)

in Toronto

looks okay in Chi. “Stereo Tech-

niques” (Indie)

is

wowing ’em

in

“Stars Are S nging” (Par) looms
okay in K.C. and Chi. “Meet Me
At Fair” (U) is strong in Louisville.

i

-
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Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9)

$11

Cents
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Bills

Chatter

Breed” (U)
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Film Reviews
House Reviews

Night” (U) is rated trim in L.A.
“Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO) is fine
Chi and Toronto. “Lawless

WC2

Single Copies

trib, is lusty in

“Gunsmoke,” from same disOmaha and big in
Denver. “The Star” (20th) is rated
good in Detroit, sock in Boston and
fine in N.Y. “Naked Spur” (M-G)
shapes nice in Minneapplis and fast
in Cleveland. “Anna” (IFE) looms
big in Chi and great in N.Y.
“Face to Face” (RKQ) looks a
bit uneven this session. “Girls in

11

612 No. Michigan Ave.
8 St. Martin's PI., Trafalgar Sq.

ton.

Omaha;
Sheba”

FDR,

Washington, Feb. 24.
A 1951 Collier's article detailing
the “sinister” role played An 1948
by Charles Green in gaining conBalaban trol of the Twin City Rapid Transit
Cecil B. DeMille arrives in New Co. in Minneapolis was inserted
into the Congressional Record last
York
from
Washington
today
week (19) by Rep. Franklin D.
(Wed.) fqr confabs with Paramount Roosevelt, Jr. (D., N. Y.), autoprez Barney Balaban and to catch matically protecting all reprintJ
Cinerama, which he has yet to see. from the libel 4aws.
Green is the protagonist in a
President Eisenhower’s crowded
threatened proxy fight at 20th-Fox,
schedule ruled out a get-together
in which he intends to challenge
but it’s expected that DeMille will
the management. Green and sevcall at the White House at some
eral associates have been buying
later date.
up 20th stock over the past sevLast Sunday (22) DeMille re( Continued on page 21)
ceived an award from the American Freedoms Foundation at a ceremony in Valley Forge, Pa.

in

sixth

is growing feeling
that the depth-illusion film processes, either stereoscopic, which
requires viewers to wear Polaroid
glasses, or periphei^l vision, which
requires a wide, curved screen, are
not„ in themselves the answer to
the industry’s current boxoffice

DeMille In N. Y. Talks

booming currently. An added fav- It is big
orable factor was fine, clear weath- and fast

many

transition to 3-D. Not that there’s
a great opposition to the switch,

although there

intends to await completion of his ing market demands.
The feeling was best summed up
Columbia contract with delivery of this
week ih a story, also anony“Caine Mutiny” before making any mous,. in the current issue of the
Screen Producers Guild Journal,
definite plans for the future.'
M-G reportedly made a firm of- which suggested that it’s about
fer of a five-year deal to Kramer, time the film industry adopt the
based on a payoff of $2,000 weekly common practice of other big busi( Continued on page 20)
plus an annuity arrangement which
would ' bring that figure substantially
higher over a long-term

‘Stooge’ 2d, ‘Hans’ 3d, ‘Devil’ 4th

that grosses are

modern

That’s the substance of the sotto
voce comments around Hollywood
these days as industry veterans
watch, mouth agape, at the hectic

Tie

With Washington's Birthday be- out the Golden Dozen in that order,
ing observed legally on Monday higher in previous weeks, round
(23), key cities covered by Variety “Gambler” was second a week ago.
cashed in on this setup which gave
“Never Wave at a Wac” (RKO),
many situations three big days in getting around in keys this week,
is

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
the picture industry really
a good $5 textbook on
business methods.

is

headaches.*

National Boxoffice Survey

a row. Result

What
needs

As usual, in Hollywood controversies, most of the dissenters prefer to remain anonymous. Virtually all, however, are bitter at the
Several major studios, including
fact that Hollywood has done little
Metro, are pitching for Stanley by itself to develop new media or
Kramer but the indie film-maker new processes to meet the chang-

Washington’s Birthday Booms Biz; ‘Pan* Again

out on release for first time extensively, is capturing ninth place,
WoniH
“Jazz Singer” (WB) in 10th.
with
mak its dcci 5ion on the re- screening of “The Adolph Zukor
suirmn
t
Gambler” (U) and
of *be theatre TV hear- Story,” film which traces the ca- “Mississippi
8 Pr
“Road to Bali” (Par), both much
°bably later this week*
reer of the industrial pioneer.
o

ty?
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Cater to Public, Not

To H’wood, Zukor Warns

MPAA Foreign Aides Join m Opposing

Hollywood, Feb. 24.

Although agreeing to sound out-the board of Allied States A&n.
Loo Exhib Petitions
regarding an informal meeting with St
leaders of Theatre Owners of AmerHalt IATSE Picketing
ica, to discuss arbitration and other
exhib problems, Allied prexy WilSt. Louis, Feb, 24.
bur Snaper strongly indicated this
Alleging execs of IATSE Local
week that his outfit’s attitude to- 143 .tried to enforce “featherbedward arbitration had not varied ding and make-work practices” on
one bit. Allied, which nixed the the management, Hugh Graham,
proposed arbitration plan at its an- owner-operator of the LaCosta
nual confab several months ago, Theatre in St. Louis County, last
has stressed many times that it week sought an injunction to halt
would not accept a system without picketing of the house. In his pea method of controlling high film tition, filed in county circuit court,
rentals and pre-release pictures. Graham charges that when he
Snaper’s- statement declares that opened for operating last Nov. 5
*'each day gives reason to strength- he tried to- hire a member of the
en that position.”
local but the union insisted he emAllied topper’s comments stem ploy two projectionists. Petition
from a request by TOA prexy Al- states there is actually only one
fred Starr for an informal get-to- hour’s work for a single operator.
gether of leaders of both exhib
Graham’s petition also asserts
orgs for a general discussion of that other locals of IATSE with
industry problems. *T agreed to Which No. 143 is affiliated permit
put his suggestion before our board, a single operator in many theatres
which alone has the authority to throughout the nation,, and the
authorize participation in such a picketing has made it impossible
meeting, and advise him of its de- for him to obtain regular film decision,” Snaper said. “It was fur- liveries and conduct his business
ther suggested that perhaps some properly, A dozen iriembers and
other exhibitor leaders might be execs of the local are named as
invited. No definite time or place defendants. *
for such a meeting has been set
as of this moment.”
Snaper further stated that the
program outlined at the Allied
convention in Chicago, and further $300,000,01)0
j
emphasized at the New Orleans
board meeting, would continue to
guide* all Allied efforts “to make
it possible for exhibitors to remain in business.” Concluding with
.a mention of arbitration, Snaper
declared; “.Nothing further can be
•

To

:

•

,

Loan

To

said or. done

by Allied.”

Brazil

Seen

Freeing US. Coin

•

Find out what the public wants.
That was the advice handed out by
Adolph Zukor in an address to the
members of the Motion Picture In-

He

told the creators of* Hollywood pictures to forget about projection room screenings and get acquainted with* the
reactions of audiences at regular
theatre showings.

dustry Council.

Film pioneer warned producers
against sameness in their product.
“In show business,” he said, “you
can’t repeat yourself. You’ve always got to be thinking of something new. People don’t get tired
of too many 'pictures, but they get
tired of too much sameness. Each
picture must be a fresh experience.”

As 1,000 Pay Tribute To

up last week (18)
Listing monthly meeting ofat the reguS
the assistant
foreign managers at. Motion
24.
Pic!
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and ture Assn, of America headoinr
the Stanley Warner Corp., the two ters in N. Y. when the retaining
6
companies formed under Warners’ of a lawyer was discussed.
amended plan of reorganization to
While only Paramount has been
comply with the Government’s di- assessed under the new
internreWashington f Feb.

vorcement decree, have made tation of the 8% French
turnover
formal application with the Securi- tax on profits, the fact that
the
ties .& Exchange Commission to amount comes to almost
$800 000
on
list their new common stock
has sufficiently alarmed the rest
the N. Y. Stock Exchange.
of the distribs to take united
acBig' Board, meantime, has au- tion.
A tax consultant has been
thorized listing of 2,475,300 shares hired.
Impression is that the tax

Exchange cautions
that these securities are not to be
However, the

admitted
at Brotherhood Fete notice.

CORONATION

MAY BEAT TV TO PUNCH
.

RAP REP 0N 16M
35M AREAS

-

Powwow

'

UA,

‘Limelight’

be rushed into worldwide distribution.
Filming will be done in cooperation with Associated British
Pictures Corp., Warners’ overseas
affiliate.

3 Answers Still Due
In 16m Antitrust Suit
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
Government’s 16m antitrust suit
has received answers from all but
three defendants. Trio consists of

RKO, Columbia and

that studio’s
subsidiary, Screen Gems. Deadline
for filing answers is March 11.

sails

Lewis K. Gough r 'national commander of the American Legion,
defended the stand of that organijin its ban on Charles Chap-

zation
lin’s

cism

Ohio Indies Map Agenda
Columbus, Feb. 24.

remake of the prewar French film,
“Orage.” Richard Conte is tentaof industry speak- tively set for the male lead while

Answers filed last week were
A strong list
from. Warners, Republic, 20th-Fox, ers is shaping up for the Inde- Paal
hopes to sign Ingrid
Pictorial
Films,
Universal and pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio for the top femme role*
United World,
(Continued on page 21)
Bennett

would

direct.

Bergman
Compton

I

“Limelight.” Answering critiof the Legion’s policy, he

1

neither of these companies has
been assessed so far. The 8%
tax originally applied only to in-

come turned over by the- local com.
pany for remittance to New York.
The new interpretation would levy
the tax onfall of the U. S. distribs’
potential" remittable coin.
Meanwhile, the hassle continues
over the two leftover French dub-

bing licenses, with Allied

Artists

in bids.

AA

maintains it should be allocated
both permits, wliile Loew’s insists
it has a right to one of them.
It’s
AA’s contention that, when the
original French permit allocation
was made and it used up only
three of the- allocated 10 licenses,
it gave up the remaining seven to
the other U. S. distribs with the
understanding that an adjustment
would eventually be made. Current
-lineup has Loew’s and 20th-Fox
with 13 permits earih; Warner Bros.,
Paramount,. RKO,' 12; Universal,
Columbia, United Artists, 11; Re-

public, 10, and Allied Artists, .3.
“We fought for our country in
three -wars, and since we didn’t
achieve our objectives, we conSIGN
tinue to fight for them now. We
are continuing our collective efTHIS WJf.
fort for Americanism and adequate
As one answer to the charges
national security.”
Replying to published charges of Communism hurled at the picindustry,
that the Legion has no right to in- ture
film
salesmen
tervene
in
the
Chaplin case, throughout the country will sign
affidavits this week which emphaGough said: *
“If you carry this thinking to its size their loyalty. Affidavits, sponlogical conclusion, you will per- sored by the Colosseum of Motion
mit Communists to write books, to Picture Salesmen, will be forpaint murals, to infiltrate every warded to members via the office
branch of educational and cultural of general counsel David Beznor.
The affidavits, requiring notarizlife. We have never criticized Mr.
Chaplin’s art. But an individual ation, declare:
“1. I am a member of the union
cannot be disassociated from his
(CMPS) named below. 2. I am
political beliefs. If we patronize
those who are Communists or not a member of the Communist
Fascists, or those who have been Party or affiliated with such party.
members of front organizations, 3. I do not believe in, am not a
we are inadvertently helping the member of nor do I support any
organization that believes in or
totalitarian causes.”
Regarding the charge that the teaches the overthrow of the
United States
Government by
(Continued on page 20)
force or by any illegal or uncon:
»

FILM SALESMEN TO

LOYALTY OATH

‘

‘

«

methods.”
Action of the union, approved
the entire membership, was
Montague C. Morton, United related to President Eisenhower in
Artists general sales manager in a letter from prexy Ray Wild.
England since 1948, has been appointed managing director of UA’s
stitutional

UA Ups Morton

by

L. A, to N. Y.

British subsidiary.

Nate

Post had been vacant the past
couple of years.

N. Y. to L.
Dana Andrews
Myrt Blum

A.

Samuel Fuller
William Gass

Romer Grey
Leslie Gross

Huntz Hall
Leland Hayward

Bob Hope

N. Y. to Europe
Richard

W.

Altschuler

Howard Hawks
Alicia Markova
Alexander Paal
Adam Clayton Powell
Gottfried Reinhardt

Bob Schmid
Hazel Scott
William L. Snyder

Spencer Tracy

Europe to N. Y.
Robert Clark
Preston Foster
Maura Laverty
Raymond Strosr

Blumberg

Sarah Churchill
Hans Conried
George Cukor
Joanne Dru
Fred Frank
Harold Freedman

Charles Laughton
Harold Mirisch
Irving Ravetch
Charles P. Skouras

'

J.

Leslie Caron.

G. Ralph Branton
Paul Gregory
Pat Harris
Mylee Haulani

to

prepare several projects for filming. Initial venture on his agenda
is,
“Three Cases of Murder,” a
three-episode yarn, which Paal is
jointly producing with Sir Alexander Korda.
Prior to his departure from- New
York, Paal conferred with 20th-Fox
executives regarding possible use
of thejnajqr, company’s CinemaScope' technique ter “Murder.” But
whether ’tile wide-screen .process
will be employed is to be decided
after the producer huddles with
Korda. It’s planned to put the
ert Hoff, TESMA prexy, was also work
before the cameras this
in Chi to confer with Bryant and spring.
Lewis.
Paal, who expects to be abroad
about a year, also is readying a

in the French!

Par exec said in N. Y. Friday
(20) that a French government victory would be ruinous for the
American industry. French auditors already have gone through the
books of Metro~and Universal, but

said:

for Britain to-

day (Wed.) on the Queen Mary

Rap

Hollywood, Feb. 24.

.

tive director, and “Chich” Lewis,
convention and tradeshow director.
Pair also conferred with Balaban
& Katz's David Wallerstein, who’s
been, named general chairman of
the confab. Circuit's John Balaban has been designated honorary
chairman.
TOA’s convention will be held
simultaneously with that of the
Theatre Equipment ‘Supply Manufacturers Assn.
Trade orgs are
holding separate confabs but will
team for trade showings of theatre
equipment, with TOA renting booth
space to TESMA members. J. Rol>

Stand

In Chaplin

of the hotel’s facilities, especially who just set a distribution deal
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Jack L. Warner is going to Lon- regarding the space for equipment with United Artists to handle his
don to supervise the filming of the displays; was made last week by Paul Henreid starrer, “There Is

Howard Bryant, TOA’s administra- No Escape,”

wind up

issue will
courts.

and Loew’s putting

I

coronation of Queen Elizabeth II
in Wa'rnerColor.
Footage will be edited in London arid flown out that same night
to the' company’s color laboratory
in Burbank. From there prints will

dealings until further

Gough Defends

'

,

Highlight of Brotherhood Week
came last week (19) with the presentation Of Brotherhood Awards to
seven leaders in. the communications field at the Conference’s 25th
About 1,000
anniversary dinner.
attended the affair, rated as the
best organized and most impressive
in the org’s history. Net take from
that occasion alone was $41,00(T

!

*

to-

Brotherhood Week drive, sponAdmittance to trading awaits
sored by the amusement division formal purchase of the Warner
of the National Conference of family’s holdings in Stanley WarChristians and Jews, wound up ner, the hew theatre company, by
Monday (23) with the expectation Fabian Enterprises. This is schedthat the Conference’s amusement uled to take place on or after Satdivision would exceed the record urday (28).
Na$117,000 collections of 1946.
tional goal, set by Sol A. Schwartz,
was
division
chairman,
amusement
Last year’s take -was
$250,000.
$84,000.

French tax situation, which could
grow into a $10,000,000 levy on til
earnings of U, S. distribs, is can?
ing concern again. Topic was
tak™

To SEC for Stock

WB

Grant of the $300,000,000 ExportSelect Probe Group
import Bank loan to Brazil over Conference spokesman said yesterWashington Feb. 24.
the
weekend is expected to un- day (Tues.) that theatre and studio
Senate Small Business Committhaw between $8,000,000 and $10,- contributions this year topped all
tee meets again Friday (27) to
Three Warner
000,000 of U. S. distribs’ coin frozen previous years.
(Continued on page 21)
in that country and'to hasten issu- brothers alone chipped-, in $1,000
company itself
with
the
ance of import licenses for the sec- apiece*
ond half of 1952 and the first half contributing an additional $1,000.
of ’53.
Hollywood counterpart of the
TiNTERS
Development, preceded by signa- New York shindig, will be held
ture of the Brazilian law freeing March 12 at the Ambassador Hotel,
foreign exchange, is seen. also as Los Angeles. With William Goetz
^Adding to the list of color pix regulating the regular flow of dol- as chairman, Paul G. Hoffman,
of
coronation
the
on
to be lensed
lars from Brazil, which r.ates with former head of the Economic CoQueen Elizabeth next June, British Mexico as the most important operation Administration, will be
Movietone .News now has also Latin-American market. Argentine
(Continued on page 21)
slated a two-reel tinter covering situation
‘continues
deadlocked
the festivities, and the scene in while
the
Peron
government
Westminster Abbey. Film will- be studies a possible new tax on imEXHIBS
in either Eastman or Gaevert color ports.
since rapid handling is required.
Pix are on the list of essential
According to 20th-Fox execs in imports in Brazil, which assures PEDDLING IN
N. Y. last week, the use of color is the distribs preferred treatirient as
Republic, at the receiving end
expected to give the distribs the Brazil settles outstanding debts.
edge over television, "which will Brazil’s ambassador to the U. S., of blasts by Allied States members
the recent sale of feature pix
for
Britthe
provided
by
receive films
Walther Moreira Salles, was quoted
again the object of
ish Broadcasting Co. as part of its Monday (23) as saying his coun- to TV, was
criticism this week. Beefs
exhib
public service program. There is try’s debts to exporters would be
a possibility that some footage will settled by July 1 and would be this time involved the company’s
be lensed in the CinemaScope kept -current after that. Exec in solicitation of 16m biz in territhird-dimension process, hut the N. Y. commented that while the tories showing regular 35m Repub :
Although the film
pic would he good for demonstra- crisis was over for the moment, lie releases.
tion purposes only since few, if much depended on Brazil’s ability outfit is peddling oldies to churches
any, theatres are likely to be to equalize imports and exports. and clubs, exhibs feel this is unwarranted competition, claiming
equipped to handle CinemaScope Gap last year ran to $550;000,000.
that free shows at local lodge or
films by that time.
church halls could hurt theatre biz.
20th covered the coronation of
Members of Allied have been
1937
but
King George VI hack in
alerted to report the 16m sales
didn’t do too well with it here. TOA’s Long-Range Prep
pitches
and to register complaints
Other distribs which -will definitely
with local exchange toppers and
have color pix on the coronation
For Nov.
in Chi with
Republic homeoffice execs.
in release are Warner Bros, and
Although its 1953 annual conUniversal, which will handle the
Arthur Rank feature-length vention is still more than eight
J.
Technicolor film, “A Queen Is months a\Vay, Theatre Owners of Paal’s ‘Escape’ to
America has started preparations
Crowned.”
Preps Korda Joint Prod.
for the Nov. 1-5 meeting in Chicago
Indie producer Alexander Paal,
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel. Survey
Jack Warner to London
s

WB, Stanley Warner Apply

common and a like amount
of
for Stanley Warner. Both issues
have a $5 par value per share.

See 117GAmus. Record

7

French Turnover Tax; Issue to Court?

0

John Ireland
Fay Kanin
Mike Kanin
John Lund
Diana Lynn
Hal R. Makelim
Alex North
Michael O’Shea
Gregory Ratoff
Milt Rosner

..

Barbara Ruick
Frank Samuels
Joe Saritley
Fred- Schwartz

Robert E. Sherwood
Stephen Slesinger
Oliver Unger
Oliver \Varth

Adolph Zukor

,

gvliihs Explode at RKO’s High

COMPO

% Plan

On ‘Pan’; 2-Pronged Appeal to Govt

LEVELING-OFF

Question of high-percentage pic-f
full force again
fm-es erupted with
RKO at the receiv- 17 Releases for Metro
Ih fweek with
fflfend of exhib blasts for its sales
During Feb. to
on Walt Disney/s “Peter
Seventeen pictures, including its
San” With Allied States Assn. first 3-D entry, “Arena,” will be
Jain taking the leadership in con- released by Metro during the Feb“specials/’
2emnint the so-called*
termed the RKO ruary to May period, sales topper
exhib quarters
to Charles M. Reagan disclosed last
presented
worst
the
of
Seal one
week.
theatremen in recent years. Accordis
Company has slated “Sombrero”
RKO
ARiedite,
ing to a leading
with 70% be- for its Eastern release. Its 3-D pic
asking terms of 60-40,
is
set for May, while this month
no
and
areas
ing demanded in some
will see the general release of
being assured.
profit guarantee
incenses thea- “Ivanhoe.”
I

Sv

Leveling

Under the

RKO

off

of

American

dis-

biz

of the industry’s foreign

generally recognized that the*
16m accounts inevitably turn
partly because not' all
American companies make their
product available in narrow-gauge.
Same holds true for most of the
foreign pix. *
Further limitation of 16m is that
it’s meant for back-country areas
understand
where audiences
_ don’t
,
English -and often can t decipher
the sub-titles, either. Problem is
being tackled by Metro, the pioneer in the 16m field, which is experimenting with various forms of
narration on magnetic tape which
is attached to the film, covering
half the regular soundtrack, j
dvantage, according to execs of
Loew’s 16m department, is that
narration on tape can be erased at
will and replaced with another one
J IV
«A
TT/1 A
Use oi
in a different language.
magnetic tape requires a $100 modification of the projector, ora a new
best
to

Of Loews Board

Dwarfs.”
Bulletin of Jersey Allied, Which
will be issued this week, states
that a theatre cannot exist i^it

must pay these terms on a poten“It
tially good grossing picture.
of. the
is necessary for the welfare
industry,” it states, “that as many
theatres as possible play this sub-

.

A

homeoffice.

However, this is economically
impossible. No one in the industry

Although no stockholder oppo
is anticipated,
it’s figured
i
a
a
A
a «
a «
there will be plenty of stockholder
needling, since a N. Y. meeting
usually results in a large turnout.
Directors up for reelection include
George
A.
Brownell,
Leopold
Friedman, F. Joseph Holleran, Eugene W. Leake, Charles C. Moskowitz, William A. Parker, William
F. Rodgers, J. Robert Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph R. Vogel

sition

it is RKO’s intention
to force exliibs to raise prices for

doubts that

1

This, of course, is
picture.
against the law.”
Slating that it is futile to appeal

this

(Continued on page 22)

Feuerman

35m,

.

.

ject.

I

I

•

_

!

(Continued on page 21)

Compromise By

.

and Henry Rogers Winthrop.
In 3d Suit Vs. Hughes,
Although
management hasn’t
prepared any specific reports, it’s
Filing in Las Vegas ready to answer the expected bar
Three RKO Pictures minority rage of questions on 3-D. Metro’s

previously

stockholders, who
brought suit against the

activities in the

excess of $1,000,000 to the

field as well

Removal of
•+

Rep Preps 12 Half-Hour
Whodunits
in London
nunuuu
rvnouumib m

Norway Accord

Powell.

I
|

24.
half-hour pix will

Films’

cast

will

be

all-

British.

New Foreign Film

zations is

COMPO

Castleman and Louis Feuerman

Stipulation was vetoed by Metro,
which has no intention of sending
out its “Gone With the Wind” on

Dallas, Feb. 24.
head of Ezell
Associates, largest indie drive-in
in
the U. S., has
operators
circuit
revealed plans for organizing an
Exchange Commission by RKO. international drive-in theatre ownCompany added that it had entered crs’ association. Texas Drive-In
a general denial to the charges Theatre Owners’ Assn., with offices
on Feb. 3. As a corollary to the here will be the first unit to join
N. Y. Supreme Court action, inciinternational outfit which will
in
dentally, the Castlemans and Feuer- headquarter
Other units
here.
man demanded temporary receiver- which have applied for member-

&

Ezell,

40%

20%

_

.

_

will offer data'

purporting

that the Internal

bite is

Revenue

removed.

Government now

collects

about

Org Would KO IFE

COMPO

'

(Continued bn page 21)

films here.

Membership meets

in N. Y. Friday (27) to discuss a list of aims
and purposes spelled out by Joseph
Burstyn, head of the organizing

committee. These will come under
he general heading of “protecting
he interests of foreign film distribs in the U. S.” and reportedly
would include censorship and other
issues besides IFE,
IFE, subsidized out of frozen
earnings of American distribs in
taly, is not a' member of the new
setup. Indie distribs have opposed
IFE to varying degrees from the
very start, claiming that, potenially at least, it has the power of
tying up all major Italo produc-

Statute of Limitations

On Trust

Suits Asked,

By Congressman Reed
Call to make punishment for
antitrust violations “fit the crime”
and for a Federal statute of limitations applicable to antitrust cases
in all states was sounded last week

Lopert, Bernard Kreisler, George
Margolin, George Roth and Max
Goldberg. It’s expected that the
Friday meet will produce some opposition to tackling the IFE issue,

which doesn’t affect

all indies.

terms.

gians,

“GWTW”
r

-

’

Ts

,

1_

its for-

Reasoning is that elimination of
the Federal tax doubtless will convert many theatres from losing operations into the profit category.
This will mean more money for
the Government via the income
levies.
Also, other houses, faced
with closing, will be enabled to
remain in business with the excise
tax relief.

understood that the Norwewho are more anxious for Atty. Asks Ref lor 223G
than for any other top
Claim
As NaSSerS Dispute
A
n rp affreeable orovided terms
_
P
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
f
au ntet ^onT exceed those
George T. Goggin, attorney for
tribs in any of
t aine d bv the
g™ th Scandinavian countries the Nasser Bros., owners of General Service Studios, appeared bebe presented to fore Bankruptcy Referee Benno
whol e Tdea is
P
Norwegian exhibs by their govern- M. Brink with a bill for $223,000
4I/*h ..
.11 1
«
1
n_
_
tion was withdrawn last month at
Peru, Australia, Panama, Hawaii, ment in March.
Earlier rental
a hearing before Justice Henry
in counsel fees. Bill was disputed
Canada, Cuba and South Africa
ceiling in Norway was 30% on all
Clay Greenberg.
also denied
deal also would by the/Nassers^ who
new
The
pix.
Filing of the three suits in as
authorize admish hikes of from that Goggin had been managing
Call’
many districts, it’s understood, was
Defer ‘Love
the
last, two
studio
for
the
100% to 150% on top product.
done to facilitate service of papers
and a half years. Brink allowed
Return
For
upon Hughes. While the RKO conand set
account
on
him $50,000
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
trolling stockholder, who regained
Wilder Talks
April for a hearing.
ms 1,013,420 shares from the Ralph
Arthur Hornblow leaves behind Call Off
Stolkin syndicate last week, has not a completed script of “Indian Love
Nassers reported that claims
Direct ‘Pal Joey’
yet been served, according to Louis Call” (“Rose Marie” remake) when
against the studio had been reHollywood, Feb, 24.
of
conclusion
Kipnis, attorney for the plaintiffs, he leaves Metro upon
Negotiations between Columbia duced from approximately $3,000,He
the defendants have submitted “no- his contract in pud-March.
and Billy Wilder for latter to di- 000 to $1,000,000.
bee of appearance/’
leaves with his family on a fourrect “Pal Joey” has been called
Apparently the next indve in the month around-the-world trip,
off. Studio hasn’t set another direccase will come
There’s a possibility hell profrom the' RKOStock Gift
Hughes legal battery, for one of duce “Indian” on his return, since tor.
Film, listed for fall start, was
the company
Harry M. Warner, Warner Bros,
holding up shooting pendattorneys recently ex- studio is '•
comeback
West
Mae
as
•
*scheduled
president, gifted 2,200 shares of
Pressed the belief that it would be ing decision whether it's to be
vehicle.
cnly a matter
the corporation’s common stock in
of time before the standard or 3-D. Latter is likely
the past month.
defendants moved for consolidation since subject lends itself to depth
Tours Far East for
ct the suits.
This brings his holdings to 16,These, no doubt, would lensing
Berry Greenberg, Warner Bros,
oe merged
with another minority
for the Far East, 000 shares directly owned and 243,*
lead special Sales rep
stockholder action brought against
in a trust of which he is beneElliot Reid gets the male
000
tour
six-month
left last week on a
company in N, Y, Supreme opposite Jeanne Crain and^ Jean
ficiary.
of that area.
Court by Sidney Schwartz.
Peters in 20th-Fox s Vicki.
J

now formulating

$190,000,000 annually through the
20%i tax. Point which
intends to underline is that this entire
amount
will
not
be
in
lost
view
New organization of foreign pix of the
boosted income tax.
importers and distribs is being
Industry organization also is
formed to replace the now-defunct
mapping
its legislative approach to
International Motion Picture OrPlan is to seek
ganization. Group, which has more the tax problem.
than 30 members/ is ‘expected to introduction of a single bill covering
theatre
excises
exclusively, into
Opposition
in
blueprint a plan
Italian Films Export, Italo agency stead of one applying to all excises.
Thought
on
this
is
that
legislators
promoting and distributing Italian

It's

&

A

ex-

Dept, will collect around $60,000,000 in other, income taxes if the

I

allegations

Claude CL

-

(19) in N.Y. by Rep. Chauncey W.
Reed, chairman of the House Judiciary committee, in a speech before
the antitrust section of the New

York Bar Assn.
Compromise proposal by the tions, or at least getting first call
Reed’s address brought enthuAmerican distribs has paved the on them. They’re unhappy, too, siastic concurrence from the film
way for a new Norwegian film pact. with, a competition that gets its companies, which have long conThe U. S. companies are willing to financial support from the majors, tended that a change in the antiaccept the new 40% rental ceiling, and it’s understood that the possi- trust laws, coupled with a more

INTI DRIVE-IN ASSOC.
U. S.' distribs bring in all releases
on the Scandinavian release schedPLANNED BY EZELL! ule under any hew agreement.

‘‘mismanagement
of
and sought damages.
Existence of the Las Vegas suit
came to light last week in a routine
report made to the Securities

show

to

.

had submitted papers to the L. A.
Federal Court. Initial complaint
was brought last Nov. 13 in N. Y.,
when the three shareholders loosed

Levy

privately

mal pitch for repeal of the levy,
with stress on actual benefits that
would accrue to the Government*
At anticipated committee hearings,

*

Las Vegas suit, which is virtually the same as the actions pending
in the N. Y. and L. A. courts, was
filed Dec. 23/ only a week; after
plaintiffs Eli B. Castleman, Marion

by

sentiment
among key
Washington figures on the likelihood of admissions tax relief, the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-

will preside.

RKO

M

pressed

London, Feb.
Series of 12

Encouraged

provided the industry is permitted bility of taking the matter up with
to import five pix a year on which
the Government in Washington
The authorized capital stock of terms can go higher as the result may be studied. Friday meet is
Loew’s consists of 6,000,000 shares, 0 f individual negotiations with the- expected to elect an exec and offiwithout nominal or par value, of atres.
cers.
Basic agreement, involving the
which there are 5,142,615 shares
It’s stressed that the indies ob
outstanding and entitled to vote at 40% and American participation in
any tax rebate to Norwegian thea- iect.to IFE as a subsidized distrlb
this meeting.
org rather than to subsidies per se.
tres, was reached some time ago,
steering commitbut talks hit a snag when the Nor- Members of the
wegian government insisted that tee, besides Burstyn, include Ilya

general counsel Leopold Friedman

treasury.

V.

Yanks Leads To

as other production plans of the
company will be presented. In addition, execs will detail progress
being made which will lead to the
split of the corporation into separate production-distribution and
and
theatre companies. Veepee

company
Howard Hughes in New York
Supreme Court and Los Angeles
Federal Court, have filed a similar
action in Las Vegas (Nev.) Federal
Court, it was disclosed last week.
Naming the same defendants, the
complaint asks an accounting and
seeks to compel Hughes 'to pay back
and

in

new

In Pitch for

.has

It’s

Reelection of the current board
of directors, as well as approval
of all proposals presented by management, are expected at tomorrow
morning’s (Thurs.) annual meeting
of Loew’s stockholders.
Company
has received sufficient proxy votes
for an overwhelming okay of its
plans. Although the company is a
Delaware corporation, meeting will
be held at the company’s N. Y.

.

Pointing to ‘Other Taxes’

be produced here by Republic
been a determi- starting March 9 of this year, Renation to explore new markets and
public prexy Herbert J. Yates anpush 16m more vigorously in the nounced here today (Tues.). Pix,
1
old ones.
which are primarily intended for
Distribs recognize that the mush- theatrical distribution and may be
rooming stage of 16m is over, but offered to TV later, will be based
execs feel it’s still capable of con- on Scotland Yard yarns.
siderable expansion and serves as
R. G. Springsteen has arrived
an invaluable indicator of what here from Hollywood to direct the
places can support a. regular house.
first
three scripted by Lester

Upshot

coin.

Expect Reelection

terms,

theatremen complain, they’ll have
prices for smallto hike their b.o.
consider detrifry a move they
Exhibs
mental public relations.
charge that RKO’s current terms
represent a 140% increase over
those asked by RKO for Disney’s
Seven
“Snow White and the

Castlemans,

8%

and

What

attendance.

16m

abroad has caused
the companies to reexamine their
narrow-gauge activities, which currently account for between 5%
tribs’

May

•

particularly
4
with
tremen is that Peter Pan,
is expected to pull
its kid appeal,
matinee biz far exceeding evening

WCTCHKS

IS&Mety

1953
isrt.AnetdaV, February 25,

^^ans^
^

I

M-G May
Homblow

To

.

realistic

approach,

Estimates

was,' needed.
claims in

damage

of

pending antitrust cases in the industry ranges from $120,000,000 to
$140,000,000.
Reed’s topic was “A Re-examination of the Federal Antitrust Law."
Legislator^ doubted that statutory
Pouoities can have any deterrent
effect whatever on prospective violators” of the antitrust laws and
went on to voice his belief that
judges should have some discretion
on determining whether a private
litigant should recover treble or
single
damages.
“Judges,”
he
stated, “should be. accorded discretion to impose filjfes which are reasonably related
the degree of
severity of the criminal offense. In
both
cases the punishment should
A
j I A
If
4-|l
fit the crime.'
In view of confusion created by
limitations in private actions in the
various states, Reed thought a uni•

• ,

-4- 1 *•

r '

form period should be made applicable throughout the country. “A
Federal
statute
of
limitations

would eliminate the frequent dispute over what statute is applicable
and also discourage the possible
practice of shopping around for a
forum with a particularly favorable
statute,” he commented.
,

.

.

Up Brown

to

UDT

G.M.

Detroit, Feb. 24.

,

.

,

1

,

WB

WarnerV

Harold ,H. Brown, executive in
charge of film-buying for United
Detroit Theatres, has been named
UDT general manager by Leonard
Goldenson, prexy of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
Inc.

succeeds Earl J. Hudson, who
been veepee in charge of
Western Division of AB-PT.

He

has

.

I

.

1

ArtliUr Sheekman will double as
writer and producer on “Star in
the West” at 20th-Fox.

—
FILM REVIEWS
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So-so entertainment. Hapless-

mixer humor, drama, tftredy with song*A dances.; Doubt-*
ly

^

possibilities.

fiil

jb

\

)i

MGM

Stars Ricardo Montnlban, Pier
AngcU, Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse,
Yvonne de Carlo i features Rick Jason,
duction.

Nina Foch, KurV Kasznar, Waiter Hainpden,

Thomas

Gomfez, Jose Greco. Directed

by Norman. Foster. Screenplay, Josefina
and Foster; based on novel, “A
Mexican Village," by Josefina NiggU;
Niggli

camera, (Technicolor!* Ray June; editor.
Cotton Warburton; musical direction, .Leo
for Miss Charisse
by Hermes Pan; songs, Saul Chaplin, Leo
Arnaud, Geronimo Villavino, Ruben Fuentes, Rdben Mendez. Previewed Feb. 18,
'53."Running. time, 103 MINS.
Ricardo Montalban
Pepe Gonzales
Pier Angeli
Eufemla Calderon.'
Alejandro CastUlp .....Vittorio Gassman
Yvonne de Carlo
Maria
Cyd Charisse
Lola de Torrano
.Rick Jasoiy
Ruben
Nina Focn
Elena Cantu

Amaud; ehbreography*

.

.

Father Zacaya

Don
Don.

Kurt Kasznar

.

Hampden
Homero Calderon. .. .Thomas Gomez

Carlos Castillo ....Walter

i

1

de Torrano ......... .Joso Greco
John .Abbott
Andres Soler
.Fanny Schiller
Luz Alba
Rosaura
Tla Magdalena ......Rosaura Revueltas
Don Inocente ........... Alfonso Bedoyi
Gitanillo

Don. Daniel
Little Doctor
Dona Fela .•

:

*..

Jorge .Trevmw

Napoleon Lopez

Manager

.

Pic was reviewed, in its Italian
version from Genoa by Variety in the issue of March 9,
Hawk stated that it is
1952.
“commercially one of the slickHe
est Italian -productions.”
added that the skilfully lacquered but still glorified soap
opera deals with a young novitiate working as a hospital
nurse, torn between true love
and marriage to a country boy,
a lustful past with a violent
bartender and a future as a
nun.
“In the U. S.,” reviewer
stated, “it is probably better
suited for dubbed general release, exploiting the star and
story angles, than for the more
artistic arty theatre market.’*
Performances were praised.
The dubbed yersion was produced’ by Peter Riethof Italian.

Film Exports

;

Only so-so screen entertainment
from this rather, hapless
mixture of gaiety, heavy drama
and deep tragedy. Filmed in Mexi-

down

-

to

costuming and- settings,
and the color photography by Joseph Ruttehberg are all excellent.
Editing keeps the footage down to
Brog,
a- suitable 93 minutes.
rection,

'

scion of an old, proud family, and
she is a nameless girl whom he
loves. He* finds he is to die soon
from a brain tumor, begs her to
marry him despite, family opposition. However*, she nobly steers
him to Nina* Foch and he enters
a loveless match. After his death,
his father learns the truth of the
real romance and takes Miss de
Carlo in. The heavy affair is probably dear to Mexican filmgoers and
readers, but most domestic audi.

be impatient with

impress, although his talent does
to show. Miss de Carlo is
seen to a decided disadvantage
when compared to other cast mem-

manage
bers.

expressed in the
romance of Cyd Charisse and Rick
Jason. She is the sister of Greco,
is

a bullfighter who believes he will
die if she should marry. He does
his best to break up her attraction
to Jason, a street candy-peddler,
and comes to hate the young suitor
so much he attempts to kill him
during a bullfight but, instead, is
gored to death himself. There’s a
thrill in some arena footage. Miss
it

an unhappy mating because of
her guilt until she dances atop a
mountain in a storm to rid herself
of gypsy superstitions.
The number, to “Gypsy Dance” by Saul
Chaplin and Leo Amaud, is wierd].v staged by Hermes Pan
with a

is*

‘Night On Bear Mountain” effect
that is slightly ludicrous despite
Miss Charisse’s teyp talents.
Some of those more prominently involved in the plot are Kurt
Kasznar, as a priest; Thomas
Gomez, father of Miss Angeli; Miss
Foch, Walter Hampden, father of

Alfonso

“dominating”

formance in the

Seminole

(COLOR)

(COLOR)

'
.

in

confused British spy meller*
spotty result* indicated*

London, Feb. 17
United Artist* release of a Ravmond

Stross-

production.

Stars

Me

Joel

Evelyn Keyes; features Herbert (Yen
Lom’
Marius Goring, Roland Culver. Djre<.%
by Robert Parrish. Screenplay by Eric
Ambler from. Geoffrey Household novelcamera. Stanley Pavey; editor, Russell
Lloyd; music, Hans May. At Odeon, Lei,
ccster Square, London, Feb. 17, ’53. Run,
Ulta
ning time, 19 MINS.

Taine
CecUy
Sandorski

r

.

Joel McCrea

...
«.

.Evelyn Keves
.Herbert Lom

•

"iari „

Randall
piss

Lex

..

.

Maitfa

Blossom
Cartwright

*

..

.

Insp. Sullivan
Insp. Matthews
Sgt. Bains . ;

per-

.

Laffan

.Frank Lawton
......Megs Jenkins
Laurence Nalsmilh

PoweU

Mrs.

Marius Goring
.Roland Culver
Karel Stepanek
DavJd Hurst

.Patricia

Hassingham

title role.

Girls of Pleasure Island

.

Ha vmond

Cyril

Clement McCallin
.......Jack McNaughton
.

Arnold Bell
Joan Hickson
.

.

Station Announcer
Ambulance Driver*
Wharton

Powys Thomas
Ellis

Tommy

Irving

.Robert Dickens
Denis Lchrer

Relmann

Although
.

PLeasant
about

is distributing.

program comedy

and 1,500 Marines
cal island.

on a

tropi-

Town Girl
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

Small

Entertaining musical comedy;

good

Roger Halyard
Thelma
Col. Reade

b.o.

J)on Taylor
1
Leo Genn
Elsa Lanchested
...Philip Ober
Joan Elan
Audrey Dalton
Dorothy Bromiley
Peter Baldwin
Gene Barry

..

,

.

Violet Halyard

Hester Halyard
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Gloria Halyard
Metro release of Joe Pasternak produc- Pvt.
Henry Smith..
Jane Powell, Farley Granger;
Capt. Beaton'
features Ann, Milcr, S. Z. Sakall, Robert Rev’.
Bates
.....A. E. Gould-Porter
Keith; Nat King Cole. Billie Burke, Bobby
...Barry Bernard
Wilkinson
Directed
Leslie
KarVan, Chill Wills;
by
Universal delivers another of its
Dordoar. .Screenplay, Dorothy Cooper,
regulation outdoor actioners, this
othy Kingsley; story, Dorothy Cooper;
Paramount has used “TIfe Girls time dealing with the Seminole
camera (Technicolor), Joseph Ruttenherg;
editor, Albert Akst; musical direction,
Indians in Florida during the
Andre Previn; musical numbers -staged of Pleasure* Island” to showcase
by Busby Berkeley; songs; Nicholas Brod- its three young' English actresses, 1800’s, for the attention of the genszky, Leo Robin. Previewed Fob. 17, '53. Dorothy Bromiley. Audrey Dalton* eral situation xvhere such TechniRunnihg time, 93 MINS.
Jane Powell and Joan Elan. It’s a fairly pleas- colored subjects make their best
Cindy KimbeU
Rick Belrow Livingston .Farley Grainger ant affair with a program classifi- showing. It’s an average entry,
Lisa Bellmount
Ann Miller cation to fit it to companion book- slated for the same type of grosses.
Eric Schlemmer
S. Z. Sakall
Howard Christie’s production is
Judge Gordon Klmboll ....Robert Keith ings. in, the general situation*. TechLudwig .Schlemmer
Bobby Van nicolor gives it some importance, prettied up in the hues used to.
Jailer
Chill Wills
and exploitation of the “new fac.es” show off Florida’s swamp country,
Mrs. Livingston
Billie Burke
Mrs. Gordon Kimbell'
.Fay Wray. and youthful angles may help In which provides the background for
Nat King Cole
Himself obtaining saleS.
Charles K. Peck, Jr.’s story and
Mac
Dean Miller
,
Ted
Plot premise is a natural setup screenplay. The tints add to the
WiUiam Campbell
Hemmingway
PhlUp Tonge
values, especially for displaying
for
comedy,
and
audiences will find
*.’,... Jonathan Cott
Jim (Cop)
Seminole* makeup and costumes,
Dennis
...Bobby Hyatt considerable
chuckles
sprinkled and the lush, green watery scenery.
Jimmy
Rudy Lee
Dcidrc
Beverly Wills through the footage, even though Peck’s basic plot is good outdoor
Patsy
.Gloria Noble
Betty
Jane Liddell the makers belabor some points, stuff, although he has peopled it
Mary
....Nancy Valentine resulting in repetition that pro- with stock characters done many
.....Janet Stewart longs the film to 95 minutes and times in other settings, and gives
Sandra
Susie
Pegl Mclntlre
Also, Budd Boetticher’s direction ample
Girl Friend
Virginia Hall occasionally slows thepa.ee.
there is a useless point about a opportunity to work in plenty of
missing mother dragged into the action sequences.
“Small- Town Girl” packages an
script by F. Hugh Herbert, who
Rock Hudson portrays a native
engaging round of light musical
also co-directed with Alvin Gan- Floridian assigned to Fort King,
comedy offering fun for most all zer.
The guidance of the Paul Army post near the Everglades,
age and audience groups. Familiar
names, for the marquees. Techni- Jones production by the pair is after graduation from West Point.
mostly lively, with a stress on There he finds Richard Carlson,
color, ‘spritely songs and dances,
and a plot with just enough sub- “cuteness,” and "gives each of the martinet commahding officer, degirls a chance to show varied tal- termined to oust the Seminoles
stance to hold the attention withr
from the Everglades. Because of
out wearing, are the b.o. ingredi- ents.
Based on the novel by William his upbringing, Hudson is naturally
ents in this Joe Pasternak producMaier, film details what happens sympathetic towards* the redskins’
tion.
Jane Powell and Farley Granger when 1.500 Marines land on a lone- and becomes more so wjien he distheir leader, Osceola, is a
are the chief exponents of young ly South Pacific island to build covers
love caught up in plot involve- landing strips (the neriod is 1945 boyhood chum. He’s still a good
ments, and both carry a major during World War II). The friendly soldier, though, and leads a foray
greatly
perturbs
Leo with Carlson into the swamps to
portion of the entertainment to ex- invasion
cellent results. However, it is the Genn, a proper English gent with slaughter the Indians. Instead, the
detachment is practically wiped
three
daughters
who
have
never
spotlighting of young Bobby Van
in a song-dance-comedy spot that known romance but are perfectly out, but Hudson is saved by Osceola, played by Anthony Quinn. This
willing
to
learn
about
the
.birds
impresses the most.
particular
standout in his “Street Dance,” and bees. It’s not hard to imagine deed leads to Hudson’s courtmarin which he rhythmically hops what happens when the romantic tial and sentence to face a firing
through the streets of the small sea soldiers come in contact with squad after a few subsequent
town to the accompaniment of An- three nifty cuties eager to find out events link him with Osceola's
dre Previn’s cleffing. Also good is about the opposite sex. Papa has death, when the chief has come to
his terping to “Take Me To Broad- his hands full trying to fend off the fort to talk peace. A$ Hudson
the masculine advances and pro- is ready to be executed, a sub chief,
way,” a solo production number.
tect' his daughters, but fights a Hugh O’Brian, appears, confesses
However, Van doesn't grab off all losing battle as
nature takes its the Osceola killing and the young
the dance footage. Shapely Ann
officer is saved.
course*
Miller exposes her gams in two
Hudson and Quinn make good
Miss Bromiley, as the. youngest
hot production pieces, “I’ve Gotta
of
the
sisters, is the tomboy of the appearances in the rugged facets
Hear That Beat,” flashily staged
by Busby Berkeley, and “My trio, involved in a first romance of their roles. Script and direction
Gaucho,” a piece of south-of-the- with Peter Baldwin, an awkward, demand so much of the martinet
border rhythm th§t she makes pay bashful young Marine. They are from Carlson that the character
Miss Dal- soon becomes tiresome. Barbara
off. Both tunes were written by the comedy standouts.
Nicholas Brodszky and Leo Robin, ton is the sweet type who becomes Hale is the fourth star and sole
seriously
involved with Don Tay- femme, but her role of the girl who
who contributed a total of eight to
the picture. Miss Powell’s clear, lor, and their romance carries loves both Quinn and Hudson is
through
to the finale.
Both do not definite enough to make much
listenable vocals shine on “The
Lullaby of the Lord,” “Small well. Miss Elan is the sophisticate of an inpression except visually.
Towns Are Smile Towns,” “Fine, of the femme threesome, playing O ’Brian wears some colorful Indian
Fine, Fine,” on' which Van and a the fidld' add having a field day. makeup. Standout among the featured players Is Lee Marvin, top
chorus of eight femmes aid; “The She is 'good*
-.*
Fellow I’d Follow” and the “HalGenn' WaikS tHroug^* his role xvith serge&nt.
lelujah- chorus.”
Nat King Cole a natural ease, ‘his worry* over' his
-Except, ipr the finale sequence,
guestars to give his particular daughters 'adding to the •entertain- story , is told, In. flashback, slightly
style to “My Flaming Heart” in a ment.
Elsa Lanchester, the ro- vitiating tqe dratnatic punch. Busnitery sequence.
mantic housekeeper, also sparks sell Hetty’s color lensirig heads up
Leslie Kardos’ direction has a some chuckles, and there are as- the good technical credits. Brog,
lively air that blends together nice- sists from Gene Barry and Philip
ly the film’s assorted ingredients Ober, among others.
Cleve Cites DeMUle
and sharpens the pleasant chuckles
Tropical footing nicely backnoticeable throughout the screen- grounds the story, and the color
Cleveland, Feb. 24.
play by Dorothy Cooper and Doro- tensing by Daniel. Fapp and
Cecil
B. DeMille is flying here
W.
thy Kingsley. Granger is a rich Howard Greene is good.
Friday
(Feb.
27)
to receive annual
Some of
playboy who makes the mistake of the process color work, however, award from the. Cleveland Film
speeding through a small town in looks bad.
Music score, editing Critics. Circle, which picked his
which Robert Keith is -judge. -He’s and other credits are competent.
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) as
jailed for 30 days, thus breaking
the best picture of 1952.
Brog*
tion. Stars

j

]

‘

.

.

.

.

.

.*

:

|

.*

Bedoya,

It is a spy
meller. but the confused treatment

will not help at the boxoffice, and
it cannot hbpe for more than spotty
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
results.
Universal release of Hofrajrd Christie- ;. Eric Ambler, who fashioned the
production. Stars Rock Hudson, BarbaraHale, Anthony Quinn, Richard Carlson; script from the Geoffrey Housefeatures Hugh O'Brien, Russell Johnson, hold novel, is experienced at mysLee Marvin. Directed by Budd Boeiticher. tery yams but this time he has
Story and screenplay, Charles K. Peck,
Jr,; camera (Technicolor), Russell Metty; kept most of the secrets to himeditor, Virgil Vogel. Previewed Feb. 10, self.- Rarely does he do anything
'53. Running time, 37 MINS.
to enlighten the audience.
Rock Hudson
Lance Caldwell
Action begins when an AmeriBarbara- Hale
Revere
Anthony Quinn can colonel (Joel McCrea) sees a
Osceola
Richard. Carlson suspicious character lurking on the
Major Dade
Hugh O'Brian grounds he has rented, and fires a
Kajeck
Lt, Hamilton
Russell Johnson round of harmless
buckshot. SiLee Marvin
Sgt^-Magruder
and- .without his
Kulak
Ralph Moody multaneously,
Fay Roope. kndtoledge, someone else has fired
Zachary Taylor
Corp. Gcrad
James Best a round
of lethal ammunition.
John Day
Scott
When the colonel finds a corpse
on his hands, he panics and buries
j

MINS.
Gilmarttn

has two Hollywood

ly a British, picture.

situations.

Alvin Ganzer. Written for the screen by
Herbert; based on the novel by William
Daniel
(Technicolor),
Maier;
camera
Fapp, XV. Howard Greene} editor, Ellsworth Hoagland; music, Lyn Murray. Previewed Feb. 1C, '53. Running time, 95

Lieut.

it

and an American director,
“Rough Shoot” remains technicalstars,

Regulation outdoor actioner
dealing xvith ousting of Sejninoles in Florida; for general

maids.

innocent

three

•

'

.

the body.
That incident brings
him in touch xvith. a mysterious
Polish commandant who is working
for British Intelligence and recruits him in rounding, up a gang
of atom spies. Yam is- completely
unconvincing. There are moments
of suspense- but -these are frequently bogged down in the obscurities
of the story.
Joel McCrea tries to rise above
the subject but only succeeds occasionally. He turns in a polished
performance as does his co-star
Evelyn Keyes. Their names on the
marquee^ may help to sell the picture but they both merit a better
break. Herbert Lom as the mysterious Polish commandant is reduced to a comic, unreal character
.

and Marius Goring is sinister head
of the spy ring.
Roland Culver,
as the man from military intelligence, retains his .dignity. Quality
artists of the calibre of Patricia
Laffan, Megs Jenkins, Frank Lawton, David Hurst and Karel Stepanek are given little opportunity.
Direction is pedestrian but other
technical qualities are up to average-

Myro.

'

.

I

014 Overland Trail
(SONGS)
Acceptable xvestem program-

mer

.

-starring

Rex

Allen.

!

A

‘

it.

Gassman, Italian star making his
Hollywood debut, will have to await
for a more worthy assignment to

Charisse and Jason marry, but

the

RcCto, Evelyn Keyes

Joel

boxoffice.” Cast’s portrayals
were rated as “sound” while
moppet Mandy Miller contrib-

utes

*

Shoot

(BRITISH)

t

Situations laced through the plot
are amusing, and the music appealing'. Previn’s musical direction,
Berkeley's dance staging, the sight
values contributed by the art di-

.

•

and

settle

okay by her.

of Technicolor to bright-

i

Gassman,

j

clerking job
instead of dreaming of the N. Y.
stage. Miss Miller has herself another bankroll, so the new love is
and,

1

en the visual appeal, plus the competent cast, can’t extricate it as a
doubtful grosser.
The Jack Cummings production
is based on “A Mexican Village,”
novel by Josefina Niggli, who also
scripted with Norman Foster. The
latter’s direction isn’t helped by
the screenplay. Picture is interesting as far as the filming sites are
concerned and, for the discriminating, there is a striking* gypsy dance
done by Jose Greco to “Farruca
Flamenca” with a beautiful guitar
accompaniment. As entertainment,
though, the film falters because of
the contrasting romances with
which it deals. Division of interest
among three sets of lovers splits
the attention too much, and because of the assorted emotional
tempo of these loves, there is the
feeling -the picture can’t make up
its mind about what it is to be
comedy, drama or tragedy.
Most attractive to general audiences will be the romance of Ricardo Montalban and Pier Angeli, It is
bright gay humorous, involving a
feud between two Mexican villages which the lovers must eventually right before they can marry.
Just how they finally bring peace
out of comical complications does
the most to. 'hold audience attention. They make a delightful team,
and Montalban does nice selling on
“Ufemia,” currently a pop tune in,
Mexico which has been given English lyrics by Saul Chaplin.
'The tragic phase of the plot is
carried out by Vittorio Gassman
and Yvonne de Carlo. He is the

Drama

ence Morgan and Godfrey
Tearle are starred in this EalStudios-Michael Balcon
ing
Production that TJniversal-Intemational’s special films* division is distributing in the
U. S.
Reviewer. Myro thought that
Ealing’s latest production was
“clearly designed to appeal to
femme patrons. This .story of
a deaf-and-dumb child has obvious tearjerking angles . . .
which will help it along at the

comical policeman, They do what
they can with the indecisive
Hollywood, Feb. 19.
meandering of the script.
Ray
Paramount release- of Paul Jones proJune’s color photography is eye- duction. Stars Leo Genn, Don Taylor; feaDorcatching, and Lep Arnaud’s music tures Gene Barry, Elsa* Lanehester, Joan
othy Bromiley, Audrey Dalton,
Brog.
direction capable.
Elan. Directed by F. Hugh Herbert and

.Arturo Rangel

may

and love blooms, breaking up the

.

results

co, its use

issue of Aug. 20, 1952. Phyllis Calvert, Jack HaWkins,' Ter-

|

Kengfti

.

out for a night in New York. She.i
goes along" to insure his return,

.

De FlqrOs
Beatriz Ramps
......... . .Florenclo Castello

Professor

.

hopes of S. Z. Sakall that his son,
Van, will- eventually marry the gal

.‘..Felipe

Mozo

ences

:

*

.

'

“The Story of Handy,” a*
British import Which* preemed
at the Sutton theatre, N. Y„
Monday (23), .was reviewed
from London by Variety in

mate

.

Novaro
.Manuel Arvide
..Tito

Senora Inocente .......

-

•;

*

Maidy

‘

•

.

Don Nacho
Tomas

^

•

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
release of Jack Cummings pro-

Wednesday, February 25, I953

.The Story of

his elopnient with showgirl Ann
filler.
happy time/
Granger
though, with Miss Powell, Keith’s
talking
her -and
even
daughter,
Chill Wills, jailer, into letting him

up

“Anna,” Italian import starring Silvana JVtongaho^ Vittorio Gassman, Gaby Morlay,
Raf Vallone and Jacques DU-’
mesnllj which opened at the
Globe- Theatre,* Nr Y., last
week, impressed a& technically okay for the mass market in
its
English-dubbed version.

(SOJfpSr-COLOR)
V

Alui*

....

-

.

.

*

•

.

1

.

'

Hollywood, *Feb. 20.
Republic release o£ Edward J. White
production. Stars Rex AUen; features
Slim Pickens. Roy Barcroft, Virginia
Hall, Gil Herman. Directed by William
Witney. Written by MUton Raison; camera,
John MacBurnie; editor, Harold Mintcr;
music, R. Dale Butts; song. Jack Elliott.
Previewed Feb. 19, '53. Running time, 40

MINS.
Rex Allen
Horse

John Anchor

Mary Peterson

Jiin

Rex

Allen

;...I(oko

Slim Pickens

Allen

Draftsman
Black Hawk

Mack

.

Proprietor

Slim Pickens

Roy Barcroft
Virginia Hall

GU Herman
«...Wadc Crosby
Leonard Nlmoy
Zen Murray
Harry Harvey

and
The Republic Rhythm Riders

The heroics and vocals of Rex
come off satisfactorily in

Allen

“Old Overland Trail,” and the
of program westerns should
it

acceptable fare, well-laced

fans
find
xvith

action.

This time Allen, agent for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, is called
in to keep an Apache tribe on its
reservation. It seemfc that Roy Barcroft, railroad contractor, is inciting the Indians to riot with booze
and rifles, JhQping. thus, to obtain

cheap labor among immigrants to
bull'd a railroad spurline under
oontract ’figures; The scheme is
Working well until Allen begins to
wise 'up. The hero’s work is complicated, somewhat.* because his
wayward brother, Gil Herman, is
partnered with Barcroft, but by
the time the shooting’s all over,
justice is triumphant and the heavy
has met poetic 'justice via an ar-

row from the Indians he has betrayed.
Allen, joined by Virginia Hah
and the Republic Rhythm Riders,
(Continued on page 13)
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Garify 3-D Systems

3-D or Not 3-D the Big Question;

Hollywood, Feb.

24.

Because of the considerable confusion caused by the different “thirddimension” systems, Variety has sought to clarify the various processes.
There are two basic methods, stereoscopic projection and peripheral

Former

vision projection.

is

what

is

called 3-D, latter

screen.
Natural Vision (“Bwana Devil”), Stereo-Techniques (the shorts Sol
in the U. S.), Paravision (Par); Stereoscopic system
Lesser is distributing
camera (which
has acquired rights to but
(20th) the Norling
which hasn’t been* scheduled for actual work yet), Bolex and some of
demonstrated
in
been
N. Y., all require special
have
the others which
Latest is Naturalamq, made by Synthetic Vision of
Dolaroid glasses.
Dayton, O., which has been shown to some local execs but is other-

RKO

wise unknown.
Despite reports here that Max Fleischer has a 3-D process which rehere insist that any stereoscopic method
quires no glasses, engineers
must use glasses. All these systems are rougly similar since the stereoscopic principle is in public domain, and the only differences are in the
gadgets which each system uses to focus during filming.
Wide-screen system (basically better than 50 years old) is what is
It involves no glasses since,
used by Cinerama and Cinemascope.
unlike the stereoscopic system, it has not been filmed by two lenses,
each taking a one-eyed view of the subject, but is lensed in an overlap
method so that what fills, the wide-screen is an approximation of what
the eye naturally sees. Cinerama, thus far shown only in N. Y., opens
next in Detroit, then L. A. Process also makes use of so-called “stereophonic sound,” system of several speakers so that sound seems to ,be
centered in a portion of the screen where action is centered. CinemaScope roughly is the same process although using smaller screen.
Thus far, the bulk of the activity in Hollywood has been in 3-D.
Twentieth’s Cinemascope will br used on a couple of pix by Metro (in
addition to its own stereoscopic system), and Allied Artists is considering it. Other than that, there has been no interest in it from the other
.

and no great commotion about 20th ’s offer to make CinemaScope available to all.
Stereo-Techniques, the British process (the shorts Lesser is distributing here) is dickering for feature production in U. S. and a deal may
Lesser’s own Stereo-Cine, being used
be made within a few weeks.
only on his currently shooting musical revue, is planning a program of
studios

features.

The following

is

an overall recapitulation of Hollywood’s 3-D pro'

duction:
Allied Artists: Has scheduled production of- “The Maze” in
Vision (3-D); considering Cinemascope for other films.

Natural

Cinerama: Hopes to shoot its first feature, “Paint. Your Wagon,”
"
around June.
Columbia: Rushing “The Man Who Lived Twice” through an 11day schedule in Natural Vision 3-D black-and-white to be first to hit
Technicolor; has commitment
theatres; also shooting “Fort Ti” in
with NV for one more film.
Been distributing series of British shorts in Stereo-'
Lesser, Sol:
Techniques Process; has own Stereo-Cine process in which he’s now
making a five-part revue called “3-D Follies.” (Had used name TriOpticon in describing S-T shorts which he was releasing, until S-T
lawyers forced him to go back to regular S-T billing.)
Metro: Now shooting “The Arena” in its own 3-D process and Anscolor. Will probably make “Rope’s End” next. Process is now being
called Metrovlsion.
Company has said it will also use 20th’s Cinema-

NV

Scope.

Paramount:

Has

its

own process known

a3 Paravision, perfected

17 years ago but never used, which it is using on Pine-Thomas “Sangaree,” which is also in. Eastman Color (which Technicolor will process
for them.)
Three more Pine-Thomas films, “Those Sisters From Seattle,” “High Voltage,” and “Lost Treasure of the Amazon,” will be
made in this process, and studio itself plans to make “Red Garters”

and possibly “Road to the Moon,” “Knock on Wood” as well as “Leiningen Versus the Ants” and “Conquest of Space,” both George Pal
productions.
Studio also is rushing experiments of a projection system which could give a “3-D illusion” to the backlog of “flat” pix.
Twentieth-Fox: Only studio engaged in both stereoscopic and peripheral-vision production. Has its own 3-D process, which it calls Stereoscopic, and is making “Inferno” in this, with “Kid From Left Field”

Also has CinemaScope, the
curved screen (peripheral vision) process which tees off with “The
Robe” and which the studio insists will be the industry standard.
Universal-International: Has it own 3-D process, which has not been
given a trade name as yet.
Shooting “It Came from Outer Space” in
this process but is secretive about further plans.
Warners: First major to make a 3-D deal after “Bwana Devil,” it is
shooting “House of Wax” in Natural Vision, with “The Burning Arrow”
to roll shortly.
It is also working on its own stereoscopic process and
also experimenting on a projection- system (a la Paramount) to give the
depth illusion to the backlog of flat pix.
slated to roll

March 2

in

same system.

AA’s March Resumption
After 2-Mo. Gap; ‘Maze’

To Mark Depth Debut

250 0’SEAS HOUSES FOR
‘robe; day-dating n.y.
CinemaScoped “The Robe,”

to the

20th-Fox’s first release in its new
wide-screeh process, will open in
250 handpicked theatres abroad,
simultaneously with its New York
premiere, according to Murray
Silverstone, 20th foreign head. Pic

large

is

Allied

Artists resumes producMarch 10 after a two-month
shutdown, veepee Harold Mirisch
tion

New York before returning
Coast over the weekend. A
product backlog, he stated,
permitted a temporary halt on
shooting in order to effect some
physical improvements on the comsaid in

pany’s lot.

Meantime, some 12 stories are in
Preparation and three ventures already have been set. to 'go before
the cameras.
One of these projects is

“The Maze,” which marks
JAs initial step into 3-D. Using
the Natural
Vision process, it’s due
to roll in
April with Walter Mirisch
handling the production reins.
In line
carefully

with company policy of
watching all 3-D developments, top studio officials next
JJ'eek will attend a special Coast
demonstration of 20th-Fox’s Cinediabcope to decide whether
to lens
ny pix in that
technique. Studio
contingent w iU he headed by prexy
Steve Broidy.

Goldwyn May Join the Parade

T

F

4 wide

slated for October release.

New York
With the

telecast of the Academy
presentations going to home
TV via NBC for $100,000, exhibs
do not appear to be too unhappy
about the deal. Although favoring
a theatre TV program as a possible
adjunct to a regular film program,
theatremen felt that home telecasting could serve as an important biz
hypo. Program will emanate from
the RKO Pantages Theatre, Hollywood, over the combined NBC
radio-TV network. RCA Victor is
the sponsor.

Award

Cinerama's License Deal
VUnder an exclusive deal with
Cinerama, Inc., the equipment
manufacturing company, extending until Dec. 31, 1956,
the
Productions,
production-exhibition
outfit,
has the right to license outside
producers to make'- film in the

new

NBC

Theatre

TV

adherents were con-

fused, wondering

while

opposing

it

for

theatre TV.

/

‘Ulysses,’ Italy’s 1st 3-D,

To Use Richardson

Setup;

Simultaneous Flat Lensing
“Tfye Odyssey of Ulysses,” which
Dino De Laurentiis rolls in Italy
in April, will be lensed in a 3-4

process developed by the Richardson Camera Co., the producer disclosed in New York prior to returning to Rome over the weekend.
Technique calls for the use of polarized glasses,

and among

its

ad-

vantages is that a “flat” version
may be filmed simultaneously.
Deal with Richardson, De Laurentiis said, was set during a recent one-week stay in Hollywood,

where he

initiated negotiations for
the 1953 program of the Ponti-De
outfit.
production
Laurentiis

“Odyssey,” which would be Italy's
3-D picture, will costar the producer’s actress-wife, Silvana Mangano, with Kirk Douglas.
Scheduled- to be made in Eastman color, “Odyssey” will be directed by G. W. Pabst from a script
by Ben Hecht and Hugh Gray.
Venture represents the last film to
be turned over by Ponti-De Laurentiis to Lux Films of Italy under
sin

old pact.

His leap into 3-D, DeLaurentiis
explained, arose from the excite(Continued on page 21)

Majors,

SWG

for

set

additional

product.

Company, meanwhile, is proceeding with two new productions

of

its

own—a

travelog

and a film version of the Broad

way

musical,

“Paint

Your

in

2d

Silverstone said he didn’t know
exactly how many CinemaScope
Huddle on Contract
units would be available to the
foreign field by October, but that
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
he felt sure he would be allocated
The majors and Screen Writers
a minimum number of 250. Units Guild meet in a second negotiatconsist of the CinemaScope lens, ing session Friday (27), when the
special screen and stereo sound. studios are expected to offer counSilverstone said the list of pre- ter-proposals to
suggestions
ferred houses in capital cities for changes in present contract.
abroad had been made up, but he
Guild seeks telepix agreement,
couldn’t estimate installation costs. a percentage of revenue from any
They would be “reasonable,” he old films which the majors release
commented.
to video, upped minimums and
some changes in credits.
,

SWG

week were these

He

fits.

now

is

negotiating for a

major story property for 3-D but
wants the deal to jell before he
makes any disclosures.
(2) Paramount is experimenting
with three different 3-D systems
but, insiders admit, all still are
short of being what’s desired.
(3) Other studios are dipping
their toes in the 3-D sea with a

few Polaroid productions but

Wagon.”.

sit-

(1) Samuel Goldwyn wants to do
his next production in 3-D, but has
not yet been able to decide on
which process offers the most bene-

with

20th-Fox,

-

only.

wide-screen

its

CinemaScope, is embarking on a
long-range program.
Companies
are feeling their way in the new
are. nixing any hefty
outlay of lensing coin for the reason that the ultimate in 3-D has
yet to be achieved.

Cinerama Mfr.

To

medium but

•

Sell

Stock

To the Public
Cinerama Productions, the production-exhibition company, as distinguished from Cinerama, Inc.,
the equipment manufacturing firm,
has no immediate plans for public

Root of one of the big problems
is the necessity to use Polaroid
specs.
This is an encumbrance
which the public will not find acceptable over & long haul, execs
feel.
Theatregoers will don the
glasses for the initial crop of 3-D-ers
it’s believed.
CinemaScope
doesn’t require the use of goggles
but this system is apart' from the
3-D which the- other studios are

only,

financing. Outfit, wholly financed
private coin, has indicated that'

(Continued oh page 18)

why some com- by

pany toppers had okayed the
appearance of contract stars on

home TV

•

process.

Production company toppers
have held numerous confabs
with major companies as well
as indie filpnwmakers, but no
licensing agreement has been

Conceding that they might lose
customers on the night (March 19)
of the telecast, exhibs note, nevertheless, that the presentation, could
create greater interest, in the winning pictures as well as in various
films involving the stars taking the
top honors. In recent years, exhibs
assert, the prestige of the Oscars
has' declined, with few fans returning to theatres to see the winning
films. Feeling is that the nationwide publicity would bring in a
substantial number of customers to
view the winning attraction as well
as create a general interest in films.
Actually, Nate Halpern’s Theatre
Network Television, Which put in
a bid for the event through Motion
Picture Assn, of America prexy
Eric Johnston, never received a definite nix. Halpern was told that the
film company prexies were divided
in their views in allowing their
stars to be telecast. TNT topper reportedly acepted this reply as well
as the news of the
deal as an
indication of a turndoWh.

in part, this
uations:

Cinerama

where

homeoffices,

Hollywood’s production twists and
turns largely are decided, are faced
with an array of uncertainties over
the new dimension.
Reflecting the big question mark,

can round up additional backers
should its expansion plans demand
more funds. In fact, board chairman Louis B. Mayer, currently in
New York for confabs with other
.Cinerama officials, has been conferring with a number of exhib
leaders who have indicated a desire
to climb on the Cinerama bandwagon. Mayer, according- to a
Cinerama spokesman, has deferred
accepting exhib investments, not
being certain of the practicality of
such a policy.
«
Cinerama, Inc., on the other
hand, is seeking coin via public
sources. It recently filed with the
it

Max

Fleischer Applies

For Patents on

New

Glassless 3-D

Camera

Max Fleischer, veteran producer
of cartoons, has applied for patents bn. a new' camera which, he
claimed this week, will achieve
3-D pix that can be- shown with
standard equipment and do not re.

the use oL any viewing
He’s keeping the details
under wraps other than divulging
Securities & Exchange Commission .that the camera has a single lens
a statement covering a proposed and employs a single film strip.
Fleischer stated his invention
(Continued on page 20)
represents a new concept of photography. The ndw camera operation, he claimed, “will not only
Matty Fox Sets
Firm
capture the atmospheric quality
so essential to perception of depth
To
Polaroid Specs but will prove to be a marked adthe art of motion picture
Virtual monopoly enjoyed by vance in
Natural Vision’s prexy, Milton photography.”
further said that his
Fleischer
Gunzburg, in the sale of Polaroid
color or
specs for the viewing of three-di- method is suitable for
additionally,
and,
black-&-white
mension pix, appears .at an end. A
company in which Matty Fox has can be used in television with
an interest entered the field this either live or film shows. Vet filmweek. Known as Commerce Inter- ite said he’ll have to study the
national Co., Inc., the new outfit legalistics involved before deciding
on whether to license his patents
is expected to tee
off with the
manufacture of 20,000,000 specs, to TV in addition to film-makers.
camera,
Construction of the
with
delivery
guaranteed
for
Fleischer related, is now in. the
May 1.
of engineers employed by
New company is tied .to Depix hands
the Jam Handy Organization, nonCorp., a Long Island firm headed
theatrical pic outfit, for which he
by Alvin Marks, of which Com- is technical adviser. In his patent
merce International is the exclu- application, the producer said that
sive distributor and coin source.
to obtain the 3-D results he deEntry of Commerce International signed the invention to “fall in
well
as
as
the
previously-an- line with all the present standard
nounced Polacoat, Inc., a Cincin- methods' of producing, processing,
nati company whose specs wilP be projecting and viewing motion picmarketed by Magic Viewers, Inc., tures .
confining the required
.
is expected to reduce the current
change to the design of the camera
cost of the specs as well as elimi- itself.”
nate the acute shortage preventing
quire

glasses.

Up

Make

.

.

more widespread showings

of

3-D

Polaroid specs now cost exhibs
with the theatremen shelling
out 5c immediately and the remainder coming off the top of the
pix.
10c,

gross.

3 ‘Class B’ Newcomers

Three new films are rated
Class B (morally objectionable in
$100 Illinois Holdup
part for all) by the National Legion
St. Louis, Feb. 24.
and Phoebe Ephron of Decency.
Henry
An armed bandit obtained $100 scripting “There’s No Business
They are Metro’s “Battle Cirin cash from Mrs. Mary Vaughn, Like Show Business,” to be filmed cus,” Columbia’s “One Girl’s Con?
with
cashier at the Rodgers, Carbondale, in CindmaScope at 20th-Fox
fessions”
and I. F. E.’s “Duel Witha daring theatre Ethel Merman and Dan Dailey as
111., recently in
out Honor.”
toppers.
holdup. The man escaped.
.

3-D for 4 Warner Houses
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
Four more houses in the Warner
Theatres chain are being equipped
for 3-D exhibition. They are: the
Wiltern In L. A., the Granada,
Santa Barbara; the Ritz, San Bernardino, apd the Fresno, Frespo.
They will be used to screen “The
House Of Wax,” filmed in Natural
Vision.

Meanwhile, the Warner showcase
on Hollywood Blvd. will soon be
shuttered

temporarily,

equipped for Cinerama.

to

be

—

—

Still

Spotty; *Wac’ Fast

3-D Stereo-Texas”

Wow

Girls in Night’ Lusty 28G,

Los

Angeles, Feb. 24.

*

Local first-runs are getting a
holiday lift to help grosses but
leaving trade still spotty despite
seven ndw bills. A fast $30,000
shapes for “No Time for Flowers”
And “Never Wave at a Wac” in two
theatres. “Girls in Night” paired
with “Lawless Breed” is landing a
neat $23,000 in three spots. “Jeopardy” looms smart $26,000 in two
houses after nice bally via TV and

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$851,7,00
( Based on 23 theatres)
LaSt Year
$717,800
(Based on 23 theatres) 0

Hillstreet, Fantages (RKO) (2,752;
2,812; 60-$1.10)—“Never Wave at

(EKO) and “No Time for

WAC”

Flowers” (RKO). Fast $30,000. Last
week, “Gunsmoke” (U) and “Five
Angles on Murder” (Col), $16,000.
Globe, Chinese, Uptown, Loyola
.

(782; 2,048; 1,715; 1,248; 70-

(FWC)

$1.10)—“Cousin Rachel” (20th) and
“White Corridors” (Indie). Mild
$16,500. Last week, Globe, “Babes
Bagdad” (UA) and “Darkest Hour”

—

814; 70-$1.10)
Medium $11,000.

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.

Four-day holiday plus perfect
weather had biz on upbeat over
weekend, juvenile trade being especially heavy at Boyd and Midtown, with overflow helping nearby
houses. “Stooge” and “I Confess”
both opened strongly. “Pathfinder” also struck stoutly but “Angel
Face” is faltering, and won’t hold
a second.
.

Estimates for This

Week

$17,000.

Last
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
week, UA and Hollywood Parawk), “I Confess” (WB). Strong $22,000.
<2d
mount, “Jazz Singei/* (WB)
Last
week, “Lawless Breed” (U),
$8,000; Iris second-run.
11
Hollywood - Paramount, Rialto $ 000.
Midtown o(Goldman) (1,000; 75(F&M-Metropolitan) (1,430; 840; 60Wedding” $1,50) “Hans Christian Andersen”
of
$1.10) “Member
(Col) and “Anarocles” (RKO) <2d- (RKO) (3d wk). Terrific $24,000.
Light $12,500. Last week, smash $25,0Q0.
tun, Rialto only).
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Last Week, with other units.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 99)—“Angel Face” (RKO): Weak
$14,000 in 9 days.
Last week,
G&S) (2,213; 1,106; 60-90)
“Stooge” (Par) (3d wk). Nice “Never Wave at Wac” (RKO), $14,
000
Last week, $14,700.
$12,000.
Canon (ABC) (533; $1.20)—“Face
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
Slow “Stooge” (Par). Big $25,000. Last
to Face” (RKO) (3d wk.)
$2,000. Last week, $2,800.
week, “Above and Beyond (M-G;
Vogue (FWC) (885; 70-$1.10)
(3d wk), $9,000.
“Bad, Beautiful” (M-G) (9th wk).
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
Nice $4,500. Last week, $4,800.
“Pathfinder” (Col). Great $13,000
Wilshire, Los Angeles (FWC) .or near.
Last week. “Invasion
“Moulin U.S.A.” (Col), $8,000.
80-$1.50)
2,097;
(2,296;
Rouge” (UA) (9th wk Wilshire, 2dStudio (Goldberg) (500; 50-99)
Okay $18,500.
final wk L. A.).
“Devil in Flesh” (Indie). Oke $3,Last week, $24,800.
800. Last week, “Promoter” (U)
(WTPalace
Hills,
Beverly
(8th wk), $2,100.
Metropolitan) (1,612; 1,212; $1.20Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)
“Hans Christian Andersen”
$1.80)
“Member of Wedding” (Col) (4th
(RKO (9th wk Bevhills, 5th wk
Nice $3,300. Last week, $4,000.
Wk).
week,
Palace). Sharp $19,000. Last
,

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

Orpheum

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)
—“Little Sheba” (Par) (9th wk).
Smooth $5,000. Last week, $5,300.
Star (UATC)
—Four
“The Star”
$3,500.

(900; 80-$1.50)
(20th) (9th wk). Slow
Last week, $4,500.

(U)

(3,000;

27G

theatres.)

‘Gambler’

Smash

Raiders” (U). Lusty kick-off, thanks
to appearance of stars of pid. Neat
$11,000 shapes. Last week, “Mississippi Gambler” (U) and “Sky Full
of Moon” (M-G), $10,000. ‘
State (Goldberg) (865; 50-$l,25)
'‘Star of Texas” (AA) and “Stereo
Techniques” (Indie).- Upped prices,
and heavy bally are fattening this
to great $8,500, unheard of at this
house. Last week, “Prisoner of
Zenda” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,000.

—

$12,000 in Mpls.

‘

‘Hans’ Sockeroo

$11000, Seattle
Seattle, Feb. 24.

Big news here this 'Session is
total being rung up by
at
“Hans Christian Andersen
small Music Box, “Niagara” also
is
big at Fifth Avenue while
“Mississippi Gambler” looms fine
“Angel Face” at
at Orpheum.
Coliseum and “Never Wave at
Wac” at Music Hall bqth are rated
terrific

’

good.

Minneapolis, Feb, 24.
“Bwana Devil” slacked off in its
second week, but still is strong
enough to lead the field. This 3-D
pic is proving the biggest draw to
hit this territory in years. Several
new pix show promising returns,
aided by the holiday “Mississippi
Gambler,” getting away to a fast
start at the Radio City shapes sock.
“Jazz. Singer” at RKO-Orpheum
looks good. “Bad and Beautiful”
at the World is smash. Weekendsnowstorm cut down hiz.
Estimates for This Week

Stanley (WB) <3,800; 50-85)—
Century (Par) <1,600; 50-76)—
“Face to Face”* (RKO). Poor $2,000. “I Confess” <WB). Alfred Hitchcock
thriller had crlx doing raves
Last week, “Red Shoes” (UA) (reand may drive this to fancy $13,000
issue), $3,000.
or near. Last week, “Jazz Singer”
Gopher (Berger) (1,026; 50-76)— (WB), $9,000.
“Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk). HoldWarner (WB (2,000; 50-$1.25)
ing up nicely at $4,500. Last week r

—“Peter Pan” (RKO) (2d wk). Still
packing this house, especially over
50-76)
weekend. Smash $20,000 after $25,
“Ivanhoe” (M-G-M). Back at pop000 in first week.
scale, with oke $4,500 likely. Last
$7,000.

Lyric

(Par)

—

(1,000;

week, “No Holds Barred” (AA) and
“Jungle Girl” (AA), $4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
“Mississippi Gambler” (U). Smash
$12,000 or near. Last week, “The
Stooge” (Par) (2d wk), $8,000.

Mpdem

Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
biz records are in the
Washington
this
Two biggest
session.

here

11

Frisco; ‘Rouge’ Terrif

San Francisco, Feb. 24.
Influx of servicemen plus top
product boosting biz generally on
With
Market Street this week.
weekend holiday prices upped to

“Gambler and Lady” (Lip). Big
$11,000. Last week, “Four Poster”

$16,000

—

—

—

(Col), $5,300.

•Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—“Ivanhoe” (M-G). At popscale.
Fair $6,000. Last week, “Girls in
Night” (U) and “Mockery” (Indie),
$4,500 in 8 days.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)

—“Hans (Christian

State

(Par)

(2,200;

50-$1.10)

(2,600; 65-

Gambler”

(U).

Fine $11,000 or near. Last week,
“Stereo Techniques” (Indie) and
“Rogue’s March” (M-G) (2d wk-5
days), $9,700.

Paramount

(Evergreen)

(3,039;

65-90)—“Stooge” (Par)’ and “Tropic
Zone” (Par) (3d wk). Solid $7,500.
Last week, $10,900.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 6595)—“Never Wave At Wac" (RKO)
and “Sword of Venus” (RKO). Big
..

$15,000

In K.C.; Ivanhoe’ Nice

14G, ‘Singer’ Smooth 8G
Kansas City, Feb. 24.
Product is good this week, and
grosses
are responding nicely.
“Ivanhoe” is back at regular
prices and doing well at the Midland. “Stars Are Singing” lo,oms
oke at Paramount.. Missouri has
one of its better recent entries in
“Jazz Singer” while Fox!' Midwest
foursome with “Niagara” shapes
big.
Weekend brought some of
season’s coldest temperatures.
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)—
“Four Poster” (Col) (9th wk). Holding steady at $1,500. Last week,

9HG

Midland (Loew’s)

(3,500;

50-75)—

“Ivanhoe”

(M-G).
Nice $14,000,
and may hold. Last week, “Last
Comanches” (Col) and “PathfindGot first-day lift from personal by er” (Col),
$9,000.
Dick Haymes, a star in pic. Last
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
week,. “Rogue’s March." (M-G) and
Singer” (WB) and “Voodoo
“Sky Full of Moon” (M-G) split “Jazz
Tiger” (Col).
Oke $8,000. Last
with “Lone Star” (M-G) and “Venweek, “Stereo Techniques” (Indie)
geance Valley” (M-G) (reissues),
and “Sword of Venus” (RKO),
$6,500.

Grand .(RKO)

Christian

—

•

Last

$18,000.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,263; 6590)—“Never Wave at Wac” (RKO).
Good $9,000. Last week, “Jazz

“Mississippi

“Hans

is

Wac” also is big at Golden Gate
World .(Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)
“Bad And Beautiful” (M-G). Great while “Little Sheba” continues
smash
in second round at St
Last
“Rachel”
week,
(20th)
$6,000.
Francis.
Andersen” (3d wk-5 days), $2,400.

$4,300.

Singer” (WB), $7,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick)

$1.80,

at

$1.50 top, “Moulin Rouge” is landsurge seems to be over.
ing a giant $23,000 fbr 1,207-seat
Hefty $12,000 likely. Last week,
United Artists. “Never Wave At
terrific $33,000.

'

—

$1.50 and
Andersen”

initial

Upped scale helps. Last
week, “Red Shoes” (UA) (reissue), ‘Niagara’ Nifty

90)

23G, ‘Wac’ Lively 18G

“Bwana Devil” (UA). Still
them in at advance prices, but

(RKO). Terrific $13,000, and. way
ahead of what house generally
does.

f

soaring to a huge
the Stagedoor, tiny
house which has .never seen this
drawing sort of trade before.
Playing at

$4,500.

,

making

‘Hans’ Gigantic $16,000,

Estimates for This Week
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
“Jazz Singer”
(WB).
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65- 40 - 76)
“Angel Face” (RKO) and Headed for neat $9,000. Last week,
90)
(Col).
Good “Girls in Night” (U), $7,500. “Savage Mutiny”
RKO-Pan(RKO) <1,600; 40-75)—
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Thunder in East” (Par) and “Captive “Rogue’s March” *(M-G) and “Sky
Full of Moon” (M-G). Fair $4,000.
Women” (RKO), $9,200.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366; Last week, "Babes in Bagdad" (UA)
and and “Sword of Venus" (RKO),
“Niagara”
65-90)
(20tfi)
'

same.

Birthday
houses, Albee with “Bwana Devil,”
and Palace' with “Peter Pan,” are
Washington, Feb. 24.
Three-day holiday weekend prov- racking ufi their highest markers
ing a boon to first-run biz. New- for many months and combining
comers are generally big, and hold- for a colossal total. “Bwana” in
overs, which predominate, are un- a 3-D unveiling for Cincy looks
usally steady. “Hans Christian An- sensational while “Pan” -is comdersen,” launching a class policy paratively as big at the smaller
at Warner’s Metropolitan, is smash. Palace. “All Ashore” is logging a
“Niagara” at Loew’s Capitol, hy- fast figure at the Capitol. Keith’s
poed by Dagmar onstage, is solid has “Mississippi Gambler” for a
while “Jazz Singer,” at the War- fatso holdover deal.
ner, is pleasing. “Peter Pan” conEstimates for This Week
tinues boff at RKO Keith’s, and
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)—
“Come Back Little Sheba” is “Bwana Devil” (UA).
Sensational
strong in second session at Lo
$35,000 for 3-D bow in Cincy. Bigpert’s Playhouse.
gest grosser locally in more than
Estimates for This Week
two years. Last week, ‘Jazz SingCapitol (Loew's) -(3,434; 55-95)
er” (WB), $10,506.
“Niagara” (20th) plus stageshow
Capitol (RKO)- (2,000; 55-85)—
(Continued on page 18)
“All Ashore” (Col).
Gay $9,500.

‘Niagara’-Dagmar

,

20-

Devil’ Mighty $35,000, Cincy; ‘Pan’

‘Hans’ Giant 25G, D.C.;

Sock $35,000, 2d;

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gros*
$3,005,400
This Week
(Based on 23 'cities, 234 the
litres, chiefly first runs including N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$2,935,650
Last Year
(Based on 24 cities, and 215

and “The

Colossal 25G, ‘Ashore’ Robust
‘Pan’

Key

and “Tangier

(Tristates)

— “Gunsmoke”

70)

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
.
the hie
in the Golden Triangle eur
rently with “Hans Christian Andersen" starting off with a barn?
at Fulton and “Peter Pan” staying
strong in second week at Warner
“Ivanhoe” is not bad in return to
Penn at popular prices while “Mississippi Gambler” finishing an okay
second round at Harris. “1 Confess” pulled great notices at Stanley and looks very good. “No Time
for Flowers” is* just a filler at
Squirrel Hill art fipuse.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 60-$1.30)—
“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
Got off on right foot, with sock
$23,000 likely in first stanza. Looks
set for run. Last week, “Niagara"
(20th) (2d wk-6 days), $6,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk).
Showing more tsrength than most
holdovers here, strong $7,000. Last
week, sock $10,500.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 50-85—
“Ivanhoe” (M-G). Popscale run
only six months after advancescale date may be bit too soon.
Good $13,000 looms. Last week;
“The Stooge” (Par) (2d wk), ditto.
Squirrel Hill (WB) <900; 50-85)—
“No Time for Flowers” (HKO).
Lively $2,600. Last week, “High
Treason” (Indie) (3d wk), oke $2,200 in 9 days.

The kids are providing

boom

(2,100; 20-70)

$18,000.
'

Stout 13G, ‘Peter Pan’ Sock 20G, 2d

week.

Aldine (WB) (1,303; 99^1.30)—
$3,600 L. A. .Paramount,
Chinese, * Uptown, .Loyola, “Hia- “Bwana Devil” (UA) (9th wk). Tidy
Last week, $6,000.
$7,500.
Alley”
"Torpedo
and
watha” (AA)
Arcadia. (S AS) (625; 85-$1.20)—
(AA), $21,600.Beautiful” (M-G) (3d
“Bad
and
Hollywood/ Downtown, Wiltem
(WT) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) wk). Solid $13,000, Last week,
—“Girls in Night” (U) and “Law- ,$14,000.
Boyd (WB) <2,360; 50-99)—“Peter
less Breed (U>. Good $28,WK). Last
(U) Pan” (RKO). Mighty $35,000. Last
week, “Mississippi^ Gambler
week, “Mississippi Gambler” (U)
(2d wk), $18,800.
Loew’a State, Egyptian. (UATC) (2d wk), $11,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.10)—
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Jeopardy”
(M-G), with ‘‘South Pacific Trail” “Strange Fascination” (Col) plus
(Rep) at State, “Rogue’s March” •Ames Bros., Tiny Bradshaw orch
(M-G) at Egyptian. Smart $26,000. onstage. Sour $8,000. Last week,
Last week, “Naked Spur” (M-G) “Target Hong Kong” (Col) and
and “Desperate Search” (M-G) (2d Billy Ward and Dominoes, George
Kirby, Eddie Vinson, orch onstage,
wk), $16,500.
Los ’Angeles Paramount, Rita $12,500.
(UPT-FWC) (3,200; 1,370; 70-$1.25)
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Ni—“Anna (IFE). Fair $14,000. Last -agara” (20th) (3d wk). Big $12,000
week, L.A. Par with another unit; in 6 days. Last week, $16,000.
Rite, “Cousin Rachel” (20th) (8th
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50wk-6 days), upped scales, $3,300.
99)—“Naked Spur” (M-G) (2d wk).
United Artists, Iris (UATC-FWC) Fair $10,000 in 6 days. Last week,
“Ivanhoe”
(M-G).

Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 20-76)—
“Jazz Singer” (WB) and “Sword of
Venus” (RKO). Big $5,500 or near.
Last week, “Man Behind Gun”
(WB) and “Ladies of Chorus” (Col),

Nice
Incident” (AA) (2d wk).
$6,500 after $8,000 opening session.
“Tangier” was added for second

(Indie),

(2,100;

is rated
big at Brandeis. However, top play
is going to the State with 3-D
Stereo Techniques shorts and “Star
of Texas” where a smash session
looms.
Estimates for This Week

(Tristates)
“Niagara” (20th)

Confess’

24.

Orpheum. “Jazz Singer”

—

$22,009, Philly

1

23G, Pitt;

“Gunsmoke’
weatherman.
lusty opening stanza at

shapes

Omaha

dating of “Cousin
pop-price
Bachel” in four situations is only
mild $16,500. “Anna,” playing two

'

Huge

$4,500.

radio.

sites, is just fair $14,000. “Ivanhoe” in two houses, is medium
$11,000. “Member of Wedding” is
light $12,500 in two sites. Holiday
trade is boosting “Andersen” to
sharp $19,000 in ninth week.
Estimates for This Week

•Hans’

Three strong new bills plus a
stout holdover are booming Omaha
despite usual February dig here

from

‘Jeopardy’ Smart 26G, flans’ 19G, 9th

;

SiG, Omaha; 'Singer” 5}G
Omaha, Feb.

$30,000,

•
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MCTIttB CROSSES

LA. Up But

—

-

(1,400;

55-85)—

$7,500.

—

Paramount

(Tri-States)

(1,900;

week,

“Redhead

Wyoming”

(U) and “Jungle Girl”
(AA), $7,500.

Fox

(FWC)

(4,651;

65-95)

—

“Great White Hunter” (Lip) and
“Captain Kidd” (Lip) (reissues).
Mild $13,500. Last week, “Niagara"
(20th) and “Brooklyn Gorilla,” (Indie),

$16,000 in 10 days.

Warfield (Loew’s)
—“Ivanhoe”
(M-G). At pop

65-95)
prices.

(2,656;

NSG

$12,000.

Last week, “The

Clown” (M-G), $12,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
“The Stooge”' (Par) (3d wk.) Down
Last week,
to $6,000 in 4 days.
big $13,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95 )—
“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk). Great
$12,500. Last week, $17,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65and
(Col)
“All Ashore”
95)
Light
“Prince of Pirates” (Col).
Last week,
or less.
$10,000
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk),

—

$8, 500..

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
80-$l. 50)—“Moulin Rouge" ,
Giant $23,000. Last week, “Miracle of Fatima” (WB) at pop prices

(UM

and “Blqssoms in Dust” (M-G) (reissue) ($3,000 in 3 days and ‘The
and “Distant
Enforcer” . (Rep)
Drums” (WB) (reissues), $2,000.

“Iron Crown” (Indie) and “Secret 50-75) “Stars Are Singing" (Par).
$1-20;
Sharer” (M-G^., Mild $5,500. Last Okay $7,000.
(370;
Stagedoor (A-R)
Last week, “The
week, “Last Comanohes” (Col) and Stooge” (Par) (2d wk), nifty $14,- $1.80) ‘“Hans Christian Andersen
“Target Hong Kong” (Col), $8,000, 000 in 10 days.
(RKO). Colossal $16,000, unheard
week,
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 55-85)—
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- of at tfiis tiny house. Last
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk), nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; "Promoter” (U) (8th wk), $2,500.
65-85)
(400;*
Clay (Rosener)
Still plenty slick at $8,000 in wake 700;
50-75)
“Niagara”
1,217;
Big
of smash $11,000 preem and thea- (20th) and “Gambler and Lady” “The Promoter” (U) (m.o.).
(UAJ
tre’s tallest in months.
(Lip).
Big $15,000.
Last week, $3,200. Last*week, “Cyrano
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.19)— “Mississippi Gambler” (U) with (reissue) (2d wk), $1,800.
Larkin (Rosener (400; 65-85)
“Peter Pan” (RKO). Fantastic $25,- “Wac from Walla Walla” (Rep) at
Hem
000. Kiddies, for whom admish is Tower and Granada, terrific $20,- “Limelight” (UA) (3d wk).
$2,9uu.
50c at all times, formed lines over 000 in 8 days, best in many weeks. at $2,300. Last week, nice
85
weekend such as city has not
Vogue (Golden) (550; 65-85)—
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377,Trim
known for more than a decade. .“Clouded Yellow” (Indie). Mod- $1)— “Face to Face” ^KO).
Last week, “Angel Face” (RKO), erate $1,600. Last week, “Strange $3,000 or near. Last week. Strange
$8,500.
Ones” (Indie), $1,500.
Ones” (Indie) (5th wk), $1,500.
’

—

—

‘

—

°
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Weekend

Holiday

*

picture grosses

PjfisSIETY
TSAD’ BEAUTIFUL 15G,

lifts Chi; ‘Stooge’

Weather, Holiday Fatten B’way

Tills;

PORT.; ‘SINGER’ 11G
Portland, Ore., Feb. 24.
“Bad and Beautiful” shapes as
best bet here this stanza with sock
session
at
the
Liberty.
“Jazz
Singer” is fine in two houses.

Plus Vaude Socko $60,

Twana’ Huge

87G, Italo ‘Anna’ Sock

•

OK 23G, Tan’ 50G, 3d, Tans’ 45G, 2d
Chicago, Feb. 24.
is filled with holdAlthough ram
avpi-s and holdouts.
weekPridayhurt a little, holiday Still

(reissue), $6,000.

Liberty (Hamrick)
65-90)
(1,875;
... ..L
_ L.
J:,
,
I _

Tech-

ie
an
Rogues
n advanced
^ arcl1 rn/i% Lj wk)
pl eS
,U00
«
Mayfair (Evergreen) (1,500; 65>

The

’.

admission

parenthetic

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

90)

‘

.

— ‘Niagara” (20th) and “Tangier

i

corresponding
week
when the same number

Incident”
(Indie)
(m.o.).
Okay
$3,500 or near. Last week, “Treas-

Golden Condor” (20th) and
'Gambler and Lady” (Indie) (m.o.),

$3,000.

‘Niagara’ Bright

....

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

90)—“Jazz Singer” (WB) and “Dan-

1

.

. .

»

.

—

1

•

.

Ace, Huge $16,

^

98)—“Blackbeard

(B&K)

Sugar Ray-Sachmo Bit

(1,700; 55-

(RKO)
Savage Fury” (RKO)
Pirate”

‘Whip’ to

and “Tarzan’s
(2d wk).
Fine $12,000. Last week,
$ 20 000
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
"Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (3d wk).
Sturdy $18,000. Last week, $24,000
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Sumnier of Happiness” (Indie) (9th wk).
Staunch $3,700. Last week, $4,000.

‘HANS’
niTro*

/amAAMn.
DlUUuEi

.

^
^

-

the Century.
“Lawless
looks like next strongest
Newcomer with stout session at

Estimates for This

Week

W

—

'

I

—

$5,500 for eighth week.
Capitol (Loew’S) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
“Moulin Rouge” (UA) (3d wk).
$12,000.
Initial holdover stanza ended last
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
night (Tues.) held at terrific $110,“Bad and Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk) 000, same as opening week.
Slipped to $14,000 following big
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 70-$2.20)
$23,000 first round.
Andersen”
Christian
“Hans
‘I (RKO) (14th wk). The 13th session
paramount (1,700; 40-85)

...
head Wyoming
40-70)— 000.
Detroit) (4,000;
(United
Ivanhoe” (M-G) Tepid $8,500 on
Michigan
Popscale run. Last week, “Bad and 70-95)
“Stooge” (Par) and “Meet
wk). Nice $19,(2d
Beautiful” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000. Me at Fair” (U)
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70) 000 or near Last week, $26,000.
Th? stooge” (Par) and “Star of
Palms (UD) (2,961; 70-95)—“City
T? Xas (AA) (2d
wk). Still sturdy Beneath Sea” (U) and “Thief of
Jilh $13,000 after ismash $21,000 Venice” (20th> (2d wk). Great $18,.

,

(Pair)

Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000;

—

and

“Big

_

Break”

—

(Indie),

—

cific”

*

j

$26,000.

— —Fine Arts
“The Promoter”

.

-

.

•

•

'

‘

*

=£3?

*

I

^

.

&

:

,

(M-G* coming

in

It will be followed by the
Easter pic, “By Light of Silvery
Moon” (WB).

next.

Rivoli (UAT)
70-$2)—
(2,092;
“The Star” (20th) (5th wk). Fourth
round ended yesterday (Tues.)
*

CW*

1

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Story of Mandy” (U).
Opened
(23). In ahead, “Member

Monday

Wedding” (Col) (8th wk-6 days),
dipped to $3,000 after okay $4,000
for seventh week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453; 90of

.

$1.50)—“Curtain Up” (Indie) (4th
wk).
This stanza ending Friday
(27) looks to hold at $3,200 after
$3,800* for third week. “Justice Is

Done” (Burstyn) opens next Monday (2).
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) 540; 90$1.50)—“Face To Face” (RKO) (7th
wk). Heading for $3,400 after $3,700
for sixth week. “Lili” (M-G) opens

March 9 with

a benefit

preem that

night
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70$1.80)—“Little Sheba” (Par) (10th
wk). Ninth session ended yesterday (Tues.) climbed to great $27.000 after $17,800 for eighth week,
over expectations. Seventh round
was $18,500. Will be here for some

time at this

gait.

Rialto
Wage) (596; 50-98j—
“Trlorama” (Bolex) (3d wk). Second frame ended Monday (23) was
solid

$8,000 after big $9,000 for

opening week.

-

(AA').

^ ke b> a ”- (Par) (2d wk). Fine
);
(RKO-Disney
en-AA
Jrall
“P?ter
JrGlGr Pan”
T
1 - -~ '-i-.
week; $15,000.
b°ffo $13 *500 for opentional $32,000 or close. Last
ln ^ round.
Pilrrim (ATC) (1,900; 60-90)
“.Cleopatra” (Par) and “Romance
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000‘ 40-70)—
Sea” (U) and “Sav-.
(reissues)
Beneath
(Rep)
City
Rhythm”
Laivless Breed” (U> and “Seeds and
Sensational
(Indie).
Mutiny”
aee
*
000
8 uuu.
(Indie). Stout $11,- $
70-95) $16:000, biggest at house in years,
^ Destruction”
close Last week. “MissisConfidential”
C.
and "Star o Last week, "K.
sipin Gambler”
Street” (Indie)
“Angel Street"
(U) and “Daughter
and ’“Angel
(AA). Hep $13 500 Last (UA)
Darkness” (Indie), $10,500.
(M-G) (2d wk', $7,200.
Beyond”
and
“Above
week
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 4040-85)
(3,500;
(Loew)
State
I 9 f\ w
wk)), $»
$9 500.
N ans Christian Andersen” (2d
-A
(Urrl’T'
“ivanhoe” (M-G) (2d wk), Mild
uuvOi.
(, „ on ,_
Adam$ (Balaban)W1
Terrific $30,000 or near.
and
“Bad
week,
Last
000,
$9
and
week. “Niagara” (20th) and
Beautiful” (M-G), $15,000 ft 9
T
«Thf
0 Man Down” (Rep) (3d wk\ ‘35nn
$12,500. Last week, “The Clown
siiii
days.
suit okay
(2d wk), $4,400.
with $9,500.
] (M-G)
,

—
_

‘

(WB) and Kansas Pa- en ded Monday (23) edged ahead of
Sock $16,000, Last previous week with great uplift
week, “JazZ Singer .(WB) ana Qver holiday weekend 'to get socko
"Hurricane Pilgrim ‘Hill (Indie), $27,000. The 12th week was smash
Sensar
Confess”

000. Last week, $23,000.
(UD) (1 900; 90-$ 1.25)—

C

Three Loves”

,

'

.

ing.

headed

w

second Center Theatre week.
Estimates for This Week

40-701

.

*

Lafayette.
“The Stooge” still is
sturdy in second Paramount stanza
ylule “Little Sheba” is also fine

weekend "obviously helpFirst week was $128,500, only
good, and helow expectancy. Stays
only three weeks, with “Story of

holiday

*
°f the strongest In this category. ing round. First week was terrific
was "Above and Beyond.” which is $108,000, with weekday biz starting

—

^^

I

at
Breed’’

(2,100;

.

>

.

We’ Sing”

'

—

?IV

Radio City Music. Hall (Rocke(5,945; 90-$2.40)—“Tonight
(20th) with stageshow
(2d wk). Beating opening week's
gait at very good $133,000, with

fellers)

EX

^^ek,

1*511,4.1/

(23)* field at smash. $10;800
after $9,300 for 12th week.

climbed to $21,500 after nice $18,Cashing in on the large number 000, but below hopes for third
week. “Destination Gobi” (20th)
y
opens here March 4.
rfXan Ander en" dld i
RoXy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—
7 0 oi in l"s llth frame afthe
“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) and ice“ ® tile PSITIS, WlierC It S QHy
toi- show onstage (3d wk). Initial hold.
over week ended last night (Tues.)
aa
_
.
...
Long string of„ houses bettered continued going great guns with
huge in relation to open$106,000,
P reviou s week s totals. One

,

,

ings

„r

(7th wk),' $2,500.

(Col)

«*•**.
Buffalo ’ Feb
acm. 24

opening stanza.
Confer (Par)

.

‘

Tl'inn
PiiricHnv*
1c
amis Christian
nans
iiiirisuan Andersen
is
Anaersen
pacing the field here this round
by a big margin with terrific tak-

in

“Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
(14th wk). The 13th session ended

Monday

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$L50)
“Angel Face” (RKO) and ‘'Sword —“Road
Detroit, Feb. 24.
To Bali” (Par) (4th wk).
inoi bad
nau ^iu.uuu.
$10,000.
venus (RKO).
uuvt/;. Not
__j crtMr of
oi Venus”
Holding
h
great and pushing to sock
“
t
A St1r0??v / ?hf to^m booming Last week Silver Whi P" (20th)
$28,000 in week ending today
and “Annie Oakley” (RKO), $9,200
(Wed.). Third week was $22,000.
bfa^being rermn^cent oi
g days
Stays.
better b.o. days. Louis Armstrong
(Indie) (1,300; 60-80)
Exeter
topping
cbmbo
Robinson
Ray
Sugar
Bijou (City. Inv.) (589; 90-$1^0)—
stageshow is expected to
Cariiillo” uncut;;
(Indie) win
(7th wk;.
wk).
wee^ “Break “Don ^aiiuiiu
“Silver Whip” to a giant $70000 or edSunday
Sixth round 811(16(1 Monday (23)
wv>’
(8th
wk),
(UA)
Barrier.
Sound
ing
over at the Fox. Peter Pan looks
continued stllr dy at $7,800 after
•
sensational at the Madison, with satisfactory $3^700.
fancy $7,500 for%fth. Continues.
Fenway (NET) (1,363; 40-85)
only the number of kids holding
Broadwav (Cinerama) (1250* 90
Michigan
“Kansas
and
at
(WB)
Confess”
“Stooge”
“i
take.
do wn
80)
‘^Cinerama^CIndie) (22°d
Sea” cbntmue Pacific” (AA). Nice $6,500. Last
oi
and “City Beneath
plie 21st frame ended yester
wk
^*
j weeks. “The
1'Tlio. Star”
Star” week, “Jazz Singer’
CS
/WTt
(WB) and
good in second
swiu
(Tues.) hit $42,QQ0, with boost
day
’ly
TTnited Artists “TTnrrtrane nff Pilgrim
Hill” (Tndie)
g
S
from holiday weekend. The 20th
a nd°Beautiful” iTtrimat the $^000
week was $40,500, both being
Adams.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 74; virtually capacity, St&ys indef, of
$1.20)—“Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) course.
Estimates for This Week
week,
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90-$1.50) (2d wk). Great $34,000. Last
“Importance of Being Earnest”
“Silver Whip” (20th) with Louis same.
on40-85)
Robinson
(NET)
(4,367;
Ray
Metropolitan
Armstrong-Sugar
(U) (10th wk). Ninth session ended
Sunday (22) was $6,000 after okay

B0FF0 $30,000,

Rl
FF •
Durr.,

Wow 70G, Det;

Tan’ Great at $32,000

.

,

’

for smash $31,500 for Monday (16) being smaller than
fourth round at the Mayfair as anticipated.
State (Loew’s) (3.450; 55-$1.80)—
against $25,000 in third; “Road To
(UA) (2d wk).
Bali” likewise is bushing ahead of ‘“Bwana Devil”
third round to get close to $28,000, Roared ahead to terrific $87,000 in
very big, in fourth frame at the "irst week ended last night (Tues.),
best since “Jolson Sings Again”
Astor.
stanza.
“Trlorama” program of 16m 3-D Col), which holds record here. In
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (680; pix held veiy well -in face of new ahead, ^'Mississippi Gambler” (U)
50-$1.20)— “The Star” (20th). ?ig opposition to get a solid
(3d wk-6 days), fine $21,000 to
$8,000 in
wind up smash runfiere.
$12,000. Last week, “Four Poster
second frame at the Rialto;

—

•

(3,664; 80-$1.80)

Hall.

'

—

United Artists

—Paramount (Par)

’

w

I

$3,700.

(Thurs.) is continuing in great
fashion with $31,500 to top third
week’s $25,000.
Stays on.
Palace CRKO) (1,700; $1.80-$6)—
Danny Kaye and all-vaude bill
(6th wk).
The fifth week ended
Saturday (21) was smash $55,000
after $55,400 for fourth stanza.

bally.

“The Stooge” (Martin & Lewis),
with stageshow topped by Joni
James, Johnny Long band and
Dave Barry, wound up its third
week with sockeroo $99,000 at the
Paramount, not far from the $109,
000 registered in the second frame.
Sunday’s business was the biggest
Sabbath in history of house.
“Peter Pan,” with iceshoW onstage, held close to opening week’s
total with terrific $106,000 at the
Roxy. “Moulin Rouge” held even
with initial stanza’s take, landing a
huge $110,000 at the Capitol,
“Tonight We Sing,” with stageshow, is going ahead of opening
week s Pace With very gobd $133,000 in second round at the Music

‘Beneath Sea’ Hub

|

row

4

|

‘

year,

.

Toronto, Feb. 24.
.
‘Niagara* and “Blackbeard the
Pirate”
are
topping
the newcomj
f
Lake.
fad a
»lcn in tmra
third ers ktrt “Bad and- the Beautiful’?
healthy at the Woods. «h;o
js stm ]eading the fleid on second
at the Monroe stiiT K stan2a> "Mississippi GambleT” held
"Anna
F
i-r^
strong for fourtti stama^xne
f
four days ln second we ek.
moter” at the burt is wrnaing up 4«‘Taxi”
Tavl „ is rated, neat.
sine-week Stay, still hefty.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Crest,
Downtbwn,
Glendale,
98-$1.25)
(3,900;
Scarboro,
(B&K)
State (Taylor) (863; 1,059;
Chicago
United -Artists (Parker) (890; 65—“The Stooge” (Par) with Eileen 955; 470; 698; 35«-60) “Tropic
Barton heading vaude. .Sockeroo Zone” (Par) and “Last Train Bom- ?P)—“The Stooge’^ (Par) £2d. wk).
Okay $14,000. Last Tall $9,500. Last week, $12,900.
$60,000. Last week,. “Meet Me At bay” (Col).
Fair” (U) with Sugar Hay Robin- week, “Hangman’s Knot” (Col) and
JKaren “Jungle Manhunt” (Col), $15,000.
son, Louis Armstrong, and
Hyland (Rank) (1,355; 75-85)—
Chandler in person* $64,000.
55-98)—
“Fourposter” (Col) (5th* wk). Still
(1,500;
Grand (RKO)
“The Clown” (M-G) and “Des- holding steady at $4,000. Last
cerate Search” (M-G) (2d wk). Oke week, $4,200.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-75)—
Last week, $15,000,
$9 000.
n 000- 55-98)— “Niagara” (20th). Fine $15,000. Last
week, “Breaking Sound Barrier”
Big
$6,000.
wk).
(4th
(IFE)
“Anna”
Last week, $7,700.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096/ 40-75)—
Boston, Feb. 24:
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) “ B ad and Beautiful ” (M-G) (2d wk)
*•
n
tuuA
t a
, Combination of holiday. weekend
-"Hans Christian Andersen" r u
,,lv
nnn or
nr over’ Last week>
w?ek'
st y VU
$14 000
^hool
vacation
points, to
P>“=
(RKO) (2d wk). Very bright $45, $19,000.
Q n nn
Last week* $53,300,
000.
)- this stanza. Of newcomers, “The
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98)—“Stars
Neat $12,000. Last stooge” at Met will get biggest
>.
House re- week, “Treasure
Are Singing” (Par).
sure Golden Condor
total coin
with "I Confess” at
lighted Friday (20) hoping for oke (20th), $11,000.
$23,000 first framer
40-75)- eve? “‘CHy BraeMh Sea!' at
(2,386;
(FP)
Shea’s
'/I
Piratfi”
Hoftv grim,
ttrim is standout
cfnnHnnf lulfti
cmocTi tnfol
(RKO). Hefty
Pirate” fRKf)).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)— “Blackbeard
with smash
total.
“Lawless Breed” (U) and “Red- $11,000. Last week, “April in Paris” “Peter Pan” is nifty for second
week with “Hans Christian Anderhead Wyoming” (U) (2d wk). Rous- (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.
sen” in ninth stanza at Astor, rated
University (FP) (1,556; 40-75)
ing $12,000 looked for. Last week,
“Miracle of Fatima” (WB>. Oke healthy. “The Star” in small-seater
$19,000.
Trap”
“Steel
Beacon Hill opened strong and
week,
Last
$7,500.
98State-Lake
(B&K) (2.700;
should* build nicely.
$1.25)— “Peter Pan” (RKO-Disney) (20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
40-75)—
(Loew)
(2,743;
Uptown
Estimates for This Week
(3d wk). Boff $50,000. Last week,
85
$ 55,000,
Last
days L,asi
Dinnin^to
$5,500 ior 4 aays.
Dipping
to i^loffor
*<Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO)
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 98)$7,500.
big
week,
Holding
oke
$9,500 fol
(9th
wk).
"The Promoter” (U) (9th wk). Ends
lowing good $10,000 for eighth
stay with fine $3,000.
Last week,
,

(IFE) (2d wk).
Soaring
great $30,000 in first frame
ended last night (Tues.), this Italian
import catching on from start after
being helped by sexy ad campaign.
In ahead, “Stereo Techniques” (Indie) and “Fangs of Arctic” (AA)
(2d wk-8 days), okay $11,500.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.50)
—“Above and Beyond” (M-G) (4th
wk). Current week ending tomorto

“The Stooge” (Par) plus Joni
James, Johnny Long, Dave Barry
topping stage bill (4th wk). Third
round ended last night (Tues.) held
in amazing style with giant $99,000,
not far from smash $109,000 racked
up in second week. May hold fifth
at this pace. Sunday upsurge gave
“Anna,” Italian-made pic, Is the Par flagship its biggest Sabscoring with sock $30,000 at the bath day’s biz ever.
Globe. It is being aided by sexy
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—

gerous Assignment” (Indie), day
date with Orpheum. Fine $3,500
Last week, “Niagara” (20th) and
Tangier Incident” (AA), $4,500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 6590)—“Jazz
Jazz Sineer
DanSinger17 (WR)
(WB) and “Dan
gerous Assignment” (Indie). Nice
$7,500 or better. Last week, “Last
Commanches” (Col) and “TricfV.tin«
“Fighting
Rats Tobruk” (Indie). $7,100.
Roxy (Hamrick) (1,125; 65-90)3“Breaking Sound Barrier” (UA)
and “Stardust, Sweet Music” (Rep)
(reissue). Mild $3,500. Last week,
“Thunderbirds” (Rep) and “Stars
and Guitars” (Rep) (reissue). $3,300.

Toronto

$15,0110,

“Peter Pan” is leading the thirdweekers with a boff session, the
„„„„
11I1I1LKU by haltlimited
e
taklr'only
tak e ?” ly being
fuS monoets at the Statescale f°r the moppet

last

—“Anna”

of theatres
were listed. However, a year ago
the
Warner,
combo
stagefilm
house, was included.
Launching of two new, strong
films also was helpful in contributing to the upbeat. “Bwana Devil,” which opened at the State daydate with the Fox Brooklyn, was
smash from the outset and is getting -a gigantic $87,000. This is the
State's greatest since “Jolson Sings
Again,” house record-holder. First
sesS Jon a t FOX wa ^ biggest thing
there in recent years.

ure

S

.

(WB)

7“ ® a d a d
?

come.

,

Cks

round.

Last week, “Man Behind
Gun” (WB) and “Dance Magic”

$7,000.

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

S

Combination of ideal weather
and the Washington Birthday holiday weekend is booming Broadway
first-inn trade this stanza.
With
schools out and legal observance
of Feb. 22 on Monday (23), most
vA^AUAv-i. o were
deluxers
ovyuuikPWM with
rvxvii papu~
VWAC swamped
trons both Sunday and Monday
after an unusually big Saturday.
The 23 houses will show a total
gross
of upwards
of
$851,000,
which compares with $717,800 in

(1,890; 65-90)
(U>. So-so

Film gross estimates as re-

lave biz a great boost.
leader is “Peter Pan;
t he miracle
“Hans Christian Andersen”
th
Although there is
not far behind.
much new product,
not
Barton topStooge” with Eileen
stageshow at the Chicago,

Palace resocko $60,000.
Are Singing"
opened with "Stars
at okay $23,000.
“Hans Christian Andersen” at
for lusty $45,Oriental is shooting
round. Aiso doing
000 for second
BlacK..
is
frftjn®
second
in
well
“Tarzan’s Savbeard Pirate” and
Artist. HooseUnited
at
Fury”
age
with “Lawless Breed” and
-Redhead From Wyoming” should
first holdover
do equally as big on

Week

(Parker)
—Broadway
“Redhead Wyoming”

Estimates Are Net

e

second

in

Estimates for This

rhicaeo Loop

K

“Stooge” looms tall
United Artists week.

4-

|

(Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
(U) (18th wk).

ended Monday -(23)
The 17th^ week
i-icontinued big with $gooo a fter
$4,490 for 16th. Stays on for a few
more weeks.
Holiday (Per-Rose) (950-60-$1.20)
“Thunder in East” (Par) (4th
Third frame ended Monday
wk).
(23) continued nicely with $7,500
after $7,800 for second week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.50)

— —

20th’s ‘Vicki’

Now ‘Flat’

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
status
Dimension
underwent

“Vickie”

change,

with

make

“flat.”

it

studio
It

of

20th’s

another
deciding

been set for sterescopic 3-D,
quiring wearing of glasses.

March 2

the

to

had originally

starting

re-

date for

Jeanne Crain-Jean Peters-Casey
Boone
starrer,
Adams-Ri chard
which Harry Horner will direct for
Goldstein.
Leonard
producer

WfJmegJay, February 25, 1953
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MPAA Pix Bally Series

On TV Letting Down Bars on.Medhnn
One
lens

of

the

the
pilot

TV

networks may*

for the proPicture Assn, of

film
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Bronx Suit Vs.

$3,075,000

WB

Converting Bklyn. Lab

To

Raftery, E. C. Grainger Absolved

Tint to Meet 3-D Hike
Warner Bros.’ film laboratory in
Brooklyn will be. converted to the
processing of WarnerColor, the
studio’s
own developed tinting
method.
Company said the changeover
was being made to meet the de-

of Fraud in Shea Estate

By Referee

“

Edward
C.

Soundtracks Used
For ‘Sightless Cinema’

C. Raftery

and Edmund

were

completely

Grainger

cleared of fraud charges and their
administration of the Maurice A.

posed Motion
which
America television show
Skourases Goes to Jury mands of the increased film
Shea estate was termed “unusual
t nu \d plug the industry at large
Following a two-week trial be- processing required- for the twoNational Foundation to Entertain in its care, prudence, good judge.personalitheir
and
film track of 3-D pix.
n, well as Pix
Rubenfore
Judge
J.
Edward
Leon.
Weinfeld
in
which
of
the
Blind,
ment and exceptional success” last
Considerable progress has
stein is director, is underway with week (18) in a report of referee
out details N. Y. Federal Court, a $3*075,000
been made in working
Sightless John L. Flynn to the Bronx Surantitrust suit brought by J. J. Thea new project called
be
would
which
project,
of the
Cinema, for the benefit of blind rogate Court.
half-hour and atres, Inc., and Luxor Group, Inc.,
done on film, run a
persons. In the operation, soundShea’s will in 1940 designated
Eric Johnston operators of the Luxor Theatre,
have MPAA prexy
Bronx, N. Y. against 20th-Fox,
tracks of pix are transferred to rec- Raftery, Grainger and Dennis F.
mc
Theatres. Corp., George Skouras
ords which can be played at home O’Brien, who died in 1946, as exinfurther
provides
Development
by the afflicted. Added voice is ecutors and trustees, and in substudios are and Spyros Skouras, is scheduled
dication that major film
to go to the jury today (Wed.).
dubbed in to explain scenes not stance provided a trust for 10 years
readjusting their sights in assess- Both sides made
sufficiently detailed by the dialog. of his entire estate for the benefit
summations yesTV as a meing the usefulness of
terday.
Foundation is a non-profit organ- of his widow Margaret, four childium for ballying pix and stars.,
Through attorney Monroe E.
contract
ization. All major film companies dren and Gerald Shea, who became
Early reluctance to waive
the
Stein,
exhibitor
plaintiffs
personal appearare granting rights gratis to sound- prexy of the Shea companies in
clauses forbidding
practically van- charged that the Luxor was unable
tracks for the Sightless Cinema en- 1951. Graingeibwas named general
ances via video has
to get first-run product due to a
manager of the Shea circuit in 1936
now
are
deavor, according to Rubenstein.
companies
the
and
ished
S. H. (Si) Fabian, wjio assumed
conspiracy
defendants.
among
the
but dismissed from his. position
them
chasing shows that may give
Latter, in the course of the trial, control of, the Warner theatres
early in 1952 in a dispute over
plugs.
the" fattest
claimed they weren’t liable under under the corporate title of Stancontract terms. He is now buyer
Fact that there fias been a sharp
action ley-Warner Corp., plans no changes
the
complaint.
Four-year-old
and
booker for RKO Theatres, and
Connumber
of
the
reduction in
in the executive personnel, he rehis action in New York Supreme
major lots originally asked $2,400,000 in triple vealed in N. Y. this week. Fabian
tract players on most
damages.
Court,
seeking arbitration of the
move
to
general
ties in with the
indicated further that the vast
issue is still pehding. Gerald Shea
Changed attitude
lift the barriers.
chain, comprising more than 300
the
is
husband of Dorothy Shea,
by Metro's move
is best exemplified
theatres, would be operated “abdaughter of M. A. Shea, but is
plug’ films on
in letting its stars
solutely” separately from the Faotherwise not related to the family,
of the
the air, and by the decision
bian Enterprises circuit, consisting
Flynn was scathing in.hiS conAcademy of Motion Picture Arts
of about 50 theatres privatelydemnation of the Shea family in
of
coverage
sell
to
Sciences
and
owned by the Fabian family.
bringing
the fraud action against
the Oscar presentation festivities
Both Fabian, who’ll head the
Grainger and Raftery. “Petitioners’
Both
to NBC for home telecasting,
new
Stanley-Warner
outfit,
and
theacase
York
adds
up to a disorderly conStaffs at many New'
parties are happy since, for the
Samuel Rosen, v.p. and treasurer tres have been alerted to- be on the glomeration of unsupported conbroadcasters, it’s good entertainof- Fabian Enterprises, will mainclusions, facts taken out of context,
ment they couldn’t otherwise get.
Incidents in
tain offices at both companies. The lookout for further
halftruths, wishful thinking
inand for the studios it makes a fine
new theatre company will have of- the wake of stench Bombings at spired by cupidity, self-deception
trailer.
fices
at the Warner homeoffice four houses at four different -times and tion sequiturs heaped together
Exhibs’ Endorsement
Charges of product discrimina building, but. will sever all rela- over the past weekend. Circuit in an intidy tangle which they
7
MPAA promotional TV show has tion by the majors to the detri- \ tions- with the production-distribu- execs and house managers claim hope will be ail unfathomable
”
ion company. A new telephone
the general endorsement of exhibs menb*of independent exhibitors in
they have nor' suspicions anent any maze he stated in his report.
He recommended that “tfio mowho were consulted prior to the the New York metropolitan area switchboard is currently being in- “plot” and add there are no “labor
tion of the. petitioners ... be deblueprinting of theprogram. Lens- are. contained in two separate anti- stalled. Fabian Enterprises will re- troubles.”
nied In.. Its entirety and that all
~
ing by one of the three major TV trust suits brought la§t week in main in the Paramount Bldg., N. Y.
Capitol and State, Loews firstnets has the advantage that the N. Y. Federal Court.
One action
Harry M. Kalmine, who headed runs, were hit last Friday night motions on which I reserved decislon during the hearings be dispilot reels would represent no coin seeks treble-damages of $L200;000 Warner theatre activities for years,
Web while the other merely asks that will be the operating head of the (20) with- bottles containing foul- posed of in accordance with this
outlay for the companies.
liquids uncorked in the report.”
He added that a review
would be permitted to pitch the the monetary penalty be fixed at new corporation. He’s already been smelling
orchestra sections. State staffers
show to sponsors. Should
the discretion of the court.
named a member of the five^man detected the bomb immediately of the executors’ conduct had established
that they “have always
change its mind for any reason,
Normandie Amus. Corp., opera- board. Only appointment made as and averted any annoyance for
conformed to. the highest standard
the subject would revert to the
tor of the Normandie Theatre, the result of the split of the War patrons. Cap management related
rethen
would
which
of
ethics
and have fully justified
Association,
named all eight majors as defend- ner organigation is that of Frank that four orchestra rows had to be the faith reposed
in them by the
imburse the net for expenses.
The J. Kiernan, of the Warner theatre cleared, the stubholders accepting
ants in its $1,200,000 suit.
plugging
late M. A. Shea.”
Latest -pic to get heavy
distributors, according to the com- accounting department, as person- passes for’ future attendance and,
The
report
pointed
<5ut tlipt the
oh TV is. 20th-Fox’s “Tonight We
plaint, conspired to give their first- nel chief. Department previously in some instances, refunds.
value of outstanding Shea circuit
Sing," wliich got a boost via Rorun neighborhood films to the Loew was operated jointly, with Ralph
Parand
Loew’s
Fordham
RKO’s
owned
by
M.
A. Shea in
shares
berta Peters* appearance on Ed
and RKO circuits to the disadvan- Budd as overall topper.
adise, both in the Bronx, were hit 1940 was $947,924.97 and that the
Sullivan's CBS-TV “Toast of the
tage of the .Normandie.
forcing
fumes
night,
the
and
Pinza
Sunday
Earlier, Ezio
net worth of the corporation when
Town.”
A preliminary injunction to reseveral hundred persons to exit. the trust fell in was $3,422,428, inGeorge Jessel, the pic's producer,
AA’s Big Miami Meet
Suspicion that there might have cluding $799,27L67 in cash. During
had liberally plugged “Tonight,” strain the distrlb defendants from
the Sol Hurok biog now at Radio refusing to contract films with the
Allied Artists has set up an been some organized attacks upon j that period, $1,246,750 in dividends
Normandie after completion of elaborate international sales con- the pix or distribs on political, ra- were paid the heirs, three of whom
City Music Hall, N. Y., over TV.
Incidentally, Sullivan's “Toast of their Broadway'runs is sought. In vention to be held in Miami around cial or religious grounds, or over drew salaries from the Shea comwas panies aggregating more than
issue,
controversial
the Town” has rapidly become the addition, the action asks that the May 15. Also participating in the some
most sought-after promotional out- court declare illegal and void any four-day meet will be Associated ruled out. Fordham film was Uni- $200,000. The heirs further owed
let for films. Spotlighting of Sam- agreement the distribs have made British-Pathe, distributors of AA versal’s “Mississippi Gambler” and th'e Shea companies a balance of
uel Goldwyn and Walt Disney were among themselves which gives a product in Britain, which report
the Paradise bill was headed by $136,115.95 on unpaid borrowings.
Flynn declared Gerald Shea had
also important to the b. o. for “monopoly” to Loew’s and RKO. edly will send some 60 delegates 20th-Fox’s “Stars And Stripes Fortheir “Hans Christian Andersen” As a final poke, it's demanded that to the huddles.
United Artists’ “Bwana planned to substitute himself for
ever.”
issued
be
injunction
and “Peter Pan,” respectively.
a permanent
Upcoming conclave is expected Devil” was at the State and the the old management without cost
M-G has let it be known that to restrain the defendants from to result in cancellation of AA same distrib’s Moulin Rouge” at by charging fraud. To this end,
it is embarking on
he held, Shea and possibly others
a new policy withholding pix on a first-run basis. prexy Steve Broidy’s annual spring the Cap.
of letting its top players go on
In the other suit, Loew’s, Inc., trip to Britain since most AB-P
Both the Loew’s and RKO chains ‘minutely went over the adminiTV for the specific purpose of pub- and a subsidiary, North Bergen toppers
stration of the estate looking only
a
of
in
negotiations
tied
up
Miami
meet
are
wilTbe at the
licizing
Debbie (N. J.) Amus. Corp., are named de- AA delegates will be headed by new contract with Local 306, Pro- to substantiate what I find to be
their
vehicles.
Reynolds will do her bit for “I fendants in a complaint filed by
Baseless charges of fraud by the
Broidy, Monogram Internationa! jectionists Union, but it’s emphaLove Melvin” on the Sullivan show
the Charlesgood Corp., operator of prez Norton Y. Ritchey and sales sized on all sides there’s no hint executors. They strained credulity
March 15, and there'll be clips the Lee Theatre, Fort Lee, N. J
Morey Goldstein, among that any member of the labor and distorted facts to do .this. Rechief
from “Battle Circus” on the same
ality was disregarded. Results of
group was involved .
It's charged that the distrlb juggled others.
program March 1. June Allyson,
the past were forgotten. Moral obthe Lee’s clearance to benefit
who was to have gone on at that
ligations
were not considered. They
nearby
in
Theatre
Loew’s Embassy
time, has had to cancel out on
sought only facts that could be
North Bergen.
account of illness, but Leslie Caron
twisted
fit a pattern of fraud
to
Opened in November, -1951, the
will take a bow.
that for an ulterior purpose they
asserts through at
Universal was among the first to 1,500-seat Lee
had
already
decided had to* be in
-Stein that il
recognize the value of video pro- torney Monroe E,
existence.”
day-and-date avail
motion and is still heavily engaged originally had
Elsewhere in liis report, the
and Engle
in building b.o. via TV. Studio ability with Hackensack
referee said Gerald Shea, in his
,
But, the
currently has four player troupes wood after Paterson.
anxiety to please his counsel and
put
later
on the road plugging various pix. complaint states, Loew’s
establish a case, “convinced him“Growing tendency” of film pro-4
Lee contract in
Television inevitably is an impor- clearance on the
self that certain things had hapadvertising agencies to
Theatre in ducers and
tant factor. Among the U players favor of Skouras' Fqx
lensfor
S.
U.
pened which I am sure did not
continental
leave the
DISMISS GANG’S SUIT
lattouring are Audie Murphy, Susan Hackensack even though the
occur in fact.” Total of 68 hearing abroad for tax-saving purposes,
Cabot, Susan 'Ball, Rock Hudson ter didn’t ask for it.ings were held by Flynn from May
and to take advantage of “cheap
VS. HUGHES, RKO,
and a group of Seminole Indians.
This was done, it’s charged, be- production and labor costs,” was
19, 1952, to Nov 19, 1952.
Company heavily promoted such cause Loew's, as owner of the Em- condemned last week by the CenFederal Judge William M. Byrne
pix
as
Gambler,” bassy, is attempting to protect the tral Union Label Council of Great- dismissed attorney Martin Gang’s
“Mississippi
‘‘Gunsmoke” and “Lawless Breed” business of the North Bergen er New York. Representing 500,000 $1,000,000 libel suit against HowRCA’s 3-D Kit
through star appearances on TV.
A permanent injunction organized AFL workers, the coun- ard Hughes, RKO and Carl Byoir, Packaged 3-D kit to aid- exhibs
house.
to
settleis requested to compel Loew’s
cil unleashed its blast in a resolu- which grew out of a court
in converting to the showing of
move the Lee up on par with the tion unanimously passed by the ment last July of the Jean Sim- stereo pix is now being offered
iiions-SteWart Grainger/ litigation by
Fox.
group.
RCA. Included are two selsyn
against RKO.
interlocking motors, a mounting
In lodging its protest, the CounHollywood, Feb. 24,
Gang sued oil grounds- that, plate attachable to the two soundall affiliated organizations
cil
urged
Waller Seltzer is adding producGlenn Ford’s Switch
to use every means in their power Hughes’ statements,, .released by head motor mounting bolts toward
tion duties to that of ad-pub direcoffice after settlement, the gear side of the complete proto support the international Alii- the .Byoir
Hollywood, F.eb. 24,
„
tor for Hal
Wallis Productions, a
ThieAteicaIJStige Employees claimed Gang had “refused to con- jector installation; a silent chain
Gtenn Ford is out of U-rs'l Ance of
Post he hjvs^Jtieljl for *igbt years.
until he got his and two sprockets to couple the
settlement
to
sent
k
Hawk” and into Co- tp/cdnyteCdsh^
He will double as executive AssiS 4 “Wings of the
“un- money” and that Hughes was pay- motors; special screws for attachBig Heat,” which tributors that this practice is
tant to Jack Stfpeiy general ifiana- lumbia’s “The
fee
because
latter in- ing sprockets to their respective
Gang’s
ing
directly
fair” to thousands who are
starts this week. .Hassle was. caused
sisted on immediate payment.
8er of the firm*?: v
motor shafts.
industry.
when Ford requested that he be involved in the.
4‘
Also upper and lower 5,500-foot
In a five-page opinion dismissing
Council prez Moe Rosen called
starred in an unidentified film to
film magazines; two small blowers
that
Byrne
declared
Judge
their the suit,
follow “Hawk.” Request was nixed upon affiliated unions and
Wilder Writes ‘Louis* Music
Hughes
to
keep polarized filters in the
attributed
to
statements
to
complaints
signed
already
members to write
Alee Wilder is writing special because U-I had
cooled and a spethe part Ford various industry firms. If this step “cast no reflection on his (Gang’s) projection ports
background music and orchestra- another thesp for
but,
belt-driven film takeup for the
ability,
cial
integrity
or
honesty,
results,”
doesn’t bring “satisfactory
hons for six songs sung by Dolores v anted.
contrary, indicated the zeal- lower film magazine. In addition,
the
on
means,
other
that
emphasized
Parker in “The Joe Louis Story,”
Robert Arthur is producing he
legislation,” ous manner in which he discharged RCA theatre .supply dealers are
“effective
as
.directing, such
power supindie “Heat,” with Fritz Lang
Silliphant’s first
introduced to Stop what his duty to his clients by obtaining stocked with additional
To date, U-I has not decided wheth- would be
ply units and special metallic suras “unfair competi- for them an advantageous settleColey Wallace plays the title er to postpone “Hawk” or seek a he described
faced screens.
ment.”
tion.”
role.
replacement for Ford.
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M-G-M’s "DREAM WIFE" -TRADE

SHOWS MARCH

6th

CARY GRANT DEBORAH KERR WALTER
PIDGEON "DREAM WIFE”.,* BETTA ST. JOHN buddy bakr
m-q-m

•

•

,

EDUARD FRANZ

•

Screen Play by

Directed by

SIDNEY SHELDON, HERBERT BAKER and ALFRED LEWIS LEVITT

SIDNEY SHELDON

•

Produced by

DORE SCHARY
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London, Feb. 17.
The papers here are full of hope ’Show,’ ‘Paris’
-bout a

new Elizabethan Age

For 150 years or more our show
business has been losing steam. The
legitimate theatre has been giving

more and more

to

Sock Hits

for

So far as our show busiBritain.
something.
ness goes, they’ve got

itself

Up

polite

At Berlin First-Runs
Berlin, Feb. 17.

The first half of February saw
American pix doing strong biz at
first-runs
here.
“American in

the

is

to share preem* of

three-dimensional

Edinburgh, Manchester, 'Cardiff,
Newcastle, Birmingham, Liverpool
and Leeds will also share the
preem. 20th-Fox will deliver necessary equipment for the cinemas
from the U. S. for a “modest cost.”

comedies or egg- Paris” (M-G) is still high grosser
at the Cinema Paris in its seventh
Our musical week. “Greatest Show on Earth”
empty of content.
(Par) will probably turn out to be
country
in
twittered
comedies
(“Come on girls, the most successful Par film to play
is still

17.

Yank Pix Continue

Hoyts,

Winter B.O.;

GUT Set

‘Quiet,’ ‘In

3-D Aussie Plans
Sydney, Feb.

sought by second-runs.

17.

topic in Aussie film circles
The greater part of
w West Berlin’s other preem houses also are 1S the almost over-night 3-D upSU
in
the U. S. and its possible
playing American pix. Delphi is
J§®
showing “Toast of New Orleans” public reaction in this South Pacific

Arms’ Leaders

Boehner Shooting 3-D
Pix in Bavarian Alps
Berlin, Feb. 17.
currently is shooting color 3-D pix in
Bavaria).
the Alps (mountains in
Films will be made under the new
Zeiss Ikon system, and first will be
shown at the Frankfurt Industrial

Boehner Film Production

March

17.

Yank productions continue to
lead the way in winter 'boxoffice
returns throughout Italy, with top
honors only here and there gathered in by local product. On the
basis of returns in 16 key Italian
cities, “Altri Tempi” Italian-made
film released by RKO, led the
field followed in order by “Quiet
Man” (Rep), “World In His Arms’*
(U), “Parucchhiere Per Signora'*
(French) “Bend of River” (U). “Detective Story” (Par) and “Three
Forbidden Stories” Warner’s-Ital-

19-29.

early as 1937, Boehner Film
formerly residing in
Zone
now),
(Soviet
Dresden
showed its first tri-dimensional pix
After the war, the
to the public.
company resumed in Erlangen (BaThe Zeiss
V aria). and Hamburg.
i kon new plastic system needs only
one camera for shooting and one
projector for screening. Audiences

As

them in after five weeks at the
Marmorhaus. Film is now being

Italian

Rome, Feb.

Fair

packing

Lead

to

15

biz centre

“The Robe,” simultaneously
with other world capitals. Opening
is skedded for this fall,
*

whisks, full of bright repartee but

here in years. Pic

shpw

film.

drawing room

house settings
who’s for a jolly game of tennis”),
and even' our music halls, which
had known Marie Lloyd, George
Robey and Florrie Ford, had become formal platforms for radio
stars, who, in the main, should.be
heard and not seen.
Where there used to be full-

first

1

big

of Scotland,

Legit; Standards Going

By JACK HYLTON

Preem

Scots Sharing ‘Robe’

New Elizabethan Age’ Seen For
London

OTEHMTIOm

PfikiEfY

Trafalgar Square

Production,

ian

made

pic.

Incomplete key city figures for
December show “Carrie” (Par)
pacing the field followed by “African Queen” (UA), “Death Of Salesman” (Col), “Forbidden Games’*
(Dear-French), “Ragazze Da Marito” (Italian). But final tabulation
may put “Limelight” (UA) and
Metro “Trinidad”
the
top
(Col)
in

(M-G) which got very good re- territory. Oldtimers on the local
aver :“ a t
will prove mus t wear Polaroid glasses.
views. Filmtheatre Berlin is pre- p ic .
senting “Carrie” (Par), Kurbel has to be the greatest hypo for Down j s reported interested in the sys
brackets.
“The Frogmen” (20th) and the Under boxoffices since ‘The Jazz *tern.
“Limelight” continues its topStudio “Paula” (Col). Astor started Singer.”
selling Rome run, having topped
The major circuits, Hoyts and
last week with the French film
$64,000 during the first five weeks
We All Are Murderers,” lauded Greater Union Theatres, already Arg. Film Prod. Sags
in three houses, which *is way ahead
have set their plans to keep pace
by local crix.
of the field. Next in line, “Triniwith this new entertainment trend.
Depths; Only
dad” ended a two-week run in two
Hoyts, allied to 20th-Fox, should
ness was becoming inbred. It was
Still running
at $37,500.
houses
desiccated.
Quota Ticket
becoming
make the Initial Aussie 3-D bid
Major
Studio
1
and closing in fast is the Italian
with “Bwana Devil” in about six
But now, thank goodness, there
Of
Half Cen“Songs
musical
17,
Montevideo, Feb.
weeks at the Plaza here via deal
Alter
are signs of a change. I think that
‘Monsoon’
capi*
with United Artists. Hoyts later
With the near-collapse of Cine- tury,” which recently set this
the war and the political policy
with
record
single
day
tal
city’s
switch to Cinemascope, for matografica Interamericana (Gutjiadopted after the war are mainly
Plans will
Prod.
Anglo-Am.
previous
Long-standing
$4,200.
“The Robe” and other top 20th-Fox mann), Argentina’s picture indusThe exclusive sets
responsible.
high had been $3,000 for a one-day
London, Feb, 24.
tri-dimensional pix.
try has been sliced down to a
which before the war had nothing
session.
“Songs” recently passed
Decision of the High Court upelse to do but run around their own
Norman B. Rydge, Greater Union single major studio (Argentina the $34,000 mark, and continues.
operation,
the
theatre
now holding the Board of Trade’s T'e- Theatres’ chairman, has not an- Sono Film) actually in
circles and go to
have to work for a living and are, fusal to grant a quota ticket to the nounced the 3-D equipment to be There are still a number of astherefore,, less taken up with them- India-made “Monsoon” may lead to used by his chain but understood sorted producers still in the game,
On the other hand, the a re-orientation of Anglo-Ameri- that plans already are underway but they are becoming more re- Venice Fete Cuts
selves.
fairer sharing of money, the full can production plans. It is known f 0 r an early 3-D bow-in. GUT Is luctant to continue in production
of Fix Entries;
employment and the more reason- that certain projects, which have hooked to the J. Arthur Rank Or- because the hazards far exceed the
rewards.
able working week we have en- been in negotiation for some weeks, ganization.
of
situation
being temporarily shelved
In
fact,
‘the
joyed have opened the possibilities «"
Also Trims Prize List
Paramount wiu spot own 3 .D
while the effect of the ruling is p arav l sion in its Aussie showcases, the Argentine film Industry is
(Continued on page 16)
Rome, Feb. 17.
1..1
1
1 -u..
chaotic, despite all the determined
Several important changes have
government protection. It makes
was challenged by the British pro- with « Sangaree ” as the first in. In- those in the trade wonder why been announced for this year’s
British All-Male ’Femme’
duction company, F. G. (Films) teresting polnt is that paramount those responsible cling so tenacl- Venice Film Festival, set for Aug.
20-Sept. 4. Show’s length has been
Ltd., and reserved judgment was ha _
r,ith
union for ously to the protectionist policy. It
Still Sock;
Soldier
“
the Indus- cut from last year’s 24 days to 16.
given last week.
eertaln product,^ firsfbeing ^GreS- has achieved nothing on
Both the- Documentary and the
a
contrary,
the
The BOT had contended that the e st Show.” Not certain yet whether fry s kf^alf. On
precede
Grosses
fairly flourishing industry Children’s Film Fete will
production had actually been un- Par’s Paravision will go into the
the main show. Also trimmed is
London, Feb. 17.
dertaken by an American company, GUT keyers on a new deal setup ^ as sun ^ very low since protectionThe last war brought several Film Group, Inc., and that a pri- in opposition to Cinemascope or * sm came into full force five years the number of pix each* nation can
enter. Under the new ruling, three
revue-type shows with males in vate British company had been whether GUT will use a British a 6°*
,
,«
femme attire, but the only one that formed in order to comply with 3-D system.
Reviewing the major incidents are allowed for each country producing over 100 films per year, two
has survived from army to civilian
WaS su ge?te?
Ulati0 S
C
Reported that Metro, operating
iw ?\*tS
r
f,
fd
n th at*
One afteiTan- for those making 50-100 a year and
life and is still in the coin is “Sol- that
if the application was allowed,
a chain here of 12 cinemaSf wiU
L
one for ali under 50. If more than
fold
^
d
to
diers in Skirts.”
a means had been found for de- introduce its own 3-D system to
fo? Ar^pntinp oictures have lost ali the number allowed Is sent in, a
Show was originally conceived feating the intention of the Films k
with 2 oth-Fox and Paracommittee of six will select the
by Hyman Zahl, who has been Acts.
mount before the end of 1953.
0^ the best for showing, eliminating those
presenting it successfully, in partReferring to F. G. (Films) Ltd.,- Primary concern, however, of the
nnaUtv of all except a unworthy of exhibition or offensive
nership with Sydney Myers and the court could not accept that min or Down Under exhibitors is
to a participating nation. *
Myrtle Jay, since 1945.
“this insignificant company” had equipment cost Of 3-D plus any
Argentina)- (3)further cut has been made in
of Argentlna
Show has played several returns undertaken, in any real ^ense the radical cinema interior reconstruc- sultable outslde
local
the number of prizes. This year,
hold
the
the native pictures
on all major circuits including arrangements for making the film. tion.
they are bol- the seven man jury will award one
because
only
market
Moss Empires and Stolls, and It held, that its participation was
stered by successive protectionist grand prize and five prizes “at the
practically all the indies; and in so small as to be practically neglidecrees, which insure them the disposal of the jury,” with the op*
some instances, it has played as gible and that it acted as a nominee
best playing time and more favor- tion of adding the two Volpi acting
Abroad
Legit
many as six or seven returns with- of and agent for the American
able holdover terms. While these kudos if suitable. The cut elimiout exhausting its popularity.
company. The latter company had
may afford the producers tempo- nates the three controversial “InOutside of the few specialities, seemed to have financed making
(Week ending Feb. 14)
rary gains, it hits the exhib hard ternational prizes” of supposedly
"Affairs of State," Cambridge (8-21).
the boys provide the whole show, of the film to the extent of at
(3-15).
Coliseum
Madam,"
"Call Me
since they have to pay for the sup- equal value.
appearing in several scenes and least $224,000.
"Dear Charles," New (12-18).
port of the native product much
Other innovations include a rulcomedy skits, most of which get
"Deep- Blue Sea," Duchess (3-0).
against their will. Exfiibs always ing requiring Italian (in excep"Dial M Murder," West. (6-19).
full quota of laughs. While some
"Escapade," St. James (1-20).
before them the fear of tional eases French), subtitles for
have
of the cast’s makeups are crude, Pick Stolz to Score
"Happy Marriage," Duke York C8-7).
patrons gradually losing interest all competing pix; a rqle regulat"Little Hut," Lyric (8-23-50).
quite a number of attires are per^London Laughs," Adelphi (4-12).
in film entertainment because of ing wording used by prize-winners
fect and create realism in their
"Love of Colonels," Wyn. (5-23-5D.
Vienna City Musical "Love
product.
poop
in post-festival advertising; and
(9-25).
Seville
Judy,"
from
parts.
"Man," St. Martin's.
The producers themselves are the elimination of all private showVienna, Feb. 17.
Outstanders are Louis Hayden,
"Meet Callahan," Garrick (5-27).
quit, and ings of competing films prior to
to
anxious
all
nearly
"Mousetrap," Ambas. (11-25).
the most experienced, having apRobert Stolz was chosen by the
"Murder Mistaken," Ambassadors (10-4). those who stay in the game only do the official screening.
peared in several night spots, City of Vienna to compose the
"Paint Wagon," Her Majesty's (2-11).
so because they are afraid to step
including New Orleans and New score for what the city cultural
"Paris to Piccadilly," Pr. Wales (4-15)

we were getting
only tea-party nibbles. Where we
jokes
full-blooded
have
to
used
going straight to the heart of uni.getting
were
we
humor,
versal
witty allusions understood only by
those who happened to be intimates
of a narrow circle. Our show busimouthed

bites,
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He excels in a Carmen fathers hope will become as much
Another is Roy. an annual Vienna dramatic institakeoff.
Walker, in Sophie Tucker song tution as the “Everyman” of the
impressions.
Salzburg festival. This is a musiPromoters intend to run this cal version of “The Piper of Vien-

"Quadrille," Phoenix (9-12).
"Reluctant Heroes," White. (9-12-50).

England.

Miranda

show

well into 1954, and With
advance bookings practically completed for this year, shouldn’t find
it
very difficult. Meanwhile, the
show has already grossed near the
$700,000 mark, showing a very
healthy return for its producers.

W. Germany Not Sending
Films to Cannes Fete
Berlin, Feb. 17.

Decision of the West German
film industry not to send pix to
t|u* forthcoming Cannes Film Festival has ..caused considerable disappointment in
German trade
circles. Decision was made by a
special 14-man committee because
there were no German films rated
v.orthy of competing.
The present low standard of

Uennan film-making

pointed up
b.\
the4 fact that last year neither
tin* Federal Award nor the Berlin
c;i‘ix
award for the “best German
film” was issued because of the
niter lor quality of productions.
is

"Ring Out Bells," Vic. Pal. (11-12).
"River Line," Strand (10-28).
"Seagulls Sorrento," Apollo (8-14-50).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (11-1-51).
"Water of Moon," Haymarket (4-19-5D.
"Wild Horses," Aldwycli (10-6).

na,” folk drama about the “Liebe
Augustine” of the world famous
Augustine was supposed to
song.
have been a minstrel hero of the
black plague in 17th Century

Vienna.
..
,
The play will be preemed in its
musical version during the <MayJurie Vienna Festival weeks.* It
had a run as straight drama in the
Volktheater back in 1950. Book is
by Ulrich Becher and Peter Preses.
present
to
is
idea
Present
“Piper” in the open air arcade of
the huge Vienna City Hall, with
Paul Horbiger in leading role and
a cast including Fritz’ imhoff arid
Anni Rosar.
.

"Young

Ellz.»" Criterion (4-2).

OPENINGS

SCHEDULED

(Figures denote premiere dates)
"Julius Caesar," Old Vic (24).
"5 Phlla. Physicians," Embassy (25).
"Father," Arts (20.
"Glorious Days," Palace (28).
"Three Cheers," Casino (7).
"AS Like It," King's, Hammersmith (16).
"Way of the World," Lyric, Ham. (19).
"King Lear," King's, Hammersmith (23).
"Julius Caesar," Old Vic (24).
"The Father," Arts (25).
"Five Phlla. Physicians," Embassy (25).
"Twelfth Night," King's, H'mth (25).
"Glerlous Days," Palace (28>.

.

CLOSED LAST WEEK

"The Gift," ;SL Mar tin's,
StoflV"Porgy and
•

|

’

AUSTRALIA
'

M' for Aussies
Melbourne, Feb. 17.
"Follies Bergere," Tivoli; Melbourne.
for Murder,” by Fred"Kiss Me, Kate," Majesty's, Brls.
“Dial
"White Sheep," Royal, Adelaide.
in
presented
be
will
Knott,
erick
"La Boheme," Princess. Mel.
"Take It Off," Royal, Rris.
Australia and New Zealand by J
Ltd.
Theatres,
C. Williamson
Yugoslavia and Argentina signed
Australian premiere is expected
exchange five
to be at the Comedy Theatre, Mel- an agreement to
annually, the Yugoslav gov
films
current
the
of
end
at
bourne,
eminent announced recently.
Kiwis season.
'Dial

*

To Televise Best Pix

i

1

At Cannes Film Fete
Paris, Feb, 17.

Von Sternberg Nip Pic

film houses to televise the pix being shown at the fete palace during
the festival. The Cannes Fete, running from April 15 to 29. already
Ls negotiating with Philips in Holland for a large screen TV setup
which can utilize the French 819It is hoped that this
li^e system.
extra-curricular screening will help
nn
hi,> unable
imnhw. to get
erot
public
the
appease

May

Set for Release in
Tokyo, Feb.

17.

Joseph von Sternberg, who

M

.

„

Cannes Film Festival reps are
working, to set up large screen TV
apparatus in one of the Cannes

is di-

recting “Anatahan” for Daiwa Pro*
ductions. says the pic will be finished late this month and released

Kyoto,
Kvitf Japans ancient capiiai. Iti
a 90-mmute “anthropological
into the festival palace.
documentary,” accdrdibg to von
Another innovation will be the
Sternberg, based on incidents suggested by the real life experiences prize jury’s doubling as the selecjury in determining the films
tion
one
and
of 20 Japarfese soldiers
Japanese woman isolated on Ana- chosen to officially compete in the
tahan Island after the end of the fete. Only 14 pix will be considered in the running, which will
last war.
Backed by industrialist Yoshio eliminate the listlessness that befestivals when there are a presets
prexy
Pictures
Osawa and Towa
Nagamasa Kawakita, the film is ponderance of nondescript pix
comfirst joint Japanese-Western pro- from too many of the smaller
J
TkT.
J _C_ A_
1 _ i „
~
nnflv, rt nnnnMhC
-TllW will
Will give
0\Vt*
Jury
duction. No definite exploitation peting countries.
for
others
plans have been set although von one grand prize and six
pSternberg plans a narration in air any technical attributes they deem
1
fit to honor.
the major languages.
is

(Week ending Feb. 20)
"White Horse lnn, Empire. Sydney.
"Larger Than Life," Tivoli, Sydney.
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Royal, Sydney.
"South Pacific," Majestys, Mel.
"Casslno," Comedy, Melbourne.
rt

For one thing, production
out.
been forced up by the
very existence of the protectionist
policy. For another, the producers
« . ii. air »
frap agents
adpiit^
longei iree
are no inncipv
find they
and can neither select their own
casts nor their story material.

costs have

i.1

:

1

4- :
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‘King and

Britain’s “Wait-See’

on 3-D

Shifts

F

London, Feb.

To

U1

Let’s Look’; Exefs Visiting

Martin's Placa# Trafalgar Square

Opening: In

London Next October Gallic

”

It.

Film Directors in Exodus

17,

Londorf edition of “The King and
I” Is set to 'open 'at the Drury
Lane, Oct. 8. Date was confirmed
by Jerome Whyte, the Rodgers

From France as Co-Production Booms

*

London, Feb.

The

4

24.

British film industry is
changing its attitude towards 3-D,
U.S; Pix Setup Quits Jap
Instead of wait and see the trade
Tokyo, Feb. 17.
has changed its Slant to look and
ExMotion Picture
see. Production, exhibition and dis, Central
tribution toppers now are all set change, occupation-spawned unit
to eye current Hollywood develop*
which controlled distribution of
ments first* hand/ Departure last foreign films in Japan from 1945
week of Robert Clark, Elstree pro- to 1952 and which went out of
duction executive, and weekend
business officially on Jan. 1, 1952,
flight of Kenneth Hargreaves, manfolded entirely Feb. 14 with the
aging director of Genera! Film' dis•departure of Harry Davis Who has
tributors, i$ to be' followed next
the past year liquidating
week by John Davis, managing di- spent
CMPE.
rector of the J. Arthur Rank OrDavis, bound for the U. S v with
ganization^ He leaves as soon as
a stopover in Canal Zone, was
he returns from South Africa.
at a farewell luncheon by
hosted
Both Davis and Hargreaves will
-

huddle with Spyros P. Skoujras and local filmites. The last two ^yqars
discuss with him the Cinemascope in Japart wound up 30 years in the
film industry for Davis. He Served
tion between 20th-Fox and Rank 14 years of that time with Univerhas led to speculation as to wheth- sal starting in 1922.

potentialities. In Britain, the affilia-

er the British organization will fall
in line and equip their combined
circuits with Cinemascope screens.
They will report full developments to the Rank directorate.

Paris, Feb. 17
Increased global activity of film
is
illustrated
here the exo'
London Legit Bits
dus of some top Gallic directors to
London, Feb. 17.
other countries for pix chores.
in
out-of-the-way
at
New revue
most cases this stems from the rise
theatre, the New Lindsey, titled
in Europe co-productions which
Peter
Eight,”
by
at
“Intimacy
Myers, Alec Graham and David have increased considerably this
Foreign success of fii ms
Climie, is being dickered by several year.

and Hammerstein rep, prior to his
return *to New. York last week.
The current tenant of Drury
Lane, “South Pacific,” will terminate its run Sept. 20. + It will then
have been playing fo r almost 23
months, having opened on Nov. 1,
1951, with Mary Martin and Wilbur
Evans in the leads. Julie Wilson
took over the Nellie Forbush role
last November.

Rome, Feb.

makers

”

*

«

Local legit trade continues bullish, threatening to grab the spotlight away from pix on the latter's
home territory. Local legit houses

Intimacy’ Hassle Keeps

are booked, solid, and several prof-

Revue From Possible

itable runs have been cut short
for lack of moveover space or because of previous commitments.
four-hour
Gassman's
Vittorio
“Hamlet” just ended its sock run
at the Valle after playing to over

Changeover may cost $3,000,000.
One major difficulty, which might
London West End
hinder such a change, would be the
Board of Trade's known reluctance
London, Feb. 24.
to allow the import of equipment
Hassle between cast, writers and
from the dollar area. The original management of the successful New
Korda deal with Cinerama turned, Lindsey Theatre Club revue, “Incold after the department had* timacy At Eight,” has halted its
nixed licenses for equipment.
planned presentation in the West
It is believed here that some ar* End. Show received a fine press,
rangements
might
made resulting in capacity biz, and sevbe
whereby the equipfhent could be eral nibbles from West End man-,
made under license by Rank's own agements,
companies. He is firmly entrenched
Peter Myers, Alec Grahame And
in the* equipment field. If such a
Clinie, responsible for book
licens&Meal could be initiated, it David
and
music, have contracted to
would eliminate BOT objection.’
write book and music of a new
The exhibitors here are somewhat
Coronation
for
Stephen
revue
of rival
concerned

Bow

|

.

Could have run
60,000. patrons.
profitably another couple’ Of weeks,
but schedule had to be kept for
technical reasons.
N
into Sene.“Thiestes” next with Gassmann's own translation. Annibale

Gassman group goes

>

ca’s

Nichi and Elena Zareschi co-star.
Gassmai! is bringing his troupe
to the U. S. next season for a repertory season, including “Haiplet.”

*•

and that

British production,

local

producers would be reluctant to
launch a flat film which might be
obsolete before completed.

Warner Bros, is to convert its
West End first-run house, the Warner, to Natural Vision. Alterations
are to start immediately and the

company plans

May

be

to

screen “House of

ready

to

Wax” by about

1.

Mitchell

Ac

“High

titled

Stewart Cruikshanks,

Spirits.”

‘

,

by

Regular

After First

.

Up

Nip

17.

With scheduled, daily television
Japan only one week old today,
the newborn industry already is

In

feeling the pinch of material to
and is beginning to look
around. for something to fill out its
42-hour-a-week schedule.
Japan
Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) is already negotiating with Toei Studios for use of the studios films
that are a year old or older. It
would offer these oldies Saturday

telecast,

j

and Sunday afternoons.
Toho Studios has announced that
studio’s product will not be
available to TV. Shochiku Studios

its

.

!

scheduled to take up the matter
at its next directors’ huddle. Shin

.

is

j

,.

Toho and Daiei Studios, the other
two of the Big Five, have remained
silent but reported they will stand
firm against use of their films.
With two more nets set to go info
full-scale TV before the end of
this year, and with 11 other applications for licenses pending, the

demand

for talent and material
sure to be greatly increased.

New USO

Unit

of show business to millions of people whose main pleasure hitherto
had been in the public house bars.

This has .meant not merely that
more money has been coming in
to the boxoffice to finance better
shows, but that different types of
West End early May.
audience have been coming into
seats, bringing with them a
the
Meanwhile, the New Lihdsfey
management is holding on to “In- broadness, a zest, a directness
timacy” and trying out replace- froim their immersion in real,
ments, who already include Marie everyday life. These newcomers to
Charles,
Dennis Wood, Jimmy the theatre, being free from preThompson, Henry Comer, Lille- tentiousness and artificially themmore Knaudsen and Fenella Field- selves, are much less willing to 'endure the sophisticated trivia which
ing.
held West End audiences before
the war. They are forcing managements not merely to raise, but to
Ustinov Bowing Out Of
change the standard of their shows.
No one today could hope to suc'Colonels’ After 2 Years ceed with the old type of musical
London, Feb. -24.
comedy. But London and the provPeter Ustinov, whose play, “The inces poured into “Oklahoma,”
Love of Four Colonels,” is a suc- partly because of its superlative
cess in N.Y. as well as here, where music, but even more, I think, behe’s been starring in it at the cause of the recognizable reality
Wyndham’s Theatre for nearly two of its settings. We may not .know
years, is quitting the show March in Britain what sort of people
developed the Oklahoma
•14, with Clifford Mollison taking really
territory.
But we know a good
over two days later.
\
Ustinov says that, contrary to re- dea ], about pioneering spirit, and
ral
we
d
*er
see a show whicjh exports, he didn’t write “Colonels”
as vehicle for himself.
He had Passes that than one that titivates
whether
Lady
Betty will or will
on
Robert Helpmann in mind, but
Helpmann had already been com- not accept Lady Ronnie on the
mitted to the Oliviers for another l awn
s ^ ow
Similarly with “Call Me Madam,”
He’s just completed a new play, -which is still packing London’s
ThW Beginners.”
“TVftHi
Ttooinnorc
xwn va- largest
lareest theatre,
theatre.
It’s both a satire
Death For
He’ll
cation in Europe, and cover two on recognizably real, people and sitimportant events on the Continent. uation^ arid ari expression of a senFirst will be March 19, when, timent which ordinarily people towhile passing through Paris, he’ll day recognize and feel in their own
take part in the Moulin Rouge experience. It is, in fact, the modcharity concert, “Le Bai des Petits ern version of a formula which GilLits Blanc,” big annual event. Then bert & Sullivan perfected in the
he’ll hop
over to Baden-Baden, last century, but which the English
Germany,
to
see
the
.
opening. stage has lost ever since.
March
20 of hisw Aplay, “Blow Your
M
Though “Oklahoma” uiiu
yv
__
and “Call
vajui

Week

Tokyo, Feb.

directors, also has

i

Program Pinch Already

TV

done by some

"

This will be the second West
End conversion to, 3-D. .The J.
To bolster up their “Spirits,”
Arthur Rank Group previously an- M. & C. have also signed Marie
nounced that it would screen UA’s Bryant, American Negro jazz sing“Bwana Devil” at the Odeon Mar- er, formerly with Duke Ellington,
ble Arch, and at three provincial who has built up quite a rep here.
theatres.
Show is skedded for tryout at Aberdeen March 30, and comes to the

Felt

with

Elsewhere in Rome, Chechov's
“Three Sisters'* is winding up a
successful stay at- the Eliseo; BeShow was originally intended to nanes’ “Diaioghi delle Carmelicomprise most of the authors’ ^its tane” continues at the Arti and the
Shakespeare’s
features
from “Intimacy,” but Frederick LAteno
Piffard; presenter, of the show, and “Winter’s Tale.” Bonucci, Caprioli
owners of the thetftre balked the and Franca Valeri have brought a
projectsuccessful second “Sketchbook” to
Cast of .eight, for whom the the Gobbi; Moliere’s “Bourgeois
show was originally written, have Gentilhomme” has been revived by
practically quit or are quitting, Tatiana Pavlova and company at
with Dilys Lay, Joan Sims and the Manzoni and Elsa Merlini is
the.
went
Leslie
Crowther joining “High at the Quirino .in Barillet and of a local mag, is cast as a shady wood for a long stay. He’ is making
Canadian trader who attempts un- “Somejvhere In The World” with
Spirits”; Eunice Gayson and Peter Gredy’s “Ami-Ami.”
successfully to compromise the or- Kirk Douglas.
Felgate grabbed by Tom Arnold
phanage head.
for- his
new revue, “Over the
Children of mixed blood will be
Moon,” the Cicely Courtneidge
played by Eurasian and Afrasian
‘Elizabethan’
starrer, and Vivian Van Damm,
orphans from the Elizabeth Saun- Aussie Govt. Sets
head of the Windmill, taking Ron
Continued from page 15
ders Home near here.
Moody for his Revudeville show.
*

at the. outbreak
3-D systems whiqh are not interchangeable, * Theatre owners are
urged, to* wait arid see whether any
form of standardization is’ imminent. Sussex exhibs 'expressed a
At a meetlhg in
cautious view.
Scotland it was asserted that the
3-D fever might affect forthcoming

managements,

Prince Littler as the most likely made them the objects of lucrative
Show is ex- offers from other countries.
to acquire rights.
pected to come to the West End
Rene Clement, whose pix “The
as Coronation attraction at one of Walls of Malapaga” and
“ForbidLittler’s houses in association with den Games,”
have garnered prizes
A. T, Smith, owner of the Lindsey, is now in London
preparing “Mr
Frederick Piffard and Doris Harris Ripois
And -His Nemesis,” which
in charge of production.
be made entirely in English.
Tom Arnold is staging new will
Jacques
Becker is also going there
Coronation revue in the West End,
probably at the Piccadilly Theatre, to ready “My Husband Is Getting
6
after provincial tryout. Show will Married.”
Christian-Jaque, whose. “Fanfan
star Cicely Courtneidge, with Alan
Melville and Vivian Ellis writing La Tulipe” and “Adorables Creathe materia! Shows opens at Ox- tures” were among the big grossers
ford end of February, and is due last year, is now finishing the
in West End early May.
Franco-Italo coproduction, “Lucrecia Borgia,” in Italy.
He also is
preparing “The Bed,” a threeControversial GI Babies
sketch pic which is to be made in
Sweden with script by Peter Ustinov and Pierre Very. Henry DeSubject of 2 Films By'
coin, who recently completed a
fourrlingo
film
in
Spain and
Japanese Pix Producers France,
“The Lovers, of Toledo,”
Tokyo, Feb. 17.
leaves for In^dia to. set up for the
Two motion pictures dealing Anglo-Indian production “The Last
with Eurasian and Afrasian orphans Judgment.”
in Japan, the “G. I. Babies” who
As if to make up for this sudhave been the subject, of con- den trek out' -of France, the oldtroversy since now they are enroll- time directors Rene Clair, Jean
ing with pure Japanese, youngsters, Renoir and Julien Dqviver, who
are now being filmed. Both may be were part of 'the prewar batch of
released by April. Casts for one Gallic directors
who went to Holfilm will include one Caucasian and lywood, have worked their way
one U. S. Negro currently in Japan. back to the French scene, via Italy.
Shochiku Studios is making “Yas- Clair made his “Beauty of the
sa Mossa” (“Confusion”), adapted Devil” in Italy and also his pres*
from a popular newspaper serial ent b.o. hit here, “Des Belles De
by humorist Bunroko Shishi.' It will Nuit.” Renoir is now here prebe a satire primarily, ridiculing the paring his next pic, “The Poachdirector of an Eurasian orphanage ers,” to star Daniele. Delorme and
who wants to climb the social lad- Jose Ferrer. Duviver, who made
der through her charitable work. “Little World of Don Camillo” in
Story ends with a sympathetic note Italy, is now back there for a sefor a Japanese mother and her half-, quel, “Return of > Don Camillo”
Negro sop.
with Fernandel again playing the
Cast as the Negro father is Dan- priest.
ny ^Williams, singer now serving
Also returned here is Anatole
with the U. S. Navy at* Yokosuka Litvak who made pix here before
Naval Base. Bob Booth, publisherto Hollywar and then

17.
.
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To Korea

*

Tokyo, Feb. 17.
USO Camp Shows Unit 1103,
“Broadway Ballyhoo,” is due here
this week for a 14-week tour of
Korea and northern Japan.
Troupe includes comic Eddie Own Trumpet, which wa§ done in
Dawson; Jack and Elsa Shannon; England some years ago.
harmonica player Billy Frye; acroHe has definitely decided to go
batic dancers, King Bros.; dancer to New
York somet ime in the
Ppetrv MnPti'n.
Tv/r
ri
7
Me
ll° w t°nes spring to see Rex Harrison
play
+
anifactiiimlnt’
and
instrumentali trio.
his top role in
.

.

**-*

ter

!
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“Colonels.”

:

.

—

Rap Yank

ment

is

under

critical

fire

from

both Austrian and American sides
for the stand taken in denying time
for campaigning to Austria’s third
largest party.
This is the League
of Independents which is a far
right political group.
R-W-R offi.

commission has had any show

biz

They wonder how any
body of inexperienced laymen can
set out a TV program blueprint
minus a knowledge of what ticks
experience.

in the industry.

This week the government .will
repped by Lawrence Dalcher offer a bill okaying TV operation
and H. J. Skornia of Public Af- by commercial station interests. A
fairs Section of the U. S. Embassy, prior Labor Government had made
nixed the Independents’ applica- TV strictly a government monoption for any time at all after mak- oly. Up to the present the current
ing liberal allotments to the Social- government has not yet decided
ist
and Peoples .Parties, which upon the type of TV technical
make up the .present governirient equipment to be used here Britcoalition. The rightist group, which ish or American. Former is favored
has shown neo-Nazi overtones and because of the high dollar cost
of ten attacked the U. S., scored of latter. It is understood that
some 17% of the .vote in 1949 na- when TV really gets underway here
tional elections and may raise that (figuring now is 1955), .sets will
cials,

—

'

figure in Feb. 22 voting.
Austrian
crix
attacks

have
ranged from* savage ones on U. S.
policy to mildly pointing out that
R-W-R 's operating funds come
partly from federal radio taxes on
listeners,, who naturally include all
parties.

MEX

sell to

the public from $200 up.

Plan Methodist Church Film
London, Feb. 17.
Kickoff feature picture in an exprogram planned by the
Methodist Film' .Comiriission 1S
scheduled to go before the cameras

tensive

s
1 at one of J. Arthur Rank
studios near here.
„
,
Tagged “Spirit of John Wesley,
venture wili .be produced by Re^

March
P1XERS BUILDING

are American shows,
they’ve gone straight to the heart
of British people and will, I believe, provoke and stimulate British writers of musicals to do even
better.

jcipema construction

Me Madam”

[

TV

Mexico City, Feb. 17.
Despite the 20-35% cut in admission prices which the city government here ordered and squawks
of some that there are already too
many cinemas in Mexico City,

i

-

The other -pic; also featuring
Commission to Inspect
children from the same home, is a
screen version of the book called
Possibilities
All
“Konketsuji” (“Children of Mixed
Sydney, Feb. 17.
Blood”). Ari Productions, now planThe Robert Menzies Liberal
ning to do the picture, claims it
will be a collection of four separate Party government has- announced
formation of a Royal Commisthe
stories. It will contain several documentary episodes filmed at the sion to probe TV operation costs,
programs, running time, etc., coverSaunders Home.
ing both commercial and national
(government) stations. Apart from
deciding upon the number of com-,
Network For
mercial and national stations to be
granted a TV license, commission
Time Nix to Rightists will have the
all-important job of
setting out a program schedule for
Vienna, Feb. 17.
The Red-White-Red radio net- general consumption Down Under.
work, operated by U. S. InformaRadio toppers here are irked by
tion Service of the State Depart- the fact that no member of the

is

•

Harry Spenser and Rev.

Tower from a script by John Dui
reStradley. Church organization

portedly aims to turn out six luucontinuing.. .length documentaries annually-
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is recorded In this semidocumentary. Pic has strong values
as a museum piece. It also has

films,
m

mmm m

m
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Film Reviews

mass appeal, particularly for the
generation able to recall
of the older classics.
Basically, film' comprises clips
from some 40 films, mostly of the
vintage category. But in the blend(Continued from page 8)
ing, some typical behind-the-scenes
topped by Dagmar. Accent on sex
shots have been added to the inpaying off to tune of big $27,000.
tricacies of film
making. Also Last week, “Meet
At Fair”,
introduced are some of lesserplus vaude, $19,000.
known studio personalities who (20th)
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-80)
work on the other side of the
older

Continued from page 6

Old Overland Trail
two traditional
and ‘'Cowboy'? Dream of Heaven,”
cleffed by Jack Elliott. Two p.cL’s
are “Just A Wandrin’ Buckaroo,”
done with an echo-chamber effect,
and “Work For the^- Night Is Coming.” Slim Pickens is in the footsings, three tunes,

age as Allen’s chief sidekick. HO,
as well as Barcroft,

Leonard
provide

Herman and

Mimoy, .Apache
acceptable

chief,

support.

The Edward J. White production
makes good use of quite a number
of stock shots to cover the Indian
and William Witney’s direction keeps the pace going for a
fast 60 minutes. Milton Raison provided the screen story and John
MacBurnie the okay lensihg.
raids,

Brog.

Marshal

of

Cedar Rock

Allan “Rocky” Lane western
up to series standards; okay

program

oater.

some

cinating even though the quality of
the film may be poor.
The picture expertly untangles
the strands of prewar history to
show the viciousness and disregard
for individuals and their rights
which permitted Hitler and Stalin
to gain power, and it brings back
vivid reminders of the 1939 HitlerStalin pact, the Chamberlain flight
.to Munich, the subsequent conquering of Czechoslovakia and Poland. Scenes picturing Hitler are
o.verlong and lack the impression
of newness.
Brutality angle hasn’t been overlooked and is played to the hilt,
with scenes of survivors from both
German and Russian concentration
camps, and a couple of real shockers showing investigators examining victims of the infamous Katyn
massacre. There appears to be no
particularly good reason for including some of these shots, which
little
and certainly
contribute
aren’t the kind parents would want
their youngsters to see, A* d yet,
it’s just- that audience group which
needs to see this film most if they

WASHINGTON

—“Ivanhoe” (M-G).

treatment

of

its

own

history the Elstree producers have
been able to laugh at their own
masterpieces in a manner which

“Peter Part” (RKO-Disney). Wham
evokes hilarious response.
for second consecutive
Among the otfier vintage pieces $35,000
week
to break all records for this
featured is a scene from Hitchscale.
Holds indef. *
cock’s first talking pic, “BlackMetropolitan
(Warner)
(1,200;
mail”; Ralph Richardson’s first
90-$1.25)—“Hans Christian Anderfilm as Bulldog Drummond; Gersen”
(RKO).
Sock
despite
$25,000
trude Lawrence and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr„ in “Mimi” and Anna mixed notices. Holds. Last week,
“Torpedo Alley” (AA), so-so $4,500
May Wong and Charles Laughton in
6 days at regular scale.
in “Piccadilly.” In the parade of

Eye-Opener

.

St Loo, 40G; ‘Singer’ 14G,

Henry

Robert Shayne

Paul Jackson

Chris Peters ........... ..John Crawford
Prison Warden
John Hamilton.
Sheriff
......Kenneth MacDonald
John Harper
Herbert Lyttpn

Appointment in London
(BRITISH)

.

story of British bombers;
good results loom for U. S.

This Allan “Rocky” Lane entry

up to his Republic series standards, being fast-paced and. offering
plenty of action to satisfy in the
is

-

market.

London, Feb.

17.
A British Lion release of a British LionMayflower production. Stars Dirk Bogarde
and Ian Hunter. Directed -by Philip Leacock. Screenplay, John Wooldridge and
Robert Westerby; -camera, Stephen Dade;
editor, V. Sagovsky; music, John Wooldridge. At Leicester. Square Theatre,
*
London. Running time, J* MINS.

western programmer market.
Plot is the one about the railroad
coming through and the crooked
gent who is trying to get. hold of
all the ranches in the valley. To
get into this, opening finds Lane,
Tim Mason
a U. S. Marshal, fixing things so Commander
Captain Logan
Bill Henry, a convicted bank rob- Eve Canyon
Lieut.
Bill
Brown
ber, can escape and lead the law
•

out,

Henry

’

•

Dirk Bogarde
Ian Hunter
Dinah Sheridan
Bill Kerr
Bryan Forbes

....

Pilot Officer Gveeno

The way things turn Mac
innocent and leads *Dobbie

William Sylvester
Charles Victor

'.

is

.........

Anne Leon
.
Lane to Roy Barcroft, presumably Pamela Greeno
Walter Fitzgerald
Dr. Mulvancy
respectable citizen who operates Smithy
Anthony Shaw
various rackets. He’s the one who
sent Henry to jail and also terror:wartime bomber station is the
izes ranchers, robs stages, etc. Lane setting for this new British, film
goes about his cleanup business but. apart from a dramatic battle
resolutely, making the most of the scene over Germany, the cameras
fisticuffs and gunplay that mark rarely leave the main locale. There
the script.
is only a slender plot but the story
Lane is a good, two-fisted hero is crammed with good, telling inand Barcroft at home in the heavy cident which sustains interest. It
role. Eddy Waller, head of a cattle- may make a firm impression at the
men’s association; Phyllis Coates, boxoffice and ‘should get popular
his niece and fiancee of Henry; the showing with good results on both
latter, plus Robert Shayne, a Bar- sides of the Atlantic.
croft henchman, all furnish capable
The action takes place during
support.
1943 when the Allies were on the
Albert DeMond scripted from, a bombing * offensive against Gerstory by M. Coates Webster. Lend- many. Central character is Wing
ing and other technical credits are Commander Bogarde whose ambiBrog.
acceptable.
tion is to do 90 operational flights
before becoming chairborne.
His
score is 89, blit while he is being
Brothers
briefed for the final trip Bogarde is

A

Timely reminder of the dangers of totalitarianism, using
newsreel clips to study the
rise to power of Hitler and
Stalin. .Could latch op to headlines for good b.o. *
Parliament Pictures presentation released by Classic Pictures, Inc. Written
and narrated by Qtientin Reynolds; director, Robert Snyder; assistant director,
Stefan Bodnarluk; art editor, Kenneth
Snelson;. assistant editor, Ronald Saland;
musical director. Gene Forrell; sound
technician, Robert Vincent; musical score,
Arthur Honneger, A. Horee and Robert
asanyi. At Embassy Newsreel Theatre,
Y„ Feb. 21, J 53. Running time, A3
’

g

.

MINS.

grounded

instruction. Another, pilot is injured and the Wing Commander

steps in to lead his squadron.

He

deserves a court martial but gets
a decoration instead..

Cast
affair

is

almost entirely all-male

but two

femme

strong

Quentin Reynolds brings his
surefire style and delivery to both
the script and the narration, which
expertly relates the events- and
provides the whole with a certain
sense of humor which, however
grim, is nevertheless needed. Footage has been well chosen, partial*
larly in the
Soviet sequences,
which tell the story of Stalin’s
rise and expose the farce that is
the Russian “people’s democracy”
today. Sequences showing the oppressive Czarism and the subse-

quent development of Communism, with the emergence of such
figures as Kerensky, Lenin, Trotsky and, of course, Stalin, are fas-

films;

has

appeal

for

older

London, Feb. 10.
r
,
Associated British-Pathe release of AsBritish production. Introduced

sociated

.

by Richard Todd With commentaries by
Norman ShcUey, Georgie Henschel, Kenneth Connor, Leonard Sachs, Peter du
Rpch, Peter Jones and Warwick Ward.
Directed by GUbert Gunn. Camera, Stan1 y Gr nt
music. Philip Green; editor,
T?, ^
Richard? i
Best. Tradeshown in London.
Running time, *2 MINS.

,

,

(3,700*

(20th).

Okav

Last week, “Taxi” (20th).
.

Lower Mali (Community) (585;
“Under Red Sea” (RKO).

55-85)

—

Fair $2,500.

Last^week, “Sinners”

(Indie) (7th wk), $2,000.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,300?

“Naked Spur” (M-G)

55-85)—
Fancy

(m,o.).

Last week, “Tropic Zone”

$7,000.

(Par), $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 50-$1.19)—
“Peter Pan” (RKO). New high at
wow $44,000. Last week, “Down to
Sea In Ships” (Indie) and “American Guerrillas Philippines” (Indie)
(reissues), $8,500 at 85c top.

—

“Little Sheba” (Par)!
000. Holds. Last week,

1

Beautiful” (M-G)

—

—

•

—

“Savage” (Par) and “Tropic Zone”
(Par).
Fair $9,000>- -Last' week,
“Meet Me At Fair” (20th) and

—

000.

Holds.,

Last week, on reisu

SU6S

Denham

(Cockrill)

(1,750; 50-85)
,(Par) (3d wk). Good $9,-

“Thunder in East” (Par), $7,000.
—“Stooge”
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus) (800; 000. Last week, $12,500.
90)—“Face to Face” (RKO). Nice
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
Last week,
“Thief of “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th)
$4,500.
Venice” (20th) (2d wk), $4,000.
and “Star of Texas” (AA). Good
Shubert (Ind) (1,500; 50-60)— $15,000. Last week, “Mississippi
Shuttered.
Last week, “Million Gambler” (U), $20,000.
Dollar Mermaid” (M-G) and “DesEsquire
(Fox)
50-85)
(742;
perate Search” (M-G), oke $3,500. “Treasure Golden Condor” (20th)
and “Star of Texas” «(AA). Nice
•

Big $14,“Bad and

(m.oJ, $6,000.

‘IVANHOE’ LUSTY 116,
INDPLS.; ‘SINGER’ $9,000
Indianapolis, Feb. 24.
spotty at first-runs here

1

Biz

is

wave over weekend hurting some.
“Niagara” at
Indiana and “Ivanhoe” at Loew’s
are running close for top money,
both doing nicely. “Jazz" Singer”
at Circle it looks neat.
Estimates for This Week
this stanza; cold

Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76)—“Jazz

Singer”

(WB).

Neat

$9,000. Last week, “Cousin Rachel”
(20th) and “No Time for Flowers”
(RKO), $7,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)
“Niagara” (20th) and “Captive
Women” (RKO). * Nice $11,000.
Last week, “Stooge” (Par), hefty
*
$14,500.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-76)
“Reaching from Heaven” (Indie).
Mild $4,500. Last week, second-

—

.

—

.

'

run.

—

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)
“Ivanhoe” (M-G). Nifty $11,000 on
popscale run. Last week, “Naked

Spur”

(M-G)

and “Target

Hong
$3,000.
Last week, “Mississippi
‘Hans’ Hefty $30,000,
Kong” (Col),, $12,000.
Gambler” (U), $4,000.
Lyric (C-D) 11,600; 50-76)—“The
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)
Balto; ‘Wac’ Big 12G
“Stooge”
(Par)

Baltimore, Feb. 24.
Brighter grosses are being registered here currently, Sparked by
entry of new product and fine
weather over weekend.
“Hans
Christian Andersen” is topping
town easily at the newly reopened
Hippodrome with smash figure.
“Never Wave at a Wac” is sock at
the Town while “Ivanhoe,” at the
Century pulled them in at pop

*

•

—

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
“Hans Christian Ander-

50-$1.25)

sen” (RKO). Upped scale leading to
a fancy $30,000. House reopened
after nine month hiatus.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 2590)— “Stooge” (Par) (3d wk). Still
big $8,000 after $9,700 for second.
Holding a fourth.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)—
“Face to Face” (RKO) (2d wk).
Okay $2,300 after $3,900 opener.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; u)-70)
“Lawless Breed” (U) (2d wk). Fair
$4,200 gfter g0od $5,000 first week.
New (Mecnanic) (1,800?' 20-70)—
“Taxi” (20th). Moderate $9,900.
Last wedkj “Niagara” '(2dth)’ (2d

.

generation,

— “Niagara”

55-85)
$14,500.
$ 10 000

I

!

—

—

Semi-documentary traces British production back to silent

Hipp (Telemanagement)

i

scale.

18G

•

b.o.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warners). (3,000; 55-85)—
“I Confess” (WB). Good $13,000.
Last week, “Jazz Singer” (WB).
same.

Feb. 24.

characters
are introduced, Dinah Sheridan, to
provide romantic interest, and
Anne Leon, for pathos. There is
no aerial^ action until the final
sequence but this is done with
great realism.
Director Philip prices.
Leacock has handled this episode
Estimates for This Week
particularly well for a solid climax.
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20An all-round cast does a satisfy- 70) “Mississippi Gambler” (U).
ing job, with Dirk "Bogarde as the Opens
tomorrow (Wed.) after
JVing Commander leading his team “Ivanhoe” (M-G) at pop prices
with authority. Miss Sheridan fills came through with solid $10,800.

For those few in this country
whose eyes are yet to- be opened to her role with charm while Ian
the dangers of dictatorship in any Hunter, Bill Kerr, Bryan
Forbes
form, “Blood Brothers,” a newsreel and William Sylvester as principal
compilation paralleling the rise of characters on the airfield perform
Nazism and Communism and trac- with assurance. Film ha? been
ing their historical roots, should slickly edited with some fine camcome as a revelation. To the rest, era work by Stephen Dade.
the pic unravels the filmed record
Myro.
of & part of modern history with
which they are only too familiar.
The Elstree Story
Film has sock appeal and, with spe•
(BRITISH)
cial handling, could be built into

well.

55-85)—

(2,174;

„r

Bomber Command

on

ord and holdover. “Niagara” and
Marilyn Monroe ballyhoo shapes
only okay at the Hipp. “I Confess”
looms good at the Allen. Stillman’s “Come Back, Little Sheba”
looks big while “Ivanhoe,” back
for popscale run at State, is doing

“Jazz Singer” (WB). Pleasing $12,000.
Last week, “Bwana Devil”
(UA) (3d wk), firm $9,500 at upped

sensational figure at the Ambassador.
“Ivanhoe,” playing popscale, 'Devil’ Bangup $30,000,
looks fine at Loew’s. “Jazz Singer”
had a good week at the Fox, with
Denver;, ‘Gunsmoke’
“Stooge” supplanting today (Tues.).
Denver, Feb, 24.
Estimates for This Week
“Bwana
..Devil”
Ambassador <(F&M) (3,000; 90- Orpheum here thisis packing the
week and is
$1.20) ;“Bwana^ Devil” (UA). Wow
big enough to justify a holdover
Last "week, “Meet Cap- but because
$40,000.
of tight bookings, it
tain Kidd” (WB) and stageshow, has to
go out. Severe snowstorm
fair $13,000.
at start of week clipped many firstFox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)
run totals. “Ivanhoe” is doing so
“Stooge# (Par) and “No Time for well it is holding another
week at
Flowers” (RKO). Opened Tuesday the Broadway. “Gunsmoke”
shapes
(24th).
Last week, “Jazz Singer” stout in three locations.
(WB) and “Eight Iron Men” (Col).
Estimates for This Week
Good $14,000.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
“Gunsmoke” (U) and “Jungle Girl”
“Ivanhoe” iM-G).
Nice $14;000. (AA). Fair $6,000. Last week, “My
Last week, “Naked Spur” (M-G) Pal Gus” (20th) and “If Moscow
and “Rogue’s March” (M-G), sock Strikes” (Indie), $5,500.
$19,000.
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1.200; SOMissouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
BS)
“Ivanhoe” (M-G). Fine $9,-

Blood

(DOCUMENTARY)

(WB)

24.'

4.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 55-$l)—
State (Loewis) (3,450; 55-85)—
Natives are getting their first “Androcles and Lion” (RKO) (2d
wk).
Oke $6,000 after fancy $9,- “Ivanhoe” (M-G). Oke $11,000 on
glimpse of 3-D pix here this week,
return
visit.
Last week “Naked
000
last
week.
Stays on.
and even a tilted scale for “Bwana
Spur” (M-G), $14,000.
DeviL” will not keep it from a
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-85)
St. Louis,

War

to the loot.

Warner

Cleveland,

Feb.
^
,
Standout
here in current lan is
'Peter Pan,” soaring to new reccm

.Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 55-85)
“Mississippi Gambler” (U) (2d wk).
Fine $16,000 after sock $21,000
last week.
Moves on.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
-“Little Sheba” (Par) (2d wk).
Big $9,000 after $10,500 last week.
Holds.

*

Bill

‘Sheba’ Sturdy $14,000

popscale,

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 55-$l)
reflects the changing style and
tempo of film production. A scene “High Noon” (UA) (8th wk). Fine
from “Atlantic,” the picture based $4,500 for -stage of run. Same last
on the Titanic disaster, was in its week. Holds.
KeithV(RKO) (1,939; 90-$1.25)—
day taut drama; today R only

•

Anderson

At

Stays.
Previous
sturdy $9,000.
upped-scale run lasted five weeks.
Last week, “Cousin Rachel” (20th)
(4th wk), $5,000.

stars’ who worked at Elstree and
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Republic release of Rudy Ralston pro* 'are to understand the world we who haVe since become internaduction. Stars Allan "Rocky’' Lane; feational names are included Laurence
tures Eddy Waller, Phyllis Coates, Roy live in.
Barcroft, Bill Henry, Robert Shayne, DiRobert Snyder’s direction keeps Olivier, Michael Wilding, Stewart
rected by Harry Keller. Screenplay, Al- things moving satisfactorily.
Pic Granger, James Mason, Ray Milbert DeMond; story, M. Coates Webster;
land and Maureen O’Hara. ,~
camera, John MacBurnie; editor, Tony comes through with hard-hitting
Myro'.
Martinelli. Previewed Feb. IS, ’53. Run- impact and has many exploitable
53-MINS.
ning time,
,
angles that “can tie in with today’s
Allan "R6cky” Lane. .Allan "Rocky" Lane
job
Sound recording
....Black Jack headlines.
His Stallion
Eddy -WaDe .vacillates, and the musical score is ‘Devil’
In
Nugget Clark ... .r. .
Phyllis Coates
Martha Clark
Hift.
Henry Mason
Roy Barcroft unimpressive,
Bill

44G

In Cleve.; ‘Confess’ 13G,

Me

•

camera.
In its

'Peter Pan’ Record

l

(m.o.).
Stout
“Bwana Devil” (UA). Big $30,000.
Last week,
Last week, “Angel Face” (RKO) $5,500 in 5 days.
“Great
White
Hunter”
(Lip)
and
and “Dangerous Years” (20th),
“Captain Kidd” (Lip) (reissues)*
11 000

$

,

.

Paramount
50-85)

—“All

(Wolfberg)

Ashore”

(2,200;

(Col)

$5,000,.

and

“Pathfinder” (Col). Trim $13,000
or over. Last week, “Naked Spur”
(M-G) and “Hoaxters” (M-G), (2d
wk), $18,000.

Torrid $30,000,
Mont’l; ‘Confess’ 17G, 2d

‘Bali’

Montreal, Feb. 24.

Tabor

(Fox)
50-85)—
(1,967;
Standout newcomers here this
(U)
and “Jungle week is “Road to Bali,” terrific at
Girl” (AA). Big $9,000. Last week, Loew’s.
“I Confess”
continues
“Pal Gus” (20th) and “If Moscow very big in second stanza at Palace
Strikes” (Indie), $6,000.
while “Iron Mistress” is in a like
Vogue (Pike) (600; 50-85) “Bar- category in second round at
ber of Seville” (Indie). Fair $2,- Princess. “Happy Time” is rated
000. Last week, “Under Red Sea” trim at Capitol.
(RKO), $1,800.
Estimates for This .Week
Webber (Fox) (750; 50-85)—
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)
“Gunsmoke” (U) and “Jungle Girl”
(AA),
Good $3,000. Last week, “I Confess” (WB) (2d wk). Still
“Pal Gus” (20th) and “If Moscow very strong $17,000 following great
$24,000 in first round.
Strikes” (Indie), $2,750.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)

“Gunsmoke”

—

—

—

“Happy Time”

(Col).

Trim

$15,-

Last week,
“Blackbeard
Pirate” (RKO), $16,000.
3-D or Not 3-D
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)
Continued from page 7
“Iron Mistress” (WB) (2d wk).
aiming for. Cinemascope’s big fea- Continues sturdy with $11,000
ture being the panoramic view of after .solid $14,000 opening week.
the subject matter without the
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)
000.

—

—

1

.

.

“Road to Bali” (Par). Terrific
on depth.
Another -obstacle yeti to be hur- $30,000. Last week, “Stars, Stripes
dle# centers on simplifibatioh. 3-D Forevie?” T2Qth)
wk), $17,000.
wk), $6,500 .
Imperial' (C.T*.) (1,839; 34-60)
requires two strips of film to be
Playhouse (Schwaber) (430; 50- projected
“Cattle Town” (WB) and “Girl in
ip
synchronization
for
90)— “Happy Time” (Col) (2d wk).
Okay $8,000. Last
the optical effect. This means, of Case” (WB).
Holding* nicely at $4,100 after
“Blazing Forest” (Par) and
course, dual projection.
One of week,
$4,400 first session.
“Mine
With Iron Door” (Par),
Stanley (WB) .(3,280 25-75)—“Man the strips could be placed over the $7,000.
Behind Gun” (WB). Modest $9,700. other* and thus be thrown on the
Orpheum
(C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)-Last week, “Bwana Devil” (UA) (3d screen with a single machine, hut “Strange
Fascination” (Col) and
then the film could not be used
wk), $12,000 at upped prices.
Fine
^Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70) on standard, or 2-D, Screens. Im- “Target Hong Kong” (Col)*
C. Confi“Never Wave at Wac” (RKO). Rous- portant feature of the Polaroid $8,000. Last week, “K. “Overland
dential”
(RKO) and
ing $12,000. Last week, “Bad and processes is that the product
can Telegraph” (RKO) (2d wk), dull
stress

'

AM

•

A quarter of a century of continuous film-making at Elstree,
going back to the last days of the
silent era and the birth of ^ound Beautiful”
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,800.

!

'

be used either way.

$ 6 000 .
,
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THEY DROVE THE GOLDEN HERD
a thousand miles through Apache ambush!
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Gough Defends
Continued from page 4

Legion has taken upon

itself

Cinerama Execs

—

-

Continued from, page 3

'*

Scouting London

nesses and go in for a full-scale
The Journal
research program.
Preliminary survey leading to hastily points out that it is not
cussion upon which that democracy
regular
"admitted
the
mentioning
the
of
Cinerama
establishment
a
is based.”
for having showcase in- London will get under- and effective improvements in qualSpecifically cited
technicians
are sustudio
ity.
Our
Cinernixed "Limelight” was Fox West way early next month when
ama prexy Dudley Roberts, Jr., and perb in their field.”
Coast Theatres.
However, the article points out
executive veepee Frank Smith visit
Britain.
Paiv will confer with that with the exception of sound
N. O. Daily Raps Legion Nix
British exhib leaders and under- and color, "throughout the half
New Orleans, Feb. 24.
take the quest for a theatre best eentury of motion picture existence
Withdrawal of Charles Chaplin's suited to present the new medium. it’s been the same film, brighter,
"Limelight” from thfe* RKQ OrOriginally, Sir Alexander Korda longer, richer, more intelligent,
pheum here recently at the request
more prosperous but the same
American Legion was was slated to receive both the pro- film.”
the
of
and exhibition rights to
duction
termed "regrettable on several
The point the Journal makes is
counts” in an editorial Wednes- Cinerama for England and western
arrangement, the point being made around town
Korda’s
day (19) by The Item, leading Europe.
is
who
with
Michael
Todd,
made
sound was brought to the
that
afternoon sheet here,
‘The Legion has been a valu- no longer connected with Ciner- industry from outside, adopted by
described
by
company
ama,
was
a
and then hastily folstudio
one
able advocafe of American ideals,”
merely “an agree- lowed "by others who chose to give
the editorial stated, "but in its ac- spokesman as
formal
agree,”
with
no
to
ment
films a voice "rather than be outtions of this kind it does thfe community and the nation a disserv- pact being- inked. In addition, Kor- dated into bankruptcy.” The same
da encountered some .difficulty thing was true of color; arid is
ice. Anybody who believes that
Chaplin is unpatriotic has a right with the government regarding the now true of the various three-dipayment of royalties to Cinerama, mensional processes.
to criticize him. Most Americans
would agree that the actor has Inc., the company which manufacSome of the Hollywood dissiturers the equipment needed for
laid himself open to severe cendents go even further than the
the production and exhibition of Journal in their suggestiohs that
sure in a number of ways. It is
something else, howdver, for pri- Cinerama product.
the industry embark on a research
One aspect of Roberts* and program. It’s pointed out that most
vate citizens to undertake punitive
Smith’s London visit is to reach big
action against a person who has
industries, before marketing a
some agreement with British au- # new product, engage in widespread
not been proven guilty of violating
any U. S. laws. In this country a Thoritites regarding the royalty pay.-” research to determine possible
man is considered innocent until ments. Whether Cinerama will seek public acceptance.
he is formally convicted. In addi- a partnership arrangement with
"Here we are,” one producer
British filmites has not been disOrleanians
tion,
thousands
of
declared, "rtishing into three-dee
closed.
wanted to see ‘Limelight.’
The
on the assumption that the public
film was doing well at the boxofwants it. We“don’t know for sure
fice.
but the way the various studios are
announcing projects in the depth
"Thus, the group who asked
Mfr.
medium you get the inescapable
withdrawal of the picture and the
film officials who agreed to it are
feeling that we’re going to ram it
Continued from page 7
down the public’s throat. What’s
in the position of telling Orleanians what movies they can see and public offering of $2,000,000 in 4% going to happen a year from now
*"
what they cannot. This is nothing convertible debentures, due in if the public rebels?”
1958. It’s no secret that 20th-Fox’s
The most cautious approach to
less than censorship.
Cinemascope,
announcement
of
the problem has been expressed by
"In this connection, it is inter-'
esting to note the recommenda- said to be similar to Cinerama, had. Dore Schary, who has repeatedly
tion of J. M. Lopez, local FBI a downbeat effect on Cinerama, insisted that-—despite the grandiose
chi^f, made to a Legion post the Inc.’s financial structure. However, claims of its proponents 3-D will
other day. He praised the Legion’s company officials are convinced never replace 2-D. Schary feels that
aid to the FBI and asked that it that once it gets started in equip- the answer is "good pictures” and
be continued. But her also sug- ping more Cinerama theatres and he insists that if a picture is good
gested the Legion should be alert manufacturing additional cameras "you’ll go to sefe it whether it's in
to discourage unwise or hurried •for production, its stock will again black-and-white Or color, whether
find public, favor. Manufacture of in 3-D or flat.”
actions on a vigilante nature.
"Altogether, it would seem that the cameras as well as the special
Over the weekend, he underlined
the ‘Limelight' episode has weak- projectors, it’s indicated, is a time- the growing feeling that the Indus-'
ened, not advanced, the tradition consuming project. An additional try must proceed withxaution. "I
five cameras have been completed believe,” he told a Rotary Club
pf American freedom.”
The Avenue, art and foreign pix and four are currently in. produc- luncheon, "that worldwide audihouse, booked "Limelight” Satur- tion.
ences will in the next couple of
From the exhibition standpoint, years help us to determine which
day (21) for extended engagement.
Cinerama
biz continues socko. On films we should make in thirdBiz reported "fair” opening day.
the basis . of the presentation of dimension.” Again, however, he
James Stewart will star in Para- its initial entry, at the Broadway emphasized the belief that "there
mount’s "Strategic Air Command,” Theatre, N. Y., it’s estimated that will always be a’ market for the sowith cooperation of the U. S. Air the Main Stem run should gross called conventional motion picture
in the neighborhood of $2,000,000. —the two-dimensional film.”
Force.
Cinerama is maintaining a class
Lacking a market research propolicy with its legit-like aura. The gram, vet cameraman Karl Freund
two-a-day policy enables the outfit believes the industry should at
to line up ^benefit shows as well as least exercise economic caution
hefty convention business. Its tick- in approaching any innovation.
ets are still among the hottest at Freund, who has been a camera
to
the brokers.
expert for 47 years, feels that the
With the Detroit opening, first film biz should move slowly in
outside of New York, set for March expending money for cameras,
23, advance mail-orders totalled projectors,
special
screens and
6,955 within four days following other appurtenances needed to crethe initial announcement of the ate the depth-illusion until public
preem. Across-the-counter ticket reaction has
been
adequately
sales will not begin until March 1, tested.
when the boxoffice opens.
"We’ve been short of cameras

the tions for the future of American
democracy and the freedom of dis-

role of judge and jury, he explained f
’*We have never endeavored to
judge or to clear anyone. We have
given the facts to the public so
that the people can judge. We are
.alerting them to the danger because we feel that the public must'
have, full knowledge before taking

Research

||

great problems. However, the
dissi
dents point out that in those
dav*
the industry was not faced by
the
competition of television, which
i«
rapidly making a film theatre out
ut

.

any

action.”
He also said

he would ask the
Legion’s national executive board
to petition the Government' to take
action in the case of the picture being made in New Mexico by film
workers who have been named as

of every living room,

but would prove tremendously ecol

nomical. The current race to 3
-d
involves investments of untold
millions. The return, some Hollywood
veterans feel, is far from certain.

—

"What it boils down
filmite declared, "is that

'

OK

B»0. in D. C.
Washington, Feb. 24.

“Limelight,” which opened last
(19) at the Plaza and Little Theatres, has been playing to
“good audiences,” despite picketing
by the American Legion, according
to Samuel Roth, operator of -the
two houses. Roth said opening day
was not up to expectation at the
$1.25 top scale but that attendance
has been building since.
Legionnaires have picketed both
theatres but only in the evenings
from about 7 to 9;30 p.m. Pickets
carry signs reading "Does Chaplin’s

Thursday

Legion

Record Deserve
Support” and "American
Suggests That You Con-

sider

Chaplin's

Pro-Communist
Public

Pro-Communist

The Legionnaires also
distribute handbills listing Chapalleged pro-Commy affilialin’s
Record.”

tions.

B’klyn Post Defends ‘Limelight*
American Legion and exhibs who
have refused to show "Limelight”
because of the Legion's interference with the* pic are rapped in a
resolution passed by the Brooklyn
Bedford-Eastern Parkway chapter
of the American Veterans Committee. Unit forwarded the resolution
to the Allied States Assn., calling
upon 'that outfit to resist any
Legion "pressure” against exhibiting the Charles Chaplin production.
This was the second such action
against the Legion. Earlier this
month the motion picture chapter
of the AVC similarly attacked it.
Bernard Segelin, chairman of the
Brooklyn post, said the membership unanimously "deplored the
willingness of exhibitors to submit
to unwarranted demands of this
•pressure group. This AVC chapter
felt that the action of the theatreowners carries ominous implica-

—

—

—

Groucho Marx, who ought

know,

ARTHUR MAYER’S

says, that

SS
|

j

is

which ought
says

it’s

the

Rialto,
films

(2)

Get a

grossed almost as

claimed

to,

much

are expected to attend the event,

Mayer

sug-

never gone into a
bookstore can get Merely
Colossal hot off the griddle by
sending $3.50 with their name
and address to Simon and
Schuster, publishers. Dept.

as they

and (3) did odd
Compo.

jobs for dear old

M-5, 630

Now

Mayer, masquerading
as an author, tells all — or
a
little more than all: stories
about
hundreds of people you know

Fifth Avenue,

New

York 20.
* If your

name

not in the index,
complain direct to Arthur Mayer.
He may put you in the next

including, 'perhaps, yourself.*

TA* New Yark TImis coHi

opy quickly at your
cor

who have

actually

is

edition.

"rambvnctlewly entertaining."

According to Film Pally, H'e a
It

the First Greater New York Scientific and Engineering Career Conference s
From the standpoint of the theatres, the aim is to point up the
value of the use of theatres in offhours for educational and other
events. Theatres are being provided gratis, with out-of-pocket expenses made up by contributions
from Various interested companies
to the Technical Society Council
and by an underwriting of several
of the theatres involved.
Full-scale rehearsals with the
educators aVe now being held to
give the - program •' entertainment’
as well as edUcaftoriai values. Each
.theatre will’ be equipped with’ twoway audio so that students may
ask questions and receive immediate answers. Both the q.&a. will
be heard in each of the seven the-

heartening factor -to homeoffice
execs and circuit ops is that the
first-runs and neighborhood operations generally were registering
well prior to the holiday period.
Wall St. brokers close to the
film scene take the view that the
introduction of 3-D and announcements on future product with, the

added dimension have stimulated
the public’s interest in pix generally, and it’s reflected in presently
bolstered b.o. Improved quality of
seme current releases also is
noted. But there’s some feeling in
the financial area that today’s upbeat is not necessarily evidence of
a continuing trend. * "It’s an erratic business, always going up
.

and down,” said one Wall

"mwt"

"a refresher cewrte

Theatres taking part in the
demonstrations are the Paramount,

Broadway;

Lane,

Heights;
for movlomon.

In real

ebowmanehtp."

—

Streeter.
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Going from B’way

to Hollywood,

or vice versa? “The Best Way” is
to ship your car. not to drive it,
advises Judson Freight Forwarding Division of National CarloadIng Corporation, now celebrating
its 75th anniversary. Judson has
shipped hundreds of cars and
thousands of trunks for stage,
screen, radio and TV celebs.

You save wear and

tear on you
driving costs,

,
I

•
,
•

A

complete

Washington

See your telephone directory for
nearest National Carloading Office or write to: Judson Forwarding, National Carloading Corporation, 19 Rector Street, New
York $. N. Y<-

i

all cur-

rent

3-B headaches before they
cropped up, jthe dissidents insist.
It’s readily granted that the lack of
such a program in the past particularly in te^ms of the development of color and sound posed no

—

—

Fabian FOX, Brooklyn;
Century Marine, Brooklyn; RKO
Bronx; Century Prospect, Jamaica, and Moss Lee The-

Fordham,
atre,

Fort Lee, N. J.

CINERAMA
t

•

--

"Magnificent beyond words * , . Rub# Oeidberg
The Aim with » new dimension
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BROADWAY THEATRE, 53rd

i

i

•

1

|

engagement

program

research

1

I

trial

illusion films.”

would have taken care of

»

1

on

your

If

either coast extends into a solid
spot, just call Judson And have
your car shipped to you.

I

.

I

and car, actual
storage enroute, and expenses involved in the long trip. Besides,
you have much better chance of
arriving in one piece yourself if
you take rail or air and let Judson ship yolir car and belongings.

-

atres.
It

Atet/en Fltfuri Daily eaye It l>
"better entertainment for
members of »ho Jndwitry than anything TV ha* to offor."

Variety call*

Continued from page 3

skedded for 10 a.m. from an ABC
studio. Session has been dubbed

gests that those of his friends

imported

which

lL";

know,

nearest bookstore.
restore.

B., not the old gray,
but Arthur-the fellcfw who (
1
used to run those horror films

foreign

to

Variety,

truly colossal.

You may remember
Mayer. Not Louis

at

N.Y. Theatres

merely colossal. But

3

Broadway and other key "downtown” -areas across the country
were sock over the weekend (gross
reports on Pages 8 and 9). But the

and projectors for some time,” he
complains, "and yet everyone is
rushing into stereoscopic methods
which require the use of extra cameras and projectors. Where are they
going to come from? It would have
been better to try a few test pictures in 3-D by putting a lens attachment on a regular camera,
which would give the necessary
two prints on a single film. Each, of
course, would be in 16m and the
quality wouldn’t be up to what we
normally expect but I think the
public would accept it as an experiment and we could quickly and
economically discover just how interested the public Is in depth

Biz Spurt
Continued from page

consideration. The crop of
these bigger pix are now in wide
circulation, accounting for the current uptrend.
The past long holiday weekend
brought top coin in most sections
of the country, as was more or
less expected. But in 'certain instances the returns soared above
the good-holidajr-biz level. Oscar
Doob, Loew’s exec, revealed that
the Capitol, Broadway showcase,
drew $30,000 on Sunday (22),
which is "phenomenal” for that
house.
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Cinerama

it’s

nesses in thfe world. It shbuld conduct itself accordingly.”

'

t

to,’’

Hollywood woke up and realized
that it is one of the biggest busi-

—

Communists.

.

Research would not only heln
eliminate pitfalls, they point out
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PICTURES

P'Skiety
Madison Back

Inside Stuff—Pictnres
Gene Murphy, ex-Loew Theatres p.a. and now
Desert Inn and the La'S Vegas Hotel Managers

to Pix

publicist for both the
Assn., feels that “for
to us again,” referring to the current spread

Guy Madison

returns to films to
star in “Burning Arrow,” a high-

budget western to be produced by
in Natural Vision. It will
be the studio’s second 3-D venweek, but ture, following
“The House of
"

the third time Life gave it
,
on the Nevada resort.
Las Vegas is pitching for a buildup as a legit resort, not just a

Warners

“gambling Gehenna,” as the* Variety roundup stated last
apparently that “seems to be the best appeal the picture mags see,” Wax”.
says Murphy who came east with the Desert Inn’s Wilbur Clark on a
“Arrow” wiil be filmed in Wargolf tournament buildup including a $35,000 donation to the Damon nerColor,
with David Weisbart
Runyon Cancer Fund which Walter Winch-ell promises to help stimu-producing and Gordon Douglas

late.
It is

no secret that Miami Beach is feeling the Las Vegas tourist
and thaf; goes for Palm Springs, Calif., the Arizona resorts,

di-

recting.

opposition,

and the

the Italian-made film has been booked in some 20 key cities during
Picture, incidentally, has been
Easter, according to its distributors.
rated A-II (Morally Unobjectionable for Adults) by the National Legion of Decency which also noted that the Fernandel starrer presents
Meantime, director
“certain concepts contrary to Catholic belief.”
Julien Duvivier has a “Camillo” sequel before the cameras in Rome.
With Fernandel again- in a "top role, it’s tagged “Return of Don
Camillo.”

Metro has made a gratis pitch for Brotherhood Week via two-andone-half minute short currently making the rounds of film houses.
Quickie, conceived and written by Silas S. Seadler, Metro ad manager,
and produced by Frank Whitbeck, registers effectively in the “love
thy neighbor” vein. Running time confines itself to a spiel by a likeTalk reflects on the
able wounded Marine vet of the Korean war.
brotherhood among men fighting together in Korea, with a windup
more
tolerant
attitude'
a
at
home.
for
Message
is brief and to
plea
the point, without being mawkish.

Samuel Goldwyn and his “Hans Christian Andersen,” as a result of
special showings of the film in Washington for lawmakers, were spotlighted in the Congressional Record twice within two weeks.
Sen. Frank Carlson said that Goldwyn’s life story was “a typical example of the American way of life.” Rep. Ben F. Jensen said the film
was a “strong contribution to American entertainment.”
Problem of what
Warner Theatre, on Broadway, has led to some conversations over the past couple of weeks on
the possibility of switching “South Pacific” from the Majestic to the
this week said that the talks merely were exploratory,
film house.
that the idea has now been dropped.
to do with the shuttered

WB

—

A N. Y. Times vox popper sees perhaps a reverse cycle Hollywood
feeding legit, instead of vice versa in “Hazel Flagg” stemming from a
pic, “Nothing Sacred,” and “The King and I” having been originally
a Hollywood production, “Anna and the King of Siam.”

—

New Cinerama

ads fingerpointing at “no glasses are needed,” with

on the difference between the Broadway Theatre
show and the wave of 3-D processes which require polaroids.

forthright accent
(N. Y.)

Push 16m
Continued from page

5

machine.
Loew’s is cooperating Rank Organization holds a 50%
with various equipment dealers in stock say-so.
the field in testing the idea.
Sid Albright, 20th chief here,

Roadshow Circuits
said that his company would adhere rigidly to a sales policy covis that, either with the aid
Point Four or local governments, ering only those situations not in
roadshow circuits using magnetic competition with the 35m. Aussie
tape soundtrack might be estab- showmen would be fully protected
Ron
Albright said.
lished.
It’s argued that such cir- regardless,
cuits would also facilitate distri- Pitt, 20th exec, takes charge of the
bution of documentaries whi£h Knd\v 16m department as of this
authorities are anxious to get be- week.
fore their people.
Only major U.S. distributor here
Biggest 16m markets today are solely handling 35m product is
Brazil, which emerged as the No. 1 United Artists.
territory during 1952; Britain and
France. 20th-Fox has just moved
into Australia and is considering
starting 16m operations in New
Jr.
Zealand; United Artists, never be]
Continued from page 3
fore active in 16m, has selected
the first 12 pix with which to start eral months and a showdown is exnarrow-gauge operations in Aus- pected at the annual stockholders’
tralia and Brazil.
Company also meet in May in N. Y.
expects to be in France and Italy
Yarn, entitled “How Mobsters
by the end of 1953. UA execs, call- Grabbed a City’s Transit Line,”
ing the 16m market “treacherous,” was written by Gordon Schendel
are determined to go slow in ex- and covers a full two' pages in fine
panding their new activity.
type in the appendix of the ConUniversal, one of the most active gressional Record. Insertion could
distribs in the 16m field, is “push- be reprinted, at cost, by the Gov~
ing” narrow-gauge all over, accord- ernment printing office should
ing to Americo Aboaf, U foreign Roosevelt request it.
sales manager. Aboaf says the Far
Roosevelt’s belated interest in
East and Latin America provide the piece is a puzzler but is seen
the greatest potential for 16m ex- relating to two possible developpansion.
is about to commence ments. One is the pending fight at
operations in Spain and Ecuador, 20th, in which case stockholders
and is launching narrow-gauge on a could be mailed the Congressional
larger scale in Colombia and also reprint material without fear of
in Siam, where, with' the exception any legal action by Green.
of first-runs in Bangkok, practically
The other might tie up with pothe entire country eyin be .covered litical moves in the state since
with 16m.
both Roosevelt and J. Raymond
Hollywood’s increasing emphasis McGovern, now comptroller of
on color is affecting 16m costs to JST. Y. State, are known to be inthe point where a number of distribs terested in 'the governorship. Mcsend out tlnters in black-and-white. Govern is on the board of United
Cost of making- ^cgfor joints fur- Cigar-Whelan stores where Green
"
ther'' reduces’ the “Already" narrow is chairman of the exec committee.
profit in I6i!f operatidhs?
20th' spokesmen have' disclaimed
with Roosevelt’s
any connection
"
v
"
Action.'*
aottt*
Amide
.
iijw/fn
,
F. D. R., Jr., spoke briefly
Sidney,Jfeb. 17.''
Decision of 20th-Fox to .enter the the House last week and his re16m field here has caused eyebrows marks, followed by the article, apto rise in local industry circles.- peared Feb. 20. Roosevelt said 'he
Executives of the major Hoyts’ pic wanted to include the piece, which
loop, which 20th-Fox control's, have appeared in a “recent” issue of
4,
long been opposed to 16m opera- Collier’s, because l trust (it) will
tion.
be of interest to my colleagues.”
New move, however, is seen as a Time lag wasn’t explained by the
counter to the Greater Union Thea- le^ slator, nor his sudden interest
activities.
tres’
16
set-up in Which ‘the in Green and his past
Hope

of

FDR,

U

(4
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Continued from page

surrounded
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:

bona

by

state.

Louis Vaudable, who joined the
restaurant in 1941, took over from
his father after the war and runs
Continued from page 4
this famed place as a thriving busiConvention at the Deshler-Wallick ness. Friday night is reserved for
Hotel here, April 7-8.
only those in formal attire and is

TOA’s Long-Range

—

Secretary Robert A. Wile has an- strictly adhered to. The name is
nounced Arthur L. Mayer, former also put to frozen dinners sold to
executive secretary of Council of airlines and to brands of wines and
Motion Picture Organizations; Jack champagne sold abroad. Vaudable
Servies, sales manager for National
Theatre Supply; and Maurice Bergman, public relations director for
Universal, already booked with
more to come.
Wile, incidentally, has been beating the luncheon club circuit lately,
carrying the pix message throughout the state.
Wile has other
speakers on tap in Cleveland and
Cincinnati in a kind of speakers’
bureau setup.

See II7G
I

—

Continued from page 4

guest of honor and Jack
slated as toastmaster.

The

$50-a-plate

Benny

New York

is

din-

ner stressed the brotherhood theme
in a dramatic reading of “The
A.

of
which a roster
pated.
B.

C.’s

Brotherhood”
of

in

celebs partici-

Recipients of the awards included Walter D. Fuller, board chairman, Curtis Pub. Co., magazines;
John Golden, rep of the legit stage;
W, R. Hearst, Jr., repping news
services; Jack R. Howard, ScrippsHoward prexy, newspapers; Spyros
P. Skouras, pix; Danny Kaye, en-

says that besides the myth quality
a restaurant must have the food

and drink necessary

to

make

Of Ben Berger’s

fide

Parisians who come from the stock
of 2,500 loyal clients. Albert feels
that Americans ‘want to eat French
food and very rarely ask for outwell-done
mixtures, or
landish
He says that the Belgians
steaks.
Egyptians
eat the most and the
Louis Barthe,
spend the most.
head chef, keeps the 70 or more
items on the menu in their well

renowned

like.

Run of the IFE import, “Little World of Don Camillo at the Bijou,
N. Y„ reportedly has been so encouraging from a b.o. standpoint that

N.Y. Scornful

Top Headwaiter

Hollywood, Feb. 24,

21

it

a

delightful memory for the palates
Of course he realof the clients.
izes what the world name of Maxim’s has done for it and fondly recalls the two famous farces .that

‘Pix as Utility
Reported plan of Bennie Berger,
prexy of North Central Allied, proposing Federal legislation to place
production-distribution in a similar
category as a public utility, was
greeted by industry execs in N. Y.
this week with complete scorn and
dismissed as “utterly fantastic.”

Tradesters contend that any Senator or Representative seeking to
establish a public utility rating for
the film industry would be laughed
out of Congress. Exhibs as well as
distribs echoed this view, pointing
out that such Government control
would constitute an unwarranted
interference with free enterprise.
Fact that motion pictures have received, in essence, free-press rights
from the Supreme Court is cited as
an important reason for stymieing

any Government

action.

Berger, extremely active politically in Minnesota, is said to have
lined up at least one legislator willing to introduce such a bill in Congress. Timetable for such action,
it’s indicated, depends largely on
the outcome of the hearings before

were written about Maxim’s, “La
De Chez Maxim’s” of
Georges Feydeau and “Le Chasseur de Chez Maxim’s” by Yves
Mirande. The third act of Franz
Lehar’s “Merry Widow,” which
the Senate Small Business Comtakes place there, was also one of
mittee. A full-scale probe of inthe things that helped make this
dustry
trade practices has been set
the world renowned restaurant it
by the Congressional body for late
is today.

Dame

The tables in the main room are
for the elite, and Albert’s practiced eye seats others depending
on how they look to him or their
importance. Friday

is still the traditional formal night, with a nucleus of the old crowd on hand for
chatter and food. Many restaurants and boites have used the

Maxim

tag

all

over

,

the

world.

March or

early April.
Meanwhile, Allied States Assn.,
largely responsible for instituting
the Government hearings, is amassing evidence for presentation to the
committee.
Exhib org’s leaders
have indicated they plan “no gentlemanly approach” in their fight
to curb the alleged distrlb abuses.
They have given notice that they’ll

There are over 100 in existence, demand strict adherence to the
with namesakes in Miami, New Government’s consent decree judgYork, Brussels, Geneva, Beirut, ment. Main barrage of the exhib
Budapest and Bucharest. However, attack will center on high-percentage pre-release pictures, which exstill the greatest of them all is the
original which is still ensconced hibs claim has the effect of dison Rue Royale off the Concorde trib dictation of admission prices.
and still wears its turn-of-the-centainers, and David Sarnoff, radio
tury decor so dear to the hearts
and TV.
Schwartz accepted for
of its patrons.
Kaye who had to leave for the
’Ulysses’
Albert feels that American paPalace where he is concurrent. J. trons have not changed much
Continued from page 7
Robert Rubin, general chairman, though the madcap millionaire is
accepted the ailing John Golden’s missing, and time has brought such ment in which he found Hollywood
award for the legit vet.
articles to the menu as grapefruit immersed over depth films on his
Witty presentations were made and scrambled eggs, and the pres- trip to the Coast. “I felt I was
by attorney Louis Nizer, who in- ence of ketchup on its shelves.
forced to follow suit in “The
troduced Skouras by saying pic inA meal can be had there now ‘Odyssey, ” This project will be
dustry is in search of a dimension. for about 3,000 francs ($7.50), but a French-Italian co-production. A
“In human relations, too, we tend extras usually push up the tab to U. S., distribution deal, and whethto look at things from one angle twice that per average head.
er it will be shot in Italian and
only,” he declared. “It’s high time
English versions will be determined
we see the picture from two angles
later.
and get the full truth about tolerMeantime, Ponti-De Laurentiis
ance and understanding.” In a refPointing
product other than “Odyssey” is
erence to 20th-Fox’s current acbeing
distributed through Para— Continued from page 5 sr- —
tivity in wide-screen and 3-D piomount under a deal inked last fall.
neering, Nizer said Skouras had might be disinclined to vote for a Agreement calls for P-DL to de“lived a life of width and depth.” measure involving all industries hit liver 10 pictures annually over a
In his acceptance speech, Skou- by the excises because of the hefty two-year term.
Par will release
has surveyed impressions from his amount of tax coin that would be them ip Italy as well as the world
recent Far Eastern survey trip lost.
market]
and urged the U. S. practice the
Four films already have been comIn another facet of the situation,
equality which it is trying to teach the film industry’s pitch to Con- pleted by P-DL under its Par pact.
the rest of the world. Introduced gress for elimination of the tax Production plans for three others
as a surprise speaker, former Vice- will include the contention that pix are under way, according to De
President Alben W. Barkley deliv- account for but 60% to 65% of Laurentiis. Slated to be lensed in
ered an informal talk that proved Treasury tax collections, and in color, trio includes “Judith and
the highlight of the evening.
some areas for as little as 50% or Holofernes,” “Helen of Troy” and
Participating in the dramatic 55%. Data, the result of a prelim- “Attila, Scourge of God.”
reading, scripted by Morton Sun- inary study, contradicts the genshine, were John Cameron Swayze, eral assumption that films conQuentin Reynolds, Mel Allen, Bob tribute anywhere from 75% to 80%

G0MP0

i

-

3-D Field Day

Ben Grauer, Danny of the admissions levy.
Kaye, Conrad Nagel, Wendy BarOn the basis of the 65% figure,
rie, Bill Hayes, Jack Russell and theatres bring the Government bethe Billy Williams Quartet.
tween $180,000,000 and $190,000,000 rather than the $225,000,000
$230,000,000 revenue quoted so far.
Execs feel their case for tax relief
will hot be hurt by the sudden
spurt tof interest in 3-D. Pitch will
iSSSHS Continued from page 4
be that the Government should not
select the subcommittee which will stand iri the way. of a “distressed”
conduct the motion picture hear- industry trying to help itself.
Committee voted last week
ings.
to conduct hearings in Washington
and L. A. on indie exhibitor complaints that the majors are indulging in t rade practices violating
Continued from page 3 - - "
Considine,

Continued front page

1

four-cornered scramble for dates.

w

Columbia, Paramount and Metro

have their illusion pix ready
for distribution at that time. Although final shooting on the films
hasn’t been completed, homeoffice
sales departments are already actively selling the pix. As a result
of Par’s recent N, Y. demonstration
of rushes of “Sangaree,” in its own
3-D process, exhib requests for
will

Snaper

-

bookings

Documentary

have

poured

into

the

homeoffice. Par hasn’t finalized any
dates yet, since it, too, is faced
J with print and spec problems.
their antitrust decrees.
Columbia’s film peddlers are acHearings, are expected, to open seen quite a bit of very interestlate in March -and Jo run over into ing film from Korea and Alaska tively selling “Fort Ti” for prebeginning
engagements
the beginning of April. Committee and I am now on the trail of a lot release
4
Like the Warner film,
staff made several trips to L. A. more from Europe and Africa,” May 20.
“It
my
Vogel.
is
Murphy
wrote
Natural
Gunzburg’s
Milton
in
it’s
a
and other parts of the country
few months ago, listening to com- plan to assemble as much film as Vision process. Metro, employing
work
Metrothen
to
dubbed
get
its own 3-D method
plaints from indie exhibitor groups is available and
on the production.”
vision, is offering “Arena” for May
and individual exhibitors.
Actor feels that the project dates. Pic went into production on
Large number of exhibitors,
some distributors, and reps from would, have tremendous public re- Feb. 11 and is slated for pre-release
the Justice Department Will be lations value in selling the indus- on May 15. Company also has set
called upon to testify. In the event try. “I can imagine fathers, moth- plans for its second 3-D picture, a
hearings show apparent violations ers, sweethearts in every town try- large-scale effort reportedly budg“The
of the decrees, Justice Dept, will ing to recognize 'their boys’ in the eted at $2,000,000, Film is
be asked to take legal action shots of the audiences which vary Rope’s Fnd,” with ‘William Holden
already signed for one of the leads.
from a. few to. 15*000,” he noted.
,,
against the distributors.
,

;
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collusion by claiming
thqy were not engaged in inter-

•fixing' anil
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commerce; therefore ;the
government had no jurisdiction.
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NEW YORK
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.

Wax,” which company
nessed last week.

staffers wit-

.

N. Alsbrook.

Fred Palmer, city manager for
Interstate at Vernon, announced
construction has started on a new
1,200-seater to be known as the
Vernon Theatre;.* will replace one
that Was destroyed by fire last
September.
Juan Silvas named manager of
the Guadalupe Theatre, San An-r
tonio, and A. Camacho was made
*

.

in Naples, Italy. Miss Gabor cancelled nationwide publicity trek to

Miss Gabor returned

Teatro Nacional
Monday <23).
there. Both operated by the ZaraNominating committee of Allied goza Amus. Co:
of Eastern Pennsylvania has subJoseph Botello, usher at the Ritz,
mitted the following ‘names for Corpus Christi, broke .both anus,
board of governors for three year- while changing the theatre’s marterms: W. B. Ellis and Norman quee
sign*. He was knocked from
Lester
J.
Philadelphia;
Lewis,
ladder by a motorist who was backStallman, Reading and Harold D.
into
a parking ‘space.
r Cohen; Lewistown; to fill a vacancy ing
Tremont Theatre Corp., recently
for a two-year term, Mark Rubinpurchased
the Tremont, Galveston,
sky, Harrisburg; for alternate govclosed since June 1951. Ben, Clark
ernors to- serve one year, Max Koit,
is prez of the, group which paid
Allentown; Mel Koff, Glenside, and
$19,474 for the house.
Samuel Segal, Philadelphia.
Stanley Co. of America leased
two floors of midtown Frankel
.
Bldg., as its new eastern district
Sam Gould, with l^B for 20 years
office upon removal from the Earlethe last five as city manager
and
Theatre Bldg.
of circuit’s Greensburg, Pa., theSeveral first-run theatres reatres, resigned to manage the two
ceived cuts- in real estate assesshouses
in New Castle, Pa., just
ments- in a recent realignment by taken over by Norbert- Shem.
city's Board of Revision of Taxes.
Larry
Lowstuter’s lease on the
Walter H. Potamkin, formerly State in Meyersdale expired, and
with Norman Lewis Theatres, Inc., house was acquired by Jesse
joined Columbia as city salesman; Cramblett, owner of the Village in
skipper

of

.

PITTSBURGH

succeeded by Joseph Kane, who Salisbury.
Slar,
Jack Greenberg's
Lloyd D. Weir appointed WB
J., to join Lewis.
salesman in Erie territory. He is
son of May Weir, vet booker at
the exchange. Weir, supplants John
Dugan, who returned to St. Louis.
Trans-Tex Theatres will take over
Jimmy Nash, Jr., son of the
the Melba and Varsity Theatres West View exhib, joined Screen
here from Interstate Feb. 26.
Guild as salesman.
Charles Weisenburg named head
F. D.
(Dinty) Moore, former
of Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners Warner division sales manager
Assn:, to succeed Claude C. Ezell, who recently opened his own bookwho resigned because of ill health. ing office here, just added two
James Payne returned from serv- more theatres to his accounts,
ice in Korea to take over duties as George Sallow’s Metropolitan and
booker at local Paramount ex- Morgan in Morgantown, W. Va.
Gerald
succeeds
change here;
Tony Cotsoumbis resigned as
Haile, named salesman in Kansas manager of Warners* Belmar, will
City territory.
be replaced by Willard Johnson,
R. C. Sweeney, of Fort Worth, from circuit’s Philadelphia zone.
sold his Pelican Drive-In at JenJohn Keady resigned from the
nings, La., to Joseph Marcantel.
WB Theatres contact department
Kenneth McFarland, Jr., and to go with J. Edgar Thompson
A. M. Riley took over the Pines Steel Cq. as an auditor; Sarah
Drive-In at Nacogdoches. New. own- Krill took over his old post.
ers completely remodeled ozoner
Dave Leff, former UA salesman
which they reopen soon.
here and later head of company’s
Exhibitors gathered at state cap- exchanges in Buffalo and Cleveland, went back to Buffalo as rep
there for Italian Films Export.
Louis Lutz resigned as manager
of the Penn and Victor Theatres

.leaves

Camden, N.

.

DALLAS

•

in

New

Castle.

MINNEAPOLIS
Have Friedman, Chicago Par exdrums for RoseClooney and “Stars Are

ploiter, in to beat

mary

Singing.”
Audie Murphy, Susan
Stars
Cabot, Jesse White and Renata
Hoy here for opening of “Gun-

smoke”

at

RKO-Orpheum.

Society
Minnesota U Film
booked special three-day showing
of French “La Ronde” for April.
John Reed left as manager of
Paramount, St. Paul, to' go into
other business; replaced by Howell

Kadrie of Riviera Theatre.

CHICAGO

Your Hosts,
Tht Family Jocpti

Sheldon Metz, National Screen

OWNERSHIP MANAGEMENT

Hotel

COLUMBIA
)
Cfoan, Comfortable

THEATRICAL
RATES

NEWLY RENOVATED
ROOMS*

Sit
Kit.

l

r Incfc

70 W. 44th ST.

On

Weekly Bails
LU. 2-0560

.

salesman, leaves to join Institute
of Better Reading.
Twin City Drive-In, Champaign,
111., reopens March 6.
Essaness
Chicago, also starts its ozoner season same day.
Robert Brown appointed Ohio
manager for Encyclopaedia Britanniea Films.

-
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manager under new setup. M. J.
Connor appointed biz manager with
Thomas Brandon handling bookings.

Myers Raps
Continued from page 3

their theatres a community of interest still exists: “With few exceptions,” he said, “each new theatre company is owned by the same

.

Irving A. Isaacs, owner of Hub's
Telepix Theatre, elected prexy of
Independent Exhibitors of New
England at the annual meeting
own the shares
here. Also named were Melvin stockholders who
Safner and Herbert Brown, vee- of the film company that formerly
pees; Julian Rif kin, treasurer and operated the- theaters. And in each
instance the management of those
Albert Lurie, secretary.
theatres was committed to the man
who operated them when they were
ST.
owned by the film company.”
Work started on new ozoner near
“Competitive Advantage”
Ft.' Leonard Wood, Mo., for Com“The former theatre monopoly,”
monwealth Amus.
Paul B. Butts, owner of the Ava, Myers continued, “was built up and
in Ava, 111., closed the house be- maintained by a system of fixed
cause of wife’s illness. Butts also admission prices, runs and clearoperates the Grand, Grand Tower, ances, all designed to give competi111
tive advantage to the producerState Senator Edward V. Long, owned theatres and to hamper and
who owns. Trojan, Troy, Mo., pur- restrain their independent comchased the Orpheum, Elsberry, petitors. The new techniques have
Mo., from Mrs. Cecil C. Gladney. been adopted and are used for the
Don Griffin, manager of Charles- same purpose, namely, conferring
ton Theatre Co., which operates
on the formerly owned theatres a
two houses in Charleston, 111., remonopoly of the exhibition of mosigned. Rino BiLnchi, one. of owntion pictures. The new plan differs
ers of company, replaced him.
from the old one in that there is
no purpose to acquire the independent theatres that may be put
William Smith, who has been out of business.”
manager of' Hiland Theatre, for
At present, Myers declared, the
Tri-States Theatre Corp., trans- distrib method for eliminating the
ferred to the Ingersoll as manager. small theatres is the policy of
Mrs. Loretta Conley, who was as- granting to key city first-run thesistant manager of the Des Moines
atres a special, pre-release engageTheatre, will manage the Hiland.
ment, ahead of the first run on genTownship board voted at Boone,
eral release. Implicit in granting
Cenlicense
to
giving
a
against
la.,
these runs, he said, but not in the
tral States Theater Corp. for a
At public contract is the requirement that the
drive-in east of town.
meeting preceding the vote, those pic be shown at advanced admission
who spoke against the license held prices. He added that the film com“the drive-in theatre affords new panies refuse to recognize as clearance the time that intervenes beavenues for immoral conduct.”
tween the close of such pre-release
run and the first and subsequent
runs on the ensuing general release of the picture.
Exhibs Explode

LOUIS

:

.

.

DES MOINES

Continued from page

Examination of Records

5

Myers hoped that when the antiis reorganized under
its new head it would examine the

the bulletin suggests
that an appeal. to Government agencies appears to be the only alterSuch an appeal already
native.
has been made. Complaints have
been filed with the Senate Small
Business Committee and with the
Dept, of Justice. Previously letters
and wires condemning the action
were sent to RKO’s new prexy,
James R. Grainger, and sales topper Charles Boasberg. Exhibs claim
that no reply has been received
from, either executive.
However,
they ,noted that they realized RKO
did not have full control over the
sales policy, .leading the exhibs to
ask Grainger and. B'oasb.erg to discuss the issue w\th the .Disney
distribs,

trust division
film

licenses
granted, and
awards made with respect to such
pictures as “DavacTand Bathsheba”
(20th), “Quo Vadis” (M-G), “Greatest Show on Earth” (Par), “Miracle
of Fatima” (WB), “Streetcar Named
Desire” (WB), “Ivanhoe” (M-G),
“Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th),
“Jazz Singer” (WB), “Peter Pan”
(RKO) and “Hans Christian Andersen” (RKO).
“A pattern Is emerging,” Myers
asserted, “of designating for special pre-release, treatment every
picture suspected of being a boxoffice hit and offering it for exhibition on the advance ijun only,

‘
,

secrecy and with an outward show
fairness the same favoritism
affiliated' theatres and the
same discrimination against independent theatres that, led the
court to impose the anti-discrimination provision.”
of

toward

:

Withholding Pix

.

In .a plea to restore films to the
people,
Myers ’.said: “If ever
there was a time when' it was
necessary for the greatest number
of people to see- the best pictures
while they are still benefiting

from

word-of-mouth

advertising,

is now. How are the people going to regain the moviegoing habit
if the best pictures are withheld
from them or made available only
in large cities at advanced admission prices?”
it

Noting that the film companies
are courting litigation, Myers said
they will be getting what they
asked for. Allied, he said, would
press its policy of using every legal means available.
“This may
turn out to be a hot fight,” he
concluded.
“It will be no place
for compromisers and weaklings.”

B-K's Special Div
Chicago, Feb.

Balaban

& Katz

circuit last

24.

week

passed a special $15.25 stock dividend.
Action was a result of the $6,000,000 sale of WBKB, TV stationed owned by the circuit, to CBS

two weeks previously.

TV FILM SALES
My

experience and success In TV,
Radio, and talent’ sales qualify
me to create a TV sales department
for a motion picture company. I’d
life# to talk in confidence to any
company executive now selling
films for TV or anticipating such a
move; Call WAdswortb*3-l 038 or
write lox Y-50353. Variety, 154
W. 44th St. ( New York 34.

.

.
,

companies’ records of offers

received,

t

.

46

r

Haliday, formerly general manager
of the legit- group, continuing as

*

13

Tucs.
Close

- r
U. A. Theatres
8
t
«'t
Walt Disney
8
7%
Co.)
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

Brattle Theatre, shuttered since the
Brattle Players folded last fall,
reopened as a foreign pic house.
Heading group of bankrollers is

organization!

13%
10%
13‘%

29

Cinerama
Chesapeake Industries (Patke)

BOSTON

13%
39%
39%

1434

40%
40

.

j

Meanwhile, a number of Allied
exhibs, with theatres in day-anddate situations, are planning to
book the film at the terms asked
by RKO. However, they indicated
they would play the picture at regular admission prices, advertising
“Come Back Little Sheba” is go- the fact extensively. This action,
ing Into arty Ziegfeld starting they believe, would compel com•Feb. 27.
peting theatres to follow suit,
Chi Drive-Ins replied last week which would perhaps lead
to
to government charges of prlce- alter its terms.
.

8

4176
1114

30%

Following extensive facelifting,

Jr.,

10%
48
18^4
614

on the Roe Black Ranch there.

Harvey,

3214
1076

*

137 s.

Marlon Brando, ex-Omahan who
has announced he will make one
more pic before retiring to Nebraska, probably will live at Brewster, Neb. Actor has a cattle herd

I.

1376
33

42 14

since Valerie Jackson of the film
an uhcle and. aunt living* there.

Harry B. French, head of Minnesota Amus, Co., off for six-week
to
vacation in Florida.

SPECIAL

15%
42

has-

Cyrus

Low

High

OMAHA

the

Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vol. in
High
Low

1952-'53

Nabe houses Admiral and South
Omaha Chief, after, two-month
other Congressmen.
with first-run pix, last week
test
Follett Theatre at Follett bought
by L. A. Troutt from Mr. and Mrs, went back to second-run policy.
OrdrNeb,, Theatre, owned and
R. E. Starbenz. Troutt in turn is
leasing house to Everett J. Tarbox, operated 25 years by M. Biemond,
sold, to Alvin Christensen and Ed
owner of the theatre building.
Bob, Yancey took over manage- Christensen, Missouri operators.
“Mississippi Gambler” got adment of Flo-yd Theatre at El
Campo; house was operated by B. ditional publicity in Lincoln, Nebr.,

PHILADELPHIA

Italy.
to the U. S.

(N.Y. Stock Exchange
For the Week Ending Tuesday ( 25

Ways and Means Committee and

Zsa Zsa Gabor, on exploitation
tour for “Moulin. Rouge,” cut short
trip here after transatlantic calls
from husband George Sanders, who
was stricken with food poisoning

fly .to

444 444 4 4

Metro’s Dore Schary conferred
with local exhibitors on production
of two films. One will deal with
birth and' development of the pix
biz for Texas COMPO, to be shown
here at the Motion Picture World
exposition at Texas State Fair
next October. Second will be about
repealing the 20% Federal admission tax. Latter would be shown to

•

.

M

itol in Austin beating drums for
proposed revision of state admission tax law.
Herman JEfoffman, assistant to

Milton Salzburg, prez of Pio
torial Films, received aji award
from the Italian Consul General
which stemmed from firm's Venice
Film Festival prizewinner, “FDR
Hyde Park,”
Walter Brecher, of Leo Brechcr
•Theatres, named to a. sevemntember public relations advisory committee to guide 19.53 campaign of
National- Multiple Sclerosis Society. Drive to raise $1,?00, 000 .starts
in March.
Warner Bros, homeoffice rooftop. projection room,, closed down
for more than a year, has been reopened and converted to 3-D. First
depth pictures shown in the room
were rushes of WB’s initial 3-D
pic in Natural Vision, “House of
J.

.

f 44+444 + 4

Essaness filed, a separate brief saying it was not a member’ of Chicago
Drive-In Assn., aiid did not act in
concert with others.
Judge Michael Igoe, Chi Federal
District Court, last week affirmed
the right of defendant theatres in
the Jackson Park area, to double
feature p/x in the Loop without
prior consent, but still limits dou-r
ble billing on the south side. Also
upheld was the 10-day clearance on
releases playing One week or less
in the downtown houses.

largeT cities.” ’this isygiem, he
said, has the effect to vest the
first showing in theatres formerly
affiliated with the film companies

in.

RKQ

I

1

•

or in the theatres of the large independents.
Allied exec also attacked what
he termed .the setting up of a new
system of fixed clearances.. He declared that “competitive bidding
can be and many believe that it is
made a cloak for perpetuating In

— n*nie cm

misic

cm
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Finn’s Daytime Chores
In

CBS-TV 'Power

Stpiad’

In a further expansion of his
“Power Squad” lineup, Dave Jacobson,

Natch!

steer

potent

AM

station.

All signs point to the new CBS
station being an extension of
the unique Atlass “empire within
an empire.’* This is not to say the

traveling to Philadelphia this
week for rehearsals (practically traversing the same ground
as depicted in “Happy Journ-

•

TV

completely unsatisCBS high brass.
After all, it’s worked- for years .’at
WBBM, to the considerable financial'benefit of Columbia.
As he outlined his thinking to<j
Variety last week, Atlass made it,
clear he’s calling the shots. He’s
doing the deciding on how quickly
the local shows inherited from the
be
to
are
previous operation
washed out, to make room on the
comseveral
the
for
outlet
o.&o.
mercial CBS programs that are
currently farmed out to WGN-TV.
(Web lodged these shows on the
Chi Tribune station when it was
unable to clear time on the then

arrangement
factory

to,

ey.”)

is

The N.

Y.-tb-Philly rehearsal

made by bus

a
Greyhound. That’s one of the
“Omnibus” sponsors.

the

junket

is

in

“Power

WBKB

WBBM.

.*

New
As- for

new

Studio Plans
studios, Atlass has a

crew laying out plans. ' He’s still
hot for an out-of-the-Loop setup
where he’ll have room for horizontal expansion. Nothing is firm yet
*

•

except the desire to get out of the
inadequate present site as quickly
as possible. He plans to move some
of the tele office staff oyer to the
Wrigley Bldg, headquarters
to open up additional production
room at the -present WBBMrTV
plant' in the State-Lake Bldg.

WBBM

A

•

And Now It’s The
Following up on its Power and
Checkerboard plans, CBS Radio
has evolved a Springboard plan
news
weekend
encompassing
shows. New project is designed to
serve advertisers who haye -smaller
budgets, according to sales v.p.

John

issues.

Reporting that the survey indicated ability of television to project personality traits, he said four times as many viewers believed
Eisenhower to be more sincere than Stevenson. Also that Ike’s
humility and friendliness registered on a larger percentage of
viewers. In contrast, Stevenson impressed. viewers With his humor

and speaking

ability.

J. Karol.

Springboard goal is getting a
very low cost-per-thousand listeners figure by spotting the bankroller’s message in several different time slots, thus reaching, a big
Newscasts
cumulative audience.
LeSueur’s
Larry
involved
are
6:45-7 p.m. Saturday show; Edward P. Morgan’s 10:30-10:35 p.m.
,

Effort to Rescind

'

WBKB-CBS

Deal

Washington. Feb. 24.
A final effort to get the FCC to
rescind its action in ^approving sale
in Chicago to CBS was
of
made last week by Zenith Radio
Corp. in its battle to obtain channel 2 for regular program, and possibly Phonevision, operations. Company filed a formal petition for reconsideration of the transfer.
Zenith’s move was taken to exhaust Commission procedures before going to court in an effort to
stay .the transfer of the former
Balaban & Katz video station to the
network and to declare the channel
open. A request tp continue the
status quo was previously denied
by the Commission but the agency
said it would defer issuance of a
construction permit to the network
for operation on the channel until
it could consider Zenith’s formal

WBKB

petition.

WBKB

,

WBBM

WBKB

.

AM

WBKB

Canada Abolishes

But CBS, Zenith continued,
“struck off upon another route. It
preferred to pay a large sum’
($6,000,000) for a license to occupy
a Chicago TV channel, though it
knew when it bought that this liOttawa, Feb. 24.
cense would necessarily be termiFederal government’s 1953 budg* nated in .a relatively short period.”
et has done away with the long-established license fee for radio sets
and no license fee will be collected Godfrey Reprising
on television receivers. In place of
the considerable annual revenue

Radio License Fee

from the $2.50-a-year radio license
fee, and to partially overcome the
TV deficit for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., there will be a
transfer of the yearly revenue collected from the present 15% tax
on the manufacturer’s price of radios,
television sets and tubes.
Right now, this tax produces
around $12;000,000 a year.
Retail dealers were disappointed
as will be some consumers, preferring the abolition of the 15%
tax which could have reduced
prices of radio and video receivers.
Budget also put a stop immediately to duty-free entry to Canada
of TV sets bought by visitors to the
U. S. Personal income tax and
cigaret tax cuts were included in

the 1953 budget.

has been created

programming.

While it may be several weeks
Zenith’s petition Is devoted to le-hefore the new station launches gal arguments as to why it conany Of its own productions, except siders the Commission wrong in
perhaps a new show, Atlass figures permitting
to shift from
he’s well fixed for TV talent. As channel 4 as required under the
just about the last remaining Chi new allocations, to channel 2 for
exponent of live radio musical tal- which Zenith applied before chanent, Atlass and Bill Ryan, his new nel
assignments were changed
WBBM-TV program director, have when the TV freeze was lifted.
a sizable staff pool to draw from.
The petition asserts that transfer
He points out his present
to CBS was rendered
of
talent nut,, all staff pactees, is $20,
“moot” by the allocation report and
000 weekly.
that the Commission “should have
As at WBBM, he plans to. lean refused to approve the assignment
almost exclusively on house-built of a license which . . was subject
packages, to contfAue into TV the to inevitable early cancellation.”
The Commission, Zenith contendopshowmanship identity the
ed, should hold the channel open
eration has earned.
and require CBS and any other
He’s admittedly interested in a
applicants to compete for the chancouple of outside TV packages that
nel under the principle by which
the
stamoneymakers
on
were big
channels are assigned to the best
tion before he took over. One is
qualified operators.
“Creative
Features'
Personality
By its actions, said Zenith, CBS
Cookery.” which has been consistrun, “has flouted this principle. If Coently SRO during its
desired to own and operate
lumbia
a
$400-500,000
between
grossing
year. Negotiations are continuing a Chicago TV station, it should
ready, where circum
have
stood
this week.
stances required, to compete in a
comparative * hearing for such
station, as Zenith was and is ready
to do.”
,

Squatjl”

for the purpose of getting maxipublicity mileage, on CBS-TV

mum

;

its basic affiliate.)Atlass is going ahead on his own
blueprinting new* facilities to replant.
place the cramped
Also he's installing .at WBBM-TV
philosophy
program
basic
the same
that lias proved so successful at

TV

fdC6t

.

WBKB,

director of public re-

put in charge of that operational

Next Sunday’s (1) “Omnibus” presentation on CBS-TV
will feature Helen Hayes in the
Thornton -Wilder onc-act play,
*‘The Happy Journey.” Because
Miss Hayes is currently appearing in Philadelphia in the
legiter “Mrs. McThing,” the
supporting “Omnibus” cast is

CB&’s newly-acquired
WBBM-TV along the same independent course. that has marked
•his operation of WBBM, the web’s
will

CBS-TV

lations, has designated daytime
as a separate unit, with Allan Finn

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Although he plans no major innovations for the time being, indications are _ that H. Leslie Atlass

•Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
Interest of televiewers in the Eisenhower-Stevenson presidential
race took a dive between, the national conventions in Chicago and
10 days before the election, a Miami (O.) University survey showed
But the final 10-day period demonstrated TV’s impact.
A *$10,000 grant fey the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. financed the
six-month study of the nationwide TV political campaign. Dr
Joseph C. Seibert, chairman of Miami’s marketing department, and
James D. Shouse, Crosley board chairman, reported some of the
final report is to be published in June.
findings here last week.
Midsummer decline in interest could “well indicate that candidates might more profitably devote their efforts to personal appearances, confined to local areas,” Dr, Seibert said. He claimed
that those who followed the presidential campaign on TV “were
better acquainted with issues,”
Citing Democratic opposition to a federal sales tax, the researcher found that “19% of those who saw and heard the platform read to the convention were aware of the anti-sales tax position, in contrast to 12% who received the information in other
ways.” Television viewers, he said, were similarly aware of other

Saturday stint; Bill Costello, Sundays at 12:45-1 p.m.; the 5:455:55 p.m. Sunday news niche currently held by Robert Trout, and
Morgan’s 10:30-10:35 p.m. Sunday edition.
Plan is designed to accommodate three sponsors. Each will
get one spot in each of the two
15-minute newscasts and one in
one of the shorter periods. Positions in, the 15-minuters will be
rotated weekly and each week the
sponsor would get a different
five- or 10-minute period, on a ro"

tating basis.
Participation in the plan will
cost about $365,000 a year, or $7,000 a week, less than half of the
$15,000 weekly it costs to buy into
CBS’ SRO Power plan. Reason is
that the talent nut is less and two
of the stanzas, which are in the
ate afternoon, get the lower day-

time rate.

Web

estimates

that

cost-per-

thousand impressions figure will
be around 70c and cost-per-thousand different listeners will be
around 87c. The backer will hit
about 8,100*000 different people
on the average weekend.
Karol, speaking last Wednesday.
to the Media Buyers Assn, of
( 18 )
N» Y., touted the Power plan’s
economy, saying its cost-per-thousand impressions is only one-fifth

On Radio Vs, Non-Radio TV Applicants
Washington, Feb.

figure

white

page

for
in

BEVO’S 'TOAST' COIN

Congress to “spell out” public policy on the question of whether nonradio applicants should be favored
Bevo Francis, controversial cen- over radio applicants in -competibasketCollege’s
Grande
Rio
ter of
tive applications for TV stations,
ball team, will bow, on Ed SulliThe request was’ nqade by a new
van’s ‘Toast of the Town” show in
March but will not lose his ama- member of the House interstate
teur standing under a special coin Commerce
Committee,
William
deal. Francis will work for no pay
Springer (R-I1L), during testimony
but the usual guest fee will be contributed to his school’s athletic before the Committee last Friday
fund.
(20) by FCC Chairman Paul A.
Rio Grande’s coach, Newt Oliver, Walker. Springer noted that the
Latter
will appeal* with Francis.
agency has in the past favored nonhas been making the sports page
newspaper over newspaper appliheadlines via his fantastically high

FOR SCHOOL FUND

(other
scoring* sprees in basketball .compe- cants for radio stations
Rival coaches contend that Salifications being equal) in order

tition.

Francis’s has been playing against to diversify the media of mass commuch inferior teams.
munications. Since radio and TV
compete for the leisure time of the
audience, he asked that the Commission indicate, for the guidance
of examiners at competitive hearings, policy on radio vs. non-radio
applicants for^video.

WHOM No Spanish

Rep; Springer noted that Exam-

Omelet in Shifting

Of Show Accent

-a

50G

.

tonight (Wed.) of ArGodfrey’s
“TV Calendar

its entirety,

STATUS

s

IS IN

(Continued on page 37)

stanza.

James Cunningham,

WJZ Sets Eva

Gabor

in his re-

cent report favoring radio station
KLZ over Denver TV Co. for channel 7, pointed out that he could not
consider the question of radio vs
non-radio as the issue was not included in the Commission’s hearing
order.

While agreeing that there is combetween radio and TV,
Walker said he would not like to

petition

discriminate against radio applicants because of his “innate feeling
of justice” that broadcasters with
good records of service should not
be ruled out of TV.

Questioned as to policy regarding theatre vs. non-theatre appliWalker said the question is
one that requires careful handling
as we go along.”
In reply to a question by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Walker said
he favored licensing of networks
but that he could not speak for
other commissioners.
He agreed
to poll the members for the guidance of the Committee on possible
cants,

*

legislation.

_

Door Closing On

TV ‘Opening Night’
NBC-TV has taken an option on
Bernard Prockter’s “Police Story”
property for sale to Ennds. Latter
sponsors

currently

“Holly-

wood Opening Night” in the Monday jnight’JT -o’clock segment oppo.

site

CBS-TV champ-rated

Lucy/’ but

For Disk Jockey Show “Open

T

been .indicated

Love
that

BTqus^? may-’ fold, with
“Police. Story” as the likely sue-

Eva Gabor starts a disk jockeygab stint for WJZ, N. Y., originat- ccssor*
If deal
ing from the Belmont-Plaza Hotel

on March 10. Show will be beamed
from 12 midnight to 2 a.m,, on
Tuesday through Sunday nights*
Disk show from Birdland, jazz spot,
gets trimmed to a 2-6 a.m. stretch.
Miss Gabor’s show is being prothat good, let’s repeat it for the. well,
rating-wise,
opposite
the duced by indie package^ Murray
customers.” Chappell is also pub- “Godfrey & Friends” high-rated Kaufman* who also plans to syndilishing.

iner

outfit

DOUBT

Show,” which Joan Edwards and
If Scott; Paper Co. decides to
Lyn Duddy. wrote for him Jan. 28, ride along with its Wednesday
night
alternate-week “Scott Music
and which was such a mail-puller
Hall” show on NBC-TV (clientthat CBS got its Columbia Records
agency huddles are scheduled in
affiliate to wax it in album form.
the next few days), the program
The 12 special songs comprising will undergo a drastic revamp.
While sponsor reaction to Patti
the “calendar” idea are just being
released by Col and, as coinciden- Page is favorable, it’s reported
that Frank Fontaine, who shares
tal exploitation,
Godfrey agreed top billing with the singer,
may be
to reprise the entire show,
scratched from the talent lineup.
Godfrey observed that “If it’s Program hasn’t been faring too

24.

The FCC has been requested by

full black-andLife mag or a
WHOM, N. Y. indie, is racking
weekly half-hour TV show. He also up potent sales, evdn during
said that the skein’s Checkerboard
strongest television hours, via its
provides 20% more audience than
a bankroller would get under more Spanish- language broadcasting
conventional ways of buying time schedule. Station, Which has been
and programs, demonstrating the doing Spanish programs for the
network’s policy of devising sales
past six years, last fall jumped its
formats to meet advertisers’ needs.
schedule from three hours daily,
six days a week, to five hours,
added. another half-hour last week
For
Settles
Mayehoff
and is planning additional daily
time later this spring.
in ‘Corkle’ Fade;
Programs are aimed at the large
and constantly growihg Puerto
Stang Gets $10,000 Rican population in N. Y., which
station manager Charlie Baltin estiHollywood, Feb. 24.
Comic Eddie Mayehoff reported- mates at 500,000. Together with
ly accepted $50,000 and Arnold other Spanish-speaking groups, he
Stang $10,000 in settlement of figures a potential audience of 750,their contracts associated with the 000 in the city.
ill-fated “Doc Corkle” teleshow,
Station, in jumping its total prowhich was cancelled after four gramming to five and one-half
weeks.
hours daily, has also departed
It’s understood Freeman Keyes, from the straight music pitch by
the package owner, had insisted importing shows and ideas from
on a firm 39-week deal with all Puerto Rico. In its Monday through
contractees. Pacts remaining to be Saturday schedule,' it’s presenting,
settled include Billie Burke, Hope besides music and pews, >a daily
Emerson, Connie Marshall and half-hour drama, “Marriage of
Robert Fisher, Devery Hate,” a 15-minute news wrapup,
writers
Freeman and Alan Lipscott.
“Happenings of the Day,” a mystery drama and a situation comedy
series.
All are in Spanish, and

the

'TV Calendar Show’
Unusual in' TV is the repeat, in FONTAINE ‘MUSIC HALL’

thur

Congress Asks FCC to Define Policy

cate it via tape recordings.

;

is

consummated, “Police

Story” will shift to the Coast for
an origination from the NBC Burbdhk studios, with Bill Gargan m
the lead role.
Ennds formerly sponsored “P°*
lice Story” On CBS-TV, but it was
yanked by tiiq web in favor of the
Colgate-sponsored “Mr. and Mr?.
North.”

W>ilnegday, February 25,
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Un-American Tobacco Co.?
BEGIN TO SWELL
By GEORGE ROSEN
It’s

,

deals with an American businessman (Alan Hale,. Jr.) in
Europe who usually learns of Iron Curtain plotting and takes mathelp the United States. The article says
ters in his own hands to
one viewer beefed on the grounds the series seems to illustrate that
United States businessmen in Europe serve as spies, which is contrary to the State Department’s repeated contentions. Article further says Eamshaw is “understandably perturbed," adding “he explains his scripts have been approved by the State Department,
FBI and the Department of Commerce, and that the letter is an
unfair attack on the show. There is nothing startling- about reEvery creative artist expects it. But
ceiving adverse criticsm.
this story supervisor takes his position seriously, confusing his
identity with that of the hero of series. He is, he claims, attempting to create positive, constructive kind of propaganda to encourage the American people along the road to worldwide democracy. Therefore any attack on the show is an attack on democracy."
Alan Miller, “Baker" producer for Revue Productions, flatly
denied the allegations that complaints were turned over to the FBI..

Show

lax

More than casual interest attends
the

Henry White

giv-

with

another Lever-sponsored package,
“Big Town." While some question
the decision to mave “Lux" from
potent pre-Godfrey berth on
its
Monday into a slot where it will

to

a
at

such a favorable pace that she’ll
be incorporated into additional
segments this season. She goes
into next Tuesday’s (3) show and
The “option time" jitters how- will also be written into some
ever, have shifted in another di- future scripts.
Mrs. Berg, under contract to
rection this season. Despite the
fact that the next two or three NBC-TV, has been on the programweeks may decide the fate of a ming sidelines all season because
flock of major nighttime entries of the web’s inability to clear time,
on the TV schedules, CBS and despite sponsor interest.
NBC are the least perturbed.
With choice TV time segments as
a premium, there’s a waiting list
for any availabilities that open up.
This .is the era in television
when a time renewal is just as important, if not more so, than a
program renewal. The webs control the time; once the client gets
out there’s little likelihood that
he’ll get back in. Unless he wants

—

Exits

NBC

Over Demand He

—

documentar y-feature

Henry White, who recently exited
as business manager of the
program department, has joined
he Biow agency.
White moves into the ageny’s
radio-TV department as a program

today represent a global
setup, surpassing any news-gathering rivalry.
Take the “NBC Story" of 1952
for example. Under the recentlyinaugiyated pattern of integration
spearheaded by Bill McAndrew, the
network’s radio-TV news combine
is a $13,000,000 annual billings bonanza (with $5,000,000 alone being
grossed from the cross-the-board
“Camel News Caravan," sparkplug of the web’s commercial TV
news enterprises.) It’s a doubly re.

markable feat in terms of NBC,
since it has meant finding the
“feed-’em-while-it’s-hot" news tech-

Chicago, Feb. 24.

Tom Duggan, Chi
Although
NBC’s acid-tongued sportscaster,
and the web severed relations yes-

and developing its own
news-camera approaches, to offset
the slick CBS news operation and

niques

Groucho Hook In

from

WMAQ

sible.

hitch on

shows,

NBC

Vs. ‘Big Payoff

Gus

dealt a daytime TV
blow with the switchover of the
Colgate-sponsored “Big Payoff” to

NBC-TV,

CBS-TV,

will slug it out with the
slotting another show
king-size prizes,
Break the Bank." Latter program
goes into the 3 to 3:30 p.m. crossthe-board period in opposition to

ord as regretting use of facilities
to air personal grievances.
Blowup came when web execs in-

formed Duggan he would have

rival

to

soft-pedal his aggressiveness, especially in relation to IBC.

„

The Lucky

Strike television pro-

—

“Bank" became available because
its recent cancellation by BristolMyers, which had sponsored the

of

—

-

—

;

m
.
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trenched in the- 9:30 (after “Lucy”)
the Luckies-sponsored". Robert
Montgomery dramatics has been
coming off second best in the comBecause of the cost,
petition.
Luckies is sharing the sponsorship
tab with Johnson’s Wax. Decision
on the’ ’53-’54 ride will probably
depend on continuance of an alternate-week bankroller.
“Biff Baker, USA” vidpix series
occupies the Thursday 9 p.m. segment on CBS-TV for Luckies.
“Biff" is bing cancelled on April
2, after 21 weeks, (client is committed to 26 but will use the remainder as summer replacement).
Poser, too, is the Saturday night
“Hit Parade" stanza, with its $40,000 weekly budget, making it one
of the more expensive shows on
a cost-per-thousand basis. Luckies
has been scanning the sponsor horizons for an alternate client, but
without success. It’s now in the
No. 16 spot on ARB ratings for
January, enjoying an audience
pickup from the preceding “Show
of Shows." Whether it stays on
next season, or in the same period,

NBC-TV plans to co-op the show
as a more attractive sponsor coin
lure for affiliates, but the going
may be rough in view of CBS-TV’s
enviable station lineup (including
major single-station markets Which,
though basic £IBC affiliates, are
going along for the ^payoff" ride

slot,

Dubious Entry

Ciggie company recently cancelled out on “This Is Show Busi7:30 p.m. CBS.
ness in the Sunday
.
TV series.
its place
double-barreled sift- TV period, installing
some
through
vidpix series,
Coke execs then blueprinted a
Sothem
Ann
new
the
but
yet,
tell
to
CBS-TV Saturday night half-hour ing.' It’s too early
Secretary,” which, on. the
come next September, and Luckies “Private
muvsici’l
stanza,
but this, too,
of critical reaction, * looms
itself with a stable of IV basis
find
may
conked out.
thus far as a dubious, entry. Fact
entries far removed from its presthat the opposition show on NBCent lineup.
“Mr Peepers," is riding high
are more
If, as is reported, there
is also
NielsenV tsweepstakes,
PHILIP
in the
—
—
1
_
— Va • —* n
4L A
than the usual anxieties confrontmilitating against the
factor
•a
Tobacco
<] ITrV> CII1IUI7D
ing the BBU&OrAmerieaiy
Strike slot.
Lu6ky
even
because
it's
5Ul»
dUffllflfcK
kigh 'command;
Jack Benny occupies the segment
rosters the
De.silu Productions, which pack- with good programming
season he s
are going once a month (next
ages the Philip Morris-sponsored ciggie companies today
alterera scheduled to move in on an
‘I
Love Lucy" series, is mulling through a panicky transitional
basis, with probability
nate-weekly
switchover
consumer
the
a new vi/Jpix
attending
but
a
show),
as
radio
series designed
that he'll scrap his.
summer replacement for “Lucy" to the king-size product. (Fact that the “Peepers" ascendancy into the
on CBS-TV.
A1 Lyon, kingpin at Philip Morris, bigtime rating payoff could conceivNew comedy series will bring. was obliged to make an in-person
invite a switchover -of Benny
Lu e Quillan into the vidfilm pic- appeal to “I Love Lucy" viewers to ably
time segment.
even in the face into a new
v
Desi Arnaz and Don Sharpe buy his cigarets,
With CBS-TV ruling the Monday
fabulous rating
currently
tile of the urogram’s
blueprinting
(Godfrey, “Lucy”) and
rosters
night
current
r n 0 r, is indicative of the
.

program in the Sunday night 9:30
segment on CBS-TV.

in

cig-sponsored shows.)
Lucky Strike finds itself endowed
with something less than Top 10
programming, despite its costly investiture in the TV sweepstakes,
with the scoreboard at the midFebruary mark reading thusly:

’53-’54
a
Coca-Cola has chimed in gramming agenda for
with a “count me out"
programming
at least five-way
network
until next fall. Initially, the Coke
spread representing an .annual outoutfit tried to negotiate a deal for
of $8,000,000 is due
a Rosemary Clooney show with an lay in excess
some fast and furious reapeye on
the NBC-TV Saturday for
with Paul Hahn, American
night at 8 slot when “All Star praising,
and Ben Duffy, the
Revue" exits the time. Paramount Tobacco prexy,
agency’s No. 1 chieftain,
BBD&O
studios, however, refused to perengaged in putting the
mit Miss Clooney, to do a regular collectively
individual high-priced components
rosters.

j

j

namely

Payoff."

TV
Drag on Luckies $8,000,000
with^ed^
and confusions abounding

web by

with

9

stress

Break Bank’

It’s

IBC-paekaged boxing
veep-attorney

.

(Continued on page 38)

Margraf and sports chief Tom Gallery brought out to Chi an apology
blueprint, acceptable to IBC, which
would put the two stations on rec-

•

After several abortive attempts
to crash the bigtime video program

of

WNBQ

about
fetching
boxing,
sored
$2,000,000 annually, hanging in balance. NBC brass moved into the
picture last weekend and forced
matter to a. head. When Duggan
refused to “cooperate" in getting
web off IBC hook, parties parted.
Faced with legal threat and pos-

I

Next Season

array

commentator talent which projected the Columbia network into
an enviable status.
Unique Chapter
The job accomplished by McAndrew over the past six months,

-

Switch to Mod.

Until

personality-slanted

its

terday (Mon.) over issues arising
his vendetta against Interna- however, represents a unique chaptional Boxing Club, he may return ter in the web saga of multiple
to the network. NBC, it’s under- reorganizations. It has meant restood. is keeping the door, ajar for appraising the domestic staff of
the controversial gabber providing 160 and the 60-odd complement of
are gone; the networks decide who he will abide by its ground rules.
the NBC foreign staff (including
gets what and where. If there’s a
NBC says Duggan resigned and stringers) to fit them into the correluctance on the part of the he says he was fired over issue of rect slots for maximum impact.
agency and client to scrap a show airing an apology to IBC for at- Particularly some major reshuf(unless they’re prepared to move tack he made against IBC prexy fling among the European staff, with
the scheduled buildup, for example,
in the following week with an- Jim Norris on
and
other), it’s only for fear of losing programs.
of "Frank Bourgholtzer, being transthe time franchise.
With NBC-TV’s Gillette-spon- f erred from Washington to France

Getting Off

Out

camera

squads

Apologize to 1BC

for example, Lucky Strike,
happened last week, served
notice on CBS-TV that it was cancelling out on “Biff Baker, USA”
(because American Tobacco was
over-expanding in TV), in no time
flat Lever Bros, moved into the
Thursday night at 9 period to
solidify its program structure. The
days 'when the agency could call
the turn on choosing a time slot

as

coordinator.
encounter the tough competition
audience-pulling
from NBC-TV's
“Dragnet," behind the Lever move
to effect a' full hour of Thursday
programming is seen the paving of
the way for a video successor to
“Lux Radio Theatre," oldest and
by far the most successful network
dramatic entry in broadcasting.
“Big Town" is a vidpix entry.
While “Lux Video Theatre," a live
Dubious List
presentation, originates from New
York, Lever is currently experiA breakdown of the “option
menting with some film pilots with
time" apprehensions embraces a
In the sequence of major pro- wide variety of programming on
an eye toward eventually berthing
In addition to
the show in Hollywood and latch- gramming shifts at CBS-TV result- the dubious list.
ing on to the type of valuable prop- ing from the “Biff Baker, USA" cancelling out “Biff Baker" and reerties
and stars that projected cancellation and the switchover of leasing the time. Lucky Strike ( see
“Lux Radio Theatre" into its pre- “Lux Video Theatre" from Mon- separate story) is engaged in reeminent position.
day night at 8 to the “Biff" appraising its other major TV
In the interim, it’s anticipated Thursday at 9 period, the Burns & entries.
and
that, when the proper vehicles
Procter & Gamble is calling it
Allen program is inheriting the
stars become available, Lever Bros, valuable Monday segment; which quits on the thrice-weekly “Those
will merge the “Lux" and “Big immediately
precedes the top- Two" quarter-hour comedy show
Town" half-hours into a 60-minute rated “Godfrey Talent Scouts."
on NBC-TV, attributing the cancelshowcase to test the idea of a full
Thus the B&A program, co- lation of the Martha Stewartblown “Lux Video Theatre."
sponsored on an alternate week Pinky Lee airer to high time costs.
Baker,"
basis by Carnation and Goodrich. AS in the case of “Biff
But
Anally manages to get off the hook the time is being relinquished.
less
something
is
network
more
the
the
in stacking up against
It
.(Continued on page 38)
(Continued on page 37)

Coke Sitting

few weeks back has continued

days when it generally got a brush“public service evil." and
was relegated to “stepchild status."
The television networks today, for
example, are grinding out more
newsreel coverage than the major
film companies
235,000 feet for
the NBC-TV news operation alone
in January, 1953. The webs’ newsoff as a

If,

Biow

CBS-TV

B&A

AM

looks like there’s a “Texaco
Star Theatre" future in Gertrude
Berg’s TV career.
Reaction to Mrs. Berg’s integration into the Milton Berle stanza
It

to settle for fringe time.

Lever Bros, switchover of
“Lux Video Theatre" from Monday

News is big business today
around the television (and radio)
networks, a far cry from the

& Me’

fc

Behind Lever’s Back-to-Back Shift

night to
ing it a back-to-back identity

Eerie's ‘Holly

Duggan

Video Theatre’ Seen

Thursday on CBS-TV,

Status to $13,400,000 Billings in ’52

around the

time"

“option

networks and the “also rans” in
the TV programming sweepstakes
are running for cover. The casualty list is beginning to mount as
agencies and clients, reappraising
the rating charts and the cost-perthousand payoff, decide it isn’t
worth it and are throwing in the
sponge. This isn’t radio; there’s
literally millions involved, and the
Madison Ave., N. Y., fraternity is
taking no chances not. if the boys
want to remain in the good graces
of the client.

.

One Big

—25

III

Then & Now Contrast from ‘Stepchild’

•

•

„

|

NBC’s AM-TV News Operation a Sharp

Hollywood, Feb. 24,
Letters critical of an American Tobacco Co.-sponsored vidpix
the
over
to
FBI
for
turned
investigation,
according
scries are being
Writer, organ of the Television Writers of
to the current TV
the
story referred to Revue ProducAmerica. A* TWA exec said
series, with story supervisor Fenton Eamtions’ “Biff Baker, USA"
letters over to FBI for investigation.
sliaw having turned the
Article, tabbed “Blacklisted Audience,” quotes Eamshaw as saycOmmie technique to criticize a program of
ing “It’s a well-known
non-political grounds in order to destroy its political
this type on
CBS-TV
April 2 when Luckies stops bankexits
Series
impact.”
rolling.

-

•

on CBS.)
Bristol - Myers
i s
“Break the Bank" on

cancelling
radio

ABC

March 20 broadcast. B-M
has the Monday-Wednesday-Friday periods in 11:30-12 noon strip,
with Toni Backing two quarterhours on Tuesday and Thursday,
Web hasn’t yet decided what
after the

1

will

replace

Ton i

w

ill

“Bank." However,
with its two 15-

stick

minute periods.

Toni’s Switch

replacing its “Crime Letter from Dan Dodge" on ABC
Radio with “Fun for All," an audience participationer, on March 6,
Show goes into the 8:30 p. m. Friday slot.
Series will star Arlene Frances
will’ largely depend on wha‘t h£p-|and Bill Cullen and is packaged
I
by Martin Goodman.
pens to “Show of Shows."

Toni

is

/

Wednesday, February 25, 1953
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KGKL’s 250G Sale

San Angelo, Tex., Feb. 24.
Lewis O. Seibert heads a group
who have purchased KGKL here
»

Meredith, Peerce, Whiting Signed

for

a reported sum

He

has been veepee and general
of the outlet for the past

The increased tempo

at

ABC, re-4

merger, is being felt in a new
programmatic upsurge under the

PT

He

CBS Wants

.

chell gabcast. The Monday evening
longhair stretch presages a battle

with NBC, which has “Railroad
Hour,” “Voice of Firestone,” Telephone' Hour,” “Band of America”
and “Encore.”
In the video sphere, Hollywood
will assume a new importance

Kintner and AB-PT prexy Leonard
Goldensonj who trek to the Coast
next month, will prowl for talent
and properties, with comics and
situation comedies getting a high
ABC-TV has for three
priority.
years had one of the biggest Coast
tele setups, the 30-acre old Vitagraph lot, but at present it is feed-

Johnstone’s

.

time,

#

AM

Chez Paree

m

to

screen.
Chi,

was one

of the first
outlets to schedule such a program
and several other telecasters have

.

.

WNEW

.

.

.

.

.

.

W

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD
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.

.

.

.

.
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.

Frank Samuels, coast radio-TV head of the William Morris agency,
Hobe
will pass the next three months in the east on client deals
„
or ne wsreel outfit, rep from a Still Donavan, who wrote the Smilin’ Ed McConnell show for the past 10
P h 0 t 0 syndicate and rep of an indie years, turned author and had his first tome, “Wind of the Desert,” acstm photo firm
cepted for publication
Intimates of Red Skelton want him to forget about radio and all else for rest of the year. Shock to his nervous
»>
system from recent surgery will take that long to wear off, they say
Yankees May Bypass
Harry Owens got the jump on his songwriting confreres by coming
out first with a song on Hawaii’s impending statehood.
It’s called
WPIX Fore-Aft Spot
“Hawaii Is the 49th Star” (in the Flag of the USA) and may be ac-

J*®

in the late afternoon to make way
for more lucrative stanzas directed
at adults, the kid programs are
proving potent in noon slots. Although program toppers hadn’t considered the mid-day period as a
good bet for juve series, it’s been
found that a large part of the
school population returns home
for lunch, with the youngsters taking their meals beside the TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

WMAQ

While moppet-slanted shows have
been pushed off some TV channels

.

.

.

TV With Lunch

Louis Isaacson, ex-Sterling agency, named controller for FriendMcGlone . . . “Sunshine Sue” interviewed Rep. William A. Winstead, who’s plugging for a National Hillbilly Music Day,*on her “SatMaestro
urday Night— Country Style” CBS stanza Saturday (21)
Alfredo Antonini to Canada yesterday (Tues.) to conduct the Toronto
CBS’ “Our Biss Brooks” has the cover story in current
Symph
Life mag on most beautiful school teacher Latter being wined and
dined in N. Y. this week.
WOV’s Ralph Weil off this week on a Caribbean cruise. Upon his
Dorothy Gordon to femcee a roundreturn, Arnold Hartley, dittoes
table discussion from the Columbia Scholastic Press Assn, confab via
Disk jockey Bert Wayne back at
after two
NBC March 14
Dennis Morgan dropped out of Sunday’s
years away for his health
John
Lund
to
infection;
due
NBC
will sub
play
on
Guild”
“Theatre
(1)
Martin S. Pollins, ex- A AT, has rejoined WNJR, Newark, as namarking
years
in
Powers,
show
Leona
50
biz,
tional sales manager
feted by fellow thespers on NBC’s “My Son Jeep” Sunday (22)
Frank Dennis, ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan, has joined Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, as veepee and director of radio-TV commercials
Edward F. Libby, former Marine Corps AM-TV officer, joined the
Harold C. Meyers agency as producer and sales rep. One of his first
duties will focus on a half-hour musical variety TV show starring Bob
Pitkin, musical comedy player, ajad Pee Wee Erwin orch, which the
veepee and program
Leon Goldstein,
agency is peddling
chief, in St. Louis participating in the National Education Assn’s Deconvention
.
Mutual
partment of Audio-Visual Instruction annual
ad-pub veepee Bob Schmid off for a four week European jaunt
program chief Bill Kaland skedded to speak at Queens College
Flack Mike Jablons vacationing in Mexico .
March lfi
deejay Willie Bryant voted most popular man in Harlem in an Amsterdam News poll, also profited in the March Magazine Digest..
WHLI, Hempstead, using high school students as writers, directors and
sales chief
.
announcers of their own Saturday morning show
Bill Crawford taking two week vacation following his jaunt to the
. Jack Walker and
Brokers and Canners convention in Chi this week
Evelyn Robinson take over emcee chores on WOV’s post-midnite airer
from the Palm Cafe in Harlem.
Bernard Dudley, the ex-radio-TV announcer, now prexy of Southwest Oil Corp. outfit, is drilling in Oklahoma.
.

.

representative group, including one
9Se 1?1 P 01 1 ls WMAQ,
s
person apiece from a national tele
?
r-i? radio
y?{
Chi
anchor, where plans are
cba j n national radio chain, indie
being
blueprinted
to
resume tele station> indie
stationi na .
around the clock operation to ac- tio na i press association, individual
commodate those clients who hfve newspaper 0 ne visiting U. S. news•expressed an interest in post-midman and one visiting {oreigJ1 news.
time. Station next month is
mart| rep 0 f a national theatre tele

School Kids Like

.

.

Reiss

Format for Ike

remote a half-hour nightly t to run
Move is being
ing only one half-hour, “You Asked until 1:30 p. m.
For It,” to the web, via kinescope, made to take care of the bankrollers standing in line to get
Phillipson Stays on Coast
William Phillipson, who had aboard the strip, currently SRO in
been slated to come east as assis- its hour and 45-minute size.
Increasing interest in the Eigen
tant to Kintner, will remain on
the Coast as general manager of latemighter has prompted thought
the western division. Several de- toward reviving all-night programpartments, legal, labor relations, ming.
had a 26-week try at
publicity and public affairs, which 24-hour programming last year
reported directly to
previously
t0
the P re ’
Kintner, will now be under Ernest dawn block. Hans°f,
this time, howL. Jahncke, assistant to the prez, ever, are to offer the period to a
on an administrative level. Phillip- group of clients.
son will report to Earl Hudson,
n
relatively cheap
i!
veepee moving to the Coast from late night hours
is
line with the
the UPT setifp and taking over trend which has projected the early
the L. A. reins March 23.
ing y >pener
slots
0
5 wf commodities. J?*
Regarding real estate, AB-PT ?«rv?
highly salable
The
finance chairman Edward J. Noble 7 to 9 a. m. Strip has become a fast
has been making a swing across seller at all the Chi AMers.
the country looking over properties. It’s considered likely that the
skein may buy some sites to replace-space it now rents, similar Rival Brewery Sticks

WNBQ,

TV

Ov

its purchase of real estate in
N. Y. enabling it to move out of
rented quarters. It completes shift
from the RCA Building April 1.
Additipnal program upbeat is
(Continued on page 34)

.

.

A Chi Best-Seller

s

.

.

.

Radio Fringe Time

expanding Jack Eigen

I

owns interest in KPLT,
CBS’ Ed Murrow addressed inauguration ceremonies of CCNY’s new
Tex. and WEAR, Pensacola, prexy, Dr. Buell Gallagher, last week . , Red Barber named national
. CBS v.p. Lou
radio chairman of Sunday School Week, April 13-19
Louis Dorfsman upped to
Hausman back after Haitian vacation .
advertising
and
fpr
sales
promotion
CBS Radio
of
associate director

A plan for TV-radio-press coverage of President Eisenhower’s conferences was forwarded to White
House press chief James C. Hage rty last week by G. W. (Johnny)
Johnstone, AM-TV director for the
National Assn, of Manufacturers,
Writing personally, and not as an
NAM exec, Johnstone suggested
that Ike’s confabs be covered by a
representative but small group— 12
reporters plus a TV crew and tape
recording engineers. His proposal
is that the conference be on film
for TV and newsreels, on tape for
radio, and mimeographed for the
Edited prints, tapes and
press.
stenographic report would be supplied to the various media with
costs on a prorata basis.
Johnstone proposes that the
rhinfltrn nvh 94
conferences be scheduled on a
r,
?
of the moie prominent feasem i.mon thly or monthly basis
tures of the changing radio pattern
with o emer | ency - confabs at t he
being wrought by the prime time
*
Pres ident. Condiscretion 0| th
dominance of *TV aie the new f erences would be moderated
by a
values being put on those hours .<
liaison ^respondent,” a name
which not so many yearsrago were
^.M, TV t r p ress correspondent, on
considered practically throwaway
H e envisages a
a rotating basis
mnge

4-

.

As

between music shows on Sunday
evening and Metop star Jan Peerce
to emcee the ‘serious -music block
on Monday, which will be built
around the skein’s “Metropolitan
Opera Auditions” at 9 p.m.
Sunday evening tuners wi$ be
anchored between the early evening news-and-commentary sessions and the 9 p.m. Walter Win-

-

also

Paris,
Fla.

Joel Grey

direction of web prexy Robert E.
Jackie Gleason Sub
Kintner. While the web announced
Joel Grey, one of the more
last week the inking of two Music
Corp. of America vidpic pilots, youthful entrants in the show biz
built around Paul Hartman and comedy fold, may get the nod as
Dennis O’Keefe, the new beat is star of the projected series under
also being projected in radio, with consideration by CBS-TV as suman emphasis on music and news on mer replacement for the Jackie
Saturday, Sunday and Monday eve- Gleason show.
nings.
Network is blueprinting a 60Kintner concept is (1) to capital- minute variety show along the
ize on those three nights on music same lines as the Gleason stanza,
and news as the spheres in which with an eye toward retaining the
radio scores best and (2) to pro- same sonpsorship auspices on a
gram in blocks, keeping dialers full-year basis. Deal, however, is
tuned in with a “mood” approach. still contingent on Grey’s availabilThe “boxoffice” lure o'f names* will ity. It will be his first TV series,
be utilized also, with thrush Mar- although he’s guested previously
garet Whiting to femcee the Satur- for Eddie Cantor on “Colgate Comday night lineup of pop tunes, edy Hour.”
Burgess Meredith to handle the in-

.

IN

10 years.

from the hypo of the AB-

-

4-

manager
suiting

From Ike Production Centres
M IHHMM HHh I
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of $250,000.

.

.

.

•

Anheuser-Busch Buy

.

.
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* it.'*

.

.

.

Carroll Carroll, who closed the
cepted as the island’s official song
agency, which he headed, is dusting off his type mill.
He used to write all those words that used to spill from Bing Crosby
n. Y. Yankees may go without
on “Kraft Music Hall”
. Irving Fein, CBS radio director of publicity
a third TV commentator to handle
and exploitation in Hollywood, in N. Y. for summer campaign* planthe pre . and post-game color. Team
ning
George Baron named general manager of KOWL, Santa
bas s0 f ar been unab i e 0 r unwilling
Monica, which recently transferred ownership from Arthur Croghan to
to sign a sportscaster for the spot
Robert McClure and the Fink brothers.
vacated by ex-Bomber Joe DiMaggio on
PIX, N. Y. Daily News
.
.
.
stat i 0 n, wh i c h televises the games
A Yankee spokesman sAid “It’s
Paul Schemer named KGO station manager, replacing C. L. McqU ite possible” the club may stick Carthy, now owner-manager of KROY, Sacramento. Scheiner, former
Mol Allen
Allpn and
nnrl Jim Woods
WnnHc as
ac KGO sales boss,
with Mel
was succeeded by John Hansen, ex of KECA, Hollya two-man AM-TV team and dis- wood
KNBC changes: Jane Lee (Dorothy Rankin) resigned after
.
pense with the services of a third 10 years conducting “Woman’s Magazine of the Air;” Doug Pledger
commentator. Allen is a longtime launched daily 45-minute platter-chatter show, 9:30 a.m.; Marjorie
Yankee broadcaster, handling both King signed to voice daily interview series, 11:30 a.m., beginning March
tele and radio, the latter via WINS. 1
Bill Weaver emceed Marie Wilson’s p.a.’s at Golden Gate TheWoods was signed recently as sec- atre. .Ralph De Salle joined KCBS production staff to handle “Waitin’
ond man, moving up from Atlanta, for Weaver” and “This Is San* Francisco” shows . ,
Prexy Frank
where he did both
and tele White in for looksee at local NBC property
New fathers of new
commentary on the Atlanta Crack- sons: Phil Markinson (KYA) and Ted Carlsen (KROW) . . And a son
er games.
for Dexter Scherling of KGO
New jobs: Ed Dunbar to NBC net
sales, here; Stan Johnson to CBS sales
Visitors: James Melton;
Gordon MacRae; Pauline Frederick . KCBS’s Doris Macdonnell to
O’NEIL’S
PROFITS
wed Guernsey Frazer, Jr.
Wanda Ramey subbing for vacationing
Elaine Doyle on the Les Malloy shows.
.

.

.

Vacated by DiMaggio Ward Wheelock

.

.

.

W

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO
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.
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With St. L. Cards, Despite

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

.

.

.

.

St. Louis,

Feb. 20.

Although Anheuser-Busch, one of
the world’s largest suds makers,
purchased the St.‘ Louis Cardinals
Friday (20), the Griesedieck Bros
Brewery Co., a rival, will continue
to broadcast the play-by-play of all
Cardinal games through the forth

coming season. What will happen
for the 1954 season is a matter of
much speculation as the Griese
dieck Bros, contract with the Cardinal ball club terminates at the
end of this seaspn.

When announcement was made
of the purchase of the ball club
for $3,750,000 from owner Fred
Saigh, who recently received a 15
month prison jolt and a $15,000
fine for income tax evasion and
was virtually kicked 01ft of base
ball,

of

August A. Busch,

Jr.,

prexy

A-B was asked about the

cur-

radio setup.
“I don’t think
that makes a great deal of difference,” Busch stated, “I am going
at this from the sports angle and
not as a sales weapon for Budweiser beer. Griesedieck has the
radio rights under contract for this
year. If they choose to go through
rent,

followed suit, including WNBT,
N. Y.; WPTZ, Philly, and WNBK,
Cleveland.
At WNBT, the Herb Sheldon with it, it> will be alright,” Busch
He also said his company
strip in the 12-1 p. m. span pulled stated.
85,000 valentines, hand-made by has no intention of trying to buy
the
Griesedieck
kids, in two weeks.
contract.
On the basis
of that demonstration of audience
lure, five new participating bankRay Jones to Texas
rollers were inked for the series
Ray Jones is checking out of
last week, including B. F. Good
CBS-TV sales this week and is gorich (for Keds), Birdseye, Loft ing to Texas.
cahdy, Pancordion and Big C ChocHe ‘joins KGUL-TV in Galveston
olates.
Situation points up the as assistant to the general manvalue of mail as a pales-convincer. ager. Station is a CBS affiliate.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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FROM B’CAST HOLDINGS

General Tire & Rubber Co.
gleaned a net profit of $929,342
from its General Teleradio hold1952, the company’s annual financial report showed. The
radio-tele
profits
amounted to
nearly one-seventh of the total
year’s profit for the rubber com

ings

in

pany.

General Teleradio, the wholly-

owned subsidiary of General Tire,
owns the Don Lee and Yankee
networks and owns 58% of the
Broadcasting System.
President of Teleradio is Tom
O’Neil, who is also president and
hoard chairman of Mutual and a

Mutual

vice-president of General Tire.

O’Meallie Vice Wheelahan

CHICAGO

IN

0

•

*

Chi veep Harry Kopf in New York on biz
Bud Campbell will do
the play-by-play on 10 Chi Cubs’ exhibition games teeing off March 7
via WIND
Ted Kudelko upped from sound man to producer status
at WBBM, handling Julian Bentley’s 6:45 p.m. newscast and Kay Ashton-Stevens’ 11 p.m. show
expanding Jack Eigen’s “Chez
.
Show” another half-hour to make room for additional clients. Nightly
stanza is currently SRO with 14 bankrollers sharing the present hour
and 45 minutes .
Chi NBC news chief Bill Ray guestspeaks.on radioTV freedom of information at the Michigan State Radio-TV Confertaking
ence at Lansing, Mich., March 6
. Western singer Dan Carter
over a five-minute slice of WBBM’s early morning “Country Hour’
Harry Leckrone, formerly farm editor at WLW, Cincinnati, has
joined the J. Walter Thompson, public relations Dept. . . Otto Bremers,
assistant manager of the WNBQ.-WMAQ ad-promotion department conducting a series of advertising workshop classes for the Central YMCA
adult education program
Mennen Shave products renewed Joe
.
Foss’ 7:15 a.m.
news for another 52 weeks . , Bill Albert Sheetz
(OT Bill Albert) has come up. from WLEX, Lexington, Ky., to join the
WENR announcery, working- on the station’s “Country Junction” folk
music show
. . Red Blanchard hosting a 4ff3minute. morning deejay
strip on WLS.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WMAQ

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

As

WSMB
New

John

R.

(N.0.)

Manager

IN

Orleans, Feb. 24.
O’Meallie
resigned

in town for show at Arena, will make guest appearance,
sauntering through WCAU-TV’s live Western “Action- in* the Afternoon,” Friday (27) . . . Bill Stern and Ray Arcel, announcer and matchmaker for ABC’s Saturday night boxing bouts, were guest Speakers at
Cigar Table of Philadelphia dinner in Penn Sheraton (19) . . Harvey
Huston, former New York and Maryland radio exec, is the new program director at WKDN, Camden
Lee Stewart, partner of Bo®
.
.
Horn on WFIL-TV’s matinee “Bandstand,” will launch new daily morning program “TV Coffee Club,” beginning (23) from 9 to }Q:45 a.m.
Joseph S« J. Mayer, assistant director Internal Revenue, Phila. • ,
r

.

the past 25 years.
O’Meallie joined WTPS as commercial manager in 1947. Prior to
that he was a retail advertising
account exec of The Times-Pica-

yune-New

PHILADELPHIA ...

Gene Autry,

Wednesday (18) to take over post
of veep and general manager of
WSMB effective March 1. He
succeeds Harold M. Wheelahan,
who managed the ABC affiliate for

.

Orl,ean§ .Sjtates.c.ombq,
,

«

c

.{PoptiJHied on page 38)
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JACQUELINE SUSANN

CURTAIN TIME

(Pxrmalion Was a WomluO
With Beryl Vaughan, Geraldine
Kay, Peter 'Collins, Toiai Gilman; Hugh Downs, announcer
Producer; Harry Holcombe

^ II

Director; Lynwood King
30 Mins*; 'Wed., 9:30 pjn.

Just

I

MMHM M U

*

< I

MM

*

*

t

Forrest, Will Jordan, ruests

Producers:

**

*

Newman, Dick Randall

Director; Bob Eberle
30 Mins.; Tues„ 11:05 p.m.

TV HOME GUILD

1

f

Chicago
(Grant)

When

U MMM

tl

**

With Cy Newman, announcer; Sallr

was highly diversified, yet WOR-TV, New York
The Met Opera’s studio presen- Saturday (21) the leading lady Showgood
Jacqueline Susann launched a
pacing .and some fine enhad
tation of "La Boheme” on CBS- clown demonstrated that she can
weekly variety-gab-fashion show
tertainment.
over indie WOR-TV last Tuesday
Top names on the show were (17). Slotted in a late-evening
Frankie Laine and Jimmie Boyd, period, it’s an informal
potpourri
kTp the' whoS!flas¥bick '^tin'g pinned on mis- who teamed for the first time with with pitches to both husband
and
gQ m j nutes 0 f "Omnibus” time, taken identity, with the basso try- a preview of two of their forth- wife.
for one of the ^ est things in the ing all the way to prove she was coming Columbia disks. Team was
Initialer
opened
with
an
marinstruhe
the
waitress
especially
in
a natural, scoring
i6-\veek series. Staged especially the sweetie pie
mental quartet doing "With a Song
for TV, in a well-condensed ver- ried while a music' student m Vi- latter number, a light affair called
In My Heart,” with static lensing.
sion by Met asst, manager John enna and the boxer functiomng.as "Tell Me a Story.” Laine closed
Sussann then brought out a
Qutma J that retained all the es- her boyfriend prop on which an the show solo, belting home "I Be- Miss
dress
manufacturer, interviewed
hung,
was
rogags
of
abundance
lieve.”
sentials, the lovely musical
him briefly about his long years in
Amid this lightweight artifice,
mance of the 19th century Paris
Riva
Maria
was
duet
Another,
the
field
and (a nice twist) had him
went
high
guests
her
Miss Raye and
Bohemians came off with a^
and John Forsythe in a scene from narrate a fashion show

CHI DODGE DEALERS

WNBQ,

Tele Follow-Up Comment
H Hit

the ChiReaping

termty was beginning to
p
of ever having a .dramatic show
chadgoing again on the local TV
nels Grant Advertising and the
j
ninno with
\ t
dealers came along
Chi Dodge
a tele version of Curtain Time,
patterned after a demised NBC
radio series of the same name.
The new project has to be
judged pretty much by network
standards since it may be assumed
the Windy City audience uses a
•'Kraft Theatre” or a "Studio One”
as its benchmarks rather than any

i

:

l

;

j

|

^

•

j

j

j

j

grade of artistry and appeal.
^
Cast chosen was especially good,
in attractive young people who
First
sing.
could act as
__ well as
_
rate singers, they enunciated clearexcepoccasional
ly (with only

1

—

.

along with the hour-long joke to

j

mixed results. The comedienne
opened well as a song demonstrator in an emporium where Pinza
.
thought he recognized her frojn

,

J

the

schmaltzy days. This segued

new colloquial into the Vienna sequences with
by Howard Dietz, {Miss Raye pursuing a gypsy terp

so that the

tions),

Chamber of Commerce loyalties. English libretto
Despite the obvious budgetary lim- with its sentimental passages and
Rations of a strictly local enter- cute rhymes, was completely indeal of
prise, the opening show (18), “Pyg- telligible and had a good
malion Was a Woman” demon- flavor, matching the constant flowPuccini
strated that the basic technical jing melody of the graceful

of his

togs
Noel Coward’s “Cavalcade.” Pair
all
in the low-price bracket
enacted a honeymoon voyage se- Models appeared of amateur
status.
excellent
some
Despite
quence.
Comic Will Jordan chatted with
thesping by both, the duolog
seemed a little strained and points the femcee and then did a slick
group
of impressions, including Ed
less until at the end, Miss Riva
Sullivan, Bing Crosby afid Charles
lifted her cloak off the rail and
Laughton,
in a smoothly scripted
revealed a lifebuoy bearing the
that was highspot of the proname of the ship fhe Titanic. act
gram.
Another
fashion segment
That last camera shot gave body
started with a tete-a-tete with a
and purpose to the entire scene.
furrier on mink mutations and
Andre

—

—

*

routine and clinching with Pinza
in courtship scenes,
Top skit had her and Graziano
watching on TV the latter’s losing
On the classical side,
included a display of some samples.
joust with Tony Zale. who thereby
Closing portion was a gabfest
copped the crown in 1948. This Segovia gave forth with some of
and talent tools are available to score.
his
guitar virtuosity; Although his with actress Sally Forrest. InterCamera work was particularly was an actual Gillette-sponsored
permit the series to compare adebit long for this spersed
was
selection
a
with
feelcontrasted
static
any
fracas,
with the entertainment
away
of
the
yardtaking
film
good,
auately with the network
type of show, it was a treat for elements were some mail-order
That is, if on further out- ing during the arias. Shots such as the Raye-Rocky live portions in
sticks.
lover. He made his in- spiels by Cy Newman for
any
music
between
lampthe
him
around
seconded
artists
she
that
trio
of
which
the
a foodin«s the series can overcome
strument sound more like a harpsi- freezer plan, a watch, etc.
knockoutV •point1
the -upstairs* winand, at the
rounds
•
.
j 1 _
.
old scripting bugaboo which got *post,7 taken from
finale of mthe Rocky was caused to count himself chord than a guitar.
Miss Susann is relaxed before
the first show off to a weak start. dow: the _ third-act « _
lovers; Cafe out.
Comic George Gobel scored with the cameras and gabs pleasantly.
That’s a problem not limited to quartet of ill-starred
Graziano (a previous Rayfc guest) his excellent routine about his mis- Show would benefit by concentratthe lesser budgeted local produc- Momus scene, or introduction of
the cast against the background of makes no pretense at histrionic chievous son. Gobel has a hesitat- ing more on one fashion insert and
tions.
the music-score, were typical. The prow'ess, but he can (1) deliver ing but matter-of-fact style that giving the guests a little more
The fluffy yarn, penned original- three sets were- noteworthy, es- lines in the dumbbell Slapsie man- makes for close contact with his meaty subjects
to discuss. Direcf
ly for the radio series by Irene pecially the third-act scene at the n er and (21 he is prepared to make audience. It’s as if he ran into
tion was shaky, and lighting and
Colvin and adapted to TV by Marv city gates, w;hich had spaciousness the, laughs come, at his expense, someone on the street and was camerawork can also
be improved.
compethe
match
David,* failed-to.
and depth. Good direction by Bob i n the followup, based in Grazi- telling him what happened since
BriL
tency of the four-member cast and Banner kept action fluid, in a story ano’s dressing room after the fight, last they met, and the style is
turned
work
camera
the pro league
nifty highly effective.
over
it. K
a
of
devoid
Miss
Raye
put
essentially
and
he
SHERM’S SHOWPLACE
in by director Lynwood King s
Nadine Conner made a very af- integrated 'plug for Johnson &
Arthur James’ rollerskating turn With Sherman Butler, guests
crew.
fecting Mimi, with a pure, lyrical Johnson bandages,
was solid. James did difficult spins Producer-director: Milt Komito
Lightweight story had to do with soprano that was very appealing
here
There wasn’t much from
with ease and neatly essyaed some 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frf., 1 p.m.
the daughter of a charm school and choice. Brian Sullivan was a in. Emerv Deutsch was spotted fid**
turns and spins with only one Participating
r*
.ui.
a
n» _ ? *ii
iit *iii.
mistress who fell in love with one fine
Rodolfo, although a slight dling in the "Little Vienna Cafe,
skate.
Sheree North came over WMAL-TV, Washington
of the male clients while helping nasal quality occasionally marred Pinza was still trying to identify from "Hazel Flagg,” but failed to
This is a d.j. show with a pro*
edges.
rough
his
out
~
—
smooth
—
mean—
was,
a
—
him
jj **»*
his singing. Frank Guarrera
,
Miss Raye (via birthmark),
.
impress
with her dance turn large- duction format and a laudable atGuy signed up for the course oe-a man ] y Marcello, with a sonorous while tossing in a song, and the ly because
in an attempt to get in tempt to get away from static efon
.crush
secret
a
had
visuin
a
he
was
seen
were
cause
^ ar itone. Brenda Lewis
Herb Ross dancers
om ,s^5 rL„ .v ally and dramatically very cute as ballet. Miss Raye, backed by off- too much she accomplished too fect of most TV platter spinning
glamour TV star.
little.
shows. It comes off well, on the
fellow back onto the right track the minx Musetta, although a little screen chorus, sang "Blues in the
Gae Foster dancers, together twhole, despite some dead spots
a
into
shrill or muffled sometimes in her Night.” By sharp standards, a so-so
by getting the queen to go
with
Pand a jerky quality on show
Ray
Bloch’s
solo
piano,
finaltwo
the
when
act
while
dame
good,
another
was
Support
Raye,
dumb
singing.
show; but for Miss
opened with some fine precisioning caught.
conductor Alberto Erede handled opportunity to prove her mettle
ly met.
Sherman Butler, well known loand soft shoe work to Liszt’s "Hun..The four managed to breathe orchestra and singers with deft au- as an up-and-at-’em f unstress.
garian Rhapsody.” Ensemble work cally in radio d.j. circles before he
Trau.
some life into the stock characters. thority. Alistair Cooke made an
was some of the best seen on went TV, does a creditable job of
explicit
especially
brief,
narrator,
excellent
Beryl Vaughan was
video recently. Bloch orch did its emceeing and keeping the music
Bron.
good as the love-smitten daughter. and effacing.
Alicia Markova did the classic usual capable showbacking job. going in an easy way, casual manPeter Collins handled satisfactorily
NBCon
Swan,”
"The
Dying
Sullivan provided one of his off- ner. He has a pleasant personality
’solo,
the tough quickie transition from
For a half-hour show, the Ar- TV’s "Your Show of Shows” Sat- beat moments by having Jack and a straight manner unmarked
a roughneck to a smoothy. Ger- thur Murray TV session buys a urday (21). It was an evocative Sharkey show Mickey Mantle the by smart alec undertones. He has
aldine Kay. came through with a lot of talent. For example. Sun- performance,
guest singers when available on
consummate elements of fly casting.
with
Chan.
highly professional job as the day’s (22) layout on DuMont, com- grace and feeling. The prima bal
local show boards, but special gimmother and Toni Gilman scored prised three acts in the name cate- lerlna’s exquisite movement!
mick of show is a synch-film feaswitch.
with her dumbbell
WABD’s "One Man’s Story” and ture. This is exclusive with his
gory and one of the rising terp caught the full pathos of the "swan
Hugh Downs worked the blurbs acts. Another factor that's long song” by Saint-Saens, although a its evening equivalent, "Mono- program in area, and consists of
in his usual proficient fashion.
been evident is that Kathryn Mur- less familiar selection might have Drama Theatre,” have been con- film- clips made for specific pop
Dave.
ray has become the femme and provided a better vehicle for her ducting some noteworthy, success- disks, with action nicely synchrosmiling counterpart of Ed Sullivan. talent. Also in the dance depart- ful) experiments in video program- nised into tempo and rhythm of
Both are lavish act buyers and ment, the sock satirists Mata and ming, namely the use of classics tune. Generally film has a terp inSEARCH FOR. SONGS
both do little more than emcee. Hari did a takeoff on surrealistic for serial programs and their terpretation of tune theme, with
With Del Courtney, Jack Wash- Mrs. Murray also dances.
Now Lar- appropriate settings and moods
paintings, to a score (per usual) by adaptation to monologs.
_
PritPatty
burn, Tommy Paige,
The keystone of Sunday’s ses- Lothar Perl. Using weirdly dec- ry Menkjn, packager of the shows, background. Best bet on show
chard orch
sion was Florence Desmond, the orated unbrellas, a Daliesque set has come up with another praise- caught was a fanciful femme terp
Producer; Del Courtney
British comedienne.
She took up and offbeat costumes,
bit with Bob Eberle’s ’40 recordun- worthy innovation.
Director: Jim EaWns
With Brotherhood Week and Ne- ing of "Breeze and 1” backgrounda lot of time, but apparently was corked some clever bits of terp30 Mins.; Tuesdays, 8 p.in.
worth it. She provided a liberal gymnastics. While the item pleased, gro History Week for inspiration, ing.
SYLVANIA TV
amounf of impressions, all of them it lacked the punch of some of he produced for last week’s “One
Guests of the day last week were
KPIX, San Francisco
packing fidelity, and much of it their earlier efforts which have a Man’s Story” the five-portion se- Helen O’Connell and Bob Eberle,
( Durstine )
being witty.
rial,
She’s probably the stronger book.
"The Ordeal of Frederick onetime singing team with the
It was rough sledding on the most expert of the femme mimes.
Comedywise, the stanza clicked Douglass,” story of the escaped Jimmy Dorsey orch, who happened
Carl Reiner, who Negro slave who became one of to be in town at same time on difkickoff (17) for this song search and^ her gallery of portraits car- all the way.
ried
a
high
amount
of
entertainReunion beserved
as emcee, joined Sid Cae- the country’s leading abolitionists. ferent club dates.
a
Courtney
idea originated by Del
ment.
sar and Imogene Coca in several Serial was based on Douglass’ au- tween the ex-partners, plus fact
^ear ago for his informal Sunday
Singers
on
the
show
tobiography,
were
Don
that
Miss
as
clicko
sketches.
O’Connell
recently reInitialer,
also
adapted
by
Saul
series.
C
matinee
“ L1IJC
.Cornell and Toni Arden, both prod- featuring the
...
... „
turned to show biz after retiring to
,
talented
Howard Carson.
a
In a tuxedo setting
ucts of the diskeries. Miss A Wen Morris, had the Caesar-Coca duo
The
serial deserves special men- raise a family, gave this day’s
man orchestra it failed to achiev e gave an excellent account of h&> as a couple trying to get into and tion for a number of reasons, be- show unique human interest angle.
its great expectations due to in- self with "Because You’re Mine,”
out of a restaurant in a hurry. yond the real public service ren- Added was bonus in fact that both
ferior photography and wordy in despite some of the schmaltzy Same foursome was also
spotted dered by a dramatization of the guests are photogenic and appealterruptions about a double contest overtones inherent in her delivery. in a burlesque of
a French film, life of one of America’s most fa ingly modest.
gimmick. Designed to be a musi- She
joined
with
Cornell
on slightly changed from a previously mous Negroes. First, there was
Strength of show lies in variety
talkative
cale, it descended into
"S’posin’.”
Cornell, at the outset, screening on the airer.
which
gimmick,
Another the topnotch thesping job turned and the film synch
_
_
depths and was never able to ex- gave the impression of carrying reprise was the spoof of "A Time in by John Marriott, in a forceful, falls naturally into pattern of the
cavate itself.
his own gallery with him.
There in the Sun,” kidding the Holly- entirely believable performance as big web shows. Instead of live talsubmit were femme shrieks from the au
viewers
Song-w-riting
ent, film subs nicely, making for a
wood version of "An American Douglass.
numbers from which three are dicnce, and the pseudo swoons Tragedy” and the use of the voiceSecond, in the scripting job and simplified, but pleasant version of
are from the stage personnel didn’t of-conscience,
They
show.
screened for each
soundtrack music actual format of the prqgram lie such top budgeters as "Hit Pavocalized by Tommy Paige, Patty seem to improve his home registry. and the banshee wails injected in great potentialities for real educa- rade,” et al. Producer gets A for
Pritchard and Jack Washburn with In that atmosphere, his stress on films to denote Fate.
Another tional service through historical effort for format, with extra
the vocal tricks designed to make funny skit was the Caesar-Coca programs done in dramatic form. smoothness needed to give top
a bandstand backing.
Flor.
But viewers’ interest lagged la- the bobbysoxers keel over made pantomime routine of a couple try- The serial employed none of the ro- score for results.
mentably as Del went through him sound like a caricature of the ing to de-mouse their apartment. mantic hokum customarily woven
swoon era.
{Miss Coca put across the “Artist’s into historical video shows; it was TV SEWING CIRCLE staid introductions of his panel
The Cabots seem to he a climb- Life” waltz and Caesar’s specialty done straight, using the facts as With
(Red Nichols, Bonnie Baker, Meade
Shirley Wall
terp trio. These two lads and was a droll stream-of-conscious they were written, and
Lux Lewis) presented the compet- ing
the facts Director: Bob Eberle
a girl are lithe workers and their monolog as a swain buying a dia- were sufficient to provide
how
writers,
explained
ing song
a highly 15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:45 p.m.
choreography
adds
up
to
good
ap- mond ring for his fiancee.
interesting story.
viewers could enter the contest
Participating
plause rating. The two boys later
Billy Williams quartet registered
But the real, immediate value WOR-TV, New York
p-us details about a subsidiary competition in which viewers can pen teamed up with Mrs. Murray for strongly with “I Wlay Be Wrong” of the series was to give the pubThis daytimer is strictly for
a raucous "Eadie Was a Lady” but had a forhiless arrangement
lyrics to an original tune prepared
of lic, through dramatic treatment (as housewives and as such ought to
which provided a pleasing inter- "Because You’re Mine.” B a
by Courtney and his group.
b i the most easily understood and gather a fairly sizeable following.
lude.
Linn and Rod Alexander did an received), an insight into the life Shirley Wall demonstrates various
Unbalanced mikes favored CourtThere’s also a silly contest an- effective. Irish dance to a Bill
a ““nous American who was- needlework
and techpatterns
ney’s talk sessions, but gave a weak gle.
°v
Viewers are asked to post- Hayes vocal, and Hayes
joined also a Negro, and thereby perhaps niques that should provoke interear to the singers. Winning song card the type of a
dance being
on the premiere was chirped by executed and winners get two free Judy Johnson and the singing and to instill in its audience a better est among the distaffers.
Opening show had her. showing
Jack Washburn whose suave de- dance lessons. The number played dancing choristers in an appealing idea of what brotherhood and tol.production number, the
"I’ve erance really 'mean.
Chan.
livery, contrasted with Pritchard was "Tico.”
how to make a daisy, then comThe Murray system Got a Date With An old
Angel.”
bine a number of them to start an
and Paige, may have unduly in- apparently needs plenty of
pros- Charles Sanford’s musical direction
afgan. Too much time was used,
fluenced the jury. The boy is star pects.
Jose.
ter
a
was
cou
topflight
of
Ple
and
picnics
the
on
Max
the
Lieb- xTr^i
however, in a pitch fdr the gadget
bound!
man production - direction again NBC-TV Saturday night “All Star used in making the daisy, for a
Show needs verbal tightening,
Martha Raye can provide some showed the master touch. Writers Revue” and an entry on same" net's pattern book and for mail in genmuch more music including bonus amusing moments with her bub- are Mel Tolkin, Lucille
Kallen and "Colgate Comedy Hour” last Sun- eral. Mrs. Wall could have used
bits from big hits, and camera bling, irrepressible
day (22), the Ritz Bros, can only the time to better advantage m
style. With her Mel Brooks.
Bril.
angles that* will not make the around, dullness takes quick
look forward, if they dare, to a showing other patterns. She also
r
flight
brasses look like a sea of TV anten- and screwball situations
get the
So far their video slate is pointed but various items
Ed
Sullivan came up with a dud.
nas waving in a hurricane.
play. In her regular turn on the solid segment
running from great to up on a board, telling the aud tne
in his "Toast of the clean,
Dvcit.
NBC-TV "All Star Revue” last Town” Sunday (22) on CBS-TV.
(Continued on page 34)
(Continued on page 30)
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take

a long look at
r

these NBC-TV

CO-OP* Programs
Advertisers

and

viewers alike are doing so in

ever-increasing numbers with great satisfaction l

Who Said That?
(Mondays— 10:30

PM—NYT)

The Gabby Hayes Show

WHO SAID THAT? has

Currently sponsored in 25 markets,

(Wednesdays— 5:15-5:30

a .current rating of 19.2. Walter Kiernan guides a panel of
celebrities

who

attempt to guess quotes from the news in

vision entertainment continually proving

its ability to

tele-

A

create

PM—NYT)

foolproof Western film format, already proving itself for

Quaker Oats on Mondays and Fridays. Excellent adjacency

customers for a variety of advertisers,
r

and point of purchase

aids.
V

American Forum of the Air
(Sundays

»

—2:30 PM—NYT)

* An NBC-TV CO-OP gives you all the flexibility

Public service, prestige, promotion, plus profits for any adver-

of a syndicated feature with the added impact

himself of the nation’s best-known, most-honored

of live television. Exclusive sponsor identifica-

tiser availing

forum show. Ted Granik moderates top leaders

in vital,

tion in the market(s) of

current

your choice at a sur-

0

•

prisingly low cost.

discussions.

Among
Pure

Oil

current

NBC-TV CO-OP advertisers
Rochester Gas

Company

NBC Radio CO-OP Programs

are:

& Electric

Bill

Pittsburgh Brewing Co.

Philco Dealers (Portland, Ore.)

Reynolds Metals

Indiana Motor Truck Ass'n.

National

Bank of Tulsa

Manor House Coffee

-

First Fed. Savings

H. V. Kaltenborn

Dangerous Assignment
(Brian Donlevy)

Shenandoah

Howdy Doody

Life Insurance Co.

for further details consult your nearest

Morgan Beatty
World

Home

C.)

-

Richard Harkness

The Jane Pickens Show

Loan (Wash., D.

are:

Every Day (Meredith Willson)

Stern

Lone Star Gas Co.

4

Edition of the

NBC-TV station

News Roundup

News

or

NBC CO-OP SALES
ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK

30

'
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VARIETY

RADIO-TELEVISION

30

CBS-TV IN DAYTIME

Inside Stuff—Radio

PROGRAM RESHUFFLE

Television Reviews

With Colgate moving its “Big
Payoff” show from NBC-TV in a
there
hour,
the
the eye, because of
later shift, giving it the same 3
interest. p.m, slot on CBS-TV, two other
plenty visual
still
is
baby-sitting
a
Mothers’ Recess,
Columbia stanzas will be obliged
segment, offers cartoons and Sears to shift. Originally scheduled for
with a beard, as the Magic Man of 3 p.m. was the new Eddie Albert
the Mountain. There are pictures
show.
„
of husbands for wives who never
When “Payoff” shifts to CBS on
see same. With apparent pride in
after the Albert
month
a
April
2,
set-up,
suburban
WCAU-TV’s new
latter situation
camera travels about corridor and show preems, the
into 3:30,
grounds and also takes look at comedy will be moved
heavy early morning traffic on with the “Action in the Afternoon”going
3:30)
at
seen
building.
(now
the
program
outside
City Line,
Sears uses different vehicles for to 4 p.m.
coach,
stage
wheelchair,
getoff
horse and buggy the latter transportation means borrowed from

Continued from page 28

patterns could be obtained in the
book.
Mrs. Wall herself employed entirely too much of the pedagogical
approach. She was too formal and
stilted in her speech, and a trifle
too superior in manner. She might
try working on 'd more friendly,
•relaxed basis it’ll win her more
viewers.
Camera work was good, especially in the closeups of Mrs. Wall
Chan .
doing .her work*

—

YOUR INCOME TAX
With

Frank

Streeter

Galligan,

Stewart
Producer: Ben Hfiddleston
15 Mins., Mon., 7 p,m,
WBZ-TV, Boston

—

studio’s live Western “Action in
Afternoon.’’ Relaxed and inventive,
both ifiama and junior should find

Sears pleasant around the house
of a series of TVers pre- when
breadwinner leaves.
the
sented by local Director of Inter- Sears also does the commercials in
nal Revenue’s office to expedite a quiet, but convincing manner
taxpayers filing of tax returns, that should sell the homemakers.
this one dealt solely with bugaGagh .
boos encountered in making out
Form 1040. Using a blownup form
for a backdrop, announcer Stewart Class
Chi Stations
tossed queries to Department’s
Frank Galligan who, in turn,
Set Pact With
passed along the info in clear and
concise wordage so that the most
Chicago, Feb. 24.
inept form filler should have no
Formal signing is expected this

One

B

AFTRA

difficulties.

week by the Chi American FederaGalligan pointed out that antion of TV & Radio Artists and the
swers should be printed rather
radio stations on a
than written, many taxpayers add- seven Class B
The
ing unnecessary burdens to the new two-year talent pact.
overworked

collector’s staff

Radio’s merchandising consciousness has reached the point wh er
stations are competing with each other to tie in with organizations
Latest station to join the bandwagon is WOR, Mutual flap
retailers.
ship in N. Y., which last week completed a tie-in with the Pharmaceuti
cal Council of Greater N. Y., representing some 4,100 independent

drug

stores.

WOR

plan calls for a 15-minute cross-the-board daytimer plus insti
tutional spots to plug drug products and stores, with point-of-sale di<J
shows and products advertised
plays in the stores plugging

WOR

on

them.

WOR

has been pitching the
Interesting aspect to the tie-in is that
idea since last fall, with free institutional spot announcements as a lure
to a retailer organization. At that time, the N. Y. State Pharmaceutical
Assn., repping some 5,000 druggists throughout the state, expressed
promotion department started work
interest in a tie-in, and
on
the project.

WOR

Promotion stunt which Frank Zuzulo and his Mutual press department pulled at the political conventions in Chicago last summer won
him and the department second prize in the Freedom Foundation

general category awards last week. Press staff turned out columns by
Mutual radio commentators and wired them, plus special features, to
some 600 newspapers all over the country as a public service. Mutual
of course, got the names of their commentators in the papers. Zuzulo
submitted the stunt to Freedoms Foundation in the general category
Washington, Feb. 24.
department and came up with second prize in competition with 2,000
The counterpart of an early type other entries, for helping to promote “a better understanding of the
radio operation received its initial American way of life.”
authorization by the FCC last week
with the issuance of a permit for
Radio-Newsreel-TV Working Press Assn, will make its first annual
a share-time TV station to two “Mike and Screen” awards at a dinner in the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel
applicants in the Monterey-Salinas, N. Y., May 27. John Daly and Edward R. Murrow will announce
the
The innovation, by winners at the event.
Calif., area.
which two broadcasting companies
Proceeds from the dinner will go to the Damon Runyon Fund.
divide time on the same channel,
will be watched closely as a possiJoint Broadcast Advertising Bureau-Broadcast Music, Inc. sales and
ble alternative to joint applications program clinics is getting enthusiastic endorsement from the field
and
by radio competitors entering into dates and sites are rapidly being set.
partnership in a TV operation. By
Seven of the 42 meetings have already been skedded:
joining in channel-sharing arrangeMilwaukee, Plankington Hotel, May 2^26; Detroit, Fort Shelby Homents, applicants in mahy commu- tel, June 10-11; Louisville, Seelbach llotel, June 17-18; Portland, Mulnities assigned only one channel nomah Hotel, June 24-25; Denver, Cosmopolitan Hotel, July
1-2; Ro.
cah avoid hearings and get permits anoke, Roanoke Hotel, July 8-9, and Minneapolis, Radisson Hotel,

Station

Okayed

actor, singer and freelance announcer fees are boosted 10% and
the staff gabber weekly minimums
were upped $12.50 to $14.25 bringing the minimum range at the variquickly.
ous indies from $114 to $126.
New contracts were wrapped up ,The first share-time

due to

the illegible penmanship which results in a lag in mailing out re-*
funds. This alone should prove incentive to cause improvement in
filing for collectors to write this
one-shot off as a success. Elie.

BILL SEARS

TV

Share-Time

I 953

(actually stations) will

TV

station

July '9-10.
j

be operated

Richard Stanley, CBS empolyment manager, addresses the job counby the Monterey Radio-TV Co., in seling division of the N. Y. chapter, American Women in Radio & TV,
which Harry L. (Bing) Crosby holds at 5:30 p.m., March 9.
and radio station
present pact which expires Satur- a 24% interest,
He’ll cover “How to Apply to a Network for a Job.” Admission is
KSBW in Salinas. The applicants limited
Chairman is Lillian Okun of WMCA.
to AWRT members.
day (28).
applicacompeting
filed
Stations " involved are WIND, originally

after only four joint bargaining
sessions and basic agreement was
reached prior to the ending of the

SHOW

Director: Ray Schwartz
90 Mins., Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.
Participating
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
Bill Sears, whose “In the Park”
puppet show, is a network seg-‘
ment, has launched a 90-minute
solo stint, with pews, chatter, stories, cartoons and records. Sears
has the quiet personality that goes
with his show which he calls “a
room temperature sort of thing.”
Spieler is mild, but also alert and
resourceful. Pattern is informal
but employs several running gags.
There’s a commuters’ handicap,
with a scoreboard for four neighbors running for the station.
Designed more for the ear than

WAAF, WAIT, WGES, WSBC,
WJJD and WHFC.
AFTRA negotiators Ray Jones

tions

for the

only

VHF

channel

Number of broadcast industry people will address the two-day annual convention of the American Public Relations Association, to be
held in Washington, March 2-3. Speakers will include Ralph W. Hardy
and Savfford (Bud) Wolff will next
and John H. Smith, Jr., of the National Assn, of Radio and Television
and long drawn-out hearings. A Broadcasters; John Scheuer, of WFIL, Philadelphia; and Walter Compturn their attention to WCFL,
permit for the UHF channel as- ton, general manager of the DuMont o.&o. video outlet in Washington,
labor-owned station.
signed the area was previously isWTTG. Among the speakers will also be Assistant Secretary of State
sued to the Salinas-Monterey TV Carl McCardle, who oversees the operations
of “Voice of~America” and
Co.
Exec
Teegarden’s
the international motion picture unit of State.
Under the sharing plan the two
+
stations will have separate call letIs the 3d-m-Command Post
ters' but plan to use the same transL. W. Teegarden’s election as mitter, sharing the cost equally. Pick Temple’s $250,000
executive veepee of Radio Coup, However, separate studios will be
of America gives this company maintained in Salinas and MontGiant Foods
vet the third-in-command post, erey which are about 14 miles
Y
next only to board chairman Da- apart.
A
Deal
Paces
D.C. Field
vid Sarnoff and prexy Frank M.
The stations will each broadcast
Washington, Feb. 24.
Folsom. This is the spot for which 42Vi? hours a week.
Pick Temple, WTOP-TV hillJoseph H. McConnell was slated
billy singer, was pacted past week
before the ex-NBC president reby Giant Foods Department Stores,
signed to become prez of ColgateByinart Exits ‘Family’
'
Inc.,
in a $250,000 time-talentPalmolive-Peet.
Tintair
has
Bymart,
outfit,
the
merchandising deal, largest in loTeegarden was v.p. in charge of
technical production of the RCA served notice on CBS-TV that it’s cal radio-TV history. The crossVictor division for many years be- cancelling out on the daytime the-boards, seven days a week,
fore being tapped for the new post. “There's One In Every Family” moppet show will be accompanied
program, effective second week in by an elaborate promotional camLousiville
Barney Arnold, March. (Program’s origination is paign involving newspaper advertising, spot announcements, store
WHAS Farm Program Director, being. moved to the Coast.)
Columbia Records last week displays, giveaways and contests.
has announced the appointment of
Hayden Timmons as Asst. Farm pacted for a brief participation
Record deal culminates a skyDirector of the station*
sponsorship on the show.
rocketing career for Temple, a
Baltimore singer who worked for
AS A TV MARKET!
years as a statistician in U. S:
Census Bureau, and got his show
biz start by singing folk tunes at

.

*

RCA

allocated to the area but decided
to join in a voluntary sharing arrangement in order to avoia costly

VP

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

KALAMAZOO

WTOP-TV &

->

mn

DALLAS-

—

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVUE
Saturdays, 8-9 p.m., EST

FT.

4

Mgtj William Morris Agency

WORTH

.

OFFERED AS A SPECULATION

local

SOUTHWEST

OIL

Offered at
•

Share

•

$500

•

in-

STOCK)

50c

per share

the ownership of

an

oil

I

company.

buy 1000

started

(241,832 Sets
Against 196,985!)

at

,

outlet

week, 15-minute show three years
ago. He has gradually built to a
daily juve attraction, with participating sponsorship. Time of show,
4 to 5:45 p.m, daily, and 11 to
12:30 Sunday,, will remain the
same, as will the informal format
featuring Temple’s dog, “Lady,”
three or four moppet guests, an

WKZO-TV

shares.

28

full

Fc/en f

’j

Ia company, mew

ssTAiusnmwt
jtAjfOMt assocmiim

m+wmimt mwa

wmA9mY,mwrm
i

The company Intends to use the proceed* of Ihi* offering k> pay back loon* mode for drifting and occjvttHfon
of oil properties and equipment, to meet the expense* of thi* offering, for additional
drilling eo*t* and working
capital. The company has agreed to allow the underwriter to retain
$17,300 euO of net proceed* from sole of the

price tag for the
first year is placed upon a series
of promotion stunts, besides outlay for time and talent. These center around the Pick Temple personality and a “health” motif, involving such gimmicks as use of
the cowboy’s picture on end labels
of bread;
health contests and
charts; western displays at company’s store; giveaways of 15,000
buttons, 100,000 balloons and 200,000 comic books.

nr*t shares for selling cosls

and expenses In connection with this offering. Underwriting disoownt or cotamhelon
t per share. Total price to the public $291 /XXL Total underwriting commitTotal offering price less such commission $218,230. 9or Value 1
,
Of per rharW?
Because these securities are believed to be exempt from reffMraffo* they
have not bomT rogMerod Willi
Securities and Exchange Commission. But such exemption. If available,
does not indkoto that the iacurHioc Save feme*
either approved or disapproved by the Commission or that
the Commission hoc considered the accuracy or completeness
of the statements in Hus communication.
per share. Proceeds to the company

37%

non $72750.

Mm

Cleveland

— George

counties

Videodex

The $250,000

information about the company. It will be sent
without any obligation on your part. Read the circular carefully. Then, if these shares
appeal to you, send us your order and check; or buy thru your bank or broker.
for offering circular giving

rich

Medinger,

vice-president in charge of radioTV for the Indians, has ruled all
Bill Veeck Brown games off the
air following decision not to telecast
home games because of
Browns’ owner attitude for TV
kickback. Browns already have
been ruled out of night games.

V

Michigan and NorlH*
ern Indiana—in whlcA

for two years.

Send

(Official

Basic C.B.S. Television
Outlet for KalamazooGrand Rapids) rcackol

occasional big name guest, plus
tunes and chatter. Contract gives
the 26-store food chain exclusive
rights to the cowboy personality

Minimum order $100.
Long-term growth potential offers maximum tax advantages.
will

He

Washington
Post
on a once a

the

owned CBS

582,000 SHARES

(COMMON

gatherings.

WTOP,

CORPORATION

report!

WKZO-TV

that

106.1%

more

gell

a/'«r

'

noon viewers than
w
tion “B”I Get all
Sl*‘

facts!

|

•

FETZIR

iWUCASTlK
pOTMf'
f

KALAMAZOO
.

Mtn-Mwa. me.
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TV Worms Way

Can.

Ralph Kiner, Bob Prince’s

Out of ‘Butterfly' As

Stake in

Union Fees Hit Snag
Toronto, Feb. 24.
Failure to consult previously
with various unions saw the Canapacking
dian Broadcasting Corp.

up

its

TV

the

off

•Madame

equipment and calling

proposed

televising

Butterfly,””

opening night

of

of the Royal Opera
Festival at the Royal Theatre here,
far beyond
snowballed
when costs
Royal
the CBC’s original budget.

production

UHF

League entry. It was Prince who
originally brought Johnson and
two other industrialists here, Henry

Oliver Rea and William H. Rea,
together with Larry Israel and A.
Donovan Faust, then DuMont execs
with WDTV, on the deal that
formed the corporation which applied for and received Channel 16.
Kiner and Prince have been
business partners for last two years
met.
„
,
^
in everything apart from Kiner’s
While the Royal Opera group baseball dealings, and Prince will
had paid out heavy rehearsal fees, become sports director of WENS
including 20 hours overtime to when it gets into operation, probthe 30 musicians in the pit, the ably late this summer.
Radio
Association of Canadian
Actors (to which most of the cast
extra
peran
demanded
Philadelphia—Hal Moore, KYW’s
belongs)
formance fee of a minimum $250 daytime disk jockey, has been
chorus
named to conduct the station’s late
for principals and $125 for
members because “Butterfly” was night program aired from the Hotel
being presented before a live audi- Penn Sheraton. In addition, Moore
Musicians were getting a has been assigned the Westingence.
minimum $75 per man but union house outlet’s three-hour classical
upped this to minimum $100. CBC music show “Saturday Symphony,”
had also moved in its own lighting aired from to to 5 p.m., Saturdays.
crew and ran into trouble with the He replaces Jean Shepherd on both
shows, starting March 2.
Royal Alexandra’s IATSE (AFL)
crew, in that CBC members are in
the Association of Broadcast Engineers (CIO). Another fee of $4
per audience head further complicated matters, the Royal Alexandra seating 1,525 and sold out

opening night, with GovernorGeneral in attendance.

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.

H

RIVERS NAMES KELLER

Market of

starting April 18, the first week of
the big league baseball season.
The Phillies hurler will be
teamed with Lee Allen,
sports commentator and baseball
historian, and deejay, Jack Pyle,
in a quiz-type feature to be tabbed

KYW

“The Robin Roberts Show.” Program will also feature a weekly
“rhubarb” and an honor award of.
the week to outstanding team or
individual in local sports.

Network

‘Quick’s’ 30-City

Spread, Also Syndication
When “Quick as a Flash” (part
live-part film package) preems on
ABC-TV March 12 for the Thorp
Corp., which will sponsor the show
on an alternate-week basis, it will

have a 30-market spread. As result,
the Bernard Prockter show will be

made

available for syndication in
other areas of the country.
Bobby Sherwood gets the nod as
emcee of the Thursday night 10:3011 show, with Nina Foch and
Roger Price as initial guests. It
will have a N. Y. origination.

WHLD

it’s

=

Translating ideas from dreams into
positive action is specialists’ work, reskills,

equipment,

Hundreds of advertisers have come
and

television film problems, arid Kling

carried through for

them —from

has

crea-

tion to distribution— in sales training,
public relations, and television! Kling’s
*

background of ‘Advertising
Knowmanship” benefits everyone.

solid

on three

WEAS

the stations, with the
application withdrawn last month.

of

But there’s another big plus— Kling**
“Hollywood Showmanship”! In our
Hollywood studios, we employ topflight Hollywood talent for you— from

To

Get Mpls. D.

CCBS

to Kling with their motion picture

Sales ou^it here. He continues as
board chairman of the stations.
Keller was veepee of WEAS.
He'll now head up the four-station
setup and will be in charge of the
sales outfit. Video applications are

Evans’ Dixieland

there are only four video markets
country larger than N. Y.’s
radio-only audience, and in fact,
Seavey to
only four markets where total famWashington, Feb. 24.
ily population tops non-TV N. Y.
In line with this tendency of adHollis M. Seavey, director of
vertisers to overlook the radio- Washington operations for Mutual,
only potentialities of TV markets, has resigned to become director
it’s pointed out that the number of of the
Cfear Channel BroadcastN. Y. radio-only families is larger ing Service. He succeeds Ward M.
than the combined size of the 16 Quaal who gave up the post to
major markets without TV service. become assistant general manager
While the report deals only with of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
N. Y., figures culled from it disSeavey, 37, has been in radio
close similar situations in other for 16 years, starting as an .ankey markets. In San Francisco, TV nouncer at
in Niagara
families number 521,900; radio-only Fails, N. Y.
in the

and knowledge. Kling, a leader in the
graphic arts for 18 years, offers you the
experience, facilities and staff to do a
superior job on any assignment.

AIAKUN3

Southern Television and Radio

FCC

geles, with 1,333,800 TV families,
the fact that the largest also has 363,100
radio-only families.
“radio-only” markets are in those And Philadelphia, where TV famivery cities which have TV. That’s lies total 1,910,600, has a radio-only
the substance of a pitch by WOR, market of 265,200 families.
Also interesting is the fact that
Mutual’s N. Y. flagship, which
the St. Petersburg-Tampa market,
points out, for example, that New
York, despite its 3,189,400 TV fam- the largest of those without TV
with some 141,300 radio homes, is
ilies, has a radio-only (or non-TV)
topped by the radio-only families
market of 1,080,400 families.
Pointing up the fact that TV in- in the top six TV markets. They
are N. Y., L. A.. Chi, Philadelroads have nonetheless left large
segments of metropolitan radio au- phia, Boston and Detroit, in that
order.
diences intact, the report shows

look

plus Hollywood Showmanship...

picture

KWEM,

Families

Knowmansh P

motion

Atlanta, Feb.’ 24.
Rivers, Jr., last week
Jr., president of °the four Rivers’ radio
Rivers, resigned his
properties.
post as president of WEAS, Decatur; WJIV, Savannah; WGOV, ValWest
(Ga.), and
dosta
Memphis (Ark.) and Memphis
(Tenn.), to devote more time to

D.

named William H. Keller,

pending before the

j

Robin Roberts, generally ac1,080,400
knowledged as one of the pitching
greats of modern baseball, has
Advertisers, looking for those families
are
464,500.
Chicago
been signed by KYW to do a halfradio-only families total 446,900 in
hour show at 10 a.m. Saturdays, markets unaffected by video for a TV market of
1,319,200. Los Antheir radio accounts, tend to over-

quiring specialized

AS 4-STATION PREXY

big

Spread

J.

name

directors,

stars to top calibre writers,

and technicians.

.Minneapolis, Feb. 24.

Doc Evans, Dixieland specialist
who reigned for some years in
Chicago, is spreading the word
here.
He’ll become disk jockey
March 2, airing Dixieland records

At Kling, “Advertising KnowmanShowmanship” is

ship plus Hollywood

the winning combination that assures

—

— including

at
a lot of his own
5:15 p.m. daily over KEYD.
He’s also being bid. for
pro-

shows, films, and television
commercials with greater impact for
smaller budgets. Give Kling a ring, and
bigger

TV

gram based on Dixieland.

discover for yourself!

Havana CMBF-TV Preems
Havana, Feb.

The Cuban

capital’s

Now on the presses! Our new booklet of Inside Information about Kling services. Write for your free copy.

17.

third

TV

station, CMBF-TV, which went on
the air last week, will up its schedule to nine- hours a day on Sunday
(1

youronly single source for:

.

Program includes

local

and

in-

MOTION PICTURES

ternational news, cartoons, documentary and feature films and several

sports events that the

ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL ART

CMQ

Network controls exclusively. These
include professional boxing and
wrestling, amateur boxing, professional and amateur baseball, jaia hu and all sports events run by
the Amateur League.

TELEVISION FILMS

SYNDICATED SHOWS

SYNDICATED TV COMMERCIALS

Station has a 5 kw DuMont transmiiter and a six-day superturnstile
‘inienna atop CMQ’s Radio City,
It

beams on Channel
I'

"o

nmm

SLIDE FILMS
‘

7.

more channels are

CHICAGO

'

PHOTOGRAPHY

Paschall,
—Benton
WNOE here,

New Orleans

Veep and gen. mgr. of
mimed director of radio relations
for Gov. Robert F. Kennon of
Louisiana.
Paschall has set up a
statewide network to broadcast a
monthly “Report to the People”
by the governor, with Wl£OE, 50,OOi) watt MBS affiliate here, as key

DISPLAYS

HOLLYWOOD

it

(Ray Patin Productions) 6650 Sunset Boulevard

SALES TRAINING

NEW YORK
affiliated with

Station.

^

601 North Fairbanks Court

slated to

Local trade is ^peculating on what level the city will be
able to support five TV- stations.
here.
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TV-Saturated N.Y. Has Radio-Only

FOR KYW SAT. SHOW

For Advertising

for

his

ROBIN ROBERTS SIGNED

Station

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
Ralph Kiner, the Pirates’ homerun slugger, and Bob Prince, veteran Pittsburgh sportscaster, will
have pieces of the new UHF television station here, WENS, if the
FCC approves. They’re both committed to pieces of the hunk of
stock owned by Tom Johnson, vicepresident of the local National

Opera management had given CBC
permission to televise, and cameras
and other equipment had been set
up in the theatre several hours
ahead when the CBC discovered
that extra costs >ou!d have to be

E.

RADIO-TELEVISION

PfiRIETY

Thompson Associates • 40

E.

51st

St.

DETROIT
1928 Guardian

Building

*

^

AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS
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KSTP-TV Doubles DoDar Volume
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—Television

Inside Stuff

ABC Perks

Continued from page 26
Resolutions advocating wider use of non-white actors on TV and
radio programs were passed at the annual meeting of the Coordinatevidenced by “ABC Album” which
Council for Negro Performers in N. Y. Wednesday (18). Repreing
program-talent veepee Robert M.
sentatives of the Committee on Racial Equality were present and gave
Weitman is launching. It will be a the CCNP assurances of their organization’s support.
'day, Thursday, Saturday and Sun- dramatic series on Sundays at 7:30
CCNP said it would “fight to stimulate more employment for nonday; also have been sold out from p.m,, starting in mid-April. Tomorwhites” in? (1) dramatic shows; (2) variety shows, with a view to using
tho: fir$t night.
row (Thurs.) an on-the-air audition the lesser name artists as well as the bigger names; (3) commercials,
business
new
find
to
The. effort
is planned for new panel stanza,
have completely excluded. Negroes in TV and radio;”
has turfted up such clients as Arch- “Personality Puzzle,” with John “which heretofore
where singers of concert and opera calibre are
er-Danjfels-Midland, a large linseed Conte, emcee, and Henry Morgan, (4) in musical series,
orchestral units; (6) as stagehands on the varidus TV prooil and other products manufactur- Tony Canzoneri and Dorothy Hart, used; (5) in
integrated basis without regard to race,
“completely
a
on
and
(7)
grams;
ing corporation, which has turned guests.
Lester A. Walton presided at the
color, creed or national origin.”
into a first-rate farm account for
series, similar to meeting.
drama
radio
A
KSTP-TV, Brazzil points out. Also, Album,” is. also in the works. It
other new accounts resulting from
will be tagged “ABC Caravan.”
Pabst is taking no changes with the weather in its scheduled CBS-TV
the plan include Federated Mutual
ABC-TV currently pickup of the first outdoor boxing bout of the year, the Joey MaximAlthough
Insurance Co., which never before advertised on TV and now trails the field in hours fed to sta- Danny Nardico go next Wednesday (4) at Miami Stadium. Brewery
in will have a CBS standby camera crew stationed at the Washington
is sponsoring a Grim show; Holsum tions, it has been picking up
Bread, which previously had used ratings of commercial shows in Arena to come in with the Willie Troy-Holly Mimms tilt there in case
TV only sparingly and now spon- Class A time and is in third posi- the Miami bout is rained out.
Latest
Russ Hodges is set to announce the Miami setto, while Jack Drees
sors the Twin Cities’ area’s most tion, ahead of DuMont.
February, will be stationed with the crew in Washington. In case of rain, the
report,
for
expensive program, and General Trendex
biggest
with
the
shows
ABC-TV
Miami bout will be televised (and fought, incidentally) the following
Tires.
Under the plan, KSTP-TV sales- gain, in average rating over last Wednesday.
and
men are trained to sell themselves February, 2.6 rating points,
CBS-TV is changing its network option time in the mornings to conand their company, to understand the biggest percentage increase,
At CBS-TV,
their proposition and how it fits 30%. For the same span, DuMont form with the periods optioned by the other skeins.
NBCand
gained
CBS-TV
4%
11%,
period had been from 9:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. and it is now running
into their prospect’s sales problems, and to be of real service to TV 9%, according to Trendex, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
which measures the interconnected
Where the network’s contracts with affiliates specifies the option
their customers.
Station also has instituted a cities with three or more outlets, times, they are being amended to the 10-1 span. The move makes it
greatest. easier all around, since in many markets affiliates are linked to more
is
competition
series of regular sales training where
While such training Kintner’s aim is to close the gap than one web. The old 9:45-12:45 setup had paralleled the situation
laboratories.
between ABC-TV, with an 11,3 in CBS- AM.
is an old and established part of
most other successful organiza- average and CBS-TV, with 21.0 and
NBC-TV,
with 19.7.
an
Latest and perhaps most unusual use of closed circuit tele will be
tions sales programs, it’s almost
To give the chain a new look, by hair stylists. RCA Victor Division will install cameras and 19
unknown factor* for radio and TV
stations aside from the networks, web will start using its new Amer- 21-inch receivers throughout N. Y.’s Statler Hotel for the International
ican eagle-lightning bolt trademark Beauty Show, to be held there March 9 to 12.
Brazzil believes.
Sunday (1), as its network identifiWith some 25,000 expected to attend the show, it will be impossible
cation and on letters, ads, equip- for all to see the new hairstyling techniques.
Hence the closed cirment, etc. O-and-o stations are also cuit video. Besides the question of space, beauty experts are using
World B’casting Upping
getting new station identification the video technique, adopted from that used to teach surgery, because
slides, in similar format and fea- of the multi-view and magnification advantages involved.
'53 Budgets; See Radio
turing the lightning bolt.
Third annual WLW-Television championship wrestling tournaments
for men and women gtapplers started Saturday (21) night for a 13‘Better Buy Than Ever’
week stretch. Matches are staged in the WLW-D studio-arena, DaySystem,
Broadcasting
World

Via Hypoed Salesmanship Formida
Minneapolis, Feb, 24.
Sales plan and technique newVtO
radio and TV, at least in this Ttyin
•

more

have

area,

Cities

KSTP-TV

doubled the

;

t'ft;an

dollar^ Vol-

ume of its time and production
sales within five months, as compared to the corresponding period
a year ago, according to Stan Hub-

NBC

affiliated

sta-

Brazzil,

KSTP-TV

sales

the

bard,

tion's head.

W.

R.

manager, who conceived the plan
and has put it into effect, describes
it as comprising “better salesmanship and more of it, improved selling techniques and sales aids, and
iqpreased sales effort."'

Starting last September, station
its concerted drive for
Goal was to
increased business.
bring immediate tangible results in

launched

terms of new and renewed busi-

new TV

ness, as well as to create

medium

users and hold the latter
for year-in, year-out revenue, says
Brazzil.

“There were sales effort revamping, a planned sales operation and
greater sales ability and efficiency,”
explains Brazzil, “About one-third
of the plan, primarily a long range
one, has now been put in operation,
with aforementioned immediate
and gratifying results. Formula has

been that sales depend on salesmanship.

“One of first steps wa^ to take a
long look at the station's rate structure rind consider TV's vrilue as an
advertising service in the prospect's

From this came rates reeyes.
valuation, a time classification re,

adjustment, and a novelty in the
TV field ‘the ”rate card With no
rate increases/
Much of the increased business
has come from people in this two
TV station area who previously
were unacquainted with TV adver
Using’s values, declares Brazzil who
got his staff out of the “rut” of sojg^iciting only inactive customers. His

—

is upproduction, advertising and

transcription library outfit,

C

Tele Followups

ton, O.,

and 'the

move to WLW-T in Cincinnati.
won the men’s championships the first two

finals will

Ruffy Silverstein
and will defend his

Continued from page 28

years

title in a bid for a $4,000 purse and a $1,000 belt.
merchadising budgets by 35% for greater, and no viewer can ask for The femme champ will receive a $2,000 purse and a $1,000 belt.
more.
are carried by Crosley’s TV Ohio web, which includes
Programs
Robert
veepee
according
to
1953,
The threesome tipped their mitts Columbus with Dayton and Cincinnati, and WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
W. Friedheim.
right off in their opening fashion
He predicted that 1953 biz would and underwear parlay of song,
outstrip last year’s, which was 40% dance and didoes. Kay Starr’s fol- Chi CIO Bachs
theory, he explains, was that busi- above the 1951 peak. He said that lowup “Kay’s Lament” was by way
of giving livingrooms a bit of a
ness must be built on holding pres
SETS
Crime Hearings
To
the sales force is 'being enlarged hiatus from the opening attack.
ent advertisers, re-activating old
Baltimore, Feb‘. 24.
Chicago, Feb. 24.
“because of our faith that local From this point, the trio and supones, and finding new ones.
than
industry,, figures are schedbetter
investment
Key
radio is a
porting talent went off into a series
Chi radio and TV stations got a
“To this end, the older KSTP-TV ever.”
uled
to
participate
in the WAAM’s
of
rapid-fire
pitches,
topical
and
ally
in
their
camnew
last week
salesmen, who have been selling its
On a national basis, local radio otherwise, with the mood set al- paign to open up the City Coun- third annual regional Television
TV time for more than three years,
Seminar
beginning
Friday
(27).
'51
ternately
along
“Dragnet”
lines
by
cil’s crime hearings to electronic
were trained to keep current busi- sales in '52 were, up 7% over
Among the partiepants will be
that TV actioner’s Jack (“My coverage. The Chi Industrial Counness as well as to develop renewed Friedheim stressed. With the up
Name’s
Friday”)
Lester Lewis, indie packager; Sig
Webb.
cil, central body for some 250,000
business among their various in trend expected to continue, World
With Coleen Gray as looker foil, CIO members, petitioned the city Mickelson, CBS-TV public affairs
active accounts/' relates Brazzil. has signed Ed McGurdy, Canadian they
went off on a 3-D Ritz Bros,
“Two members of the sales staff folk Singer; thrush Gisele MacKen filler to get in on the trend, inter- fathers to relax its ban on radio director; Charles Underhill, ABCTV program director; James Caddiare assigned the exclusive job of zie, and the piano team, Orton & larded it with a spook terp, and and TV when the crime committee
DuMont program chief;
Rarig. New programming has also
public hearings resume
Friday gan,
digging up new business.”
then they set the place on fire with
William I. Kaufman, supervisor of
One result of the planning and been planned for the present ros a takeoff on the pic, “Moulin (27).
program
procurement for NBC-TV;
series
new
baseball
ter
of
stars.
A.
Labor
group pointed out that
training, according to Brazzil, was
Rouge.”
This one fronted a
to put George Grim, one of the with a merchandising angle will be stunted Harry Ritz as Toulouse- full coverage would help focus at- James O. Luce, chief radio-TV time
and
Twin Cities' top ether personali- announced end of the month.
Lautrec and A1 & Jimmy R, as tention on the situation and in the buyer for J. Walter Thompson
ties and who quit a competing radio
Among the new shows ready are eatery help, with Corinne Calvet long pull would help the commit- NARTB prexy Harold E-. Fellows.
Seminar, open to 110 college
station after many years with the “Whose Birthday Is This?” with decorating the .premises niftily as tee in its avowed purpose of weedstudents, is sponsored jointly by
latter to join KSTP-TV, on the air each WBS affiliate getting a book a cutie with designs on the painter. ing out the hoodlum influence.
WAAM,
Johns Hopkins University,
Running
or
dancing
gag
here
the
birthdays
of
celebs
sold
out
of
1,500
70%
at the time he moved
North Carolina U., American U.,
over and took on the 20 cut-ins on and “Wedding Bells Are Ringing,” was a group of can-can gals cavortTemple
ing
U.
and the U. S.*# Office of
in
and
out
of
the
proceedings
the NBC “Today” show. The cut? program of musical congratulations
Rates Hiked
on cue.
Education.
ins never had never* been sold be- to local newlyweds as a “radio so
The
segue
DuMont
was
a
walloping
web
has
raised
basethe
rates
Panel discussions will be devotfore. Grim’s night shows on Tues
ciety page.”
ball skit, introed as a filmed bit of its Pittsburgh o-and-o, WDTV, ed to careers in video and question
of the Bros., in uniform, arguing at from $1,200 to $1,400 hourly for of live vs. film programming. There
the home plate and converting Class A time, effective April 1. will be a studio demonstration at
rapidly to live as all of the name Increase is the first for the station WAAM, with Herbert B. Cahan,
aV'
i
troupe whooped up a long panto- since last summer. Web officials,
V,
in
director,
program
mime of a rhubarb at home on the explaining the hike, said it’s long charge. Windup speaker for the
range the kitchen variety.
a
overdue.
seminar will be Dr. Franklin Dun'M -A,
Miss Starr again served as the
Pitt has been one of DuMont’s ham, U. S. Office of Education, AMquietus queen with
a
tuneful
most
profitable operations.
TV chief.
“Waiting At the End of the Road,”
•>. » A/ *
but not for long was this moraV
><»
^
*\
A
s,\
torium on mirthquackery to preV'*
V
s'
\
vs'
V
;/'
the Ritzes punctuating the
vail,
v
" V'
'."4 V
x 'J
f'
ozone with a concert-styled “Dark
Selling Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton
Eyes” and a frenetic “Tiger Rag”
y\
for their au revoir.
Too fast for
4 %
their own good, the mad toppers
took up the slack at the pre-credits
with smoothly designed ad libbing
pegged on shenanigans with A1

ping

its

;
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Goodman’s tooters.
So the Ritzes racked

Bethlehem, Pa.

another
Credit producer-director
Ernest D. Glucksnian and all crea-

score.
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station, using the

ters

and

has.

been

27 -

I

call let-

telecast-

uninterruptedly ever
It changed to the call let-

WPTZ

FCC

Sark e

Trau.

Weslinghouse

relay system from Cincinnati

LIVE network shows

facets.

its
I

micro

to bring

— maintains

affiliated with all nets

and technical

when

in Sept. 1941,

the

gave the studio a commercial
license, the second station in the
U. S. to receive such a license.Franklin A. Tooke, general manager of KYW, said no decision had
been reached as to whether the
WPTZ call letters w ould be
changed to KYW-TV to link the
Westing-house radio and TV star

tions.

A

Steinman Station
Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
New

York

Chicago

Lot Angeles

Sen Francisco
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TOUR CHALLENGE
With

and

Waiter

GI JOE

Per McGraw,

Sustaining:
(taped).

“Your Challenge/', a study of

;

.

prison conditions in the U. S.

t

is

one of the major extensive documentary projects ever aired on a
network. This one-hour sustainer
for a nine-week
atively good Friday

run in a relnight time
spot, which may be a tipoff on how
far video competition has opened
up cream AM time for this type
is set

of

straight

public

service

enter-

prise.

documentary by Peg and
Walter McGraw has been pieced
together from taped interviews
This

with prison officials, penalogy experts and ex-cons to give a manysided picture of life inside of U. S.
jails. This inquiry was touched off
by the recent wave of prison riots
The opening stanza (20) focussed
on the Trenton (N. J.) prison outbreak of last year under the title
of

•

,

“Anatomy

of a Riot.”

The show

reconstructed the riot via a studio
dramatization and then delved into
its backgrounds via the interview
technique. Spotlighted was the obsolescent prison building, the monotonous food, the lack of recreation facilities, the controversial
parole board techniques and the
prevelance of sexual perversion
among inmates. The problem of
homosexuality, for example,- was
frankly mentioned along with the
concomitant cell jargon such as
“punks” and “wolves/*
Some of the material was familiar and somewhat pedestrian, especially the comments by the top
correctional New Jersey officials
who contributed little more than
cliches to illuminating the problem. The interviews with the excons, however, gave fresh and authentic-sounding insights into prison life. Most effective was a long
statement by a 28-year-old ex-con,
who after spending 11 years in
jail gave a haunting picture of his
near-hopeless predicament in a society that fears and rejects former
•

.

j

BOX

BAKERS* THEATRE OF STARS MUSIC

SHOW

Way

With John Weigel
the Ball Bounces) (The Guardsman)
Jaclc Arthur, With Joan Fontaine, John Dana, Producer: Art Young
others
5
Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:25 pan.
others
Producer-director: Norman Mac- SWIFT
Producers William B. Ziff
Donnell’
from Chicago
Lppb
Mutual,
Marx
Director:
B.
Script editor: John Mestin
Writer: Frank Willson
(J. Walter Thompson )
30 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
•3« 'Mins.> Suh., 4 p.m.
Hardly more than an elongated
AMERICAN BAKERS ASSN.
NBC,' from New York
spot commercial, this five-minute
> /‘GI Joe” purports to be an “ad- CBS, from Hollywood
venture documentary” series on
squib has a modest novelty appeal
(Foote, Cone Jk Belding )
:Korea* designed to tell the folks
CBS’ new drama* series is count- which should at least hold the auback home.. just what life is over
and aft
thpre. Actually, it’s nothing of the ing on the pull of Hollywood names dience drawn by the fore
a
kjnd. Jt‘s tne same old hokum war to win dialers; It’s a tactic that’s shows. It’s a deejay show with
Hosting, and smoothly so.
story, with the stock characters been a surefire aud grabber in the twist.
is
John
raiser
(16),
curtain
on
and stock story line, and if anyit also has the dangerous Weigel who uses an ancient music
thing, this series is a little more past but
and “Bakers’ box as the “tumable.” The “platpitfall of miscasting
corny than the rest.
fell into it on
ters” are N steel disks and the offFirst installment dealt with a Theatre 'of Stars”
(22).
preem
Sunday
the
show
beat “recordings” have a certain
replacement who comes to a frontSeries nabbed Joan Fontaine as nostalgic attraction.
Walter
(J.
line outfit, starts off on the wrong
John
in
her
set
its
teeoff
star
knd
Thompson agency, packager of the
foot and winds up as the hero of
the unit because of his behavior Mestin’s slick 30-minute adapta- show, says it has collected a library
“The
.in
a well-nigh incredible patrol tion of Ferenc Molnar’s
of over 250 of the old music box
It probably looked
‘action.
Just for kicks, scripter Guardsman.”
tunes.)
itbut
parlay
on
paper
like
good
a
commenFrank Willson threw in a
With Weigel projecting an easy
Holdation for the replacement by didn’t jell in the airing. Even
salesmanship, the tidbit should
in
mis‘suffer
lywood
stars
can
his
during
President Eisenhower
Swift's All- Sweet
no pay off okay for
battlefront tour and a date "for the casting and Miss Fontaine is
Dave .
quality margerine.
entire patrol with a -visiting film exception. The flamboyant
being
fidelity
is'
wife
whose
of the
star.
As if that wasn’t enough, Will- tested by her husband in the guise TOMORROW’S TRAVELERS
son threw in all the stock charac- of a Russian guardsman was miss- With St. Xavier H.S. Band and
ters:
the tough-but-goodhearted- ing in Miss Fontaine’s interpretaChorus; Sam Allgood, announcer
kid-from-Brooklyn tion. It’s a juicy part that should Producer: Jack Feierabend
sergeant,
the
be played in the grand manner 30 Mins., Sat.. 9:30 a.m.
and the strong-reliable-type.
Some reasonably fair thesping but she, unfortunately, didn’t fit Sustaining
went out the window with the the bill. She warmed up to the WHAS, Louisville
it
script, as did
a fine score by part in the last few scenes but
Taped at a St. Xavier High
Phoebe Crosby and realistic sound was too late to redeem the lacksepreceding
the
quality
of
lustre
School Assembly, this half-hour
effects taped in Korea. This show
sesh comes up with plenty of
may attract a steady audience, but quences.
John Dana, on the other hand,- youthful exuberance, martial muit won’t be composed of people
who want to know what’s, going on gave the part of the suspicious sic by the high school* “band dispouse a raucous and whimsical
Chan.
in Korea.
rected by Brother Edward Joseph,
reading that helped pull the airer
and chorus batonned by Brother
through. The other cast members
Venard. Co-mingled, with the inSOUND YOUR *A*
capably assisted in lesser assignterviews are contests for teenage
With William R. Smith
ments.
drivers, one oral, and the other
15 Mins., Sun. 5 p.m.
If producer Norman MacDonnell
with a mechanical gadget measurJUNIOR C OF C
fixes his sights on letting the star
the speed at which a driver reing
WFIL, Philadelphia
fit the role, series should do well
Created to stimulate interest in because of its overall firstrate pro- acts to traffic signals.
Grand
prize for the best driver,
all phases of musical activity, new duction and scripting values.
who is given a driving test, and
program took for opening subject,
Gros
written
test on traffic situations,
a
“Is Modern Music Out of Tune?”
is a new automobile, to be given
Moderator William R. Smith, asDAN
&
BRUCE
the
Kentucky
State Fair. Each
MUSIC
WITH
by
sistant to the conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra, had as his With Bruce Eliot, Dan McCullough school will have a winner, who
p.m.
Mon.-thru-FrL,
Mins.;
a finals driving
30
will
compete
4
in
guest, Harl MacDonald, the Ortest.
Similar shows are taped in
chestra’s manager. A contempo- MBS, from New York
Jefferson
County
High
Schools, as
rary composer as -well ks a former
Pleasant blending of gabbing
teacher of Smith, McDonald be- and platter spinning makes Mu- well as those in the city,
lieves there is no such thing as
Sam Allgood, m.c., kept the show
modern^ music. “The perennial tual’s “Music With Bruce (Eliot) & moving, and had the right spark
modernist is Bach,” he declared. Dan (McCullough)” okay listening to bring out the best facets of the
McDonald also feels that when fare. It’s* an effortless, relaxed contestants. Crowded aud with
mathematics are translated into half-hour and its policy of bring- high schoolers registered well on
tone, it becomes cerebration not ing to the mikes music biz person- the air, and half-hour impressed
art.
alities should pick up lotsa fans as fresh, sparkling entertainment,
This type composition always re- who want to be on the insfde.
as well as having its serious side
sults in flock of “we want no more”
Eliot
gnd McCullough have in recording impresh of teenagers
letters to the Philadelphia Orches- worked together on a flock of Mu- to important message of traffic
tra office, McDonald said.
But tual and
(web’s New York safety. Judging by answers -^from
when the music stems from dance flagship) shows in the past few years the interviewees, these drivers of
or song and is not mechanistic, but and they know how to sock across tomorrow will be well indoctrinemotional, it always draws repeat a duo-gabfest with ease and charm. ated to the importance of safe,
requests. McDonald mentioned his Interviews are informally grooved careful driving.
Wied.
own Santa Fe Symphony and the and the records are used to break
works of Samuel Barber, Roy Har- in on the spieling for maximum
ris, Aaron Copland and Howard impact.
SPORTS FINAL
Hanson as modern composers who
Guest on the opening stanza With J. B. Clark
do not necessarily bring on a mass Monday (23) was Sy Oliver, Decca 15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
attack of coughing. Special acco- Records musical staffer and com- WAYS, Charlotte
lade was given to William Schu- poser-arranger. Oliver parried the
This 15-minute daily transcribed
man’s Sixth Symphony which was gab neatly with his hosts and also airer registers as okay for the
in the nature of a plug since the managed to talk of his Decca work sports fan.
Program, which has
Philadelphia ensemble will soon gs well as his musical -background. been running for the past 11 years,
record this work.
It was all easygoing and informa- includes
interviews,
scores and
McDonald advised students of tive.
other items of information for the?
composition to get out and meet
The disks played were all asso- athletic-minded set. Broadcast also
public, take jobs in dance hall, col- ciated with Oliver’s career as an beats oqt other local shows of this
lege hall or theatre pit; but not to arranger or composer. Platters in- type in. running time as sports
live in ivory tower. Plans are to cluded “Yes, Indeed.” “.When I coverage- on rival stations is held
have featured performers on sub- Take My Sugar To Tea,” “Glow- to five-minute sessions.
sequent programs to give person- Worm” and “Well, Git It.”
Show caught confined its air
alized answers to questions subGros
,
time, primarily, to a gab session
mitted by listeners. Series, aimed
between WAYS’ sports director
at the musically literate/ is preT J. B. Clark, who conducts the prosented by the Junior Chamber of
gram, and Georgia Tech’s football
Commerce, which sponsors the
Radio Follow-Up
coach, Bobby Dodd. Latter came
Youth Orchestra of Philadelphia.
up with some interesting comGagh.
ments, especially on the insecurity
While it’s a generally praise- of coaching. Overall 15 minutes
worthy practice to present public made for interesting listening.
service documentaries, there’s also
(That's the

With Lawson Zerbe,

narrators
Writer: Pei: McGraw
Director: Walter McGraw
NBC Supervisor: John B. Cleary
€0 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.

NBC, from N. Y,
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prisoners.

.The material is dramatic and its
presentation should be
enough. This series, however, is
attempting td gild the lily via the
use of -a musical background that
tended to make the opening show
sound like a cops-and-robbers airer. Those musical cues are corny
and should be cut out as the only
false note on the show. Hem.
straight

.

—

-

.

WOR

.

1SL.TON BRITT
Producer-director: Robert Simon
15 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 10:15 p.m.

Mutual, from N. Y.
With resurgent public interest in
folk music, Elton Britt’s return to
the kilocycles should find a large
and enthusiastic audience for his

show

pleasantly-intimate

which

finds the balladeer in fine fqttle.
Britt kicked off his daily 15minute stint Monday (23) in a very

casual and appealing manner, sandwiching just enough of his western-

twanged patter in between his
numbers to break them up and
.

establish rapport with his listeners.

a quarter-hour that could well
grow into something bigger.
Four-year absence from the air
apparently hasn’t hurt Britt’s style.
He has a pleasant voice that
reaches for the high notes and
holds them with amazing tenacity.
There is never an attempt to force
anything, which may account for
Britt’s appeal. He’s equally at home
It's

and in fast numbers which
he adopts to his country-style of
singing.
Tricky yodeling stanza
with which he wound up the show
required some expert vocalizing.
His “Laurelpi/* an old Britt favorite, came over smooth and in
distinctive manner.
Ed Ladd, well-known spinner of
country disks, was guest on the
In slow

-

show. Britt
his chatter

would do well to make
more to the point and

perhaps provide some background

some

for

numbers on the

of the

program. This might add an additional bit of interest to an otherwise highly listenable turn.
Hift.

GLORIA
With Gloria Call
15 Mins.,. Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:15 p.m.
Sustaining

WOKO, Albany
Gloria Cail, connected with an
Albany agency for models, presents
a noontime program of fashion
notes, grooming advice, women’s
news and interviews. She impresses as young, intelligent, sweet,

and

well-mannered, though not
dynamic. Voice is clear but rather
small; projection seems to carry a
slight hang or lisp.
Miss Call’s interviewing varies
in impact, same exchanges coming
off better than others. The “say
hello” and “tell

me”

introductions

should be junked.
Cincinnati

— Lila

Lambert

lias

been advanced to director of the
WKRC promotion and! publicity
department. She’ rejoined the station last November after a year
in the Frederic W. Ziv radio pro-

motion department.

MUSIC
arranged
composed
by

METIS

.

Eileen

BARTON

Currently Appearing

++>

CHICAGO THEATRE
U. S. COAST GUARD SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY/ ABC/ RADIO
Dir.:

MCA

»+

WMCA’s

A

in devoting a half-hour to
the subject, Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, who conducts the show, lent a
note of greater controversy to the
subject than actually exists and
gave more importance to it (from
the public affairs point of view)
it

o • •

uals

unions. Independent individmay also join the organiza-

tion,

which offers medical care and

KSTP Radio

A

Steinman Station

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates

a

Navir Torts

Chicago

Los Angeles

San Francisco

Miss Bromley did a fine job in
describing the organization, and
with WMCA’s mobile recording
unit, in taping the observations of
some of its protagonists and antag-

*

-

a better buy than

lot

A

dollar gets a

more

Ask Your Petry
Man.

onists. As-a program per se, it was
well done. But there’s no weighty
problem involved, no great contro-

versy, and' there are other subjects
far more deserving of a half-hour
of air time,
Chan .

is

ever before.

hospitalization.

WDEl-TV’s market has more money per capita to spend than all the other 48 states. Buy
WDEL-TV, your key to this richest of markets.

cost-

per thousand medium. Today,

actually mei'its.
a voluntary health insur-

is

ance plan which exists in N.Y. The
city pays part of the premiums for
employees, as do other groups

like

always has

been the best

its

Wilmington, Del.

Capitol Thootro Bldg.
14J» Broadway at 50th St.
City
Tol. Clrelo 7*4431

-

Naw York

as

For

HIP

PEOPLE

Idw. R. Croxter, D.C.

ill

HIP.

than

for

SHOW

York’s Health Insurance

more commonly known

Plan,

MM»

CHIROPRACTOR

.

a line which must be drawn so as
to retain public interest in the programs.
(N.Y.) “Report to
the People” last Wednesday overstepped that line with its report

New

ClrcK.

.

.

on

1*50 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Suit* 1104

I

1

50,000 WATTS
r
'

j

I

- CLEAR CHANNEL
KEY 5T4TION FOR THE NORTHWEST NETWORK
MINNEAPOLIS* ST. PAUL

REPRESENTED
•V
k

COWARD RETRY J
COMfANY

.
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No

Writers’

Cramp

on TV

them more

give

WHOM

Detroit, Feb. 24.

WWJ, WWJ-FM, WWJ-TV, The

Continued from page 27

Extension

At

satisfaction.

No Spanish Omelet
Continued from

Detroit News’ stations, have signed
a two-year agreement with NABET
(CIO) covering employment of en-

’

given and before

June

Business

New York— WHYN,

is

in accepting or rejecting a teleplay, the
practice is growing of submitting
scripts to several shows simultane-

ously. However, in special cases,
an airer has the problem of tailoring scripts to the availability of

Omaha, Feb. 24.
Broadcasters Assn., said
a proposal
last week it opposes
state educato set up a 12-station
tional TV network immediately. Association said it favors using WOITV at Iowa State (Ames) and a
proposed station at Iowa U. (Iowa
Iowa

top
first

stars, the program
crack at stories.

Broadcasters said the state then
should see what these two can do
in education field before expand-

Continued from page 27
to influence coverage of the Tobey
and McCarthy hearings.
Legalites consulted by Variety

^Broadcasters also opposed operacommercially.

given

is

N. Y. Blasters

j

City).

WOI-TC

Spring-

shown by directors.
To overcome slowness

ON EDUC’L VIDEO

tion of

in

field-Holyoke, Mass., will replace
as CBS Radio affiliate on
June 15, according to CBS station
relations v.p. William A. Schudt,
Jr. Change gives the web a 1000watter in place of a 250-watter.

WMAS

standing attitude in inviting scribblers to run-throughs is being

2.

& SEE’

IOWA’S ‘WAIT

V'.H

sold solid in the 8-8:30 p. m. period
•acros&the-board, and is almost entirely sold out in the 8-10 p. m.
Sponsors are both nasegment.
tional and local, with the latter
comprising mostly retailers in the
Puerto Rican communities throughout the city.

11

d

ptigfc 24

!-»!

all provide a potent draw for both
one time, the freelance had to rely
listeners and sponsors.
heavily on the crime shows, but of
y
Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
late the other types of drama have gineers and technicians.
Station bought the transcriptions'
No proof School
The American Assn,
been opened up to him.
vision is made for wage reopen- of the “Marriage” drama and its
convention
in
Administrations,
The freelance still has his prob- ing.
resolution urged
mystery segment from San Juan
here last week, by
Feature of agreement was an stations, with the former kicking
granted qne of the re- lems, however. Unless he is prothat areas
educational tele- lific, turning out a large volume of out-of-court settlement of suit filed off this week. It also bought rights
for
channels
cprve
speedily as possible stories, his income is precarious. by station to restrain NABET and to the script of the comedy* series
vision “move as
resource to the end One gripe is due to the fact that its members from interfering with from Puerto Rican broadcasters.
In develop this
important medium of in- story editors and directors have to origination of network programs, Move is similar to that made by
that this
wait for is the length of time it arising out of refusal of the De- WOV, N. Y., in buying transcripformation and instruction may be takes some
programs to make a tioit NABET chapter to work with tions of shows aired in Italy for its
pureducational
for
preserved
decision, due to the fact that story NBC-NABET
*
personnel on the Italian speaking market.
oc
editors and directors have to wait Dinah Shore programs originated
P
FCC
to
the
asked
Investment in time and program
°The resolution
for okays from three or four here last Dec. 9 and 11.
chanreserving
material is paying off. Station is
for
time
the
extend
other
persons
involved
in
the
show.
June
the
beyond
nels for education
Another complaint Is sponsor and/
originally set.
2 deadline date
or agency requests for revision,
The association acted after hear- although this has been an
improvincluding
repspeakers,
ing various
ing situation. A third beef is difresentatives of the FCC, urge that
ficulty
in
getting'
to
watch
rehearestabeducational TV stations be
sals, and here too a more underwhere channels had been

lished

37

WWJ in NABET Pact

Heads Ask

School

tABIO-TEUBVlSlOIV

PSriety

It’s

TV

station oponly Central Iowa
erating and sells time.

j

Everybody In Mpls.

Wants Weather Show

feel that the language of the law
indicates Jhe intent to bring hear
mgs by Federal bodies, meetings
within N. Y. state, under its scope.
They add that N. Y. broadcasters
would be free to beam hearings
which originate outside the state,
but interpret the law as barring

in Detroit

any hearing pickup from within
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
N. Y. state even if the N. Y. audiall the TV
and the
ence were
bypassed
rage here, sponsors for them approbes were beamed only outside
parently being' a dime a dozen.
the
state.
With new one just started by Bud
Tobey In Favor of TV
WCCO-TV, his
on
Kraehling
Weather shows are

Meanwhile, the AM and TV nets
16
to
have written to the McCarthy and
Tobey
groups asking for permisstrom,
Hoff
On KSTP-TV
As
cartoonist- sion to carry their hearings.
Dispatch
Paul
St.
have been received,
answers
yet
no
one-minute
a
does
columnist,
Tobey has said that he
weather summary during the 6 although
hopes his hearings can be teeveed
p.m, news and a five-minute show
Head
of the International Longnightly.
at 10:15
shoremen’s Assn., which is one of

schedule

up

brought

is

weather programs a week.
P.

J.

WMCA’s Documentary
On

‘Brutal’ Police

Charges

„
N. Y., indie, is prepping
on the current
a documentary
charges of police brutality being
levelled against the N. Y. Police
Dept, and the demands for reCommissioner
moval
Police
of
George P. Monsighart.
Taped interviews of victims, policemen and' city officials, and
FBI and Dept, of Justice execs are
\\

i

MCA,

the Tobey probe’s targets, said last
week that broadcasting the hearwould be a violation of the

Opening
state’s civil rights law.
0 £ Tobey’s hearings in N. Y. have
been postponed a few weeks, assertedly because of new evidence
uncovered.
There is a real question as to
Ihe constitutionality of the section,” according to attorney Charles B. Seton,

member

of the N. Y.

State Bar Assn, committee on

civil

rights. He points out that a bill inmade by Dorothy Dunbar troduced in the state legislature
Bromley, who conducts the sta- by Sen. Williamson limiting its

being

“Report to the People” doc- coverage

tion’s

Wednesday

umentaries
ing

is

tentatively

Wednesday

ANA

nights. Airset for next

(4).

state

to proceedings under the
judicial system would have

been constitutional, but

this

Sets Spring

be

ANA members and

“The broad language of the new
law does not confine itself to N. Y.
State courts (as did the Williamson Bill) and committees,” Seton
said. “Therefore, the law appears
to cover not only -N. Y. State
courts and hearings but also federal court proceedings and Con
to gressional hearings held in N. Y.

restricted
invited adver-

—

Looking for an experienced booker
young ideas who can give
Write
your kind of servicing?
'

.

fok

44th Streets

V-22453, 154
York 36.

West

H*w

B'way area— approx. 45# square feet,
for advertising egehey, Jnusic
publisher,
photographers Studio or
*
9«neral office use.
*

BRETT, WYCROFF, .P0T.TER,.

HAMILTON/
Rhoades

-

•

.

all

blend into a

clinking

“hum

sweet

- .
of 4Vt billion dollars retail business annually .
facof
earnings
weekly
and
in a market where hourly
tory workers arc at an all-time peak.

this
MEDIA-wtse, you can make your sale* hiim in
on
campaign
your
market by spotting or programming
has
WWJ
years,
For
33
affiliate.
NBC
Detroit’s

WWJ,
been

first in

programming, in public

getting results for

services,

and in

its advertisers.

MONEY- wise, you can buy

WWJ

for 14.5%

LLSS than

for radio time
the average cost-per-thousand listeners

in Detroit.

MERCHANDlSING-wlse,

WWJ

offers a

follow-through

levels, lohelpkecp everyservice, from distributor to dealer
program on
advertising
your
about
humming
one

WWJ

MAKE

’53 a humdinger. Put

more

*(

sell" into

your

money

into WWlf.

formidable Groucho Marx show on
NBC-TV. Audiences, too, have long
deplored the rivalry which pitted

two major comedy shows opposite
one another.
existing
It will also wipe out the
agency conflict whereby BBD&O,
which programs the Marx show
repfor Plymouth-DeSoto, is also
resented on the

B&A

stanza via

its

client.

has

sewn

up

coverage of Detroit Tigers baseball
games for the 1953 season. Long
45-station
the key station in a
of
Goebel Beer Baseball Network

AM

stations

and .away games,

INC.

New YorkELdefado 5-410#

East 47th Street,*

u

1

•

of your ad
Detroit campaign by putting more

B&A

Detroit—WJBK

suit-able

tills

Continued from page 25

Goodrich

WEST 52hd STREET

and ringing

rolling off

hum”

'

WHKC

TV PRODUCERS
Variety,

coins

and trucks and tanks

money changing hands, of

state.”

Block drug ad manager
George J. Abrams is chairing the
program committee.

Columbus Bob Wolfe,
announcer, has resigned to take a
job at WIRK, West Palm Beach,
Fla. Fred Gage, Ohio State U. senior in radio, has replaced him.

at work, of cars

production lines, of

tutionality.

Meet

men

bill

tiscr guests.

with

of

failed, while the section actually
adopted is of “questionable consti

Spring meeting of the Assn, of
National Advertisers will be held
March 18-20 at H'bt Springs, Va.,
stressing the role of the advertising department in making “an even
greater direct contribution to com-

pany profits.”
Meeting will

MARKET-wtse* Detroit is the sweetest sales-territory in
the U.S.A. That was true in ’52 ^ . . and it'll continue
action,
to be in '53. The rhythmic music of machinery in

WJBK-TV also
WWJ-TV

will air 35 Tiger games.

games.
previously had televised the

AM-*

KILOCYCICS-MM WATTS

FM— CHANItfl

STATION
THE WORLD’S fWST RADIO

THE DETROIT NEWS

244-17.1

r«fcvM

MECACTCltS

thtbm4 *0t*w***tim THE CEOROE

P.

U SMfeff WM^TV

HOiUNQtiRY COMPANY
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iuik#-THjratift+9r
and Howell Davies

.

.

-

New

forum

program, “The Voice of the Peobegan ori Monday (23) with
.Hywell Davies emcee, and Megan
Lloyd Georgd and Wyn Griffith
Continued from page 2S
comprising the panel/
’“William’s Cither Anne,” by Ivor ddlphia District, has launched aeries of four Monday night programs
Ernie Harwell, radio - tele an- Brown, to be staged by Peter (7:45) over WIP, to lessen headaches of preparing income tax forms
York
nouncer for N. Y, Giants, left Graham Scott next Wednesday (4). .
Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of TV for WCAU stations, will serve
Margaret Arlcn back Monday 42) «feg;erday?(Tues.) for spring trainMax Brimmell will play Phar- as radio and television chairman for 1953 Cancer Crusade . . Jim
Pharaoh’s
(2)
Goddard,
aoh
and
Renee
JPhoenix.
cs^n^fnp
at WCBS-TV after' Caribbean^^|
WIP sports director, off to Florida to Start series of reborded
ple,^

From the Production Centres

Npw

.

,

'

cation , Gene Lockhart -will Sum
for his daughter June on NBC-!
.

Said That?’' Monday
..Jane Pickens returns from
Jamaica vacation to star in “The
City” special Salvation Army show
on NBC-TV March fl; Dee Engelbach is producing. .National TV
Film Council has a lunch meeting
at
Hotel
Warwick
tomorrow
(Thursb. .Sig Mlckelson, CBS-TV
news-public affairs director, will
rep.
and TV industries at N.Y.
.County Lawyers Assn, conference
on Fair Trial and Free Press on
(3)
Friday
(27)... James M. Connors

named CBS-TV news
ness manager.

.

dept,

,

week

National Indoor Tennis Championships, losing his second match
after winning one. .DuMont press
department moved from its present location on .the. 39th floor at
515 Madison Ave. .to the 42'd floor
of the same building. .NBC-TV
designer William Molyneux as.

.

signed to set design for Verdi’s

“Suor Angelica," next hi the web's
opera series, scheduled for

TV

Inarch 7... Warren E. Albright,
general plant manager of RCA
Victor Home Instrument Dept.,
and Richard C. Willman, chief design engineer of the custom products engineering section of RCA,
both being sent by the company to
Harvard School of Business Administration for the three-month

advanced management course.*
Ken Langley resigns from. CBSTV network operations for freelance mag and AM-TV .chores and
leaves in August for three months
in Europe
Paul N. Lararus, Jr.,
Columbia Pix exec, pays Associated Motion Picture Advertisers’
.

.

.

tribute to Ed Sullivan for “Toast
of the Town’s” service to film in-

dustry on

AMPA

lunch March 19

America Fore Insurance Group
has backed a 24-minute film “Peace
of Mind,” made by Ted Baldwin,
for TV screening
Helen Hayes
stars in a Thornton Wilder oneactor
on CBS-TV’s “Omnibus”
Sunday (1)
WCBS-TV led the
Gotham pack in getting a full-pow.

,

.

.

.

.

.

er signal; other outlets are following suit.
Winners of the Jack Manning
“Hamlet” contest (for DuMont’s
“Monodrama Theatre”) will get
their awards on Bill Silbert’s show
Friday (27)
Bert Parks naified
national entertainment chairman
of Multiple Sclerosis Drive .
.
.

.

.

.

.

PITTSBURGH

IN

.

.

.

.

Saylor and Dusty Brown, featured for more than a year with
Westernaires on Wilkens Jewelry Co.’s teevee show, have formed their
own nitery musical act and bowed in over the week-end at Vogue TerNeil Hyman, assistant to producer of “I’ve Got u Secret,” back
race .
to New York after vacationing with his folks here for 10 days. Hyman
sportscaster Joe Tucker
.
used to be a selseman for
headed for Florida and Cuba for three* weeks to vacation and cover
Prince
Bob
pinch-liitting for
the spring baseball training camps, with
Dave Tyson of WCAE chalked up his 12th anni in radio here
him
announcer, had his option picked up by
, Carl Betz, former
20th-Fox. He’s already made four pictures ... Bill Babcock, WJAS
announcer, was picked to announce the salute to Carnegie Tech that
Vaughn Monroe tape-recorded on the campus for his radio networker
Walter Koschik is .leaving his engineering post at WCAE the end
of the month to go with the Westinghouse Airbreke Co.

Wanda

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

CLEVELAND

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

xiiana-.

in the

.

.

.

facilities

.

.

.

,

—

.

.

last

.

.

One” production next

competed

.

.

,

Havoc

.

Mont production

.

1

.

Art Baker emcees “Stars on Stage,”
one-hour musical revue bowing on
WEDO
KTTV March 5, with Bank of
Haan J.
America bankrolling „
.
Tyler of Guild Films on biz trek (Tues.).
Test
to Oklahoma and Texas
run of telefilmed “Hormel All-Girl'
WCAE
orch and chorus” on KTTV crossthe-board next week . .T Roscoe
Distribs Cry
Ates inked to pact by KTLA
Continued from page 23
Former thesp Brad Taylor joins
KTTV as account exec, under real business. (See separate box.) With
Diana
name, Stanley D. Brown
the formation of PTE, there will be
Lynn to N. Y. for TV guestings
Broadway producer Barnard Straus but one production and distribu- IN
.
.
.
company no separate mantion
in for looksee at local teevee scene.
agement for each of the subsidiary
Meg Zahrt, WGAR’s retail specialist, lectures at the Tobe-Cobum
. U. S. Air Force Pictorial Servv
companies.
ice reps ogling California studios
School for Fashion Careers during her visit to New York, on “Radio
WXEL conducts a TV course on
as potential site for shooting trainOfficers of PTE include: Prock- and TV for Fashion Promotion”
ing pix.
Ham Shea,
acting and directing at Fenn College Tuesday nights .
ter., president; Everett Rosenthal,
three-day
trip to New York City
from
a
back
manager,
general
NBC
veepee in charge of production;
Glenn Powell, who teamed wifh Gene Carroll 20 years ago for the
Leonard Loewinthal, veepee and .
Chicago
general counsel; Jerome- C. Robin- “Jake" and Lena” program, back on a 15-minute Monday-thru-Friday
Dick Cahill has resigned as sales son, veepee and supervisor of pro- WTAM pitch and a TV half-hour Monday-thru-Friday at 11:30 in the
manager of NBC-TV’s Chi film duction; Frederick Klein, veepee in morning
the board of ed outlet, is picking up “The Ohio
. WBOE,
division and has moved to CBS’
charge of distribution; Clement J. Story” stanzas over WGAR for rebroadcast in connection wtih the
WBBM-TV- as an account exec.. H. ^Wyle,
. Lee Sullivaji, freelance- chirper, has made
veepee in charge of public state’s sesquicentennial
Weller Keever has been dispatched
album for Coral Records , ;. WXEL received
from New York to take over the relations; Andrew P. Jaeger, vee- a new Irish tune record
pee
a
certificate of merit from Freedom Foundation on behalf of Warren
in
charge
of
syndicated
sales,
NBC post . With Gail Compton
WTAM sales manager Bill Dix reports
Guthrie’s Sohio news show
moving to Florida, George Menard and John Prockter, treasurer.
is the new host on DuMont's “Pet
On the Prockter upcoming agen- “Johnny Andrews Bandwagon” is SRO in Monday-thru-Friday two-hour
Dr. William Lerenson, public .school educator
-Shop” .
. WNBQ program chief
da is a new Walter Brennan com- 7-9 a.m. showcase
George Heinemannfprepping a new edy show, the pilot of which is and former head of WBOE, elected chairman of judges to announce
Bill Gordon,
-disker, into hosmoppet, show built around singer- now in preparation. (Prockter re- local AFTRA winners, March 3 .
actor Win Stracke to occupy a turned from the Coast last week pital for throat checkup with wife Chris Nelson taking over his many
morning slot following “Ding Dong to set up the series and arrange hours’ turntable stint.
School”
Fairfax "Burgher, 'of for theatrical
f
filming of “Big
“Cali Me Madam,” did his magic
Story.”) Prockter also leaves for duced “Ford Theatre” vidpix on
stint on WENR-TV’s “Jim Moran’s
Nancy Wright Europe April 15 to set the ground- NBC-TV, it’s understood, will be
Courtesy Hour”
guest-warbler on WENR-TV’s “Mu- work for an “International Police” determined in the next week or
Continued from pace 27
sic
In Velvet” tomorrow night series, scheduled as one of the so. There are some misgivings,
Bev Younger, regular major items on the PTE syndica- too, over the status of the Dunhill
(Thurs.)
true economy for the government
in the NBC-TV “Hawkins Falls” tion roster. In addition, a “Musical cigaret-sponsored “My Hero” vidcast, playing the lead this week in Revue” series is planned.
pix series, with Robert Cummings, to so limit the operating capacity
the Showcase Theatre’s production
with NBC calling in the brace of of the Commission as to unduly
of “The Women”
Clifton Utley
expert trouble-shooters, Ed Beloin delay the establishment of the
conducting % backstage tom of the,
and Bob Welch, for emergency communications facilities making
Chi NBC plant during Herbie
Calvary
Church
huddles.
It’s doubly important to
Mintz’s late evening spot while the
NBC, ih view of the fact that this economic expansion possible.”
Continued
latter vacations in Florida
from page 27
Continuous cuts in funds the
“Hero” is slated to move into the
WGN-TV has installed Walker on, then
would return and WQAO Saturday night at 8 period when past five years, Walker said, are
Electro Zoom lens on two of its
studio cameras .
WENR-TV’s would go off. But with the increas- “All Star Revue” fades off the causing the Commission great
Monday night boxing remote from ing demands of commercial radio, NBC-TV airlanes in April.
hardships and have affected the
Rainbow Arena being expanded both parties found that a better
Campbell Soup rides along unfrom 60 to 90 minutes as of March arrangement was necessary, and in til May with “Aldrich Family” but health of some employees. Since
9.
Group of Chi Pontiac dealers 1927 they negotiated an agreement rather than release its franchise 1949, he testified, the staff lias been
will bankroll a half-hour slice
whereby WHN would absorb the on the Friday night NBC-TV 9:30
reduced from 1,380 to 1,108 while
R. Marlin Perkins, director of the church station in return for free
time, it is already asking for pro- the number of radio stations under
Lincoln Park Zoo and host on air time for the church.
recommendations,
since
gram
NBC-TV’s “Zoo Parade,” named
This status continued until ex- there’s a strong likelihood that it FCC regulation has risen from
an honorary lion tamer by the Chi
148,221 to 232,674 and the number
Lions Club
Art Younquist's piration of the agreement, and then will drop “Aldrich.”
.
of applications for new or improved
“Family Answer Man” goes into a the church paid for iis air time
like
any
other sponsor. Today* the
new Thursday night spot on WENRfacilities has jumped from 92,896
TV for the Bee Lyte Fiber Glass church pays $70,000 a year for
to 150,557.
broadcasting, most of it to WMGM,
Co.
Thus, he pointed out, the workOperation
the successor to WHN. Other moload has doubled while the staff
Continued from page 25
nies $o tq HCJB in Quito, Ecuador,
has been cut by 20%. StreamlinLondon
which shortwaves the programs
ing of procedures and reorganizaA new play by Philip Burton, round the world, to its 18 mis- as chief correspondent in Paris tion
of operations, he testified, have
under a rotation system designed
“The Dark Wood,” is td be staged sionaries.
not been sufficient to offset loss of
to
develop
potential
big
league
by Ian Atkins Sunday (1). Cast Will
Church, besides its radio venstaffers of tomorrow. It has meant staff.
include David Peel, Rachel Gurney, tures, operates
the Salisbury Hotel finding
the operational formula to
David Markham, Lilian Christine, in N. Y.,
housed together with the service
Meredith Edwards, Roddy Hughes
175 news shows a week,
church in a 17-story skyscraper on
W. 57th St. Present minister is Dr. with accent on fexclusive, on-thespot coverage, with such suppleJohn S. Wimbish, who conducts the
mentary activity as shipping out
weekly programs. Church is the
500 feet of newsreel film daily to
N. Y. headquarters for Billy Gra23 stations.
ham, another radio-TV user.
Along with Me Andrew, as manager of the operation, such vets in
the radio-TV news vineyards ns
Frank McCall (handling the Camel
Option
show); Joe Meyers (as- manager of
the central newsdesk) and DavidContinued from page 25
.

(2) of “My Beloved Husband” on CBS-TV. Others in the
cast include Ruth Warrick and Anthony Ross
A, L. Hollander, Du.

.

.

Learning,
interviews with coaches, managers and players from baseball Spring
Howard Jones, WFIL stafftraining camps. Series begins March 4
er, launches a new participator, “Mr. Lucky,” beginning March 2 (11:30 p.m.). Visitors compete as teams on quizzer, queries dealing with
Erwin Rosner has been named local sales
.
.
news, pop music, etc.
manager for the William Penn Broadcasting Co., <WPEN).

.

Monday

.

.

.

busi-

.Don L. Kearney

.

his “Studio

.

.

'

.

in

.

Bings," twice
weekly Westinghouse stanza starting on CBS-TV
Tuesday
Virginia
(3)
Baker
plays opposite hubby Jack Palance
on CBS-TV’s “Suspense” Tuesday
Lewis Charles into NBC-TVs
“Big Story”-Mareh 6-. Frank Pulaski on ABC-TVs “Tales of Tomorrow” Friday (27), .Jay Barney
featured on “Kraft Theatre” tonight (Wed.) „ Producer Fletcher
Markle will act as the male lead in
.

.

“Moses in the Bulrushes,” by Rhoda Power, March 5.
Nancy Evans, Rawicz & Lan.
.dauer, Anthony Oliver and Andrew
Fenner take part in Bryan Sears’
productiori of “Music for You”
today IWed.) . Henry Caldwell’s
“Cafe Coritinental” on Saturday
(28) will include Hungarian violinBilly Russell,
ist Eduardo Vanda
Arthur Lucan, Terry Hall, the Reid
Twins, Penny Nichols and Les
Marthy will- appear in Richard
Afton’s “Music Hall” March 7,
with Jack Watson as emcee
Gladys Cooper was guest in “Leisure
and Pleasure” yesterday
.

.

.

.

.

.

daughter',

.

upped to assistant national sales
manager for ABC-TV. .John Beal
will emcee and act on “Freedom

.

«

Hollywood

.

AM

.

*

.

.

ger,

ii

Hank Mcon TV on KECA-TV
Cune show arid George Raft’s “I
KLACon
off
teed
Am the Law”
TV this week, Dr. Ross picking up
Manischevitz
and
McCune,
tab on
Wine on Raft*. Dianne Carr joins
Don
ABC-TV as receptionist
Roberts to KLAC as newsman

.

.

*

Kaiser-Frazer Sales bankrolling
series of feature films “first-run”

.

•

'k'i

.

TVs “Who

•
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,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WHK

.

.

Walker

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HBC News

•

Time

than panicky

MR. CHANNEL a.

.

symbol of WGAL-TV's
increased power,

now

gives

larger coverage, bigger
audience, greater sales potential to
advertisers.

V
WGAL
AM TV Frt
A Sieinman Station
Clair

McColloujh

Pfoj'denr

WGAL-TV

'’'Market includes Harrisburg,

Lancaster, Reading,

over the situation.

son Taylor, overall supervisor as
director of public

The 7:30-7:45 p.m. segment (with played key roles in affairs, have
the NBC news
Dinah Shore as the alternating ascendancy. And
the sponsorship
twice-a-week show) is desirable yearly payoff
reads: “Camel Caratime, NBC is already eyeing the van,”
$5,000,000;
“11th
Hour
client availabilities.
News,” $180,000; Bob Considine TV

York,

Lebanon

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER Associates
Wow
York Chicago ios Angeles San
Francisco

.

On the not-so-certain renewal program, $600,000; Considine radio
are “Hollywood Opening show,
$400,000; Esso News, $400,Night,” which Ennds sponsors on 000;.
“Window on Washington,”
NBC-TV. Despite the fact that the $475,000;
the
Miles-bankrolled
client is bucking up against the
“News of the World,” $2,200,000;
No. 1 rated “I Love Lucy” Monday the Pure
Oij-sponsored news show,
night series, it plans to hold on to
$1,900,000; “Three Star- Edition,”
the time slot. (“Police Story” has
$1,400,000;
“Who Said That?”
been optioned.)
$115,000; news syndication revenue;
“Scott Music Hall,” which Scott $500,000, plus
some minor items
Paper Co. sponsors on NBC-TV such as the co-op
“News of the
Wednesday nights opposite Ar- World,” the Merle Mueller news
thur Godfrey, is reported in a stanza and
the co-op “World News
state of uncertainty, with clientRoundup.”
agency huddles reportedly scheduled .this week before making a
Memphis
Patricia Raymond,
definite commitment one way or
script and continuity chief,
the other.
has resigned to move into a similar
Fate of the 'Screen Gems-pro- role with
I
WRAP, Norfolk,
agenda

v

KWEM

—

^

JOE SILVER
F*tfvr»d Wookly *«

“Red Buttons' Show"
CiS-TV Network
Monday, 9:30 P.M., EST
Siiontorti

fcy

1

netnnt

Mnxwtll

H*ut« C»ff«e

4

t

farmer P. R. writer desires parttime work at heme* Panmalli secretarial, re-wrlte, etc. Stage, radie,

TV

Held,

Tep

references*

Bex V-21 til* Variety
1 54 W. 44th St.. Mew York 24. N.Y.

Hitting Bigtime Via Disk
Still

Tough; Majors

Route

Flock of New Pix Musicals To Test

PLAY KEY ROLE

Wont Gamble

Score Tunes In Current Pop Market

Although numerous tyros haVe f*
broken into the bigtime via disclicks during the past two years,
breaking through on wax is still
one of the long shots in show biz.
For every newcomer who makes

Sid Prosen has hit the biggest
jackpot in the music biz in a couple
of years with his “’Til I Waltz Again
With You” and figures to earn between $150,000 to $200,000 on the
song when all the returns are in.
Since Prosen is sole writer and
publisher, via his own firm, Village
Music, he’s collecting all royalties,
mechanicals and Broadcast Music,
Inc., performing coin. Tune has
already gone over a 1,000,000 platter copied via Teresa Brewer’s slice
.

there are several dozen struggling to make the grade with the
vast majority slipping into permanent'oblivion.
it

Lure of the heavy coin is cuing
the unknowns to make the gamble
and with their own coin. Although
the major labels are willing to
gamble on a new voice, they are
not shelling out for the promotion
coin needed to drive them over the for Coral.
top.
“Waltz”
As a result, the young singers or

Prosen’s

is

is

first hit.

line. It’s fig-

ured that a firstrate promotion job
on a new side costs the artist about
$2,000. That covers trips to six or
seven major cities for disk jockey
contacting and other expenses re-

Pubs Ease Rigid.
Standards’ Deals

quired to publicize a new artist.
One common gripe among the
newcomers is that they are getting
a brush as far as jockey plugs are
concerned. Only a handful of jocks
are interested in uncovering new
stars, while the rest of the deejay
fraternity plays it close to the vest

Ruth

To Boost

Brown,

m

(

Kidding-on-the-Square

Sparks Mitch Miller Rib

on ‘Carbons’
Records artists & rep-

ertoire chief Mitch Miller has set
going a full-blown feud with a&r
men of other diskeries via his, public crack that his musical stylings
on wax have been generously carboned by the rival companies. Miller’s

comment was made

execs.

wax

ideas,

notably the use of French horns,
have been coming back at him on
numerous recent sides on other
labels and he considers that the
sincerest

form of

Other

flattery.

a&r men, however, claim that they
French horns and harpsichords years before and that Miller was taking credit for somebody
else’s innovation. .. It was pointed

UNDER TWO-YEAR PACT

Ray Martin,

on Britain’s Columbia, label, had
been using horns regularly, before
Miller.
The trade, however, generally credits Miller with firmly
establishing the French horn with
a
series
of
With Guy
clicks
Mitchell.

Miller pointed up the alleged
“carboning” situation by saying
that one recent record, whose title
could be dragged out of him only
by wild horses, uses a “whole batch
of his ideas.” The side was. an ob-.
vious reference to Perry Como’s
‘‘Wild Horses,” which is developing
into a hit for

RCA Victor.

Several a&r men gave credit to
Miller for developing so many hits
the last couple of years, but they
said that “the pitch from Mitch,”
as Miller tagged his comment to

m

the trade,

was an unwarranted

switch policy and are giving sales
William Morris Agency execs
go-ahead signal to work have been talking
in recent weeks
out separate arrangements with the
to various disk companies for a
sheet dealers.
possible deal for Frank Sinatra.
By giving their salesmen a vir- Latter’s pact
with Columbia Rectually free hand in Setting up speords ran out a couple of months
cial discount deals and return privago and while Columbia would like
ileges, the firms have been able to to
retain him, Sinatra is underhypo dealer interest in standards. stood to favor a change of labels.
Size of the discount and number of
Decca prexy Milton R. Rackmil
allowable returns granted usually was contacted by
before his
varies with the number of copies South American trip as were Dick
ordered by the dealer.
Jones of Capitol and Manie Sacks
The big payoff is still in standard of RCA Victor. Due to Sacks’ close
sheet copies, which cost about 2c friendship with Sinatra, it’s bea copy to print, plus royalties, and lieved that he could wrap up a
peddles for 50c, and the pubs feel deal soonest.
However, the fact
that they can continue to pick up that such male vocalists as Perry
a neat profit even with the special Como, Eddie Fisher and Tony Mardeals.
tin are already with Victor makes
a Sinatra deal unlikely.
Sinatra is due back from Europe
this week and goes to the Coast
early next month to start on the
Metro pic, “From Here To Eternity.” It’s believed he’ll make a
decision
on his disk affiliation beHollywood, Feb. 24.
leaves for Hollywood.
Betty Hutton has agreed to a fore he
Capitol recording pact which will
probably be signed this week giving her a standard 5% royalty. Connelly in S-J Talks
Initial period covers two years.
after
recording
begin
She’ll
Coronation Plans
Winding her current vaude tour.
Reg Connelly, the London music
Last with RCA Victor, she began
her shellac career with Capitol, publisher now en route to Hollyetching for them her biggest disk wood from New York on his annual
Indian business trip, has been huddling
Lawyer,
“Doctor,
>hit,
with Santly-Joy on Coronation
Chief,” in 1946.
music plans.- These revolve around
Guy Mitchell, who is one of the
Coronation attractions at the LonLyres Club Opens
don Palladium, on the strength of
his Columbia disk rep. Mitchell is
/
Membership Drive handled by Eddie Joy of the music
pubbery. Connelly’s sundry music
In its first meet last week under
firms in England have long had an
its new tag, the Lyres Club, at the
international liaison with S-J.
the
Hotel Great Northern, N. Y.,
A deal is also cooking to extend
membership committee of Tin Pan
this accord into an international
Alley’s social organization decided
publishing setup, and it may
music
enlisting
in
to step up its drive
resolved when Connelly returns
more music men. It was announced be
York.
New
to
who were over-

BETTY HUTTON TO CAP

used

out, for instance, .that.

self-

Plug and a gratuitous slap at them.

On

tradesters,

that

Atlantic Pacts Davis
Eunice Davis, rhythm

&

Disk Tieup

WM

in a kid-

ding-on-the-square manner, but the
implication was rebutted in deadly
serious manner by the other a&r
Miller said that his

New

staffers the

Vs. Rivals
Columbia

Sinatra Dickers

practice. Heretofore,
the strict trading measures such as
no deals, no returns, etc., were adhered to by all the top firms. In
today’s waning sheet market, however, the pubs are begining to

risks.

looked when the

blues

thrush, has-been inked to ’a term
pact by the indie Atlantic label.

Miss Davis, who made her music
bow in 1948 as a composer,
switched to vocalling' about two
years ago with an etching of her
jwn^tune, “Rock, Little Daddy.”
biz

.

.

initial

Be Seeing You,” has
banned by KBIG, local

coming film-musicals.
couple of months

member-

been

indie,
as “too grim.” Instead of usual
instrumental, the platter has
simulated
shot - and - shell
screeching around a Korea
foxhole as backgrounding.
KBIG program director Alan
Lisser said, “It’ll raise your

Our recordings

are for
entertainment, not to
curdle your blood.” Platter has
been out six weeks. No other
station is known to have nixed
hair.

home

Lent’s Dent In

Music Biz; Disk,

The

next

will
see a
of pictures on rethe major Hollywood'*

bumper crop

lease from
studios and the Tin Pan Alleyites
are counting on a trend towards

ungimmicked tune material to
give their future output a better
chance in the current market.
The pubs are basing their optimism on the growing number of
pic tunes that have been pulling
in big disk and sheet 'sales in the
past few months. Top example is

“Anywhere

it.

I

Wander,” penned by

Frank Loesser for Samuel Goldwyn’s production of “Hans Christian Andersen.”
The music men
admit that the Julius LaRosa waxing on the indie Cadence label
was the deciding factor in shooting the song into the hit bracket
but they point out that it’s helped
to open doors to artists & repertoire staffers who, heretofore, had'*been reluctant to wax tunes from
.

Sheet Sales Off
After a strong getaway during
first six -weeks of this year,the music biz has been slowed
down by a general sales dip. Downbeat reaction at this point is riot
serious, since business is generally
running ahead of last year, but
some trade execs are frankly disappointed at the industry’s failure
to keep an even keel at least until
the start of the summer period.
In the disk field, distribs are
still buying normally but turnover
on the retailer level has fallen off
with distrib reaction expected to
follow suit shortly. Chief explanation is the beginning of the Lent
season because there is at present
plenty of hits to draw the customers into the stores.
the

Slump in the sheet music market
even more serious since this
facet of the industry never experienced a sharp comeback. Hit num-

pix.

Good

rating gained by “Zing a
Little Zong,” from the Paramount
production, “Just For You,” also
aided in altering the diskers attitude on pix scores.
Currently
.such tunes as .“Hush A Bye,” from
Warner’s “The Jazz Singer,” and
“Second Star to the Right,” from
Walt Disney’s “Peter Pan,” are
getting strong wax coverage and
hefty radio-tele performances.

The Big ^Three

&

bers have had a 500,000 copy potential for the past couple
of

Robbins, Feisty
counting on the scored
(

‘

Miller)

is*

from M-G’s

Love Melvin” and
“Small Town Girl” to add impetus
to

the

Score

“I

swing back to
for

“Melvin,”

pic' tunest

which

has

(Continued on page 47)

Ed Kassner
With

J.J

.

'

Splits

Robbins, Files

$150,000 Court Action

is

The two-year old partnership between

J. J.

Robbins and ex-British

Ed Kassner exploded
week when the letter filed a

publisher
last

months and sales have now slack- $150,000 suit in N. Y. State Suened off to the 300,000 copy pace. preme Court against Robbins for
That’s peak for the hits with the “breach of contract, assault, libel
Robbins brought
middling songs faring much worse. and slander.”
Kassner in as a 50% partner in
his J. J. Robbins & Sons and Consolidated Music firms in 1951. Rob-

COLUMBIA PAYS 5G

FOR

‘NASAI’ PIC

YEN

bins also filed a breach of contract
suit against Kassner with no money damages claimed at this point.
Friction between the two publishers led to discussions about
four weeks ago on methods of dissolving the partnership.
Kassner
wanted a cash settlement to exit
the firms or proposed that Rob-

“Gomen-Nasai,” tune with an
English lyric and a Jap title, was
peddled last week to Columbia
Pictures by Walt Disney Music for
$5,000. Song, which is getting a
bins retire from active managehefty wax coverage, will be rsed
ment of the music companies so
Col pic, “Mission Over
in. the
that he could operate the publishKorea.” It’ll be sung by Richard
ing enterprise as exec vies-prexy.
Bowers, ex-GI who made his disk
Failure to reach an agreement,
debut with the Columbia Records
with resulting acrimonious exetching of. the. tune. Pic will be
changes between
Robbins and
his screen bow.
Kassner, incurred the legal action.
Dr. Benedict Meyers and Ray- Morton Miller (& Miller), is legal
mond HattOri, bbth ex-GIs, penned rep for Kassner while attorney
the tune.
Lew Dreyer is handling Robbins*
end of the case.
-

-

•

•

With Richard Rodgers on the
podium conducting the St. Louis

Charles Ross, who joined the
firm shortly after the partnership
was formed, as professional manager, left Robbins-Kassner offices
recently to return as head of his
own publishing company, Kassner,
meantime, is still operating his independently owned firms, Picca-

Symphony

dilly,

Rodgers Batons Works In
Boff

Loo Orch Concert

St.

St.

cuffo

Louis, Feb. 24.

-in

a special con-

featuring MarRobert Weede,
Claramae Turner and Thomas Hayward -as. soloists, plus a qhorus, a
total of 10,571 payees jammed the
Henry W. Kiel Auditorium to hear
them. Gross was $19,000, with a
cert

Sunday

guerite

$l-$3

ship forms went out, could apply
directly through Henri Rene, the
club’s prez„ or Lyre's execs Sal
Ben Selvin and Herb
Chianti,

It

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Powers’ first record

Jack

Edna McGriff and

In a move to spark sheet sales of
standard catalog tunes, a flock oi
major firms are adopting new ped- eries.
by scheduling the standard names. dling
The Negro disk jockey has a
techniques to keep their
As a result, if Joni James breaks
bread & butter” copyrights alive much stronger standing in the
through for one hit, all the jocks
colored
community, particularly in
the market.
The pubberie^
will lay on her tunes, since she’s
sales staffers are stepping up their the south, than the ofay platter
already an established star. They
pilots have generally due to the
efforts on the standards figuring
won’t take a chance, its contended,
social situation.
Their influence
that the current pops can take care
on the unknowns.
over their listeners is proportionof themselves, especially if they’re
That’s doubly true of the sta- riding
Continued
on page 46)
with clicko disks.
tions’ music librarians. Often disks
Most of the firms have increasby the newcomers never even see ingly eased
up on their rigid tradthe light of day, since the librarians ing
relations by instituting a more
shunt them aside as bad program- elastic
selling

ming

for Capitol, the standard “I’ll

the pix score batting average
over the past couple of years, film
subsid firms and other firms are
gearing themselves for a big push
on the flock of tunes due from up-

Little Esther are commonplace in
this market. Since the initial recording costs are much lower than
with a pop disk, this level of sales
means a hefty profit for the disk-

Sales

in

Grim and Bear

a sizable colored, population.

The Negro jocks have come into
their own in the key cities since
the advent of video. TV has been
forcing the indie radio outlets into
specialized programming projects
and the pitch to the vast Negro
market is proving easiest via the
platter-spinning route.
This development, at the same
time, has proved to be a major
boon for the diskeries which are
specializing in the r&b field. These
companies, such as Atlantic, Dot,
Apollo, Savoy and Federal, have
been doing a solid biz with the
growing plugging opportunities.
Sales of 150,000 on sides by such
combos as the Clovers, -the Ravens
and the Orioles and singers like

their backers are forced* to lay their

own bankrolls on the

Although there's been a slump

Strong upsurge of the rhythm
and blues market in recent years
has now put the Negro disk jockey
into one of the key positions in
the overall music business. Over.
500 r&b jocks are now spotted on
stations in every city where there

Sid Prosen’s Jukepot

(22),

Kassner Music and Town

&

Country.

Piazza,

scale.

New Monarch

Label

Monarch Records, new Indie la*
bel formed by crooner Buddy Nee,
has been sketjded to hit the market March 6. Initial Monarch release will feature Nee in a blending
of seven different tapes in which
he handles the vocal, choral effects
and instrumental hacking.
Preem coupling will be “Cancel

Concert included Rodgers* comReynolds Derby Pact
Bandleader Tommy Reynold^ has positions from both his Oscar
the
Hammerstein
by
2d and Lorenz Hart
pact
term.
a
to
been inked
collaborations, plus the “Guadalindie Derby label in N. Y.
Hendler.
Woods,
canal
March”
from his .score for The , Cd
and “Lucky Joe,’*
Deal was made by Bernie
Club also is dickering for the
Larry New- NBC’s current “Victory at Sea” penned by Dick Adler and Jerry
Vermilion Room of the Great Reynolds manager, arid
television series.
Ross.
*
topper.
Derby
tori,
.
hanggut
„
permanent
,
its
as
Northern - A
• ***
*
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Jocks, Jukes
By HEItiM

and Disks

SCHOENFELD-*

yf

if

“Bull,”
ers Creepers” (Capitol).
t&ken from the rhythm and blues
field, is a charming novelty item.
Stan Kenton gives it a straight
workover with a fine vocal by Chris

ard, “I Can’t Get Started,” for a
topflight instrumental side.

Henri Rene Orch: “The Devil’s
Serenade” - “Sympathy” (Victor).
“Devil’s Serenade*’ is a dramatic
piece of material with a good idea.
Joe Costa belts across an appropriate charged-up vocal while Henri

Tchaikovsky: “Swan Lake” (Entre, $2.95). Columbia's reprint catalog is providing some juicy bargains in its cheaper, second label.
This one, consisting of ballet ex-

Orch: “Train
Train Train”-*! Can’t Get Started”
rhythm and
a
on
(Victor). Still
blues kick, Buddy Morrow’s orch
belts across a solid commercial
etching in “Train,” a jujee and jock
natural because of it$ insistent beat
and flavorsome vocal by Franktt
Lester, Morrow’s lucid trombone
is featured on the Gershwin stand-

Morrow

Buddy

cerpts, is played with verve and
style by the London Philharmonic,

onnors and ensemble. Miss Conalso registers neatly with her

Sors

Dorati. Technically,
is good.
Mendelssohn: Concertos in
Minor, E Minor (RCA Victor,
$5.45). Violinist Yehudi Menuhin

under Antal

Vocal of the oldie on the reverse,

Kenton backing up with an

‘

teresting arrangement.
!

•

WELK
LAWRENCE
his

is

iby Crosby in effective relaxed style
with several touching highlights.
Stands up under repeated spins.
“Ohio” is a good tune but in a
more familiar groove. Crosby gets
ace backing from Jud Conlon’s
choral group and John Scott Trot-

and

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
“OH HAPPY DAY"

backed

’by “Yoifr Mother and Mine”

(Mercury)

sion”
rates

My

his slice
(Victor)

Decca

.

.

Ohio

.

HUG ME A HUG

Corat

Always Shake the Tree

I

FRANK MURPHY

LET’S LIVE

Okeh

.I'll

.

“Shake The Tree” is a more
legitimate number and Miss Bailey
gives it a good standard ride. Don
Redman’s swinging backgrounds
attack.

at% excellent.

.

FOR LOVE

Make You Mine

produces another tasteful
coupling of instrumentals.
“The
Magic Touch” has an interesting
thematic development enriched by
Winterhalter’s
massing of the

halter

.

.

Survey

.

•

.

HAVE YOU HEARD

7.

WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
MY JEALOUS EYES (1)

8.

SIDE BY SIDE

6.

9.

10.

.

(16)

Coral

(7)
.

...

™V°

I

*

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

*

Shapiro-B

Fox
Montclaire

Home

Say It Isn’t So
Say It With Your Heart
Second Star to the Right— t “Peter Pan”

Berlin
Feist
Disnfey

Why

Jo Stafford
Four Knights

Columbia

.

.

Tubb

.

iRa

,.

I

I

I

.

I Believe.
If It Were

,

Up

to

i

,

Suddenly

!..!!!!!!!

.

'..!!'.!!!!!!!!!!!

Coral

.

1

Me

Without You
Very Special Day
Wonderful Copenhagen— t“Hans C. Andersen”
You Belong to Me
•
You'll Nevrr Know,.

Carmen

.

Miller

.

Four-Star

.

Harms

U

.

.

.

.!!

Brandom

.

Miller

.

Hill

.

Old Charter

.

.

]

Columbia

.

bt’c.i
«

» I

in the
» t

BVC

—

^

‘i

—

,

.

.

.Victor

Decca

,•

Agam With You
.

Five Top Standards

4

(

More In Case

Moon and Empty Arms
Goodnight Sweetheart
H®ra Staccato
Full

+
t
t

I

of Ties )

Barton
Robbins

'

Fischer

Wanna Go Home With You

My

Top

Gal Sal

Paxton
’

10]
t

•

$R

Remick
Frank
Ridgeway

(More In Case of Ties)
Cuie Piece of Property
Duchess
Anywhere I Wander
'“Hans Christian Andersen”. Frank
Because You're Mine— “Because You’re Mine”
Feist
Dogg.e in the Window
Santly-J
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
Four-Star
Keen It a Secret
......
Shaoiro-B
No Tvvo People t“Hans Christian Andersen”
Frank
Shapiro-B

.

*

& R

Hill

.

.

.

Jefferson

.

Top 10 Songs On TV

M-G-M

y Mitchell
Fisher
? Ts Bros

*******
.

Cromwell
Sherwin

Is a

"

Victor
'

e

,

,

.

.

at All

.Mercury
Me
Co.umbia

e

’:>>

.1

[Figures in parentheses indicate nvmbe.r
of weeks song

,

Brandom

!

(

GLOW-WORM

’
]

Santly-J

Paramount

.

'

!

Coh.mW.-t

Essex

.1

.

Me

.

|

Howard

]

.

John, John, John
Kiss
Let Me Know
Living the Life I Love

That's

Zodiac

.

James

.

Brandom
Simon

Second Group
Doggie in the Window
Golden Years '“Houdini”
Have You Heard

Peter Cottontail
Pretend
Sleepytime Gal

M-G-M f
.Coral X

'.

^ ame
wance Welle
"'*

Me

.

,

/'.-m* Cx non
:

Village
Forster

.

Don’t You Believe

Capitol

Loi)lc

j

Shapiro-B
Broadcast

—

—

:

-

.

'

BVC
Longridge
Leeds

This

Capitol

Starr

*•.•,**

Roxbury

Famous

Piccolo Pete

No Moon

*

.

BELIEVE

.

Secret

Wild Horses

I

Coachella
Chappell

Remick
Witmark

of Spain

Tomorrow

•

Mercury

Jo „t James
I’“-cn Chand'cr
r.nnn Brooks
.

.

Song from Moulin Rouge t “Moulin Rouge”
TiU I Waltz Again With You

Mercury
Mercury -

’

OH HAPPY DAY
f YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
X OH HAPPY DAY
SHE WEARS RED FEATHFRS
HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

It a

A

,

.

Confess

Keep
Lady

Side by Side

Second Group
1 WISHING RING
I HOLD ME, THRILL ME, K^S ME
I HELLO SUNSHINE
Y0D WHEN YOU’RTi GONE
::
" “ D 1?°°* BACHELOR
? ?1
U KE M1NE
.
X Wire DON-T YOU BELIEVE ME

Mills

Oh Happy Day
Open Up Your Heart

I

Kay

—

Mister Tap Toe
My Baby’s Cornin’
My Jealous Eyes

Victor"
~

Page

Patti

Four-Star
Pickwick

Marks

.

Page

Jovi James
Job! James

.

(4)

IT A SECRET
OH HAPPY DAY (5)

KEEP

.

Feist

.

Gaylords
1

Chappell

Bourne
Burvan

Never Smile at a Crocodile— 1 “Peter Pan”.....,. Disney
Nina Never Knew
Jefferson
No Man Is An Island
Bourne

Teresa Brewer
Perry Ccmo

-

(.6)

Robbins-M

Glow-Worm

I

.

on Coin-Maciines

5.

February 13-19, 1953

Even Now

—

.

-

4.

of

Hold Me. Thrill Me, Kiss Me
Hot Toddy
How Do You Speak to an Angel *“Hazel Flagg”
Hush-A-Bye t“The Jazz Singer”

.

him.

Patti

Week

Fool Such As I
April in Portugal .
Because You’re Mine
Bye Bye Blues
Chicago Style
Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes
.

•

3.

tablished last month.

.

.

(10)

Stumpy, Negro vaude

A

.

.

TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU (8)
DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES
DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW (3)
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE (6)

& Stumpy

&

.

.

.

2.

Stump

team, have been added’ to M-G-M
Records rhythm & blues stable.
Duo’s initial coupling will hit the
market in the March 9 release.
Diskery’s r. & b. division was es-

The top 30 songs of week (more, in case of tics), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman ,
Director, Alphabetically listed

.

.

t

Schubert

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

.

Frank Murphy: “Let’s Live For strings in his catching arrangeYou Mine” ment. Flip is another attractive
Make'
Lovfe”-“I’ll
(Okeh). Okeh’s new vocal entry, piece of material which also gets Trio, “Race Track” (King*.
Frank Murphy, gets a fast getaway, a choral treatment which adds imwith this platter. “Live For Love,” portantly to this side's impact.
Album Review
an adaptation from an Italian tune, Firstrate jock programming material for a variation from the ordi“Mr. President” (RCA Victor,
is a. big ballad which is projected
$5.72).
nary
run
NBC commentator James
of
material.
pop
vibrantly for maximum impact.
Jackie Gleason Orch: “Melanch- Fleming is editor and narrator of
Murphy has strong pipes which he
these
excerpts
from NBC archives,
uses without stunting. Reverse is oly Serenade”-** You're Getting To
a sentimental item with moderate Be A Habit With Me” (Capitol). the actual voices of the men who
made
history
from
1933 to ’53
prospects as competition for “Oh Jackie Glea'son, the comedian, is
taking his maestro efforts seriously FDR, A1 Smith, Huey Long, John
Promise Me” as a, wedding song.
Garner,
Alf
Landon,
Wendell WillJohnnie Ray: “Mr. Midnight”- as is evidenced on these newest kie, Ike, etc. Highspotted survey
“Oh What A Sad Sad Day” (Co- firstclass instrumental sides. “Mel- is sketchy and familiar, but punchy
lumbia). Johnnie Ray again turns ancholy Serenade,” his own coiri- and fascinating nevertheless.
In
up with a case of super-melancholia position, is a good blues produc- brief vocal excerpts, the history
on a coupling that proves to be a tion richly arranged for violins and of the last two decades is re-lived,
horns.
Standard
on
the
flip 'gets
strong contender in the pop marfor an exciting disk
ket. “Mr. Midnight” is interesting another lush framework with Bobmaterial tailored to the extrava- by Hackee’s lyric trumpet spotgant Ray mannerisms which some- lighted in the solo assignment.
Decca Nabs 2 Indies
times aoupd like a burlesque of bis
Decca Records has picked up a
Platter Pointers
own imitators^There’s little change
couple of masters made by A1
of mood on “Sad Sad Day,” which,
A group of topflight jazzmen, in- Russ, of Cleveland, with a local
as the title suggests, is a tearful
cluding Charlie Parker, Flip Phil- poo concert orch.
saga of romance.
ips,
Charlie
Shavers,
Both are instrumentals cut as
Johnny
Stan Kenton Orch: “And The Hodges, Benny Carter and Oscar an indie venture by
Russ but not
Bull Walked Around, 01ay”-“Jeep- Peterson, join for a couple of top- released commercially
by

10 Best Sellers

the

.

Ellington swings in fine style on*
“Rock-Skippin’ at the Blue Note”
(Columbia) . On the same label,
Marais Sc Miranda register on the
African veld number. “Unga Wena
Wena”
“Little Fool,” on the
.
indie Spotlite label, is a promising number, Andre D’Orsay vocalling
Teddy Phillips orch has
.
an okay novelty side in “Momma,
Momma, Momma” (King) ... On
the same' label, Cecil Young Quartet comes up with a neat bluesy
slice of “Old Black Magic.”
Standout western, folk, polka,
jazz, religiose, etc:: Jesse Rogers,
“The Devil's Pitchfork” (M-G-M)
Edna McGriff, “Edna’s Blues”
(Jubilee)
Red Foley, “Hot
Toddy (Decca) ... Chuck Murphy,
“Buckin’ The Dice” (Coral)
Billy
Strange,
“Just
Bummin'
Around” (Capitol) . Earl Hooker

A QUIET GIRL

.

best-

have an okay side in “Let's Go
Bowling” and a solid potential in
“The Pocatella Polka”
Duke

.

PEARL BAILEY

.

.

the new indie label, Maestro,
Rosalind Paige and choral group

.TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN
I Can't Get Started

.

.

of
.

On

Best Bets
RCA Victor
BING CROSBY

Ses-

Love”

tradition,

Stump

soprano as Gioconda, Fedora
shrill though
otherwise imposing as Laura, Gianni Poggi a good Enzo and Paolo
Silper metallic as Barnaba. Firstrate support by orch and chorus
under Antonio Votto.
Delius Music (Capitol, $4.98).

Joe Allegro

.

.

.

for

attention

“Take Care,

VJam

title of

works,

and Wolf: Italian Serenade in G
(Decca, $2.50). Two works in good

romhntic

finfe

Granz under the

Delius

typical

known probably being “On Hear-

ing the First Cuckoo in Spring”
Pastoral mood-pieces of impressionistic vein and exotic appeal
well played by Concert Arts Orchestra under Felix Slatkin. Choice
for. the connoisseur.
Schubert: Quartetsatz in C Minor

and the Berlin Philharmonic under especially melodiods and gay. Well
Wilhelm Furtwangler give a ster- performed by the Koeckert Quarperformance of the well- tet.
ling
known E Minor classic. The D
Gluck: “Iphteeniar in Tauris”
Minor, forgotten work of Men- (Vox, 2 LP, $11.90). Somewhat
delssohn’s youth, and unearthed, static opera is a quaint classic, apby Menuhin Is a pleasant, romantic pealing in its fine performance
piece. Menuhin acts as Conductor here. Soloists are Patricia Neway,
as well as soloist with the RCA Pierre Mollet, Leopold Simoneaii,
Victor String Orchestra for a Giulini, in good support.

by Norman Barbieri sometimes

flight jazz sets issued

.

•

[Five

Excellent Robert Massard. Paris Conservaperformance.
graceful
coupling.
tory Orchestra, under Carlo Maria
Gioconda”
“L a
Ponchielli:
Bron.
(Cetra-Soria, 3 LP, $18.85). Impressive waxing of the complete
opera, with young Maria Callas a
Inked

79th
Consecutive Week, Araaon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.
Exclusively for Coral Records

•

BUDDY MORROW ORCH.

D

'

a lovely ballad delivered suitable. Flip is a fair ballad nicely
delivered by Johnny Parker but
this side lacks punch.
Ton! Harper: “Silly Heart”-“I’ll
Never Forget You” (Columbia).
Teenage vocalist Toni Harper has
outgrown the kid tunes and shows
on these sides that‘she’s.a mature
stylist. “Silly Heart” is a fine torch
ter’s orch.
Pearl Bailey: “Hug Me A Hug”- song which she handles sensitively.
“I Always Shake The Tree” (Coral). Reverse is another excellent ballad
Pearl Bailey’s* ‘’Takes Two To Tan- which Miss Harper delivers with
go” click should give these sides overtones of Sarah Vaughan but
sufficient momentum to make dent without attempting to carbon the
in the pop market Her workover IdttGI*
Hugo Winterhalter Orch: “The
of “Hug” is replete with comedy
effects and the tune gives her good Magic Touch”-“Will ‘O The Wisp.
framework for her stylistic rhythm Romance” (Victor). Hugo WinterGirl”

recording

too,

in-

Bing Crosby: “A Quiet Girl”“Ohio” (Dedca). From the legit mu“Wonderful Town,’’ these
sical,
two tunes furnish Bing Crosby
with some of his most attractive Rene’s orch furnishes a Jhoked-up
material in a long time.- “Quiet haunted background which is also

'

.
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*
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Male Vocalists

Diskers Veering

Scoreboard

?

Wax

Strongly on

To Quickie Deals

OF

o

diskers, both vets

currently easing out of their backseat position with a number of
Indicative of
highriding tunes.
this present trend is the healthy
reception being given Perry Como,
Nat (King) Cole and Eddie Fisher,
who fall into the so-called vet class
and have -a total of nine numbers
evenly split between them. Among
the newcomers are Julius LaRosa,
Artie Wayne, Don Howard, Bob
Carroll, Tommy Edwards, Steve
Lawrence and Norman Brooks.
Newcomer group, except for Edwards, are making their bids via
Wayne, however,
indie labels.
though currently, riding under the
Mercury banner with. “Rachel'’
made his initial impact with that
tune on the Kem label (Kem is distributing the disk on the Coast).
Edwards, with the MtG-M stable,
is riding on “A Fool Such As I.”
Don Howard, who records for Essex, has “Oh Happy Day,” while
Carroll, on Derby, has “Say It
With Your Heart” and Lawrence,
on King, has “How Many Stars
Have To Shihe,” LaRosa, hottest
among the new talent, has come
up within a few short weeks with
“This Is Heaven” and “Anywhere
Brooks is beginning
I Wander.”
to make a splash with his Zodiac
waxing of “Hello Sunshine.”
In the femme groove Joni James
and Karen Chandler are tops
among the relative newcomers.
Miss James has been hot with
“Why* Don’t You Believe Me” and.
“Have You Heard,” while her slicing of “Wishing Ring” has also
been getting -fair play.
“Your
Cheatin’ Heart,” her latest effort,
is already beginning to show headway in the various hit lists. Miss
Chandler has been scoring among
the top sellers with “Hold Me,
ThrilL Me, Kiss Me.”
Besides, Miss James and Miss
Chandler, there are still a number,
of gals’ holding forth, with key
However, the ratio of disdisks.
taff clicks against nrale bests has
diminished considerably as compared to last year. Teresa Brewer’s

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

Last

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Week Week
1

3

TERESA BREWER

2

2

3

5

PERRY COMO (Victor)....;.
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

4

1

JONI JAMES (MGM). ......

(Coral)

Till I

.

Via

TV

5

4

6

8

GAYLORDS
KAY STARR

Jackie

Gleason’s

CBS-TV

show

and the “Schlitz Playhouse” on the
same web, sparked Capitol Records
and M-G-M Records to rush the
respective themes into release. *
Cap is hitting the market with
“Melancholy Serenade”—^with Gleason batoning the orch, and M-G-M
*

issuing the Schlitz theme, “Fantastic,” with the London Covent
tele
Garden Orchestra.
Initial
theme to break through on wax was
is

Leroy

“Syncopated
Anderson’s
Clock” via the Decca label. Tune
is
used on CBS-TV “The Late

Show”

Me
Horowitz

6

KAREN CHANDLER

9

9

JULIUS LaROSA

EDDIE FISHER

10

,

•

After

Still

(I’m Just

Kiss

cert

Me

(Victor) ....

-(

o

Downhearted

(Even

Now

POSITIONS
Last

Week Week

TUNE
TILL I

in America, is still a
to the ‘trade. Acknow-

artist

ledged the top draw in the longhair field, the pianist will gross
about $8,500 (tax excluded) tonight,
and with about $1,250 expense, can£
net around $7,250 for himself.

Not many longhairs. sell out anyBut on basis of one Sunday ad in the N. Y. Times and
Herald Tribuhe last Nov, 9, the
recital was sold out by 6 p.m. next
day. With a Nov. 16 announcement of a second concert for
March 23, that event was also
bought up completely by the next
more.

TUNES
This

Tonite

phenomenon

Anywhere I Wander
(How Speak to an Angel

(Cadence)

in N.Y.

Horowitz,

giving his
first N. Y. recital this season at
Carnegie Hall tonight (Wed.), and
celebrating his 25th year as con-

Hold Me, Thrill Me,
*

m

Vladimir

A Poor Bachelor

jl Believe

(Coral)

Top Draw

25 Keyboard Yrs.;

SRO

Side by’ Side

.

(Columbia)

8

Your Cheatin’ Heart
Tell Me You’re- Mine

.

(Capitol)

PUBLISHER

WALTZ AGAIN

.

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES.,
TELL ME YOU’RE MINE

Village

Four-Star
Capri
Santly-Joy
Shapiro-B

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
KEEP IT A SECRET.
.

OH HAPPY DAY
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
WHY DON’T YOU BELIEVE ME
ANYWHERE I WANDER
HAVE YOU HEARD

BVC

,

..Mills

Brandom
Frank
....Brandom

LES BROWN’S 1-NITERS

Band Review

IN

EASTWARD TREK

afternoon.
Pianist, who sold for $500 a reciyear (1928); $1,000 the
second season, and $1,500 the third,
has been in the big bracket ever
since, and the dominant b.o. figure
for over a decade.
Theres’ no
youngster coming up to Jthreaten
him (Horowitz is 48).‘
Horowitz’.s fee today for appearance with orchestra is usually $4,000, although he’ll take $3,500 or

tal his first

$3,700 for special cases. For recital
appearances, depending on size of
hall, etc., he sells for $4,000, $4,500
or $4,750, with top this year at $5,000.

There were one or two excep-

tions, at $3,750. Sale is at straight

Les Brown orch, which goes into fee, with the local manager taking
the Roseland Ballroom, N. Y., Fri- the rest.
Pianist limits himself now in
Osie Davis arrangement of the day (27), has been working eastconcertizing, and this season is doGershwin oldie, “Strike Up The
wards^ from the Coast on a series ing 34 dates, only
Band.”
three or four beEtta
Jones,
thrush, of one-niters and college dates for ing with orchestra. He never plays
combo’s
breaks up the instrumental pattern the past week. Band is travelling more than two dates a week. David
with her clicko rhythm ana blues
from Hollywood to N. Y. via char- Libidins, his manager, has him
styling. Scores with “You Better
all booked for next season, and in
Go Now” and “Them There Eyes.” tered plane with stopovers at Colo- addition has 11 dates already set
Gros.
rado Springs, Purdue University, for the ’54-’55 season.
.

IARL HINES

BAND

(6)

Jones

bookie’s, N. Y.

After more than three years on
road, Earl (Fatha) Hines re-

tie

timed to

New York Monday

(23)

his own crew for a three-week
tand at Snookie’s midtown jazz
litery. Hines has built a* solid jazz
ep over the decades playing with
ssorted orchs and combos and he
yon’t disappoint his devotees with
tis current crew.
Hines has surrounded himself
irith

a quintet of top sidemen
ona Jones, trumpet; Benny Green,
rombone; Aaron Sachs (only ofay
n the outfit), sax, and Osie Johnon, drums. They whip out a pot>ourri of jazz styles that runs the
'amut from New Orleans to Chi;ago with some modern arrangenents of pop standards thrown in
It’s
a well:or good measure.
ntegrated combo which beats out
;ach number for socko listening
idth

industry was pointed up again this
week with the release of a couple
of waxings culled from the theme
music on two tele shows. Steady
flow of inquiries from dialers for
wax information on the themes for

month.

Have You Heard

•

(Mercury)

FRANKIE LAINE

7

Vith Etta

Showcasing

)Wild Horses
Doggie in the Window
'Why Don’t You Believe

,

Wishing Ring

$3,360,000

Television’s impact on the disk

Waltz Again

(Don’t Let the Stars

London, Feb., 17.
With trading profits almost doubled, Decca Records Britain hit a

2 More Tunes Perk

Recent example of the new diskery pacting practice, is the onedisk deal set up last week by
M-G-M Records with warbler Doreen Davis. M-G-M execs will study
reaction to her initial slice, which
will be issued March 13, before
discussing a longer deal.
Decca Records, too, is holding
off on its longterm pacting as indicated by its arrangement with
thrush Ruth Casey last week. Miss
Casey was inked to a four-side
deal with a longtermer in the offing if the disks make some noise.
Her disks will be released next

:

DECCA DOUBLES
PROFITS; EXPORTS UP

a

Sheet Music

NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources , which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),
end three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines , sheet music)*

BRIT.

further substantial increase in the
sales of the London label in the
U. S. and Canada. The par value
of the common stock, which currently stands at 14c, is to be written up to 70c.

assuming a more cautious attitude
in their pacts with new names. In
the past, the diskeries would latch
on to a tyro vocalist with’ a longterm deal before the smger’s impact could be ascertained.
Now,
however, diskers are picking up
new names with only a one or two
disk release deal and a promise of
a lengthier pact if the shellac
breaks through.
j

as Published in the Current Issue

.

net last -year as compared to $1,825,000 for the previous
year.
Improvement flowed from
a substantial increase in exports

In keeping with the will-o-thewisp picture of the current wax
market, the record companies are

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

“Till I Waltz Again With You,” Jo
Stafford’s “Keep It a Secret,” Patti
Page’s “Doggie in the Window”
and Starr’s “Side By Side” are
among the female disldngs currently out front.

which rose by 50%.
Turnover on the year shows

With Newcomers

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

and tyros, who were overshadowed last
year by the distaff element, are
Male

41

ippeal.

Repertoire

is

worked over with

Milwaukee and Buffalo.

(

London, Feb. 17.'
Fields
Broken Wings
Don’t Let the Stars .... Morris
Wood
Outside of Heaven
Wonderful Copenhagen Morris
You Belong to Me. Chappell
Because You’re Mine. .Robbins

A

.

Coral Records and heads back to

Hollywood March

7,

.

.

Comes Along a' Love.Kassner
I Went Your Wedding. Victoria

Now

Dash

Connelly
That's A-Why
Isle of Innisfree. ... .Maurice
Dash
Walkin’ to Missouri

irive but avoids the ersatz freleticism displayed by a flock of

jroups around today. Hines’ combo
ioesn’t have to use the -phony
:renzy as a cover-up. Sparked by
lines’ clean and vibrant keyboard
york, the sidemen display their
musicianship throughout
expert
md Hines gives them plenty of
ipportunity to shine.
representative set includes
Hines’ clean and vibrant keyboard
“The Tin Roof
as “Just You,”
Blues,” “Allah’s Holiday,” “Can’t
Help Lovin’ That Man” and a vivid

At* Taunton, Mass., tomorrow
(Thurs.) Brown has been booked
for a “battle of bands” with Tommy Dorsey’s orch.
While east,
Brown will cut several sides for

Best British Sheet Sellers
Week ending Feb. 14)

Here

in

Second 12
My Heart

Faith

Can Move

Takes

Two

to

Glow Worm
Make it Soon
Don’t Believe
Settin’

Mellin

Dash

Tango F. D.
.

& H.

.Lafleur

Me

.

.

Connelly
.F.D. & H.

W’ds Fire.. New World

Forget Me Not
Zing a Little Zong.
Ecstasy Tango
Heart and Soul
Hi Lily Hi-Lo

Reine
.

.

.Maddox
Bron

Wood
Robbins

•

D.C. Cafe Hit By
Infringement Suit

Szigeti Sets

7-Week Jap

Tour; Nine Dates in Tokyo
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
Joseph Szigeti leaves here Thursday (26) for a seven-week concert
tour of Japan. Violinist is due in
Tokyo Saturday (28), where he

*

will give his first concerts March 5,
6 and 7. He’ll do nine performances in Tokyo alon% out of total
of 23 Jap concerts to be played.

Washington, Feb. 24.
Three New York music publishSzigeti, under Herbert Barrett’s
ers have filed suit in the U. S. management, is being sponsored in
Federal Court here, charging in- Japan by the Mainichi Press, counfringement of copyright and seek- try’s leading^ newspaper, which
ing damages from the Blue Mirror books show biz talent regularly as
Cafe.
sideline and circulation-builder.
Action; brought by Mills Music,
Inc., T. B. Harms Co. and Robbins
Maori Tune to Fox
Music Corp., seeks to enjoin the
Sam Fox has acquired the U. S.
Blue Mirror from' playing “Stormy
Weather,” “Stomping at the Savoy” rights to “Waiting For You”, from
and “Can’t Help Lovin’ That Man.” Keith Prowse, London firm. Tune
Suit claims that the numbers were is a Maori tribal melody from New
sung without autl^rization of the Zealand.
Fox ha^. skedded a March 15
copyright owners and seeks $250
statutory

damages per tune.

kickoff for the song.
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•

six TO

• LILY

I

Can’t Get Started With

• BUDDY

for the deejay.

them

V

1

x

—

'

these are six to

4

Will O’ the

_

THE DEVIL’S SERENADE

Wisp
• HUGO WINTERHALTER and

20/47-5209

Orch.

Sympathy

(vr.

Wnnie

<« '* ™°>

GOMEN NASAI

20/47-5188

/

CONGRATULATIONS TO
c
h_

Me)

( Forgive

Springfield Mountain

\»

Parker}

• HENRI RENE

20/47-5212

.

a

grow on!

t *

”

r»

and Band

altogether they

THE MAGIC TOUCH

You

MORROW

Listen to

1

1

1

— taken

v

\

gramming

20/47-5784
1

<»

i

i

2.

Solid record entertainment every one

-

ANN CAROL

TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN

»

'

represent important sales volume for the dealer and outstanding pro-'

MONEY

—

f.

•

->

'

GROW ONI

4 MORE LUCK THAN
1
* Are You Tired of Me?

~

43

PfiRi&rir

SOME ONE

Love and Hate

• HARRY BELAFONTE

• JUNE VALLt

20/47-5210

20/47-5177

1

This Week's

BEST SELLING RCA

Victor Records
Playing

Tima

78 rpm/45 rpnt

DON'T

LET

THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES/LIES

20/47

#5064

20/47

#5210

20/47

#5152

...2:45/3:05

20/47

# 50 ’ 5

2:22/3:00

20/47

#5137.

.2:22/2:24

20/47

# 5176

20/47

#5184

20/47

#4”7

20/47

# 5146

20/47

# 5117

20/47

# 5177

2:55/2:46

20/47

#5166

2:38/2:35

20/47

#5188

2:58/2:28

0

j-oatA
^

3:30/3:30

20/47

#5142

2:40/2:42

20/47

#5144

2:30/2:40

11/47

#»"

2M/lm

»/47

*51M

7:70/2,71

21/47

#»»

2:11/2:41

....20/47

#5168

2:37/2:20

I

2:37/2:30

Como

Perry

GOMEN NASA! (Forgive Me)/SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN
Harry Belafonte

!

.

2:20/2:29

•

WILD HORSES/I CONFESS
Como

Perry

SERENADE/HOT TODDY
Batph Flanagan

ANGEL/ DOWN HEARTED

HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN

•

Bddie Fisher

KNOW

SALOMEE/LET ME

2:50/2:27

.

Dinah Shore

MORE LUCK THAN MONEY/ARE YOU
Lily

TIRED

OF ME

Ann Carol

FANDANGO/pLUE VIOLINS
Hugo Winterhalter
LONELY EYES/ISN'T IT
Vaughn Monroe

...

A SMALL WORLD

KNOW

Buddy Morrow

CONGRATULATIONS TO SOMEONE/LOVE AND HATE
Vollfa

STOP BEATIN' ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH/TWEEDLE DEE-TWEEDLE
(All

ThaTl'm' Asking

Is)

SYMPATHY/THE

DUM

SERENADE

DEVIL'S

Henri Bene
/

BECAUSE OF YOU/THE SONG THE ANGELS SING
Mario Lanza

HUSH-A-BYE/OH

2:56/3:28

•

•

/

1

HEY MRS. JONES/I DON'T

June

2:25/2:55

MOON

2:55 / 2:22

‘

_

•

•

•

•

!

•

^

_
2:40/3:04

Danny Thomas

ROCKET SHIP
THE^EVVArNTANOTGAN AT OUR WEDDING/HONEYMOON ON A

A FOOLSUCH AS

I/THE

GAL WHO INVENTED

HANK WILLIAMS WILL LIVE
I'LL

(.•(

1

..

FOREVER/JUST FOR TONIGHT

NWeVlCTYOU GO/YOU

AND THE

KISSIN

PLAYED

ON MY PIANO

.

.

2Z WALKED AROUND, OLAY/MARGIE
*

Harris

.

u/ tIO
c BE
SO LONG BABY/WHAT MAY YOUR TROUBLE
.

.

Walter Davis

RCA
FIRST

N

VICT0R
RECOROEO

(4
v

1

-.V

C.

’

^HIS

MASTM SVOICI*;

1

U

Pa

M*

ORUHKSTRAS-MITSIC

44
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Pfi&IEff

GODFREY PLUGS PUSH
ROSA TO 500,000

Disk Companies’ Besl Sellers
-

PRETEND
DON’T LET EYES SHOP FOR HEART
SIDE BY SIDE

1.

^

Johnny Hodges orch opCYred

)

>

Agency has set- the “Y” Circus "
show April 26 for six days in St. 7

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;;

7

.

.

.

.

trek through the midwest.
-

.

I

3.

7

’

7

.

5.

t

CORAL

7

1.

.

operating

2.
.

“Comes

Starr’s

conjunction
with
Claire in

in

downtown

3.

Richard Bowers

Henderson Into Par, N.Y,,
With Amsterdam, Lewis

N

Skitch Henderson and band have
signed for the Paramount
Theatre, N. Y., starting March 4
or 11, following current layout.

.

.

5.

.

Rudy Cardenas.
House booker Harry Levine has
also pacted Patti Page for the following card, starting March 18 or
25, while negotiations are current
for Eddie Fisher to go in for the
Easter show* which will bow after

Eileen Barton

Dick Todd

the Patti

PRETEND

.

I

Capitol Records last week declared a 10c per share dividend for
the first quarter of 1953. Melon
was figured on last year’s earning
which was the best in Cap’s 10-year
history. Dividend will be payable
April 1 to stockholders of record

Guy Lombardo
Russ Morgan

CRY AGAIN

March
Cap

MERCURY

Star-

Club Line 5,
Skymaster Quar-

1.

tet heading floor *slio\(r’ at ‘Torch
Benny Short; former Chicago here . . Pat Delaney took over at
bandleader, now celebrating 10th White Horse Inn, Regis Hotel . . .
anniversary in Las Vegas, heading Stub Land band set at Scottsbluff’s
own orchestra service . . . Shaw Terrytown Arena Feb. 28.

2.

.

3.

4.

5.

DOGGIE IN THE WINDOW
MY JEALOUS EYES
TELL Mfi YOU’RE MINE
CUBAN LOVE SONG
SEVEN LONELY DAYS
IF YOU TAKE MY HEART
PRETEND
AFTER MIDNIGHT
NO HELP WANTED
TEXARKANA BABY

RCA VICTOR

t

1.

record March 15.

Georgia Gibbs

Connee Boswell opened a twoweek stay at the Emerald Room of
the Shamrock Hotel. Houston.

#

Ralph Marterie
Rusty Draper

Swapping Tha Country'

.

I

on the $2.60 cumulative preferred
stock, payable April 1 to holders of

Gaylords

.7.

HOLD Mf,

Joni James
^

.

Hank Williams

THRIll Mf,

Joni James

KISS

Crickets

Kin

Tommy Edwards

Rtbirti

3.

GOMEN-NASAI

Harry Belafonte

;

•f

4.

4*

5,

WILD HORSES
I CONFESS
HOT TODDY
SERENADE
HOW DO YOU SPEAK TO AN ANGEL

Perry

Pelletier to

MOM

11415
K 11415

MGM
THE

'

; ;

S

'

c

’
:

\

78
45

RPM
RPM

i

*,*

^

'

o

p k

Head Youth
Symph

Concerts for N.Y.

*

TWO BRAND NEW

Igor Buketoff,

director

of

the

Eddie Fisher

THE HOUSE OF
BROKEN DREAMS

“Clean tip Carnival.”
The outlet has built a solid day

and night following

y

\

on*

tho Writer of

Fab. by

IRVING TANZ MUSIC CO.
lilt (roadway,

click.

BMI

Another

"Pin

Uf"

N.w

York City

Hit

YOUR CHEATIN'
HEART
Published by
Acuff.Rose

Kill’s Disk Jock Kick
Honolulu, Feb. 17.
Whoever dreams up names for
disk jock sessions on indie KIKI
here could well take over the job
of naming Pullman cars.
Station’s current schedule finds
‘Ballads for Bookworms” followed
by
“Somnabulist’s
Symphony,”
Other of its unique record shows
afe titled “Go Slow with Sun

By

The Curse of an Aching Heart

the basis of

a log filled about 90% by disk
young people’s concerts of the N.Y. shows, but has been
far from a

Philharmonic, will resign his post financial
end of this season, due to press of
his’ Fort Wayne Philharmonic conducting chores.
He'll be succeeded by Wilfrid
Pelletier,
who’s been associated
with the Metropolitan Opera as
conductor for almost 30 years, and
as director of the Metropolitan Auditions of the Air for 10 years.
Buketoff has conducted the youth

BALLADS

I’M SORRY I
EVER MET YOU

Lowe,” “Turntable Turnpike” and

concerts, since 1950.

RECORDS

coral
y
decca

- Jirry Gray

Como

i

CLOWN

Lm

"f

.Ralph Flanagan

DOWNHEARTED

LOVE
YOU’RE NFTER

Mf

Chin4lir

DON’T LET THE STARS GET IN YOUR EYES. Perry Como

SPRINGFIELD MOUNTAIN

IS IT

ii

LIES
2.

THE

15.

also declared the regular
quarterly dividend of ,65c a share

Page

Patti

M-G-M
HAVE YOU HEARD
1.
WISHING RING
2.
KAW-LIGA .^
YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
J 3. YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART
I’LL BE WAITING FOR YOU
4- 4.
YOU'RE MINE
MILK AND GIN
4*
5.
A FOOL SUCH AS I
I CAN’T LOVE ANOTHER

SINGS

layout.

Cap’s 10c Melon
Four Aces

THAT’S ME WITHOUT YOU
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

MUST

TONY ALAMO

Page

Guy Lombardo

A RAINBOW
YOU FOOLED ME
TAKE
MY
HEART
IF YOU
AWAY

4.

into
.

Others on that bill will be Morey
Amsterdam, Monica Lewis and

Cffrnell

....... Modernaires

JOHN, JOHN, JOHN
SKIPPING ROPE WITH

3.

Joan Jeffries new thrush .with

.

Don

i

5.

...

been

...Karen Chandler

OH HAPPY DAY
TILL I WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU

2.

.

Lambert Bartak orch

Teresa Brewer

I

ONLY MINE
NEW JUKE BOX SATURDAY NIGHT
RUNNIN’ WILD
PRETEND
TOO PROUD TO CRY

4.

Omaha
dusters Trio
Grand Island

Chicago

(Capitol).

Jo Stafford

;

1.

.

tour.

,

Itylltchelt

DECCA

office .
. Four
Lads coming' back to town April
6 for a week’£ engagement at the
Twin Coaches. Last time here they
played the Copa
dancing Evans
Family pulled out over week-end

&

1

Guy

S’POSIN’
IF YOU. WERE

.

booker George

latter’s

.

A-long, A-Love.”
Guy Mitchell’s
“Red Feathers” has shot from 10th
to fifth in the list in a week, and
Dottie Todd’s “Broken
Art
Wings” from 12th to seventh in
the same time*

tian Andersen,” never got off the
ground when it was released several months ago with such potent
names at Dan/ny Kaye (Decca)
Tony Bennett (Columbia), Fran
Warren (M-G-M) and Mel Torme

Day

Doris

*

WALTZ AGAIN WITH YOU
HELLO BLUE BIRD
HOLD ME, THRILL ME, KISS ME
ONE DREAM

TILL

.

Broadcasting House on Friday (27)
» . , Perry Como’s “Don’t Let the
Stars” tops the list of best-selling
pop records here, followed by Eddie Fisher’s “Outside of Heaven,” for New Orleans to join Guy LomMario Lanza’s “Because You’re bardo’s band on month-long concert

Mine” and Kay

Frankie Laine

BELIEVE

«

.

vaude

Sidebar to the “Anywhere
I
Wander” spins being racked up by
the LaRosa etching is fact that the
Frank Loesser tune, penned for the
Samuel Goldwyn pic, “Hans Chris-

,

.

.

.Four Knights

YOUR MOTHER AND MINE
SHE WEARS RED FEATHERS
PRETTY LITTLE BLACK-EYED SUSIE
KEEP IT A SECRET
ONCE TO EVERY HEART
GOMEN-NASAI
TOKYO BOOGIE WOOGIE

7

Baron
the Carnival Lounge
London
a
Washington & 4
4
For the U. S', markets r British Elliott plays
college dance at the
Jefferson
Deccd is rushing an LP se,t.of six
George Washington Hotel in Washinstrumentals recorded by Amington, Pa., March 6 . Skip Nelbrose in 1935-36-. .-Britain’s leadson and Lee Henry began a forting dance bands, plus America’s
night stand at the Towne and
jazz-pianist Mary Lou Williams,
Country Club in Charleroi on Monwill perform cuffo at the Stoll The(23) ... bandleader A1 Marsico •f
day
atre, Kingsway, March 2, in aid of
opened a Musical Artists Bureau
the national fund to aid victims
to book bands and units.. He’s
. BBC Show Band,
Of the floods .
directed by Cyril Stapleton, will
play in radio show to be put on
before the Queen when she visits

Johnny Standley

MR. TAP TOE

2.

4.

Larry Faith band back into the
Horizon Room for an indefinite
Joe Lescak on piano and
stay
Edward Manganelli on drums have
joined the Luis Morales combo at
.

•

waxing of “Anywhere I
Wander” and “This Is Heaven” on
the indie Cadence label.
his initial

YOUR CHEATIN’ HEART

7

Pittsburgh

Tony

.

Les Paul-Mary Ford

COLUMBIA
1.

< >

.

M-G-M
Morelli,
Records pactee, and his manager
Bob Melbourne, on a disk jockey
.

5.

7

.

(27)

BABY’S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
IT’S IN THE BOOK (2 Parts)
011 HAPPY DAY

4.

7

.

.

.

witii

MY

3.

.

.

.

Starr

A MILLION TEARS

.

.

Kay

NOAH

7
7
7
^

,

.

.

2.

at'

Louis with Billy Eckstine, Clover
yesterday Boys,
Baltimore,
Spa,
the
Johnny Hodges, Timmie
Sunny Gale begin # [& 16- Rogers, Coles & Atkins and Little
(Tues.)
day engagement at the Boulevard, Sylvia, .jpaking up the bill .
Eddie’ George Shearing pacted for the
Queens, Saturday (28)
Wolpin, general-manager of Para- Rossian Hptel, Denver, week of
mount-Famous Music, headed for April 20
Joyce Bowman takes
4he Coast last week for confabs over from Gene Marshall as ChiThrush cago General Artists Corp. office
with Par studio brass
Paula Stewart opens at the Em- manager
Billy Eckstine, Ruth
bassy, Philadelphia, tonight (Wed.) Brown and Count Basie band inked
Jimmy Martin, M-G-M Records for four dates starting March 29 in
. „
Chicago distributor, in town for Tulsa
Nino Nanhi into the Old
huddles with diskery’s sales divi- Heidelberg Feb, 25
Paul WilMilt Buckner Trio opened liams into the Show Bar, St. Louis,
sion
at the Club Afrique, Washington, March 2 and follows into the Farmyesterday (Tues.).
dale, Dayton, week of March 9 .
Louis Prima orch begins a twoweek engagement at the Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., Friday

Riding on a concentrated
plugging attack via Arthur Godfrey’s
CBS-TV shows, Julius LaRosa is
nearing the 500,000 sales mark

Nat (King) Cole

*

::

New York

U

ARTIST

CAPITOL
-

RK0RDS

JONI JAMES

*

(MOM)
(MGM)

HANK WILLIAMS
FRANKIE LAINE

‘

'

s

ma

Broadcast Music,
i.mui

ii

(.

lure.

* *

(Columbia)
N#w
(hicks * miufttet •

Y#rk 3*. w.y.
TfnsftTs

•

ntytrrnui

',

written for the Coronation of King
George V in 1910> is being revived
by Peter Maurice, and from even

London's Tin Pan Alley
Continued from page

mean much

then; the public continued to sing the latest American
hits that had nothing to do with*
royalty . . . But we’re expected to
publish Coronation songs, so we’ve

OH€flESTKjlS4IIJSI€

PtG^iety
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1

bringing out a “Coronation Samba”
and “On Coronation Day”; and Art
Strauss (who wrote “Festival Hop”)
has penned “The Coronation Polka”
for Arcadia.

Silhouettes Enlist
As Combo in Air Force

45

MUSIC FROM ISRAEL
SELLS 500,000 DISKS

earlier days, Francis, Day
HunPittsburgh, Feb. 24.
ter is bringing out again Leslie
indie
Dauntless International,
Five local boys, who have been
Stuart’s great “Soldiers of the
platter company
which imports
Queen.” The same firm (FD&H) playing together as a dance band
Israeli-made tape recordings, has
rushed out a Coronation Album of under the label of the Silhouettes
hit the 500,000 mark in disks prorousing pieces, mostly public doyears, enlisted in the duced here since firm’s inception
main, but including a newie called for last two
in 1948. The Dauntless repertoire
for
body
to
a
train
Force
Air
as
“God Bless Elizabeth.”
includes works by Israeli composers
Robbins Music is bringing out the Air Force band so that they

Mark Lavry, Shabatai Petrushka
Bradbury Wood will be working “Pray For Me.” Inspired by this
From the 1937 Coronation, Peter on “Celebration Rag,” which isn’t phrase in the Queen’s dedication could remain buddies even in uni r and Moshe Wilensky. Catalog also
folk dances and cantorial
stationed
includes
currently
is
reviving
Jimmy
They’re
Music
form.
a
far cry from Hit Songs’ “The broadcast,
Maurice
the
being
song
is
Celebration Song,” and Radio Mu- launched by Geraldo with the Lu- at Sampson Air Field, N. Y., taking chants.
Kennedy’s “Coronation Waltz
obliged.”

which sold about 100,000 copies
then. Another tune of the- same
name is coming out from Northern
Music, while Mills Music has approached their London branch with
copies of their own U. S. “Coronation Waltz,” written in 1937 by
Mitchell Parish and Peter De Rose.
Yale Music has “The Coronation
Calypso”; Lawrence Wright is

100%

reviving “All The World Is ton Girls’ Choir on March 1 on a
Coming To London,” which was BBC broadcast.
written for the Festival. Box &
Cox struck a new angle with a
Pianist, Rudolf Serkin, and vioheartthrobbing epic called “In A
linist Jan Tomasow, will be soloGolden Coach (There’s
Heart ists in the eighth and concluding
Of Gold),” and Noel Gay has gone concert of the Little Orchestra Sopatriotic with “Let’s All Be Good ciety’s Town Hall, N.Y., subscripElizabethans.”
tion series next Monday (2). ThomA march, “Coronation Bells,” as Scherman will conduct.

sic is

.

A

Insofar as service can promise

Dauntless pays royalties from the
disk sales directly to Israel.

have been
assured every effort will be made

at this stage, muSipians

New

production

in

English

of

Verdi's “Falstaff,” to be premiered
keep them in same unit. They at the Boston Opera House Sunday
are Ronnie Thomas, bass playor; (1), will round off the 1952-53 seaGeorge Basca, sax; A1 Secan, vibes; son of Boris Goldovsky’s Opera
Charles Singer, electric guitar, and Theatre— the seventh regular BosRay Zywiolek, accordion.
ton season of the company.
to

BELIEVE

I

acceptance has been given to

their basic training.

SONG TO BREAK THROUGH FOR A HIT VIA T.V.
THE
Introduced by JANE FROMAN on her CBS-TV show "b’.S.A. Canteen ” and recorded
FIRST

•

by her

.J*S;

on Capitol Records

.rtf*

• FRANKIE LAINE’S Columbia Record

hit record

sales

Vv

beyond 210,000

PERCY

by

FILITH

SWEDISH RHAPSODY (Midsummer Vigil)—Columbia Records • Once more Percy Faith demonstrates
an unusual, distinctive talent in creating new dimensions in instrumental music. An amazing performance heading for the top of the

lists.

From
Recorded by

DON

A

CHERRY,

Decca

to TIN PAN ALLEY
SARAH VAUGHAN, Columbia • GEORGE MORGAN,

NASHVILLE
•

Columbia

LOVERS' QUARREL

a

Original film soundtrack Samba, a Washington, D. C. sensation via
version of
Spinning SILVANA

MANGANO

MILTON GRANT, W.O.L

ANNA

now

available

on

NGN RECORDS
Silvam Mangano and Vittorio Cassman racks up

l.F.E. Releasing Corp. Picture "Anna" starring
top box-office marks in 7 test showings.

FLASH ! PAUL WESTON
FLASH! DICK

HAYMAN

Columbia Record being rushed out
Mercury Record on release!

this

week!

*

i

I’M

MAKING UP FOR LOST TIME—LEROY HOLMES, MGM

WOODY HERMAN New Third Herd, Mars

•

OO-SHOO-BE-DOO-BE-DIZZY GILLESPIE-DEE GEE
Rhythm and Blues Hit

PACHUKO HOP—CHUCK HIGGINS, Combo Records— a West Coast
Hit Release!
BUCK DANCE—WOODY HERMAN New Third Herd, Mars-New

v

»

MARAIS—MIRANDA—MITCH MILLER

TAKE

Create Excitement on Columbia Records

OK YOUR

JACKET

both songs composed by Josef Marais

UNUU WEMA WEHA'
New

Release by

THE WEAVERS," who have

African
Marriage

sold 5,000,000 Decca Records in 28 months

BAY OF MEXICO
b/w

f0JP

_

CROMWELL

TONY BENNETT'S
•

'

DARTMOUTH
Motk

DOWN

IN THE VALLEY

—I'M THE KING OF BROKEN HEARTS

next Columbia Record Release

>OLLIS f LUDLOW
FOLKWAYS
N-Avilk
V Hollywood
Now Yo*h
.

.

r»iUW*ur*

*

m
fes

MELODY TRAILS

.
.

'

.

ORCHESTKAS-MUSIC
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Diskers Bidding

Negro Jocks

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Continued from page 39

High for Legiters
Big-coin bidding is back again
in the album cast race, with Capitol's $25,000 advance for the Cole
Porter-Abe Burrows score to “CanCan.” Decca reoortedlv invested
$17,500 in “Wonderful Town,” the
Rosalind Russell musical opening

<D

P'AfUETY

j

|

and

retail

week

last

rt

tm

p

.

Rating

wk.

wk.

Artist, Label, Title

TERESA BREWER
“Till I

,xn

j

5A

3

“Side by Side”
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Tell Me You're Mine”.

8

j
!

11

9A

“Have You Heard”
NAT (KING) COLE

4

;

:

j

W

A
T
S

3

4

59

P
Cd

d

3

10

4

6

68

38

34
34

10

16

.

\

11B 18

PAUL-FORD (Capitol)
“My Baby’s Coming Home”.

8

14

8

13

..

8

13

(Essex)

13A 10

“Oh Happy Day”.

13B

“I

24.

14

8
(Capitol)

6

DON HOWARD

12

(Columbia)

Believe”

12

DORIS DAY
15

(Columbia)
“Mr. Tap Toe”

17

PERRY COMO

10

RALPH MARTERIE
13

19

12

“Keep

Secret”

LAWRENCE WELK
20

6

...

HANS CHRISTIAN

Its

FIVE TOP

ANDERSEN
DANNY KAYE
Decca
DL 5433
A 919

•

6

.

5

(Victor)

“Hot Toddv”

15

10

9.8.

(Coral)

“Oh Happy Day”

RALPH FLANAGAN

mingham; Bruce

Miller,

Win-

in

ston-Salem, N. C.; Nat D. Williams,
Memphis; Jacqueline DeShazor,
Durham, N. C. aiid Jon Massey
*
Washington, D. C.
Paradoxically, one of the most
potent of the b&r deejays is Gene
Nobles, a white jock who operates
out of Gallatin, Tenn. Nobles has
developed a nationwide following
in
in
in

his

WLAC

stanzas for

Randy

Wood’s platter mail-order operaand his r&r label, Dot Records.

Clooney's Easter Stand
10

It a

In Chicago, Al Benson, on WGES
and WJJD, is influential while in
the south there are numerous important deejays, including Vernon
Winslow and Jack L. Cooper, in
New Orleans; Sugar Daddy, in Bir-

8

(Mercury)

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
18

in at specific hours.

tion

“Pretend”

15

Willie Bryant (WHOM-WOR), Hal
Jackson (WMCA), Phil Gordon
(WLIB), Tohimy^Jjmall (WWRL),
Howard Bowser and Sarah Lou
(WLIB), Lucky Millinder (WNEW)
Doc Wheeler (WWRL), Larry Fuller (WLIB) and Bill Cook (WAAT,
Newark). Most of these jocks are
on foreign language stations but
have developed a strong enough
hold to get their listeners to tune

via

11

(Victor)

“Wild Horses”

16
17

2
IN THE MOOD
FOR LOVE

I'M

3

JAZZ CONCERT
Benny Goodman

SL

Victor

LPM

.

s

•

in
Jlv

e

4

Goodman

Eddie Fisher

9

PETER

terie orch, for

5

PAN

March

20.

LIBERACE

Hugo Winterhalter
Victor
•

EP A407

180

^
O

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Rosemary Clooney has been
signed for the Easter show booking
at the Chicago Theatre, here. She
starts April 3.
House has also set Anne Jeffreys & Robert Sterling for March
6 and Joni James and Ralph Mar-

Liberace

'

It's

Columbia

CL

6217

Music by

JESSE GREER

3058

9-364

Program Today Yesterday's

Marilyn Monroe was cited as “Best

DICK BROWN
(KING RECORD 15209)

Young Boxoffice

RCA

Victor's

Academy Sponsorship

Great!

Terrific!

It's

good

will evidence of hands-across-

the-kilocycles.

A

Academyites have been vociferous in propagating the Oscar

Song

East 42nd

I

M-0-S-S,

Inc.

*

New

•,* 1.

St.

York, N. Y.

Derby as the definitive accolade
of the industry. This despite corollary awards such as Photoplay’s
recent “gold medals” to 20th-Fox’s

a

v.;.y.y

.•.’.•.•..•A*.
W.V.V.V.V.'.V.V.V.V
1

nri

*••»•••«••

with the shades up
$
l

down

^

An ultra-candid doseup of the whole glittering,

exciting world

.

•

.

double-talkers

.

.

.

frenetic,

the song stealers . . the double-crossers, the
the sex, real and phony ... the Shylocks and
soft-touches
. the long-hairs and crew-cuts
... the hit paraders and has-beens • • . revealed in this new
novel written
from the inside by a Broadway music publisher who
.

.

.

knowj

exactly

what goes on and doesn't

TUB

Money Song
A novel by
$S

ARNOLD SHAW

at *11 bookitorn.

mmmm*

hesitate to write about it
1

RANDOM HOUSI

mmmm

“With^a/Song

My

Heart,” and
its star, Susan Hayward, as the
top film and actress. Gary Cooper,
for “High Noon,” got the male
“best” award.
Incidentally,

in

Look

this

airer.

week, in

a six-page spread, kudoes Cooper
for males; Shirley Booth in “Come
Back, Little Sheba,” for the best
femme; Claire Bloom, in Chaplin’s
“Limelight,” best femme support;
Richard
Burton,
“My Cousin
Rachel,” best male support; Marilyn Monroe, “most promising female newcomer of the year”; Fer-

Along with Miss Mon-

era; John Ford, same pic, best direction; Bill Goetz, industry award
for “successful leadership of the
U-I studios”; Fred Waller, special
award for Cinerama invention; A.
H. Blank, “exhibitor of the year,”
for founding of the Blank Memorial Hospital in Des Moines.

Look’s

“best”

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU

roe were Julie Harris, “Best Young
Actress”;
Leslie
Caron,
“Best
Young Foreign Actress”; Marge
and Gower Champion, “Best Young
Dance Team,” and Martin & Lewis,
“Best Young Comedians.”

WORDS &

HIGHLIGHT

Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences mailed its final Oscar
Derby ballots to approximately
of

A

1,700
members today, (Tues.),
with instructions to return them
^

Simon

to

of

'52

are

f,-:v Program

Fool

Such

•

As

I

Firm

Bill Simon moved into the publishing field last week with the formation of Thornwood Music. It's
his initial indie pubbery venture.

PERSONAL

.

pix

For

ROBBINS VjsiC CORPOR^-ON

Head

New BMI

MUSIC. INC.

(1619 (roadway, .Now York)

A

Mail Oscar Ballots

Academy

on or before March 10.
Voting on short subjects was
completed last week, and ballotnando Lamas, male ditto; Hal Wal- ing on “Documentary”
Films will
lis, “Sheba,” best producer; Frank
be done Sunday. Winners will be
Nugent, “Quiet Man,” best writer; announcecTat the
Oscar ceremonWinton Hoch, same pic, best cam- ies on March 19.

Here’s Tin Pan Alley

and the guard

Personality.”
Nichols disclosed the winners on
the Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis

NBC

Continued from page 2
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PLUGGING
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cd
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“Pretend'

ALBUMS
NOW

p

o

i
cd

(Coral)

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“Why Don't You Believe Me”

11 A

and Its pation-wide plugging syspromoting accepted songs of .its
members at no charge to either publisher*
or

P
©
xn

10

.

9B 18

faollitles
tem- in

company

L

J

1

xn

54

j

record

T

(Cadence)

FRANKIE LAINE

of

A

£

Wander”

I

SONGWRITERS
all

cd

O

§

U)
X!

**

JONI JAMES (MGM)
!

PUBLISHERS-RECORD COMPANY'S -Jj
""
offers

1

A

TJ

*
V

O

d

(Columbia)
“I'm Just a Poor Bachelor”

I

in the suit is Ber-

society
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FRANKIE LAINE

nard Lang, Ray’s manager.

non-profit

cd

P

xn

s

(Capitol)

JULIUS LaROSA

biz.

This

O

d

d
0

“Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me”

5

“Anywhere

,

|*5

«

a
H
xn

xn

(Victor)

KAREN CHANDLER
5B

O
6

•

Si
cd
l>

(Coral)

“Doggie in the Window”

KAY STARR

press agent,
filed suit for $100,000 in Superior
Court against Johnnie Ray, claiming the singer fired him without
cause. He was getting $200 a week
ar.'V declares he had a verbal
agreement to remain on the job
as long as Ray remained in show-

named

A

5?

8

!

xn
xn

Waltz Again With You”

PERRY COMO
j

1

>>

Oh

i
C

o

“Don’t Let Stars in Your Eyes”.
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

,

Herman Prujapsky,

Also

s

•

p
o

%o

Town

Los Angeles, Feb.

£

CO

This Last

Flack Sues Ray

.

P

>

National

concert

its

xn

cd

Friends Hit By
Old Tooter Problem
The New Friends of Music was

Hall, N. Y.,
Sunday (22), due to the failure of
the longhair group to post a bond
covering the salaries of the musicians with Local 802. The musical
org also cancelled its concert set
for the previous Sunday for the
same reason.
According to Hortense Monath,
prez.of the org, both concerts will
be made up at a future date. Initial cancellation was the first in
org’s 17-year history.

cd

o

•PH

New

skedded for

•H

0)

Comden Adolph Green and Leon-

again forced to cancel

U

G
cd
C

W

o
d
cd
H

o

cd

uo
cn

disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
9 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

Survey 0 /

j

X

xn
a>
u,

d
0

O

u

tonight (Wed.) at the Winter Garden, N. Y. The songs are by Betty

ard Bernstein.
RCA Victor this past Sunday (22)
waxed the entire cast of “Hazel
Flagg,” songs by Bob Hilliard-Jule
Styne, and is rushing it out for
next week’s release. Company paid
no advance under its new policy
of »not bidding wildly since its
$225,000 investment in “Call Me
Madam” only to find it couldn’t do
the Irving Berlin musical with the
original cast because* Ethel Merman was tied to Decca, which
wouldn’t release her.

stronger and that explains
why their shows are solid commercial stanzas.
*
12 in N. Y. Area
Their accent on r&b platters
stems from that music’s widespread
and almost unique acceptance by
Negro audiences. The music stems
from the jazz blues and the idiom
of the lyrics uses the specialized
jargon of the restricted Negro
community. As a result, the 100%
r&b platters sell only in the
colored market although diluted interpretations have been seeping into the pop field with increasing
frequency.
New York metropolitan area has
one of the largest concentrations
of Negro jocks in the country with
12 now on the air. These are Jack
Walker (WOV), Joe Bostic (WBNX)
ately

<D
xn

o

r

“Sheba” (Par); “Bend of the River” Simon previously had been asso(UI), “Hans Christian Andersen” ciated with the Charles
K. Harris
(Sam Goldwyn), “Greatest Show on firm, a Peer International
subsid.
Earth” (DeMille-Par), “Quiet Man”
The new pubbery will be affill(Rep),
“Crimson Pirate” (WB), ated with Broadcast Music,
Inc.
“The Happy Time” and “The Marrying
Kind,”
both
Col;
UA's
“Limelight” (Chaplin), “High Noon”
and “Moulin
Rouge,”
Metro's
“Ivanhoe” and “Singin' in the
Rain,” 20th-Fox’s “Rachel,” “Snows
of Kilimanjaro” and “Song In My

Publishers
Sure you’ve got e brejn-^-why not use

Your

m

it?

business is publishing and
h*ve
severe! erifinmt music*! compositions «rs
ere sure mil some dey be on the Hit Perede. Went to see end beer them? Cell
FOrdhem S-1S42.

America's Fastest

Heart,” RKO's “Sudden Fear,”
Walt Disney’s “Robin Hood.”

Rcdbook'i Awards
Redbook’s annual Silver Cup film
awards were announced tonight
(Tues.) by editor Wade Kt. Nichols.

Selling -Records!

—

1
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by “Gomen Nasai" may pave the way for an outNext on the list may be “Rice Paddy Daddy,”
break of Oriental tunes.
of WACs in Tokyo and supposedly popular with occouple
a
by
defied
eupation troops. Copy .of a GI recording of the ditty was sent Peggy
who may etch it herself for Decca and introduce it in her' upcomI ee
the Cocoanut Grove, L. A.
ing ’stand, at
," Oriental
flavored tune with English
Fast getaway of “Gomen-Nasai
title, again points up influence of Walt Disney
jvrics and a Japanese
Music in launching offbeat trends in the music biz. Firm is credited
vilh kicking off the gimmick trend with its “Mule Train" copyright
(Frankie Laine made it a disclick for Mercury); the tango trend with
“Would I Love You" (Patti Page pushed into the top disk bracket for
Merc) and the bayou binge with “Shrimp Boats" (Jo Stafford had the
clicko waxing on .Columbia).

.
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Inside Stuff-Music

2

.

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Interest aroused

:

!

1

~PRkmfr —

1

Survey

sales based

j

music
on reports obtained

of retail sheet

I

from leading stores in 9 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

I.
I

!

Pubbery currently is moving from the Oriental to the German with
tune, tagged “The Game of Give and Take," which started makSong was penned
ing the rounds of the disk companies last week.
originally by Josef Sirowy and Hans Werner and has been given an
Jack
Lawrence
Meantime,
“Gomen-Nasai," which
English lyric by
already has six waxings out on ’the market, racked up a hefty sheet
sales mark in its first week.

new

a

National
Rating

This Last

,

wk.

wk.

Title

and Publisher

g

'g

g

1

2

1

5

4
7

2

*

g

§

12

3

4
6

2
3
4

3
6

6

5

7

4

6

7

!

Day March

St. Patrick’s

Anent

Music Guild of America,

17, the

a.

Jersey jukebox operator association, took a poll of its members
machines. Bing Crosby won

Kew

T rish platter hits in coin
for the alltime
the top 10 placings in the final results.

•

Crosby’s Irish sides for Decca have been among the company’s catawith such numbers as “McNamara’s Band," “Did Your
Mother Come From Ireland," “Rose of Tralee” and “The Same Old
others.
among
Shillelagh,"

2

1

Waltz Again (Village)
Don't Let the Stars (Four Star)

3

3

Keep

4A
4B

4
4

Don’t

6

8

7

6

8

11

Till I

!

!'

Tell

i

10A 7
10B 10
12A 9
12B 12

tually nil.

(with Her sister,
Betty) into a hot Paramount ^Pictures studio pactee via her Columbia
Records’ disclicks is spotlighted in the cover story of the current issue
Mag covers Miss Clooney's success saga as well as Tin Pan
of Time.
Alley’s evolution under the disks-as-king dominance.
vocalist

14

..

15

13

Me

Secret (Shapiro-B).

A. C. Concert Assn.
M

of Los Angeles, Negro Musicans Local 767 amalgamaLocal 47 is expected by April 1, following meetings bewith
tween two locals on the Coast the past week. AFM prexy James C.
Petrillo named committee of international exec board members to aid

Consummation

AFM

the merger.

in

AWW

„ Aberbach,
1,
Tim
1 •»
Hill
Range topper, doubles between collecting hillJean
billy songs and original paintings for his extensive art collection.
He
recently returned from Paris where he purchased several Roualts and
other French modern canvasses.
Several of the works ar being exhibited in Hill
Range's N. Y. offices.
-

&

Manie Sacks, new

,

Dates

Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
Assn.,
an organization of local music, longhairs, has sold approximately 1,500
memberships to a series of five concerts planned in the auditorium of
the Atlantic City High school in
sellth spring
mon ths. Complete
p
F

&

.

.

V

.

You're Mine (Capri)

Sells Ollt 5
tion

.

The Community Concert

3
7
6

1

9

Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me (Mills)
Pretend (Brandom)
Because You’re Mine (Feist)
Have You Heard (Brandom)
Glow-Worm (E. B. Marks)
......
Doggie in the Window (Santly-J)
?.
How Do You Speak (Chappell)
Wishing Ring (Acuff-R)

9

j

It a

You Believe Me (Brandom)
Anywhere I Wander (Frank)
Oh Happy Day (BVC)

j

Unpredictable nature of the disk biz is pointed up by Jimmy Boyd’s
wax followup of “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus" for Columbia
Records. Latter tune sold over 2,000,000 disks last Christmas but his
next one, “Early Bird," failed to spread its .wings and barely sold
Sheet music sales on the tune were also vir75,000 platter copies.

Rosemary Clooney’s climb from a band
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out ? £ the house, with all cash in
the bank before some of the attractions are even booked, eliminates any possibility of the group
team of
encountering a deficit,
prominent resort citizens sold the
subscriptions in a five-day drive.

Big
Ttme From
0 3 Ttine
,

——

Following the Greatest

Names

in

—

Show

Business

j

RCA

Victor topper, has been pulling together his
organization since taking over by a series of periodic staff dinners for
an exchange of ideas.
Also by inviting treatises on business operations, proposed improvements, frank criticism, and the like, all of
which he is carefully analyzing.

NOW TOPPING

ALL RECORDS

at the
Flock of Pix Musicals
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was

been placed in the Feist firm,

5

sen; “Scared Stiff,"
& Mack *) a vid,

by Livingston

HELD FOR THREE WEEKS

penned by Joe Myrow & Mack
Gordon while “Girl," still unas- Jack
signed, is a Leo Robin-Nicholas
i rv j ng Berlin’s
music firm is
Brodsky collaboration. Also in the popping activity on the Berlin
pubbery’s lineup is the score from SCO res for “Call Me Madam,” due
20th-Fox’s “The Girl Next Door
from 2 0 th, and Par’s “White
composed by Myrow & Gordon. It, Christmas;”-’
too. has been placed with Feist.
Bros, firms are gear01 tap *5°
It
nilS?
the Howard Dietz
& Arthur
Bandwagon^
Schwartz score for

le

ai

in & their Plugging setup for the
scores from “She’s Back on Broad-

£®.

}4
Much
u
gl ts

\
^
acal,

®

11 1
.

go

to
.

they’re

since

^(

old

A

Girl

^

®re
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,

.

^

hv
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been assigned.
The Paraniount - Famous firms
are prepping drives on four musicals due from the Par lot. On tap
by
are “The Stars Are Singing,
Jay Livingston & Hay Evans, Off

not yet

^

by
Johnny Buck. . ^rnmy^Van H.u-’

Bov

“Little
8

Lost

'•

ORCHESTRA LEADERS
fo/^juip a kiifc
DccnoniMc COMPANIES
RECORDING

«

the clicko “High Noon” last year.
Also on tap for Warners is the

Pub* by
Pub.

SHAPIRO-BERNSTE1N CO.
'

Y«fc
New Y«rh
j-

City
"

I

•

is.

Confess" for a pop push under
the tag of “Love, Look What.
Tune was
You’ve Done to Me."
penned by Ned Washington and
on
collabed
who
Tiomkm
Dimitri

tUCftllAHCTTC
I At) II lull Erl IE

Just Finished
i

film,

Music

,

"*J

“SINGING STARS OF 1953”

Mills
Gunsmoke.
publishing both tunes.
The Warner firms also are pulling
out the background theme for “I

GI

Cflunpirc
AA tAYUKlic

*

and His

-j the RKO pic “Montana Belle” and
“True Love,” by Frederick Hetbert and Arnold Hughes, from the

PIANO NOVELTY

rt
1270
4th
ilk AV*.;

McHUGH

.«

b

S

E™is

by Bob HiUiard and Carl
Sigman; “Three Sailors and a
Girl »” fey Sammy Cahn and Sammy
«
Calamity Jane ” by
Paul Francis Webster and Fain,
The pub group also is prepping a
revival campaign on the assorted
standard items in “By the Light of
the silvery Moon" and the Sigmund Romberg-Oscar Hammerstein 2 d-Otto Harbach score for
The j) esert Song."
single tunes from feature
Q£
£‘ lms on tap for a pubbery push
„

^

rhnnnpi?
^Tusic
C
p?5SSii copyChappell

,

rt C<
notl er
\ n f®. A Slpflf

^
Give

way

^

s

JIMMY

Warner

A

.

are

—

PALM SPRINGS, CAL.

CHI CHI,

>

Continued from page 39
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TV

oa
London, Feb. 24.
Title theme tune of the BBC-TV
Little Red M
“
senes,
y.
A
s,
f
been picked up hy Alan 0
0 1
Robbins Music, who
p
?
a
umentai.
ttus Jack Jordan msti
Rise Stevens will tee off the seRecords of “Monkey’’ rushed to
ries sometime next month with the
dePaur Infantry Chorus to appear U. S’, have already resulted in an
M-G-M disk being made,
in April.
y

EL RANCHO, LAS VEGAS
,

HOLLYWOOD

(3 Weeks),

(3 Weeks), RIVERSIDE,

Starling March »,

RENO

(2

Weeks)

PAL0MAR, VANCOUVER

penned by Bob Russell and Lester
Tune will be showcased in
Lee
the pic by Nat (King) Cole.
Prestige Label Inks Valentine
Crooner Billy Valentine has been
inked to a term pact by the indie

Prestige label.
initial release, due within
next few weeks, will be a
coupling of “I Wanta Love You
and “Gamblin’ Man."

His

.

the

.

BERNARD KAMINS

MATTY MALNECK

JIMMY McHUGH,

Public Relations

Musical Conductor

Personal Rep .

Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Jr.

;
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Hotel Pierre, X. Y.

for yocks anywhere, such as Charof, their Wash14, “Wilson not
only sold all his stock, but lie’s
driving a Ford, just to be sure.”
Risque punchlines mouthed by Effie Klinker draw bellies all the

Cogi’s LaBnc, X. V.

Lucienne Boyer; Stanley Melba lie’s line apropos
and Chico Relli Orchs $1.50 and ington show Feb.
$2 couvert.

SOLLOWAY

horses and Rabelaisian romps that
bring the yocks, suph as howl-raising “Christine From G.I. to Gee
Business finally perked up
W3ij[ ? .”j. VYou Can’t Drink V.O. on
resort after a. series of off weeks T.V ” and *.;Two to Tango” with the
that may mark an overall debit >iorr ,ad lib breaks and the chatter with
»

;

«

•

—

I

Miami Beach, Peb.

24i
in this

'

:

most operations, though some
mists

insist

tourists in

that a late

optiinflux of

i

ringsiders.

costuming, continued series of Continental and
domestic acts, stage-filling array of

The

March and April can

opulent

bring the majority out of the hole.
This has been the worst season in
from all nations, all of it
postwar history of the Miamis for fillies
in good taste and paced for
the hotel, night club and cafe in- staged
interest, give the customsustained
dustry despite the fact that the
money’s worth. Standouts
their
ers
was
a
Christmas-New Year period
are the Charlivels with their star- Across the Table,” “Si Petite,”
record breaker.
from acro-antics to “Parlez-Moi d’Amour” with some
Especially marked is lack of pa- tling switches
musical instrument display and the effective new ones “C’est Mon
^ tronage for the. late shows with
la
Toujours
“C’est
biz
around Quartier,”
wind
into
butterfly
*>
some of the bigger spots such as
stage rim; the Charlee Ballet. meme Chanson,” “Embrace Me,
Giro’s, Riviera and Latin Quarter
accordionist chanthe
traditional
bring
a
Parisienne imports who
installing jazz combos^or other atson, and “Au Revoir” for the
can-can; adagio
tractions in their lounges to lure new twist to the
signoff, and walks off to a solid
them in and bolster* the big room of Carmen and Yaki and gyration- score/
dancer
Nejla
Ajtes. Gloria LeRoy
receipts.
Still a fetching titian, Miss BoyHotels using club dates have hurt and Ralph Young handle the pro- er did a missout by picking an unthe late spots what with their duction leads in fine style. In the responsive and overly charged-up
Room, ringsider for an audience number,
Mademoiselle
shows usually going on at 11 p.m. adjoining
and running until past midnight. Walters has installed a 17-violin but she rode that one out effecfor
the
dawn- tivly and sang herself to a solid
ensemble
to
pitch
Type of tourist that comes here
now is wary of his spending and patrollers, seeking a romantic spot score. Backed by Stanley Melba’s
late
imbibing.
for
handholding
and
tiptop band, the violin obbligato for
usually calls it a night after the
her w.k. and ever socko “Mon
RIVIERA
hotels’ for-free entertainment and
dancing plus a drink or two tossed
Last minute takeover of former Coeur Est Un Violon,” and the asfrom the accordionist, proved
sist
in. Thus the big cafes, which are Copa City by Bill filler and late
forced to tag patrons a.;!$3-$5 bev- opening (Jan. 20) obviously had the signal instrumental backerupperMiss Boyer
ing.
As a diseusc
erage minimum due to high costs of New Jersey operator stymied as to
knows her way around, the smart
productions, must come up with a name bookings. He came up with
boites from the Gallic belt to
sock layout to lure them away from Ray Bolger, who drew reported
French Morocco, as she does in
the hostels. Week’s upturn found $36,000 for three weeks and worked both the Americas, commuting as
Latin Quarter, Clover Club and to sparse biz. Pitching for the click she does regularly between Rio and
Ciro’s packing them ih, with the show that will reestablish the big B.A. and the top nitery keys in
v
Riviera and Beachcomber also do- place, as a must for cafegoers, he’s the States, Montreal,
etc.
ing better biz.
now come up with Edith Piaf.
She brings to the plusheries a
Despite local crix kudos, first mellowed, authoritative style
LATIN QUARTER
Probably the heaviest grosser to nights were offish for the French which, coupled with her internadate, Lou Walter’s plush Palm Is- chanteuse. However, weekend saw tional diskery rep, is automatic
land landmark is racking up that marked pickup with chances good cafe boxoffice. She fortifies the
ail important increase in late show for a profitable stand. It had to be anticipation by a thoroughly proMaestro
appeal with addition of Joe E. Lew- by word-of-mouth, for Miss Piaf, fessional performance.
who is the talent-buyer
is to the lavish production. The though a New York click, isn’t too Melba,
puckish vet of the cafe circuit is well known with the sort of resort- here, and Frank Paget, the m.d.
Pierre,
are
smart in
the first big name to be installed er here this season. They’re not the of the
stretching the bankroll because
here
years
proving Versailles, N. Y.,
!

;

i

•

j
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Henry Brandon orch had opening show gremlins sitting in part
of the way. Otherwise, band lends
capable backing and is in top form
dispensing dine-and-dance tunes.
Bark.

i

1

\
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Hotel Roosevelt*

O-

(BLUE ROOM)

New

Guy
Kenny
Kenny

Orleans, Feb. 20.
Lombardo Orch (16), with
Gardner Bill Flannigan,
Martin, Clifj Grass, Victor,
.

,

Lebert & Carmen Lombardo, John-

ny O’Brien, Twin Pianos; Sharkey’s
Kings of Dixieland
(6).
Pork
Chops & Kidney Stew; $3.50 mini-

mum.

,

.

*

-

j

•

i*.

type, rather it’s
in several
and is
value of the move by attracting the the TV set that has been educated
to
the
Berles,
Martha Rayes and
dwindling big spenders who buttress the average tourist, wary of Durantes. Thus, when they do see
the plainly dressed, simply but
his wallet.
Per annual return to these parts, adroitly Staged little Parisienne,
Lewis comes up* with an almost the reaction builds into what
completely new catalog of specially amounts to an ovation for a per-

the

payoff

there

certainly

is

*

.

Sometimes a young,
performer comes along promising
and
is tremendous
Tte
promise becomes magnified ini ft
beyond
tree proportions, and it only
sen" s
to put the youngster on
a spot
through no fault of her own.
Which
just about sums up the
first
months of Joanne Gilbert’s few

|

i

fdnfa r e

S

I

reel*.

Th ® slender 20-year old brunet
songstress has a gamin-like
charm
and personality, plus the kind
cute looks that would endear
her
to any audience.
But there is no
f r ex Perience.
Miss
,_ 9
Gilbert is being pushed a little
too
quickly for her own good.
She is
over-coached, over-arranged

i

:

S

!

I

I
i

of “Accentuate the Positive.” Energetic routines of threesome add up
to headliner proportions.

j

Ted StmJ
Mraettr s
*

,

—

i

A shade less svelte than in the
heyday of Lucienne Boyer’s Chez way.
Elle in Paris, but considerably
Opener and alternate act, Bill
more reduced than on her first
postwar engagement in New York, Norvas and two lookers, blonde
Dee
Arien and red-tressed Midge
when even the Parisian diet dur- Parker,
expertly complement Bering the Occupation had to give
with
gen
a variety of sdng sessions.
way to beaucoup starch for susHandsome young trio is smartly
tainance, the chanteuse is back
dressed
and animated,
adding
with a professional songalog and
rhythm steps and handclapping to
sparks the Pierre’s Cotillion Room
fresh
routines
vocal
embracing
sevto good results. Blending some
eral lusty novelties.
Glam gals
new pops with the nostalgic sure; each
do
sock
takeoffs
of
“Sonny
fires, with which she will always
Boy,” as done by Bette Davis and
be identified, Miss Boyer makes a
an ex-burley queen. Norvas does
nice appearance in her blue velvet
neatly in Johnnie Ray cry style.
decollatage.
She mixes up “My it
Trio
sells easily in a smart version
Heart' Is Like a Violin.” “Hands

Bat Too La&toThaw B.O. Debits
By LAKY

Joanne Gilbert

Orch; $5 minimum.

and
is obsequiously
the trade as “style ” Rav
Gilbert, the songwriter, who is
her
father and stager, must take
the
count on this.

governed by what

m

knc*m

,

-

j

.

Miss Gilbert, a likely bet for
nlmusicals, is already under Para
mount contract. She has the chassis
and sock looks for the cameras
Her voice isn’t robust enough on

its
own, and that’s
soundtracks can help.

where

the

True, she’s
getting much-needed experience
right now, but it seems somehow
a pity that she couldn’t be findin®
this experience in less-conspicuous
spots than Hollywood, Las Vegas
Miami Beach and New York. Her
first date anywhere, several months
ago, was at the Mocambo. right
under the gaze of the Hollywood
film colony.
Since this is where
she grew up, sentiment may have
played a big part in the fanfare
that greeted her debut. And sentiment can be so miscalculating
in the judgment of talent.
Miss
Gilbert would have done so much
better opening in a wayside spot.
The old pros still don't open up a

The outpouring of customers in
the town’s swankiest nocturpal
rendezvous and the enthusiastic reception accorded Guy Lombardo &
his Royal Canadians give added
proof that the maestro is still clicking after more than two decades.
Suave fronter and his crew headnew act without
line a

first breaking it
Mardi Gras-flavored, all- in.
male show loaded with entertainMiss Gilbert ha$ a distinct flair
ment. For his Blue Room stand,
for rhythm tunes, and she has a
Lombardo does not tamper with lot of
poise for one of her modhis time-tested format. His music
erate experience.
But when it
has retained all the permanent in- comes
to an interpretative number,
gredients of simplicity, listenability namely
one such as the toy clown’s
and danceability that have put him lament, she
reveals a need for draat the top of the band ratings all
matic background. She comes out
these years.

initially

dressed in a white blouse

Lombardo emcees a show’ that and black sequihed toreador pants,
whenever they go overboard for a
Hildegarde, and the like. tees with a medley of his pop re- and they show off her nifty figure.
cordings,
followed
bv
Kenny Later she effects a change to briefs,
Judiciously, they break up the
Gardner, featured warbler, doing which suggests that a. bit of hoofcostlier bookings with solid standa
top-drawer
“Because
You’re ing is in the offing. But all that
ard shows so the average mainMine.” Bill Flannigan takes spot- it does is show off her gams to
tains an even keeL
Abel.
light for guitar solo on “Third
(Continued on page 50)
Theme,” after which the Tw’in
tailored song-lampoons on women, former that is new and different.
Embassy Club* London Man
Pianos come up with “HumoresIt takes them some minutes to
London, Feb. 19.
que.” The trio,
become accustomed to the unaffectDiana Rivas in “ Serenade of brass, contribute backed by muted
a couple of noveled, forthright delivery which is Guitars ” (3), Billy Sproud Band
ty tunes, “John, John, John” and
peculiarly hers. The dramatic face, Trio; $4.25 minimum.
“Curiosity
Boyer,

DONALD RICHARDS
STAR OF
"THERE'S MUSIC IN THE AIR"
FRIDAYS, CBS RADIO

NETWORK, 9-10 PM, EST
Personal Mgt.

DAVID L SHAPIRO

At 4-1077

j
!

Bak<*r Hotel. Dallas
(MURAL ROOM)

BELMONT

stuff all the

26

presentation

HOLLENDEN HOTEL

CLEVELAND, OHIO

LARRY GENGO c/o SENNES AGCY. N.

to

and

material,

showmanship.
7),

to

Europe.

Unusual format has Bergen alternating with a second act through
the 50-minute show, with each act
on four times.
Bergen’s stints
have him working Charlie twice,
with a costume change for the
woodenhead, and a sesh each with
life-size blonde Podine Puffington,

Washington

March 12
SEVILLE THEATRE, Montreal
Personal Mtnnrtment

DAVID

L. SHAPIRO
AL 4-1077

CLUB-THEATRE OWNERS
Looking for an experienced booker
with young Ideas who can give
your kind of servicing?

Write Box Y-22353, Variety
154 West 46tk St.. Nett York 36

JAYNE

MANNERS
RIVERSIDE HOTEL
Reno, Nevada
Weeks

of Feb. 18

and

Feb.

26

bumpkin Mortimer Snerd and spinster Effie Klinker.
Each foray,
done in Bergen’s easy, showmanly
style,

Y.

—fresh

tape radio shows before jaunting

!

LOUISVILLE, KY.

way

Tour ends here Saturday (March
when Bergen goes to the Coast

MERRIEL ABBOTT

HOTEL

Currently

Brief nitery tour by Edgar Bergen, to get sight-and-sound reaction from fans before tapping TV,
will be too short, judging from reception here for the ventro and his
quartet of dummies. His opening,
to a near-capacity room, was sock

THANKS
BROWN

“When

BILLY GILBERT
KAVAKOS CLUB,

couer.

Chicago

JUST CONCLUDED THE

in a rousing version of

The Saints Come Marching In.”
Sharkeys dancing Negro sideDallas, Feb. 19.
Edgar Bergen & Charlie McCar- kicks, Pork Chops & Kidney Stew,
thy, Bill Norvas 8c The Upstarts bring down the house
with their
(2), Henry Brandon Orch (8); $3 terpmg.
Liuz.

THE PALMER HOUSE
Feb.

men

-

OPENING

DIR.

Cat/’

Johnny O’Brien, a clever fellow
Current layout at this Bond St.
nitery merits a very low rating as a with a rural style of mirth-making,
w’ho
recently joined fhe crew, is
seem tailored for her poignant cabaret .attraction. There is only a another
show brightener. He has
quality. Be it an “Autumn Leaves,” modicum of talent, a negligible the
room
in stitches with his pata “Jezebel” or a rousing “La Fanion amount of charm, and little that is ter.
O’Brien then displays his
new
to qualify for a top West End
de La Legion,” there is always the
wizardry
on
the harmonica which
booking. It is a minus quantity as
pin-drop attention. On for eight
a customer lure and is hardly likely takes on the aura of a concert innumbers, she took nine bows be- t<p please those
who sit through it. strument.
fore leaving the stage!
Carmen Lombardo demonstrates
The trio consists of a girl and
Supporting acts are on the plus two men, each strumming their he still carries the magic of old
side. There’s Harry Mimmo, the guitars as partial accompaniment charming the first nighters
with a
dancing-pantomimist with the con- to their vocal act. Their songs are couple of vintage hits for heavy
stantly moving
hand-motion in mainly vintage pops presented in a palming. One of the big asj&ts of
front of his face. He sets up a fast- coy fashion which causes some em- the Lombardo crew is the roster
if crack vocalist-sidemen
moving array of-terps with Chap- barrassment to audience.
he has
The routine is extended to a accumulated. They give the organlinesque quality highlighted. Imization
wide flexibility in its tune
preshes of .manner in which people little over 15 minutes and the act
of all nations walk is a laugh raiser included “You Belong to Me.” “Ma- presentations.
Sharkey Bonano and his ‘Dixieas. is his German goose-stepper. He ria” and a hillbilly medley. The gal
adds an Astaire and Italian sculp- makes a vain effort to infuse some land band were added to the show
S ymour Weiss as lagniappe.
tor bits to round out a healthy re- life into the show by trying her
hand at some rhythm terping. To The ?r
New Orleans jazz crew has
( Continued on page 53)
add to the dismay and confusion, fe
.®£ Patting all over the plush spot
her Spanish shawl got caught up in with
two-beat rhythms. About midone of her partner’s guitars. Myro. way the Lombardo
outfit could resist no longer and joined
Sharkey’s

JOHN AND JUNE

NOW RETURN ENG.

The

Killed

expressive 'hands, eloquent eyes
spell the aud as she weaves her
French-English compositions that

grabs surefire laughs.

though much material

is

.

Al-

tabu for

radio-TV, there’s fresh stuff good

Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

{

;
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Niteries’

Kay

Short-Term Bookings Policy

Starr’s Brit. Dates

Starr is the latest to get a
Palladium, London, booking. She’s
Set for a mid-August stand for two
weeks, and will also do a tour of
the provinces. She’ll play Liver-

Over

Manchester and Birmingham
and may do others. It's her first

pool,
of-f

changing headliners weekly in most
stint in Britain.
niteries using names is costing tal- 25G Blaze Destroys
William Morris Agency set the
ent agencies a pile of money. Pracdeal through the Harry Foster
Last
Denison
Nitery
tice has not only increased costs
Agency,
London.
Denison, Tex., Feb. 24.
per-booking, but has decreased the
A $25,000 blaze wiped out the
available supply of talent.
last
The talent agency costs have Club major night club here, the
Rendezvous, a 35-year-old
risen approximately 20% on this
landmark. The building and
At one time, one local
score alone.
contents were owned by Frank Detelephone call to
long-distance
Marco and were partially covered
a booker or cafe owner resulted
by insurance.
in a two or three week deal for a
Tjie nite spot had been operated
Today the same call
headliner:
may produce a booking for one since Jan. 16 by Frank Blackburn.
Less
than two years ago a blaze
Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
week only. At the same time,*
The Steel Pier, here, has booked
agency costs have risen because of destroyed the nearby Tropical
most of itj talent for the summer
necessity of increasing payrolls and Gardens, another nite spot.
season.
Spot which wWl be on a
upped costs in virtually every di-

Cafe

However, one of the biggest cost
hikes to come about because of the
short-term bookings lies in the fact
that the major offices have been
forced to abandon exclusives. For a
couple of years now, offices haven’t
been able to meet all talent needs
from their own lists; consequently,
they’ve been forced to buy from
outside agencies. Ever since weekly headliner changes became the
rule rather than the exception,
more than twice the talent has
been needed to supply the needs
Thus the majors
of each cafe.
have been forced to go to other
agencies
'in
ever
increasing
amounts, and commission

Set

splits be!

House,
$5,000,000,

New

Danny Kaye continues along the
same capacity level at his Palace,
two-a-day. His fifth week
which ended Sunday (22) provided
a staunch $55,000, after hitting
$55,400 the previous stanza. The

Do Vanishing

en years,
usual.

in Frisco,

hitting

a

TV

Prell stated that Miller will open
the Ft. Lee spot this year, but

which threatens the very
existence of the talent offices as
presently constituted,
A recent
court victory in Albany by musician Haven Johnson stipulated that
the .tooter didn’t have to pay any
more commissions stipulated in
the law. Variety talent agencies
currently operate on the basis of
10% for as long as the job lasts,
and 15% where an exclusive booker is involved. If Johnson victory
is upheld in the higher courts, it’s
feared that acts could sue for

whether

overpayments made

will

pheum.
Both run two nights,
Melba being Saturday and Sunday,
while the Orpheum is Wednesday
and Thursday. Latter theatre runs
one-show nightly, while the others
run vaude shows on a continuous

1

Room

be

booked

in

situation

he’ll continue to operate
after this season, is problematical.
Prell said that Miller will .spend
considerable time in Las Vegas. He
didn’t know whether Miller would
go back to Florida next season.
Miller’s lining up with the Sahara marks his return to the talentbuying ranks. Miller, once a vaude
actor (& Peterson), later became
an agent. He then went in oh the
operation of Luna Park in Coney
Island, N. Y., and he operated the

The Condon

However,

according to Equity
are likely to set the
all 4A affiliates, control would be taken from the talent orgs. It’s their contention that
in order to hike commissions above
10 or 20% or more, the only thing
necessary would be to cancel union agreements or wait until they
run out, and then file an increased
schedule.
A sympathetic license
commissioner or State Labor Dept,
official, they aver, could legalize
virtually any commission. Spokesman declared union would be willing to support any reasonable legislation after they’ve
been consulted on the matter.

attorneys

Albany, Feb. 24.
patients from the
psychiatric section were among
those entertained by Gene Autry
in the auditorium of the new Albany Veterans Hospital Thursday
(19), when the cowboy star presented afternoon and evening perhis

“Jlit

Show

who

keynote for

Gene Autry Last Week

of

would be arrived at

by consultation with associations
or companies and filed with the
Labor Dept. Commission scale
would also have to have the approval of the N.Y. City License
Commissioner. From the agency
point of view, this measure would
legalize the status quo inasmuch
as commissions have been arrived
at by consultation with the unions
involved.*

Twenty-five

formances

would substiceiling a schedule

bill

5%

tute for the
of fees which

Wants More Shows Like

basis.

to all theatri-

cal agencies.

Albany Vet Hospital

of

BETTY HUTTON GROSSES
SOCK 37G
PORTLAND

1953” at the State Armory.
During his hour stay at the hospital, Autry not only performed
IN
for wheelchair and other patients
in the auditorium, but also sang
Portland, Ore., Feb. 24.
Betty Hutton and her variety
for the men in the TB section
and broadcast over the institution’s show scored a sock $37,000 gross in
four evening performances and two
radio hookup.
CALIF. FAIR
Expressing appreciation to Autry matinees at Evergreen Paramount
on behalf of the 700-odd patients. Theatre last weekend (20-23). The
Sacramento, Feb. 24.
Music Corp. of America, which Len Lenning, service officer, told 3,400-seat house was scaled at $4.80.
had the contract last year, will Variety that the hospital would This was the second name stage
again produce shows for the 10- welcome visits by other profes - attraction to {flay the Paramount
day California State Fair. Esti- sionals playing or stopping in Al-;in nearly 15 years. The Danny Kaye
mating cost would be around $90,- bany. He would be glad to receive show started the big name producMCA’s Don Mulford said telephone calls from them. The in- tions last November
000,
is
on New Scotland
Spike Jones.
Phil
Harris
and stitution
Supporling ac[s nchl(Ied Bob
“
Freddy Martin are currently avail- Avenue, across from Albany Hospi- WU i iamSi Clifford Gucst Warren
tal.
able but there’s been no indicaLatona & Sparks, The Skylarks,
tion who’d be signed.
Nanci Crompton and The Rudells.
Mulford said that a show apMiss Crompton was added to the
Terra show
Handin’s 17th
proximating last year’s parlay of
in San Francisco and the Rut
Jack Benny and Xavier Cugat.
Louis Handin was elected to his dells renlaced the Tokayers for the
couldn’t be produced for $75,000. 17th term as president of the Na- tour as the latter would have
passLatter .figure would mean drop- tional Variety Artists at a meeting por t trouble getting in and out of
ping some acts and chorus girls. held at its headquarters in New Canada.
F. M. Babcock shows won the car- York last week.
Ben Walker w'as
a "*
nival contract on a bid of a flat 13c named first veepee; Dorothy A.
r
? Spokane,
a ° i7
per capita. Craft shows, which had Masers, second v.p.; Lester Rose,
Wdsh
durlng
the
next
two
weeks,
this contract almost every year treasurer,
Bettie North, sccreJ
*
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night performances, playing eight;
shows a 'week, including weekend
matinees.
Following a Los Angeles run the

j

revue is set for a European tour,
under the aegis of Morris Chalpin,
with tentative bookings in Paris
On April 10, London during the"
Coronation followed by Dortmund

and possibly Zurich.

Beach, has been named entertainment director of the Sahara Hotel,
Las Vegas. Deal was made by the
Sahara’s general manager Milton
Prell, who leaves today (Wed.) for
Las Vegas. Prell, who came east
about a week ago, journeyed to
Miami Beach last week, where he
finalized negotiations with Miller.
Prell refused to divulge details of
the deal, except to say that Miller
now has an interest in the hotel.

‘

big $173,800.

Miss Henie has eliminated Sunday

Act;

was defeated.
The talent agencies feel that the
Condon bill provides the key to a
legislation

split week numbered more than
50 from these two circuits. In ad- Embassy, N. Y., before buying the
dition, the Skouras houses had a Riviera.
few and- there were occasional
Miller, Prell stated, will have to
indies that had one or two nights okay every act that goes into the
weekly of vaudeville.
Sahara, whether submitted from
Houses now in operation for N. Y. or the Coast.
Loew are the Melba and the Or-

24.

at the 14,000-seat Cow Palace. Instead of scheduled closing Feb. 22,
the run will now carry through

biz,

As Sahara Exec
Bill Miller, operator of the Rivieras, in Ft. Lee, N. J., and Miami

RKO

Week

Husky advance plus record biz
has Sonja Henie holding her “Ice
Revue of 1953" an extra seven days

hefty

&

of the most difficult things
to do in New York, is get a theatre
showing date.
Number of
houses where ah act can exhibit
has now dwindled to three. Loew
has two and
has one. In the
pre-television era, the one and
two-nighters and an occasional

acts.

Saturday (28).
Gross for first week, with house
scaled at $3.60, topped last year’s

I

Leaves Only 3 Houses

Waikiki room features only food
.and drinks and is without live music or entertainment. Radisson Hotel Flame room remains only hotel stand in city importing name

is.

San Francisco, Feb.

Spread to Vegas

One

difference in figures represents the (23).
Finished in de luxe style with
amount of standing room sold.
Dancers Darvas & Julia are out four tons of bamboo imported from
of
the
show,
Darvas
having Japan, spot* ends an era for the
sprained his back. He’s currently Nicollet in terminating entertainat the N.Y. Hospital. Teddy & Phyl- ment policy. Minnesota Terrace, aclis Rodroguez substituted Friday, commodating acts for many years,
Saturday and Sunday (20-22), and will be used for special events and
the Calgary Bros, went in Monday for name acts. Dorothy Lewis ice
(23) as replacement. Rest of the show, summer feature ftfr last dozbill, with Fran Warren, Marquis
Family, Piero Bros, and Dunhills

3-Way

Tony Bennett,

The RKO Jefferson runs continuous shows on Saturday and Sunday.
However,
because
picture
of
changes on Sundays, two shows are
used for those two days.
It’s recalled that just before Milton Berle came on for Texaco on
video, Loew’s had about 20 onenighters
running on Tuesdays.
premiere
Saturday
(28)
when Suddenly business became extinct
those
nights
and a raft of vaude
WCCO-TV telecast full hour of proceedings with Cedric Adams as em- time bit the dust.
cee. Official opening was Monday

N.Y.,

Holds for Extra

Miller, in

several years ago
Condon-Ostertag bill, which
was bitterly fought and defeated
by the Associated Actors and Artistes of America. Equity’s ..spokesman declared that in the absence
of printed copies of the measure,
language indicates that the bills
are the same. Conditions, it’s declared, haven’t changed to any degree since the Condon-Ostertag
in the

basis, is set

Dolinoff

same amend-

ment introduced

Nicollet hotel’s introduction of its
plushy new Waikiki room to press
and radio. ’As newsmen gathered
Thursday night (19), heavy winter
storm started blowing outside.
Polynesian atmosphere was outstanding in view of contrast with
weather outside. Room had another

KAYE AT PALACE STILL
SRO 55G IN 5TH WEEK

Henie Solid

this is virtually the

N. Y. Vaude Bookings

which originally cost
was opened in 1924 by

at public

%

lineups.

the late Jules E. Mastbaum, then
president of the Stanley Co. of

was sold

week for $42,000. Sucbidder was Joe Joseph,
night spot operator in the French
Quarter.
Ancient structure is famed his- hibits any employment agency from
torically as spot where Pirate Jean charging more than
for a maxi5
brother had their mum of 20
Lafitte' and
weeks.
blacksmith shops.
One union attorney declared that

in.

America, which was later absorbed
day in the cafe orbit. Individual by Warners.
The Earle during its lifetime has
operators may veer towards certain offices because one agent may had a variety of policies. Originally
understand their particular prob- on a vaude basis, house has
lem better than most others, or switched between, straight films
because they have more headliners and spot bookings. Currently, it’s
whom they need than other per- showing the film “Mom & Dad"
and a vaude layout will be installed
centeries.
The situation has also increased as. afterward. In late years, theatre
costs for the cafe owner as well as has made money generally with a
the performer.
Advertising costs strong Negro show.
Earle’s demolition
will
leave
must be increased. For the act,
living costs and transportation are Philadelphia, the nation’s third
higher with the one-week system. largest city, without a regular
The majority of cafe owners vaudeville showcase.
would prefer to get a headliner on
a longer run basis, but most are
fearful that the second week may Plenty of Bamboo But
be a losing proposition. In some
cases, particularly where a hot disk
No Live talent for Mpls.’
name, is concerned, they would
definitely
prefer a longer run.
Waikiki
Feeling is that the act may not
have the same boxoffice the second
Minneapolis, Feb, 24.
time around.
The weather added a fillip to

remains as

are

State legislation amending the General Business Law so
that theatrical agencies can hike
the 5% ceiling embodied in the
present law. Sen. William F. Condon, Yonkers Republican, has introduced a bill in the state Senate
which seeks the repeal of the controversial subdivision which pro-

cessful

Raya Sisters, July 12; Jackie Miles,
July 19; Lanny Ross and Leo De
Lyon, July 26; A1 Martino and
George De Witt, Aug. 2; Frankie
Laine and Johnny Morgan, Aiig.
9; Dagmar and Herbert & Saxo t,
Aug. 16; Joni James and Gil Lamb,
Aug. 23; Johnnie Ray and Gary
Morton, Aug. 30.
Other bookings are still to be set
by the A1 Rickard Agency.
Operator George Hamid sets the band

Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
The Earle Theatre, Philadelphia,
will be torn* down starting around
May 15 to make way for a department store. It’s the last fairly
regular outlet for Warner circuit
vaudeville. It’s expected that vaude
will continue at the Earle almost
up to the time the wreckers come

Suddenly, the majors realized
that they lost money on these exclusive deals, and gradually abandoned them. For example, neither
the William Morris Agency, Music
Corp. of America nor General Artists Corp. have any exclusives to-

far

Henny Youngman and

Last Vauder,

came more frequent.

so

New York

auction last

to open April 4 for two days, and
will operate for several weekends
until it installs full-week vaudeville shows June 20.

Earle, Philly’s

Lafitte,

Ceiling Bill

Talent unions and agencies are
girding for a terrific fight on the

Sold for $42,000
New Orleans, Feb. 24.

Name Lineup

name and name band

rection.

5% Commissions’

Cafe Latitte in N.O.

A.C.s Steel Pier
Sets

49

Agencies, Talent Unions in Battle

Kay

Hikes Expenses For Agencies, Talent
The by-now established trend

VACHEVVLLE

Pfi&IEff

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 27.
William Morris, Jr., retired president of the William Morris Agency since war, offered $90,000 or $100,together with N. Y. Herald Tribune 000 annually on a three-year basis.
columnist William C. White, will
serve on a committee to entice
more winter vacationers to this Sioux City Niteries
resort. An extensive ad campaign
Hit
Liquor Raids
will be undertaken. Others on the
Sioux City, Feb. 24.
committee include Jacques De
Liquor disappeared from Sioux
Mattos, owner of Station WNBZ,
and Mayor A. B. Anderson, who City's night spots Jast week in
also manages the Pontiac Theatre. swift reaction to raids by Iowa
First major endeavor by the state agents.
Latest crackdown against liquorcommittee was a winter carnival
with a full sports program and by-the-drink may curtail use of
I live
music and performers.
parade.
j

By

'

and

:

i

S

tary.

Lit
Saunders Sollisch, Bob Jones,
Evelyn Silver, Leonard Conner.

-

I

Albany Spot Relights
Under New Ownership

i

Albany, Feb. 24.
Organization is slated to hold its
The 400 Casino, which closed last
annual benefit at the Majestic Thet™
spiing, has been reopened by, Joe
atro N Y ADril 26
For the secHaight year, shindig will be
‘
dedicated to the late A1 Joi son.
£r |senting ^Jkly changes
Current show features Joey ForLionel Hampton has been signed
for thp Fox Theatre, Detroit, May man, comedian-emcee; Jil Parker,
songstress;
Marty Size, baritone;
on
a
deal
set
1
by Joe Glaser's
the Guy Martin .Girl Revue.,
Associated Booking Corp.
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Cafe Gala, Hollywood

GogPs laBnCe K.
advantage—-and

better

that's ill.

for

her

number the

first

night

caught, and she didn't know what
to do about it; an “ad lib" o* two

something she should have
ready for protection under, the$e
circumstances.
.
For pictures, the youngster has
a notable quality of being able to
same
project sex appeal and, at the
time, considerable sweetness> It’s
unusual for a femme performer to
be able to show both,
Ted Straeter’s orch, a longtime
standby here, still socks over that
“society" beat for the dansapation,
with the maestro at the piano.
is

'getting\a nice reception for their
lifts and rapid spins. However, it s
the graceful and beautiful waltz
to “I’m Forever Blowing Bubbles,
during which McCoy soap spheres
fall from the ceiling, that gives the
pair hefty palming.
Gloria Allen, ex-band vocalist,
has the basics to make the grade
in nitery circles, but needs some

Kahn.

Chez Paree, CIiI
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Willie Shore, Consolo & Melba

$3.50

Brian

(8),

minimum

,

Famon

,

Orch;

$1.10 cover.

Perhaps no performer is so
closely allied to the history of the
Chez Paree, and rightly so, as buffoon Willie Shore. Attesting to that

is the legion of friends he has made
throughout the years; they never
seem to inhabit bistros the rest of
the year. He knows them all and
their foibles and, of course, comments and asks questions that from
most any other comic, would be a
breach of the code.

There isn’t much new in Shore’s
material except for a reprise of
“Three little Fishes" with a sock
choral backing from the bandmen,
but here again the customers want

the old impressions of Ted Lewis,
George Primrose, Pat Rooney and
the terrif Joe Frisco cigar dance.
He has few peers in his soft-shoe
routines, and the 'crowd yells “do
it again,. Willie" and he does heel
kicks and clogs in

The
same,
show,

much

better.

numbers

chorus
for

the

are the
consecutive

third

and Johnny Martin fares
well as emcee and production his “Gimme a'P-igfoot"
Brian Famon does hflbly in the jazz idiom.
singer.
Zabe<
by the band chores,
SUrrpunding talent,

“Daughter of

Rosie O’Grady.’’ Has to come back
and make a bowoff speech.
Consolo & Melba are making a
quick return with ballroom team

Chicago's

NEW LAWRENCE
HOTEL

—FmI—
C*ckLounge — 400

tail

Madam
Aat$.

Kitchenette
Site?-

and

ini Reams (all with
Tub and Shaker)
—Modern Appaint-

—

SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL
RATES
Lawrence

A

Chleaie 40,

Kenmore Avenue*
llliniia

Sheridan Road
LOnitfeacb 1-2100

at

Constance Moore, Milt Shaw and
Horace Diaz Orchs $2 cover after
9:30,

femme

—

Bobby Norris and his crew of 10
gave impeccable background supOutfit now travels with the
chirp and was booked in here as
a package, reportedly at $6,000 per
week for thq, month's roost.
Bert.

Went

of

imagination and
Credit for adroit

craftsmanship.

supervising

these

activities,

has

maintained an even-keel appeal
which keeps the place drawing the
Yankee -dollars with little letup,

time, tide and conditions notwithstanding.
Show is well paced, good clean
fun throughout. Acts fit the general pattern like a glove and sum
total is a solid commercial package
that keeps the checkpayers happy
and the management out of trouble. No names, but no headaches
either.

pleasant divertissement

Opener is a splashy, colorful enfor the hotel rooms.
Leaning to the musical comedy semble bit with Jack Tygeit and
Romaine in featured dance
Leslie
idiom, with savvy in punching
across a special-material lyric, Miss spotlight. This is bright and cheery
Dorbin gets her conservaMiss
Moore is* not as consistent on and
the pops, though she generally tive- budget to go a long way for
impressive
effect.
has the verve. One of her stand- an
Russ Arno punches over an asouts for the cafes is still “Never
Underestimate Power of a Wom- sortment of vocals which pay off
an,” which she has been doing for for an appreciative mitt. His “Alsome time, and this she belts most Like Being in Love,” “I've
across with a keen awareness of Got a Crush on You,” “When
lyrical values. In fact, it would You’re Smiling" and “Sorrento’’ do
help Miss Moore if she were to better than pass muster, though it
skip the pops and devote herself is obvious that songster will reexclusively to the special type of quire special material and some
She’s able to project her shifting away from standards to cut
lyrics.
personality best, in this manner. a niche.
Milt Shaw and Horace Diaz hold
Tong Bros., Oriental aero team
down the orch podium, Shaw play- is a flash sock which scores mucho
ing zingily for the straight dancing
(Continued on page 54)
niftily for the
j

and Diaz doing
Latin beat.

Kahn,

Ritz Carlton, Montreal
(RITZ CAFE)
Annette
lant,
Joe

Montreal, Feb. 21.
Gal-

Warren , Johnny
Settano

Trio;

$1-1.50

cover.

Making her second appearance
ment over

first

[

Despite enLent,
doing

try.

gagement coinciding with
well-stacked chanteuse Is
okay

biz.

all through tune. “Cig- nicely through a varied songalog
and Whiskey" is a cut up by of eight numbers ranging from
“Why Was I Bom" to “Without a
all six.
Jayne Manners, big blonde com- Song." On this time around the
edienne, risks some risque mate- circuit, she evidences a personality
rial across these tables and makes and deftness that comes only from
a fair winning. Parody on “Noth- experience. Her intros are sharping Like a Girl" works in brief er, her gowns more sophisticated
talk, as does “Old, Wealthy, But and the gabbing from the ringside
Too Healthy." Latter escapes with fails to dent songfest or throw her
off balance.
some shady lyrics.
Arrangements for the most
Clowning through songs is fine
but a serious attempt at “Some- part are standard with the accent
restthe
Way"
is
more
Along
a
on such faves as “You Came,
where
less period for customers. Exagger- Along" than on the pseudo special
ated gestures in sexy spots still material items. “Cousin of Mine"
is about the only number which
gets off the track, hut good lyrics
and delivery prevent it from going
overboard. A song from “King &
I," a pleasing French ditty and a
breezy routine on a southern revival meeting establish this attrac-

sio

i

pm

in Montreal’s top intimery, Annette Warren shows vast improve-

Working with more savvy and
Your Wedding" as he smoothness, Miss Warren registers

to

supply

less

With her film background, looks
and a flair for knowing how to
dress for a cafe floor, Constance
Is a

acts

booking goes to Sam Rosey. Music
is in the hands of Deryl Knox, who
turns in a foursquare job for both
show copy and tiptoeing.
Owner Bimbo, meshing and

stuff, spicing it

Moore

*

a well-spiced parlay 0!

and good music that continues to
pay off. Credit for superior staging, costuming and routining of the
ensemble accrues to Dorothy Dorbin, who appears to have an end-

•

Beverly Alber handles the

Reno

port.

Si* Regis* IV*

is

above-par production, standard

(MAISONETTE)

hold-

overs, suffer from failure to change
even their patter for the new show.

showtune

of their hair.

manti Overlook! n|
Lake and Park.

Hotel
all

Hildegarde, Bobby Norris Orch occasional

and does a medley of “Lady
Be Good," “I Don’t Know Why"
aqd “Do I?" she’s really jet-propelling. She caps it all with her longtime touchdown play, “By Strauss.”
Encore of “All The Things You
Are," as it might have been keyboarded by various piano masters,
has ’em in her hand by the hank

Restaurant

Here

strictly

with an
special material offer(10); $2 cover.
ing like “Lettuce," and Stella
BroOks pleases the spot’s regulars
The booking of Hildegarde into with slight, lyric twists on standbring
..will
this new room not only
ards and such items as a “French
more prestige and patrons (and it chanson" which happens to be
will
but
well)
has been doing very
called “Je Couvrez Le Waterfront.
widen the range of the clientele.
Hazard Trio does some fine enfrom
Bel
Ai£
They'll be coming in
semble ivork' (although opening
and Bevhills, which to date they
night excitement made them drown
haven’t. But the. hotel hasn’t been
out Short on occasion) and. there’s
having any Hildegardes.
electric guitar numShe is the whole bill on her first some excellent
Laurindo Almeida.
date here in a good three years bers by
Kap.
and,
Grove)
Cocoanut
the
(last at
as usual, her 50-minute turn is all
Hotel,
Riverside
packed
the
Before
needed.
that is
Reno, Feb. 19.
opening night (20), her chatter
between strokings of the tonal
Sons of the Pioneers, Jayne
chords or Steinway was a bit over- Manners, George Nicolls & Rene,
Ernie
(8),
Starlets
board. Aside from this brief dis- Riverside
traction, the steamrollering charm Hecksher Orch; no cover or miniand plenty personality tonnage of mum.
the pianist-piper are highly infecHer poise and individual
tious.
This mart spot is a strange playstyle of performing are as ex- ground for the “Sons" with their
pected.
western music, but a first night
Early on her menu Hildegarde count assures big biz. True westdishes up slightly too many vague ern look with big, open smiles and
novelties such as “Merrily, Mer- tall, topheavy frames are probably
rily" and Ivor Novello’s belabored main reason for acceptance. Too
“Vitality.” These get by on her many cowpokes in this town for
personality, not any meat they of this sort of thing to be drugstore.
Her Gallic
themselves provide.
The six Pioneers drawl their
patois proves mostly mystifying
“thanks," doff their Stetsons and
here, which probably ruffled her,
dress with enough flash to be conbut the Dutch-phrase kidding
Music itself is “downaround she gives “Jingle Bells" and vincing.
right purty," out of character only
“If I Knew You Were Coming I’d
“Birth of Blues" in a
with
once
Have Baked A Cake" score again
instrumental. Dale Warren,
on the aplomb of her performing geetar
clicks on smooth
group,
the
to
new
and the astonishing crispness of
baritoning of “Cheatin' Heart."
her phrasing.
comes with
comedy
Bunkhouse
When, toward windup, she gets
down to the mob's recognizable Duce Sprlgens’ clowning of “I

Los Angeles Feb. 20-

level

Swlmmlnt

is

minimum.

$1.50

.

A.
Statler Hotel**
(TERRACE ROOM!

Gloria Allen, Johnny Martin, Chez

Adorables

project

<

j

programming to raise her above
run-of-mill. She’s a pretty lass and
with a better book, rather than
slow top tunes, she’d figure to

iq

Paul Gilbert, Tong Bros.
3)
Russ Arno, Dorothy Dorbin Davrl
ers (10 ), Deryl Knox Orch (9,.

m

Continued from page 48

Why the short's? The mike was dead

S. F.
San Francisco, Feb.

sils.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
George Nicolls is different with
Bobby Short, Beverly Alber, the items which he makes disStella Brooks, Dick Hazard Trio, appear. Hft gets in his unusual lick
Laurindo Almeida, $2.50 minimum. with a radio which he tunes in,
covers with cloth and “fades out”
Business has been slack at this of thin air. Beer out of a hollow
intimery for the last eight months, keg covered at ends with tissue is
but the return of Bobby Short from good gimmick. A fantastic chef’s
an overseas trek should get the preparation with eggs, flour, etc.,
new management off to a good results in a lively pooch. DecoraGala
start. A longtime fave with
tion is Rene.
habitues, he dishes the song and
Starlets are astray with a too
beat.
steady
a
with
stuff
piano
sedate though visual opener, a
This time around, in addition to number which has come last in
his solid showtune offerings, he's other shows as fitting climax. Moro
got a new french ditty, “Douce- has decked girls in lush red gowns
mont, Doucemont’’ (“Gently, Gen- and works them out in infra-red.
tly"), that rates highly. For this Preceding Pioneers, line approprihe eschews his own keyboarding ately hoedowns in strawhats as a
the Dick mixed octet. In same costume and
to get backing from
Hazard trio. He’s still best on such backed by the Sons, they wrap
and show up with a nifty square dance.
Love"
Be
There
“Let
items as
Marc.
“Just One of. Those Things" and

Night Club Reviews
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305 Club,

can’t compensate for lack of ton-

breaks up
arets

ARTIE JAMES
WORLD'S FOREMOST
SKATING BALLET STYLIST

tive brunet thrush in solid fashion
with boite’s cosmopolitan clientele.

CURRENTLY:

AN Branch#*

7heerirhal§

FUN-MASTER
GAG

FILL
THE ORIGINAL SHOWAIZ
(Tha Sarvlce ef tha STARS)

First 1) Alas $7.00—All 3$ Issues 113
Singly: $1.0$ Itch IN SEQUENCE ONLY
No Sklpplngl
•ginning with Na.

1—

• 3 Bits. PARODIES, par book.. $10 •
;•••*?* •
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •#. bk...$13 •
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Johnny Gallant gives Miss Warren fine piano support at all times
and splits the lull sessions with the'
Newt.
hep Settano Trio.

Colony Club* Dallas
Dallas, Feb. 19.
Mae Morse, Leslie Carrol,
Tieber Orch (6); $2 cover.

TOURING EUROPE

Ella
Bill

t

COMEDY MATERIAL
far

Ella

Mae Morse

is

home

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

American Rep.:

for the

time since her pro debut here
Jimmy Dorsey’s orch in Janu’39.
Redhaired singer has
come a long way over the years
and she gets a hefty reception from
the homefolks. .Opener pulled a
record house at the Colony, town’s
only cabaret.
In a 20-minute stint, Miss Morse
belts over six tunes in a husky
voice not yet bereft of a Texas
twang after a 14-year hiatus. Revealing a classy diaphragm in a
blue strapless gown, she proves a
crowd-pleaser, with her show savvy
coming through in Capitol wax re-

first

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
New York
VARIETY Says:
"Amazing

whirls

and pirouels

.

.

Abel.

THAiSKS ED SULL1VAX,

for

Premier on your "Toast of

flie

,

my

Television

Town" Show*

LOUIS W. COHAN

prisals of her w.k. bits.
She gives
lustily anent blues, boogie and

1776 Broadway

with

New

Tieber is an able emcee and
does a top job with his orch, both
in act backing and dansapation.
Bark.

York, N. Y.

Grant’s Riviera

ary,

blue-lighted houses. Added oatune.
“Sleepin* At the Foot of the Bed,"
is socko,
Leslie Carrol, acrodancer, opens

Personal Management:
203 N. Wabash Ave,
Chicago, III,

with

Bill

okay backbends

and

splits.

1

RESTAURANT AND BAR
W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
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bo with a flute, has a highly rhyth- |
mic act (two drums, guitar) in front
of which a femme exotic dancer;
'

That Vegas Klondike Hits Another

writhes sinuously. Startling jungle
episode with drummer chanting
wordless vocals while subduing a
mock python snake strung on overhead wires, has house in a tizzy.

B.O. Goldmine in
downtown and Strip casinos
were racing. in the i°°t* nitery cubiLas Vegas, Feb. 24.
cles were turning away biz. The
declared
Emerging as competitor to Me- .post-New Year’s lull was freshets,
kaput, and spring
[officially
Washholiday,
morial Day as top
were welcomed far
ington’s Birthday weekend sur- of travelers,
first sign of green
prised most Las Vegas resort hotel more than the
was more impoobahs with oyer-capacity throngs. on the trees. There
in the immediate
Not a room could be obtained as portant green
offing.
various,
from
the revelers roared in
Starr Tops at Flamingo
destinations to completely inundate
(19)
the town from Thursday
The Flamingo has been enjoying
(22).
Sunday
through
a bonanza with Kay Starr, In her
Distracted desk clerks repeated third week of SRO biz, the thrush
filled
up,”
“Sorry,
the same lines.
has broken all her records of forfrom the lobbies of all seven hotels, mer stands this spot if it’s pos-

By BILL WILLARD

A

[.the

with t£e echo repeated in every
motel and rooming house in the
immediate vicinity, which takes in
a radius of 50 miles. With' this as a
spur, bonifaces are rushing work
in three spots to build more accomoaauons.
modations.
Although the lavish Sands has
only been in operation since midDecember, work will begin shortly
to add an additional 162 rooms to
the 200 now in use. Desert Inn has
the most ambitious plan, with an
expansion to Cost $1,000,000, calling for 150 new rooms, a new sky
bar, swimming pool pavilion including stage for aquacades. This hospice currently accommodates 338.
Third hotel to announce more facilities is the Last Frontier. Building of 100 rooms begins March 15
and is expected to be ready for

new dance

this

episode.

bows in with
Formed by Jean

Somers, with choreography by vet
nitery and film terp director A1
White, corps of 10 chicks liven
things up with an “On With the
Show” „ talk^sing-terp opener. Also
making his first entrance as a maestro, Bob Ellis, former Ted Fio
Rito sideman, podlums his windjammers, who will, smooth out in
i

Eckstine at Copa Room
Resonating the Copa Room walls
of the Sands, Billy Eckstine’s big
pipes carry him through all sessions With. plenty to spare. Turn-

—

sible to top the top. Stepping into

away crowds and enough

excellent dining room attendance figures left by Dorothy
Lamour at the Last Frontier, coheadliners Janis Paige and Buddy
Rogers are currently pulling in
if not consistent, capacity
good, it
crowtjs. Miss Paige, coiffed with a
new p i n id s h hairdo and gowned in
an(j green*
a gold and
g re en‘ lame cocktail
gown, manages to sell her fey per-

some

Olympia, Miami

A.C. Hotel’s License

j

line

time.

Nipping Habit Clips

25, 1953

reserva-

tions to keep maitre-de Joaquin in
a dither beyond the Eckstine tenure
mark his overall draw. Since purring his ballads in Vegas a couple
of years ago, the Eckstine potential
has climbed considerably.
A1 Bernie is a hardworking funnyman, driving his wares until he
-eventually hits with his audiences.
sonality in several novelty tunes. Ho begins to take off after a hoke
She generates a bubbly, albeit dramalog, and his w.k. “Babalu,”
straightforward turn, while Buddy and from then on in, lie has ’em
Rogers is all action in displaying wrapped uo.
his tooting on various musical
Chandra Kaiy displays his esogim-.
unvails a

Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
largest hotel on
the beachfront, has lost its liquor
Miami, Feb. 24.
license for 20 days because a night
cleaner made a habit of taking a
The Olympia Theatre, Miami, is
replacing
and
bottle
from
a
nip
having one of its most successful
it with water.
seasons in years and possibility is
ABC ruled that the licensee is that the house will remain open
any
for
accountable
beyond the regular winter season.
held strictly
The penalty was fixed Theatre is one of the few bright
“refills.”
for 25 days but because the ho- spots on the Miami horizon, inasprevipus much as many cafes have already
tel company never had a
violation and because of a non vult written off this season a$ one of
plea and the circumstances, five the more disastrous in rpcent years.
days were remitted.
The Four Aces, current at the

On B. 0. Upbeat

Haddon-Hall,

MPLS.

CRACKDOWN

FORCES CAFE FOLDO
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
night spot here has turned
in its licenses rather than face a
revocation hearing and the county
attorney has started a study of
means to shutter others.

One

house, are expected to topple the
house record with a strong $23,000.
The house has had other good
weeks as well with the shows being sent by booker Harry Levine
out of New York. Theatre will get
a name diet for as long as is pos-

Levine is expected to come
Miami shortly to confer with
manager A1 Weiss.

sible.

to

Okay 400G

to Enlarge

Jarfies Chacos surrendered his
1400 Club licenses 30 minutes beColiseum in Lincoln
fore a scheduled mayor’s hearing
Omaha, Feb. 24.
to show cause why they shouldn’t
Plans for a $400,000 enlargement
be revoked. He’s awaiting trial on
propreceiving
and remodeling program for State
Federal charges of.
erty stolen from the Fort Snelling Fair Coliseum in Lincoln, Neb., last
Veterans* Administration offices. week got okay from the state legDebentures will be renew
instruments. He
Also, the place was denounced as islature.
East-Indian choreos surroundmiek with this show—-screening of teric
“a hangout for underworld char- tired out of fair earnings.
colorfully costumed
three
by
ed
the
for
acters and a sore spot
oldtime pic stills of himself and
Building will be set to house ice
femmes. Movements, are in preci- whole city.”
w.k. film personalities of the late
shows and other arena-type outfits.
sion, with Kaly soloing effectively.
inunder
silent, early talkie era. Four Jokers
spots
the
of
Another
By observing
- - the many new cfaces
perk up
and yei*
ana
uogers,
with Rogers,
work witn
worx
an(j s vestigation, John’s Funhouse, faces
.
Fosters Agency Exec to U.S.
C “P*
occupancy by Aug. 7.
forepart of the shebang with their
Dr0 . license revocation because it’s alLondon, Feb. 24.
that prowould seem ‘Sf..
it
opened,
overflowing
were
spots
all
While
nonsense, vocally and musically
the headquarbeen
have
to
leged
some
had
has
Jack Entratter
Leslie Macdonnell, joint managwith seekers of the easy coin, and
Ethel Waters wound up her first ducer
Minneapolis-Chicago
a
his covey away ters for
keeping
in
trouble
of
Fosters
ing
director
Agency, has
John
Vegas nitery fling over the jam-operation.
Hollywood lures. But, in the white slavery
left London for a five-week busipacked weekend. She has -been a from
itk co-owner, is under FedCawron,
looks,
for
okay
are
gals
the
ness trip to 'the States and Canada.
good lure for this spot, with stand- main,
Mr. Personality
although none can terp up a storm. eral indictment.
His tour will embrace New York,
out biz being recorded for the past
Sally McCloskey has her
Hollywood, Chicago and Toronto.
two frames. Gambolers were some- For this
the solo spot, while
what disappointed in the actress- moments in
Exits Mont’l
sloe-eyed Barbara Luke intones the Jack
singer’s plaintive tremolo, emergmodern revivalist lyrics to “Reing on the tunes she made famous
Cafe Biz; Sells 2 Spots
SinaRay
Rejoice."
Brother,
joice,
Is
—“Stormy Weather,” ^Happiness
Montreal, Feb. 24.
continues to chalk up an exa Thing Called Joe?' Customers tra
in the music diviMontreal cafe operator Jack
gave her tribute of big mitts,, how- cellent record
Horn has decided to pull out of
ever, and really enjoyed her knack sion
the entertainment biz. This week
Bad Luck at Sahara
with rhythm and novelty ditties.
in the Condeuce
held
Dean Murphy, who
Some bad luck has dogged the he sold all interests
400-seater which
spot nicely with his engaging Sahara’s callboard, with the result tinental Cafe, a
talent for
Gallic
top
offered
has
monology, hit for good yocks that two cancellations have forced
In same deal,
throughout, particularly with sev- booker Stan Irwin to frame new past three years.
Germain
Ste.
Club
eral impressions, notably Hilde- productions almost overnight. Most Horn included
which has
garde’ During most of Murphy’s recent
example occurred when a French-type intimery
since
stopover, the Milwaukee chantoosie Shemp
Howard of the Three been a steady money-maker
was adorning El Rancho’s stage Stooges was injured in an auto opening two years ago.
A syndicate, not in show biz bedown the Strip. A great prime act, accident, forcing the trio to bow
Hal LeRoy, caused a socko lift in out. Instead of dropping in a big fore, has bought the Continental
.Arden
Donn
his eccentric legmania.
name known to habitues of this and Horn will stay on for next few
Dancers dressed up the sex depart- green felt belt, Irwin moved ballad weeks as advisor. Shows are bookSonsotion
Singing
VernatHo
ment nicely with a chic opening bleater Alan Dale into headline ed till May with Horn planning a
routine based on Vogue and Har- slot from his supporting niche. The New York trip with new owners to
Concluding: t Successful Weeks
per’s fashions, and contrasted with past fortnight has been marked familiarize them with booking and "l'v« bookud Terri Stevens 4 timet last
LATIN CASINO, Philo.
year. Her beauty# charm end 'big name*
a Latino romp later. Carlton Hayes with ups and downs insofar as at- agent setups.
talent meke her a favorite here. She's
orch holds the music stand here
Opening: Friday, Feb. 27
more than iuat a tinner; she's a pertendance is concerned, with only
former."— LOU GARLONE (Baybroek Club#
one of the finest of all Vegas crews, weekends filling the spacious Congo
Sciolist's Supper Club, Philo.
New Haven).
both for shows and dansapation. Room to capacity.
Ping
Now Appearing at
Perstnal MuRRemint
Mitzi Green and Rudy Vallee have
An interracial table-tennis com- JACKIE HELLER'S CAROUSEL# Plttsbursb
Dale has turned in a workmanEddie SUEZ A Bernie ROTHBARD
STAR MANAGEMENT
their daily double, although sinbination with former heavyweight
Having
fortnight.
the
for
Bids.
job
like
Stmktrt
30*
A«eney,
Theatrical
BAysIde 4-0V1*
14ft 7th Ave.# New York
gling, for the next fortnight until
Klaisley 5-1663
a pleasant approach, he has pipes champ Joe Louis and former midPhiladelphia. Peaee.
Jimmy Durante comes in beginning that
carry him between the “big dle Atlantic women’s lawn tennis
March 10.
sound” and the croon. With his champ Reba Monnes will be subChange at Thunderbird
intime quality, Dale would be wise mitted for show biz bookings.
Keeping the Thunderbird teepee to find another room in this town
LEW
Duo have already been set for
filled for the past three weeks, Les with smaller confines. Entire pro- the St. Louis Sports Show, March
(Bobby)
Compagnons de la Chanson, Jay duction, built around an ad lib 7, and other dates are being sought.
Lawrence, Landre & Verna, and quality and entitled “Backstage,”
and
Earl Barton step aside for tomor- has the Honey Bros, cavorting in
FAT
entry,
headline
(Thurs.)
row's
and out with their knockabouts. week, prompted the interruption of
Joyce Bryant, fresh from Miami Spot features pivotal brother, who Melchior’s concert tour with his
Now Flaying Indoor Sport Shows
Beach, supported By Mickey Deems, leads his freres into acro-flips, hoof- company of singers and pianists, to
Mar, 22 to Mar. 29
a new comic to this belt, and the ing, and general confusion for fill the void.
(Beauty and
Bob Copsey Dancers. Productions yocks and big plaudits. The trio,
the Leant)
One of the more peculiar Strip
supplied by emcee-warbler Barney Cathalas, delve into intricate bal- stratagems failed to work when
A new note In
Cltvolant)
Glamor Comedy
Rawlings with the Kathryn Duffy ancing atop huge rubber balls.
ops of a new club called the Hi-Ho
Thanks to WILLIAM SHILLING
0ERBEB-WEIS9
Dansations and A1 Jahns musicrew
Dancers have been closed after five days of exhibiting
AGENCY
Sa-Harem
Wost
H5
46th Stroot
will complete the bill.
1697 Broadwtty.N.Y.
augmented to 16 orb-filling gals— bevies of stripteasers. Spot, origiNew York City
Billy Daniels works his magic
Club Dates
paraders and im- nally called Red Rooster and at
dancers,
10
6
with loaded rooms at El Rancho
NAT DUNN
know-how of footwork. one time owned and headed by
Vegas. Since his opening one week press with
Moro-Ruth Landis rou- ’Grace Hayes, was leased to present
ago (18), reservations have been The George
crew, who were refused a license
hard to get, and will continue to tines are socko and costumes are to run a strip joint in the first
Davidson
has no trouble
Cee
be scarce for this current frame. ditto.
place. They sneaked in a debut
The Daniels’ minstrelsy not only in keeping the tempo going steadishow of acts, femme singer, magigrabs and holds distaffers spell- ly, Sahara is now taking the cue
cian, emcee, and da;ice orch, then
each
giving
new
Broadway
by
from
pound, but gives composite audiswitched to flesh policy one week
ences a real boot with its great show very effective background
(THE VALENTIHO WHIP)
later.
.showmanship. While praising Dan- scenery.
District Attorney Roger Foley,
blow
the
Second
to
Sahara withiels, laurels go to his musical shadow, Benny Payne, who guides the in a short span came out with the who became Lili St. Cyr’s nemesis
way from piano. Payne not only postponement of Dick Powell’s during her El Rancho Vegas sortie
and
lays down the best backgrounding, nitery initialer, to have begun to- of 1951 by throwing the hook at
tnitrumentalintn without Inttrumenls
but shares applause for his terrif night (Tues.). A pic chore prevent* her for displaying too much too
warbling duets with Daniels.
Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.
ed his appearance, with result that long, got after Hi-Ho lessees. The
Club Dato Bookings by
As a starter, the Bianchi Mosca Irwin brings back Lauritz Melchior Strip casts jaundiced eyes at strips
NAT DUNN
OREBEN
HARRY
the
Co. leave a vivid, although con- & Co. for two frames. The smash and all wayside boites, allowing
135 E. 33rd Street, New York City
1*50 B’w.y
t03 N. WalMuh Av*.
fall in the seven posh
to
big
chips
of
the
troversial,
success
Great
Dane’s
impression
upon
tablers.
debut
N«W Y*rk
Chitai*. III.
I
fUra 7-1145
Mosca, who heads his musical corn- last month, booked for a single palaces of pleasure.
.
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Apollo, N. V.
Pearl Bailey, Bill Bailey, Duke
Ellington Orch (14) with Louis
Bellson, Betty Roche, Ray Nance,
Jimmy Grisson; “I Cheated the
Law,” (20th).

HOUSE REVIEWS

Pj^klETY

team, start out with fast terping
to “Everybody Dance” and swing

Paramount, Portland

Portland, Ore,, Feb. 21.
Castle Walk, backed
Betty
Hutton’s
“ International
by a George M. Cohan medley.
Variety Revue,” icith The Skypair score best with last oflarks .15), The Rudells (3), Cliffering with male doing a series
ford Guest; Warren Latona &
of running splits and femme getSparks, Nanci Crompton, Bob Wilting a hefty round of mitts for her
liams; producer, directed and detoe Jive session.
signed by Charles O’ Curran; staged
Larry Logan is a personable
young man who acquits himself by Macklin Megley;- costumes,
Edith Head ; music, Cyrus Trobbe,
well with the mouthorgan. He folJack Latimer; $4.80 top.
lows the standard harmonica library, not demonstrating much
Betty Hutton hit with terrific
imagination in his work. Something
impact as she debuted in the Pacifa bit off the beaten track could
ic northwest and made the Rose
strengthen his slot.
Louis Basil

right- into a
.

The

r

i

slated for one of
The Apollo
the heaviest* sieges of business for
Bailey prePearl
With
the year.
senting her new husband to Harthat
section of
lem audiences,
town is flocking to pay its repackaging
of Duke
The
spects.
Ellington's orch with Miss Bailey
Louis
drummer
Belland ofay
son, Miss Bailey’s new spouse, has
in
several
stops.
been successful
The combination is apt to reach its
Is

climax

with

booking.

this

The

Olympia*, Miami
homefolk are coming in heavily.
Miami, Feb. 21,
This card is one of the more
4
Aces,
Sammy Walsh, BernaApollo
bookings
at'
the
successful
dette Phelan Dancers, Pape
&
b.o. and entertainmentwise. There
Renee, Ben Beri, Les Rhode House
isn’t an ingredient on this show
O.ch: “Never Wave At a Wac
that doesn't pay off in hearty ap(RKO).

plause.

almost a complete family affair with dancer Bill Bailey, Pearl’s
brother, on hand to complete the
relationships. It’s brother Bill who
spends considerable time discussing personal and family problems.
Perhaps he’s one of the more important cogs on this display, since
he tells family secrets that many
in the audience are curious about.
In the first place, Bailey, who is a
It’s

Harlem pastor, discusses his own
clerical problems, and once having gotten over that he delves into
the fact that he’d like to make
good in frpnt of his new brotherin-law.

Much

of his language

is

very un-

clerical, but the howls come in. As
a matter of fact, his gab is superior to his dancing
and the pastor

—

a

is

.

good hoofer.

Miss Bailey seems to have a good
time working this show.. Although
nothing new has been added to
her catalog, she entertains the audience thoroughly.
She runs
through her standard items which
include “Tired,” “Good Enough
for Me,” “Frankie & Johnny” and
“Two to Tango.” She’s the highspot on the show, deservedly so,
and the mitting at her finale is
prolonged.
The Duke is 'one of the .stalwarts
in the jazz field.
He’s been maestroing for 25 years and he’s re.

Components of 27th anniversary
measure up to satisfactory fare

bill

with the Four Aces carrying

off

their topline spot in zirtgy fashion.
Quartet feature their platter
clicks, of course, but add carefully
blended array of other pops, novelty and standards to keep aud
interest throughout for heavy mitts.
“Tell Me Why” is biggest earner,
with arrangement of “My Hero”
close up.
Harmonicas are clearly

defined and groupings well staged
to add to overall impact.
Almost walking off with the honors. the Bernadette Phelan Dancers keep enthusiasm mounting with
series of gasp-bringing acro-twists,
spins, lifts and adagio effects, with
the tosses sparking increased aud
reaction.
Could have come back
for more.
Teeoff act is another winner.
Pape & Renee get them quickly
with balancing and aero work.
Male balances 10-foot pole on
which femme,
an eye-catcher,
works out showy tricks for sustained payoff from stubholders.
Sammy Walsh, a regular here,
makes for an amiable emcee and
in own spot keeps them happy
with his genial approach to his
material.
Spoof on “Old Man
River” is the best of his bundle.
Comedy juggling of Ben Beri

is
accepted in mild manner by
sponsible for several comps that aud. Works hard and keeps punchare
now considered standard ing for the returns, with his bag
works. His music is one of the re- of tricks plussed by the biz interfreshing
items,
being
literate, woven for the laugh-raising, which
easily assimilated and yet contain- is sparse in results.
Les Rhode
ing enough mental meat to main- house orch backs show in usual
tain interest.
adept style.
Lary.
Ellington’s organization has a
flock of instrumental .virtuosi, each
. Andrew’s,
St
capable of making music that deGlasgow, Feb. 18.
serves bows. Bellson, being feaSarah. Vaughan, Arthur Rorubcrtured, gets a chance to pound out
with Larry Gretton )
a percussion aria to his own comp, ry Orch
“Skin Deep.” He shows the neces- Michael Black
sary violent attack on the drums
U. S. sepian songstress makes
and enough technical skill to entice prolonged midterm applause Scot debut here to solid mitting.
More than 2,500 jazz enthusiasts
and a big mitting at his finale.
Vocalist contingent in the El- gave her* warm welcome despite
civic
barnlike
lington crew is headed by Ray acoustically-bad,
Nance, whose comedy singing hits hall. Dusky star wows the customBetty ers. most of ’em being juves and
it well with the audience.
Roche does a tricky turn wherein their girlfriends and all attuned to
she interlards bop with lead lines the Vaughan disks.
of standards for a good effect.
Chanteuse makes two appearJimmy Grisson baritones a blues ances, before and after interval,
and a ballad for- a hearty mitting. and shows much purity of tone plus
The only item missing was a ability for excellent phrasing. She
stretch at the ivories by the Duke. varies her moods in the sock songJose
alog, using surefire material that
adds up to boff bits in both segments.
Chicago, Chi
She scores particularly in her
Chicago, Feb. 20.
Eileen Barton Nip Nelson, Toy w.k. “Body and Soul,” with more
& Wing, Larry Logan, Louis Basil hand-to-band music for “Once In
a While,” “Nice Work If You Can
Orch; “The Stooge ” {Par).
”

Glasgow

.

(

.

,

Get It,” “Mean to Me,” “I Cover
This vaude bill is an acceptable the Waterfront” and “Perdido.”
complement for the Martin & “Sinner or Saint” and “I Ran All.
Lewis film which takes over the The Way Home,” latter a recent
house for two weeks. In the more waxing get terrific mitt.
moderate budget class, is should
Miss Vaughan exudes consider.

please the raucous trade who will
inhabit the seats.
Eileen Barton wisely eschews
using “If I Knew You were Coming I’d Have Baked a Cake” for her
windup number, instead switching
it as a fast intro warmup. Thrush
does a series of pops, throwing
only one offbeat tune in the pile,
“I’m Just Wild About Harry,”
which she prefaces with buildup
that it was her folks’ hit tune
when they did a turn. For an encore she tears apart “Cry” a la
Johnnie Ray for good audience response.
Nip Nelson has brought a series of fresh musical impressions
along that register with seatholders.
He has a real strong takeoff
on Jack Webb Of “Dragnet” TV
fame; but looses /the punch by the

City her first stop. A big reception
committee met the blonde bomber at the airport and she immediately captured the town.
For nearly an hour and a half
Miss Hutton, sings, clowns, dances
and displays the kind of showmanship that ranks her among the finest in the business. After a near
ovation opening, the blockbuster
goes into a series of songs from

whips the hour-long show in shape
with his solid conducting. Zabe.

able s.a. and is neatly garbed in a
skin-hugging, lemon-colored strapless. In second segment she adds
brightness by wearing scarlet stole
over dress. Gal has to beg off
after one of biggest jazz show
ovations.

Support fodder comes from Arthur

Rowberry orch

like

“Pipers’ Patrol,”

Talks”

and

numbers
“The Hawk

in

“Vanessa.

septet scores in “The

Group’s

Camp” and

saxman Johnny En*
dridge in “Harlem Nocturne,” latter delivered in distinctive manner.
Vocal stint is taken care of by
Larry Gretton in “Lady of Spain”
and “Because You’re Mine.” Band
young

boys

alto

are

attractively

garbed

in

.

maroon jackets, but maestro could
be more dress-hep by switching
additiionu . of
types. dull brown suit and shirt for someextraneous
Tightened' up; this could be a sock thing more showmanly.

Michael Black does the emceeBesides crooners, he does some musical instru- ing chores, fitting in a 10-minute
ment carbons, best of Which was spot of fast gagging that isn’t noted
Les Paul & Mary Ford. However, for its freshness. His impersonahe dulls. his efforts with some off- tions, while slick, follow a mainly
color shorties, but it’s expected standardized pattern, taking off
that jokes about Christine Jorgen- James Stewart, Jimmy Cagney
sen will be standard fare for the Edward G., Winston Churchill, Jerry Colonna and George Sanders.
next several months, at least.

T °y

singing types;
a turn, strictly for laughs, on the
fiddle, and a running business with.)
a cup of coffee. Builds to a warm
sendoff.

Miami Beach
Continued from

pai'ge 48

Ricky Vallo, newcomer to the ~
„
r le Amin Bros, wham
jukebox field, garners .sqiSsaifsj
from the bobbysox section with a^ With** their aero turn with the balspinning his partner in
line up of old and pop tunes ac- ancer
centing, for no apparent reason; the wrap-up fast-work routines.
,

*

.

blues. Sings so frequently, off-key
Production holds over with the
that it seems to be by design, ana attractive gals projecting the Benaccents each measure with exag- ny Davis-June Taylor ideas in congerated gestures.
His “Don’t Let tinued fresh manner, paced by the
the Stars Get in Your Eyes” im- song-dance work
of Doug Rbgers.
presses as best, with a nice, easy

romantic style.
From there in,
CIRO’S
succeeding numbers grow more
This swank spot, in former years
and artificial. Mitt action a loser, has been in the winners

stylized

.

Stubflesh is paying off here.
their ballroom dance, travesty with
holders are in raucous mood, but plenty of mutual mayhem. Tom
save demonstrations for the blonde .Avera emcees expertly. McStay,
headliner, with mild reaction for
other three acts.
Dagmar’s onstage and offstage
appearances are current talk of
Capitol management
the town.

gambled

on

her as

“freak,”

but

she

a

show

biz

up
showmanship and LILY
Songs
poise and
is

stacking

FRANCE

with some solid
a surprising quality of
15 Mins.
know-how. Her stock in trade is Cafe Grinzing, N.Y,
sex and her unique physique, to
Lily France, a recent import .from
which she adds a good, schmaltzy the land of her surname, looms as
quality.
a promising entry. Her pipes are
Act is built around the famed well .developed, contain warmth
torso and the TV “literary” per- and she has a dramatic delivery.
It is frankly angled for At times she does what can be
sonality.
the large male audience but, from construed as a conscious takeoff
the minute the Valkyrie figure on Edith Piaf. She succeeds in atstalks on, she wins femme segment taining the quality of her model at
There is actually frequent intervals, but errs in her
of galleries.
something wholesome about the attempt to improve upon the origifrank approach to her special allure, nal,’ since even a slight stress on
and even the most squealish dramatics can throw her off base.
Miss France, however, seems to
mother need have no fear of corget along well on happier tunes.
ruption of her moppet.
The
pop grooved “Petit Vin Blanc”
Unbilled, but very much part of
exudes a gay and catchy spirit and
the act; is slight, dark Dan Dayserves
to create a happy atmosIt’s the
ton, Dagmar’s husband.
phere. Her high keyed “L’Accorold routine of the little, timid man dioniste”
goes overboard in the
and the predatory female, brought histrionics department. Sometimes
up to date with better than aver- the voice gets a harsh quality which
age skill on Dayton’s part, and detracts from the song. The draDagmar’s all-out. refreshing per- matic effects could be obtained
When she isn’t flanked with a degree of restraint-. She also
sonality.
by one stooge, sne has comic traverses “La Vie en Rose” which
Marty May, who is on bill, with provides an excellent exit tune for
her; at one point she works with her. Her best is a Corsican lament
both men plus an audience volun- which has delicacy and fragility.
teer. There are a few tunes woven
Miss France seems to have plenty
quite naturally into pattern of on her own, including looks, so that
routine, with the final “I Think she doesn’t have to be a trailer for
You’re Wonderful” best bet. Skit, Miss Piaf. Her gown could stand
with Dagmar as “President of the some gayer cuts than the plain
U. S.” and the three men stooging black frock worn at show caught.
for her, is rib-tickling, despite a In short, she should think along
labored text. A sock act for the lines of Lily France rather than
Jose.
vaude trade with fine crowd reac- anyone else.

his sequence with the ' chicks appearing from everywhere to round
out fast and interesting stint. The
Foursome hold over with their
song-dance arrangments to make

for a zingy teeoff act.

BEACHCOMBER
This big place, in the doldrums
since the Schuyler brothers leased
to- Ed Fielding, Philly steel man,
has finally come up with a package
that fills the room for both shows
rack up first money-earning
nights in two years.
Booking of Will Mastin Trio with
Sammy Davis, Jr., again points up
potency of acts not seen in this
sector before. They’re in at $6,000
per week, almost double their
previous top. This is another factor
in the competition around the bidding which builds big payoffs for
the talent that operators think can'
to

fill

Marty May, alum of th#* Olsen
& Johnson show;s, is a vet with a
keen sense of timing and a quiet

comedy

style.

He

doubles in solo

and with Dagmar, with same

I

i

air

of nonchalance bordering on boredom. Routine is largely a formless one, dependent on personality

&

Eckstine

lad

wham

and his partners
to send them out talking. The
a standout, with as varied an

Torme, Sinatra, Eckstine,
and finally Lanza for the
His Jerry Lewis impresh
standout and ditto for his Johnny

Laine,

Cole

rouser.
is

To Austin

auditorium on
With Eckstine will be
Brown and Count

at the Doris Miller
21.

is

assortment of hoofery, sonpology
and carbonings as any talent
around.
The heel-and-toe sequences with
his father and uncle build to the
spoofing of TV, pic and cafe toppers
with incisive vocal takeoffs on

Austin, Tex., Feb. 24.
Billy Eckstine will appear here

March

their spot,

Davis

them

tion.

•
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TV

was scattered at show caught.
circle consistently this season. Boff
Ted & Flo Vallett, baton twirlers, biz came with stay of Jimmy Duthrow a bit of everything into the rante, plussed by click of the Red
act and do okay as curtain-raisers. Caps & Damita Jo in the adjoining
There’s some precision flag-raising, Cub Lounge to keep the tills filled
plenty of aero and an impressive nightly. Advent of Nat (King) Cole
combo of aero and baton juggling. with Joel Grey should keep the
status quo; it’s Cole’s first appearFlor.
Customers like.
some of her pix, does a Buddy Deance on the nitery scene here, and
Sylva medley, chokes and knocks
from manner in which he was
stubholders for a loop with her
CasifBO, Toronto
received, he measures up to as
heartwarming “Doing What I Was
Toronto, Feb. 20.
potent a personality in person' as
Born To Do” and some salvo stuff
Gypsy Rose Lee, The Albius, on records.
from “Somebody Loves Me.”
Tom Avera, Bobby May, Nicholi
Opening night aud had to wait
Trapeze bit was eliminated with Knight, Archie Stone House Orch; until midnight
for his appearance;
a socko after-show, lasting about “Red Shoes” (Rank),
a delay enroute from California
half an hour, in its place. She does
caused him to miss first show. They
an informal -sesh of requests, inFirst engagement on this side waited, however, and reception at
troducing her mother, and giving of the Atlantic since her long walk-on through begoff tune “Too
credits. A begoff, of course.
European tour, including a success- Marvelous,” after 45 minutes of
The Skylarks did not appear in ful Palladium stint, Gypsy Rose Lee socko song and rhythm selling,
the first vaude half, but do a smash is jamming ’em into the Casino for marked him one of the hottest
job of singing, dancing and stoog- a sturdy five-a-day chore that may “new” faces to play the Miamis.
ing for Miss H. The Rudells, two break the house record she set Working on a raised piano platboys and an orb-filling femme, get before Johnnie Ray recently topped form, with trio of bass, guitar and
the show off to a fast start with it. Plenty of lengthy lineups, with bongo, he pulled out all the stops,
some solid trampoline work. Clif- customers crowding both side aisles with reaction mounting into conford Guest, in the deuce, started and back of the house at all per- tinued
demands for clicks he
his act but apologized off due to formances.
introed on wax. Delivery is easy,
.sore throat. The trey brings on
Package deal.has Miss Lee in on assured and showmanly with movesome swell knockabout work by a $7,500 guarantee, plus even split ment from piano to center-stage
Warren, Latona & Sparks. Nanci on the gross. On current indica- mike smoothly achieved. PersonCrompton stops the show cold with tions, the lady wilL make plenty. able approach creates an air of
Well-stacked It’s a double-barreled audience' intimacy Jo point where he gets
her sizzling ballet.
gal amazes with her speed twirls appeal, with the Gyp sparse on listeners to join him in some of
and turns. Bob Williams and his peeling but her bevy of “American the more familiar numbers. Builds
dogs close the topnotch vaude part Beauties” okay on pop-eyed nudity to his newest recording, “Pretend,”
for the males and the eye-filling then comes back for five encores.
of the revue.
lighting,
staging, fashion parade over socko with the
Production,
Joel Grey is playing a return
costumes and music are tops. women. With ladylike decorum, date Here and again stamps himself
Trobbe batons the first half while Miss Lee kiddingly discourses on as an upcomer in the biz. YoungsJack Latimer takes over the sec- her Minsky days and the tradition ter doesn’t waste any time in
ond sesh. Show plays Vancouver, of one-time burley. The patter is waggery, hitting with first songleisurely
and condescending special “Hello” to win attention
in
B.C.; Seattle and Spokane next.
This is the second big stage re- good taste, whipped up to a black- quickly. His miming talents are
vue the Evergreen chain has brassiered, busty finish in a reprise showcased in well-versed takeoff
on Billy Daniels with own breakbrought to Portland. Danny Kaye of her trademark.
It’s an admitted reminiscent bit ins for oiher carbonings on well
opened the parade last November.
Feves,
that goes over big, but highlight knowns. Satirical bit is his “Do
Remember” which stresses
is her fashion show in which, tak- You
ing the materials from her bustle, youth and contemporary figures.
Capitol, >Vnsh.
she swiftly whips up costume crea- Routine could stand strenghtening
Washington, Feb. 22.
tions on the theretofore semi-nude in lyric build. Through it all he
Dagmar, Marty May, Ricky Val- “American Beauties" in eye-filling flashes talent for terps with leaps
lo, Ted & Flo Vallett, Sam Jack
and spins used as breaks in routingowns for a tumultuous ovation.
Kaufman House Orch (18); “NiNicholi Knight whams with his ings. Tops with version of “Romagara” (20th).
ania”
to hearty payoff.
puppets, particularly the Pansy the
Galli Galli and his slick magico
Horse bit. Bobby May is over with
Combo of Marilyn Monroe in his nonchalant juggling of clubs work set well with ringsiders.
celluloid and Dagmar in the ample and tennis balls. The Albins, in Brings two patrons on stage for

closer for his net*

‘

few takeoffs on

vocalist Ruth
Basie orch.

*¥¥¥#» ^1(4 dWKftl

Ray

role.

It

amounted

to an ova-

tion with Davis coming back for
a humble “thank you.”
There’s stout support in added
attraction Gene Baylos. Guy is a
local favorite and comes back with
his rambling route on Catskill
characters, the ad libs with ring
siders to maintain
high laugh
average.
It’s
loosely knit with
some of the stuff strictly for the

in-the-know crowd.

Bob Savage is a handsome songster with a frenetic, over-dramatic
style that doesn’t jibe with some
of the ballado he essays. Intense
delivery proves more distracting
than interesting to negate any big
return for his work’. Wynn Seeley
tees off matters with some trim
heel and- toe Work. Wally Wanger
dancers handle two filler assignft

***••«*> ****««
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Jackie Cole

The Mlthenrf
Vagabonds Club
Vagabond^ (4)
Maria Neglia

A

Condos

:

Elisa Jayne
_
Frank Idnale Ore

Eleanor Guipo
Versailles Hotel
Jack Kerr
Nino Rinaldi 3

In connection with bills below Indicate
whether, full pr split “Week

opening day of show

Berlt

NEW YORK

CITY

Sym

CLEARWATER "
Capitol (L) 2* only S&v t
H 0rS Mont e^C o n
A^FT

t in en ta 1 s
Hotei Roosevelt
a aniv
Horrors Jack F ^a Orch
Hote , st . ntglt
LAKELAND
Juliana Larson
Polk (P) 27 only
Milt Shaw ore
Asylum of Horrors
Horace Diaz. Ore

MY E°RS

Palace (R) 22

Danny Kaye Rev
Peiro Bros

MIAMI

Marquis
Fran Warren
Darvas A Julia

Olympic

Jonl James
Dave Barry

Palace

21

(P)

Bob Hope Rev

Jan August

*

ST. PETERSBURG
Florida (P) 2* only
Asylum of Horrors

BARTOW

Naomi Stevens
Lee

of Horrors

Capitol

CHICAGO

21

(L)

Dagmar
Marty May

27

T A F

Larry Logan

Vallett

Beatrice Kay
Trio Bassi

Ricky Salo

Murphy

AUSTRALIA
Jong
Jacques Cartaux

Jimmy Elder

Robert Maxwell
j A J Belmont

Ken
.

Johnny Morris OrC

Two

Guitars

Ahern

Sigl
Eli

Bob Kirk Ore

Palmer House
Mary Meade

Carrington
Bailey
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ROCKFORD

Palace

Herman Mariclch

Spivak
Misha Usdanoff
Kostya PolianStky

Boston
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Savina

Jack Durand

Dick Peterson
Dick Salter

Versailles

(I)
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Love'*

Bright
Jean Bradley »
Glenn Burris
Patricia

Ann Card all
Jim Hawthorne

Ann

sisters

Midge Minor
Art Wane; Ore
La Vie 'on Rose
Scanlon
Terry
Gloria Dawn
Dorothy Dandrldge
Toni Lamond
Alan Dean
BRISBANE
Babs Macldnnon
His Maiestys (T) 23 Van Smith 3
Joe Lee
Leon A Eddie's
Daresco 3
George Pearson
Eddie Davis
Lowe A Ladd
Lloyd Martin
Bobby Ramsen
Rotonds
Elizabeth Kent
ic Fay
Argo
Duke
Bert
3
Gus Brox & Myrna Guy Nelson
Paul Judson
Frank Cleary
Helen Curtis
Prof Olgq
De Paulis
Art Waner Ore
Renlta Kramer
Tivoli BaUet
OUver Dors
Bouna
Boy Singers
Le Ruben Bleu
Norman Vaughan

Shields
|

Phil

HAP

A

.

Stella Brooks
Dick Hazard Trio

Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox
BiUy Gray

Russell

Muller
Jack Wallace

.

Giro's

A1 Martino
The Szonys
Dick StabUe Ore

Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Four Pipers
Larry Greene Trio

Penny Nickels

Post
BAD
Village Vanguard

Hal Derwin Ore
Cafe Gala

Bobby Short
.Beverly Alber

Moody

Bob Jacobs

Ted Huston Ore

j

Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambe

Harry Richman
Eddie OUver Ore
Joe Castro Quartet

Blltmore Hotel

Irwin Corey
Pat Carroll

Sportsmen

Woods

Irene King
Tito Valdez
Gene Bari Trio

Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Gloria Grey

Cabots

Cedrone

Bill

The Paycees (2)
Russ Morgan Ore

|

Salvatore Gloo Ore
Panchito Ore
village Barn
Ernest Sarracino

Stan Kramer

Ambassador Hotel
Harry Belafonte

(4)

kudos. Routine is fast and a; points agement took over more than
a
daring and is solid, traditional year ago. The brunet chanteuse,
vaude appeal.
looker, amply fills the bill.
a
Paul Gilbert in payoff spot turns
Session warms up when Hal
in a hep, happy routine of hoke Havrid baritones "Everybody”
and song which builds for a bell- Loves That Hadacol” for a neat
ringer as "it goes along. Gilbert is mitt and the orch’s pianist, Dick
personable and has a sure sense of Pfister, follows with "Tico Tico”
comedy. His "Fugue For Tinhorns
for ditto reception.
leaves
is particularly punchy and
The coloratura soprano, wearing
customers in a good mood for his an eye*filling pink ballerina style
chatter close which is likewise gown and who exudes plenty of
solid.
personality, has the customers on
, ,
Finale is another emsemble to- her side from the teeoff with her
cosdo, in good taste classic Greek
interp of *4E1 Relicario” and "La
uming, which is on par with Vie En Rose,” Her "Sempre Libopener.
era” aria from "Traviata” is a
heavy sock and cops a resounding
After appropriating a
reward.
Latin Ouarter,
glass of water from a ringsider.
Boston. Feb. 23.
The
continues with "Kiss
Miss
Benzell
Dominique,
Brooks,
Norman
Caribbeans (3), Wally Wanger Me Again.” In her next, "Don’t
Orch
Jto, Sir, Please,” she takes
Come
Wolke
Charlie
Line (8),
mike among the ring(8), Zarde Bros. Orch (4); $2.50 a portable
beverage minimum, $3 minimum siders and thrushes part of the
ditty with her cheek touching that
Fri.-Sat,
of a customer. The diners eat it
Booked on the strength of satu- up.
Her repertoire winds with the
platter,}
initial
his
of
ration ride
of "Lo, Hear The
'Hello, Sunshine/’ by local dee- 1953 version
Lark” as compared with
Gentle
youthful
Brooks,
Norman
jays,
Canadian "facsimile” of Al Jol- the manner in which Jenny Lind
ditty in the U. S.
son. is proving the surprise of the introduced the
Leon Leonardi, Miss
Latin Quarter season. He’s luring in 1850,
' and
accomp,
Havrid’s
Benzell’s
ringsiders
and
near capacity biz
refuse to let him off until he's in- lads do a good job in supporting
Sahu.
headliner.
the
hits.
Jolie
of
potpourri
cluded a
This, plus insertion of half a dozen
"Sunshine”
his
songs, including
-

<4)

The Lancasters
Two Ton Baker

trademark, and Gallic treatment of
"La Vie en Rose” and "C’est Si
Bon” add up to. a lengthy sesh, but
judging from frantic customer reSahara
Nat Brandwynne
Dosort Inn
sponse at show caught, he could
L Melchior A Co
Mischa Bott Ore
Marshall Izen
Mitzi Green
Carl Ames
SYDNEY
have stayed on balance of evening.
Sa-Harem Dncrs
Anne Jeffreys
Toppers
nudy Vallee
Sonya Corbeau
Tivoli (T) 23
Cee Davidson Ore
Sterling
Robert
Dncers
Johnson
Arden
Susan
Donn
Prentice
Betty
and
Perren
Brooks is a neat appearing
Arm
Wivei
Milan
Sands
Malone
Penny
George
Ray
Alice
Fayes 3
youngster, and once he’s acquired
Sal Noble
Norman Paris
Carlton Hayes Ore
Show Girls
Pat Gregory
Nanette Fabray
Lee
Bob
Cortex
Monk
El
Julius
the necessary buildup and showNudes
Chribt
Dominique
Joe Cappo
Boy D A Singers
Marika^ Sa ary
Frank Fontaine
manship veneer, should do okay
Burton's Birds
BaUet
Phillip Tappin
De Marios
MIAM1-M1AMI BEACH
along the bistro belt.
.
Sari
Copa Girls
DeCarl Ore
George
Surrounding bill is especially
Ore
Sinatra
Ray
Guilds
Algiers Hotel
BRITAIN
Flamingo
taking off to jet-propelled
staunch,
Charlivel Trio
Silver Slipper
Margaret Phelan
Starr
Kay
Carma A Yald
Johnny Matson
Buddy Walker
start with slick Caribbeans, two
Clarkson Rose
Lancers
BLACKPOOL
Janine Grenet
Kalantan
Joe Delilah
Palace* (I) 23
M Woodward A M Tony
[Herb Flemlngton
guys and a femme, whose sesh of
Gharlee Ballet
Hank Henry
A Renea
Cooper
Wondertones
Flamingo Starlets
scores
stepping
Latino
A
fancy
Bob
Lucien.
Jesters
Ore
Beau
Malkin
Mai
Ore
Lacy Tp
Dandy Bros
Torris Brand
Astor
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Allison Hotel
strongly. Dominique, youthful and
HACKNEY
Marcia Owen
Last Frontier
Nejla Ates
Sparky Kaye
Beachcombers <4)
Empire (S) 23
pickpocket,
French
F Butterworth Co
personable
Paige
Janis
Choppy
Mons
Malone
Jo- Ann
Julio A Mae
Anne Shelton
Terry O’Neill
Buddy Rogers
Models
wows with his agility and* adeptBill Willard
Bar of Music
Alfred Marks
Toafci de Lac
Ben Wrlgley
Ralph Young
Marah Gates Hllyd ness at snatching wristwatches,
Bill Jordan
Skyliners
Larentys
Jokers
Gloria LeRoy
Palominos
David Elliot
Dickie Henderson
2 Appollo#
suspenders, etc., from
Dancers
neckties,
Devlyn
Jose. Cortez Ore
Geo Redman Ore
E Granada* A Peter Guy Rennie
Mills
Roy BitzeU
LaRue
ringsiders and stooges lured on
Jessie Elliott
Furres
BRIGHTON
Thunderblrd
Bob Millar Ore
Leo Reisman Ore
Harvey Bell
sesh with runinterweaving
Hippodrome (M) 23 Jade Muldoon 3
stage,
Joyce Bryant
El Rancho
L'Aiglon
Beachcomber
Bridges
Merle A Marie
Mickey Deems
Billy Daniels
ning chatter. Winds yockful stint
Chuy Reyes Ore
Will Mastin 3
LEICESTER
JQiana Dors
Bob Copsey Dncers
Payne
_
,
Benny
Ore
Emile
Petti
stooge
customer
male
by divesting
Sammy Davis
Palace (S) 23
Rex Roper A Pat
Barney Rawlings
Bianclil Mosca Co
Leon A Eddie's
Bob Savage
Jimmy* Young
Radio Revellers
K Duffy Dansations of undershirt and shirt, in that
El Rancho Girls
Babe Baker Revue
Milt Fields Ore
Leon Cortez
Krandon A Kama
Ore
Jahns
Al
Ore
Ellis
Bob
salvo.
heavy
order, to
Wally Wanger Girls | SandraJBarton
Gaby Grossetto A
Mix Bacon
Kitty O'Kelly
Gaston
Gene Baylos
Ancaster
Charlie Wolke’s band furnishes
Pat Clayton
J Lawman A Joy
Wynn Seeley
Stan Sennett
backgrounding for acts and Wally
Juan Luis A
Blltmore-Terreee
Authors A Swlnson Harvards
Eleanor Soucl
Conway A Day
Jacques Peals
Sans
girls, who give out with
Wanger
BRIXTON
Casino Naclonal
Perry Bruce
R Overbury A S
Frank Stanley Ore
Mercedes Valdes
Empress (I) 23
Hertnanos Palau
three production numbers. Wolke
Acres O’Reilly
Brook Club
R' Russell A Susie
Bernard Miles
Cuban Boys Gloria Wilson
Havana
terpology with
Gilbert
Ralph
customer
splits
NOTTINGHAM
Charlie Farrell
Xiomara Alfaro
Doreen Harris
Montmartre
Don Charles Ore
Elie.
Empire (M) 23
University 4
Rocio A Antonio
BUly Thorbum
Zarde Bros, combo.
Lombardy Hotel
Troplcana
Josef Locke
Mickey Roselle
Clngalee
Phil Spitalny Ore
Babs Ware
Archie Glen
Deeva
Chiquita A Johnson
Joe Church
Clark Brothers
Pedro Ore
Allan Modley
June Gardner
A Gloria A Rolando Etlgewater Beach, Chi
Ted Andrews Co
Capella A Patricia
Sylvia

Marvels

Syms

Clarence Williams
Trio
Walderf-Astoi la

(0)

|

I

;

I

•

I

[
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NAB

*

HAVANA

Dashs Dogs

Bel Man A Gay
Lonsdale Sis

Granada
2 WilUams

23

(1)

Ronnie Dukes
Joan Edwards

Casablanca Hotel
Jackie Miles

Stevens
Tarzan A Pongo
Bayers "Dogs

Maya Ore

SAD

EAST HAM

A Sharpe
Phyllis Fisher
Charles A Jupp
Metropolitan (I) 23
B Lesters Midgets

Joan A Ernest
3 Kelroys
Gaston Palmer
Austral
6 Roy-Belles

Empire (M) 23
Dancing Duvals Hylda Baker
Lee Lawrence
2 Broekways
Bonar Colleano
3 Rethlems
Keppel A Betty

Raydlnl

FINSBURY PARK

GLASGOW

Empire CM)
Grant
NAN
3 Smith Bros

23

Pepinos Circus
Peter Cavangh

Jenny Hayes

The Haydocks (2)
Chris Columbo
Teddy King Ore

Moxham
JAB
Janet Brown

Coopers Fountains
Len Marten
Paula Coutts
Evy A Everto
Jackie Ross
Eleanor 3

Empire

A

23

(S)

Crackpots

Mary Healy
Joy Skylar
Mavis Mims
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Arne Barnett Trio

Jon Pertwee
Eve -Boswell

Giro's

Nat King Cole
Joel Grey
Galll GalU
Red Caps
Damlta Jo
Dave Tyler OrC

Nixon A Dixon
Anita
Les Poupee 3

WOOD GREEN
Empire

G H

23

(S)

The Treniers

Elliott

Robert Harbin
Manley A Austin
Helga Barry
Sereno A Joy
S Fisher Girls
Jack Tripp
Arthur Scott

Cork Club
Jo Thompson
Eugene Smith
Eddie Snyder
Delano Hotel
Michel Rosenberg
Melino Trio
Zina Reyes Dancers
Willie Hollander
DelmoniCo
Jose A Aida
Carlos A Mellsa Ore

•

El

NEW YORK

(7)

Colby's Cove
Cannon A Harmon
Nicholas Grymes

Betty Driver

Mamba

Mickey Katz
Sam Gyson

CITY

Bobby Escoto Ore
Baro

A Rogers
A Minerva

Helen Dun one
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Chateau Madrid

Lao
Freddy Calo Ore
Jackie Kannoii
Kirby Stones
Ted Wells 4

Mark Lawrence
Rose Murphy

Alfredo Sadel
Felo A Bruno
F Alonso Ore
Al Castellanos Ore
El Chico
Perla Marini

Saunders
Bart Howard
Blue Note

DeLeon A Graciella
C A G Galvan
Alvardo de

Nancy

Carlos

Bandbox
Harry James Ore
Blrdiane

Machito
Slim GaiUard
Bud Powell
Blue Angel
Alice Pearce
Felicia

Steele

la

Cruz

Camacho
Embers

Herb Corey

Barbara Carroll

Joe Benjamin
Ronnie Selby 3

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels

Hotel Ambassador
.

Jules-

Lande Ore

Hotel

Astor

Three Suns

G Wood

Hotel Blltmore
Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison

Garland Wilson

A

Kirkwood

Goodman
Mae Barnes

Cogacabani
-Johnnie Ray

Kean

Sis

-

Nicholas Bros

Ramona Lang
Jack; Purcell

Martin

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker

Teddy Powell Ore
Sid Krofft

Bobby Blake
Collin

A

Martha Raye

Len Dawson Ore
Frolic Club

Kathie McCoy
Don Charles Ore

Haicm Club
Bobby Barton
Camile Stevens
Lee Taylor
Ginger Marsh
Caletv Club
Zorita

Alice Ghostlcy

Noreno Tate

O'clock

Princess Tara

Enrique Vizcaina

Vicki Carol

Five

Lccmans

Adrian ItoMini
tio
Hotel Pierre
Luclenne Boyer
Stanley Melba Ora
i

Honey Lee Walker
Flash Lane
Mario Stowe
Gaiety Girls
Jotinma Hotel
Dee Darling

Tony Mata*

Uandum
Kenilworth
Jack Cavallaro Ore
Al Lozlto

Ruth Palmer
George Chattrton
Latin Quarter
Joe E Lewis

-

Zoralda Marrero
Jose LcMatt

Miguel

A

(MARINE ROOM)
Chicago, Feb. 20.
Quintetto Allegro, Boliana IvanHild' Sextet, Bob
Four,
Dorothy
ko
Kirk Orch (11); $1.55 cover.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
Ross, Earl Tiimer and
Chester Devoe, former partners
here in the old Hollywood Show
Bar downtown, head a syndicate
which has just taken over management of the Fort Pitt Hotel in the
Golden Triangle. The 800-room inn
was leased by the Lebis Hotel Corp.
to the Richford Hotel Corp. of
Rochester, N. Y., in 1951 for a
period of 15 years and the RossTumer-Devoe combine has taken
over the remaining years of the

Lou

deal.

They sold Hollywood Show Bar
shortly after war’s end to another
group which operates it now as the
Carnival Lounge, Since then, Rpss,
Turner and Devoe have been running a barbecue Testaurant which
they will hang on to. Of the three,
only Ross will be active in the
Fort Pitt’s affairs, with Jack Abbott named resident manager. e

A.C. 500 Club Reopens
With Frances Faye
Atlantic City, Feb. 24.

Shuttered for past two months,
Paul D’Amato’s 500 Club, completely refurbished, opened Friday afternoon (20) with Frances
*

Faye the top attraction. D’Amato
plans no change of policy.
Producer Dorothy Hild has gone
kit-

TV Comedy

Dorlta

Fort Pitt Hostelry

'

Ortiz

Renovations included a new
Continued from page 1
off the beaten track in packaging
interior
the current display at this north chen and. service bar plus
that no new comedians are developdecorating.
side hotel. While the Quintetto
claiming
Danny Yates Ore
true,
partly
is
only
ing
Allegro have their sparkling moMonte Carlo
that a number of comics who came ments and the Boliana Ivanko Four
Leonard Younff
GaUab Dancers
to the fore via radio and other impress with their finely tooled
Saranac
Rafael Rumbcros
media h^ve won their own tele- aero turn, the overall layout lacks
Music Box
By Happy Benway
shows, but as soon as they achieved the big flash to lift it from the
BcUe Barth
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 24.
Don Ostro 3
larger budgets and sponsorship, satisfactory to the exciting class.
Mac Faddon
Thomas L. Hamn, of Mello-Larks
"tightening censorship stepped in
Deauville
The Italian Quintetto Allegro, Quartet, planed to Gotham on
Vocalions 3
and cut out the quality that had with their versatile instrumental business trip concerning future
Nautilus Hofei
made them funny satire and doubling and general hijinks. have bookings for his act. Bob Smith,
Jan Murray
Gomez A Beatrice humor based on reality. The num- the basic stuff for strong offbeat
of that combo, is tops with the
Freddy Calo Ore
ber of these geldings turned out to appeal. But because of some loose progress here.
Joe Harnell
Paddock Club
barren pastures on quiz and panel routining and neglected editing
Helene (WB) Baugh, Milford
Jimmy Day
their opening show roundelay just (IATSE) Brown. Catherine Broday
shows is growing steadily.
Miss Memphis
missed
jelling
into
topreally
Peggy Saunders
and
Sam (RKO) Kelly all clicked
"The only outstanding new comic
Ernie Bell Ore
drawer fare.
via a nifty clinic report that upped,
success in recent years is a team
Flo
Parker
_
The
gents
them
are
for meals.
all first-rate musicPatty Lee
which lias avoided censor trouble
Klvler*
Robert Vinicello, with Metro
by appealing strictly to the eye in- makers and they grab more atten.Edith Plaf
publicity,
tion with their straight numbers
in from N. Y. and is now
Harry Mimo
stead of the mind. They are probthan with their comic treatments. doing a rest stint.
Amon Bros
ably the best furniture-breakers
June Taylor Line
Hall,
Bob
N. Y. theatre techniThey dull the climax by slotting
Herman Chittison 3 and seltzer-squirters in the busi- their best bit midway
a tricky han- cian, in and out of the general
Herbie Fields Ore
artistic develbut
continued
ness,
mastering a major
hospital
after
dling of "The Passing of the RegiWalter Nye Ore
opment along these narrow lines ment/’ complete with drum ruffles operation.
Sans Souci Hotel
_
Dick Shawn
is difficult.”
Florida Coast
Hillyer,
Charles
and bugle tooting. It rightly wins
Frank Lynn
Sacasas Ore
Paramount Theatres, planed to
a big mitt.
funeral
Ann Herman Dcrs
The Boliana Ivanko Four, three Jacksonville to attend the skedded
Saxonv Hotel
Los Chavalcs de
husky males and a highly pliable of his grandfather. He is
return.
Epana
his
lags, get rather brief exposure but for surgery on
Pupl Campo Ore
Norma (WB) Lattimore and
score heftily with their whirlwind
Trlnl Reyes
Continued from page 1
Helen (WB) Vick joining the amBcrnie Mayerson
adagio.
Ore
bulatory
gang.
Tv. rf
The Hild dancers open and close
Friends” in fourth place, the ToniJulie Romero
Virginia Ferraro, Loews, .Mt.
Val Olman Ore
sponsored half-hour in seventh the proceedings with a couple of Vernon Theatre cashier, received
Tano A Dee
place; and the Pillsbury altemat- lush production projects which, her first real o.k. clinic report mat
Shore Club
per usual, go over big with the
Rosalie A Stcva
ing-week sponsored "Godfrey
privileges*
Fausto Curbelo
room’s family trade. Affair is back- rated her limited
Friends” in ninth place.
Jackie Fondran, assistant manager
Haven A Held
stopped neatly by Bob Kird’s band.
Singapore
.
Murray
(& Burns) Kissen in and
Nielsen
Top
10
follows:
Dave.
3 Pepper*
out of general hospital after masI Love Lucy (CBS). .... 71.7
Magrrctoncs
tering the bronchial operation.
Novotones
Talent Scouts (CBS).... 64.5
Hotel
Jefferson,
San Marino Hbfol
ST. L*
Mary Coleman, ex-cashier oi
MiltonXBerle (NBC)
58.0
Phil Brito
St. Louis, Feb. 20.
Lyric Theatre, N. Y.» back f ronV
Palmer Dancer*
Godfrey
Friends (CBS) 57.8
Mimi Benzell, Leon Leonardi, 10-day furlough that she spent on
Quintoncs
Colgate Comedy (NBC).. 52.2
Sorrento
Hal Havrid Orch (7); $1-1.50 Broadway. She recently joined me
Charles A Samara
Dragnet (NBC)
49.1
cover.
,
ambulatory gang,
Mal*c Kahn'
Godfrey
Friends
(CBS)
48.2
Alan Kolc Ore
of Riverside Theatre, Cleveland*
Motorama (CBS)
Tony Pastor's
47.9
Except
for two short assists from flashing a top report on the come*'
Ray Bourbon
Godfrey & Friends (CBS) 46.6
the orch, Miss Benzell has the dis- back progress.
....
Sheila Sheen
Show of Shows (NBCJ . 45.7
Jose Eurigucz
tinction of being the first enter
(Write to those who are 1U).

Malayan Lounge
The Calypsoans

Clover Club
Peter Lind Hayes

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Dr C

Club

Alan Gale
Larry Foster

Royal (M) 23
Lester Fergeson

Eltham

W

Colabrity

PORTSMOUTH

Ferronl
DAL
Ysolina

A Novello BaUet Montmartre
Henry Taylor
Serenata Espanola
Lord Tarloton
Celia Cruz
Michael Selker Ore
Jeanne Moore
Lou Collins
Harvey Grant
Allan Drake
The Goofcrs

Enrica

Elaine Brent

Combine Leases

Pitt

US VEGAS, NEVADA

•

MAM

SO

tainer to be single-billed in this
class spot Since the Hilton man-

Club, S. F.

,

Pancho Ore

Deadendcrs
Jack Rose
MaTgaret Naylor
BiU Jordan

Chesterfields

Trenholm

Cissy

Dick Marx
Chez Paree
Willie Shore

Michael

Patsy Abbott

Joe Whltehouse

Jim Gerald
Harry Moreny

Lucille

.

Moss
Jay MarshaU

Piroska
Carl Conway
Dagenham Pipers
Joan Artus

Wim De

MELBOURNE;
Tivoli nr> 23
Tommy Trinder

Carroll-

Larue
Joanne Gilbert
Ted Straeter Ore
Cy Walters
Pepito Lopez Ore
Latin Quarter

WASHINGTON

Rltz (P) 2 only

& Wing

Hotel Tatt
Vincent l.ope7 Or?
Hotel V/arwIck

Ore

Edgtwiter Beach
Qulntetlo Allegro 6
Bollano Ivanko (4)

Johnny Raven
B DeVoye A B
Consolo A Melba
Lorraine
Johnny Martin
Claire Leonard
Chez Adorables (8)
M Abbott Dcrs (8)
Brian Farnon Ore
Emil Coleman Ore
Vine Gardens
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Jeanne Sook A
Joey Bishop
Teddy Roman
Gloria Brooks
Colstons (2)
Madelyn Wallace

Rita

James Symington
Hugo Peddl Ore

Boulevar-Dears (6)
Frankie Masters

Reed
Johnny Frigo

Ne. 1 Fifth Ave
Boh Downey
Harold FonvUla
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Sonny Sands
Carolyn Carpenter
Larry Marvin
Joe LaPorto Ore
D’Aqnila Ore
Park Sheraton
Irving Fields Trio
Town A Country

Hotel Sherry
Netheriand

SOUTH BEND

Lewis & Van
Johnny Long Ore
Roxy (I) 22
Ice Colorama

Toy

Sammy Kaye Ore

Joe Sodja
George De Witt
De Castro Sis
Anthony Dexter Co

Jo Lombardi Ore
Paramount (P) 25

(P)

Hotel Statler

25

(P)

Vlllenaves

Dunhills

Chicago

if
of

Asyium

Ore

Asylum

Chfet? IlcliS Ore
Hotel Plaza

Nip Nelson
Eileen Barton

Music Hall (I) 2S
Nirska
Stecher A Horowitz
George Sawtelle
Artie James
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

365

Darlene

Buddy Rust
Ollie Clark

Sherman

Wally Griffin
Blue Angel
Bob Arbogast
Pete Robinson
Marilynn Lovell

*

&

Dennis

Black Orchid
Josh White

'

Letter in parentheses Indicates eVreuiJ. (FM) Fanchon Mareo; (l> Independent;
r
Tivoli; (W) Warner;
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (PI Paramount? (R) RKOit.Wi «t ? |l; (T)

(WRT Waiter Read*
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Martinique Hotel

Manolo
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Is the Bard’s
,

.

‘Caine’ Play

Face Red!
Washington, Feb.

,

24.

Dropping Out of Bigtime;

May Move In

Map Showboat

;

Project

For Frisco Bay Area

—

San Francisco, Feb. 24.
Barney Gould, active in profesoperates at all.
#
Basically, it is the victim of the sional and amateur theatre activity
mounting overhead involved in the in the Bay area for some years,
scramble for talent And plays with plans a Showboat Theatre project
drawing power, although that isn’t banking the lower end of Van Ness
Avenue. Gould, who has acquired
the immediate reason.
Evelyn Freyman, one of the di- the historic* Fort Sutter, an oldtime
rectors of the theatre since it re- Sacramento River boat off of Aquaopened after World War II, who tic Park, plans to convert the ship
had expected to operate it alone into a combination showboat and
this summer, is completely out. cafe.
deed,

it

Get Dramatization Of

Shedding Pays Off

holiday weeks, came up with another one this week for his current

revival of “Children’s Hour,” at
Next Fall the Coronet, N. Y. And as has hapHollywood, Feb. 24.
ened several times with other proNext big platform presentation ductions in past seasons, the variaslated to be produced on the Coast tion has apparently paid off in
will be “The Last Supper,” which boosted receipts.
vet producer Henry Duffy will
“Children” started the week with
send on the road in the fall. Pro- matinee and evening
performances
duction, based on a script by Ra- Sunday
both well attended. It
mon Romero, involves a cast of played a(22),
special matinee Monday
14 persons and a 20-voice Negro (23), the actual

j

Duffy plans to book the presentation along the revived Chautauqua Circuit, getting a guarantee
against percentage in college auditoriums and smalltown theatres. In
larger cities, he’ll rent houses on
four-walls
basis, . presenting
a
“Last Supper” himself. It will be
billed as “a dramatization of the
most significant gathering in history.”
Production expense hasn’t been

visit.

,

j

week

‘Complex Factors’ Decide
Schenectady, Feb.* 24.

Power

of

New York

critics

do

not.

Houghton, associated with “Billy
last

—
—

Big:

U.

Groups

Urges Barrier

Lifting

London, Feb.

17.

Editor, Variety:
First of

all, let

me

say quite can-

didly that both American Equity
and British Equity are behaving ex-

tremely' foolishly, particularly the
latter.
It is obvious to anyone above the
age of adolescence, or even includ-

ing

it,

that

it is

beneficial to actors

on both sides of the Atlantic that
there should be no restriction on
artists
appearing, willy-nilly, in
each other’s countries. Most particu-

.

larly, of course, the restrict'ons imposed by the British Ministry of
Labor,* on advice from British Equity, are much worse for British artists than for American actors. British Equity, in its love of trade
unionism, doesn’t think enough of
the fact that this country could
only exist through the importation
of dollars, and the export of an
actor is just as important as the
export of a Rolls Royce, providing
that as many actors are exported
of equal value.
I think we just

RUN LIMITED BY
STARS’ FILM CONTRACTS

‘BODY’

“John Brown’s Body,” scheduled
an eight-week engagement at

for

the Century, N. Y., won’t be extended beyond that unless the boxoffice draw holds at almost solid

according to producer
Paul Gregory. In any case, the
Stephen Vincent Benet presentation cannot continue beyond late

capacity,

have enough.

spring.

Tyrone Power, top-starred in the
show, has a commitment with 20thFox .for one picture this summer
and must also make another to
cover a subsequent commitment, if
he is to be able to go on tour with
‘HAMLET’
the Gregory production next fall
and winter, as he is under conSTILL CRISP
DISKS tract to do. Judith Anderson, coCondense^ one-hour version of starred in the Benet piece, plans
Shakespeare’s “Hamlet,” which the to vacation this summer, but RayTheatre Guild on the Air presented mond Massey, the third costar, has
in 1951, was recorded and is now a film commitment.
being issued by RCA Victor in a
two-LP album. The condensation,
rearrangement and omissions may Kaufman to Serve As

With the rate of exchange at
$2.80 to the pound, obviously the
breaking down of all restrictions
would cause more actors to be employed in America than vice versa
because whereas the usual salary
for a big star is 10% of the gross
takings, in England this means
about $700 a week with a very big
success.
star actor getting the

CONDENSED

figured completely yet, but Duffy
estimates that the intricate light- rent production, “The Crucible,”
ing system involving six portable at the Martin Beck, N. Y., was not
light boards will cost around $25,- altered, as the play opened only a
000. Rita Gover is now at work on few weeks ago and is still on Theathe light pattern, which will cre- tre Guild subscription.
ate a stained glass window effect
for a background. No sets will be
used.
B’way Eyed for Coast
“The Last Supper” now is
annoy the purists, who would preslated for a mid-October bow at
Kirsten ‘Waltz’ Revival fer the tragedy to be recorded
the War Memorial Opera House,
straight and in full. But this trunSan Francisco, with Portland and
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
has
version
substantial
cated
Seattle dates to follow before startEdwin Lester has signed Met merits, especially in the crisp,
ing a trek through Texas and Opera star Dorothy Kirsten for a dramatic
pace director Homer
Oklahoma.
revival of “The Great Waltz,” as Fickett has given it, its generally
a possible Broadway entry next good diction, and; the fine perseason. Operetta will play four formances of John Gielgud as HamChevalier Set for Film,
weeks here and four weeks in let and Pamela Brown as Queen
San Francisco under jthe auspices Gertrpde.
Working on Operetta of the Civic Light Opera Assn. Gielgud’s poetic, impassioned
reaction
will
determine reading of his lines makes a highly
Coast
Glasgow, Feb. 17.
Maurice Chevalier, who was here whether Lester will take the show effective figure of the troubled
York.
t^
New
prince, while Miss Brown is no less
at
King’s Theatre for a week’s
Miiton Lazarus will update the impressive as the guilty queen.
stint, said he’s to make a film in
London next May. Titled “New Moss Hart libretto and Robert Dorothy McGuire is somewhat litBarry
Year’s Eve,” it will be lensed for Wright and George Forrest are eral and flat as Ophelia.
penning special lyrifcs for Miss Kroeger, as the King; George
Anatole de Grunwald.
Leech,
as
Polonius;
Richard
Howe,
been
to
Arno
has
set
Now 62, Chevalier is working on Kirsten. Sig
a Viennese-style operetta with his recreate his role as Hirsh, man- as Laertes, and John Merivale,
Strauss. Erich doubling as Horatio and narrator,
pianist, Fred Freed. Latter is com- ager of Johann
adapt filling in the deleted sections, offer
posing the music to the lyrics of Wolfgang Korngold will
Bron.
good support.
and supervise the score.
Chevalier*

British Equity

Acting ‘Foolish’; Sherek

signed for the tour.

Three

S.,

j

through the northwest and back
through Canada and split-week
stands for another season. But if
the Chicago run is fairly brief, the
comedy will be booked back east
through Canada and wind up in
Boston in the spring of 1954.
Melvyn Douglas, the star, and
all the key players in the cast are

season,
said that “in 99 cases out of 100”
the critics are correct in their verdict, but that when they split
as
they did with “Billy Budd!’ the
theatregoing audience accepts the
negative opinion. Houghton pointed
out that “a unanimous verdict is
exceptional.”

The

Springfield
and
after which it plays a
in
Washington, single

weeks in Dayton, Columbus, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
It lays off pre-Christmas week,
then has single-week dates in Minneapolis and Milwaukee before
ooening Jan. 11, 1954, at the Harris, Chicago, for an extended engagement. If the Chicago run extends into the summer, “Ginger”
may either stick through the hot
weather or may take a hiatus before heading for the Coast and

to

the Mary Chase comedy wobbling along on slim receipts, the
(Continued on page 58)

between

Hartford,
fortnight

A play, to succeed in New York,
“must please three critics, Atkinson of The Times, Kerr of the
Herald Tribune, and Chapman of
the News,”
declared Houghton.
“This is not necessarily because
they are the best critics, although
they may be, but because their palegal holiday, when pers have the largest circulations.”
He thought that “critics are more
Broadway was jammed with entertainment-seeking visitors and vir- apt to be drama reporters than
tually all shows sold out. There was critics. Their first obligation is to
no performance that evening, when the public, their readers. Properly,
business took the traditional holi- the critic should interpret the theday-night slump. No performance atre to the public, rather than the
was played afternoon or evening public to the theatre.” The two
yesterday (Tues.) and the regular notable exceptions of smashes,
on page 58)
( Continued
matinee has been dropped for today (Wed.), but there will be a
performance tonight.
Traditional performance schedule for Bloomgarden’s Other cur-

couple of recent openings and one
tryout, plus the abandonment of

Seal Sadler’s Tour

For Road Trail

Budd” on Broadway

Producer Kermit Bloomgarden,
specializes in unorthodox playing schedules for his shows for

U S.

erlory of the tour is to be definitely
set, as one of main reasons for the

Unorthodox 'Hour

‘Last Supper’

choir.

To

in

David Webster, prez of the Co- another about to go into rehearsal,
vent Garden Trust, due in today has relieved the jam to such an
(Wed.) from London to finalize de- extent that there was ho problem
tails of next season’s U. S. tour finding a suitable house for “Misof the Sadler’s Welles Ballet. Rep-J alliance” on its moveover from the

believed that the craft will be per- make or break a play was debated
by Norris Houghton and Mildred
mitted to remain.
Dunnock on the Skidmore College
"Open Forum” over WGY, Schenectady,
last
week.
Houghton,
playwright-director and associate
editor of Theatre Arts magazine,
insisted that reviewers wield such
influence. Actress argued that they

who

Chautauqua Circuit To

Webster Arriving

The “theatre shortage,” which
was. the talk of Broadway legit
circles a few weeks ago. has practically evaporated. Folderoo of a

City Center.
Fact that two theatre, currently
used as radio studios, will be availSol Hurok, impresario who’s han- able shortly for legit, is expected
dling the U. S. tour, has postponed to be merely incidental, at least
his European trip as result of Web- for the near future. Sudden disster’s arrival.
appearance of the “theatre shortage” was actually in the cards.
Dearth of houses is inevitable on
novel.
Broadway at certain rush periods
Gregory’s option on “Mutiny” is
of the season and is invariably
for a year and a half, but he thinks
brief.
For most of the season
that unless Wouk himself is willBroadway actually has more theaing to do the dramatization there
tres than it needs, as indicated by
would be little use trying to prothe extended dark periods of many
duce it for the stage. He says that
houses.
only Wouk knows and understands
Quick flops of “Maggie” and
the characters and situation of the
“Time Out for Ginger,” which is “Emperor’s Clothes” at the Nationbook. But there may be a question about to get into the black at
the al and Barrymore, respectively,
whether Wouk, who has had spec- Lyceum, N.Y., is already booked
opened up those houses. So “Catacular success as a novelist, would for the road for next fall. Curmino Real” can now come into the
be willing to devote many months rently in its 13th week, the Ronald
former house as scheduled, withto work on a dramatization on spec-' Alexander
comedy has only about out forcing “Maggie” to shove
ulation.
$2;500 still to recoup of its ap- some other show
out elsewhere.
The author’s only play, “The proximately $37,000 production
Similarly, the fold of “Clothes”
Traitor,” was a failure on Broad- cost.
The show, presented by made the Barrymore available
for
way four years ago, although it re- Shepard Traube and Gordon Polthe “Misalliance” transfer from the
ceived generally favorable notices. lock, in association with Don HerCity Center!
shey, was financed at $50,000.
Another such loosening factor
Regardless of whether the play was the tryout
shuttering of “Cercan stick through the summer or tain Joy,”
which had been headed
Here’s a Switch; Actress
has to take a layoff, the tour is to for
the Playhouse, and would have
open Sept. 28 for a full week in
“Berijardine” to vacate.
Defends Critics on Plays; New Haven. Then show solits a forced
With

Citizens’ protests have swamped
She withdrew because of inability
to meet higher rental terms asked city officials since Gould docked
for the property by C. Y. Stevens, his ship last Tuesday (17) on fourwho has also been a silent partner and-a-half feet of sand, but it’s

in the operation of Olney. Stevens
claims the higher rental is justified
by his large investment in the
property. Mrs. Freyman retorts
that the overhead of bigtime summer theatre is now so high that it
would not be sound business to
pay higher rental on the Olney
plant.
Stevens is now offering Olney to
Father Gilbert V. Hartke, head of
(Continued on page 58)

t

Ginger Hot

,

j

Washington, Feb. 24.
Olney Theatre, which built a
name in recent years as one of
the best-known stops on the strawhat circuit for star name touring
plays, will probably drop out of the
summer bigtime this year if, in-

NX Road Folderoos Relieve Jam

‘

feudalism.
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B’way 'Theatre Shortage’ Evaporates;

Adaptation

Paul Gregory’s plans for a stage
production of the court-martial se«
quence from “Caine Mutiny” hinge
on a satisfactory adaptation of now
elist Herman Wouk.
Contrary to
popular impression, such a dramatization would be a major task,
Gregory believes.
Although readers of the bestseller finds the trial sequence of
the book dramatic and self-sustaining, Gregory feels that it would
not stand up without the earlier
establishment of characters and
background. He and Charles Laughton, who directed Gregory’s productions of “Don Juan in Hell,”
adapted-directed his current ‘Mohn
Brown’s Body” and 'would presumably stage “Mutiny,” figure that
it would be a tricky job to inject
the necessary character dimension
and background into the Wo •»

center of the tragedy is the complicated, contradictory figure of
the thinker and humanist, Hamlet, all of whose imaginings about
justice and humanity are shattered as a result of his conflict with
a society where greed, treachery, toadyism and flattery prevail,
and where the oppressor’s wrong, the law’s delay, the insolence of
office are the rule. In ‘Hamlet,’ the dramatist depicts the struggle
of the progressive people of his time against the representatives
of the governing classes, cruel and egotistic plunderers, ready for
any crime for the sake of personal gain.”
Card for “Romeo and Juliet” includes the following notations:
“In spite of the death of the protagonists, in conflict with the brutal social environment, Shakespeare’s tragedy rings with vital optimism. The dramatist succeeds in portraying the triumph of a
lofty and powerful human feeling over the deadening customs of

Catholic U. (Fr. Hartke)

May Hinge

On Wouk’s

Moscow, which never overlooks a cjiance to plug the Commy
Party line, has now found a way to tie it to Shakespeare, reports
the Library of Congress. Library has translated notations which
appear on two of the printed catalog cards of Shakespeare’s plays,
at the Lenin State Library, in Moscow.
The card for “Hamlet” includes the following, notation: “At the

Obey Bam

LEGITIMATE

PfiRltff

ON

ATPAM

Prez

Till

A

in New York could
expect .something like $2,500 as his
end of the stick.

same percentage

A supporting actor here would
normally get somewhere around
$165 weekly, w'hereas in America
(Continued on page 58)

June

Wolfe Kaufman, acting president
of the Assn,

j

i

j

j

j

election.

1

v

j

I

Orr-Denham ‘Age’ Foldo

of Theatrical Press

.

&

Managers since the reCost Its Backers $55,320
cent death of Frank Smith, was
elected to the post last week by the
“Be Your Age,” Mary Orr-Regimembership, to serve until the next nald Denham comedy produced onr
regular general election June 6. ^Broadway recently by Alexander
Abe Enklewitz, acting vice presi- H. Cohen, Joseph Kipness and Mordent, was also retained in that spot ris Bauer, involved a $55,320 loss.
by the membership in the special The venture was financed at $50,Agents

Kaufman and Enklewitz were
appointed pro-tem prez and v.p.
the previous week Jay the union’s
of
following
board
governors,
Smith’s death. The special election
was held Thursday (19) at the regular membership meeting. Nominations for officers and board tti r mbers will be held next April for the
regular election in June.

plus $8,400 overcall. After
withholding $224 for possible contingencies, $2,856 has been returned on the overcall.
Production cost of the show was
$43,222, including $6,000 for the
strawhat tryout last summer at

000,

•

!

.

j

Skowhegan, Me. Philly tryout lost
and the five-performance
run at the 48th Street, N. Y.
dropped another $5,561.

$6,537

—

.

^
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lines, deftness of

1

veh 23

.

,
Ch e ryl „
WauSS^S
(in nssociution
Production ^(in'^sociaUon
-Aio kv
three acts
c'lirvsler. Jr.) of drama in
WalFeatures
TennffieVwiUlams.
0J
Anthony*
Joseph
Fleet.
Van
laSu JQ
.

motion and

make

ance a standout.
His two convict

little

his perform-

pals,

W

-

also

pace. Episodes fluctuate from wild are solid in their roles.
excitement and revelry to tender
Will Kulava, as the father; CerFor
rriiriatfce la skilled manner.
men Mathews, as the mother; Joan
added*' interest, a- portion of the Chandler, the daughter; Nan Mcstaging has the flayers working in Farland. a credit-hungry customer;
the aisles in hectic sequences.
Henry Daniell, the skinflint; Robert
considers*
Single
Eric
"
“ setting covers
^ does, Carroll, the caddish lover, and
Fleming, the handsome lieutenant,
iium a men u^j.u 6 -. ”»•. to a all turn in noteworthy jobs.
doufeJe a pron effect that reaches
Single French Guinea living
audience. Scene af- room set by Boris Aronson is brilfords exceptional latitude in plaj- liantly executed and a definite
in
rc *- There’s a stamp of qual- asset.
ity in the overall physical producIncidental music functions
tion.
Cireat Gesture
importantly in setting moods.:
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
Bone.
Hedgerow Theatre production of drama
|

‘

to

.

koiwl

'incidental

gaih^ production

director.

Annu ow

music. Ecrnardo SeAnderson
associate.

»»

^»!£J: Sflo
* to?

„„

Our^ThoSw
Bard

survivor
Roslta

.A/a

ScKnanoV Fortune

' M,

"~
Henry Silva
•iooephAnthon.v

*
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The

Perscft

Plays on Broadway

Jerome

Cowan and Darren McGavin,

Yftnl

5.

tricks of selling

Town

Plays Out of
C

Wednesday, February 25, 1955

Thentre Guild and Joshua Logan production of comedy-drama in three acts
(four scenes) by William Inge Features
Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule. Peggy ConkStanley, Arthur
lin, EUeen Heckart, Kim
O'ConneU, Ruth McDevitt. Paul Newman.
Directed by Logan; setting and lighting,
Trebor.
Mildred
Jo Mielziner; costumes,
19.
At Music Box Theatre, N. Y., Feb.
nights;
’53; $4.80 top l$6 Friday, Saturday
$7.20 opening).
Helen Potts
5 U i\^£5SSJ

Owens
Bomber
Madge Owens
Flo Owens

Millie

Rosemary Sidney
Alan Seymour

Morr
••

•

s

Janice

MUJer

Ru

-Peggy Conklin
Eileen Heckart

Pau

i

wl

«’
Irma Kronklte
-i
V!
Christine Schoenwalder Elizabeth Wilson
Arthur O Connell
Howard Bevans

by Rodolfo Usigli. Directed
Features Metcalf.
by David Metcalf.
At
Ronald Bishop, Miriam Phillips.
Hedgerow Theatre. Moylan-Rose VaUey,
in three acts

kind of show that occamakes theatregoing an
unforgettable experience, offering
an intensity of emotional impact
no other form of entertainment can
approach.
Hobe.
this is the

l’ienie

sionally

Misalliance
N. Y. City Drama Co. production of
revival in three acta by Bernard
Shaw. Stars Barry Jones, Tamara Geva
Roddy McDowall. Richard Kiley, Dorothy
Sands; features Richard. Purdy, Jan Far.
rand. Jerome Kilty, william Redficld
Staged by CyrU Ritchard. Set by John
Boyt; costumes, Robert Fletcher; production supervisor. Lemuel Ayers. At CUv

comedy

Center, N. Y„ Feb. 18, *53; $3 top.
Bentley Sumraerhays .... Roddy McDowall
Johnny Tarleton
William Redficld
Hypatia Tarleton
Jan Farrand
Mrs. TarletonDorothy Sands

Lord Summcrhays
Richard Purdy
whose “Come Mr.
Inge,
William
Tarleton
Barry Jones
Percival
Richard Kilcy
Back, Little Sheba” drew respect- Lina
Tamara Geva
Feb. 21. '53.
'.*/. ‘
Pa„
Archie
and
AUen
Rita
Saint
Subbcr,
fullGunner
has
Jerome
qhark
1949-50,
Killy
in
Sh “
ful attention
’!!
Thomson presentation of comedy In three
Ba?on
Baron
Picnic,
acts by Sam and Bella Spewack. based on
filled that promise with
written
was
Gesture”
of
Great
Revival
Bernard
'.'•WUUa.m^onart
“The
Shaw’s
rareby
Anges."
the play, “La Cuisine des
MOffiror'
which the Theatre Guild and ly-done “Misalliance” (it was last
fea- by Rodolfo Usigli in 1937, but it
Lady of Legend .•»«•»• . u .iije Patron Albert Husson. Stars Walter Slezalc;
tures Jerome Cowan, Carmen Mathews,
its first Joshua Logan have brought to the
Lady Mulligan
presented here professionally, at
p.^T Johnson Henry DanieU. Directed by Jose Ferrer. was 10 years before it saw Mexico.
Waller
Music Box, N. Y., in a tasteful. the Broadhurst Theatre, in 1917),
Hurd Hatfield Scenery by Boris Aronson: costumes, production in its native
Romantic Poet
*Tn nv^Vomo Lucinda Ballard. At New Parsons, Hart- Hedgerow’s performance is an- moving production. It should have comes as something of a surprise.
Navigator of Fugtivo
ford. Feb. 19. '53; S4.20 top.
Pilot of Fugtivo
^ .
in the U. S. a substantial legit run and rates Old-vintage comedy shows up with
*Giu5: Sandor Felix Ducotel
Will Kuluva nounced as its first
Grotesque Mummer
material,
’nuKp
Jones Amelie Ducotel
.a lot of punch, humor and appeal.
Carmen Mathews and also the first of his plays to as potential film
Market Woman
vfier
Vi»>cner
Joanna
Chandler
Joan
Marie Louise Ducotel
2d Market Woman
The outstanding qualities of It many well prove a sleeper, with
be done in this country, although
.Parker Wilson Mme. Parole
Nan McFarland
Lord MulUgan
its talk already spreading, even beare
playwright.
“Sheba,”
of
established
“Picnic,”
Goldstein
he’s
an
as
.Jennie
Walter Slezak
Gvnw
uypsy
n.ehnr» Bnxlev Joseph
There is considerable good writ- truth and blend of humor and fore last Wednesday's (18) official
es -‘
Esmeralda
Ludwig ^Darren McGavin
Alfred
once- preem, that it might be taken to
Mary Grey Uncle Henri TroChard .... Henry Daniell ing in the piece, which seems to compassion. Just as Lola, the
‘.‘.V.V.
(sometimes pretty heroine of the earlier play, Times Sq. proper for an extended
Volner Paul
Robert CarroU have been carefully
Nurses :* ::::::Aza Bard. Ruth
documented, was' a shallow, pathetic character run, beyond the fortnight skedded
Eric Fleming. over - methodically)
Lieutenant
and the Hedgerow Theatre group with an infinite capacity for love, at the City Center.
First act is slow, overlong and
When “My 3 Angels” nests at the has given it an overall creditable s0 the two principal figures of
There will be considerable dis- Morosco March 11 after a short performance. “Gesture” concerns “picnic” are commonplace, helpless talky, but the next two acts go
mission as to the correct pronun- ou t-of-town tryout flight, it will a frustrated Mexican college pro- people whose instinctive need for with a bang, as Shaw pokes his
usual fun at marriage, the middle
elation of the new Tennessee W u- roos there for quite some time. At fessor, Cesar Rubio, who, through each other precipitates an emo
There
is tional
Although they; class, aristocracy, morality and
explosion.
liams play, “Camino Real.
jq ew Parsons Theatre, preem an odd series of circumstances,
will also be considerable discus- h ere Tlfursday. night (19), comedy confused with J General Rubio, are not admirable, they are pitiful smug respectability. Story, a little reminiscent of “Man and Suslon as to whether or not it merits evidenced a dual personality films one of the s6-called martyrs of and undeniably sympathetic.
and industrial
social
inclusion in the pronounced sue- an(j j e git. xt should do very well in Mexico’s
Much the same is true of all the perman,” concerns the emancicess category.
both-~Gommunications media. Para- revolution of two decades ago. other characters in this amusing pated daughter of a rich, middlebut tender, poigant comedy-drama. class underwear manufacturer who
The fact that it is a severe men- mount already has acquired film Finding himself a national hero
and, at first* conscientiously be- For just as the prifetty older daugh- is affianced to a puny young scion
tal challenge to an audience, in rights.
“Angels” has all the b.o. ingre- lieving he knows the facts under- ter and the primitive, Uncompre- of the titled British aristocracy,
order to wring from, its overall
he finally hending former college football and who spies another, likelier
content the full import of the sub- dients. It is topline in writing, act- lying the revolution,
perspective and, in the star are drawn to each other by specimen and pursues him till she
stance placed there by its author, ing, direction,, etc. Opening night loses his
beloved their common sense of inadequacy, gets him. On this slim thread,
his
and
himself
ruins
end.
tightenminor
recepneed
for
showed
the
indicates that the ultimate
understand the real loneliness and inarticulateness, the Shaw weaves some amusing situation will be governed by the ratio ing and rewriting, usual ailment family who
{dots*
stimulashow,
new
with
a
others are mediocre but intensely tions and some hilarious bits, to
of playgoers who look for
The . subject-matter will, of human individuals with a sort Of make the comedy sparkle as if it
“Angels” is currently a success
tion rather than straight entertainfaraway
and
strange
seem
course,
of
under
tag
boards
Paris,
on
the
blind but admirable capacity for were written yesterday instead of
ment in their theatrical fare.
“
Cuisinedes Anges.” Show is to American playgoers, and actu- enduring their humdrum existence. almost a half-century ago.
That the play affords stimulation La
ally “The Great Gesture” is right
compact
more
reported
Ughter
Gifted direction and a prize cast
Although it contains vigorous
of the mental processes is unquesthan the Paris version, although now just where it belongs being action, “Picnic” is what’s kno.wn are reasons for the revival’s suctioned. That it presently stresses
first-class art thepresented
a
by
have
toned
Bella
Spewack
Sam
and
Cyril Ritchard’ has staged
in the trade as a “mood piece.” cess.
that factor a bit too potently in
down the French farcical treat- atre group. Author Usigli must That is. it’s more concerned with the comedy with a great deal of
laying its symbolism before an aument. For Walter Slezak, it marks have enjoyed the performance
skill and style, and a perfectlyCharand
situation
atmosphere,
dience* also is unquestioned.
David
of
a return to the legit fold aftel’ sev- here, especially the work
The chosen ensemble of actors carries
Just as certain playgoers en- era i y ears as a filmster.
Metcalf (who also does a sensitive acter than with actual story.
small town in Kansas, it over with gusto. Barry Jones is
joyed the brutal overtones of WilComedy adds another feather to directorial job), Miriam Phillips locale is a adjacent
households of choice as the epigram-spouting,
where two
liams’ “Streetcar Named Desire,” Jose Ferrer’s cap. He’s done a and Ronald Bishop.
Waters.
underwear tycoon
women lead a routine existence. book-learned
and missed the main threaa of masterful job in directing, successThe arrival of a virile, misfit young not above a bit of philandering.
Blanche’s mental deterioration, so fully bridging the skilled writing
April
I
ignites
the romantic Dorothy Sands, as his prosaic,
ex-athlete
will certain onlookers at “Real” of the Spewacks to grade-A acting.
Kenneth Banghart and Diana Green
bourgeois wife, and Jan Farrand,
enjoy various highlights without Per his usual custom, he’s sur- production of comedy in three acts by instincts of the feminine communi- as
the independent daughter, are
full appreciation of the underlying rounded himself with a more than George Batson. Stars Constance Bennett. ty, however, and by the time the
Luther Martin Kenett: setting. emotional eruption has subsided, excellent support.
Staged
by
content.
adequate cast.
Robert O'Hearn; lighting. Klaus Holm;
Roddy McDowall gives a fine imrecall
for
beyond
has
changed
life
Court
At
Staged as a series of vignets
Chemis.
Jay
From opening to closing curtain, special music.
personation of a spoiled young
which segue from one to the next the three-acter moves at a lively, Square, Springfield, Mass., Feb. 19, 53; everyone involved.
aristocrat; William Redfield is a
top.
,
accompaniment of an- healthy pace. Slightly overlong $3.60
to the
Picnic” is a beautiful play and gem
Louise Larabee
Bella
as the stuffy son of the mer...John Baragrey it is superlatively done. Co-prodnouncement from a sort of ab- first and third acts were on the Val Corbett
chant-king; Richard Kiley is propHerbert Evers
breviated narrator, the- play mir- schedule for chopping and tighten- Tony Poole
directed
who
has
also
Helen Raymond ucer Logan,
Ashley
Mrs.
erly
pompous as the young swell
rors a group of predominately un- ing.
Constance Bennett the show, has achieved an extraElsa Ashlev
Jerome
Marjorie Peterson ordinarily authentic flavor in the who must be proper; and
savory characters assembled in the
“Angels” deals with the efforts Phyllis Lundgren
Kilty
is first-rate as a badgered
square of an ostensibly Mexican of an honest but fumbling Frenchplaying. Although occasional pasOne of the characters in this play sages lag somewhat, the general clerk out to avenge the family
town bordering on the desert. The man, who tries to run a general
honor. Tamara Geva, as an aerialmotley crew includes the owner of store in the prison colony in French has a line, “He who hesitates, pace seems expressive and the key
ist dropping out of the sky (from
the Class Hotel on one side of the Guinea. He’s enriched with the misses the boat.” It could be a scenes are expertly pointed.
a plane) at the very end of the
”
a
square, the proprietor of a dive love of his wife and daughter, but subtitle, for “I Found April
The director has also gotten
imacross the way, a gypsy fortune nothing else.
modern comedy-farce on the so- memorable performances from the first act, gives the play thethere
petus needed to roll on from
teller-madam and her daughter
Fate in the form of a hard- phisticated side, sails unevenly individual players. For example,
hilariously, with a gifted portrayfor hire, a penniless gentleman of boiled, money-hungry, sly and un- through three acts of choppy dia- Ralph Meeker gives plausibility
al of a worldly-wise femme fatale.
fortune and his feminine love, an scrupulous owner of the store
log and founders for want of some and dimension to the role of the
Richard Purdy, as a smooth nobleex-champ pug, a romantic poet, is about to beach the family. The place to go.
crude young visitor. Without gloss- man, rounds out an ace cast.
and an assortment of loan sharks, nephew of moneybags turns out to
Under constant revision since it ing over the worthlessness and
Robert Fletcher’s costumes are
bums, native dancers and hangers be a caddish lover who is more in- opened in Kansas City and St. clumsy destructiveness of the
John Boyt’s set
on.
terested in his uncle’s wealth 'than Louis last spring, it still lacks a character, he somehow brings out eye-catching, while
of a terrace of a country home is a
Weaving these characters in and in his chick’s heart.
amount
no
line,
and
clear story
its futility and makes it sympaBron.
strong
asset.
out of his typewriter keys, WilFate again in the person of of flip dialog, which brought guf- thetic.
liams comes up with a tale that three convicts of the penal colony faws from first-nighters* can hide
As
the
local
belle
with
painful
a
oscillates between many brackets —Calces a hand and thwarts im- the fact that it adds up to little
Franklin GUbert Sc John Fearnley pro*
the more than a series of amusing and realization of her own limitations,
of human behavior. There is the pending injustice to both
Japice Rule gives a beautiful por
duction of musical In two acts (nine
facet of giving up a treasured pos- Frenchman and his daughter. Heart riot-so-amusing sketches.
Barrie's coin*
trayal of a subtle part. Her playing scenes), based on James M. Khows.
wdh
session for something else and of the play is a paradox wherein
“Whnt Every Woman
edy,
It gives Constance Bennett a
and lyrics
then not wanting that something the three convicts via the murder chance to display an extensive, chic starts with deceptive simplicity but book by Hu eh Thomas, musicPaul,
Keith
builds to a sensitive, affecting by William Roy. Stars Betty
else when we get it. There is the and swindle route
see that justice wardrobe in her role as a pianistAndes, Odette MyrtU; features Bramwell
climax in the important scenes.
intense desire to flee from life’.n is done.
Fletcher, Celia Upton. John Hoyt, Frank
composer who got burned on one
^
Knnf.
Kim Stanley gives an emphatic Maxwell, James Broderick. Alicia
unpleasantries but not knowing* of
Most of the show belongs to the marriage and isn’t keen about tryKathryn Lee. Marc Platt. Directed by
a better place to go. There is the portly Slezak. Vet actor offers
ing again, despite two persistent, performance in the rewarding role Michael Gordon; scenery and costumes.
of an intelligent 3roung tomboy Raoul Pene duBols; choreography* J“"2
urg6 for illicit bodily contact and warm, tehder rendition of a con- eligible suitors.
additional dances staged by Paul
the sense of shame once that con- vict-swindler. His effective punchA slow, ponderously conversa- jealous of her prettier but inher- Graham;
GodkLnd; lighting. Peggy Clark; musical
tact has been acquired. These and
tional first act with minus action ently less fortunate sister. Eileen direction. Maurice Levine; orchestrations.
t
f
Walker; dance arrangements. Dean
similar tangents point up Williams
could well send the less patient Heckart offers a heartrending por-, Don
Fuller; production associate, Harry Zevln.
ay a
Fest Sets heading for the exits without caras a keen observer of what nlakes
At- National Theatre, Feb. 10, '53; $7.20
r lrl
s P irJ?^hood.
Peggy top ($9.60 opening).
people tick
what happened next. Second
„
2d Annual Get-Together ing
Bramwell Fletcher
Alick W.vlle
Dialog hits an interesting range
act picks Up, with more movement,
James BroderloK
James Wylie
that goes from hep chatter to
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
Frank Maxwell
and third concerns itself exclusive- ^ a ^! e ln ..^ e incompletely defined David Wylie
ty
beautifully poetic lines. Inciden
Second annual ANTA-Monterey ly with the hoary old gag on who- part of the worried mother of the Maggie Wylie
*m! Andes
Andl's
Keith
two young girls, but she makes the John Shand
tally, wordage is aimed directly at Festival will be held in the Peninslept-in-t h i s-apartment-last-nightHenry Hamilton
Prof, Dybols
character credible.
pew-holders from time to time for sula city on two successive week- and-what-happened.
Mrs. MacLaughlln ....... Jenny Lou T«i'V
In other featured parts, Arthur Mme. Marstonne
Ortette Myru
novel aside effect.
ends April 24-26, and May 1-3, acStar is easy and assured. She
O’Connell is amusing but moving Sybil Tenterdon
Cast has given this complex
cording to F. Cowles Strickland, made a good impression here, as
Gene Hollmaim
script fine interpretation. As the
as a dazed bridegroom; Ruth Mc- Williams
Venables
did
Helen
'** ohn x>Pdt
Raymond
as a peremally
Marc Platt
ex-pug who cleared out on his wife chairman of the Theatre Council
is ingratiating as the neigh- Shand (in ballet)
young dowager who goes looking Devitt
J>ficia Krug
bor who appreciates having a man Maggie (in ballet)
when his fighting days were over, Program Committee.
Kathry
for
the
April of her youth around
(in ballet)
The Monterey Special Event
;;-,,
u 0 n^
rather than saddle her with an inaround the house, and Paul New- Sybil
Gene HoUman, HeniV
will
undertake full every corner. Title derives from man registers as an ineffectual local Porters
valid, Ell Wallach does an effective Committee
Hamilton. Oran Osbum
Haul Ukena
job. Jo Van Fleet lends tragic ap- financial responsibility for the Fes- the bestseller by John Baragrey, scion. Also Reta Shaw and Eliza- Conductor
bcou.
Marlon Lauer. Jan Ruben
Singers;
peal to a consumptive role, and tival and the Theatre Council for who is supposed to know all about beth Wilson are realistic as profes- Joanne
Splller. Gloria Van Dorpe.
Joseph Anthony adds good tliesp- Northern California and Nevada women, but has trouble snaring the sion-conscious schoolteachers, and Busch, John Ford, Henry Hamilton. Gene
Oran
McCracken,
E,
James
HoUmann.
ing as her romantic interest. Jen- will select the program of produc- one he wants.
Morris Miller is properly obnoxiOsbum, Paul Ukena,
Baragrey makes a nice appear- ous
nie Goldstein cashes in strongly as tions to be presented by the 35
as an impudent newspaper boy.
Dancers:. Adele Aroh.- -Sura/
ance, and gathers confidence as
Nata
the gypsy and Barbara Baxley reg- member organizations.
Jo Mielziner’s single setting, Jeanne Jones, Patti Kirkallts, Cell. J«W)
play moves along,
Ann Saber; J. Corky NUlo, B
isters as her sexy daughter. Frank
ANTA-Monterey Festival last word. Herbert Evers ifis that’s the comprising two drab frame houses Ruby
Alan Howard, David
Silvera makes an excellent hotel
handsome and a sun-drenched plot of lawn, George.
St. Clair. Keith Willis.
year had a two-fold purpose; to enough to be the
owner and Hurd Hatfield has a
film bobbysox is brilliantly suggestive of seedy
good scene as the romantic poet. acquaint theatregoers and partici- rave he portrays, but diffidence in- middleciass respectability and MilSince practically everything eho
The large troupe does well, even pants in the community theatre dicates that he, like the play, isn't dred Trebor’s costumes project on the shelf has been used, it was
movement
on
what
being
done
was
too
sure
of
what’s
to the bits.
going to happen smalltown mediocrity.
perhaps inevitable that someone
Director Elia Kazan has jig- outside their purlieus, and to at- next.
“Picnic’* is an obvious prospect would try to make a musical
tract
attention
to
the
beauties
of
lawed his individual scenes into an
Louise Larabee is crisp and for prize honors, and it should “What Every Woman Knows.
overall pattern
that emphasizes the Monterey Peninsula as a r»- efficient as Girl Friday to Miss provide a boost for. the careers of it takes more than just a hoofc 10
r
4 wide variety at a consistently rapid tential for summer vacal'vn*:.
(Continued on page 60)
(Continued on page 60)
virtually everyone involved. For
’ .*
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This Guys* Slipping!
Herman Sartorius, a New

Show Finances

York stockbroker and patron

“CALL ME MADAM”
(As of Feb. 14, ’53)
Original investment (including $25,000 overcall)

Production
Profit on Broadway (Oct. 12, ’50, to May
Profit on tour (May 5, ’52, to date).

$225,000

cost

29L758
3, ‘52)

. .

...»

573,412
224*179
747,875
25^82^
23,896

*

Distributed profit tq date
Bonds and deposits

Balance

Balance

and

in Paris, making
the various trips by plane. He
has tickets for the Gershwin
lastly

scheduled

opening

March 10

(As Of Feb. 7, ’53)
Original investment (including $25,000 overcall)

Distributed profit to date
Bonds and deposits
Cash reserve

openings in Chicago, Washington, .Vienna, Berlin, London,

$125,000
124 000
54^760

’52)

3*771
30^000
15,300
10,000
3,231

...

available

at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.
However, he missed the revival’s Pittsburgh opening last

summer.

Metop Readies

“WISH YOU WERE HERE”

11,350,000

(As of Jan. 24, ’53)
Original investment (including $50,000 overcall)
Capital returned

Tour

Bonds and deposits
Cash reserve

The Metropolitan Opera has set
an extensive itinerary for its am
nual spring tour, one of the most
impressive treks iri its 68-year his55,779' tory.
Tour will run seven weeks,
89,602 same as last year, with 56 perform18,000 ances to be given (as against last
It will take in 16
20,000 season’s 55).

Balance available

51,602

$300,000
300,000
251,588
204,904

Production cost
Gross for last four weeks
Profit for last four weeks
Total profit (June 25, ’52, to date)

15 states (two Canadian
included), and cover about
7,500 miles.

cities
cities

in

Gross

may

the Met’s

Inside Staff-Legit

hit

share

$1,350,000, with
probably around

$1,005,000. (Last year, Met's take
was $936,000). The Met hopes to
make a 10% profit of out the tour,
but all the cost estimates, or even
the top in various towns, aren’t

to Set Wilmington B. 0. Record,

But House

May

Merely Break Even

Coward Propping $75 Top

Although “South Pacific” was a
complete sellout a week ago for its
forthcoming engagement March 914 at the Playhouse, Wilmington,
the theatre

Charity Show; SeieksKaye on

is

figuring

<

bers of a U. S. contingent at a special midnight charity matinee at
the London Palladium, week before the Coronation. Event, which
is
being held May 28, is being
jointly arranged by the Actors Orphanage and JNF Charitable Trust.
Noel Coward, now vacationing
in Jamaica, is seeking top Broad-

way and Hollywood

artists,

croft,

bill

John

Gielgud,
Vivien Leigh,

show a

give the

guarantee.

stiff

Playhouse has rarely played mushows in previous seasons, but

sical

recently grossed $28,000, a new
house record, for a full week with
“Paint Your Wagon,” at $4.80 top
Monday-Wednesday
nights
and
$5.40 for the final three nights.

That was almost capacity. For the
and “South Pacific” stand the scale will
be the steepest in the house’s history, with a top of $5.40 MondayWednesday nights an $8 ThursdaySaturday nightsu Management has
also arranged to put in about 50-60

will include Frank
Sinatra, who will be on a British
concert tour at the time, and Fred
Astaire. From the American colony currently in Britain, Wilbur
Evans and his wife, Suzanna Foster, have agreed to appear.
Big lineup of British theatricalnames already set includes Coward, Jack Buchanan, Peggy Ash-

hopes the

Laurence

chairs, so the gross for the engagement may reach nearly $40,000.
With only a single, small ad announcing the “South Pacific” booking, the theatre was swamped with
mall orders and all six evenings

Hermione were sold out at once. Saturday
Gingold, Kay Hammond, Anna matinee went clean a couple of
Diana Wynynrd, Edith days later and the Wednesday aftNeagle,
Evans, Marika de Riviera and Rob- ernoon performance was entirely
ert Morley. Top admission tab will taken by the middle of last week.
be $75. Cheaper price seats at $3 Mail has continued to pile in, howand $1.50 will be allocated by bal- ever, and the house management
lot.
has had a problem about it.
Even at a $40,000 gross, the duPont company, which owns and opFiasco
‘Wrestling’ Check
erates the Playhouse, figures on
just about coming out even on the
Olivier,

Throws Hyams

'

No

Femme

Am

.

Camden

Bow

“South Pacific” engagement, since
had to give unusually liberal
terms to get the show. “South Pacific” normally plays much larger
theatres and auditoriums and on
the conventional terms couldn’t
pay expenses from its share of a
it

$40,000 gross.

The duPont firm is
show on such, a
figures the

merstein musical will be a prestige
item for the house. Also, duPont
operates- the Playhouse at least
partly as an employee-relations
project, and company execs reason
that “South Pacific”
such a campaign.*

is

a natural in

Off-B’way Springboard

For Talent, Not Plays;
Page, Ghostley Latest
Off-Broadway theatre in New
York is 'proving to be more of a
testing ground for new talent than
for new plays. Count on productions brought up to Times Sq. from
off -Broad way tryouts in the past
few years is practically nil. However, some of the talent showcased
via these semi-pro offerings has
come along in show biz, in a few
instances rating as b.o. draws.

Top off-Broadway graduate

list

represented in legit,
include Geraldine Page, Walter (Jack) Palance,
Alice Ghostley, Dorothy Greener
and Kim Stanley. Miss Page,
most recent addition to the roster,
drew sock notices last summer for
her role in the still-running Greenwich Village production of “Summer and Smoke,” which led to her
current star billing (and just as
sock professional notices) in the
Broadway presentation of “Midcurrently
films

and

Summer”

niteries

(Vanderbilt).

Palance was spotted off-Broad-

way

in

“The Silver

Tassie,” pre-

sented in 1949 by the Interplayers
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y. From there
he went on to a featured role in
20th-Fox’s “Panic in the Streets,”
and more recently has appeared
in support of Joan Crawford in
RKO’s “Sudden Fear.” Latter role
tagged him for' recent Academy
Award nomination in the best supporting actor category.
During
1951 he had a featured part in the
Broadway production of “Darkness
'

Noon.”
Singer-comedienne Miss GhostJey, currently appearing in “New
Faces of 1952” at the Royale, N. Y.,
and also doubling into the Bon
at

Works

Soir, Greenwich Village nitery, was
spotted off-Broadway about three
years ago in a revue labeled “Of
Sugar and Spice,” presented at the
Carl Fisher Hall. Show was written, produced and directed by her
keyboard-apeomnitery
present
panist. G. Wood.

Shows

—

•

—

.

it

glad to get

setup, howRodgers-Ham-

the*

ever, as

.

3

management

just about breaking even on the
London, Feb. 24.
deal.
Explanation is that, because
Kaye’s forthcoming of the spot’s limited capacity 1,223
If Danny
British film commitment permits, seats, of which only 535 are on the
he will be one of the leading mem- lower floor), the house has had to

Backers of “Can-Can,” the Cy Feuer-Ernest H. Martin production
of the Cole Porter-Abe Burrows musical, include Marjorie Thorsen
Bernal, M-G story ed, $750; Ira Bruce Bernstein, Feuer-Martin casting
director, $750; Rebecca Brownstein, Actors Equity attorney, $750; known yet. All dates are guaranteed
Joseph J. Cohn. Metro exec, $4,500; Phyllis Dukore, Feuer-Martin pro- at a higher minimum than last year,
duction assistant, $750; Armand S. Deutsch, Metro producer, $3,000; with an $18,000 minimum a perfor Loss;
co^producer Feuer, $9,000; Anthony Brady Farrell, producer-theatre formance against a percentage.
owner, $12,000; Arthur Freed, Metro producer, $6,000; Max Gordon, With increased prices this season,
producer, $750; Helen Markel Herrmann, mag author, $750; Oscar the Met can take in $18,000 a perPlans It for Next Fall
Katz, CBS exec, $750; Mrs. Edward Kook, wife of the Century Lighting formance in N. Y., so why tour for
Barry Hyams, who
Pressagent
Alfred
Levy,
Julia
E.
Loesser,
exec, $6,000;
TV producer, $3,000;*
less, say execs.
abruptly called off scheduled remother of songsmith Frank Loesser, $1,500; Louis A. Lotito, theatre
Touring costs have increased hearsals of Dorothy Monet's “The
exec, $6,000; Mrs. Jo Mielziner, wife of the scene designer, $6,000; coRailroading,
since last season.
last week
producer Martin, $6,000; Ella MacKenna Friend Mielziner, mother of which amounted to $150,000 in *52, Wrastling and the Fall”
when the major portion of the
M-G exec Kenneth MacKenna and of Jo Mielziner, $750; Barron Polan, will be about $165,000
this year. show’s financing fell through, now
agent, $1,500; Manie Sacks, RCA Victor v.p., personally, $12,000; at- “Costs can’t
go up much more,”
his producer bow
torney Morris M. Schrier, representing Music Corp. of America, $18,- says Met tour coordinator Francis figures to make
with the play next fall.
000; producer Arthur {Schwartz, $6,000; Shirley Eder Slotkin, ex-deejay- Robinson, “or we'll have to stop
He explains the monetary fiasco
columnist, $750; Charles Vanda, TV exec, $1,500; Charles Vidor, pic
touring altogether. Our profits are by saying that two checks for $18,director, $6,000; William H. Weintraub, ad agency topper, $6,000, and
less and less.”
300 and $64,800, respectively, could
Paul Winkler, publisher of Paris Samedi Soir, $1,500. “Can-Can” is
Tour opens in Cleveland April not be certified because of insufficapitalized at $300,000.
Both checks were
Cleveland gets eight perform- cient funds.
13.
ances; Boston, nine; Washington, given him by the same individual,
Mavis Ray, who recreated Agnes de Mille’s original choreography four; Atlanta, four; Birmingham, a New Yorker active in realty deals
for the London edition of “Paint Your Wagon,” is understood to have two; Memphis, two; Dallas, four, and an occasional backer of legit
accepted the assignment only after receiving an okay from Miss de Houston, two; Oklahoma City, one; shows some years ago, Hyams has
Mille. According to word from London, Miss Ray was sought to proDes Moines, one; Minneapolis, four; been informed.
vide the dances for. the Alan Jay Lemer-Frederick Loewe musical, but Bloomington, Ind., two; Lafayette,
“Wrastling” was budgeted at
was reluctant to accept because reports in 'West End legit-terp circles Ind., one; Rochester, N. Y., one; $90,000, including $15,000 for rewere that Miss de Mille was not being paid a royalty for Jack Hylton's Montreal, four, and Toronto, seven. serve, and rehearsals were to have
British edition of the show, although her dances had been a hit in the Toronto had only four shows last started last Wednesday (18), with
original Broadway production. However, after arrangements had been
year.- Top will run from $7.20, in Uta Hagen directing a cast includmade to pay Miss de Mille a royalty from the West End production. some cities, to $12 in Washington. ing Robert Preston, Viveca LindMiss Ray agreed to recreate the ballets for the show, with billing to Toronto showings, at the 12,500- fors, Joan Loring, Art. Smith, Mithat effect. Miss de Mille's royalty is understood coming out of the seat Maple Leaf Gardens, will be chael Rasumny, Edna Thomas and
authors' percentage of Lemer and Loewe, who arranged the London at
Rod Steiger. Hyams now figures
$10 top.
deal with Hylton.
on starting again from scratch to
finance the venture, and meanwhile
‘Emperor's Clothes,'* George Tabori drama which folded Saturday Laughton to Star in ’53-’54 is studying what action to take on
the bounced checks.
(21) at the Ethel Barrymore, N. Y., was the subject of a couple of un.Unless he ultimately succeeds in
usual display ads during its brief run. First of the two was taken by
Readings getting
IT
Play;
the required coin and actuproducers Robert Whitehead and the Playwrights Co. a couple of days
adaptor-direcLaughton,
Charles
ally producing the Moriit play,
after the opening, to quote from some of the critics* notices and “regretfully announce” the play's closing. It was explained that White- tor of “John Brown’s Body,” plans Hyams will sustain a severe finanhead, who reportedly proposed taking the ad, felt that the drama was to star in a Broadway show next cial k)ss, as he has already rpent
considerable on the project.
too significant and impressive to be allowed to fold without a gesture.
season. Neither Laughton nor Paul
Also, he wanted to express the management's appreciation to the cast,
who
is to produce it, will
Gregory,
which it felt gave the show a fine performance. Other display ad was
reveal the play’s title, on the
Gen. Mgr.
Lone
taken last week by Alexander Paal, Hungarian-born indie film proground that the deal for the rights
ducer as a “personal contribution” for his friend, Tabori, the author.
Rose Goldstein, general manager
is not clinched. However, they say
everyone
“Like
It was addressed to the “Clothes” company and stated,
for producer Jule Styne, is the
the show will be a conventional
only femme on Broadway with that
else, I cheered your wonderful play last night. Your show must, go on.”
production with scenery and cosGertrude Macy, co-prostatus.
tumes, rather than a barestage ofWhile a $50,000 down payment is the binder to Charles K. Feldman’s fering like “John Brown’s Body” ducer xvith Walter Starcke of “I
has been personal
Camera,”
a
George
author,,
the
Itch,”
“7-Year
screen
rights
to
purchase of the
or last season’s “Don Juan in Hell.”
and business manager for KathAxelrod, doesn’t want to start getting paid until Jan. 31, 1956, and thereis continLaughton
Meanwhile,
some years, but
for
Cornell
arine
after. That’s the starting line for the film version’s release, and Axeluing his one-night of readings of has never had the general manrod has arranged for his 60% author’s share of the’ $255,000 purchase
his weekly tele- ager title.
For
classics.
the
of “Hazel
Opening
price to be spread over three years from that date. Courtney Burr and
vision series of similar readings, Flagg” recently gave Miss GoldElliott Nugent, the producers, likewise are spreading their 40% slice
star now has a supply of 100 stein two productions to handle, as
the
over two years, but from now on. Irving P. Lazar agented the deal.
stanzas available for local sponsor- she was already in charge of the
Producer-director Billy Wilder is in on the Feldman package and will
ship. With that backlog he will be revival of “Pal Joey,” also prefunction ditto on the “Itch” film transmutation. ^
able to go to England and the Con- sented by Styne in partnership
tinent this .summer for vacation with Anthony B. Farrell.
A1 Rosen, company manager of “The Country Girl,” told columnists and a few platform appearances,
Prior to becoming Styne’s g,m.,
last week in Pittsburgh, Where the Clifford Odets drama was playing at and feels free to plan the Broad- Miss Goldstein was a production
the Nixon, that he is dickering with Christine Jorgenson to tour for way legit stint for next fall.
assistant on “Make a Wish,” prohim next season with Rose La Rose, burlesque star, and Edmund Lowe
duced by Styne, Harry Rigby and
in “Mary Had tf Little.” This is the play Rosen had on the road sevAlexander H, Cohen. Before that
Editor’sDrama
eral seasons kgo for 92 weeks, and made^money on every stand. Lowe
she was on Sylvia Siegler’s staff
and Mary Brian co-starred in it then, Rosen said he had guaranteed
for the Show-of-the-Month Club,
Gets Local Jersey
Miss Jorgenson a sizable salary against a percentage, and had been
after serving as production aide for
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
assured by her reps that offer was being seriously considered.
Lee Sabinson and Anthony B.
com“Last Edition,” newspaper
Farrell. Her first job in legit was
John
by
acts
three
in
edy-drama
with Alfred Bloomingdale, who has
maus” for the first time. “Regina,”
asst, city editor of the since left the business.
Ramsay,
P.
seasons
few
a
Broadway
Fresh
on
to Spark
done
had
CourieriPost,
J.)
(N.
Camden
ago, will appear for the first time
its premiere by the Playcrafters
N.Y. City Opera Season in any opera repertoire.
Equity
in nearby Merchantville, N. J., last
Strauss’ “Der Rosenkavalier” arid
Three works will be added to the Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The Medi- Saturday (21). Play got good audi(Feb. 23-Mar. 8)
repertory for the spring season of um” are being revived after a few ence reception.
Lenox Hill
Finian’s Rainbow
Mrs. Charles R. Cotton, Jr. of
the N. Y. City Opera Co., at City season’s absence. Season will open
directed a cast of Playhouse, N. Y. (25-1); DeWitt
Center, N. Y., March 19 through March 19 with a double-bill, Bar- Merchantville,
Frieda Fish- H. S., Brblix, N. Y. (6-7).
agent
York
New
17.
and
‘Castle”
“Bluebeard's
May 3. Org will offer Rossini’s tok's
Bryant
Man and Superman
handling the play profes“La Cenerentola,” Blitzstein's “Re- Ravel's "L’Heure Espagnole,” with bein is
H. S., Queens, N. Y. (27-28).
sionally for Ramsay.
gina” and Strauss’ “Die Fleder- Tullio Serafin conducting.

way
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‘S. P.’

of the arts, is figured to be
the No. 1 fan for “Porgy and
Bess.” After attending the Dallas premiere of the BPhvins
Davis-Robert Breen revival last
summer, ‘he was so enthusiastic
that he also went to the show’s

opera’s

“POINT OF NO RETURN”
Production cost
Profit on Broadway (Dec. 13, ’51, to Nov. 22,
Profit on tour (Nov. 24, ’52, to date)

LEGITIMATE

Pfi&IETY

f

comedienne,
Another
Mis*
(Continued on page 58)

Wednesday, February 25* 1953

*2 T-T,

LK€ITIMAT1

Sft

formed because he showed us the live-audience

Legit Bits
With pressagent Art Levy ill last closes at the Htfnry Miller, N. Y.,
week., producer Shepard xYf f*be .compaity^anager Chandes Sweet
leave for a European vacation,
subbed as advance man fo^* the
touring “Bell, Book and Candle.”
Max AUentuck, who was com“Emperor’s
Terry Fay, casting director for Up*ny ^ananager of
producer Robert Whiteheadt J^fi^othei.t. wilj have a similar asWife of the latter’s generakffifeKi-g p fa|m
with “MLssalliance” when
ager, Oscar Oleson, is an expectant jt moves next week from the N. Y.
mother . . . Marian Graham is city Center -to the Ethel Barrypressagenting “Fifth Season” asjipqre for a commercial -run. Phil
sub for Bernard Simon, who Bloom continues as pressagent for
planed Monday (23) to Arkansas,
show which will have a $4.30
where his father is seriously ill top
Seymour Milbert is pro. , . Irving Ravetch, author of “Cerduction stage manager and Thomatain Joy,” planed back to the jan stage manager for “Caminc
Coast over the weekend after the T?T
Producer Jack Segasture
e al”^"
’
Play folded during its Philly toy- j£
late^ln
e
out. The produebon involved a
Marcll after tw0 years ot Army
loss of about $53,000.
service in Korea . . . Jack Potter
Robert Breen, director and co- b as taken over as company manaproducer of “Porgy and Bess,” ger 0 f “Bernardine,” suceeding
may return to the U. S. ahead of j Morry Efron, who moves over for
the company, which closes its a similar stint with the touring
Paris stand Saturday (28> and is “Male Animal,” for which Joe
due March 10 at the Ziegfeld, N. Y. Shea will be advance man.
... Michael Abbott and Bonnie
Teresa Wright and Victor Jory
Alden, Who have formed a legit are co-starring in a stock presentaproduction partnership, plan to tion of “Bell, Book and Candle,”
start the enterprise with an inti- which opened last night (Tues.) at
Begin”
mate revue, "Before
Sombrero Playhouse. Phoenix.
... Pat Harris leaves tomorrow the
Dongles Dick and Cora Wither(Thurs.» for Hollywood to open an spoon are featured.
office of the Olga Lee-HarrisActress Virginia Card’s English
Draper talent agency, tying in adaptation of “Carmen” has been
with the William B. White office skedded bv John Kennedy and
on the Coast
Paul Beisman, of the St. Louis
New York legit-TV actor Frank Muny Opera, for the last week in
tenor
appearing
in
a
Dobbs
Cassidy,
. Andrew McKinley,
July .
Ferry (N. Y.) Players production seen on Broadway in “The Consul”
They
stumbled
engaged
“See
How
Run,”
of
as the Magician, has been
and fell onstage last Sunday night by the Metropolitan Opera, and
(22* and sustained several broken will make his debut as Prince
Godunov”
ribs . . . Reginald Denenholz is Shuiski
“Boris
in
subbing as pressagent, with Irvin March 6.
Dorfman, for “Love of Four ColoBarbara Cook, playing one of
nels” and “Evening with Beatrice the principal roles in “Lady Be
Lillie” this week and next while Good,” which will open a threeNat Dorfman .vacations in Florida week run tonight (Wed.) at the
. . . Diana Lynn has replaced Dawn
Colonial Playhouse, Albany, had
Addams in the upcoming “Horses the ingenue lead in “Flahooley” on
in Midstream.”
Broadway last season.
t
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.

.
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Willard Merrill, formerly sales
rep of station WOOD-TV, Grand
'Rapids, has joined the jDobbs Ferry
(N. Y.) Players as pressagent . . .
Lei and Hayward, who. tried recently to get a release from his
$250,000 contract to produce a
single-shot, -two-hour tele program
fo* Ford, but was nixed by the
motor firm, returned last week
from the Coast, where he was lining up, stars for the stanza.
Kevin McCarthy and Richard
Newton have succeeded British
-

.

.

.

this

Director ‘and co-producer

Joshua Logan cut 10-15 minutes
9

out of “Picnic” after last week’s
smash opening . . . Susan Hight, a
singer in “Two’s Company,” takes
over next week as Miss Sarah, the
“mission doll” in . the Broadway
production of “Guys and Dolls,”
who
succeeding
Isabel
Birley,
leaves for a leading part in “Me
and Juliet,” the new Rodgers-Hammerstein show.
Ben Kornxweig, who has been
associate to pressagent Ben Washer
on “Deep Blue Sea” and the
incoming
“Camino Real,” has
switched to Richard Maney and
associate Frank Goodman in handling “Moon Is Blue,” “Children's
Hour,” “Dial
for Murder” and
the incoming “Horses in Midstream.” Howard Newman will he
ahead of “Deep Blue Sea” on tour
. . . Cast of “Hazel Flagg” recorded the musical over the weekend
for RCA-Victor
Blair Walliser
will partner with William I. Kaufman and Eugene Paul in the production of the John Fuller comedy,
“Pink Elephant,” which Harry Ellerbe will stage, with Arthur Cantor the pressagent . . . Manage-

M

.

’

.

of “On Borrowed Time” is
giving a birthday party at Sardi’s
today (Wed.) for Victor Moore,
star of the revival, whose 76th
birthday was yesterday (Tues.).

Marshall Jamison

is assistant di-

rector on “Picnic,” with Joseph
Curtis production assistant to director and co-producer Joshua
Logan, John Harvey assistant to
scenic,
designer
Jo
Mielziner,
James Miller company manager,
Leo Freedman pressagent, Abner
Klipstein associate, Betty Lee Hunt
press assistant, Alan Anderson
production stage manager and
Scott Jackson stage manager
.

j
!

f

jj

(
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has influenced direction in
country quite considerably,
which is all for the good at the
English theatre.

.

Former Broadway company manager Hal Wise, now a member of
the faculty at the Avon (Conn.)
Boys School, sustained a ruptured
spleen in a recent auto crash near
there
Carmen Capalbo is stage
manager for the Etnlyn Williams
tour of Dickens readings , With

facets of acting in which

we

excel,

and would therefore improve the
theatre.
This would cause more
people to go to it, less New York

theatres to be sublet as TV. studios,
and increase the number of plays
going on the road.
.
.
Years ago, the Musicians Union
Ben Boyar due to be company
manager for the Broadway engage- here was very antagonistic to the
ment of the Blevins Darts-Robert importation of American syncopatBreen revival of “Porgy and Bess,” ed Orchestras, but the visit of Paul
Nat Fames will stand in as house Whiteman and his orchestra caused
manager
the Vanderbilt. N. Y. terrific interest in this form of en* * • As soon as “Moon Is Blue tertainment, and many bands were
.

.

.

without

critics*

approval,

are

“Abie’s Irish Rose” and “Tobacco
Road,” Houghton observed. The

stiff

to be met Advantage of a Catholic
he would be getting something like U. operation is that Olney would
$700 weekly; therefore, of all peo- operate on a much lower nut. Disple British Equity should be the advantage is the question of how
first not to restrict the importation .well either Plan 1 or 2 would
of American actors ending in the draw.
culminating idiocy of opposing the
Olney Theatre was built about
fine gesture jnade by Jose Ferrer 1938 by Stevens, onetime vaudein playing at the Old Vic for notJi- villian and now operator of a sucing, or. rather giving his diminutive cessful. chain of dairy and icesalary of $126 a week to the Actors cream stores. It is actually a converted barn. Shut down during
Orphanage.
the war, it was leased after the
No Harsh Treatment
war by two radio announcers, Redg
Equity
It is true that American
Allen
and Glen Taylor, who teamed
would not allow a British actor to
up with Mrs. Freyman.
be employed for six months beWhen her partners later droptween .engagements, which meant
Of course that he had to return to ped out, Mrs. Freyman took in
Dick
Skinner <for three seasons as
of
England, but since the fine field
radio and television has opened, co-producer and general manager.
Last
summer
radio announcer Ken
any decent actor can easily find
employment during these six Banghart came in as co-producer,
months. (The Immigration Bureau with Stevens always in the backhas recently warned that aliens en- ground as silent partner.
tering the U. S. under work permits are forbidden from accepting
employment other than specified in
‘Shortage’
the permits, but no effort is made
to enforce the rule and it is generContinued from page 55 ss;
ally ignored by visiting British acPlayhouse is apparently a candiEd.)
tors.
I think, therefore, I have proved date to get one of the upcoming
that the lifting of all restrictions productions, perhaps the proposed
would cause greater employment revival of “Room Service” or perof British actors in New York than haps “Pink Elephant.”
According to producer Paul
of American actors in London, and
Gregory, there is little likelihood
it may be said that this would cause
more American actors to be unera- of "John Brown’s Body” extending
ployed. Mathematically, this may much beyond its announced eight
seem so, but in fact it never is, be- weeks, so the Century is presumcause I am quite sure that Ameri- ably available this spring for a
perhaps
“Carnival
in
can actors have learned a lot from musical,
fine British companies like John Flanders,” if producers Paula
Gielgud’s and the Oliviers, from Stone and Mike Sloane don’t work
Alec Guinness in “The Cocktail out a deal for Edwin Lester to
Party,” etc., and we on our side present the show on the Coast this
have learned a lot from the star- summerf
tling directing job done- by Sam
Questionable Bets
Wanamaker in “Winter Journey,”
Besides “Bernardine,” at least
by Clifford Odets, which was called three other current straight plays
“The Country Girl” in America. are questionable bets

If actors of the top flight were
Carol Levene, promotion and booking manager for the Straw Hat not restricted, and therefore emTheatre, is due in New York in ployed more in America, I am sure
mid-April to set up a strawhat in the same way it would influence
the American theatres in certain
tour for the Coast revue group.
.

Switch

—which Mrs. Freyman
—would have

this

With Touring

May Return

to

Cast,

Broadway

Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.

Management

of “Country Girl”
the Nixon here last week revealed that the Clifford Odets
at

drama would return to Broadway
late in April, following conclusion
of its present tour, for a limited
engagement of four weeks, with
possibility of continuing beyond
that time if there is a demand.
Paula Stone and Michael Sloane,
producers of the road version, may
present it in conjunction with the
Theatrte Guild as a bonus play for
subscribers.

Although “Country Girl” had a
successful N. Y. run two seasons
ago, the present company, which
started out on the Coast last August, is an entirely new one, with
Nancy Kelly, Sidney Blackmer and
Dane- Clark now in the roles that
Uta Hagen, Paul Kelly and Stephen
Hill

played

originally.

Robert

Young

started out with the current
cast but withdrew several weeks
ago, and has since been replaced by

Blackmer.

& ‘BELL, BOOK’ $19,600;
‘STALAG’ $16,500, D.C.

regards as too

This

‘Girl,’

'

presence of stars does not assure
success, he added,- citing failures

Bankhead,
Talullah
in
which
Katharine Cornell, Helen Hayes
and the Lunts appeared.
Miss Dunnock gave a firm “No

Washington, Feb.

to the question:
or break a play?”

“Do

critics

24.

“Bell, Book and Candle,” scaled
to a $4.20 top, drew $19,600 for
its initial stanza at the National
Theatre last week- “Stalag 17,”

despite much better critical reception than the Johb van Dmten
comedy, was able to do only $16.500 at the Shubert, for the first of
its two weeks here.
"All Summer Long,” which has
been bought for Broadway, proved
the biggest grosser of the season
thus far in the small Arena Stage,
town’s theatre-in-the-round. During its five-week run here, it took
in $15,041.50. Absolute capacity
sale for the period would have
been $17,875. Play started slow
but built steadily, with the last
two weeks sold out.
-

Toster’ Neat $30,200
In Cleveland Stand

’

make

Cleveland, Feb. 24.

She claimed that
“complex factors” make the deci-

Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
prodded their two-character dothe audience, producer, direc- mestic comedy. “Fourposter,” into

sion:
tor, selection of cast, designer, ad-

an

extra-neat $30,200 in eight per-

mission price and other economics.

formances at the Hanna last week.
Film version preceded it only by
‘Overcome By Price*
a few weeks but the Crony ns' version
“Audiences understandably overearner out ahead in comparisons
come by the price of theatre tick- and biz. For next fortnight, the
ets and difficulties of transporta- 1,500-capacity Hanna goes dark.
tion have accepted the verdict of
critics,” Miss Dunnock stated. The
producer’s attitude toward a play
is important, while the director, by
the right or wrong emphasis, can
completely change its impact. Casting of stars in roles for which they
and
are not suited hurts, Miss Dunnock
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
continued. The designer also can
At
Lenox
Hill Playhouse, N. Y.,
build up or tear down a work.
Equity Library Theatre has presentSome plays are sold at too high ed a speedy version of Shaw’s
a price, “King Lear” being men- “Man and Superman” that runs
tioned by Miss Dunnock as an out- right over the wit of the original
standing example. It closed to and gives nothing in compensation
“jammed balconies,” whose oc- but some tired posturing.
cupants could not pay the $4.80 top
Director Neal Prince seems to
asked. Houghton agreed with her have done little in the way of en-

Man

—

.

ment

.

—

actors James Hanley and Felix
Deebank in “Deep Blue Sea,”

week

Olney

rental- figure

Continued from page 55

Another

*

‘

In either instance, the Stevens

Equity

1

which goes on tour end of

;

programs.

to be the continuing
great entertainment value there is factor appears
Prominently among move of program origination from
to be had.
Coast.
the
to
York
New
Hylton
Jack
course,
these were, of
In any case, CBS is discontinuand his orchestra. If Whiteman
and his band had not come here, it ing the use of the Avon, which it
would have taken years for English has called Playhouse No. 2, and
bands to copy his methods, but his is offering it for sale or lease, efvisit caused so many bands to be fective March 1. Network is asking
formed that a fine new field of em- $465,000 -for the property, but figployment was found for British ures that as an alternative it could
lease it for use as - an intimate
musicians.
Restrictions applied by trade legiter or filmery. Fact that the
view,
house seats only 740 is a limitation,
unions do, taking the long
restrict employment in both coun- but the location on West 45th St.
We are all servants of the next door to the Imperial is retries.
public, and the better entertain* garded as an asset.
ment we can give, the more cusLongacre, which Mutual is vatomers we shall have. Insularity cating after using it for some years
breeds contempt.
as a radio studio, is owned by the
Henry Sherek.
Shuberts, who will now presumably
try to book it as a legiter. But although its actual seating capacity,
917, is larger than the Avon, part
of this is second balcony, which
nowadays is a drug on the market.
Continued from page 55
Another drawback of the LongCatholic U.’s well-known School of acre is its location on 48th Street,
Speech and Drama, one of the west (the wrong side) of Broadway.
country’s top university schools of
Rumors that NBC might be planacting and playwriting.
ning to dispose of' the Belasco or
Father Hartke is preparing two the Hudson, adjacent in 44th Street
plans to lay before the authorities east of Brdadway, are apparently
of Catholic U. Neither could be put without foundation. A matter of
into operation without their ap- recurring speculation is how long
the American. National Theatre
proval and support.
Academy will hold on to the ANTA
Two Plans
formerly Guild Theatre,
Playhouse,
Under the first, the school would
in West 52d St. The organization
take over Olney and run it as a
it for two seasons for the
used
demonstration theatre and school
ANTA Play Series, but is now letfor summer students of the uniting it out at nominal rental to
versity.
the American Academy of DramatSecond would be to have the ic Art. If and when 'the television
place taken over by Players, Inc., studio situation alters, to revive the
a non-profit touring stock troupe demand for theatres with backcomposed of graduates of Father stage facilities, it's figured ANTA
Hartke’s department They would may try to unload the property.
put on a full season of summer
stock, seeking to bring in name
C:
guest stars some weeks, and eventually to present original plays for
one-week stands to space out the
Continued from pace 55
Broadway revivals.

Broadway scales are too high.
couldn’t estimate the total of
the New York legitimate-theatre
audience, but felt certain the experiences with the Federal Theatre
Project proved the potentials? are
far greater than the commercial
plays tap.
that

He

!

J

Bill
sion.

Off-B’way

1
fc

Bradley moderated the ses-

,
i

i

i~

.r.

Continued from page 57

Superman

lightening the actors or the audience in the variety, humor and
poetry of the lines, which are allimportant in this devastating para-,
dox of the helpless Victorian female’s pursuit and capture of the
strong-willed male.
As the gruff reactionary, Roe-

buck Ramsden, John Armstrong

is

the worst offender, being often unintelligible. Henry Hart is not up
to the central role of John Tanner,
which he plays with rapidity and a
flat,
monotonous intonation. Irk
Mowery, as the weak Octavius,
comes off best of the male principals, and Jerry Rockwood, as the
cockney Straker, is an asset. Bradley Bransford and Don Draper are
the older and younger Americans,

Greener, who’s played N. Y.’s Village Vanguard and is currently appearing
in the Times Square area
two longrun musicals which may
not be able to hold on very long. at the recently-opened Blue Note respectively.
On the distaff side, Shirley GrayWith “Me and Juliet,” the Rodgers- nitery, was showcased a couple of
as the “superHammerstein musical, due at the years ago in the tyro revue, “Come son is outstanding
woman”
Ann Whitefield, bringing,
Majestic early in June, “South What May,” at the Weidman Stugrace, charm and understanding to
Pacific” will have to move else- dio, N. Y. Miss Stanley, an alum- this
sprightly role, while Jeanne
where if it is to get through an- nus of such off-Broadway produc- Shelby evokes quiet humor as her
other summer. There has been tions as “Yes Is For a Very Young put-upon mother. As Violet, the
speculation about it going into the Man,” “The Dog Beneath
the maligned mother-to-be, Norma Lee
Warner (formerly Strand', which Skin,” “Him” and “Too Many Clark has style and appeal* as has
would thus switch to legit for the Thumbs,” all put on around ’49, Marjorie Milliard iij the bit part
booking. But that’s mere pipe- has featured billing in “Picnic,” of the maid. Justine Johnston
opening on Broadway tomorrow seems to be miscast in the role ot
smoking at this early date.
Reversion of the Avon and the (Thurs.). She also was featured Miss Ramdsen, failing to bring the
Longacre to legit after many years last year in “The Chase” at the necessary refinement to the part.
Using props and cutouts, Robert
as broadcasting studios apparently Playhouse, N, Y.
settings that
has more significance for the radio
Other off*Broad\vay grads busy Galster has created
more style
trade than legit. With interest in in show biz include Nehimia Per- fare a real joy and have
Vaughan
jean
than
production,
the
radio seemingly dwindling (at least soff, Gene Saks, Margaret Feury,
the cast
costumed
has handsomely
in the larger cities) under the im- Bernard Kates, Elsa Freed; Geralin period trappings with just tue
pact of television, there has been dine Hamburg, Rae Abruzzo and
over-emphasis.
right touch of
less demand for theatre studios for Galina Talva.
Vene.
to continue

much

longer, and there are at least

1
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Record

House record.

‘Shrike’ Fair

No Return,” Erlanger
wk) ($5; 1,334) (Henry Fonda).
Closed Saturday (21) with $33,787,
a new house record for second
(4th

$12,700;

“Cosi Fan Tutti” sellouts, did $16,600 on
four performances, this
Louis giving the engagement a terrific
$10,000,
$40,000 for the 10 days, with MenSt. Louis, Feb. 24.
Second week of “The Shrike,” otti’s “The Consul” a sellout for
three performances.
with Van Heflin, wound up SaturUnusual in opera, this means the
day (21) at the American Theatre
venture broke- just over even, with
with a fair $12,700. House was
guarantors not taking that exscaled to S4,27. Henry Fonda in
pected bite.
“Point of No Return” teed off a
two-week stand last night (Mon.).

‘okla; nifty $ 33,700

SOUTHWEST SPLITS

week in a row.
Fort Worth, Feb. 24.
“Top Banana,” Great Northern
“Oklahoma,” rolling along
(12th wk) ($6; 1,500) (Phil Silvers). through a string of one-nighters,
Next to closing week a brisk compiled a nifty $33,700 gross last
$29,000.
week. The Theatre Guild produc•

‘DOLLS’ SETS ROCHESTER

RECORD WITH $59,511

tion played Monday night (16) at
the Paramount, Tucson; Tuesday
night (17) at Liberty Hall, El Paso;
Thursday (19) at the Auditorium,
San Angelo; Friday (20) at the

‘John $36,100; Shaw $27,700, Moving
‘ii

j

j
1

Attendance was spotty again [Co% Barry Nelson, Janet Riley),
last week on Broadway.' Iir- gen- iprevious week, $12,900).
eral, receipts for the musicals we're
New Faces, Royale (41st wk) (Ra bit better than for the week be- $6; 1,035; $30,600). Almost
$20,700
fore, but trade was slightly down (previous week, under
$20,000).
for most straight plays.
Grosses
On Borrowed Time, 48th St. (2d
are expected to improve this week. wk) «CD-$4.80; 925; $22,297)
(VicOf the new entries, “Picnic” tor Moore, Leo G. Carroll. Beulah
Bondi).

drew generally potent boxoffice
notices and has started powerfully,
but “Maggie” was generally panned
and folded last Saturday night
<2D. Last week's other closing was
“Emperor’s Clothes.” “Deep Blue
Sea” is due to exit Saturday night
<28) for a tour.
Estimates for Last Week

Town’ OK $45,900,
Hayes $30,900, Phil.

Pal Joey, Broadhurst (60th wk)
<MC-$6.60; 1.160; $39,602) (Vivi-

$30,500 (previous week, $28,100).
Picnic, Music
$6-$4.80; 1,012;

Wheeling,

ginia,

W.

Va.

(23-24);

Youngtown (25-26); ColAkrOn (27); Shea's, Erie (28);

Palace,

‘Moment’ $4,000, Frisco
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
“Affairs of State” held at the
Geary for a fifth frame. Curran
lights
Thursday (26) for three
nights
with Thelma Streat in

onial,

Erlanger,

Rochester

M

Buffalo

•

Aud.,

(2-5);

(6-7).

for Murder (Richard
Greene) Harris, Chi (23-7).
Fasten Your Belts
Shubert,
Dial

—

—

...

Boston

(23-7).

Fourposter Jessica Tandy, Hume
“Bringing Back Those Wonderful
Royal Alexandra, ToDays,” billed as a musical-dance- Cronyn)
ronto (23-28); Her Majestys, Montdrama.
real (2-7).
Estimates for Last Week
Gigi (Audrey Hepburn) Wilbur,
wk)

—

State,

Geary

1

—

(4th

Affairs of
Boston (23-7).
(C-S3.60; 1.550) (Marsha Hunt* Otto
Good Nite, Ladies
Kruger). Slipped to $13,500 (pre- (28-7).
vious week, an okay $15,000).
Guys
and Dolls
One Moment, Please! Marines’

— Cass, Detroit
— Shubert, De-

Memorial Aud.,
troit
(23-28);
Memorial Theatre (3d wk) (R-$3.00; Louisville (2-7).
640) (Carol Brumm, Jane Connell,
I Am A Camera (Julie Harris)
Robert Cowell, Louis Bennett). Fair Ford’s, Balto (23-28); Shubert,
$4,000 (previous week, good $4,800). Wash. (2-7).
I Found April (Constance BenWonderful Town, Winter

den, tonight (Wed.).
Merchant of Venice, City Center,

March

Josephine, no theatre
of

10

March 9.
Porgy and Bess,
Three

outh, Boston (2-7).

Maid

Ziegfeld,

week New Haven (2-7).
Mrs. McThing (Helen Hayes) —
March Shubert, Philly (23-28); National,
Wash.

Angels,

Morosco,

(2-7).

My

Three

Philly (23-7).
March 11.
Oklahoma
Camino Real, National, March
19.

Horses

In

—

Metropoliin the Ozarks
Providence (23-28); Shubert,

set,

.

My

nett)

tan,

4.

—

Lyric. Allentown, Pa. (23);
Rajah, Reading, Pa. (24); PlayGar- house, Wilmington (25-28); Plym-

Scheduled B’way Openings

Midstream,

Miller,

Angels

— Tyler,

—

Walnut,

Texas

(23);
(24);
(25);

Municipal Aud., Shreveport
Municipal Aud., Vicksburg
Paramount, Baton Rouge (26-27);
Whiting Aud., Mobile (28);
Ft.
Civic, New Orleans (2-7).
Paris ’90 (Cornelia Otis Skinner)
Parkway, Madison, Wis. (23);

(1st

wk) (CD-

$27,000).

Opened

lime of the Cuckoo, Empire
(19th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,082; $25,056) (Shirley Booth). Nearly $17,*
500 (previous week, $17,500).
Time Out for Ginger, Lyceum
(12th wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845)
(Melvyn

Douglas). Over $15,500
(previous week, $15,100).
Two’s Company, Alvin (10th wk)
(R-$7.20;
1,331;
$47,167)
(Bette
Davis). Almost $35,100 (previous

week, $38,700).

Wish You Were Here, Imperial
wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $52,Nearly $46,700 (previous
week. $45,700).
(35th

080).

OPENING THIS WEEK

Wonderful Town, Winter Garden (MC-S7.20; 1,519; $55,200)
(Rosalind Russell). Robert Fryer
production of musical version of
“My Sister Eileen,” with book by

—

to $13,500;

Box

Thursday night (19) to six enthuKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
reviews (Atkinson, Times;
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), siastic
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
“Wonderful Town” set a new MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi- Hawkins, World-Telegram & Sun;
house record for the second stanza cal Drama )
McClain, Journal-Ameriean; Watts,
Other parenthetic designations Post) and one negative verdict
at the Forrest, with the musical
going SRO at every performance, refer, respectively, to top prices; (Kerr, Herald Tribune); topped
and aided by a weekday top of number of seats, capacity gross and $13,600 for first four performances
$5.20 and Saturday night top oi stars.
Price includes 20% amuse- and one preview.
$6.50. Latter figure is highest ever ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (14th
charged by house, excepting New’ exclusive of tax.
wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1,063; $24,400).
Year’s Eve prices.
Over
$24,700 again.
Bernardine, Playhouse (19th wk>
Sbuth Pacific, Majestic (201st
“Mrs. McThing” bettered first (C-$4.80;
999;
$21,500).
About
week’s take at Shubert, but “A $6,500 (previous week, $7,200); may .wk) (MC-$6; 1.659; $50,186) (Martha Wright, George Britton). AlCertain Joy” died at Locust, clos- not continue beyond this week.
most $33,500 (previous week was
ing Saturday night <21 ) for reviChildren’s Hour, Coronet (10th underquoted;
should have been
sions.
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,027; $28,378). Over $31,800).

.

‘State’ Slips

(previous

enne Segal, Harold Lang). Nearly

—

—Vir-

$9,500

ances).

—

Kelly)

Over

week, $6,200 for seven perform-

—

Nancy

5,

•

Snws

Clark,

dub;

f

High School Auditorium, Midland,
Estimates for Last Week
$11,400 (previous week, $12,500).
Rochester, Feb. 24.
and Saturday (21) at the AuditorLegend of Lovers," Academy
Crucible, Beck <5th wk) (D-$0“Guys and Dolls,” playing the ium here.
Foyer
(2d
wk)
$3.25)
Arena(350;
$4.80; 1,214; $31,000). Nearly $262,574-seat Auditorium here last
Rodgers-Hamraerstein musical is
stage production got bad press and 000 again.
week, set a house record of $59,511 continuing one-nighters this week.
shuttered Saturday night, with
Deep Blue Sea, Morosco (16th
for the eight-performance stand.
poor $2,300.
wk) <D-$4.80; 912; $26,000) (MarManager Boh Corris said the $6
Wonderful Town, Forrest (2d garet Sullavan). Over $13,800 (preof
history
the
in
highest
Current Road
top was
wk)
(1,760; $6.50) (Rosalind Rus- vious Week,
the house.
$13,500); closing Sat(Feb. 23-Mbrch 7)
sell).
Tickets at premium since urday night (28) to tour.
Affairs of State (Otto Kruger, third night of run. House asked
Dial
M
for
Murder, Plvmouth
Marsha Hunt) Geary, S. F. (23- musical to stay third week, but
(17th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,062; $30,495)
‘Gigi’ $10,600 for Seven
28); Orpheum, Kansas City, Mo. production wanted to go straight
(Maurice
Evans).
Nearly $30,700
into N.Y. Smash $45,900.
(4-7).
A Certain Joy, Locust (1st wk) (previous week, $30,700).
In Two-City Stand
Bell, Book and Candle (Joan
Emperor’s Clothes, Barrymore
Bennett, Zachary Scott) National, (1,580; $3.90) (Margo, Walter MatWilmington, Del., Feb. 24.
thau, Joe DeSantis). New play took (2d wk) (D-$6-$4,80; 1,060; $28,000)
Wash. (23-28); Nixon, Pitt. (2-7).
“Gigi,” starring Audrey HepAlmost $12,900
panning
from
crix and boxoffice (Lee J. Cobb).
Call
Chi
Me
Madam—
Shubert,
$7,000
approximately
burn, drew
<‘23-'?>,
collapsed. Thin $4,700. Closed Sat- (previous week $10,600); folded
into the Playhouse during its threeurday
night
(21) with loss of about last Saturday' (21) after 16 perCamino
H.
Real
Shubert,
N,
performday visit (19-21) on four
formances, at a loss of about $60,$53,000 on $60,000 investment.
(23-28); Forrest, Philly (2-7).
ances*
Mrs. McThing, Shubert (2d wk) 000
Constant Wife (Katharine CorWith three showings earlier last
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,
(1,870;
$4.55)
(Helen
Hayes,
Jules
week in Richmond, comedy grossed nell. Robert Flemyng, John Emery)
Munshin). Fantasy bettered first Booth (21st wk) (R-$6; 739; $24,184)
Biltmore, L. A. (23-7).
S 10,600 on a seven-performance
(Beatrice
Lillie).
Nearly $24,100
week,
with
fancy
matinee
trade.
Country Girl (Sidney Blackmer,
stanza.

Dane

$9

Ticnic’ Lively $13,600 for first

St

‘Girl’

IN

B’way Spotty, Bat Musicals

Toronto, Feb. 24.
Royal Opera Festival under aegis
of Ernest Rawley, grossed a big
$23,400 on its second week, with
the Royal Alexandra (1,525 seats)
scaled at $3.50 top for an 80%
sale. Previous split-week opening,
with
“Madame Butterfly” and

Peggy Ann Garner in “Pick Up
Estimates for Last Week
Girl” closed a week's engagement
“Call Me Madam,” Shubert (5th at the Empress Sunday (22k With
wk) ($5; 2,100) (Stritch-Smith). usual $2,50 top, play^copped $10,Nitty $38,900.
000 for eight performances. “Peg
•‘Dial M For Murder,” Harris O’
My Heart,” with Margaret
(4th wk) ($4.40; 1,000) (Richard O’Brien, tees off a week’s stand
Greene). Excellent promotion cam- tonight (Tues.).
keeping this to bright
paign
SlV 000
“Point of

LEGITIMATE

Royal Opera Fest $23,400
In Boff Toronto Run

$33,787; “Mine.’ $38,

Chicago, Feb. 24. h
Chicago legit boxoffice suffered
inct vteek from a snowstorm Monday (16) and zero weather that follater
lowed. However, it picked up
return of mild
in the week with the
As yet. Lenten period
weather.
has not been felt.
1
“Point of No Return’ closed Saturday (21) at the Erlanger to make
way for “The Shrike,” which
oDened yesterday (23) to good ad“Point” for the second
vance.
week in a row broke the Erlanger

!

Pfiki&fY

B.O. Ignores Variable Chi Weather;
“Point’

.

;
!
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Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov. music by Leonard Bernstein,
lyrics by Betty Comden and Adolph
Green; opens tonight (Wed.'.

(previous week, $23,600).
Fifth
Season, Cort (5th wk)
<C-$4,80; 1,056; $25,639) (Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Almost
TACIFIC’ FINE $39,100
$24,500 (previous week, $25,100).
Fourposter, -Golden (70th wk)
IN
(C-$4.80; 769; $19,195) (Sylvia Syd“South Pacific” had smooth go- ney, Romney Brent). About $12,ing last week on the initial stanza 100 with two-for-ones (previous
of a fortnight’s stand at the 1,867- week, $12,500).
seat Tower Theatre here, picking
Guys and Dolls, 46th St. (118th
up a profitable $39,100 gross. The wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904).
current and final week should be Reached $37,000 (previous week,

Fine $30,900.

1ST ATLANTA

WEEK

better.

Rodgers-Hammerstein
plays all next

week

“Mother 12G,

LA

Los Angeles, Feb.

24.

$36,700).

Trio of houses alight last week
Hazel Flagg, Hellinger (2d wk) registered good business amid in(MC-$7.20; 1,527; $53,000) (Helen dications that things are looking

smash

at the Mosque,

Richmond.

‘Angels’ Sets

‘Wife’ $20,690,

Gallagher, Thomas Mitchell, Benay Venuta, John Howard*. Nearly
$46,800 (previous week, $33,900 forj
first six performances, plus $6,900
for two previews).

House Mark

up

slightly for local legit.
Biltmore has “Gigi,” Emlyn Williams, “Point of No Return” and
“The Shrike” listed for the next

few months, and plans are nearing
John Brown's Body, Century fist completion for the start of the
wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1 645; $43,000) Civic Light Opera season .of
musi(Tyrone Power, Juaith Anderson, cals in May.
Raymond Massey). First full week
Estimates for Last Week
grossed $36,100 (previous week,
Ballet
Theatre,
Philharmonic
premiere drew $6,200); scheduled Aud
(1st wk) (2,670; $3.60>.
Hit a
through April 11, with an outside
fine $16,900 for the first three perihance of being extended two formances
after Friday (20) how.
s
A'66ks
Life With Mother, Carthay CirKing and I, St. James (100th wk)
cle (4th wk) (1,518; $2.40». Bounced
(MC-$7,20;
(Yul
j

In Hartford

With $11,266

j

j

Hartford, Feb. 24.
Grossing $11,266 in a three-day
(four performance) stand at the
Parsons, “My 3 Angels” set a new

house record. Top was $4.20.

Show was first of four subscripseason. Three to
follow are “Deep Blue Sea,” “Four
Poster” and “Country Girl.”
tion plays this

J

\

-

$51,171)

1,571;
Over $47,400 (previous up to $12,000.
The Constant Wife, Biltmore
Love of Four Colonels, Shubert (1st wk) <1,636; $4.20). Seven performance
week grabbed $20,600.
(6th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1,361; $39,-

Brynner).

Hub

Gets Three Shows
After Shuttered Week

week, $48,300).

Overall tally cut, with about half
000) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
c
Boston, Feb. 24.
Almost $36,000 (previous week, of audience in on Theatre. GuildFollowing a week with all houses $37,500).
ATS cutrate season tickets.
dark, legit moved back into the
Maggie, National (1st wk) (MCswing last night (23)' with three
$36,000) (Betty Paul,
$7.20; 1,172;

Unexpected newcomer K6ith Andes*
Odette
Myrtil). Ballet Theatre $36,700
“Tobacco Road,” which bowed Opened Wednesday night (18) to
ena
limited
the
for
Majestic
into
three favorable notices (Coleman,
In Four Coast Stands
gagement on less than a Week’s Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram
Can-Can, Shubert, April 23.
Ballet Theatre racked up a solid
notice. “Fasten Your Belts” teed
Me and Juliet, Majectic, June 4.
Kerr,
Herald
Tribune),
&
Sun;
Davidson. Milwaukee (24-28); off at the Shubert, and “Gigi” three pans (Atkinson, Times; $36,700 in a series of Coast stands
<<
Blackstone, Chi.' (2-7).
bowed in for a two-weeker at the McClain, Journal-Ameriean; Watts, last week. Troupe did $12,900 in
'Ladies’ 8V2G, Cincy
Point .of No Return (Henry Wilbur.
San Diego. Monday and Tuesday
Post) and one inconclusive (ChapCincinnati, Feb. 24.
Fonda) American, St. Louis (23“Stalag 17” is due at the Colon- man, News); grossed $11,100 for (16-17); $3,300 in Long Beach,
“Good Nite, Ladies” wound up a 7).
Wednesday; $3,700 in San Bernarial March 2 and “I Found April,” five
performances, folded Saturthree-w'eek stay in the 1,300-seat
dino, Thursday, and $16,800 for
Shrike (Van Heflin)—Erlanger, new Constance Bennett stirrer
day night (21) at a loss of around three in Los Angeles, Friday-SatC ox Theatre last week with a solid Chi. (23-7).
bows in for a week at the Plym- $225,000.
$8,500 and a near-$35,G00 gross on
urday.
South Pacific (Janet Blair, Webb outh same night.
Mid-Summer, Vanderbilt (5th
the engagement. Hotcha ads and Tilton)—Tower.
Atlanta (23-28);
Troupe plays in L.A. all this
wk) (D-$4.80; 720; $18,500) (Mark week, except for a date at Pasatwo-for-ones turned tide at $4.31 Mosque, Richmond (2-7).
Geraldine Page). Over dena tomorrow
Stevens,
top.
(Thurs.).
Stalag 17—Shubert, Wash. (23‘Girl’ $15,200, Pitt
$14,000 (previous week. $16,000).
Cincy is on an early Lenten 28); Colonial, Boston (2-7).
Misalliance, City Center (1st wk)
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
stageshow diet, but the “Hollywood
Top Banana (Phil Silvers)
Skinner
'Paris’
$12,800
Best notipes of the year still (C-?3; 2,100; $35,000) (Barry Jones,
Ice Revue” tenants the Cincinnati Great Northern, Chi. (23-28); Pargood enough for “The Tamara Geva, Roddy McDowell).
harden Match 3rll. Top is $3.
amount, Toledo 12-4); Murat, In- weren’t
In Nine-Show Stania
Girl,” at the Nixon last Opened last Wednesday (18) to
Country
(-5-7).
dianapolis
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
unanimously enthusiastic notices;
$15,200.
White Cargo Shea’s, Bradford, week, show grossing
DETROIT RELIGHTS
Cornelia Otis Skinner's onteCritics went overboard for the first eight performances through
Pa. (28); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
Detroit, Feb. 24.
(22) drew $27,700; woman drama, “Paris ’90,” drew
for
night
also
Sunday
and
drama,
Odet
Clifford
Lights are up again this week (2-4); Grand, London, Ont. (5); Erthe performances of Nancy Kelly, moves next Tuesday night (3) to $10,200 at the Lyceum Thektrfe
in town’s two legiters, the Cass langer, Buffalo (6-7).
Sidney Blackmer and Dane Clark. the Barrymore for an indefinite here last week, at $3.60 top.
*
and the Shubert.
Show was here under subscrip- run, still under N.Y. City Drama j Play also did $2,600 in a single
soprano,
concert
Tourcl,
Jennie
Former is currently offering
at St. Paid Sunday night (15) pre*
which meant a pre- Co. management.
‘Good Nite Ladies,” in for two giving her 10th anniversary pro- tion auspices,
Moon Is Blue, Miller (103d wk) vious, for $12,800 on the nine-perof around $8,000. Nixon cursale
Friday
'u*eks.
Shubert has “Guys & gram at Town Hall, N.Y„
Iformanee
(Donald
week.
$21,586)
(C-$4.80;
920;
Greco.
rently has Jose
Dolls” for a week*
(27).

April 2.
Sight Unseen,
April 3.

no theatre

set,

openings.
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in Rehearsal
Plays on B’way
Keys: C (Comedy}, D (Drama),
CD ( Comedy-Drama >, R (Revue),
Contluned from page 50
honest:
an
(Musi
did
MD
who
Comedy),
anyone
jvic (Musical
thought
The Shrike
Maggie
pale. ca j Drama).
[ day’s. work was beyond the
London, Feb. ldJf r
cast and im-Can-Can (MC)—Cy Feuer, Em- make a satisfying musical, and
Jack Hylton & Sam Wanaroaker produc- With a star-studded
tion of drama in three acts by Joseph peccable production, it should emu- es t h. Martin, prods.; Abe Bur- “Maggie,” which Franklin Gilbert
Kramm. Stars Constance ^Cummings. late the success achieved in the last rows, dir.
and John Fearnley have brought to
WanamSker. Directed by Kramm. At
similar period come-:
Horses In Midstream (D)-Gil- Broadway, is depressing evidence
Princes Theatre, London, Fab. 13, ’§3; few" years. by
be
dated
to
sufficiently
Oenslager,
being’
Donald
dies,
Miller.
of the fact.
|, ert
|

Shows

Plays Abroad

U

-

I

;

*

1

|

!
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regardedas a museum

Probably no presentation of the
prods.: * Sir Cedric
H
‘
-« Hardwicke,
~dir
~
Merchant of Venice (D) N.Y.C. James M. Barrie play with a capDonald woriey party are gathered in the country Drama Co., prods.; Albert Marre, tivating actress in the role of MagDr. Kramer
Fra
Pylons
HaroKS|home of a peeress. The main per- dir.; Luther Adler, Margaret Phil- gie could be entirely ineffective.
At a*y rate, with the bright and
Dr Barrow Y.V.Y.7.V." Margaret Diamond sonality is the dashing Lord Illing- lips, Phillip Boum^uf, stars.
Henry HnUeroth WO rth (Clive BrookL who woos as
Fatient
winning British actress-singer BetC
Skillfully evaded
has
and
finds
he
ty Paul making her U.S. debut in
sSTwJSKr
j£?d££?
He
has
matrimony.
Perceval
of
clutches
Depts.
Robert
the
the part, this version comes to life
Dr. Schlesinger
Yale Drama, Music
—
'
"
*
*~ ~
Ronan O'Casey' offered
Don Gregory
the
post of secretary to a
whenever
the inert music gets out
David Kossoff
Sam Tager
herowho
bqy
a
neighbor,
young
of the way of the sentimental but
Gaylord Cavallaro
George O'Brien
Combine for Colorful
Edric Connor worships him. When it is revealed
_..
Joe Major
.
perceptive story.
George pasteii h** *j s ^e illegitimate son of his
Johd Abkontis
But although the Hugh Thomas
John Harrtsoml
Frank Carlisle
tt.mc from
2-Opera Presentation book clings closely to the Barrie
Donald Pleshctje patron, the youngster turns
•William Schloss
John Glen him in disgust and refuses the apDr. Bellman
play, frequently using portions of
New Haven, Feb. 21.
Natalie Lynn
Miss Wingate
dialog, the tuneless
Jon. Farrell pointment.
Harry Downs
“first” of almost anything in the original
A
at
Wilde
with
sparkles
play
The
Metcalfe
Hugh
score and awkwardly affected lyrTom Blair
the theatre field is usually interhis wittiest. Isabel Jeans scintilics, plus the clumsy dancing and
One of the most forbidding lates as a gracious, glamorous esting just because it is a first. musical direction, transform an inplays to reach. London from Broad- woman of the world not averse to When the element of quality is fectious comedsr into a lugubrious
way for several seasons. “The scalp hunting. Athene Seyler is de- added to curiosity, the overall re- musical drama. Somehow, the show
Shrike” will be heavy-going for liciously earthy and good-humored sult is apt to be especially interest- seems all sore thumbs.
British audiences. Local theatre- as the hostess while Jean Cadell ing. That's true of the Yale Opera
The imitative, pointless choregoers have shown they can respond' crackles as a fussy, suspicious wife Project the first time the Yale ography by June Graham amounts
to strong fheat themes, but it is always tracking down her man. School of Music and Dept, of to a series of animated stage waits,
highly questionable whether they [Frances Hyland makes a refreshing Drama have pooled their talents and although the book staging (Miwill derive much entertainment appearance as a visiting American in a theatrical production.
chael Gordon was succeeded on
from this grim, depressing and girl appalled at the vanity and
At two-year intervals, the Yale the assignment by co-producer
clinical study of a New' York men- hypocrisy of the community. The
puts its Fearnley during the tryout) is compersonnel
drama
faculty
tal hospital.
love affair she shares with the
presenta- petent, the direction of the musiThis Pulitzer prize play puts the young secretary makes a nice best foot forward in a
Pene
tion designed and supervised by cal numbers is stilted. Raoul
spotlight on the mental home sys- human interlude.
duBois’ scenery looks fancy but
Brook suffers from being over- that group. This year’s offering, not particularly attractive, but his
tem with a relentless glare. There
Yale
with
cooperation
in
produced
is an atmosphere of gloom, misery, shadowed by the more brilliant
period costumes are agreeable.
frustration and despair from the femme players, and his assumption Music School personnel, is a pair
As indicated. Miss Paul is standof operas, a curtainraiser titled out in the title part Keith Andes
first scene. The story of the sui- of the role of the callous, insoudirector whose ciant betrayer never quite rings “Comedy on the Bridge” and a is properly dour as the pompous
cidal theatrical
only hope of freedom is in the true. Nora Swinburne registers re- lengthier opus tagged “Dido and John Shand. But Odette Myrtil,
custody of a wife whom he no strained dignified emotion as the Aeneas.”
who succeeded Irene Bordoni as
longer loves or trusts, is a power- wronged woman, and the supportparticularly costar during the tryout tour, is
are
Productions
ful theme \vith great dramatic po- ing roles are all commendably por- colorful from
technical stand- somewhat arch as Maggie’s observtentiality. As played by Sam Wan- trayed.
point. Sets, costumes and lighting ant friend, and she apparently
Michael directs the play with an
amaker, there are too many overcombine for standout visual effects. hasn’t had time to key her style
tones, although there are moving intelligent blending of the old and
Top vocal contributions come from of playing to the others.
Myro.
and emotional qualities. His dom- the newr.
Of the featured players, Celia
guest artists Jacquelynne Moody
inating style overshadows others.
(“Comedy”) and Heidi Krall (“Di- Lipton is suitably decorative as
Standing up to Wanamaker’s
the shallow menace, Lady Sybil;
good
adds
do”).
Roland
Kostus
a
personal tour de force, Constance
Maxwell is plausible as
comedy touch to. the curtain-raiser Frank.
Cummings contributes a performKit Cornell
Maggie’s canny brother; Bramweil
and Martha Jean Hakes offers an Fletcher is acceptable as her
ance of quality and precision. In
cauContinued from page 1
her own cool and deliberate way
excellent singing touch in the main tious father;. James
Broderick is
she sets the trap for her husband,
eludes plausible
er*: La ‘ ter Pj ece also
°P
as
the
empty-headed
brazenly and without subtlety. have a passion for the theatre and
brother, and John Hoyt gives a
There is an expert supporting cast it wont be long before they will] overall credits for the project caricature performance
the
as
but the subsidiary roles are of be writing for it.”
Elmer British cabinet minister. Dancerk
direction
include:
stage
do
Miss
Cornell
said
she
to
hopes
minor category. Donald Morley,
Nagy; musical direction, Arthur Alicia Krug, Kathryn Lee and
Margaret Diamond, Robert Per- a picture someday, if she can find Frantz; settings, Donald Oenslager; Marc Platt are attractive,
subject
ceval and John Glen as the hos- a suitable script.
costumes, Frank Bevan; lighting, to the inane numbers at their dispital medicos fit into the pattern
posal.
Stanley
choreography.
McCandless;
of the plot. Other roles are intelVan Loon’s 'Healthy Outlook*
Incidentally, the “Maggie” prePatricia Harris and Joan Fischer;
ligently portrayed, and the whole
Des Moines, Feb. 24.
instrumentals, Yale Opera Orches- miere was marked by unusual
team captures the atmosphere.
Loon,
son
backstage
Willem
Gerard
Van
bungling, with obviously
supervision,
tra;
general
Boyd
Myro.
of the late historian, Hendrik Wil- Smith and Marshall Bartholomew. flubbed cues and mismanaged effects,
almost
as if the stagehands
lem Van Loon, and N. Y. ad exec,
Bone.
were trying to get into the act.
ol
told the Women’s Club here last
Hobe.
week that persons “who know the
Importance
(Closed Saturday (21) after five
theatre are taking over the legiti- 'Camera’ Neat $21,480
London, Feb. 17.
performances.
Tennent Productions' presentation of mate stage once again, and as a
rdcI1

5£fi£t
M^HlnsenV:::::::..^^
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Various

members

piece.
of a house
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that first regaled audiences, In the
and flapper era, as a frothv
conversation piece, concerns eight
assorted
characters
who
are
thrown together for a harried
weekend in a Connecticut chateau
presided over by a retired actress
flask

(Miriam Hopkins).
Production gets

the

amour

whom

all

of

are well fortified with Coward dialog,
“Hay Fever” is a tour de force
for Miss Hopkins, who makes the
most of a central role that runs
the thespic gamut. Other members
of the cast hold up as well as can
be expected.
There’ll be some new casting
when the play moves on, with fillins needed for roles played here
by Sombrero co-producer Ann Lee
and Jacque Mercer (Miss America
of 1949). Former, by the wav
proves herself as capable on stage
as she is in the front office.
Lester Vail’s direction is smoothly paced, and William Roberts’ living room set is contrived with imagaination

—

j

spark from

its

intrigues of the actress

her family and her guests,

and good

taste. Jona.

Crix Barn
Continued from page 2

back the ‘Misalliance’ review,” lie
explains. Ee added that in case of
conflict he had intended to cover
the regular opening of the Shaw
play and send a second-stringer to
“Maggie,” but had changed his

mind when he was

invited to the

preview of the former show.
Walter Kerr, of the Herald Tribune, says he regards such decisions as policy matters and will
therefore be guided by the sheet’s
editors. In the case of last week's
incident, he heard Tuesday night
at the City Center that the Mirror
notice would be published Wednesday, and notified the
that effect.

HT

editor to

[

“

.

i

‘

A Woman

Ao

comedy-drama in three acts by Oscar
-Wilde.
Stars Nora Swinburne, Isabel
Jeans, Olive Brook, Athene Seyler. Directed by Michael Benthall. Sets and cos-

result the outlook for the living
stage is healthy and good.”
Van Lopn said that in the early
*20s films managed “systematically to kill the road, to get actors
out of the theatre.” There followed
a period when “self-styled producers, who knew nothing about the
theatre,” took over. ‘The shows
they produced were based on other

tumes by Loudon Sainthill. At Savoy
Theatre. London, Feb. 13, '53; $2.20 top.
Isabel Jeans
Airs. Allonby 1

Clive Brook
Lord Illingworth
Lady Hunstanton
Athene Seyler
Mrs. Arbutbnot
Nora Swinburne
Gerald Arbuthnot
Peter Barkworth
Lady Caroline Pontefract
Jean Cadell
Hester Worsley
Frances. Hyland
Joan Benham
Lady Stutfield
‘

.

Philip Burton

Sir. Kelvjl

Lord Alfred Rufford
Sir John Pontefract
Archdeacon Daubeny

In Colnmbns, Indpls.
Columbus, Feb. 24.
a Camera” clicked here
with $11,400 in four performances
at the Hartman (19-21) with a $3.75
top. Julie Harris starrer was a sellout Friday and Saturday.
Earlier in the week, at the Murat,
Indianapolis, in four showings (1618), show grossed almost $10,000,
giving it $21,400 for the week.
“I

Charles Perry
William Mervyn

shows.”
Present-day authors and producAubrey Mather

New

Casey Comedy Set
For Theatre *53 Preem

Dallas, Feb. 24.
Theatre ’53 here will stage “Late
Love,” new comedy by Rosemary
Casey, opening Monday (2) for
three w'eeks. Vehicle replaces A.B.
Shiffrin’s

“Time

the

Is

Fire.”

postponed on the arena theatre's
agenda for further revisions by the
author.

Ramsey Burch
Casey comedy,

will

fifth

direct the
script se-

new

lected by Margo Jones for production here.
Miss Casey authored

“The Velvet Glove,” produced and
directed by Guthrie McClintic in
N.Y. in ’49, starring Grace George.
Play won the 1949-50 Christopher

Award.

Plays Out of

Am

Town
Greco $10,200, Balto

Continued from page SS

I

Found April

Bennett, and Marjorie Peterson, an
old flame from Baragrey schooldays, either hasn’t latched onto the
thing yet, or is a victim of casting.
The Robert O’Hearn single in-

Baltimore, Feb. 24.
,
Jose Greco and his dance troupe,
in a return visit to Ford’s, grossed
a fair $10,200 here last week.

Troupe

built to good weekend
trade.
“I Ain a Camera,” current as
the seventh and final attraction on

terior of a New York apartment
ers, like Rodgers & Hammerstein,
with skyline terrace is functional the ATS-Guild subscription list,
2d Annual Brandeis U.
and tasteful, and Klaus Holm has opened last night (23>.
38 years since this Oscar know the theatre so well they can
Wilde comedy-drama was last afford to experiment and take
lighted
the set with efficient comFestival Set for June
staged in London, and it is typical risks. “They never duplicate themfort.
Harl
Waltham, Mss., Feb. 24.
of its day and age. Insincere and selves,” said Van Loon, “each show
Second annual Brandeis Festiworldly in the worst sense, it de- is different. ‘Carousel.’ ‘South PaAgents
-Fever
val of Creative Arts will be held on
picts an era when idle dandies clut- cific,' ‘The Kipg and I’
each show the campus here week of
Phoenix, Feb. 16.
June 14.
tered up ladies’ drawing rooms and has broken
Ann Lee-Richard Charlton production
new ground.”
Conductor-composer Leonard Bern- of comedy in three acts by Noel Coward.
Van Loon cited as another in- stein, Brandeis Professor of Music, Stars
Miriam Hopkins. Directed by Lester Vail. Setting by William Robert*. At
vigorating trend the development will again direct
Contact us on your wist coast show
the fest.
Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix, Feb. 16,
of the American National Theatre
*
o3;
$3.60 top.
dalo* for monsy saving transportation.
Festival
will
include
ballet,
Sorel Bliss
& Academy. ANTA does not in- opera,
....Dolores Mann
Wo
can furnish you with a package
theatre, music, film, poetry Simon Bliss
1
Robert Chapman
"DarV
tend to bring the theatre to a com- and painting. Last year’s
doal on but#*. cars and trucks coverfest inCora Witherspoon
munity “on a silver platter,” ac- cluded pteems of Bernstein and Judith Bliss .......... .Miriam Hopkins
ing
all your noodc.
iss
Wilton Graff
cording to Van Loon, but hopes to Blitzstein works.
? avid ^L
Tyre
Local and Nation-Wida
George Nader
JY
A
Myra Arundel
correlate activities of grass-root
Ann Lee
No
show
too small or too largo for vs
Richard
Greatbam
Featured in Comedy Hit
William Ching
theatres through chapters it is orJackie Coryton
to handlo.
Jacque Mercer
Ratos quoted on roqwest.
ganizing in different states, and
THE H. & L. TRANSFER CO.
through such assistance as sending,
Current Stock Bills
“Hay Fever.” Noel Coward’s
959
Hollywood 3*
N.
Gowor
St.
when needed, professional direcCurrMtiy 74flt Week
venerable comedy of manners, is
(Feb. 23-Mar. 8)
HI. 0997
HI. 474B
v
Hi. 9392
tors and actors to spark a commua fairly amusing offering; but it’s
Now Playing
nity production. “Only in this way
Bell» Book and Candle
GREAT NORTHERN, Chicago
Bahama a tossup whether the 1925 vehicle
can we establish an audience. The Playhouse, Nassau, B.W.I. (23-28). will hold up during the road tour
Direction
trouble is we don’t have a theatre
Death of a Salesman
Arena, planned by Miriam Hopkins, who
stars in the piece. The Coast may
JOSH MEYER
JACK DAVIES audience, theatre-trained, an audi- Rochester (23-7).
Private Secretary, Female,
Fledermaus
ence in the habit of theatregoing.”
Paper Mill Play- go for it via a limited run, but if
Showbusiness Background
Miss Hopkins brings “Hay Fever”
house, Millburn, N. J. (23-8).
Lend an Ear Palm Beach (Fla.) to New York (and she’s toying with
State fall
Seeks
position, can travel.
the idea) it’s better than even
Playhouse (23-8).
details and salary.
Box V451W, Vamoney that Broadway will break
Room Service (Mischa Auer)
out with an allergic reaction.
Arena, Memphis (24-29).
riety. 154 West 44th St., N. Y. 34.
•
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THEATER DE LYS FOR RENT
4-wa!l rental.

Ferry, N. Y, (23-27).

Available for weekly and daily rental

and rehearsals. Low rental. The Theater de Lys is New
York s newest, most comfortable, complete and modern
playhouse. Fully equipped. For information call Stanley
Kostner at
Atkins 4-8782 or OXford 5-1864.

W

‘Belts’

i

j
:

THEATER DE LYS
121 Christopher Sireet

New

York

14G, Mont’l
Montreal/ Feb.

•

!

14. N. Y.
>

“Fourposter” is due at Her
Majesty’s March 2.
Return of
“Good Night Ladies” Is inked for

J April.
1

24.

‘Fasten Your Belts” managed a
near $14,000 at Her Majesty’s last
week, -with the 1,792-seater scaled
to $3.38. General panning by crix
and several theatre nights via Jewish charities cut overall returns.

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Lite

"PORGY AND BESS"
|

Just Concluded 18 Wks., Stoll Thea., London

CURRENTLY

EMPIRE THEATRE. FRANCE
Mgl.i BILL MITTLER. 1419 Broadway.

Now

York

;

j

;

62
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folks is that you always seem to bfe
looking for special privileges,”

Broadway

London

Chief Magistrate John M.
Arthur Kober, back from Rome*
Murtagh, as he imposed a $1,450
working on a new play.
fine last Wednesday (18) in N.Y.
Samuel Goldwyn is L.A. to N.Y.- Traffic Court on Lewis Bullock of
ing next week for six weeks,
Kalamazoo, Mich., conductor of
Oscar Doob, Loew’s Theatres the American Male Chorus, for
exec, back from Florida vacation.
failure to answer 29 traffic sumThe Jack Silvermans* 40th anni; monses accumulated over the past
he's the boniface of Old Rou- four years.
manian, lower East Side nitery.
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists
president, returns Tuesday (3) from
Paris
Coast huddles with indie producers.
Grand Guignol is reviving 30Harry Zelzer, Chicago, impresario, in N.Y. all last week, pact- year old “The Bat.”

A

.said

“Dazzling Hour,’* legit hit, geting concert artists for next season.
Victor Moore, who was 76 yes- ting some U.S. offers.
birthday-parbeing
terday (Tues.),
Large screen TV expected to be
tied at Sardi’s at noon today unveiled here in June,
*
(Wed.).
nitery singer, off on
Mouloudji,
Leslie Caron due in Sunday (1)
Belgium tom* after sock stint at
for interviews and personals in
Carroll’s.
connection with preem of Metro’s
Raf Vallone here for his role in
“Lili.”
Paul White, just resigned prez the new Marcel Came pic, “Therese
Raquin.”
Berin
beachcombing
PSI-TV,
of
muda until announcing bis new
Rene Clair getting the Grand
connection.
Prix Du Cinema Francais for his
Hazel Scott and her husband. film, “Belles De Nuit”
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell,
Gerard Philip e readying “Lorenfly to Paris this week but are due zaccio” for Theatre National Popback March 8.
ulate production at Palais de
Charles B. Moss, head of the Chaillot Feb. 28.
B.S. Moss Corp., back to his N.Y.
Jean-Pierre Gredy doing “Pal
office after three-week business
Joey" adaptation solo. Plan had
trip to the Coast.
been
for Gredy to work on Paris
Mort Spring, first v.p. of I^ew’s version
with Jacques Deval.
International, back from a visit of
Anatole Litvak pic, now shootthe company’s studios and a tour
ing here with Kirk Douglas, tenof far eastern branches.
Tomorrow (Thurs.) is a double- tatively called “Somewhere In The
feature celebration for Billy Reed, World,” but looking for new title.
Ballets De Bali getting top crix
who marks bis 30th anni in show
biz and the 6th anni of his Little here with top tab sales for the
Club.
short 11-day stint at the Marigny
Director-writer Billy Wilder is Theatre which terminates Feb. 25.
partnered with Charles K. Feld“That’s Life” (“C’est La Vie”) is
man in “The Seven Year Itch” title of new Jacques Deval script
play purchase, which Irving P. La- which goes into rehearsal with Valzar agented.
entine Tessier in lead role at ReRichard W. Altschuler, prez of naissance.
Republic Pictures International
Jean Marais out of ComedieCorp., planed to Europe Friday Francaise Co, with farewell per(20) for a four-week survey of the formance
of “Britanuicus.” Pic
continental market.
commitments hold actor from legit
Vera and Nate Blumberg com- until next season when he forms
ing east especially for the Friars* troupe of his own.
dinner to Bob. Hope at invitation
of Jesse Block (& Eve Sully), who
is general chairman of the fete.
Chicago
Fred Schwartz, Century Circuit
Tommy Lyman in city to attend
prexy, back in N. Y. after Coast
huddles with Lester Cowan on funeral of his father.
Spike Jones does two days at the
Cjsema Productions’ “Main Street
toBroadway.” He’s partnered in Opera House Feb. 27-28.
Kermit Bloomgarden in for the
Cinema.
James Sauter, president of USO- opening of “The Shrike” Monday
Camp Shows, has been named (23).
George Murphy in for the instalchairman of the legit theatres division of the 1953 funds drive of lation of Variety Club officers last
the New York chapter, American week.
Mrs. Van Heflin in to visit with
Red Cross.
Norman Reader, pub-ad head of hubby for six weeks during run of
French Tourist Office, to Chi, “Shrike.”
Frisco, L.A., Houston and Dallas.
Also set another Texas Week on
French Riviera, July 4-12.

Manos

Spiropoulis,

Greek

27.

Proceeds will go to the

Damon

Runyon cancer -fund.

starring Isabel Garcez, the new hit
of Teatro Infanta Isabel.
Works of Ted Shawn and Ameri-

Claude C. Philippe, known as can composer
Mary Campbell and
Walter Newman on program of
dance recitals given by Filippineo
dancer Manuel Rosado.
Cuban songstress Maria de Los
Angeles Santana, starring since
December in “Conquistame” at
M. Thudson.
Teatro Madrid, will continue with
Barney Balaban, Paramount Pic- same
play until the spring.
tures prez, will serve as honorary
Group of French girls, called
chairman of the 1953 Joint Defense
“Ballet Charles Capel,” and diAppeal. JDA is seeking to raise
rected by Spanish choreographer
$5,000,000 to finance the activities
Jose Atienza, will bow at the Theaof the American Jewish Committee
and the Anti-Defamation League tre Zarzuela late this month.

“Philippe of the Waldorf” and successor to the late “Oscar of the
Waldorf,” was made a veepee of
the Waldorf-Astoria Corp. last
week. Also elevated to v.p. status
were Edwin K. Hastings and Ford

of B’nai B’rith.

^
W

Dana Andrews, co-star of Paramount’s Ceylon locationer, “Elephant Walk,” and featured player
Mylee Haulani planed to the Coast
over the weekend enroute home
from their overseas stint. Pair
was accompanied by art director
Franz Bachelin.
Emmerich Kalman, Viennese
operetta composer currently living
in Paris, has been promoted by the
French government from Chevalier to Officer- of the Legion of
Honor as “a token of gratitude for
the eminent services rendered to
the cultural relations between
France and the U.S.”
Doris Barry, sister and personal

Harold

Lloyd pic,
to be fea-

is

>

per Guild last Friday

(20).

Violinist Heifetz due in March 1
for Constitution Hall concert under
aegis of Patrick Hayes’ American
manager of British ballerina Alicia U senes.
Markova, sailed for England last
Loew staffers Alan Zee, Jack
Thursday (19) to finalize details Foxe and Bill Riding
working with
for the dancer’s London appear- civic leaders
on town's annual
ances during the Coronation. Miss Cherry Blossom
Festival April 9-12.
Markova was partied by Hermitage
British actor Emlyn Williams
House and Kamin's last Thursday, skedded for three performances
of
publication day of her biog, “Alicia his Charles Dickens
readings under
Markova,” by Anton Dolin.
aegis of Smith College alumnae
*Ihe trouble with you show next week.

Miller returned from Italy
_ Adolph Zukor vacationing in
Tucson.
Rita Hayworth bought a bouse

Marcelle Feiner, Orrin Redfield,
Brentwood.
Bill Putch heading
Eddie Cantor Vacationing in
cast of Playhouse’s next “The Palm Springs.
Royal Family.”
,
eannp
ra
Jeanne
Crain
bedded
with
Joe Shea, who was around ear- th r0 at i nfectVon
lier this season ahead of “Mister
b
Ught
a
home
R°_b ts;"
Jock drum-beating in Beverly Hills
Casey Stine, former Carnegie Temple Israefbere"” 64 Prexy of
c aL, p ) Goldu^ns
Tech dramat, working on Pennsyl- ^amuel
^
in town after
vania Governor Fine’s Prison In- month in Palm
Springs.
vestigating Committee.
Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier planed in from London.
Bob O’Dpnnell in from Texas to
look over the 3-D situation.
Dick Powell on the mend after
By Glenn Trump
Mimic Macs, after tour of west- an emergency appendectomy.
Wild Bill Elliott will tour Japan
ern Nebraska, into Angelo's Thurswith a rodeo show next Summer.
day (19).
Joe Rollo joined Milt Deutsch
Harlem Globetrotters basketball
team did capacity biz in Scotts- Agency to handle cafe bookings
George Murphy to Oklahoma
bluff, Nebr.
Ex-KOWH announcer Kermit City to speak for the film industry.
Gordon MacRae fined $110 by
Hansen joined Allen and Reynolds
AGVA for a cuffo appearance at
ad firm as an exec.
Ted Mack Amateur show signed Ciro’s.
Jimmy Cagney bought a 450to headline Burt County Fair in
acre ranch from Adrian and Janet
Tekamah Aug. 25-28.
Gaynor.
Jolly Joe Martin bowed in with
Adolph Zukor addressed month“Doin’ the Town,” disk and review of local shows, in afternoon ly meeting of Motion Picture Industry Council.
stint on WOW.
Joseph Newman laid up with injuries sustained in an accident on

m

Alma Lind and

.

Alan Ladd due back from Switzerland soon to take up starring
role in his second Columbia British production, “Hell Below Zero.”

f

.

.

[

Queen

Elizabeth II conferred
of Commander of the Order
of the British Empire on William
Primrose, violist, in London yester-

i

title

i

!

,

day

(Tues.).

Omaha

Gene Tierney inked by J. Arthur
Rank Organization to co-star with
Leo Genn in “A Day’s Mischief.”
Antony Damborough will produce

;

;

at Pinewood.
j

Having delayed his return by a
week, Forrest Tucker sailed last
Wednesday. He has been filming
here in the Wilcox-Republic production, “Laughing Anne.”
Anna Neagle, star of Tom Arnold’s “Happy and Glorious,” on a
short Riviera vacation between the
end of the provincial tour and
West End opening at the Palace
Saturday (28),
Big Republic contingent came in
from Hollywood last week. Prexy
Herbert J. Yates arrived Monday
with his wife, and accompanied by
Tokyo
Bill Saal.
He was preceded by
Richard Altschuler.
By Richard H. Larsh
Charles Chaplin’s “Limelight”
Frank Sinatra handed over 'a
crix citation to Jean Carson at a scheduled for roadshow here at
Variety Club luncheon, declaring end of March.
Toho star Shirley Yamaguchi to
her the musical comedy discovery
of 1952. She is currently starring make “Hoyo” (“The Embrace”) under
director Masahiro Makind.
Judy.”
in “Love From
E. F. Johnson, former assistant
manager of Republic’s Japanese
office, ankled to become manager
Miami Beach

i

his

lemon ranch.

Mabel Walker Willebrandt renewed as legal counsel by the
Screen Directors Guild of America.

Mishel S. Green will be presented with Annual Humanitarian
Award by Hollywood Actors Coun-

.

cil.

Dore Schary presented with a
plaque by the American Legion of
Texas for his documentary, “The
for Allied Artists.
Hoaxters.”
By Lary Solloway
“Father’s Little Dividend” (M-G)
Pat O’Brien spoke on “AmeriMary
slated
for release soon here follow- canism” at annual convention of
Peter Lind Hayes and
Healy opened at the Clover Club ing the smash biz racked up by the National Assn, of Secondary
*
“Father of Bride” (M-G), which School Principals.
Feb. 23.
John Houseman drew a certifiGeorge Tyson’s “Holiday On broke all house records at the
Ice” at Coral Gables Coliseum for Picadilly \vhere it has been run- cate of merit from the Southern
ning since last Dec. 25.
California Motion Picture Council
eight-day run.
for producing "Bad and the BeautiJacques Peals, husband of Edith
ful.”
Piaf^ opened in cafe of Biltmore
Portland, Ore.
Samuel Goldwyn cited by the
Terrace hotel.
Federation
of Women’s Clubs for
Cooper Sisters head Clover Club
Film producer-writer P o 1 a n
his “outstanding contributions to
show
for
second
week.
Banks house guesting with the
moral
and
cultural
development of
Walter Hoffman, Paramount
Brohr Dahlberp.
field man, in town on company’s screen.”
Milton Berle made special trip new product.
here to emcee annual Police and
Stan Kenton Orch played a one
Firemen’s benefit.
niter at Jantzen Beach Ballroom
Philadelphia
“Tumultime,” new edition of last Saturday (21).
By Jerry Gaghan
“Bagels and Yox ” doing healthy
Tempest Storm has SRO sign
Russian Inn, known to show biz
biz at Variety theatre.
out nightly 'for second week at
Alan Gale floored by flu, with Star Theatre. Patrons paying $1.80 folk, celebrated its 30th anni Monday (23).
Phil Foster, Joe E. Lewis, and to see stripper.
Pep’s Musical Bar is adding new
Myron Cohen filling in for him.
Betty Hutton Show played four
At Varadero Beach (Cuba) are days at the Paramount last week- room, to be known as Terrace
columnists Hy Gardner, Danton end (20-23). Miss Hutton had a Room, opening March 2.
Peter Hanley, after absence of
Walker and N.Y. Mirror’s Ken big civic welcome and taped shows
McCaleb.
for 10 diskers in two hours. Show two years, returned to his old spot
at Celebrity Room, Feb. 23.
Lena Horne, who closed at Clov- tours other big northwest cities.
Latin Casino planning couple of
er Club Sunday (22), cocktail-pardouble
Dorothy Danfeatures
tied by Dorothy Dey, wife of impressionist Dean Murphy.
dridge
and Jackie Miles, week of
Vienna
April 2, and Joni James and Jack
Walter Winchell planed to Key
By Emil W. Maass
West Naval station for show which
Carter, April 9.
Josef stadt intends to play RichGov. John S. Fine, of Pennsylfeatured Vagabonds, Condos and
ard
Strauss
opera, “Rosen-Kava- vania, and Mayor Joseph S, Clark,
Brandow, Elissa Jayne and Frank
lier.”
Linale orch.
Jr., of Philadelphia, agreed to act
An American information center as sponsors for second annual
Joining the show biz colony at
the Lord Tarleton this week are opened in Klagenfurt, Carinthia, Tamiment Chamber Music Festival.
comedians Sid Caesar, Jack Carter, British zone.
George A. Hamid guest speaker
Josefstadt
Theatre rehearsing at Philadelphia Cafe Men’s AsstL
Paul Winchell, plus Boston “Pops”
Brazilian comedy, “Tomorrow It
orch maestro Arthur Fiedler.
meeting Tuesday afternoon (24).
Will Be Different.”
Lenny Salidor, Decca Records
“April, 2,000,” government-made
promotion man, transferred here
film, selected as one to be shown
from
Baltimore.
at Cannes Film Fete.
By R. F. Hawkins
Ludwig Standi of Red White Red
Sergiu
Calibidache
directing network introducing show incorpo-

*

[

.

j
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Rome

series of concerts at the Argentina.
George Sanders to Naples to
start shooting new Roberto Rossel-

Corso.

.

Scotland

rating talent scout idea.

Joe Glenn inked by state-owned
Burgtheatre as director and dramatist
will quit present job on
lini pic.
Jules Romain’s “Knock” playing Volkstheatre soon.
both legit version, at the Satiri and
on the screen, first-run at the

Anna Magnani considering a return to the musical revue stage in
the fall, first since her appearance
with Toto in a musical during last
“The Angel’s Kitchen,” farce days of war.
comedy by Parisian author Albert
Gina Lollobrigida being rushed
Husson (translated by. Jose L. through last scenes of Errol Flynn’s
Alonso), starring Luis Prendes and “Teacher of Don Juan” so she can
Mayrata O’Wisiedo, doing well at start John Huston’s “Beat the
Teatro Beatriz.
Devil,” with Jennifer Jones and
Humphrey Bogart.
John Ford flew in from African
“Mogambo” location for a week’s
Washington
rest. Director feted at official reBy Florence S. Lowe
ception in Cinecitta
preGene Autry due March 1 for a sented with scroll for Studios,
Venice prizeone-day appearance
UUine winner “Quiet Man” by governat
Arena.
Dagraar highlighted annual Front
Page Ball of Washington Newspa-

Hollywood
Ann

Bank National ment.

Mel Dinelli and Hermione Gingold collaborating on a new play,
“Abracadabra,” in which she intends to play the lead.

star,

&

vintage

"Grandma’s Boy,”
tured at the South
Theatre next week.

film

in
town showing “Black
Earth” his latest production.
Bob Taplinger got Hotel SherGreer Garson planes from the
Coast to Boston tomorrow (Thurs.) man publicity account and he’s tryto help kick off local. Red Cross ing to find man for Chi office.
drive. Heading the campaign in
that area is William A. Parker,
member of the Loew’s-M-G board.
Madrid
Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
By Geeno Garr
chairman, returns to New York toCarmen Amaya Co., back from
day (Wed.) after spending the last France, started provincial
tour.
couple of months at the studio. His
J. Viros Moyes, film attorney,
future sked includes a trek to Eumade
director of Warner Bros.
a
rope in the fall.
Spanish company.
The first annual “Mike
Hotel CriUon nitery has songScreen” Awards Dinner of the
Work- stress Trini Alonso and Italian
Radio-Newsreel-Television
comedian
Gustavo Re.
ing Press Assn, will be held at the
“Je l’Amai Trop ” by J. Guitton,
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N.Y., May

quit “South Pacific” on Broadway
after more than two years.
Bob Parks home after two-year
stretch in Europe as a civilian consultant on Air Force entertain-

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

•By

Gordon Irving

Beniamino Gigli set for onenight dates in Edinburgh and Dun•

dee.
British

Broadcasting

Scotland

celebrating

March

Corp. in
30th anni

6.

Doris Drey, Scot comedienne,
“Moonlight Bay” (WB) surpris- making comeback in Vaude season
ingly sock in this area.
at Metropole, Glasgow, March 2.
United Artists will handle Aussie
George Taylor new prexy of
distribution of 3-D pic, “Bwana Scot branch of British CinematoDevil.”
graph Exhibs’ Assn., with George
Several Aussie shows are being Gilchrist as veepee.
readied for Korea tours next
Jimmy Logan, Dave Willis, Anspring.
nabelle Logan and other Scot artDoris Fritton spotting “Venus ists to appear in televised cabaret
Glasgow,
Observed” into Independent, North from
Hotel,
Central
Sydney.
March 4.
“Winterset” given revival airing
T. S. Eliot’s new play, “The Conat Mercury,
Sydney, via indie fidential Clerk,” now slated for
Lyceum, Edinburgh, for two weeks
management.
Metro reported on looksee for opening Aug. 25, during Edinburgh
International Festival.
more Melbourne nabe houses to
ment pic officials.
add to its chain. «
Greater Union Theatres added
another Sydney nabe at Campsic
Pittsburgh
to Acme-Odeon loop.
By Matty Brescia
By Hal V. Cohen
“Greatest Show” (Par) continues
Jimmy Featherstone orch to
Johnny Harris home from “Ice SRO in all Aussie keys. Film may Hotel Peabody’s
Skyway*
Capades” coast meeting.
become biggest grosser to play
Bob Cross orch in for two weeks
Sol Bragin, WB's chief buyer, off here.
in Hotel Clarldge’s Balinese Room.
for his annual Miami Beach siesta.
Universal running a Daff Third
Kay Francis at the Arena
Pitt Players preparing “Billy of Century sales drive here with
“Theatre” with Mischa Auer In
Budd” for a mid-March produc- Here McIntyre, Aussie chief in this
week in “Room .Service.”
.

p

tion.

Pencilled in
Eddie Bracken has his minature
David N. Martin will bring McCulloch are
“What’s New,” at the
Folies Bergere” into Melbourne Sister Eileen,”
Vogue Terrace this week.
after Brisbane run. New Zealand Women” with
Local actor Bill Thunhurst has tour follows.
10 .
musical,

by ArenA

g.irt.

Patsy Kelly in

March
Arena

Sap
“My

3, and ‘The
cast, March
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^ylie management foe 30 years,
subsequently

OBITUARIES

Tom Arnold

transferring
organization.

I

the

to

Harem-Happy Hong Kong

LONNIE HICKS

VERNON STEVENS

THOMAS HEAPHY

Vernon Stevens, 60, midwest
head of Music Corp. of America's
concert division, died in Chicago
Feb 16 after a long illness. He
sorted as a song plugger in the
in 1924 went into
e il ly 20s and
business with Ted Fio Rito and
the Edgewater
at
Russo
Danny
Beach Hotel, Chicago. He also was

Thomas Heaphy,

}

allied with the operation of station WEBH.
in 1927 Stevens went into part-

nership with Art With in Amusement Service Corp., which was
during
strong competition to
the period up to 1934, booking
such bands as Kay Kyser and Isham Jones. He left the business
then, selling life insurance until
1937 when he took over as Dave
Rubinoff’s personal manager and
concert booker and stayed with
the violinist until 1943 when he
joined MCA.

MCA

Survived by his wife, Dorothy
Young,' who/ also does concert
booking and theatrical publicity;
a brother, Dick, head of the Chicago MCA .small unit department,
and a son and two grandchildren.
.
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«Col>, “Where’s Charley”
Wife, 56, of Wallace Wathall,
J. PAUL PERRINE
died Feb. 15 in Dallas. He’s special <WB), “Blackbeard Pirate” (RKO),
Paul Perrine, 70, vet actor homeoffiee rep of National Screen and “Way of Gaucho” (20th).
and little theatre producer-direc- Sendee there and brother of the Nightclubs Depend on Tourists
tor, died at his home in Connells- late Henry
B. Walthall, silent film
Hong Kong’s nightclubs w'ould
ville. Pa., near Pittsburgh, Feb. 16. actor.
close down tomorrow if there were
In recent years, Perrine had apno more tourists, merchant seamen
peared in productions at the PittsC. J. Kremer, 68, Stanton, Neb., and British and American gobs in
burgh
Playhouse
district
and
theatre owner, died Feb. 17 in the city. Hong Kong Chinese stick
strawhats under name of Richard
Norfolk, Neb., after long illness. to their own brand of nitefies,
Foote.
He completed 35 years in the film which are mainly hangouts for the
Survived by wife, five children
biz at Stanton last June. Survived
ubiquitous mah jong games which
and three grandchildren.
by wife and two sons.
go on noisily all day and up to
midnight, when indulgence in the
JOHN LAWRENCE MURPHY
Frank
Greenough,
49.
orchestra
game
is forbidden by law because
John Lawrence Murphy, actor
Santa Bar- 0 f the noise trea
created
Q bv
ne snui
shufand dancer, died Feb. 21 in N.Y. leader, died Feb. 19
y the
r:
hara
after
a lone illness
Former
!,
*
£
Murphy had appeared in vaude at
nianist in^Graiimf n's ChfneS The- ^e^.^h^nrovide tWo.ial^no^v
e clubs provide the equally noisy
the old Broadway Theatre, N.Y., pianist in*Grauman’s Chinese The ti\
and toured a number of years ago atre, he later led the band in the traditional Chinese theatre as enin a revival of “Yip Yip Yaphank,” Santa Barbara Biltmore,
tertainment. None has dance muput on in connection with "This Is
sic nor western style floorshows.
the Army.” He retired a few years
Father of Norma Dundorf WoolMost popular of the western style

MARRIAGES

J.

ESTHER MULLIN
Mrs. Harry Pollock, known professionally as Esther Mullin, 43,
prominent author and actress in
children vehicles, died Feb. 20 in
Cleveland after a lingering illness.
Mrs. Pollock had been forced to
give up her “Ladies’ Day” proon WGAR. although she
maintained an active interest in
her juvenile half-hour WGAR
stanza, “Fairy Tale Theatre.”
She had taught at Washburn
College and the Beverly Hills Community Theatre, as well as having
acted with the Edward Everett
Horton Co. and the Chicago Art
Repertory Co.
Survived by husband and two

gram

daughters.

7

m

A

WILLIAM HAWKINS

daughter, a brother and three

sisters survive.

GENE LESLIE
Leslie Eugene Halverson, 49,
film actor, dancer and ice skater
professionally known as> GenCP Leslie, died Feb. 20 in Los Angeles.
Among the films he appeared in
were “The Bells of St. Mary’s,”
“The ‘Gay Senorjta,” “Holiday in

in “Melo.”

Thomas

J.

J.

Survived by his widow
mother, both at Halifax,

LOU

M.

and

GOLDBERG

Lou M, Goldberg, 59, former
vaude agent and more recently a
film house operator, died Feb. 16
in San Pedro, Cal., where he
owned the Globe Theatre. In the
heyday of vaude he was a KeithAlbee and Orpheum agent but
later shifted to film exhibition and
bought the Globe 13 yeajrs ago.
Surviving are his wife, tw.a sons

and a brother, Mort, theatre operator.
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Mother of Ed Perkins, importer
j
^^ 4
a
of classical dance
sets and former
Coast pressagent, died in Holly

•

.

wood Feb.

i

17.
,

,

Martha Noemie Roussel, director
of the Harlem Philharmonic Society of N, Y., died Feb. 21 in
East Orange, N.

•

69.

onetime

;

vaudeville trouper, died of a heart
oftonV FoH
14 in’
in-WniWAnrf
Feb. 14
Hollywood. Three
attack

!

sisters survive.

BIRTHS
|
«

.

j
?

•

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Crow, son,
Hollywood. Feb. 11.
Father is
story consultant at Columbia.
Mr. and Mrs. Vittorio Gassman,
daughter.
Hollj’wood,
Feb.
14.

Mother
father

is

is

n
f°

T
,

!;?•

„

at l er
^
College

t-5

actor.

1

*

7

actress Shelley -Winters;

an

•

Comely Chinese Taxi Dancers
Most popular y'ith. visiting sailors

e

e cr’
*?
° ther
actress;

at

Pitt’s

i^
12

‘

Playhouse
acl es
drama
^
for Women.
2

M ^

Mr. and Mrs. James Gismondi,
son,
Unioptown, Pa., Feb. 16.
are the dance halls, which provide Father is sports director of stacomely Chinese taxi dancers, every tion WMBS there.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wallace,
one of them a beauts7 at about. 20c.
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
17.
a dance. Largest of these halls are daughter,
the Paramount, the Imperial and Mother is the former Bonnie Goodman,
of
KDKA
staff.
Bay
(not
the
Repulse
Lido
the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kramer,
Lido>. All offer big bands and vo
son, Hollywood, Feb. 15. Father is
calists, reasonably priced drinks
Columbia story editor.
served at tables in dimly lighted
Mr. and Mrs.. Robert Reagan,
w «w.
are
dancers die
uauucia
.viuoi.
taxi
UIAI
COrnerS. Most
j
r
Feb 20 friendly and their company after
;
15 Eileen .Farrell, concert
hall closes can usually be ob.

,

‘

i

;

j
i

i

stage manager, died in Chicago
Feb, 19. Survived by a widow.

[

7

—

former

go well if ever given a nod by U. S.
promoter.
Only other western style nitery
js
across island, the Lido at Repulse Ba 3
No show, but it has
dancing to a small combo on a
floor which overlooks beautiful bay.
No cover or minimum at any of
the clubs, not even on New Year’s
Eve, and tabs run low with good
scotch going
£oin£ ac
at less xnan
than m.
SI
scotcn
.

J.

J. O’Brien,

tines done in a very polished manner. Kids show promise and should

7

|

William
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tamed easily.
Most popular eating places

/A
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r
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-

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hope, daughin ter Hollywood. Feb.
19. Father is
are the Parisian Grill Bob Hope's brother and personal
and Jimmie’s Kitchen, both under business manager,
the same ownership. Both have exMr. and Mrs. Jack Lindquist,
American evu,
and zuiiviu-uii
uuiupvuu unu
son, Culver
cellent European
vtnvni,
wuiv tl City, Feb.
1 CU, 17. Father
.

,

Hong Kong

brother and two adopted chil- England.

l

.

dren survive.

CHAS.

j

j

,

editor, died Feb. 18 in ChiFather of Donn Tatum, director
cago. Former veepee of Gernsback
Publications, Inc., of N.Y., he had Of television for ABC’s western dibeen editor of Radio Review and vision, died Feb. 12 in Hollywood.
Radio Listeners’ Guide. He also
had edited Call Book and Money
David Turner, 84, Lancashire exMaking.
hib, died Jan. 31 in Failsworth,

j

in his theatres.
.

*

j

j

mag

A
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SIDNEY GERNSBACK
77,

I

,

,

violinist with the

Gernsback,

j

Joyce Ann Dawson to Harold
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
14.
Hanna.
Groom’s the son o? Ben Hanna, of
20th exchange staff in Pitt.
Harre Romanoff to James Spital- tnn
nv **
Kn
kpu
it
c
room is
is
et>
17
Boston,
Feb.
17.
t^room
Groom
oslo
^» *
former bandleader and mtery
c mic now operating a Chicago em?
ployment
agency, and is son of
Maurice Spitalny, Pittsburgh maestro, and nephew of Phil Spitalny.

.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,
died in Pittsburgh Feb. 16.
Before joining the symphony, he had
played in pit orchestras at the old

Sidney

\

«

COURTNEY

years asst, manager and manager
of the Casino Theatre, Halifax,
N.S., and for several years a supervisor of Odeon chain theatres
in the maritime provinces, died
suddenly at Halifax, Feb. 14, of a
heart attack. A photographer on
the side, he had produced and shot
a number of films on outdoor subjects, screening them, personally,

WNHC-TV, New
“TV Talent Audi-

tions.

>

JOSEPH AMEN

Courtney, 54, for 20

of the
shovv »

!

T

During 1940 he operated the
Joseph Vlggiano, 93, for 60 years
County theatre, Suffem, N. Y. Nixon and Pitt theatres and later a vaudeville violinist, died in ChiArmitage also wrote a number of at the Negri Inn.
cago Feb. 18. Survived by nine
Survived by wife, son and three children.
scenarios and legit plays.
brothers, one of whom is Louis
Wife and two sisters survive.
Amen, Pittsburgh pianist.
Maurice J. McShane, 69. retired

THOMAS

*

emcee
j

clubs

}

Joseph Amen,

Betty Adams to Matt Burke, Las
Vegas, Feb. 15, He’s an actor,
Vivian J. Jackson to Sid Brenner Hershe.v, Pa., Feb. 21. He’s

Dee Hartford (nee Donna Higgins) to Howard Haw'ks, Hollywood,
are the Skyroom and the Feb. 20. Groom is a vet film direcRitz, the former tastily decorated, tor.
Gregg Sherwood to Horace E.
w ith tipred tables around a huge
dance floor and a view of the har- Dodge, Palm Beach, Feb. 20. Bride
bor from its third-floor location at * s a showgirl.
Dorothy Jackson to Stanley DyNorth Point, a 20-minute drive
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Feb. 14.
Lt. Gen. Sir Sydney Lawford, 87. from downtown Hong Kong. The
father of actor Peter Lawford, died Ritz, in the same locality, is not as § nde was formerly a Gae Foster
Feb. 15 in Hollywood. In recent large, more garishly decorated and Boxyette; he s an ex-Roxy Theatre
er
Eastern Airlines.
years he played bit roles in mo- W’ith a smaller dance floor. Best Sl
Paula Laurence to Charles Bow:c
tion pictures. In addition to his H an
Tn„ c in
nr „. ti j 0 j
den Danbury Conn - Feb 22 Bride
son, his wife and a sister survive. bftte
ine Skyroom
lcyroom J here CeasaJ
sa ve- is an
actress; he’s a legit producer
Pf
!i
u
ba d and managing director of the
:
New
but p arsons Theatre
Dwight V. Hutchings, 73. owner The Ritz band is also Filipino £
Hartford
and
of the Mission Inn, died Feb. 16 in not so good.
.
Westport <Conn.) Country PlayBoth the Skyroom and the Ritz house.
Riverside, Cal. He was a fonner
president of the Riverside Opera „provide
ovide a sort of floorshow.
floorshow7 consistHolly Titman to Jack Sebastian,
Assn.
mg of two appearances a night by New YT ork, Feb. 21. Bride formerly
one act. At the Ritz during the was with NBC network; groom is
August L. Fornasero, 63. violin- holidays were St. Clair and Day, in NBC press department,
Joann Koeher to Gifford Philist with station WOV, N. Y.. for a dance team of mediocre ability
the past 12 3'ears, died Feb. 21 in billed as “dancers exquisite, direct Ups, Los Angeles. Feb. 16.
He’s
Trenton, N. J.
from Radio Citv, New York.” Their head of Tee-Vce Co., video packpublicity also lists 11 films. Eddie & 6 e.rs and stations in Colorado.
H lon
William S. Hogue, 54. radio ad- Guzman led the band at the Ritz, n ,^a P£-Yj
c fu are*
uar tzite. Anz., Feb. 15. Both
vertising salesman, died in Paris. featuring a Filipino thrush, Cora Q
fllm Players.
Tex., Feb, 17. He was associated Ballecer.
Skyroom show offered the Dar- ToledoVrh^ft 11
with KPLT since May, 1951.
om ls a mtery
ling Twins, teen-age Filipinos, with comedian
assistant traffic manager of
WDTV\in Pittsburgh, and fatherin-law of Moe Woolsey, a director
at that station, died at his home
there Feb. 9 after a long illness.
sey,

Mexico,” “Duel in the Sun” and
chief. He had retired as Scripps- ‘The Spanish Main.”
He appeared in ice shows with
Howard board chairman, Jan. 1/
Surviving, besides his son Wil- Sonja Henie.
liam, are his wife and two sons, all
WILLIAM W. KERRIGAN
offspring resulting from a prior
William Wallace Kerrigan, 73,
marriage.
former general manager of Universal Studios, died Feb. 20 in
BELA BALLOG
Bela Ballog, 51, vaude sad con- Hollywood. A twin of J. Warren
cert violinist, died in Chicago Feb. Kerrigan, silent film star, he 'had
Born in Youngstown, O., he been agent and general manager
22.
came from a family of Austro-Hun- for Rudolph Valentino, William S.
garian gypsies, who had been Hart, Mary Pickford and Douglas
He Fairbanks, Sr.
musicians for generations.
He served as g.m. for Universal
traveled the Keith-Orpheum circuit for many years with an orches- from 1912 to 1914.
tra that included six brothers. He
RICHARD B. DONOVAN
had been in semi-retirement in reRichard Butler Donovan, 50, orcent years.
Survived by his widow, who was chestra leader, died in Keene,
a member of the band, six chil- N. H., Feb, 14. Before organizing
dren. including two musicians, and his own orchestra in Keene several years agb, he had playe.d with
five brothers, all musicians.
various orchestras in Boston and
Norwich, Conn.
WALTER W. ARMITAGE
He served in the New HampWalter W. Armitage, 46, actorplaywright, died Feb. 22 in N. Y. shire Legislature during the 194546
session.
after a brief illness. Born in South
Africa, Armitage began his stage
career there in 1926 in “Hit the
Deck.” In 1931 he had a role in
the film “The Love of Habit” and
that same year made his N. Y. bow

i

|

•

ago.

William Waller Hawkins, 69, former chairman of the board of the
Scripps-Howard newspapers, died
Feb. 19 at his home in Miramar,
Cal., of influenza, Hawkins, whose
son William, Jr., is legit critic for
the N.Y. World-Telegram and Sun,
was also a former president of the
United Press, succeeding Roy
Howard,’ and later went into the
Scripps-Howard org as editor-in-
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War
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S me
ie ^ h * nese mainlandr hours available for spending. No
rr
Biz ^°ris v’^^
bad among the foreigners one goes to cocktails before 7:30
and they confine their nightlife tojp.m., and dinner gets under way
private parties in the beautiful about 9 o’clock. Nightclubs open
homes perched on the hills above about 11 p.m. and close regularly
the city which still retain their before 2 a.m. Even on New Year’s
pre-slump splendor.
Eve the shutters were up by 2
The teeming throngs of Chinese o’clock.
OCIOCK. umy
Only in private nomes
homes ana
anti
he7e Provlde a rather specialized at the opulent Correspondents'
3
01' only ccr - Club
b w<!re festivities going on unn lJpes 01 "
/stern
eslern entertain- til the ‘wee” hours.
ment. This taste is childish, leaning
toward the comic and the spectacu- \
lar. Biggest grossers among recent
touring attractions were the Harlem Globetrotters and an Ice FolContinued from page 1
lies show. Helen Traubel flopped
miserably. During
me Christmas
lamiasmg the
„„ „ e^“
penslon p an becomes
e
New Year holidays, the Chinese 16
y*
packed the largest downtown ther
,oeu s
lex
>
P
atre four times daily to see a re- c ,^
b
” Schenck, interrupted a Florida vavival of1 AJIsne
Disnev’s “Snow
Whit*
ow
"
n
“
e
* f j ^“
S.
cation to attend the board
uudiu meuiug.
meeting
Other houses added
three or four „
*
,
south over the week^-f nn n shorts. Other features in He. returned
cartoon
.. ..
..
,
,
„
e ld
the board d ^“
the city over the holidays included
!
dared
a regular 20c quarterly divi9 ntM
“tintam^d
Black Rose” (20th),
“Untamed
Frontier” (U), “Rainbow- ’Round dend payable March 31 to stockholders of record March 13.
Shoulder”
1

format*
ifipd
Nat ^Kincfcn^e
(King) Cole, died
g r foi
and arranger
radio actor, died Feb. 19 in N.Y. Feb, 20 in Los Angeles.
after a short illness.
Death occurred after Hicks unHe had produced and directed
plays for church and religious derwent surgery.
groups in New York, and during
World War II, went overseas with
Henry N. Horaeyer, 74, sheet
the U.S.O. His last legit show was music iobber riipri Fnh lfl in Unc
“Happy Birthday.” His last TV tonfoCring anoDeration e/h'
show, “The Tribute,” filmed early lishing the company which
tears
in February.
his name in 1932, he built it into
Survived by his widow, a sister, the largest, with most extensive
and a nephew.
I catalog serving New England music
dealers.
Survived by wife, two
FRED* GODFREY
sons, one of whom was associated
Fred Godfrey, 72, British song- with him in jobbing business, and
writer, died Feb. 22 in London. a daughter.
Tunes written by him included
“All the Nice Girls Love a Sailor,”
J. J. Hegreman, 7Q, veteran thea“Irish and Proud of It, Too,” “Now tre man, died Feb. 16 in Austin,
I Have to Call Him Father” and Tex. He
started .in motion picture
“Who Were You Out With Last exniDiiron
exhibition at Temple, Tex., m
in iuiu.
1910.
Night.”
In 191*5 he onened the old Oiieen
Godfrey also wrote “Take Me rplA+15
~
Theatre it Austin. He was
also
Back to Dear Old Blighty,” which with the Grand Opera House in
was a British hit during World Galveston.
62,

BULLOCH

o of
.f
Alother, 58.
vince n imams,
JZ, N. Y. disk jockey, died Jan.
71,
24 in Beverly Hills.
r-

I

n tastefully decorated din- is a television director.
WJZ
rr,
r>£ as it is best
ha PG,
Mr and Mrs.
Mr*c Robert
Rnhort L. Lippert,
Mr.
Charles Edward Bulloch,
ing rooms. The
I
T
U
MJ
_L.
AM
head, of the still photography deknown, provides background music Jr., daughter, Holtywood, Feb. 24.
Child
is
granddaughter
partment at the Goldwyn Studios
of Robert
by pianist Jack Geller, British mufor 26 years, died Feb. 13 in Hollyr
Mrs. Dorothy McKim Alvarez, sician long a resident here. Both L. Lippert, producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Pitts, daughwood after a long siege of heart 52, wife of film producer 'Luis Al- places are located off Queens Road
ter, Flushing, N. Y., Feb. 15.
trouble.
Favarez, died Feb. 18 in Hollywood. in the center of town.
ther is director of public relations
Survived by his wife and a son.
Paradise for Visiting Firemen
of Theatre 0wners of America.
Malcolm, Paramount still photogteTSSdiLrtothe
a paradise tor the
Hong Kong is
Mrs. Stella Cole, 67, former night
an(j
rapher.
Preston Sturges.
club entertainer, died Feb. 15 in visitor who travels on an expense S on7*HolTywOod? FebT 22.
Father
because
entertainment is a film producer-director.
account
Los
Angeles.
HERBERT ERNEST BRIGHT
tabs are so low compared to elseMr. arid Mrs. Jefferson Pierson,
Herbert Ernest Bright^ w.k.
Rosita Mantilla, 73, partnered in where. Furthermore, the sidewalks S on, New York, Feb. 20. Father ia
stage producer and director, died
vaude with Phil Seed, died in New ai e rolled up early and the evening the son of Wayne Pierson, theatriFeb. 6 at Birmingham, Eng;
late so there are only a few y cal tax consultant.
He had been with the Julian 1 York Feb. 13. Sister survives.
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